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PREFACE

In the kind providence of God and by the assistance of his Spirit,

we have been enabled to complete the Twentieth Volume of the
Millennial Star.

Since the commencement of the Volume, our readers have
witnessed the Church passing through, perhaps, its most critical

stage and many important events and movements connected with
the Saints in the Mountains. That which has affected our brethren
and sisters at home has been felt by the Saints in these lands.

They have been touched by their tribulations and sacrifices, and
have sympathized with them in their peculiar and trying circum*
stances. We have also been thus affected while the burden of
sustaining the faith and confidence of those committed to our
charge and bearing them through this trying as well as affecting

stage of the Church has rested upon us.

Besides this, the Saints have witnessed the departure of the
Missionaries ; and the native Priesthood have, in the wisdom of
Providence, received the burden and faithfully sustained the work
of the Mission. To this may be added the facts that nearly all

communication has been suspended between us and the Presidency
in Zion, and that, excepting a diminished sheet of the Deseret News
which has occasionally reached us, the Star has been, during past

months, the only Church luminary in the English language. It

can be readily understood that we have felt the pressure of these

combined and peculiar circumstances. » But God remained, and we
believe that his holy, effective Spirit has moved with us and with
the Priesthood in these lands.

The present Volume shows somewhat new features, chiefly

made by the numerous contributions, variety of articles, &c,
and a select and limited correspondence from our Counsellors and
the Pastors representing the movements of the Mission ; and we
believe that the arrangements have been generally productive of

interest and profit to our readers.

Editor.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.—Jesus Christ.

Cow* out ofhert my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 1, Vol XX. Saturday, January 2, 1858. Price One Fenny.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.

It ta noble and heroic to battle for our own rights ; but itia more noble and magnanimous to be mindful

of the rights of our neighbours.

we shall not attempt to define and
ammerate all the rights of man, but pur-
pose to consider his claims as a thinking,

reajrwtu, and responsible being.

The great first right of man is Free
Agency. This involves the whole of our
soljject. All his other rights of which we
design to treat grow out of this primary
one.

Free agency is neither an abstract nor
a weakly-supported right of man. The
whole economy of physical nature and all

|

human experience and history go to esta-
'

bfch the fact that, in the sight of God, I

nan b a free agent. Indeed, it seems i

that the great Creator, in His arrange-

ments and in His dealings with the human
iamiiy, has been very particular upon the

point of free agency ; and, if we might so

express ourselves, He has been very deli-

cate even to avoiding the appearance of

tampering with it. God, in the enact-

ments of nature, has set up no barriers

against man's self-destruction by the

madly steel, or against his thrusting his

mad into the consuming flames, or against

>ii throwing himself from a frightful pre-

cipice into the yawning gulf beneath ; nor
has he set up barriers to prevent the

meeting of armies and the horrible slaugh-

ter of the battle-field. It is true, there

m pcoahiea attached to the violation of

nature's laws ; but no obstacle exists to

prevent man's breaking them. There are
rewards and immunities held out to the
observers of those laws, but no coercive

power in God's economy to enforce obe-

dience. Free agency is perfectly com-
patible with rewards and punishments.

Indeed, the latter are based on the former.

Man's free agency constitutes him a re-

sponsible being, and makes the idea of
human accountability consistent and in-

telligible. Were he not a free agent—were
he subject to coercive economy, he would
not be an accountable being, but a mere
machine. Neither his good nor his evil

would belong to himself, and the law of

rewards and punishments would be unjust

and meaningless. To speak of good or
evil in relation to man would be an absur-

dity. God might, in such case, justly

claim to be the author of right, but He
would also be the origin of wrong. He
would at once be God and the Devil.

Measuring things as they now exist with
evil vastly preponderating, he would be a
greater devil than He is God. But man
is a free agent, and this fact tells to the

glory ana to the justification of the

Creator.

If we consider the dealings of the

Almighty with the human family in a

moral and religious point of view, the
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free agency of man is still more forcibly

illustrated. It commenced with our com-
mon parent in the garden of Eden. He
was placed between the choice of good
and evil. Acting upon his agency, he, as

it were, set the world in motion. We
speak of the great Patriarch reverentially.

The course which he took was a necessary

one. He trod the path which all the

Gods had trodden before him. The tree of

good and evil lay in the path of his exal-

tation. It had to be partaken of. But
it is not our object now to discuss the

philosophy and necessity of the fall.

Suffice it to say that there has been rela-
'

tively a fall, and in this mankind have

exercised their agency.

The beautiful order of the universe, the

revolutions of the times and seasons, the

inseparable relation of cause and effect,

and the harmony of physical nature give

abundant proof that the great Creator is

eminently qualified to govern aright, as

far as His wisdom, power, and legislative
'

attributes are concerned. Everywhere
there is evidence displayed in His works
that He is able to direct wisely and effi-

ciently all that is subject .to Him. We
have every reason to believe that, as far

as God \s concerned, He is able to pro-

duce, in .the moral government of the

world, all the beautiful harmony which
we see existing in physical nature. But
He respects man's free agency; and it

seems to be more compatible with His
economy to let man go wrong for a time,

and thus give him the benefit of expe-

rience, than to destroy that agency and
. make man a mere human machine. That
such is the case we have proof in the fact

that God has the power and disposition to

govern mankind aright; yet the course of

the world has been contrary to His will.

If God respects the right of man's free

agency as a thinkingand religious being

—

if He, the highest of all, considers it too

sacred even for Himself to subvert or
interfere with, then it is the height of
presumption in human governments to

dare to tamper with this great right of
man. For society to attempt to mould
the thoughts of its members, and pre-

scribe for them a coercive faith, is impious
in the extreme. Such a proceeding would

Sive a striking illustration of the truth,

lat "Fools rush in where angels dare
not tread." The religious faith and the
direction of thought do not come within
4he limits of human legislation. Thought

and belief are not arbitrary 'or mecha-
nical. To make a man a thinking auto-

maton is impossible. All attempts of
legislative bodies or theological councils

to subvert man's free agency, to make
him an intellectual machine, and to pre-

scribe for him a religious faith, is not only

fighting against the first great right of

man, but is like an attempt to grasp infi-

nite space or to span eternitv.

No government has a right to interfere

with the religious faith of the people, or

to attempt to coerce them into a belief

according to law, or to force them to

give up their conscientious views. Such
interference and attempt would be not
only futile, but also unjust and despotic.

No one should presume to say that an
individual shall not hold the faith of

a Catholic, Protestant, Baptist, Methodist,

or any other shade of faith ; or that he
shall not be infidel to them all. We do
not deny to Government the prerogative

of legislating on all points that come
within the legitimate scope of national

administration; but an arbitrary direc-

tion of the thoughts of the people and the
subjugation of the human mind to a con-
strained faith do not come within those

limits. Moreover, the conscientious faith

of an individual results from the evidence,

impressions, and training that he has
received. In such cases, it is often as

hard for him to believe differently to what
he does, as it is for a person who beholds

the light of the sun to conscientiously

declare that there is no light. History

teaches us how ineffectual nave been the
rack, the innumerable instruments of

torture, the stake, the cross, and the
sword, to conquer tbe mind and shackle

it with a repugnant faith. Such means,
instead of winning the erring to truth,

and converting the unbeliever, have
riveted the chains of error, added fuel to

fanaticism, made resistance on the part
of the oppressed a virtue, and exalted the
victims of religious warfare to the dignity

of martyrs.

But, for the sake of argument, let us
admit the prerogative of governments to
prescribe by law a faitH against the will

of a nation or any part of its community,
and the right of man capriciously to dic-

tate the religion of his neighbour; and
what will be the result ? The Catholic

would insist on his heretical Protestant
neighbour's giving up his heresy, upon
pain of being consumed at the stake,
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broken on the wheel, or tortured in the

most scientific manner that cruelty could
invent; while the Protestant, in his torn,

would do the same to the Catholic. The
rigid Churchman would seek to destroy

Dissenters, while the Dissenters would
endeavour to overwhelm the Establish-

ment in ruin, and then, with unabated
animosity, would make war upon one
another. The Jew would crucify the

Gentile, and the Gentile would extermi-

nate the Jew. The Hindoo and Maho-
metan would annihilate the Christian, and
the so-called Christian would put them
both to death by the sword. The victory

would then be, not to truth and right,

bnt to the fiercest bigot and the strongest

aim. Thus, " this even-handed justice
"

would bring "the poisoned chalice" to

every man's lips! Who would like to

see such a state of things ? None but the
most devilish,—none but the enemies of
mankind,— none but those who hate
truth and right.

(To be continued.)

We seem to hear our enemies exclaim
with one accord—"But the Mormons
must be made the exception. Their
agency must be denied, and their faith

proscribed; they must be gorged with
religions which they loathe, and they must
be exterminated from the earth." Thou-
sands of expressions tantamount to these
could be gathered from newspapers, and
recorded from private sources. But jus-
tice, the great law of man's free agency,
and God, who has tolerated a myriad
faiths and opinions contrary to His mind,
will not acknowledge the exception. Nei-
ther will three hundred thousand Mor-
mons admit it. If oppression, intolerance,

and power seek to subvert their right of
free agency, and exterminate them for

their conscientious convictions and reli-

gious faith, resistance and defence of their

rights will become heroism and a virtue,

while tame submission would be cowardly*
unmanly, and slavish.

ENGLISH LAW ON MARRIAGE.

A very important question in English
law has lately received the opinion of

Justice Cresswell as assessor to Vice-

ChanceOor Stuart. This judgment de-

termines the marriage of a man with bis

deceased wife's sister to be illegal, and the

issue of such marriage to be illegitimate.

The judgment appears to be founded
upon an Act which was passed in 1836,
amending the then existing laws so as to

conform to the ecclesiastacal prerogative

;

for, under the former law, such a marriage
might be contracted, and, after the death
of either partv, the marriage could not be
invalidated : out, while both parties were
firing, the Ecclesiastical Court could make
it void. The law passed in 1835 made
legal such marriages as were already con-

tracted, but made illegal all future con-

tracts of that nature. Thus, the same
aw is made to justify what it condemns

—

to legalise what it declares illegal—to

declare no sin that which is sin, merely
at a matter of policy, without respect to

the eternal laws of right and wrong.
This practice, however, of marrying a

ueceased wife's sister has still been con-

tinued, by going abroad and contracting

marriage in an adjoining country where
such contract was legal, and then return-
ing to England, believing that the law
had been fully evaded, that they were
legally husband and wife, and their chil-

dren strictly legitimate. The case in

question appears to be the first that has
arisen under the law requiring a legal

rion, which decision, if sustained by
Vice-chancellor, invalidates all such

marriages, and declares illegitimate all

children born in them during the past

twenty-two years. The case which called

forth this decision was a question involving

the right of property ; and, although ably

defended by very learned counsel, it was
determined that the property willed by
the father to such illegitimate child

escheated to the Crown, and could not be
claimed by near of kin. In this case,

the child to whom the property had been
willed was dead, and the other members
of the family laying claim to it were con-
tested by the crown, in whose favour it

terminated.

It is a well-known fact that it has been
a prevailing custom among the aristocracy

and gentry of England, as well as many
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of the lower classes, to marry a deceased

wife's sister, for the desirable object of

preserving, as much as possible, extensive

estates and property in the family rela-

tion. The crowned heads and royal

families of Europe also intermarry one

with the other for similar purposes, and
to preserve the reigning power as far

as possible with themselves. Such ex-

amples have necessarily had their influ-

ence upon other grades of society.

Many hundredsofthe wealthy ofthe land,
by this decision, are virtually disinherited,

and their possessions and immense wealth

are virtually declared the property of the

Oroum. Many, who supposed themselves

in rightful possession of great wealth, are,

by this decision, in one day made poor

;

and many, who supposed themselves right-

ful heirs of immense fortunes, have had
their hopes blasted by this legal decision.

It has been said that riches take to them-
selves wings and fly away; and this,

perhaps, is as lucid an illustration of the

truth of the saying as ever was given.

The many hundreds who are now in this

very awkward dilemma will require spe-

cial legislation to establish their rights of

possession, or be liable to have to vacate

in favour of the Crown. It evidently

becomes a very serious matter, affecting

not only the present illegitimacy, but

their children and children's children

after them. Exposed as they are by this

liability, they necessarily must have some
law passed to legalize their claims, or

they will remain insecure; though it

could scarcely be supposed that the Go-
vernment would enforce its rights in such

cases.

This state of things certainly exhibits

a rare specimen of enthraldom and per-

plexity, consequent upon human inter-

Terence with the divine law which regu-

lates the holy institution of marriage. No
wonder that the moral results of such
interference are so horribly manifest,

-when the political results are so incon-

sistent. All political governments claim*-

the right to regulate marriage according
to their own views, and those views are as-

conflicting upon this as upon any other
institution, ordinance of heaven, or doc-

trine of religion. Consequently, as govern-
ments increase in number and in power,,

difficulties of a moral, political, and
social nature are destined proportionately

to increase; which, indeed, is the inevi-

table result of departing from the right

ways of the Lord. There are principles

regulating Carriages which are ordained

of God, unchangeable in their, nature,

adapted to the whole human family, and
should be conformed to by all countries.

Those principles, however, can never be
appreciated or understood until marriage is

very differently estimated, and has a much
holier object ascribed to it than at present.

It is now universally a matter of con-
venience—a means of obtaining wealth

—

a plan adopted to secure and settle the
right to property—an easy way at times
to influence and power, and even to
earthly crowns. The first and greatest

consideration in marriage now is, what
earthly advantage is to be gained ? How-
much is the dowry, or how much property

is the man to have as a consideration for

taking the woman. Under these circum-
stances, when the great and eternal object

of the union of the sexes is lost sight of,

and made, both by law and custom, a
matter of mere temporary convenience,

no wonder laws are introduced to regulate
that union to the greatest possible con-
venience of the law-makers. The rich
principally are concerned in making these
laws which are adapted to their pride,

passions, designs, and caprices. Hence
the prophet complains that the earth " is

defiled under the inhabitants thereof, be*
cause they have transgressed the laws,
changed the ordinances, and broken the
everlasting covenant,"—that a curse shall

devour the earth, and they that dwell,

therein become desolate.

TRIBULATION.

The Saints of God must expect tribu-

lation. It is a legacy that has been left

them by their Lord and Master. It is

their undoubted privilege to be tried in

•all things—to be tested in all points, so

that they may, if faithful, be counted
worthy of salvation and eternal life.

Indeed, this is the only possible way of
attaining glory and exaltation in the
future life. Jesus himself, the great
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Captain of our salvation, was tested in all

points as we are, yet without sin : he was
made perfect— how?— through suffer-

ing*. He had to battle with the world,

the flesh, and the Devil : be had to expe-

rience the bitterest of sorrows : he had to

undergo trials of a far deeper and more
agonising character than we have jet

experienced, because he was more ad-

vanced in the stage of perfection than we.

Long prior to his martyrdom, he was
above temptation in matters that would
almost overwhelm tw. Yet he had to

pass through ordeals of suffering of the

most intense kind, proportionate to the

extent of his progress in perfection, or he
could not have become in all things a
complete conqueror, or God. We, too,

must travel the same path, if we aspire to

the same goal. If we wish to become bis

people—his followers, we must follow his

footsteps, wherever they may lead us.

Darkness and sorrow may be our portion,

and even the shadows of death may hover
around us, and threaten us with their cold

embrace; but let us remember that that

is the pathway to eternal life and exalta-

tion, which we cannot reach by any other

**w*hat said one of the Elders to John
the Apostle, concerning that great " multi-
tude which no man could number, of all

nations, and kindreds, and tongues," who
were defcribed, in prophetic vision, as

having * stood before the throne and
before the Lamb, clothed with white
robei, and palms in their hands ?" Says
John, "He said to me, These are they

which are come out of great tribulation,

and have washed their robes, and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb

:

therefore are they before the throne of
God," &c. (Rev. vii. 9—13.)

Celestial glory and exaltation, then,
cannot be obtained without preparatory
purification ; and that purification neces-
sarily involves tribulation. Before the
Saints can be deemed fit for angeha
society and for communion with the
Gods, a great change in their whole
nature will be requisite. Evil propen-
sities must be subdued ; the asperities of
of tbeir nature must be softened downs
unholy tempers and selfish dispositions

must be controlled and mastered: and
before this can be accomplished, a severe

ordeal of suffering will necessarily have
to be passed through. As a little child

cannot be weaned from its mother's
breast without much trouble and distress

of its kind, so neither can we, who areas
yet but children of a larger growth, be
brought to part with those evils which,

have, by long indulgence, become, as it

were, incorporated m our very nature,

without undergoing considerable anguish,

and sorrow. Our most besetting evils

are most dear to us, and they cannot be
parted with without some trials of the
most acute nature. The Saints of God
have to be tried in all points— even
the very weakest points of their nature;
and if they can, by repeated tribula-

tions, be brought to stand the test there*

nothing on earth or in hell can hinder
their exaltation.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued frompage 808.)

[September, 1842.]

September : Tuesday 6th. I wrote as

follows :

—

Nauvoo, September 6, 1842.

Is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints, sendeth greeting.

As I stated to you in my letter, before I

left bt place, that I would write to you
from time to time, and give you information

relation to many subjects, 1 now resume
the subject of the baptism for the dead, as

Chat subject seems to occupy my mind, and

press itielf upon my feelings the strongest*

since I have been pursued by my enemies.

I wrote a few words of revelation to you
concerning a Recorder. I have had a few
additional views in relation to this matter,

which I now certify. That is, it was declared
in my former letter that there should be a
Recorder who should be eyewitness, and
also to hear with his ears, that he might
make a record of a truth before the Lord.

Now, in relation to this matter, it would
be very difficult for one Recorder to be
present at all times, and to do all the

business. To obviate this difficulty, there*
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can be a Recorder appointed in each ward
of the city, who is well qualified for taking

accurate minutes ; and let him be very par-

ticular and precise in taking the whole
proceeding!, certifying in hie record that he
aaw with nil eyes and heard with his ears,

giving the date, and names, &e., and the

history of the whole transaction ; naming
also, some three individuals that are present,

if there be any present, who can at any
time, when called upon, certify to the same,

that in the mouth of two or three witnesses

every word may be established.

Then let there be a General Recorder, to

whom these other records can be handed,

being attended with certificates over their

own signatures, certifying that the record
which they have made is true. Then the

General Church Recorder can enter the

Yecord on the General Church Book, with
the certificates and all the attending wit-

nesses, with his own statement that be
verily believes the above statement and
Yecords to be true, from his knowledge of

the general character and appointment of

those men by the Church. And when this

is done on the General Church Book, the

record shall be just as holy, and shall answer
the ordinance just the same as if he had
seen with his eyes, and heard with his ears,

and made a record of the same on the

General Church Book.
Ton may think this order of things to be

very particular; but let me tell you that

they are only to answer the will of God, by
conforming to the ordinance and prepara-
tion that the Lord ordained and prepared,
before the foundation of the world, for the
salvation of the dead who should die without
a knowledge of the Gospel.
And farther, I want you to remember

that John the Revelator was contemplating
this very subject in relation to the dead,

when he declared, as you will find recorded
in Revelations xz. 12—" And I saw the dead,

small and great, stand before God; and the

books were opened; and another book was
opened, which was the book of life; and
the dead were judged out of those things
which were written in the books, according
to their works."
Ton will discover, in this quotation, that

the books were opened ; and another book
was opened, which was the book of life;

but the dead were judged out of those
things that were written in the books,
according to their works : consequently, the
books spoken of must be the books which
contained the record of their works; and
refer to the records which are kept on the
earth. And the book which was the book
of life is the record which is kept in heaven

;

the principle agreeing precisely with the
doctrine which is commanded you in the

revelation contained in the letter which I
wrote to you previous to my -leaving my
place, that in all your recordings it may be
recorded in heaven."

Now, the nature of this ordinance consists

in the power of the Priesthood, by the
revelation of Jesus Christ; wherein it is

granted that whatsoever you bind on earth

shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever
you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven*.

Or in other words, taking a different view
of the translation, whatsoever you record
on earth shall be recorded in heaven, and
whatsoever you do not record on earth

shall not be recorded in heaven ; for out of
the books shall your dead be judged, accord-

ing to their works, whether they themselves

have attended to the ordinances in their

own propria persona or by the means of
their own agents, according to the ordi-

nance which God has prepared for their

salvation from before the foundation of the
world, according to the records which they
have kept concerning their dead.

It may seem to some to be a very bold
doctrine that we talk of— a power that

records or binds on earth, and binds in

heaven : nevertheless, in all ages of the
world, whenever the Lord has given a dis-

pensation of the Priesthood to any man bj
actual revelation, or any set of men, thlfc-

power has always been given. Hence,
whatsoever those men did in authority, in

the name of the Lord, and did it truly and
faithfully, and kept a proper and faithful

record of the same, it became a law on
earth and in heaven, and could not be
amended, according to the decrees of the
great Jehovah. This is a faithful sayingt
Who can hear it ?

And again, for a precedent, Matthew xvi.

18, 19. " And I say also unto thee, that
thou art Peter ; and upon this rock I will

build my church, and the gates of hell shall

not prevail against it : and I will give unto
thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven;
and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth

shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever
thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven."

Now the great and grand secret of the
whole matter, and the summum bonum of the
whole subject that is lying before us, consists

in obtaining the power of the Holy Priest-

hood ; for, to him to whom these keys are
given, there is no difficulty in obtaining a
knowledge of facts in relation to the salva-

tion of the children of men, both as well for

the dead as for the living.

Herein is glory, and honour, and immor-
tality, and eternal life: The ordinance of

baptism by water, to be immersed therein in

order to answer to the likeness of the dead,

thatoneprinciplemightaccordwith the other. -
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To be tat—

w

ed in the water and come forth

eat of the water is in the likeness of the

rtwurecUon of the dead, in coming forth

eet of their graves. Hence, this ordinance

wet instituted to form a relationship with

the ordinance of baptism for the dead, being

m likeness of the dead.

Consequently, the baptismal font was
lastitated as a simUe of the grave, and was
esnunanded to be in a place underneath
where the living are wont to assemble, to

show forth the living and the dead, and that

all things may have their likeness, and that

they may accord one with another,—that

which is earthly conforming to that which is

heavenly, as Paul hath declared, 1 Cor. xv.

46, 47, and 48.
" Bowbeit that was not first which is

spiritual, but that which is natural, and
afterwards that which is spiritual. The first

man is of the earth, earthy ; the second man
is the Lord from heaven. As is the earthy,

such are they also that are earthy ; and as

is the heavenly, such are they also that are

heavenly." And as are the records on the

earth in relation to your dead, which are

truly made out* so also are the records in

heaven. This, therefore, is the sealing and
binding power, and, in one sense of the

word, the keys of the kingdom, which
consist* in the key of knowledge.

Aad now, my dearly beloved brethren
ana nsters, \et me assure you that these are

principles, in relation to the dead and the

Bring, that cannot be lightly passed over,

as pertaining to our salvation. For their

asliaUwi is necessary and essential to our
salration, as Paul says concerning the

fathers, "that they without us cannot be
nude perfect neither can we without our

dead be made perfect.

And now, in relation to the baptism for

the dead, I will give you another quotation

from Paul, 1 Corinthians xv. 23. " Else

what shall they do which are baptized for

the dead if the dead rise not at all ; why
are they then baptised for tbe dead?"
And again, in connexion with this quota-

Con, I will give you a quotation from one
of the Prophets, who had his eye fixed on
the restoration of the Priesthood, the glories

to he revealed in the last days, and in an
especial manner this most glorious of all

subjects belonging to the everlasting Gospel,

viz., the baptism for the dead ; for Malaehi
says, last obapter, verses oth and 6th,
* Behold I will send you Elijah the prophet
before the coming of the great and dreadful

4ay of the Lord; and he shall turn the

Wert* of the fathers to the children, and the
hearts of the children to their fathers, lest

I come and smite the earth with a curse.*

I might have rendered a plainer transla-

te ta tins, but it is auminently plain to

T
suit my purpose as it stands. It is sufficient

to know, in this case, that the earth will be
smitten with a curse, unless there is a
welding link of some kind or other between
the fathers and the children, upon some
subject or other : and behold, what is the
subject? It is the baptism for the dead.
For we without them cannot be made
perfect; neither can they without us be
made perfect. Neither can they or us be
made perfect without those who have died
in the Gospel also ; for it is necessary, in the
ushering in of the dispensation of the fulness

of times, which dispensation is now begin-
ning to usher in, that a whole, and complete,

and perfect union, aud welding together of
dispensations, and keys, and powers, and
glories should take place, and be revealed,

from the days of Adam even to the present

time; and not only this, but those things

which have never been revealed from the
foundation of the world, but hare been kept
hid from the wise and prudent, shall be
revealed unto babes and sucklings in this

the dispensation of the fulness of times.

Now, what do we hear in the Gospel
which we have received ? "A voice of

gladness ! A voice of mercy from heaven,

and a voice of truth out of the earth ;
glad

tidings for the dead; a voice of gladness

for the living and the dead
;
glad tidings of

great joy. How beautiful upon the moun-
tains are the feet of those that bring glad

tidings of good things, and that say unto
Zion, Behold! thy God reigneth. As the
dews of Carmel, so shall the knowledge of

God descend upon them."

And again, what do we hear? Glad
tidings from Cumorah ! Moroni, an angel

from heaven, declaring the fulfilment of the

prophets—the book to be revealed. A voice

of the Lord in the wilderness of Fayette,

Seneca County, declaring the three wit-

nesses to bear record of the book. The
voice of Michael on the banks of the Sus-

quehanna, detecting the devil when he
appeared as an angel of light. The voiee

of Peter, James, and John, in the wilderness

between Harmony, Susquehanna County,

and Colesville, Broome County, on the

Susquehanna river, declaring themselves as

possessing the keys of the kingdom and of
the dispensation of the fulness of times.

And again, the voice of God in the

chamber of old father "Whitmer, in Fayette,

Seneca County, and at sundry times, and in

divers places, through all the travels and
tribulations of this Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints. And the voice of

Michael the Archangel, the voice of Gabriel,

and of Raphael, and of divers angels, from*

Michael or Adam, down to the present time,,

all declaring each one their dispensation,

their rights, their keys, their honours, their
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majesty and glory, and the power of their

'Priesthood ; giving line upon line, precept

'upon precept; here a little and there a
little ; giving us consolation by holding forth

that which is to come, confirming our hope.

Brethren, shall we not go on in so great

a cause? Go forward, and not backward.
Courage, brethren, and on, on to the victory

!

Let your hearts rejoice, and be exceeding
glad. Let the earth break forth into sing-

ing. Let the dead speak forth anthems of

of eternal praise to the King Immanuel,
who hath ordained, before the world was,

that which would enable us to redeem them
out of their prisons ; for the prisoners shall

go free.

Let the mountains shout for joy, and all

ye valleys cry aloud; and all ye seas and
dry lands tell the wonders of your eternal

King. And ye rivers, and brooks, and rills,

flow down with gladness. Let the woods
and all the trees of the field praise the Lord

;

and ye solid rocks weep for joy. And let

the sun, moon, and the morning stars sing

together, and let all the sons of God shout
for joy. And let the eternal creations

declare his name for ever and ever. And
again, I say, how glorious is the voice we
hear from heaven, proclaiming in our ears,

glory, and salvation, and honour, and im-
mortality, and eternal life, kingdoms, prin-

cipalities, and powers.
Behold the great day of theLord is athand;

and who can abide the day of his coming]

(T* be continued.)

and who can stand when he appeareth?
For he is like a refiner's fire, and like fullers*

soap; and he shall sit as a refiner and
purifier of silver, and he shall purify the
sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and
silver, that they may offer unto the Lord an
offering in righteousness. Let us, therefore,

as a Church and a people, and as Latter-day
Saints, offer unto the Lord an offering in
righteousness, and let us present in his holj
Temple, when it is finished, a book contain*
ing the records of our dead, which shall ba
worthy of all acceptation.

Brethren, I have many things to say to
you on the subject, but shall now close for
the present, and continue the subject another
time.

I am, as ever, your humble servant and
never deviating friend,

Joseph Smith.

The important instructions contained

in the foregoing letter made a deep and
solemn impression on the minds of the
Saints ; and they manifested their inten-

tions to obey the instructions to the letter.

In the evening, William Clayton and
Bishop Whitney called to see me con-
cerning a settlement with Edward Hunter.
Also Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball,

and Amasa Lyman called to counsel

concerning their mission to the Branches
and people abroad.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2, 1868.

The New Yeab.—Another year has run its course, and we are privileged to behold

the dawn of 1858. Many events have transpired, in connection with the Church

and the world, since we last wished our readers a happy new year. Some of them

we have chronicled in the Millennial Star, and we fully expect to have to record

others which have yet to transpire, of a still more startling character, in the Volume
which we are now commencing.

During the bygone year, many dark and ominous incidents have occurred in die

world, which will have a fearful bearing upon its future destiny. Signs of the times

are they ; hut how few discern them as such ! War has lighted up its lurid fire, to

make the surrounding darkness more visible. Earthquakes, and pestilences, and

disasters of various kinds have pierced the gloom with a voice so terrible that even

the most obdurate have felt alarm. The golden god of this world has assumed a
menacing frown, and frighted his deluded votaries into convulsions and agonies ofno
ordinary character. Banks and moneyed institutions that were aforetime regarded

as possessing unlimited strength and security, have failed and fallen to ruin, and

multitudes of Mammon's worshippers have been victimized at his shrine, and thrown

into sudden and unlooked-for distress. Not only have the rich been made poor, but
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the dependent poor hare become poorer still. Thousands upon thousands of men
and women, having to gain their daily bread by the sweat of their brow, have been

and are now cast worse than penniless upon the world ; for employment—their only

lUff of support, has been, as it were, snatched from them. Disease has stalked

through the land with a bold and dauntless front, sweeping away, with demon-like

fart, thousands upon thousands of its victims. Plunder, and murder, and hosts of

other crimes have filled up a vast calendar of guilt that would sicken the stoutest

heart to gaze upon. Poor-houses and prison-houses have been filling and overflow-

ing, and dens of infamy of all descriptions have increased their baneful and destruo*

thre allurements. And are not these things fearful and foreboding signs of the times

—even of the latter times ? Are not the lawless and disobedient getting fast ripe for

the burning? " O earth, earth, earth, hear the word of the Lord :"—"Behold and
to, there are none to deliver you ; for ye obeyed not my voice when I called to you
out of the heavens ; ye believed not my servants ; and when they were sent unto yon

ye received them not : wherefore they sealed up the testimony and bound up the law,

and je were delivered over unto darkness. These shall go away into outer dark*

ness, where there is weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth." (Doc. and Cov.,
sec cxviii., p. 13.)

Such will be the condemnation of those who reject the Gospel, and set at naught

the counsels of God's servants in these latter days. God will withdraw the influ-

ences of His Spirit from them, and leave them to the hardness of their own hearts.

Their wickedness will then work their own destruction. They will fall, as it were,

by their own hands. Every man's hand will be against his neighbour. Treachery

tnd deceit, rapine and cruelty, robbery and murder, and all the items that make up
the great catalogue of crime, will obtain unchecked and uncontrollable sway over the

masses of mankind. God will give them up to strong delusions, that they may believe

a lie; and to their own ungovernable lusts, that they may consume each other in their

fay. Thus " the wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God."

The true Saints of God are the salt of the earth. Remove that preserving salt,

and wherewith will the earth be seasoned ? It would speedily fall to decay and

destruction. Sodom was destroyed because there were not to be found even ten

righteous men within it. The antediluvian world was deluged with destruction

because there were not ten righteous people to be found on its surface. And were
it not for the Saints of God and the honest in heart who dwell therein, Great Baby*
Wi term of days would indeed be short.

There are many souls in Christendom (so-called) who have never heard the Gospel

preached in its purity and power, who have honesty of heart enough to embrace it

when it may be presented to them, and to obey its requirements from a sincere love

of the truth for truth's sake and for the good to which the truth leads.

Up, then, ye Elders of Israel,—be up, and doing 1 Promulgate, far and near, the

holy principles of your religion. Scatter the seeds of Gospel truth around you,

wherever and whenever you may have an opportunity. Be not weary in well-doing ;

far yon shall reap abundantly, if you faint not. He that putteth his hand to the

Gospel plough and looketh back is not fit for the kingdom of God. Let eighteen

Hundred and fifty-eight commence a new epoch in your history as messengers of life

and salvation to the people; and so discharge the duties of your high and holj

calling, that, at the close of the year, you may be able to look back with pleasure and

sitiafaction upon your labours, and see that they have not been in vain. You will then

-enjoy, not only the sweet reward of an approving conscience, but the smiles of an ap-

proving God ; and, if you continue on in the path of duty, as ministers of the word, you
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will, in the evening of your days on earth, have no cause to regret that your life has-

been spent in the service of God ; for in the great day of accounts you will hear from

the lips of that Saviour whose cause you have espoused, and in whose kingdom you

have laboured, the soul-cheering commendation—"Well done, good and faithful

servant!—enter thou into the joy of thy Lord !"

Music.—We most heartily commend the letter in «our present Number upon the

subject of Music to the attention of our readers. To cultivate this science should be

the ambition of every soul. It is not only a means of praise to God, but it is a means

of pleasure, comfort, and delight to every one capable of appreciating those exquisite

sensations which serve to elevate the feelings and perfect the joy of intelligent beings.

Good music should not only be cultivated and appreciated for divine worship, but it

should be appreciated in every family circle, not only as an embellishment, but as a

necessary qualification to the peace and happiness of every home. By it the cares*

vexations, and gloom of life may be dispelled, and earth be made a temporary para-

dise. The family circle gathered around the sacred altar of home, with harmonious

voices united in songs of gladness or hymns of praise, presents a picture of heavenly

delight which angels can truly gaze upon with admiration. It is indeed symbolical

of heavenly joys. The wife or mother who has this embellishment gives an enchant-

ment to home which commends it to husband, children, and friends. A cultivated

taste in this science is generally productive of those refined feelings which render

woman angelic in the estimation of man, and man more susceptible of the rich enjoy-

ment and peaceful influence of the Spirit of God. We trust the Saints will appre-

ciate brother Tullidge's labours in furnishing a "Psalmody" for their increased

enjoyment and social refinement.

Foreign News Summary.— California.— From the Western Standard of Oct.

23, we learn that that paper had been suspended three weeks, on account of other

pressing duties. A Conference of the Saints in Elder Wandell's circuit was held at

Pajaro, Oct. 4. Twenty-two additions to the Conference by baptism were repre-

sented. Another Branch of the Church had been organized in Oregon Territory,

on the Coast Fork of the Willamette River, called the " Coast Fork Branch." Elders

Silas Smith, Edward Partridge, S. E. Johnson, Ward E. Pack, William King, S.B.

Thurston, and Joseph Smith arrived at San Francisco Oct. 22. They were return-

ing to Utah from the Sandwich Islands, where they had performed A useful and

somewhat protracted Mission.

Australia.—An interesting Conference was held at Sydney, Oct. 6, when the

usual business was transacted, and additions to the Church were represented. Elder

Joseph A. KeWng, with a company of Saints, sailed from Sydney on the 14th Sept.;

and Elders Norton, Clark, and Chaffin were to sail with another company for San
Francisco, on their way to Utah, about the first of December.

Scandinavia.—The Mission is prosperous, and many are being baptized. The1

work has been introduced into some new islands with success.

Switzerland and Italy.—The usual difficulties exist to the spread of the work, in

consequence of the combined energies of the police authorities to resist the spread of

doctrines that are new among the people. Accessions, however, were being made to

the Church. Many in the continental countries would rejoice in the truth and obey

the Gospel, had they the moral courage to encounter the prejudices and difficulties

that would arise in consequence of taking such a step, where bigotry and intolerance

are supreme. We have this blessed assurance, however, that the day will come when
the word of the Lord shall have free course and be glorified.
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MUSIC.

To the Editor of the MUUnnud Star.

Dear Sir,—Having completed the la-

bours of composing, revising, and seeing

the Psalmody safely launched in the press,

I now offer a few remarks on my object

in composing the above work and on PsaL-

modic Music generally, adverting also to

the study and influence of music in an-

cient days.

My object in composing the " Latter-

day Saints' Psalmody" was to give them
a selection ef music which would har-

monise with the words; also to avoid

the frequent appeal to tunes that were in

many respects objectionable ; and, lastly,

to supply a volume of their own.
In instances where we have no choirs,

an appeal must be made to memory : some
kind of music must be selected ; and, in

Harder to find a tune of every one's

acquaintance, the choice is fixed on some
popular melody; and frequently that

choice happens to be of a doubtful cha-

racter; thus, not only making the alliance

of poetry and music absurd, but we can-

not help adverting to the original words
from which the composition has been

separated. The thoughts are then led

from the sublime to the ridiculous, thereby

rendering void that magnificent and beau-

tiful effect which would be produced from
a mass of voices exalted in spirit and
desirous of praising the great Creator
u with the heart and with the under-

standing also." Instance the obscenity

and low slang twang of the original words
from which we have transferred the musk
to our useful and favorite hymn, " Come,
all ye sons of God."
Many examples of the like character

could be cited ; but I think this sufficient,

without occupying valuable space in giving

a multiplicity of quotations on the sub-

ject. The new Psalmody will obviate

this difficulty, and save the Saints from
the necessity of appealing to such impro-

per sources for sacred purposes.

In congregations where choirs are

established, I have found selections made
from authors of the most trashy kind.

The introduction of those pieces to the

public was somewhat similar to the pro-

ceedings in the time of Cromwell. The
tunes then in use were not suited to the

mawmish customs of his religion; he
therefore exiled the best musical . com-
posers from the country, and destroyed

the music by fire. It is evident from
the few musical specimens led on record

of our ancient composers, that England,
before Cromwell's time, was superior to

Germany or Italy in musical compositions.

It is also evident that our English musi-
cians knew but little of the science of
counterpoint at the beginning of the

nineteenth century; and our composers
were far behind our continental neigh-

bours, until the appearance of Albrechts-

berger's great work on composition,which
gave them the key to harmonious combi-
nations ; and it can be proved, beyond all

doubt, that our ancient writers were good
contrapuntists.

The object of Cromwell, in exiling our
musicians and burning their compositions,

was to introduce a style of singing better

suited to the sanctimonious, puritanical

notions of that age. In like manner did

the followers of Wesley proceed ; and, to

suit their own notions on musical matters,

they patronised composers who would
produce pieces more m accordance with

their religion.

Those composers regarded neither har-

mony nor rhythm. In fact, their know-
ledge of those essential points of compo-
sition was of a superficial character. The
above assertion can be proved by the

examination of their works, where may
be found many periods containing eight,

nine, and ten bars of music, set to metres

which required only the contracted section

of three bars, and the simple one of four.

Sometimes half of the line would be
repeated; at others, one or two words;
thereby driving the congregation into

utter confusion by the variety of enuncia-

tions on different syllables.

Repetitions are at times unavoidable, as

the composer is compelled to use an ad-

junctive member to secure progressive

unity, and to give effect to a final sen-

tence ; but, in instances like those above-

mentioned, the repetitions are not only

useless, but unmeaning. As for the

harmonies, the Arch-enemy himself could

scarcely have produced such a concourse of

discords. Consecutive major triads of all
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denominations were used without the

least attention to relationship or connec-

tion. Compound harmonies altogether

foreign to the tonic, dominant, sub-domi-

nant, or sub-mediant (the nearest relative

keys) were in use, and huddled together

non-prepared and non-resolved. Every
fundamental law laid down by the great

masters of theory was broken, by those

composers, with barefaced impunity. On
the other hand, the " Mormon " spirit, in

its freshness and vigour, needs a different

style of music to that dolorous, whining
class, so incompatible with praise from
full and grateful hearts. But in the

absence of music composed expressly for

the services of the Saints, an error has

often been committed in selecting tunes

which, although lively, are non-adapted.

The study of the art of singing does

not appear to carry that importance to

the minds of the members of our Church
which it should do ; and that portion of
service which ancient Israel considered so

necessary to their divine worship, is as yet,

in a scientific sense, not fully appreciated by
Israel of the last days. They have a great

love for singing ; and, with a patient and
systematic course of training, they would
excel the world in choral music. Some
may be sceptical on this point; and I can
only ascribe it to our religion, which
engenders one of the greatest requisites

necessary for the sublime and grand in

music, viz., energetic spirit. Mighty and
glorious results could be accomplished by
the Saints, if large bodies of voices could

be brought together, uniting in perfect

harmony. Persecution would in a great

measure be disarmed. For example, take

the meeting held at the Music Hall, Bir-

mingham ; on which occasion a complete

hubbub prevailed throughout the nail,

thereby preventing the speakers from
being heard ; and, notwithstanding they
were clothed and aided by the Holy
Spirit, the effect of their truthful and
powerful eloquence was unavailable. By
a single sign, the choir, consisting ofabout

fifty untrained voices, sprang forth in

simple, but correct harmony, and the

rabble was brought to perfect silence;

and a voice was heard to exclaim, u There
is some sense in that

!

"

No mob in the world could stand
against a mass of cultivated voices pro-
ducing, in purest harmony, those chosen
strains of majesty and grandeur, in prais-

ing God with " songs divine."

The importance of music is evident to
all who have the slightest insight into the
practices of ancient Israel ; and I do not
believe the Saints of the last dispensation

can do better than imitate the method of
the former day ones in the practice of the
musical art.

In the writings of David, the great
Psalmist, we find the best poetry ever
written. The greater portion of bis
Psalms were evidently composed for music*
and many were addressed to the chief
musician of the house of Israel. It
appears, by his writings, that his chief
delight was in praising God in melody of
song ; and harmonious combinations were
not wanting, as we find the great poet
and musician a master of the harp—an
instrument capable of producing harmo-
nies in various forms. He was not satis-

fied with being the only recipient of
those luxuries which flow in abundance
from this delicious source, but he felt ft

his duty to communicate the same to his
people. He became, therefore, a great
patron of the art, and even commanded its>

study ; and its influences were brought to
aid in the festivities of his people. This
was not all : the sacred ordinances of the
Church were accompanied by a magnifi~
cent and mighty mass of vocal and instru-
mental musicians. Their office was &
priestly one ; and the choice fell on the
sons of Asaph, Jeduthun, and Heman.

Trusting my lengthyepistle will not be
intrusive, I beg to subscribe myself your*
in the Gospel,

JO&H TULLDXME*

NECESSITY OF PUTTING AWAY EVIL.

It is an indisputable fact, corroborated
hy every-day experience in life, that the
prevalence of evil is the great bane of
society—that its existence and influence

among mankind are the fruitful source of

misery and woe. Therefore, before true
happiness and peace can be enjoyed, this

great enemy of man—this curse of hia
whole being—this soul-destroying demon,
must be removed.
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Before a man can put away any of his

erfls, he most first see them to be evils.

Bat we know that it is the aim and object

of Satan, or the Devil, to! blind man's
mental eyes, and harden his heart, lest he
should see and feel the nature and extent

of his guiltiness. The wicked, who yield

to the influence of the spirits and powers
ofdarkness, actually " love darkness rather

than fight ;"—and why ?—"Because their

deeds are evil." Unless, then, man can

be brought to see and feel his own evils,

as such, ne will not know his real condition,

lie will not acknowledge and repent of his

evils, and, therefore, will not be likely to

pot them away.
Repentance implies contrition of heart

on account of evil, and a desire to put it

away. It is thus an active principle,

involving a change of mind towards im-

provement. It is more than mere regret

;

it virtually implies self-examination—

a

searching out of latent evils—a dislodge-

ment of those hidden foes that lurk in the

deep recesses of the heart—a real abhor-

rence of them, and an earnest desire and
determination to cast them out, or put
them sway.

Before any man can be truly happy, he
must thus put away those things which
cause his nnhappiness; he must thoroughly

banish from his heart his heretofore evil

desires, evil motives, evil intentions, evil

thoughts, words, and actions.

By doing evil, we enstamp it upon our
character, and give it a fixedness and
adherent hold upon our minds. It becomes,

as it were, a mental habitude; and the

sore it is practised the more difficult its

removal becomes. Like everything else,

it increases and strengthens by exercise

;

so that the longer we delay resistance to

its influence the more powerful will be its

dominion over us, and the less able we
become to subdue it and put it away.

But how is it that so few consent to

part with their evils, even when seen, felt,

and acknowledged? It is because they

Jove them and delight in them. Evil

principles and evil propensities, by long-

continued indulgence, get incorporated

Into their very nature, become a part of

their own being, and constitute their life

and joy. Hence, to put them away seems
JSke destroying themselves—like parting

whh their life. As, therefore, they are

not willing to sacrifice themselves, by
dying unto sin, and then resolving to live

anew onto righteousness, they continue to

cherish their evils of heart, and persevere
in their evil doings, until death and hell

end the scene.

How necessary, then, is it that the
people of God, the Saints of the Most
High, should take heed to their steps, lest

they fall. We should be continually on
our guard; for evil examples and evil

influences, like subtle poisons, often steal

upon the senses unawares; and their

certain tendency, however gradual, is to

overcome, and, at length, to prostrate

and destroy. Sin is a powerful enemy to
contend with after we have once placed

ourselves under its influence and control.

Its evil spell gains upon its victim, and
increases in intensity and power the more
he yields to its seductive and fascinating

influence. Every step the apostate takes
in the wrong path the farther he wanders
from the right one, and, consequently, the
greater will be the distance which he must
necessarily traverse in order to return.

The wayward course of the evildoer, if

unrestrained by the voice of conscience or
the warning dictates of truth, leads direct

to hell. Its impulsive tendency is like

that of a stone rolling down a declivity,

which, when once set going, continues on
in its downward direction ; and although
its motion may be at the onset but slow
and uncertain, it will move at every evo-

lution with increased rapidity, until it

gains a level and can proceed no farther.

Thus it is with the stages of apostacy.

Little sins, if unchecked, will lead to
greater ones, and these again to greater
still, till evil habits are fully formed ; and
if such habits, instead of being restrained

and conquered by their possessor, are al-

lowed by him to grow, and strengthen,,

and become permanently confirmed, "woe
unto him 1 " for 44

it had been better for

that man had he never been born

The mind of man is somewhat like a
garden, the character and condition of
which depend chiefly upon the adopted
mode of culture. If neglected, the noxious

weeds will grow and luxuriate, and, if

undisturbed or not removed, will surely

multiply and spread, until nothing else can^

be Been but them upon the whole ground.
The sooner, then, we commence in

earnestness, if not already performed or
begun,thework of self*examination and re-

formation, byputting away all known evils,

the better will it be for us,—the greaterwill

be our happiness in this life, and the clearer

ourprospectsofhappinessinthe life tooome.
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A CHAPTER FROM THE PROPHET OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

(Ax L'xriBUSiicD Pokm bt E. W. Tclliooe.)

THE ARGUMENT.

{fathering of the Grand Council of Hell. Speech of Satan : He review* the past, glories in Ida rebellion,

and boasts of the victories of the infernal host. The wicked glee of his Council. Their determination

tint to yield the dominion of the earth, but to battle to the last. Satan calls attention to the Latter-

day Work ; he informs his princes and lords that it is about to commence, and that the Grand Councils

of heaven were even then sitting upon the matter. The intelligence strikes them with terror, and emen

their chief is for a moment overcome. Arrival of a herald announcing the dismissal of the Celestial

Assembly and the departure of the Father and Son from the courts of day to reveal themselves te*

Joseph the Chosen. A celestial Messenger bears a Petition from the Youth. Furious breaking up of
the Infernal Council.

When Silence, waking, walks her solemn round,
And busy Life in slumber spells is bound,
< ire»t sable Night, who veils the King of day,
In awful grandeur treads her misty way.
Where mark her footsteps curling vapours spread,
-».!i(i darkness circles round Natura's head

;

Grim sentinels of horrid Death's domain
Keep watch till morning breaks the spell again

:

Then Pluto's horrid regions start to life,

And haunts of Mischief are with murder rife

;

The ghostly world unlocks its prison doors,

And on the earth its phantom army pours;
.\»d spirits, doomed to dwell with black Despair,
With measured steps tread Incorporeal air

To haunted glen or adamantine cave,W liere sea-gods visit and the surges lave.

Or crumbling ruins of some castle bold
Of extinct races, where dread spirits hold
A midnight, whirling, demon, revelry,

Or consultations o'er their misery.
Thus in the confines dread of sulph'rous hell—
The prison-house of spirit-hosts that fell,

Where grim Despair and sable Night retire—
Regions of horrors and of lurid fire-
There dwell descendants of the Gods above,
Fur crimes and malice hurled from realms of love.

Who, goaded by their fierce internal names,
Will writhe, and curse, and spit out dreadful names
Against the sacred Majesty of heaven,
Or, by their direful hate and anguish riven,

Will rush to plot some fiendish horrid plan
To roll fresh Hoods of woe on fallen man.
The lords of hell a solemn conclave hold

;

Its princes gather and Its warriors bold.

Not like the rushing of a lawless band
Do these assemble ; but a council grand

:

With stern resolves the awful congress meet,
And sullenly each takes his princely seat

:

Throughout the region of the dark domains
A tearful and a heavy silence reigns.

Now hell's great king the car of Mars ascends

;

The vengeful god of war his chief attends,
Ami open flies the monarch's palace gate
Where chosen guards their mighty lord await.
Ilia cavalcade with funeral steps advance

;

AU catch his mood and wait his speaking glance.
Well might he hell's infernal sceptre hold,
Aud rule those fallen, rebel spirits bold!
His sunken eyes that look like darkened suns,
Would smite with awe and blast hell'sfiercest ones.
O'er his broad chest he hangs his massive head,
Which waves as the impatient couriers tread,

As does old Ocean when the storm-king roars
And heaves the billows on the sea-girt shores

:

And gloomy thoughts o'er his dark spirit brood,
Which give new blackness to his fearful mood

:

lint, like the pent-up fury of volcanic fire.

It bursts and blazes out tempestuous ire,
" On !" On !" he cries. His voice like thunder rolls:

•Twould shake the earth and echo round the poles.
TI»e demon coursers heed their master's cry,

And o'er the trembling ground like whirlwinds fly.

The council hall the rushing chariot gains >

The steeds then haltand proudly shake their mines":
The Chief descends, the vaulted chamber strides,

'Mid shouts of welcome, as if many tides

Had furious met, and, roaring, dashed their spray
To kiss the clouds. Thus, as he bent his way
Where stood his throne exalted 'bove his peers,

Their voices mingle : frighted Chaos hears.

Now hell's great monarch takes the sov'reign chair.
And grasps the sceptre which his princes fear

;

Then, waving it in mystic circles round.

Deep silence reigned, and made its spells profound.

As when the treach'rous calm the storm king rides,

And dose behind old Boreas fiercely strides,

When air Is dead and with foul gases filled.

And Ocean's breathing seems for ever stilled.

Dark clouds roll up and blot the axure blue,

The dreadful sign affrighted sailors view

:

It tells of storm te their accustomed eye,

And shipmates drowned, around their vessel cry.

And mocking spiites are chuckling in their ears:

The Tempest, with his foaming coursers, nears.
Thus the deceitful calm that reigned in hell

When Satan, rising, broke the death-like spell.
" Companions—Princes—Chieftains, famed in war,
Whose dreadful prowess set the heavens ajar,

" When nobly we defied their sovereign's might,

—

«• mi call ye greater—even Gods by right \
n

With boastful pride, he spake in accents bold

;

His mighty voice like rumbling thunder rolled.

As stands a frowning mountain near the skies.

To which when Spring returns, old Winter hies,

And caps its summit with eternal snow,
Nor deigns to heed the genial sun below

;

So stood the awful king.

He seemed like some great rebel-god dethroned
Of standing high, who once creations owned,
And having paused, to let his words digest,

Again he spake, and thus his lords addressed :—
••I have not called you here, ye princes great,
'* To counsel o'er events of little weight

:

" Such weighty matters ne'er before us rose
" As that which I would now to you discJose.
" Call up the past ; let mem'ry take its sway,
" And on it mount to realms of endless day

—

Our native home— that dear primeval would
" Where once we dwelt till heaven's dread sovereign

hurled
*' His bolts of thunder In resistless storms,
" That brought dismay and paralysed our arms.
" But for that dreadful, unforeseen surprise,
*' We had been now the monarchs of the skies

:

"But, though o'erwhelmed by heaven's resistless Jtat,

" Compelled to yield, and from those scenes retire,
** We were not crushed. Our strength and hate

remained

;

" And even now the loss might be regained.
" Perchance that dreadful, unforgottea day,
" Which gave him vtct'ry, brought to us dlssaaw,

".Like His own thunder-cloud thai hides thejw,
*' Might be the prelude of a brighter one,
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* When He the vanquished, we the victors stand,
M And heaven be conquered by our mighty band.
**Then you with me shall greater glory share,
** tad earth and heaven shall both our sceptre fear.

We were before but striplings In the fight,
** And unprepared to brave the tyrant's might,
** Bat now familiar with the deadly field

:

** Oar arasa have often made his generals yield

;

*' Our skill in subtle stratagems of war
°* Has brought renown and sent our names afar.
** When from the hand of her creative sire
" Fair Eden bounded, decked in rich attire,
" With thousand graces to bewitch the sense,
** Aad fragrant breath that made delight intense,
" The cunning serpent I myself inspired,
** And woman's mind with ardent longings fired

;

«* For in that Paradise of virgin life
** Grew fruit forbidden both to man and wife)
** Its iancioue dusters ravished woman*s heart

:

** She ate that fruit, and gave her husband part

:

" It cost them Eden, filled the world with woes,
" And showed to heaven we were no common foes.

M When man by our insidious snares was caught,
" And earth Into our iron bondage brought,
" Displeasure seised the monarch of the skies,

And o'er aaaakmd His dreadful tempest flies.

"To break the spells wish whteh the earth was

** He sent the floods, and nearly all were drowned.
** Ha • Ha ! That was a victory ! Well might boast
"The irrathfal monarch and his slavish host I

"* It sent as captives to our dread domain,
M And gave us kingdoms to extend our reign

!

" When man his broken race revived again,
** Aadshot his branches over land and main,
"We led them on : still were mankind our prey

:

"They hailed our sceptre and obeyed our sway

:

M We rated their kingdoms, made their lords our

•Aad held the sons when greened the fathers'
grates.

Pea Jacob's offspring— chosen of the skies

—

**Thc aesfst sacred in Jehovah's eyes,m Qm vases He poured the richest streams ofgrace,
* We sssde a hardened and rebellious race

;

"The Prophets stiffened In their martyred gore

;

"Taegaaty fathers guilty children bore

;

"When essae the Son to break our iron bands,
*Aad wrest the sceptre from our powerful hands,
* iMy haughty rival—him whose name I bate,

—

*Wan whom we battled in the first estate,)mWe fired our minions, hung him on the cross

;

"His lift and kingdom were at once his loss
j* Blows were his honours, mock'ry his renown,

•Therugged tree his throne, and thorns his crown

:

** Say, my brave princes, was not triumph here 1

!

" Was he not mighty on his bloody bier I
•"

<He paased : a wicked glee inspired his hand,
While servile, taunting imps the mock'ry fanned

:

Convulsive Laughter all his chorus brings ;

With botsfrous mirth, the council chamber rings.
Aa when a struggling wretch, with cores opprest,
By hope forsaken, anguish in his breast,
Aad harried on, with madness In his brain.
To aad in death oblivion for his pain,
Hakes suicide the antidote of woe,
And by self-murder sends his ghost below,
Jtads aa be dies a mocking host is near
To fright his soul and chuckle In his ear j

*o was the humour of that rebel host
Called up by their more wicked chieftain's boast

:

he speaks; again a heavy spell

i o'er the fierce assembled crew of hell.

"Ye know, my lords, since that triumphal day
•Whew Darta'a heir and they who owned his sway
**Wefe, by our direful wrath, deprived of breath
•And sent as captives to the realms of death,

' arms no Prophet host has dared,
lad sceptre every nation feared.

ofearth !—its undisputed lords !—
TWt gave the honours, meted out rewards,

" And Virlue's-chlldren—Blerit's gifted race,
" We sank In mls'ry, heaped on them disgrace,
" Robed them in rags, exalted them to slaves,
" And Nature's nobles found unhonoured graves.
44 To those with spirits kindred to our own
" We gave distinction, built for them the throne

:

" Say, princes, say—shall our strong chains be broke,
" And earth released from our long-fettered yoke >
" Shall any from our grasp dominion tear

;

" And earth, redeemed, another's sceptre fear >

" Shall we resign our glorious hard-earned lame,
" And do obeisance to my rival's name ?

" No,—by hell's infernal, awful powers, no

!

"We will not yield, but give back blow for blow

»

" Defiant still we stand, defiant will remain,
" Till we the vict'ry or extinction gain."
At this the dreadful council filled with rage,
Determined still their rebel war to wage,
Gave signs approving, bellowed out a cheer,
And then prepared again their chief to hear.
" Heroes of hell !" he said,—" uncono.uered braves!
(His voice grew deep and hollow as the grave's,)
" I need not tell you how the Seers of old,
" By vain illusions and conceits made bold,
" Foretold that in the latter times should rise
" A mighty kingdom towering to the skies,—
44 That Saintly dreamers held a foolish boast
"That it should break and scatter ail our host.
'* Know, then, my lords, those vaunted times now

loom,
" And we must conquer or receive our doom.
" Those spirits fore-ordained to lead the way,
" And usher in my hated rival's sway.
" In daring bands are setting out for earth,
" And thousands have already had their birth.
" The final struggle has not yet begum,
" Nor do they see the rsce which they will run ;
" But this I know—Ere long the dreadful strife

"Will have commenced and started into life

:

" Aye, even now the councils of the skies
" (The news I gather from my faithful spies,)
" Are met to meditate some fruitful plan
" To break our spells and rescue fallen man

;

" Yet end their consultation how it may,
" We still will battle—still maintain our away."
He ceased, and terror fell on all around.
While chains of horror hell's assembly bound:
E'en he, their haughty king, whose tofty boast
Was made to stimulate his drooping host,

Gave up his soul to inward anguish dire.

As when a mountain, by volcanic tire

Convulsed and groaning, heaves ftor - side to side,

With fierce internal strife, its lava t'.iie,

So inward raged the awful king of he't,

Till with stern pride he broke the painful spell.

And now again the chief essays to speak.
And, by fresh boasts, the settled horror break.
When, rushing in, like some damned wretchwho flies

From wrathful Justice as his victim dies,

A speedful herald came. The councL starts.

He speaks, and thus the weighty news imparts
" Monarch of all, and ye our chieftains brave,
" I bear great matter—herald tidings grave ! "

—

" The news !" the Impetuous monarch cried :

The herald, tvith a trembling haste, replied—
" E'en now the councils of the skies dismiss,
" And strains ofjoy ring through the realms of bliss

:

"The Father and the Son the courts of day
" In glory left ; to earth they bent their way.
"Just as I entered, through our watchful spies
" Came startling news, hi which great import lies.

" A messenger of God on lightning wuig
" Petition bears to heaven's eternal king,
" Sent by the youth whose future course we fear

—

" Anointed and pre-ordinated Seer !

" Urged by the whisperings of auspicious fate,

" He claims the blessings which for him await."

"Enough! Enough!" the sovereign roared and
frowned,

—

His mighty voice the herald's feebler drowned.
*• Away, my lords ! Crush all who brave our sway

!

«« Flood them — drown them with hate ! Away,
away!"
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As, when the home-',ound ship Its haven nears.

And happy sailors give to joy their fears,

The spiteful gale with maddenM fury roars,

And fain would wreck them on their native shores

;

Then dash the billows, roll the mountain waves,
And round the ship appear deep briny graves

;

The sea-gods now exasperation gain,
And foaming hosts come rushing o'er the main

;

So raged that rebel host against the Seer,
When they beheld his mighty mission near

;

And, breaking up, they rushed with horrid yell.

Which echoed through the vast domain of hell.

VARIETIES.

Op all characters, a traitor U most despicable. He who trusts him embosoms a serpent.
Passing Events American : The thirty- fifth Congress -was inaugurated Dec. 7th, and

on the 8th the President's Message was delivered. President Buchanan and Governor
"Walker of Kansas are widely at variance upon the Kansas question, and there are fearful

forebodings that a civil war will ensue. A Vigilance Committee is being formed through-
out the Territory. The revolutionary troops at Chelapa, Mexico, had been utterly routed,
After four days' severe fighting. The city was sacked. Neither age nor sex escaped the *

frightful excesses of vengeful soldiers. A fearful revolution is prevailing throughout
Mexico. Several slave vessels have been captured and taken into Havanna : one had 400
Africans on board. In November last, 10,745,417 dollars in specie were imported to

Hew York, Boston, and New Orleans; and from New York and Boston 3,329,910 dollar*

were exported. War has been officially declared between Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
President Martinez is determined to maintain the right of the republic to the Territory
now in the possession of Costa Rica. In Peru the revolution has not ended. There has
been severe fighting at Ariquipa city. Cordova, President of Bolivia, has retreated before-

the revolutionary leader, the Indians committing great outrages during the confusion.

Nov. 3, the Utah Expedition expected to winter on Henry's Fork, Green River. Six
hundred cattle had been run off in sight of Col. Alexander's Camp, and there was much,
suffering from want of provisions and clothing. Efforts are being made to organize
Carson Valley and the surrounding country, in Utah, into a new Territory.

RESIGNATION.

{Selected.)

Oh ! happy resignation, Which conquers by complying

;

That rises by its fall ;
Triumphant is its lot

;

Which seeks no exaltation, Which lives when it is dying,
But gains by losing all j And is when it is not.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit taith unto the ehurehet.—Jema Cbrlit.

Came out of her, my people, that ye be not partaker* of her gins, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.—A Voice from Hearen.

Ho. 2, Tot XX. Saturday, January 9, 1858. Price One Penny.

LETTER TO THE "DAILY TELEGRAPH."

Editor Daily Telegraph.

My attention having been ar-

reted by an article which lately appeared

mjoat paper, I consider it dne to the pub-
lic that the following facts should be laid

before them, and trust that you consider

it one of toe highest objects of your mis-

sion at aii times to correct the public mind.
It is especially due to the people of Utah,
*t the present crisis, to say that by that

article they are greatly misrepresented

;

but, by the insertion of this communica-
tion, it will appear that on your part it

was not maliciously done.

That article says, " We have in Mor-
monism a system of government that

refines to amalgamate itself with the

great Federal Union, or in any way to

acknowledge or respect its authority.
1'

In answer to this, permit me to say that,

since 1849, the citizens of Utah have un-

ceasingly sought for an intimate alliance

and aniaJgamatkm with the Federal

Union. They then presented their

petition to Congress for admission into

the Union with a State Government,
'which was refused ; but a Territorial

Organisation was granted to them, which
vat moat readily accepted. In this capa-

city, lbs Legislature of that Territory has

early enacted laws for the regulation of

as citizens. Those laws, as required by
the Organic Act, have been yearly sub-

mitted to the President and Congress of

the United States for their approval or
disappoval; and not one of them, up to
the present date, has been declared void
or unconstitutional by that authority;
neither has their disapproval of any one
of them been intimated.

In the spring of 1866, a Convention of
Delegates, elected by the people, pursuant
to legislative enactment, was held in

Great Salt Lake City, and a State Con-
stitution framed,—which, with a special

delegation, was forwarded to Congress,
with the application of more than 70,000
petitioners to be admitted into the "Fede-
ral Union." This application was re-

fused, in consequence of religious preju-

dices, without any legal or constitutional

objections being made. The late pro-

clamation issued by Governor Young
states most emphatically that they do not
now and never have claimed more than the
Constitution of their common country
guarantees to them. This is all that has
ever been asked, could be asked, or even
desired by the people of Utah. I state

this from a knowledge of the facts, having
been a citizen of that Territory since

1849, and a greater portion of the time
a member of the Legislature, and also of
the Municipal body of Great Salt Lake
City. Knowing, as I do, that there is

not the least possible ground on which, in

justice, your statement can be founded, I

am led to conclude that it was made
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without a knowledge of existing facts,

and that you will have the greatest plea-

sure in correcting so unwarrantable an
assertion. «

.

You say, u Overtures have been repeat-

edly made to induce Brigham Toung and
his immediate adherents to place them-

selves within the pale of the Constitution,

and submit peaceably to the general laws of

the Confederation." Now, my dear sir, you
and every other man of common infor-

mation ought to know that they are not,

and never have been out of " the pale of

the Constitution." You ought to know
that both u Brigham Young and his im-

mediate adherents" are natural-born

American citizens, and would have been

living to this day in one or more of the

Federal States of the Union, if they had
not been most unjustly driven from their

homes by an armed mob, to find that

protection among the savages of the wil-

derness which was denied them where
- civilization and Christianity reigned. They
are now where the American Government
has suffered them to be driven, and looked,

untouched in their feelings, upon the

privations and sufferings necessarily en-

dured while traversing the barren deserts

and making a home in the parched and
desolate wilderness, a thousand miles from
the white-man's " home of the free." If,

as you say, it is "a subject of humiliating

reflection to the citizens of the United
States" that the " Mormons" occupy
such an important position within their

Territory, do let the world know that

they occupy that position of necessity

—

that they were driven there by those who
now deplore the consequences of their

occupying that position; and let them
know further that there has not been the

least inducement offered to cause them
so to do, but that they have, as it were, in-

stinctively clung to the parent Govern-
ment, like the infant child to its mother's

brepst, They have cried, from the first,

for, admission into the Union ; they have
pleaded their right to be favourably re-

cognized by the parent Government, and
ha^e claimed its protection under "the
general laws of the Confederation." But
thejr cries, their entreaties, and their

demands have been in vain. This is,

indeed, the great cause of their complaint
And in tjbe very face of these facts, which
should be-known by almost every school-

ix>j, from, ^be publicity they have had, we
«*re tok) that "overtures hare been re-.

peatedly made to induce them to submit
peaceably to the general laws of the Con-
federation." Now, sir, I believe I am
extending to you the very utmost lenity

in admitting the possibility of your
making such entirely unreasonable state-

ments through ignorance.

Further, you say, The people of the

United States have at no time desired to

meddle with the faith of any person or
community: the most ample liberty of
opinion, in matters spiritual and political,

has been accorded to all persons." So
far, you say, " is this grand axiom main-
tained, that every State is permitted to

choose whatever character of Constitution

its own subjects prefer ;" and that " the

Mormons might hold what opinions they

choose—profess any creed which the pe-

culiar idiosyncracy of their minds might
induce them to cling to ; they could or-

ganize their internal affairs after their

own model ; but it was thought a dis-

graceful inconsistency that a separate

Government, having not the slightest con-

nection or communication with the Gene-
ral Government, should be allowed to

take root." Now, sir, you may believe

me when I say, there is not probably a
" Mormon " living that would differ from
you in this last conclusion—that it would
be a disgraceful inconsistency for any
people to attempt to set up a separate

Government under a Constitution which
extended, and under an administration

which secured to them all these rights

and privileges which, you admit, belong

to citizens of the American Government.
And the fact that you are so well ac-

quainted with the rights guaranteed to
all citizens of the United States, and that

they are all that any reasonable man could

ask for, makes it the more strange that

you could even allow yourself to believe

that Brigham Young or the a Mormons "

claimed more than the Constitution of the
land granted to them, when you have
every evidence, if you have any at all, to
the contrary. The fact is, the people of
Utah have been denied a State Constitu-

tion,—a right which you admit when your

say that M every State is nermitted to
choose whatever character of Constitution

its own subjects prefer." They have been
denied the right of electing their own
officers—a right which every State in the
Union enjoys. They have been denied a
State Government, for the very purpose

that they should not have the power to
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elect their own officers—a right which
constitutes the great fundamental prin-

ciple of American Constitutional Liberty.

They have been denied the right to re-

gulate their own domestic institutions.

They have been denied, time and again,

officers of their own choice, while in their

Territorial capacity, when chat choice has

been officially made known to the General

Government, the ability and character of

which were unquestionable. They have
been most emphatically denied the right

to exercise their religious views or to

cherish their domestic religious institu-

tions; and those views and institutions

have mainly constituted the objections

urged against their admission into the

Union. In being denied these rights,

they have been virtually disfranchised and
severed from the General Government,
against which their strongest protesta-

tions have constantly been urged. They
have sought, and urged, and most fer-

vently desired to enjoy the common rights

of American citizens ; and this is all they

claim. They insist upon having them,
and will not be satisfied without them.
If the people of Utah ever occupy a
poanoa independent of the* American
Government, it will be, as they now
occupy their mountain home—when they

are driven to it; and those who thus

force them to extremes must alone be
answerable for the consequences. Along-
continued course of injustice and oppres-

sion may serve to make that a welcome
day, should it ever come.

It is not necessary for Brigham Young
to complain that " the Mormons have not

been treated as American citizens, to

sucoeed in inspiring them with an 111—

regulated and abominable zeal." The
people themselves know the justice of that

xoinplatnt. They have all drank for them-

selves the dregs of the bitter cup, and
none need that Brigham Young or any

other should tell them that it is not sweet.

It is the many, and not the few, who are

too well acquainted with the history of

the past—with the grievous wrongs that

have been endured. And while you

"wish it to be distinctly understood that

the war—if war should ensue—about to

be waged against Utah has no religious

pretext," we wish it to be as distinctly

understood that, if war takes place with
the people of Utah, it is because they are

denied ooth their political and religious

rights under the American Constitution,

and are driven to the extreme of self-

defence, to save themselves and their

religion from being destroyed from oft!

the earth.

But, sir, lest I should protract my com*
munication beyond the limits it could be
allowed to occupy in your widely-circu-

lated paper, I must simply be permitted

to repeat, in a more simple form, that the

people of Utah have never refused to

amalgamate themselves with the great

Federal Union ; nor, in any one instance,

have they refused to acknowledge or re-

spect any authority or power legally

exercised under the Constitution. They
have never required any inducement on
the part of the Federal Government, but
have exercised a degree of fidelity and
loyalty thereto of which few of their sister

Territories can boast. And instead of any
overtures being made, many advantages

and grants freely bestowed upon adjoin-

ing Territories have been unjustly with-

held from Utah. They have never even

been "desirous of establishing, indepen-

dently of national law or constitutional

control, a separate kingdom ;" much less

have they been inclined to attempt it.

And whether they are permitted peace-

ably to remain in Utah, or whether by
force of arms they are again driven from
their homes, the Constitution of the

American Union they will ever respect

and venerate with a sacredness which the

blood and lives of their fathers which
were sacrificed to obtain it demand. So
far as the present position of the people

of that Territory may appear the least

inconsistent with these facts, it must not

be misconstrued into a rebellion against

the principles of the American Constitu-

tion and Government. It is for self-

preservation alone, after being denied
i both conjtitutioHal and religious liberty.

I am, sir, yours respectfully,

. S. W. Richards.

42, Islington, Liverpool.

llxa will wrangle for religion, write for it, fight for it, die for it,—anything but live

•fork.

Tmmt often suffers more by the heat of its defenders than from the arguments of Hs

Beaton is often commended by the coolness of those who offer it. s
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20 THE RIGHT8 OF MAN.

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.

{Continuedfrom, page 3.)

To acknowledge In theory the greet rights of man and the enactments of the Creator U just ; but to deny
them afterwards in practice is perjury and a mockery against both God and man.

In the foregoing, we have brought be-

fore the minds of our readers the cardinal

rights of man as a thinking, religious, and
responsible being. We have considered

free agency as a fundamental and neces-

sary condition to the very existence of

thinking being. The soul is not a machine.

That which is termed spiritual and think-

ing nature is not mere mechanical force.

Thought cannot be measured out to the

mind by rule and compass. Impulsive

life will not travel in an arbitrary direc-

tion ; and the immortal spirit, with its

infinite and versatile powers, cannot be

held by the chains of creeds or legislative

enactments. Free agency in thought,

then, is absolutely essential to thinking

being.

We have also claimed free agency as

the very basis of man's accountability.

As a religious being, his agency is still in-

dispensable. Freedom of conscience grows

out of this primary right, and coercive

faith is antagonist to both. We have

seen that God, in His works and dealings,

has acknowledged these fundamental laws,

and, in His economy, has preserved them
inviolate. Not only has He tolerated

myriads of faiths, and an almost infinite

variety of thought, but, in allowing a

Devil to exist, fie has, if we may so ex-

press it, admitted even the Satanic

agency—-admitted the liberty of the Devil

to entertain his devilish views, his devilish

thoughts, and his devilish disposition. It

is true, die Almighty holds the hosts of

hell accountable, but it is not for exer-

cising these rights. It is because they

infringe on the rights of others—because

they interfere with His economy and wage
-war against His creatures and subjects.

From these considerations, we lay tlown

free agency, liberty of thought, freedom of

conscience, and unrestrained faith, as

essential to the existence of thinking,

religious, and responsible being, and as

necessary conditions to give consistency

to the ideas attached thereto. As a

Mormon, then, is a man, all these rights

belong to him; and were he even a devili

God, by precedent, has granted to him-
these rights; and, therefore, taking an
extreme view of the case, we are justified

in claiming them.
Perhaps there can hardly be found an

individual with ordinary intelligence and
respect for the rights of man who would
boldly protest against the rights of the

Saints as men. Their claims to free

agency, their right to the peculiar dispo-

sition of their minds, their privilege of
embracing the faith which recommends
itself to their judgment and feelings, their

right to believe m the divine mission of
Joseph Smith, or in any other feature of
their religion, will not, we apprehend, be
denied in theory. The most ordinary

understanding would have enough saga-

city to see that such a denial would
cover more than was intended, and that,

admitted against one man, it would fit

every other. They could not well help

realizing that, in finding its level, it would
overshadow every individual, every com-
munity, every nation, and indeed all man-
kind. To utter a protest against the
rights of the Saints, their free agency, and
their faith, would in reality amount to a
protest against the rights, agency, and
faith of every man. it would sit as an-
incubus upon one thousand million beings.

The Mormon could then in fairness bring
the protest against every sect—the Catho-
lic against the Protestant, &o. Indeed,
on some point or other, a thousand million

individuals, if the law were carried out,

would be a thousand million intolerant

protestators against one another. There
would be universal strife. Everyman's
hand would be literally against his neigh-
bour. Such principles as free agency,,

the rights of man, liberty of thought, and
freedom of conscience would be incon-

sistent and meaningless. These rights of
the Saints our liberal (?) opponents are,

therefore, bound to admit, or deny them
at the expense of the rights of every man.
But it is only in word tnat our rights are

>

admitted. The following questions will

find a ready affirmative in the general)
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mind, and this affirmative has become a
pet doctrine with the popular press in

its dealing with the Mormon problem.

The mteflectoal lords imagine that thej

-thus give it a consistent solution.

Have not the United States the prero-

gative to declare that they will not have
a Mormon community in their territory?

Has not a State the right to say that it

will not have them within its borders?
Has not a man the privilege of saying

-that he will not have a Mormon neigh-

bour, and that the faith of the Saints

shall not take root near his homestead ?

Of course, in wording these questions, our
enemies would couple them with oppro-

brious epithets, and season them with
expressions of abhorence. And sueh ex-

pressions and epithets we know would be
to weak and silly minds as hobgoblins,

whose imagined existence is the terror of
childhood. They would also excite the

prejudice and raise the choler of fools and
bigots, but could not hide the merits of
the case from just and reflective men.
Not only have these questions found an

affirmative in words, but they have also

found it in deeds, in actions, in blows.

That affirmative has been forced home at

the point of the bayonet, exhibited on the

edge of the sword, and sent hissing from
tbe deadly revolver. These answers have
been published in extermination, and illus-

trated by ravishment, robbery, and mobo-
cracy. They have deprived tens of thou-

sands of their rights, and disfranchised a
whole community. They have been writ-

ten with the tears of the widow and the

fatherless, and sealed with the gore of

martyrs. Those who have thus dealt

with the Saints will admit their rights in

theory, bat the rest of the tale our history

wifl best relate. And even now the

United States would exterminate the

Mormons from their mountain fastness,

and, for ought they care, send them to

enjoy their rights m that "undiscovered
country from whose bourne no traveller

return*.**

We, however, do not thus understand

the rights of man. Justice will not be
satisfied with the wordy admission of her

laws by those who break and deny them
a act; and those who thus trifle with
her deserve her frowns and will kindle

her indignation. To interpret the privi-

lege of His creatures according to the

spmt of the above is mocking the Al-

~arigfcty. A mere theoretical admission of

the rights of man and a violation of them
in practice is hypocritical dealing towards
both God and man. To exterminate the

Saints as natural or adopted citizens, to

disfranchise and exile them, to send them
to enjoy their rights beyond the borders

of American territory, is, to all intents

and purposes, denying and repealing both
their natural and national rights. The
individual who admits the agency of his

neighbour, grants him liberty of thought
and freedom of conscience in words, and,
with professions of love and tolerance

for him, will set fire to his house, and
leave him to be consumed in the flames,

is at once a hypocrite, an incendiary,

and a murderer. We know how much
his professions are worth. In such
a light we are bound to view the United
States or any nation who thus act towards
the Saints.

We emphatically deny the United
States the prerogative to say that they

will not have a Mormon community
within their territory ; ora State,to say that

it will not have them within its borders ; or
of an individual to say that he will not
have a Latter-day Saint for his neighbour.
True, if they will all evacuate the country
in favour of the Saints, and, in carrying

out their absurd, unjust, and intolerant

dispositions,will renounce theirown rights,

it will not exceed the limits of their privi-

leges and prerogatives. But to demand
the sacrifice at the hands of their Mormon
fellow-citizens and neighbours is not just.

If the Latter-day Saints are entitled to

the rights of man, as they undoubtedly
are, their rights will hold good,irrespective
of time, place, or circumstances. If it be-
longs to them to receive that faith which
recommends itself to their minds, to

exercise their agency, and claim liberty

of thought and freedom of conscience, at
any time, in any place, and under any
circumstances, then those rights belong1

to them in all time, in aU places, and
under every circumstance. They would
belong to them in the palace of the

Queen of England, or in the city of
Washington, as well as in the Rocky
Mountains. They have belonged to them
since 1830 to 1858. They will belong to

them in 1958. Indeed, while time lasts,

a "Mormon" exists, and the rights of

man remain, they can with justice be
claimed, and cannot in justice be withheld.

The great Creator, in giving an indi-

vidual birth, not only declares, m that act
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of creation, that the natural rights of the

man are equal to those of other men, but

therein is also contained an admission that

his natural rights belong to him in the

land of his nativity or in any part of

the earth where it has pleased the Creator

to place him; for the earth belongs to

the Lord, and not unto man, nor any part

of it to one more than unto another,

unless the great Divine Landholder con-

fers it by special gift. As far as the

natural rights of man extend, all have

equal claims upon the earth, and the

privilege of an existence in any part of

it where birth, the providences of God, or

the course of events may place them. We
must not, however, be understood as advo-

' eating absurd doctrines of promiscuous

settlement, and no fixed right of property

;

nor must we be understood as denying to

Governments and the members of society

the prerogatives and privileges of organ-

izing, making just divisions of the land,

and legislating in the best manner to

preserve public good and the general

sarmony of society. But we do mean
to say that any act of legislation anta-

gonistic to the natural rights of man
as unjust.

A native American, then, has the un-

doubted right to be a Latter-day Saint in

America, and to exercise in that land all

the rights pertaining to thinking, reli-

§ious, and responsible beings. To make a
eclaration contrary to this is blasphemy

against the sacred rights of man. Who
art thou that deniest to thy neighbour

that which his Creator has granted to

him? What nation is great enough to

defy the Omnipotent and stand justified

in repealing His enactments?

A nation is composed of a number of

individuals of equal natural rights col-

lected together in a national capacity.

But this amalgamation does not subtract

from individual rights. The fundamental

object of such amalgamation is to better

preserve the rights of every member of

society, to prevent one man from tramp-

ling upon the privileges of his neigbour,

and to restrain the human family from
being as beasts of prey to one another.

This is die jrreat object of national organi-

zation. Therefore, to take from the

Saints their rights, and disinherit them,

(To be continued,)

is a breach of the first principle of

national existence.

The leading paper of England considers

that the present rebellion in India has

been principally caused by the natives'

not understanding the liberal spirit of
Protestant Christianity. It holds that

this country has manifested a too sensitive

fear in avoiding the appearance of tam-
pering with the religious rights of the

natives, and that, in not giving a practical

illustration of the liberal spirit of its

Protestant policy, it has led them to

misunderstand and be suspicious of the

intentions of England—engendered a fear

in their minds that this country secretly

designed to supplant the Hindoo faith and
coerce that people into abhorrent religions.

The Times of November 28, 1867, has

the following " During a whole century
of dominion, we have failed to persuade

the natives of India that we have not, and
never can have, any intention of forcing

t^em to abandon their religion for our
own." If Protestant Christianity makes
such an acknowledgement of the religious

rights of a conquered race at the time of

their rebellion, free-born or naturalized

American citizens are surely entitled to the

same privileges. We claim for the Lat-
ter-day Saints the same privileges; and to

withhold them from that people is a
violation of the spirit of Protestant

Christianity, and a breach of its funda-
mental principles.

If we measure the rights of man as
guaranteed by the glorious Constitution

of America, then indeed are the Saints

entitled to all they claim. Its spirit is to
preserve man's agency. It grants him
his rights as a thinking, religious, and
accountable being. It declares that the
faith of American citizens shall not be
coerced, that liberty of thought belongs

to them, and that freedom of conscience

their undoubted right. The whole
tenour and design of that Constitution is

to ensure man's natural rights and allow

a community to regulate its own domestic

institutions, and receive that faith which
most recommends itself to their minds ;

and to grant the people the privilege of
choosing their own officers is its funda-

mental principle.

Pkbsohs whose ears are ever open to catch reports should be avoided as the plague ;

they are mischief-makers and quarrel-mongers, and the very pests of society.

—

James.
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•HISTORY OF JOSEPH 8MITH.

(Continued /

[September, 1842.]

September: Wednesday, 7tb. Early

this morning I received a letter from
Elders Adams and Rogers, of New York,

who brought me several letters,—one

from Dr. Willard Richards, who, referring

to his visit with James Arlington Bennett,

Esq., of Arlington House, says, "He
would be pleased to receive a letter of

President Joseph's own dictation, signed

by his own hand;" which request I was
disposed to comply with, but deferred it

till the next day.

Governor Carlin writes as follows :

—

Qoincy, September 7, 1842.

Dear Madam,—Your letter of the 27th

vluxno was delivered to me on Monday the

5th instant, and I have not had time to

answer it until this evening; and I now
appropriate a few moments to the difficult

U&k of replying satisfactorily to its contents,

every vrord of which evinces your devoted-
sen to the interest of your husband, and
pouring forth the effnsions of a heart wholly

Jul. I am thus admonished that I can say

nothing, that does not subserve his interest,
' that can possibly be satisfactory to you;
and before I proceed, I will here repeat my
great regret that I have been officially

called upon to act in reference to Mr.
Smith in any manner whatever.

I doubt not your candour when you say

you do not desire me "to swerve from my
duty as executive in the least," and all you
ask is to be allowed the privileges and
advantages guaranteed to you by the Con-
stitution and laws. You then refer me to

the 2nd Section of the Charter of the City of

Sauvoo, and claim for Mr. Smith the right

to be heard by the Municipal Court of said

city, nnder a writ of Habeas Corpus emana-
ting from said Court, when he was held in

custody under an executive warrant.

The Charter of the city of Nauvoo is not

before me at this time; but I have examined

both the Charters and city ordinances upon
the subject, and must express my surprise

at the extraordinary assumption of power
by the Board of Aldermen as contained in

•aid ordinance 1 From my recollection of

the Charter, it authorizes the Municipal

Court to issue writs of Habeas Corpus in

all cases of imprisonment or custody arising

from the authority of the ordinances of said

hmpage 8.)

city ; but that the power was granted, or
intended to be granted, to release persons

held in custody under the authority of writs

issued by the courts or the Executive of the

State, is most absurd and ridiculous; and
to attempt to exercise it is a gross usurpation

of power, that cannot be tolerated.

I have always expected and desired that

Mr. Smith should avail himself of the

benefits of the laws of this State, and, of
course, that he would be entitled to a writ

of Habeas Corpus issued by the Circuit

Court, and entitled to a hearing before said

court ; but to claim the right of a hearing

before the Municipal Court of the city of

Nauvoo is a burlesque upon the City Charter

itself.

As to Mr. Smith's guilt or innocence of

the crime charged upon him, it is not my
province to investigate or determine; nor
has any Court on earth jurisdiction of his

case but the Courts of the State of Mis-

souri ; and, as stated in my former letter,

both the Constitution and laws presume that

each and every State in this Union are com-
petent to do justice to all who may be
charged with crime committed in said State.

Tour information that , twelve men from
Jackson County, Missouri, were lying in

wait for Mr. Smith between Nauvoo and
Warsaw, for the purpose of taking him out

of the hands of the officers who might have

him in custody, and murdering him, is like

many other marvellous stories that you hear

in reference to him—not one word of it

true ; but I doubt not that your mind baa

been continually harrowed up with fears

produced by that and other equally ground-

less stories. That that statement is true is

next to impossible; and your own judg-

ment, if you will but give it scope, will soon

set you right in reference to it. If any of the

citisens of Jackson county had designed to
murder Mr. Smith, they would not have
been so simple as to perpetrate the crime in

Illinois, when he would necessarily be
required to pass through to the interior of

the State of Missouri, where the oppor-

tunity would have been so much better, and
the prospect of escape much more certain*

That is like the statement made by Mr..

Smith's first messenger, after his arrest, to.

Messrs. Ralston and Warren, saying that 1
had stated that Mr. Smith should be sur-

rendered to the authorities of Missouri, deadV

or alive; not one word of which was true. 1^

have not the most distant thought that any.

person in Illinois or Missouri contemplated-
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personal injury to Mr. Smith by violence in

«ny manner whatever.

I regret that I did not tee General Law
when last at Qniney. A previous engage-
ment upon business that could not be dis-

pensed with prevented, and occupied my
attention that evening until dark. At half-

'past one o'clock, p.m., I came home, and
learned that the General had called to see

me ; but the hurry of business only allowed

me about ten minutes' time to eat my dinner,

and presuming, if he had business of any
importance, that he would remain in the city

until I returned.

It may be proper here, in order to afford

you all the satisfaction in my power, to

reply to a question propounded to my wife

by General Law, in reference to Mr. Smith,

—viz., whether any other or additional

demand had been made upon me by the

Governor of Missouri for the surrender of

Mr. Smith. I answer, none. No change
whatever has been made in the proceeding*.

Mr. Smith is held accountable only for

for the charge as set forth in my warrant,
under which he was arrested.

In conclusion, you presume upon my own
knowledge of Mr. Smith's innocence, and ask
why the prosecution is continued against
him. Here I must again appeal to your
own good judgment; and you will be com-
pelled to answer that it is impossible I could
know him to be innocent;and, as before stated,
it is not my province to investigate as to
his guilt or innocence. But, could I know
him innocent, and were he my own son, I
wonld nevertheless (and the more readily)

surrender him to the legally-constituted

authority to pronounce him innocent.

With sentiments of high regard and
esteem, your obedient servant,

Thos. Cabldt.
To Mrs. Emma Smith.

Brothers Adams and Rogers called

again this afternoon, and I related to
them many interpositions of Divine Pro-
vidence in my favour, &e.

ntinued.)
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS* MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9, 1858.

Ordination—Appointment.—No man has a right to administer the ordinances of

the Gospel without being ordained for that purpose. Neither can a man be

appointed to preside over those who have a right thus to administer, without holding

like authority himself. Ordination and appointment, in the common use of the

terms, are separate and distinct The one gives man the authority to act, and the other

places him in a position where he can exercise that authority. Many are ordained

to the Holy Priesthood, and perhaps for years have the right to officiate in the

Gospel ordinances, before they are required or have any particular occasion to

^exercise that right. An appointment, therefore, to an active position in the Kingdom
of God does not necessarily imply an increase of authority in the Priesthood of God.

Ordination confers upon man certain rights, which are eternal in their nature, and will

<ever abide with him so long as he does not forfeit them by his own conduct ; but an
appointment is of a very different character, implying a temporary use or exercise of

those eternal powers and prerogatives. Like fleeting things of earth, subject to

circumstances, it may exist a week, a month, a year, or even more, and then come to

an end. But who appreciates or justly estimates this fact ?

We write thus because many have not yet learned the difference between position

and power. Some have even attached more importance to their position as

presiding officers than to their actual authority in the Priesthood. An appointment

has been to some a stumbling-stone over which they have fallen, and never been

able to rise. Many have lately been appointed to important positions throughout the

European Missions, and we trust that such may never be the case with any of them.

The few observations which we make upon this subject are particularly for that class
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-of Elders whose welfare we most earnestly desire, as Presidents and Pastors

appointed to watch over the flock of Christ.

Some have felt that they were much superior to others of their brethren because

they were called upon to preside over a Branch or a Conference ; and they have

suffered a spirit of pride to enter into their hearts—a spirit to bo jealous of their

authority, and have thereby rendered themselves obnoxious to the people over whom
they were presiding. Such a spirit leads to haughtiness, arrogance, and oppression,

manifesting itself in partialities in administration—traits of character that are not

only inconsistent with the calling of a servant of God, but which are abhorred

by every faithful Saint who enjoys the Spirit of God. When a President has these

feelings in his heart, the feelings of all good persons become alienated from him ; he

loses bis influence over them, and consequently his power to do them good. The
few that do obey him and receive his counsel do so from a mere sense of duty, that

order in government may be preserved, and themselves saved from the evils of

rebellion. A President can thus make his position a curse to himself, and become

an offence and curse to the people—the very opposite to the intent and spirit of his

calling. On the other hand, when a person is exalted, then is the time, above all

others, that he should be humble. Humility is the only road to exaltation. It is

written, uHe that exalteth himself shall be abased." Let no one, therefore, claim

honour from his position, but know that honour lies in the diligent and faithful

discbarge of the duties belonging to that position, and that the reward obtained will

be for actual services rendered.

Hen betray their feelings in different ways ; and the higher their position the more
readily axe their faults detected. Some have felt, when once called upon to preside

<mr a Branch or Conference, that they could never occupy a lower position without

its being a disgrace to them, or at least a very great condescension on their part.

Has new of the subject, however, is utterly inconsistent with the truth ; and, when
properij understood, a man who is really worthy of an appointment will be just as

ready to deliver it up to his superior as to receive it from him, just as willing to preside

over a Branch as over a Conference, just as willing to perform the duties of a Teacher

as an Elder, and just as ready in his spirit to occupy one position as another, when
circumstances require. The duties of the least office come within the province of

bis authority, and he should feel as free in his spirit to perform them as those of the

highest. When he feels this way he feels right ; he is passive and obedient, and can

say truly, «* Not my will, but thine be done." When Elders feel that, because they

Java been Presidents of Conferences, they cannot officiate as Presidents of Branches,

or as Travelling Elders, we naturally expect to hear next that they cannot exercise

faith, because it is the first principle of the Gospel, and that they are so far above it,

that it would be a mortifying condescension to get so low, although we are told that,

-when that which is perfect is come, faith will still abide. Until man, like Jesus,

becomes the Saviour of a world, he must not be above condescending as he did to

the very lowest estate, and learn that true greatness is displayed in real condescension.

Those Elders now entering upon their new fields of labour for the year will be

exceedingly blessed of the Lord, if they will but keep His Spirit with them. The
present is an important period in the history of the latter-day werk ; and the character

and importance of that work will rapidly become more prominent before the nations

of the earth. Men who would be efficient in the service of God and in the defence

ofBen need to be filled with the inspiration of God and the revelations of eternity.

The workings of the Almighty will be of that wondrous magnitude that none others

can cosnprehcnd His goings forth among the nations. The day of His mighty
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power is at hand, and but few will be able to abide it. We rejoice to know that

there are many faithful and efficient labourers in the Lord's vineyard. Those who-

have been appointed to preside are not the only ones worthy of similar opportunities^

All faithful Elders shall reap their full reward, if they faint not.

The Public Press.—The liberty of the press is the boast of civilized nations, but

its dishonesty, injustice, rottenness, and corruption are beyond all conception. The
dishonesty and fraud practised in the world are denounced with much bitterness as

great national evils ; but they are not to be compared with the evil and corrupting

tendency of the press. The one may effect men's temporal concerns for a timer
but the other most effectually demoralizes and vitiates the public mind. Instead

of its being used as a means to enlighten the people and defend the truth, it has to a.

very great extent become a slave to popular feeling ; and it is difficult to tell whether

it most controls the public mind or is controlled by it. To say the least, the latter is

the case to an alarming extent. Money and popularity can wield it at pleasure, and,,

as the wind does the weathercock, turn it whichever way they will.

An editor that will publish lies for the sake of chiming in with popular-

opinion, and then shun the truth when it is presented before him, is certainly

one of the most dangerous and despicable characters of society. Such men-

should not only be denounced for their infernal cowardice and dishonesty, but

they should be utterly abhorred for their readiness to sacrifice the happiness and
lives of a nation, people, or community, upon the altar of their lustful and damnable-

cupidity. They know that to publish the truth about the " Mormons" would render

them unpopular and be objectionable to their patrons, and patronage must be main-

tained at the sacrifice of truth and honour. Not only so, but a wilful and malicious-

system of falsehood and misrepresentation is adopted, which, if practised under oath

in common Courts of Equity, would doom the perjured wretches to lasting infamy

and disgrace. At the bar of Eternal Justice they will meet a merited retribution.

We insert in this number two communications written to leading journals, but not

suffered to appear in their columns, though they were written expressly to correct

misrepresentations and falsehood which had been published by them. These, however,

are not isolated cases. It is the universal practice with Editors to refuse a " Mor-
mon's " statement admission into their columns. There are very few exceptions. The
many fruitless efforts that are made to get, through the press, the truth before the

people, relative to the Saints, prove conclusively the determination that exists to put

them down by keeping the truth hid as long as possible. It is in vain to look for

honour from such a source of corruption. Grapes do not grow on thorns, nor figs

on thistles.

^ENNT Fund.—Although we do not, as has already been stated in former numbers-

of the Star, hold this Office or any of the funds of the same responsible for any de~

. Sciences which may occur in the " Penny Fund," or delinquencies of any of the

Treasurers of that fund, we feel it our duty to guard all the interests of the Saints,

both temporal and secular, as well as spiritual, to the best of our ability ; and, in

'new of the many changes which are taking place throughout the Mission, among
the Treasurers of that fund, we feel constrained to offer a few words of counsel on

the subject.

Order and uniformity in conducting the business are very desirable, and will

greatly facilitate the same. In order to bring about ibis desirable end, we wish

all those Treasurers, whether of Conferences or Branches, who have opened " Penny
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Fond" accounts with this Office in their own names, to immediately cause all such

funds to be transferred from their individual names, to the name of the proper Con-

ference or Branch ; and that all remittances be hereafter made in the name of the

Conference or Branch. Persons who at any one time deposit twenty shillings or

npwards can have the amount placed to their individual names in this Office, and

obtain a receipt, therefor without its appearing in the Penny Fund account.

Each Treasurer should exhibit his books publicly at some meeting of the Saints,

that it may be ascertained if the correct amount has been credited to each individual;

and that all errors, if any exist, may be corrected before the books are transferred.

Each Treasurer is required, on delivering up the books to his successor, to produce

and deliver to his successor receipts from this Office, and also money sufficient to

balance the total amount received by him. He can then receive from his successor a

receipt for the entire amount of cash and receipts thus transferred.

A strict and punctual compliance with these suggestions will secure harmony of

action and the confidence and good feelings of all concerned.

Utah Mail.—The Utah Mail has arrived, bringing letters and papers with dates

to October 7, too late for the news to appear in this Number. It will appear in our

next.

Appointments.—The following alterations and appointments are made in connection

with the Welsh Conferences :

—

That the Brecknockshire Conference be disorganized, and its Branches added to the

Honmouthshlre Conference.

That the Dyffryn, Conway, and Anglesea Conference be in future called the Carnarvon-

ahire Conference.

That the Merionethshire Conference be disorganized, and the Machynlleth and Dinas

Howddwy Branches added to the Cardiganshire Conference ; and Harlech and Festiniog

Branches added to the Carnarvonshire Conference.

That the Carmarthen Conference be disorganized, and the Carmarthen and St.

Clears Branches added to the Llanelly Conference ; and Brecbfa, Pencader, and Llansawil

Branches added to the Cardiganshire Conference.

Elder Thomas Jones is appointed to preside over the North Wales Pastorate.

Elder John Davies is appointed to preside over the Eastern Glamorganshire Confer-

ence ; Elder Edward D. Miles, over the Cardiff ; Elder William Ajax, over the Mon-

mouthshire ; Elder Thomas Rees, over the Western Glamorgan ; Elder Edward Pergwyn,

over the Pembrokeshire ; Elder John Treharne, over the Cardiganshire ; Elder Thomas

Jones, over the Carnarvonshire ; and Elder Edwin Price, over the Flintshire Conference.

Elder Joseph Griffiths is released, on account of indisposition.

LETTER TO THE "ANDOVER ADVERTISER."

The following is an extract from a
letter sent to the Editor of the Andover
Advertiser, in reply to a scurrilous article

. published in that paper :

—

Editor of the Andover Advertiser.

Sir—I presume your charge of licen-

tiousness is intended to apply to polygamy.

Bemember that the men whose characters

are most highly reverenced—whose writ-

ings are most deeply studied and vener-

ated—whose thrilling psalms are most
fervently sung, were polygamists ! Were
these polygamist Patriarchs, Prophets, and
Psalmists guilty of M licentiousness ?" Do
moral right and wrong change their

natures by lapse of time ? If polygamy is

u licentiousness " now, it was u licentious-
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ness" then. Why did not God denounce

it? Whj did God say to David (2nd
Samuel xii ), "I gave thee thy master's

wives ?" Was God guilty of licentious-

ness?

Seduction, prostitution, and licentious-

ness exist and fearfully increase in all

your large towns; but such crimes are

unknown in Salt Lake Valley. The
penalty for such crimes in Christian

England is occasionally 2s. 6d. per week !

—

not to compensate the months of mental

and physical woe of the hapless mother

;

no,—that goes for nought; but to sup-

port the unfortunate infant. How fearful

is the number of illegitimate births in

England 1 In the Salt Lake Valley,

every infant born has a father to welcome
and give his name to it. Vou call Salt

fjake Valley a "sink of iniouity;" but

how infinitely more applicable are your
words to London, with its 80,000 unfor-

tunates, unpitied, forlorn, and hopeless.

What tribunal affords them redress, or

visits vengeance upon the vile perpetra-

tors of their fearful wrongs ?

Vou are anxious for the overthrow of

what you call "Mormonism." It is based

upon certain principles and facts. Its

principles are—God loved the world and
gave His Son as an atonement to be
received, and as a Teacher to be obeyed

;

also faith, repentance, baptism for remis-

sion of sins (Acts ii. 38. John iii. 5. Acts
xxii. 16) ; and the gift of the Holy Spirit

by laying on of Elders* hands (Acts viii.

16. Acts ix. 17. Heb. vi. 1. 1 Timothy
iv. 14). I respectfully challenge your
dialectics to overthrow these principles.

Designating our women "poor common
drudges," and our men " ignorant-look-

ing/' is, you must admit, wretched logic.

" Judge not according to the appearance,"

said he who was scorned by learned

scribes, because he " had not learned let-

ters "—he in whom men saw no beauty
that they should admire him. You pro-

nounce Joseph Smith a " wicked impos-

tor." In his lifetime, Joseph Smith
was frequently charged with crime, and
brought before American Courts of Jus-

tice; but was he ever convicted? No;
"cute" Yankee judges and juries, in all

cases, acquitted him. Is it not monstrous
injustice to denounce a man as a criminal

whom juries always pronounced inno-

cent? He was, however, basely mur-
dered, at last, in defiance of all law and

'justice.

In proofof yourcharge of imposture,you
instance the Book of Mormon. "In the

mouth of two or three witnesses," savs the

Bible, " shall every word be established.
M

Plates of stone, written by the finger of

God, were delivered to Moses. None
were permitted to handle those plates.

The gold plates delivered to Joseph Smith
were seen and handled by many. In
preface to the Book of Mormon, we have

the solemn declaration of three persons,

whose names are signed, who state that

they handled the plates, and heard the

voice of God pronouncing the translation

to be essentially correct. To the plates

of Moses we nave no such testimony.

Those three men were afterwards cut off

from the Church of Latter-day Saints, by
Joseph Smith, for transgression. Was
he not afraid they would divulge the

secret lie? No; for out of the Church
thev bore the same testimony as when
in it.

You affirm that the Book of Mormon
" is based upon the romance of Spauld-

ing." You forget that the Book or Mor-
mon refers only to one tribe of Israel

—

that of Joseph, while Spaulding's novel

speaks of the ten tribes. The one is a
translation by an uneducated man; the

other, the work ef an educated Presby-

terian Minister. The Bible is a revealed

history of ancient people, some of whom
flourished in Asia, Africa, and Europe,
and the Gospel of Jesus as preached to

them. The Book of Mormon is the

revealed history of an ancient people who
flourished in America, and the Gospel of

Jesus as preached to them. In dealing

with the character of Jesus Christ, you
judge by the testimonies of his apostles

and friends; but, in dealing with the

character of Joseph Smith, you judge
him by the testimonies of his bitter and re-

lentless enemies. Is this justice? "Shame,
where is thy blush?" You say we are

rty of idolatry towards Joseph Smith,
this you bear false witness against

your neighbour. We adore the jLord

Jesus as the Son of God, and we honour
Peter, Paul, and Joseph Smith as his

servants. You say you " prefer Mahomet
to Joseph Smith. Mahomet rejected

the Divinity and atonement of Jesus

Christ; but Joseph Smith believed in,

gloried in, and fervently preached those

transcendent nrinciples. I am willing to

suppose you did not know this; but how
unpardonable is such ignorance in public
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writers. Ton place Joseph Smith in the

category of " Naylor, Munzer, Southcote,

Thorn, &c. These persons taught con-

trary to the Bible, and therefore were
impostors. I defy you to prove that

Joseph Smith taught contrary to the

Gospel of Jesus. If be had done so, we
would reject him, though his character

were as^pure as that of "an angel from
heaven.*

Too amy you " wonder that, in the

braying of the jackass in the adjoining

stable, we did not recognise the ridicule

we deserved.** We assure you that we
are not to be driven from our principles

by the ridiculous braying of jackasses,

whether quadruped or biped. Our ene-

mies find it easier to "bray" at us than
to prove us scripturally wrong.

xou say you " rely upon the preaching

of the Gospel in its purity to annihilate

Monnomsm." What do you mean by
"the Gospel in its purity ?" Is it Cal-

vinism, which says Unrist died for a few;

or Methodism, which says this is a lie

—

that Jesus died for all? A thousand
different sects preach different doctrines,

which they each call "the Gospel in its

parkjl" In your churches and chapels,

the rich worship in the costly cushioned
pew, whue the " ignorant-looking men "

and the "poor, common-looking drudges "

of women shiver in the cold corner, to ob-

tain tickets for blankets, soup, &c. Is this

the Goipel of him who said, " Love your
neighbour as yourself?"—a gospel which
would make all men one with each other

making all one with God and with
Son Jesus Christ. Where is this

Cfoepd exhibited? Alas, where?
A friend said to me, recently, "There

are no sects in heaven. They are all one
there.* Said I, "As they are not all one
here, they must undergo a great change
in going there." "Ab, replied my friend,

*&they must." But, said I, " The fact

that they all needed a change proves them
all wrong here ; for if they were right,

they would need no change !

" My friend

seemed startled at the idea of a right

religion leaving its votaries wrong, and
needing a change

!

Ton seemed pleased that the old argu-
ment of faggot, axe, and gibbet is about
to be resorted to in the form of " steely

lead, and American soldiers," to put down
Mormonism. Why not send missionaries

to prove us wrong from the Bible? Are
steel, lead, and soldiers the arguments by
which, as you say, "Right shall conquer
might, and truth grow strong?" My
principles do not need ridicule; but I
cannot help remarking that Jesus said,

"The servant shall be as his master."'

Did the Lord or his former-day ministers

preach jarring doctrines, or receive hun-
dreds and thousands of pounds per year
for preaching ? In the New Testament,
do we read of the Reverend Paul, the
Right Reverend James, the Most Reverend
Peter, or Lord Bishop Andrew, living in

pompous palaces, encircled by wealth and
grandeur? Is this "Having food and
raiment, therewith be content," as Paul
taught Timothy ? Is this being like him
"who had not where to lay his head?'*
If I were to offer you a sovereign as little

like a sterling coin as these servants are
like the Lord, you would hand me to a
policeman to share the fate of a forger

and a knave. You reject the counterfeit

sovereign, and I reject the counterfeit
" servants" and their sham religions.

From your enlightened intellect and
masterly pen, I promise myselfthe pleasure

of reading such a reply to this letter, as
will demonstrate my error, if in error I
am, and thus save me and many others

from the woes that error inevitably en-

tails.

Tour obedient servant,

John Hide.

CANADA.

(From a Prize E$tay, by J. S. Hogan.)

In B&gjand, or France, or any of the

States ofEurope, if upwards of a million

ef the working classes had, within a short

not of time, and by means hitherto

Witamwu or vntheught of, raised them-

selves to comparative affluence and inde-

pendence, their example would be alike a
matter of wonder and of instruction. To
the poor, who are struggling against

becoming poorer ; to those who, though/
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they may be able to steer clear of actual

want themselves, have the painful picture

constantly presented to their minds of

their offspring being otherwise circum-

stanced ; to the mere " hewers of wood
and drawers of water," who are too low
to dream even of comforts or respecta-

bility, how deeply interesting should be
the knowledge, not only that a million-and-

a-half of people like themselves had been

able to cast their poverty behind them,

but that many millions more could "go
and do likewise." Nor to the statesman,

who gathers from such examples the

knowledge how to make nations great,

and to become great himself; or to those

who are engaged in the human task of

endeavouring to mitigate the evils of

redundant population, should such a fact

be less interesting or valuable. And this,

without exaggeration, is the lesson that

may be learned from the industrial history

of Canada, but especially of the Upper
Province.

In 1829, the population of Western
Canada— for that Province, having ex-

hibited greater progress in population

and wealth, I shall at present allude to-
had but one hundred and ninety-six thou-

sand inhabitants. Its assessable property,

being the real and personal estate of its

people, was estimated, and I think with

sufficient liberality, at £2,500,000. Its

population in 1854 had increased to

1,237,600 ; and its assessed and assessable

property not including its public lands,

the timber on them, or its minerals, is set

down, in round numbers, at fifty million

pounds. This sum is over the assessors'

returns, but when it is considered that

the assessments were based upon the peo-

ple's estimates of their own property, and
j

that these are proverbially made with a

view to avoiding taxation rather than

to appearing rich, and that bonds and
mortgages and other valuable effects were
not included in the assessments, the

addition of fifteen per cent.—being that

made—is by no means an error on the

the side of exaggeration. The Marshals

appointed to correct similar returns in the

United States made a much larger addi-

tion, although the property I have named,
as exempted in Canada, is all assessed in

the States.

Thus, then, the remaining inhabitants of

1829, and the descendants of those who
have died, together with the settlers who
have come into the Province since, divided

between them fifty million pounds9 worth
of property, being £200 4s. 2d. to each
family of five, and £40 0s. 2d. to each
man, woman, and child,—a degree of
prosperity it would be difficult to credit,

were it not established by proofs wholly
incontrovertible.

And who and what are the people who
divide among them this magnificent pro-
perty? And how have they acquired it?

bid they come in as conquerors, and
apppropriate to themselves the wealth of
others? They came in but to subdue m
wilderness, and have reversed the laws of
conquest; for plenty, good neighbourhood,
and civilization mark their footsteps. Or
did capitalists accompany them to repro-

duce their wealth by applying it to the

enterprises and improvements of a new
country? No; for capitalists wait till

their pioneer, industry, first makes his

report, and it is but now that they are
studying the interesting one from Canada.
Or did the generosity of European princes

or European wealth or benevolence pro-
vide them with such outfits as secured
their success? On the contrary, the
wrongs of princes and the poverty of
nations have been the chief causes of the
settlement of America. Her prosperity is

the offspring of European hopelessness.

Her high position in the world is the

result of the sublime efforts of despair.

And he who would learn who they are
who divide among them the splendid pro-
perty created in Canada, has but to go to
the quays of Liverpool, of Dublin, of
Glasgow, and of Hamburg, and see emi-
grants there embarking, who knew neither

progress nor hopes where they were born,
to satisfy himself to the fullest.

It is the object of this essay to describe

the country, its soil, its climate, and its

resources, in which these people have
prospered; to trace their advancement
and its causes; to describe the public

works and improvements they possess ; to

show how they govern themselves, and
what are their institutions— religious,

educational, and municipal ; to exhibit, in

short, what may guide industry in search
of a place wherein to better its condition,

and capital in quest of fields for profitable

investment.

Geographical.—Canada extends, in

length, from the coast of Labrador to the

river Kiministiquia, at the western extre-

mity of Lake Superior, about sixteen hun-
dred miles, with an average breadth of
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about two hundred and thirty miles,
|

being nearly three times as larjre as Great

J

Britain and Ireland. It contains an area

of about three hundred and fifty thou-

sand square mile?, or two hundred and !

forty millions of English acres.

Upper, or Western Canada, is com-
prised within the parallels of 40° to 49°

N., and the meridians of 74° to 117° W.
of Greenwich and embraces an area of

about one hundred thousand square miles,

or sixty-four millions of acres. Of these

there were, up to the 1st of January, 1854,

twenty-one millions, forty-nine thousand,

one hundred and sixty-four acres sur-

veyed, consisting of thirty-one thousand,

one hundred and seventy- five acres of

mining tracts on the shores of Lakes
Huron and Superior, four hundred and
fifty-three thousand five hundred and fifty-

height acres of Indian reserves in the same

localities, and twenty millions, two hun-
dred and forty three thousand, four hun-
dred and forty-one acres in farm, park
lots ^d sites for towns and villages.

As compared with the Lower Province,
Upper Canada is in general a level cham-
paign country, with gently undulating
hills and rich valleys. At a distance of
from fifty to one hundred miles north of
Lake Ontario there is a ridge of high
rocky countryrunning towards theOttawa
or Grand River, behind which there is a
wide and rich valley of great extent,

bounded on the north by a mountainous
country of still higher elevation. From
the division line on Lake St. Francis to

Sandwich, along the shores of the St.

Lawrence and Lakes Ontario and Erie,

there is not an elevation of any conse-
quence ; and throughout this extent the
soil is generally remarkable rich.

VARIETIES.

A wonAir, aged 70, who appeared some time ago at the Police Office, Bow Street,

London, stated that she was the mother of forty children ; and that her daughters had had
twins three or four times.

A Letts* from Jerusalem of the 39th of November states that great agitation prevails

in that city and the neighbourhood. A conflict bad taken place between the inhabitants

of Bethlelem and those of Tamar, in which one man was killed and several wounded.
Caravans of pilgrims were beginning to arrive in the country. Jerusalem is crowded with
pilgrims in a new character. A great part of the crew of the American frigate Congress
had arrived there to visit the holy places, together with a great number of the crews of

the three Russian ships of war now anchored at Jaffa.
M Table.—A broad piece of stone, brass, or the like, Hab. ii. 2 ; Luke i. 63. 8uch the

-the ancients used, to write upon, as they had no paper; and they wished what they wrote
to continue recorded to many generations. Twice God wrote his law on tables of stone.

The Romans wrote their ancient laws on twelve tables of brass. In allusion hereto,

man's heart is represented as a writing table, and a JUtky table, ready to receive and be
affected with divine truths. (Prov. iii. 3 ; vii. 3 ; 2 Cor.iii. 3 f—From Qurneys Diction-

ary ofike Bible.

Isjdries.—" When we have received' an injury which is too serious to be passed over

unnoticed, and requires explanation in order to our future pleasant intercourse with the

individual who inflicts it, we should neither brood over it in silence nor communicate it to

a third person, but go directly to the offender himself, and state to him in private our
views of his conduct. Many persons lock up the injury in their own bosom, and instead

of going to their offending brother, dwell upon his condnct in silence until their imagi-

nation has added to it every possible aggravation, and their mind has come to the con-
clusion to separate themselves for ever from his society. From that hour they neither

ipeak to him nor think well of him, but consider and treat him as an alien from their

'hearts. Others, when they have received offence, set off to some friend—perhaps to

more than one, to lodge their complaint, and tell how they have been treated. The
report of the injury spreads farther and wider, exaggerated and swelled by those circum-
stances which every gossip through whose hands it passes chooses to add to the original

account, until, in process of time, it comes round to the offender himself in its magnified

sad distorted form—who now finds that he in hit turn, is aggrieved and calumniated

;

sad thus a difficult and complicated case of offence grows out of what was, at first, very

simple in its nature, and capable of being adjusted."—James,
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Passing Events.—After a series of straggles, the garrison of Lucknow was relieved on*
the 17th November. Sir Colin Campbell was slightlj wounded. Twentj-four inferior

members of the Delhi royal family were, on the 20th November, execnted by sentence-

of a military commission. The revenue derived from sources of taxation in India for the-

fiscal year 1855—6, was £30,817,528. Amebica : The Kansas affair appears more ominou»
than ever. It is now made the basis of a combination against the Government of Mr^
Buchanan more formidable than any opposition during the last thirty years. Messrs.
Douglas, Stuart, Hale, Seward, and Trumbull have taken the field on the side of Gov.
'Walker against Mr. Buchanan. There is said to have existed a perfect understanding-

between the great filibuster Walker before his departure and the Minister of Nicaragua
and Walker is said to have been invited back to Central America by the connivance of
President Martinez. It is stated that about one thousand men for the expedition will

rendezvous on the Colorado. Another revolution is now pending in Mexico. The steam-
political exiles. Gen. Denver has superseded F. P. Stanton, dismissed from the Secretary-

ship Tennesse, on the 24th November, brought from Mexico to New Orleans twenty-three-

ahip of Kansas. The United States* Treasury department has suspended payment, and
bills amounting to half a million of dollars laid over. The New York banks resumed
specie payment on the 12th December, after fifty- nine days' suspension. Lieutenant-
General Scott does not favour sending troops from the Pacific to Utah, but will send
reinforcements and supplies from this side. The actual strength of the United States*

Army on the 1st of July last was 15,764, from which sixty-eight forts and seventy portal-

had to be garrisoned.

SONG OF ISRAEL IN EGYPTIAN CAPTIVITY.

Oh, breathe it soft ! the mourning lay,

To Israel's lonely children dear,
Would waste its melody away
By falling on a tyrant's ear.

Far other strain serene ascended
Prom bowers our maidens twine no more

:

The song of hope and memory blended,
That died on Goshen's happy shore.

How can a captive's strain aspire

!

The echoing horn may charm the free

:

Alas, my heart ! a broken lyre

Would form the only type of thee

!

Yet never can our souls forget.

When music blends its power with prayer,

All that our children may be yet,

And all that once our fathers were.

A rest remains—a promised land,

Where Jordan winds his silver way,
By heaven's selectest breetes fanned.
And robed in verdure's bright array.

There shall the clarion's blither tone
Swell our triumphant song's career

:

The land we tread on is our own j

Our God, our home, our heart is here

!
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MILLENNIAL STAE.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the^Spirit saith unto the churchet.—Jesua Christ.

Came emt ofhert my people>, that ye be not partaken of her sine, and that ye receive not of her

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

I* 3, foL XX. Saturday, January 16, 1858. Price One Penny.

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT BRIGHAM lOUNG.

It is a pretty bold stand for this people to

take, to say that they will not be controlled

by the corrupt administrators of our Gene-
ral Government. We will be controlled

by them, if they will be controlled by the

Coutitttion and laws ; but they will not.

Many of them do not care any more about
the Constitution and the laws that they
make than they do about the laws of an-
other nation. That class trample the rights

of the people under their feet, while there

are so many who would like to honour
them. All we have ever asked for is our

Constitutional rights. We wish the laws

of our Government honoured, and we
have ever honoured them ; but they are

trampled under foot by administrators.

There cannot be a more damnable,

dastardly order issued than was issued

by the Administration to this people while

the? were in an Indian country in 1846.

Before we left Nauvoo, not less than two
United States* Senators came to receive

a psfngf from us that we would leave the

United States ; and then, while we were
•ling our best to leave their borders, the

seor, few, degraded curses sent a requi-

nuon for five hundred of our men to

Its and fight their battles!! That was
President Polk ; and he is now weltering

in hell with old Zachary Taylor, where
Ike present administrators will soon be,

ifthey do not repent,

liars have reported that this people

have committed treason, and upon their

lies the President has ordered out troops
to aid in officering this Territory ; and if

those officers are like many who have
previously been sent here*—*nd we have
reason to believe that they are, or they
would not come when they know they
are not wanted,—they are poor, miserable
blacklegs, broken down political hacks,

robbers, and whoremongers, men that are
not fit for civilized society ; so they mu?t
dragoon them upon us for officers. I
feel that I won't bear such cursed treat-

ment, and that is enough to say ; for we
are just as free as the mountain air.

,

I do not lift my voice against the great
and glorious Government guaranteed to
every citizen by our Constitution, but
against those corrupt administrators who
trample the Constitution and just laws
under their feet. They care no more
about them than they do about the Go-
vernment of France, but they walk them
under their feet with impunity. And
the most of the characters they have
•sent here as officers cared no more about
the laws of our country and of this Terri-

tory than they did about the laws of
China, but walked them under their feet

with all the recklessness of despots.

I do not want to be angry nor to have
my feelings wrought up, but I cannot keep
quiet under the continued outrageous

tyranny of the wicked.
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I have said that if the brethren will

have faith, the Lord will fight our battles,

and we will haxe the privilege of living

here in peace. I have counted the cost

to this people of a collision with our

enemies, but J cannot begin to count the

cost it will be to them.

I have told you that if thk people will

live their religion, all will be well ; and I

have told you that if there is any man or

woman that is not willing to destroy any-

thing and everything of their property

that Would be of use to an enemy if left,

I wanted them to go out of the Terri-

tory ; and I again say so to-dav ; for when
the time comes to burn and lay waste

our improvements, if any man under-

takes to shield his, he will be sheared

down ; for ujudgment will be laid to the

line and righteousness to the plummet.''

Now the faint-hearted can go in peace;

but, should that time come, they must
not interfere. Before I will suffer what
I have in times gone by, there shall not

be one building, nor one foot of lum-
ber, nor a stick, nor a tree, nor a particle

of grass and hay, that will burn, left in

reach of our enemies. I am sworn, if

driven to extremity, to utterly lay waste,

in the name of Israel's God.
I know that the Saints, both the

brethren and sisters, pray that our ene-

mies may not come here; for their entrance

is designed by our Government to be the

prelude to the introduction of abomina-
tions and death. And you cannot talk

to a brother, or even a sister, but that

she will tell you that if she consents in

her feelings to have our enemies come
here, she feels uncomfortable and her

heart sinks within her. If I consent in

my feelings to have them come here, my
heart sinks within me, my buoyant spirits

are gone, and I have no comfort; for I

know the hellish designs concealed under
the present movement. But we are

free, and every man says, "Stand by
the kingdom." When wis is the case,

every man is like a troop; they are like

lions.

Admit of corrupt administrators send-

ing troops here, and what would be the

result? All hell would follow after. I

naturally dislike to have any trouble, and
would not were I not obliged to ; but we
are Obliged to defend ourselves against

the persecution of our oppressors, or have
our constitutional rights rent from us

and ourselves destroyed. We mutt either

suffer that, or stand up and maintain the
kingdom of God on the earth.

We have known all the time that the
kingdoms of darkness were opposed to

the kingdom of God—that the powers of
earth and bell were combined against it.

Christ and Baal canaot make friends with
each other ; you cannot mix efl and water,

righteousness and wickedness. This is

the kingdom of God ; all others are of the
Devil. They never can be united in this

world, nor in any other : there is no possi-

bility of the two kingdoms becoming one.

Those who believe and obey the Gospel of
the Son of God, and forsake all for its in-

terests, belong to the kingdom of God, and
all the rest belong to the other kingdom.
There is a distinction, and the line muss
be drawn, and you and I have to stand
up to it, even though it may take from
us our right eyes and right hands. We
must stand up to the line and maintain
the kingdom of God, or we shall all go to
destruction together.

I am perfectly willing that the brethren
should stop all improvements, if they
choose, ana spend a few years in seeing

what our enemies will do, though their

efforts against us will only tend to use
them up the faster. But if the peo-
ple prefer it, they may stop their im-
provements and take care of their wheat,
and cache a supply of grain, flour, &c,
where no other persons can find it; though
we can raise grain here all the time, yes, ail

the time.

Suppose that our enemies send 50,060
troops here, they will have to transport

all that will be requisite to sustain them
over one winter; for I will promise them,
before they come, that there shall not be
one particle of forage or one mouthful
of food for there, should they come.
They will have to* bring all their pro-
visions and forage ; and tnough they start

their teams with as heavy loads as they
can draw, there is no team that can
bring enough to sustain itself, to say
nothing of the men. If there were no
more men here than there are in the
Seminole nation, our enemies never
could use us up ; but they could use up
themselves, which they will do. The
Seminoles, a little tribe of a few hundred
in Florida, have cost our Government,
I suppose, in the neighbourhood of a
£100,000,000; and they are no nearer
being conquered than when the war com-
menced. And what few have removed
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-here been induced to do so by com-
promise ; and it would be far cheapest for

toe Government to pay the debts they

honestly owe us, and leave us unmolested
in the peaceful enjoyment of our rights.

Would not our enemies feel well in

going to the kanyons for wood, the first

night, to cook their suppers with ? The
idea pats me in mind of an anecdote told

by one Brown, about the man who took

the first barrel of whiskey up the Missouri
River on a log raft.

They might stay amid blackened deso-

lation till they ate up what they brought,

and then would have to go back.

It has been asked, " Have you counted
the cost?" Yes, for ourselves; but I

cannot begin to count it for our enemies.

It will cost them all they have in this

world, and will land them in hell in the

world to come, while the only trouble

with us is, that we have two or three

times more men than we need for using
up all who can come here to deprive us of
our rights.

As I said this morning, ten years ago
en this ground I stated that we would
not ask any odds of our enemies in ten

jean from that date ; and the next time
that I thought of it was ten years after-

wards to a day. u They are now sending
their troops," was the news ; and it di-

rect/? occurred to me, " Will you ask any
odds of them?" No, in the name of

Israel's God, we will not ; for as soon as

we ask odds we get ends—of bayonets.

When we have asked them for bread,

they have given us stones ; and when we
have asked them for meat, they have
given us scorpions; and what is the use
of our asking any more ? I do not ask

any odds of those who are striving to

deprive as of every vestige of freedom,

•and to destroy us from the earth.

Suppose that we should now bow down,
and they should order their troops back,

and then send a Governor and other

officers here, how long would it be before

Mine miserable scamp would get into a
iot* with the Indians in Utah county, or

m some other county, and get killed?

Then the Governor would order out the

fDafeia, probably two or three hundred

'

SKn, to kill off those Indians. Well, the

'brethren* knowing that the aggressor is a
white man, do not want to turn out, and,

Eke General Harney, kill the squaws, and
4faeya*y, « We shall not go." Then the

Governor would say, "They have com-

mitted treason ;* and it would be, "Send
an army here, and shoot and hang them."
Our enemies are determined to bring us
into collision with the Government, so

that they can kill us ; but they shall not
come here.

If the troops are now this side of

Laramie, remember that the Sweetwater
is this side of that place. They mult
have some place to winter, for tbey cannot
come through here this season. We
could go out and use them up, and it

would not require fifty men to do it. But
probably we shall not have occasion to

take that course, for we do not want to

kill men. They may winter in peace at

some place east of us, but when spring

comes they must go back to the States,

or at any rate they must leave the moun-
tains.

We have no desire to kill men, but we
wish to keep the devils from killing us.

If you hear that they are near the upper
crossing of the Platte, they will probably

stay there till they can collect 60,000
troops. We will say that 9 and 3 equal

17 ; and if that is so, how long will it take

to get those troops here? Let an arith-

metician figure out how long it will be
before 9 and 3 will make 17 ; for that will

be just as soon as our enemies will get

60,000 troops here.

We have got to be called treasoners by
our enemies. Joseph was taken up six

times, if I remember rightly, on the

charge of treason. Once he was brought
into court by some enemies who thought
they could prove that he had committed
adultery, and that they termed treason.

At another time our brethren wanted to

vote in Davies County, Missouri, and said

they would cast their votes and have their

rights with other citizens, whereupon
Joseph was taken up for treason. Ano-
ther thne he was taken up on a charge of
high treason, and when he came before

the grand jury his enemies wanted to

prove that he had more than one wife*

asserting that that was high treason.

Our enemies are constantly yelling,
" Rebellion, treason," no matter how peace-

ful, orderly, and loyal we may be. And
now to come out in open opposition to

their cursed corrupt practices will of
course be counted treason. But let me
tell you that the real, actual treason is

committed in Washington, by the Ad-
ministrators of our Government sending
an army to take the lives of our innocent
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citizens. Every man is allowed by the

Constitution to have what religion he

pleases, and to profess what religion he

pleases. That liberty is guaranteed by

the Constitution ; " but you ' Mormons,'

an army must be sent against you because

you are Latter-day Saints.'' Yes, an

armv must be sent to drive us from the

earth.

There is high treason in Washington

;

and if the law was carried out, it would

hangup many of them. And the very act

of James K. Polk in taking five hundred

ofour men while we were making our way
•ut of the country under an agreement

forced upon us, would have hung him
between the heavens and the earth, if the

laws had been faithfully executed. And
now, if they can send a force against this

people, we have every Constitutional and

legal right to send them to hell ; and we
calculate to send them there.

I am aware that yeu want to know
what will be the result of the present

movement against us. "Mormonism"

will take an almighty stride into influence

and power, while our enemies will sink,

and become weaker and weaker, and
be no more ; and I know it just as well'

now as I shall five years hence. The
Lord Almighty wants a name and a
character, and he will show our enemies

that he is God, and that he has set to bis

hand again to gather Israel, and to try

our faith and integrity. And he is say-

ing, "Now, you my children, dare you take
a step to promote righteousness in direct

and open opposition to the popular feel-

ings of all the wieked in your Govern-
ment? If you do, I will fight your
battles."

Our enemies had better count the cost

;

for, if they continue the job, they will want
to let it out to sub-contractors before thej
get half through with it. If they persist

in sending troops here, I want the people
in the west and in the east to understand
that it will not be safe for them to crosav

the plains.

CANADA,

{From a Prize Essay, by J, S. Hogm.)

Rivers.—The waters of all the lakes

and rivers of Canada empty themselves

into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which is

formed by the western coast of Newfound-
land, the eastern shore of Labrador, the

eastern extremity of the Province of New
Brunswick, and by parts of Nova Scotia

and Cape Breton.

The River St. Lawrence rises in Lake
Superior, in Upper Canada, and flows

through Lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario,

a distance of about 3,000 miles, with a
breadth varying from one to ninety miles

;

and, by the aid of the Welland, St. Law-
rence, and Lachine Canals, is navigable

the whole distance for large class snips.

It has, however, in its course, received

different names, viz. : between Lakes
Ontario and Erie it is called the " Nia-

gara;*
9 between Lakts Erie and St. Clair,

the " Detroit ;" between Lakes St. Clair

and Huron, the " St. Clair ;" and between

the latter and Lake Superior, the " Nar-
rows or Falls of St. Marie."

"The River St. Lawrence and the whole

country unfold scenery, the magnificence
of which, in combination with the most
delightful physical beauty, is unequalled
in America and, perhaps, in the world.
From both land and water there are fre-

quently prospects which open a view of
from fifty to one hundred miles of river*

from ten to twenty miles in breadth.
The imposing features of these vast land-
scapes consist of lofty mountains, wide
valleys, bold headlands, luxuriant forests,

cultivated fields, pretty villages and set-

tlements, some of them stretching up
along the mountains* fertile islands with-

neat white cottages, and rich pastures,

and well tended flocks, rocky islets, and:
tributary rivers, some rolling over pre-
cipices, and one of them, the " Saguenay,**
like an inland mountain lake, burstings

through a perpendicular chasm in the
granite chain, while on the bosom of the

t. Lawrence majestic ships, large brigs
and schooners, with innumerable pilot

boats and river craft, charm the mind at
the immigrant or traveller."
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Before alluding to the "Ottawa," I

may meDtion that there are numerous
ether rivers which, after flowing through
highly cultivated districts, empty into the

•St. Lawrence." The chief of these is

me * Saguenay," a majestic stream, of

which no less than thirty rivers are tribu-

taries. It flows into the <* St. Lawrence"
shoot 100 miles below Quebec. In some
parts this river is said to be unfathom-
able, and its banks vary from 200 to 2,000
feet in height, rising in some places per-

pendicularly from the river's side. For
a distance of ninety miles this river is

navigable for vessels of large tonnage,

sad some of the largest saw mills in the

Province are erected upon it.

The River u Ottawa," second only in

size to the " St Lawrence," rises about
100 miles above Lake Temiscaming, which
ii upwards of 350 north-west of the latter

river. It flows 450 miles through a

fJDuntry abounding in natural wealth, and
admirably adapted for the purposes of

agriculture and settlement. Its tribu-

taries are equal in size to the largest

men of Great Britain, and it drains an
sta of 80,O#0 square miles, which, as

presumed by Bouchette, is capable of
Mhitainmg a population of 8,000,000
souk It is impossible here to dilate upon
its nried and magnificent scenery, its

taseades, its rapids, and its lakes. Bou-
ebette describes the country as presenting

anusual inducements to agriculture, in-

dustry, and commercial enterprise; and
Lord Elgin, in his despatch of the 5th of

September, 1853, alludes to this fact as

worthy of special notice. His Lordship
remarks, ••that the farmer who under-
takes to cultivate unreclaimed land in

new countries often finds that not only

does every step of advance which he makes
m the wilderness, by removing him from
the centres of trade and civilization, en-

hance the cost of all he has to purchase,

hut that moreover it diminishes the value

«f what he has to sell. It is not so,

however, with the farmer, who follows in

An wake of the lumberman : he finds,

m the contrary, in the wants of the

htter, a ready demand for all that he

, at a price not only equal to that

e in the ordinary marts, but

by the cost of transport from
to the scene of the lumbering

power of this river is posi-

and both it and the

River Gatineau water a country which
affords an inexhaustible supply of iron,

abundance of timber, copper, lead, plum-
bago, marble, and various ochres.

The greater part of this country is

covered with a luxuriant growth of red
and white pine, forming, according to

Bouchette, the most valuable timber
forests in the world, abundantly inter-

sected with rivers to convey it to market 1

when manufactured.
This district supplies annually to the

European market above 25,000,000 cubie

feet of timber, 850,000 deals and planks,

and an innumerable amount of staves and
*

other timber.

The water shed of the Ottawa is said

to be about 1,000 miles, and its length
,

780, or about fifty miles shorter than the .

Rhine. In its course it receives the

River Blanche, the Montreal River, run-
ning a distance of 120 miles from the

north-west, being the river route of the

"Hudson's Bay Company;" then the

Keepewa, a river of vast size, passing

through an unknown country, and ex-

ceeding in volume the largest rivers in

Great Britain, with a magnificent cascade

of 120 feet in height; then the River

Dumoine, fifty miles above the City of
Ottawa, formerly Bytown ; it receives the

River Bonne Chere, 110 miles in length,

and draining an area of 180 miles ; eleven

miles below this, the Madawaska, 210
miles in length, and draining 4,100 square

miles ; and twenty-six miles from the City

of Ottawa, the Mississipi, 101 miles in

length, draining a valley 120 square

miles.

An extract from the Report of Mr.
Russell, the Government Agent to the

Crown Lands Department, furnishes some
idea of the wealth of this district. In

one item alone, he says—" On principles

of calculation admitted by persons of ex-

perience to be correct, after making de-

duction for barren ground and future

destruction by fire, it is estimated that

there are still standing on the Ottawa
and its tributaries about 45,811,200 tons

of timber, of the kind and average dimen-

sion now taken to market, and about
t

183,244,800 tons of a smaller size, though

still valuable."

At the present rate of consumption, this

would last at least 150 years, without

taking into consideration the natural »

growth during that period. _
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH*

HISTOBT OP JOSEPH SMITH,

(Continued frompage 24.)

[September, 1842.]

Thursday, 8th. I dictated the follow-

«t:

—

Nauvoo, September 8, 1842.

I hare just received your very consoling

letter, dated August 16, 1842, which is, I

think, the first letter you ever addressed to

me, io which you speak of the arrival of Dr.

W. Richards and of his person rery respect-

fully. In this 1 rejoice, for I am as warm a

friend to Dr. Richards as he possibly can be

lo me. And in relation to his almost making

a "Mormon" of yourself, it puts me in

mind of the saying of Paul in his reply to

Agrippa, Acts xxri. 29, " I would to God
that not only thou, but also all tbat hear

ma this day were both almost and alto-

gether suoh as I am, except these bonds."

And I will here remark, my dear sir, that
M Mormonism" is the pure doctrine of Jesus

Christ; of which 1 myself am not ashamed.

Tou speak also of Elder Foster, President

ef the Church in New York, in high terms

;

and of Dr. Bernhisel, in New Tork. These

men I am acquainted with by information

;

and it warms my heart to know that you

speak well of them, and, as you say, could

be willing to associate with them for ever,

if you never joined their Church or acknow-
ledged their faith. This is a good principle

;

for when we see virtuous qualities in men,

we should always acknowledge them, let

their understanding be what it may in rela-

tion to creeds and doctrine ; for all men are

er ought to be free, possessing unalienable

rights, and the high and noble qualifications

of the laws of nature and of self preserva-

tion, to think, and act, and say as they

please, while they maintain a due respect to

the rights and privileges of all other crea-

tures, infringing upon none.

This doctrine I do most heartily subscribe

to- and practise, the testimony of mean men
to the contrary notwithstanding* But, air,

I will assure you that my soul soars far

above all the mean and grovelling disposi-

tions of men that are disposed to abuse me
and my character. 1,3 therefore, shall not

dwell upon that subject.

In relation to those men yon speak of,

referred to above, I will only say that there

are thousands of such men in this Church,
who, If a man is found worthy to asso-

ciate with, will call down the envy of a
mean world, because of their high and noble

demeanour jand it is withunspeakabledelight

tbat I contemplate them as my friends and->

brethren. I love them with a perfect love p±
and I hope they love me, and have no reason,

to doubt but they do.

The next in consideration is John C.
Bennett. I was his friend ; I am yet Ma
friend, as I feel myself bound to be a friend

to all the sons of Adam. Whether they

are just or unjust, they have a degree of
compassion and sympathy. If he is my
enemy, it is his own fault; and the respon-

sibility rests upon his own head ; and, instead

of arraigning his character before you,
,

suffice it to say that his own conduct, where-
ever he goes, will be sufficient to recom-
mend him to an enlightened public, whether
for a bad man or a good one.

Therefore, whosoever will associate them-
selves with him may be assured that I will

not persecute them ; but I do not wish their

association; and what I have said may suf-

fice on that subject, so far as his character

is concerned. Now, in relation to his book,
that he may write. I will venture a pro-
phecy, that whoever has any band in the)

matter will find themselves in a poor fix, in

relation to the money matters; and as to
my having any fears of the influence that he>

may have against me or any other man, or
set of men may have, is the most foreign

from my heart ; for I never knew what it

was, as yet, to fear the face of clay or the)

influence of man. My fear, sir, is before

God. I fear to offend Him, and strive to
keep His commandments. I am really glad,

that yon did not join John C. in relation to -

his book, from the assurances which I have*

that it will prove a curse to all those who
touch it.

In relation to the honour that you speak
of, both for yourself and James Gordon
Bennett, of the Herald, you are both
strangers to me; and as John C. Bennett
kept all his letters which he received front

you entirely to himself, and there was no
correspondence between you and me, tbat I
know of, I had no opportunity to share)

very largely in the getting up of any of
those matters. I could not, as I had not,,

sufficient knowledge to enable me to do so.

The whole, therefore, was at the instigation,

of John C. Bennett, and a quiet submission

on the part of the rest, out of the best of.

feelings; but as for myself, it was all done
at a time when I was overwhelmed with sv

great many business cares, as well as the.

cere of*U the churchee* I must be excused^
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therefore, for aaj wrong* that may hare
Ultra plaice in relation to this matter ; and*

so far as I obtain a knowledge of that

which is right, it shall meet with my hearty

I feel to tender yon my most hearty and
eincere thanks for every expression of kind-

ness too have tendered towards me or my
brethren, end would beg the privilege of

intruding myself a little while npon yonr
patience, in offering- a short relation of my
snxmmstances, I am at this time persecuted

the wont of any man on the earth, as well

at Una people, here in this place, and all our
sacred rights are trampled under the feet of

tee mob. I am now hunted as a hart by the

mob, under the pretence or shadow of law,

to cover their abominable deeds.

An nnhaUowed demand has been made
from toe Governor of Missouri, on oath of

Governor Boggs, that 1 made an attempt to

sstsatinate him on the night of the sixth of

May; when, on that day, I was attending

flee officer drill, and answered to my name
when the roll was called ; and on the seventh,

It is well known by the thousands that

menehlsrt hero in Nauvoo, that I waa at

ar? post in reviewing the Nauvoo Legion
in the presence of twelve thousand people:

sad the Governor of the State of Illinois,

aotwohstandmg bis being knowing to all

these tacts, yet he immediatelygranted a writ,

aanlysnuaneflowed usurpation has taken

away ear chartered rights, and denied the

right of Habeas Corpus, and has now about
safety of the bloodthirsty kind of men in

fkapleeein search of me, threatening death,

tad destruction, and extermination upon all

me Mormons, and searching my house con-

tensity from day to day, menacing, and
mreetnsiag, and intimidating an innocent

who end children, and insulting them in a
most diabolical manner, threatening their

ftvee, 4c-, V I am not to be1found; with a
gang of sfiaeoawians with them, saying they

will havemo dead or alive; and, if alive, they

will carry me to Missouri in chains ; and
when there they will kill me at all haaarda

:

sadeUtaJs he backed up, and urged on, by
the Governor of this State, with ail the rage
ofa demon, putting at defiance the Constitu-

te! of this State, our chartered rights, and
Ms OooctHvtioo of the United 8tatee; for

est as yet have they done one ihfag in

accordance to them.
w"hfle all the citiaens of this city em mcugt

save petitioned the Governor with remon

ansae* the> heart of en ae^tuentfnev to no
ajaa% And at the same time, if any of us

ronr neonthe to plead our own cause, in

a-frr-"- of mar and justice, we are
*-i—rtj- Hi nana ' irwtth aw^stfn and extort,

anaatja^, GneafGedl when shall the opt

pressor oeaae to prey and gift* itself upon
innocent blood? Where ia patriotism?
Where is liberty ? Where is the beset of
this proud and haughty nation? O hu-
manic? ! where hast thou fled ? Hast thou
fled for over?

I now appeal to you, sin, inasmuch as yon
have subscribed yourself our friend. Willyon
lift your voice and your arm wish indignation*

against such unhallowed oppression? I

must sey, sir, that my bosom swells with,

unutterable anguish when 1 contemplate the
scenes of horror that we have passed
through in the State of hfiseouri, and then
look, and behold, and see the storm and
cloud gathering tea times blacker, ready to
buret upon the heads of this innocent peo-
ple. Would to God that I were able to
throw off the yoke. Shall we bow down
and be slaves? Are there no friends of
humanity in a nation that boasts itself so
muob? Will not the nation rise up and
defend ne? If they will not defend us, will
they net grant to lend a voice of indigna*
tion ageinst such unhallowed oppression?
Must the tens of thoneanda bow down to
slavery and degradation ? Let the pride of
the notion arise and wrench these, shaoklaa
from the feet of their fellow-citisens, and
their quiet, and peaceable, and innocent, and
loyal subjects. But I must forbear, for 1

cannot express my feelings.

The Legion wonld all willingly die in the'

defenoe of their rights; but what would
this accomplish? I have kept down their

indignation, and kept a quiet submission on
all hands, and am determined to do so at all

haaarda. Out enemies shall not have it to
say that we rebel against Government or
commit treason. However much they may
lift their hands in oppression and tyranny,

when it comes in the form of Government
we tamely submit, although it lead us to

the slaughter and to beggary; but our
blood be upon their garments: and those

who look tamely on and boast of patriotism

shall not be without their condemnation.

And if men are such fools as to let once
the precedent be established, and through
their prejudices give assent to such abomi-
nations, then let the oppressor's hand lay

heavily throughout the world, until all flesh

shall feel it together* and until they may
know that the Almighty takes cognisance
of such things. And then shall church rise

up against chnrob, and party against party,

mob against mob, oppressor against oppress
ear, army against army, kingdom against'

kingdom, and people against people, and
.kindred against kindred.

And where, sir, will be your safety or the>

safety of your children, ifmy children can 6e-

Mto fee slanghftr with knpumHo ay fee eons*

of mrderons reoeja,' Will <*ty net lane?
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your*s to the slaughter with the tame impu-
nity ? Ought not, then, this oppression, sir, to

bo cheeked in the trad, and to be looked down
with just iodigoation bj an enlightened

world, before the flame becomes uoextin-

guishable, and the fire devours the stubble 7

But again I say I must forbear, and leare

this painful subject. I wish you would
write to me in answer to this, and let me
'know your Tiews. On my part, I am ready

to be offered up a sacrifice in that way that

can bring to pass the greatest benefit and
good to those who must necessarily be
interested in this important matter. I would
to God that you could know all my feelings

on this subject, and the real facts in rela-

tion to this people, and their unrelenting

persecution. And if any man feels an inte-

rest in the welfare of their fellow-beings,

and would think of saying or doing any-

thing in this matter, I would suggest the

.propriety of a committee of wise men being
•sent to ascertain the justice or injustice of
of our cause* to get in possession of all the
facts, and then make report to an enlight-

ened world whether we, indiridually or col-

lectively, are deserving such high-handed
treatment.

In relation to the books that you sent

here, John C. Bennett put them into my
store, to be sold on commission, saying
that, when I was able, the money must be
remitted to yourself. Nothing was said"

|
about any consecration to the Temple.

I Another calamity has befallen us. Our

J

Post Office in this place is exceedingly cor-
I rapt. x

It is with great difficulty that we
I can get our letters to or from our /riends.
J Our papers that we send to our subscribers

| are embezzled and burned, or wasted. We

'

get no money from our subscribers, and
very little information from abroad; and
what little we do get, we get by prirste
means, in consequence of these things: and*
I am sorry to say, that this robbing of the
Post Office of money was carried on by-

John C. Bennett ; and since he left here, it.

is carried on by the means of his confeder-
ates.

I now subscribe myself your friend, and*
a patriot and lorer of my country, pleading
at their feet for protection and delirerance»

T

by the justice of their Constitution.

I add no more. Your most obedient
servant, Joseph 8mitm."

(Te be continued.)

THE LATTERrDAY SAINTS* MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 16, 18W.

President Buchanan and Utah.—The most interesting and important feature

of the news by this mail is the apparent fixed determination of the authorities

and people of Utah to resist every attempt that may be made by armed forces

te interfere with their peaceable possession of the Territory, the free exercise of their,

religions and political rights, and the quiet enjoyment of their domestic institutions.

The cowardly, lnhmnn, and damnable policy of President Buchanan and his

abettors to commit the citizens of that Territory to the merciless rule of an armed,

mob, in the guise of national authority, will unquestionably meet with the indigna-

tion it merits. In Buchanan it is cowardly, because he has feared to defend the

rights of an injured people against the clamour of the multitude, and consented to

become the cat's-paw of those miserable wretches who expect to make capital and
accomplish their helfish designs out of a national crusade against the " Mormons/*1

A people whom it was his bounden duty to protect in the full enjoyment of peace-

and constitutional liberty he now wantonly and inhumanly consigns to the mercy of:

theeword and the bayonet, instead of protecting them in a peaceful administration

of civil law, under such officers as, by the Constitution of their country, they hare the

right to choose. This flagrant violation of his oath, by which he is pledged to charac-

terise his administration by a strict adherence to the Constitution and laws of hie

country, will* if persisted in, bring damnation to himself and rum to the country so/
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ahaanefully sacrificed to the evils and curse of a civil war, which be alone had power
to prevent.

He may consider that it will reflect great honour upon his career to trample under-

his feet the petition of 76,000 of his fellow citizens, as the first great official act of

his executive power. And the fact that that petition only respectfully prayed him to

marinate and appoint officers of the people's choice to be their rulers can only servo'

to add lustre to his daring heroism ; for, of all his predecessors, none have before had
the hardihood to publicly repudiate this constitutional right to a whole State or;

Territory of the Federal Union. A most wonderful picture of republicanism is this

fir a modern Nero to exhibit to a civilized world. It might have been less censu-

rable in those dark ages of barbarism when the light of humanity scarcely shed s>

benign rmy upon the path of mortals. But now it is wholly inexcusable. Such as*

sumptions of tyranny and injustice cannot but excite the indignation of any people 1

who have the least sense of honour, virtue, and justice dwelling in them.

Many of the people of Utah have already been thrice driven from their homes by
<fike measures. Their Prophets, Patriarchs, fathers, mothers, wives, and children have

teen butchered and slain upon American soil, over which the banner of stars and stripes *

—the boasted flag of liberty—was in mockery floating. They have, in times past,

submitted to every requisition that had the least semblance of authority, however

<rmel and unjust ; and if Buchanan imagines such scenes can be re-enacted under the*

colour of national authority, he may very possibly find that he has not correctly,

estimated the cost; . The Alps were not very favourable to Napoleon's project of con-

quering the Eastern world, and the Rocky Mountains may possibly prove less so to

a worse than Napoleon's ambition in the West.

The God of Heaven has said that the mountain, or glory, of the Lord's House
should in the last days be established in the tops of the mountains ; and He has

Ukaxd Eh kingdom to a stone cut out of the mountain without hands, and has said

that it should roll forth and fill the whole earth. How do you know, President

-

Bacbanaa, but that you are arraying your hosts and fighting against that Kingdom
end that work? Just so sure as this is the case will you fail in your unhallowed
'purposes and efforts to crush the Saints of the Most High, and you and the nation,

that fights against Zion shall be destroyed. The God of Heaven knew, and His pro-

phets foresaw and foretold, that just such ungodly wretches who were in power would

array the nations against Zion—the pure in heart, to battle. He consequently

determined to i»^M3«h them where even the mountains should be for them a defence

-from their enemies; and Presidents, and Kings, and Queens, and Governors, and the,

uughty ones of the earth, and the priests, and the people shall all know that that

tdagdom is beyond their control that it is God's kingdom; for He will inspire

Has people to. defend it against, all assailants, and He will fight their battles..

Then who art thou, O vain man, that figbtest against God? Thine arm.

shall wither and thy power be brought to nought. Truly was it once said, "My
kingdom as not of this world, else would my servantsfight ;" but in the last days, His

tingdom teafl be of this world, for all the kingdoms thereof shall become the king-

tone of our God and His Christ.

It is not to be supposed that the Devil will relinquish his power over these king-

, Without a fierce and mighty struggle for the mastery ; but who could have;

ames Buchanan was to be his mighty chieftain—the hero of his hosts

i a fins Saints who will be honoured to defend the kingdom of God, and to

i a universal reign of righteousness upon the earth.

i is fikefyr to.be the ease seems .more than possible. Til tl lihijjmf
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the esUbkshment of the kingdom of God upon the earth most be admitted by every

believer in divine revelation. It is consistent with the character of God that He-

should inspire men to defend that kingdom. To propagate righteousness with the

sword is unlawful ; bat to defend it when assailed is both honourable and jntt. Not
to do it would be an unpardonable sin in the people to whom the keys and power

of that Kingdom are committed. The Saints must not he guilty of that sin; for it

would bring upon them the sins of the world, and the blood of all nations would be-

found on their skirts.

Now, as heretofore, the Saints have not been the aggressors. They are only

defenders of their rights-frights guaranteed to them by the laws of both their

oountry and their God. That they bear with honour the responsibility which is upon

them—that they have the moral courage to speak and act as should the children of
God, is a matter that can only be appreciated by those who anticipate and long for

an inheritance in that kingdom. To the Saints scattered throughout the world, the-

present momentous epoch is one of unbounded interest, and one which will call forth

their warmest solicitude for the weal of Zion and the worthy defenders of her holy

President Young's remarks in tmt Number will be read with much interest.

Utah News.—The mail from Utah, via GaHfornia, arrivedVon the 28th uk., bringing^

dates to October 7.

The following extracts are from President Young's letterof the above date :

—

" In regard to the Government 'Expedition against Utah/ the advance troops, some
1,200, mostly footmen, were, on the 0th instant, moving np Ham's Fork by short
marches towards Fort HalL What their intentions or winter destination are, we do not
know, as it is not yet known here who their commanding, osfeer is, or whether he ison>
the road.
" Conference convened on the 6th, and the General Authorities of the Church were-

mnanimonsly sustained; There was qnite an attendance from the country, notwithstanding
there are so many very busily engaged in threshing grain and securing the remarkably
heavy crops of the season, and at different points on the look>ont>

" Circumstances have caused a suspension of labour on the. Temple. It will be resumed
at the earliest opportunity.
" The exhibition of our Second Annual State Fair eameoff on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd of"

this month, and was highly spirited and creditable* considering the activity and interest as>

present in other directions*"

From the Dmret New we lessrn that Elder W. <£ Young, with the last company
of immigration, arrived in the Valley on the 90th September*

At Parewan, a flood in Gifty Creek brought down all the bridges for seven nnlee-

up the kanyon, tore away the saw-mill dam, tore out the ox-frame dam on Grickei

Ifork, cut down the grist-mill dam seme twelve feet, and covered with drift and?

rubbish a portion of the field adjacent te the city.

Excellent mohsses was befog nvumfaotared from the Chinese sugar cane.

The State Fair, held on the 1st, 2nd, and fed of October* in Great Salt Lake
City, is noticed as a matter of eosnrideraWe interest, and praiseworthy in the extreme

to the citizens of the Territory. Itwas confidently reported that many otftheemv**

trilmtions have sot been excelled in the best msnuiacturing' district* in the old or
new world. A calf,eightmoutfao^
on the machine. In the vogsts*»end field~cfop&pertnient it was ref^rteoT tftat fretfl

one sw was produced 666 etiihoU of potalses of best quality, Wheat yteteed front

75 to 90 bushels per acre in vusieue settlements. Sduaahes reacted 94mt., and beet*

JOibu. each. Indian oom had yielded MO batheis te-theacre. Mhvy other depart-
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sassrts were also wefl represented, and the cabinet of curiosities and foreign specimens

wj extensive.

OaUFOBHiA.—We gather the following from the Western Standard .-—Elder Silas G.
Higgins was labouring in Oregon Territory with some degree of success. Elder

Henry Q. Boyle was about to return to Deseret. A General Conference of the

Elders of the Sandwich Inlands Mission was held at Honolulu, Oahu, October 4,

1857. Seven Conferences were represented, consisting of 3,192 Saints, including

2£ Seventies, 76 Elders, 125 Priests, 126 Teachers, and 138 Deacons. The Mission

was represented as generally prosperous, and a committee was appointed to select a

ere favourable place than Lanai for the gathering of the native Saints. In crossing

the mountain from Wailuku to Lahaina, Elder Alma L. Smith had the misfortune to

teeak his wrist; but the fractured limb was doing well.

THE BIGHTS OF MAN.

(Concludedfrom page 22.)

€h» t» others that which 70a claim for yonraelf. Acknowledge the rights of your neighbour with
wiluogntra, and defend your own with determination.

In the proceeding branches of our sub-

ject, we have presented to our readers the

riejbfcs of man as a thinking, religious,

and accountable being. As authorities to

support us in this matter, we have cited

Katare, God, Protestant civilization, and
is* American Constitution. And here it

mn be pertinently asked, Are the Saints

witting to grant to others that which they

themselves claim ? We will give the fol-

knrmg extracts from a discourse delivered

Jury, 1855, by President Brigham Young,
as the best answer to this question :

—

" What is the foundationof the rights of

man? The Lord Almighty has organised

nan for the express purpose of becoming
an independent being like unto Himself,

and has given him his individual agency.

Man is made in the likeness of his Creator,

the great archetype of the human species,

who bsstow/ed upon him the principles of

eternity, planting immortality within him,

and leaving him at liberty to act in the

way that aeemeth good unto him, to

cpose or refuse for himself; to be a
Intter-daj Saint or a Wesleyan Metho-
ist» to belong to the Church of England,

tfceoadeatdanghterof theMother Church,

tetheojd Mother herself, to her sister the

Qnak CSrazoh, or to be an infidel and
bsJopjr tp no church.*

*TOaa theKingdom of God is fully set

efv and eatabhahed on the face of the

snusywiil takes the pre-eminence over all

other nations and kingdoms, it will pro-

tect the people in the enjoyment of all

their rights, no matter what they believe,,

what they profess, or what they worship.

If they wish to worship a god of their

own workmanship, instead of the true and
living Cod, all right, if they will mind
their own business, and let other people

alone.
" If you and I could [live in the flesh

until that Kingdom is fully established

and actually spread abroad to rule in a >

temporal point of view, we should find

that it will sustain and uphold every

individual in what they deem their indi-

vidual rights, so far as they do not infringe

upon the rights of their fellow-creatures.

For instance, if the Kingdom of Cod war
now established upon the continent of

North and South America, and actnallv

held rule and dominion over what we calk

the United States, the Methodist would
be protected just as much as the Latter-

day Saints ; the Friend Quakers, the

Shaking Quakers, and the members of
every religious denomination would be ;

sustained in what they considered to be
their rights, so far as their notions were
not incompatible with the laws of the-

Kingdom.
« The Calvinist would be equally pre-

served in his rights, whether he believed,,

wished to believe, or said he believed and*

did not believe, that Cod has fore-or-,
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•4ained wbatsoerer comes to pass, and has
dictated from all eternity the acts of the
children of men down to the end of time,

embracing every sin and every transgres-

sion of the law that has ever been com-
mitted upon the earth, from the first

creation of man upon it ; the Kingdom of
Ood will protect him in that belief, and
extend to him the privilege and the
liberty of believing that, as fully as we
should have the liberty of believing the

opposite.
" Suppose the Kingdom of God is com-

pared to the American Eagle; when it

spreads over the nations, what will it do ?

Will it destroy every other bird that now
flies, or that will fly ? No, but theywill
exist the same as they do now. When
the Kingdom of Heaven spreads over the
whole earth, do you expect that all the

people composing the different nations

will become Latter-day Saints? If you
do, you will be much mistaken. Do
you expect that every person will be
destroyed from the face of the earth but
the Latter-day Saints ? If you do, you
will be mistaken.

"That Kingdom grows out of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, but it is not the Church, for a
man may be a legislator in that body
which will issue laws to sustain the inha-

bitants of the earth in their individual

rights, and still not belong to the Church
of Jesus Christ at all.

" And further, though a man may not
even believe in any religion, it would be
perfectly right, when necessary, to give

him the privilege of holding a seat among
that body which will make laws to govern
ail the nations of the earth and control

those who make no profession of religion

at all ; for that body would be governed,
controlled, and dictated to acknowledge
others in those rights which they wish to
enjoy themselves. Then the Latter-day
Saints would be protected, if a kingdom
of this kind was on the earth, the same as
all other people.
" In those days the Methodists and Pres-

byterians, headed by their priests, will not
be allowed to form into a mob to drive,

kill, and rob the Latter-dav Saints;

neither will the Latter-day Saints be
allowed to rise up and say, uWe will kill

jou Methodists, Presbyterians, &c." nei-

ther will any of the different sects of
Christendom be allowed to persecute each
other.

"What will they do ? They will hear9

of the wisdom of Zion, and the kings and*
potentates of the nations will come up to
Zion to inquire after the ways of the
Lord, and to seek out the great know-
ledge, wisdom, and understanding mani-
fested through the Saints of the Most
High. They will inform the people of
God that they belong to such and such a
Church, and do not wish to change their

religion.

" When the day comes in which the
Kingdom of God will bear rule, the flag

of the United States will proudly flutter

unsullied on the flag-staff of liberty and
equal rights, without a spot to sully its

fair surface ; the glorious flag our fathers

have bequeathed to us will then be un-
furled to the breeze by those who havo
power to hoist it aloft and defend ita

sanctity."

But, though we are willing to grant to
others their rights, and acknowledge the
sacredness of the claims of our neigh-
bours of every sect, name, or creed, let it

not for a moment be imagined that justioa

requires that we should renounce our own
rights and bow our necks to the heels of
injustice, intolerance, and persecution,

without a struggle. While justice de-
mands that we grant to others their

rights, both justice and patriotism call

upon us to defend our own. The true
patriot will battle for the rights of man in
behalf of mankind, and will resist with
equal determination every violation of his
own natural and national privileges. It

*

is the bigot and the tyrant that withhold
from others that which tbey claim for
themselves, and none but cowards and
slaves will stand by and see their own
rights trampled under foot. The follow-
ing question and answer of Brigham
Young from the discourse we have been
extracting is at once indicative of the*
humane disposition and heroic determina-
tion of the Saints :—" Are we going to '

fight? No, unless they come upon ns %

and compel us either to fight or be slain/*'

Our over-pious friends, perhaps, will

consider the above sentiments as incom-
patible with the spirit of Christianity.

They will make use of the remark of Christ

'

as a cant doctrine against the Saints—
"Whosoever shall smite thee on thy'
right cheek, turn to him the other also.

But will they rise up and defend our
rights, and obviate the necessitj of the 1

Saintsdoing iton theirown behalf? Would'
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these Pharbees, who strain at a gnat and
awalio if a camel, calmj look on and Bee

their rights wrested from themselves ?

Ltt Protestantism and tbe history of reli-

gions warfare for the last few centuries

answer. Though God has respected and

Ered the free agency of man, He will

the human family into judgment
ir evil deeds. Though Christ once

came as a Lamb, he will appear as the

Judge, taking vengeance on those that

know not God and obey not his Gospel

;

nod though he has commanded us to " turn

the other cheek also/' he has nowhere
eoantenanced the violation of the sacred

.rights of man.
But the Saints have turned the " other

•heck" many times. Many times have

they been driven. Their houses have been

honied, their lands laid waste, their bre-

thren butchered, their sisters ravished,

their hard-earned wealth taken from them,

and their homes divided among their

enemies. They have been outlawed and
driven into the wilderness, and the flower

of their Church demanded to fight the

battles of their ungrateful country, while

it calmly looked on and saw their wives,

enters, daughters, and mothers, fathers,

arethervand children exterminated. They
have been sent to the limits of forbear-

ance. That they should endure such

treatment any longer, and see their rights

-ageio trampled upon, is more than Justice

enauiHli, b more than can be expected

of human nature. Henceforth passive-

ness would be cowardice, and submission

a libel upon manhood. But let it bo
understood that if the Saints are brought
into contact with their enemies, it will not
be from a disposition to fight against the
rights of man, but because they will no
longer permit their own rights to be
infringed. We will close these articles

with a brief summary of *' Mormon *

rights.

Nature, God, Protestantism, and the
Constitution of America guarantee to the
Saints their natural agency, freedom of
thought, and liberty of conscience. It is

their privilege to receive that faith which
most recommends itself to their judg-
ment. They have the right to beheve m
Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, or in any
religious creed. As American citizens

and members of a great republic, it is the
privilege of the people of Utah to regulate
their own domestic institutions,and choose
their own leaders ; for this is according to
the spirit of the Constitution of the United
States. The Saints have just claims to
an existence on American territory, and to
the enjoyment of every privilege grantedto
other citisens of the Union. No man
has the prerogative to say that a Saint
shall not be a Saint in any part of the
earth where birth, Providence, or the
course of events may place him. These
rights we claim ; these rights it is patriot-

ism to defend.

SIGHS OF THE TIMES.

a
Hie times we live in are of momentous

significance No one of reflection can
lead tbe Scriptures without being aware
that, if they be true, in the latter times

amy events will transpire of a startling

and extraordinary character, in fulfilment

of the predictions of the Prophets, prior

ee the coming of the Son of Man. God
ins given us, through His servants, and
tJurogh Hie own begotten Son, a series

of eigne and tokens by which we may
anew tiw time of the end—the end of

ehie ape—the end of gentile rule, and
ienttmot), and oppression, and the com-
nwncetnent of that period when He will

ftfher His people together, set up His

Mpjdem on the earth, and give to His

mmAm i In tbe throne of universal empire.

In allusion to the parable of the fig-

tree, the Lord said, " When his branch is

vet tender and putteth forth leaves, ye
know that summer is nigh. So likewise*

when ye see all these things, know that it

is near, even at the doors.'* What, then,

were the things which, when thus seen,

should indicate the nearness of the second
advent of Christ ? Wars and rumours of
wars, nation rising against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom, famines, pesti-

lences, and earthquakes in divers places.

These calamities, which occurred in Judea
immediately prior to the destruction and
siege of Jerusalem, will also take place,,

but to a far greater extent, in these last

days, previous to the downfall of great

Babylon, and the supremacy of the-
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Latter-day Kingdom of Christ. This is

the time for mankind to expect to see the

fulfilment of the predictions of the former-

day Prophets relative to the latter dans.

This is the dark, midnight bow—the

hour of God's judgments ; and the events

now transpiring and those about to trans-

pire shortly, will be regarded by all who
have eyes to see, and hearts to feel and

' understand, as premonitory tokens of the

coming dawn of that great day when the

Han of God shall descend in the clouds

of heaven, occupy in His Temple the

throne of power and of judgment, and
reign in Zion and Jerusalem as Judge of

judges, King of kings, and Lord of lords.

Every year brings fresh evidences, fresh

tokens, fresh corroborative signals of the

fact that that day is near. The fore-

shadows of the great coming event be-

come every day more distinctly visible.

War, famine, pestilence, earthquakes, and
calamities of divers kinds, in divers places,

. afford striking indications of the approach

of the " hour of God's judgments ;" and
a* time rolls on, we expect to have to

chronicle events of a far deeper and more
intense character than we nave hitherto

•done. The following extracts of recent

" accounts current" will show that the

foregoing sentiments are no idle specu-

lations or imaginary theories :

—

Earthquake at the Cape.— Ac-
* counts have been received from the Capeof
Good Hope of an earthquake, which at

Groenekloof was felt severely, some of the

houses being seriously injured. At Cape
Town, Malmesbury, and St. Helena Bay,
the shock was very violent; and at the

Koup, in the district of Beaufort, it was
distinctly felt. It ranged over an area of

some 200 miles from north to south, and
1 00 miles from west to east. In the village

of Darling, many of the houses and a
church were damaged. Some declare that

t hey saw something resembling fire issuing

from the earth. The earthouake was felt

a: Worcester on Friday night, but it was
more severe at the Brand VaUey Baths.—Cape Town Paper.
Earthquake is Peru.—-On the 20th

of August, a severe shook of an earth-

quake took place in Peru, by which the

city of Peru suffered severely. A private

letter received at Panama, nubUsned in

the Star, says:—"At seven o'clock on the

morning of the 20th of August, the most
severe shock of an earthquake ever re-

membered was felt here, which has done

damage to the amount of 600,000 dollars.

The shook lasted about a minute and
forty-five seconds, and every house in ihto

town has suffered mere or less. The
police have had one hundred and twenty-
two houses taken down that were in a dan-
gerous state, and a number of the churches
have been completely destroyed. The da-
mage done is estimated at 100,00* dollars.

The river of Puira, which had been dry,

suddenly rose. In other places the ground
opened and jets of dark coloured water
were ejected. There»is no record of any
similar phenomena having taken place.

At Paita the effects of the earthquake

were less severely fe\t."—Wettern Stmt,
dard.

Earthquakes in Saw Frakcisoo.—
Earthquakes are getting to be quite com-
mon again in this locality. At a quarter .

past six o'clock on the evening of the
19th, a single shock was experienced,

which, although of brief continuance, was
severe to a degree unequalled by any feat

during the present season. Much alarm
was created in many quarters, and per-

sons might have been seen making fc

sudden exit from their several places of
abode. The wall of the old Herald
building, on Montgomery street, below
Sacramento, now occupied as the office

of the French paper Le Fhare, was
cracked in two places from top to bot-

tom, to the great consternation of the
" typos" engaged therein. Several other

buildings were more or less injured.

Since writing the above, the city has been
visited by three other shocks of earth-

quake—one at eight minutes after twelve
o'clock, another at twenty-five minutes
before one o'clock, and the third at twenty
minutes past one. The first two were
comparatively slight, amounting to mens
vibrations. The last was nearly equal to
that of the 10th February, 1866. Tba
direction apparently was from south-west
to north-east, accompanied by a low,
rumbling sound, like distant thunder,
which preceded the elevation of tbt>

ground. People rushed from their bods
in their night-clothes into the streets, sad
the largest and strongest built houses
shook to their foundations. So far aswo
are advised, the tremendous -shock tif

earthquake felt here on Monday night
was not experienced m the interior.

Telegraphic despatches to this *feet have
been received from Sacramento audita*
Jose.—fKeffern Standard.
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Eabthqcakbs ax Naples.—Accounts
-from Naples state that several earth-

-qoaket of a most terrific and disastrous

character have befallen that kingdom, and
ravaged many of its towns. " At Ban,
the two awful shocks on the night of the

16th had crushed the barracks of gens-

darrnes, and filled the people with Jerror,

who passed the night in the open air. At
Ricigliaao, ten houses had fallen, five or
six persons had been dug out of the ruins,

aod two persons had been killed. In
many other communes housesand churches
had been split, and the cupola of the

Church of St. Gregory had fallen in. On
Saturday morning, two shocks had been

felt, and staircases had fallen, while many
of the houses had fissures in them.

Patent* and the neighbourhood suffered

more than any other part. The shocks

there were continuous, and not a single

house remains which is habitable. Jro-

tenza possesses a population of 12,000
souls. The Palace, the hospital, the

barracks, the College, the churches, and
the Cathedral, are all rendered useless,

and 'no one can without danger cross

hisown doorway.' The whole population,

who had been in the open air, were
beginning to take shelter m wooden bar-

racks crested for the purpose. Tito,

Jlamco Nuovo, Laurenzana, and Brienza

were almost entirely destroyed. Two-
thirds of Vignola bad perished. Im-
mense are the disasters in Viggiano, Cal-

vello, Anzi, and Abriola. ' The pen falls

horror-struck from one's hand/ says the

<k>venunent* reporter. With regard to

Naples, several shocks occurred after

Wednesday night. On Saturday, others

were felt, which in some parts raised the

fearful cry of ' Earthquake! Earthquake !'

-and ajrain a great number of persons

rushed into the streets. The movement
appeared to be almost vertical, as the

ground swelled beneath my feet, and the

table roee and fell. The same scenes were
witnessed again ; forthefourth night,many
people spent the night in their car-

riages in the open squares. On Sunday
norrasg) another shock was felt, sufficient

to lead to the idea almost that the earth

was in a continual state of vibration.

Up to the 18th, nineteen bodies had been

dug up at Potenza, and more were being

sought for; 300 had been dug out of

PoJJa. Lagonegro, on the same night,

experienced three shocks in seven hours.

None of the inhabitants perished, but

almost all the buildings, as well public as

private, were cracked, and three are fall-

ing, among which are the Ohurch of the

Capuchins and the Electric Station. The
entire population were living in barracks

hastily erected in the middle of a great

plain. In Carboni, twenty-one have per-

ished, and nineteen have been wounded,
not to speak of the damage done to the

buildings. In Castelsano, which is nearly

levelled with the ground, 400 persons

have perished. The same misfortune has
happened to Sarconi, where thirty have
been killed. The other communes of the

district of Lagonegro which have suffered

damage in the bouses generally, and parti-

cularly in the churches, and from which
no returns of the dead have been made,
are Maratea, Lauria, Castelluccio, Ro-
tonda, Vigtanello, Bant* Arcangelo, Oal-

vera, San Martino, Castro Nuovo, and
Senise. It is impossible to calculate

the number of the dead. I have heard

as many as 15,000, even 22,000, stated.

It is very clear that, according to

official information, several thousands

must have perished. Persons who
have fled from the awful scenes and
have arrived in the capital give yet

more heartrending details, but the offi-

cial journal evidently fears the effect of

them upon the public mind. No sooner

was the shock of Saturday felt, than a
horde of thieves and asssassius rushed

towards the Toledo, but the gensdarmes

soon put them down with their drawn
swords. Resina is in a continual state of

vibration. The mind shudders to con-

template the details—they surpass beyond

measure what has already been published.

In Polla alone 2,000 victims had been

disinterred, and they were still at work.

Pertosa, Attessa, Auletta, entirely destroy-

ed, suffered next after Polla. Then Pa-

dula and St. Pietro, and afterwards Sala,

Diano, Sassano, Montesanto, S. Arsenio,

and Sapri. In all these places, the

number of dead as yet brought to light is

2,600. The official journal cannot and
will not enter into details, but mentions

Melfi, Barile, Avella, Venosa, in the Basi-

licata, where houses and churches were
thrown down, and people killed and
wounded. The same of Vallo, Matera,

Majori, and Tramonti, in Principato

Citeriore. Intelligence had been received

from the province of Bari, but not given.

Canosa suffered deplorable disasters, but

they are not narrated. In Priocipato
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Ulteriore houses were thrown down and greater than we have any idea of; bat
people wounded. Abrnzzo Ulteriore So- take only the admissions of the official

cundo suffered less. The same may be journal, and yet how awful ! Report*
said of Capttanata, Moli&e, and the three brought since make the number of buried:

Calabrias. I believe the disaster is vastly dead amount to 13,000.

—

Times.

VARIETIES.

Tbe clouds that intercept the heavens from us come not from the heavens, but fronv

tbe earth.

Passing Events.—The last advices from Jerusalem state that 2,600 pilgrims have
arrived there, besides a number of distinguished traTellers, clerical, noble, and royal. The-
authorities at Canton are now preparing for defence ; and proclamations have appeared'
ordering " all Christians and foreign dogs to be killed.'* In Bolivia, the revolutionary
party has triumphed, and the ex-president fled.

—

America. : Reports state that General-
Lane, the leader of the Free State forces, was shot by a Government official at Lecompton~
A revolution had broken out at Fort Scott. Governor Walker had sent to the President
his resignation. The Indian war in Florida is going on vigorously. The Government
disagrees with General Scott's Utah Expedition policy, the object of Government being to-

•ut off tbe possibility of Mormon retreat by reinforcements from the California^ side.

DISTANT WORLDS.
(Selected.)

Come forth, O man—yon azure round survey,
and view those lamps' which yield eternal day

;

Bring forth thy glasses ; clear thy wond'ring eyes

:

Millions beyond the former millions rise

!

Look farther— millions more blaze from remoter
skies!

Consult with reason, reason will reply.

Each lncid point, which glows in yonder sky,
Informs a system in the boundless space,
And fills with glory its appointed place

;

With beams unborrowed, brightens other skies,

And worlds, to thee unknown, with heat and fight
supplies.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAB.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churches.—Jesus ChrUt.

Cnw ami 9/her, my people, that ye be not partaker* of her eint, and that ye receive not of her:

plagues.—A Toice from Heaten.

Mo. 4, Vol XX. Saturday, January 23, 1858. Price One Penny.

FAITH AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

• lad now abideth Faith, Hope, Charity, these three ; bat the greatest of these is Charity."—Paul.

The principles enumerated by the

Apostle in the foregoing passage con-

stitute nhat are commonly called the

three cardinal graces of Christianity. In
previous portions of his Epistle he had
referred to divers spiritual gifts which the

Lord had bestowed upon his people, the

Saints, in order to strengthen tbem and
mketbem perfect in their position and
sphere, even as their Father in heaven
was perfect in His. He had been show-
ing that the spiritual gifts and blessings

alluded to were absolutely necessary to

the perfection of the Saints, and that

they were not intended by the Divine

Donor to be ** done away " in His Church
and kingdom, among His people, until

*that which is perfect is come,"—in

other words, as expressed by the same
writer to the Ephesian Church, until "all

come in the unity of the faith and of the

knowledge of the Son of God, unto a

perfect man, unto the measure of the

More of the fulness of Christ." These
fpuiary gifts, he shows, however ne-

snairj for the edification (i.e., building

•») of the Church, will be quite unne-

cenjary when the building is perfected.

At present, even the Saints only " know
is part," and consequently can only "pro-

phesy in part." Says Paul, " For now
we see through a glass darkly, but then

hoe to face. Now I know in part, but

'

then shall I know even as also I anx
known." (1 Cor. xiii. 12.)

After thus informing us that these
things, which are but temporarily re-
quired for the edification and perfection

of the Saints, will necessarily cease when,
the object for which they were given i&

gained, the Apostle informs us of princU
pies that will not cease, but continue to
abide, because necessary to advancement in
another and higher sphere of existence.

Those principles are faith, hope, and*
charity. * And now abideth faith, hope,
charity, these three ; but the greatest of

1

these is charity."

Faith, then, is an abiding principle*

It is a necessary and indispensable prin~

ciple of true religion, and will not, can-
not pass away. It is eternal in its na-
ture. It is a flower of perennial bloom !~

—a gem of unfading lustre !—a fountain
of pure and living water, whose stream is

everflowing

!

The prevailing idea is that faith is a
principle which will ultimately cease to
exist, being as it were entirely swallowed
up in knowledge. This view of the
matter may be said to be either true or
erroneous according to the extent of*

meaning attached to the expression.

Viewing faith and knowledge m their

relative connection with each other,
^
anct

their united connection relatively with
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50 FAITH AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

particular subject, knowledge must, of

course, be regarded as the ultimatum of

faith. But though faith in a certain fact

becomes, relatively speaking, swallowed

up in the knowledge of that fact, the

principle of faith itself does not cease its

operation. A man does not really (though

he may nominally) cease to believe a

truth when he obtains a knowledge of it.

He does not believe it less because he

knows it. His knowledge embraces,

comprehends, includes, involves, or cir-

cumscribes his faith. He has as much
faith as before; for faith as a principle is

not annihilated or destroyed ; but he has

also knowledge, which is greater. Even
though the knowledge of a particular fact

could be said to annihilate as well as

supersede all previous faith in that fact,

it does not follow that faith, as a prin-

ciple, is extinguished or destroyed. The
objects of faith may change, or a transi-

tion of faith to Knowledge may take

place in a variety of ways upon different

subjects ; but it does not follow, because

a man attains to a degree of knowledge,

or even a full and perfect knowledge of

one thing, (which is supercessory to his

faith in that instance,) that the man will

never believe anything else. Even that

partial knowledge which, so to speak,

rides over his faith, will be ultimately

perfected, and, relatively speaking, swal-

lowed up by a fuller and more complete

knowledge ; and thus both his faith and
knowledge will yield and give place to

what succeeds.

Faith, then, as before observed, is an
abiding principle in itself, and will never
cease its exercise.

It is contrary to the order of nature or

of God's government that knowledge
should be otherwise than preceded by
faith. A child has to rest upon belief

* Ion? while before his faith merges into

knowledge. He has to be taught, and
trained, and brought up to the point of
knowledge necessarily by degrees; and,
after he' has reached the mature age of
manhood—however learned he may be,

however profoundly versed in the mys-
teries of science and philosophy he may
'become, however high he may soar in the

atmosphere of thought, or however deep
he may dive into the secrets of nature

—

•he has still to take many things for

Wanted, on the credit of faith, and, like

the algebraist, to deduce, from the known,
the unknown. When he has gained an

intellectual or a practical knowledge of
some things which he before merely gave
credence to, that acquired knowledge,
instead of extinguishing faith, lights it

up,—instead of destroying faith, builds it

up, as a principle ; and forms a basis—

a

broader basis, too, upon which to erect

another superstructure,—forms a starting-

point from which to commence another

work of faith; and thus he proceeds,

until that likewise terminates in actual

knowledge. In this way he continues

through time and in eternity, ever pro-

gressing in knowledge, by or through

faith.

Let us now make a practical applica-

tion of the foregoing remarks to individual

cases. The Church is made up of in-

dividuals, and necessarily includes minds
of all kinds. There is, however, a class

of minds that may be distinguished by a
resistless and impetuous desire to know
all about everything at once. Such per-

sons feel a degree of uneasiness and dis-

satisfaction at being unable to under-

stand and know all the mysteries of God's

kingdom. If a doctrine is revealed

which is not fully explained so as to be
seen and understood at once in all its

bearings upon the past, the present, and
the future, they feel annoyed, and be-

come achingly anxious to dive into all the
" depths of the vast profound."

But what extreme folly is this, to say

the least of it ! Such persons forget that
" the just shall live by faith." They
forget, in their hurry, tnat all have in a
great measure to " walk by faith, not by
sight." The steps of faith are [prepara-

tory steps to knowledge. They lead to

and end in it. If faith is based on evi-

dence, its strength will be proportionate

to the strength of that evidence; and,

therefore, the stronger our faith is, (ac-

cording to the validity and satisfactorineas

of the evidence,) the nearer we approach
to a sound and certain knowledge.

In temporal affairs, many of our acts

are purely acts of faith. We often walk
by faith, and live by faith. Why, then,

should it be otherwise in spiritual things?

The farmer sows his seed in faith, be-

lieving that the sun will shine and the
rains descend as heretofore, and that the
seed will germinate and bring forth thirty,

sixty, or perchance a hundredfold. Were
it not for this faith, would he sow that

seed ? He certainly would not ; for doubt
and unbelief have a cold and withering
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effect upon the mind and the feelings,

aad tend to weaken and paralyse the

soul's energies. He has sown similar

seed before upon the same ground, and
has reaped an abundant harvest. Suc-
cess and experience have thus, not only

strengthened his present faith, but supply

him with ample evidence and encourage-

ment for the exercise of future faith.

When be sows his seed, (which seed may
be a portion of the very product of his

former labours,) he does it still in faith.

He does not know that he will reap

another harvest, but he nevertheless be-

lieves it. His experience and knowledge
pertain to the past; his faith, to the

future : and when the future becomes the

past, and his faith, so to speak, becomes
knowledge, he has then to start again in

the same or a parallel direction—to cir-

cunucribe the same or a similar circle.

Aad as it is in temporal things, so it is

in spiritual and eternal things ; for, as

spiritual life is but life in a hlgner sphere

of action, so eternity is but an end-

less succession of evolutions and re-

Tolotions of the same circle or sphere

Is sot, then, a great portion of human
lie made up of the vicissitudes of faith

and hope? Verily, it is. Are not many
of the joys and pleasures of life anticipa-

tory in their nature—sometimes even

mere reveries of the expected future?

They certainly are. How little, indeed,

-do we really know, compared with what
we hope and believe! Were it not for

faith, which is one of the sweets of life,

dull and insipid would be our present

existence and experience— inane, and
dark, and cheerless our future pros-

pect. It is this principle which causes

the people of God, wherever they may be

located* or whatever circumstances they

may be placed in, to rejoice under all the

dispensations of Divine Providence. Al-

though the Saints who are most worthy
of the name they bear may experience

manj trials and afflictions, and encounter

many difficulties and troubles, day by

day, or even hour by hour, they neverthe-

less realize that the hand of God is over

thjam for geodr-that the Spirit of God is

with them to bless them and enable them
to bear the burden that is placed upon,

them. The principle of faith within

them strengthens their spirits, nerves

their hearts, sustains their courage, ex-

tinguishes fear, lights up the darkest

scenes through which they may be called

to pass, and sheds a rich halo of bright-
ness over their dull pathway of life. Al-
though olouds of sorrow may hang with
foreboding blackness over their heads

—

although the tempest may rage, " the sea

roar, and the mountains shake with the
swelling thereof," as the Royal Psalmist
expresses it, the true Saints of God,
whose faith is steadfast and true, can
stand calm and unfaltering amidst the
scene, and still put their trust in Him.

Such is the power and triumph of true
faith. Who, then, would not possess it ?

When trials and tribulations of various

kinds and degrees cross the path of a
Saint, and he can meet them with a
steady and dauntless front—with an un-
dimmed eye and an unshaken heart,

—

when, breasting himself against the
coming tide, he can defy its power to

move him from his onward course, and in

the name of Israel's God can say, u Thus
far shalt thou come, and no further, and
here shall thy proud waves be stayed,*'

then it is that faith is seen in its true
character and real power. Happy indeed
—thrice happy is the man who possesses

such a faith, and has it in such lively

exercise ! He is strong and mighty, and
equal to every emergency. Gome what
will, he is ready and prepared for it.

Whatever danger may threaten, he is

equipped to meet it. He even "rejoices in

tribulation ;" for it affords him an oppor-
tunity for evincing his courage and
manifesting his faith. It stimulates his

spiritual energies, calls them forth into

active exercise, and develops his inherent,

latent, mental powers.

Faith is power— living and growing
power ; and nothing on earth or in hell can
withstand its influence. Our Lord said

to his disciples of old, « If ye had faith

as a grain of mustard seed, ye might say

unto this sycamine-tree, Be thou plucked

up by the root, and be thou planted in

the sea; and it should obey you." And
again—" If ye have faith as a grain of
mustard seed, ye shall say unto this moun-
tain, Remove hence to yonder place ; and
it shall remove : and nothing shqll be tm-
ppmble unto you." As an oriental mus-
tard seed, though small in itself, when
planted in a fruitful soil, will grow and
bjeoome a mighty tree, so also genuine,

living faith, if cultivated and cherished,

will increase and develope its secret power,

until its possessor is enabled, if necessary
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even to move a mountain or a sycamine

into the midst of tbe sea. " Greater

things" than even Christ did on earth

shall his servants be enabled to do, bj the

power of faith. " All things are possible

to him that believeth." Hence, speaking

of the power of genuine, vital faith to

accomplish what the world or the weak

and faithless professors of Christianity

would pronounce impossible, John Wesley

says truly

—

w Faith laughs at impossibilities,

And cries, It shall be done P

If, then, faith has such important uses

and such inherent power, as we have

described, what reason can possibly be

urged against its uses and its power in

the eternal worlds ? Can we for a mo-
ment suppose that man, after he has put

off mortality and ascended to a higher

sphere of life, ceases to believe—ceases to

havt faith iu God his Father and in the

principles of Divine and eternal truth

which will be by degrees unfolded to his

mind during the ages; of eternity ? No.
Banished for ever be the thought ! Man
will not plunge into all the mysteries of

eternity as soon as he enters the threshold

of his future state. He will not grasp at

once the infinitude of Divine, almighty

-wisdom. He will not—cannot become
in a moment an omniscient and omnipo-

tent God, comprehending infinity at a

glance, and circumscribing all existing

knowledge and intelligence throughout

the vast immensity of worlds. As we
rise in the scale of intelligence—as we
ascend the heights of angelic and Divine

wisdom, we shall still have te exercise

faith. Our steps upward will be pro-

inressive steps of belief-—gradations or en-

lightened faith; and as evidence gains

upon evidence in close and rapid succes-

sion, adapted in its nature and force to

our quickened perceptions, that faith will

be strengthened and increased until per-

fected in knowledge. Thus series of

truths will follow series, and intelligence

accumulate upon intelligence, until we
reach an altitude of knowledge which is

far beyond our present capability of con-

ceiving. But still it will be attained by
and through the exercise of faith; for

faith is just as necessary in the spiritual

world as it is in the natural world.
There, as here, it precedes, introduces,

!NG PRINCIPLE.

and finally merges into knowledge ; and'

while knowledge may be said to be the

meridian or culminating point of faith,

knowledge itself knows no meridian. In
the spirit-world we shall know those things

which we now only believe; and thus,

perhaps, that knowledge may be said to

" swallow up" that faith. But neither

faith nor knowledge are fixed. There is

no stand-still—no cessation of spiritual

life. Life is incrtaee—illimitable growth.

Endless duration, therefore, is endless

progression—not an eternal standing still,

as some imagine. Spiritual life is ever

onwards-—ever upwards. There are no
barriers fixed to progress—no bounds set

to knowledge, although knowledge itself

is the natural boundary of faith. Know*
ledge and faith, viewed as distinct princi-

ples, will ever maintain their true relative

position, like a planetary orb and its lunar

satellite, and will thus move on perpetually

in the great cycle of spiritual life.

None, then, need be discouraged or
dismayed because tbey cannot possess an
immediate knowledge of all the various

mysteries of God's kingdom. There is

plenty of time between now and the other

end of the Millennium ; and after that, a
long eternity has to come. The Saviour

told his disciples of old that what they

knew not then, they should know here-

after. And the same remark will apply
to us, if we prove faithful till the end of
our race. We must be satisfied with
this ; for it is tbe unalterable decree of
Heaven that faith shall be the pioneer of
knowledge. Faith is an indispensable

condition of salvation; for, upon this

point, tbe laws of high Heaven—more
irrevocable than those of the Medes and
Persians—are indelibly written upon the
pages of Revelation.

"And now abidbth faith, hope, charity,

these three." When, then, we ask, in con-
clusion, can they be "done away," or cease
to abide? Never ; no, never. They will

have an mterminable existence, and can-
not fade away. They will be durable
and lasting as the throne of God, from
whence they spring. They will abide
with the Saints and angels and sons of
God, in all worlds, throughout all time
and all the eternities to come,

" While life, and thought, and being last,

Or immortality endures P

Ifon are so empty as those who are fall of themselves*
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MWAMM BY PRESIDENT HBBBR C. KTMBAU-

REMARKS BY PRESIDENT HEBER C. KIMBALL.

The President of this nation and his

brethren in office, with all the rulers and
4ul the priests, hare sanctioned the de-

struction of this people ; yes, the President

and all his coadjutors hare sanctioned our
death as much as if they had taken our
Jives ; and they are a bloodthirsty nation.

They have killed our Prophets, Patriarchs,

and Apostles, and they have slain, or

censed to fall, thousands—yea, thousands
of our brethren and sisters, our wives, our
fathers, and our mothers; and they shall

seethe same fulfilled upon themselves, and
it shall be measured to them double for

all they have dealt out unto us.

T^iey have afflicted us ever since the

day that Joseph got the plates ; they have
driven us five times and broken us up, and
here we are. Have they ever repented ?

Ne, they have not. Have they afflicted

us as many as seventy times seven ? They
have, speaking of it individually. Welt
they are not yet punished as they will be

;

Vat they are in punishment, are they not,

Thomas? They are. Our government
is God'sgovernment on the earth, and He
will see to the interests of His kingdom

;

Be wiO know the designs of our enemies,

aad He will know at all times to take

team when they do not think of it.

I never knew an instance in the days of
Joseph when he confided in those poor
deviii but what they turned traitor to

tan, and were the very men that took his

ife, aided by the apostates that left this

Church ; and I know it, and so do you.

How many times have I been through
the mill? Lots of times, and expect to

go through it again, and then through
the bolt and the screen, &c.
Joseph never trusted m one of them

hut what they betrayed him ; and I wish
to God I had taken some of their lives

when I had a chance. They were black-

legs, whoremongers, murderers, liars, sor-

cerers, and rascals ; and you may take

many of the leading men of the United
Suites

9 Government, and they are not one
whit better.

We have never been the aggressors, but
they have raised the weapons of war to

exterminate us as many as five times, and
they have robbed us of all we had. I

hero but three little articles in this world

thai I obtained before I was a "Mormon"

—an earthen vessel, a tin tea-canister,and
a chest that brother Brigham made for me.
He made me several, but that was the first

one.

I have said for years that never, no,
never again will I be subject to such
cursed scoundrels as the United States*

Government have sent here as officers*

I say, in the name of Israel's God, I will

not.

[Voices: "Amen."]
James Buchanan now occupies the

chair of state. He and his counsellors, his

coadjutors, his Cabinet and Congress have
met and planned the destruction of this

people, of brother Brigham and his asso-

ciates in particular ; and the priests of the
day say amen to it, and they exhort the

people to say amen to it ; and the whole
people of the United States are under
condemnation. They consented to the
death of Joseph, Hyrum, David, Parley,

and lots of men, women, and children :

the ground is planted with men, women,
and children from Nauvoo to this place,

and the world have consented to it, and
they say it is just. The Government, the

President, the heads of the military de-

partments and of all the governmental
affairs have consented to these things.

When we were poor and lived on cow
hides and cattle, skunks and thistle roots,

Brother Brigham and bis brethren pad-
dled this way and that way, and sought
out this place.

While we were in winter quarters, 500
men were demanded : they travelled over

the Plains and gained a part of Mexico,

which is this land. Then came grass-

hoppers and crickets, and ate up our
crops, and our enemies have all the time
been saying, "That isjust; they deserve it."

Now, brethren, if you can comprehend
what I have said, they shall suffer all that

we have, and it shall be doubled upon
them, and then it shall be pressed down.

I know that while you and I have no
feelings of anger, we are right. Jesus

says, " With what measure ye mete, it

shall be measured to you again." The
Scriptures say that Jesus said this ; but if

he did not, it is just as true as anything

that is written : it is God Almightra
truth. Tes, they will meet it, in the

United States, beginning at the head, x
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Bat we are free! They have laid a
snare to entrap us and to kill brother

Brigham, and tney want to hang him be-

tween the heavens and the earth, and
every other man that will support him

;

bat, as the Lord God Almighty lives, they

shall meet that also; and if I had the

power I would tell it to them, so that they

could hear it. Do I fear them ? I do
not fear anything that is upon this earth.

Let me tell you that ten years will not

pass away before God will play with this

nation as he did with Pharaoh, only

worse.

I tell you, if we now live our religion

everyday, inasmuch as the President of
the United States, or the senators and
legislators make laws to af&ict us, the

thing they design to bring upon us shall

come upon themselves ; and the affliction,

the snares, the traps, and the gins which
they lay for us, they themselves shall suffer

with and be caught in. These words
never shall fail.

We commenced last Sunday to declare

that we are a free people, and we will be
free from this day henceforth and forever,

and we never wifl come under that yoke
again. I tell you, as my soul lives, the
bow-pin has dropped out of old Bright's

bow, and the bow has dropped out, and
the yoke is now on old Buck-anan's
neck.

The Lord God is going to play with
them, as He did with Pharaoh in Egypt

;

and, let me tell you, there will not be
much fighting for us to do, if we live our
religion ; but God will use them to ac-

complish His own work, as the monkey
did the cat when he took the cat's paw to

pull the nut out of the fire. We will make
monkeys of them, and we will make them
crawl on all-fours, and they never will

rest.

When you look upon it you shall know
that Heber told the truth, as Wild as he
is ; but there is no wildness in this boy.

Will we go into these mountains? Will
these troops come here ? No, no, no ; not
yet. We do not want them to come till

we are brought to the test and have not
anything to help ourselves with; then we
want them to come and bring the honey
and the good things ; then we will show
them how it is done. We do not Want
armies of men to go out of here; we
nave got boys here, ten thousand of them,
enough to take everything they have got.

You know I said that I had wives

enough to whip the United States ; and
why? Because they will whip them*
selves, and my wives would not have to
resist them.

Well, as the evil is measurably turned
away this year, if the Saints will be faith-

ful, they will be foiled next year, and then
more abundantly the year after that, and
so on ; but they will keep sending their

troops and forces from year to year, and
from time to time, and you need not lay

down your watch. The day has come-
when the Devil is coming with all his

combined forces: he ha* laid a siege

against the kingdom of God, and it never
will cease till this kingdom triumphs.

Do I want to shed the blood of my
brethren and sisters, or to see it shed ?

No, and neither do you, unless the Holy
Ghost dictates for us to shed the blood
of our enemies. Then it is just as right as
it is for us to partake of the sacrament.

But I wish they would take the hint, and
go the other way, and not attempt to

come here. We do not want to hurt
them ; but if they come upon us, and we
have to repel them by the force of arms,
God Almighty will give us the power to

do it : now, mark it.

Do as you are told,'and Brigham Youmj
never will leave the Governorship of this

Territory from this time henceforth and
for ever; no, never t and there shall no
wicked judge with his whore ever sit in
our Courts again ; for all who are against
Israel are an abomination to me, and to-

our God.
We are up m the tops of the mountains,

and our Governor is here. What do youv
say to that ? And ms God is here, and
his associates are listening.

Well, if it is time for the Government
ofthe United States to cut the thread, we
are perfecUy competent to take care of
ourselves. We would not give a dime for
this people to be one more in number
than they are. There are enough of us ;
for the Lord is going to manifest His
power and to play with our enemies as
He did Pharaoh and all bis boat. Nov,
mark H, and see if it does not come so, or
something similar. All these things ire
in this dispensation—and why ? Because
this is the fulness of tunes : it is the" time
fixed for all to make a sacrifice before
God.

If you will live your religion, you never
will nave anything to do but to live ydur
religion, and lay dp stores, and prepare
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for the sceneries that are to come ; for, as

true as the Lord lives, the people of the

nations will come by hundreds and by
thousands for food, and for raiment, and
for protection ; and that time is right at

our door.
This is but a shadow of what is coming

:

it is in embryo. You will see such a

time as you never saw ; but, bless you, we
won't be troubled ; we will live as in the

presence of God and of angels : and will

we ever have to go into the mountains ?

No, never. If you will live your religion,

yon never will.

Will the United States send troops

here ? Yes. And when they have done,

the other inhabitants of the earth will

send them. But remember, the Prophets

have said that the riches of the gentile

world shall be consecrated to God and to
His people. I think we will have a little

of it along occasionally.

Do not be sad : our God rules in the
heavens and in the earth beneath, and He
has almighty power.
We will yet . save the Constitution of

the United States. We will do it, as the
Lord liveth ; and we will save this nation

—

every one of them that will be saved.

Brother Brigham Young and brother
Joseph Smith stand at our head, and will

do that thing, as the Lord liveth : yes, we*
as their children, with our children to
assist us, will do it. We have got tbat

power, and so have they, and will bear the
kingdom off victoriously to every nation

that is upon God's footstool ; and I know
it.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continued from page 40.)

[September, 1842.]

September, Friday, 9th. At 10 p.m. I

ramed a very interesting visit from
Emma, Amasa Lyman, George A. Smith,

and Wilson Law.
I counselled George A. Smith and

Amasa Lyman to stay in Illinois and
preach in the principal cities against mo-
boeracy, and to notify the Twelve that it

was my wish that they should also labour

m IDmok. After a conversation of two
hours, I accomjpamed the brethren and
ions to my house, remaining there a
few mirmtA* to offer a blessing upon the

heads of my sleeping children ; then called

a few minutes at the house of my cousin

George A. Smith, on my way to my
retreat at Edward Hunter's. John D.
Parker accompanied me as guard.

Brigham Young, Heber G. Kimball,

Amasa Lyman, George A. Smith, and
Charles C. Rich declared to the City

Council their intention of absence for

three months or more, and others were
appointed to fill their places during their

aaience. John P. Green, Lyman Wight,
and William Law were absent, and their

places were filled. The object of the

absence of these brethren was to preach

the Gospel in different States, and show
wp the wickedness and falsehood of the

John C. Bennett.

An ordinance relative to the returns of
writs of Habeas Corpus was passed by the
City Council as follows :

—

An ordinance relative to the return of
writs of Habeas Corpus.

Sec. I. Be it, and it is hereby ordained
by the City Council of the city of Nauvoo,
that the Municipal Court, in issuing writs of
Habeas Corpus, may make the same return-

able forthwith.

Sec. 2. This ordinance to take effect,

and be in force from, and after its passage,

passed September 9th, 1842.

Geo. W. Harris,
President pro tem.

James Sloan, Recorder.

President Young started on his mis-

sion.

Saturday, 10th. Heber C. Kimball,

George A. Smith, and Amasa Lyman
started on their mission, and proceeded as

far as Lima, where they met Brigham
Young, who was preaching to a congre-

gation.

Saturday, 10th, was the training of the

companies of the Nauvoo Legion ; and,

lest I should be observed by the multitude

passing and repassing, I kept very still.

After dark, my wife sent a messenger and
requestedme toreturn home,as shethought

I would be as safe there as anywhere

and I went safely home undiscovered.
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Sunday, llth. I was at home all day.

My letter of the 6th of September was
jread to the Saints, at the grove near the

Temple. The Hi?h Priests' Quorum
met. Several had gone on missions;

others were preparing to go, but few
*were present, and the meeting adjourned
line die.

Elders B. Young, H. C. Kimball, G.
A. Smith, and Amasa Lyman addressed

m large assembly in the Grove in Lima,
in relation to the slanderous reports of
John G. Bennett.

Monday, 12th. To the Editor of the

Times and Seasons

:

—
Dear Brother,—Having commenced oar

mission yesterday, we held our first Con-
ference at brother Isaac Morley's. We had
a good time. The brethren here are in good
spirits. We ordained nineteen Elders, and
baptized twelre. We expect next Saturday
•and Sunday to hold a two days* meeting in

(To be c

Quincy, being the 17th and 18th instant;

on the 24th and 25th, at Payson ; the 1st

and 2nd of October, at Pleasant Vale ; the
8th and llth October, at Pittsfield; the
15th and 16th October, at Apple Creek in

Green connty. From thence we shall pro-
ceed to Jacksonville and Springfield.

If you please, notice the above in your
paper for the benefit of those friends scat-
tered abroad.

Yours in the everlasting covenant,

BBIGHAM YOUHO,
H. C. Kimball*

Morley Settlement, September 12, 1842.

I was at home all day in company with
brothers Adams and Rogers, and coun-
selling brother Adams to write a letter to

the Governor. In the evening, Emma
received Governor Carlin's letter of the

7th instant.

Tuesday, 13 th. At home all day.

Settled with Edward Hunter.

ntinued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1858.

Buchanan's Paradox.—President Buchanan, in his Message to the Congress of the

^United States, thus comments on the course of Governor Young :

—

" He has committed these acts of open hostility, notwithstanding Major Van Vliet, an

officer of the army, sent to Utah bj the Commanding General to purchase provisions for

the troops, had giren him the strongest assurances of the peaceful intentions of the

GoTernraent, and that the troops would only be employed as a posse comiUUus when called

on by the ciril authority to aid in the execution of the laws."

Governor Young has certainly manifested considerable infidelity relative to the

good faith and designs of the Government of the United States in sending an armed

force into the Territory of Utah. From first to last he has looked upon the Expedi-

tion as an invading army, sent for the express purpose of subverting the rights of

American citizens, breaking up the " Mormon " community, and entrapping its leaden

to be consigned to the tender mercies of their enemies.

In this he has not been alone. The views and feelings of the Saints universally

.perfectly correspond with Governor Young's, "notwithstanding" the "strongest

Assurances " of our enemies.

To the Saints in that Territory, a Utah Expedition, coming with the " strongest

•assurances" of the " peaceful intentions of Government," would be sufficient to bring

before their mind's eye vultures pecking at their hearts, vampires sucking their

triood, brimstone and fire, ravishment, murder, and hosts of other such delightful

•things, with something worse than grasshoppers eating up the children.

President Buchanan and all others with the same views greatly err when they

talk as though Governor Young's " acts of open hostility " and feelings of " des-

potism" and "ambitious designs" were the cause of Mormon repugnance to a Utah
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-Expedition, or that he goads them to resistance by anathemas, or stimulates them with

fanaticism. No, President Buchanan, it is based upon their experience when trusting

to the strong u assurances of the peaceful intentions " of their enemies. There is no
question that the Saints move where and when Governor Young points. But let not

this be taken as an evidence that his views, feelings, and acts are not supported bj
the unrestrained and unbiased judgment of his numerous followers. Neither will this

agreement between the Saints and their leaders be properly understood unless it is

based on their history and experience.

It is doubtless remarkable to some that there should exist such a universal infidelity

concerning the " peaceful intentions of Government," especially when they are

seasoned with the " strongest assurances,
1
' and sent by an army. Yet such is the

fact,
u notwithstanding " the Saints have been exterminated nearly half-a-score times—

*notwithstanding" their homes have been given to the devouring flames, their smiling

fields to devastation, theirwomen to the ravisher, and their children to the tender mercies

of a mob,

—

u notwithstanding " their Prophets and leaders have been murdered,

their old men ripped up with instruments that would horrify a soldier, and even make
a butcher's blood crawl,—"notwithstanding" they were driven to the moun-
tains, and that they have many other evidences of the " peaceful intentions " and love

of their enemies, backed by " strongest assurances/' written in deep characters on the

page of memory. How great is the mystery of Mormon incredulity ! It is only

equalled by their faith in their religion and the incomprehensibility of the love and
good intentions towards the Saints of Anti-Mormons and Mr. Buchanan's Adminis-

tration.

Bat why send an army to Utah at all ? Oh, to back the " strongest assurances

of the peaceful intentions of the Government !" Now, really, Mr. Buchanan, this is

too riehl The sword and bayonet are truly significant indications of peaceful inten-

tion!H Of course, we are also told of Governor Young's despotism—how the people

groan under it, and how many would gladly fly from the " detestable den," but

far to whisper such a desire, lest they should meet some horrible death. But the

Stints have indignantly denied these assertions, and, as well as having officially

reported on the matter, have invited a Commission of Investigation. Common sense

and common justice would have dictated such a proceeding. The turn which events

have taken is irresistible evidence that Brigham Young has the almost miraculous con-

fidence and love of the people, and that, instead of thousands waiting for an opportunity

to u throw off the yoke," the whole community supports him in making the most heroic

-and remarkable protest against tyranny that the world has ever witnessed. The
testimony of Major Van Vket is abundant proof of this. His anecdotes about the

unanimous determination of the Saints, if driven to it, to destroy their homes and fly

to the mountains, are quite romantic. They lead him round their fields, gardens, ana
city, to exhibit their prosperity, and then with enthusiasm inform him that they were
nrepared to lay all in ashes and desolation rather than trust themselves again in the

nods of their enemies. No, no ; it was not dissension among the Mormons that

was feared. It was their union! Dissension would have broken them, without
sending an army to do it.

Bat President Buchanan and his Government can no longer conceal the cloven

<wL The real designs of the Utah Expedition at last appear with scarcely the

covering of an excuse. It is said

—

• The Government at Washington does not agree with General Scott as to the plan of

caaspaign, and believes that when he comes to understand the views of the Administration,

he will aee the wisdom of them. General Scott would only send a force from this side,

and fees not appear to comprehend that the Government wishes to prevent the Mormons
eYeat Mag driven southward into Mexican territory—into Sonora or one of the con-

tiguous States."
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Yes, Buchanan and his colleagues have determined to crucify Mormomsm—to act

in accordance with Senator Douglas's suggestion, and "cut out the loathsome ulcer!"

It is their policy not even to give the Saints a chance of retreat, but to drive them up

into a corner. Such has ever been the practice of officials who have had to do witn

the Saints—trespass upon their rights, drive them to extremes, compel them to resist,

and then make that resistance a pretext for extermination. It is a barbarous policy

;

and the attempt to carry it out will be found a dangerous experiment. What a

concord it makes with the " strongest assurances of the peaceful intentions of the

Government!" It is another evidence that Governor Young and the Saints

read justly the murderous and damnable intentions of that same Government, and

that they were right in not allowing themselves to be again entrapped. As far as

the Saints are concerned, it was altogether unnecessary to withdraw the covering

from the cloven foot. By them it was discovered long ago.

Correct use of Language.—A correct use of language is very important to the

dissemination of true principles. It aids us in conveying our ideas correctly to

others—in expressing them so clearly that thev cannot be misunderstood. It is quite

as important m writing as in speaking, and often more so. A person who has not a

proper use of language often expresses himself so that his meaning is ambiguous or

obscure, and perhaps quite uncertain. This leads to equivocation, doubt, and con-

fusion, and, finally, to disagreement in opinion upon what is expressed or written.

In consequence of this, and in the absence of a true spirit, the world has become one

universal mass of discord and strife upon all matters of theory, doctrine, and principle.

The Elders of Israel desire to extricate the world from this truly lamentable con-

dition. To accomplish it, they not only require to learn correct principles, but how

to communicate them correctly to others. Elders who are permanently engaged in

the ministry have but little excuse for not soon acquiring a suitable knowledge of the

language they use. A very little attention and study will soon put them in

possession of all its principal rules, which by many speakers are so flagrantly violated.

Letters are often written so as to render it utterly impossible to determine the

writer's meaning. Two or more sentences are written as one sentence, without

either a capital letter at the beginning, or any stop whatever at the end. Such

sentences are often as ambiguous and uncertain in their meaning as any unknown
language could be. The singular verbs are almost always used when the plural

should be ; and the plural, if used at all, are used for the singular. We have beard

fluent speakers when it was impossible to determine the precise nature of their views,

they were so vaguely and improperly expressed. If this state of things were necessary,

it could possibly be patiently ana silently endured 5 but it is not : and as it is only for the

want of a little study and attention, it becomes almost a criminal offence for one not to

thus improve and make himself useful to the world of ignorance that is around him.

A most excellent pocket companion is a small work that teaehes to speak and write

the English language correctly. This brief hint to the wise will be just as

good as a length? exposition of the evils of ignorance : and if the Elders of Israel

expect to successfully reform and enlighten the world, let them increase their own
intelligence by obtaining all useful knowledge,—more especially that which is so

indispensable to their calling—a knowledge of how to use correctly the EngBsh

language, in which the Gospel for the last time has been revealed from heaven to

earth.

Departures.—Elders George G. Snyder and John Y. Green sailed on the 2nd

instant on board the steamship America, for Boston.
Elder Snyder arrived in this country pn the 3rd of October last, and during nis

stay of only three months, has performed a useful and important mission, visiting a

greater portion of the Conferences in England and Scotland. He leaves the Saints

with his best blessings upon them, and returns to the States to complete the duties

assigned to him, preparatory to his return to Zion in the mountains.

Elder Green has been labouring in the Scandinavian Mission, and accompanies

Elder Snyder to assist him in his further labours. These brethren go with oar

special blessing and the prayerful solicitude of the faithful
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ArPOtmnuvTs.—Elder Charles Widerborg is appointed to succeed Elder H. C. Haight
as President of the Scaadinarian Mission ; and Elders Nels Willhelmsen and Peter O.
Thomases are appointed his Counsellors.

Eider Charles W. Penrose is appointed President of the London Conference, and Elder
Edward L. Sloan, President of the Belfast Conference.

SECTARIANISM.

BY EZ.DBB GBOBGK TAYLOR.

That the world has become sectarian-

ised, and, consequently, has departed from
God, there is abundant proof. Society,

refigioas and political, has been and is

bow divided into sects and cliques, each

baring diversified interests, each aiming

at a certain end—to establish itself and
reign supreme on the ruins of all its

rivals.

On looking around, in this world of

ckmour and tumultuous opinion, where
we ought naturally expect to find the

least of turmoil and contention, we unhap-
puy find the most—viz., in the " religious

world. On no subject has there been

more heartburnings, more jealousy, and
disputation than on that of religion—-a

mmct on which there ought to be none.

The modern sectarian world presents

an aspect totally different to what a truly

rengioos world would present, and the

very opposite to that which Jesus would
nave it appear. He taught his followers

to be one. Modern religionists are not
one, either in thought or action; con-

sequently, they do not belong to Jesus.

If sectarian Christianity were of Qod,
there would be no shoals of doubt or

rocks of unbelief for the human mind to

strike and make shipwreck of hope and
faith upon.

It is true that we live in a professedly

nfigious age. But it still remains un-
woven that sectarian Christianity, with
Sis tumult of opinions, its war of words,
and strife of doctrine, is the Christian

refigkm. If cant and empty boast are

the attributes of religion, then we have
around us plenty of it—we have religion

is mil bloom.
Sectarianism is the opposite of true

religion. True religion comes from God,
and teaches the pure worship of the

Creator of the Universe, and unexcep-
tionable obedience to every word of reve-

atieo, to all his Divine commands, and
to every whisper of the Holy Spirit.

Sectarianism teaches the religion of man,
the supremacy of human laws, and the

carrying out of feats of human policy.

It inculcates obedience to the irreligious

and vain commandments of man.
It was the Devil that preached the first

sectarian sermon on this earth. "In
the day that thou eatest thereof thou
shalt surely die," said Jehovah. " In the

day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt

not surely die," said the Arch-sectarian.

His teaching was believed. Sin came
into the world, and also death. Pollution

raised its hydra head among the beautiful

and pure. The ground was cursed, and
also man ; and the whole of the posterity

of our first parents have to die. On
glancing at the religious world, the

humble seeker after truth is struck with

amazement at its complex figure. Its

aspect is so diversified that it seems to be

a child of many fathers. And, above all,

he finds the great characteristic of that

religion which comes directly from God
absent. The charity that " vaunteth not

itself " is not there ; for each sect contends

with great vehemence that it is better

than its neighbours. That charity which
" suffereth long and is kind " enters not

into their composition ; for they can dis-

play an animosity of feeling and an im-

placable hatred towards one another, and
can fight and quarrel with a rancorous

malignancy that defies description. Yet
these contending religious factions all

appeal to the Bible to establish their dif-

ferent systems, and oppose from the same
book the dogmas of each other. Now,
the Bible teaches either one religion or

many: it teaches the great variety of

doctrines purporting to be drawn from it,

or it does not. The, Bible helps to sup-

port all the contradictory systems of

sectarian religion, or it refuses to support

them. If the Bible teaches contradictory

systems of religion, it teaches manifest

absurdities; and the sooner it perishes,

and its name buried in eternal oblivion,

the better. If the Bible is a revelation

from God, showing forth God's system of

religion, it cannot teach different ways
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to heaven; it cannot require opposite*

as necessary qualifications for celestial

glory ; nor can it be found to inculcate

opposing doctrines. If the Bible be true

and contain the way of eternal life, it will

teach only one system ; and therefore any
syBtem that is not identical with the one

taught therein must be false and unworthy
of belief. It thus follows that sectarianism

does not derive its multifarious religions

from the Bible. They are purely a per-

version of God's word—false inferences

drawn therefrom ; and that system which
is based on false inferences must itself be

false of necessity. Then their contending

elements of society profess all of them to

be guided by the Holy Ghost, and in-

fluenced, in their varied practices, by a

true spirit. What an utter absurdity!

A true spirit teach hundreds of different

doctrines and ways to eternal life ? It is

impossible. Jesus said that when the

spirit of truth should come, it should

lead and guide its possessors into all

truth—that it would instruct all those

that were the recipients of its sacred

influences in the truthful principles of the

Gospel. But the Gospel is not a variety

of plans. It is one, exclusively indepen-

dent of all others. It is a scriptural

truth that with the Holy Ghost there are

"diversities of gifts," " differences of ad-

ministrations," and " diversities of opera-

tions ;" but this does not give authority for

preaching different Gospels. And the

diversity of gifts here spoken of is no argu-

ment in favour of diversity of faiths, but

solely applies to the different spiritual gifts

conferred on the one body of the Church
of Christ.

Let us now examine a few of the

general features of sectarian religions,

and see if they can have their origin from
one source. M Can the fig tree bear olive

berries? either a vine figs? So can no
fountain both yield salt water and fresh."

We find that some of the sects, in their

manner of worship, are most vehemently
noisy,—sometimes roaring like bulls,some-
times mourning like doves; others, in

frenzied excitement, praying with a loud

voice, and imploring the Lord to bless the

preacher; others, ajrain, in the same
meeting, are in ecstatic paroxysms, appro-

ving the doctrine set forth. Then there are

"revivals," w four-day meetings," " anxious
meetings," " protracted meetings," &c.,

where scenes of spiritual intemperance
-And unearthly excitement are enacted,

and where the spirit of ghostly infatua-
tion presides over the assembled crowd,
until groans of terror or shrieks of insen-

sate exultation proclaim the final victory

over reason and common sense. These
are scenes which the wise witness with a>

sigh of pity or a smile of contempt, while
woman's quick affection and childhood's

credulous innocence are wrought op to

a pitch of enthusiasm that verges upon,
and sometimes terminates in idiotcy. Then
we have the very opposite, which we are

called upon to regard as the influence of

the selfsame spirit, namely, the silent

worship of the Quakers. Frequently,
during their worship, not a word is

spoken to break the corpse-like stillness.

Here, then, are real opposites. These
opposites cannot come from one source.

Either one is the dictation of the Holy
Spirit, and the other not, or both are
false. Then, again, we have sect con-
tending against sect, not only in relation

to the influence of the Spirit, but also in

point of doctrine. Each sect asserts that
its peculiar doctrines are the right ones
and that all others are false. For instance,

we have one party affirming that the
Holy Spirit is given before baptism;
another, that it is jjiven after : one
affirming that baptism is for the remission

of sins; another, that remission of sins

f>recedes baptism. Some believe in the
iteral reign of Christ, opposed by thoee
who deny it. Then we have another
party contending that a morsel of bread
and a drop of wine are transformed into
the real body and blood of Christ. We
have a whole host arrayed against thia

idea, who stigmatise it as blasphemous.
Next come great diversities of opinion on
one of the most solemn of Gospel ordi-
nances—baptism. Some, in relation to
its mode of administration, contend for
immersion; some, for sprinkling; others,

for pouring. Then come election doc-
trines clashing with those of free grace,

—

one party preaching infant depravity and
damnation, and declaring that " there are
infants in hell not a span long ; " the op-
posite contending that whoever wish to be
saved may come, in their own way, and
" drink of the water of life freely." Then
we have the Materialist contending and
disputing with the Immaterialist,— one
affirming that all thines are alike material

;

the other, that God is an immaterial
Being, having no affinity with matter
whatever. Then we have sectarians of
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aS creeds contending with the Jew.
TVy contend that their own doctrines are

the true ones ; the Jew retorts that the

saoent Israelites were the stock from
vkseh sectarians have descended—the

trmmk upon which they have been grafted

:

from which it inevitably follows that

either the Jews' religion is from God,*
and the sectarians' a heresy because it

differs from the Jews ; or that the Jews9

is a heresy; and, therefore, whatever
proves the falsity of the Jewish religion is

alike destructive of the sectarians'.

(To at tontimud.)

CANADA.

(From a Prix4 Essay, fry J, S. Began.)

Lias.

—

The Lakes of Canada are

sfaaost innumerable ; and some of them,
especially in the Upper Province, may,
with troth, be styled Inland Seas, and
snord a water communication unrivalled

in the world.
Lake Superior, the monarch of all fresh

water lakes on the globe, is the largest

and most elevated of these inland seas. It

is CS7 feet above the level of the sea, 430
nsles long, 160 miles broad, 1,200 feet

dean, and 1,750 miles in circumference

;

and it is said that more than 200 rivers

and creeks flow into it. Its shores are
reeky, with bold promontories, and occa-

ssensl sandy bays, the most remarkable
elsvataon being the Thunder Mountain,
1,200 /est mgh. It contains numerous
islands, and hs shores are, for the most
part, covered with timber. Its waters
art discharged into Lake Huron by the
Biver 8c Mary, now rendered navigable
by a short canal for large sized vessels.

Lake Huron is 580 feet above the sea,

150 miles long, 220 miles broad, 900 feet

esse, with a eveumference of 1,100 miles,

emded by the chain of the Manatoulin
Isknda, the northern portion being known
by the name of the Georgian Bay. There
aw many good harbours on the northern
coast, bat the southern is for the most
fsrt flat and shallow ; it receives the
esters of many rivers. The great Mana-
tanw Island is eighty miles long, eighteen
vsss\ with an area of about 1,500 square
esss. It is fertile in some parts, and
enemas valuable timber. It has two
kastm ewnmiinirations with the River
Ottawa; the one through Lake Simcoe
aeiseham of lakes to the River Mada-
vsska, which mils into the Lake des
CM; the other up the French River,
feeagkLake Nipissing, and down to the
Ottawa. Una route, either by water or

oiiajf wVttU shorten the communica-

tion from the St. Lawrence to the north*
era lakes to an extent of several hundred
miles. The river Severn connects Lake
Huron with Lake Simcoe, and the River
St. Clair with Lake Erie.

The third grand lake, Erie, unlike

Huron and Superior, runs nearly east and
west, and the southern shore is exclu-

sively within the territory of the United
States. It is about 280 miles long, 63
broad, with an area of 11,000 square
miles. Although the navigation of this

lake is at times difficult and dangerous,
its commercial position is highly favour-

able, being bordered by one of the most
fertile regions of North America. The
River Niagara, having in its course one of
the wonders of the world, the Falls,
connects this with Lake Ontario, and the

obstruction in the navigation is overcome
by the Welland Canal.

It would be impossible to compute with
accuracy the traffic of these inland seas,

either present or prospective. It is chiefly

made up of the natural productions of
the forest, the mineral kingdom, and
agricultural produce, to which may be
added the fur trade and fisheries. The
admirable lectures of Professor William-

son, of the University of Queen's College,

Kingston, give some very interesting par-

ticulars on the subject, which are freely

used in this sketch.

The quality of the iron found near
Lake Superior is said to be very good.

The report of English manufacturers,

who have recently submitted it to the

test, added to the examination of scien-

tific men, fully corroborate the statement*

Its ultimate tenacity in bars has been
found to be 89,882 lbs. to the square

inch, that of the best Russian being only

79,000. The copper mines on Lakes
Superior and Huron appear to be inex-

haustible; bat their real value baa been,
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only recently ascertained, large quantities

of this ore having been shipped during

the past year. Of all natural produc-

tions, however, the traffic in timber ap-

pears at present, at least, to equal that of

agricultural produce, and far exoeedsthat

or any other description.

Hitherto, the imports and exports of the

lakes have more than doubled every four

years ; and there is every reason to believe

that this rate of advancement will more
than continue. The St. Lawrence will

probably become the great highway to

the Pacific and to the East; and on her
waters alone can the western portion of
the continent find an outlet for its enor-

mous traffic.

Tue length of the navigation of the
lakes is said to be about 1,800 miles ; and,
as Professor Williamson describes them,
they are " innumerable canals in one."

Combining these with the net-work of
railways now intersecting her shores,

Canada may safely boast as fine internal

communication as any in the world.

THE MORMONS

The House of Representatives, yester-

day, adopted a resolution declaring the

Territory of Utah to be in a state of re-

bellion against the United States, and
directing an inquiry into the propriety of

excluding the delegate of that Territory

from a seat in the House. This action

strikes us as being much more hasty than

wise. It is like most of the anti-Mormon
movements—the result of impulse rather

than of good policy or common sense.

It would puzzle ordinary men, we sue*

pect, to explain why a hostile army was
sent against Utah at the outset. There
were undoubted disorders in the affairs of

the Territory ; but it has never yet been
shown that they were such as could only

be remedied by fire and sword.

The only evidence the House professes
to have, to establish the fact that Utah is

in a state of rebellion, is found in the pro-

clamation of Brighah Youn«. But
Young is not the Territory, nor, in any
legal sense, its representative. He is the
agent and deputy of the Government of
the United States in Utah. He was
appointed Governor by the Executive and
Senate ; he receives his instructions from
Washington ; and, in the eve of the Con-
stitution and the presumption of the law,
he is a Federal officer, exercising authority
over, but in no sense representing, the
Territory of Utah. He has proclaimed
a purpose to resist the advance of Federal
troops. This is a good reason for re-

moving him from office, for arresting

him, for bringing him to trial, and for

inflicting upon nim such punishment as
he may deserve.

But why should the ddegaU of the
people of Utah be excludedfrom Congress

IN CONGRESS.

for the misconduct of a Federal officer ?

The people may or may not sympathize
with Young and support htm in nie re-

bellious demonstration. Until the con-
trary is shown, it is to be presumed that

they will not. And they are entitled by
the Constitution to have a delegate upon
the floor of Congress to represent their

interests, to defend their character, and to

protect their rights from unjust encroach-
ment. If the member from Utah has
personally connected himself with the
rebellion, then he should not only be
expelled, but arrested and put upon his

trial. But if not, there is no reason
whatever for excluding him from bis seat

and depriving his constituents of the
representation guaranteed to them by the
Constitution.

The whole Utah business has been mis-
managed in the most extraordinary man-
ner from the beginning; and if it does
net end in open and bloody rebellion, it

is net likely to be saved from that issue by
any special wisdom on the part of the
General Government.

—

New York Dotty
Times, Dec. 24.

The following is the resolution re-
ferred to :

—

Whoreas it appears from the proclamation
of Brigbam Young, late Governor of Utah,
and from the President's message, that said
Territory is now in open rebellion against,
the Government of the United State* t

therefore,

Resolved, That the Comm^tee on Terri-
tories be instructed to consider and report
on the facta, and inquire into the propriety

>

of excluding from a seat on the door of to*
House the delegate from that Territory.
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QUARTERLY LIST OF DEBTS.—VARIETIES. 63

AMOUNT.

,143 7
846 9
231 17
214 8
199 17
178 13
172 16

lfi8 17
166 12 10
162 12
149 10 10$
139 9 4^
138 12 11

136 6 14
184 19 6
134 18
121 4
119 14
114 13
108 8
107 2
103 13
96 10

94 17
89 8 10"

88 14 m
86 6 6
79 17 M
78 3 3}
73 4
71
69 5
67 15
65 7 10
63 8
62 13

Carried forward ^5,680 15 8

CONT1UVCI. AOKNT.

Brought forward j?5,580
Dublin... John Grist 53
Lands End .John Ke—ell. 48
Carlisle William Gibson.. 42
Dorsetshire ...............Benjamin Elliot.. 34
Llanelly David Daries ... 25
Late Herefordshire ...John Preeoe 24
Channel Islands ^.W. Thurgood ... 23
Pembrokeshire .........Edward D. Miles 14
Caennarthenshire ......Isaac Jones ...... U
Denbighshire WilliajnAjax..... 10
Flintshire ...........David John ...... 10
Dyffryn Conwy .........William Ajax ... 8

15 8
7 7*
18 24

\

n
4n
9
6

1*
16 84

LIST OF DEBTS DUE FOR BOOKS, STABS, ETC., BY THE SEVERAL
CONFERENCES AND OTHERS, FOR THE QUARTER ENDING

DECEMBER 31, 1857.

coicrsaxNca. aobnt.

London WHllam Budge je?l,

Birmingham B. W. Brindle ...

Manchester Edward Oliver...

Esst Glamorganshire..Henry Harris ...

Glasgow John Hunter
Warwickshire Henry Brown ...

Sheffield Wm. Brownlow..
Bradford William Shires...

West Glamorganshire.John Davies ......

Norwich Edwin Scott

Cheltenham... Thomas Clarke...

Edinburgh P. Q. McComie...
Lincolnshire ....Samuel Johnson..
Monmouthshire Michael Vaughan
Liverpool W. H. Perkes ...

Herefordshire .....Lewis Bowen
Beading John Hyde... ......

Staffordshire Charles C. Shaw-
South .MM....M..........Simon Irwin
Bedfordshire MWilliam Bayliss..

Ncwcastle-on-Tyne ...R. J. Philp ......

Hall S. Pickering

Kilmarnock.... ...........John Aird .........

Southampton Willet Harder —
Leicestershire .....John Mellor ......

Derbyshire M.....~M....Thomas Partes...

Nottinghamshire Josiah Holmes ...

Cambridgeshire ....M...G. Teasdale

Durham William B. Child.

Belfast ........ -.James McGhle...

Wiltshire— «.William Norris...

Preston John Holsall ......

Shropshire ...M..M......David James
Dundee .-...A. N. McFarlane
Cardiff Samuel Roskelly.

Worcestershire .—..-Richard Holt. ...

BRANCH.

Deny M

MISSION.

Australian ............

Swiss and Italian ....

Cape of Good Hope
Scandinavian
Sandwich Islands ....

Bombay
East India
Malta. «».

George C. Riser ......

F. Merryweather ...

Isaac Whiteley
J. W. McLellan
Frederick Mackay ...

..Hugh Smeppard.. 6 15 7

..A.J.Stewart ... 355 11

..Jabex Woodard.. 275 12 3

..B.C. Richardson 127 9 11*
.H. C. Height. 104 2}_ _ _

7tJ 12 ^
21 3 34
12 1 4
5 7 2

C 3 54
1 1

1 4
17 9
5 3

.P. B. Lewis .

,.J. P.

(Errors excepted.) £6tm 3 6*

VARIETIES.

Thx town of Birmingham has attained celebrity for its manufacture of idols for Africa,

of false coins for many parts of the world, and of the late King of Delhi's oft-used instru-

ment of torture, which was one of the most horrible inventions ever heard of, completely

crushing the victim under a heavy weight.
.

Passing Events.—France has refused to co-operate with England against Canton.

A «m*n printing office has been sent from Paris to Constantinople, which is to be worked

entirely by the ladies belonging to the harem of one of the great Pachas residing on the

Bosphoros. The Circassians have massacred 1,200 Russians of the garrison of Adekow.

The veteran Field-Marshal Count Radetzky died at Milan on the 5th inst. Redscbid

Pasha, the Porte's Grand Yisier for the sixth time, has died. The births registered in London

for the week ending Jan. 2, were 1,933 ; showing an average increase of 496 over those

of the ten corresponding weeks since 1847. The number of deaths was 1,431. Austra-

lia shipped during the year 100 tons of gold. A shock of earthquake was felt on the 15th

December at Rhodes, and another on the 22nd at Broussa. The suffering and distress

in Lisbon is almost beyond conception, from the yellow fever epidemic which lately earned

off near 5,000 victims. India continues to present a constant scene of military carnage

and blood. Frequent skirmishing and heavy loss of life are poor prospects of peace. The

garrison at Lucknow was relieved at a fearful expense of life, but the town was not hem.

Fifteen hundred bodies of Sepoys were counted in one garden after the relief of Lucknow.

At Delhi, a military commission was hanging dosens of the rebels daily. General Havelock

died, Nov. 35, of dysentery. The Gwallor mutineers defeated the British troops under
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General Wyndham Nov. 27, nearly cut up the 64th and 80th Regiments, and burned 3,000
tents. The report of General Lane's death is false. A battle between the Pro-Slavery

and Free State men was fought at Fort Scott, Kansas, Deo. 16, in which several were-

killed and wounded. Charleston, S.C., Was visited with the shock of an earthquake on

the 19th ult., creating considerable alarm, but doing little damage. At Washington,
Dec. 23, a warm discussion took place in the House questioning the right of the Utah
Delegate to a seat on the floor : by resolution, the subject was referred to the Committee on

Territories for consideration. The War Department fixes the actual cash value of the pro-

perty destroyed by the Mormons at near fifty thousand dollars. Several riots and fatal affrays

took place in Philadelphia on Christmas day. During the past year, 229 divorce cases

came before the Court in Philadelphia. The Utah Expedition are in winter quarters on

Henry's Fork of Green River ; and in the early part of November last the stock was freezing

to death at a rapid rate, with scarcely a hope of preserving any alive until spring.

PRAISE AND PRAYER TO THE GOD OF ISRAEL.

I will tell thy fame, while thy people list,

And while nations all lie wrapp'd in mist

;

For thou art God from the morn of time,

Till Its latest sun shall set sublime.

Thou hast drowned the world with a deluge rain,

And dried the waves of the ocean main.
And swept a host to the surf-beat shore,
Where Pharaoh oppresses Israel no more.

Thou hast smote the rock in thirsty lands,

And waters gushed o'er the desert sands

;

And food lay strewn like the morning dew,
TU1 countless hosts from thy favours grew.

Thou hast curbed the force of the raging flame.

And the hungry lions ]n their den,
And burst the bars of the prison grim.
When thine Elders ssng their midnight hymn.

And ages roll by, till here comes the last,

And men bow down like reeds to the blast

;

Basle, Nov. 22nd, 1857.

Yet the Saints wax strong with heavenly power,
And wait the shock of the final hour.

Thy kingdom come, for thou hast right to reign,

And no guiltless blood thy banners stain

;

Let the tombstone burst and the martyred rise.

And angels come from the opening skies.

In the Northlands now let thy power be felt

;

Let the sea roll back and icebergs melt

;

Let thine Israel come with a mighty train,

O'er the snow-clad mound and the dried-up main.

Let the vulture feed on his carrion prey,
Where the proud of earth must rot away,
Where the Captain and King in dust must sleep.

When thy plagues descend and whirlwinds sweep.

And thy crown shall shinewhen the sword shall ruit;

For thou art God, and the nations dust:
And the Jews shall yet o'er the palm-land reign

;

For the great Messiah comes again.

Jabbz Woodarb-

Addressks.—Charles Houseley, 45. Hope Street, Derby.
William Jefferies, 9, Twerton Hayes, Bath.
William Smith, Rose Cottage, St. Clement's Place, St. John's, Worcester.

John^roft!™'' }
*** Cnor,ton -uPon Medlock

»
Manchester.

Mark H. Forscutt, 4, St. Peter's Street, Preston, Lancashire.

MONEY LIST, JANUARY 1—8, 1857.

Henry Brown ±9 10 Brought Forward j£23 18 9

JE. D. Miles 17 9 M. H. Forscutt 5
C. C. Shaw 1110 S. Pickering 2
Edward Oliver „ 12

Carried Forward j£23 18 9 jC30 18 9
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THE LATTER-DAT SAIBTS'

MILLENNIAL STAK.

Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churehe*.—Jefui Christ.

Came aui of her, my people, that ye be not partaken ofher tint, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.—A Voice from Hearen.

So. 5, ToL XX. Saturday, January 30, 1858. Price One Penny.

ELDER JOHN TAYLOR ON THE BIGHTS OF MORMONISM.

TV rights of * Monnontsm w
are so

varied aad extensive that it would be very
difficult to speak of thera ail in one dfs»

course. Wo nave the right to five. That
is * Mormonism." We have the right

to eat and drink, and to pursue that

course that we nay think proper, so long

as we do not interfere with other persons'

right*. We have a right to live tree and
unmolested ; and there is no law, human
or dtrHie, that rightfully has a right, if

you please, to interfere with us. We
have m right to think, and we have a

fight, after we have thought, to express

our thoughts, and to write them and to

publish them. We possess as many rights

and as much liberty in relation to this as

any other persons ; and there is no law,

kanaari or divine, that can rightfully rob

us of tho*e liberties, or trample upon our

rights. We have a right to worship God
according to the dictates of our own con-

science ; and no man, legally, in this land,

has a riffht to interfere with us for so

4et;M?. We have a ri^ht to believe in and
practise as we please m relation; to matri-

mony. We have a right to choose whether

wo wiH have one wife or twenty ; and
there is no law of the land that can legally

interfere with us, neither is there a man
that I nave met with, who professed to be

a man at all, that can say that we are

noting illegally. We have a right to

secure the favour of God, and we have

rightsasthe citizens ofthe kingdom ofGod.
We have rights upon earth, and we have
rights in heaven; we have rights that

affect us and our posterity and proge-
nitors, worlds without end ; and they are
rights which no man can interfere with.

We have a right to our own Governor, as

brother Ktmbaft says; we have a right to

Our own Judges; we have a right to make
our own laws, and to regulate our own
affairs.

These are some of the rights that be-

long to us ; hut when you come to talk

about rights, they are so various*, com-
plicated, and extensive, that it is difficult,

without reflection, to enumerate them.
They exist with us here and all around
us, and they are rights that affect us, our
progenitors, and posterity, worlds without

end. But in regard to some of the things

with which we are more intimately con-

nected, we have our individual, our social,

and political rights, so far as existing

here as a people is concerned.

What made people come from the old

countries to this land ? It Was because

they were oppressed in England, in Ger-
many, and in other states ; and they fled

from that power which sought to bind

chains upon their necks. And why were

they determined ^ flee from that Govern-

ment into this country? Because the

mother country tried to make them sub-

ject to institutions and laws that they
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were unwilling to submit to, and because

she wanted to put jokes upon their

necks.

Then the mother country sent armed
men over here, and thought to enforce

(heir armed minions upon the people ; but

they would not submit to it ; for it was on
that very account that they had fled from
their mother country.

Such were the feelings of your fathers,

and these were the things they talked

about a few years ago; and, on account of

the encroachments of the parent Govern-
ment, they took up the sword, and de-

clared that they would live or die free

men.
What was that freedom for which they

.contended? Just what I said a few
minutes ago : it was the right to think,

the right to speak, the right to act, the

-Tight to legislate, and the right to wor-
ship God according to the dictates of

their own consciences, and the right to do
their own business without being inter-

fered with.

We have come here to this land as

citizens of the United States; and why
have we come ? Because there were men
who sought to rob us of our rights, and
because there was not sufficient purity

and justice in the Government to protect

us in our rights—because magistrates,
' constables, judges, governors, presidents,

and officers of state, either directly or

indirectly, drove us or suffered us to be

driven—suffered us to be dispossessed of

that which legally belonged to us.

Who are we ? We are men made in

the image of God, possessing the rights of

other men. We have turned this desert

into a flourishing field, and the desert

has blossomed as the rose, and God has

. blessed our labours. And whom have we
interfered with ? Have we gone over to the

States and interfered with tnem ? Have we
§one over to California and interfered with
lem? Havewe gone to Oregon? Have we

gone to New Mexico ? Have we gone to

any State and interfered with their rights,

their laws, their immunities, or their pri-

vileges ? I say we have not.

Well, then, what right has anybody to

interfere with us ? Oh, because they have
got the power! That is, there is no
right to it, there is no legal authority to

it ; there is no more right to it than there

, is in a bully and a blackguard insulting a
little, weak man, because ne has the power
to do so. They have just the same autho-

rity that a large ox has to goad a small

one, because he has the power.

They dare not interfere with some

nations as they are doing with us : they

dare not interfere with England or

France, for fear of the consequences; and

it is nothing but a principle of nastj

little meanness that would try to inter-

fere with us, and try to make you believe

that they are the lords of creation. Great

God 1 who.are they ? Poor pusillanimous

curses, that have not manhood or gen-

tility enough about them to be gentlemen.

They have just the same right that the

highwayman has to put his hands into

your pockets and take out your money.

Who led us here? Not the Christians

of the United States, nor their governors,

legislators, or presidents. Who pro-

vided for us? Did the Government of

the United States? Verily, no. Who

built the houses in this city ? Who made

the improvements around it and through

this Territory ? Did the inhabitants of

the United States? No; but they hare

done all that lay in their power to dis-

courage us in every possible way. Who

have fed you and clothed you? Your

own right hands, your own energy and

industry, by the blessing of the Almighty.

Then, by what right and by what

authority, in the name of God and in the

name of every principle of right, honour,

and integrity, nave they a right to interfere

with us ?

" Oh," sav they, « the land belongs to

us." Ah! indeed; and I wonder where

you got it from ? " Oh, we got it by right

of treaty with Mexico." And whence

did the Mexicans obtain it ? Who treated

with those Indians ? Did they pay them

for it? "No; but they are good Chris-

tians, and the Indians are poor savages ;

and what right have savages to land.

Where are their deeds and their ngn^
possession? Will anybody tell me ? "OJj
we took it because we had the power, and

the United States took it from Mexico

because they had the power."
It is just like a lot of boys playing

together, and one of them steals the

other's marbles because he has the power;

and then another steals them, and calls

them his, because be is i little more

powerful than the other: or, when one

man meets another and robs him of what

he has, then two more go and take from

him what he has stolen from the first

one.
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The simple fact in the ease is, they say,

* You are left upon our land, and there-

fere you most be in subjection to us, and
-we mast rule over you.* But, even on
this principle, they are at fault ; for we, if

there is any glory in the conquest, sent

6re hundred men, and possess equal rights

with them as American citizens.

In speaking upon this subject once be-

fore, I showed you that by the Constitu-

tion and the very genius of our Govern-

ment, that they had no right to interfere

with us.

Again, on the common principle of

justice, where did they get their rights to

interfere with us? They did not bring us

here, nor cultivate our farms; they did

not send us either schoolmasters or priests

to teach us ; and we are not indebted to

mem for anything else. I would like to

know what right they had to interfere

with us. They have not a right upon
religious grounds, for they kicked us out

because of our religion, and consequently

they have nothing to do with that. It is

not because we have learned any morals

«f than, for we got our morals from a

sanenor source : we have not learned either

ear n&gwn or morality from them. We
have not had them to cultivate our farms
or to bnSd our houses : they have not

done anything for us.

h relation to the land, I will suppose

they did steal it, which they did : they

obtained it because they had the power,

and Mexico obtained it upon the same

Jrinofle. The United States made a
-onarrel with the latter nation, because

they knew they could bring them into

sohjectioo; and they intended to capitulate

for California before they began the

quarrel, and they took it upon those

grounds. But that is righteousness

—

that is purity, truth, and holiness, in the
eyes of a corrupt and mighty tiation.

We have got a little place that nobody
else would live upon ; and I will warrant'
that if any other people had been here,

half ofthem would have died, the last two
years, of starvation ; but they cannot let

us alone. This is their greatness, this their

magnanimity, and this is the compassion
manifested by the fathers of our great
country. Of course we must feel patri-

otic : we cannot but feel strongly attached

to such a kind, such a benevolent, such a
merciful Government as we have got!
How can we feel otherwise ? They would
take from us the right to live, and then it

would be in their hearts to sweep us from
the face of the earth ; but they cannot
do it.

There is no right associated with this

matter : there is no justice about it.

There are old rights and privileges the

people used to have, and we have our
rights. In the first place, we have a God
that lives, and He will help us to take

of them, to maintain and to preserve

them. Then look at this in whichever
light you please, you cannot change it:

we are citizens of the United States, and
have a right to the soil, if they did steal

it.

I am ashamed of being associated with
such things; but we cannot help our-

selves : we are a part of the people, and
we had to partake of their evil deeds.

When we came here, we came as Ameri-
can citizens ; and we had just as much
right to be here as any other American
citizens in the United States.

(Tobt continued.)

FAITH AND UNITY—THEIR RESULT8.

by rBKaromrr bmobam touho, oaiAT salt lake city, sinr. 13, 1857.

What is the cause of the hostile feeling
4apbst this people? Brother Taylor

it* heen telling you. God has restored

At Gospel of salvation to earth again.
ms

'~ " unites the hearts of the people,

i together those of different nations,—^— their various traditions

i manners and customs,

of one heart and one

mind. And what follows? All hell is

moved against them, because the king-

doms of this world—the kingdoms of

darkness— are in danger. All hell is

moved against this people because we ate

of one heart and of one mind.
The faith of the Gospel of Jesus Christ

is calculated to unite the people in one

and to bring them back to the unity aad^
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faith of those who obeyed the Gospel

anciently, and finally to bring them back

to glory. Then do you wonder that all

the sects of the day are enraged against

us ? I have told you that I do not won-
der, neither do I wonder that governors

and rulers are enraged at our success.

Are there any Democrats, any Whigs,

any Methodists, any Baptists, or any-

thing like the parties and sects of the

day among us? No. What is there?

Those who want to do the will of their

Father in heaven ; and when they can

know bis will, their faith is one, their hope

is one, and they are one in all things.

It is not alone the United States that

is in fear because of the union that exists

with this people, but all Europe trembles

this day in consequence of the faith there

is here. Some may think that it is not

so, but I know more about the United
States than men do who come here direct

from Washington. I read their history

and their feelings every day. You need

not think that the world are not opposed

to us; you need not think that politicians

are not opposed to us ; for they are.

The Government of our country will

go by the board through its own corrup-

tions, and no power can save it. If we
can avert the blow for another season it

is probable that our enemies will have
enough to attend to at home, without

worrying the Latter-day Saints. Have
faith, and all will be well with us. I

would like this people to have faith enough
to turn away their enemies., I have

E
rayed fervently about this matter, for it

as been said that the troops would come

;

but I have said that, if my faith win*

prevent it, they shall not come. If God
will turn them whithersoever he wiD9
so that they do not oome here, I shall be
perfectly satisfied. But another man
steps up and says to the one that prays
for our enemies to be turned away, " Bro-
ther, you are a coward ; damn them, let

them come, for I want to fight them."
Herein you perceive a conflict in our
faith, and that should not be. If these

was a perfect union of our faith, our
enemies never could cross the Rocky
Mountains ; or if they undertook to come
some other way, they never could cross

the Sierra Nevada Mountains, or the

Basin Rim on our north, or the deserts-

at the south. " But," says one, " I want
to fight." Do ail such persons know
that they are not right? If they will

examine their hearts, they wiM find a
wicked anger and malice jjnere, and the?
cannot get into the kingdom of God wito
those feelings.

I^earn to control yourselves ; learn to be-

in the hands of God as clay in the hands of
the poster ; ant) if he will turn our enemies
away, praised be his name. But if it

should become a duty to take the sword,
let us do it manfully and in the strength
of Israel's God. Then one will chase a
thousand, and two will put ten thousand
to flight. The day will be in which a
man wpll go out and say to an army of a
hundred thousand men, "Do thus and
so, or we are upon you;" and they will

hear the rumbling of chariots and the
rushing of troops, as in the days of
EUjab.

SECTARIANISM.

BY BLDBB GEORGE TAYLOR.

(Concludedfrom page CI.)

Time would almost fail to tell the
differences of opinion which exist about
a subject on which there really ought to

be none at all, and of the jealousy and ill—

feeling with which one body looks upon
the other, each fearing that the other will

obtain more converts than itself. Neither
is there any necessity to go back to earlier

days and bring up the blood-drenched
records of the past, and tell how, in the

meekness of a Christian spirit, the Pro-

testants murdered the Catholics, and how
Catholics, with the like Christian feeling,

murdered the Protestants,—how fields

were drenched in human gore, and how
the rack, the faggot, the pincers, and the
sword have been used as the mild per*
suasives of religion. This we forbear to
do, but will proceed to other facts.

Take two opposing scots, and observe*
with all their Christian meekness, how
bitterly they can ha^e and slander one-
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-toother, and call each other coarse and
odious names; how they can- vent their

spleen and gall of bitterriess in base vitu-

peration. And theft, what boundless

charity fires their bosoms ! How they can
rtcrinrinate and adjudge one another to

the regions of the damned* with as much
coolness and as little ceremony as they

would condemn a dog to death.

A writer in the Nsw York Rerdld
seans to have cleared his brain and wiped
the dost ont of his eyes 5 for he says of
ssetarian religions—" They are separate,

dinordani bodies, opposing, reviling, and
eaadenuring each other; while, at the

same time, under a name that includes

them all, they are loving Christians—

a

perfect embodiment of pure Christianity.

They fight against each other in detail,

aad exalt and praise themselves in the

oast as Protestant Christians—a name
which includes them all. Taken sepa-

rately, according to their own repre-

stteaaons of one another, these multitu-

dieoas sects are all evil and all wrong.
Everrsmgfe one declares it to be so with
a! the others. But, taken collectively,

af are all pure and good, constituting a

y of excellence, which they call " Pro-
tenant Christianity." What a contradic-

tion—what an absurdity, that the sepa-

rate parts should each be bad, but that

iat whole,composed of these samecorrupt
farts, should be pure and good Christian-

ity ! Each part is bad, and acts wrongly,
bat all of them put together produce
unexampled good ! Here, then, we have
a most curious resulting phenomenon:
Put a thousand corrupt wings together,

and the result will be that the aggregate
wOl be perfectly good ! Or, to give a
more homely illustration—If this yearwe
have the return of the potatoe disease,

hew many pecks of bad potatoes would
so agriculturist have to put together to
make a bushel of good ones? The
answer is obvious. No substance which
has for its composition corrupt and un-
healthy parts, can, as a whole, be found
healthy and sound. " Either make the
tree good and its fruit good, or the tree

aommt and its fruit corrupt." But, we
^stjj ask, will that era over arrive when
WwiU dare to think? WOl the time
a#r come when the leading-strings of
aaufcal babyhood will be broken—when
aasKWfll leap oat of the dense fog which
6* ages ha* been gathering round their

laantal nKulfiea, afcd take into their own

hands those matters which belong to their

individual peace and wellbeing ? We
believe it will. The period is fast ap-
proaching* When men must be men, if

they are to stand at all—when they must
and will shake off their long-held tra-~

ditions, and begin to think, speak, and
act for themselves, as independent and
responsible beings.

Strange it is, after all, that bodies of
intelligent, thinking beings, who are keen
enough at every day business, can allow
themselves to he cajoled into the idea that
this mass of conflicting discord can come
from Cod. Just as well might it be
contended that the various disputes and
contrary theories of astronomers in re-

lation to the revolutions of planets, their

weight and specific gravities, and their

periods of rotation, are all justifiable and
true. Just as well might we be told that

the sun moves, and at the same time
stands still ; that the earth is a plane, and
at the same time a sphere; that all

the contradictory motions and qualities

ascribed to matter and the physical uni-

verse end in oneness ; that all the quarrels

of metaphysical philosophers have mingled
to form one true system ; that the un-
numbered sectarian clashing expositions

of the " word of God," which baffle and
confound the reasoning powers, and
spread disunion and spiritual destruction

around, are all true and harmonious
in themselves, and beneficial in their

tendency.

There is implanted in human nature a
ceaseless, restless spirit of inquiry—

a

constant looking-out for the things of the

future—an uncontrollable desire to soar

into the atmosphere of truth and liberty,

or to feast in the verdant pastures of
science—to throw off the mist of ages and
to break forth into the wide-spread ocean
of truthful principles. But sectarianism

is the implacable enemy of this inward
spring. It hates innovation of all kinds

;

it detests the march of intellect and the

diffusion of the radiant principles of
knowledge. It has, in all ages and in all

countries, ever been the enemy of religious

freedom. It has ever put the gag into

the mouths] of patriots, and met science

with a menacing look. It delights in old,

cumbrous, time-nononred institutions, dis-

likes to have the cobwebs of antiquity

removed, and prefers the venerable in-

stitutions and antiquated opinions of our

forefathers to the important scientific
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facts revealed in this our day. Says «

sectarianism to its votaries, Listen not to :

reason, lest you be misled. Your fathers :

—praise to their memory, lived long and :

died content. They are your patterns, i

They never disputed the validity of our

ancient system. They were good, quiet- <

going folks enough. They minded their >

own business, and let the parson mind i

his. There was no ungodly disputes with

them. Thev went to the mill with the

ha? on their shoulder—the corn in one
end, and the stone in the other to balance

it. What mattered it to them whether

ttie earth was the centre of the universe,

with the planets revolving around it, or

not ? What cared they whether or not

there was a chain of mountains in the

moon, or lakes, rivers, and seas in the

sun? They were content. They could

see the man in the moon with a bundle*of

sticks on his back plain enough. No
matter if they did see wrong ; the seasons

came in their turn; the night followed

the day then as now : and if our fathers

were content to receive, without examina-
tion, the doctrines they were taught,

surely their children may do the same

;

for reasoning and investigation will lead

to unbelief, and unbelief will lead to

despair and damnation.

Yes, sectarianism has its bounds: its

stakes are driven. It has its circle—its

chalk-line, over which none may dare to

pass. Its creeds extend " thus far, and
no farther." Around the boundary of its

visible horizon the fiend imposture keeps

watchful guard.
Such is sectarianism—the enemy of

God, the friend of Satan, the stalwart

opponent of truth, which has caused
blood to flow as a river, and perpetrated

deads of blackest dve in the name of
God. But see! The turbid waters of
sectarianism are troubled ; the foul waters
•f the stagnant lake are put in strong

commotion ; they rush in swelling circles

from the centre, and break with foaming
rage upon the shore. But what is the
matter} God has spoken and commis*
sioned men, as in ancient days, to preach
the everlasting Gospel to the inhabitants

of the earth. The pealing notes of truth
come down from the mountains of Israel,

and the Prophet's mighty voice proclaims

that which rings as a death-knell in the
ears of sectarians. Churches have their

ranks thinned : the priest looks on with-

pious horror. But something must be
done : the voice of truth must be stifled ;

our time-honoured orthodoxy must be
saved. Now for a crusade. Joseph
Smith and the Latter-day Saints are the
foes to be met. This great work must be
stopped. No matter though the blood of
innocents lie in pools on the earth. The
seething caldron of hell boils over. The
devil flies from church to church, and
puts pall and bitterness into the mouths
of priests. Hell's treasury is ransacked
for lies—the regions of infernal wicked*
ness for foul plots and diabolical machina-
tions. But all to no purpose: the
truth of God must triumph. The Gospel
wins its way from land to land ; the hosts

of Israel gather home. The house of
God is being built on the mountain tops j

and this Gospel will spread and spread,

until Satan shall be bound and the know-
ledge of the Lord cover the earth as the
waters cover the mighty deep. The
gaudy temples, the richly-adorned and
mighty-sculptured theatrical churches of
modern times, with all their gilded

shrines, their ostentatious display, and
their mitred and pompously-titled priests,

serve but the same purpose that the rose

does which decks the dead man's se-

pulchre—hiding merely the corruption,

the rottenness, and the festering putridity

that exists within.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continued frompaft 56.)

[September, 1849.]

^Wednesday, 14th. At home. Mr. Rem-
mick gave me a deed of one-half his

landed property in Keokuk, though it

will be a long time, if ever, before it will

be of any benefit to me. Had a consulta-

tion with Calvin A. Warren, Eso,. In tfie

evening I received the following letter

from General James Arlington Bennett :

—

M Arlington House, Sept. 1, 1842.

Lieutenant General Svrita.—Denr Sir,

—

Mrs. Smith's letter to Mrs. Bennett, coa~
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tsieing a very lucid account of Dr. John C.

Bennett, has been received; and the only

thing concerning him that I regard of

importance it that you found it necee-

ssry to expose him. I with most ardently

that jon had let him depart in peace, be-

cause the public generally think no better

of either the one party or the other, in con-

sequence of the pretended exposures with

which the newspapers hare teemed. But
then, in the long run, you will hare the

advantage, inasmuch as the universal noto-

riety which you are now acquiring will be

the means of adding to Nauvoo three hun-
dred fold.

That you ought to be given up to the

tender mercies of Missouri no man in his

teases will allow, as you would be convicted

on the shadow of evidence when the people's

passions and prejudices are so strongly

enlisted against you; and, under such a

stats of things, how easily it would be to

saborn witnesses against you, who would
seal jour fate. Add to this, too, the great

difficulty under which an impartial jury, if

sack could be found, would labour in their

attempt to render an honest verdict, being

coerced by surrounding public prejudice and
aBce. And yet, as you are now circum-

stanced, it will not do to oppose force to

force for your protection, as this in the pre-

test case would be treason against the

8tate, and would ultimately bring to ruin

all those concerned.
Tour only plan, I think, will be to keep

oat of the way until this excitement shall

have subsided, an, from all I can understand,

tren from the Dr. himself, there is no evi-

dence on which an honest jury could find a
verdict against you ; and this opinion I have

expressed to him.
I most ardently wish that you had one

hundred thousand true men at Nauvoo, and
that 1 had the command of them, times and
tkingt would soon alter, I hope to see the
day, before I die, that such an army will

dictate times from Nauvoo to the enemies of

Mormon people. I say this in the most
perfect candour, as I have nothing to gain
by the Mormons, nor am I a Mormon Jn
creed; yet I regard them in as favourable a
fight (and a little more so,) as I do any
ether sect. In fact, I am a philosophical

Qiristian, and wish to see an entire change
hi the religious world.

I have been long a Mormon in sympathy
•foe, and probably can never be one in any
*her way; yet I feel that I am a friend of
tat people, as I think them honest and
acere in their faith ; and these I know as

f*od and honourable men as any other pro-
I***; Christians.

Br. Bennett has been the means of bring-

f am before your people, you will there-

fore see ; for this act, I am in honour bound
to say, " Peace to his manes* To act other-
wise would be ungrateful and dishonour-

.

able, both of which qualities are strangera
to my nature : nevertheless, by leaving him
as he is, I can still be your friend ; for be
assured that nothing I have seen yet from
his pen has in the least altered my opinion
of you. I well know what allowances to
make in such cases.

Doctor Bennett and Bachelor are now de-
livering lectures in New York against you
and your doctrines and asserted practices at
Nauvoo.

Elder Foster told me, this forenoon, that
the seats have been torn to pieces out of his

church in Canal-street, and that the con-
gregation had to move to another place.

1 intimated to you, in my last, that Ben-,
nett of the Herald was about to publish,

conjointly with the Doctor, his Book of
Exposures ; but since, have learned that it ia

about to come out in Boston. He expeota -

to make a fortune out of it, and I presume
he needs it; but I feel sure that it will

make converts to the Mormon faith. He
has borrowed largely from Cora. Morris*

lascivious Poems.
A general order, signed by Hngh McFall*

Adjutant-General, and authorised by you*
has appeared in the Herald, ordering me to

repair to Nauvoo, to take command of the

Legion, and to bring with me Brig.-Gen.
J. G. Bennett, which states that, if the
requisition be persisted in, blood must be
shed. I have assured Bennett of the Herald
that I deem it a hoax, but he insists upon it

that it is genuine. My reply to it haa
appeared to-day in that paper. I have
there stated that I have written to Gov*
Carlin for instructions. This is not so : it

is only a rub.

On the whole, you will only be made a
greater Prophet and a greater man— a
great Emperor, by the affliction and con-

sideration of your good friends.

My respects, with those of Mrs. B., to>

your lady.

I am, dear Sir, your sincere friend,

James Arlington Bennett/*

This letter was placed in the hands of

General Hngh McFall, who immediately

wrote a refutation of the clause concern-

ing himself to Governor Carlin, and also

one for the Wasp. The general order

was not written by McFall, neither had ha *

a knowledge of its existence until shown
to him in the letter. It was evidently got

up by our enemies to increase excitement

and anger, and is barely another addition

to the many slanderous reports put in,
^

circulation by evil and designing men.
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Thursday, 15th. In council with C.

A. Warren, Esq. Also counselled uncle

John Smith and brother Daniel C. Davis

to move immediately to Keokuk, and help

to build up a city.

Friday, 16th. At home with brother

Rogers, who was painting my likeness.

Saturday, 17th. I was at home with

brother Rogers, who continued painting

my portrait. Elder William Clayton

wrote Governor Carlin a long letter,

showing up the Missouri persecution and
my sufferings in their true colours.

Ship Sidney sailed from Liverpool for

New Orleans with 180 Saints.

Sunday, 18th. At home. In the even-
|

ing, received a visit from my mother. i

Monday, 19th, and Tuesday, 20th. !

(To be co

With brother Rogers, painting at my
house.

Wednesday, 21st. In the large room
over the store. In the evening had a.

visit from Elder John Taylor, who is just

recovering from a long and very severe

attack of sickness. I counselled Elder

Taylor concerning the Printing Office,

removing one press to Keokuk, &c.
Thursday, 22nd. At home, arranging

with Remmick concerning moving print-

ing press to Keokuk, buying paper, &c.

Friday, 23rd. At home. Visited by

Elder Taylor.

Colonel George Miller was elected

Brigadier-General of the 1st Cohort,

Nauvoo Legion, to fill the vacancy of

General Wilson Law, promoted.

ntinued.)

THE 1 LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1858.

Prophetic Advice to the U. S. Government.—By late advices we learn that

a very general feeling of dissatisfaction is avowed by the American press at the

result of last season's operations of the Utah Expedition. None but those entirely

ignorant of a life in the Rocky Mountains could, however, have anticipated any other

result. The Commander of the Expedition and the Civil Officers lingered upon the

frontiers until near October, while it is seldom possible to reach Great Salt Lake City,

at that date, without encountering snow storms at the Pass. The consequence is,

they arrive at Fort Bridger, just in time to be too late to enter the kanyons and

narrow defiles between there and Salt Lake Valley with an army, were there no other
,

barriers than the elements to oppose them. Deep repentance is now felt that

so. great an error occurred at the time of their departure, and much deeper

repentance may be felt that the error of going at all was so blindly and rashly com-

mitted. And while our friends in the States are in the way of penitence, and before they

get too angry with their own folly, we would advise that it extend to all those sins which

so prominently characterize their unscrupulous acts ; and that they not only mourn

over the folly exhibited in the time and manner of doing evil, but repent of the evil that

is in their hearts to do, and disannul the covenant in which they have sworn to exter-

minate *' Mormoriism." Both those that were sent and those that sent them knew

very well that troops were not needed in Utah—that no duty called them to perform

such a service ; and they would have shown more good sense if they had spent

" Uncle Sam's " money where pleasures could be more easily purchased, and at cheaper

Tates.

The entire cost of the Expedition has been worse than lost to the country. A body

-of men have been sent up into the mountains to suffer, and many of them, no doubt,

to perish amid the piercing frost and accumulating snows,—a feat which inspires but

little pride, and manifests less wisdom on the part of those who directed so fruitless a

campaign. Those that survive the winter and escape even with frozen limbs are, in
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the spring, destitute of both horses and cattle, and also of supplies to fit tJbetn for

service, even if they had the necessary animals with which to advance. The
future success of the Expedition depends entirely upon aid which must be sent to

them another season. Supplies must be forwarded, not only for the increased num-
ber of reinforcements to be sent, but for those already there, which will greatly

increase the burden of transportation.

With these difficulties now on hand, we would advise the Administration and
General Scott to look forward to another winter, if they purpose sending five or ten

thousand troops to spend it in Utah. See them there without a morsel of food for

themselves, and scarcely any for their animals, but what they haul from the States ;

sod if they cannot find something pleasing and satisfactory in the idea, we would
recommend them to abandon the project, and, if they must necessarily have some chance

to spend their money, employ the Mormons to protect and keep peace in the Terri-

tory. They would do it at a much cheaper rate than " Uncle Sam " possibly can. No
civilized people but the Mormons have attempted to live in those valleys ; and none
other could, if they would. There is too much selfishness and indolence among civilized

people, except true Saints, to go into a country which offers so few inducements, and
where the land will not produce without frequent irrigation, while they can live in a
fertile country like the States—fertile not only in its soil, but in every species of

immorality and vice which are so essential to the prosperity and existence of civiliza-

tion and Christianity. Drive the Mormons from Utah, and it becomes a desolation*

A desolation it would certainly remain, for their possessions will never again be in-

herited by their enemies as has hitherto been the case whenever they have been driven.

It may be true " that judgment must begin at the House of God ;" but if the Saints

are again under the necessity of desolating their homes and their fruitful fields, none

others can ever inherit them. That desolation will continue its devastating career

until it has wasted the earth and the inhabitants thereof.

The Mormons are not the only ones that censure the Government in its pro-

ceedings against Utah; and public feeling is, that the past is much to be regretted ;

and from it a profitable lesson ought to be learned for the future. To those reckless

demagogues who are so wantonly squandering the people's money for the damnable

purpose of again wreaking their vengeance upon innocence, and glutting themselves

with the blood of martyrs, we would Here give a word of advice. Abandon your hellish

purposes and proceedings against the citizens of Utah. Call home your troops, and
set them to work for an honest living. If you want an. army in Utah, employ the

people that live there, and then pay them for their services. Tour own officers testify

that there never were better or braver soldiers marshalled than the " Mormon Batta-

lion " that served in the Mexican war : andMthey are better and truer men now, if

possible, than they were then. Encourage, by every reasonable means, the hardy

pioneers of the mountain vales to occupy, possess, and improve their lands in peace.

Indemnify them for their losses sustained by Indian depredations, as you do citizens

of other Territories. Tell them to live their religion, as you ought to every society

mder your administration ; and tell them that, in so doing, they honour not only

their religion, but the Constitution of their country. Tell them that they have as

nmch right under that Constitution to be polygamists as to be believers on the Lord
-Jesus Christ or to be infidels, and that they shall be protected in their institutions

«o long as the national banner shall wave over proud sons of liberty. Tell them

that for their heroic services in the late war with Mexico, which secured the Territory

they now occupy, and for their hitherto unparalleled energy and success in making the

Urren desert a fruitful field, and the wilderness to blossom as the rose, they may
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freely have all the land they can occupy, and that you will, if necessary, protect them

in peace upon it. Tell them they may have whom they please for officers,—that it is

a Constitutional right in which they shall he protected—a right which you yourselves

enjoy, and one which you most cheerfully extend to others. Tell them that they

shall have admission into the Union, and that your mighty arm shall succour them.

Tell them that when they cry, you will hear; that when they ask, you will answer 7

thai when they seek, they shall And ; and that when they knock, it shall he opened

to them; and that from henceforth you will he as a father and protector to them.

If you will do this, the days of your national greatness and pride shall be increased on

the earth ; and if you will repent and atone for all yeur sins, and say to the Priest-

hood of Almighty God, " Rule over us and our children," you shall abide for ever

and ever. But ifyou will not do this, the sun of your day shall speedily set, and jour

light shall become darkness. Your joy shall be turned into sorrow, and the fair and

the beautiful shall be a desolation. The anger of the Lord shall be upon you, and

upon all that rejoice in you. Your torment shall increase with every dream of the

night, and the thoughts and visions of your head will trouble you worse than Bel-

shazzar was troubled, when the joints of his loins were loosed and his knees smote

together upon learning that God had numbered his kingdom and finished it. So

shall you fall and not rise ; you shall perish as the grass is consumed by the devouring

fire, and you shall be utterly wasted ; for the Lord God has purposed to bring an end

to wickedness.

Benevolence.—Charity or true benevolence may be considered as one of the moral

attributes of God. It is a certain indication of pure religion in those who exercise

it here on earth. No one can truly be a child of God without its constituting a

prominent feature of his life. To be kind, generous, and humane is commendable in

all, as thereby is manifested a desire to promote the happiness of mankind. Some
bestow gifts merely as a token of personal favour, or in acknowledgment of favours

received. They may be bestowed with impure motives, and even in view of accom-

plishing the basest designs, which is not unfrequently the case when gifts are im-

parted to those who are not needy, or even worthy of them ; but when charity or

true benevolence prompts a generous deed, the act is a God-like one, and is sanctified

by the motive to the good of both the giver and the receiver.

Of all people on the earth, the Saints should most possess this inestimable virtue,,

and every day of their lives it should be cultivated by some deed that will merit a

lasting reward. All shall be rewarded for the deeds they have done. If those deeds

have been deeds of charity, kindness, liberality, and love, springing from a desire to

bless and save from ills of life our needy fellows, the reward for such deeds can only

be blessing and salvation in return. If they have been deeds which were evil, unkind

ungenerous, and unjust, or if we have, without pity or regard, looked upon our

neighbour in distress, and not exercised the power we had to save, evil and untold,

misery will be the merited and sure reward. M With what measure ye mete, it shall

be measured to you again."

The present time of distress throughout the land affords ample opportunity for the-

exercise of this heavenly virtue. Many are suffering, and are in want of the actual

necessaries of life; and among the Saints we hope no one will manifest an indiffer-

ence to the sufferings of others. Saints should not only be charitable and generous

when called upon so to be, but they should take pleasure in seeking after and adminis-

tering to the worthy poor. This is one prominent item in living our religion. This

u "pure and undefiled religion/' to visit the widow and the fatherless, and admin-
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ister to them in their affliction. Those who are most worthy of a kind act or a

kind word are often the least ready to make their wants and necessities known.

From such the utmost gratitude is received for favours bestowed ; for they best ap-

preciate the kindness shown. Kind words are a healing balm for many a sorrow,

and "a good word maketh the heart glad;" but words alone are not always sufficient.

The hungry must be fed, the naked must be clothed ; those who are pierced with the

wintry cold need to be warmed and sheltered ; and noble generous acts must be per-

formed on the part of those who have influence and power, to bring about the

necessary good. If a person has not actually the means to administer to another's

necessity, he may have influence to induce others to do all the good he would himself

do. Such may be the case with many of the Elders, Teachers, and Deacons, whose duty

it is to know the circumstances of the Saints. They may not have the means to fully

relieve the temporal wants of those under their care, but they should have influence

to relieve much suffering by obtaining means from those who have, and imparting it

to those who have not. Let every officer look after his flock and see that they do

not perish.

We are called upon to be saviours,—that is, to assist in redeeming our fellow

creatures from every evil, every pain, and every sorrow that exists in consequence of

sin ; and every day affords us some opportunity for doing good. Let no such oppor-

tunity pass without adding to the sum of happiness m this life ; and thereby will

salvation and eternal happiness be secured in the world to come, and we be accounted

as the saviours of men. " He that giveth unto the poor shall not lack ; but he that

hideth his eyes shall have many a curse."

Correspondence and News.—We insert in our columns the very brief extracts-

from Governor Young's and Elder John Taylor's correspondence, which the liberal

officers of the Department at Washington have been pleased to hand out to the public

through the press. Other portions kept back probably tell too much truth for the eye

of the public to gaze upon at once, who certainly ought to feel very thankful for such

considerate and tender guardians : also items of news from the army, relative to their

condition and prospects, and what is transpiring with them. Utah matters occupy

such general attention, and call forth such widely differing opinions, that the many
comments made upon them we are unable to give for want of room.

COBE8PONDENCB OF GOVERNOR YOUNG AND ELDER JOHN TAYLOR
WITH THE ARMY.

(From the « New York Herald.")

Among the documents transmitted in

a letter from Brigham Young, dated

October 16th, in which, replying to Co-
lonel Alexander, he says :

—

"If you come here for peaceful pur-

poses, you have no use for weapons of

war. We wish, and ever have wished

for peace, and have ever sued for it all

the day long, as our bitterest enemies

know nill well : and though the wicked,

with the Administration now at their

head, have determined we shall have no
peace, except it be to be down in death,

m the name of Israel's God we will have
peace, even though we be oompelled by
our enemies to fight for it. If you per-

sist m your attempts to permanently

locate an army in this Territory, contrary

to the wishes and constitutional rights of

the people therein, thus aiding the Ad-
ministration in their unhallowed efforts-
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to palm their corrupt officials upon us,

and protect them—the blacklegs, black-

hearted scoundrels, whoreraasters, and
murderers, as was the sole intention in

sending you and your troops here, you
will have to meet a mode of warfare

against which your tactics furnish you no
information. In regard to myself and
certain others having placed ourselves in

& position of rebellion and hostility to the

Government of the United States, I am
perfectly aware ; and we understand our

true and most loyal position far better

than our enemies can inform us. We, of

all people, are endeavouring to preserve

and perpetuate the genius of the Constitu-

tion and constitutional law, while the

Administration and the troops they have
ordered to Utah are, in fact, themselves

the rebels, and in hostility to the General

Government : and if George Washington
was now living and at the helm of our
Oovernment, he would hang the Adminis-
tration as high as he did Andre, and that,

too, with a far better grace and to a
much greater subserving of the best in-

terests of the country/'

After much similar language, Young
says :

—

" By virtue of my office, as Governor
of the Territory of Utah, I command you
to marshal your troops and leave this

Territory ; for it can be of no possible

benefit to you to waste treasures and
blood ia prosecuting your course upon
the side of a rebellion against the General
Government by its administrators. You
have had and still have plenty of time to

retire within reach of supplies at the east,

or to go to Fort Hall. Were you or
your tellow-officers as well acquainted
with your men as I am with mine, and
did' they understand the work they are
now engaged in as well as you may un-
derstand it, you must know that many of
them would immediately revolt from all

connection with so ungodly, illegal, un-
constitutional, and hellish a daisade
against an innocent people ; and if their

blood is shed it shall rest upon the heads
of their commanders. With us it is the
kingdom of God or nothing/'

In another letter to Colonel Alexander,
Brigham Young says :

—

"When the President of the United'
States so far degrades his high position

and prostitutes the highest gift of the

WITH THE ARlfr.

people as to make use of the military

power, intended only for the protection of

the people's rights, to crush the people's

liberties, and compel them to receive

officials so lost to self-respect as to accept

appointments since the known and ex-

pressed wish of the people, and so craven

and degraded as to need an army to

protect them in their position, we feel

that we would be recreant to every prin-

ciple of, self-respect, honour, integrity, and

patriotism, to dow tamely to such high-

handed tyranny, a parallel to which is

only found in the attempts made by the

British Government in its most corrupt

stages against the rights, liberties, and

lives of our forefathers. If our real

enemies, the mobocrats, priests, editors,

and politicians, at whose instigation the

present storm has been gathered, had

come against us, instead of you and your

command, I would not have addressed

them thus. They would never have been

allowed to reach the South Pass/'

John Taylor, in writing a letter to

Captain Marcy, says :

—

"I know, from your personal inter-

course with members of the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United

States, that there have been various plans

concocted at head quarters for some time

past for the overthrow of the « Mormons/
Mr. Fuller, of New York, who sent yott

an introductory letter to me, informs' me
that you are a politician. If so, you
must know that in the last Presidential

campaign the republican party had oppo*
sition to slavery and polygamy as two of

the principal planks of their platform.

You may know that Utah was picked out,

and the only Territory excluded from a
participation in the pre-emption rights to

land. I might enumerate injuries bj
scores: and if these things are not so,

why is it that Utah is so knotty a
question ? Why could Drummond and a
host of other mean scribblers palm their

barefaced he* with such impunity, aid
have their infamous slanders swallo#ed"

*

with such gusto? Was it not that the

Administration,- as their satellites, having
planned our destruction, were eager to

catch at anything to render specious

their contemplations of blood ? Or,inpto
terms, the Democrats advocated strongly

popular sovereignty. The republican*

tell them, if they join in maintaining invio-

lably the domestic institutions of tk*
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South, they mist alto swallow polygamy.
The Democrats thought this would not
<io, at it would interfere with the religious

scruples of many of their supporters, and
they looked about for some means to dis-

pose of the knotty question. Mr. Bu-
chanan, with Messrs. Douglas, Cass,

Thompson* and others, after failing to

devise measures, hit upon the expedient

of an armed force against Utah* and
thus thought by a sacrifice of the ' Mor-
mons,' to un&ie the knotty question ;—-yes,

by destroying or killing a hundred tho»r
sand innocent American eitUens, to satisfy

the pious, humane, and patriotic feelings

of their constituents, take the wind out of
the sails of the Republicans, and gain to

themselves immortal honours."

TBS PLAINS. 77
-Alter defending the Mormons, be, in

conclusion, says :

—

a On my departure from the States, the
fluctuating tide of popular opinion against
us seemed to be on the wane ; and by this

time there may be quite a reaction in the
public mind. If so, it may probably
affect materially the position of the Ad-
ministration and tend to more constitu-
tional, pacific, and humane measures. In
such an event, our relative frontiers would
be materially changed ; and, instead of
meeting enemies, we could meet as Ameri-
can citizens should— friends to one ano-
ther, and united against our legitimate
enemies. Such an issue is devoutly to be
desired."

NEWS FROM THE PLAINS.

(From the Special Correspondent ofthe "New York Tribune.")

Camp in the South Pass, Oct. 22, 1857.

The Mormons have intrusted the com-
mand-in-chief of their forces to Daniel
H. Wells, whom they style Lieutenant*-

General. He dates his orders from Fort
Bridger, but is in reality posted with his

forces on Bear River. I have heard no
estimate of their strength.

Two more prisoners were made by Col.

Alexander's command, on whose persons
were found documents issued by Wells,
enjoining them to retard the progress of

the army by burning grass, stealing

cattle, destroying trains, or any other
means short of taking life. One of them
is named Taylor, and the other Stowell.

The two prisoners taken previously prove
to be brothers of the notorious "Bill"
Hiflnnan. The younger of them has

been sent to Salt Lake City with a mes-
sage or a letter, of the contents of which
I am uninformed, the elder being re-

tained as surety for his return. A
prisoner has also been made to-day in

Col. Smith's camp, who confesses that

the Mormon band which burned the

trains on Green River endeavoured to

employ him to steal cattle, &c.
Brigham Young has sent a lengthy

document to Col. Alexander, covering

several pages of foolscap paper, which
seem§ t# fee a protest against the progress
of the troops and a defence of his own

attitude. No further account of its <

tents has reached us.

An order was issued by Col. Johnston
several days since, prohibiting any one
from passing or sending any message
across Green River westward without

special authorisation. The object, I pre-

sume, is to prevant the Mormons lrom
gaining, information of the movements «f
the supply trains and of the troops which
will act as their eaoort. To those con-
ductors of trains who had entered into

bonds to deliver their, goods in Salt Lake
City before a Pertain date he has given

official copies of t^s order, to insure

them against responsibility for their de-

tention* Mr» Win* for instance, the
agent of Livingston* Kjnkead and Co.*

sutlers to the 2nd Dragoons, has, u> his

trains, goods which he is under bonds of
£30,000 tp deliver there before January
1st, 1858.

There is a Mormon train between us>

and Fort Laramie, which is said to
belong to the Church, and to be freighted

with private propertyof Brigham Young.
Col. Johnston passed it at the beginning

of this month, a day or two before he
arrived at Laramie. During his stay

there it caught up, and its conductor, sv

man named Groesbeck, called on him to>

request a passport to enable his train to>

proceed to Salt Lake City. All trace of
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•him further than seventy or eighty miles

beyond Laramie seems to be lost ; bat it

will be impossible for his train, if ever

seen again, to escape recognition. It

consisted of sixteen waggons, all gaudily

jpainted, and each drawn by six mules.

Three of the teamsters belonging to the

supply trains which were burnt on the

5th were frozen to death in the storm on
the 16th. They had travelled back to the

South Pass with their fellow-teamsters,

and after camping, on the night of the

storm, had become intoxicated with

whisky, and wandered out into the

snow.

Camp on Pacific Creek, Oregon Territory,

Oct. 27, 1867.

A squadron of the Second Dragoons
and the detachment of 50 men left at

Fort Laramie, to escort the Governor,
arrived yesterday afternoon at the camp,
where we had been lying for more than a
week. The last of the supply trains had
come up the day before, and to-day the

mass has moved forward ten miles. Such
an array of waggons and cattle has seldom
been seen on the Plains. The whole train

moving in close order will be six miles

long. To-day it has been scattered over

the entire line of march, so that the bead
of the column reached our present camp
two hours before the rear guard began te

move. Capt. Magraw arrived with his

company of volunteers, 44 in number,
ttbout the sametime with the dragoons. In-

cluding his waggons, which are those em-
ployed on bis expedition, there are twelve

trains moving en masse, and the number
of waggons is nearly 400. In this ag-
gregate are included the train of Col.

Johnston and those of the dragoons,
volunteers, and CoL Smith's battalion,

four supply trains, the sutlers' trains of
the Fifth and Tenth Infantry and Second
Dragoons, and a private train freighted

with goods consigned to a firm in Salt
-Lake Citv.

Camp on the Big Sandy, Utah Territory,

Oet. 30, 1857.

We have been in doubt, during the last

two days' journey, as to whether we have
actually entered the Territory of Utah

;

but to-night we are surely camped within
its boundary line. In future judicial

proceedings, it may become important to

determine whether the ravine where the

train was burned is in Oregon or in

Utah. I noticed on the road, a few

hundred yards beyond it, three stones set

in a line, on one of which the letters

U. T. were inscribed. The incendiaries

of the other two trains are surely amen-

able to the Courts of Utah ; for the scent

of their operations was on the bank of

Green River, near Bapttste's.

It is a matter of regret that Gov.

Cumming is not now present to issue his

Proclamation declaring the Territory to

be in a state of rebellion, and calling upon

the army to assist him in maintaining the

supremacy of the civil power. Although

there has been much talk in camp about

the necessity of a declaration of martial

law by Col. Johnston, doubts are enter-

tained whether such a declaration would

be valid ; and I do not believe that an

officer of his experience and prudence

will venture on a step which may, by any

possibility, be perverted to palliate the

treason of the Mormons. It is a novel

and interesting question whether, under

any circumstances, such a suspension of

all civil functions as a declaration of

martial law effects, would be constitu-

tional within any portion of the United

States. The treason of the Mormons is

an offence surely and exclusively within

the jurisdiction of the Civil Courts ; and I

doubt whether it is constitutionally within

the power of anybody to remove it, for

trial and punishment, to different tri-

bunals.

Chief Justice Eckels is the only civil

officer who is with this command ; and it

is possible that neither the Governor nor

any of the other Judges may arrive

before the decisive movement of the

campaign is made. But, whatever may
be done, either by way of substance or of

form, universal confidence is expressed in

the ability of Col. Johnston to act dis-

creetly, energetically, and promptly. I do
not believe that another officef could have

been selected from the entire army to

head this expedition more acceptable to

those under his command.
The Mormon train, of which I made

mention in my letter of Oct. 23nd, has

been heard from. Its conductor disposed of

the waggons and of part of their contents

at the bridge over the North Platte, and
packed what he could not sell upon
mules, with which he has again disap-

appeared from the maip read*
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Camp on Blacks Fork, Nov. 4, 1857. been destroyed on the night of Oct. 5th,

This morning Judge Eckels has- made and that on the Sunday on the morning
temporary appointments of Marshal and of Oct. 6th. The leader of the band on the
Clerk of the Courts for Green Hirer Sandy was named Lot Smith, not Lock-
Oounty, for the purpose of securing the smith, as I wrote,

testimony of various individuals concern- The 700 cattle which were driven off

ing the burning of the trains and the from the rear of Col. Alexander's coin-

various robberies of cattle. B. F. Ficklin mand, on or about Oct. 13th, were all the

was sworn in as Marshal, and A. G.
,

property of Russell and Wardell. In the
Browne,Jun., as Clerk. The witnesses, attacking party, beside Porter Rockwell,
whose affidavits were taken, were James 1 were Lot Smith, who seems to have been
Kupe, Wm. Eads, Samuel Foster, and

(

the commander, and Joseph Tavlor, the
Lewis Simpson. Simpson's affidavit re- ' same man who is now a prisoner in camp,
lates to the destruction of the train near The evidence against the latter was of
the Big Sandy, of which he was waggon such a nature as to justify the issue of a
master. writ, which was served on him to-day,

The trains were not all burned at the holding him to answer to a charge of

same time, those on Green River having high treason.

(Te be continued.)

VARIETIES.

Lf Offerton, near Stockport, there is liring a woman who, within 22 years, has pre-
sented her husband with 26 children, all single births.

The clerk of a church in Devon, who had to read the first lessons, always made a hash
-of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego ; and as those names occur twelve times in the 3rd
chapter of Daniel, after getting through them the first time, he afterwards called them
each time " the aforesaid gentlemen."

Labordb, a well-known traveller in Arabia Petrea, says,—" We passed through the
"Wady Mokatteb, which means written valley, and beheld the rocks covered with inscriptions

for the length of an entire league. We afterwards passed mountains, called Jebel-el-

Mokatteb, which means written mountains ; and, as we rode along, perceired, during a
whole hour, hosts of inscriptions in an unknown character, carved in these hard rocks, to

a height which was ten or twelve feet from the ground ; and although we had men
amongst us who understood the Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, Coptic, Latin, Armenian,
Turkish, English, Illjrian, German, French, and Bohemian languages, there was not one
of us who had the slightest knowledge of the characters engraved on these rocks."

Passing Events.—The Australian mail, which arrived at Southampton on the 13th inst,

brought 80,000 letters and 120,000 newspapers. The cost of printing for the various

•Government offices during the session of 1856 was £24,982. The marriage of the Princess

Royal with Prince Frederick William of Prussia, on the 25th inst., and the horrors of the

Indian war constitute the leading topics of English admiration and disgust : they form a
very significant contrast, though both are extremely expensive. The annuity of £8,000
granted by Parliament to the Princess Royal for life commenced on the 25th, the day of

her marriage. Late details from India are truly heartrending : reinforcements are still

l>etng sent, and a line of telegraph from this country to India is strongly advocated. That
England should give up India is strongly urged by some writers, on the grounds of being
unjustly possessed by her. An unsuccessful attempt was made to assassinate the Emperor
Napoleon at the door of the Opera, on the evening of the 14th, by three explosions from
hollow projectiles: sixty persons were wounded, several mortally, one horse of his

Majesty's carriage killed, and the carriage broken : several horses of the guard were also

killed.

—

America : In Mexico, Comonfort was successful, December 17, in overturning

the Constitution recently adopted, dispersing the National Congress, and proclaiming

himself Dictator : he promises in three months to convoke a Congress which shall proride

for the election of a ruler by the people. The Indians have attacked the American ports

in the Gila country, having destroyed everjthing in their range on Mexican soil. General

Walker demands that the United States shall send himself and men back, re-hoist the

Nicaraguan flag, and cause it to be saluted by the United States' ships-of-war, as the only

proper indemnity for hi* illegal capture by Commodore Paulding ; he estimates his loss
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at #140,000. General Scott arrived in Washington on the 2nd Inst., to arrange matters
for a spriog campaign against the Moraioni in Utah : the administration is determined te>

•end a force sufficient to orenaw» them. A repeal of the Organic Act of Utah and the
attachment of that Territory to adjoining ones has the attention of Congress. Mr. Merrill-

introduced a Bill to punish the practice of polygamy in the Territories. A weekly mail
has been established between fort Leavenworth and Fort Kearney ; and General Scott
has issued orders to the officers in command at Fort Kearney, Fort Laramie, and of the
army in Utah, to carry a semi-monthly mail between those posts : fifty moles and four
light waggons are provided, and the services of ten reliable Indians advised. Civil war-
had commenced in Kansas, December 24 : some were killed and more wounded.

TO ELDER THOMAS BUJ^OCK, ON HIS DEPARTURE FOR EUROPE.
Br Eliza R. Snow.

Go forth, thou son of Son j

And going, be thou bfcst

:

The light or Zton's Priesthood
Upon vour path will rest.

You leave the Vales of Ephraini

—

Your peaceful mountain home.
Amid the world's confusion,

In distant parts to roam.

You 're going from the uura'ry,

A truly favoured child.

To tread the world's brown desert,

In Bab'lon's dreary wild.

You leave the fount of knowledge,
And yet its streamlets flow

Through God's appointed channels
Where'er his servants go.

Oreat Salt Lake City, Sept. «, lt&6.

Should evil powers surround you,
Lean humbly on your God,

And no one shall confound you,
While yon remain abroad.

Touch not, taste not, nor handle,—
Trust not & thought's pursuit

Of that which brings dishonour—
Of that which would pollute.

<io,—you will be remembered
By those who meet to pray

In hi jih and holy circles,

When you are far aw«y.
Go—go, fulli I your Mission.

Salvation's work to spread >

A
'\VUM!les!in^o

OZ

Apdbbsskb.—S. L. Sloan, 32, Karl Street, Belfast.

Thomas Leiz, 31, Great Union Road, St. Hellers, Jersey.
John Kedington, 22. East Street. Grays Tburrock, t^sef

.

Thomas Crawley, Gwyn Street, 2 doors from Thurlow Street, Bedford.
James H. Linford, care of Charles Sella, Chapel Street, Hemei- Hfemusted, Herts.
Mark Liosday, care of James Sheffield, West find, Wellenborousje, Wthasnpvonebtrc.
James Bullock, cure of John Wallace, 3, W illiam Street, Windsor, Berkshire.

jVcro :

r* } 24 ' Carver ^tr«et, Choriton-upon-Medlock.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Jfr that hath tm ear, let him hear what the Spirit taith unto ike eAmvAea.—Jesoa Cbriit.

Claaueart ofher, my people, that ye be not partaken of her tint, and that ye receive not of her

plague*.—A Voice from Remrra.

Is. I, Vol. XX. Saturday, February 6, 1858. Price One Penny.

HOPE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

• lad now abideth Faith, Hope, Charity, theae three j but the greateat of these bCharity,"—Pavi.

In a farmer article upon the subject of
Faith," we endeavoured to show that

that priaciple was a natural and eternal

eae— that, although various spiritual

fsfcs, such as tongues, interpretations,

ataphesyuigs,h«alings,iee., meypassaway,
ksause unaeeessaty, M whenthat which is

actfed is come," the principle of faith
will remain, ear abide with its happy .pos-

sessors, because it is in its nature eternal,

and essential to progressive being.

The same course -of argument and the

same seroarJu will (in spirit) apply equally

%» the principle of Hope, the second in

me sacred trio of 44 graces " named in the

tot which we have chosen for a motto.

And what is hope ? It is an agreeable

anticipation of something to come—»an
smaoas enpectatkm of some future bless-

iag, enjoyment, reward, or possession.

Hope is the bosom oemnanion of faith,

without which it would soon languish
sad expire. It is the antithesis of de-

mm the antidote -of care and sorrow.

Beat cheers the .heavy heart of the

troubled one, tightens its burdens, ha-
aisbat a^com, drives «wav dismal fore-

Msags, whisper* consolation, buoys up
msmtad amid the trials and calamities

ef fife, saateUus the bitter cup of adveav

and edBiotlon, and tends to encourage
fsrsevovnaee against adverse influences

that would otherwise, perhaps, net only

intimidate, hut overwhelm the soul.

it often happens (hat there is more
pleasure in the hope than in the posses-

sion ef a thing. And what does this

prove ? It proves, at least, that hope has a
share—a large share, too, in the causation

of human happiness. Without hope, in-

deed, the world would be to us but a wide,

desolate wilderness, end ail the scenery ef

life within k eoM, and *lark, and dreary.

Though surrounded Iby all the splendour

and horary which earth can afford, with-

out the presence and influence of hope,

all would be to us<a dead, gloomy blank.

In the heart there would be left, still,

" An aching void

Hie world could never fill.
1*

Hope is one of the mainsprings which
set the world's machinery in motion;

Without its influence, the^reat projecti

of rulers and statesmen, which direct the-

energies and control the political move*
ments of society, would die in the bud

:

the gems of science <winch philosophers

have culled from nature'* solitudes would
have remained concealed in their secret

casket: the bold intrepidity of ihe tea.

veller, -who, daunted at no danger awd
shrinking at mo obstacle, loves to roam
through distant lands, to penetrate their
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deep seclusions and explore their rupged
heights, would fail : the enterprising

diligence of the merchant and trades-

man would slacken, and commerce would
dwindle away : the labours of the hus-

bandman would cease, and earth's broad

bosom would soon become an unlovely,

uncultivated wilderness: in short, all

nature would suffer; human energies

and efforts in all directions would be

paralysed and deadened; and life itself

would be the mere dragging out of an
insipid and miserable existence.

What a sad condition the world of man-
kind would thus be in without the prin-

ciple and exercise of hope! From the

cradle to the tomb, man, in every station

of life, is the child of hope. All men
have their difficulties to encounter, and
their peculiar trials and troubles to con-

tend with: indeed the Scripture says

that " Man is born to trouble as the sparks

'fly upward." Without hope, then, what
would or could he do? Troubles and
difficulties he would certainly have to

meet with, face to face ; and how could

he escape the experience of their depress-

ing influence ? Trial would follow trial,

and sorrow succeed sorrow, like the

gathering billows of a troubled sea; and,

without hope to buoy him up, he would
assuredly sink under the weight of his

accumulated woes. There would be no
sun to shine above him—no cheering

rainbow to gild his mental horizon,—no
solace within, and naught but obscurity

without. Everything around him would

be dark and dismal Despair would then

seize upon him: his prospects would
fade, his anguish would prove insupport-

able* and his only place of refuge would

be the deep and silent grave.

If, however, hope glows within the

heart, man can rejoice even in the midst

of danger and trial. It is the hope of final

success which cheers the daring adven-

turer who seeks his fortune or his reputa-

tion at the hazard of his life. The war-
rior, who is surrounded by the engines of

war, contemplates in prospective the plau-

dits of his countrymen or his sovereign,

and the prize and renown which his mar-
tial prowess will win for him; and this

hope nerves his arm and stimulates his

courage—softens and subdues the rough*

eat shoaks of connect, makes the din of war
soundless harsh to his ear, and renders

the severest toil comparatively easy to be

•fcocne. Bo also the mariner, amidst the

the dangers ofthe sea, far away from home
and from ail that is near and dear to him,
toiling and struggling against the clus-

terings of a stormy main, is cheered on
by the hope that all will yet be well—that

toe rough and boisterous winds will abate
their fury—that the angry, foaming tem-
pest will subside, and the ruffled bosom of
ocean become calm and tranquil. He is

cheered, too, by the hope of one day
reaching his destined haven, where he
anticipates that the comforts of home will

reward him for his toil and compensate
him for all his trouble. What is it, again,

but hope that keeps up even the fire of
the designing and ambitious man ? The
gibes and contemptuous taunts which his

eager course excites from others are lost

upon him ; and if he has to buffet with
the world and to struggle against oppos-
ing influences, his high spirit braves them
all; his eye stretches over them to the

more distant and alluring object which
he has in view ; and, despite all obstacles,

hope still animates his ambitious heart,

until he at length obtains the dignity,

distinction, and glittering honours for

which he has so ardently longed, and to

which he has so eagerly aspired.

Hope, though intimately allied with
faith, is nevertheless quite a distinct prin-

ciple from it. A person maybelieve a thing,
and yet entertain no hope whatever con-
cerning it. He may, for instance, believe

most firmly that he will soon die, and yet
not hope for death. A condemned mur-
derer may believe that he will be hunjr
for his crime, and yet not hope for hi*

doom. The devils in hell believe that
there is a God, and that His Son died for
man's redemption ; but not a particle of
hope animates their hearts, or they would
not u tremble" at that which hope re-

joices in.

Faith without hope, instead of yielding

joy and satisfaction, would be the source
of misery and woe. What joy or conso-
lation will a belief in the existence of God
or in the atonement of Christ for the sins

of the world be to a man, if he has no
hope of mercy from and acceptance with
God, or an interest in the sacrificial work
of redemption thus wrought out? Nona
whatever ; for a hopeless faith would be
worse in its effects than no faith at all.

A man may intellectually believe the doc-
trines of the Gospel; but if he has ne
hope of realizing the benefits and blessings

of that Gospel, what real comfort or
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enjoyment can be experience in the exer-

-ciseof such belief? The apostate sons of

the morning cannot help bat believe in

the forfeited glories of their first estate

;

'bat, baring no hope of ever re-possessing

them, their belief yields them no happi-

ness hat, on the contrary, stings them
with remorse, fills them with madness,
and leaves them in unmitigated despair.

Hence Dante, the Italian poet, inscribes

-over the portal of hell the graphic words

—

"Ye who enter here, bid Hope farewell I"

The Apostle savs truly that " we are

tared by hope." He does not, of course,

man that mere hope—hope alone, will

effect oar salvation, any more than faith

alone, or anything else alone. Bat while

faith is one means, hope is another, love or

charity another, and so on. Hope is what
be elsewhere calls "the anchor of the

eoul;* for it tends to keep its possessor

firm and steady, calm ana unwavering,

amid the stormy influences and ruffled

scenes of life; To the sick and afflicted

hope is a soothing balm that will medicate
many a wound, and ease the heart of
many a pang. To the poor and needy it

whispers anticipatory tidings of better

times to oome. To the hapless victim of
mufortane and despair it points exult-

ingly and encouragingly to the approach-
ing dawn of a brighter day. To the
captive exile it breathes prospectively the
perfumed air of liberty. To the dying
Saint it tells, in soft and sweet accents, of
the prospects of eternity and the glories

of celestial life. To the blood-stained

martyr it smilingly offers, for his fortitude

and magnanimity, a bright, unfading
crown. And to all the faithful, perse-

cuted servants of God it reverberates with
increased power the strong assurances of
faith, that in the world to oome there is,

for them, M
fk>ry, honour, immortality

and eternal I

"

(To be •ontinued.)

ELDER JOHN TAYLOR ON THE RIGHTS OF MORMONISM.

(Continued/rem page 67.)

They have made a religious pretext to

reb us of the'.right of pre-emption ; that

is, because we" have more wives than one.

This b the coarse they have pursued

towards us.

Have they a right to force upon us

judges, and send officers under a military

escort? The very act says they are

afraid of something. Have they a right

to send those men to rule over us without

oar having a voice in the matter ? I say

they have not, according to the lawB

which exist among men ; they have not,

according to the principles of justice and
tpoth; they have not, according to the

principles upou which this Government is

established: bat they want to rule over

oicontrary to the principles of the Govern-
ment ; and, as you have expressed it, you
have a right to withstand it.

Why did we oome here? We came
here because the people drove us, and
because the Lord would have us come
here ; for it was necessary we should oome
into our secret places and hide ourselves

nl the indignation of the Lord be over-

ftst, until the Lord has shaken our ene-

mies by the nape of the neck, as it were,

until nations and empires are overthrown.
We came to serve our God—to a place

where we could more fully keep His com-
mandments, where we could fulfil His
behests upon the earth. This is the rea-

son why we came here.

Well, then, if we are the only people

that God acknowledged as a nation, have
not we a right to the privileges which we
enjoy ? Who owns tne gold, the silver,

and the cattle upon a thousand hills?

God. Who, then, has a right to appoint
rulers ? None but Him, or the man that

He appoints.

Who has ruled the earth ? Who has
borne sway ? Man, who by the power of
the sword has got possession of thrones,

powers, and dominions, and has waded
through scenes of blood.

By what right, then, do nations and
governments rule generally? Do they

rule by the grace of God ? I will tell you.

They rule by the power of the sword.

What is the Government of the United
States ? It does not profess anv religion.

There is no religion or priesthood con-
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nected with it nationally, only they allow

or profess to allow everybody to worship

Ood according to the dictates of their

own consciences; but nationally they are

a nation of infidels. They hare no national

creed, no national religious institutions;

and hence the absurdity of interfering

with us, when, forsooth, they have none
themselves, and they do not want that we
should have any.

Do they seek to acknowledge God in

their acts ? Or, is there any other nation

that profess to acknowledge Qod ?

We cannot find a nation upon the earth

that has obtained its dominion or power

to rule from God. If there is any people

except this people, I know them not.

The Lord has said, " If ye observe my
law, ye have no need to break the law of

the land." We have not broken the law

of the land, and we do not mean to,

akhouph He has revealed to us his will,

and given us certain privileges and im-

munities that he never gave to any other

people. Still, we have not broken the

law ; and there is not another people who
maintain the laws of the United States as

faithfully as this people do.

Why, they are in storm and trouble

every way in the United States, and here

is the most perfect peace and the best

morality that can be found in the world,

by a thousand-fold : yes, it is a thousand-

fold better than I have seen in any part

of the earth where I have been. There
is not a place that can compare with it

;

and nothing but the very Devil himself

could inspire the hearts of the children of
men to make war against such a people

as this.

What are we engaged in? We are

engaged in building up die kingdom of

God; and many of you have been or-

dained, by the revelations of the Almighty,

to hold the power and authority of the

Holy Priesthood. Besides this, you have

been ordained kings and queens, and
priests and priestesses to your Lord : you
nave been put in possession of principles

that all the kings, potentates, and powers

upon the earth are entirely ignorant of

:

they do not understand it ; but you have

received this from the hands of God.
The kingdom is put upon the shoulders

of President Yonng and this people to

carry it out; and by whom? By the

Lord God ; by Him who holds dominion
throughout the universe; by Him who
created all by the word of His power;

by Him who said, "Let there be light,"*,

and there was light ; by Him who spoke,

and the worlds rolled into existence.

By Him you received rights that are not
of this world—rights that flow from the

great Eldheim.
What are we going to do, then ? We

are going to establish the kingdom of
God upon the earth. This is our privi-

lege*—our right, if you please ; but I con-

sider it a high privilege—the greatest

boon that can be bestowed upon mortals

on the earth—to be the representatives of
God.
What are we doing? God has seen

proper to establish His kingdom upon the

earth, and here is that kingdom—that

stone which has been cut out of the

mountain without hands ; and it is rolling

forth to fill the whole earth.

A great charge is committed to us as

a people : it is for us to walk up to the

rack, resist the powers of darkness, and
bear off the kingdom of God, that the

powers of darkness may be rolled back
with all their forces.

We are placed in this position to see

if we will let the kingdom of God be
trampled under foot of men. It is not a
little thing, but it is one that is associated

with our progenitors and posterity, as

eternal beings, having to do with the

past, the present, and the future.

Well, what are we doing? We are

laying the foundation for salvation for
ourselves, for our progenitors, for our
children and our posterity after us, from

' generation to generation^— the foundation

of hberty, whereby the bond that has been

on the neck of the nations shall be burst

asunder ; for it is here that liberty shall

spring from*

Here is a nucleus—a band of brethren

inspired from on high, having the oracles

of God in their midst,—the only people-

that are taught by the revelations of God.
Here is the place where the standard is to

be erected to all nations.

We were talking some time ago aboot

our rights. Thene are our duties. We
have got through with our rights.

What is a man's duty here ? It is obe-

dience to the oracles of God that are in

our midst ; and so long as we keep the

commandments of God, we need not fear

any evil ; for the Lord will he with us m
time and in eternity.

"But," says one, "I have got a son

who has gone out upon the plains, and
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Mfan the soldiers will kill him." Let ice, any trembling, or feelings of that
4mn\m him.

|
kind.

[President Kimball—" There can be What! are we all going to die to-

mere made."] getber ? God has designed and said He
I suppose there can. would establish His kingdom npon the
Did jou ever know your sons were in earth, and that the Devu shall not reign

tesssssion of eternal life, and that this it for ever ; bat he whose right it is shall

-only a probation or a space between time ; come and take the kingdom, and possess

and eternity? We existed before, in it for ever and ever,

stsmitj that was, and we shall exist in < Now, brother Brigham has said all is

eternity that is to come ; and the Question right, and he is the representative of the
ealy is, whether it is better to die with Almighty upon the earth, and it is for us
Ins harness on, or to be found a poor, .' to stand by him and obey him ; and he
miserable coward ?

j

says, " Rejoice, and live your religion, and
AH that I said to my son Joseph, after all shall be weti !" Is not that the voice

•Usssing bim, before he went out, was, I of God ? It is. Shall we not listen to

•Joseph, do not be found with a hole in 1

it? Yes; and we will maintain our rights

year back." I do not want any ooward- ' as citizens of the United States.

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

BY H1KBT WHITTALL.

Continuedfrom pagt 81), Vol XIX.

OBJECTION.

"In the revelation Joe Smith professes

to have received from the Lord, the fol-

lowing promise is made to him:—'And
1 will bless him and multiply him, and
will give unto him an hundredfold, in this

world, of fathers and mothers, brothers

and sisters, houses and lands, wives and
•children, and crowns of eternal lives in

the eternal worlds!' How one person
can have an hundredfold of fathers and
mothers, we must leave for Mormon di-

vines to explain."— " The Latter-day
Saintt and their Spiritual Wives,* by
£T. T. J.

ANSWER.

Our beloved Prophet, whom "H. T.
J." contemptuously designates "Joe
omith," was, without doubt, favoured
by the Lord with the promise above cited.

And what reasonable objection can be
used against it ? The Lord promised
t* Mess him and multiply hsn, as He did
Hm faithful servants of old. What, for

fcstance, said the Lord to His servant
Abraham?—"I am the Almighty God:
walk before me, and be thou perfect.

And I will make my covenant between
wt and thee, and will multiply thee
exceedingly. In blessing I witf Usss

thee, and in multiplying I will multiply

thy seed as the stars or the heaven, and
as the sand which is upon the sea shore."

(Gen. avii. 1, 2; nQ. 17.) What said

He to His servant Isaac?—"Sojourn in
thiB land, and I will be with thee, and
will bless thee ; for unto thee and unto
thy seed I will give all these countries

;

and I will perform the oath which I
sware unto Abraham thy father. And I
will make thy seed to multiply as the stars

of heaven, and will give unto thy seed all

these countries; and in thy seed shall all

the nations of the earth be blessed."

(Gen. xxvi. 3, 4.) What said He also to

the patriarch Jacob?—"I am God Al-
mighty: be fruitful and multiply: a nation

and a company of nations shall be of thee,

and kings shall come out of thy loins;

and the land which I gave Abraham and
Isaac, to thee I will ghre it; and to thy
seed after thee will I give the land.

(Gen. zxxv. 11, 12.)

Without multiplying texts in further

proof of the fact that God favoured His
faithful servants of old with many pro-

missory blessings, our opponent will no
doubt readily aaxnit the fact and propriety

of the distinguished personagesjustnamed
having received auefa promises and bless-

ings nam the Lord. What objection,

then, can he reasonably urge to Josephs
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Smith's reception of simitar favours? The
Lord promised to " bless" him and " mul-
tiply" him, as He did His servants of old,

among whom the three patriarchs alluded

to stood pre-eminent. Bat lo ! here is the

mat difficulty in Joseph's case: The
Lord promised him " an hundredfold, in

this world, of fathers and mothers, bro-

thers and sisters, houses and lands, wives

and children, and crowns of eternal lives

in the eternal worlds 1" This is the

gigantic obstacle in the mind of H. T. J.

Hence his all-potent query—" How one
person can have an hundredfold of fathers

and mothers, we must leave for Mormon
divines to explain 1

"

Well, we certainly do not think that
u Mormon divines" have much occasion

for giving up the problem in despair,

seeing that any M Mormon " child could

easily solve it, even though the sagacious

"H. T. J." may be unequal to the task.

Take time, then, Mr. J. : you will, perhaps,

be enabled to get over the difficulty sooner

than you at first expected.

It so happened that our Lord, when he
was on earth, made a similar promise to

His servants in those days. They were
persecuted, and mobbed, and robbed, and
driven, and hated, and despised, and
belied, much in the same way as the

Latter-day Saints have been; and when
Peter remarked that he and his brethren

had "left all, and followed" Jesus, we
find that "Jesus answered and said,

(Tehee

There is no man that hath left house, tr
brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother,

or wife, or children, or lands, for mj sake

and the Gospel's, but he shall receive an
hundredfold !" Ah! say our opponents^
but the promised hundredfold has re*

ferenoe to spiritual blessings—to heavenly,

and not to earthly things. Indeed ! Is

it so ? But pause a moment, and let us-

see if what follows will bear out sueh

spiritualising interpretation. The Lord

says—"He shall receive an hundredfold,

now in this time, hornet, and brethren,

and sisters, and mothers, and children, and

lands, with persecutions: and, in the

world to come, eternal life." Does the

Lord here refer to spiritual things-*-

spiritual houses, spiritual brethren and

sisters, spiritual mothers, spiritualchildren,

and spiritual lands ? We think not. We-
believe that he meant what he said, and

saidjust what he meant.
We will, therefore, quietly answer our

objector's posing query by turning it

round, and asking Attn how, in accord-

ance with our Lord's promise, one "man"
can "receive a hundredfold" of "mo-
therer And when he has made that

point clear to his own mind, we shall be

in some measure relieved from the sad

difficulty, and shall be able, perhaps, more

satisfactorily to "explain" to him "how
one person can have an hundredfold off

\fathers !
n

nttinued,)

BISTORT OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued frompage 72.)

[September, 1842.]

Saturday, 24th. The Legion was called

out for general parade, and reviewed by
General Law. In the evening, lieu-
tenant- Colonel Stephen Markham was
elected Colonel of the 1st Regiment, 1st

Cohort, to fill the place of Colonel George
Miller, promoted ; and Captain John D.
Parker elected to fill his place; and Cap.
tain Thomas Rich to fill the place of

Major Wightman, deceased.

At home. Had a visit from old Mr.
Murdoch and lady concerning some land,

ire, at St. Jot,

Sunday, 25th. At the Grove. Spoke-

more than two hours, chiefly on the sub-

ject of persecution.

Ship Medford sailed from Liverpool for

New Orleans with 214 Saints.

Monday, 26tb. The office of Notary
Public for the city of Nauvoo was created

bv the City Council, and James Sloan was-

elected. A seal for the Municipal Court

was ordered by the Council.

Tuesday, 27th, and Wednesday, 28th.

At home. Nothing of importance tran-

spired. 29th: Ship Henry sailed from*

Liverpool for New Orleans with 16T
Saints.
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Sept 28tb, 1842.

** Resolred, that William Seichrist be ex-

cluded from the fellowship of this [the

first regular Baptist] church [of the citj of

Alleghany, Alleghany county, Pennsylvania,]

for embracing and maintaining a heresy,—to

wit, doctrines peculiar to a late sect called

Mormons or Latter-day Saints, that miracles

can be wrought through the instrumentality

of faith ; that special revelations from God
are now given to men ; and that godly men
are now endowed with the gift of prophecy,
such as to foretell fntnre events. William
Benson, Ch. Clerk. Deacon John Beck waa
moderator of the meeting."

Thursday, 29th. This day, Emma
began to be sick with fever; consequently

1 kept in the house with her all day.

Friday, 30th. Emma is no better. I

was with her all day.

[October, 1842.]

Saturday, 1st. This morning I had a
very severe pain in my left side, and was
not able to be about. Emma sick as

usual. I had previously sent for the

Temple Committee to balance their ac-

counts and ascertain how the Temple
business was going on. Some reports had
been circulated that the Committee was
not making a righteous disposition of

property consecrated for the building of

the Temple, and there appeared to be

some dissatisfactionamongst the labourers.

Alter carefully examining the accounts

and enquiring into the manner of the pro-

ceedings of the Committee, I expressed

myseli perfectly satisfied with them and
their works. The books were balanced

between the Trustee and Committee, and
the wages of all agreed upon.

I said to the brethren that I was amen-
able to the State for the faithful discharge

of my duties as Trustee in Trust, and
that the Temple Committee were account-

able to me, and to no other authority

;

and they must not take notice of any
complaints from any source, but let the

complaints be made to me, if any were
needed, and I would make things right.

The parties separated perfectly satisfied,

and I remarked that I would have a
notice published, stating that I had exa-

mined their accounts and was satisfied,

•Vc It was also agreed that the Re-
corder's Office should be moved to the

Temple, for the convenience of all.

In this day's Wasp I noticed the fol-

lowing letter from Elder Pratt

" City of Nauvoo, Illinois,

September 26, 1842.

Mr. Editor—Dear Sir,—I noticed in the
last week's Wasp a letter from Dr. R. D.
Foster, written from New York city, which
states that Dr. John C. Bennett had de-
clared in said city that he had received a
letter from me and from my wife, and that

we were preparing to leave and expose
Mormonism.

1 wish through the medium of your paper
to say to the public that said statements are
entirely false. We have never at any time
written any letter or letters to Dr. J. C.
Bennett, on any subject whatever. Neither
are we " preparing to leave and expose
Mormonism," but Intend to make Nauvoo
our residence, and Mormonism our motto.

Respectfully,

Orson Pratt."

Sunday, 2nd. About ten o'clock in

the forenoon, a messenger arrived from
Quincv, stating that the Governor had
offered a reward of £200 for Joseph
Smith, jun., and also £200 for Orrin P.
Rockwell. This report was fully esta-

blished on receipt of the mail papers.

The Quincy Whig also stated that Go-
vernor Reynolds has offered a reward,

and published the Governor's Proclama-
tion offering a reward of £300 for Joseph
Smith, iun., and £300 for Orrin P.
Rockwell. It is not expected that much
will be effected bj the rewards,

Emma continued very sick. I was
with her all day.

Monday, 3rd. Emma was a little better.

I was with her all day.

Tuesday, 4th. Emma is very sick

again. I attended with her all the day,

being' somewhat poorly myself.

Wednesday, 6th. My dear Emma was
worse. Many fears were entertained that

she would not recover. She was bap-
1

tized twice in the river, which evidently

did her much good. She grew worse

{

again at night, and continued very sick

|

indeed. I was unwell, and much troubled

on account of Emma's sickness.

Elder Rigdon called Elder William
Clayton into his office, and said he had

1

some matters to make known. He had
been at Carthage and had conversation

with Judge Douglass concerning Cover-
Carlin's proceedings, &c., and bad ascer-%

tained that Carlin had intentionally issued

an illegal writ, expecting thereby to draw
President Joseph to Carthage to get

acquitted by Habeas Corpus before Doug-
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lass, and having men there waiting with
a legal writ to serve on Joseph as soon as

he was released under the other one, and
bear him away to Missouri, without fur-

ther ceremony. Elder Eigdon asked what
power the Governor's Proclamation gave
to any man or set of men who might be
disposed to take President Joseph. He
was answered, " Just the same power and
authority which a legal warrant gave to

an officer."

It is more and more evident that Carlin

is determined to have me taken to Mis-
souri, if he can. But may the Almighty

(TV bt <

! Jehovah shield and defend me from all

their power, and prolong my days in

peace, that I may guide His people m
righteousness, until my head is white
with old age. Amen.

Thursday, 6th. Emma is better ; and
although it is the day ou which she gene*
rally grows worse, vet she appears con-

siderably easier. Afay the Lord speedily

raise her to the bosom of her family, that

the heart of His servant may be com-
forted again. Amen. My health is com-
fortable.

continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1858.

Principles versus Circumstances. — The greatest and the longest-continued

warfare is the one which has existed between principles and circumstances. It is the

warfare of the universe. We believe that it is, like eternity, without beginning, and

that, like eternity, it will never have an end. Men, devils, and Gods are engaged in it.

It is the same great struggle which is variously denominated the war of right and

wrong, of goed and evil, of virtue and vice, of right and might. Each term has Ha

peculiarly associated ideas ; but they all refer to the same great strife, though it is

impossible to express in two antagonistic epithets all the meaning attached to these

ideas, and every side view which they will present.

In this great universal war a vast majority array themselves on the side of circum-

stances against principles. It is instructive and interesting to look at this matter

aright, for it will show us wherein real virtue consists—who are the truly noble, and

where the quicksands are on which mankind wreck their souls and lose the great

Toward.

It would be a very easy matter to do right, did it run with the tide of popularity,

and were we wafted along the current by the winds of favourable circumstances—by
such a breeze as poets would describe the gentle zephyr fanning a paradise with.

Oh, it would be easy to do right then : few would then be found to do wrong. But

principle seldom runs with favourable circumstances and popularity. The path of

duty, though it is the path of peace and safety, is generally one of trial and sacrifice.

Where there exists an apparent agreement between principle and circumstances, the

latter acts as a test to the former. Perchance it serves as a trap to an individual.

By lulling him to security, an attack is made on his weak points which principle has

left unguarded. Thus the fortress of the soul is carried, and the fabric of character

laid in ruins.

In this state of probation at least it seems to be the way of Providence to discip-

line mankind by bringing circumstances to bear against their principles. Neither

does this trial of character always assume a repulsive appearance. How few there

-are who endure the test ! How few prove themselves worthy of the great reward by

standing to their integrity and principles under all circumstances

!
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Had Satan been the First Born, be might not have fallen and become the great

-rebel. What earthly brother would dip his hands in his elder brother's bloody if

-circumstances were likely soon to remove the obstacle from his path? What elder

brother would not raise his voice against the fratricide whose bloody hand seized an
heirship. The assassin will not take life without his hire, nor the robber steal without

a sufficient motive. It would be against their principles. There are thousands of
respectable men who, under other circumstances, would make the greatest rascals

—

thousands of dames who appear as icicles of ehastity, who, had they trod the path of
temptation and poverty, would bring the blush into the faces of wantons by their

aptitude in vice. It would be mortifying to the pride of such, did they realize how
much they owe to favourable circumstances, and how little to their principles.

There are others who are ever waiting for favourable circumstances to do right, to

perform their duties, and to obey the laws of heaven. Thus they wait and wait, and
never do right—never accomplish anything good. Truly such die having "left

undone the things which they ought to have done, and done those things which
they ought not to have done." Living, they have been worthless ; and dying, they

have found the harvest was passed. We can bring examples to the Saints. For
instance, how many of them have neglected preparations to obey the command of
Cod concerning the gathering ? How many have put it off from year to year,

waiting to commence when circumstances were favourable to their obedience to

the principle ! Yet, at this late date, they have not a penny in store for that

purpose! How many will put off paying their tithing until they are in better

circumstances, or cease to obey this divine law when their worldly affairs are not so

prosperous.

Supposing the Elders of Israel bad acted according to the above—had waited until

the coffers of the Church were overflowing, out of which they could receive large

salaries,—supposing they had waited until their families were comfortable, with stores

sufficient to last while they were on their missions, how few among the nations would

have beard the sound of the everlasting Gospel? The tens of thousands in these and

other lands who have been converted to the truth would now be sitting in thick

spiritual darkness. Supposing they and the people of God in Zion were now to act

according to this spirit, the work of God would never be accomplished, the redemp-

tion of Israel never brought about, and the " restitution of all things" would be a
failure.

Brigham, Heber, and many of the authorities left their families siek and in want,

and sick and in want themselves, to fly, at the command of God, to preach the Gospel

of salvation to the nations. What is now their position? That position they have

nobly earned. When the poor widow threw in her mite, Jesus said she had done

more than all the rest. She had given her all. She had let principle triumph over

orcumstances. This is the true spirit of the Gospel. Such actions show integrity

of soul, test the dignity of character, and point out the people of God. Deeds of

this kind show us Virtue with a golden halo round her head, bring before us the true

patriot, and present us with manhood tried as by fire. Every Saint should take such

bright examples as their pattern. None should let circumstances make them swerve

from principle—never fail in their duty because there are obstacles in the way—never

wait to a more fitting season to obey the laws of God—never boast of strength and
"fidelity in prosperity, and show weakness and coldness in adversity. When circum-

stances are unfavourable and their prospects overcast, they should with courage and

sternfntegrityjstand by principle and duty. When difficulties are in the way, they

should feel a God-like pride in surmounting them and playing their part nobly. It
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is in this war of principle and circumstances that men prove their mettle, prove their

origin, and develop the quality of their character. Those who are found on the side

of the former will come oat of the struggle like gold seven times purified, and Ve

exalted to Gods jjlhose who are found on the side of the latter will be worthless in

life, and in death be accounted as unwise stewards, and lose the great reward.

Unlicensed Places op Worship.—For the benefit of our readers, we publish

extracts from English law relating to places of religious worship. It is supposed by

many that a religious assembly has no legal claim upon the officers of Government for

protection unless convened in a licensed or registered place of worship. This idea,

however, is very erroneous, as will be seen by a perusal of the late Religious Worship

Act, which we publish in this HTumber. That law entirely does away with the

necessity of registering any place whatever for religious meetings ; and if protection

is contemplated for such meetings at all by the English law, it is just as much due to

meetings "held in a private dwelling," or "on the premises belonging thereto," and

" in buildings not usually appropriated to purposes of religious worship," as to licensed

chapels and churches. All such meetings are now recognised by, and come under

the purview of law ; consequently they claim its full protection.

Why it is that the idea still prevails that meetings held in registered places are

most under the protection of the law, or why it is that magistrates or police autho-

rities give preference, in their decisions and conduct, to such places, we are not able

to determine, unless they are actually ignorant of the law upon that matter. If they

are ignorant, it is quite time they were enlightened upon the subject. Clergymen,.

Ministers, and Elders who officiate for the spiritual welfare of the people should know
the rights they have under the law ; and all persons should know the penalty they

incur by wilfully, maliciously, or contemptuously disturbing any person or meeting

assembled for religious purposes.

A late law, passed in 1846, re-enacts all laws then in force against the disturbing

or disquieting any religious meeting, and makes the penalties in such cases provided

for applicable " to all meetings, assemblies, or congregations whatsoever of persons

lawfully assembled for religious worship," as appears in the extract we have quoted.

The law passed in the 52nd year of King George the Third fixed the penal sum at

forty pounds, and no Justice had any authority to mitigate the amount of the

penalty, neither can we learn of any subsequent law which repeals or mitigates that

penalty.

RELIGIOUS MEETINGS PROTECTED BY LAW.

An Act fob Securing the Liberty or Religious Worship, passed August
14TH, 1855, CHAPTER 86.

" Whereas it is expedient that the laws affecting assemblies for religious worship
should be amended: And whereas by an act passed in the First Tear of King-
Wilham and Queen Mary intituled An Act for Exempting their Majesties Pro-
testant Subjects Dissentingfrom the Church ofEnglandfrom the Penalties of certain
Laws, it is enacted that no congregation or assembly for religious worship shall be
permitted or allowed until the place of such meeting shall be certified and registered

or recorded as described in such Act: And whereas by an Act passed in the fifty-

second Tear of King George the Third, chapter one hundred and fifty-five, intituled

An Act to Repeal certain Acts, and to Amend other Acts, relating to Religious Worship
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end Assemblies, and Persons Teaching or Preaching therein, it is enacted that no-

congregation or assembly for religious worship of Protestants (at which there shall

be present more than twenty persons, besides the immediate family and servants of
the person in whose house or upon *hose premises such meeting, congregation, or
atsembh shall be had,) shall be permitted or allowed unless the place of such meeting
is certified as described in such Act ; and that every person who shall knowingly
permit or suffer any such congregation or assembly as aforesaid to meet in any place

occupied by bun, until the same shall have been so certified, shall forfeit for every

time any such congregation or assembly shall meet a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds nor less than twenty shillings, at the discretion of the Justices who shall'

convict for such offence : fie it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows

:

"I. From and after the passing of this Act, nothing contained in the above-

mentioned Acts, or in an Act passed in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Years of the

reign of Her Majesty, chapter tnirty-six, shall apply to the congregations or as-

semblies hereinafter mentioned, or any of them ; that is to say,

"(1) To any congregation or assembly for religious worship held in any parish or
any ecclesiastical district, and conducted by the Incumbent, or, in case the
Incumbent is not resident, by the Curate of such parish or district, or by any
person authorized by them respectively:

"(2) To any congregation or assembly for religious worship meeting in a private

dwelling house or on the premises belonging thereto

:

" (3) To any congregation or assembly for religious worship meeting occasionally

in any building or buildings not usually appropriated to purposes of religious

worship:
" And no person permitting any such congregation to meet as herein mentioned in

say place occupied by him shall be liable to any penalty for so doing."

The penalty for disturbing a religious meeting, as fixed in the second Act named
above, see. 12, is as follows :

—

MXIL And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons at any time after

the passing of this Act do and shall willfully and maliciously or contemptuously
disquiet or disturb any meeting, assembly, or congregation of persons assembled for

reSrious worship, permitted or authorized by this Act, or any former Act or Acts of
Piruament, or shall in any way disturb, molest, or misuse any preacher, teacher, or
person officiating at such meeting, assembly, or congregation, or any person or
persons there assembled, such person or persons so offending, upon proof thereof'

before any Justice of the Peace by two or more credible witnesses, snail find two
sureties, to be bound by recognizances in the penal sum of fifty pounds to answer for

such offence, and in default of such sureties shall be committed to prison, there to
remain tQl the next general or quarter sessions, and upon conviction of the said <

offence at the said general or quarter sessions shall suffer the pain and penalty of
forty pounds."

An Act to Relieve Her Majesty's Subjects from certain Penalties and Disabilities uv

regard to Religious Opinions, passed August 18th, 1846, chapter 59, sec. 4, enforces

the penalty for disturbing any meeting assembled for religious worship, as follows:

—

"IV. That from and after the commencement of this Act all laws now in force

igainst the wilfully and maliciously or contemptuously disquieting or disturbing any
nesting, assembly, or congregation of persons assembled lor religious worship, per-

mitted or authorized by any former Act or Acts of Parliament, or the disturbing,

molesting, or misusing any preacher, teacher, or person officiating at such meeting,
•sssmbly, or congregation, or any person or persons there assembled, shall apply

respectively to ail meetings, assemblies, or congregations whatsoever of persona

kwrolly assembled for religious worship, and the preachers, teachers, or persons

offinsting at such last-mentioned meetings, assemblies, or congregations, and the

P«sons there assembled."
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NEWS FROM CALIFORNIA.

(From ih* Corretpondent ofthe "New York Tribwu?)

You, no doubt, have your news of

affairs at Salt Lake, from your own side

;

and we have ours. We have received

Brigham Young's Proclamation, and ex-

pect that the Government forces wui be

completely destroyed, if they attempt to

cross the limits declared sacred by the

Mormon Prophet.

Orders have been received bv all the

Mormons at Carson Valley, San Ber-

nardino, and those throughout this State,

to repair to Zion, in preparation for the

great contest which is to end in the over-

throw of all the gentile nations, and the

establishment of the chosen people of this

age, as a nation with a name, and a
power, and a glory far beyond that

which blessed Israel when David and
Solomon sat upon the throne of Judea.

The Mormons are no doubt an igno-

rant, fanatical, superstitious sect; but they
are sincere. Such faith as they have in

their creed and their leaders is not

paralleled elsewhere in this age. I
scarcely know where to find a parallel to

it in any age save in the history of Mo-
hammed. A word from Brigham Young
is held in more respect by the Mormons
than the most weignty, formal, and solemn

- command from the President and Con-
gress of the United States. What he

orders is done, no matter what the order

be. He ordered the Mormons in Carson
Valley to move to Salt Lake, and they

went. Many had been established for

five or six years in that valley: they had
become wealthy; they had made farms
which furnished them with all the com-
forts of life, and many of the luxuries,

in so far as those were obtainable in a
new country, remote from the great cen-

tres of commerce. They had fine houses,

fences, barns, orchards, gardens, and
fields ; and, at the word, all these were
sacrificed by men who had nothing to fear

from refusal. Gentile neighbours were
abundant and friendly, and willing to

protect any Mormon who should refuse

to obey Brigham's request; but nine

hundred and sixty-eight persons sold their

property for such prices as could be
obtained at a few days' notioe, from
gentiles in the valley, and started joy-

fully to obey the word of Brighan.

According to Exodus, the ancient Jews
in the wilderness paid far less respect to

Moses, and scarcely so muck to the

Almighty himself.

An exodus similar to that of Carson

Valley is about to take place at San

Bernardino. There the Mormons hare

been settled for nearly seven years, and

had made the place one of the most

beautiful in the State; and it is a well-

known fact that they were greatly at-

tached to the place, and were exceed-

ingly proud of the manner in which they

had built it up and beautified it. Farms,

houses, orchards, vineyards, all kiadi of

property which cannot carry itself or be

carried in a waggon, is being sold to

,
gentile speculators who hurried in to boy

for £1 what is worth £ 10. There, as at

Carson Valley, there is no hesitation

among those who have hitherto bad a

good standing in the church. Jefferson

Hunt, Assemblyman elect of the Legis-

lature of this State from San Bernard!!*,

goes with the others. He offers a saw-

mill which cost £25,000 for £2,509.

Mr. Stark, a brother of the well-known
actor, has sold a horse valued at mose
than £5,000 for £500. American oows

worth here £100 at the least are selling

there at from £25 to £35 ; and work-

oxen are sold for about half their valnt.

Furniture goes at the buyer's own price.

The Mormons not only wish to gat

money for property which they cannot

carry off, but they want money to any

arms and ammunition. A correspondent

of the Bulletin, writing from San Ber-

nardino, says that the Mormons there

have sent four or five tons of gunpowder,
several cases of revolvers, and a large

number of rifles to Salt Lake,
The Mormon population of San Ber-

nardino numbers 1,500; and, according to

report, they are all to go. Those who
are too poor to provide waggons for the

conveyance of their scanty provisionsi

cooking utensils, clothing, and: bedding,

are to be furnished with waggons by t&
more wealthy, or are to be left benind

and brought on by waggons which will

be sent back. According to rumour, they
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expect to winter At the first settlements,

s&out 300 miles from San Bernardino.

The Los Angeles Correspondent of the

Alia writes under date of Nov. 23rd :

—

m Fifty-fire families are said to hare left

that valley last week. They go quietly

:

in the evening they are about town, and io

the morning they are not teen. It is sup-
posed that within six weeks 1,000 persons
will have forsaken their homes in that valley

in obedience to the commands of their chief.

Hen, women, and children go off without a
murmur, and with countenances lighted with
stern joy, at the assurance they receive that

they are about to fight and destroy their

enemies. It is terrible— the firm resolve

and blind obedience these people exhibit;

and the war they wage will be merciless.

There 1s not one Hne in the face of a Mor-
nsoa that does not defiantly say, We will

die before we submit. Down here we look
upon the war as already begun ; and after

the affidavits which have been made and
published concerning the state of things in

Utah, we are surprised that no precau-
tionary steps are taken—that the only out-
let, the Cajon Pass, is left unguarded, so
that warlike munitions may pass unmolested,
and the enemy, whether they be Mormons
or Indians, allowed to come and go at

leisure,*

The Mormons seem to have a wonder-
ful faculty for conciliating the Indians y
and it is reported at Los Angeles that the
numerous tribe of the CahuiBas are going
off to Salt Lake with the people of San
Bernardino. It is generally conceded by*
those who have lived among the Mor-
mons that no people get along; more

peaceably and quietly than these Latter*
day Saints. The editor of the Lo§ An*
odea Star, the nearest newspaper to San>
Bernardino, thus bids farewell to his de-
parting neighbours :—
" From our acquaintance with the people •

of 8an Bernardino, we must say, that we •

know them to be a peaceable, industrious,

law-abiding oommunity. Under great dis-

advantage they have cultivated their farms,
and caused the ranch, which was, before
their occupation, almost unproductive, to
teem with the choicest products of the field

and the garden. With their peculiarities of
religion or church we have nothing to do

:

we know them to be good citixens, and
cheerfully testify to the fact.*

Beside the people of San Bernardino,

.

our State wiD lose three or four hundred
other Mormon citizens, many of whoa
are now on the way to join the departing -

Saints.

NBW8 FROM THE PLAINS.

{From the Special Correspondent ofthe "New York Tribmm.")

Camp on BlackVFork, Nov. 6, 1851.

I have been permitted to-day to read

some of the papers found on the person

of Joseph Taylor, the Mormon prisoner,

against whom a writ was issued yesterday

charging him with high treason. I

regret that it was not in the power of
CoL Johnston to allow me to take copies

of them. It is deemed advisable, for

various reasons, to withhold them at

present from publicity.

It is probable that all the banditti who
have been hanging around Col. Alex-
ander's command tor the last month are

acting under precisely the same instruc-

tions. As yet, they have taken but one
soldier prisoner—the assistant hospital

steward of the 10th Infantry—who was
captured a fortnight ago, while passing

from the camp of his own regiment to

that of the 6th Infantry, four or five

miles distant They have been more
'

expert m stealing cattle ; and in additiesv*

to the principal robberies, which I have
recorded, they succeed in running ofi a
few head almost every night. On one
occasion, I am told, they stole 21 horses

and mules within 600 yards of the camp.
What constitutes the basis for the dis-

tinction between their present system of
hostilities and the shedding of blood I
am unable to understand. But whatever
it may be, they give us official information

that it will cease to exist the moment we
attempt to force a passage through the

mountains. If it lies in a helief that they

do not become traitors till they take

human life, they are greater fools than I
am willing to believe. No such scruples

exist on the side of the army ; and on the •

first occasion on which a soldier's musket
can be levelled at any of the banditti, the

trigger will certainly be pulled. In the

present crisis there is no longer room fox -
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child's play. There is bat one alternative.

Either the laws of the United States are

to be subverted and its Territory appro-
priated by a gang of traitorous lechers,

who have declared themselves to con-
stitute " a free and independent State,"

or Salt Lake City must be entered at the

point of the bayonet, and the ringleaders

of the Mormon rebellion seized and hung.
Whether such an entrance can be effected

this year is a matter of {Treat uncertainty.

My own opinion is that it cannot. Even
after Col. Cook shall have arrived, the

strength of the regular army will not
exceed 2,000 men. The dragoon horses

will be unfit for service, and an enormous
train will embarrass all operations until a
depot is formed.

Ever since the storm of October 16thand
16th, we have been remarkably favoured

by the weather, as we were before. Bat
last night came another heavy fall of

snow, and the sky is still louring. Be-

fore we can disencumber ourselves of the

hundreds of waggons and thousands of

cattle which are entirely dependent on

military support, it is too certain that the

Wahsatch Mountains will be covered to

the depth of several feet with snow.

The utmost, in my opinion* which Col.

Johnston can be expected to effect whhia

the next three weeks will be to put him-

self into position to take adfantage of

any favourable turn that may occur there-

after in the weather for a rapid move-

ment upon the Mormon capital. His

determination is evinced in tne heading

of the orders that issue from head-

nrters, which read "en route Salt

e City."

FURTHER PARTICULARS OF THE EARTHQUAKE.

(From the " Ttmee* Correspondent.)

Naples, Jan. 5.—The first object of

my letter must be to report the statements

ofa gentleman who hasjust returned from
some of the places which suffered most
from the shocks of the earthquake.

Pertosa had apopulation of 3,000 souls:

it is completely destroyed ; not more than

six houses remain standing, and those are

split, and are leaning out of the perpen-

dicular. On the 1st of January, 143
'bodies had been dug out; 200 were
known to be missing besides, and perhaps
many strangers. Many persons had been
taken out alive.

Leaving Pertosa about 0.30 a.m., my
friend went towards PoDa. All along
the line of road were observable traces of
destruction similar to those already men-
tioned. At one point they crossed a deep
ravine, and, mounting up on the other
side, found that the entire road had been
carried off to fully 200 yards distant.

One-half of the houses were prostrate;

the roofs of all had fallen in, and those

which were standing were unsafe. Out
of a population of 7,000, 1,000 have
certainly fallen victims ; 567 have already

been taken out and buried, and on Friday
last the horrid work of disinterment was
going on. During this day three severe

!»hock» of earthquake were felt throughout
the district. It is difficult to describe

the consternation of the people ; all rsu

to the temporary building where Divine

service is performed, and the crucifix sod

the image of the Madonna being brought

out, all followed in procession, priests and

all scourging themselves with ropes.

Our guide in Polla had lost his wife

and two children ; three priests, among

the others, had been killed ; a gendarm*

had been dug out alive, and died sbortlj

afterwards, while a child of 16 months

old had been saved and recovered.

Retracing our steps, we diverged,

after passing Pertosa, to visit Auletta.

It seems to have been inhabited princi-

pally by Government officials ; and a largt

palazzo belonging to a Neapolitan mar-

chese, which had been let to the Govern-

ment, was completely destroyed. A
gendarme saved himself by lumping out

of the window-; a priest and his brother

had just got out when the bouse fell in.

The population of Auletta was 3,000, and

out of these not more than 40 lives had

been lost. Half of the houses were,

however, destroyed.

On the road the travellers heard many

remarkable incidents connected with the

earthquake. A tree had been rooted out

by the earthquake, and, as it were, re-

planted upside down ; so had it been wits

a house. Three houses had Men into
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the opening fissures, and the earth had The official journal of last night says

—

dosed upon them. " The description which the Intendente
The following curious fact occurred to of Basilicata sends us is such as to draw

Sesso, a Tillage consisting of one long tears at every word. The details are too

street It opened throughout its whole
j
awful to report publicly, but the disaster

length ; the sides receded to a great ! is cruel beyond conception. People speak
distance from one another. There they

;

confidently of 30,000 persons and upwards
remain, and no damage was done. This

j

(official) having been destroyed, and of
happened on the night of the 26th—that fully 250,000 persons (official) being

», ten days after the shocks which there, houseless." And to remedy these evils

a* elsewhere, had occasioned so much scarcely anything has been done. Fifteen

damage. The official journal of Saturday
]

days after the tune bodies were rotting

night reports disasters at Muro, Rionero, i under the ruins. Some people had been
Castelgrande, Calvello, Barletta, Canosa, taken out alive on the eighth day ; pigs

and Ruovo. had half eaten the bodies of children who
In the commune of Bella, reports the

;
were lying exposed without any one to

Journal, the earthquake of the 16th help them.
levelled hills, turned the land over and . A meeting of the English residents

ever, forming deep valleys. In half an and visitors was held yesterday at the
hour before the first shock took place, a house of the Rev. Mr. Pugh, the chaplain

fight as that of the morn hung over the of the Legation. Facts were stated at

country, and a strong exhalation of sul- that meeting which confirm all I have
pour was perceived. On the following said. "The people," said one who had
morning, after the double shock and the returned from Polla, "are broken-spirited,

thunder, at about two miles distant from have lost almost the traces of humanity,
the city, a piece of ground, consisting of and lopk more like monkeys flying to the
nearly 600 moggia, was found encircled ; solitude about the ruins."

by a trench from 10 to 30 palms deep,

and of the same width. I

Da. Johnson, on being aaked the difference between an attorney and a solicitor, replied

Much the same aa between a crocodile and an alligator !
*

The loss by area in the United States during 1857 is estimated at $20,000,000 of

property; loaa of Uvea, 158. Steamboat accidents on the rivers, lakes, and bays for 1857,
are 30, with 322 persons killed, and 86 wounded.

Passing Events.—Spain haa resolved to take part in the expedition against Cochin
China, and will employ 4,400 Infantry and an Artillery battery from the garrisons of the

Philippine Itlands. The Gwalior Contingent haa been totally annihilated by the Com-
mander-in-Chief at Akberpoor, near Cawnpore. The Emperor of Austria has expressed
ais determination to uphold the rights of the Protestants in that country equally with

those of the Catholics. The smallpox is raging in Adana to a fearful extent : in one
towa alone 3,000 children have been carried off. At Salsburg, in the Tyrol, influenza is

*o prevalent that all the public schools are closed. Mr. Goldamid, son of Baron
Goldamid, haa been appointed a Queen's Counsel, being the first Jew that haa jet attained

-that dignity. The free navigation of the Danube has been the subject ofa sharp and bitter

eerraapoadence between the French and Austrian Governments. Austria blasters and talks

«f her 800,000 bayonets. In Herregovine, Turkey, the Christians have had unjustly heavy
aapoita laid upon them: women have been subjected to the vilest outrages ; their breasts

"ere cat off, and themselves burnt alive : children were impaled before their parents' eyes,

sad the men put to death in the most cruel manner. Later accounts of the attempted assassi-

aation of Napoleon state that the total number of wounded is 141.

—

America : President

Buchanan considers that Commodore Panlding committed a grave error in arresting

General Walker, bnt pleads the substantial justice of the act ; and great demonstrations

*f svmpathy have been expreased by the people in New Orleans and Mobile towards the

General, against the Commodore and Government in supporting him. Georgia, Missis-

sippi, and Alabama have pledged to secede from the Union if Kansas be refused admission.

a political combination baa been formed against Comonfort the Dictator in Mexico ; and
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civil war teems inevitable. General Scott's policy of reinforcing the Utah Expedition^

backed bj the War Department, hat swayed the Government : no troops are to be sent

by way of California. The General-in-Chief, with the approbation of the War Depart-

utent, has directed the Utah Army to be reinforced as soon as practicable by the First

Regiment of Cavalry, Sixth and Seventh Regiments of Infantry, and Light Companies A.
and M. Second Artillery. Orders have also been issued requiring 1,300 recruits by lAJi

March, who will concentrate at Fort Leavenworth. The House refused to receive a bill*

providing for five additional regiments for the army. Colonel Johnston was at Green

River on the 8th November, with the whole army in a most deplorable condition, their

cattle failing at the rate of one hundred per day. The Government has received advices,

relative to Utah, to the effect that the Mormons will not retreat from Utah, but will'

fight it out where they are. The House Committee on Territories are enquiring into the

administration of ecclesiastic and civil justice in Utah, and the disposition of the people'

towards the United States.

A SONG FOR RETURNING MISSIONARIES.

ST CHARLKS W. FKXROSE.

Vtom afar we've come to our lov'd valley home, Though In lands flu- away there are scenes bright

And enchanted our dwellings we view : and gay,

Oh 1 what rapture to hear, from our Prophet and And the laugh echoes merrily round,
Seer, Rank hypocrisy grows, looking fair as the rota,

Welcome back, O ye faithful and true ! But Its sharp, deadly thorn may be found.
O Zlon, dear Zion, land of the free 1 O Zion, dear Zlon, land of the free f

Of your beauties we've sung, and your praises have Solid pleasures are thine, and thy virtues shall sate*

rung When the nations m ashes shall be.
In the lands o'er the wide spreading sea.

Here our voices well raise, and we*ll slag of thy
With a tender caress, to our bosoms we (press praise.

Our companions and children so dear j Sacred home of the Prophets of God :

With our honour unsolled, and our robes un- Thy deliverance is nigh, thy oppressors shall die,

denied, And the Gentiles shall bend 'neath thy rod.
Oh 1 'tis heaven once more to be here. O Zion, dear Zlon, land of the free r

O Zion, dear Zion, land of the free ! In thy temples we'll bend, all thy rights well «V
As the fond Ivy clings to the tall forest kings, fend,
Our affections entwine around thee. And onr home shall be ever with thee r

Hotica.—With the date of this Number fully expires the Jtlme allotted for donations hi aid of I

returning missionaries to be forwarded to this Office.

Adobkssbs.—WUliam Budge, 68, Albion Street, Birmingham.
Edwsrd D. Miles, 6, Great Frederick Street, Cardiff.

Charles F. Jones, Henley Grove, Hasbro, Yorkshire.
George Reed, 17, l>erby Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Aaron Nelson, 15, Wilton Street, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.
William Fuller, Mr. J. Langton'*, Back Lane, Newbury, Berks.
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THE LATTER-DAT 8AINTS*

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churchee.—Jcatu ChrUt.

Imw emt of her, mp people, that pe be not partaken of her tine, and that ye receive not of her

plague*.—K Voice from He«ren.

Ho. 7, VoL XX. Saturday, February IS, 1858. Price One Penny.

OBEDIENCE.

Obedience is compliance with the re-

vealed Uws and commandments of God.
It is the expression and manifestation of

oar love to and faith in Him, by corres-

ponding actions.

That this is absolutely necessary to

salvation is evident from the Lord's own
words—*4 If thou wilt enter into life,

keep the commandments :" and again,
* If a man keep my saying, he shall never

see death." The Apostle also, in his

Epistle to the Hebrews, speaks of the

Lord as being "the author of eternal

salvation unto all them that obey Him."
Obedience to the Divine will, then, is

absolutely and essentially necessary and
indispensable. Lis not everyone who says,

* Lord, Lord," that shall enter the celes-

tial kingdom, but he that doeth the will

ef God -

That obedience to the Gospel require-

ments and to all the revelations and com-
mandments of the Lord is the only legiti-

mate proof and test of our love to him is

also evident from his own declarations,

where be says—" He that hath my com-
mandments, and keepeth them, he it fo

that loveth me." And again, ** If ye love

me, keep my commandments." The
Apostle John likewise says

—

M This is the

the love of God, that we keep His oonv
mmndments ; and His commandments are

not grievous. Some persons imagine

that the Divine Uws and commandments

are grievous, and cannot possibly be ob-
served with strictness and kept inviolate.

But here we are taught, by an inspired

Apostle, that they are not grievous—that
they can be and must be kept; for obedi-

ence to them is the required evidence of
our love to God. In proof of this fact,

we are further instructed, by Divine reve-

lation, that M God will judge every man,"'

not according to his professions of lo\e

and faith, but "according to his deeds'*—

*

" according to his works." Hence, faith

or love, however strong or ardent, if not
embodied in corresponding actions of
obedience to the Divine commands, will

be regarded as of no real value, having no
sound basis—no ultimate form in the life,

and conduct. As the Apostle says, so

say we—" Not the hearers of the law are

just before God, but the doers of the law
shall be justified."

It is opposite to all principles of ration-

ality and justice to suppose, as do modern
sectarians, that faith alone will be accept-

able in the sight of God in place of one*
dience to His will. That will is made
known in the laws which He reveals to

His people in any and every dispensation-*

Obedience to those laws and command,
menu are essentially necessary to the
wellbeing and salvation (temporal or
eternal, as the case may be,) of the people

to whom they may be given. Salvation,

by faith alone—that monstrous and soul*
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destroying figment of modern times—is,

therefore, to say the least of it, an absur-

dity. Not a word of Scripture sanctions

such a romantic idea. Indeed, the whole

Volume of Inspiration, from Genesis to

Revelation, speaks in language diametri-

cally opposed to it. What says the Lord
by His servant Moses ?—" Hear, Israel,

and observe my commandments to do
them, that ye may live." What says the

Psalmist ?— " O that my ways were

directed to keep thy statutes! O let me
not wander from thy commandments !

By them shall thy righteous servant be

justified, and in keeping of them there is

great reward." What says Solomon, the

man of renowned wisdom?—"Let us

hear the conclusion of the whole matter

:

Fear God and keep His commandments

;

for this is the whole duty of man." What
says the Lord Jesus, who spake as never

man spake?—"If thou wilt enter into

life, keep the commandments." What
says the Apostle, whose words were the

words of God to the people ?—" Faith, if

it hath not works, is dead, being alone."

" By works a man is justified, and pot by
faith only." " What doeth it profit, mv
brethren, though a man say he hath

faith, and have not works? Can faith

save him ? Thou believest that there is

one God : thou doest well. The devils

also believe and tremble. But wilt thou

know, O vain man, that faith without

works is dead." What says John, the

apocalyptic divine? Through him the

Spirit said unto the churches—" Blessed

are they that do His commandments,
that they may have right to the tree of

life."

It is true the Apostle Paul tells us that

by the deeds of the law man cannot be

Justified—that by the works of the law no
man living can be justified—that man is

justified without them, and not by them.

But it will he evident to all who examine
the subject carefully that he alludes to

Ine Jewish laws of external rites and
ceremonies— the superadded legalities of

the Mosaic economy, together with cir-

cumcision and sacrifices. In other parts

of hts toritings, he enforces the duty of

obeying ' the Divine laws and command-
ments; thus, in the one case, referring to

the Jewish ceremonial laws, not intended

for gentile Christians ; and, in the other,

to what is called, in the language of

modern religionists, the moral law, which
& of universal obligation. In reference

to the abrogated Levitical laws, which

were peculiar to the Jews in the latter

part of the Mosaio dispensation, tot

Apostle of the Gentiles says that u By the

deeds of the law there shall no flesn be

justified in His sight;" but, in reference

to what is modernly termed the moral

law, he declares that " the doers of tht

law shall be justified." In his letter to

the Corinthian Saints, he, in one passage,

alludes to both the Levitical and the

universal laws, showing the comparative

inutility of the one, and the essential

importance of the other— especially of

those which were given by revelation to

them, at that time, for their own guidance

and discipline, as Saints and followers of

Jesus Christ, when he says

—

u Circum-

cision is nothing, and uncircumcision is

nothing, but the keeping of the command-
ments of God,"

It should, then, be the chief object and
concern of all professing Saints to live

continually according to the command-
ments of the Lord. The Divine laws and
commandments and revelations given to

us will be of no real utility to us, and
can secure to us no blessing or reward,

unless and until we act in implicit con-

formity with their requirements. Obe-
dience to the will of God here will insure

to us a life of true happiness hereafter,

but our heedlessness and neglect of h
will as certainly lead us to ruin and death.

If we would " enter into life " eternal, we
must "keep the commandments" of God.
If we " do His commandments," we shall

"have right to the tree of life." They
are our only title-deeds to immortality;

for "God will render to every man
according to his deeds." Obedience to

the Divine will is the Saint's only passport

to the kingdom of heaven. Without that
pass, "no man can see the Lord*—no
eyes can see the king in his beauty," or
" behold the land that is very far off

—

without it, no man or woman can ever
reach the bliss designed for the righteous,

or obtain that glorious " inheritance

*

which is
M incorruptible, undefiled, and

that fadeth not away."
Oh, then, ye Saints of the hving God,

who are privileged to belong to this, tha
last and greatest of all dispensations,

beware, we beseech you, of the great
responsibilities under which you stand.
All your doctrinal professions wOl be ofno
avail to you, unless you exemplify them in
your life and conduct. Daily live as yom
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would with to die—Saints of the living

•God.

So let jour hearts and lire* express

The holy doctrines yon profess.

Remember that unto whom much is

siren, from them much will be required.

To yon are committed the living oracles

of God : to yon are given the revelations

of the Most High, through the last and
greatest of all Prophets, the Son of God
excepted. Upon you are bestowed the

riches of eternity, the powers, and bless-

ings, and fulness of the Gospel of life.

Ton are privileged to belong to and to be
identified with a Church and kingdom
characterized above all others for its pos-

sesion of heavenly and divine blessings.

Well may you rejoice that your ears have
heard the glad tidings of the Gospel

—

that your eyes have beheld the dawning
fight of so glorious a dispensation as this;

for this is the opening twilight of a day
whose meridian brightness will surpass afi

others that have preceded it—whose mid-
day sun will shine with sevenfold splen-

dour, and in the midst of whose radiant

glory all the nations of the earth shall

rejoice.

Did you butt know and realize even

one-thousandth part of the blessings and
beatitudes which you are destined to enjoy

in the kingdom of God, when it shall

attain the pre-eminence over the king-

doms of the world, and when all nations

under heaven shall bow to its sceptre,

how would your bosoms swell with de-

iight, and your very hearts within you

leap for joy, at the prospective contem-
plation! But the glories of the future

are not for you, unless you live for them,
and are willing even to (he for them. "No
cross, no crown." "If ye will enter into

life, keep the commandments" of God.
"That servant who knows his Master's
will, and will not do it, shall be beaten
with many stripes;" but he who is faith-

ful and obedient to his Master's will shall

not only enjoy in the present the smile of
His approbation, but in the end shall

receive a full and superlative reward. No
tongue can tell, no lips can express, no
heart can conceive the fulness and extent
of those real and imperishable joys that
are laid up, as it were, in reserve, for the
faithful Saints of God. Unnumbered
blessings and immeasurable glories await
their reception in the celestial world.
Their life here, in this stage of action,

notwithstanding all their trials, is com*
paratively a life of happiness and peace,

because they are obedient to the law of
righteousness ; but when they are called

upon to exchange worlds—when the

herald of mortal dissolution arrives to

proclaim the time of their departure
hence, they will with gladness hail the
welcome summons; they will willingly

put off their fragile tenement of clay, and
pass behind the vail of mortality into a
higher and holier sphere, and will be pre-

pared to enter into that Divine " presence"
where there is " fulness ofjoy," and where
are to be found true and substantial
" pleasures for evermore."

PATRIOTIC DEMONSTRATION IN UTAH.

DECLARATION OF OOTBBVOB BEIOHAM
YOUNG.

I have been in this kingdom a good
while—twenty-fiveyearsand upwards, and
Ihare bean driven from place to place

;

ny brethren have been driven, my sisters

have been driven ; we have been scattered
and peeled ; and every time without any
provocation upon our part, only that we
were united, obedient to the laws of the
had, and striving to worship Ged. Mobs
ttputtedly gathered against this people

;

bot they never had any power to prevail
«nm Governors issued their orders and

called out a force under the letter of the

law, but breaking the spirit, to hold the
M Mormons" still while infernal scamps
cut their throats. I have had all that

before me through the night past, and it

makes me too angry to preach. Also to

see that we are in a Government whose
administrators are always trying to injure

us, while we are constantly at the defiance

of all hell to prove any just grounds for

their hostility against us ; and yet they are

organizing their forces to come here and
protect infernal scamps who are anxious

to come and kill wl10m they please, de-

stroy whom they please, and finally
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exterminate the "Mormons." We hare
transgressed no law, and we have no
occasion to do so, neither do we intend

to; but as for any nations coming to

destroy this people, Ood Almighty being

my helper, they cannot come here.

[The congregation responded by a loud

Amen.] That is my feeling upon that

point.

NARRATION OF ELDER QEORGE A.

SMITH.

I visited the different settlements hur-

riedly until I reached Parowan, in the

county of Iron, the place of the first settle-

ment in the southern part of the Terri-

tory. When I arrived there it appeared

that some rumour or spirit of surprise

had reached them, for there were active

operations going on, seemingly preparing

for some thing that was near at hand.

As I drove in at the gate I beheld the

military on the square exercising, and
was immediately surrounded by the "Iron
Battalion," which seemed to have held its

own very well since it was organized in

that place. They had assembled to-

gether under the impression that their

country was about to be invaded by an

army from the United States, and that it

was necessary to make preparation by

examining each other's arms, and to make
everything ready by preparing to strike

in any direction, and maron to such

places as might be necessary in the de-

fence of their homes.
As it will be well recollected, I was the

president of the company that first made
the settlement there. I was received with

every feeling of enthusiasm, and I never

found them in better spirits. They were

willing any moment to touch fire to

their homes, and hide themselves in the

mountains, and to defend their country to

the very last extremity. Now, there had

not been such preaching as that when I

went away ; but the spirit seemed to burn
in my bones to visit ail these settlements

in that southern region. Colonel Dame
was about organizing the military of that

district under the Taw of last winter.

As the Colonel was going along to or-

ganize the military, I got into the carriage

and went on a mission of peace to preach

to the people. When I got to Cedar, I

found the Battalions on parade ; and the

Colonel talked to them and completed

the new organization.

On the following day I addressed the
Saints at their meeting-house. I never
had greater liberty of speech to proclaim

to the people my feelings and views ; and,

in spite ot all I could do I found myself
preaching a military discourse, and I told

them in case of invasion it might be-
necessary to set fire to our property and.
hide in the mountains, and leave our
enemies to do the best they could. It
seemed to be hailed with the same en-
thusiasm that it was at Parowan. That
was the same Sabbath that brother

Young was preaching the same kind of
doctrine, and I am perfectly satisfied that

all the districts in the southern country

would have given him their unanimous-
vote.

I went to Penter, and there ad-
dressed a house full of people in the
evening, and then proceeded to Cedar
the next day. They had heard they were
going to have an army of 600 dragoons -

come down from the East on to the

town. The Major seemed very sanguine
about the matter. I asked him, if this

rumour should prove true, if he was not
going to wait for instructions. He replied*

there was no time to wait for any in-

struction; and he was going to take his.

battalion and use them up before they

could get down through the kanyons ; for,,

said he, if they are coming here, they are
coming for no good. I admired his grit j
but I thought he would not have the
privilege of using them up, for want of
an opportunity.

I do not know whether the inhabitants

of Parowan intended to whip a regiment
of dragoons or not; but it is certain they
are wide awake, and are not going to be
taken by surprise. There was only one
thing that 1 dreaded, and that was a
spirit in the breasts of some to wish that
their enemies might come and give them
a chance to fight and take vengeance for

the cruelties that had been inflicted upon
us in the States. They did feel that they
hated to owe a debt and not be able to-

pay it ; and they felt like an old man that

Uvea at Provo, brother Jameson, who has
carried a few ounces of lead in his body
ever since the Haun's Mill massacre in
Missouri ; and he wants to pay it back
with usury ; and he undertook to preach
at Provo, and prayed that God would
send them along, for he wanted to have
a chance at them.

Now, I never felt so. If the Lord
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'brings as in collision with them, and it is

H» will, let us take hold, not in the spirit

of rereofire or anger, but simply to avenge
God of His enemies, and to protect our
homes and firesides ; but I am perfectly

twire that in all the settlements I visited in

the south, Fillmore included, one single

rjntence is enough to put every man in

notion: in fact, a word is enough to set in

motion every man, or set a torch to every

building, where the safety of this people
u jeopardised.

BEMABKS OF ELDBB JOHN TAYLOR—
RESPONSE OF THE PEOPLE.

You are terribly tyrannized over, ac-

cording to what I near ; and many of you
want to leave.

I engaged, when I was bsck in the
States, that if they would send all to

Utah that wanted to come, we would
engage to send all back that wanted to

go. That would be a fair bargain, you
snow ; but I think they would have the
heaviest job on hand. [Voices : We know
they would.] What was your object in

coming here? Was it to rebel against
the General Government? [President
Brigham Young: To get away from
Christians.] Brother Young says it was
to get away from Christians—from that

•abounded charity which you had ex-

perienced amongst them. In consequence
of their treatment, you had to come away
to seek a home in the desert wilds, and to
obtain that protection among savages
which Christian philanthropy denied vou.
We came here because we could not help
k; and now we have got an idea to stay

here because we can help it. This is about
the feeling. In the day of our sorrow
and affliction, when hunted by our
easmies, was there anybody to pour in

comfort to the wounded bosom f Have
there been any of the priests and editors
to take our part? Where are they ?

What have you heard taught here?
Homing but the law of God and obe-
dMM to the laws of the land. Nobody
eat the most black-hearted villains that
tsar lived would have gone among our
teams and represented things otherwise.
Yeacomprehend liberty, and you will have
ttsboon. Many of your fathers have
ftegbt for this, and you are resolved to
•tajoy it. Will you endeavour to disannul
the Government? No, but we will rally

that was pur-

chased by the blood of our fathers, and
will support it. These are our views;

and while we do not trample under foot

the Constitution, we will take care that

others do not do it.

[Thecongregation responded,"Amen."]
Furthermore, this people have confi-

dence in their leaders, because in times of
trouble and trial they have stemmed the

torrents and been foremost in the battle.

It is not a kind of soft, smooth eloquence

to tickle the ears of men, but it is stern

matters of faot that the people know.
As Paul said, " Can anything separate us
from the love of God r No, brethren

;

we are cemented together by eternal ties

that the world does not knew, nor can it

comprehend. Talk to us of bowing to

the Gentile yoke! Nonsense. What
would be your feeling, if the United
States wanted to have the honour of
driving us from our homes, and bringing
us subject to their depraved standard of.

moral and religious truth ? Would you,
if necessary, brethren, nut the torcn to

your buildings and lay them in ashes, and
wander houseless into the mountains ? I
know what you would say and what you
would do.

[President Brigham Young: Try the

vote.]

All you that are willing to set fire to

your property and lav it in ashes, rather

than submit to their military rule and
oppression, manifest it by raising your
hands.

[The congregation unanimously raised

their hands.]

I know what your feelings are. We
have been persecuted and robbed lone;

enough ; ana, in the name of Israel's God,
we will be free

!

[The whole congregation responded
" Amenf and President Brigham Young
said, "I say Amen all the time to that. J
The great God has set His hand to roll

forth Bis purposes, and the band that

opposes it shall be palsied. The power
of God shall be felt among the nations

that reject the truth. All is right in

Israel, and we do not want to hurt any-
body, but we feel to bless everybody, and
our hearts are full of blessings for ail who
will work righteousness. Shall we still

bless the human family ? Yes. Shall

we rally around the Constitution of the

United States and protect it in its

purity? Yes, we will save it when others

forsake it.
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HISTOBY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(OmiUued firm* pafe 81.)

[October, 1842.]

Friday, 7th. This morning Elder EUas
Higbee states about the same things as

were stated by Elder Bigdon two days

ago, and also that he had wen informed

mat many of the Missourians are coming
to unite with the Militia of this State

voluntarily, and at their own expense ; so

that after the Court rises at Carthage, if

they don't take me there, they will come
and search the city,' &c. It is likely that

this is only report.

Emma is some totter. I am cheerful

and well.

From the situation and appearance of

things abroad, I concluded to leave home
for a short season, until there should be

some change in the proceedings of my
enemies. Accordingly, at twenty minutes

after eight o'clock in the evenine, I started

away in company with brothers John
Taylor,Wilson Law, and John D. Parker,

and travelled through the night and part

of next day ; and, after a tediousjourney,

arrived at Father Taylor's well and in

good spirits.

This daythe teachers metin Nauvoo,and
organised into a Quorum, by appointing

Bhsha Averett, President; James Hunts-

man and Elijah Averett, Counsellors;

Samuel Eggleston, Scribe; and eleven

members.
Monday, 10th. Elde* 'Baylor returned

tp Nauvoo and found Emma gaining

slowly. My health and spirits are godd.

Tuesday, 11th. From the Times and
Seasons:—
"To the Saints at Nsavoo sad scattered

abroad.—-This may certify that President

Joseph Smith, the Trustee id Treat for the

Temple, called upon &e Temple Committee
on the 1st instant to present their books
and accounts for examination, and to give

account of their work at the Temple. After
carefully and attentitely examining and com-
paring their books and accounts, the Trustee
expressed himself well satisfied with the

proceedings and labours ef the Committee,
end ordered that this be published in the
Time* and Seasons, that the 8aints may
know the fact, and be thereby encouraged

to double their exertions and forward means*

to roll on the building of the Temple in

Nauvoo. It was also ordered that the

Recorder's Office be henceforth removed to

the Committee House near the Temple. All

property and means must therefore be

brought to that place, where it will be

recorded in dne form.

Wm. Clattow,

Clerk and Recorder of the Temple,

Nauvoo, October 11, 1842.*

Thursday, 18th. The brethren armed
from Wisconsin with a raft of about

90,000 feet of boards and 24,000 cubfo

feet of timber for the Temple and Nauvoo
House.

Baturday, 15th. Brother John D.

Parker returned to Nauvoo, and informed'

my friends that I wasweil.
Sunday, 16th. I ©bfcy thefoUowteg

from the New York Herald

:

—
«« Thi MofeJiOMs.

Arlington House, October 16, 1843.

General J. 6. Bennett.—Sir,—Some time

stace I addressed a letter 4to Joseph Smith,

the Mormon Prophet, hvanswer to a letter

of his introducing to 'my kind attention, a

friend of his from the Holy City of Nauree.

In this letter I expressed my regret that

the quarrel between him *nd John C. Ben-

nett should have at all found its way to the-

public eye, this being the sole eause of

placing him in his present awkward situs*

tion. I likewise commiserated with him »
bis affliction, and signed myself, at the con-

clusion of my letter, as tris friend, which

I really am, and the friend of all good

Mormons, a* well as ether good men.
Why should I not be Joseph Smith's

friend? . He has done nothing to injure aw»

nor do I believe he has done anything *o-

injnre Ex-Governor Bbgsjs, of Missouri.

The Governor, no doubt, under strong feel-

ings, may have thought' and believed tjpt

Smith had preconcerted the plan for hjs

assassination; but these* is no legal evi-

dence whatever of tftat nttt^-none by which

an unprejudiced jury would convict ant

man j yet to send this man into Missouri,,

under the present requlsftien, would be -an'
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act of great injustice, as bit ruin would be
eertain.

How coald any man, against whom there

is a bitter religions prejudice, escape ruin,

beiag in the circumstances of Smith ? Look
at the history of past ages—see the force of

fanaticism and bigotry in bringing to the

stake some of the beat of men ; and in all

these eases the persecutors had their pre-

texts, as well as in the case of the Mormon
chief. Nothing follows its victim with such

deadly aim as religious seal, and therefore

dothing should be so much guarded against

bj the civil power.
8mttb, I conceive, baa just as good a right

to establish a church, if he can do it, as

Lather, Calvin, Wesley, Fox, or even King
Henry the Eighth. All these chiefs in reli-

gion had their opponents, and their people

their persecutors. Henry the Eighth was
excommunicated, body and bones, soul and
all, by hie Holiness the Pope; still the

Church of England has lived as well as all

the other secte.

Just so it will be with the Mormons.
They may kill one Prophet and confine in

chains half his followers, but another will

take his place, and the Mormons will still

go ahead. One of their Elders said to me,

when conversftig on this subject, that they

were like a mustard plant,—" If you don't

disturb it, the seed will fall and multiply

;

and if yon kick it about, you only give the

ssed more soil, and it will multiply the

a)ore»*

Undertake to convince them that they are

wrong, and that Smith is an impostor, and
the answer is, laving the hand on the heart,
" I know in my own tout that it is true, and
want no better evidence : I feel happy in my
ay faith; and why should I be disturbed ?"

Now, I cannot see but what this is the

sentiment that governs all religiously-dis-

posed persona, their object being heaven

sod happiness, no matter what their church
and creed. They, therefore, cannot be put
down wMie the Constitution of the United
States offers them protection in common
with all other sects, and while they believe

that their eternal salvation is at stake.

From what I know of the people, I fully

behove that all the real, sincere Mormons
would die sooner than abandon their faith

tad their religion.

General John C. Bennett haa stated that

to conquer the Mormon Legion it would
require five to one against them, all things

taken into consideration, and that they will

6* to a man sooner than give up their

hjpbH.
Row,v the arrest of this man' worth such

asserifice of life as must necessarily follow
m open war with his people? The loss of
from one to three thousand lives will, no

doubt, follow in an attempt to accomplish
an object not in the end worth a button.

Persecute them, and you are sure to multiply^

them. This is fully proved since the Mis-
souri persecution, as, since that affair, they
have increased one hundred fold.

It is the best policy, both of Missouri and'

Illinois, to let them alone ; for if they are
drove farther west, they may set up an
Independent Government, under which they
can worship the Almighty as may suit their

taste. Indeed, I would recommend to the-

Prophet to pull up stakes and take posses-

sion of the Oregon Territory in his own
right, and establish an independent empire-
In one hundred years from this time, no
nation on earth could conquer such a people.

Let not the history of David be forgotten.

If the Prophet Joseph would do this, mil-

lions would flock to his standard and join

his cause. He could then make his own
laws by the voice of revelation, and have
them executed like the act of one man.
With respect to myself, I would just

repeat that I am the Prophet's friend, and
the friend of his people, merely from sym-
pathy, as my arm has ever been lifted on the
side of the persecuted and oppressed. I
have never in my life followed the fat

ox, nor bowed for a favour on my own
account to mortal man. While 1 despise

the parse-proud man, I am proud to the

proud man, and humble to the humble ;
and,

where men were contending, have ever
thrown myself on the weakest side.

By inserting this communication, it is

presumed that no one will hold the Herald
responsible for the sentiments it contains;

yet I have no doubt that there are thousands
of independent, liberal-minded men in this

country who think as I do. Neither the
Mormon Prophet nor his people can add
any thing to my fortune or reputation. I
expect nothing from them : they are a poor
and industrious people, and have nothing
to give. I am influenced in my conduct
towards them by a spirit of benevolence
and mercy, and hope the Governor and
State of Illinois will act in the like manner.
It is true I was commissioned in their Legion,
through the instrumentality of their enemy,
General John C. Bennett, an act entirely of
their own, without my agency ; but I was
as much their friend before as since.

The Missouri persecution fixed my atten-

tion and commiseration on the people. It

most be recollected, too, that the Mormon
Prophet and his people are the most ardent

friends and promoters of literature and
science. These are elementary principles in

their social system, and this certainly ia

contrary to every thing like despotism.

I hope, therefore, and with great defer-

ence express that hope, that Ex-Governor
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Boggs will withdraw hii demand from the

Prophet, and let those poor people rest in

peace. Both he and. Governor Carlin will

feel much more at peace with themselves bj

quashing the whole proceeding.

Most respectfully,

Your humble servant,

James Arlington Bennett,

Counsellor at Law, &c."

By this I discover a spark of liberty

burning in the bosom of the writer. May

it continue to burn and burn, till it once

more fires the whole land with its hea-

venly influence.

Thursday, 20th. Early this morning I
arrived at home on a visit to my family.

During the day, I was visited by several of
the brethren, who rejoiced to see me once
more. Emma is still getting better, and
is able to attend to a little business,

having this day closed contract, and re-

ceived pay for a quarter section of land of
brother Job V. Barnum.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1858.

Tithing.—The law of Tithing is not peculiar to this last dispensation. It has charac-

terized the people of God since Abraham's day, and even ages before. With holy

men, such as Abel, Beth, Enoch, and Methusaleh, it was an acknowledged law that

God required an offering of earthly substance—of that which was possessed by His

children. That it was a law of God, and not of man, was acknowledged even by the

-self-righteous Pharisee, who, in boasting of his own righteousness, declared in evidence

thereof that he gave tithes of all that he possessed. Jesus fully sustained this law

when he pronounced the Pharisees hypocrites ! saying, Te pay tithe of miut, anise,

"and cummin, but have omitted the weightier matters : "these ought ye to have done,

and not to leave the other undone." God also complained of the iniquity of His

people through Malachi

—

M Te have robbed me in tithes and offerings," for which

they were cursed with a curse, and were required to return unto the Lord by bringing

their tithes. All these acts prove, beyond a doubt, the law to be eternal, and of holy

and Divine origin.
y

This law is now in force and binding upon the Saints of the last days. But many
do not appreciate it; and some suffer themselves to be cut off from the true vine, and
to lose their standing, rather than pay their tithing. Others in impoverished circum-

stances say they cannot pay it—that it is unjust in God, and especially so in

His servants, to require it ; and they come to the conclusion that they will not pay
it Thus stubborn will prevails over the law of righteousness. But let us ask, Has
man authority to suspend the eternal laws of God ? Can man condemn God, and
*ay He is unjust ? Can poverty or any other circumstance justify man in trans-

gressing and setting at naught laws of Divine origin ? Such we do not conceive to

be possible. If mere circumstances and our own will are allowed to prevail over the

requirements of God, we can have no hope ofredemption from those evil and adverse

circumstances. They and our obstinate will are adverse to the law of righteousness:

they make us slaves to sin, the wages of which is death. It is the legitimate struggle-

and warfare of life to overcome and subdue all influences, circumstances, and feelings

that are repugnant to the laws of heaven. This is fighting the good fight, in which

we must overcome or fail to obtain the crown.

A person who has once subscribed to the laws of the kingdom of God becomes a
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transgressor by refusing to pay tithing. To say that he cannot do it is accusing the

Author of the law. A man that earns but ten pence per week can pay his tithing as

well if the man that earns ten pounds, so far as the deed is concerned ; and it is by
oar deeds, not the consequences of them, that we are to be judged, and for them that

we are to be rewarded. The poor can keep the law as well as the rich. Were not

this the case, it would be without effect upon most of mankind. Indeed it is the poor

who receive the Gospel : the requirements of God are suited to them ; and " theirs is

the kingdom of heaven/' a kingdom into which the rich can hardly enter. The poor,

above all others, need the fellowship and favour both of God and His Saints, and
should never do anything to deprive themselves of that favour, nor fail to do anything

that would entitle them to it. The poor who pay their tithing are the first to whom
aaustance should be rendered, if in need. Such should be regarded with favour by
thoae who are rich ; and, like Paul, we would " charge them that are rich in this world,

that they do good, that they be rich in good works, ready to distribute, willing to

communicate."

Where the Saints are so poor that they cannot tithe themselves without receiving

attbt&nce in return for their support, they may be released from paying it until their

circumstances are improved, and then pay up all arrears ; but they cannot be
released from the obligation they are under to the law. That obligation will hold

good till the end of time, and the accumulating debt must be fully cancelled. The
fat that it has been paid will secure the promised blessing

—

u He that is tithed shall

aot be burned." Until the Saints are released from paying tithing by him who holds

to keys of the kingdom of God, neither circumstances, nor men without those keys,

can justify them in not faithfully complying with the Divine requisition. The willing

and obedient are highly esteemed by the Lord, and they shall inherit all things.

For further instructions, see Star Number 28, page 440, Number 30, page 473,
VoL xvni ; and Number 36, page 569, Vol. xix., which, with the foregoing, wilt

fofl? answer questions that have been propounded.

Litest from Utah.— The Utah mail for November, via California, bringing

letters with dates to the 7th, and Nos. 32, 33, 34, and 35 of Desertt News, arrived on
the 28th ult. The news received fully confirm the previously expressed determina-

tion of Governor Toung and the people to resist the entrance of an armed force into

their settlements, which, if submitted to, would inevitably result in the most disastrous

consequences to the Territory. They prefer keeping out of the tyrant's, grasp to the

rtruggle that would be necessary to extricate themselves, if once in.

The weather had been very warm, but was becoming changeable. Influenza had

pmiled, especially among children, and in some cases proved fatal. We are

requested to notice the death, on the 23rd of October, of William Jabez, son of J. V.
and Ljdia E. Long, aged 1 year, 8 months, and 11 days. The semi-annual Con*
foeoce held in G. S. L. City, Oct. 6th and 7th, was addressed by President

Bngham Young, Elders Hyde, Lyman, Rich, L. Snow, and E. Snow, of the Twelve;
*ad of the returned missionaries, Elders P. H. Toung, Musser, Hoffheins, Carrigan,

little, Rogers, Thurston, Holden, Dille, Walker, Evans, Cowley, Curtis, Ashby, Tyler,

KeUy, Duncan, Christiansen, and Neilsen.

Oder Henry P. Richards had arrived with the Carson Valley Company, from his

late mission to the Sandwich Islands. About two feet of snow had fallen on the

ttwntaina, and considerable rain in the Valley. "The people are all full of joy, and

peace, and thanksgiving to the Lord their God for His goodness and mercy, and for

the prospects of Zkm shortly being free."
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HOPE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

M And now abidath Faith, Hope, Charity, these three j but the greatest of these is Charity,**—Pacl.

(Continuedfrvm page 83.)

Thus we see that though hope, like

faith, is a natural principle, common to all

classes of men, and exhibited in the affairs

of every-day life, both secular and sacred,

it is not confined to the present scene of

action. It has a far wider scope—

a

higher and Airmore extensive range than

this world's temporalities can afford. It

reaches to the otner side the vail. It steps

over the sepulchre of mortality, and wings

its way to a higher sphere. Could we
gaze upon the glories of the celestial world

now, m our frail and unaided mortal

state, we should be overcome with the

power and grandeur of the scene: the

ere would be dazzled and the sight be-

dimmed by the intensity of its brilliance.

But faith can look, and hope can revel,

with the most ecstaticjoy, in the anticipa-

tion of one day realizing in very deed

that which the eye cannot now see, nei-

ther the ear hear, nor the heart fullv con-

ceive.
M If in this life only we had hope,"

says the Apostle, " we are of all men
most miserable." It is the Saints' pecu-

liar privilege, at all times and under all

circumstances, to "rejoice in hope."

Though tossed on the stormy waves of

persecution, and surrounded on every

side with apparent dangers, we have no
reason to fear—no cause for despair ; for

amidst the howlings of the tempest end
the almost overwhelming pow.er of the

influences that are brought to bear against

ns, may he heard the gentle voices of

faith and hope sweetly whispering, "Fear
not: all is well." Thus fortified, we can
at all times "glory in tribulation" and
put our whole trust and confidence in Him
Who presides over all things In heaven and
on earth. And even at the last trying

hour of mortal dissolution, when treading

the verge ofthe dark "valley ofthe shadow
of death," the true Saint of God can de-

clare, with the fullest assurance of faith

Sttd hope, "I will fear no evil, for Then art

with me!" And at the time, too, of

the final winding-up scene, when "the
heavens shall pass away *ith a great noise,

and the elements shafi melt with fervent

beat,"— when "the earth also and the

works that are therein shall be burned

up,"—even then be can take the pinions

of hope, and soar far above the terrors of a

blazing world. Thus the poet Campbell,

in his " Pleasures of Hope," has the fol-

lowing beautiful and expressive lines :

—

" Eternal Hopel when yonder spheres

sublime

Pealed their first notes to sound the march

of time,

Thy joyous youth began—but not to fade*

When all the sister planets hare decayed,—

When, wrapt in fire, the realms of ether

glow,
And heaven's last thunder shakes the

world below,

Thou, undismayed, shall o'er the ruins

smile,

And light thy torch at nature's funeral

pile."

How baseless, then, and how totally

unworthy of credence is the popular notion

that hope will cease and be " done away"

when the body dies. Modern theologians

teach that hope is a principle peculiar to

this mortal life, and that it will terminate

when earth returns to earth, dust to dost,

and ashes to ashes. But far—far from this

is the real truth. As well might it be ssid

that lift terminates here—that intellect,

energy, and happiness all end with the

body, and lie buried in the tomb ! Hope

end with this life ? Hope confined within

the boundary of mortality—the narrow

limits of some threescore years and ten ?

Not so ! It cannot die as long as the spirit

lives. It is a sempiternal attribute of the

soul—an indispensable element in its orga-

nization,—a characteristic feature—a con-

stituent portion of the mind, necessary to

its perfection, which grows with its growth

and strengthens with its strength. It

»

thus necessary to our progress m spiritual

life ; and being, as it were, a part of our-

selves, it belongs to us, and we cannot

separate ourselves from it, or it from us.

It is an inseparable rogredient of our

nature, and must go where we go, and

abide with us—abide where and just as

long as we abide. When we enter the

spirit-world we shall take it with us, for
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we cannot leave it Behind. In exercising

it, wt promote its growth and increase its

itoeagth. In developing and perfecting

a, we develop and perfect ourselves. The
ore we exalt it the more we exalt our-

aires, oar mental state, and spiritual oha*

aster. How, indeed, can the mind
continue to exist without its essential

attributes? As well might we sup-

a snbstanoe to exist without its

or its qualities as to imagine that

en can continue to live without his

fentaland spiritual characteristic—hope.

If hope be one of the springs of action in

this world, it will be so in the world to

come. If the energies of man be inspired

Shops here, they will there; for change
place, change of scene, and change of

earninstances will not and cannot change
cr destroy essential principles. An angel

bat the same mental characteristics that

we have, although far more exalted in-

knowledge, power, and glory. Hope is

just as necessary to the lire and happiness

of the highest angel as it is to ours. Can
we conceive of a heaven of bliss without
the smHingpresence and sweet influence

of hope? Where there is no anticipation,

no expectancy, no hopeof future blessings,

there can be no joy—no happiness. Take-

away hope, and heaven itself, with all its

glories, becomes at once a hell.

M And now abideth faith, hope, charity,

these three." We have seen that hope,

Hke faith, is an essential, constituent prin-

ciple of the mind, and as such, is peculiar to

all intelligences, of every grade fend cha-

racter, from mortal men upwards. It is

thus, of necessity, an abiding, eternal
principle—high as heaven, boundless as-

the universe, and immortal as the Gods

!

FOBEIQN CORRESPONDENCE.

BKtfQtOTO INTOLERANCE.

SwiUerland, December 31, 1857.

faadeat B. W. Richards.

Dear Brother,—I am happy to inform
we and the readers of the &ar, that the

Letttr-dayWork progresses here, although

As opposition is considerable.

Brother Alder has just paid a fine of

sbsnt thirty shillings; and 1 remarked to

him that those were thirty pieces of silver

kt which the mob magistrates were sell-

ing the Saviour, although they knew it

not

The first charge against him Was that

bs had wished to read the Bible with his

fcafly and three friends. He had not
wiiiiiiuud reading when the mob came

;

fas* the fact theft five or six Saints being
ttjemsi, wife a Bible in the bouse, was
anient testimony (as they were riot

likely to commit any other wickedness).

They were found "guilty," and fined on
this count.

The second charge was that he had
lodged some of the Saints. Found
" guilty " On this count. This leads me
to remark that Lot would probably have
been fined for allowing the angels to re-

main over night, if Sodom had not beet*

burned the next day. How many were
fined for lodging Jesus and his persecuted

Apostles I do not know.
The third charge was that he had hid

up an Elder from the fury of a brutal

mob, who had demolished the windows
and everything else they could. For this

he was also found "guilty," and the mob*
y)aere found innocent.

Tours truly,

Jabez WoodabD.

TUB "NEW YORK. TRIBUNE* ON THE OTA* EXPEDITION.

The letters of our Utsb correspondent
' we punish totJda? throw ftonti-

iffhson pes&otiiiat j present

1 by the Mormons. We refer
" to the ordkr* of General

WeBs, &e Mormon Commander in-Chiefr
found on the person of Taylotya Mormon
Major, taken prisoner along with two*

others, by some of the troops. These

or4ers are, in Substance, to harass the
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advance of the army in every possible

way short of shedding blood. We do
not share the surprise expressed by our
correspondent that the orders contain

this limitation. It does not grow out of

the idea that bloodshed is necessary to

constitute treason, but out of that hesita-

tion at taking life, which, however soon

and however completely it may be got

over, always characterizes the commence-
ment of civil warfare. In point of law,

the shedding or not shedding of blood

might make no difference. In point of

sentiment and feeling, and of action stimu-

lated by sentiment and feeling, it makes a.

great deal. Hence, in these cases, it is

always a great peint to throw the respon-

sibility of the first bloodshed on the oppo-

site party. Brigham Young has sense

enough to knew that, great as is the

existing antipathy against him and his

people, a conflict commenced by his

orders, in which the blood of United
States soldiers should flow, would greatly

aggravate it. On the other hand, it

may be found that extreme proceedings

against Major Taylor, who it seems is

charged with high treason, as having

been one of the party concerned in stop-

ping and burning the provision waggons,
will produce a state of feeling in the

Mormons which, perhaps, in the present

position of the troops, might as well not

be precipitated. At last the forces are

concentrated, and are encamped for the

winter at Fort Bridger. The annals of

military operations are sufficiently full of

disastrous blunders; but they will scarcely

furnish a more striking instance of the

kind than this sending of two thousand

men a thousand miles into the wilderness,

to pass the winter at that dreary place.

For any purpose of operating against the

Mormons, these troops would have been a
hundred times better posted, had they

remained in Kansas. A start from Kan-
sas early in the spring; would have brought
them to Salt Lake City by midsummer,

—

Suite as soon as they can expect to arrive

tiere now, even if the cold, and the Mor-
mons, and the diet of lean beef, which
forms the chief part of their rations,

should leave them, when the spring opens,

with numbers, strength, or spirit for the

enterprise. In fact, no movement from
Fort Bridger can be attempted until

draft cattle, fresh supplies of provisions,

and additional forces are brought up from
the frontier; so that nothing can be

gained, even in time, by the present posi-

tion of the troops, and the inevitable

sufferings and privations to which they

will be subjected. Had it been the object

of the Government to encourage Brigham

Young to oppose the entrance of the

troops into Utah, and to aid the Mormon
leaders in working up the fanaticism of

their deluded followers to the highest

pitch of desperate resolution, they could

hardly have chosen a method of procedure

better adapted to that end. If the troops,

according to the original plan, had pushed

forward in the spring and arrived in

Utah by July, as they might and should

have done, it is not likely that any resist-

ance would have been opposed to their

entrance into the country, or that the

civil officers would have found any serious

difficulty in entering upon the formal

discharge of their duties. The political

exigences of Kansas, and the retention of

the troops in that Territory to aid in

keeping down the Free State men, and

sustaining the Border-Ruffian regime,

having interfered with this movement,

evidently the true policy would have been

to have held back the troops for the

winter. In that case, the Mormons,

would probably have regarded the expe-

dition as abandoned. At all events, the

interval might have been employed in

disseminating among them a more correct

idea of the real object of the enterprise;

and when the army moved forward in the

spring, it might have been in such force

as to deter the Mormon leaders from the

idea of an armed resistance.

Instead of either of these reasonable

courses, finding itself exposed to the sus-

picion of never having really intended any

movement against the Mormons, the Go-

vernment undertook to relieve itself from

that charge by precipitating the troops,

just at the beginning of the winter, into a

position where they can do no good,

where they are exposed to suffer jgreetly,

and in which, worn down and diminished

in strength and numbers, as they neces-

sarily must be by a winter spent in

cantonments under such circumstances,

should the Mormons attaok them in the

spring, they may have great difficulty to

maintain themselves till supplies and rein-

forcements can come up.

In addition to all the other criticisms

to which this unlucky winter encamp-

ment at Fort Bridger lies open, in the

present state of the Federal Treasury, dm
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expense of it is not to be overlooked. The
exceedingly heavy cost of transporting to

Bach a distanceand through such a country

a six or eight months' supply for two
thousand men will be entirely thrown
away. On the frontier the troops might
have been fed during the winter for a
fifth part of the sum which their main-

tenance at Fort Bridger will cost. Flour

transported over the Plains, by the time

it reaches Fort Bridger, mounts up to

half a dollar the pound, and other things

in proportion. The beef of the half-

starved oxen, on which the troops will be

chiefly fed, will doubtless cost the Govern-

ment three or four times the money for

which, in the market of St. Louis, they

might have purchased beef of the best

quality. Even the limited quantity of

supplies which the country about Fort
Bridger might, under ordinary circum-

stances have furnished, will now be cut

off by the Mormons. In met, the whole

cost incurred in fitting out this Expedition
may be considered as absolutely thrown
away,—indeed, much worse than thrown
away,—since the only result of it will have
been to put the troops into a winter posi-

tion, the least advantageous that could
possibly have been chosen for them, and
which, if it has no worse result, will

certainly inspire them with a bitterness of
feeling towards the Mormons not favour-
able to a peaceful solution of existing*

difficulties ; while the Mormons them-
selves will be wrought up by this hostile

encampment, as they regard it, on their

border, to the highest pitch of fanaticism,

and may be stimulated by the helpless

condition of the troops in "the spring, an
they have been by the difficulties of a
winter advance into their country, to
measures of annoyance and hostility, upon
which, otherwise, they might never haver

ventured.

INDIAN AGENCY OF UTAH.

Camp in the South Pass, Oct. 25, 1857.

Dr. Hurt, the Indian Agent, supposed

to have been murdered by the Mormons,
arrived at our camp on the evening of the

23rd, escorted by twenty Utah Indians.

He fled from his station on Spanish Fork
on Sept. 27th, at midnight, and had wan-
dered with his escort nearly 300 miles

before he received the information which
guided him to us. His story of the cir-

cumstances which led him to conclude

that bis life was in danger, and of his

escape, is long and complicated. He
proposes to reduce it to writing, in which

case I shall be able to forward to you a
copy of the narrative.

It is said Dr. Hurt failed to receive the

following letter from Governor Young,
who had no knowledge of his intentions

to leave until on the eve of his departure.

Office Superintendent Indian Affairs,

Great Salt Lake City, Utah Territory,

September 26, 1857.

Sir,—I am informed that you propose

going to the States by some unfrequented
route, and in company with certain

Indians as pilots and travelling com-
panions. Such a course is very unsafe,

and highly improper in an officer of the

Government. I, therefore, respectfully

advise you, when you are ready to start

upon your journey to the East, to call

upon me, in my office in Great Salt Lake
City ; and I hereby pledge you a sufficient

escort and a comfortable carriage for

your speedy and safe transportation to

the protection of the United States troops

m route for this Territory.

Trusting that this advice will meet
with a cheerful compliance on your part,

I am

Brigham Yoime,

Governor and Ex-Officio Superinten-

dent of Indian Affairs.

Dr. Garlahd Hurt, United State*

Agent for the Territory of Utah.

Tib French Academy of Sciences has just rewarded a journeyman shoemaker, nwntd

B2gault, for his invention of a system by means of which arithmetic can be entirely super*

seded by the use of geometry.
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CAHADA.

(From a Prize Etiay, by J. S. Hoga*.)

The Early Sbttleb of Ujprb Ca-
nada.—Great as has been the prncperity

of America and of the settlements which
.mark the magnificent country just de-

scribed, yet nature has not been wooed in

them without trials, nor have her trea-

sures been won without a struggle worthy
of their worth. Those who have been in

the habit of passing early dearwgs in

Upper Canada, must have been struck

witp the cheerless and lonely, even deso-

late appearanoe of the first settler's little

log hut. In the midst of a dense forest,

and with a " patch of clearing " scarcely

large enough to let the sun shine in upon
him, he looks not unlike a person strug-

gling for existence on a single plank in

the middle of an ocean. For weeks,

-often for months, he sees not the face of

a stranger. The same still, and wild,

and boundless forest every morning rises

up to his view ; and his only hope against

it shutting him in for life rests in the

axe upon bis shoulder. A few blades of

corn, peeping up between stumps whose
very roots interlace—they are so close

together, are his soul safe-guards against

want ; whilst the few potatoe plants, in

little far between "hills," and which
struggle for existence against the briar

bush and luxuriant underwood* are to

form the seeds of his future plenty. Tall

pine trees, girdled and blackened by the

fires, stand out as grim monuments of
the prevailing loneliness, whilst the forest

itself,Uke animmensewall round a fortress,

seems to say to the settler, "How can
poverty ever expect to escape from such a
prison-house?"

Yet there is, happily, a poetry in every
man's nature ; and there is no scene in

life, how cheerless soever it may seem,

where that poetry may not spring up

—

where it may not gild desolation itself,

and cause a few to hope where all the

world besides might despair. That little

clearing—for I describe a reality—which
to others might afford such slender gua-
rantee for bare subsistence, was never-

theless a source of bright and cheering
dreams to that lonely settler. He looked

at it, and instead of thinking of its little-

ness, it was the foundation of great hopes
of a large farm and rich com fields to
him. And this very dream, or poetry, or
what you will, cheered him at his lonely

toil, and made him contented with ma
rude fire-side. The blades of corn, which
you might regard as conveying but a tan-

talizing idea of human comforts^ were
associated by him with large stacks and
full granaries; and the very thought
nerved his arm, and made him happy.

His little lonely hut, into which I saw
shrink out of sight his timid children

—

for they rarely if ever saw a stranger

—

was coupled by him, not with the notion

of privations and hardships you might
naturally attach to it, but with the proud
and manly idea that it should be the place

where he should achieve the respectability

and independence of those children. But,
besides this, he knew the history of hun-
dreds, nay, thousands of others in Canada,
who had gained prosperity against similar

odds ; and he said, in his manliness, that

he should go and do likewise.

Seven years afterwards I passed that

same settler's cottage. It was in the valley

of the Grand River in Upper Canada, not
far from the present village of Caledonia.

The little log hut was used as a back
kitchen to a neat two-story frame house,

i painted white. A large barn stood near
by, with stock of every description in its

yard. The stumps, round which the

blades of corn, when I last saw the place,

had so much difficulty in springing up>
hsd nearly all disappeared. Luxuriant
Indian corn had sole possession of the
place where the potatoes had so hard a
struggle against the briar bushes and
the underwood. The forest—dense, im-
penetrable though it seemed—had been
pushed far back by the energetic arm of
man. A garden, bright with flowers, and
enclosed in a neat picket fence, fronted

the house. A young orchard spread out
in rear. I met a farmer, as I was quit-

ting the scene, returning from church
with his wife and family. It was on a
Sunday ; and there was nothing in their

appearance^ save perhapa a healthy brown
colour in their faces to distinguish then -
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THE JEWS OF MOROCCO.—VARIETIES.

irom persons of wealth in cities. The
waggon they were in, their horses, har-

ness, dresses, everything about them, in

ibort, indicated comfort and easy circum-

stances. I enquired of the man who
wis the owner of the property I have just

been describing ? u It is mine, sir," he

replied: "I settled on it nine years ago,

m
and have, thank God, had tolerable sac-
cess."

Such was an early settler of Upper
Canada. Such were his hardships, his

fortitude, and his success. His history is

but that of thousands in the same Pro-
vince.

THE JEWS OF MOROCCO.

"The Jews are considered by the until he has passed them. They are not
Mussulmans of Morocco in the light allowed to cross a Mussulman cemetery,

of unclean animals and of enemies of and their women are publicly flogged on
God ; and if they do not exterminate them the slightest pretence by a Mussulman
it is only because they are useful, and

j

woman, specially designed for this func-t

because true believers have a right to tion, and who is called the ahrifa. If a
turn everything to account. Indeed,

,
Mussulman strike a Jew, the latter is not

were the Jewish population suddenly permitted to defend himself, otherwise
removed from the country, such an event i than by flight or stratagem. When the

would be a public calamity of incalculable , Sultan passes through a town, the Jews
magnitude; for it is the Jew alone who ! of the place are obliged to offer him rich

can mend a lock, build a house, make
: and magnificent presents. Yet with all

sold and silver trinkets, coin money, this burden of servitude upon them, they
decorate a room, or weave silk, all such never abjure their faith ; but this con-
handicrafts being regarded by the Mus- ! stancy, certainlv commendable in itself, is

salman with supreme contempt. Even ' coupled with the grossest ignorance and
the Sultan himself is obliged to have superstition. They hate the Christians

recourse to them for the collection of
j

quite as much as the Mussulmans, al-

taxes or negotiations with Christians. 1 though the little protection they enjoy at

Slaves in appearance, the Jews possess Tangier, is due to the Christian consuls,

in reality afi that power which superior When a Christian enters the house of a
talent and conning can confer. Every protected Jew he is received with every

night the Jews are shut up in a particular mark of hospitality ; but no sooner is his

quarter enclosed with a wall, and it is back turned than the glass out of which
only after sunrise they are allowed to he has drunk is broken into pieces, and
enter the Mussulman town, where they everything he has touched is subjected to

hare their shops. The Jew is obliged to a rigorous purification, performed with
wear black clothes, that colour being the many complicated ceremonies. A Jewish
emblem of misfortune and malediction, servant will not eat the meat she has
If he passes before a mosque, a zaouia or

,

cooked for a Christian, although bought
ebapd, or if he meets a holy man, a at a Jewish butcher's, because it has been
marabout, or a sheriff, he must take off . cooked in Christian vessels."

—

From th$

hu shoes, and carry them in his hand ' " Rtvue Contemporaine.
"

VARIETIES

Humility is the nearest path to exaltation and honour.
8tracdsb, N. T. it is said, may be justly considered the hot-bed of immorality, with a

sphndid yield of forbidden fruit. Two out of five of the married women, a resident

totes, were addicted to drink and Free Love Associations.

Passwo Ewers.—On the wedding day of the Princess Royal, upwards of ninety couples
**» BMrried in the Parish Church of Leeds. In Berlin, the same day, seven young bridal

"vples receired a donation of 100 thalers each towards commencing housekeeping

:

*tsr Prussian towns followed the example. The arrangements made for the departure

* the Princess and Prince Frederick William from Gravesend and their arrival in BerT'
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112 POETRY.—ADDRESSES*—MONEY LIST.

on the 8th inst. were magnificently grand. 8uceess continaeg to attend the British anar

in India, and the rebels seem inclined to erade collision, though still determined on reeist-

ance and committing new depredations. The French GoTeroment has resolred to pot

down all religious controversy in the public press. The late attempt at assassination has

only served to strengthen the Imperial Throne. The Queen of Oude died at Paris on the

25th ult. The Leviathan was successfully launched and towed to her moorings at Dept-

ford oo the 30th ult., after more than three months* constant exertion.

—

America : The

final loasea of firms during the late money panic have been estimated at 142,780,000-

dollars. Arrangements are being made for forwarding supplies to Utah, but no money U
available for purchases. California volunteers her services to the General Government

•gainst the Mormons. The fact that only two Mormon women remained in Carson County

is cited as another instance of the tenacity with which they cling to their peculiar faith.

Colonel Camming, at Bridger, issued, Nov. 21, a Proclamation as Governor, declsring

Utah in a state of rebellion, and commands all armed parties to dUband and return home.

The rebels were to be tried by a Court organized in Green River County by Judge Eckels,,

and not by a Military Commission. Colonel Johnston had established his head-quarters

at Fort Bridger, which was being rebuilt by the army for a permanent post. Governor

Toung had invited the officers of the army to spend the winter in G. S. L. City. The

Gentile merchants had left the city, and gone to California. Colonel Anderson and his

men, of the Walker Expedition, have surrendered and been conveyed to.the United States.

A violent storm passed over New Orleans oo the 15th ult., damaging ships, steamboats,

bouses, and other property ; and several lives were lost.

IMPROMPTU.
Let cowards fear when danger '• nigh, But let me be among the brave

Forgetful of their boast : Who scorn the coward's flight

:

Valiant In peace, in war they fly, Oh, lay me in the hero's grave,
And maguify the hoat. Or bear me through the fight.

B. W. T.

Abdrbbsbs.—George Teasdale, V, Twerton Hays, Bath.
Joseph Burrows, Swan Row, Abersychsn, Pontypool, Monmouthshire.
Henry Bywaters, care of John Verry, Auonbury Hill, near Ross, Hereford.
Richard Taylor, Sugwas Fool, Stretton 8ugwns, near Hereford.
Thomas Smith, Rose Cottage, St. Clement's Place, St. John's, Worcester.
William Fuller, Mr. Wilson's, 7, Coley Street, Reading, Berks.
John t lark, 31, Waters Green, Macclesfield.
T. W. Kirby, 8T>, Wolverhampton Lome, Wslsall, Stsffordshire.
II. A. Shaw, 4, Ward Street, Wolverhampton.
K. R. Hodson, 8, Ravensworth Street, KUhopwearmouth, Sunderland.
C. C. Tester, care of Mrs. Pikes, Blind Une, Ramsbury, Wilts.

, Mal<Joieph SUrer, care of George Stratford, High Street, Maldoo, Essex.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Me tnmt hmSh mm emr, let him hear what the Spirt* eoith unto the dh*r***s.—Jesus Christ.

t ofher^ mm people, that ye he not partakers of her tint, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.—A Voice from Hearso.

Mo. 0, ToL XX. Saturday, February 20, 1858. Price One Penny.

ZION.

• tmj the nation abd kingdom that will not serve thee shall perish ; yea, those nations shall be utterly
wasted."

—

Isaiah.

•iHfiU shall come to pass, among the wicked, thai every man that will, 3oVMe Ills sword against hia
neighbour mast needs bee unto Zion for safety."—J osierh Smith.

*n» Latter-day Zion has been the

ebjeet of peculiar admiration with all holy

Prophets. She has been the subject and
glory of their vision, the theme of their

•raise, and the inspiration of their, song,

new the Zion of Enoch and the City of

Zion where Darid dwelt have scarcely

seme into remembrance hy them, in com-
parison with the Zibri of the last days

—

•the cky of God." We are informed
that the true signification of Zion is,

"the pore in heart;" but the Pro-
phets in contemplating the upbuilding

of Zion and the gathering of the elect,

tare ever had before them the circum-

and events that are necessarily

antoctaied with the idea of her becoming
"the joy of the whole earth." This has
abo caused tbem to dwell with much
eatahasift upon $he dip of Zion and the

Wof Zkm, or the citjr and land of "the
Bane m heart."

By this we understand thai the pure in

heart are to have q cky and ajafad ; and
tha nropbela have ever described tfiat'citv

and khd as being more' gtbrions than all

attend so much so, that She Prophet
Uah mforca* us that the Gentifcs Ahall

coast adher li*ht,andltinta tothe bright,

•ess'of Her rising; fa the glory of the

Lord slkmld Wti^bn her. Of the city we
are told, M *thy feates shall be open con-
tinually, that men may brlflg unto thee
the forces of the Gentiles, arid that their

kings may be brought." And it shall

also be. Bald, . "The Lord dwelleth iu
Zion ; God id in the midst of her ;" and
this certain^ is«n abundant reason for

the declaration that the law should go.

forth torn Zion—fole Lawgiver would
dwell there.

It ia not dur oWect to particularise

upon alj the v^iCeoflitfd interesting fea-

tures of this strode;'but to direct atten-

tion td one or two important considera-

tions set forth in iihe
7
texts which we have

SuoteH at the head of this afrtieie. In so
omg, we shall speak Of Zfon in general

terms sts bdiiljr not dfJty the people of
God, but the Wrrt and place where that

people dwelt^ajJlfdd tfe Which even those

from amontf the wicked can iee for

safety, ^tod- the bttjy ftfaoe wliere that

safety can be'obtaiiW. 1W Latter-day
Saints whl'llW'iMb to biAld up tins

Latter41xy Zton
1

. This is perfectly reason-

ablefrom Hie tact this the Aahfts of God,
or the redeemed bf the Loro*, are to
inhabit k. k is atH6

:

reasonable from the-

fact that alTwho reoeive the CrOtpeA re-
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114 ZION.

ceive the spirit of Zion, and their faith

centres upon it as the place of their future

borne, their resting-place, the place of

their brightest hopes and fondest expecta-

tions—the place alone where they look

for those ordinances, keys, and powers,

which shall constitute them saviours upon
Mount Zion, and the only place where
they can realize the benefits of those insti-

tutions, principles, and covenants which

can make them the anointed and re-

deemed of the Lord, and lead them to an

exaltation, with eternal lives. No wonder
such faith and hopes inspire the Saints of

this day, as they did the Saints and Pro-

phets of former days, to make Zion their

theme of praise and song of lasting joy.

But, says one, Who knows that this

Zion, this gathering place of the Saints

—

the pure in heart, is a place of safety—

a

place where they can be secure from the

wicked and from the judgments that are

to come upon them ? Perhaps even Saints

would be doubtful in answering this

•question; and if so, how much more the

wicked, who have no hope in Zion. ' This

being the case, however, only proves that

Zion is not vet what she is to be—that

she is not yet known for a place of refuge

;

,but that Bhe is to be all that the Prophets

have predicted cannot be doubted with-

out questioning the inspiration of those

Prophets. It cannot be doubted by Saints

without questioning the spirit they have

within them, and every hope they cherish,

which, if once blasted by doubt or unbe-

lief, would render them of all men most

4 miserable.

As these hopes and this faith can never

perish, they who possess them have only to

wait for those events to transpire which
will test the Zion of God and prove her

.to be all that the Prophets have declared

of her. That test must come; that trial

, she must endure. It is one that her God
has prepared, and will require her to

abide. It will be no less than the gather-

ing of the nations against her to battle,

as the means of separating her from the

world and placing her in a position to be
known in all the earth. This great strug-

gle for supremacy against the powers of
earth will be the day of God's avenging
power, and Zion will be redeemed with
judgment.. So great and marvellous will

bertha manifestations of the power of

(God in that eventful crisis, and so infi-

nttely great the victory gained by the

Afrafjfoiitti of Zion! that the nations of

the wicked will say, " Let us not go up
against Zion .to battle; for the inhabi-

tants thereof are terrible." This is not

the present feeling of those who go up
against Zion. There is a change to come
over the scene—a change which expe-

rience alone will have power to effect,

and that experience the most overwhelm-

ing and disastrous to those who shall be

made to feel the wrath of God and of

His people. Those events must tran-

spire which will fully test the people of

God and demonstrate to the world that

they cannot be overcome—that they are

beyond the power of their enemies. Such
is the ultimate destiny of Zion. Then,
and not till then, will the nations know
that there is safety in Zion; and then

will the time come that those who have
not become so hardened in sin as to take

up their sword against their neighbour
will only find sanity by fleeing to this

latter-day city of refuge, and by submit-

ting to her laws. Then will be literally

fulfilled the language of Isaiah which
we have quoted— " The nation and king-

dom that will not serve thee shall perish;

yea, those nations shall be utterly wor-
sted."

It is to the Saints, and should be to

the world, a source of anxiety to know
when all these things are to be fulfilled.

And if they would look around them, they
would see them now fulfilling before their

eyes, and would be reminded that they
live in the most important and eventful

era of the world. They would now see

the armies of a mighty nation gathering
against the despised and persecuted peo-
ple of God,—a people who in every
respect answer the description given by
the Prophets—a people who have been
driven as captives moving to and fro, who
have gone up into a high mountain, that
the mountain of the Lord's house may be
established in the tops of the mountains,
and thereby the Scriptures be fulfilled.

Notwithstanding every thing so far
corresponds with divine predictions, when
that which is to follow is considered, un-
belief withstands the truth, and says,
Impossible !—it cannot be that the strong
and mighty who go up against the Saints
shall perish, that they shall be utterly
wasted, that God will contend with the
enemies of Zion, that He will feed them
with their own flesh, and make them
drunken with their own blood, that they
shall be spoiled at they have thoaght to
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LOVE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE. 11*

, that they shall be trodden down as

mire of the streets, and His anger
and indignation cease in their destruction.

|

Eren Saints can scarcely believe that the

time is at hand for all these things to bt
consummated ; but they have all been spo-

ken, and must be fulfilled ; not even one
word can fail. If we do not behold it

to-day, we may confidently look for it

'to-morrow.

The people of Zion thus far have been
as the chased roe upon the mountains.

They have not, like the wicked, fled when
none pursued ; but they have been hunted
'from morning until evening, and driven

by the hounds of persecution madly
thirsting for their blood. No covert has

afforded them security, or kind arm pro-

tection ; but the days of their sorrow will

soon be turned into joy. Zion shall be
established, no more to be moved out of
her place. She will be to the world as were
the cities of refuge to ancient Israel

—

only far exceeding them—and the hand
that now oppresses her shall be no more.
The Lord will dwell in the midst of her

;

He will comfort her, and she shall

triumph over all her enemies : she shall

no more be driven and persecuted ; for a
Deliverer shall come out of her, and she

shall beat in pieces all her enemies. God
shall rejoice over her, and these that

dwell in her shall be called " the redeemed
of the Lord." Such is evidently the des-

tiny of the Latter-day Zion, as contem-
plated by both ancient and modern Pro-
phets, and by God himself, who will take

her as a favoured child into his peculiar

care, and afford to her the protection of
His almighty am.
The land of America is the land of

Zion; and wherever the Saints of God

are assembled upon it, there will be the
immediate place of those scenes which,
for a display of the marvellous power of
God, will exceed any the world has yet
ever witnessed. The place now occupied
by the Saints in the mountains is, above
all others, best suited to the great emer-
gency. The mountains will aid in their

defence against those who seek to destroy
them ; and the earth cannot afford them
greater security than is now had in " the
munition of rocks." But, independently
of these, the power of God is ever suffc>

cient for His people. In Him the inhabi-

tants of Zion trust, knowing that their

cause is the cause of truth, of righteous-

ness, of the oppressed on earth, of angels,

Of Jesus Christ and his Church, and,
finally, the cause of God. What is tran-
spiring there is only fulfilling ancient pro-
phecy ; and Prophets are conducting the
work with their eye upon all these things.

They, with us, await with joy the pending
crisis, and confidently anticipate the glo-

rious result—a result that will set Zion
free from every' power and alliance but
that of God and heaven. The important
struggle through which she has to pass
claims not the sympathy of her enemies.

She would spurn the worthless proffer

;

but she claims the solicitude of Saints and
the sympathy of heaven, while, with the
unflinching hand of justice, she meets out
merited retribution to all her foes. Then
shall the Prophets of God rule over the

kings of the earth, for they shall serve

Zion ; and the nations thereof shall flee

unto her for safety, and there shall be
the place of their redemption; for the
Lord hath spoken it, and will hasten it in,

its time.

LOVE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

And now abldeth Faith, Hope, Charity, these three ; but the greatest of these is Charity/'—Paul.

(Continuedfrom page 107.)

In our previous articles upon Faith and
Hope, we endeavoured to show, in as clear

a manner as we were able, that those two
principleB are in themselves both natural

*nd eternal—peculiar to intelligent beings,

Bet only through all the phases and vicis-

•tadea of this mortal life, but through

the various progressive stages of spiritual

life in all the eternities to come.
We now purpose to treat, in a some-

what similar manner, upon the subject of
Love, or Charity, and to show its bearings

upon and relations to man's present a**^

future life.
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116 LOVE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

Charity is a term often used now-a-

days to signify almsgiving. Hence public

institutions for the relief or benefit of the

poor are frequently called " ChariUe*."

Schools for the gratuitous instruction

of youth are likewise called "Charity
Schools." The expression "Bestow your

charity'
9
is commonly used, as every one

is aware, to signify, bestow your alma.

But in all such cases, the term charity

is used in an improper and secondary

sense. Though thus adopted, and al-

lowed to nass current as a synonym
for almsgiving, in popular phraseology,

such a signification is certainly a wide

departure from its original and proper

meaning.
That such 'is not the intended mean-

ing of the Apostle is evident from the

3rd verse of the chapter from whence
our motto text is taken, where he says,

" Though I give all my goods to feed the

poor, («c.,) and have not Charity, it

profiteth me nothing." He here makes

an unmistakeable distinction between

charity and almsgiving; for the latter,

without the former, is comparatively

worth "nothing."

But the nature of the principle treated

of by the Apostle will be much more
clearly seen and understood when it is

borne in mind that the original Greek
word which is translated "charity" in

our version of his writings, is
44 ayaxt;,"

which literally signifies love. This is

its only proper meaning. Although
41 ayam?, " frequently occurs in theoriginal,

it is not (us it should be) uniformly

translated love, but is m some cases (for no

apparent reason) rendered u charity " in

our version of the New Testament Scrip-

tures. In the old English versions the

word "love" is uniformly used; and why
King James's translators took it upon

themselves to alter it seems unaccountable,

except it was done in order to mislead and
confuse the reader ! The fact of charity

being commonly misconstrued to refer to

outward acts, instead of the inward prin-

ciple that prompts them, is a sufficient rea-

son of itself, were there no other, why the

meaning of the sacred writers should not

be misrepresented by such a word.
Charity is also frequently viewed as a

latitudinarian principle that panders to the

erratic notions and conduct of another.

"Ob, do not be so uncharitable," says

one; "let every man enjoy his own
opinion in religious matters : all denomi-

nations are right in the sight of God.9
'

"Don't be so hard," says another; "be
charitable: what does it matter what a

man believes, so that he belongs to some
denomination, and reaches heaven at

last?" Thus charity is considered by

such persons as a principle that should

excuse or overlook presumed errors of

faith and inconsistencies of conduct, and

look complacently upon all systems of

religion and modes of life, without con-

demning any.

But real and true charity is at all times

exemplified in a firm adherence to recti-

tude and truth, in honestly calling things

by their right names, and in denouncing

and discountenancing all unrighteousness,

as well as in reverencing and sanctioning

what is holy and pure.

If we saw a fellow-being travelling

near a dangerous precipice, true charity

would lead us to acquaint him of his

peril ; and if he neither saw his danger

nor believed our testimony concerning it,

genuine charitywould prompt us to warn

him faithfully in even stronger and

stronger terms of the inevitable destruc-

tion which would befal him if he persisted

in pursuing his intended course. Charity

will not call sweet bitter, or bitter sweet,

—light darkness, or darkness light : it will

not designate good evil, or evil good,—vice

virtue, or virtue vice : it will not tonfound

truth with error,rightwith wrong, or safety

with jeopardy. Yet it will ever incline

us to cast a vail over another's infirmities,

to look favourably on the best side of his

character, to make due allowance for all

the peculiar weakness of his nature and

all tne force of overbalancing influences,

according to the circumstances of the case,

and to avoid unnecessary and harsh ex-

posure of an erring, repentant brother.

We are taught in the Scriptures to love

the Lord our God with all our hearts,

and our neighbour as ourselves. This is

declared by our Lord to be the sum and

substance of the whole law; and hence

the Apostle John says that " Love is the

fulfilling of the law ;" for whoever pos-

sesses and exercises this principle of love

to God and man will assuredly honour
I the divine law by fulfilling those duties,

towards both God and man, which it so

plainly enjoins.

It will be evident to all who duly reflect

upon the subject that genuine love to

God must necessarily be preceded by faith

in Hun ; for it is utterly impossible for us
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LOVE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

to lore anything without previously be-

ttering in its existence and in those

qualities which we deem worthy of our
love. That which is not an object of our
flight or of our belief is as a nonentity to

as, and cannot, therefore, be an object of
our affection. It i» impossible, then, that

we can, in any definite sense) lore God
with all ourheart, and soal,and mind, and
strength,, at we are catted upon to do in

what oar Lord calls the first great com-
naodmeot, without previously believing

m His existence and in His Divine
character and attributes, at God, and also

hoping for an acceptance with Him,
through the merits of His Son, and for an
ultimate realization of the rewards and
blessings which He has promised to His

> also in reference to our fellow-man
—our friend, brother, or neighbour.
Before we can exercise genuine love

towards him, we must necessarily have a
degree of faith and confidence in him,
and also entertain some hope of finding,

by experience* that he has in reaKty those

tpafities, and wrill manifest those prin-

ciples, which will entitle bim to our love.

But who is meant by our neighbour ?

a common language, a neighbour is one
who Kres near to us. It is not, however,
in such a confined sense as this that we
are to view, the neighbour alluded to in

the Divine Law. Onr neighbour is any
and every person with whom we have to

do, whether he be brother, friend, or
stranger. Wo are to love him—not his

falts, his errors, or his frailties. We are
te him as a fellow-being—as a brother of
the same universal family, springing from
ue same common Parent—viewing his

good qualities with complacency, and his

<*hers with pity and compassion. The
rale for our guidance in tne exercise of

brotherly love or charity is plainly laid

down—" Thorn ahalt love thy neighbour
ai thyself. The chief characteristic

feature of the love which we bear for

ourselves is the continual desire we feel

to benefit ourselves and promote our own
happiness, by doing ourselves all the good
we can, and as little injury as possible.

I£ then, we adopt this as a standard from
which to measure the nature and extent

of our love to others* the result will be
obvious.
Whenever the true principle of love

or charity exists within the heart, it must
and will manifest itself. It cannot ro-

ll7

main inactive, as a mere principle, but it

will exhibit itself in the outward deport-

ment of fife. It is a living principle,

and cannot remain dormant ana inopera-

tive. Whenever and wherever an op*,

nortunity presents itself, love will be
found prompting to deeds of mercy and
benevolence. In every stage and condition

of life, at all times and under all circum-
stances, true love remains the same, and
is ever active for good,—rejoicing with
those who do rejoice, and weeping with
thosethat weep,—encouraging thebroken*
hearted, relieving the indigent, helping

the weak, wiping away the tear of sorrow
from the eye of the disconsolate and
distressed, and cheering the hearts of the

poor and needy by acts of kindness and
goodwill.

It will thus be seen that love itself is

a natural, inborn principle, common to

all ranks and classes of persons, although
it varies in extent and quality in different

individuals. In some it is more intense

than in others, according to the nature
of the objects on which it is placed and
the character of surrounding circum-
stances.

Though the principle of love in all

cases is abstractedly the same, ita nominal
character is determined by the nature and
character of the objects towards which it

is exercised. Thus parental, fraternal,,

filial,and conjugal love may be considered

as one and the same principle, although
its exercise or mode of operation may oe
different in each case. Thus the different

positions and conditions of life simplv
create a variety of channels through
which the living, natural and overflowing

stream of innate love may flow. Love is

life, and these are the directions which it

takes; and if, according to the ever-

varying circumstances of life, it cannot or
or does not take one direction, it will

another.

We see it manifested by the father of a
family, who is constantly labouring to
provide for their wants and to promote
their interests. We see it manifested by
the mother, who thinks no toil too great,

no care too irksome, in administering to

the necessities of her child,—who antici-

pates its every want, and who would
unmurmuringly undergo any privation,

,

or sacrifice any pleasure, to gratify her

,

darling boy or girl We see it in the,

lover, whose whole soul is fired with the

.

most devoted affection towards her who
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is the object of his choice as a partner for

fife; for what sacrifice is too great for

him to make—what difficulty is there that

he cannot surmount, in order to secure

the prize upon which his heart is fixed ?

In these, and numerous other instances,

out of the multitude that might be cited

as illustrations, it will be seen that love is

a natural principle, innate and connate,

of the human mind, and that, to promote
the 8ucces8 of its objects, there is no labour

that will not be engaged in, or sacri-

fice that will not be made,—no pain that

cannot be borne, or privations endured,

—

no obstacle that cannot be overcome, or

difficult task undertaken and accom-
plished. The soul that is animated with

real and ardent love towards any object

knows no difficulty too great to encounter

(To be *

— no enterprize too mishty to venture*

upon, in order to accomplish the consum-
mation of its desire and aim.

And what is this inward, secret, living,

all-potent, and unquenchable principle of
Love, that dwells in the recesses of every
human heart, however varied may be its-

operations? How can it be described?
Language would fail to give an adequate
definition of this mysterious principle,

whose heights of rapture are to mortals
inexpressible, and whose depths of in-
tensity and power are utterly unfathom-
able. Well might the poet say

—

" Love is a passion so divine,

Description would but make it less :

'Tie what I know, but can't define

;

Tis what I feel, but can't express.*

wed.)

REMARKS BY ELDER W. WOODRUFF.

Brother Brigham feels calm and serene

as a summer's morning, and in his de-

sire to save Israel he wishes to save also

the lives of our enemies, if possible.

Why is he so calm and steady? It is

because God is with him; and though
armies are approaching and ready ap-

parently to swallow up this people, yet

lie and his brethren feel calm, and the

Lord reveals unto them by the Holy
Spirit how to govern and control this

people. They have had a long' experience

in proving the Almighty God, who holds

the destiny of the Saints and the sinner

;

and has He ever failed us? No never.

The wicked rage and the heathen imagine
a vain thing, and they say, " Let us go
and take a prey and a spoil ; let our eye

be upon Zion, and let ner be defiled."

But they know not the thoughts of the

Lord, neither understand they His coun-
sel. God will work for us and defend
us, if we do our duty, and Zion will soon

be free. We will not suffer the oppres-

sions of our enemies as we have done.

If the United States make war upon
this people, the Lord will hold them
responsible for it, and the measure they

mete will be measured unto them again

;

and if they are ripe, and the eup of their

iniquity full, they will be shattered to

pieces, their union broken up and de-

stroyed. They will be visited with
thunder and lightning, and hail, and the

judgments of God, and every man that
will not draw his sword against his neigh*
bour will be obliged to flee to Zion.
They are sending their armies here to
destroy us; but I ask no men to weep for
Utah, or spend their sympathyfor us,—not
even my relatives, or the priests, the
doctors, lawyers, or editors. No, not
even one soul, from the President of the
United States down through the whole
nation, who have given consent to oar
death, for they will have plenty to bear
themselves, and they may save their
weeping for themselves and their children*

The Lord will teach them that their

Eroud looks and haughty feelings will be
dd low.

The Lord has suffered some of our
Prophets and Apostles to be martyred ;
and what for? That the cup of the*
iniquity of the nations might be full, and
that His servants might be crowned heirs
of God and joint heirs with Jesus Christ
to a martyr's crown. Through the per- .

secutions of the enemies of truth, many
of the Saints have been worn out; but as
a body, the kingdom and people have been
led off as victorious conquerors. We
stand now and hold the keys of the -

American continent : we , stand in the
strong chambers of the mountains ; and .

can the Lord God give us the victory ? He
can and He will, and He has been pre-
paring us for this, by pouring out upon.
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as His Holy Spirit, uniting the people,
j

When I heard this, I was full of joy, and
who bare been willing to repent and | who would not be ? Who would not

forsake their sins ; and I hope we shall
j
rather die than bow down to the yoke of

continue faithful to the end. We have
j

the enemy ? It would sweeten death to a
had to stoop to our enemies hereto- \

man to know that be should lay down his

fere, and bear many things from them
}

life in defence of freedom and the king-

worse than Heath ; but if there is any- ' dom of God rather than to longer bow to-

thing that give as joy and consolation,
|
the cruelty of mobs, even if the mob have

—at least, I can speak for myself,—it was
,
the name of being legalized by the

when I heard the brethren say, " You
j
nation. J thank God, and I rejoice that

are free, brethren,—you are free ; and ' this people are determined to be free-

you may prove yourselves before God and
j
from monocracy and oppression, and that

men that you are willing to defend your-
|
they are determined to have peace, if they

selves against tyrants and oppressors."
|
have to fight for it.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued frompage 104.)

[October, 1842.]

M Chicago, October 20, 1842.

Sidney Rigdon, Esq.—Dear Sir,— In

answer to your favours of the 17th instant.

Mr. Warren was correct in the information

be give you of my opinion of the illegality

of the requisition made by the Governor of

Missouri upon the Governor of this 8tate

for the surrender of Joseph Smith, and that

the Governor of this State should cause him
t» be arrested for the purpose of being

tarreadered. I had no doubt but the

Saprense Court of this State would dis-

charge him upon Habeas Corpus. Subse-

quent examination has confirmed me in that

I understand from your letter, and from
j

the statement of facts made to me by Mr.
j

Warren, that the requisition of the Governor
j

of Missouri is accompanied by an affidavit of

Ex-GoTernor Boggs, stating in substance
|

that on the 6th day of May last he was shot
j

wkue sitting in his bouse, with intent to ,

MB; and, as he verily believes, the act was
|

was committed by O. P. Rockwell; and ;

that Jteeph Smith waa accessory to the I

crone before its commission; and that he »

aaijfecf from justice. That it can be proved .

ftat Joseph Smith was not in the State of

Missouri at the time the crime was cont-

acted, but was in this 8tate ; that it is 1

•aires that he was in the State of Missouri
at the time of the commission of the said

crisis, or has been there at any time since.

Hi could not, therefore, have fled from that

Hate stuee the eommission of said crime.

Tie right on the part of the Governor of

Msjsouri to demand Smith, and the duty on
tatfart of

1

the Governor of this State to
,

deliver him up, if they exist, are given and
imposed by that clause of the Constitution

of the United States which declares M that

a person charged in any State with treason,

felony, or other crime, who shall flee from
justice and be found in another State, shall,

on demand of the Executive authority of
the State from which he fled, be delivered

up to be removed to the State having juris-

diction of the crimes."

It is unnecessary to refer to the Act of

Congress in relation to the delivery up of

fugitives from justice, as Congress has just

so much power, and no more, than is ex-

pressly given by the said clause in the

Constitution. The Constitution is the best

exponent of itself. What persons, then,

can be surrendered up by the Governor of
one State to the Governor of another ?

First. He must be a person charged with
treason, felony, or other crime. "It is

sufficient, if he be charged with the com-
mission of crime, either by indictment found

or by affidavit. Second: He must be a
person who shall flee from justice and be
found in another State."

It is not sufficient to satisfy this branch of

the Constitution, that he should be •charged"

with having fled from justice. Unless he
has actually fled from the State where the

offence was committed, to another State, the

Governor of this State has no jurisdiction

over his person, and cannot deliver him up.

When Mr. Smith is brought up on a Habeas.

Corpus, he will have a right, under the 3rd

sec. of our Habeas Corpus Act, to introduce

testimony* and show that the process upon
which he is arrested was obtained by false

pretence; that it is untrue that he fled from

the State of Missouri, to evade being brought
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to justice there, for the crime of which he
is charged. He will hare the right to place

himself upon the platform of the Constitu-

tion of the United States, and say, I am a
citizeo of the State of Illinois : I hare not

fled from the State of Missouri, or from the

"justice* of that State, on account of the

commission of the crime with which I am
charged. I am ready to prove that the

charge of baring fled from State is false,
I

and 1 am not, therefore, subject under the
|

Constitution of the United States to be
delivered up to -that State for trial.

You say, in your letter to me, that you
doubt whether on a Habeas Corpus the

Court would hare a right to try the question,

whether Smith was in Missouri at the time

of the commission of the crime of which he
is charged. To this I answer, that, upon a

(To be co

Habeas Corpus, the Court would be bound
to try the question, whether Smith fled

justice from Missouri to this State. The
affidavit of Mr. Boggs is not conclusive on
this point. It may be rebutted. Unleas
Smith is a person who has fled from justice,

be is not subject to be delivered up, under
the express provisions of our own Habeaa
Corpus Act. He has a right to show that
the affidavit is false, and that the order for
his arrest was obtained by false preteneee.
Again, the affidavit on its face was not
sufficient to authorize the arrest of Smith.
It is evasive and deceptive. It does not
show that he fled from the State of Missouri
to evade justice for the commission of the
crime of which he is charged by Governor
Boggs.

ntimted.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1858.

Filibusterism in TJtah.—In our columns will be found a most remarkable Procla-

mation issued by Colonel Camming as Governor of Utah. From this extraordinary

document we learn that a temporary Government was being organized in Green
River County of that Territory, and steps taken by non-officials as extraordinary as

they were illegal. We have often heard it remarked that " necessity knows no law,"

but in this instance Governor dimming is quite equal to necessity by heeding no law.

The fact that Utah is now represented as having two Governors, each in opposition

to the other, each issuing his Proclamation to the people, and both claiming to be done

by authority, offers for consideration a very anomalous state of things. We have here-

tofore shown that Governor Young had full authority for his proceedings as a
Federal Officer and Executive of the Territory. That he has held his office as such,

and that the Territorial Government has been in efficient and successful operation for

several years, by approbation of the General Government, is certain ; and the only

question now is, Has he been lawfully succeeded by Governor Cummjng? If he has

not. then Governor Young is still Governor; and any attempt of official proceeding

on the part of another in the Territory must only be considered in the light of filibus-

terism, which President Buchanan repudiates, and in which Governor Young, will

sustain him, so far as Utah is concerned.

'The Organic Act ofthat Territory provides that the Governor " shall hold his office

fox four years, and until his successor shall be appointed and qualified, unless sooner

removed by the President of the United States." The executive authority, therefore,

must remain with Governor Young until his successor is appointed and qualified.

His successor has been appointed; but, to be qualified to enter upon the duties of

his office, the law expressly says, "The Governor and Secretary shall, before they act

as- such, respectively take an oath or affirmation before the District Judge, or some

Justice of the Peace in the limits of said Territory, duly authorised to administer

^oaths and affirmations by the laws now in force therein." The fact that Governor
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Gamming has not been near any Judge or Justice authorized by the laws of the Ter-

ritory to take oaths or affirmations, proves that he is not qualified te do or perform

legally, as Governor, any act within the Territory. His Proclamation, therefore

under these circumstances, can only be considered as an insult to the people and a

burlesque upon the office of Governor ; and every act of this kind is criminal in the

eyes of the law. The law would declare him a subverter of the Government—

a

traitor to his country, and justice would hang him for his conduct, if Brigham Young
did not

Should Governor Cumming even admit the illegality of his course, and fall back

upon the old maxim that " necessity knows no law," and claim, as some may, that

circumstances demanded the policy he has pursued, we have only to say that, if Utah
wis in a state of rebellion, and everything there as bad as represented, there was a
legal remedy for the evil ; and while such was the fact, he could not be justified in

adopting the policy which he has, thereby aggravating the case, and, to all appear-

ance, wilfully violating every principle of honour and integrity to Government.

To excuse his conduct, it, is possible Governor Cumming may claim to have taken

oath of office before Judge Eckles, who is organizing a court in Green River County.

If so, we have only to say that Judge Eckles is no more qualified to act officially in

Utah than Governor Cumming ; and he might as well have appeared and taken oath

before the lowest officer of the army as Judge Eckles, so far as its legality could be

concerned. The law requires the same steps to be taken to qualify a Judge, and all

other officers appointed by the President, as a Governor ; and all the objections that can

be urged against the legality of Governor Cumming's Proclamation, and all other

acts done by him as Governor, apply with equal force to the Judiciary and every Other

civil officer sent by the General Government to Utah. For proof of this we quote the

Uw applicable to the case :—" And the Chief Justice and Associate Justices, and all

other civil officers in said Territory, before they act as such, shall take a like oath or

affirmation before the said Governor or Secretary, or some Judge or Justice of the

peace of the Territory who may be duly commissioned and qualified." Thus it is

rendered an impossibility for any civil officer to go into Utah and enter legally upon the

duties of his office without first appearing before some already qualified officer in the

Territory, and taking oath of office ; and that oath must be certified to and recorded

in manner and form as prescribed by law.

Were it possible to remove all these objections and admit that the Judiciary were

auaUfied for office, they have not been assigned to any judicial district by the Governor

or Legislature, as provided for in the Organic Act and by the laws of the Territory.

Their proceedings, therefore, must be in opposition to the laws of Utah regulating

the courts thereof, which seriously increases the difficulty of recognising the least

kgifity in their acts or doings. They have no authority to arrest, commi£
:
to trial, or

puiish any offender of the law in that Territory. Such are the requirements of

Gangressional enactment which Governor Young has been sworn to see honoured in

the Territory ; and he understands his obligations better than to doff his executive

robes before he finds another qualified to put them on. His abilities and fidelity as a

statesman, lawyer, and General are none the less for his being a Prophet.

It is well known that Governor Young has generously invited these officers into

Great Salt Lake City to spend the winter, where they could attend to everything

requisite for them to enter upon their official duties, and by so doin^ has courteously

extended to them every faculty in his power. But, because he objected to an armed,

unwary force occupying the city, they saw proper to decline going. For this conduct

•we can assign no reason^ unless it was more in keeping with the spirit of
"*

c
?"
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mission to usurp authority and indignantly trample under foot erery vestige of good
•rder and government, together with the Governor and people of the Territory.

With these facts now before us and before the world, the proceedings of Governor
Camming, Judge Eckles, and all their associates in the civil department in Green
River County, can only be considered as a gross outrage upon good government, and
a disgrace to both executive and judicial administration. Governor Young and the

people of Utah are now compelled to denounce them as rebels, traitors, and conspi-

rators against the Government, and would be legally justified in treating them as

such. The least President Buchanan can do, without violating his own oath of office,

b to call them all home in disgrace, and publicly denounce all such proceedings as

being illegal and unconstitutional. By doing this, he will save, in this particular,

his Administration from eternal infamy and disgrace, and Governor Young the neces-

sity of even more effectually remedying the evil.

As the people of Utah approve of President Buchanan's views upon filibusterers,

and are quite willing to defend their own rights at home against such, they will have

no difficulty in recognizing their true Governor, and paying all the respect to
" Governor Cumming's Proclamation " to which it is entitled. But should any
marauding filibusterers fall into the hands of Governor Young, they cannot expect to

be sent to the States as comfortably as were those who fell into the hands of Commo-
dore Paulding in the South.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

REPORT OF THE SCANDINAVIAN
MISSION.

Lorentxens Gade, 504, D 5,

Copenhagen, Jan. 18, 1858.
j

President S. W. Richards.
j

Dear Brother,—This Mission includes
.

the kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, and
Norway ; and, in order to carry on the

work over such a great extent of country,

it is necessary to have many travelling

Elders engaged, who can go from village

to village, and from house to house, bear-

ing testimony of the truth, and spreading

theprinted word. "

j

Tliere are not the same facilities for

travelling in this country that you have ,

in England; and our brethren journey
almost entirely on foot, which makes their

j

transportation from place to place some- '

what slow ; nevertheless, thev are very
|

diligent in their labours, and: are full of

;

zealin the Redeemer's cause. I

In the kingdom of Denmark we con-
|

tinue to have peace, and are not disturbed
(

in our meetings, unless by some drunken
,

rowdy, as is usual in all countries. Our
,

brethren and sisters are respected, and
j

can get work quite as readily as any
'

other class of society.

We have baptized four hundred anoT

seventeen in Denmark during the last

half-year.

The persecution of the Saints in
Sweden continues with more cruelty, if

possible, than ever. The preposition for
religious liberty, which I mentioned in
my last report as having been presented

to the Diet, has been rejected. The
result is that the priests and ciril au-
thorities use all the power which the law
gives them to prevent the brethren from
preaching or baptizing in the king*
dom.
Many of the Elders have been arrested

and cast into prison, there to feast on rye-

bread and water for weeks together ; but
I do not know of any being in prison now,
all having been discharged a few days
since; but they have warning that, if
they begin again to preach or make pro-
selytes, they will not get off so well next
time. Notwithstanding all this bitter per-
secution, the brethren are determined that
the people shall have the Gospel preached'

to tnem; and they continue to labour,

but in the most cautious manner; and
many people are anxiously enquiring,

after the truth.

There have been one hundred and fifty*.
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one baptised in that kingdom during the

bit half-year.

In Norway things remain much the

mne as at the date of my last report.

The officers are more humane in exe-

cuting the law than in Sweden ; but the

brethren are frequently fined and cast

into prison for baptizing.

There have been fifty-five baptized in

that kingdom in the naif-year, making
the sum total baptized in the Mission

six hundred and twenty-three.

You will see by the statistical report

that this Mission numbers three thousand,

three hundred, and fifty-three souls.

The greater part of these are very poor

as to the things of this world ; yet they

are rich in faith. Wages are low ; and
the many calls which are made on the

Saints for money to carry on the work,
and the great number of Elders who are

travelling and preaching, make the burden
pretty heavy ; out the willingness which
they manifest in meeting these calls, ac-

cording to the best of their ability, cannot,

I think, be surpassed. They are humble,
willing to be taught, and are ready to do
all in tneir power to build up the kingdom
of God : in short, they are a good people,

and I am proud of them.
The brethren from Zion, who have

been labouring here for the last few
months, have done the Saints much good.

Elder Iversen has spent a considerable

portion of his time among his relatives

on the island of Als, in Sleswick. He
has baptized three persons on the island,

which nas created a great excitement. He
came over to see me and visit among
the Saints during the Christmas holidays.

He has been visiting among the Con-
ferences since he left Als, and will pro-

bably continue to do so, until he starts

home. His knowledge of the language
enables him to do much good.

The Saints and many who are not in

the Church have desired for a long time
to see some of the Danish brethren return
from Zion ; for they know that one of
theirown countrymen, who has lived for

» few years in the Valley, can give them a
Better idea of things there than anybody
•he: hence, brother Iversen's testimony
will do much good.

Elder John x . Greene, who was with
Qi a short time, laboured in the province
ofFStland ; and notwithstanding ne could

not speak the language of the people, the
Saints were glad to see him ; and, through
the aid of an interpreter, he bore many
faithful testimonies.

Elder Joseph W. Young remained
with me until brother Greene left here to
return home, when he went to Pidand,.
where he laboured until within a few days,

when he returned to this place. He has
visited all the principal Conferences in

the province, and has had a good time
in testifying of the truth, and counselling

the Saints.

I rejoice in the anticipation of soon re-
turning to my home in the mountains*
to mingle again in the society of those

faithful servants of God who have from
the beginning stood in the first rank, and
who are still in the front, leading on the
hosts of Israel to that glorious victory

over the works of darkness which every
true-hearted Saint desires so much ta-

in closing my labours in this country,

I can look back with a good deal of satis*

faction upon the prosperity which has
attended tne work in this Mission during-

the time in which I have had the honour
to preside over it. The Lord has truly

blessed me in my labours; and I am
thankful that I can leave the Mission with
such good prospects for the future.

I cannot close this report, and do
justice to my feelings, without speaking
of Elder Charles Wederberg, who has
been my Counsellor and Junior Editor of
the Skandinaviens Stjerne. His labours
have been of great service to me and the
work of God in these lands; and I, as
well as all the Saints in this Mission,,

appreciate them very highly. His know-
ledge of the Danish, Swedish, and English
languages renders him very efficient in-

translating the publications of the Church
and the counsels of the First Presidency

in Zion. His labours have been very
arduous, but he has gone through them
with a zeal and determination which are
truly commendable ; and he is still wil-

ling to labour wherever his brethren shall-

place him to build up the kingdom of
our God.

Praying God to bless you and all

faithful labourers in the vineyard of the
last days,

I remain your brother in Christ,

H. C. Haioht.

Hi who loses in an argument is the real gainer. He loses an error and galas a truth.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE REVELATIONS OF JANE LEADE.

(Translatedfrom the German Edition, 1807.)

It was shown unto me that the dif-

ferent existing modes of worship are

nothing more than Babylonian fantasies,

and that an angel is commissioned from
the Chief Shepherd to make known that

all man-made systems of religion must
pass away, like a shadow, before the

brightness of a day when nothing but
the power of God and the Lamb will

endure.
The time is not yet come, but it is not

so very far off, when the everlasting

Gospel will break forth with power that

nothing can withstand ; and nothing that

is from men will be mixed with it ; for it

is only those that are like children that

will confide therein.

To preach this, an agency will come
that will bring back all which was lost in

the first Adam. How great the blessing

for those that first lay their hands to the

foundation of the spotless Church; and
how greater stall for that man who is

-chosen from his mother's womb to be

8«ch a remarkable instrument in the hand
of Cod. He will raise a mighty standard

to which the dove-Kke spirits win flee for

shelter. The trumpet of the Priesthood

will be blown, and the children of bond-

age will hear the call to come beneath the

winer of our Cod.
All from Abraham's seed groan in

slavery; but the Most High will raise up
a Prophet that will bring; His people from
Babylonian witchcraft, and from the

tyranny of the Prince of Darkness.

Like as Moses, Joshua, and Aaron
were anointed, as types, to lead the way
to the rest of the promised land, even so

must this Chieftain be raised up as a
terror to unbelievers and a joy to those

who are led back to Mount Zion.

The Priesthood after the order of

Melchiaedek shall be brought forth, that

the way to the Holy of Hones may be
made known. The sign of these Priests

will be the Urim and l%ummim, and they

will have a right to hold communion with
God. And thus will man come back to

the state and condition he had before the
material world existed, so that he will

again have a place above the angels ; for

to which of them hath Cod said " Thou
art my son."

TBS GATHERING.

I saw an Ark float through the air, as
that of Noah did in ancient times over
the water; but from this Ark came a
voice, saying, " Here is a refuge from the
curses that will come like another deluge
upon the earth." Those that had a lofty

degree of faith went in, and endeavoured
to bring others therein also.

I was told this Ark was the Church of
the gathering from all people ; and it

floated here and there, and the voice of
a mighty angel came therefrom, saying,

"Come from the mazes of Babylon:
here is free entrance." Many came from
the ends of the earth ; and wnen the Ark
was full, it went to a particular land, and,

then came back to fetch others. This
land was a prepared place to plant
the virgin Church, and the beloved

Apostle John conducted the very last

convoy therein.

Various temples were seen, where the
Elders, in long, white, and shining robes,

administered in ordinances ana with
power unknown before. Some wenfc
forth with power from this new found
land; and so mighty was their testi-.

mony, that many came from all quarters

to breathe its pure air, and to enjov the
light of its peculiarly clear atmosphere,
which changed even the weakness of the

body.

I have written this vision so far, as the,

Spirit renews it upon my mind ; but the
end thereof I do not remember, as I have
lost my manuscripts where it was at first,

written.

[We have seldom read anything more pointed or expressive of the Latter-dayWork
than the foregoing. It is another evidence that those who are spiritually minded,
according to the light and advantages they have, can seek after God and learn of His
ways—that He giveth liberally to all who ask wisdom of Him, and upraideth not.

It was a conviction of this fact that inspired the Prophet Joseph to ask, and in

-answer to which he received aknowledgeof the Latter-day Work and purposes of Bod,
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PROCLAMATION OF GOVERNOR HUMMING. 12S»

even before be bid obeyed any outward ordinances which'entitled him to the spirit of
inspiration which made him a Prophet and Seer to the world. Many persons have
been inspired by God to do certain works, and proclaim certain truths, who never
had an opportunity of embracing the everlasting Gospel. But how much more should
those possess the spirit of inspiration and prophecy who have access to God through
His holy ordinances.

—

Ed.]

PROCLAMATION OP GOVERNOR GUMMING.

Green River County, near Port Bridget*,

Utah Territory, Nov. 21, 1857.

To the People op Utah Territory.
-On the 11th of July, 1857, the Pre-
sident appointed me to preside over the

Executive Department of this Territory*

I arrived at this point on the 17th of thiB

month, and shall probably be detained

some time, in consequence of the loss of

animals during the recent snow-storms.
I will proceed at this point to make the

prefimuiary arrangement for the tempo-
rary organization of the Territorial Go-
vernment.

Many treasonable acts of violence hav-
ing recently been committed by lawless

individuals, supposed to have been coun-
temtnced by the late Executive, such per-

sons are in a state of rebellion. Proceed-
ings wOl be instituted against them in a
Court organized by Chief Justice Eckles,

held in this county, which will supersede

the necessity of appointing a Military Com-
mission for the trial of such offenders. It

is my duty to enforce unconditional obe-

dience to the Constitution, to the organic

kws of thisTerrhory, and to all the other

laws of Congress applicable to you. To
enable me to effect this object, I will, in

the event of resistance, rely first upon a
ppst eomiialms of the well-disposed por-

tion of the inhabitants of this Territory,

and will only resort to a military posse in

esse of necessity. I trust that this neces-

nty will not occur.
' I conte among you with no prejudices

or enmhtes] and, by the exercise of a just

sad firm Administration, I hope to com-
mand your confidence. Freedom of con-
science add the use of your own peculiar

mode of serving God are sacred rights

gosiantced by the Constitution, with
*mch H is not the province of the Go-
vernment or the disposition of its repre-

sentatives in this Territory to interfere.

In lis tie of my authority as Com-
minftMh-Chief of the Militia of this

Territory, 1 hereby command all panic*
of armed individuals, by whomsoever
organized, to disband, and return to
their respective homes. The penalty of
disobedience to this command will subject

the offenders to the punishment due to
traitors.

A. CcMamfo,
Governor of Utah Territory.

Green River Conntv, near Fort Bridger,
Utah Territory, Nov. 21, 1867.

To Brioham Yorjfce, Ex-Goverxo*
of UtAH Territory.—On the 11th
July, 1867, I was appointed by the Pre-
sident to be Governor of this Territory.

Since my arrival within the limits of the
Territory, I regret to find that many acts

of violence have been committed on the
highways, m the destruction and robbery
of property belonging to the United
States. These acts* which indicate that

the Territory Is Iri a state of rebellion, are
ascribed—^how tftrty'I do not know—to
yourself. A Proclamation purporting to
have issued from you, and passes signed

by your authority, Ibuhd upon the person
of Joseph Taylor, have been submitted to
my inspection. The" ntatter contained in

these papers authorizes and commands
violentand treasonable aets^-acts tending

to the disruption of the peace of the Ter-
ritory, and which subject their actors to

the penalties accorded to traitors.

If these papers referred to be not
authentic, I trust you will promptly die-

own them.

I herewith enclose a copy of my Pro-
clamation to the people of Utah.

Tou will oblige me by acknowledging
the receipt of wis by the returning mes-
sengers.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obe-

dient, &c, &c.
A. Cummwo,

Governor Utah Territory.
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126 FIRST BOOK OF THE PROPHET, ETC.

FIRST BOOR OF THE PROPHET OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
(An Unpublished Poem by E. W. Tullidob.)

THE ARGUMENT.
Invocation. The subject proposed. Long departure of the Prophetic dispensation and universal apastacy.

Dimming of a new Gospel day. Birth of the Prophet, land of hU nativity, and humble parentage: kit

age at the opening of the poem ; strife ofsects, and its influence upon his youthful and prophetic mind.

Claseofday. Joseph seeks a woodland dell in pensive meditation : his holy reverie ; lamentation for the

departure of the Patriarchal age, and impulsive longings for a new dispensation. He derives comfort

from the writings of the Apostle James : having determined to apply to God for instruction on the

morning of the coming day, he seeks his father's dwelling.

Come, Ifuse divine, that didst the Seers inspire,
And light my soul with thy celestlsl fire,—
Strike up thy golden harp, and let me feel

Sweat Inspiration o'er my senses steal

j

And while thy dulcet strains enchant my ear,
Thy breath 111 catch to celebrate the Seer,
And sing of him to whom the Lord revealed
Things which for ages to the world were sealed,—
Who held the keys of Restitution's plan,
To renovate the earth and rescue man.

The Prophet* slept in Earth's last restlngplace

—

Returned to native dust that Godlike race,—
So long had.slept, that scarce their dust remained

—

Their namesand acts nomore than myths obtained,

—

80 long had gone, and gone so far sway

—

So thick the darkness since departed day

—

A gulf so broad betwixt this age and theirs,
And fled so many dreary hundred years,
Men doubted they had been—aye, doubted God j—
He, too, had left where they no longer trod.
Ah ! could bat Lethe quench Immortal fire.

Then life had felt its holiest spark expire
When that grand race resigned their saintly breath,
And gave their mortal tenements to Death.
No true successors of that Godlike band
Their solemn warnings thundered through the land;
From north to south, from east to west, in vain,
From pole to pole, and o'er the trackless main,
The weary pilgrim roamed, but found no Seer,
No sage Inspired, no Prophet guide was near.

But when Nature hears the midnight hour,
She hastes to fetch Aurora from her bower

:

The drowsy Dawn the mighty mother shakes

;

The dewy goddess from her slumber wakes,
Then sends her herald on—the Morning Star

—

Her white steeds harnessed to her yellow car

;

Aurora mounting, winds her sUvtr horn,
And its shrill echoes wake the rosy Morn

:

Soon Sol arising, clothed in bright array,
Comes forth and nature crowns with golden day.
So now Earth's midnight hour had come—had

passed;
Now heaven tts Dawn celestial wakes at last j

Then sends Young Morn to break the long-veiled
skies.

To let the Sun of Righteousness arise.

A mighty Prophet had received his birth—
The man ordained to renovate the earth j

His native land above all others blest,
Where float the stars and stripes— the virgin west—
The fair Columbia !—where the feathered king
Symbols thefuture world with outstretched wing.
Thou royal bird, that proudly soars on high.
And fain would bathe in the ethereal sky,
Art fitting emblem of the lofty mind
Who soared to heaven and left the earth behind

!

No kings ssaemble at bis natal hour.
Or fairies bear him to enchanted bower,
Where Flora's hsnds weave garlands for his head,
And lay his infant limbs on mossy bed.
While round his couch nymphs Join In merry dance
And wrap his senses In a magic trance,

Till full-blown Manhood break the peaceful charms.
And bear him on—a God confessed. In arms

;

No angeli write his hist'ry on the skies,

And read the flaming record to the wise,

Or flash his glory on the nation's eyes.

The grandest men, the heroes of the earth.

Not from ancestors or from royal birth.

Nor chance, nor fortune, nor illustr'ous deads
Received the laurels of the hero's head.
Yet princely they who win a lofty name,
And by their merit earn immortal fame !

E'en such a prince was he of whom I sing,

—

And such a one the shepherd poet-king,

Who left, by instinct moved, his father's flock.

To bless with cheer his brothers in the wars.
Where raged Goliath, fired by vengeful Mars,
And Israel's armies trembled at the shock:
To him the Spirit of the Lord confessed

j

Jehovah's might was lab'ring in his breast

:

With eye inspired he read the book of fate

;

Then, full of faith, and with indignant hate,
" Who's this unclrcumcised (the stripling cries.)
" That he the armies of the living God defies ?*•

With sling and stone he struck the giant dead,

—

With Gentile swoid smote off the Gentile's head.
And raised the trunkless boaster to the warriors*

eyes.
Such Joseph—he whose name my hero bears,

—

Such Abram, Jacob, Moses, and the Seers,

—

Such Jesus, and those Apostolic bands
Who bore glad tidings into many lands

:

Humble by birth they won a princely name

;

Born not in palaces, they earned immortal fame

;

Keepers of sheep, and tillers of the soil,

—

Nature's nobles—hardy sons of toll

!

And such his parents—delvers of the sod:

—

Proud origin !—claimed by the Son of God I

Now fourteen summers o'er his brow had spread*
And fourteen winters mellowed round his head.
Not fet had loomed his mission from the skiea.
Nor yet beheld by his prophetic eyes,

When, like an epidemic fierce ana dire.

Religious mania spread its raging fire

:

But soon the wild excitement passed away j

Again sectarian strife resumed Its sway

:

Like hostile armies overtaxed by wars,

Grown faint and shattered by their bloodyjars*
Send flags of truce and Join in hollow peace,
Then for a moment bid contention cease.

And turn the tide where each new iinnn—

t

gains,

And vict'ry find on other battle-plains j

But soon again resume their wonted strife.

And buried hatred starts to greater life

;

With madden'd fury rush the hostile hosts.

And foemen give to Death their foemen's ghosts.

Meantime, while wordy war and tumult rage.

Great doubt and trouble haunt the youthful sage ;

Reflections deep his tender mind possessed.

And feelings pungent laboured in his breast :

In vain he sought 'mong each contending sect
To find the holy Church of God's elect.
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ro#Vn:«l in sophistry, with childlike sight,
lie saw not wrong transformed to truth and right.
Tnas, tossed by doubt, by winds of doctrine blow n,
O Mw, present him, and his acts make known.

Nov day fs fleeting, care and labour past

;

The-saa is setting, night is spreading fast.

And flkk'ring twilight glimmers roand the earth

;

And bushed the feathered songsters* warbling mirth

:

Kaw lads and lasses join in revelry,
Aad woo young Cupid with their loving glee

:

Their playful voices charm the vocal wind,
And wake sweet laughter, and their echo find.

Bat not with Joseph thus. The youthful sage
Hears in his soul the deeper tones of age.
Forth from his humble and parental home
He stray* ; his fervent thoughts in vision roam.
fie weads his way and gains a woodland dell.
Where holy awe and peaceful silence dwell,—
Wnere sulitude enchants the pensive mind.
And angel-whispers undulate the wind,—
Where man and nature fond communion hold,
And Godlike instincts of the soul unfold.
His measured steps scarce break the silence round,
And frequently be halts in thought profound,
Use be should fright the gentle, holy awe,
And make his visions of the past withdraw.
like irhen a mother tends her darling child

—

The crisis passed, and gone the madness wild

—

The parent thanks the charm—her loved one sleeps

!

Vet with full heart she silent vigils keeps,
And scarce with, breathing vents her lab'ring breast,
Lest it should break the peaceful spell of rest.
Bat now his struggling thoughts expression find,

And speech at last unlocks his fervent mind.

** O Godlike age !*' in ecstacy he cries

:

**3ee ! mortals bold communion with the skies

!

" O Godlike men, whom power Divine attends

!

"Thrice blessed race that calls Immortals friends !

"Tour lofty souls Jehovah's impress bear

!

44On you Ilia image and His mind appear

!

** A band of heroes by the heavens beloved

!

HA race of men not far from Gods removed

!

*• I see a mighty man in vision rise

;

"Celestial fire is beaming hi his eyes ;

"Within he feels the Spirit of his God

:

* Lo ! o'er the hostile flood he waves his rod !

" Ha ' how it shakes ! The liquid mass divides

!

"A mighty angel on its bosom rides

!

** Bessie his face the baffled sea-gods fly

;

"They foam with rage and dash then* sprayon high

:

"The stricken waters roll on either hand,
"And Israel firmly treads the new-made land,
" While madly follows Egypt's might and pride.
" Now Jacob's sons are past the rolled-up tide

!

" Down rush the waves ! With fury mad they leap

!

" Horses and men they bury m the deep.
" Hark ! dying shrieks are mingled with the roar :

"Where now ia that proud host that shook the

"Great Ph&raoh's boast? It meets my eyes no

M
I see a warrior sage lift high his hand

;

"The sun, obedient, hears the stratige command,
"Then stays Its course, nor farther travels round,
"Till those proud walls lie level with the ground.

" I tread the path the mighty Seers have trod

—

" I walk with Saints and stand beside my God I

" But this fond ecstacy must pass away

;

" Again I feel a humble child of clay.
" Vet will those glorious days return no more,
" And smile on earth as they have smiled before ?
" Oh, have such scenes their final period run

—

"Their brightness set, as soon will be this sun ?
44 Or will they, when the midnight hour has passed,
" Arise again, and buret the veil at last ?

"Will this thick darkness ever roll away,
" And earth behold a new celestial day ?
" Must man remain thus poor—thus blind ?
44 No power Divine—no help ?—yet God so kind f

" Or do there yet remain the sons of light ?
44 Oh ! which is wrong ? Where shall I seek the

right?"

When on mount Horeb great Elijah stood,
Mourning the loss of all the just and good :—
" Thy Prophets slain, O God, and Israel blind,—
" And I alone 1—I only left behind 1

"

Then paat him swept a mighty rushing wind,
Which rent the mount and hurled the rocks around

;

And then an awful earthquake shook the ground

:

Yet not in these, nor In consuming flame,
But in the " still small voice " Jehovah came.
Like Zephyr's breath, thus o'er young Joseph's soul
The 44

still small voice " of God its whispers roll

:

Within he feels the Inspiration given,
And hopefully obeys the voice of heaven :

Forth from his breast the Word of God he took.
Then turned the pages of the sacred book.
And thus with holy eagerness he read :

—

" If any man doth heavenly wisdom lack,
44 Then let him ask of God, whose liberal hand
44 To all men giveth—who upbraideth not,
" And unto him that wisdom shall be given."

As when s stranger in a foreign land,

—

Borne there by Fate, and left at her command.
With empty purse, by care and want oppressed.
Houseless, forlorn,—no couch whereon to rest,

—

An unknown city wanders o'er and o'er,

By hunger forced to beg from door to door,
At length remembers some forgotten friend,

Whose hand is rich, and will assistance lend :

Now hope runs high ; he lifts his drooping head ;

Firm grow his feet, yet skippingly they tread

:

The friendless stranger gains the rich man's door.
No longer friendless and no longer poor :

—

Thus with the sage. To heaven he lifts his eyes

;

His heart is fixed, and joyfully he cries,
44 To Him I'll go 1 Yes, God will be my friend

!

41 He will give light, and will assistance lend,
44 Ere next the sun puts forth his golden head,
44

1 will arise and leave my humble bed

:

44 His course begun, I from my parents' cot
44 Will hie, and seek this dear secluded spot

;

44 Then to my greater Father will I pour
44 My soul, drink of His grace, and thirst no more.**
Now round his heart Hope's clinging tendrils twine

;

Faith quells hla doubts and reigns in strength
divine

:

With lightsome heart he homeward bends his way.
And gains his cot just when expires the day.

(To be continued.)

VARIETIES.

Tkk late Earl FiUhardinge in will bequeathed unto Jane Baker (one of his concubines),

her beirs and assigns, the advowson and presentation to the rectorj of Evesbach ; also the
estates and all the interests arising from the estates of Helmore and Acton. He also gives

to her the sum of £5,000 together with his dog Prince, with an annuity of £25 per annum
for his maintenance. He likewise gives legacies to Mrs. Baker's child; and to Mrs. Bunn
<another of his concubines) be gires £1,000 in casb, and an annuity of £700 per annum*
(A modern polvgamist of the improved order.

—

Ed.]
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12S POETRY,—ADDRESSES.

Tebt Clear.—" Pray, Mr. Protestor, what is a periphrasis
?
" "Madam, it is simply

a circumlocutory and pleonastic cycle of oratorical sonorosity, circumscribing an atom of

ideality, lost in a verbal profundity.**

A Nbw Idea.—" Those Who baptize infants don't bring forward Scripture to prove
their authority," said a person one day to a stickler for Church customs. " No," was the

aage reply; "but Til tell you how that is. The Bible was written before infant baptUra

came up, and so it didn't get put in H
Reports We BhOnfd beware bt saying anything which, by the perrerted ingenuity ef

a slanderous disposition, rhay become the basis of a tale to the disadvantage of anotber.

It is not enough that we do not originate a report, but we ought not to circulate it. When
it reaches us, there it should stop and go no farther. We Should never appear pleased

with the tales of gossips and newsmongers, much less with the Scandals of the backbiter.

Our smile is their reward. If there were no listeners, there would be no reporter*.

Talkers know where to find a market for their stuff ; and, like poachers and smugglers,

who never carry their contraband articles to the house of an exciseman, they never offer

their reports to an individual who ihey know would reprove them in the name of Jesus.

—James.
Passing Evests. ,—Parlfament re-opened on the 4th Inst., and both nonses hare pre-

sented addresses of congratulation to the Queen on the marriage of the Princess Royal.

The refugee question is assuming rather a serious aspect, and has the attention of Parlia-

ment. A Reform Bill providing for the extension of the elective frahcliiSfe in England, and

a bill providing for the better government of affairs in India, are among the most impor-

tant items before the present session. The East India Company are opposed to any

alteration of their present constitution. A change has been made in the passport

system, which in effect will make each nation responsible for the passports granted

to its own subjects. NeWs from China states that the island of Hbnan had been

occupied, that Yen had insolently answered the ultimatum of the English and French

Plenipotentiaries, and that the two forces would, at the expiration, of a few days, attack

Canton. The Empress Eugenie has been appointed Regent of France In case Of the

death of the Emperor during the Princes miriority: a Cotfncll Of ftfegencv has also

been appointed. The Porte has despatched 3,000 trobps to put down disturbances

in Bosnia. Sixty thousand recruits are yet wanted .for the English army : six

thousand sick nnd disabled are returning from India. Several extensive rich

silver mines are being opened in New Mexico. A Pftsejite College has been estab-

lished at Cnddeston by Ihe Bishop bf Oxford, the internal arrangements of which

closely approximate to 'the Romish model. Ou the 2nd irist.^ about forty lives ^kH
lost by the explosion of fire-damp in the colliery at Bardstey. The Leviathan was launched

on the 31st instead of the 30th ult. Newspapers published but a short time since at four

pence are now reduced to one penny, with predictions that this will yet be the current

charge for newspapers throtrghtfnt the krti&dotn.

THE DAY OF TRIAL.
The dastard trembles hi the trying hour ; TW brave man sttrnjy hails the trying day.
Pale grows hi* c heek \vhpn dangers tour : And proudly treads the djukeped way j

Fain would he hide his craven head,— Undaunted,. rushing to, the Ught,
His friends forgotten and his courage Hod. He shouts hiis battle-cry, "God and the Right!

1

E. W. T.

A»on.ss*s.-£org« Taylor,
j Croft strett,
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Re that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churehe*.—Jems Christ.

Come oat of her, mjr people, that ye be not partakers of her nru, and that pe reeeioe not of her

plague*,—A Voice from Heaven.

lo. 9, Vol XX. Saturday, February 27, 1858. Price One Penny.

REPUBLICANISM IN THE UNITED STATES.

That government is essential to the

peace and wellbeing of mankind none
em doubt ; but as to the form of govern-

ment which would be most conducive to

the general good there is a great diversity

«f opinion. The Monarchic, Aristocratic,

and Democratic have each their respective

adherents; and each has had its experience.

The Democratic or Republican form of

Government has ever had its advocates

as being most suitable and best calculated

to answer the wants of the people,

kcaose based on the voice of the people.

8tannch advocates of this form of ad-

ministration tell us that the will of the

people—the voice of the majority—is the

enlj true source of government, the only

sovereign that should be consulted ; and
they have carried this principle so far as

to adopt the maxim that " vox populi " is

*mr Dei." Now, this may be true, and
it may not be true. That the will of
the people ought in all cases to be supreme,

Wcanse it is their will, is a most unrea-

sonable conclusion. True it is that so

hot as the majority of the people are

righteous, it is safe and proper that they

should hold the reins of government ; not,

however, because they are the majority,

hot because righteousness and justice

provide for and protect, without partiality,

the interests of all under their adminis-
tration. On the other hand, where the

aajority bava become corrupt, as has

frequently been the case, their rule is a
curse ; and, in the language of Scripture,
u when the wicked rule, the people
mourn." The will of the multitude can
never change right into wrong, or wrong
into right ; ana the popular will should
never stand in the way of the public

good ; for unjust and injurious laws have
no claim whatever upon man, although
they may have emanated from the majo-
rity as the fruits of Republicanism.

In the Government of the United States

of America we have a most forcible illus-

tration of Republicanism in the hands of
a wicked nation. For certain special

purposes, this form of government pre-

vails upon the land of Joseph,—a land
choice above all lands, because God had
chosen it to be the theatre of His mighti-

est work, and, above all others, for the
most marvellous manifestations of His
power. Neither does this particular

form of government exist there by mer*
accident, but by the counsels of et?rnity.

Long before the days of Christ, God pre-

dicted, through His servant Nephi, that
no Gentile kmg should ever reign upon
that land—that it should be a land of
liberty unto the Gentiles. The fact that

this remarkable prophesy has been literally

fulfilled is another striking evidence of
the truth of the Book of Mormon. All

nations of the Gentiles have looked upon
that land as a land of liberty to them, and
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130 REPUBLICANISM IN THE UNITED STATES.

hundreds of thousands hare flocked to it

to enjoy the civil and religious freedom
which has characterized that asylum of

the oppressed, and made it the pride of

all lanas.

That Nephi's words might be veri-

fied, or rather that the purposes of Je-

-hovah as predicted througn him should be

brought to pass, Columbus was marvel-

lously wrought upon to contend with

difficulties which perilled his life, to bring

to light the long-hidden world destined

for the gathering of all nations. His
success proved that the promptings of his

heart and the inspiration of his soul were
by the Spirit of Eternal Truth—that he

was a servant of that God who deter-

mines the bounds of all nations, and by
whom kings reign. It may well incite

the reflecting mmd to inquire why the

Gentiles could never be suffered to have a

king on that land, when the same source of

prophecy informs us that Israel had many
Lings after they were forbidden to the

G entiles; and more so, when we consider

that a kingly Government is most after

the order of heaven or of God's govern-

ment. The reason why this prohibition

was placed upon the Gentiles was because

God had purposed to establish His king-

dom upon that land ; and He would only

suffer a form of government to exist

in their hands that would not have power
to interfere with and put down His king-

dom, which, in its principles, would be
opposed to all other kingdoms.
To prepare the way for the usher-

ing in of this Kingdom of all king-

doms, He inspired Washington to redeem
that land from the power of a king who
sought to reign over it, and to establish a
form of government for the Gentiles who
should dwell upon it that could not inter-

fere with His eternal purposes. Conse-
quently, the form of government was
Republican ; and the Constitution framed
for its basis recognized no control or
jurisdiction over faith or religion. Thus
religious liberty was fully secured to all

dwelling under the genial influence of

that glorious Constitution. Another im-
portant consideration is, that the political

form of government framed by that Con-
stitution exhibits truly the wisdom of a
God, and affords evidence of Divine inspi-

ration : for while it was sufficient for the

demands of the people, while they would
observe those true principles of righteous-

ness that alone can unite and bind man

to his fellow-man, it would, on the other

hand, work out its own end whenever

they departed from those principles: and

upon the downfall of the once mighty

American Republic shall rise in magnifi-

cent splendour the kingdom of our God
and of His Christ. Nothing is more

natural than that one kingdom or govern-

ment should succeed another. Such to,

indeed, the history of the world.

But, says one, the American Union

commands the respect of the world ; her

flag is honoured by the nations, and all

lands laud her fame ; and to predict the

end of sueh greatness would be the height

of fanaticism. Such, however, has been

done. The end of their greatness to ts

plainlyand surely predicted as were the days

of Belshazzar numbered by the writing

upon the wall, by Him who spake not as

man speaks—" If a kingdom be divided

against itself, that kingdom cannot stand;"

and " Every city or house divided against

itself shall not stand." This language

cannot be mistaken ; and room for its

application is not wanting. The liberty

guaranteed by American institutions has

encouraged strife and disunion ; and oppc*

sition is a fundamental element necessary

to its existence. The two great parties

which once, like mighty wings, balanced

her in power and gave her a just poise oo

which she could securely rest, are now

rent into a thousand fragments. Parties

have multiplied, each in opposition to the

other, until division has become the main

characteristic of the Union, which is now
on the very verge of dissolution. From
this inevitable fate she shrinks with

horror, and grasps the unnatural principle

of compromise to eke out, if possible, a

few short days of miserable existence, ere

she falls, to rise no more. The feeble and

tottering step with which she treads the

path of ner short pilgrimage betrays hot

too plainly that her vita) spark is nearly

extinguished. This state of disunion a
which the Union is involved proclaims

aloud her departure from truth and right

Not oqlv is the Government divided

against itself, but the evil extends to

almost every House of State Legislature.

The wheels of Government are stopped

for successive weeks by the opposition

that is arrayed against wholesome and
necessary measures, and the pride of each

is to boast of conQuest over the other.

The utmost confusion, bitter hate, and
angry strife maintain unbridled swaji
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tad the end of their power, greatness,

sad riorv appears.

All this is hot the working of Repub-
lican principles in the hands of those who
bate departed from the Lord. They
encourage disunion ; they invite contro-

versy and contention ; and each is foroed

to seek his own, instead of another's good.

Their interests have become divided, and
those interests are as adverse to each

other as the parties which advocate them
are opposed ; and all these adverse inte-

rests claim protection from the same
source of power. How unreasonable the

expectation !— how awfully ominous the

dilemma I Or, can now the same foun-

tain send forth both bitter and sweet

water?

In this extreme state of despair, and
when disunion appears inevitable, the

Government, utterly unable to grant the

donands of either the North or the 8outh,

irtoall? proclaims her impotency by
entreating the parties to compromise, as

the only possible alternative to avoid a
tmveraal wreck; while, at the same
time, that compromise will only increase

the magnitude and extend the limits of

the already insurmountable difficulty.

The picture forcibly reminds us of a
father with two sons who were sworn
never to agree, upon whose mutual and
united efforts he depended for bis exist-

ence!

Compromise is not a principle of true

government. It is only a circumstantial

policy, dangerous in its results, as resorted

to and exercised by the American people.

In that compromise the fundamental prin-

ciple of their Government is subverted by
the majority yielding a portion of their

rights, and sacrificing their conscientious

views to the whims and caprices of the

nnaority against a firm conviction of
risrht and justice. Were this principle

offered to extend its influence, all Govern-
ment might be obliterated, and the mino-
rity dictate with impunity. Such is the

precedent, such its results, and such the
end of democratic and republican prin-

ciples as developed by the American peo-
ple.

Bat very little of the prophetic spirit

i* reqmred to foresee the end of such a
**te of things. The purposes ef God,
in not permitting a king to reign over the
Gentiles on that land, will soon be fully

'enhied in the utter extinction of a Re-
publican form of government, as the

natural and legitimate result of its own
workings.

Just prior to the dissolution of this once
great and mighty nationality, the Lord of
heaven, mindful of His Latter-day Work,
has restored the keys of legitimate power
to His servants, and commenced to rear

a kingdom after the order of eternal

things. That this order should differ and
be opposed to the order of earthly govern-
ment is not unreasonable. None of the

earthly and perishable forms of govern-
ment can compare with that which is

based upon and like the order of the

eternal priesthood, which is
u without be-

ginning of days or end of years," and
endureth for ever. That which is of

the earth must perish with the earth.

Those who now make the ballot-box

the test of their controversies, will find no
more use for their systems when all strife

and controversy shall cease. Those Go-
vernments which are now framed, and
operate upon principles that incite dis-

union and encourage opposition, are all

perishable, and must pass away : and who
shall declare the time of their end

!

The fact that this class includes all the

Governments and organizations of the

earth except that advocated and main-
tained by the Latter-day Saints is only

too well known. And the fact that the

union of the Saints is the quality which
renders them most obnoxious to the

world declares unmistakeably its corrup-

tion and awful degeneracy. To the

world, union, and the strongest bonds of

love and perfect agreement, are no longer

desirable virtues, but detestable and unen—
during vices. How deplorably fallen!

God has said, " Except ye are one, ye are

not mine." But that a people should be-

come one, should see eye to eye, should

have one faith, should serve one God, and
should centre their confidence in one man
as His Prophet, and therebv destroy the

necessity of the ballot-box, is a crime not

to be tolerated in this enlightened age : it

is "a loathsome ulcer," eating into the

heart and destroying the vitals of all Go-
vernments, monarchial, aristocratic, or re-

publican in form I Certainly it is God
versus the world, and He must decide the

controversy. This He has set His hand
to do, and the consequences will be as

glorious as the array or' the world against

the principles of His kingdom is universal.

The following language of the prophet

Jeremiah is appropriate :
—"The Lord haih
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a controversy with the nations; He will

plead with ail flesh ; He will give them
that are wicked to the sword, saith the

Lord. And the slain of the Lord shall be in

thatday from one end of the earth even unto

the other end of the earth ; they shall not

be lamented, neither gathered nor buried."

This controversy, for which the world is

Separing itself, is also referred to by

osea, in language peculiarly suited to the

present day, as follows:—" Afterward shall

the children of Israel return and seek the

Lord their God and David their king;

and shall fear the Lord and His goodness

in the latter days. Hear the word of the

Lord, ye children of Israel, for the Lord
hath a controversy with the inhabitants of

the land, because there is no truth, nor

mercy, nor knowledge of God in the

land>
The universal stand now taken by the

world to put down the Latter-day Saints

and prevent them from attaining to any
form of government in the earth, while

they are the only people that present a
policy in which is combined, to the fullest

extent, both liberty and union, indicates

the near approach of that day when God

will be under the necessity of defending*

the honour of His people and kingdom-

with all nations. In that controversy

there will be no appeal to the ballot-box.

Republicanism and all other isms must

then terminate their career; and Federa-

tions must cease, except that federation

of eternal brotherhood that admits of do-

division—that has but one faith, ont hone,

one policy, one Lord and one great Ruler

—a system and state of things now repre*

sented on the earth only bythe "Mormons"
—the Latter-day Saints—the people of

God. By them this eternal brotherhood-

and union will be defended, and a kingdom

reared that will increase and spread itself

abroad until it fills the whole earth. It

has already taken root on American soil*,

where, planted and nourished by the King

of kings upon a sacred and chosen land, it

will grow with an eternal growth without

disunion—the seed of mortality and decay.

The glory of this kingdom will far exceed

the brightness of the rising sun, and its-

influence be more precious than the re-

freshing dew upon the hills. Her majesty

and power shall both declare— "God'

reigneth in Zion."

LOVE AN ABIDING PRINCIPLE.

" And now abideth Faith, Hope, Ch&rity, these three; but the greatest of these b Charity.H—Paou

{Concludedfrom page 118.)

In the exercise of genuine love is expe-

rienced the greatest amount and highest

degree of true happiness. In its exercise

there is a sacred charm—a heavenly and
indescribable sweetness—a pure ana holy

delight, which none can know or Appre-

ciate but those who experience it. The
sel6sh and morose are utter strangers to

the inward pleasures, the mental joys,

and the freedom and lightness of heart

which those possess in whose bosoms glow
the sacred fire of charity, and whose love

extends to all around them who bear in

any degree the image of God. Love
softens down the asperities of their nature,

smoothens and tranquilizes their ruffled

feelings, and, like oil cast upon troubled

waters, calms and subdues the rising

storm of passion and anger. They may
have their troubles and perplexities, their

trials and tribulations, as they pass through

the various chequered scenes of life ; bufc-

still they rejoice and feel happy ; for true

charity or love is an ever-buoyant prin-

ciple ; it bears up their spirits above every

depressing influence, fortifies their souls-

against every adverse power, however
formidable, and renders them superior to

all surrounding dangers. As far as prac-

ticable, they even love their enemies, blesa

those who curse them, do good to those

who hate tb^em, and pray tor them thai

persecute and spitefully use them. Thev
nave that principle of "charity" which
" suffereth long and is kind," which " envi-

eth not," and " vauateth not itself, is not

puffed up, doth not behave itselfunseemly^
seeketh not her own, is not easily pro-

voked, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth not in

iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth, bear—
eth all things, believeth all things, hopeth

all things, endureth all things," and which
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faileth.* (1 Cor. xii. 4—8.)
'Thus true charity has many character-

istic features or manifestations, such as

meekness, kindness, forbearance, and for-

giveness. Hence, while they hate evil and
sin, they grieve for the evildoer or sinner,

and would fain reclaim him and do him
good. They know not those hateful feel-

ings of malice and revenge which come
from the Devil : they feel not those malig-

nant and infernal desires for the destruc-

tion of their enemies which the wicked
experience. Even if called upon to punish
the obdurate transgressor, a desire for

mere revenge has no share in their motive
for punishment : it is done from a love

of justice and the maintenance of whole-
some laws, together with a desire for the

-amendment of the offender and the benefit

and protection of the offended.

Certainly, those who possess and exer-

cise this kind of charity or love, which we
have described, cannot but feel, at the

same time, a peculiar and special affection

for those who are connected with them in

the bonds of fellowship in the same cove-

nant—who worship the same God, main-
tain the same Gospel principles, partake of

the same Spirit, are inspired with the

same faith, the same hope, and the same
love, and are unhedly pressing forward
to obtain and enjoy the same inheritance

of eternal life in the world to come.
Not only is lore a natural principle,

but it is also an eternal one. It

^ never faileth," bat "abideth" for ever

with its possessor. Like faith and hope,

it survives the wreck of the body, and,

with the spirit, travels beyond the grave.

It, like them, is a part of spiritual

nature, and can never die while the

spirit exists in an organized capacity.

It is an imperishable principle of the

soul—an inextinguishable flame—an im-
mortal, internal fire, which, the Bible says,

*"'many waters cannot quench.*
9 As long

as the faculties of mind remain, and as

lens; as there are objects in existence upon
which it can exercise itself, so long will

the principle of love abide. As long as

God himself exists—as long as heaven
exists—as long as intelligent beings exist

—as long as truth and righteousness exist

^*s long as anything lovely or loveable

exists in heaven, on earth, or anywhere
within the bounds of eternity and space,

just so long will the principle of love abide.

It is the super-eminent and crown-
ing principle of all that constitute the
religion of Jesus Christ. It is even greater

than faith and hope. " And now abideth

faith, hope, charity, these three ; but the
greatest of these is charity," or love.

Faith and hope are great principles in

themselves, but love far transcends them.
It is the M last, but not least

M
of the sacred

trio. It is the last developed; but its

comprehensiveness, independency,and uni-

versality of character establish its pre*
eminence and entire supremacy. This
position it will ever occupy, and will never
fail. " Charity never faileth." It is of
Divine origin, and can never die. It is a
spark from the Eternal Fire—a burning
ray from the central Sun of Righteousness.

It is a part of God in the soul ; for " God
is Love!"

In conclusion, we would counsel all

the Saints to cultivate and promote the

growth of this holy and divine principle of
love—indeed, to encourage in tneir hearts

and minds the continual exercise of all

the three grates which we have shown to-

beofsuch paramount importance—namely,
faith, hope, and charity. They are all

necessary and indispensably essential to.

their present and future weUbeing. Kone
can be true Saints of God without them.
A Saint without faith, without hope, and
without charity ! Impossible ! Even
the highest intelligence—the brightest

seraph— the mightiest archangel that

ever trod the courts of heaven—would
fall from his high position, and that

speedily, were he to cease to believe, to
hope, or to love as angelsdo. Seek, then, ye •

Saints of God, who aspire to thrones of
celestial glory and to receive even the
homage of angels, seek, we beseech you,

to qualify yourselves for an eternity of
bliss in such an exalted position, by de-

veloping more and more these sacred and
all-important features of the truly Chris-

tian character, which are so essential to

your salvation and exaltation, and without
which your natures can never be per-,

footed. Without the possession and exer-

cise of enlightened faith, well-grounded
hope, and pure, unselfish love, no man or

woman can ever be saved or exalted in

God's kingdom, or can ever enjoy real

peace and happiness, either in this world
or in the world to come.

Csssubs is the tax a man pays to the public for being tminent.—Strj/?.
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HI8TO&Y OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued from page 123.)

[October, 1842.]

Bobert G. WUliams, in the year 1S36
4

,

wee indicted in the State of Alabama for

attempting to incite rebellion and insurrec-

tion in that State. He was demanded by
the Governor of that State of the Gorernor
of New York, and the requisition stated

thathe had fled fremiustice. The Gorernor
of the State of New York (Marcj) took notice

that the said Wifflams wae a dtisen of the

State of New York, and had not fled from
justice, from Alabama, and on that ground
alone refused to surrender bfan np. This wae
a stronger ease than that of Smith's, as an
indictment had beenfound. Gorernor Marcy
puts his refusal upon-the express ground that,

by the Constitution of the United States,

the Gorernor of one State had no right to

demand, nor the Gorernor of another State

a right to surrender np, one of his citizens,

unless he had fled from justice ; and it was
the right and the duty ofthe Gorernor upon
whom the demand wae made to inquire

into the fact whether he had fled from
justice before he made the surrender.

I hare the book containing alb the pro-
ceedings in this case of Wilfiame. There
are sereral other cases equal in point, and
they proceed upon the ground that a Gorer-
nor of a State has no jurisdiction over the
body of a citizen, to arrest and surrender
him up to a foreign State, unless he is a
fugitive from that State, unless he has fled

from that State to erade "justice," or, in

other words, to erade being tried for the

offence with which he is charged.

In a despotie form eft Government, the
sovereign power is the Will of the mesMrob,
who can act in every instance as may suit

his pleasure. But can the Governor of one
of our States, of his own mere will, without
any authority from the Constitution, or the
Legislative power of the State, arrest and
deliver up to a foreign Gorernment any
person whatever? If he can do this, then
is the liberty of the citizen' Wholly at Bis

disposal.

The writ of Habeas Corpus is a suit

which every person imprisoned or unlaw-
fully detained has a right to proeeente for

the recovery of his liberty ; and^ if he ie uv
custody by process from ecozspOtenf povesr,

he is entitled to his discharge When the
jurisdiction has been executed.

The Government of this State has no
power or jurisdiction over the person of a
citizen of this State to arrest and cause him

to be delirered up and transported to ano-

ther State, except the power expressly given

to Mm by the Constitution of the Unite*

States. And what is that power? It only

authorises the Governor of one State to

surrender up a fugitive from justice, to

return him back to the State from whence
he has fled.

First. The person to be surrendered up
must be a fugitive from the State to which
it is attempted to surrender him.

Second. He must be a fugitive from,

justice ; in other words, he must hare been

in the State when and where the crime was
committed, and have fled from the State to

evade being apprehended and tried for that

orimev

Third. Unless he is, in fact, such a fugi-

tive from justice, the Governor has no power

*

by the laws and Constitution, to deliver

him up.

Fourth. If he is charged with being a

fugitive from justice, 'and the Governor

cause him to be apprehended on that charge,

he has a right to sue out a Habeas Corpus;

and, when brought up On that writ, he has

the undoubted right of showing that the

Governor has no constitutional power to

deliver him up to another State; that he

has not M fled from justice into this Stated

and is not such a person as the Constitu-

tion authorises the Governor to deliver up;

and that it would be an excess of jurisdic-

tion on the part of the Governor to deliver

him np.

The question to be examined Into, upon

the return of the Habeas Corpus, would be

a mere question of localhy. The question

would be, wae Smith iri this* State, or not, at

the time the crime was 1 committed in Mis-

souri ? If he wae in torn State at that time,

then he could not be a) fbfhite from justice,

from Missouri* in thesense of the Constitu-

tion ; and the Governor would have no
power to deliver him up.
The argument that, because Governor

Boggs has made affidavit, Smith has fled

from justice, his affidavit is to be taken as

conclusive On that point, and that, upon the

return of a Habeas Corpus, Smith would be
precluded from controverting or showing
the falsity of that afiAft¥it£ i* too absurd to

require a ssriouaattsfferv

Te*lmerttcs of the cWsefls of this Stat*

are net held en* qtdtd se metric a tenure,

nor does the Constitution authorise- the

Governor to transport the citizens of this

State upon a mere "charge" made by; a
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citizen of another State. Such it not the

reading of the Constitution. That instrument

enlj authorizes the delivery up of such per-

sons "who shall flee," upon the demand of

the executive authority of the State from
which the/ a fled." There must have been

a
u
flight * infact and in deed from the State

where the offence was committed, or the

Governor has no jurisdiction to " deliver up."

If the charge of having "fled" is made,
and the Governor acting inpais is attempting
to deliver up upon that charge, the person
attempted to be made the victim has a clear,

undoubted, constitutional right by means of

a writ of Habeas Corpus, to test its truth

before a judicial tribunal of the country

;

and, if the charge is proven to be false, the

Governor is onsted of his jurisdiction over

die person of the prisoner, and he is restored

to his liberty before he has undergone the

penalty of the transportation to a foreign

country upon the mere charge of an inte-

rested or partial witness.

The power of the Executive of a State to

surrender up a citizen, to be transported to

a foreign State for trial, is a most tremen-
dous power, which might be greatly abused,

were it not limited by constitutional checks,

and the citizen secured against its despotic

exercise by the writ of Habeas Corpus.
In the case of Williams, the Governor of

Hew York, in his reply to the Governor of

Alabama, says, *' What occurs daily, in the

ordinary course of criminal proceedings,

mar take place in regard to persons trans-

ported to a distant jurisdiction for trial. It

osy happen that an innocent roan will be
accused ; and, if demanded, he must be de-
livered up, should your exposition of the

Constitution be sanctioned. Under these

circumstances, his condition would be peril-

ous indeed,—dragged from his home, far

removed from friends, borne down by the
weight of imputed guilt, and unable, pro-
bably, to obtain the evidence by which be
night vindicate his innocence. If appear-
ances were against him, he could scarcely

tope to escape unmerited condemnation."
The American colonists regard the exer-

aiet of this power as an act of revolting

tyranny, and assigned it in the Declaration
of Independence as one of the prominent
erases that impelled them to a separation
boss the British Empire. A power which
amy be thus oppressively used should be
resorted to with the greatest caution. When
its exercise is invoked, it is not sufficient

that the ease may apparently come within
the letter of the Constitution. It is the
doty of the Executive, before yielding a blind
obedience to the letter of the law, to see
ftat the ease comes within the spirit and
waning of the Constitution.

It amy be pleasing as well as instructive

to look into the proceedings of the Execu-
tive of our sister State, and witness that, by
faithfully administering the law in relation

to the delivery up of fugitives from justice,

according to its spirit and meaning, they
have saved at least two of the citizens of
Illinois from becoming victims to its abuse.
In the year 1839, the Governor of the State
of New York was presented with the copy
of an indictment by a grand jury in the
city of New York, against John and Nathan
Aldrich, for fraud in obtaining goods by
false pretences, and was requested to make
a requisition upon the Governor of Illinois

to surrender them up as fugitives from jus-
tice.

Now, here was a case which came exactly

within the letter of the law of Congress in

relation to fugitives from justice. An
indictment had been found, charging them
with having committed a crime. But did the
Governor of New York make the " requisi-

tion ?" No ; he referred the application to

the Hon. John C. Spencer, now Secretary of

War, and one of the most enlightened

lawyers of the age.

The following is an extract of Mr.
Spencer's opinion upon the case :

—

" The constitutional provision under which
requisitions may be made by the Governor
of one State upon the Governor of another

was a substitute for the principle recog-

nised by the law of nations, by which one
Sovereign is bound to deliver to another

fugitives who have committed certain of-

fences. These offences are of the deepest

grade of criminality, and robbers, murderers,

and incendiaries, and those enumerated, as

proper to be surrendered. Following the

analogy thus suggested, the provision in our
Constitution, it would seem, should be con-

strued to embrace similar cases only, except,

perhaps, those offences which arise from an
abuse of the same constitutional provision.

That provision must be guarded with the

utmost care, or it will become intolerable.

I do not think the circumstances of the

case before me are of such grave import, or

the offence itself of such high grade, as to

justify the requisition desired. The power
given by the Constitution ought not to be
cheapened, or applied to trifling offences,

or indeed to any that was not originally

contemplated."

For the reasons stated in Mr. Spencer's

opinion, the Governor of New York refused

to make the requisition upon the Governor
of Illinois. The oase certainly came within

the letter of the law, but not within its spirit

and meaning. So with the affidavit of
Governor Boggs, when he swears that

Smith has fled fretn justice. It may corns'

i within the letter of the Constitution ; bat
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•does it come within ita spirit and meaning ?

Does it show that Smith was in Missouri at

the time of the commission of the crime, and
that he fled from that State to evade being

brought to justice for that crime ? Or does

it refer to the flight of Smith and the Mor-
mons from Missouri some years since ?

1 will refer to one more case of a similar

mture. Lord Campbell, formerly Attorney-
General of England, in a recent debate in

Parliament upon the subject of the Creole,

made the following remarks :

—

" To show how cautious States should be
in making such concessions one to the other

reciprocally, he would mention a case that

occurred when he was Attorney-General.

A treaty had been agreed upon between the

State of New York and the province of

Canada, by which the Government of each

agreed reciprocally to deliver up the citizens

Or subjects of the other against whom grand
juries had found a bill, and who had sought
refuge within the territories of the other.

It happened that a slave had escaped from
his master in New York, and had got to

Canada. To facilitate his escape, he rode a
horse of his master's for a part of the way, but
turned him back on reaching the frontier.

The authorities of New York well knew
that England would not give up a runaway
slave, and that, as they could not claim him

against him for the felony, and he was
claimed under the treaty. The Governor,

under such circumstances, refused to give

him up until he had consulted the Gorero-

ment in England. He (Lord Campbell) was

consulted, and gave it as his opinion that

the man ought not to be given up, as the

true bill, where no felony had been com-

mitted, did not bring the case within the

treaty. The man was not given up, and

there the matter rested. This, he repeated,

showed the necessity of the greatest caution

where reciprocal rights of surrender were

granted between States."

It is not to be presumed that the Execu-

tive of this State would, knowingly, lend his

aid in dragging one of our citizens, who is

not a fugitive from justice, into a foreiga

State for trial. The Gorernor has undoubt-

edly been misled by the evasive affidavit

which accompanied the requisition.

I would advise that Mr. Smith procure re-

spectable and sufficient affidavits to prove,

beyond all question, that he was in this

State, and not in Missouri, at the time the

crime with which he is charged was com-

mitted, and upon these affidavits, apply to

the Governor to countermand the warrant

he has issued for his arrest.

If he should refuse so to do, I am clearly

of the opinion that, upon the above state of

under the treaty, they therefore had a bill of
i
facts, the Supreme Court will discharge him

indictment against him, before a New York i upon Habeas Corpus.
grand jury, for stealing the horse, though it

was clear the animus furandi was wanting.

The grand jury, however, found a true bill

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

Justin Bvttbbfuld.
{To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1858.

The Enemies of Zion.—The Prophet Isaiah, speaking of Latter-day Zion, pre-

dicts that no weapon formed against her should prosper, and that every tongue

raised against her should be condemned.

The Saints of the present age have, with the greatest assurance of their applica-

bility, fondly taken these comforting promises to themselves. Whether or not their

enemies have possessed any faith at all in the words of the Prophet we shall not stop

to enquire. We presume, however, that they <}o believe that those passages referring

to Zion have found a misapplication in the case of the Latter-day Saints. The

whole world, comparatively speaking, have for twenty-seven years, during the whole

period of the existence of Latter-day Zion, been raising their tongues to prophesy

evil against her, and have formed every kind of weapon which they imagined would

effect her destruction. It is true many of them did not know that it was Zion they

were warring against, nor did they realize how ineffectual all their endeavours would
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prove, and how futile every effort must be to stay the progress of " Mormonism •

and to drive back the development and cut short the destiny of the great Latter-day

The Saints, on their part, have continually endeavoured to impress on the minds of

their enemies the fact that they have not misapplied those glorious passages with which

the Scriptures teem. Had they not realized that uo man, unless lighted up by the

Holy Ghost, can see the ways of the Lord, it must have been a matter of astonish*

merit that the world do not see the power and purposes of the Almighty that have

been so marvellously moving the events of the last quarter-of-a-century. To them it

has been abundantly manifest, both in their own and the world's experience, that

God is bringing to pass His act, His strange act. The Elders and members of the

Church have declared it to the world, but the world would not believe their words.

Tbey have testified that the Latter-day Saints were the people who composed the

Zion of God, and have warned her enemies continually that no weapon formed

against her would prosper, and that every tongue raised against her interests would

bat utter curses to fall upon their own heads.

The history of the Latter-day Work is full of proof that no weapon has prospered

against the Saints, and that every tongue raised against them has been cursed. This

has been the case with individuals of all classes and all ranks, and even with whole

communities. From the President of the great Federal Union to the bloodthirsty

border-ruffian of exterminating Missouri, all have verified the truth of the Prophet's

words, when they have fought against Zion. The favour of heaven, peace of mind,

reputation, influence, and success, when they have engaged in the dangerous experi-

ment of fighting against God—when they have undertaken a crusade against the

* Mormons"— have been withheld from them, and tbey have utterly failed in all

their purposes. This will apply to apostates as well as to every other class. Where
is the man in the world who can in truth say that he has prospered when he has

altered into such a movement, and that he has not found difficulties, anxiety, and

loss of character and peace of mind, as the results of such a course? If there is such

a one, he will yet reap the fruits of his labours in that direction. The debt most be

paid, sooner or later, and in general the settlement is speedy. On the other hand,

what movement against Zion has ever been effectual in the accomplishment of her

enemies' designs ? What demonstration and oppressive measures have been brought to

bear against the Latter-day Work that have not given it a more rapid development 1

Let those enemies answer.

We have been led into this strain by the disastrous history of the Utah Expedition

and the oppressive and unconstitutional acts of the Administration towards the

Saints during the past twelve months. Those who have taken an active part in

these ungodly movements have had abundant evidence that there is no success for

those who fight against Zion, or blessing to those whose tongues are raised against

the people of God.

Latb from America.—Elders George G. Snyder and J. Y. Green arrived in New
York from Liverpool, January 19th. It was currently reported that the last dee-

fatches from the Utah Expedition were so bad the Administration feared to

publish them. It is said " the troops are necessarily undergoing the severest service

that has ever devolved upon soldiers." Canvas tents were but little better than the

epen air. Thirteen men in two companies had their feet frozen m one nights

In one day ninety mules and a very large number of cattle died. The ther-

stood 20° below zero. Judge Ecklea had organized a Court. One McCarty,

Work.
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of the waggon train, had shot a soldier, was tried, and acquitted. It was contem-

plated building a court-house and jail at Fort Bridger, where log-houses were being

built for the officers, settlers, &c. Persons under civil arrest were committed to

the care of the military. Joseph Taylor, one of the prisoners, made his escape from

the army on the 16th November. Dr. Hickman had been released by Colonel

Johnston, and a writ served on William Stowell charging him with high treason.

The Utah Indians who accompanied Dr. Hurt to the army had all returned home,

except five, having been presented with clothing, rifles, and ammunition. Before the

army reached Fort Bridger they were not able to travel more than two miles per

day for a length of time. From five to seven head of animals were often counted

lying dead within the space of one hundred yards. The War Department has asked

Congress for an appropriation of £1,224,000, to pay for four millions eight hundred

and eighty thousand rations, for the subsistence of the Utah army for twenty months

from the 1st July next. A very bitter state of feeling existed in the camp at Fort

Bridger, criticising severely the conduct of the civil officers, the Proclamation of

Governor Cumming, and also the military officers, as being inadequate to the emer-

gency. General Scott has issued orders for all the disposable force of the army to start

early in the spring to reinforce Colonel Johnston's command. The General, it is

said, goes to California, to direct the war movements from that point. Missouri offers

volunteers to fight the Mormons in Utah. The Salt Lake mail was stopped at Fort

Bridger, and the bags opened by order of Colonel Johnston. It was supposed all

letters addressed to Mormons connected with the present movements would be opened.

Mr. Bridger and others were about to make application to Congress for indemnifica-

tion of alleged losses sustained. Fort Bridger, which he, it appears, sold and mostly

received pay for, is now claimed by him and rented to the army. Captain Marcy

with 35 men bad been despatched to'New Mexico far supplies of salt, and to make

arrangements for forwarding mules to the army in the early spring, without which

there could be no further advance of the army. A general application was made by

the troops to accompany Mr. Marcy rather than spend the winter at Camp Scott,

Among the Quartermaster's stores there were found only 146 pairs of shoes and 600

pairs of stockings to supply two regiments of infantry and several volunteer com-

panies through the winter*

It is proposed to raise volunteers for the Utah service, not only in view of the

expulsion of the * Mormons," but of colonising the Territory with a new school of

settlers ; and the better to effect this object, a liberal system of land grants to actual

settlers of the corps in Utah is advised. The almost inaction of Congress for the

strengthening of the army movements is creating much uneasiness, as the Admin-

istration can do nothing until money and men are voted. Very strong and

reasonable objections are now being urged against the measures already taken ; and

national legislators are wisely considering the propriety of sending a deputation to

Governor Toung, in view of a more pacific adjustment of the present difficulties

than hitherto proposed. It is admitted a grave error on the part of the Adminis-

tration in not officially notifying Governor Toung of his removal and of the

movements relative to Utah. In the absence of any such notice, it is urged that his

acts must be considered legal, which involves Governor Ouniming's doings with

great complexity.

Accessions to " MoRMomsif "~-The statistical reports whioh we have received for

1867 show that the preaching of the Gospel has not been without pleasing results.

It is well known that Christianity generally is on the decline «~that an niiaccountabss*
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degree of barrenness attends the preaching of popular Christian doctrines ; so mud*
so, indeed, that simple Collegiate qualifications are no longer considered the only test

of sbility to promulgate the Christian faith with success, though it is still a very

srominent one. M Clerical scandal," powerless preaching, priestlj pomposity and.

criminality, and a universal disregard of Divine precepts among those who profess

to teach them, bring religion into disrepute, and drive reflecting minds to infidelity,,

n the natural result of perverting the right ways of the Lord, and endeavouring to

isske the streams of a living water* flow through the channel of an uninspired

priesthood degenerated to an abominable system of priestcraft. Well may they

mourn the disrepute to which they have brought Gospel virtues. The increasing

immorality of professed Christian communities renders an unmistakeable verdict

sgainst them.

0* die other hand, the illiterate Elders of Israel go forth, as did the young strip-

ling to meet the formidable Goliath, trusting in the God of Truth ; and their testi-

mony sinks into the hearts of the people, who feel that they have been smitten-

with the arrows of truth as effectually as was the Philistine with the sling-stone.

They feel a power, in that wielding of the truth, unknown to them before, and they-

obey tiie coesmand. Thus truth prevails with the honest in heart : they hear the

voice of the good shepherd, and are gathered into the fold.

The past is encouraging to the Elders, affording assurance that their labours will

not be in vain—that if they sow, they Bhall also reap. If the angels in heaven have

joy over one sinner that repenteth, how great should be the joy of the faithful

sweats of God, who bring their thousands to a knowledge of the truth, and
srimhristftr to them the ordinances of eternal life.

The Mission under the British Presidency has had four thousand one hundred and*

ninety-four added to it by baptism during the past year.

A DEFENCE OF THE MORMONS— THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
QUESTION.

(From the "San Francisco Chronicle."

I have read with some attention what
ssooonts we have received from Mor-
isondom, and what has been written upon
the subject. I have not made it a ques-
tion of my special study, feeling no interest

in the subject itself; but what little at-

tsauon I have given to it has not enabled
me to concur with the opinions generally

exnressed in newspapers. Yet I do not
find myself singular on this subject. In
esnrertation with other gentlemen I find

tie majtrity of the weU-eduoated in a
mikr predicament. I am not willing
to see my country plunged into an unjust

nor am I willing to sea any injustice

fa*, or to see the established prin-
cjftts ef our Government violated for

nrtssapocary advantage*

That the Mormon religion is a mostr

absurd delusion, no well-informed man*
questions. It is too ridiculously absurd

to be a matter for serious argument.
But I do not find any warrant for there-

fore treating it as a cause of war, or for

the exertion of force to suppress it. To-
many religious people the tenets of op-
posing sects seem equally absurd; and
there are some who consider all religions

in the same category. This is unfortu-

nate) for I consider religion as absolutely

essential to a well-ordered society. The
Christian world have never approved the

expulsion of the Mormons. Except in

that small section of this country which
immediately surrounded them, it has

always been; considered as a barbarous
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act, without any warrant in law or

justice. They were driven from their

homes as vagabonds and outlaws, and
wandered forth into the wilderness, and
located themselves in a place which was
then desolate, and the farthest possible

irora any other people. They have there

built them a city and many small towns.

They have cultivated the fields, and,

through almost incredible hardships, in

the face of ridicule and derision, have
persevered until they are a considerable

-people.

From the accounts that I have read, I

4o not perceive that they are less orderly

'than we. Their laws seem to be faith-

fully administered; their lives and pro-

perty secure, and the people content;

nay more, they are not merely content,

hut enthusiastic. I know that it has

been repeatedly alleged that their apparent

content and submission are enforced. But
this is simply absurd. A people who
have endured what they have, for the sake

of their personal and religious liberties,

*re not the men to submit tamely to any
Oppression.

They have not gone out of their way
to seek opportunities, but they have gone
far out of the way of their enemies to

avoid them. Their enemies have come to

them, and even then have not exercised

that prudence which a remembrance of

the past should have taught them, but
have rather sought, by contemptuous
conduct towards them, and derision, to

resuscitate the enmities of the past, and to

rekindle the fires of old animosities.

The late massacre of a train of emi-

grants is charged upon them. The
charge may be true or it may be false.

But I ought to throw this out of the

^question. It was not one of the causes

of the present military movement. That
had long before then been threatened, and
was then under way. Neither wash nor
any of the other individual crimes

-committed by them a cause of war. In-

dividual violations of the law are not

treason, and are not warrant for levying

war upon a whole people. They are

injuries to be remedied through the or-

dinary channels of administrative justice.

These often prove temporarily insufficient

;

but I am not yet prepared to admit that

such ends justify a departure from the

principles of the Constitution. Time
always affords a remedy ; and it is better,

in my view, to endure for a time such

evils, than, by violating the principles of

our Government, te confess before the

whole world its insufficiency and weak-
ness.

It will be said, and it is charged, that

the laws could not be administered—that
while a formal show of submission to the

Federal Government was manifested,

there was no real loyalty or obedience.

I have not yet seen satisfactory proof of

this.

The testimony on this head is very

contradictory, and the witnesses are not

such as are entitled to implicit confidence.

If we take the testimony of two or three

office-holders who have been there, and
discard all the testimony on the other

side, the case is perhaps clear. I say per-

haps ; for, even in that case, the evidence

is very unsatisfactory. There should be

some particular act of disobedience clearly

shown. But the witnesses on our side,

do not agree in their accounts, and fre-

quently flatly contradict each other. It

is charged that public funds have been

misappropriated. Surely we need not go so

far to find instances of that. The survey

of the Territory has not been conducted
in accordance with law. Has ours ?

But, even to give any credit to these

charges, we must reject the testimony on
the other side entirely. This is not in

accordance with my views ofjustice; and
before I could take any steps to punish

such alleged offences, I should have sent

a commission there, composed of men in

whose honesty and probity I could place

confidence, and have had their report;

and even then admitting the truth of

these charges, is it treason? Is it a
cause of war ?

And if the laws of Congress have not

been enforced, whose fault is it ? Have
they appointed the Judges who were to

try offences, or the Marshals who were
to execute their judgments? What
decree of any court is there which has

not been executed ? If there is any, it is

the fault of the officers whom we have

appointed, and not theirs. Crimes, I can
see, would have to be tried by a jury, and
a conviction or even an indictment of

some offences might be difficult ; but that

class is small. But as to the adminis-

tration of the laws of Congress—the

enforcement of the performance of duties

by public officers, juries do not intervene.

This matter is tried by the Judge alone

:

he makes the decree! and the United
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States Marthal enforces it. Has there

been any resistance to any such decree ?

If ?o, it might have required the assist-

ance of a small body of soldiers to enforce

the laws, bat not war.

But it is said that they are Mormons,
and, as Mormons, polygamists. This is

the great and principal charge, and the

real cause of the war ; and, singular to

aay, this very important charge they do
not deny, but openly avow it. Their
candour in this respect might entitle them
to some credit in what they say as to the

other charges. But now, let us candidly

examine this charge, and see whether it is

a cause for war. Polygamy is said to be
a crime. I cannot consider it a malum
at as. That they have an abundant
warrant for it in the Holy Scriptures

will not be denied. Perhaps it is for-

bidden by the New Testament; but I do
sot at this moment recollect any passage

which forbids polygamy to laymen,
though it is forbidden to bishops.

In most Christian lands it is forbidden

bylaw,—therefore a maiumprohibitum,—
therefore a crime. But Christendom is

not nearly one-half the globe; and the

remainder of it do not make polygamy a
crime, Is it prohibited from any act in-

herent in itselr ? If so, what is that evil ?

There are few persons in California or

elsewhere in the United States who
would find it convenient to have more
than one wife. One is as much as one
man can conveniently support. It seems
to me rather a social than a political or

religious question. It cannot be con-

sidered as a political question ; for I

cannot see how it in any way affects any
other State or people. If it is a religious

Question, then surely we have nothing to

do with it. It does not suit us, but it

«riU them. It is contrary to our religion.

Whether it is anywhere forbidden in the
Bible or not, we do not consider it as a
part of our religion. All our churches
Bike it a part of their religious belief

141'

that it is sinful. The Mormon religion,

on the contrary, teaches that it is not only
not sinful, but highly honourable. Is
this a question to be decided by war ?

Does our Constitution give any au-
thority to the General Government to
decide on points of conscience, or to
enforce the belief of the majority of the
Confederacy upon the minority ? But if

it is merely a social or domestic institu-

tion, have we any right to interfere?

Whether this State shall permit a man to>

have more than one wife, is a question

to be decided by this State itself, upon
the simple query whether it is best for
the interests of the State itself. When
the number of the sexes is eoual, or
nearly so, it is generally conceded that
polygamy is against the interests of so-

ciety, and is therefore prohibited; but
where they are not so,—or if, by any
peculiarities of circumstances, the popu-
lation, prosperity, or happiness of a State
will be increased by polygamy, I do not
see anything in our Constitution that

forbids it. We call slavery a domestic
institution, meaning thereby simply to
assert that our General Government has
no power over it. Polygamy is certainly

a domestic institution, and is equally

beyond its power.

In concluding this hurried review of
the question, then, it seems to me— 1st.

That the violations of law charged upon
the Mormons do not amount to treason,

and are no cause of war. 2nd. That
polygamy is an evil or an institution of a
domestic nature, over which the Con-
stitution has given the General Go-
vernment no supervision. Consider, my
dear sir, the thing we are contem-
plating—a civil war—and a religious one
at that. Let us not plunge into it

thoughtlessly, to be the derision of all the

world as a people proclaiming liberty of
conscience to all people, and the first in

these modern days to attempt its sup-

pression by force. B.

[The foregoing extracts contain some important facts, none the less commendable
01 worthy of consideration because they come from one who is pleased to say " that
the Mormon religion is a most absurd delusion." There are many men, like him-
self, who have not the Spirit of God, and consequently cannot discern the things of
God, but have the spirit of man, by which they seem to discern clearly the things
of men; and in many respects, by the aid of this spirit, the writer has given a plain,

common sense, and intelligent view of his subject. It cannot be expected that such
a communication would contain the whole truth and nothing but the truth ; yet we
have no disposition to question the statement that he finds M the majority of the welW
educated" pfwiwiining similar views upon the proceedings against Utah.—Ed.}
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FIRST BOOK OF THE PROPHET OF THE NINETEENTH CENTUBY.

(Ax Untibushud Pokm bt E. W. Tullidojc.)

CConsmmedftom page 127.;

TUB ARGUMENT.

JMghL The peasant?* home after dose of day. Family if the Prophet ; their evening** pastime. The
Patriarch read* from the Sacred Record concerning the great Restitution. Presentiment of the

family that the glorious work was about to commence, and indication* of a Maine oatt. The Mother's

dream, dosing devotion* of thefamily, and their retirement to rest.

The ham is hushed, and silence reigns around}
Might rolls her sable curtains to the ground

;

The Moon's pale face Is peeping from on high,
And clouds fantastic o'er the blue vault fly j

The vast abyss the starry millions roam

;

A circle gathers in each peasant-home

;

Now Art, Ingenious, Imitates the Day,
To make Night cosy and illume her sway

:

Thus like great Nature : ere to rest she hies,

«he lights ner lamps and purple stains the sides.

The hearth Is ample in the peasant's home,

—

Not marble-bound, as In a princely dome

:

No costly grates his chimney corners grace

:

There Nature in simplicity Is found,—
Yet there the noblest of the human race

:

The wood Is piled upon the brick or ground ;

Each chimney corner spreads its stony arm
To hide the children from the cold and storm

:

The humble circle gathers near the fire j

On either side then sits the dame and sire

:

A sprightly fugue the biasing log than sings.

And round the room the cracking chorus rings

:

The children join in happy, gleeful song,

And thus the cosy evening skips along

:

The youthful watch the twining flai

Then with fond impulse kindred hands they blend.
Perchance the parents mark the curling smoke,
And dream of friends long dead and ties long broke

:

Each mind is tinted by Its age or cares j

Now joyfully they talk, or now give vent to fears

j

Now pious lips co«verse on sacred themes.
Or in God's word read great prophetic schemes

;

Then hymns of praise such holy circles sing.

And grateful orisons send to heaven's King

:

They seek each humble conch and find sweat vase,

By angels guarded and by Gods are blast.

ITius, in the parent dwelling of the Seer,

Around the cheerful fire each gathers near j

The patriarch the evening's pastime leads,

And from the Sacred Book devoutly reads.

Exalted was his mind, and grand his soul;

In heaven his treasures, and In heaven his goal

:

His deep, sonorous voice In rich Cones rolled

;

His manner fervent, but his accents bold.

He seemed an oak from some choice royal wood,
Which, though transplanted, still the storms with-

stood,

—

A true descendant of the Prophet race,

Who felt the origin he could not trace.

With nwe profound they hear the holy man

;

The tbeme was Restitution's glorious plan }—
Enchanting subject ! one which gave delight

;

And, as he read, his eyes with faith grew bright

:

Now Inspiration kindles in his heart—
The sacred fire which powers divine Impart

;

Hope's brilliant halo in his vision shone j

He saw her round his family hang her tone

;

Faith with prophetic clearness marked the time

When God would work with wondrous power sub-
lime.

He, ending, paused, and holy awe profound
Reigned in each heart, and angels breathed around

:

AU felt the charm Divine, and feared to speak,

Lest human voice the heavenly charm should break:

But now no longer could the aire control
The flood within, and thus he vents his soul :

—

" Sure angel-whispers echo in my ear,
" And tell my heart the glorious day is near

:

" Ne'er felt my soul the faith which now it feels

:

" For faith prophetic o'er my senses steals.
" And are the instincts true that swell my heart ?—

•

" Shall I or mine perform some Godlike part ?
"

Quick youthful Joseph caught the ardent flame :—
" And o'er me too the thought prophetic came.
" Yea ! holy promptings do our minds control,
" And here to God I dedicate my soul

!

"If of that mighty work there aught be mine,
" To that great cause my life I will resign !

"
Then thus the mother : — " Offspring — darling

child

!

" Fervent in thought, fat disposition mild

!

" Why not, thus young, commence thy holy part ?
11 At once begin, with teal—with all thy heart.
" In youth I felt the lack which now you feel

—

"^Disposed to wait till Powers above reveal *

" But if you with no pious sect combine
" This seal might vanish—gone this mind divine."
And now he answers with a modest pride :—
" Where shall I go? and who ahall be my guide

?

" Fools reckless run, and, blindly running, rail

:

1 will obey—but not till God ahall call.
" Doubt reigns around * no certainty is given :

"Oh ! when I follow, be the light from hesven !"
" The boy is right !" the patriarch replied

;

44 In this thick mase, 'tis God must be our guide

:

" Long have I felt the same, nor can upbraid."
The Mother caught the strain, and thus she said :—
*' Heaven bless thee, child I— heaven bless thee,

darling one 1—
"The father Godlike, and Godlike the son

!

M Yet once this very nobleness of soul
" Called up a grief my heart could not control

:

"My trusting spirit by its weight was bent.
"Till God a comforter in mercy sent.

"That voice which charmed the saging storm to
peace,

M HushedOcean's tumult, bade Its troubles cease,
"Spake peace to me, and soothed my doubting

miad;
" My soul was calmed and to God's will resigned.
" In days of youth, my boy, thy noble sire
" Remained ueunelted by sectarian ire,
"And sighed for kindling* of celsntfal name.
" Like you, the son, who bear his honoured name.
" Averse to discord and religious strife,
" His mind, unbendiag, sought diviner life

;

" But yet I feared leas in too Ught esteem
" The means of grace he held. Then^in a daeam,
" Sweet Con*olntlon came and said, * The rays
" H>f Ught Divine shall bless bia latter days,*
"The dream returns, and memory inspires j" This night serene re-klndlea holy fires :

" I, too. can feel prophetic faith sublime

!

" The day seem* near—not far i£e promised tfeue."

The parent's word* enchant each youthful soul

:

As tbrouah their mloda htr sttaina of fervour roM,
The children lipgei on e*ch foiug tone,
And &n would make her every word their own.
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mi their youthful thoughts hope stronglytwines,
i bnghtly in each aye it sparkling shines.

With tongue persuasive now, and heart elate,

-Mother." they cry, - Oh, do the dream relate!"
M Yea, mother !" then rejoined her chosen child

j

As which the parent thus their eats beguiled :

—

" I stood in a lovely, meadowy vale,
" Pained by the breathing of a fragrant gale

:

** Fair, like another virgin Eden born,
** It looked just bursting from primeval morn

:

-Cooke beds of variegated beauty grew
• 0*i r the rich scene, where balmy breezes blew.
** I eased, transported, on the lovely plain,

"Where smiling Beauty shared with Peace her
reign i

" Bat » hen my raptured senses lost surprise,
** I traced each object with delighted eyes.
M A rippling streamlet pure, as crystal clear,
" Roiling delicious music on my ear,
" Through that rich meadow flowed along,
44 And feathered warblers joined harmonious song.
"Two trees were planted on its margin side,
~ Hanging their branches o'er the gentle tide,
• Whose lofty heads were towering to the skies

:

* Their forms majestic met my wondering eyes,
• tad thick luxurious foliage spread around
•The trunks, which canning symmetry had bound.
* In admiration wrapt, with eager gase
** I saw that one shot forth bright daztllng rays

:

* Encircled round its stock, a brilliant zone
"With more than burnished golden splendour

"Then, light as Zephyr's breath, the rising breexe
"With gentle undulations fanned the trees.

"The one encircled with the shining belt
" Waved gracefully as it the light air felt.
" As did the fragrant gale In strength increase,

animation, happiness,
"And motkavapeaJdng sensibility
" Seemed that of soul-possessing entity.
" E'en had it been with Intellect endowed

—

"That Godlike power of which mankind are proud,
"By arbitrary sounds it could not tell

'"The toy and gratitude it spoke so well.
* la Nature's language these the tree expressed

—

"The tongue of Life—which beggars all the rest.

"The streamlet clear seemed, too, endowed with
soul,

" And full of joy, nor could that joy control

:

" Flowing beneath, in gentle rippling* heard,
"The calm sensation of the tree it shared

;

•And a* the branches played above the stream,
* Just tike the dancing of a sunny beam,
" It swelled with lively motion, soft and mild,
"Breeding like the breathing of a child.

"The golden tone the joy serene partook
" Pelt by the tree and by the running brook

:

" (a unison they moved, as though one mind
" Pervaded each ; their gentle wavlngs twined.
" la magnitude the brilliant circle grew,
" And shot increasing glory to the view

:

" It threw its brightness on the silver stream

;

" The liquid surface caught each golden beam :

" Like when the sun on Ocean's bosom plays,
"Adorned with richness of Midsummer days,
" Sheds floods of glory on the waving plain,

"And with fond kisses greets the deep blue main %
" In easy undulations swell the sea,
" And water ripples with a dazzling glee.
" Then to Its kindred oak I turned my gaze

;

" (Bound with no tone, It shot no brilliant rays,)
" Fixed as the marble, this no joy partook,
" Nor waved its branches o'er the gentle brook :

" No leaf was stirred, and not a bough was bent

;

" The breexe it did with sullenness resent,
" Defying equally the Storm King's might,
"As now It scorned the Zephyr's breathing light.
" With wonder then I cried, 'What does this mean >*

" When thus a voice revealed to me the dream :—
" ' Behold the brother of the Godlike man,
"

' Unbending ever to the Gospel plau.
"

' Not thus thy husband of obedient heart,
" 'To whom the Lord will choicest gifts Impart

:

"•The breath of heaven shall fan his pliant mind,
"

' And wave his branches with celestial wind

:

"
' He, ripe In days, the word of God shall hear

;

"
' Ills soul, rejoicing, will that God revere

:

" ' Then light Divine shall on his head descend,
" 4 With life, and truth, and peace, that know no

end.'

"

The Mother paused. Her face with brightness
glowed

—

An index faithful of the mind it showed
;

Which, gathering inspiration from her theme,
Shot through the soul's reflector every beam.
Enthusiam fires the circle round,
And hopeful words from every tongue resound.

Then from hut chair the patriarch arose :—
" Now let our orisons the evening close."

With childlike awe they heed the holy sire,

And bend the knee ere they to rest retire.
" Eternal God I Thou Parent of mankind !"

(Thus spake the head : devotion filled his mind :)

—

" For all the blessings of departed days,

"And mercies which Thy providence liisplays,
" Receive our thanks. Our grateful breathings hear!
" Oh, mould us, Lord, and every heart prepare *

" With strength Divine endow each fervent soul,
" And let our eyes behold the promised goal.
" If on my house, Thou Lover of the poor,
" Anointing sacred Thou design'st to pour,
" Then let Thy holy unction from above
" Our minus inspire to tell Thy boundless love.
" Give to our eyes this night refreshing sleep :

" Kind heaven protect!' Good angel* vigils keep !

" Be Thine the praise and power when time shall

end."
And now the family solemn amens blend

:

Then rising from their knees, the godly sire

The "good night" leads, and all to rest retire.

(To be continued.)

VARIETIES.

Ms. Salt, a modern oriental traveller, describes the remains of ancient Christian

•birches hewn oat of the solid rook in Abysinnia.
On the 7th of August, 1762, 20 women, who had sold themselves for four years to a

shipmaster bound for Philadelphia, were taken from the " Bolt and Tun " Inn, Fleet street

Loidon, to his ship.

A tocho preacher who by no means thought meanly of himself, remarked to an elderly

gentleman, who somewhat differed from him, that he could never expect to reach heaven
without first being born again, adding in a conceited, canting tone, " I have myself expe-
rienced that change, and now feel no anxiety." The old gentleman replied, " Oh, and you have

•«* born again, hare yon ?* « Y«*, indeed," returned the young fop, " I trust I have.*
44
Well,* said the old gentleman, eyeing him attentively, " I don't think it would hurt you,

jeong man, to be born once more."
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" Seybbal sorts of materials were used formerlj in making books. Plates of lead raft

copper, the barks of trees, bricks, stone, and wood were the first matters employed to engrave

such things and monuments upon as men were willing to have transmitted to posterity."'

" Hesiod*s works were written on tables of lead ; the Roman laws on twelve tables of

brass ; Solon's on wood ; and those of God on stone."

—

From Ourney** Dictionary of the-

Holy Bible.

Passing Events.—The latest news from India is cheering: the enemy had sustained several

defeats with severe losses of men and guns : the Lieutenant-Governorship is to be given

to Sir John Lawrence. The bombardment of Canton commenced at daylight on the 28th

December, and was continued during the whole of the day and night: one French an*
two English assaults, were made on the 29th, and Gough's Fort taken and blown up.

A Governmental organ of France, Le Pays, informs us that in the bosom of the French

populace a " permanent army of anarchy and disorder " is organized. It is said that some

difficulty has arisen between the French Government and the Swiss Confederation on the

subject of the refugees. A new revolutionary plot has been discovered in Madrid. War
between Spain and Mexico is considered imminent.—America. : A new anti-slavery move-

ment is beginning to agitate the North under the leadership of Master Seward. Vindictive

war is the order of the day in Kansas : each side is thirsting for the blood of the other.

Flogging has been abolished in the United States army. Walker had been arrested at

Mobile, but liberated by Judge Gale. The New York Assembly has at last elected a
Speaker. Mexico City has been bombarded by Comonfort's opponents, and a conflict of

several days took place, when more than 100 lives were lost, and a large number wounded.

It is stated that he has offered to resign in favour of Juarex, the Chief Justice, who is

now in prison ; but he refuses, unless Comonfort would deliver himself up as prisoner

and submit to a trial for the dictorial coup d'etat.

CHARITY.

(Selected.)

Though perfect eloquence adorned Although with liberal hands I gave
The sweet, persuasive tongue.— My goods the poor to feed,

Though I could speak in higher strains Or gnve my body to the flames,
Than ever angels sung,— Still fruitless were the deed

:

Though prophecy my soul inspired, Nay, though my faith, with boundless power,

And made ail mysteries plain,— Even mountains could remove,
Yet, were I void of Christian love, I still am nothing, If I *m void
These gifts were all in vain. Of charity and lave.

A»D*E88KS.—William Ajax, ISO, Newtown, Ebbw Vale, near Rrynmawr, Monmouthshire.
Charles R. Jones, 15, Sussex Street, Grand Parade, Brighton, Sussex.
George Pope, care of John Ellis, Cross-in-hand, Waldron, Sussex.

Erratum.—In Star No. 8, page 12), 1st column, last line, and 2nd column, 7th line, for ••Pltiasd,*

read Jutland.
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He that hath an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit eaUh unto the ehurehee.—JtmixM Christ.

Omm ami of her, my people, that jre be not partaken ofhe\ tine, and that ye receive not «/ her

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.
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CHURCH AND KINGDOM OF GOD.

Both ancient and modern usage of the

words M Church " and " Kingdom " have
rendered them almost synonymous when
need in reference to the Church and
Kingdom of God. Many passages of

Scripture might be quoted to show that

the Apostles did not always observe a
critical distinction in their use, although

frequently used by them in a very dis-

similar sense. It is not our object

to examine every particular feature of

what has been or should be understood
or implied by the use of these terms.

However possible it may be to use them
u synonyms, the tact that they cannot in

ill cases imply the same, but a very dif-

ferent meaning, justifies usinendeavouring
to present them in their proper and dis-

tinct relative sense. " Church and State"
alwaysimpliesseparate and distinct organi-

atooos, as recognized by the world ; so
to a certain extent does " Church and
Kingdom " differ, as applicable to the
Kingdom of God. More fully expressed,
the Church can exist without the King-
dom, but the Kingdom cannot exist

without the Church.
In the year 1830, the Church of Jesus

Cbrist of Latter-day Saints was or-

ganised by Joseph Smith, under the
ttthority of Heaven, and a new organi-
ation was presented to the world, as a
Cbnrch,and not as a Kingdom. Branches
of this Church have been built up in

almost all parts of the earth ; but in all

cases they have been subject to the poli-

tical form of government which existed
where they were reared. They could not,

therefore, be viewed in the light of a
kingdom, according to the usual and cor-

rect signification of the word, notwith-
standing both officers and members of
that Church have borne testimony that

the Kingdom of God was established,

that they were members of that Kingdom,
and that it never would be overthrown,
but stand for ever. All this testimony is.

true in a spiritual and, perhaps, Scrip-
tural sense; for truth cannot be over-
thrown. It will abide for ever ; but this,

state of things does not present a political

influence and power in the earth, claiming
dominion and the right to regulate society,

as the Kingdom of God ultimately must.
They, however, are so intimately allied,

that the one leads directly to the other.

The one is the forerunner of the other.

When Jesus was upon the earth, he
taught the principles of the Gospel, and
he also obeyed them. He organized his

Church and ordained officers therein to
preach that Gospel in all the world ; but
evidently these officers did not understand
that to be the Kingdom which they were
so anxiously looking for; neither were
they satisfied with what they had already

received, but enquired, " Lord, wilt thou
at this time restore again the P
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146 CHURCH AND KINGDOM OF GOD.

Israel Y9 To which he replied, " It is not

for you to know the times or the seasons

which the Father hath put in his own
power." Here the Apostles were plainly

told that it was not for them to build

that Kingdom—it was not for them to

know the time when it should be restored

to Israel. They had the Gospel; they

had the Church organization ; they were
officers in it ; and it possessed everything

requisite to the perfecting of Saints. The
plan of salvation they were to teach to

all nations ; but they were not to see the

return of the Kingdom to Israel It was
not a work belonging to their day ; it was

Prophets, that the God of Heaven shall

set up a Kingdom, and thai the Saints

shall take and possess it for ever and ever

—even the Kingdom and greatness of it

under the whole heaven. This Kingdom,

to be an everlasting Kingdom, must differ

from all worldly kingdoms. It most be

one in which there is no division—in

which love, and union, and perfect order

and harmony in administration must

exist. Otherwise it could not be an ever-

lasting Kingdom ; for every kingdom or

house divided against itself must come to

desolation.

This is why we have said the Kingdom

reserved for a future generation—for a . of God cannot exist upon the earth with*

more glorious dispensation. It was yet ! out the Church of God. There is no

in the Father's hands, and had not even

been committed to the Son.

Thus the Church of God did exist, en-

dowed with all its spiritual gifts and
blessings, and its sacred ordinances were
administered with power ; but that King-

other system but the Gospel—no other

authority but the Priesthood, which can

produce the union necessary for such a

kingdom. That Gospel cultivates one

faith and recognizes but one Lord ; and

where there is but one faith, the hopes,

dom so earnestly desired and anticipated
,
expectations, and consequently the works,

by the Apostles was not established. In . or acts, are one. Here, then, is the mate-

that Kingdom they unquestionably fore- rial necessary to the establishing of God's

saw greater glory, honour, power, and
dominion, and that it would bring much
greater deliverance to Israel than simply

the Gospel could whioh they had received,

or they would not have so anxiously en-

quired after it. It is in this view of the

subject we have remarked that the Church
can exist without the Kingdom.

More than eighteen hundred years have

transpired since that important enquiry

was made of the Son of God ; and we

Kingdom. The Gospel, the pfcn of sal-

vation, is a system applicable to every

individual member of society ; and those

alone are Saints who submit to the re-

quirements of the Gospel. Officers of

the Church who administer that Gospel

law are not like the officers of a kingdom

administering laws framed only in view

of the public or general good : they apply

holy and pure laws to every individual;

and when every member of society, or of

may reasonably suppose that the time of : the kingdom, is made holy and pure bjr

the return of tba* Kingdom—of the re- I the Gospel law, that society or kingdom

storation of it to Israel— is so much
I is necessarily holy and pure. If the parts

nearer ; and if it concerned the Apostles
i

are all sanctified, the whole cannot but be

in their day, how much more should it
j

holy. If every individual has become

concern us who are necessarily living so subject to the law of righteousness, which

much nearer its development. > justifies him in the sight of God, he would

As we have already stated, the Church
|
-most cheerfully be subject to every la*

of Jesus Christ has again been orgaoized, requisite to die good order and regala-

with officers, gifts* and blessings, as in tion of society. A kingdom composed of

the Apostles' days. A system capable of such subjects would be as easily controlled

perfecting Saints is again in harmonious , as the members of the body are by the

operation. By a similarly Divine appoint-
,
will.

ment, the Gospel is again preached and
i

This fact is illustrated in the power of

administered ; and, as anciently, it is a President Brigham Young over the Saints

" Gospel of the Kingdom ;" and now we I who have obeyed the Gospel principles,

may luatly enquire, Will the Kingdom according to their degree of perfection in

actually be restored as well as the Gospel ? them. He speaks, and it is done; be

A careful observance of the operations of I commands, and is obeyed. Neither is his

.this Gospel indicates what must be Its I power confined to one place ; it extends

results. Those indications suggest a
j
to all who have embraced and live in the

speedy fulfilment of the predictions of the
i
Gospel, though they may be in the atter-
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CHURCH AND KINGDOM OF GOD.

parts of the earth. All that is

sary is to know bis will, and it is

done in all tht world, as it is done in

Utah in his immediate presence. At his

bidding many ran to and fro in the

asnh—not for hire or reward, bat that

knowledge and power may be inoreased

therein.

These facts prove to the world that the

Stints have in their possession the true

principles of government, that their

leader understands the very secret of

power, and that in them is developed

every principle necessary to the estab-

lishing of an eternal kingdom—even of

God's Kingdom. Such an example of

power over will and the voluntary acts

of men, as the Prophet of this dispensa-

tion now affords, has not been witnessed

by the world since Enoch's day. It is the

power and influence of Almighty God,
sad it is destined to circumscribe the

world and all kingdoms and powers
tberein.

Thus far, under a wise administration,

the Church has grown from one degree
of power to another, until the little one,

in a comparative sense, has become a
treat nation. Faith has been nurtured

—

as grown with an unparalleled growth,
and now asserts the rights which belong
to the people of God, not only in respect

to sacred ordinances and institutions

belonging to the law of righteousness

which is of faith, but in respect to political

dominion, the right of inheritance, and
earthly possessions. In asserting these

rights, it is in view of maintaining them.
It is in view of ushering in that day when
the Kingdom and greatness of the King-
dom under the whole heaven shall be
possessed of Divine right by the Saints

«f the Most High, and when the Priest-

hood of God shall govern all things upon
Che earth. Then the law shall go forth

from Zion, and he who holds the keys of
that Priesthood will be recognized as the
Obief Ruler.

When the Kingdom of God is fully

enabfished in the earth, it will be as

distinctly recognized in its political so-

vereignty as hitherto the Saints have only
heen known as a Church. Political rulers,

judges, and counsellors may exercise their

respective functions; but all will be
wject to and circumscribed bv the Holy
Pnesthood, over which the Prophet of
God presides. This order was observed

ancient Israel Their kings were

147

chosen and anointed by the Prophets.
While they walked in the counsels of the

Prophets, they prospered and reigned
with power ; but when they set at naught
those Prophets, their power and kingdom
departed from them, and even the people
that followed them were sorely cursed,

and ofttimes given into the hands of their

enemies to be destroyed.

The world has not profited by these

lessons. Prophets are despised, derided,

and set at naught. Where a church is

recognized at all, it is regulated and con-
trolled by the State. The professed order
of God is made subject to the wisdom of
man's legislation. God's professed minis-

ters, the priests and clergy, are controlled

by Ministers of State, who fix the bounds
of their power and ministerial acts. The
spiritual is in subjection to the temporal

;

or, in other words, man dictates to his

God. All this order of things now pre-
vailing in the world is from beneath : it

never descended from above. It is of the
Devil, and will perish with all his works.
Darkness is set for light, and man is pre-
ferred to God, and the confusion and
disorder which reign in the earth pro-
claim the absence of all true and Divine
government. There has been a turning
of things upside down, and it will be
esteemed as the potter's e/oy, and not as

veaaeb of honour. The Lord will turn
and overturn until He whose right it is

shall reign.

The following facts, therefore, are
deducible from both revelation and expe-

rience— that the preaching of the Gospel
and the administration of its ordinances
hy an authorized and inspired Priesthood
are necessary to prepare a people for a
true order of government, and must pre-

cede the establishment of God's Kingdom,
so that the gathering together of those

who obey the Gospel—-the Saints—will
necessarily produce and develop those

political interests and associations which
will lead to a full exercise of every legiti-

mate branch of government that can
effect the wellbeing of man. This will

constitute a kingdom in the fullest and
most literal sense of the word; anil that

kingdom, in every possible respect, will be
subject to the order of heaven^under the

direction of the Priesthood on earth,

—

which Priesthood, being eternal, will

govern and control after the prder of

eternal things ; and every order of govern-

ment contrary to that must come to an
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end, as they cannot constitute any part of .

eternal things, or of that Kingdom which
is an everlasting Kingdom, and shall never

pass away.
This great work is now being per-

formed in the earth. It is the worvtof

the last days—the days in which we live;
|

and it is being performed by the Latter- !

day Saints. None others profess such m
faith, or claim to be enlisted in such an
enterprise. By them the victory will he-
won, the glory achieved, and the Kingdom
established, in which the will of God shall

"be done on earth as it is done in*

heaven."

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

Continued from page 86.

OBJECTION.

" There are some statements in your

Book of Mormon which no reasonable

man can believe. At page 614,* I read

of a man who rejoiced in the name of

Coriantomr, a man who would somewhat
surprise our men of war in the present i

day: they lay siege to cities and gar-

risons ; but ' It came to pass that Conan-
tumr did lay sitge to the wilderness.

9
Still

even this worthy is outdone by his anta-

gonist Sbix; for 'It came to pass that

when they had all fallen by the sword,

save it were Corianturar and Shiz, behold

Shiz had fainted with loss of blood. And
it came to pass that when Coriantumr

had leaned upon his sword, that he rested

a little, he smote off the head of Shiz.

And it came to pass that after he had
smote on* the head of Shiz, that Shiz

raised upon his hands and fell ; and after

that he had struggled for breath, he died.'f

Reader, this is in the Book ofMormon, and
Latter-day Saints believe it to be the Word
of God I

"—" Mormonism Absurd," by

the Rev. B. Willmare.

ANSWER.

The first obstacle in the mind of our
Reverend objector is the statement that I

Coriantumr laid siege to the wilderness.

He has no objection to the idea of laying

siege to cities and garrisons ; but how a
wilderness can be besieged is past his

comprehension. Yet we do not see, for

our part, that it requires a very extensive

stretch of intellect to compass the mean-

* Page 645 of current edition,

f Page 619. We have here followed the

Book of Mormon verbatim, as Mr. Willmore's I

quotations are not strictly correct.—H. W.
|

ing of a plain writer, when there exists a
willingnes* to understand, and an un-
willingness to mystify and misunderstand.
We find that Coriantumr and Gilead

were leaders of antagonistic armies, and
gave each other battle. Coriantumr pur-
sued Gilead to the wilderness of Akish,
and laid siege to the wilderness,—in some-
what the same way, we presume, that an
army in the present day would besiege ay-

town or any locality—by stationing forces
at different places to prevent escapes, and
assuming the customary attitudes of war,
offensive and defensive, with the view of
conquering the enemy thus beleaguered*

During the battle in the wilderness^,

"many thousands fell by the sword."
Gileaa, however, strategically made his
way by night out of the wilderness, " and
slew a part of the army of Coriantumr as
they were drunken."
But this siege in the wilderness, accord-

ing to our clerical opponent, is a matter
" which no reasonable man can believe."

Where the unreasonableness of it lies we
are certainly unable to divine. The mean-
ing of the writer appears to us quite plain

and evident ; and ifthe learned "Incumbent
of Trinity Church * cannot see it, we by
no means incline to envy his faculty' of
discernment. It is an old but true say-
ing, that "None are so blind as those who
will not see."

As, however, he is in a critical cue, he
will, perhaps, excuse our freedom in offer-

ing tor his reflection and the exercise of
his hyner-criticism a passage or two from-
the Bible, which he professes to venerate
exclusively as " the Word of God " in
reality. We could, if necessary, furnish,

him with many ; but one or two will suf-
I fice. He will find one in (Jen. iii. 8^.

|
which reads as follows :

—"And they heard.
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ihe voice of the Lord God walking in the

garden in the cool of the day. Now, if

we, like air. Willmore, were inclined to

be hypercritical, we might pattern after

him by saying—This account would some-
what surprise men and women in the

present day : they speak of persons walk-

ing about in the cool of the day; hut
Moies tells of a voice walking ! Another
passage which we would submit to his

notice is contained in Isaiah xxxvii. 36 :

—

"Then the angel of the Lord went forth,

sad smote in the camp of the Assyrians a
hundred and fourscore and five thousand

:

sad when they arose early in the morning,
heboid, they were all dead corpses." In
reference to this text, were we disposed to

aaome our objector's serio-comic humour,
sad, like him, to quibble rather than rea-

sao, we might say—If the angel of the

Lord smote these Assyrians, so that they

"all" became "dead corpses," how did

they manage to rise in the morning ? Or,
if the? " arose early in the morning

"

tfife, bow did they find out that "they
were all dead corpses?" But our Bey.
Inctxmbent, shocked at the idea of such
daring profanity, would doubtless, in such
eases, charge us with being unreasonable,
sad with manifesting a hasty .disposition

to misrepresent the intended meaning of
the sacred writers, by taking advantage of
the defective wording of the passages in

question. And, in so doing, he would be
qaite right. Yet this is precisely the
coarse he is taking in reference to the
Book of Mormon. He assumes that posi-

tion which he would condemn another for

adopting. We can see very clearly that
Moies (or his translator) means that Adam
*fid Eve heard the voice of God, who was
nlking in the garden, although it is not
» expressed. We can also readily under-
**aa what the text in Isaiah means—
Bsmely, that when the Jews arose early
b the morning, they found that the
1*5)000 Assyrians, who had laid siege to

waalem, were all slain: Though the
fret is not so expressed in the verse quo-
^d, it is evident from the context that
*eh is the intended meaning. •

The next objection of Mr. Willmorefa is,

the Book of Mormon states, after
Gorientumr "bad smote off the head of

™i that Shiz raised upon his hands and
and after that he had struggled

for breath, he died." Had the Bible

happened to have related a similar occur-

rence, it is likely that our Reverend oppo-
nent would not for one moment have pre-

sumed to question the validity of the

Bible's statement. But as the Book of
Mormon records such an incident, of
course the whole matter must be at once
condemned as fictitious and "absurd."
Yet there is nothing in, the account which
can be shown to be either impossible or
improbable, much less proved to be un-
true.

An insect, after its head is cut from
its body, will run about for some time upon
its feet, as if its loss was not much detri-

ment. Fowl, and various kinds of ani-

mals, after their heads are severed from
their trunks, will often run about and
struggle for a short time before death.

Cases of this kind are frequently observed.

If the lungs could be kept inflated with
air, which the scission of the trachea, or

windpipe, renders impossible, life and mo-
tion ceuld doubtless be continued for a
length of time. Though the human
structure is different to that of the lower

animals, there is nevertheless a sufficient

resemblance to warrant us in considering

it quite possible, and by no means impro-

bable, that, under some circumstances, a
man might for a short time after decapi-

tation raise himself on his hands, and
struggle as it were for breath ; for that

is the only thing he would struggle

for, in such a case. Many instances have

been known of criminals moving about
and struggling for some time after having

been beheaded. There is nothing so very

strange in the occurrence, although our
opponent endeavours, by sarcasm, to throw
discredit on the Book of Mormon, because

it records an instance of this kind. He
would nun make a mountain of a mole-

hill ; but his efforts are futile and vain.

It is true that the passages he has cited

are " in the Book of Mormon," and -we

are "reasonable" enough to " believe " in

the Divine authenticity of that Book,
whether he will receive it or reject it.

We willingly avow that " Latter-day

Saints believe it to be the Word of God; 5'

and certainly, taking his present lucubra-

tions as specimens of "his future produc-

tions, nothing that he can say against it is

likely to induce us to disbelieve It.

feuTABuss.—Those bebigs only are fit for solitude who like nobody, are like nobody,
osd ait liked by nobody.

—

Zivmerman. A
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued from page 136*)

[October, 1842.]

The foregoing letter of Mr. Butter-

field (United States' Attorney for the dis-

trict of Illinois,), shows in a very lucid

manner what our rights and privileges

axe* pertaining to the Habeas Corpus,

and fully sustains the proceedings and
views of the City Council and the Muni-
cipal Court. It is sustained by the

usages of all enlightened courts, and ac-

eoras with the opinion of every intelligent

man,— the opinions of 'Ex-Governor
Boggs, Governor Beynolds, of Missouri,

and Governor Garlin, to the contrary,

notwithstanding.

Friday, 21st. This evening I returned,

in company with John D. barker, to

Father Taylor's, judging it wisdom to

keep out of the way of my enemies a
while longer at least* although, all is peace
and quiet, and a prospect that my ene-

mies will not trouble me muck more at

present.

Sunday, 23rd. This day the Temple
Committee laid before the Saints the pro-

priety and advantages of laying a tempo-
rary floor in the Temple, that the bre-

thren might henceforth meet in the

Temple to worship, instead of meeting
in the Grove. This was my instructions,

and the Saints seemed to rejoice at this

privilege very much.
Monday, 24th. Printing Office took

fire, which was extinguished with diffi-

culty.

Tuesday, 25th. Ship Emerald sailod

from Liverpool with 250 Saints far New
Orleans.

Friday, 28th. Soon after daylight this

morning, I returned home again to visit

my family. I found Emma worse] the
remainder of the jfamily welL In the
afternoon I rode out into the city and
took a little exercise. Fron* the appear-
ance of things abroad, we are encouraged
to believe that my enemies will not trouble
me much more at present.

This day the brethren finished laying

the temporary floor and seats in the

Temple, and its appearance is truly

pleasant and cheering. The exertions

of the brethren during the past weak

to accomplish this thing are truly praise-

worthy.

Saturday, 20th. About ten in the fbnv

noon I rode up and viewed the Temple,

I expressed my satisfaction at the arrange*

ments, and was pleased with the progress

made in that sacred edifice. After con-

versing with several of the brethren, and

shaking hands with numbers who wen
very much rejoiced to see their Prophet

again, I returned home ; but soon anet*

wards went over to the store, where a

number of brethren and sisters were as*

sembied, who bad arrived this seeming

from the neighbourhood of New York,

Long Island, $o. After Elders Taylor,

Woodruff, and Samuel Bennett hadsd-

dressed the brethren and sisters, I spoke

to them at considerable length, showing

them the proper course to pursue, sad

how to act in regard to making purchases

of land, &c.
I showed them that it was generally in

consequence of the brethren disregarding

or disobeying counsel that they became

dissatisfied and murmured ; and msnjt

when they arrived here, were dissatisfied

with the conduct of some of the Saints,

because everything was pet done perfectly,

right, and they get mad* and thus the

Devil gets advantage over than to destroy

them. I told them I W*# but a man, sod

they must not expect ma to be perfect: if

they expected perfection ftom me, I should

expeet it from themi but if they would

hear with my infirmities and the infirau*

ties of the brethren, I worfd likewise beer

with their ia&rmitie*.

I told them it was Ukety I would have

again to hide up lathe woods, but they

must not be discouraged^ but roll on the

city, the Temple, fee. Whfa my enemies

take away raj lights, ] will hear it end

keep out of the Vraj; but if they tike

away vour rights, I will figkt wi- you. I

Messed them and departed.

Dr. WUlard &ioba*o> returned tj

Kauvoo with his having visited

most ofthe churches in the Eastern States,

and preached to them the necessity of

building the Temple and gathering to
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thk place, in obedience to the command-
Best of God to His people.

Sunday, 30th. The Saints met to

worship on a temporary floor in the Tem-
ple, the walls of which were about four

feet high above the basement ; and not-

withstanding its size, it was well filled. 1

It had been expected that I would address

,

them, but I sent word that I was so sick
;

that I could not meet with them ; cense-
i

qaently Elder John Taylor delivered a
Uiftcoune, In the afternoon I went to

visit the sick, &c.
Monday, 31st. I rode out to my farm

with my children, and did not return

intil after dark.

Tuesday, Nov. 1, 1842. 1 rode with

Emma to the Temple for the benefit of her

health. She is rapidly gaining. In the

afternoon, went to see Dr. Willard Rich-

ards, who was very sick at Elder Wood-
raff's; afterwards, accompanied by my
children and William Clayton, rode out
towards the farm. When going down the

bill, near Casper's, the carriage got over-

balanced and upset. I was thrown some
distance from the carriage, and all three of

the children almost under it. I arose and
enquired if any of the children were
killed ; but, upon examination, there was
no one seriously hurt. Frederick G.
Williams bad his cheek bruised, which
was the worst injury received.

It seemed miraculous how we escaped

serious injury from this accident; and
oar escape could not be attributed to any
other power than that of Divine Pro-
vidence. I feel thankful to God for this

instance of His kind and watchful care

over His servant and family.

The carriage was so much broken, we
left it. and, patting the children in bro-

ther Stoddard's buggy, returned. In the

evening I rode to the Temple with two
of my children.

Dr. Richards had a severe attack of
cholera morbus.
Wednesday, 2nd. Spent this forenoon

b removing the books, desk, &c, from
my store, over to my house. In the

afternoon rode out to the farm, and spent
the time ploughing, &o.
Thursday, 3rd. Bode out with Emma

to the Temple.

Friday 4th. Bode out with Lorin
Walker to examine his timber, north of the

_ Hyrum Smith and Wilson
Law returned from their mission in the

East. They brinp; very good reports con-
cerning the public feeling, and say that

John C. Bennett's expoee has done no
hurt, but much good.

President Brigham Young, H. C. Kim-
ball, George A. Smith, and A. Lyman, of
the Twelve, also returned from their

missions, and brought a similar report.

They had visited the Conferences accord-

ing to the notice which they published on
September 12th, and had also visited

many of the principal places in the State,

delivered addresses to the people, and
found a friendly feeling in most cases.

Saturday, 6th. I tarried at home on
account of the rain. I received a visit

from some Indians, who were accom-
panied by a negro interpreter. They
expressed great friendship for the Mor-
mon people, and said they were their

friends. After considerable conversation

and partaking of victuals, they departed,

evidently highly gratified with their

visit.

I told Dr. Richards the Mississippi

river would be frozen over in less than a
month, although the weather was then

warm and pleasant.

Sunday, 6th. At home all day. My
brother Hyrum preached. Afternoon,

received a visit from Dr. Willard Rich-

ards.

Monday, 7th. Spent the forenoon in

Council with brother Hyrum Smith and
some of the Twelve, and in giving instruc-

tions concerning the contemplatedjourney

to Springfield on the 15th December
next, and what course ought to be pursued

in reference to the case of bankruptcy.

In the afternoon, Calvin A. Warren, Esq.

arrived, and I called upon some of the

Twelve and others to testify before Squire

Warren what they knew in reference

to the appointment of Trustee- in-Trust,

&c, showing also from the records that

I was authorized by the Church to

purchase and hold property in the name
of the Church, and that I had acted in

all things according to the counsel given

to me.
Tuesday, 8th. This afternoon called

upon Windsor P. Lyons and others to

make affidavits concerning the frauds and
irregularities practised in the Post Office

in Nauvoo. A petition was drawn and
signed by many, and aent by Squire War-
ren to JudgeYoung, witha request that the

latter should present the same to the Post-

master General, and use his mfluenee^^
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have the present Postmaster removed, and
a new one appointed. I was recommended
for the appointment In the after-

noon, officiated in Court as Major at mj
house.

Wednesday, 9th. Paid E. Rhodes
£436.93, it being the amount of three
notes due for the north-west quarter of
Sec. 9, 6 N. 8 W., and presided in City
Council, a special meeting to investigate

the writ of Habeas Corpus.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 10th,

11th, 12th. Presided at adjourned ses-

sions of the City Council at my bouse.

Sunday, 13th. I was at home through
the day.

" Ship Sidney, New Orleans.

November 13, 1842.

Dear Brother,—We have had a passage
of fifty-six days—fine weather—with a kind
captain and crew, who allowed us every

(To be eo

reasonable privilege. There have been five

deaths out of the company, and one sailor

who fell from the yard arm and was killed.

Brother Yates' eldest child, sister Cannon,
brother Browne's child, and two children
belonging to a man not in the Church.
We stuck upon the bar at the month of

the river, thirty-four hours. About tws
hours after we got off, the " Medford*
came on the bar, where she stuck thirty

hours. We landed here on the 11th instant,

and the Medford arrived to-day, 13th. She
lies about ten yards from us. They have
had two deaths. Upon the whole, a good
passage.

We have taken one of the largest and
best steamboats in this port. We pay 2-1-2

dollars per head, and 25 cents per cwt.

above the weight allowed each person,

which is 100 lbs. We are all going up
together.

Yours truly,

G. D. Watt.*

mtiitued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1858.

Farewell.—But little more than four months have transpired since we tendered,

in this department, our sincere greetings to the readers of the Star. Having filled

up the time allotted to us, we now say to them, Farewell. Truly our labours have

been short, but to us they have been pleasing and profitable; and we hope they have

been to our readers generally edifying and acceptable. If such be the case, we shall

feel well rewarded for our feeble efforts, and have an assurance that God has ap-

proved, as we feel that He has blessed. In the present advanced stage of the work,

when faith has become strong, and knowledge greatly increased, we feel sensible that

none can efficiently feed the flock of Christ, or successfully defend the cause of truth,

without the aid of that Spirit which leads into all truth, which comprehends the

things of God, circumscribes the wants of man, and can impart to all severally as

they need.

Important changes have transpired in the ministerial department of the European

Missions. Many Elders have been.released to gather home, and others newly ap-

pointed to succeed them. These changes, we anticipate, will prove a blessing to the

people and work at large. Some may have thought otherwise ; but past experience

has taught us that everything which God orders is for the best, and will tend to

promote the work of God—to roll it on with increased power and energy in the

earth. To feel other than this would manifest weakness of faith—a lack of confi-

dence in the work of God and in His power as alone sufficient to accomplish all His

good pleasure. Our instructions, counsels, and doings have been in view of this time
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when we should bid adieu to the Saints over whom we have been called to preside,—

that we might leave them in the best possible condition to live in and enjoy the spirit

of their religion. This, we believe, has also been the object of those who have lately

left theae lands—that they have sought to be fathers and not masters to the people

;

tod if the Saints will now give their faith as unreservedly to those who preside over

tbem as they have hitherto done, great indeed will be the manifestations of the power
of God among His people for the redemption of Israel ; the future shall be far more
propitious than the past, and from henceforth God shall be more abundantly known
among those who serve Him.

To the Elders who are called to preside over the various Missions, Pastorates,

Conferences, and Branches, we would say, Seek not only to stand in, but to fill the

office to which you are called, with fidelity to the trust reposed in you, to the Saints,

and to God. You are called to be the greatest of all by being servants to all : there-

fore, let not pride enter into your hearts; for it
w goeth before destruction, and a

haughty spirit before a fall." Let your light so shine before men that others, by

jour example, shall be led to glorify God. According to the service you render to

toe cause shall be your reward. May it achieve a most glorious and never-fading

-crown

!

The present general condition of the Saints in the European Missions is prosperous

and cheering. Harmony and a willingness to heed counsel are universally manifested

among the Saints, who seldom fail to do right, except from lack of understanding.

Experience has taught the lesson that union is necessary to increasing strength and

prosperity ; and we are happy to know that it is cultivated by all Saints. The
readiness of the Saints to assist the returning Missionaries shows that they are alive

to the important events transpiring in Zion, and that they sympathize with those who
are called upon to aid in the work of her redemption. But however satisfactory the

fresent condition of the Saints may be, a constant progressive increase in faith, know-

ledge, good works, and power must characterize their lives, and should remind all

that they are not so perfect as they might be—that they have not yet attained to the

febess of Christ, and must continue faithful to the end to inherit life.

The future, to Saints scattered abroad, is full of hope and promise. As the darkest

boor just precedes the dawn of the rising day, so do the louring clouds of evil that

«em to bespeck the horizon of Zion's future welfare but announce the ushering in

of her brightest day of glory—the jubilee of her eternal deliverance. To the majesty

of her rising the Saints shall come ; they shall continue to flow to the land of Joseph,

«d bis seed shall redeem it from every power, and the Saints dwell upon it in peace.

Let the faithful continue to receive the counsel given to them in relation to their •

-emigration ; and those who have means to emigrate with may send in their names,

stating the amount they have at their command, and they will be further advised

open the subject. Those who have means to go out and assist in making a new
settlement for the time being, are advised to report themselves immediately.

With this Number we transfer our Editorial duties, together with the entire

Presidency of the European Missions, into the hands of our successor, Elder Asa.

Cal&ih, to whom all communications relating thereto should be addressed. To
nsay of our readers he is not a stranger ; and we are happy to know that he already

has the confidence and faith of the Saints. We cannot but notice with pleasure the
' fcahful services of those with whom we have been associated, both in counsel and in

labour ; and we feel joyful that the interests of the work of God in these lands are

committed to such worthy men. For the success of their continued labours, the

tieMbg of the Saints, the rolling forth of the work of God, and the increase of itav*
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power, we shall tver pray, humbly desiring the prayerful solicitude of the Sainta,

whom we so fervently love, in our behalf.

Departures.—The ship Underwritert Captain Roberta, sailed from this port on the

31st ult., for New York, having on board twenty-five Saints, under the presidency of

Elder Henry Harriman. Elders Joseph W. Young, L. H. Hatch,and Seymon B. Young

sailed on board the steamship City of Washington for New York on the 10th instant.

The ship Empire, Captain Coombs, bound to New York, sailed on the 19th instant,

having on board sixty-four Saints, under the presidency of Elder Jesse Hobsoo.

May the God of Israel be with and bless these our brethren on their journey over the

trackless deep, and enable them to reach their destined haven in safety.

THE PHIL090PHY OF HISTORY.

A world's experience speaks from alatory's page,

And teaches lessons of each by-gone age ;

Now shows a nation's bright encircled head,—
Then with Its halo gone and beauty fled.

History consists of something more
than dates and letters, and embodies more
than dry facts and narrative. Indeed,

these are merely the verbal expression of

events—points to dot the period el

occurrences—bodies which the spirit of

history assumes to appear in every day

life, that it may show to the present a

panorama of the past.

The verbal record of nations has been

translated into many languages and read

by the civilized of every toaoue. Everv
well-educated school-hoy is familiar wi£h

it. He has read it as a part of his

educational exercises, and can repeat the

principal events of two or three thousand

years, and intersperse the narrative with

dates and places, wkh as much ease as he

can relate the adventures of hie last

Christmas holidays. But how few study

the philosophy of history! Its symbols

are read and learned by heart by the

millions ; but it is only the units who read

and understand the meaning which those

symbols represent. White the verbal

record is written in many languages and
read by many tongues, the spirit or phi-

losophy of history is written in only one
language—the language of a common
experience ; is read only by one tongue—
the tongue of wisdom; is understood only

by those whose minds are touched by the

finger of God and enlightened with the

Spirit of Truth.

The real value of history, both sacred

and profane, consists in the lessons which
it teaches. Wisdom's hoards are hidden

within its leaves, waiting for the human

bee to discover and extract the elixir of

experience which, like the nectar of the

fabled gods, is drink for spiritual being,

and which,, when the growing soul sips,

infuses it with strength of diviner life. But

how few discover that treasure, and par-

take of the draught which other hands

have prepared 1 How many dasb it from

their lips when presented to them 1 Yet

they who will not drink experience wil-

lingly must partake of it by force; they

who will not extract it from the lives of

others must extract it from their own:

then the mixture is Wtter, and the medicine

often kUls rather thap cures the patient.

In what obaracfcep does history come to

us? Jt comes as humanity re-embodied,

as it were, in letters^ as extinct genera-

tions embalmed by the creative and

perpetuating power of knowledge and

literature. It is the experience of one

generation transmitted to a later gene-

ration by art and syaapo)s,-~*s the finger

of the dead pointing out the footprints of

the past and marking the ever-recurring

circles of humanity—as the past supplying

us wkh means to comprehend the present,

and with lessons to prepare us for the un-

folding future. The pen of the historian

brines before us the nations of the earth

revolving in their circles of national ex-

istence—the beginning, progress, and end

of their career. It supplies us wfth the

record of the great drama of the world,

and brings befone us its principal charac-

ters anting with almost real life, In

bringing up the pest, Watoy givesa ju*

and impartial view of the present and

future. In telling the result of a given

course in the cases of others, it assures us
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that similar results wijl follow a li|re

course of oar own. By showing the re-

cord of mighty nations that have been
and are now no more, it contains a start-

ling, humiliating, unwelcome, though
certain prediction, that mighty nations

who are now travelling in the same
path will have written concerning them,
These art they was have been—who have
flourished in other ages, but their glory

has departed, the sand of tneir existence

run out, and they are now numbered with

the extinguished and almost forgotten

things of other times!

History presents us with the following
general view of the world. (We take

sacred history as well as profane ; and in

our investigation give the greater au-

thority to the former.) In the early ages

of the human race, we have no doubt that

God caused a proclamation of the Gospel

to be made, and endeavoured to establish

His kingdom among men. This is rea-

sonable. He is the rightful Monarch of

the earth ; His government is legitimate

government; mankind are natural sub-

jects of His kingdom ; His rulership is

the only efficient rulership, and His power
the only saving power. Such a course

on the part of the Creator was, therefore,

not only consistent, but just and ab-

solutely necessary. To have let the world
take any other start, after the fall, wbuld
have been unlike the merciful and wise

Creator. It would have left man in

despair and without hope — left the

human race to run, unwarned and power-

fets, into chaos and darkness, until they

were inextricably entangled in false sys-

tems and schemes of their own invention.

In such case, man would not have been
responsible for the abuse of his agency

;

for good and evil would not then have

been presented to the immediate de-

scendants of Adam that they might choese

for themselves. But we are not left in

doubt anon this matter. The great

modern Prophet has supplied us with tfcp

orach of the history of tfrose times.

Adam had the Gospel revealed to him.

God sought to establisn Bis kingdom
among men in the early ages of the world.

Oar common parent and the first ran
tparohs preached that Oosnel and tor

boured to bring thai? children into

subjection to Purine government. But
thep, as ever since, men the pride of

their hearts imagined that they ppojd do
without the intervention of God. They

preferred human systems to the order of
heaven, and chose to follow the bent of
their own inclinations rather than the
will of their Maker. They spread them*
selves abroad upon the face or the earth,

established systems, and submitted to

organizations, according to caprice, the

force of circumstances, the power of

might, and the will of the despot. They;
thus lost nearly every relic of the Divine
order, and then came the following

History brings before us mankind
establishing many antagonistic systems,,

propounding almost innumerable religions^,

taitns, and governmental policies, framing
a variety of dissimilar constitutions, giving

trial, perhaps, to every form of govern-

ment and legislation, and breaking the

world up into distinct and contending
nationalities. Party has made strife with

party, sect with sect, and nation with,

nation. War and carnage have claimed*

their tens of pillions of victims, depopu-
lated cities, laid the work of ages in

ashes, brought oace-renowned powers into-

bondage, and swept away once-mighty
people. Aggression has been a general

favourite policy with all nations. One
has conquered, to be conquered in its-

turn, and nearly all have telt the iron

hand of the invader. Rulers have op*
pressed, impoverished, enslaved, and worn
out their subjects. The groaning serf

has risen up against his task-master, and
volcanic revolutions have spread anarchy

and desolation through many lands.

Sects have spewed out vituperation and
spleen against each other, and universal

bitterness and discord have reigned. A
thousand curses, with famine, pestilence,

crime, and misery have stalked forth in

broad dayhght. Kingdom has succeeded

kingdom, empire succeeded empire, and
republic succeeded republic. Every hu-

man system and institution has been tried

and has failed, giving general disgust,

while confidence has flea from the world.

History shows us great nations struggling

to solve the social problem and losing their

very existence in the attempt. To-day
we see them flourishing with a bright

halo of glory encircling their heads : to-

morrow, as it were, jtbey have vanished

with the past} and they who awed a
world a*e indebted to the historian's pen
even for the continuance of their names
among the Uvinsr. On this page we read

a description of cities whose splendour

seems to belong to fairv lands, and their
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mostly grandeur to fabled magnificence

-and wealth. On the other page we see

them a heap of ruins and desolation, con-

verted into haunts for beasts of prey,

loathsome reptiles, and perhaps the un-
•xlean and doomed spirits of their former
•inhabitants. On the one hand, we read
•of nations blessed and favoured by God,
'victorious over all their enemies ; on the

-other hand, we see them weak and broken,

cursed and overwhelmed by the judg-
ements of the Almighty.

Surely there is much to be learned from
history—much wisdom to be gathered
from the experience of the past. To
ascertain some of the causes of the fore-

going, to discover the secret of drawing
down Divine favour, to find the shd&ls on
which nations have wrecked themselves,

and to lay before our readers lessons

deduced from sacred and general history,

will be our object from time to time.

EXTRACTS FROM A SERMON BY PRESIDENT BRIGHAM YOUNG.

Col. Alexander accuses us of what he
'terms a very uncivilized method of war-
fare. If we are to do as they do, we
shall have to get drunk, to swear, to

quarrel, to lie, and believe in lies, and
indulge in many like traits of civilization,

•in order to be prepared to act as they do.

I do not know anything about those men
that are now in the mountains, only in

the capacity of a mob. 1 have no busi-

ness to know them as anything else,

^neither shall I, until I have been officially

/notified that the Government of the

United States wishes to send troops here

and build stations.

I suppose that the boys have annoyed
them a good deal; but, at the same time,

I would much rather clothe them and
feed them, if they would agree to go back
in the spring, and leave us in peace as

they found us. We are obliged to main-
tain our rights ; for every blackleg,

horse-thief, counterfeiter, and abominable
•character are united with the hireling

{>riests, and lying editors, and wicked
eaders of our Government, to falsely

accuse the " Mormons," with a view to

our destruction. Can they now truly ac-

cuse them of anything ? Yes, of burning
up a little grass, as brother Atwood told

them, when they asked him why he burnt
the grass, " that we may have a better

crop next year," (which, you are aware,

is customary in prairie regions.) We
have done that; therefore, our enemies

can now concentrate their power to shoot

at the target they have compelled us to

raise in self-defence, whereas hitherto

they have shot without an object to

Are at.

We have laboured diligently, and suf-

fered everything but death, to preach the
Gospel to our fellow-beings ; and thou*

sands of our fathers, mothers, brothers,

sisters, children, and connections, have
gone into their graves, through their

sufferings, from being robbed of every*

thing we had and scattered to find shelter

where we best could. Are we going to

suffer it any more ? No—God being oar
helper ! We are perfectly free, on con-
dition that we do right ; and upon that

condition we never will be in bondage
again. You will recollect that this is the

first time that this Church can say, K We
are free." Do we wish to be free from
the United States Constitution? No.
There is not a word in it but what we
can subscribe to with all our hearts. Do
we wish to be free from the laws of the

United States ? No. They are as good
laws as we can ask for. Neither do we
wish for any better laws than those

enacted in Missouri and Illinois. What,
then, was the difficulty with this people ?

Magistrates, sheriffs, constables, military

officers, &c, walked those laws under
their feet, and trampled upon them as a
thing of naught, in order to get at this

people and drive them from their hard-
earned homes. I have said, and say it

again, if those laws had been executed,

they would have hung Governor Boggs
and Governor Ford, with many others,

between the heavens and the earth, or
shot them as traitors to the Government.
It is not the laws and the Constitution of
our country that we wish to be free from,
but it is from the power of those who
profess to be law-makers and law-
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executors, but who trample every whole-

some law under their feet.

We are now as free from them as the

mountain air we breathe ; and we could

wipe the few enemies now in our borders

out of existence in a very short time, if I

would Rive the word to do so ; but they

will judge themselves out of their own
months, and receive their just reward at

the hands of him whom they have listed

to obey. I believe the Lord has wisdom
enough to make them destroy themselves

;

though, if it were left to me solely, under

the guidance of the spirit pertaining to

man, probably I should have had them in

eternity before now. But the Lord dic-

tates, governs, and controls: I do not,

neither do I wish to. After this season,

when this ignorant army has passed

off, I shall never again say to a man,
"Stay your rifle-ball," when our ene-

mies assail us, but shall say, "Slay them
where you find them." But the army
that are now upon our borders are
jn ignorance, and know not what thev are

doing, nor the spirit that prompts them,
or they would ere now have been visited

with the spirit of swift destruction. On>
account of their ignorance and their

having been sent by rotten demagogues-
and corrupt speculators, I feel like letting

them alone, unless they turn to come
here,—which, if they do, sleep will depart

from their eyes, and slumber from their

eyelids, until they sleep the sleep of death,

or beg quarter at our hands—God being-

our helper.

CANADA.

(From a Prize Essay, by J. S. Bogan.)

The Farmer of Upper Canada.—
There is, perhaps, no class in the world
who live better—I mean who have a
greater abundanceofthe comforts of life

—

man men having cleared farms, and who
know how to make a proper use of them,
in Upper Canada. The imports of the

country show that they dress not only well,

tat in many things expensively. You go
into a church or meeting-house in any
part of the Province which nas been settled

rar fifteen or twenty years, and you axe

struck at once with the fabrics, as well as

the style of the dresses worn by both sexes,

tat especially by the young. The same
mawls, and bonnets, and gowns, which
jou see in cities, are worn by the women,
whilst the coats of the men are undis-

tiagtrishable from those worn by pro-

fessional men and merchants in towns.
A circumstance which I witnessed some
years ago in travelling from Simco to

Brentford—two towns in the interior of
the Province—-will serve to convey an
idea of the taste as well as the means of
enjoyments of these people. At an ordi-

Btry Methodist meeting-house in the
centre of a rural settlement, and ten
imles from a village or town, there were
AttftgMfoas pleasure carriages, double
ad single, standing in waiting. The
occasion wis a Quarterly Meeting, and

these were the conveyances of the farmer*
who came to attend it. Yet twenty
years before, and this was a wilderness.

Twenty years before, and many of these

people were working as labourers, and
were not possessed of a pair of oxen.

Twenty years before, and these things

exceeded even their brightest dreams of
prosperity.

To persons not practically acquainted

with Upper Canada, these evidences, not
only of comfort, but of considerable re-

finement, may appear extraordinary, be-

cause mere rude husbandry,just emerging
from a wilderness, could hardly be ex-

pected to produce such results. Wealth
m agriculture, like wealth in every other

occupation, b usually the offspring of
skill and judgment, as well as of labour

and perseverance. But it is a remarkable

fact that the farmers of Upper Canada
have opportunities of improvement and
of enlarging and correcting their views
beyond what are enjoyed by many of
their class, even in England. And this

arises from the circumstance of the popu-
lation being made up of so many varie-

ties. The same neighbourhood has not
unfrequently a representative of the best

farming skill of Yorkshire, of the judi-

cious management and agricultural expe-

rience of the Lothians, and of the patient
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industry and perseverance of Flanders.

In a country so peopled, the benefits of

travel are gained without the necessity of

going away from home. Other countries,

in fact, send their people to teach Cana-
dians, instead of Canadians having to go
to other countries to learn. A thousand

experiences are brought to their doors,

instead of their having to visit a thousand

doors to acquire them. Nor is the advan-

tage of this happy admixture Of popula-

tion altogether on the side of the Cana-
dian ; for whilst he gleans from the old

countryman his skill and his science, he
teaches him, in return, how to rely upon
himself in emergencies and difficulties

inseparable from a new country,—how to

be a carpenter when a storm blows down
a door, and there is no carpenter to be

had; and how to be an undismayed
wheelwright when a waggon breaks down
in the midst of a forest, and there is no
one either to instruct or to assist him.

The one, in short, imparts to a compara-
tively rude people the knowledge and
skill of an old and highly civilized coun-

try ; the other teaches skilled labour how
to live in a new land. The consequence

is, the old countryman of tact becomes, in

OF ZION.

all that relates to self-reliance and enter-

prise, a capital Canadian in a few yean;
whilst the Canadian, in all that pertains

to skilful industry, becomes an excellent

Englishman. As a natural result of this,

there is scarcely an improvement effected

in English farming which does not find

its way into Canada soon after; nor is

there an agricultural implement of value,

-which can be adapted to Canadian soil

that is not immediately copied or im-
ported. And Agricultural Societies have
Bprung up and prospered in the country
to an extent hardly paralleled in any other
part of the world. The result is that
Durham cattle maj be seen at the very
verge of civilization in'Western Canada,

—

that there is scarcely a neighbourhood
where may not be found the descendants
of Berkshire pigs, nor a village that has
not horses which exhibit all the fine pecu-
liarities of the best breeds of England and
Scotland. That a country so circum-
stanced, with a fine climate, and with
abundance of land for those who had the

energy to clear and cultivate it, should
have enjoyed great prosperity, i» really not
so much a wonder as it would be a matter
6f surprise ff it had not had such success.

A PSALM OF ZION.

Ot Zion, thou art the crown of all lands, and blessed above all others for ever
and ever.

Thy shores are washed by the waves of the Atlantic ami Pacific oceans $ and thou
spreadest thysalf from north to south, like' the wings of a mighty •agie.

Among the rivers that water the earth's wide bosom, none are so great as thine ; and
among the mountains that pierce the clonda of heaven, none are so strdogae ttioe; fot

they are the fortifications of Israel.

There dwell the people Of God, that are gathered from the east and the west, from
the north and the south.

They have come from all lands, ami from the islands of the sea, that they may worship
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, according to the revelations which he gives unto
the Holy Priesthood.

They are like a family that sleep safely *n their chamber, while the Mghtumg fs

blasting and the hailstorm is destroying oil in' the fields arbunti.

For the day of the Lord's vengeance will «ts*e, and the wtokOd wttl emjnlre, wHh
trembling, " Who shall be able to stand ?"

The earth will qaaks beneath their feet, and the heavens be otothed "with blaclases
over their heads.

And the God of Elijah shall smite them ; and the fruitful lands shall beeotne'dryland
the fountains shall yield no water ; men shall sow the fields, but they shall notrreafvaud
there shall no more be grass in their meadows.
And the ramboW shall disappear, because men have broken the everlasting covenant;

therefore must the sign add seal of that covenant be taken away, and also the raining
clouds on which ft is written, like the contract of marriage which Is taken from the
-adulterer.
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Then shall the proud among the nations mourn and east dust on their heads ; for the
mighty wfll fall in battle, and the aged and the maiden will faint in the streets.

When the storms and the wares are overpast, Israel shall come from the chambers of

the monotains as Noah came from the ark.

And they shall plant the gardens and sow the fields of the wicked that are no more

;

and the flowers shall come and the grass grow, and the golden and luscious fruit shall be
aboudant for a thousand years.

And the song of praise shall break the silence of the tomb, and the rocks shall rend

;

sod with the eyes of our flesh shall we see God, even our Redeemer, standing upon the
earth.

Then shall awake the bodies of my beloved relatives and friends that sleep beneath the
sacred soil ; and I shall take them by the hand in the streets of the New Jerusalem.

Then shall thy land, O Zion, be glorious amid the western waters ; and thy towers
and temples surpass the palaces of kings.

A Royal Priesthood shall inhabit thy dwelling places ; and they shall hate an inherit-

ance enduring as the throne of God.
Paradise will bloom once more on thy bosom ; and the Ancient of days, even Adam, the

Father of all, come with hair upon his head as white as wool, and garments like the
driren snow.
And the scourge of the pestilence shall waste thy sons and daughters no more ; and

the foot of the Gentile shall come no more into thy sacred places.

And these that hare been hungry and naked for thee shall be clothed with white linen,

aad gold, and precious stones ; and they shall sit down at the marriage-supper of the
Lamb.
Who would not live and die for such a glorious land, that he may rise and reign thereon

through the great Millennium, and then on the new earth, that shall be like a* sea of
glass mingled with fire?

May God giro unto us strength, O my brethren, that we may stand upon Mount Zion
with the crown of eternal glory. Even so, Amen.

Jabez Woodabd.
8t Gall, Nor. 13, 1857.

VARIETIES

Ah earthquake has been experienced at San Jose.

On New Tear's ere a shock of an earthquake was felt at San Francisco, California.

A Lsttkb from Parma of the 26th Jan. states that a slight shock of an earthquake
bad been experienced in that city.

Or the night of Jan. 15th, a slight shock of earthquake occured at Lockport, N.Y.,
accompanied by a loud, rumbling noise.

Earthquake in Chableston, 8. C.—We had a smart shock of an earthquake on
Saturday morning, ten minutes before nine o'clock, the undnlatory motions continuing
sbont fire seconds. In some localities there was considerable alarm, one counting- house,
at least being emptied of its occupants in double quick time. In the western portion of
the city, plates and glasses rattled on the tables ; chandeliers, with their glass pendants,
jingled together ; pictures banging on the walls mored from their perpendicular position,

and a general disposition to see-saw manifested. The same phenomena we're very percep-
tible at Mount Pleasant and on Sullivan's Island. The direction of the movements seemed
to be from north-west to south-east. It was some fourteen or fifteen years since
Charleston was favoured with a similar visit.

—

Charleston Mercury, Dec. 21.

OrrsKCE.—•* We should ever be cautious not to give offenoe. Some persons are rnde,
dogmatical, or indiscreet : they never consult the feelings of those around them, and are
equally careless whom they please and whom they offend. They say and do just what
their feelings prompt, without the least regard to the consequences of their words and
actions. We should all be backward to receive offence. There are some people whos*
passions are like tow, kindled into a blaze in a moment by the least spark Which has been
designedly or accidentally thrown upon it. A word, a look is in some cases quite enough
to be considered a vary serious injury. I would have a text of Scripture written upon a
label, and tied upon the forehead of such persons, and it should be this—' Beware of
oogs!' We should never suffer ourselves to be offended, until at least we are sure that
oCeaee was intended} and this is really not so often as we are apt to conclude. Had We
tat patience to wait, or humility to enquire, we should find that many things were done
bj miuke whfeii Wj pronc to attribute ft design?—Jmct.
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Passing Evests.—Lord Palmerston resigned his Premiership on the 20th ult^.

owing to his defeat on the Conspiracy Bill, and Lord Derby was sent for by the Queen to-

form a new Cabinet. The trial of Oraini and his accomplices has been postponed for the
present. The trial of the ex-King of Delhi was postponed, in consequence of his indispo-

sition from ferer. Marshal Pelissier is to be appointed Gorernor of Paris. Canton was-
escaladed and captured on the 29th of December. Commissioner Yeh was taken prisoner
on the 5th of January ; also the Tartar General. Sir Colin Campbell was still succesafub

in defeating the rebeis at the date of the last despatch.—Amebica : The general condition

of Mexico is reported as being disastrous in the extreme. President Buchanan affirms

that Kansas is as much a slave State by the will of the people as Georgia or South Caro-
lina, and insists that its speedy admission into the Union under the Lecompton Consti-
tution is the only means of restoring tranquility. The feeling against the Mormons is

very strong in all sections of the State of California, and thousands in the different

counties are said to have volunteered to march against them when required : 150 volun-
teers were enrolled in Columbia and vicinity; and in Sacramento and San Francisco-

several companies have been organised. A volunteer regiment had been organized in

Hew York,

PASSING JUDGMENTS.
Ye rulers and statesmen, the Judgment* of God
Are o'erwhelming the earth like a turbulent flood ;

Yea, full to the brim ere his rials of wrath.
And his angels are waiting to pour them forth.

Gaunt pestilence stalks through the breadth of the
land.

And bloodshed and famine will join hand in hand
To depopulate earth end the wicked destroy,

That the Saints a millennium of rest may enjoy.

The spirit of peace cannot now o'er you brood ;

For the skirts of your garments are stained with the
blood

Of the Saints and the Prophets Jehovah has sent
To warn every nation and bid them repent.

Ye slumbering nations, why, why will yeu sleep.

While the sword of stern justice hangs o'er you
unsheathed ?

Awake to repentance, be saved by the word,
Now times of refreshing hare come from the Lord.

Obey the commandments of God while you may.
And seek your salvation while yet it is day j

Gather home to His garner, and escape His dread
ire.

When He *11 burn up the chaff with unquenchable
tire.

Then hasten to Zlon, the land of the west.
Where the upright in heart will for ever be blest,
And be freed from the turmoil, division, and strife
Which in the dominion of Satan are rife.

Oh, cast in your lot with the righteous ; for there
The voice of sweet praise daily mingles with prayer
To thiit Gorl who is mighty to show forth His power,.
And whose Spirit will strengthen in danger's dark

hour.
Mxrct Bath.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit taith unto the churches.—Jesui Christ.

Ceme emt ofher, my people, that ye be not partaken of her Bins, and that ye receive not ofher

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 11, Vol. XX. Saturday, March 13, 1858. Price One Fenny.

WHO ABB THE REBELS?

The epithet of rebel is one of those The Latter-day Saints, of all people*

terms which has obtained a loose and im- 1 hate rebellion most. It is repugnant to
proper usage. There is not another in the very genius of their holy religion,

the political vocabulary that has been The M Mormon " disposition abhors rebels,

so much distorted and so often mkap- The eternal Priesthood are uncompro-
plied. It has been made the bugbear to mising enemies of rebellion? and they
frighten mankind. Asan iron-hoofed horse, wage an unceasing war against the great

longs and tyrants have mounted it to Arch-rebel, and against all who partake*

ride down the people and to trample of the like spirit which animated him in

upon the laws of justice and the sacred defying the King of kings. AH who
Tights of humanity. The few who have know anything of the Latter-day Church
been interested in upholding established can hardly help realizing that the Saints

institutions and illegitimate and oppres- are the greatest respecters and the stern-

sive authority have made "Rebel" a po- est upholders of authority of any people

fitical cant-cry to startle and awe the in the world.

millions. Nations groaningunder the bur- But the Saints are not to be misled,

den of accumulated grievances have been their power paralyzed, and their rights

paralyzed by its pernicious fascination subverted by a perversion of language,

and influence. While the people have
i
It is obvious that if the etymological

forcibly realized the justice of their cause, meaning of words be made to destroy the
and been painfully conscious that their spirit which they should embody, then
oppressors were the enemies of humanity language loses the power to convey just

and progression, they have trembled like and correet ideas. There is nothing in

the aspen leaf in the presence of their the abstract term " rebellion" which
tyrants, and brave men nave sneaked away constitutes rebellion a crime, or in the
Eke cowards when they have heard " Re- ( mere epithet of " rebels" which makes
bels" thundered in their ears. Yet had that character hateful This consists

the majesty of the people's power been
|
in corresponding conduct. Language

exerted in protesting against wrong and
j

is a science of arbitrary sounds and sym-
in asserting the rights of man, the des- bols adapted to communicate and ex-

pot's strength would have been found press the conceptions, emotions, and
weakness, and the oppressor's chain as instincts of the soul and to embody ideas

the smoked reed. in words. To reduce it to a convent
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tional usage, and lose the spirit of its

meaning, would be to confound lan-

guage altogether. The strange doctrine

which Byron makes his Lucifer enun-
ciate would then find 'a practical illus-

tration :

—

" He, mm the Conqueror, will call the conquered
" Evil. But whit will be the good he gives ?

"tWere I the victor, his works would be deemed
44 The only evil ones."

In such a case, there would be no positive

right or wrong: virtue and vice would
be decided by circumstances; the true

basis of authority would then be might ;

and patriots, otherwise with right and
justice on their side, would be "rebels,"

though protesting against the abuse of
authority, and resisting oppression, simply

because it was against toe "powers that

be."

It is according to this loose and con-

ventional sense that the term rebel is

generally used. We see a mighty people

rising up in their majesty against tyranny

and oppression ; and we hear 'their tyrants

and oppressors stigmatize them as "re-
bels," and their acts as rebellion. A
Washington,' and the master spirits of his

age, supported by the mass of their coun-

trymen, clothed with the God-like dignity

of their came, resist the injustice of the

parent Government ; and a misguided

kins and his ministers denominate them
"rebels*" » But such an application of
the term k perversion of language and a
libel on the rights of man* In mere
human governments the Mat decision of

the people cannot be rebellion, in a just

sense, though rulers might be rebels

against the people. Did kings and pre-

sidents reign by right Divine, and bold

their authority from a higher will than
man's, then the case would be different.

But such is notthe mot in human govern-

ments; and,, therefore, the people are a
superior authority to either King or pre-

sident, and she assertion of their rights

and the integrity of their constitution does

not make them rebels.

No true American will object to the
above views; for it is consistent with the

very basis and the wholesupemtruoture of
American institutions* set, because the

great patriot, Brigham Young, maintains

the Constitution of his country, the dege-

nerate children of the United States sttgb

mejaae him as a rebel; and because a
Mthele community raises the majestic
*" voice of the people'

1
to sanction his

adminietzmtien, that ant is* blasted with

the infamy of rebellion. Oh! America,
how art thou fallen

!

We will now proceed to show that the

"Mormons" are not, and never have been

rebels, neither against the spirit nor the

letter of the Constitution of America.
We will then give our answer to the

question, " Who are the rebels?"
First : The Constitution guarantees to

all men the undeniable and free exer-

cise of their religious faith without secta-

rian respect or favouritism. It matters

not how much the faith of a community
might be obnoxious to their neighbours,

the Constitution will not allow that com-
munity to be coerced or interfered with

in the free exercise and development of its

peculiar faith, providing its developments

be not criminal in the eve of the law or

opposed to the spirit of the Constitution

itself. Neither has it the least respect to

numbers in this matter. It extends the

same great protecting and parental care

towards a single individual as it does to

the whole nation collectively, whether

he be Saint, Methodist, Catholic, Pro-

testant, Jew, Gentile, Heathen, Infidel,

or Christian, providing as an American
citizen or sojourner his acts are not

unconstitutional and in violation of the

legislative enactment of the State or

Territory to which he belongs, or in

which he sojourns. Even though that

individual stood alone in his faith, with

the decision of a thousand million against

that faith, the Constitution would still

guarantee to him the unshackled exercise

of his religious rights, the free develop-

ment of his system, if in keeping with the

above, and the unrestrained power of

thought. It says to presidents, states-

men, magistrates, and the whole nation,

Touch not Religion's subjects; do her

worshippers no harm t the nation has no
tribunal before which to summon them;
legislate upon matters for which the Oon-

I stttution provides ; but God is alone the

I
Judge of the heart and the only Legis-

lator in that which pertains to the con-

I

sciences and faith of His creatures 1 In

; the drawing up of this glorious document,
its framers have manifested the spirit of

wisdom which inspired them and the

profound respect which they entertained

for the snored rights of man. Uiey have
faithfully shown their appreciation of the

foots that good and intelligent men had
held, and would hold, a variety of different

and antagonistic faiths,—that in the days
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•of superstition and spiritual despotism the

people have been proscribed for their

religion, and thousands of martyrs offered

tip on the altar of religious persecution.

They have manifested that they had
learned from the experience of the past

bow often, on the one hand, a faith has
become popular upon the strength of

ignorance and tradition ; and how often,

on the other, a faith or a community has
been obnoxious merely upon the authority

*f popular prejudice, predisposition, and
sectarian interest, and not because of its

own intrinsically-pernicious nature. In
refraining, therefore, from legislating upon
these matters, and in leaving religion

ati open question for every person to

chooseand decide for himself, those mighty
statesmen have shown their wisdom, jus-

tice, and patriotism. So far, then, "Mor-
mons "are not rebels, neither according to
the spirit of American institutions nor the

intentions of their great framers. In the

eyes of the Constitution there are no
rdigious rebels. It takes no cognizance
of such a class of individuals, nor does it

provide a tribunal before which to arraign
them. It takes into account political

rsfte/f ; but it ignores the verv existence

of every other class. The "Mormons,"
therefore, cannot be religious rebels ac-

cording to the American genius. Let us

now try them as political rebels, and see

if they deserve to t>e thus stigmatized.

Second: The spirit and intentions of
the Constitution of America design that

every community shall frame its own
domestic institutions and regulate its own
internal policy, providing these institutions

and that policy be not repugnant to a
republican genius, and that the people are

subject to the general authority of the

parent Government, and not aliens to the

great Federal Commonwealth. To every

community capable of self-government it

designs to guarantee the right of self-

government. It designs to respect the

voice and the will of the people, and to

give to the majority of a community the

power to choose their own rulers. This is

as applicable to Territories as to in-

<^>endent States. If the Constitution

prescribe* limits, and withholds from Ter-
ritories the same extent of jurisdiction

that it commits into the hands of States,

it is upwn the presupposition that those

Territories are not sufficiently developed
Aid capable of self-government— that
they are too young, and their hands too

weak to bold the reins, and that they

require further nursing from the parent

Government. But if Congress takes

advantage of a community, stands in the

way of its development, and denies to it

the right of self-government, when its

numbers and legislative capacities have
been shown to be equal to it, then it is

obvious that Congress violates the spirit

of the Constitution and wages rebellious

war against the intentions of its noble

and patriotic framers. Now, the "Mor-
mon community has shown itself emi-

nently equal to the task of self-govern-

ment. It has flourished, developed itself,

and become powerful in the wilderness,

and under circumstances that would have
crippled and endangered the very exist-

ence of any other community. It has
been shamefully neglected by the fostering

care of the parent Government, and has
been more independent of the favour of
Congress than any State or Territory in

the Union ; it nas grown from the

strength of its own inherent vitality, and
given greater evidence of power to govern
and preserve itself than any other people.

The Territory of Utah, being also almost
composed of persons of one mind and
unanimous voice, have, under these cir-

cumstances, the right to come to the

following decision:—We have eminently

shown our capabilities to exercise the

prerogative of self-government: for our
officers we will have the men of our own
choice, and will regulate our internal

policy, compatible with the spirit of the

Constitution ; we will be faithful to our
allegiance and the interests of our coun-
try; we will develop her resources and
defend her cause with our best blood;
but we will not be coerced, even though
the whole Union should attempt it ; we
will not have officers obnoxious to the
popular will, even though ten thousand
Presidents should send them, backed by
Congress and the whole United States'

army. Such a decision would be ac-
cording to the spirit of the Constitution

and the intentions of its framers. Should
the President and Congress abuse their

power, and disregard the popular will of
Utah, and that community should resist

the injustice and become rebels according

to the letter of the law, they would suu
preserve the spirit of the Constitution in

its integrity ; while those" who took that

advantage, though justified by the lettej^-

would violate its spirit and rebel again-
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Its intentions. The former, in reality, proceed to show that the "Mormons**
'would he patriots and constitutional never have been, and are not now rebels,

men ; while the latter would be dema- neither according to the spirit nor the

gogues and rebels. But we will now letter of the Constitution.

(To be continued,)

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

CHAPTER I.

Stupendous task to move a world along 1

All interests blend, and justly u*e tbe rod

;

Not crush the weak, but guard them by the

strong

:

Too much for man !—The task belongs to God !

To direct a world properly and effici-

^ciently is, indeed, a stupendous task.

The resources of nature have to be de-

veloped and turned to the best account.

All ought to be participators in the rich

creation, and in the bounties and good-

ness of a beneficent Providence to that

extent that the Creator designed. The
children of the earth should be joint inhe-

ritors of the earth. Just and economical

apportionments must be made to meet

the wants, satisfy the capacities, bring out

the energies, nurse the genius, and reward

the merits of the human family. The
blessing and possessions of men ought to

be regulated by their character and
"worth. The natural rights, labours, tal-

ents, and goodness of every person should

constitute his claim to favour and inherit-

ance ; and without these, no claims ought

to be held valid. Justice must sit as the

arbitrator, dispenser, and rewarder of all.

The continuance of favours and posses-

sions to a man and to his family after

bim should depend on their continuance

In righteousness and worthiness; and if

they departed from this standard, their

talents should be taken from them and
given to those more righteous and faithful.

Should worthless and ungodly children

forfeit blessings and inheritances left by

righteous ancestors, the rewards of the

lives of the worthy dead should not be

lost to them, but provisions must be made
TO restore all that is due either to them-

selves in the resurrection of the just, or

perchance to more righteous offspring

who might succeed their wicked descend-

ants. Whatever might be the way to

accomplish the task and work out its

^details, all ought to be regulated with

fairness and to the advantage, reward,,

and increase of every deserving being.

Then, again, to direct a world properly

and efficiently, every interest must be

blended, and so toned that it will speak

for the general good, and so worked as to

increase the sum by addition. The rela-

tive value of every figure should be en-

hanced by its due order of progression,

and not rendered valuable by making
others valueless: the many must not be

made to stand as ciphers to give the few

a value which they do not of themselves

Cess or obtain by due progression,

vidual power, talent, influence, and

interest must be organized and made to

operate for the universal advancement and

general good, while all must be worked so

as to preserve trie individual good, develop

personal capabilities, and advance its inte-

rests, and by no means allow it to be buried

in a universal rubbish.

There must also be taken into account

the ever-aspiring instincts of the soul and

and its increasing and insatiable desires.

An object worthy of the soul's, aspirations

must be given, and its desires must be

properly regulated and supplied with

wholesome and nutritious food. The

infinite capabilities of mind have to be

grappled with, and a world exalted and re-

deemed. This is what a proper and

efficient direction of the world of mankind
comprehends.

It will no doubt be erroneously con-

sidered by many as being at once tbe

refinement and wildness of speculation to

make a statement of what has to be done

for the efficient direction ofa world. They

will look upon it as a mere visionary

work—as a task impossible to be accom-

plished. They will tell us to take thing*

as we find them, make the best of that

which comes, and not indulge in nonsen-

sical dreams about a world moving

in the right direction and efficiently*

governed.

Now, we do not for a moment expect
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"nmnan legislation to be competent to the

task. We believe that speculation in the

efficiency of human legislation to direct a
world would be wild and unprofitable

indeed, and that to dream of all things

moving harmoniously and mankind tra-

velling in the right direction under its

guidance would be the refinement of
visionary illusion. Moreover, we believe

in the policy of making the best of things

and in the expediency of getting on with
bad machinery as well as possible, in the

absence of a more effective machinery—
in turning human government to the

best account, in the absence of Divine and
legitimate government. But the philo-

sophy of the would-be social philosophers

to whom our objectors belong is very

inconsistent and defective. We should
not hide from ourselves the errors of
mankind, cover over the inefficiency of
human legislation, trace the difficulties

which it meets, and refuse to look in the
direction which the world ought to take.

To undertake a task without calculating

the difficulties, to run a race blindly and
with uncertain strength to perform the
course, and not to see where inefficiency

will;lie or know how much it will take to
ensure success, shows far less practical

talent than would be shown if all this

were taken into account. To invent a
thousand ineffective schemes,—now to agi-

tate here, and then to madly run in this

direction, and then in that,—to never
find the way, yet always be dreaming of
having found it, is far more wild,

absurdly speculative, and short-sighted
than to realize the magnitude of the work,
•see the world travelling in the wrong
direction, and point out the one in which
it should travel. To attempt the govern-
ment of mankind with inefficient means,
to fall down century after century, to
blunder and fail, and blunder and fail

again, and never to acknowledge the inef-

(To be c<

ficiency and turn into the right war*
reaches the climax of blundering. It i&

like the absurd endeavours to gain per*
petual motion, to discover the elixir of
life, and hunt out the philosopher's stone.

Would it not be more consistent, after
vainly endeavouring to direct the world
aright through the long space of several

thousand years, and meeting with con*
tinual failures, for human legislators to>

{rive up the task, than to still persist

in their impotent endeavcrurs and push,
the world to its day of doom in an uiu
prepared state? Would it not show/
more humility in the Governments of
every nation to clothe themselves in sackv
cloth and ashes, acknowledge their ineflU

ciency, and petition a higher Power to>

take the reins of government in its own
hand? Would not mankind sooner get out
of their difficulties and travel in the right
path were they to offer the authority to>

the holy Priesthood, and say, Let God
reign over us ? Or are the human family

so infidel that they imagine that the
Almighty is not equal to the task? Or
have they departed from Him so far, or
does He appear so far off, that He wilt

not hear their petitions and come to the
rescue? We believe the world is very
faithless—that it is gone so far astray aa
to lose sight of its God, and that it blindly

and madly rushes on to its own over*

throw.

We have abundance of experience that,

the direction of a world properly and
efficiently is a stupendous task. All history

is full of the difficulties which human
legislation has met with in its endeavours,

to accomplish the work, and is crossed

with its failures and inefficiencies. The
fact is, the task does not belong to man
or mere mortal power, but to God and
to those who hold the eternal Priesthood*

who are endowed with His authority, and
who hold the keys of a Divine system.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH,

(Continued from page 152.)

[November, 1842.]

Monday, 14th. Presided in City Conn-
til, when was passed *An ordinance regu-

ating the proceedings on writs of Habea%
Corpus."

Sec.l. Be it ordained by the City Conjq^
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dl of the city of Nauvoo, that if any person
or persons shall be or stand committed or
detained for any criminal or supposed crimi-

nal matter, it shall and may be lawful for

him, her, or them to apply to the Municipal
Court, when m Session, or to the Clerk
thereof la Taeation, for a writ ef Habeas
Corpus; which application shallbe in writing,

and signed by the prisoner, or some person
on his, her, or their behalf, setting forth the
facts concerning his, her, or their imprison*
ment, and in whose custody he, she, or they
are detained ; and shall be accompanied by a
copy of the warrant or warrants of com-
mitment, or an affidavit that the said copy
had been demanded of the person or persons
in whose custody the prisoner or prisoners

are detained, and by him ortbem refused or
neglected to be given. The said Court or
Clerk to whom the application shall be
made shall forthwith award the said writ of
Habeas Corpus, unless it shall appear from
the petition itself,, or from the documents
annexed, that the party can neither be dis-

charged nor admitted to bail, nor in any
other manner relieved : which said writ
shall be issued under the hand of the Clerk
and the seal of the Court; which seal may
be a written one, until another shall be
obtained* and shall be la the following

of the City ofHaura;"and saidwrH shall be
words, to wit—" SealOf the Municipal Oemrt
in substance as follows, to wiW-
Statb or Illinois, )

City of Nauvoo, \
•

The people of the State of Illinois to the
Marshal of said city, greeting :-»-

Whereas application has been made before
the Municipal Court of said city that the
body (or bodies) ofA B, &c, is or are in the
custody ofC D,&c, ofAc*,theseare therefore

to command, thesaid CD, fto., of to safely

hare the body (or bodies) of said A B, fet.,

in his custody detained, at it is said, together
with the day and cause of hi* (her .or their)

caption and detention, by whatsoever name
the said A B, &e., may be known or called,

before the Municipal Court of said city,

forthwith, to abide such order as the
said Court shall make in his behalf; and
farther, If the said C D, &C, or otherperson
or persons haying said A B, &c, in custody
shall refuse, or neglect to comply with the
provisions of this writ, yon, the Marshal of
said city, or other person authorized to
serve the same, are hereby required to arrest

the person or persons so refusing or aag->
lecting to comply as aforesaid, and bring
him or them, together with the. person or
persons in his or their custody, forthwith,
before the Municipal Court aforesaid, to be
dealt with according to law; and herein
fail not, and bring this writ with you.

Witness, J. S.» Clerk of the Municipal

Court, at Nauvoo, this day of b the*

year of our Lord one thousand eight kin-
dred and forty

J. 8., Clerk,

and be directed to the city Marshal, and

shall be served by delivering a copy thereof

to the person or persons in whose custodj

the prisoner or prisoners are detained, and

said writ shall be made returnable forts-

with, and the form and substance thereof, as

herein set forth, and be taken and coS-

sidered as part and parcel of this ordinance.

To the intent that no officer, sheriff, jailor,

keeper, or other person, or persons, open

whom such writ shall be served, may pre-

tend ignorance thereof, every such writ and

copy thereof served shall be endorsed with

these words, 'By the Habeas Corpus Act;*

and whenever the said writ shall by any

person be served upon the sheriff, jailor,

keeper, or other person or persons whom-
soever, holding said prisoner or prisoners, or

being brought to him or them, or being

served upon any of his or their under-oA-
cers or deputies at the jsil, or place where
the prisoner or prisoners are detained, he or

they, or some of his or their under-officersor

deputies shall, upon patme it or tender of

the charges of bringing tfte said prisoner or

prisoners, to be ascertained by the Court

awarding the said writ, eud-endorsed thereon,

notexceeding ten cents per mile; and upon

sufficient security given to pay the charges

of carrying him, her, or them back, if he,

she, or they shaU be remanded, make return

of such writ, and bring or cause to be

brought, the body or bodies of the prisoner

or prisoners before the Municipal Court

forthwith, and certify the true cause of hie>.

her, or their imprisonment, unless the com-
mitment of such person Or persons shall be

to the county jail in Hancock county, in

which ease the time shall be prolonged till

five days, after the deWteny of the writes
aforesaid, and not longer*

Provided, aeverthelets, that in case aoj

person or persons may at any time hereafter

be taken and lodged in the city or county

jail, under any writ or process, as provided

by the city charter of the city of Nauvoo,
and shall require a wtit of Habeas Corpus
to issue to bring him, her, or them before

the Municipal Court of said city, said writ

shall issne to bring him, her, or them before-

said Court, and be directed to the City

Marshal to be served upon the person or

persons in whose custody such prisoner or

prisoners msy then be detained.

Sec 2. Where any person or persons not-

being committed or detained for any criminal

or supposed criminal matter shall be con-

fined or restrained of his, her, or their

liberty, under any colour or pretence what—
ever, he, she, or they may apply for a wrfc
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of Habeas Corpus, m aforesaid, which ap-
plication shall bo in writing, signed by
the party, or some person on his, her, or
their behalf, setting forth the facts con-
cerning bis, ber, or their imprisonment, and
sod wherein the illegality of snch imprison-
meat consists, and in whose custody he, she,

er they are detained ; which application or
petition shall be verified by the oath or
affirmation of the party applying, or some
other person on Ms, her, or their behalf. If

the confinement or restraint is by virtue of

any judicial writ or process, or order, a copy
thereof shall be annexed thereto, or an
affidavit made that the ssme had been de-
manded and refused : the same proceedings
shall thereupon be had in all respects, as are
directed in the preceding Section, and any
officer, person, or persona, knowing that he
or they hare an illegal writ, or not hating
any writ, who shall attempt through any
false pretext to take or intimidate any of the
inhabitants of this city, through such pre-
text, shall forfeit for every such offence a
sum not exceeding one thousand dollars, nor
less than fire hundred dollars, or in ease of
failure to pay such forfeiture, to be im-
prisoned not more than twelve months nor
leas than six smooths.

Sec. 3. Upon the return of the writ of
Habeas Corpus, a day shall be set for the

hearing of the cause of imprisonment or de-

tainer, not exceeding five days thereafter,

unless the prisoner or prisoners shall request
a longer time. The said prisoner or pri-

soners may deny any of the material facts set

fsrth in the return, or may aHege any fact

to show either that the imprisonment or
detention is unlawful, or that he, she, or they,

is or are then entitled to his, her, or their

discharge, which allegations or denials shall

be made on oath. The said return may be
amended, by leave of the Court, before or
after the same is filed, as also may all sug-
gestions made against it, that thereby mate-
rial facta may be ascertained. The said

Court shallproceed in asummaryway to settle
the said facts, by hearing the testimony and
arguments, as well of all parties interested

chiHy, if any there be, as of the prisoner or
prisoners, and the person or persons who
holds him, her, or them in eustody, and shall

dispose of the prisoner or prisoners as the
ease may require. If it appear that the
prisoner or prisoners are in custody by
virtue of process from any Court, legally

constituted, he, she, or they can be dis-

charged for the following causes :—First,

where the Court has exceeded the limits of
its >nisdictioo, either as to the matter,
place, sum, person, or persons; second,
where,though the original imprisonment was
lawful, yet by some act, omission, or event
Vtteh has subsequently taken place, the

party has become entitled to his, her, or
their discharge ; third, where the process ia

defective in some substantial form required
by law; fourth, where the process though
io proper form has been issued in a case, or
under circumstances where the law does not
allow process, or orders for imprisonment or
arrest, to issue ; fifth, where although in pro-
per form the process has been issued or execu-
ted by a person or persons, either unautho-
rized to issue or execute the same, or where
the person or persons having the custody of
the prisoner or prisoners under such process
is not the person or persons empowered
by law to detain him, her, or them ; sixth,,

where the process appears to have been
obtained by false pretence or bribery

;

seventh, where there is no general law, nor
any judgment, order, or decree of a Court,
to authorize the process, if in a civil suit,

nor any conviction, If in a criminal proceed-
ing. In all cases where the imprisonment
is for a criminal or supposed criminal matter,

if it shall appear to the said Court that
there is sufficient legal cause for the com*
mitment of the, prisoner or prisoners, al-

though such commitment may have been
informally made, or without due authority,

or the process may have been executed by a
person or persons no| duly authorized, the

Court shall make a new commitment, in

proper form, and directed to the proper
officer or officers, or admit the party to
bail, if the case be bailable.

Sec. 4. When any person or persona
shall be admitted to bail on Habeas Corpus,
he, she, or they shall enter into recognizance

with one or more securities in such sum as
the Court shall direct, having regard to the

circumstances of the prisoner or prisoners,

and the nature of the offence, conditioned

for his, her, or their appearance at the next
Circuit Court to be holden in and for the
county where the offence was committed, or
where the same is to be tried. Where the

Court shall admit to bail, or remand any
prisoner or prisoners brought before the
Court, on any writ of Habeas Corpus, it

shall be the duty of said Court to bind aU
such persons as do declare any thing mate-
rial to prove the offence, with which the
prisoner or prisoners are charged by recog-
nizance to appear at the proper Court hav-
ing cognizance of the offence, on the first

day of the next term thereof, to give evi-

dence thereof toucfaiag the said offence, and
not to depart the said Court without leave;

which recognizance so taken, together with
the recognizance entered into by the prisoner

or prisoners, when be, she, or they are

admitted to bail, shall be certified and re-

turned to the proper Court* on the first day
of the next succeeding term thereof. If

any such witness or witnesses shall neglect
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or refuse to enter into a recognisance as

aforesaid, when thereunto required, it shall

be lawful for the Court to commit him, her,

or tbem to jail until he, she, or they shall

enter into such recognizance, or be other-

wise discharged bj due course of law. If the

Court shall neglect or refuse to bind any

such witness or witnesses, prisoner or pri-

soners, by recognizance as aforesaid, or to

return any such recognizance, when taken as

aforesaid, the Court shall be deemed guilty

of a misdemeanor in office, and be proceeded
against accordingly.

Sec. 5. Where any prisoner or prisoners

brought up on a Habeas Corpus shall be

remanded to prison, it shall be the duty of

the Municipal Court remanding him, her, or

(To bee

them to make out and deliver to the sheriff,

or other person or persons to whose custody

he, she, or they shall be remanded, an order

in writing, stating the cause or causes of

remanding him, her, or them. If such

prisoner or prisoners shall obtain a second
writ of Habeas Corpus, it shall be the duty

of such Sheriff or other person or persons

upon whom the same shall be served, to re-

turn therewith the order aforesaid ; and if it

shall appear that the said prisoner or pri-

soners were remanded for an offence ad-

judged not bailable, it shall be taken and
received as conclusive, and the prisoner or

prisoners shall be remanded without further

proceedings.

niinued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS 1 MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY. MARCH 13, 1858.

Address.—Beloved Saints,—It seemed good to Elders Pratt and Benson, just prior to

their departure for Zion, to appoint and set me apart to succeed Elder Samuel W.
Richards in the Presidency of the Church in the British Isles and adjacent countries;

and when I take into the account the departure (with one or two exceptions) of all of

the Elders from Zion, who have so faithfully and diligently laboured among you, and

imparted to you personally, by the aid of the Holy Spirit, those instructions which

you from time to time required, I realize most thoroughly the magnitude and im-

portance of die trust committed to my charge.

It is a matter of grave and serious importance to have the watchcare of the

thousands of Saints scattered abroad through this and the adjacent countries. And

it is with very peculiar feelings that I assume the responsibilities and enter upon the

discharge of the varied and laborious duties of this Mission.

When I reflect upon the great variety of circumstances under which counsel and

instructions will be required, that the Saints may know at all times, and in all things,

how to deport themselves, so as to secure the favour and blessings of our Heavenly

Father, and avoid the snares, withstand the temptations, and overcome the powers of

the Evil One, I feel keenly sensible that nothing short of the Divine influence of the

Holy Spirit—the wisdom of God—the inspirations of the Almighty—can qualify me
for this great undertaking.

In addition to the other vast and important duties of the Presidency of the Church

in these lands, the Editorial department of the Star also devolves upon me ; and here

it may not be amiss to remark that, perhaps, at no period since the Star sprang into

existence and began to show its glorious light upon the pathway of the weary pilgrims

of earth, who are wandering in darkness, error, and superstition, until the present

time, has any man been called to the Editorial chair under such peculiar and trying

circumstances as myself.

The interruption and almost total stoppage of mail communications from Utah, the

consequent loss of the De$eret News, except at very long intervals, the absence of the
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-Mormon, Luminary, and Standard, which have all been for the present suspended,

will leave the Star entirely dependent upon its own resources,—no reflection from

other luminous bodies—no external objects from which to glean even an occasional

raj of light—and, except the Deseret News, at present, the only organ of the Church.

Thousands are looking to its columns for spiritual food—for meat to strengthen and
Boorish them in their weary pilgrimage through the journey of life.

It is expected to feed the flock and deal out to all a portion in due season, that all

nay be strengthened and nourished according to their requirements in the multiplied,

nrious, and ever-changing circumstances in which they are placed, and to send forth

light to guide them through the dark and crooked paths they are compelled to tread

while they remain in Babylon.

In view of all these disadvantages, it is with no ordinary feeling that I receive the

trust and enter upon the discharge of the duties assigned me ; and I humbly ask, and
hope, by'mtegrity of purpose and by diligent and faithful attention to the interests

of the cause and the welfare of the Saints, to merit and receive your kind indulgence

for any errors and deficiencies which may occur ; and although I cannot reasonably

expect to make the Star shine as brightly as it has been wont to do under the manage-
ment of the more able and experienced men who have from time to time preceded me,
jet I may indulge the hope that, with the aid of the Holy Spirit and my brethren, it

nay be made sufficiently luminous to direct the Saints in the way of life and salvation.

I embrace the present opportunity to invite contributions from the Elders and
others, who may feel desirous to aid in this great work. And all such articles, if written

pUfolj, well arranged, and calculated to increase the interest, and enhance the value

«f the paper ; shall be carefully directed to that end, as also to the credit of the

contributors.

The Saints in these lands have been greatly blessed by the labours and wise counsels

of our beloved brothers Pratt and Richards, during their late presidencies here; and
it is a source of great joy and satisfaction to me to know that they generally realize

snd appreciate the same, and are growing in wisdom and knowledge, in faith and
good works : and it shall be my constant aim 'to carry on the great work which they

hate so ably conducted and so materially advanced in this part of the Lord's vineyard.

And in all my counsels and instructions, my only desire shall be to promote the in-

taests of the cause of God and His people. To this end I earnestly crave a remem-
brance in yeur prayers, that the Spirit and wisdom of God may direct all my energies,

*od that in all my labours I may be guided by the Holy Spirit, so that you may be

Nested and benefitted, and the cause of God advanced in this country.

May God bless and prosper His faithful people, and open a way for their speedy

'kfiverance and gathering to Zion.

A. Calkin.

Efficiency.—Having been called, in the mysterious providence and wisdom of God,
to preside over the European mission—to guide the Priesthood, comfort and instruct the

Saints, and watch over and advance the cause of Zion, we commence our Editorial

labours by treating on a significant subject—Efficiency I This Mission has assumed

* new and novel phase in its history ; the Church generally is marching forth with

gigantic strides, and becoming most conspicuous in the eyes of the nations; the

glorious work of the last days is unfolding in rapid and extraordinary developments;

aid the Almighty has placed upon our shoulders a responsibility, which at once

bamafesand leads us to seek Him for strength Divine. For this cause the subject

**dar consideration dwells upon our minds with more than onlinary weight. Wei
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are led to exclaim— Lord God, Thou that omntt strengthen Thy servant with more
than human strength, endow us with Thy Spirit ; make us efficient in our calling,

mighty with Thy might, and equal to the day of Thy power and the advancement of

Thy work.

While we are exceedingly anxious to he efficient ourselves, we feel to impress npoa
the minds of the Priesthood in these lands the necessity of their being efficient else*

that they may be truly co-workers with us. We earnestly desire to see every

branch and department of this Mission in the best possible working order, conducted

efficiently, with success attending all its administrations.

It is with the head that power, wisdom, integrity, and legislative ability most
commence. If there be lacking there, then will the extremities of the body be

lacking, and derangement found to exist among its members. If the hand of the

rulers be weak or paralysed, then will the organisation of the body be intractable in

its movements, and its constitution sickly. It is the Priesthood, therefore, that we
first call upon to stand up in the dignity of their holy offices, and to make themselves,

by the assistance of the Spirit, efficient in their labours of love and salvation to the

scattered sheep of the house of Israel, and also in their administration and govern-

ment of the people of God.

Let the Pastors of the Mission endeavour to reach a more than ordinary efficiency,

so that the holy cause may prosper—advance and not go backwards, and that they

may be equal to the increased responsibility, and be prepared to march along with the

gigantic strides and developments of the Church. Let them endeavour to make
themselves acquainted with every interest and department of their several fields of

labour, and be to their flocks as shepherds and guardians. Let them be ever devising

the most effective schemes to carry on the work, cogitating day and night upon the

best legislative policy, and be continually on hand to advance the wellbeing of the eanse.

If they will labour with an eye single to God's glory, and seek power from on higrfcv

the Almighty will make them efficient, the work will not take a retrograde tnovesnent>

success will attend their labours, and honours unfading will crown their heads.

The Presidents of Conferences come next. Tour task, brethren, is indeed a»

responsible one ! Tour callings bring you, more especially, in contact with the

Saints; and it devolves upon you, more particularly, to see that the Conferences and

Branches are in good working order, and to devisemeans te send the Gospel through-

out the length and breadth of these lands. Be you also efficient! Follow the

righteous example of your Pastors, and manfully uphold their hands.

Then come the Travelling Elders and Presidents of districts. Tour duties are

also responsible, brethren ; and your task requires zeal, faith, and energy. Upon yon,

rest, more than upon any others, the honourable and laborious mission of bearing

"glad tidings of great joy " unto those that sit in spiritual darkness, and of accom-
plishing the gathering of the house of Israel. By the blessing of God, be you
also efficient in your labours

Nor must we leave out the local authorities. Their duties are not less responsible

in their sphere and limits than are those above them. And here we must offer a little

counsel—the result of mature reflection. It should be one of the principal objects

of the Pastors and Presidents of Conferences to choose for presiding local officers

men full of the Holy Ghost—men having the interest of the cause of God first at heart

—men who will govern righteously and efficiently, and who feel to consecrate their

every talent, energy, thought, influence, and means to the building up of the

Kingdom of Zion. Integrity, frith, and a determination to make themselves efficient

ehould be considered as the only valid recommendation to their appointment-
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Without these qualifications, Done should be considered eligible for office. The best

men should be chosen without respect or favouritism ; and when their righteous acts

cease, they should be displaced for others more worthy. With such men the

*erk must progress; God will not withhold His blessing, nor can Satan stay its

progress.

And now, a word to Branch Presidents, Book Agents, and the Church financiers

generally. Presidents of Branches, bring your fields of labour into good order and

jour Branches into an easy working state. Endeavour to keep the local Priesthood

united, avoid petty jealousies, and seek to put every man and everything in its right

place; set a good example to all, and instruct and comfort the fleck under your

charge. Book Agents, keep your accounts clear and straightforward, cultivate

business habits, learn to write a good hand and to properly keep accounts, and be

continually endeavouring to extend the publications of the Church—the word of life

and salvation. Financiers of God, remember yours is a most responsible calling !

The stewards who are faithful over a few things and a few pence will be made rulers

over much and possessors of eternal riches. But the unworthy steward shall have

that which he possesses taken from him and given to the more diligent and faithful.

Remember the day of small things ! Be wise, economical, and fruitful, and you shall

reap an abundant harvest.

Finally, let the Saints come forward nobly and do their duty. Brethren, " seek

fistst the kingdom of God and His righteouanes, and all other things shall be added

unto you." Be you all efficient and faithful, both officers and members, from the

highest unto the lowest.

At convenient seasons, we shall perhaps, enlarge upon several items of the

foregoing, and shall from time to time lay* before our readers counsel, experience^

gad subjects gathered from our travels and acquaintance with the necessities of the

mission.

Depastures,—Elders Samuel W. Richards and Hector C. Height sailed on the 20th

instant, in the steamer Europa, for New York, accompanied by Elder Peter

Harrocka.

Elder Richards9 mission to this land has been a short, but profitable one. The

Saints have been greatly blessed by his wise counsels and instructions during his

short Presidency over them ; and he returns with the prayers and blessings of thou-

sands of grateful hearts.

Elder Height has had the presidency and watch-care of the Scandinavian Mission

far about two-and-a-half years, where his labours nave been diligent and faithful.

The mission has been greatly blessed and prospered under his presidency, and he

leaves with the confidence and blessings of the Saints and his brethren. May the

Lord extend His protecting care over these our beloved brethren during their

journey to the lasd of America.

ApponrnusHTS.—Elder James D. Boss Is appointed First Counsellor to the President of

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in Great Britain and adjacent countries -
y

and Elder William Budge, Second Counsellor.

These brethren have for several years past been diligently engaged in the ministry in

Una country ; and to many of the Saints they are already well known. Their faithful

ttfcoorofecve secured 1%em the hearts and confidence of aU who tasow them; and we take

great pleasure In recommending them to all good men, and earnestly request the Priest-

hood and Saints throughout these countries to give diligent heed to their counsels and;

Instructions, and, by so doing, secure to themselves the savour and blessing of Heaven.

Asa Calkin, President.
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LEGISLATION MAD.
IT EXTRAORDINARY PLAT PERFORMED WITH IMMERSE SUCCESS AT THE XXXTTE

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES BT THE HONOURABLE MEMBERS OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

PROGRAMME OF ENTERTAINMENT.

KAN8AS MESSAGE ON THE LECOMPTON CONSTITUTION.
Important and Novel Measures introduced amid much Confusion.

EXTRAORDINARY SPECIMENS OF STATES MANS HIP*
DESrERATS FIGHT ON THE FLOOR OF THE HOUSE.

«

ENCOUNTER BETWEEN MESSRS. KEITT AND GROW.

GROWS THROAT ORASPED BY KEITT.

Keltt Knocked down by Grow.

General Melee.

BLISSFUL UNCERTAINTY.

Act I. Scene 1.

Mr. Clingman moTed an adjournment.
Cries of Let's take the question !

"

-mingled with vociferations, " No ! no !
n

Great disorder prevailed.

A Voice—"Go it, boys; the fight's com-
menced. Ha! ha!*
The House by yeas and nays first voted

•down the motion to adjourn, and tben a
motion to adjourn till Monday. Both parties

were evidently nerved for the fight. Some-
.body on the Democratic side moved an
adjournment till Tuesday.

Mr. Clingman— We are getting into a
snarl. I move an adjournment.

Mr. Campbell, amid confusion, proposed
that the several propositions for adjourn*

ment be withdrawn, and that the House
come to a direct vote on the pending propo-
sitions respecting the Message.

This was received with laughter and cries

of " No, no;" " Tou can't steal a march on
us in that way !" and " That is the very thing

-we want to avoid.*

Mr. Keitt moved an adjournment.

Mr. Stanton raised a point of order.

Mr. Cobb asked to be excused from
voting, and also that the question be deter-

mined by yeas and nays.

Mr. Warren, this being Friday, moved
that the private calendar be taken up.
[Laughter.]

The confusion was great, members stand-

ing in all parts of the hall.

The Speaker asked them to please to oome
to order, and knocked with his gavel till

they did so.

Cries of "Call the roll."

A motion was made from the Democratic
side fer an adjournment, the Republicans

impatiently demanding the yeas and nays on

that question.

Mr. Steward, in a loud voice, said, " It's

too late.

Cries of " Order," " Order."
The motion to adjourn was negatived by

14 majority.

The Speaker announced the pending

question to be the excuse pf Mr. Cobb from

voting.

Mr. Houston—That being an important

question, I move for a call of the Home.
[Laughter.] It involves the fate of the

country.

Mr. Woshburne, of Maine, called Mr.

Houston to order.

Mr. Letcher asked to be excused from

voting on the question to excuse Mr. Cobb

from voting. [Laughter.]
After similar proceedings, and the conftt-

sion continuing,

Mr. Jones, of Tennessee, asked whether it

would be in order to move that when the

House adjourns, it adjourn to meet in the old

hall. [Laughter.] He thought that tbe

majority of this House would willingly ge

back, being satisfied with this experiment

The Speaker said that the motion was

not now in order.

Mr. Jones gave notice that he should

make it when in order.

Scene 2.

The Haute, at kaff-patt five p.m*
refuted to adjourn, by a majority of 21*

Some ofthe members paired offfor dinner.

Mr. Campbell again asked whether it

would be in order for him to move his

compromise that all other questions b#
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withdrawn, and that the House come to a
direct Tote on the propositions to refer the
Message. [Laughter.]
The Speaker thought it was hardly in

order.
Another motion to adjourn was negatived.
Mr. Warren moved that the House go

into Committee of the Whole on the state
of the Union. [Laughter.]
Many gentlemen on the Democratic side

asked to be excused from voting, while some
would not vote at aU.

Mr. Letter wished to know whether it

-would be in order to excuse them all in a
lump. [Laughter.]
The Speaker replied negatively.
Mr. Seward wanted to make a few

remarks.
Cries of " Go on,* " Go on,* " Hear him,"

* Hear him;" but objections were inter-
spersed.

Mr. Warren said that, after Mr. Letter's
suggestion, Democrats would be justified in

not voting.

The House continued disorderly, not one-
half of its members being in their seats.

A gentleman in the crowd wished to
know whether he conld move that a
daguerreotypist be sent for to take a view
of the scene. [Laughter.]
The Speaker said it would not be in order

exactly at this time. [Merriment.]
A Vaiee—*How in the d *s name can

they take pictures by gas-light?"
"Ha! ha! hat ha 1" all over the House.
Various questions, principally relating to

an adjournment, were then determined
negatively by yeas and nays.

Several clerks broke down in calling the
Toll, and as often inexperienced subordinates
were dispatched to their relief.

Members were continually going out to,

and coming in from, lunch ; and some were
eating at their seats.

" Come," said one, "let's adjourn. What's
the use of continuing this farce?"

Another replied—" 1*11 bring my bed and
stay here till Monday before I give way to
the Lecosnptonltes."

A Foiee—" Good for youl"

Scene 3.

Seven p.m.—Botk parties still determinedly
hold out.

Mr. Florence wanted to know if the
aborning hour had expired ? [Laughter.]
The yeaa and nays were continually taken,

principally on motions to adjourn.
Mr. Miles asked, and was excused from

oting.
The yeas and nays were taken to settle

the question.

Mr. Phillips moved a reconsideration of
that vote, and to lay that motion on the-

table. [Laughter.]

To determine whether the question should-
be taken by yeas and nays, Tellers were
appointed to take a vote, and 37 voted in •

the affirmative.

Mr. Keitt—I demand a count.

Vociferations—"Lets have it." "Let's
have it."

A Voice from the Republican side—"We
give it up."

Mr. Keitt—I don't. I demand a count.

Mr. Craige, of North Carolina, thought
they had better have a call of the House.
The Tellers reported that none of the

members had voted in the negative.

Mr. Keitt—Then there is no quorum.
A Voice—Yes there is, but gentlemen

will not vote.

The Speaker said it was not necessary

there should be a quorum to call the yeas
and nays.

Mr. Warren generally agreed with the
Speaker, but must now appeal from bis

decision and demand the yeas snd nays.

[Laughter.]

The Speaker said Mr. Warren could not
appeal, as an appeal was already pending.

Cries of " Good I" and laughter.

The yeas and nays continued to be taken
on trivial motions from the Democratic side.

Mr. Warren suggested, ss they had been
so long engaged on Kansas, they had better

do a little for his State, Ar-kansas.

Loud laughter followed this, amid which
Mr. Warren was called to order from the
Republican side.

Mr. Washburne, of Maine, thought they
had better first dispose of Kansas by re-

ferring the President's Message.
Mr. Keitt and other* called him to order.

The Speaker endeavoured to calm the
confusion, and requested gentlemen to take
their seats.

Mr. Clay—Suppose a gentleman occupies

another's seat, what then ?

The Speaker—He can be ousted.

Mr. Letcher inquired whether it could be
done by legal process. [Laughter.]

Mr. Davis, of Mississippi, appealed to the -

Republicans for the liberty to speak for an
hour. He said if this privilege was denied
his personal popularity would be sacrificed.

.

[Laughter.]

Among the questions voted on was a
motion to lay on the table the motion to

reconsider the vote by which the Honse
excused Mr. Miles frem voting; on the
motion to excuse Mr. Garnett from voting

;

on the motion to
#
excuse Mr. Letcher from

voting ; and on the motion by Mr. Seward
to lay on the table the appeal by Mr.
Stanton from the decision of the Speaker*,
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that a motion to adjourn till Monday may
be entertained for a second time.

Mr. Davis, of Mississippi, rote to a
privileged question, saying that the heat

from abore was blistering his head, which
is bald ; and he asked unanimous consent to

wear his handkerchief over it. [Excessive

laughter.]

Mr. Florence, whose head is also bald,

objected, causing renewed laughter.

Scene 4.

Ten p m.— Several members asleep and
ike galleries thinning out,

Mr. Florence wanted to know when the
morning hour would expire ? [Laughter.]

A Voice—*To two hours,"

On excusing Mr. Warren from votings-
no quorum voted, although one was
present.

Mr. Barksdalc asked whether it was in

order to take a recess.

Two unsuccessful motions were then
made to adjourn. On the last one, only
fifteen members voted in 1fte affirmative, ana
ninety-six in the negative. Not a quorum.

Mr. George Taylor hoped that the mem-
bers would give up their factious opposition,

and allow a vote on the reference of the
Message to be taken.

Mr. Harris, of Illinois, at eleven num.,
moved a call of the House, which was
ordered by 142 against 19.

{To 6s continued.)

THE DAY
•

The day of trial ! What a different

-aspect it presents to different individuals

!

It comes to every man according to the

character of the man. It appears to him
in a form which his own imagination

creates for it. He sees it by the light of

his own mind. If we might so express it,

it is to him the colour ana strioeox which
he is himself. It sounds to his soul in

concord with its own tones. It is the

ghost of himself, which, while he vet

lives, haunts him and frightens him with

his own likeness.

The dav of trial! It comes to the

weak-minded as a grim giant, which,

seizing the pigmy, squeezes his Kttle life

oat. It appears to the faithless robed in

mist and clouds, through which their

near-sighted vision tries to penetrate in

ain. It comes to the half-hearted and
the traitor whining, sneaking, and fear-

ful : it suggests to him a thousand diffi-

culties, shows the path of duty thorny,

magnifies the losses which integrity sus-

tains, tempt* him to be a Judos, and
adiures him into a path that seems covered

with fyeds of roses, but which, when he

treads, withers under his feet and poisons

his senses with their deadly odour. It

appears to the " lUy-Kvered " coward as a
frightful monster, which scares his flicker-

ing wits away. It comes to the nut*

shell soul as a king of terrors, from whom
it tremblingly flies to its narrow hidings

4koe. But the truly great man, when

OF TRIAL.

the day of trial approaches, feels endowed
with more than his ordinary strength : he
takes hold with a grasp of iron, wrestles

with it, and conquers. The man of faith

sweeps the clouds away from his vision,

and his piercing eye penetrates the gloom.
The whole-hearted and the true man
scorns the difficulties, prides himself in

integrity, fearlessly treads the path of
duty, finds stability given to his feet and
laurels for his head. The brave man sees

in the day of trial an antagonist worthy of
Ms encounter; and, rushing with confi-

dence to engage his enemy, be wins the
battle, and leaves the field a hero. To the
noble soul the day of trial has no terrors;,

and, boldly marching up, he calmly looks
the apparent monster in the mce, and
sends it away abashed.

The weak and sickly censtitotxm can
only creep abroad with feeble steps,

when the sun shines, and can but just
retain life while the heat quickens the
torpid pulsation of its sluggish blood

:

when the winter comes, its nature is

shrivelled, and its circulation stagnated.
But the robust constitution in sum-
mer exists upon its own vitality; and
though it is ripened hy the gegMunm
heat, yet grows front its own inherent
vigour : when winter comes, it defies it*

power, lives through the frost, and shoots
out bunches of young and healthful buds
in spring. In a calm and gentle breeze,
the timid landsmen crowd the deck of the
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We ship, cjiat commonplace nonsense,

watch tbe rippling waters, and point to

the clear blue sky; in the storm they

fearfully seek their cabins, and trem-

bfiojrly wait for the fury of the ocean to

subside. The dauntless seamen are at

their posts in fair weather to send their

vessel bkippingly over the main ; and duty,

sod not pleasure is ever in their eye:

when tbe hurricane bears down upon
them, intrepidly they meet its fury, and
arge the noble ship through the foaming
spray, or sink in the bosom of the deep

with brave hearts still beating. The

parlour-soldier is a hero in peace and
valiant in the presence of his lndy-love:

in war he turns his face from his coun-
try's foes, sells his commission, and retires

to a place of ease. But the warrior flies

to the battle-field when his country calls,

performs prodigies of valour, and retires

from thefight a hero.

The day of trial is the hobgoblin of the
faint-hearted, but it is the

N
true man's

good genius. It looks full of clouds and
failure to ordinary men, but it is especially

the noble man's own day. Brothers

—

Saints, the Day of Trial is our day!

VARIETIES.

Ax Editor, at the dinner table, being asked if be would take some pudding, replied, in

ait of abstraction, " Owing to a crowd of other matter, I am unable to find room for it.

U Glasgow, 1,000 illegitimate children were born in 1857, and the proportionate—bu1 in Manchester was nearly as large. In Vienna one-half the number of births are
Ssgithnate, and in Paris the proportion is 333 per 1,000.

A vtar little boy had one day done wrong, and was sent, after parental correction, to

at io secret the correction of his Heavenly Father. His offence had been passion,

sxkms to hear what be would say, bis mother followed him to the door of his room. In
taping accents she heard him ask to be made better—never to be angry again ; and then,

wfifc child-like simplicity, he added, "Lord, make mdt temper better, too.
n

Loaaaso Dow relates'the following anecdote of a negro:—"A. negro had been at a
nesting ; and on his return, his master said, • Well, Jack, how did you like tbe minister ?

*

'Why, massa, me scarcely know; for de minister say, God makey beings, calla man ; he.

siekey one out here, one dere, and givey dem to Jesus Christ, and dey can't be lost. He
eakey all de rest reprobate, and givey dem to de devil ; dey can't be saved. And de devil,

as go about like a roaring lion, seeking to get away some a Christ's, and he can't. De
ssirter, he go about to get some a de devil's, and he can't. Now, massa, me dono which
as de greatest fool, de preacher or de devil !

'**

A Rich 8cbwe in Chubch.—One Sunday within the last 100 years, the service had
essnaenced in a country church, a few miles from Penrith, when in walked a woman in a
grey cloak, accompanied by two half-grown urchins, with eyes and months both fearfully

Sgipe, and the trio took their seats, in all modesty, near the door. By-and-by the clergy-
sktt gave out bis text—" Jesus I know, and Paul I know, but who are ye ?" The grey
dstk wss agitated. The text waa energetically repeated, and the minister's eyes seemed
east toward the party seated behind the door. Onr friend in grey stood up, and with the
ssies of a M shepherdess on a Westmoreland Fell," replied to this pointed question

—

•Please sur, Tee Petty Jones, 'o Wetsleddale, an' this is our Bob an' our Peggy, an' we'se

fsaa to Peerith to see our Nancy, an' we thowt we'd just come in an' see what ye were
BMcken, an' git a rust"—Carlisle Patriot.

Fajstso Eyskts.—The new Ministry is formed, having the Earl of Derby as Premier*
As Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli as Chancellor of Exchequer and Leader of the House
ef Cnrsrooni, Sir F. Thesiger (now Lord Woodstock) as Lord Chancellor, the Earl of
Ifinsert)ury as Foreign Secretary, the Right Hon. 8pencer Walpole as Home Secretary,
•si Sr F. Kelly as Attorney-General.

—

America.: Gen. Houston proposes to inquire into
tW expediency of assuming a Protectorate over the people of Mexico and Central
ISM iies, upon the ground that they have shown to the world their incapacity for aelf-

ajsieiuuiaot. Gen. Harney and CoL Sumner arrived in Washington from Fort Leaven-
*srta to report themselves on Kansas affairs : their presence is said also to have reference

•ejfcs arrangement of the spring and summer campaign against the Mormons.'* A
#rtj of the Senate Committee on Territories are preparing a report and a bill for the
**nisstsn of KansasJaio the Union under the Lecompton Constitution.
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The Queen of England hat nine children, eight of whom hare at least one name begin-

ning with A. When the last was born, Her Majesty commenced a new series with B
(Beatrice).
" I have just heard," said Frank to an old friend of his, " one of the most delightful,

sermons erer delivered before a Christian congregation. It carried me to the yery gates

of hearen." " Well Frank," replied the other, " I think it would have been as well tor

you to haye just dodged in when you were there; for you'll never have such another

chance."

PRESIDENT BRIGHAM YOUNG.

Hail 1 Brigbam, mighty Chief of Israeli

Bfuch favour'd Utah's honoured Gorernort
Thy spirit-stirring words arouse the fire

That latent slumbers in the soul of man,
And wake it to a name, to light him on
To deeds of glory ; and thy noble acts

Wake admiration in ail truthful heaits

;

And all who hate oppression's yoke will cry,

God bless him ever tor his works of love 1

When Gospel truth once more to earth was sent,

You bent among the tirst to God's commands ;

When Israel's standard once again was raised.

Among the foremost 'neath its folds you stood

;

When persecution's flood rushed o'er the Saints,

You bravely battled with the cruel tide,

And overcame, though suffering with the rest

;

When those too poor to flee, were left behind,

Your voice was heaid to vindicate their cause

;

The spirit of Benevolence arose.

And crouching selfishness turned pale and fled !

When Joseph and hi* much-lov'd brother fell,

And greedy traitors lurk'd in Israel's camp.
When dark forebodings hung, like mists, around,

And dissolution threaten'd all the Church,

Then lustrous shone your lightning spirit forth.

Your words inspired toned out In thund'ring peals,

The craven traitor's heart in terror shrank,

The doubting Saints revived their faith again,

The bolder ones Increased in fearlessness,

In compact masses Israel gathered round,

And God's gigantic work triumphant stood !

When furious mobs and pious wretches sought
To crush the Saints and sweep them from the earth,

London.

Inspired by the unerring Spirit's voice.

You led God's people forth, 'mid scenes of death*

Through the wild prairie, o'er the rushing stream,

Encount'ring dangers, scaling mountains steep.

Till In the peaceful vales of Kphraim.
You found for them a home, a safe retreat f

And there are Israel's thousands gath'ring home;
The wealthyfew bring home their glittering store

;

The nurn'runs poor, help'd by your bounteous baud.

Lift up their toil-worn faces with delight.

And gathering up their strength, burst off the yoke.

Then, thanking God and you, come singing fco-ne
'

To that choice land, the wise and good will flee.

To practise virtue and escape from woe.
There Peace shall be when direful War shall rage,

And Plenty live when bony Famine stalks

;

There Health shall dwell when Pestilence sbsU

roam,
And Pleasure sit when Mis'ry reigns abroad

!

When Zion's palaces and towers shall shine,

In glittering splendour, spreading glory round.
When golden pavements, pearly gates, and walls

Deck'd o'er with costly stones and priceless gems*
Reflect the shining beams in streams of light,—
When Jesus, Joseph, Hyrum, yea and all

Who've lir'd for truth, or died in its defence,
Shall dwell together in this bright abode.
Then Brioham shall receive his just reward.
His dazzling crown shall sparkle with the rest,

The royal rub"S around him shall be thrown,
As King and Priest to God he'll ever reign.
And bending thousands sav'd from sin and death

Shall whitper, " He's the Liox of thi Loap !**

Charles W. Pkxsoss.

Addresses.—Isaac Fox, 41, Charlotte Street, Glasgow.

Cholestatic }
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»
a°bIn Hood Street

»
Nottingham.

William Yates, Mr. Thomas Davis's, Mason's Yard, Newbury, Bucks.
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George Burgoo, care of Mr. Robert Holt, Chapel Street, Broadwlnsor, Dorsetshire.
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Be tkmt hath mn ear, let Aim hear what the Spirit eaith unte the churcheM.—Jesun Chriit.
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plaguee.—A Voict from Hearen.
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WHO ARE THB REBELS f

(Continued from page 164.)

When did the Saints rebel against the

Constitution of America, which their

Prophet has rendered doubly sacred in

their eyes by teaching them that it was
|hren by the inspiration of God? What

the nature of their rebellious acts ? and
in what manner has this Church sanc-

tioned them? Where did they prove

themselves rebels to the great Federal

commonwealth? In what court register

of the United States is recorded their

conviction for deeds which deservingly

Wand them as enemies of their country s

institutions and aliens to her interest?

Can our calumniators answer these

mestions to the confusion of the Saints ?

We are confident they cannot.

Did the Saints rebel against the letter

of the Constitution when they organized

their Church and claimed the right of

worshipping God according to the dic-

tates of their consciences ? Were they

committing rebellion when they confessed

ttth in the Divine mission of Joseph

Smith— when they dared to despise

popular religions, time-honoured creeds,

tad venerable customs—when they nobly

seorned prejudice, persecution, and the

favour of the world, to obey the voice

from heaven and witness to the con-

ffiwmoai of the Spirit within—when
Arj dared to tread in thenew-found path

and subscribed to their peculiar faith >
Our enemies cannot have the unblushing
effrontery to say that this made them
rebels against the letter of the Constitu-

tion, much less against its spirit.

Where did they rebel? Was it in

Missouri? Was it because they there

claimed their religious rights—because
they asked for the privileges of American
citizens, and refused to acknowledge-
themselves amenable to that state only for
good citizenship? Was it when their

leaders were imprisoned for religious,

faith, subjected to demoniac torture, fed

on the flesh of their murdered brethren,

tried, not by the civil authorities, but by
a court martial, at which a number or

priests sat, and led forth to be shot in the
presence of their nearly heart-brokea
families,—when their women were treated

with horrible brutality, their aged sires,

butchered, their helpless children wan-
tonly murdered, their houses and lands
given to fire, devastation, and plunder,

—when thousands were bereft of all their

earthly possessions, and driven destitute

to wander through the land in the incle-

ment season of winter,—was this their

rebellion against the letter of the Consti-

tution ? It was indeed rebellion, but not
theirs! Yes, this treason against the

letter of American institutions ought to.
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have hung up Governor Bogars and his

fiendish coadjutors, and given their names
to the nation as by-words of cruelty and
ruffianism. They took advantage of

power, office, and numbers to murder
and exterminate American citizens, and
not only violated the letter as well as the

spiritofthe Constitution, but also trampled

utider foot the great' laws df humanity.

They should have been made examples of,

to show how American -justice punishes

such acts.

But our enemies will tell us that the

Saints deserved this treatment. They
will tell us that they were worse than

rebels, and not fit to live or to be con-

sidered in the light of ordinary citizens.

Now, this is merely begging the question,

and certainly enunciating a novel political

doctrine, which even the most despotic

cations have never before thought of.

If they were criminals, why did not the

criminal law grasp them in its iron

clutches ? If they were rebels, why did

not the State convict and punish them as

such? They had plenty of enemies
around to take every advantage—plenty

of witnesses that would gladly have sworn
their life away, and hard judges to pass

the crudest sentences upon them. But
this summary process of extermination,

not as condemned criminals into trans-

portation, but because they were ob-

noxious to their intolerant neighbours,

and the law could not touch them, is a
most extraordinary, though by no means
a constitutional mode of procedure. Why,
the Emperors of Russia and Franca, who*

are said to be summary despots, would
not have cast so great a libel on law—so
committejl themselves, and given those

whom they desired to put out of the way
such serious grounds for charges against

their injustice as Missouri gave the Saints.

As for not treating them as ordinary,

citizens, who ever heard of extraordinary
citizens ? We are certain that neither

the spirit ribr the letter of the American
Constitution recognises any such. But
is not the whole treatment, which the
Saints were in this instance made the
Victims of, strong evidence that the debt
was not of their contracting, and that

Government should make Missouri dis-

charge it to the last farthing ? ftms far,

then, the Saints are not rebels, even
against the letter of the Constitution.

With the loss of homes and all their

earthly possessions fresh in their minds to

aggravate the actual sufferings and pri-

vations which the poor exiles were then
subject to—with their murdered friends,

brethren, fathers, and* children horribly

mutilated and ghastly in their gore,

haunting their vision, while excited ima-
gination would heighten the scene by
painting their assassins re-acting their

accursed parts in the martyrdom again

—

with the imprisonment of their leaders,

the indescribable pangs and horrors of
the past, and scores of Saints indirectly

murdered, sinking beneath their insup-

portable burden still painfully distinct and
fresh in their memories—with a thousand
wounds, which the act of extermination

necessarily inflicted, .still bleeding— the
Saints, worn out and destitute, sought
and found a temporary asylum in Illinois.

Here they again gathered themselves

together, and by their unparalleled in-

dustry, energy, and organization, which
all are forced to admit so strikingly

characterized them, they flourished. Like
mighty giants, sweeping all obstacles

away, breaking all barriers down, and
almost compelling destiny to aid them,
they marched onward and built for

themselves a position which they had
never occupied before.

Missouri pursued them even into exile.

Again commenced those harrassing, ruin-

ous, and illegal prosecutions, viuanously

unjust in their nature, and designed to

entrap the leaders of the Church into

the hands of their enemies. At the in-

stigation of Ex-Governor Boggs—that
same ruffian under whose exterminating
order the Saints were murdered and
exiled—Missouri sought to gain posses-

sion of the Prophet. Garlin, Governor
of Illinois, while professing a disposition

to administer justice to the Saints equally

with all other citizens of the State,

sanctioned the proceedings, granted a
writ, and len£ his official co-operation to
the accomplishment of the hellish designs
of Missouri. Notwithstanding that the
defendant demanded the right of trial in
the State to which he then belonged

—

notwithstanding that it was represented
to the Governor, both by petition and
otherwise, that the design was to murder
the Prophet—a fact that was thought
hardly necessary to be hid even with the
covering of pretence—Carlin persisted in
lending his countenance to the murderous
suit. Notwithstanding it was urged that
the charge was without just grounds, and
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-tfait evidence was offered to substantiate

the plea—notwithstanding that the cruelty

as well as the illegality of the suit was
insisted on, Carlin refused to investigate

the case, and determined to give the

defendant up, in reality, for execution,

pretending that he had no authority to

interfere. Yet his successor, Governor
Ford, and the Supreme Court of the

State gave their decision that his course

had been illegal and the demand of Mis-
souri unconstitutional. To escape the

assassins who sought his life under the

shadow of law, aided by official human
bloodhounds who abused their authority,

the Prophet hid himself from his pursuers,

and his brethren concealed the retreat.

Bat this yielding to the strong natural

instinct to preserve life, and to escape a
demand illegal and unjust, only having
might for its justification, was not re-

bellion on the part of Joseph. The
disposition of the Saints to preserve their

Prophet, when they knew his innocence

—when they realized that to give him up
would net be the surrendering of a
criminal into the hand of justice, but like

giving a victim to the knife of a butcher,

certainly did not constitute them rebels.

Tbe Prophet held himself continually on
bind to submit to a fair and Constitu-

tional investigation. Such a disposition

neither manifested the consciousness of
•crime nor the spirit of a rebel.

At length, on a similar malicious pro-

stcuuoii, Illinois demanded the person of
the Prophet. Notwithstanding that the

Saints knew the bloody meaning of the

requisition—notwithstanding Joseph and
bb brother felt a presentiment that they

*tre going to the slaughter, at the same
use confident that* if he gave the word,
thousands of true hearts would gasp out
their bfe in his defence, he gave himself

iito the hands of tbe authorities of the
•late. Though Governor Ford pledged
bis personal faith, coupled with the faith

of the State, what was the result ? All

the world know. The brothers were
ftferdered; and Ford add IMinois stand
is this day stained wkh perjury 1 This
es yes was the dhnax! Something like

*ft» times the Prophet hail answered
—itiuus charges at the tribunal of bis

seaauj ; but, though comparatively a
ssasUuablc portion of lis me was spent
in prison and under arrest, whenever a
trisi wis granted ten, Hie lubttence of

^eeosiou was, * We find no iMt in

this man." Now, what does all the fore-

going prove ? Does it not show that the
Saints and their leaders were neither
rebels nor criminals.

When the bloody deed was communi-
cated to the people of Nauvoo, did they
revenge it? No! As they listened to
the voices of the speakers—voices which
had but just then told the dreadful tale,

counselling them to leave vengeance to
the Lord, they bowed their heads to the
stroke and left their cause with heaven.

Again tbe exterminating order came

!

The Saints were required to leave the city

of Nauvoo. Beautiful, no doubt, it bad
often appeared to their fond vision when
a momentary sunshine chased the clouds

away. They were compelled to give up
their sacred Temple' and their all, and
seek an asylum among savages, whose
untamed natures were less to be dreaded
than the tender mercies of Christian pro-
fessors and thedegenerate sons of America.
Their pioneers left to find a home in the
Rocky Mountains, where the cursed law-
lessness of the white man reigned not, and
where the hand of the assassin dipped
not itself in the blood of Saints. Then,
when the flower of the Church had' de-

parted into the wilderness, few, excepting
the sick, the decrenid, tbe aired, the

women, and the children, were left, con-
trary to the compulsory treaty, the fiends

rushed upon the defenceless remnant, and
drove them at the point of the deadly

bayonet. Who were the rebel i then—the

rebels against the Constitution as well as

humanity ? Were they the Saints ?

Previous to this, however, after their

Leader and the strength of the Church
bad been forced into exile, at the sugges-

tion of certain magnanimous senators,

Government more magnanimously de-

manded five hundred men from this

bleeding community. Tea, five hundred
men from a religious body 1 Not on a
States net on a Territory, not on a politi-

cal branch of the Union, but on the
Saints, as a Church, was this levy made.
Their rights of crtrjtenship had been
wrested from them ; their poihfod or-

ganiamtion bad been broken by extermina-
tion; thsjr were now exiles—were almost

bowed to (be earth with the burden of

their wrongs; and the fatstnty of their

suflferings would have made tiny hearts

but t&oSe ofadamant Meed : yet dn them,

m such a time, the demand was made,

•the ff^utshton was vtfiaheufiy uncon*
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tthntional and fiendishly cruel. Injustice, ' country from whom they had received'

hm this not a time to call a blush to thy
j
so many bruises, and so little protection

stony cheeks ! The design to exterminate and love, to open her arms and receive

ibem from the earth, as they had been I her natural child—to open ber heart and
already exterminated from civilization, ' give to Deseref a portion of a mother**
was forcibly realized by the authorities of love. From that day to this, the Saints
the Church. *But how was the devilish have sought to earn a broader relationship

requisition met ? " You shall have your 1 with their national parent, and to be
twttalion at once, if it has to be a class of bound with stronger ties in the great
our Elders,'

9
said the Prophet Brigham ! sisterhood of the American Union. Their

Was this an act of rebels ? Did this proud ambition and theirfervent hope have
manifest a spirit of rebellion, even against 1 been, not to withdraw from the Federa-
the letter of the Constitution ? Such tion, but to gain admittance as a State,

.patriotism and love of country so strong , Utah all the day long has cried to the
and sublime have never found a parallel parent to receive her, and to the sister

in the whole record of history. It was
,
States to acknowledge her. They have

patriotism which even injustice could not shown more veneration for the Consti-
iDonquer—a love of country which even tution than any other people in America;
that country's neglect and cruelty could they have manifested more enthusiasm in
not smother ! celebrating the great day of Indepen-

Not to dwell upon the trials, the diffi- 1 dence, and have delivered orations and"
fjulties, and privations of intervening

!
speeches fuller of ardent patriotism than

scenes, we find them a few years later any State or Territory in the Union,
aulring Government for admission into ,

Does this constitute rebellion? Has this
the Union; for they had grown to be made them deserving the stigma or^
important enough for a Territorial or- ' rebels?

Ionization. Yes, they cried to that
j

(To be continued,)

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

(Continuedfrom page 105.)

CHAPTER n.

With daring hand and proud and impious mind
To guide a world— to hold and rule mankind.
Vain mortals undertake the task. They fail

!

And sad experience tells the doleful tale.

That the direction of a world is a work
"which belongs to the Creator is most
consistent. It is one of those truths

which is so nearly self-evident as to render

argument unnecessary and almost super-

fluous. The extent and magnitude of

the work to be accomplished directly

point to the Almighty as the only ade-

quate power. The government of a world

is at least a parallel task to its creation.

Indeed, it is a work of much greater

magnitude. To sustain and govern a
world is a complicated and advanced task,

whereas staple creation is the primitive

etage of progressive existence, and shows
the first efforts of Deity. The one may
fee illustrated by the bringing forth of

man ; the other, in taking him through?
all the stages of life, from infancy to-

youth, from youth to maturity, from,

maturity to the full completion of the
object of his creation. To sustain and
govern a world demands larger cana-
cities, greater experience and judg-
ment, a mind more exalted, wisdom
more Divine, power more strictly al-

mighty, with administrative ability and
creative skill at once more delicate, just,

minute, and yet comprehensive, than are
called forth in primitive creation. The
generation and bringing forth of a world,
is, if we may so express it, the first effort

of a God. It is that which constitutes-

Creator. It is Deity commencing prac-
tice. It is creation in its simple form.
But in the proper and efficient govern-
ment of a world Deity is seen in His most
exalted character. It calls forth the
subtimest efforts of a God and belongs to

the highest order of Divine administra-
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tion. It ii the task of a Being ripe with
creations, full of experience, and perfect

in practice. The latter comprehends all

that the former embraces, and enters into

a branch of administration that the other

does not reach. It is at once creation in

a complex form, and creation brought
under a system of legislation. The
creative power did not cease its operations

when the earth and our first parents were
brought into existence. It has been opera-
ting from that day to this, reproducing
itself in higher forms, and travelling in

more advanced circles. To this complex
creation, which has succeeded the primi-

tive one, and the progressive evolutions

and growth of the world, which at its

commencement was' merely the germ,
most be added creation sustained, led

onward, kept in harmony, developed to

the extent of its capabilities, and carried

on to endless exaltation. All this is com-
prehended in the proper and efficient

direction of a world. It is obvious, there-

fore, that a task more stupendous than
creation itself, and indeed one which
embodies creation in a higher form, none
lew than the Creator is equal to accom-
plish.

How mad, then—how impious—how
nin is man to undertake the work which
-calls forth the subbmest efforts of a God.
Bat it witl, perhaps, be urged that human
legislators in undertaking the govern-
ment of the world, do not pretend to tread

in the path of creation, and are not,

therefore, chargeable with all that we
would seem to throw on their shoulders.

We do not intend to say that they do.

Bat this is the point—government is even
s higher work than creation, and, in the

administration of Deity, comprehends all

that precedes it. Man, therefore, in un-
dertaking government, undertakes the

more advanced work of a God—a mater
task than that which called forth the first

efforts of Deity. O man, how incon-

sistent—how unequal to the task—how
presumptuous, to undertake the crowning
work of a God! How certain must
ualure be the reward of thy impious
dmgl
Government is evidently a task Divine.

Mai has no right to engage in it, unless

appointed, aualmed, and instructed by theM rightful Lawgiver and Governor of
«e world. It is true that, in the absence
°fkyfeaate government, expediency may
offer some justification for human legis-

lation to interfere. Still, even in this

case, man assumes a fearful amount of
responsibility. He must bear the burden*
ana it is not lessened by the expediency.

When man arrogates to himself to be the*

head of government—when he undertake*
to give laws to the world—when he leads,

instead of /foliowing—when he officiates)

in the place of his Maker, without Divine-

appointment and qualification, his conduct
is madly daring, his mind impiously vain,

and his capabilities immensely unequal to
the task. Granting that, in the absence/

of the legitimate system, human govern*
ments are expedient, what makes the expe-
dient necessary ? for the law of expediency

is at best a subject for suspicion. Jere*
miah gives the clue in the following

passage :—"Be astonished, O ye heavens,

at this, and be horribly afraid ; be ye very
desolate, saith the Lord. For my people

have committed two evils: they have
forsaken me, the fountain of living waters,
and hewed them out cisterns, broken
cisterns, that can hold no water." This,

has been the case, not only with Israel
but also with the Gentiles. When grace
has been offered them—when God has.

sought to establish legitimate government
amongst them, they have been stirTneoked

and unbelieving. Tbey have forsaken

the fountain of living waters, and hav»
hewn out for themselves broken cisterns.

They have apostatized from the truth,

refused to allow their Creator to govern
them ; and He has hidden his face from
mankind in displeasure. This is the
ground upon which the expediency of
human legislation is based—a sandy
foundation indeed 1

That man would fail in the attempt to
govern the worldwe might have concluded

by a priori reasoning." But we are not
dependent upon a system of induction for

means to solve the problem of human,
inefficiency. We have the experience of
a world for our data, and the direction

which it has taken as a sure basis for the
conclusion.

The developments of society, the phasea
which it presents, and its workings during
six thousand years take us directly into

the very heart of the matter. Here we
see the magnitude of the work, the nature

of the difficulties, how they have operated*

and the elements which have made up
failure.

We have now the results of six thou*

sand years of human legislation before ns\
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summed up in the present existing state

of society. We have the legislative skill

of all ages concentrated in this. The
experience, wisdom, and acts of kings,

rulers, and lawgivers of the world,

modern politicians have for their study

;

the rise and fall of empires are examples

for them to go by ; and nearly all systems

of politics, philosophy, and religion are

crowded together on the platform of the

nineteenth century. Yet who are satisfied

with the result? Where is the class of

legislators that are deemed efficient—that

can long hold sufficient confidence to give

the shadow of general satisfaction, or

even to carry on a system of popular ad-

ministration for any length or time in
.

their several nations? Everywhere we depravity, crime, and rottenness that has

hear the cry raised against the inefficiency so thickly spotted the social body that best

of legislators ; and where the voice and
judgment of the people are of any autho-

rity, they fail to give satisfaction even

during their short period of administra-

tion. They come into office, nicker their

glimmering light for a moment, become
extinguished by the breath of parties,! _ „

and expire amidst general disgust. Their stage of life, with an immense army of

successors also flicker for a tune, to meet police and law-officers to keep society m
the same fate. These is no doubt that a

j

check, that proclaim with more than s

great deal of this is chargeable to popular I thousand tongues how badly the world

caprice and party strife. But the expe-
1

has been directed.

evidence ofhuman incompetency to govern*

a world is to be found in its oonditkm.

The feverish, fretful, and deranged state

of the bodypoHtic is truly symptomatic of

disease. The madness, failures, neglect

squandering, injustice, perfidy, tyranny, ag-

gression,&c,which legislators, conqueror?,

and kings have so abundantly manifested,

coupled with their occasional almost utter

prostration of power, are unmistakeable

signs that the world has gone in a wrong

direction, and, besides confirming the fact

that man is unequal to the stupendous-

task of a world's government, prove that

generally the wicked and unworthy have

ruled mankind. But it is in the awful

amount of misery, ignorance, misconduct,

shows toe degeneracy of mankind, and

the downward direction which the world

has taken. It is the frightful groupings

of distress, famine, temptation, vice,

murder, war, prisons, madhouses, work-

houses, prostitution, and a legion of pitiful

! and loathsome objects crowded on the

nence of the world in administrative

failures is too tangible, and the grounds
for discontent too certain, for us to

suppose that this general dissatisfaction

is altogether delusion, and the result

caprice. Indeed, this uncertain, chaotic,

Bnt what do the history of six thou-

sand years, the experience of all nations*

and the phases and conditions which

society has shown, go to prove? Does

it not all establish the fact that, without

Divine authority and power, and aid

and changeable state of affairs is of itself from on high, man is tearfully unequal to

from beginning to end, evidence of mis- the government of a world ? The task

government and striking proof of human is indeed the work of 0od. Man has

inefficiency. dared te undertake it ; and now signally

But by far the most paiaibl and tangible awful and complete is the failure

!

(To be continued)

9I&T0£Y 01 JOSEPH WITH.

[November*

8ec .6. It shall not be lawful for the Muni-
cipal Court, on a second writ of tiabeas,

Corpus obtained by such prisoner or pri-
soners, to discharge the said prisoner or
prisoners, if be, she, or they are proven
guilty of the charges dearly and sped*- !

celly charged in the; wecrant of commitment i

with a criminal offence

;

or nrjieners she£ be,

Municipal Court sba)l

soner or prisoners, te, \
is bailable bj law or o;

him/ her, or tnemT to

offence is not bailable

;

sueh prisoner or prison

the feail required.

but if the prisoner

U>W& gull**

w>ete the offence

.jfianjccj or remand

prison, where the

or being bailablt, if

shall fail togi*
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Sec 7. No person or persons who hare
been discharged by order of the Municipal

Court on a Habeas Corpus, shall be again

imprisoned, restrained, or kept in custody

for the same cause, unless he, she, or they,

be afterwards indicted for the same offence,

or unless by the legal order or process of

the Municipal Court wherein he, she, or I

they are bound by recognizance to appear,

the following shall not be deemed to be the

seme cause. First, if after a discharge for

defect of proof, or any material defect in the

commitment in a criminal case, the prisoner

or prisoners should be again arrested upon
sufficient proof and committed by legal pro-

cess, for the same offence ; second, if in a
civil suit the party or parties hare been dis-

charged for any illegality in the judgment or

process, and are afterwards imprisoned by
legal process, for the same cause of action ;

t^nrd, generally whenever the discbarge has

been ordered on account of the non-observ-

ance of any of the forms required by law,

the party or parties may be a second time

imprisoned, if the causebe legal and the forms
required by law observed.

. 8ec. 8. If any person or persons shall be
committed for a criminal matter, in case of
the absence of a witness or witnesses whose
testimony may be considered to be of im-
portance in behalf of the people, the Muni-
cipal Court may adjourn from time to time
at its discretion, provided they decide upon
the case within thirty days, if it shall appear
by oath or affirmation that the witness or

Witnesses for the people of the State are

absent, such witness or witnesses being
mentioned by name, and the Court shown
wherein their testimony is material.

. Sec 9. Anj person or persons being com-
mittted to the city or connty jail, as provided
n the Charter of the City of Nauvoo, or in the

custody of an oficer, sheriff, jailer, keeper, or

ether person or persons,or his or their under-
ofieer or deputy, for any criminal or sup-
posed criminal matter, shall not be removed
from said prison or custody into any prison

or custody, unless it be by Habeas Corpus,
or by an order of the Municipal Court, or in

esse of sudden fire, infection, or other neces-
sities ; if any person or persons shall, after

sneh commitment as aforesaid, make out,

sigo, or countersign any warrant or war-
rants for such removal, then he or they
shall forfeit to the prisoner or prisoners

aggrieved a sum not exceeding five hun-
dred dollars, to he recovered by the prisoner
er prisoners aggrieved, in the manner ^ere-
ismte mentioned.
<ea?10. If any member of the Municipal

tenet, er the Clerk of said Court shall cor-

es* neglect to issue writ or

*rifeef Hj^beas Corpus when legally applied
wfi a ease where such writ or writs may

lawfully issue, or who shall for the purpose
of oppression unreasonably delay the issuing

of such writ or writs, shall for every such
offence forfeit to the prisoner or prisoners*

party or parties aggrieved, a sum not less

than fire hundred dollars ana* not exceeding
one thousand dollars* and be imprisoned
for six months.

Sec. 11. If any officer, sheriff, jailer,

keeper, or other person or persons upon
whom any such writ shall be served, shall

neglect or refuse to make the returns as
aforesaid, or to bring the body of the pri-

soner or prisoners according to the com-
mand of the said writ, within the time re-

quired by this ordinance, all and every such
officer, sheriff, jailer, keeper, or other person
or persons shall be guilty of a contempt of
the Municipal Court who issued said writ

:

whereupon the said Court may and shall

issue an attachment against said officer,

sheriff, jailer, keeper, or other person or
persons, and cause him or them to be com-
mitted to the city or county jail as provided
for by the City Charter of the city of Nan-
too, there to remain without bail or main-
prise, until he or they shall obey the said
writ; such officer, sheriff, jailer, keeper, or
other person or persons shall also forfeit to
the prisoner or prisoners, party or parties

aggrieved, a sum not exceeding one thou-

sand dollars, and not less than five hundred
dollars.

Sec. 12. Any person or persons having
a prisoner or prisoners in his or their ens*
tody, or under his or their restraint, power,
or control, for whose relief a writ or write
of Habeas Corpus is issued, who, with intent

to avoid the offset of sneh writ or writs,

shall transfer such person or persons to the

custody of, or place him, her, or them under
the control of any other person or persons,

or shall conceal him, her, or them, or change
the place of his, her, or their confinement,

with intent to avoid the operation of such
writ or writs, or with intent to remove
him, her, or them out of the State, shall

forfeit for every such offence one thousand
dollars, and may be imprisoned not less than
one yesr, nor more than five years. In any
prosecution for the penalty incurred under
this section, it shall not be necessary to'

show that the writ or write of Habeas Cor-
pus bad issued at the time of the removal*
transfer, or concealment therein mentioned,
if it be proven that too acts therein for-

bidden were done with the intent to avoid'

the operation of such writ or writs.

Sec. 13. Any sheriff, or his deputy, any
jailer or coroner having custody of any
prisoner or prisoners committed on any civiV

or criminal process, of any Court or Magis-
trate, who shall neglect to give such pri-

soner or prisoners a copy of the process*
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order, or commitment, by virtue of which
he, she, or thej axe imprisoned, within six

hours after demand made by said prisoner

or prisoners, or any one on his, her, or their

behalf, shall forfeit fire hundred dollars.

Sec. 14. Any person who, knowing that

-another has been discharged,by order of the

Municipal Court, on a Habeas Corpus, shall,

contrary to the provisions of this ordinance,

arrest or detain him or her again for the

same cause which was shown on return of

such writ, shall forfeit one thousand dollars

for the first offence, and two thousand dol-

lars for etery subsequent one.

Sec. 15. All the pecuniary forfeitures

incurred under this ordinance shall be and
inure to the use of the party for whose
benefit the writ of Habeas Corpus was
issued, aud shall be sued for and re-

covered with costs by the City Attorney, in

the name of the city by information, and the

amount when recotered shall, without any
deduction, be paid to the parties entitled

thereto.

Sec. 16. In any action or rait for aay
offence against the provisions of this ordi-

nance, the defendant or defendants may
plead the general issue, and give the special

matter in evidence.

Sec. 17. The recovery of said penalties

shall be no bar to a civil suit for damages.
Sec. 18. The Municipal Court, upon

issuing a writ of Habeas Corpus, may ap-
point any suitable person to serve the suae,
other than the Marshal, and shall endorse
the appointment on the back of said writ.

Sec. 19. This ordinance to take effect and
be in force from and after its passage, any
act heretofore to the contrary thereof is

any wise notwithstanding. Passed Novem-
ber 14, 1842.

Joseph Smith, Mayor.

Jambs Sloa.it, Recorder.

Many other bills were discussed on this

and previous days.

(7V be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR

SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 1858.

Tithing.—Much has already been written on the subject of Tithing in this country;

yet in many instances it doss not appear to be clearly and correctly understood in all

its bearings, either by the Priesthood or Saints generally. We therefore deem it

wisdom again to call the attention of the Saints to this subject.

Tithing, as has been before remarked, is for the building of the Temple and pre-

paring a place in which the Saints may receive blessings, light, knowledge, intelli-

gence, advancements, and exaltations, which they can receive nowhere else. The

desires of all true Saints are Zion-ward ; and they feel that their only real and true

interests are there, and that those interests cannot be secured and their hearts satisfied

until they have received the blessings of the House of the Lord, and are prepared to

abide His coming.

Every one who desires to go to Zion is vitally interested in this matter, and the

experience of thousands, who have been punctual and honest in paying their Tithing

every week to the uttermost farthing, proves that the faithful and cheerful discbarge

of this, as well as every other duty, brings the blessings of peace and joy to their

souls ; and not only so, but that they are also blessed in temporalthings—that they have

more wisdom to apply their means, live better, and are able to lay by a larger amount

for their own emigration than they have been wont to do on former occasions.

Upon the other hand, those who have been neglectful or careless, and have not

made their weekly payments of Tithing, but have suffered it to remain unpaid for two,

three, or four weeks at a time, have also learned by experience that the same blessings

have not attended them. The amount due from them has increased beyond their

means to pay ; the money that should have been paid week after week for Tithing,
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hit been otherwise used, and cannot be replaced ; and they realize that they have

not been materially benefitted,—and now, when they do set about it, can only pay a
small amount of what they feel and know they really ought to do. Instead of that

peace, joy, and satisfaction—that cheerful contentedness, which would have flowed

into their souls on their punctual discharge of this duty, they experience only

care, anxiety, and disappointment. They realize that the blessing of Heaven ia

not upon them as they desire, and that they are not entitled to it. They really suffer

loss.

Here, then, in the experience of these two classes is a proof that the faithful and
bonest observance of the law of Tithing (like all other laws of the kingdom of God,)

secures blessings to the righteous which none others can realize.

In some instances the Saints are widely scattered, and so situated, that it is very

<lifficuk to get out every Sunday to their meetings, and are not often visited by the

Elders or Teachers, and consequently have not the opportunity of paying their Tithing*

weekly. This is an error that should be corrected. It b the duty of Presidents of

Branches to visit themselves, or see and know that their Teachers and Elders visit

•every Saint in their respective Branches, at least once in each week, to receive their

Tithing, and otherwise bless, comfort, and instruct them, and remove all excuses for

not psying it. It is also the duty of the Branch President to see that all such moneys
are faithfully paid over to him by the Teachers and Elders, and by him paid ever to

Ks Travelling Elder or President of Conference, as the case may be, regularly every

week, or, at farthest, every two weeks, in those cases where the scattered con-

dition of the Conference renders it quite impracticable to attend to it weekly. It ia

the duty of Presidents of Conferences to pay all moneys which come into their hands

to their respective Pastors, to be by them forwarded to this Office monthly.

By this means, we hope to secure a large amount of money annually for the building

of the Temple and advancing the work of the Lord that has heretofore been used for

other and illegitimate purposes. The possession of money creates the desire and an

imaginary necessity (if nothing more) for its use ; and when Tithing lies three or four

months in the hands of Presidents, much of it will very likely be eventually used up
sad never find its way to this Office. If the plan here advised is adopted, we feel sure

tut the Saints will be blessed, and the cause benefitted thereby.

It is (ksirable—-nay, absolutely necessary, that order should be introduced and main-

tained in all matters pertaining to the Church and Kingdom of God, whether spiritual

or temporal. Order, as has often been observed, is the first great law of Heaven.

Without it, nothing pertaining to that kingdom can prosper and move en with that

brawny and aatiafaction that should invariably attend every movement of the work
ia all its particulars. In order to bring about so desirable a result and a uniformity

is business transactions, we purpose, as soon as practicable, to forward to each Con-

fence a Tithing Record, so arranged, ruled, and headed, that those most inex-

perienced in book-keeping may be able to keep their accounts correctly.

We wish particularly to call again the attention of the Saints to what has already

been written on this subject in Star Number 86, Volume xix., page 569, and in Num-
ber 7, page 104, present Volume, and ask them to seek to understand and enter into

ike spirit of what is there written, and especially in regard to expending or using

Timing funds.

We wish the Branch Presidents and Councils particularly to understand that they

fcaoeao authority whatever for using one penny of Tithing for the relief of the poor,

erasw other purpose whatever, only as it is expressly given them for the particular and

ensealedeat* by the Pastor and President of the Conference.
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Pastors and Presidents of Conferences have no authority for granting any general

license, or discretionary power, to Branch Councils to appropriate Tithing for aoy

purpose whatever. They are, however, authorized to direct the payment of the

necessary legitimate expenses of Conferences and Branches, consisting chiefly of ball

rents, lights, &c. ; and also to exercise a discretionary power in regard to exacting

the immediate payment of Tithing from such as, from occasional lack of employment,

would for the time being require assistance in return to procure the necessaries of

life. They may, in their discretion, upon an investigation of the case, release the

party from the present payment of Tithing under such circumstances, requiring him

however, to keep a strict account of the amount which should have been paid, and

thus by permission retained, and to pay it by instalments as soon as his circumstances

will allow of it. In short, they are required to be fathers, and not masters to the

people, and to watch over all their interests as they would over those of their own
children. This cannot be done without a thorough knowledge of their circumstances

;

and that cannot be obtained without they are visited by the Elders or other proper

officers : and we hope our ears will not again be pained, as they have been on former

occasions, in our visits to Conferences, by the confessions of the Elders that there were

Saints in their districts who, because they were poor, or a little on one side, had not

been visited by the Elders for months—who had beenfpr month after month, for long

periods, without the visit or presence of an Elder in their habitations to instruct,,

comfort, cheer, and bless them.

Let the Elders be faithful, diligent, and untiring in the discharge of their duties,

and magnify their high and holy calling, if they would secure the favour and blessing

of the Lord upon their labours.

LETTER OP GOVERNOR BRIGHAM YOUNG TO COLONEL ALEXANDER.

{From the u Weekly Council Blufft Bugle."}

Great Salt Lake City, Utah Territory,

October 16, 1857.

Sir,—I have the honour to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of the }2th inat.,

at 8.30 this morning, and embrace the
earliest opportunity to reply out of cour-
tesy to your position at this late season of

the year.

As you officially allege it, I acknow-
ledge that you and the forces under your
command have been sent to this Territory

by the Pseaident of the United States.

;

but we shall treat you as though you
were open enemies, because I have so

many times seen armies in our country,

under colour of law, drive this people,

commonly styled "Mormons," from their

homes, while mobs have followed and
plundered, at their pleasure, which is now
most obviously the design of the General
Government, as all candid, thinking men

know fall welL Were not such the fact,

why did not the Government send us so
army to protect us from the savages when
we first settled here, and were poor and
few in numbers ? So contrary to this was
their course, tbajfc they sent an infernal

requisition for five hundred of our beat

men (while we were in an Indian country*
and striving to leave the borders of the
United States, from which its civiliza-

tion (?) had driven, us) with, a precon-
certed view to cripple and destroy ns.

And do you fancy for a moment that w*
do not fully understand the tender (?)
mercies and designs of your Government
against us? Again, if any army waa
ordered here for peacefal purposes, to-

proteet and preserve the rignte and Mws
of the mnooent, why did Gpvejmnaeot
send here the troops withdrawn from
Minnesota, where the Indians were
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slaughtering men, women, and children,

tad were banding in large numbers to

lay waste the country ?

Yon smj that it is alone in my guber-

aatonal capacity that you have any busi-

oess with me, though your commanding
officer, Brevet Brigadier General Harney,

addressed hia letter by Captain Van Vliet

to u President Brigham Young, of the

Society of Mormons."
You acknowledge the receipt of my

official Proclamation forbidding your en-

trance into the Territory of Utah ; and

rthat point I have only to inform you
the matter set forth in that docu-

ment hi trae, and the orders therein

contained will be most strictly carried

OQt.

If you come here for peaceful purposes,

you have no use for weapons of war. We
wish, and ever have wished for peace, and
bate ever sued for it all the day long, as

oar bitterest enemies know full well. And
though the wicked, with the Administra-

tion now at their head, have determined

that we shall have no peace except it be to

lis down in death, in the name of Israel's

God, we will have peace, even though we
be compelled by our enemies to fight

for it.

We have as vet studiously avoided the

shedding of blood, though we have re-

torted to measures to resist our enemies

;

and through the operation of those mild

incisures, you can easily perceive that you
sad your troops are now at the mercy of

the elements, and that we live in the

lanqnrama, and our men are all moun-
taineers. This the Government should

know, and also give us our rights, and let

os alone.

As to the style of those measures, past,

present, or future, persons acting in self-

cfereace have of right a wide scope for

choice, and that* too, without being very

careful as to what name their enemies
laayssem fit to term that choice ; for both
we aad the ldngdom of God will be free

from all helfaeb oppressors, theLord being
our helper* Threatening* to waste and
ertarninato Una people have been sonneted

inour eaa for more than a score of years,

and we yet live. The Zion of the "Lord
n here, and wicked men and devils cannot
teroyk.

If yam persist in your attempt to per-

fctensly locatean armyIn this Territory,

Wtoary to the wishes and constitutional

nffcmof tho people therein, and with a

view to aid the Administration in theur

unhallowed efforts to palm their corrupt

officials upon us, and to protect them and 1

blacklegs, blackhearted scoundrels, whore-
masters, and murderers, as was the sole

intention in sending you and your troops

here, you will have to meet a mode of
warfare against which your tactics fur-

nish you no information.

As to your inference concerning " pub-
lic and private letters,

1
' it contains an

ungentlemanly and f»lse insinuation ; for,

so tar as I have any knowledge, the only

stopping or detaining of the character

you mention has alone been done by the-

Post Office Department in Washington '
r

they having, as you must have known,
stopped our mail from Independence,

Missouri ; by which it was but fair to pre-

sume that you, as well as we, were mea-
surably curtailed in mail facilities.

In regard to myself and certain others

having placed ourselves " in a position of
rebellion and hostility to the Government
of the United States/

1 lam perfectly

aware that we understand our true and
most loyal position far better than our
enemies can inform us. We, of all the-

people, are endeavouring to preserve and
perpetuate the genius of the Constitution

and constitutional laws, while the Admin-
istration and the troops they have ordered

to Utah are, in fact, themselves the rebels,

and in bostttitv to the General Govern-
ment. And if George Washington was
now livipg and at the helm ofour Govern-

ment, he would hang the Administration

as high as he did Andre, and that, too,

with a far better grace, and to a much
greater degree subserving thebest interests

of our country.

You write

—

* It becomes you to look to

the consequences ; for you must be aware
that so unequal a contest can never be
successfully sustained by the people you
govern.

19 We have counted the cost it

may be to us. We look for the United
States to endeavour to swallow us up, and
we are prepared for the contest, if they

wish to forego the Constitution in their

insane efforts to crush out all human
rights. But the cost of so suicidal a

course of our enemies we have not wasted

our time in considering rightly, deeming
it more particularly their business to figure

out and arrive at tfce amount of so im-

mense a sum. It is now the kingdom
of God and the kingdom of the Devil.

If God is for us, we will prosper ; but iT
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He is for you and against us, you will

prosper, and we will say, "Amen! let

rthe Lord be God, and Him alone we will

serve."

As to your obeying "orders," my
official counsel to you would be for you to

stop and reflect until you know wherein

are the just and the right, and then.

David Crocket like, go a-head. But if

you undertake to come in here and build

forts, rest assured that you will be op-

posed, and that you will need all the

force now under your command, and
much more. And in regard to your

warning, I have to inform you that my
head bas been sought during many years

past—not for any crime on my part, or

ior so much as even tbe wish to commit a
crime, but solely for my religious belief

;

and that, too, in a land of professed con-

stitutional, religious liberty.

Inasmuch as you consider your force

•amply sufficient to enable you to come to

this city, why have you so unwisely dal-

lied so long on Ham's Fork at this season

-of the year ?

" Carrying out the views of the Govern-
ment," as those views are now developing

themselves, can but result in the utter

overthrow of that Union which we, in

•common with all American patriots, have

striven to sustain ; and as for our failure

in our present efforts to uphold rights

justly guaranteed to all citizens of the

United States, that can be better told

hereafter.

I presume that the " spirit" and tenour

of uay reply to your letter will be unsatis-

factory to you ; for doubtless you are not

^aware of the nature and object of the

service in which you are engaged. For
your better information, permit me to

inform you that we have a number of

times been compelled to receive and sub-

mit to the most fiendish proposals made
to us by armies virtually belonging to the

United States, our only alternative being

to comply therewith. At the last treaty

forced upon us by our enemies, in which
we were required to leave the United
States, and with which we have hitherto

complied, two United States' Senators

were present, and pledged themselves, so

tar as their influence might reach, that

we should no more be pursued by her

citizens. That pledge has been broken
by our enemies, as they have ever done
when this people were a party ; and we
'have thus always proved that it is vain for

us to seek or expect protection from the

officiab or the administrators of our Go-
vernment. It is obvious that war upon

the State is all the time determined; and

now* we, for the first time, possess the

power to have a voice in the treatment

that we will receive ; and we intend to use

that power, so far as the Constitution and

justice may warrant,—which is all we ask

for. True, in struggling to sustain the

Constitution and constitutional rights be-

longing to every citizen of our Republic,

we have no power to trust in any but

Jehovah, and the strength and ability

which He gives us.

By virtue of my office as Governor of

the Territory of Utah, I command you to

marshal your troops and leave this Ter-

ritory ; for it can be of no possible benefit

to you to waste treasures and blood in

prosecuting your course upon the side of

a rebellion against the General Govern-

ment by its administrators. Ton have

had, and still have, plenty of time to

retire within the reach of supplies, at the

most, or go to Fort Hall. Should you

conclude to comply with so just a com-
mand, and need any assistance to go east,

such assistance will promptly and cheer-

fully be extended. We do not wish to

destroy the life of any human being ; but,

on the contrary, we ardently desire to

preserve the lives and liberty of all, so far

as it may be in our power.

Colonel, should you, or any of the

officers with you, wish to visit this city,

unaccompanied by troops, as did Captain

Van Vliet, with a view to personally learn

the condition and feelings of this people,

i you are at liberty to do so, under my
cheerfully-proffered assurance that you
will be escorted from our outposts to this

city and back, and that, during your stay

in our midst, you will receive all that

courtesy and attention your rank de-

mands.
Doubtless you have supposed that a

great many of the people here would flee

to you for protection on your arrival;

and if there are any such persons, they

shall at once be conveyed to your camp in

perfect safety, so soon as such fact can be

known.
Were you and your fellow-officers as

well acquainted with your men as I am
with mine, and did they understand the

work they are now engaged in as well as

you may understand it, you must know
that many of them would immediately
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moH from all connection with so un-
godly, illegal, unconstitutional, and hellish

a crusade against an innocent people:

and if their blood is shed, it shall rest

upon the heads of their commanders.
With us it is the kingdom of God or

nothing.

18fr

I have the honour to be your obedient
servant,

Brigham Young,
Gov. and Snp't. of Indian Affairs, U.T.

E. B. Alexander,
Col. 10th Infantry, U. 8. Army,

Commanding.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTEB FROM PRESIDENTS PRATT
AND BENSON.

Bitter Springs, 125 miles North Bast
of 8an Bernardino, and 350 miles

8onth West of Cedar City,

Utah Territory, December 23, 1857.

Dear Brother Asa Calkin,—We, in com-

Eiy
with brothers John A. Bay, John

j, William Miller, and John Soott,

arrived at New York, per steamer Baltic,

October 25th, and sailed for California on
November 5th.

We reached Aspinwall in eleven days
from New York, and started thence per
nil for Panama, which we reached in

about five hoars. The atmosphere there

was excessivelj warm. Persons with the

thinnest summer clothing suffered much
with beat.

On the 17th, at 5 o'clock p.m., we sailed

jar steamer Scnora for San Francisco (a
slow boat). We touched at two points

en the way. Mail steamers never touch
at St. Diego or San Pedro.
We arrived at San Francisco on the

30th November. On the 3rd of Decem-
ber we sailed for San Pedro, and arrived

at that place on the 6th. We arrived at
8sn Bernardino on the 10th, where we
completed our purchases for teams, &c.
On the 13th we left San Bernardino

fcr the Plains. We have been out ten
dsyt, and have travelled 125 miles. We
txpect to reach our first settlement, Cedar
Cfiy, about the 10th of January.
The Saints at San Bernardino are

tsffiog their property at a great sacrifice,

snd moving to Utah as fast as they can.
By this time the great majority of those
in the faith have left. San Bernardino
» now getting to be full of apostates and
wicked men. It is no longer a home for

tsa8amti. The Western Standard has

•^ojstontinaed, and the editor and his

associates are with us on their way to
G. S. L. City.

It has cost us a great deal more to go
home by this route than we anticipated.

We have to take food for our animals*

and, in many places, carry water for

them. So far, this is die worst road that

we ever travelled, in consequence of deep
sand and steep hills. In passing the

Cahoon Pass, Sierra Nevada Mountain,
we bad eight span of mules to a light

waggon, with l,500lbs. of loading, and
with difficulty made the ascent.

We have no news from the Valley later

than Nov. 5th. The troops were then
within a few miles of Fort Bridger, and
seemed determined to force their way into

Salt Lake City, while the Saints were as

determined that they should not.

Rumour says, Governor Young has
notified the officers of the army that

if they will surrender or leave behind
their arms and munitions of war, and
enter the Territory as peaceable citizens*

that they will be kindly received and
kindly treated, and Governor Cumming
duly installed into office as Governor of

Utah. Bat, as an armed mob, they will

not be allowed to enter, Governor Young
having received no official notice of troops

being sent to the Territory.

December 26th. Near the Lead
Mines, about 200 miles from San Bernar-
dino. We have just met the Utah mail,

carried by four of our brethren. The
Indians refuse to let the former mail-

carrier pass. The news that we glean is

that the United States' troops are winter-

ing at Fort Bridger, with the expectation

of entering Salt Lake City next spring.

They had said that they would enter this

fall or die; but their courage failed.

Nearly all our brethren have returned to

their homes for the winter, only enough

at pre$ent remaining in the mourn
'

itNSjpsa.
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keep watch over the movements of the

troops. Our brethren have been shot at

many times, but none of them as jet have

been hit.

We wish to be remembered kindly to

all ovr brethren. May the blessings of

oar Qod rest upon you and all Saints.

Orson Pratt, Sen.,

£. T. Bftfsd*.

LEGISLATION MAD.
EXTRAORDINARY PLAT PERFORMED WITH IMMENSE SUCCESS AT THE XXXVTH

CONOBES8 OF TBI UNITE© STATES BT THE HONOURABLE MEMBBBS OF THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

(Concludedfrom page 174.)

Act II. Scene 1.

Mr. Warren, at midnight, moved an ad-
journment. Negatived by 76 against 102.

The House resumed the call of the House.
Mr. Boyce called for the regular order of

business.
'

The Speaker said, technically speaking,

the morning hour had not arrived.

Mr. Boyce pointed to the clock, Which
indicated half- past twelve. [Laughter.]

The sofas were occupied by sleepers,

while other members were sleeping in their

chairs.

The names of absentees were called, add
the yeas and nays taken on excusing each of

them. These proceedings were occasionally

interrupted by motions to adjourn.

Mr. Davis, of Mississippi, unaccebtably
proposed by way of variety that the House
hare a few speeches.

Mr. Grow objected.

The proceedings were exceedingly dull,

about one-tenth of the members being either

asleep or nodding in their seats j a few
were smoking cigars, and Others going to
and coming from the refreshment room*.

Mr. Quitman had a proposition to make.
It was now manifest that all this contest

would come to no practical result* He had
no authority to speak for bis friends, but
be suggested that they come to the under-
standing that all motions subsequent to the
previous question shall be withdrawn.

Just at this point, the House was thrown
into the most Violent excitement* Mid a feavt

ful scene of confusion took place.

Mr. Grow was walking down the aisle oh
the Democratic side of the hall, when Mr.
Keitt and a friend approached Kim. A
squabble quickly took place between Mr.
Grow and Mr. Keitt. Mr. kettt •truck Mr.
Grow, when the parties Were separated fcy

friends. They then exchanged words in 'an

evidently excited and menacing manner,
when Mr. Keitt again dealt a blow at Hfr.

Grow, the latter knocking him ifowu. 7%e
respective friends of both parties rnslwd si

the rescue. TarioUS members on each side

engaged in the fight, which took place to

the area fronting the clerk"* desk.

Mr. Wa*hbmrnet of IlMnois, was conspi-

cuous among the Republicans, dealing hesry

blows.

The Speaker loudly and imperauvelj

demanded order, and called 6n the Sergeant-

at-Arms to interfere.

That fouctronarv, carrying his mace of

Office, together with his assistants, himftd

to the scene and crowded into the tatekett

of the fight, in which at least * doss*

mefnbers were engaged.
Some misuses elapsed before tfife treTj

fearful contest was quieted.

The members having reluctantly re-

turned to their seats, there was a dead

calm, in comparison with the scene jest

enacted.

Mr. Quitman proposed that thai now

adjourn, and take the question on the re-

ference of the Kansas Message on Mooeaj

«t one o'clock.

fiiapkatieand general rejourn free* the

Republican side-^4K « Me," «MTo.
n

The confmrion Began to break oat afresh,

when the Speaker said be would direct the

Bergeant-at-Arms to put under arrest those

who disregarded the order of the House.

tor. Vdmpbell said Be foresaw thai dis-

agreeable feelings VouTo" result here horn

the ujeettinfc Questions connected wits

XAtteas.

Mr, Bdrhdtah^i Catl the ^tlemantb
•order.

I
MH Cteftsneeff wtsnisi tfee Jrendetnan 4MB

Mississippi <Bm%slald) to anew that as

(CempbeM) waeniepeer.
A member of Congress, who Wan witness

\o the difficulty hi the House' between Ja>.

6>ow and Mr. Keitt, gites the foHowisf
particulars :— .

Mr. tffow *bbjoctc5 .to Mr. tjuilroans

malting a%V tettartss. Mr. Keitt atf, ''fr

VeAi^*anfctooHJefck returnt6^onr^trhimeWm&m* llr,«(row tWoeM
^thtsisatfVeeiiai^ f&oi WMfmi Me*
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v%tt to be where be pleases." Mr. Keitt

then came up to Mr. Grow and said, "I
wsai to know what yon mean by such an

aaswer as that." Mr. Grow replied, " I

Mean just what I saj. This Is a free hall

;

sad a nan has a right to be where he

please*." Mr. Keitt (taking Mr. Grow
by the throat,) said, " I will let yon know
that you are a d——d Black Republican

pappy." Mr. Grow knocked up his hand,

asying, " I shall occupy such place in this

hall as I please, and no nigger-driver shall

track his whip oyer me." Mr. Keitt then

again grabbed Mr. Grow by the throat, and
Mr. Grow knocked his hand off; and Mr.

Keitt coming at him again, Mr. Grow
knocked Mm down. The fifht took place

at t#eaty mfrintes to two o'clock.

Further difficulties are apprehended.

Seen* 2.

Three (lm.— The House is still voting, by
ytes and nays, to excuse absentees.

Mr. Quitman wished to make a proposi-

tion, with the view of ending this unprofit-

able contest.

Objections were made, but were after-

wards withdrawn.

Mr. Quitman's proposition read, that all

motions now pending, since the call for the

previous question on the amendment of Mr.
Harris, of Illinois, shall be withdrawn ; and
that a rote shall then be taken on the demand
for the previous question; and, if carried,

the House will then adjourn till Monday

;

and at one o'clock on that day a rote shall

be taken on the main question.

Mr. Harris, of Illinois, hoped the pro-
position would be adopted, as it embraced
everything gentlemen could ask for.

Mr. Cobb said no man had a right to

compromise his position without consulting

him.

Mr. Stanton thought the proposition just,

and hoped it would be agreed to unani-

mously.
Mr. Phillips said, as the proposition was

for a rote to be taken to-night, he objected.

The Speaker said he could not entertain

the proposition without unanimous eonsctat,

and this was denied.

Scene 3.

Four cum.—The House has just refused to

adjourn. There is no immediate prospect of
a vote being taken on any of the questions

connected with the Kansas Message.

Xe nation ever yet rejected the messages of High Heaven, stoned, persecuted, and
murdered the Prophets and holy men that were sent onto them, and prospered after.

Can the United States hope to be an exception ? Can they lift their arm to contend
against the Almighty with impunity ? Can they deal thus with the Anointed of God
without meeting a day of just vengeance and recompense ?

Ever since the Saints were plundered and driven from their homes, their Prophets
and holy men murdered, the blood of the innocent shed by ruthless mobs, and all

redress denied by the Government and people, their cries for justice treated with
contempt, and their appeals for protection as American citizens laughed to scorn,

who cannot see the retrograde movements of that once great and glorious nation ?

Ever since she consented to and sanctioned the shedding of the blood of the Pro-

ts, who cannot see that she has been making rapid and gigantic strides towards
own dissolution and overthrow ? From that time, the spirit of monocracy and

ruffianism has increased and spread till it covers the whole land, and enters into all

ker social relations. It is found in her political gatherings and her worshipping
assemblies, in her deliberative bodies, Courts of Justice, and Legislative Halls, till at
last the Halls of Congress—the National Legislature—are turned into gladiatorial

arenas, in which scenes of outrage and ruffianism are enacted, that would do credit t»
the bullies of the lowest groggeries or vilest dens.

Who cannot see that the spirit which animated the noble breasts of the founders
ef (he once glorious Republic has taken its departure from their degenerate sons,

and that in its place disunion, discord, variance, strife, anarchy, confusion, and all the
efaueuts of dissolution reign ?

Who cannot see that God is not in their counsels—that the presence and guiding
iaiaence of His Holy Spirit is not in their midst, and is not sought after ?

Who cannot see that m their hearts they have rejected God and all His ways, and
Wflsjbing—madly, blindly rushing, to their utter destruction ? How humUiattog-t.

hftw melancholy the thought. 44 How are the mighty fallen ! "—Ed.
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VARIETIES.

A Cheap Substitute fob a Vapoub Bath.—Professor Serle recommends the following-

means of inducing abundance of transpiration Take a piece of quicklime, about half the
size of jonr fist, and wrap round it a wet cloth, sufficiently wrung to prevent water
running from it. Place one of these packets on eaoh side of the patient when in bed.

An abundant humid heat is soon developed by the combination of the lime with the water.,

which induces copious transpiration,— the effect of the apparatus lasting for two hours ac

least. When sweating is fully established, withdraw the lime, which is now reduced to a
powder, and is easily removed. In this way, neither copious drinks nor loading the bed'

with coTerings will be required.

Passing Events.—Delhi has been placed under the authority of the Punjaub Com-
missioner. 100,000 insurgents are said to be in arms and around Lucknow. The-
Rajpootana field force captured Ares on the 23rd January, and Awah on the 24th. The
Central Indian field force captured Ratguth on the 29th January. The Official Journal
of the Two Sicilies, of the 18th ult., in its total list of sufferers during the late earthquake
at Naples, reports 9,350 dead, and 1,359 wounded. Crimes of more than ordinary atrocity

are becoming unusually frequent in France. A young man has recently murdered his

father and two sisters with a hatchet, horribly mutilating their bodies, for the sole purpose
of robbing the house. Rumours are afloat of the Government of France having received

informatioa of a general rising. The number of persons arrested in France since the-

14th January exceed 1,500; the arrests in Paris alone amounting to 300: numerous
arrests take place daily. Only one Senator had courage to vote against the Public Safety

Bill,—namely, the brave General M. Msbone, who commanded the assault on the Malakoflf

Tower.

ADDRESS TO ERIN.
Hark! a silver-toned call from the mansions of

glory
Proclaim! to all people a heavenly story

:

From the west—from the west, rising clearer and
higher,

Shout seraphs—join angels—the hearenly choir.
Heaven's minstrels feel the sound,
Sweetly stealing all around,
And In holy raptures greet,

Theme so sacred, song so street

;

Aod with joy swell the burden of love—holy lore.

Through all worlda and creations below and above.
Rejoice, rejoice ! O Erin, verdant isle;

Look up, and in the race of hearen smile 1

Down-trodden, mocked at, trampled o'er, and
cursed

!

God's just : soon will His mighty vengeance burst,
And the tyrant sink In mire,
And the honest poor aspire.

Rejoice ! for now thy shores are blest and trod
By heaven's nobles, and by men of God,

—

Some of the chosen judges of their race.

Ordained before earth rolled into her place.

Praise God, ye few who bear the name of Saint

;

Praise Him in song, in prayer, nor fear nor faint

.

Offer the incense of a grateful heart
To those who bleas you, ere from you they part.

Edwaro L. Sloan.

Addresses.—C. C. Shaw, 4, Fox Terrace, Dewsbury Road, Leeds.
Edward Phillips, 19, York Street, Allen's Field, Southsea, Portsmouth, Hants.
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WHO ARE THE REBELS ?

{Continued from page 180.)

The importance of taking the foregoing

into our investigation is obvious. It is

accessary to take the past history and
dreadful experience of the Saints into

consideration, that their present feelings

and position may be accounted for, that

their lack of confidence in an Adminis-

tration which sends an armed force

against them may be duly appreciated,

and that their determination to abide

extreme results rather than trust them-*

salves again to the tender mercies of their

enemies may be properly understood.

Allow us here to ask several questions,

which, in this stage of our subject, have

become pertinent. Supposing, after the

horrible past, which we have only feebly

described, and the continual insults, neg-

lect, injustice, and disregard of the una-

nimous voice of the people of Utah on the

part of the General Government, the

Saints had at last been driven to rebellion,

what less could reasonably be expected ?

Can the forbearance of human nature be

expected to last for ever under the accu-

mulating burden of wrongs ? Should it

not be considered that the time for human
patience to be exhausted had come, and
that an indignant outburst was almost

accessary to keep the very stones from
crying out ?

But, in spite of all this, the people of

Utah have not been driven to the painful

extremity of rebellion against the institu-

tions of America. They are not now
rebels against the Constitution, nor have
they yet become aliens to the interests of
their country. They still venerate that
glorious legacy left to them by their

patriotic ancestors. The first word has
never been extorted from them in their

most agonizing moments to its disparage-

ment. Their speeches are full or eulogy
towards the Constitution. They teaeh
that it was given by the inspiration of the
Almighty, and believe it to be an especial

part of their mission to uphold it in its

integrity. They do not design to put
themselves without the pale of its autho-
rity. They desire to be amenable to its

laws ; and, while they elaim its guaran-
tees, will cheerfully submit to any consti-

tutional process, and ask no more than tc

travel unmolested within its limits. They
have with laudable emulation brought
their indomitable energy, for which they

are so eminently characterized, to the

development of their country's resources,

and would proudly shed the last drop of
their blood in her defence. It is true

they believe that unjust and wicked ad-

ministrators have held the reins of power
and have trampled the Constitution under
their fcet. Their awn experience strik-
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'ingly illustrates this; and, in their own
name, and in the name of the Constitu-

tion, they protest against the abuse of

Eower and the rebellious acts of men in

igh places.

But why should we be called upon to

defend the* Saints against rebellion—as

least up to the time that Buchanan's
Administration dispatched a Utah Expe-

dition ? Government has not yet shown

. just grounds for such a proceeding. It

has not yet published a statement of

charges upon which the people of that

Territory have been tried, convicted, and
found guilty. Such trial, conviction, and
-condemnation have not even taken place

np to this period. The conduct of Go-
vernor Young has not been shown to be

unconstitutional, or to exceed his autho-

rity as the supreme Federal officer of that

Territory, nor has the state of society

there been shown to justify the extraor-

dinary measures of Government in the

matter. It is not enough to tell us that

Governor Toung and the people of Utah
have been denounced, that the general

prejudice is against them, and that their

enemies would gladly put them out of the

n
way. Until legally and constitutionally

shown in the eye of the law, nothing has

been shown.
Whv should we be called upon to prove

that the sending of an array of invasion

to Utah was unconstitutional until the

grounds of such a movement have been

legally andjustifiably established? Though
we do not admit that Governor Young
has ever exceeded his authority, or that

the Saints are now in rebellion against

the Constitution, it is asking too much of

us to account for events consequent on
the sending of the Utah Expedition.

Whatever might have been its results, if

the act was unconstitutional, Mr. Bucha-
nan's Administration are alone chargeable

with the mattexy and must answer for it.

The conduct of Governmentin this move-
ment as a first act would be considered

unconstitutional and contrary to the fun-

damental laws of all nations in the most
extreme case. It is like giving a man
into the hands of the executioner before

he has been committed to the charge of
thcjailer, leaving out all the intermediate

process required by law.

Until a proper and constitutional inves-

atioa nad been made for the purpose

arriving at the facts of the case and
administering justice without sectarian

partiality or prejudice, until the General

Government had been shown, and satis-

factory evidence thereof put into its pos-

session, that the acts of Governor Young
'were unconstitutional, that he had ex-

ceeded his authority, that both himself

and people were in rebellion, and the state

of society in the Territory sufficient

grounds for such a measure, a Utah Ex-

pedition is, to say the least of it, altogether

out of place. For, unless the state of

society and organizations of the Territory

have been shown to be repugnant to the

Constitution, and that military force was

necessary to re-organize it and give to

the people a constitutional basis, such

military force is uncalled for, as it must

also be oppressive, burdensome, and coer-

cive in all its workings. Unless the Ter-

ritory of Utah was in rebellion at the

time the "Expedition" was determined

on,—unless it was in tangible hostility to

the Constitution and the Union,—and

unless the people had refused to submit to

civil authority, then this movement was

at best groundless and unnecessary. If

there was no rebellion, military force had

nothing to subdue. If the people did not

refuse to be amenable to the civil power,

then General Government could have

reached them through its means, and

have remedied all thai was repugnant to

the Constitution of America and the Or-

ganic Act of the Territory. Unless

society in Utah answered to the above,

and, upon due investigation, the case bad

been shown to be such at the time of

decision upon sending an armed force to

Utah, then this measure of Government
viewing it in its best light, was uncalled

fox and unjust, exhibiting at once a Won-

dering policy and an oppressive disposi-

tion on the part of the Administration

towards the people of that Territory. It

is almost unnecessary for us to observe

that such investigation has not even jet

been made.
There are three views to be taken of

the Utah Expedition measure: — 1*-

Upon the sunposition that a due investi-

gation had shown that the workings of

society in Utah were unconstitutional, that

the people of the Territory had resisted

competent civil authority delegated by

General Government to rectify the Terri-

torial Administration aeoordtng to the

Constitution, and the people were reaU*

in rebellion. 2nd. Upon the supposition

that the intentions of the Administrntion

1
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towards the people of Utah were, in the

abstract, well-meaning and designed to

preserve the integrity of American insti-

tutions; but that the measures of Govern-
neat in canning their well-meant inten-

sions into operation were informal and
^oconstttvttonal : indeed, upon the sup-

position that a series of blunders has been
•committed of such a serious nature, that

even good intentions cannot excuse in

those woo undertake to hold the destiny

of a great nation. 3rd. Upon the sup-

position that the Utah Expedition was
-designed in malice,—that its intentions

were to coerce and subjugate by military

force the people of that Territory, and
perhaps to exterminate them,— that it

was designed to take from them their

just rights, and to deprive them of the

guarantees of the Constitution,,and, con-
sequently, that Buchanan's Administration
were rebels against that Constitution.

The first supposition is known to be
not according to the facts of the case.

The second we believe to be partially

•true; while we hold that the greater stress

oust be laid upon the third supposition

Oar (grounds for the conclusion are the
ioUowmgj-

—

1st The Utah Expedition was at the

instigation of private malice and the

agitation of political demagogues, and
incited by popular prejudice against the
Saints as a religious body. It has the

appearance upon its face of being only an
extension of that persecuting, coercive,

and exterminating policy of which the

Saints have been so long the victims.

The Expedition was not die result of a
due investigation and a constitutional

resort to suppress a rebellion shown to

exist, and is, therefore, corroborative evi*

deuce of our views.

2nd. It was generally understood that

each were the designs of the Administra-
tion, and the press has liberally endorsed
this understanding. It was looked upon
as the means to u solve the Mormon
problem,* which was understood to mean
the breaking up of the Mormon com-
•amity as a reugious body, and the ex-

tinguishing of the M peculiar religion " of
<be Saint*. That such was not their

intentions, the Administration has not
"been very particular to disavow.

3rd. The veryfact of the existence of a
Utah Expedition was, under the circum-
**ancea, suspicious. The dispatch of an
ermythought to be sufficient to intimidate

and subdue the peoplecannot be considered
other than the result of a coercive policy.

To contemplate an armed force of 2,500
men marching into Utah with any other
intentions is to look upon the movement
merely as a design of the administration

to treat the nation with a stupendous
farce.

4th. The soldiers composing the Ex-
pedition considered the designs of Go*
vernment to be the breaking up of the

Saints as a community of religionists.

All along the road they boasted of their

intended gallantries with the females of
Utah, and in imagination had already

engaged in countless adventures to drive

away the u peculiar institution." The
press thus understood it, and supplied

their readers with a variety of pictorial

scenes ofMormon women rushinglovingly

into the arms of the United States'

troops. In an address to the army, its

Commander is considered to have inti-

mated, as a stimulant, the division of Utah
among his soldiers ; and it is certain that

they have entertained the expectation of
such a reward. Now, it is evident, unless

the designs of Government correspond

with that of its military representatives,

that its choice of its army of order

destined for Utah has been a serious

blunder, and its instructions to it very

ambiguous, and capable of a wicked and
unconstitutional construction.

5th. The civil authority has the un-
questionable right, if necessary, to call to

its aid a posse comitates to execute the

laws. But the militia of Utah is the

posse comitatus for the Territory at the

command of its supreme Federal Officer.

Until that posse comitatus has refused to

uphold the Governorof the Territory, and
a hostile condition of society has ren-

dered it necessary to call in the foreign

aid of a United States' army, it is informal,

unconstitutional, and can only be looked

upon as an aggressive and coercive

measure.

These are some of the reasons for our
views of the Utah Expedition.

Now,althoughthe Constitution admitsof
aid lent by the military arm to strengthen

the civil power in the lawful discharge of

its functions, it does not contemplate an
army of invasion upon a State or Terri-

tory which has not been duly shown to

be in rebellion, or to demand, such an
extreme measure. It does not cqntamp,

plate an army of exttrmmcUUmM^T
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does not design to ooerce a people upon
"the strength of popular prejudice or

the injustice of any administration ; nor

does it propose to break up a religious

body, or to interfere with the faith and
consciences of the people. Every officer

and citizen of the Union is justified in

protesting against and resisting such a
rebellious movement, though headed by

ten thousand times a Buchanan, with all

Congress and the United States' army at

his back.

New, how did it stand with Governor

Young and the people of Utah up to the

time that the Utah Expedition was de-

termined on ? Governor Young was and
is still the supreme Federal authority of

the Territory. He had not been duly

notified of his removal and of the new
appointment. Up to this day his suc-

cessor has not been installed into office as

provided for by the Organic Act of Utah,
granted by Congress. Moreover, he has,

in common with the United States'

officers, refused the invitation of Governor
Young to enter Salt Lake City with

peaceful intentions, where his installation

could have beea duly attended to. The
Saints, it is said, were industriously

following their usual avocations of life,

and enjoying a peace, contentment, and
prosperity unknown before in their ex-

perience. They had never refused to act

as a posse comitates to the civil authority,

nor to uphold the Constitution. Then
came the tidings of a Utah Expedition.

Ominous, indeed, was the sound to

them! Their past history had taught

them too well the meaning of such av

movement.
In such an extremity, what were

Governor Young and the Saints to do?'

They knew the design wasao break them
up as a body and to subvert their rights.

Had the Governor tamely submitted to

this high-handed injustice, he would trujy

have countenanced rebellion against the-

Constitution, and have been unworthy
the trust and confidence of those whom
he was sworn to protest and preserve

against all unconstitutional movements*,

even though they should be at the in-

stigation of the President of the United
States. It is known what he did. He
dared to be faithful to the institutions oT
his country, his oath, and to those com-
mitted to his charge. The people, on-

their part, dared to support him. The-
future will yet laud the patriotism of both
the Governor and the community—a»

patriotism not unworthy the sons of the
heroes of American Independence.

We have endeavoured, in .our investi-

gation, to show that the Saints are not
rebels; and we think that our readers-

have anticipated our final decision as to-

" who are the rebels." They are all those

who have thought to deprive the Saints
of their constitutional rights—all who
have persecuted, murdered, exterminated,,

and designed to break them up— all such,

from the ruffianly Missourians to Presi-

dent Buchanan and his Administration

—

all who have designed, led, or abetted an.

army of extermination against the Ter-
ritory of Utah.

ORIGIN OF THE TERMS " CHRISTIANS* AND "MORMONS*

It is a well-known fact that the appel-

lation of " Mormons " is one that has been

given by the world to the Latter-day

saints as a nickname rather than as a true

cognomen. But it is, perhaps, not so

well known that the term " Christians

"

was also a nickname applied to theFormer-
day Saints by their enemies. Tet such

is the case. By degrees it got into com-
mon use, and by succeeding generations

was adopted as a sufficiently character-

istic term to represent the followers of

Christ. Now-a-days, however, the word
Christian" is not considered distinctive

enough for those who profess the Chris-

tian religion. The religious community*
is divided into so many different sects*,

that each one must distinguish itself by
the name of its founder, or by some term
which will express the most prominent
feature of its peculiar faith or system.

Then, again, many of these sects are sub-
divided into minor parties, all differing:

from each other upon the various points

of dispute, and all adopting some par-
ticular title accordingly, in order to dis-

tinguish themselves and prevent the
various subdivisions from being con-
founded. None of the sects are satisfied

with the name of Christians, and even
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* own partisan titles are not deemed
sufficiently explicit to classify them. No
sooner does one part, or party, separate

from another, and call itself by a new
Dame, than it again, according to its own
inherent spirit of division, breaks np into

other schismatic parties, tons giving rise

to more new names ; and thus the work
of division continues from time to time,

every new sect forming a new outpost of

Satan's kingdom—Great Babylon. But
it will not always be so. The many-
headed "beast" crowned with "names of

blasphemy" will be finally overcome. The
Prince of Babylon will be bound ; and his

kingdom, so divided against itself, that it

•cannot stand, will ultimately fall, to rise

no more.
We are informed, by the writer of the

Acts of the Apostles, that " the disciples

were called Christians first in Antioch."

•(Acts xi. 26.) Antioch, which was the

Syrian metropolis, was a large and noto-

lioosly-depraved city ; and its inhabitants,

who were heathen, were particularly

noted for their propensity to ridicule,

nicknaming, and mimicry, and for their

bold and insolently contemptuous usages.

Procopius, in his History of the Persian

War, says—"The people of Antioch,

being men of no earnestness, but alto-

gether addicted to scoffing and lawless-

ness, heaped insults upon Chosroes from
the battlements, and mocked him with
disorderly laughter." It was the scornful

and insolent treatment which this Persian

king (Chosroes) received from the Antio-

chenes that so enraged him and induced

hfan, in revenge, to burn the city, after he
had captured it, and also to put the in-

habitants to death.

It was these people of Antioch, then,

who were so given to taunting and jest-

ing, who first called the primitive Saints,

or disciples of Jesus Christ, by the appel-

lation of " Christians." And what else

yoould it have bean bat a derisive by-name?

Christ was regarded as a deluded fanatic

—a madman—an impostor—a false pro*
phet, Sic; and his followers were re*

garded in the same light. It is not,

therefore, likely that the term "Chris-
tian " would be used in a very compli-
mentary sense, but the contrary.

However strange and impious the de-
claration may appear to those who, from
antiquated custom and long usage of the
term, venerate the word " Christians," we
do not consider it to be a strictly proper
name for the recognized people of God.
If we take the Biblical Record as a.

standard in the matter, we find that thex

acknowledged people of God were an*
dentlv known as " Saints." The Apos-
tles, throughout their Epistles to the peo-
ple, continually address them and speak of
them as " Saints," but not as Christians.

There are only three passages in Scrip-

ture where the expression " Christians " or
"Christian" occurs. Thf first is the
one already quoted from Acts xi. 26 :

—

" And the disciples were called Christiana

first In Antioch." The second occurs inr

Acts xxvi. 28?—" Then Agrippa said'

unto Paul, Almost thou persuadest me to
be a Christian." The third and last is

contained in 1 Peter iv. 16:—"Yet if.

any man suffer as a Christian, let him not
be ashamed." In the first case, there;

is merely an allusion to the fact that
the Antiochenes designated the disciples

"Christians.", In the second text, the

term Christian is merely given as the

expression of a heathen, who used the
word which was in common use among-
the scoffers. And in the last case cited,

Peter, in addressing his brethren, merely
takes up the same term used by their

enemies and persecutors, and conjures the
Saints not to be ashamed of their being;

aooownted " Christians," or of their demy,
or mjjfcring from being, what the world
derisively called " Christians."

(To be continued.)

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued from pa§e 184.)

[November, 1842.]

' Tuesday, 15th. About home. Wrote
te the Time* amd Seasons the following

^Valedictory

"I beg leave to inform the subscribers of
the Timet and Seasons that it it impossible

for me to fulfil the arduous datiei of the
editorial department any longer. The mul-
tfpttelty of other bnsmess that daily devolves*
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upon sse readers it impossible for me to do
justice to a paper so widely circulated as
the Time* and Seasons. I hate appointed
Elder John Taylor, who is less encumbered
ssid fully competent to assume the respon-
aibUities of that office, and I doubt not but
that he will gire satisfaction to the patrons
of the paper. As this number eommenoes a
new volume, it also eemmenees Us editorial

career.

JoampH Smith."

Elder Taylor prooeeded to his duties as
editor.

Elder^nwfley Wason died suddenly in

his 74th year. He received the Gospel
in Ohio, .removed bis family to Missouri,
and was driven to Nauvoo in 1839. He
has left seven sons and thirty-nine grand-
children residing hi Nauvoo.

Wednesday, 16th. About home. In
the evening started on a journey tathe
counties north, in company with John D.
Barker. *>

Thursday, l7th. There was a severe
snow storm, and Elder Alpheas Hareunn
(who was just returning minfesnission,)
and another man mere lessen to dentil

on the prairie between JS^wo sgad? Cajv
thage. The Mississippi was fronen* over,

which fulfilled my prophecy of the 6th
instant.

Monday, 21st. A (Council of the
Twelve, namely, Bogham Tenng, Heber
€. Kimball, W. Woodruff, John Taylor,
George A. Smith, Amass Lyaserand
Willard Richards, assembled at taphouse
of Elder Kimball,in Nauvoo, and deeided
by unanimous aoolamation 'that the
printing of the Mille*rmaL> Star and all

other publications m England relating'td
the Church of Jesus Christ of ' LaUeivday
faints be suspended, on the leUtttn ef
Elder Parley P. Pratt irom that country,
until further instructions front theveue-
mm ; and that the foregoing mintos be
forwarded to Elder PrntfcoT to th*Alitor
of the Star, which was done by letter

from the President and Clerk of
Council.

Tuesday, 22nd. I arrived at home,
after a pleasant out, in good health and
spirits. (

Wednesday, 23rd. At home all dav.
Thursday, 24th. By refer* sfHhr

papers, the island of Madeira, was visited

17 a dreadM storm. ^ Atoulerfwas
hot mid weather fine tiffthe 16%wisn
the rain wnvmcfd iUWheavfe<n«4

the afternoon the water fell L.
the sky beoame dark, the streets in m*.
capital became inundated,andthe affright-
ed inhabitants in town and countryJkdts
the mountains. Upwards of two nnndred
houses were destroyed at Fuaehal, and
much corn and wine. The damage so
lives, houses, and crops on the island, and
boats in the harbours was inoalculaUe.

Saturday, 26th. At home in the morn-
ing. At ten, met in City Council, winch
resolved that the inscription for the seal

to be procured for the Municipal Court of
this city shall consist ofa circle, moluding
the words "Municipal Court, City of
Nauvoo," within which is to.be a book
circled with rays, on which is to be in-

scribed the words " Constitution and
Charter."

Wrote as follows :

—

Kauvoo, November 26, 1849.

Borace R. HotohMss, Bsq.^Dear Sir,—
Ydttrsof the 8th instant to 8. Rlgdon baa

thf rSldi

been received; aneV m ooncas^uenco^tf Us
oenicifning the nat-

ters therein mentioned) or beiag In any 1

net knewiagi anything

connectadar interested in *mj affairs, beef
conrse has handed the letter to me, whleh
I shall proceed to answer.

And, sir, permit me to say, on the subject:
ofthe deal between myself, as Trustee-in-
Trust for the Church of Latter-day Saints,

and yon, thst I-am as noxious aa ever to
bare 1 the contract cu#thmc good between
uey end to- meet the^SMgntkms specified m
Mmcontraet. h atmnot, neither have I ever
been wfshf^te^shrinks^sntfdlin any nsanner
whstaeer, hot intend , tomake payments as
fastasmy cirsuiasaaaces, wail admit.

But, sir,, you are ^ussequatntad with the
lextreme hardness of the times and the great
scarcity of money, which jnt it out of my
power to. meet aU the rpayments as they feu
due, Snd'whlch has been

1

the only cause of.

tany fkihrre on tny jmrtr and' should you feci

dUpoeSd ntfitcrptiest the ptrynvehts, but oftr
e-eeniry ee^ivfttent tetmfstate of the times,

'

these, slev *sbatVyet c«ie**eur to make np>

the rpaynumts snr^fastJaai peeetble, and eon**
* lar the contract as still good between us*.

I would here say that when I found it

necessary to avail myself of the benefits of
the Bankrupt Law, I knew not but that
4he law -retained of me to include you.

amongst the list of my creditors, notwith-
standing the>nature of the contract between
us. This explains the reason of my doing;

ISO. *
*

t have since learned, from a decision

|of the Judge of ^e Mpreme Court*
that it was net^anenasary, and that tan
(law has no jurisdiction ever vuoh a
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tract. Consequently, as I hare before stated,

lam disposed to bold it, provided 70a will

not press tbe payments. Under these cir-

cumstances, I consider it onesessary to give

you tbe information required in your, letter,

in regard to the number and kind of houses
on the land, &c.

I shall expect to' hear from you again

rood. In regard to your having written to

me eome few weeks ago, I will observe that

I hare received no communication from you
for some months back. If yon wrote to me,
the letter has been broken open and de-

tained, no doubt, as has been the case with a
great quantity of letters from my friends of

late, and especially within tbe last three

months.
Few if any letters for me can get through

the Post Office in this place, and more par-

ticularly letters oontaining money, and mat-
ters of much importance. Iam satisfied that

8. Bigdon and others connected with him
hare. been tbe means of doing incalculable

injury, not only to myself, but to the eitiaens

in general; and, sir, under such a state of

things, you will hare some idea of the diffi-

culties 1 have to encounter, and the censure

I hare to bear through the unjust conduct
of that man and others, whom he permits to

interfere with the Post Office business.

Having said so much, I must close for the

present.

You will hereby understand my feelings

upon the subject and the reasons of the

course I have hitherto pursued.

With sentiments of due respect, I remain,

as ever, yours respectfully,

Joseph Smith.

P.S.—Should it suit you better, I am
ready on my part to renew the contract,

and would prefer it.

J. 8."

In the evening went to see President

Briffbam Young, in company with Dr.
Richards. He was suddenly and severely

attacked with disease, with, strong symp-
toms of apoplexy, which was iollowed

immediately with laying on of hands and
prayer, accompanied with the use of

herbs. Profate vomiting and purging
followed, which were favourable indica-

tions. Although few so violently attacked

ever survive long, yet tbe brethren were
united in faith, and we had firm hopes of

his recovery.

Sunday, 27th. At home, except visit-

ing President Young, who remained ex-

tremely sjek*

Monday, 28th. At home nil day.

Charges of an unequal distribution of
provisions, giving more iron and steel

tools to Reynolds Gaboon's sons than to

others, giving" short measure of wood to

Father Huntington, also letting the first

course of stone around the Temple to the
man who would do it for the least price,,

&c, having been instituted by the stone-

cutters against the Temple Committee,
— viz., Cahoon and Higbee, I requested

the parties to appear at my house this-

day to have the difficulties settled by an
investigation before myself and Coun-
sellor William Law. President Hyrum
Smith acted as Counsel for the de-

fendants, and Elder Henry G. Sherwood
for ihe accusers. The hearing of testi-

mony lasted until four o'clock, at whioh
tame the meeting adjourned for half-an-

hour. Ou coming together again, Pre-
sident Hyrum addressed the brethren at

some length, showing the important re-

sponsibility of the Committee, also the

many difficulties they had to contend
with. He advised the brethren to have
charity one with another, and be united,

&c., &c. Elder Sherwood replied to

President Hyrum's remarks. President

Hyrum explained some remarks before

made. Elder William Law made a few
pointed remarks, after which I gave my
decision, which was that the Committee
stand in their placeas before. I likewise

showed the brethren that I was respon-

sible to the State for a faithful performance
of my office as sole Trustee-in-Trust, &c,
and the Temple Committee were respon-

sible to nae and bad given bonds to me,
to the amount of £12,000, for * faithful

discharge of all duties devolving upon
them as a Committee, &c. The trial did

not conclude until about nine o'clock in

the evening.

Tuesday, 20th. In council with bro-

ther Hyrum,Willard Richards, and others,

concerning bankruptcy. Afternoon, at*

tended Court at the bouse of Mr. Hunter,
grocer, before Alderman Spencer, for

slander. I forgave Hunter thejudgment,
but he was fined glO for contempt of
Court.

Wednesday, 30th. Morning, in Coun-
cil in the lajne Assembly Room preparing
evidence in toe case of bankruptcy. After-

noon, had Amos Davis brought before the

Municipal Court for slander; but, in

consequence of the infonnality of tbe

writ drawn by Squire D. H. Wells, I was
nonsuited.

A severe alarm of snow, rain, end
wind is reported to have been experienced
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at Boston this day and eveni

much damage to the ships and wharves.

Thursday, December 1st. Emma was
sick, which occupied some of my time,

Visited George A. Smith and Brigham
YouBg, who were sick. Called at Mr.

(2T# b* continued.)

Angel's, in company with Elder Richards,

to give some -counsel concerning a sick

sister. Called on William W. Phelps to

get the historical documents, &c. ; after

which I commenced reading and revising

History.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 1858.

The Lord of All.—The Christian world are unanimous in assenting that

Jesus is this mighty Potentate. With what eloquence and pathos has it been sounded

forth from the pulpit that he has long reigned in power over the Christian Church!

How many have delusively imagined such to be the fact 1 With what meaningless

enthusiasm have congregations sung

—

M Bring forth the royal diadem,
• And crown him Lord of all

!

"

Yet, though the personage which the general assent of the Christian world has fixed

upon is indeed the "Lord of all," how little is the evidence that he has reigned I

The homage of the mouth has been given to him in abundance : " Crown him 1

Crown him !" has been the loud and reiterated acclaim of ten thousand tongues ; yet,

how far short of the reality is the assumed fact that Christ has been Lord of oZZ, even

over those who have professed his name

!

It is not our object now, however, to dwell upon the short comings of others.

Our design, in going in this direction, is to give the subject a practical bearing upon

the Saints. A mere theoretical submission and bare lip-homage are unworthy of

the Saints. Such an offering to their Ood would be an awful insult against the

Majesty of heaven. A phantom-kingdom is not a kingdom for the righteous to

de-ire, nor one over which the King of kings will reign.

ThiB Church teaches, as a fundamental doctrine, that Christ is Lord of all. It

stands as a living monument and testimony of his right. The Saints profess that

they will have him to reign over them, and they will with equal enthusiasm and far

more conscientiousness than any other people raise the shout " Crown him 1 Crown

him!"

But is he "Lord of all " even among the Saints? If we compare his authority

over them with that which he holds over any other portion of mankind, then is that

authority very great. To a great extent he is indeed their king, and they are his

people ; and the homage which they pay him is not worthless and wordy. There

never was a time when Christ gained so large and complete a dominion in so short a

time as he has over his latter-day subjects. More especially is this the fact with the

Church at head-quarters. But the Saints are by no means so completely under the

dominion of the Lord as He designs, nor as they ultimately must be. Yes, brethren

He must be the Lord of all—the persons, family, talent, influence, possessions

—

all,

all belong to Him.

There are some who come into the Church without duly counting the oost. They

give to the Lord a part—a very small part. Even their persons do not belong to

Him. They give no more than an assent to the work. Hie power and light which
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accompany it are so great that they cannot resist yielding thus muchf But it does not

•deserve even the name of a gift. It is forced from them by the 'weight of evidence.

They are not devoted to the cause. In reality, they have no part in the matter ; for

they never invest anything. Are they rich ? They leave their riches out of the

Church. Have they nothing but themselves to give—nothing but their persons,

their lives, their energies, their labours, their hearts, and their love? Tbey make no
investments with these. Are their persons needed in a time of danger and difficulty ?

The test is come, and they are—gone! Are their riches required ? Oh, that question

is not so easily settled. They believe in the " glorious first principles of Mor*
monism but their faith is not so far advanced as to acknowledge that Christ is the

Lord of their wealth. At least, they must decide that point some future day—in
the Valley—when the Saints are perfect, Zion built up, and Jesus reigning an the

earth—or, perchance, when they get to heaven ! Does Zion want their lives to stand

in her defence, or to be consecrated to her interest? Well, they want them tool.

That i& the time to grow weak in the faith—to withdraw from their " dear brethren

or, if residing in Utah, urgent business requires that they should take a trip to

California with some Gentile merchants—of course to return to the bosom of the

Churth full of faith when it is victorious ! Are their energies and labours needed ?

They also need them to better their circumstances and take care of their families.

As for their hearts and love, their course soon determine where these are centred.

They give their assent! What a gift to offer a God ! As well might a man take

credit for saying the sun shines as to make a merit of such. Being destitute of the

more weighty matters, when the day of trial comes they lose their faith. This is

the great secret of apostacy in general When will such learn how worthless is a
barren faith ? When will they learn the difference between being a Saint by mere

*issent and being a Saint in heart, disposition, interest, destiny—a Saint altogether ?

There are also too many ofyears' standing in the Church who do not fully realize how
much belongs to the Lord. It is all—all ! Brethren and sisters, have you energies,

intellect, talents, riches, poverty in this world's goods, or aught besides? He is the

Lord of all ! To endeavour to make him suth is the great aim of our mission ; and

it is your duty and privilege to aid in the work. Let it be with us a practical matter,

and our acclaim of " Crown him Lord of all 1" something better than mockery.

Pubacbing the Gospkl.—The preaching of the Gospel is a most important part of

of the Latter-day mission, and is the means by which the glad tidings of great joy

are communicated to mankind. It is the first effort which the holy Priesthood makes

ftor the salvation of the world. Through its instrumentality, those who are now
Saints have been converted ; through its means tbey are in the Church of Christ and

on the road to exaltation ; and through its influence the honest in heart have still to

be convinced, and Israel led to the knowledge of God's purposes and the obtainmena

4>f the blessings promised to the Fathers. There are many ways of presuming the

Gospel, but the principal are by oral communication and through the publications of

the Church.

In preaching the Gospel, the great object of those called to discharge that duty

ehould be to lay before their hearers or readers the clearest exposition of its doctrines,

•evidences, character, and tendency. The aim should be to do it in the most simple,

concise, comprehensive, forcible, and convincing manner which the speaker or writer

<can command. The principles of the Gospel should be treated with spiritand energy,

jet with self-command, and in a style that will command the attention of the people.

The plan of salvation should be laid down in a manner worthy of its Divine cha-
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racter. The purposes of God should be unfolded in their sublime compreheroivenea*

as well as in their details ; and all the evidences and the strongest arguments should

be brought to bear on the work of the last days, to give to that work authority and

weight, and to invite the attention and conviction of investigators. This should he

the aim of the preachers of the Gospel. If they do not make this the object of their

endeavours, and the honest, because thereof, remain in darkness, then the blood of

the unconverted seeker after truth will be found on the skirts of those who did not

faithfully discharge their duties. And even supposing that God in His providence

should lead these lovers ofrighteousness through a mysterious path into His kingdom,

stall those who preach the Gospel unworthily will not be found guiltless.

We have often sat and listened, we are sorry to say, to men who have almost alto-

gether disregarded these things—who have, as it were, gone all round creation,

impoverished every subject in one discourse, and been loose, feeble, and obscure on

every point they touched. We have heard them speak for a period tediously lengthy,

even with an interesting speaker and subject,—but, as" it was, almost unbearable. It

would have puzzled more than a Solomon to have understood what they intended to

communicate. Indeed, they did not know themselves. They had no definite inten-

tions, no purpose, except, perhaps, to talk and " show off." They had no subject and

no connection, and consequently conveyed no information. They have wearied and

disgusted their audience, including ourselves, who, of course, are supposed to hare a

tolerable share of patience. Then, to cap the climax, they have informed their

hearers that they had been preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ by the power of

the Holy Ghost, as revealed through Joseph Smith, and as believed by all Latter-day

Saints. We certainly never should have imagined that we believed in such nonsense,

had not the speaker kindly informed us of the fact. Now, we protest against having

the Gospel so dishonoured. We do not like to be so painfully disgusted ourselrei,

nor to see an intelligent audience go away dissatisfied, and with low impressions of

our glorious religion. Our desire is to see such errors effectually remedied. Let the

Priesthood in this respect, as well as in every other, copy after the highest authorities

of the Church. Joseph never justified such preaching, nor has Brigham, either by

teaching or example. The sermons of Brigham are full of subject, ideas, and argu-

ments, and are remarkably dear, forcible, connected, and convincing. Let those

discourses be their examples.

We have heard some, whose special duty It was to preach the Gospel, stand before

a congregation, and almost boast that they had nothing to say—that they were

empty! Now, this is a disgrace to them, and is an evidence that they have not

magnified their calling. They^should be ftUl of the Gospel, /Alt of subject, >K °f

truth, and/utf ofarguments. Webyno means expect them to go to the platform with

written dfeoeufiee, trusting in human strength. They should go trusting in Ood,

but full of matter, that the Spirit may enable them to deal it out to their hearers as

they swsnatty need. It is evident that unless the treasures are in the storehouse,

auKfcthsirminds prepared to receive the inspirations of God, the 8pirit cannot bring

out of emptiness treasures new and old.

Perhaps it will be ashed if we desire to hear great preaching and vain dkpbr.

Bf no means. We have a decWed repugnance to all such. But it is -necessary that

the Gospel should he preached elearly* effectively, and with the power of Ged. We

also like to hear the leeaf Priesthood speak and bear their testimony. Webefiv**

this kind of Gospel-pimehmg, if properly conducted, to he very effective and in-

teresting, and sometimes mere so than regular, set, and talented discourses, &
matters net how simple and unlearned a speaker might be,—if he is clear in thought,
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endeavours to oonvey information, and Is not ostentations and vain, he will interest

his audience, and none hue fools will criticise him.
' Do we despise genuine oratory, learning, and logical arrangement ? By no means,,

providing it all be judiciously directed, used with an eye single to the glory of God, and

is not made to display the vaaitytand wisdom of man. Those to whom the Lord has

given the talents we would like to see surpass the brilliance, clearness, dignity, and

aftiitic treatment of Cicero, and the -simplicity, power, and overwhelming eloquence

of Demosthenes. But tbey must be something better than " sounding brass and a

tinkling cymbal." They should be the mouthpiece of the Holy Ghost, and their

only object be the preaching of the Gospel and the convincing of the honest.

There are a class of men whose principal object is the display of their own.

imaginary great talents. We have found a few such, though we are pleased to say

only flujftfen among Presidents of Conferences, where they most assuredly should

not be found. They seem to imagine that it is their duty to take up all the speaking

at Councils, Saints' meetings, as well as the evenings' meetings. When their Pastors

are present, or they are at headquarters, they will over-reach themselves and try to-

preach big sermons, instead of following the dictates of the Spirit, and letting the

pmycrS of the Saints have effect in their behalf. Instead of conveying to their

hearers the principles of the Gospel, they will talk about that which they do not

understand, blunder over definitions of learned terms, and make a discourse that

altogether puzzles us to give meaning to—much more the Saints and strangers.

Being ignorant and dark themselves, they do not realise the fact that others can see

their ignorance and darkness. Will snob take the hint ? Or will it be necessary to

make our remarks more pointed t We can, if required, extend their fields of

labour, even to u the highways and hedges " and " the streets and lanes of the city,"

and thus give them ample opportunities for gratifying their propensities to " much
speaking." Will the Priesthood generally profit by the whole of the foregoing

remarks ? We hope they will.

ANTI-MOJtMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continutdfivtnpog* 149.)

OBJECTION.

**We liave instances of persons being

comerted before baptised; therefore it

cannot be essential. Cornelius received

thegift of the Holy Ghost before he was
baptised.

vPeter did not preach to him
remission of sins through baptism, but
tteongh ^Christ. After Tie 4iad received

the flW Obost, "he commanded him to

be baptSsed.'
,->iy%s Mornwfi *0%

Way to ' bel'Savtd ''.hot Ohe Wuy to U
Sarnie-polished by*P. IJrtmtnorid.

"It 4s nndeniabJy^truoihnt *wenh*ve
ineUneesnof persons'Mtffv-ooavened be*
fore bytised." Ii4s«4>.Mey>ftt» ska only

kind of instances tsorta having ! It is

the custom professing Christians in the

present day Coadminister what they call

baptism ito unoonaoions infants, that are
of coarse entirely ignorant as to what
conversion is. But in the Scriptures

there is no record to be found of any such
haptsstns having taken piece in the

Churchof God. ** Instances of persons

being eoavwrSedWore baptised!!
1
' Yes,

indeed, we have saany soeh instances;

a^sd^s»Jmve< by .no i<a>eans the slightest

iBolmstatsi <-to<tsenyat* iBut what seems
rfisTkiksnao ueonv*hat our sagacious

and iipnfmMydogimd objector should

deduee^ratn ssas/act such aaoot.of.the-

waytend tfloa^oonekwioo as—« Tf*r+>

Ihei<*tee*tiMQq^a»kiddow*in;
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the New Testament, is, that after persons

fcave experienced a change of heart and
mind—after they have believed on the

Lord Jesus Christ, and truly repented of

-their sins—after they have been thus con-

verted, or turned from sin and Satan to

serve the Living God, accepting in all

sincerity, with full purpose of heart, the

truths of the Gospel ana its blood-bougbt

blessings, it is necessary that they should

be baptised in water in the name of the

Father, Son, and Spirit, as a sign, seal,

and token of the remission of their sins,

their adoption of the.New Covenant, and
their initiation into the Church and King-
dom of God.

This is the true order of the Gospel, as

revealed in the Scriptures, where we find

many cases recorded as examples ; or, as

our objector says, " we have instances of

persons being converted before baptised

:

"

yet from this acknowledged fact he draws
the extraordinary conclusion that " There-

fore it cannot be essential !" But why
" therefore ?

w Does the fact of persons

having been converted before baptism

render their baptism noa-essential ? If

so, then, to carry out this system of logic,

it must follow, as "we have intances of

persons being converted before" saved,

that "therefore" salvation "cannot be

essential!" Or, to apply this method of

reasoning to modern usages, it would
follow, as in modern churches " we have

instances of persons being " baptised be-

fore converted, that " therefore* CONVER-
SION "cannot be essential!"

With regard to the case of Cornelius,

it is evident from Scripture testimony

that, as our objector says, "Cornelius

received the gift of the Holy Ghost be*

fore he was baptised.*' But how that

proves baptism to be non-essential is

certainly beyond the limits of our com-
prehension. Yet this is the object for

which our sage logician has ekedthe case.

Certainly his logic is of a very peculiar

jmd elastic nature. Caoutchouc-like, it

will stretch to any length required, and
in any direction. It lacks, however, one
important characteristic namely, sound-
ness. Sound logic, or the true science of
reasoning, is at least consistent with
itself. Bus such wretched attempts at
reasoning as are made by the author of
the professedty-\omctX tract before us
<sub-titled " The Plausible Logic of Mor-
monism Refuted,") exhibit not our/ their

•own inconsistency and imbecility, bat also

the weakness of the cause which requites

such miserable props tor its support

"Peter," says our would-be-thought

acute reasoner, " did not preach to mm
remission of sins through baptism, but

through Christ." If we had the par-

ticulars of Peter's discourse with Cor*

nelius and his company, we should

doubtless find that, as an Apostle of

Jesus Christ, he fulfilled the commission

given to him by his Divine Master—
"Teaching them to observe all things

whatsoever I have commanded you:**

and that baptism, as an essential or-

dinance of the Gospel, was one of tat

things commanded by Christ and obeyed

by Cornelius, is so evident from the Scrip*

tures, that any attempt to prove it would

be superfluous. Wnen giving his last

commission, Christ said emphatically,

"He that believeth akb is baptised

shall be saved :" and though Peter well

knew that "he that believeth not shall

be damned," whether baptised or not, he

had no authority and assumed no au-

thority whatever to disparage the sacred

ordinance or to nullify its Divinely*

authorized connection with faith, in re-

ference to salvation. The angel said

to Cornelias, " Send men to Joppa, and

call for Simon, whose surname is Peter,

who shall tell thee words whereby thou

and all thy house shall be saved.'' Is it

reasonable, then, to suppose that the

Apostle forgot or disregarded his Master's

parting words? Would he be likely to

say, as a servant of Christ, He that be-

lieveth, and is not baptised, shall be saved?

or He that believeth, whether baptised or

not, shall be saved ? Not so. He knew
better. We doubt not that he taught his

hearers to observe all things whatsoever

Christbadcommanded; and wehavereason
to believe also that he gave to baptism, **

a saving ordinance of the Gospel, all the

prominence and importance which his

Lord and Master attached to it in his

commission. Is it to be supposed fora
moment that Peter, who, when preaobfar

to the people in the Temple porch* sata,

"Repent ye, therefore, and oe contxbtxd,
that your sins may be blotted out," and
who, when preaching at the day of

Pentecost, salvation through Christ, said

to the assembled multitude, "Repent,and
be baptised every one of you in thename
of Jesus Christ tob the remission ofsine,"

would fail to preach the same dootenseni

the house of Cornefius? Surely not.
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The order of the Goepel undoubtedly

ia, that persons should receive the gift of

the. Holy Ghost through the laying-on of

hands after having been baptised for the

remission of sins ; but that does not in

the least prohibit God from bestowing

that gift upon whom he pleases before

baptism, or, indeed, whenever he pleases,

or for whatever purpose he pleases. It is

a common saving among sectarians that
u He who makes a law is above that law."

If so, then, why may not that Being who
issued the Gospel law of baptism for the

remission of sins, and the laying-on of

hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost,

deviate from that order or rule whenever
he may be so disposed, for special pur-

poses, and thus, under some circum-

stances, remit one person's sins before

baptism, or confer a gift of the Holy
Ghost upon another before either baptism

or the laying-on of hands ? Yet this does

not nullify the order of the Gospel, nor
does it in the least warrant us in departing

from that order.

A temporary suspension of an esta-

blished law by ike Lawgiver is not to be
regarded by its "observers as a violation of

order ; nor is it to be viewed by its non-
observers as a warrant for their disregard

and non-observance of it. Thus, although
Cornelius had received the Holy Ghost
before Peter commanded him to be bap-

tised, it does not follow that we have
any right .to expect such a gift before

baptism. In the case of Cornelius, there

was evidently a special reason for this

suspension of the general Gospel law.

Cornelius and his family were Gentiles

;

and as Peter, in common with bis Jewish
brethren, entertained the notion that

Gentiles were not entitled to the privileges

of the Gospel, this would have prevented

him from administering to them the or-

dinances of salvation. He, however, had
received a vision from the Lord for the

purpose of correcting his national pre-

judice, and to prepare him for carrying

out the will of God in bringing the

Gentiles to a knowledge of the Gospel

and of the blessings of salvation. Even
when, according to the instructions of

the Spirit, he paid a visit to Cornelius,

and found a number of Gentiles gathered
together in tlie house, he said to them,
"Ye know how that it is an unlawful

thing for a man that is a Jew to keep
company or come unto one of another

nation ; but God hath showed me that I

should not call any man common or un-
clean. Therefore came I unto your
without gainsaying, as soon as I was sent

for." After hearing from Cornelius a
relation of his vision, wherein an angel
had instructed him to send for Peter, tne
latter exclaimed—" Of a truth I perceive

that God is no respector of persons ; but*
in every nation, he that feareth Him, and
worketh righteousness, is accepted with
Him." He then preached the Gospel to
the assembly, and " the Holy Ghost fell on
all them which heard the word." Hi*
Jewish brethren who accompanied him
were M astonished " to find that " on the

Gentiles also was poured out the gift of
the Holy Ghost; for they heard them
sneak with tongues and magnify God."
Thus old prejudices were effectually re-

moved, and the newly-revealed doctrine

of the universality of the Gospel was
confirmed and established. Peter then
exclaimed—" Can any man forbid water,

that these should not be baptised, which
have received the Holy Ghost as well aa
me?" We then find that "he com-
manded them to be baptised in the name
of the Lord."
We thus learn, from the plainest Scrip-

ture testimony that the case of Coiv
nelius was an evident deviation from the
general rule as to the order of the Gospel,

and tljat it was for the special purpose of
removing from Peter's mind (as well aa
from the minds of his brethren) the pre-

judice which he held concerning the

Gentiles, and to impress upon him and
them the fact that God was no respecter

of persons, but that the honest in heart

of every nation were equally acceptable

in His sight. When Peter found that

God had favoured Gentiles with the

ministration of an angel and the gift of
the Holy Ghost, his prejudices gave way,
his narrow mind expanded, his views of
God's purposes were changed, and he
could no longer " forbid water "-baptism
to the unctrcumcised and M unclean

"

Gentiles, seeing that they had " received

the Holy Ghost" as well as himself and
his Jewish brethren. Hence we find that

although Cornelius was "a jnst man,"
and a " devout man, and one that feared

God, with all his house, which gave much
alms to the people, and prayed to God
alway," be was not in a saved state; for

Peter had to tell him words whereby Jt*

and his house should be saved (Acts xi. 14):

he had to tell him what he ought to <fe, to
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. effect that object. (Acts x. 6.V He bed
, not jet obeyed the Gospel which was"the
power of God unto salvations"

1 Thus,
. after be-and his company had heard and
believed the word, and had. even received

-the gift of the Holy Ghost, we end that

{Tbhoamlhmed.)

Pater "ixmnwmcUd tkem t* to- taptuei

m tie nam* of the Lord.49 Ane^wty?
Because he well kknew that bsftsnnwa*
DiwDely**ppokited and- indispensably**,

sential ordinance of the ev*Tlast%<3*sp*l

of ealaetion;

TKTIMOlfY OF THE LAST GENTtLB FROM UTAHt

{From tea « M*u> York Hermld")

ICR. BBLL AN AUTHORITY UPON TOT
SUBJECT.

Mr. Bell, of the firm of Livingston,
Kinkead, and Co., of Great Salt Lake
City, having arrived here within the- last

few days, direct from Utah* via California,

and being the last of the ** Gentiles " who
left that Territory, our reporter sought
an interview, for the purpose ofobtaining
reliable information on matters and things
generally in Mormondom, and submits
the following as the substanceof an inte-

resting " talk " with that gentleman
- Mr. B. went out to Utah with one of
the principals of the firm, in 1849, for the
purpose of establishing business relations

with the inhabitants of that Territory.
Being well received, they immediaMy
opened store, and from that time t» the
8th November last, with the exception of
six months' absence, Mr. B. has been- a
resident of Great Salt Lake Gky. From
his long residence there, and thenatnreof
his business throwing him in contact!
daily with every class of oMsens, probably
no one who has been to Utah has* had
better opportunities of forming an opinion
of that people, nor could speakwith-more
certainly on the course of their proce-
dure.

MORALITY OF THB MOBMOJfS.

As a oemnunity, he repBsssntsi them,
honest, sober, and veqr wdnatrtau*,
fully convinced! themselves, that they
are the people of God* and that Bnso>
ham is His Prophet. No*w4the*asn*ii»g,
there are plenty of psntans. im the
Territory who are far ' from being ow
menu to society, or models worthy, of
imitation. Some of the rising generation
are fond of a spree, fun, and frolic,—not
over particular how they raise a shinds,
or at whose expense this have it, Of

this class Utere.asu>a'Snffinkakg whobs-
timea forget the wholesome) tsaehmgssf
Father B&tbew. With ail their .Mb,
adiaittiag,hgsay^theksnU^
there is, " taking these all in aM,*

more moral coramacity inthe world thm
is to be found in Uuh, nor,indee4 ssyso

moral, anywhere that he knows o£

THBATMEItT OP QKHTILES.

Outsiders,, or "Gentiles," hare not

been subjected to abusesor annoyanceon
account of negative faith in Mormeaiss.
The troubles between the Gentiles, sad

the Mormonsiuiw^sprung fromjaeddksg

,

unnecessarily and uncalled for, on the

pars of the former. Many had oejae

to Utah with' the idea that the new, fatt

and " peculiar institution" were nuvtten

which everybody had.a^igbt to mtim,
talk about, joke about, ridicule, and es-

pose ; and such have iovariably,g& them-

selves into trouble : but- others, who base

gonatfaere, and who*have najasded At*

-

monism and polygamy as mattem pa>
tainin^ to the sformoas, and attended*)
to their own affaks, have, limed Uu pesse

and been respected, by, the,. cjsmtaanftf
That a, prejudice esjsta against, Genii*
injgeneral. is very certain;W it hasno
ncactical results, , if they,mind theiffcm
business.

Mt\ B. says-tout v he has seen federal

ofiieers arrive- and' seen* them leave. He
hasAwatohed''thetr proceedings, but never

tootopar* fbr-or-against-them there; and
hers- he purposes to pursue the same
oouree. Seme 'federal

1

officers werenrocfc
respected by*the- Mormons, and theyhad
always amicable intercourse with esch

other : hence- he infers- that aU might

have4md*the^me-ex^erience. ^ftdersl
o«oer*who- would' Jre there without pre-
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judiee against the people, and attend

strictly to his own business, would have

no difficulties. The fact should not be

concealed from the public, that the com-
meooemeot of difficulties has almost in-

vari*b4y sprung from personal matters—
not official

KEFCTATION OF CHARGES OF MUBDEB.

Oil such grave charges as those of

the murder of Captain Gunnison, of Col.

Babbitt, and of poisoning Judge Shaver,

preferred by Drummond, he considers it

his duty to protest against the imputation

Of such" crimes being laid at the door of

the Mormons. There is no room for

doubting the murder of the two former

by the Indians, far from the influence of

the Mormons, and under circumstances

which demonstrate that it was entirely an
Indian affair. At Judge Shaver's death,

Mr. R. was called on the Coroner's jury,

and there were no grounds for the insinu-

. *tkm of the Judge being poisoned by the

Mormons; nor were any such thoughts

expressed or entertained by any of the

Jury, or any persons cognizant of the cir-

cumstances attending his death.

SPECIAL OOMMISSKOTBRS EXPECTED.

The present position of Brigham Young
and the inhabitants of the Territory is

the consequence of the past difficulties

with such persons as Drummond—so they

believe. They are, therefore, determined

to oppose the approach of the army.

Their labours heretofore have been con-

fined solely to crippling the Expedition and
Jnndering its advance, with a view to pre-

senting the effusion of blood. Mr. B.

tiad a lengthy interview with Brigham
just previous to bis departure, and assures

us that such was his explanation of the

stampeding cattle, &c. Brigham thinks

that through the winter the Government

and Congress will have time to consider
the matter thoroughly, and, if they wish*

withdraw the troops and send in special

commissioners^ To an investigation they
would never have objected, and he thinks

they will not even now object ; but to an
army entering their valleys, under such
circumstances, they will not consent : and,
sooner than the army should enter, they
will fight, and, if overpowered, burn all

theirpossessions and take to the mountains.
Some have thought Brigham's discourses

were for effect outside of Utah ; but our
informant thinks to the contrary, and
considers that Brigham's works sustain

his words.

NO PBEPABATIOIC FOB BUBNLNG.

The people are devoid of fear touohing
the future. They are in hopes that there

will be*no fighting,—but, if it must come,
that victory will perch on the banners of
the Saints. Nothing has been done by
way of preparation for the burning.
Bneham has counselled the Saints in all

settlements to sow, plant, build, and im-
prove the same as usual ; and he attends

to his affairs as before.

BRIGHAM'S HONOUR IN BUSIKE8S.

The firm had extensive business tran-

sactions with Brigham—from first to last,

probably, to the amount of g500,000.
They speak of him as an honourable
business man, whose word or honour can-
not be questioned. An attempt had been
made by some parties to troublethe Gen-
tile stores ; but immediately on the intel-

ligence reaching Brigham, he and General
Wells came and gathered all the informa-
tion they could, and the following Sunday
denounced from the stand the conduct of
the offenders ; and predictions have since

been uttered against all who may be found
guilty of stealing, even from the army.

VARIETIES.

Faming Events.—At Chalons, France, on the 6th instant, 10 revolutionists tried to

get possession of the railway station and intercept communication with the barracks,

crying '» Vive la RepMique : " 16 rioters were captured, and the rest dispersed. Count
ITalewskt has been dismissed from the French Cabinet. There are premonitory symptoms
of a great convulsion in France. The gaols are literally crammed with political prisoners.

Ho less than 15,000 " suspected " persons have been imprisoned within the last few weeks.

The entire country is now swarming with police spies, who have power to arrest any

individual whom they may suspect as being hostile to the existing despotic Government.

On the 13th instant, Orsini and Pierri were executed at Paris : Radio was pardoned.

—

Annate* : The Douglas combination is in considerable trouble : Ex-Governor Walker and

ewveral of its most important members have deserted Mr. Douglas. The New Orleans
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Delta states, in an editorial, that the Blare trade In the South has been re-opened

and a regular depot established on Pearl river, Mississippi, where cargoes of negroes

have arrived and been sold and put to work. It is understood that James Gordon
Bennett, of the New York- Herald, will, on the adjournment of Coogrees, receive hit

commission as United Slates' Minister to Austria. On the 25th ult, the Admin-
istration were defeated on the Armj BiU, proposing the increase of four or 6ve

thousand to the regular army especially designed for the Utah Expedition. An inveterate-

hostility to the bill in every shape was manifested by the Senate. Buchanan's
big gun, the Herald, roars upbraidtugs at Congress, charges the Opposition with

a lurking sympathy for the Mormons, and speculates upon the probability of

Colonel Johnston's force being exterminated before he has performed half of the-

350 miles distance between bis present position and Salt Lake City. Col. Johnston^

in his letter to the War Department, bearing date Jan. 4, says that no incident of any

military importance has transpired since his last communication. The greater number of

the soldiers who have been on the sick list were rendered unfit for duty by being frost-

bitten* Gen. Scott has ordered a train for the Utah Expedition, to consist of at least 20G-

mule waggons, to be organized with the utmost dispatch at Fort Leavenworth : seven

companies of cavalry and infantry will escort it beyond Fort Laramie. The Secretary of

War and the General-in-Chief are diligently arranging the spring campaign. Kentucky
is supplying volunteers for the Expedition. The young gentlemen of Covington are so

enthusiastic that they have placarded the town with their expressed intentions to whip
Brigham Young and all his wires. A company has also been organised in Lexington.

Captain Marcy arrived at Santa Fe* on the 2nd of February, after a tedious trip and loss

of a large number of animals. He is expected to have completed bis mission and to leave

New Mexico about the 20th of March. Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, Daniel 1L
Wells, and other Mormon leaders and others unknown, to the number of one thousand
persons or more, have been indicted for high treason by the United States' Court held at

Camp Scott. On the 15th December, Governor Young's Message was presented to the

Utah Legislature, in which he officially declares himself on the subject of the Expedition;,

whereupon the Legislature passed resolutions expressing their entire confidence in hhn

and their determination to sustain him and his measures. It has also disorganised Green
Rirer County, the seat of Governor Cummings and Judge Eckels' farcical administration,,

and attached it to Salt Lake County, repealing all laws conflicting therewith.

BIDE YOUR TIME.

(Selected.)

Bide your time ! One false step taken *T!s not by a rash endeavour
Perils all you yet have done ; Men or states to greatness cHrab

:

Undismayed, erect, unshaken, Would you win your rights for ever.
Wait and watch : all—all is won ! Calm and thoughtful bide pour time '

srsley,

William Moss, 11, Mill Lane, London Street, Reading.

MONEY LIST, MARCH 6—12, 1858.
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William Shires 10 WllHaro Ajax 2 v
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Thomas Bin 3 12 Edward Harding (per G. D. Keaton) ...... 3 • V

Carried forward 441 10 t *33 t
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that kmth an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit oaith vntm the dk»»r»A».—Jesus Christ.

Came ami of her, my people, that ye be not partaken efher ehte, and that ye receive not ofhew

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

o. 14, YoL XX. Saturday, April 3, 1858. Price One Penny.

THE ANGEL'S MISSION.

" And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, baring the everlasting Gospel to preach onto
them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people, saying with a
load voice, Fear God and give glory to Him j for the hour of His judgment is come : and worship Him
that made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the fountains of water.**—Johx.

In the 4th chapter of hisBook of Reve-
lation, John informs us that he heard a
<voice saying to him, "Come up hither,

and I will show thee things which must be

Hereafter." In spirit, he obeyed the

call; and in his book he describes the

visions which he then beheld. That
which we have cited at the head of this

article was one of them; and thus the

fact is obvious that, in common with the

others described, it had relation to events

which were to transpire in thefuture. It

was therefore a prophetic vision that

John beheld, which was to be fulfilled

" hereafter," in the "hour" of God's

"judgment." He saw, in that vision,

"another angel fly in the midst of hea-

ven."
And what was the mission of this pre-

dicted angel? To preach tlie Gospel.

"What!" some may exclaim—"an <mael

preach the Gospel?" Yes: so John
informs us. He speaks plainly of the

angel's " having the everlasting Gospel to

preach." To whom? The answer is

clear, in his own words—" Unto them
that divell on the earth."

In order to elucidate this subject in as

full and clear a manner as its importance

requires, we will first pot the 4ue*tion,

What is the Gospel, which the angel was
commissioned to preach to them that dwell

on the earth in the hour of God's judg-
ment ?

Says one—The Gospel means "the
power of God unto salvation." To avoid

misapprehension, we would observe, in

reference to this supposed definition, that

such is indeed the operative character-

istic of the Gospel, but not its sijrnifica-

tion. The Gospel is, instrumentauy, and
and in effect, "the power of God unto
salvation. (Rom. i. 16.) This is what
the Apostle means in making the state-

ment. He is not giving the definition,

but the character and working result of

the Gospel. The same writer describes

"the preaching of the cross" as being
" foolishness" to them that perish ; but to

them that are saved he declares it to be
"the power of God." (1 Cor. i. 18.) He,
of course, does not mean that "the*

preaching of the cross" signifies "foolish*

ness " or " the power of God ;" but slaw
ply that its rejectors account it as " fouU
ishnessy" while to those who receive- it

and are saved by obedience to its require*

ments, it is, in its result, the manifest**

tion of "the power of God." The sama
Apostle (v. 24,) also speaks of "Christ*
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as being "the power of God and the wis-

dom of God not that he wishes as to

infer that u Christ" means " the power of

God and the wisdom of God," bat that

Christ manifests the power of God

—

exhibits and demonstrates Divine wis-

dom. These passages, then, serve as

illustrations of his meaning in the one

already alluded to—" I am not ashamed
of the Gospel of Christ ; for it is the

power ,of God unto salvation to every one

that believeth." In other words, the

Oospel of Christ is the means by which
God is enabled, in justice to himself, and
in mercy to man, to save all who will

accept His Divine overtures. To w every

one that believeth " the Gospel in reality,

God's willing "power" to save is thus

manifestedly proved and exercised. The
Gospel, therefore, is the exemplification or

instrumental means of the display of God's
** power " to the true believer.

The word rendered in our version

«* Gospel" literally signifies good news,

glad tidings, or joyful intelligence— a
message of welcome, hope-inspiring cha-

racter ; and it is used in the Inew Testa-

ment to represent the Divine Plan of
Salvation—the New Covenant scheme of

man's redemption, through the sacrificial

atonement of Christ, made available to all

mankind on condition of their faith, re-

pentance, and obedience.

But, exclaims one, What necessity is

there for an angel to be despatched from
heaven to preach this Gospel, or Divine

Plan of Salvation, when the Gospel is

already on the earth, and has been ever

since the days of Christ? To this object-

ing query we reply—The historic form of

the Gospel plan may have been in exist-

ence in manuscript or printed books of

Scripture ; but the mere verbal or skele-

tonform of the Gospel is one thing, and
the living and " everlasting " spirit of it

another. The former may have been
enshrined in libraries, shrouded in learned

mystery, and even idolized by its professed

votaries : it may have been, as it were, da-

guerreotyped, and copies of its outer form

carried by the four winds of heaven to the

uttermost corners of the earth ; or it may
have passed through the hands of learned

commentators Of all "denominations,"each

one making his own improvements upon

this feature or upon that, and each one

stereotyping his own version of the Gos-

pel system, and proclaiming the same to

the world as " the pure Gospel of

Christ." But, we would ask, is this

preaching tlie Oospel—the primitive plan

of salvation? Alas, no. Each sect and

party has its own gospel, or its own
model-image of the Gospel: but oh, bow
perverted !—how distorted its features!—

now unlike the divine original! And
even if the verbalform of the Gospel had

been preserved and preached, where do

we find its spirit manifested? Where

can the living spirit and power of the

Gospel be found on the earth ? Let the

different classes of sectarians, who profits

to adore and venerate the Gospel, answer

for themselves. Let them point out any

class of professed Christians who possess

and enjoy the original gifts and blessings

of the Gospel, and who are actuated and

inspired by the spirit of the Gospel, as the

ancient Saints of the Lord were, and we
will then show where the "everlasting

Gospel" is truly known and obeyed.

But such cannot be found. The original

Gospel in its purity and power is not

known in the so-called Christian world.

Its outward form, or rather the sectarian,

denominational models of its form, may
be exhibited by self-authorized priests of

the day to public view, both by preaching

and writing ; but its spirit is not there

:

and even if the primitive form were really

preserved in its original entirety, in the

professed Christian Church, it could only

be regarded as a mere body, destitute

of life. From that body the spirit has

long been absent, and on its cold brow
might be written the mournful "Icha*

bod/"—for the glory has departed.

(To be continued.)

ORIGIN OF THE TERMS "CHRISTIANS" AND "MORMONS*

(Concluded from page 197.)

' Circumstances are, in these respects,
|
same as those experienced by the Former*,

"with the Latter-day Saints, much the I day Saints. The world know them not
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in their true character. They are recog-

nized only as " Mormons," or " Mormon-
ites."

The Slints were called " Mormons "

first in America, simply because they

believed in the Divine inspiration of the

Book of Mormon and in the truthfulness

of the doctrines and principles revealed in

its pages. Many, from a thorough con-

viotion of the truths of the Gospel made
known in that book, and of the power of
the same manifested in the progress and
character of the Latter-day Work, have
been, not merely " almost," but altogether
" persuaded " to become what the world
derisively calls "Mormons." And al-

though numbers have been and are called

upon to suffer persecution for the sake of

their religion, they, like the Saints of old,

are not " ashamed," but rather " glory in

tribulation," well knowing that all who
nobly and valiantly take up their cross

and follow their Master through evil as

well as good report, willingly sacrificing

themselves for His sake ana the Gospel's,

shall ultimately be glorified, and crowned,

and privileged to live and reign with him
in his celestial kingdom.
We, as a people, justifiably disavow the

appellation of " Mormons," not from any
dislike to the name itself merely, but

simply because it is not our true title, and
is otherwise too exclusive and narrow in

its signification. It is by no means ade-

quate and comprehensive enough to ex-

press our character as a people. We do
not in any way confine ourselves to the

Book of Mormon. It is not the alpha and
omega of our faith. We have far greater

right to call our religious enemies "Bible-

ites" than they have to call us "Mormon-
ites;" for they profess to acknowledge

the Bible as the sum total of all revelation,

and with them it is "The Bible, the

whole Bible, and nothing but the Bible."

We, unlike them, but nevertheless like all

Former-day Saints, believe in all past, all

present, and all future Divine revelation.

We believe the Bible (with a far stronger

assurance of faith than our professed

Christian opponents) to have been a reve-

lation from God, or rather a collection of

•revelations and historic records : we also

believe the Book of Mormon to be a

volume of similar character : we likewise

believe the Book of Doctrine and Cove-

•nants to be what it professes to be—

a

•collection of doctrinal and other revela-

tions pertaining to the work and people

of God now upon the earth : we believe

in all other revelations which God from
time to time sees fit to give his people,,

through his authorized channel—the holy
Priesthood; and we believe that He will

continue to reveal His mind and will,

through bis legal servants, to bis acknow-
ledged people, through all time to come.
Taking this view of the matter, then, how
can a term of such narrow signification

as " Mormons" be considered adequate to
express a faith so comprehensive—a theo-

logical system so expansive as that which
characterizes the religion of the Latter-
day Saints ?

The professing successors of Former-
day Saints have, it is true, as before

remarked, adopted the appellation of
" Christians," notwithstanding its having
been originally given to the Saints as a
by-name of contempt, because there was
nothing in the mere name itself objection-

able, and because it was the name by
which they were commonly known and
acknowledged in the world. But we are
not therefore desirous, on similar grounds,
to adopt and patronize the cognomen of
"Mormons," or recognize it as a fitting

title for the latter-day people of God,
however harmless the term may be in

itself, or however much we may be dis-

tinguished and known by it in the world.
We acknowledge no name but that which
truly and rightfully distinguished God'a
people in all ages of the world, as before

observed,—namely, that of Saints. Our
proper designation, as a Church, is not to
be given by our enemies. We do* not
admit their right in this matter. The
God whom we worship, and whose people
we are, has alone the prerogative to give
us that, even as a parent has the sole right

to give his child a name. And while we
ignore the right of others to dictate our
title, we do not even claim the privilege

ourselves. Revelation has decided that
point. The word of the Lord, through
his Prophet and Revelation, was as

follows :—" Thus shall my Church be
called in the last days, even the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints." This,

then, is our name, and none other will we
own. Our enemies may stigmatize us
how they please, but we need them not.

We no more heed their taunting re*

proaches and contemptuous raillery than
we do the patterings of a hail-shower or
the whistling of the wind.

And we would, in conclusion) advise
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our brethren, the Elders, the nature of

whose calling necessarily brings them
often before the public, not to pander to,

buttodiscourageand distinctly disclaim the

inappropriate and exclusive title of "Mor-
mons," which the Gentiles have fixed

upon us as a brand. Not that we should

be too rigid and unnecessarily tenacious

and formal iu the matter ; for, at times,

it is wisdom to accept an opponent's

terms rather than appear to cavil at mere
words, or evince a disposition to mis-

understand his meaning. We do not

wish to quibble and "make a man an

offender lor a word;" but we want the

world to know our true position and?

character. We desire to call ourselves

by the right name, and we desire others

to do the same. As we belong to the

Church of God, we wish to call ourselves

and to be called by the name which

He himself has given us — u Latter-day

Saints." TheLatter-day Kingdom, spoken

of by the Prophet Daniel as ultimately

bearing universal sway, is to be possessed

by the recognized people of God, not as

" Mormons," or as a sect of any kind, but

as " Saints,"—even "Saints of Hit Most
High."

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

(Continuedfrom page 182.)

CHAPTER III.

"War—all war !—the ceaseless war of Life

!

The earth is but a monnter battle-field

!

Strife—all Urife !—a fratricidal ttrife !

Thestrong engages and the weak must yield

!

'War upon humanity well nigh fills up
the whole history of the world. All na-

tions have engaged in it. They have

'wasted their resources, spent their best

strength, and exhausted their greatest

powers of mind in a fratricidal strife.

Teto times ten thousand Cains have dipped

their hands in their brothers' blood, while

mother Earth has been gorged with the

sickening feast of her children's gore.

But the conflict of the sword is not

the only nor the greatest war upon hu-

manity. There is a strife in society more
exciting and feverish, more subtle and
victimizing, more extensive and con-

tinuous than the strife on the ensanguined

battle-field. It is that universal, social,

xeKgious, political, and intellectual war
vvhich rages every day, in all nations,

between all parties, and with every indi-

vidual. There have been but few excep-

tions in the history of the world. Man-
kind have generally engaged in it. Aye,

they have been drawn into the fratricidal

strife as into a vortex which whirled them
down and bound their powers of resist-

ance. They have been hurried on in

the mad direction which society has taken,

'without power to turn the course or to

withstand the current. The only class

may be said not to have warred

against humanity is that composed of the

holy martyrs, Prophets, and self- devoted

mortals, who, while they laboured for

the good of mankind, have been especially

victims of the general strife.

It is not the design of this chapter to

tell how nearly every man is in some
manner combatting his neighbour,—how
master competes with master, man with

man, and nation with nation,—how sect

contendeth with sect, party with party,

and member with member,—how society

makes prostitutes and criminals, and how
these outcasts revenge themselves on
society. Nor is it our design to attempt
to enumerate all the elements that enter

into this great fratricidal war. We
shall leave that chiefly to the experience

and imagination of our readers.

Life is indeed a battle ! The instinct

to conquest, increase, and extension is an
irresistible tendency of our nature. It i*

one ef the signs of man's immortality and
of the infinite and insatiable capacities of

mind. It is not a disposition which does

not naturally belong to man—a disposi-

tion which is acquired after birth ; but it is

an inherent and the most powerful instinct

of his being. It is not an appetite of

artificial creation. It is more primitive

than the animal craving for food ; for the

latter depends on the economy of man'a

physical constitution, whereas the former

is an inherent, uncreated instinct of hia

spiritual being. It is the native disposi-

tion of the mind, which life only develops.

Shall we conclude, therefore, that the
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fauna race are depraved in their very

nature—that they are immortal devils

—

that their inherent disposition is to prey

upon one another ? Let us not so blas-

pheme the great creative Father. Let us
not so libel humanity and its Divine

Author. But let us rather believe that

this disposition, noble in itself, has been

perverted and viciously affected by the

wrong direction which the world has

taken.

We are not now considering that class

who seem to manifest in their organiza-

tions a low, brutal appetite for murder,

—though, were it our design, we could

give views of them, and bring in a pre-

existing state and action. But we are

speaking of the battle of life in a national

and social capacity— not of sneaking

assassination, which all the civilized world

condemns but of that great universal

strife in which all nations engage. This

does not arise from a 6endisn and cruel

disposition in man. Millions lament the

existence of such a state of things, but

are forced to combat in self-defence and
from the stern necessity of circumstances.

Foremost in this warfare on humanity
are the leading and conquering spirits of

our race. They have shown most intel-

lectual and spiritual energy, manifested a
will and power, that existed bat to sab-

due, and an ambition too big even for

the limits of a world. The higher we
ascend the scale of being, the greater is the

manifestation of this instinctive aspiration

to power, increase, extension, and con-

quest. It has not been the masses,

impiously termed the "herd," that have

created and kept the strife alive. It is

true, they have been the fuel, but not so

much the fire. It is the men of great

spiritual energy and natural endowments
—the princes of intellect, warriors, states-

men, kings, priests, capitalists, and lea-

ders of the people generally, who have

engaged mankind in a fratricidal war
and lighted the world with an awful
conflagration. But do we rail against

this power and instinct, which in some
have oeen manifested to an almost super-

(To be continued.)

human degree? No. It is in their per-
verted development and illegitimate di-

rection that tne evil has consisted.

The battle of life is also the battle of
the Gods! But with them it is lawful

progress, just increase, the subjugation of
evil, conquests in creation, and triumphs
in government. God, in rolling out
the curtain of creation, and spangling
immensity with worlds and systems,

manifests the instinct and power of in-

crease, extension, and conquest, in the
sublimest degree. When Jesus conqueaed
Death, he achieved a conquest more than
human ; and when the earth shall be re*

deemed, a victory greater than that gained
by any earthly hero will encircle the

brow of the mighty Conqueror.' The
battle of life among immortals is in a
legitimate direction. They subdue crea-

tion, march onwards to progression, con-
quer evil, and increase and extend on
righteous principles. But man turns the

battle of life upou his fellow man, and
makes war upon humanity !

How awful it is to contemplate the
perverted direction of this instinct and
power as manifested by the leading spirits

of mankind. When Alexander conquered
a world and wept that there was no other

for him to conquer, he exhibited an almost
supernatural energy misdirected. If we
go to higher beings to see the perversion

of this instinct and power, it is still more
awful. How necessary it is, therefore,,

that the immense,varied, and infinite ener-

gies, dispositions, and powers of spiritual

and eternal beings should be properly

directed ! How fearful the consequences

when they are perverted and misdirected.

How necessary it is that God, whose
benevolence, wisdom, experience, and le-

gislative skill are alone adequate to the

task, should stand at the bead and lead

mankind! How essential it is that the

world should be under the true system of

of government and moving in the right

direction ! Heaven, earth, and hell

show the tame powers and instincts tra-

velling in the opposite paths and developed

for good and evil. Mark the difference t

M Whoever it the original aggressor, a fend seldom continues long ere both parties are

to blame. Even the aggrieved individual baa something to concede ; and the way to

indues the other to acknowledge hia greater offence ia for him to eonfeta hU leMer one*

It ia the mark of a noble and ingenuous mind to confess an error and solicit its forgive-

neat."

—

James.
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buchanan's report on the utah rebellion.

Congress haying called upon the Ad-
ministration to lay before the House infor-

mation relative to the Utah question, Mr.
Buchanan has responded to the demand.
The New York Herald says
" The call upon the President for informa-

tion as to whether the people of Utah are in

rebellion against the Federal authorities has
been responded to. The documents, how-
ever, contain nothing of importance on the

•abject that is not familiar to the public."

Now, we must insist that this is placing

matters in' the wrong light. Congress
should not have called upon the Adminis-
tration for information as to whether the

people of Utah are in rebellion; but it

should, with the stern spirit of justice,

have demanded information as to whether
the people of Utah werein rebellion at the
time that Government despatched an expe-
dition to subdue that people by military

force. Mr. Buchanan, on his part, should
not have dared to cast so great a slur on
American justice and the consistency of
American laws, nor on the dignity of his

high office, as to have attempted to prove
that the people of Utah are in rebellion,

until he had first shown, upon the strength
of constitutional and adequate investiga-

tion, that the people of that Territory

were in rebellion, and that his extreme
measure was justifiable, lawful, and neces-

sary. It would then have been time to

consider events subsequent to and conse-

quent upon that measure. But to leap over

all this and stand upon a state of things of
his own creating, to hide his own culpa-

bility, blundering, informality, and uncon-
stitutional course in the issue,—to drive

the people to the attitude of self-defence

and indignant protestation against being
made the victims of extermination ana
wholesale slaughter,— and then to tri-

umphantly endeavour to show that they
are in rebellion, is the most extraordinary
burlesque on justice that the world has
ever witnessed. It is like jumping over
the judgment-seat, acting the character of
MJack Ketch" impromptu, and then com-
plaining that the victim struggled. A most
<Ugnified character surely for the represen-

tative of a great nation, and a most novel

and summary wayofadministeringjustice I

To give another illustration :—A police-

1

man goes into the house of an individual

that is in some manner obnoxious to him
or his friends, and commences to beat the
man with his bludgeon ; whereupon the

assailed, to preserve his life, resists, and
the judge condemns him for breach of the

Cce and an assault on an officer of the

Now, the whole matter hangs on the-

decision as to whether the people of Utah
were in rebellion, and whether Mr.
Buchanan's course has been justifiable^

constitutional, and duly formal. If they

were in rebellion in point of fact, but, in*

stead of being legally shown by a consti-

tutional investigation, that fact has only

been assumed, and upon this assumption
the Administration has unwarrantably
acted, and consequently committed itself

to an unlawful and informal policy, then
that error should, even now, be remedied,

and all further movements suspended,,

until due investigation shall have given a
proper basis to further proceedings. If

such investigation should be found to-

establish the fact, which the Saints in-

dignantly deny, that the people of Utah
were in rebellion, then they should be-

punished accordingly. But we protest

against pre-judgment of the case, and an
assumption of guilt, especially when the

accused continues to plead not guilty.

We insist, also, that the point at issue is

not whether the people of Utah are, but
whether they were in rebellion. Mr.
Buchanan and bis coadjutors are alone

responsible for their blundering and un-
constitutional policy, and for all its past

or future consequences. For the planning,*

the conducting, and the termination of
that Expedition they must answer.

The statement of the Herald, that "the
documents, however, contain nothing of
importance on the subject that is not
familiar to the public, after the extreme
measure of Government and advanced
state of affairs, reflects shame on the
Administration, and is presumptive evi-

dence that a constitutional proceeding

would not have answered its wicked and
oppressive designs. Why, the public are

"familiar" with "nothing," whether of

little or great "importance," that haa

j been duly and legally shown.
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued from page 200.)

[December, 1842.]

Extract of a letter from Orrin Porter

Rockwell, superscribed to N. K. Whitney,

dated Philadelphia, December 1, 1842,

whither he had gone to escape the hands

of those who sought his life in Mis-

souri:

—

** Bear brother Joseph 8mitb,—I mm re-

quested by our friend Orrin Porter to drop

a few lines informing you that he is in this

place. His health is good, but his spirits

are depressed, caused by his being unable to

obtain employment of any kind. He has

applied in different parts of the city and

country, but all without success, as farmers

can get persons to work from sunrise till

dark for merely what they eat. He is most
anxious to hear from you* and wishes you to

see* his mother and children and write all

particulars, how matters and things are, and
what the propects are. I pity him from the

bottom of' my heart; ' His lotin Ufa seems
marked with sorrow, bitterness, and care.

He is a noble, generous friend. But you
know his worth: any comments from me
would be superfluous. He will wait in

this place until he hears from you. Please

write immediately, as it will be a source of

great comfort to him to hear.

If Joseph is not at home, brother Whitney
will be kind enough to write. He says

erery other one he has come across has been

afraid of their shadows, but he watches
them well. He comes to see me erery day,

and I keep him a close prisoner I But he does

not complain of my cruelty, or being hard-

hearted, but, when with me, seems resigned

to whatever punishment I may see proper
to inflict: but he takes it in good part.

Answer this as soon as received.

Yours truly,

S. Armstrong,
for Orrin Porter.

Friday, 2nd. Sat as Mayor on trial

of Amos Davis, who was fined in the

sum of $25 for breach of city ordinance

for selling spirits by the small quantity.

In the evening, called on Elder Richards

and Bishop Whitney to take an appraisal

of the Printing Office establishment, pre-

paratory te a tease to Elders Taylor and

Woodruff for the term of five years.

Saturday, 3rd. Called at the Printing

Office several times. In the afternoon,

attended the Municipal Court in the case

of Amos Davis, for breach of city ordi-

nance, &c.
Sunday, 4th. The weather being very

wet, I remained at home all day.

The High Council of Nauvoo met,
heard, accepted, and adopted the report

of their Committee for dividing the city

into ten Wards, for transacting Church
business, as follows :

—

The First Ward is bounded on the north
by the city boundary line, and on the south
by Brattle-street.

The Second Ward is bounded on the
north by Brattle-street or the First Ward*
and on the south by Carlos-street or the
Third Ward.
The Third Ward is bounded on the north

by Carlos-street or the Second Ward, and
on the south by Joseph-street or the Fourth
Ward.
The Fourth Ward Is bounded on the

north by Joseph-street or the Third Ward*
and on the south by Cutler-street or the
Fifth Ward.
The Fifth Ward is bounded on the north

by Cutler-street or the Fourth Ward, and on
the south by Mulholland-street.

The Sixth Ward is bound on the west by
the Mississippi river, and on the east by
Main-street or the Seventh Ward.
The Seventh Ward is bounded on the

west by Main-street or the Sixth Ward,
and on the east by Durfee-street or the
Eighth Ward.
The Eighth Ward is bounded on the west

by Durfee-street or the Seventh Ward, and
and on the east by Robinson-street or the

Ninth Ward.
The Ninth Ward is bounded on the west

by Robinton-street or the Sighth Ward, and
on the east by Green-street or the Tenth
Ward.
The Tenth Ward is bounded on the west

by Green-street or the Ninth Ward, and on
the east by the city boundary line.

Monday, 5th. In the morning', at-

tended in council with brother Hyrum
and others on bankruptcy, making an
inventory of our property, and schedule

of our liabilities, that we might he
prepared to avail ourselves of the laws of

the land as did others. Afternoon, had
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conversation with brother Green. In

the evening, attended the Masonic Lodge.

Tuesday, 6th. Attended the trial of

an appealed case of Amos Davis before

the Municipal Court. Judgment con-

firmed.

Wednesday, 7th. Dined with Elder

Orson Hyde and family. Elder Hyde
has this day returned home from his

mission to Jerusalem. His presence was
truly gratifying. Spent the day with

Elder Hyde and drawing wood.
Thursday, 8th. Spent the day at home.

Received a visit from Elder Hyde and
wife.

This day, Thomas Ford, Governor of

Illinois, in his inaugural address to the

Senate and House of Representatives

remarked that a great deal nas been said

about certain charters granted to the peo-

ple of Nauvoo. These charters are objec-

tionable on many accounts, but particu-

larly on account of the powers granted.

The people of the State have become
aroused to the subject, and anxiously

desire that these charters should be modi-

fied so as to give the inhabitants of Nau-
voo no greater privileges than those

enjoyed by others of our fellow citisens.

Friday, 9th. I chopped wood all day.

My brother Hyrum started for Springfield

to attend to his case of bankruptcy, with

Benjamin Covey as witness. WilUrd
Richards, William Clayton, Henry G.
Sherwood, Peter Haws, Heber C. Kim-
ball, Alpheus Cutler, and Reynolds Cahoon
accompanied them to attend to my case,

present testimony to the Government
that I was in Illinois at the time Boggs
was shot—consequently could not have

been a fugitive from the justice of Mis-

souri, and thus procure a discharge from

Governor Ford, on Governor Carhn's

writ for my arrest. The weather was

very cold, and the travelling tedious; vet

my messengers travelled thirty-four miles,

and stayed with my brother Samuel

Smith, who kept a public-house at Ply-

mouth.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTERrDAT SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 1858.

Magnify rotm Calling.—We presume there is hardly a member of the Priest-

hood who has not uttered the exhortation, a Magnify your calling,"—hardly a Saint

who has not heard it reiterated many times, and who is not almost as familiar with

it as with the command enjoining baptism for the remission of sins. Never-

theless, we are persuaded that butfew realize the extensive signification of the tejunc-

tion—that but few are impressed with the great meaning which those three words,

" Magnify your calling," embody.

Brethren and sisters, what is our calling? Elders of Israel and officers of the

Church generally, what is our calling ? We are called to be the Saints of the Most

High—to bear that name which Prophets, Apostles, martyrs, and tne holiest mortals

of earth have borne—a name which angels reverence. We are called to be "a

chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people," that we,may
"show forth the praises of Him who hath called" us "out of darkness into his

marvellous light." We are called to be the oracles of God—to be the recipients of

the Holy Ghost—to be the repositories of the revelations of heaven and the riches of

eternity-—to be the saviours of mankind, and to hold the powers of eternal lives.

We are called to be the Latter-day Israel—to become the head of the nations—to be

the earthly instruments to accomplish the great restitution, to bear off the kingdom

triumphant, and ultimately to be the lawgivers of the world.

yrhat a high calling, then, is ours 1 How much is comprehended in its soope

!
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Bat this mast be made something more than a mere pretentions and unsupported

claim. We have to become such in reality. There is not a member of the Church

bot looks forward for such a destiny to be eventually realized by the Saints. But
they have to magnify their glorious calling, qualify themselves for the mighty work,

prepare themselves for this high destiny, and fulfil all that has been spoken con-

cerning the exaltation of Israel. "Aye, there's the rub!" It b one thing to be
called, and another thing to be chosen. It is joyful to have a glorious destiny open

before us; but it should not be forgotten that the race has to be run and the goal

retched. When the Saints dwell on the prophecies concerning them, they should

remember that to a great extent they have to fulfil them. It is one thing to have a
high calling, and another thing to magnify it. The practical working out of this

grind destiny, we fear, is too often overlooked. But our religion is a practical

region; and unless the Saints work out this destiny, they will never realize its

attainment. To this practical point we would draw attention.

How, then, does the matter stand with the Priesthood generally ? They should

endeavour to realize, in the performance of their calling, all that appertains there*

onto. In government, they should manifest, by their works, skill, tact, comprehension,

wisdom, and legislative abilities unequalled by the Gentiles. Their Pastorates, Con-
ferences, Districts, and Branches should show such an organization, order, system,

and obedience, so that a very child could work the celestial machinery, if necessary.

Tbey should be the best business men in the world, keep clear accounts, and be more
than ordinarily straightforward and honest in their official dealings ; and in the accu-

mulation andjudicious appropriation of means, they should excel all other economists.

In preaching, they should be more enthusiastic, energetic, simple, comprehensive, truly

eloquent, learned in truth, effectual, and powerful than any other preachers. Let
tbern endeavour to excel and be efficient in all their administrations. Let bungling,

onffery, and inefficiency, henceforth and for ever be considered a disgrace. They
dtoold also endeavour—especially Pastors, Presidents, and Elders—to become skilful in

the judgment of human character, and familiar with the manners, customs, move-
ments, legislation, profitable literature, art, science, and business of all nations,

—

indeed, as much as may be useful for the upbuilding and Glory of Zion, and

compatible with their missions. Knowledge and experience are in no case worthless,

ftriess prepared and qualified, they never will be appointed to govern kingdoms and
giiekws to the world; nor would nations submit to their rule, or the world receive

tfeir laws. Do yon understand this matter, brethren ? Will you prepare and qualify

joarselves by your practice now for the great future ?

At for the Saints—the non-official members of the Church—they must magnify

their calling ; for it is a high and holy one. In all things they should make them-

*fos superior to their Gentile neighbours of the same rank, opportunities, and social

*>d intellectual advantages. But more especially should they make themselves

Attainted with the revelations, purposes, and wisdom of Heaven. Have they not

t&e snhKmost religion, the grandest destiny, and noblest motives to stimulate them ?

There is not a publication of the Church but they should endeavour to obtain and
psrtake of its fight. Especially should this be the case with the European Saints in

reference to the Star. All should either read it or have it read to them ; and there

B not a young brother or sister that ought to be excused from subscribing to it

Rgvlarry, and difigently making themselves acquainted with its contents. The old

Bight base the plea that they cannot read ; but this is no excuse for the young.

Tbey should learn to read.

Many disgrace their calling, disgrace their religion, and disgrace themselves. Take
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from some their Priesthood or Presidency, and what is left ? Nothing but a mass of

worthlessness and inefficiency. Instead of magnifying their calling, they are drags

upon it. They would poll it down to their own level. To tolerate them, you have to

look over the men, and keep your eye upon their Priesthood, which they dishonour.

Were it not for their calling, they would be nothing. Let such remember that the time

will come when they will be nothing in very deed ! There are also some Saints who,

were it not for the name, would not be known from devils,—and those that claim the

name of Israel, who would not be known from Gentiles.

Now is merely a day of trial and of temporary arrangements. When the great

balance of accounts is struck, it will be seen who have been worthy, and perhaps

that day will show a remarkable turning of things upside down. It is not impro-

bable that some, who have been high in the Church and held important and respon-

sible offices, will then be less than M hewers of wood and drawers of water and

humble, worthy men, now unknown, may then be exalted among the Qods. At that

day our subject, " Magnify your calling/' will have a more pointed meaning

!

MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR BRIGHAM YOUNG TO THE LEGISLATURE,

DXLXYEBXD IN GREAT SALT LAKE CITT, DECBMBEB 15, A.D. 1857.

{From the " New York Daily Tribune.*)

Gentlemen of the Council and House of

Representative*,—The people, for the pro-
motion of whose advancement in correct

government you are now assembled in a
legislative capacity, are to remote from the

high-wrought excitement and consequent
entangling questions common to the popu-
lous marts of national and international

commerce,—are so little prone to deem mere
property, rank, titles, and oAce the highest

prizes for human effort,—and, through en-

lightened choice, are so invariably peaceful

and law-abiding, that your duties partake

but in a small degree of that varied, per-
plexing, and intricate description so charac-

teristic of the legislation of most, if not all

other communities. But, however orderly

and upright are a people, the changes and
experience incident to transpiring circum-
stances, and consequent new views and
events, afford ample scope for the exercise

of that candid deliberation and prudent fore-

thought, without which legislation is liable

to be far more detrimental than beneficial.

Those unparalleled habits of industry,
sobriety, order, and respect to the just
rights of all, which so pre-eminently distin-

guish the occupants of a region uninviting
to dwellers in more favoured climes, have
continued in a rapidly-increasing ratio to
advance Utah to a position in social and
political progress worthy the highest com-
mendation. During the past year, for rea-
sons well understood, our progression has

not been so particularly marked by improve-

ments under appropriations from the Terri-

torial treasury as it has by unostentatious,

persevering, aud skilful, individual efforts,

most successfully applied to extending the
area of our tillable land, to the gradual in-

troduction ofa more economical, systematic,

and judicious cultivation of the various pro-
ducts adapted to our soil and climate, to the
requisite care and improvement of stock, to
the erection of more commodious private

dwellings, and to a large and highly en-
couraging increase in domestic manufactures.
These pursuits and their results, in the com-
paratively humble, limited, and tardy mode,
as yet compelled by the time, thought, and
means that can be devoted to their conduct

and attainment, are tame and uninteresting

to those who dwell amid the whirl of men-
tal and physical energies, constantly taxed
to their utmost tension in the selfish, unsa-
tisfying and frenzied quest of worldly emolu-
ment, fame, power, and maddening draughts
from the syren cup of pleasure ; but they are
laying for us and our children a foundation

broad, deep, strong, and durable, npoo
which, through the blessings of our God, to-

rear a superstructure for the temporal well-
being of ourselves and the thousands upon-

thousands who will seek unto us for susten-

ance and the enjoyment of the inalienable

rights of civil and religious liberty.

Whetherour agricultural interests, though
so broadly underlying and essentially up*
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holding all other avocations, require at pre-

sent the farther aid of special legislation,

may well be questioned, since private enter-

prise has accumulated individual means until

oar agriculturists and graziers are abun-
dantly able, either singly or by a combina-

tion of a few of the more energetic, to pro-

cure those approved labour-saving machines,

and import those kinds and numbers of

domestic animals that their ripening expe-

rience may dictate. And aside from that

constantly-increasing experience and ability,

and a higher tone of energy in their appli-

eatioa, the Deseret Agricultural and Manu-
facturing Society have, through the appoint-

ment, from time to time, of lectures upon
these and other practicable branches of

industrial pursuits, and the annual distribu-

tion of prises for the best specimens of home
products, diffused a laudable emulation for

attaining superior excellence in every de-

partment pertaining to our temporal ad-
vancement, insomuch that, with the facilities

as yet at our command, it would appear
advisable to still leave those and kindred

interests to the able management and fos-

tering care of that Society. True, their

recurring annual fair, held in this city in

October last, owing to circumstances beyond
their control, was by no means so fully

attended, nor the articles in exhibition so

numerous and varied as would otherwise

have been the case. Still the most casual

observer could not but note and be gratified

with the abundant evidence of the industrial

prosperity of our Territory.

The mechanical skill of our artisans, so

far as material would permit, has also been
assiduously applied to the home supply of

those necessaries and comforts so essential

to well-ordered civilized society, thus freeing

as, in a goodly degree, from the heavy tax

of imported goods ; yet there is an ample
and ever-increasing demand for the pro-

ducts of their labour, at very liberal rates of

compensation, which will, doubtless, afford

all necessary inducements for home manu-
facture, to the full extent of the raw mate-
rials in our posiession, except, perhaps, in

the article of iron. They, also, in common
with all other classes of our producers,

share proportionally in the benefits arising

from the annual exhibition of their handi-

work in our fairs.

In some instances, especially so in relation

to the sugar cane, cotton, wool, and dye
stuffs, the want of the raw materials has

been a serious drawback. It therefore

affords me the greater gratification to be
able to inform you that there is a fair pros-

pect, at an early date, that our wants in

those particulars will be amply supplied,

independent of the burdens of importation.

The Sorghum, or Chinese sugar cane, has

been generally and successfully cultivated in

small patches, in a great variety of soil

throughout many cf our settlements, and
has been proved to be well adapted to a
wide latitude of our climate. This plant i*

an almost invaluable acquisition, being singu-
larly prolific in seed, as well as in a large

amount of most excellent forage, and afford-

ing a remarkably large proportion of juice,

highly charged with saccharine matter,

which can easily be manufactured into a
syrup, almost, if not quite equal, to the

far-famed golden syrup of the sugar refine-

ries, thereby relieving us from the neces-

sity of submitting to a burdensome drain of

our circulating medium, or the deprivation

of a healthful article of diet. A small crop
of a very good sample of cotton was success-

fully cultivated in our southern settlement*

during the past season, also a few stalks of
indigo ; and preparations are being made in-

that region for the production of cotton and*

indigo to supply our demands, as -speedily

as indigo seed can be procured in sufficient

quantity. Madder can be raised in all our
settlements ; and it is a matter of astonish-

ment that no seed of so useful and easily

cultivated a plant has ever been brought
into this Territory, so far as I am informed

;

and it is to be hoped that our friends abroad
will take the earliest steps to supply this

want. Our quantity of wool is still far

short of an adequate supply, chiefly caused
by a measurably culpable inattention to the
care of so valuable a class of stock as are our
sheep, and to depending too much upon
foreign supplies, which are at any time
liable to be beyond our reach. Your influ-

ence, counsels, and example can do much
towards encouraging the production of wool
and flax, that our spinning wheels and looms
be not compelled to stand idle, and the peo-
ple caused to suffer through their own
improvidence in affairs within their reach
and comprehension.

The manufacture of iron has not been
prosecuted with that success so fondly anti-

cipated and so much desired ; but an engine
having been furnished to the company, it is

expected that all compatible attention will

be given to supplying an article which
enters so largely into our various daily

operations, la fine, there is no known limit

to the resources kindly provided in the ele-

ments surrounding us, no trammel upon the

skill and energies of the people to hinder
any from putting forth their talents to the
fullest" stretch for enriching, beautifying,

and making heavenly the mountain and
desert region in which our lot is cast.

Our schools, to those unacquainted with

the facts and circumstances connected there-

with, may seem not to have received that

attention which their importance demands :
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-at the same time, each Ward throughout
the Territory baa provided one or more
•comfortable school - houses commensurate
with the number of pupils to be accommo-
dated; and proportionably more has been

done in Utah for the true enlightenment of

the rising generation than has ever been
accomplished, under like conditions, in any
other portion of the Union. And aside from
the stated hours and exercises of schools,

education is constantly attainable from
books, from conversation, from reflection,

at home; abroad, in highways and byways :

and as its developments implant the desire

for still higher attainments, academies, col-

leges, and universities will arise at the sum-
moning wand of increasing wealth and
•leisure for learned requirements, until, ere

long, we shall as far outstrip the world in

every branch of trne science as we now do
in that knowledge which savoureth of eternal
lives. In this great cause, also, your influ-

ence and example can be made productive of
much good, even though your judgment
should lead you, during your present session,

to waive direct legislation upon this sub-
ject.

Reports from the Auditor and Treasurer,
which I have the hoooor herewith to trans-

nit, will furnish you the requisite informa-

tion touching the condition of the financial

•affairs of the Territory.

The parent Government exercises a gene-
neral supervision over the aborigines within
•its borders ; yet a brief allusion to the red
men within and around Utah may not here
be inappropriate, the more especially since

the expense of their care and support has,

from the beginning, fallen almost exclusively

upon us, and, from present appearances, bids

eair to do so altogether ; and still, after we
have invariably fed and clothed them, and
treated them with the utmost forbearance,

in proper consideration for their degraded
condition, if we do not turn out and, safely

and without charge, escort to their destina-

tion those passers-through who have cheated
and then poisoned and wantonly slain untu-
tored savages, lying and corrupt presses

throughout the Union will send forth
against us a united and prolonged howl of
base slander and false accusations, charging
upon us all the murders and massacres
occurring between the Missouri River and
the Sierra Nevada Mountains, with the sole

intent to excite to frenxy a spirit for our
-extermination. However much we may be
disposed to deplore that savage usage which
wreaks indiscriminate vengeance, we still

more deeply deprecate that double-dyed vil-

lany of fiendish editors and their lie-loving

readers, who wilfully suppress and falsely

-colour facts and subvert truths, for the sole

purpose of raising an unhallowed hue-and-

cry against an innocent people ; for those
editors and readers have been better taught

;

and suggest that if all such characters would
organize themselves into patrollingVigilance
Committees, for the purpose of restraining
the cruel and outrageous conduct of a por-
tion of the annual passing emigration, they
would soon learn that the Indians are far
oftener, if not always, when difference of
education and habits is included, ''more
sinned against than sinning;" that the most
forbearing will not forever patiently endure
a continued tirade of unjust threats, abuse,
and vituperation; that kindness is much

I more winning than severity; and that the
i inhabitants of Utah, as ever, are at home
noiselessly pursuing their peaceful avoca-
tions, and struggling to mete out even-
handed justice to all, irrespective of creed
or party. But, however Government may
neglect, and however enemies may rage and
falsely accuse, the experience derived from a
long observation of the yearly improvement
in some of the most degraded Indian tribes

upon the Continent strongly prompts me to
again recommend the contiuuanoe of that
humane policy so uniformly pursued bj
Utah towards her wild denisens, gradually
leading them like children in the rudiments
of civilisation, which has so often resulted

and will ever result in saving lives that
would otherwise have been and otherwise
will be destroyed, and which my judgment
dictates to me to be the wisest, most humane,
and even cheapest policy that can as yet bo
adopted.
You are already aware that, upon examin-

ing the bids for carrying the mail on the
route between this city and Independence,
Mo., in the Fall of 1856, the contract for
that route was awarded to Mr. Uyram
Kimball, a citisen of this Territory, in com-
pliance with a rule requiring the acceptance
of the lowest responsible bid. Yon are
also aware that the requisite service began
to be put upon that route so early as Feb-
ruary last, upon the first unofficial intimation

of the acceptance of the bid, and several

weeks before the arrival of official notifica-

tion, the letter containing that notification ,

having wintered at the Devil's Gate in care

of a mail conductor in the employ of the

former contractor. 80 soon as that notifica-

tion came to hand, arrangements were en-

tered into for the services of the requisite

number of trusty and efficient men to trans-

port the mail and select station points at

convenient distances, and erect suitable

buildings, and provide grain and forage

thereat ; animals and vehicles were rapidly

forwarded throughout the whole length of

the route; and with such liberality and
energy were these proceedings conducted,

that, instead of occupying and often exceed-
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tag the sehednle time of thirty days, as had
heretofore been the custom in the most
favourable seasons of the year, the trips

were performed in a less end still lessening

number, until Mr. John B. Murdock and
Company took the July mail through in the

unprecedented short time of fifteen traYel-

ling days, with every prospect for even that

brief period being still further shortened.

This prompt, safe, and reliable service,

attained by the expenditure of upwards of

£125,000 in a few months, was well under-

stood in the Post Office Department in

Washington; but, instead of even making
punctual quarterly payments at the low con-

tract rate of #23,600 a year, and extending

every legal facility and encouragement in

their power to the contractor, that Depart-

moot, taking an unjust and altogether un-

warrantable advantage of a clause wisely

designed for the protection of public rights,

tyrannically disannulled the contract, alleg-

ing aa cause for such outrageous usurpation,

nabght but a failure in commencing the ser-

vice at the time required, when they well

knew that service was put upon the route

weeks before the arrival of the acceptance

of the bid, unduly detained through the

fault of their pet contractor, and bolstering

that allegation with the false and slanderous

assertion—" The unsettled state of things at

Salt Lake rendering the mails unsafe under

present circumstances." To all human ap-

pearance, such conduct could only have been

actuated by the fell design to prevent Utah
from receiving a single dollar of public

money for the performance of public service

honourably contracted for, even though that

service were performed in a praiseworthy

manner hitherto unexampled, and to deprive

us, if possible, from becoming acquainted

with the exterminating plans concocted in

"Washington against the most loyal Terri-

tory known since the days of the Revolution.

Would they have dared to thus treat any

State or any other Territory, or to have

even suggested such treatment ? Every one

knows that they would not. What is obvi-

ously the only inference to be drawn from
such tyrannical usage by so important a

Department of the General Government?
That a deep-settled and pre-determined

plan has been agreed upon to deprive us of

every vestige of constitutional rights; for

that usage accords only with the cry, con-

stantly reiterated throughout the States,

" Destroy the inhabitants of Utah," thereby

compelling a numerous portion of the citi-

zens of our boasted Republic to fall back

upon the indefeasible right of self-defence,

and adopt lawful measures for their own
protection.

It is a matter of deep regret that officers

ot a Government, founded at so great a

sacrifice by our forefathers upon "aland*
choice above all other lands,' have become
so sunken in degradations as to have utterly
lost sight of those pure and just principles*

embodied in the Constitution, and prefer, in
the mad pursuit of low, grovelling, and self*

ish aims, to adopt and carry out that suici-
dal policy, a persistence in which can but
end in rending to pieces a nation that other-
wise might become the happiest and most
powerful on the globe. Reckless office-

holders and office-seekers have their poisoned
fangs so deeply buried in the vitals of the
body politic, and are so thoroughly organized
and drilled in the defence and attack of the
spoils, while the tradesmen, the mechanics,
the husbandmen, and the humble labourers—
the real virtue and sound intelligence of the
Republic—are so busily occupied in their

daily toil, and, except here and there a few,
are so little aware of the dire portent of the
future, and of the measures necessary for
insuring public tranquility, that it is a dis-

couraging task to attempt arresting the tur-
bid current of official corruption that would
sweep every vestige of truth, virtue, and
human rights from our unhappy country z.

but the crimsoned satellites of plunder, op-
pression, and usurpation may rest assured
that every friend of liberty will resist their

destructive progress and stand fast by the
Constitution and all laws conformable there-
with.

True, all human-instituted governments-
contain more or less of the weakness per-
taining to imperfection ; and to this law our-
Government is by no means an exception.
Still I am not acquainted with any man-
made form of government in which are sown*
so few of the seeds of its own dissolution^

Lovers of justice as were the Revolutionary
patriots,—endowed as they were in their

deliberations and acts, with a good propor-
tion of that wisdom which cometh from
above, and wielding an influence seldom*
attained by so small a number, yet they were-
unable to devise a republican form of govern-
ment without a system of checks and ba-
lances, dividing the federative power into-

three distinct branches, controllable only by
the will of the sovereign people. Their
former experience makes it matter of no-

surprise that in their deliberations and acta

they leaned so strongly to the side of the-

largest degree of individual freedom, nor,

having suffered so sorely under the cruel

rod of religion established by secular power,
that they so clearly and strenuously guarded
and guaranteed the widest scope to freedom
of conscience and consequent right of wor-
ship in accordance therewith. But with tbe-

sonnd judgment and experience possessed by
those great statesmen, it is only another

evidence of the weakness incident to hum**
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•nity, even when acting under the beet of

motives, that, after having so long groaned
under the bitter oppression of British colo-

nial rule, and successfully struggled for the

establishment of the inherent right of each

and all to " life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness," with the positive guaranty that

every one should be privileged with and
protected in the blessings flowing from a
republican form of government, whose cha-

racteristic consists solely in the well-defined

and well understood fact, that the rulers

and laws shall proceed only from the elec-

tion and consent of the governed, they

should in April, 1784, pass resolutions, and
in July, 1787, over two months previous to

the adoption of the Constitution, pass an
Ordinance specially legislating for American
citizens residing on public domain, directly

contrary to the very genius of the Articles

of Confederation by which they had mutu-
ally pledged each other they would be
guided. And that very legislation, contrary

as it was to the authorities and limitations

of the Articles of Confederation existing at

the time of the passage of the celebrated

Ordinance of '87, and to those of the Con-
stitution adopted in the same year, as well

as to the great truth embodied in the Decla-

ration of Independence, that governments
derive their just powers from the consent of

the governed, could be and was endorsed by
Americans, so long as the usurped power
was exercised in justice ; and the portion of

that illegal legislation copied lato « Organic
Acts" for Territories could still be endured,
were it not so grievously abused, as is the
case when officers are attempted to bo
forced upon a free people contrary to their

known and expressed wishes. Still, looking,

as our patriot fathers measurably did, to the
governmental experience and example of the
mother country, and surrounded ae they
were by so many conflicting views and
entangling questions, it is not a subject of
so much surprise that they inadvertently

took so illegal a course as it is that an early

Congress, under the Constitution, continued
to perpetuate and endeavour to make legal

that which neither was nor ever could bo
law, without first destroying or remodelling
the very Constitution from which Congresa
derives its power to act. And again, the
course of that Congress is by no means so
surprising as that Congress after Congress,
with a lengthening experience in the work-
ings of the governmental machinery and a
boasted increase of enlightenment, should
still continue to fasten a portion of that

unconstitutional relic of colonial barbarism
upon American citixens, whenever a laudable

spirit of enterprise induces those citixens to

lawfully occupy and improve any portion of
the public domain. And it is most surpri-

sing of all, that Americans occupying public

domain in Territories have so tamely sub-

mitted to such long-continued and obvious

usurpation.

(Tm b€ continued.)

THE " TIMES' * REVIEW OF STANSBURY'S "EXPEDITION TO THE
VALLEY OF THE GREAT SALT LAKE."

The Times has recently given the pub-
lic a review of Captain Stansbur/s official

-report of his " Expedition to the Valley of

the Great Salt Lake." After lauding the

work as the " principal key to the geo-

graphy of this strange country," and in-

forming its readers that * his survey was
•made at the expense of the United States'

Government," and that "it was also

printed by order of the Senate, with that

ample illustration by means of maps and
-engravings which the flourishing state of
their finances admits," the Time* makes
reference to his description of society and
the character of the people in Utah. It

affords another evidence of the pandering
spirit of the press to popular prejudices

and bigotry, and of the determination of

our enemies to hide the true character of

the Saints and to throw discredit on any i

testimony, no matter how reliable, that

S'ves a favourable view of the people of
tah. It is an unworthy disposition even

in the Times. By such expressions as the

following, it seeks to lessen the weight of

the testimony of an honourable gentle-

man, simply because it is favourable to tha

Saints :

—

"It was the singular result of Captsiu
Stansburj't mission that he was so struck

by the worldly prndence which combined
with their fanaticism*that he bore an em-
phatic testimony to their consequent pros-
perity.

" Assistance, and even hospitality, appeara
to have been afforded, and Captain Stane-

bury accordingly ctme to view their do-
mestic institution with a tolerance which
is remarkably conspicuous in the following

passage." [Here follows the passage.]
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The foregoing1 shows the mean and
•contemptible spirit of the writer, and his

disposition to blot that part of the report

creditable to the Saints, though, in every

other respect, he admits that it is " un-

questionable." Those who have read the

Captain's work know that he has not re-

presented the prosperity of Utah as M con-

sequent " on a combination of ** worldly

prudence and fanaticism." After stating

that " nothing can exceed the appearance

of prosperity, peaceful harmony, and
cheerful contentment that pervaded the

whole community," he thus accounts for

this state of things :
—" I think it may be

roost clearly accounted for in the admi-

rable discipline and ready obedience of a
large body of industrious and intelligent

men, and iu the wise counsels of prudent

and sagacious leaders, producing a one-

ness and concentration of action, the

result of which has astonished even those

by whom it has been effected:"

Because of the " assistance " and * hos-

pitality" afforded him, the Captain did

not *' accordingly " "view their domestic

institution" and social state generally

with " tolerance." It was on facts that

this view was based. All honourable

men, Gentile officials, merchants, and
others who have sojourned in Utah have

viewed them with equal tolerance, and
have borne testimony "even" to their

"hospitality." When the Anti-Mormon
press cannot let the simple statement of a
gentleman of high character and talent

come before the public until blotted, it

shows unmistakeably the spirit that in-

spires it; and when we see our enemies

resort to their mean tricks and dodges to

blacken evidence and testimony favourable

to the Saints, it looks to us the offspring

of black hearts. We then have the follow-

ing closing paragraph :

—

M Possibly the Captain's impressions might
have changed if he had enjoyed the oppor-
tunity of a longer residence. At all events,

he could not at the present day insist, as he

then did, on the loyalty of the Mormons to

the Government of the United States, main-

taining that ( a more loyal and patriotic

people could not be found within the limits

of the Union.' Such expressions suggest

donbts of Captain Stansbnry's political dis-

cernment, though the geographical value of

his work, especially at the present time,

is unquestionable. For the latter reason
• only we point it out to our readers as at least

enabling them to follow the transactions

•now commencing.''

When Captain Stansbury maintained
that " a more loyal and patriotic people

could not be found within the limits of
the Union," he did so from the evidence

before him. He simply narrated facts

and merely acted the part of a faithful

historian. He related the unprecedented
call for five hundred of our best men
under circumstances more aggravated
than have been known in the experience

of any other people. He told how that

call was responded to. He bore testimony

to the enthusiastic celebration of American?

independence by the people of Utah in

the face of all their wrongs. He heard
the patriotic speeches of their leaders and
made extracts therefrom. Such evidences

of loyalty had never been given by any
State or Territory in the Union. There-
fore his statement was merely a statement

of facts, and not the bare expression of an
opinion. It had nothing to do with his

political discernment either to suggest

doubts or confidence. Any other honour-
able and truthful man, relating the same
events and doing justice to his narrative,

would have said as much, no matter
what might have been the value of his
M political discernment." In this Lieut.

Gunnison and others have not been far

behind the Captain. The events of the

present day do not at all affect the

stubborn facts of the past. And the most
that can be said is that the Saints have been
driven beyond the point of forbearance.

But does not the Times know that the

true test of loyalty does not consist in

sanctioning the oppressive and exter-

minating measures of any Administration,

but in a people's fidelity to the Constitu-

tion and to the integrity of the basis of

the great Federal Union? Does it not

know that the Constitution gives no
sanction for a President to turn a Nero
and rush on society with, his hordes to

butcher American citizens, and that it

does not demand of a State or Territory

that it should tamely submit to such
slaughter as the test of loyalty? The
Times states, in this same review, that the

"Expedition" was u intended for their

complete subjugation." Does it not know
that the Constitution does not contem-
plate the "complete subjugation" of "a
loyal and patriotic people ? Does it not

remember that this ** Expedition" for

the " complete subjugation" of the Saints

was despatched prior to the events of the
" present day " and that the " present " is
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the consequent of that past act ? Have
the brains of the writer been wool-

gathering, that he could write so much
inconsistency, and so commit himself in

one ardcle.

For the " geographical value of his

work n *' only" says the Times, " we
point it out to our readers." That is,

that they may see the path through which
an army is to be led to the M complete-

subjugation" of Utah. It is auother
evidence that the Saints have rightly read

I the designs of their enemies, and that
i their conduct has manifested another act

,
of " lovalty " to the Constitution, as well

as faithfulness to their own rights.

VARIETIES.

To Draughtsmen.—By slightly damping or breathing strongly on a pencil drawing, it

will be fixed to as to preserve it from being rubbed out.

Passing Events.—The former sentence of Rudio, the accomplice of Orsini and Pierri, is

commuted to penal servitude for life. In Milan, robberies and public street outrages

have lately been unusually freqnent and alarming. The ex-King of Delhi has been tried,

found guilty, and banished for life to the Andaman Islands. His life was spared in con-

sequence of it having been previously guaranteed to him by General Wilson. Oude, at

the.date of the last despatch, was being invaded. Shorapore was captured on the 8th of

February, and the Rajah taken prisoner at Hyderabad on the 12th. The Bareilly rebels

were defeated on the 10th February. An address, signed by 3,000 natives, lias been sent

from Bombay to the Queen, expressing their indignation at the atrocities committed by
the Bengal soldiery.

A VOICE FROM ZION.

Ye Saints of the Lord, attend and be still

:

For Jehovah has spoken from Zion's fair bill

:

Bis kingdom has come!— let the winds waft the
strain

From one end of the earth till it echoes again.

The voice of an angel has published the news—
Salvation has come for both Gentile* and Jens

:

The Gospel of Je»ua again has been given,

That God's will, on earth, may be done as in
heaven.

Now high waves the standard of Zion's great cause;
The nations will see it, and learn of her laws

:

The honest in Bab'lon, who now sit at ease.

Will rally around, as it floats in the breeie.

The heavenly San, with a sevenfold light,

Will soon chase away the dark shadows of night
From the face of the earth, which has long been

opprcss'd

:

She b panting for freedom, and longs to have rest.

Rejoice, then, O Israel, and shake off your fears

;

The long night is breaking—the daylight appears

:

Go. sound the glad tidings, and make the earth ring

With anthems of praise to your God and yonr King.

A. Ross.

Address.—John II. Kelson, Charlotte Cottage, back of Gloucester Street, New Passage, Devonport, Devon.
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Be that haih am ear, let him hear who* the Spirit teith ante the churches.—Jeeu* Christ.

Gmmm/ efher, mjr people, that ye be net partaken of her sine, and that pe receive not ofher

plague*.—A. Voice from Heaven.
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"WHAT IS THE TRUE CHARACTER OF JOSEPH SMITH?

BT CHARLES W. PEVBOSB.

Everybody who has any knowledge of
the events of the age has heard something
of Joseph Smith, the u Mormon " Pro-
phet ; and all, except those who are too

indifferent to form an opinion, have passed

judgment in their minds upon his pre-

tensions. Very few, however, have fully

examined the evidence which has been
offered on both sides of the subject; there-

fore they have not all arrived at the same
conclusion.

Some persons have placed him in the
fct of religious enthusiasts led by their

own overwrought imagination to believe

tbemielves inspired of God and tofancy
themselves the subjects of heavenly com-
munications. Others have stated their

conviction that he was one of the greatest

**pottor$ that ever disgraced the foot-

stool of the Almighty. Others, again,

—

**d these are in the minority,—have de-
chred to the world that they are posi-

tively certain that he was one of the
greatest Prophets that ever came with
"Ae burden of the word of the Lord."
A Deeper understanding of this subject

* of toe greatest importance to the
baman family ; for, if Joseph Smith was
* vile deceiver, or himself deceived, all the
wtrld should be warned against his sys-

tem and influence. If he was a Prophet
*f God, eomnusaioned to declare to the

inhabitants of the earth a message from
heaven, then all the world should know
it, that they might receive the glad tidings

and obey the commandments of the Great
Jehovah.

Let us, then, examine the conclusions

which have been formed concerning
him; for, considering the nature of his

pretensions, it is as certain that one of
these conclusions is correct as it is sure
that the others must be erroneous. If it

can be proved that two of these opinions
are false, it follows, as a matter of course,

that the other is the true view of the
subject.

We will first examine the statement
that Joseph Smith was deceived by his

own fanaticism and led away by an excess

of religious zeal. To do this properly, it

will be necessary to enquire briefly into

some of his history and pretensions.

He informs us that, when about four-
teen years of age, he became much con-
cerned upon the subject of religion, and
that, through the diversity of the creeds
of the day, he commenced the study of
the Scriptures for the purpose of finding

out the religion of Jesus Christ; that,

through reading the New Testament, bo
was led to enauire*of the Lord in secret

and earnest prayer in a grove near his

father's house. Here, he informs us, in
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Answer to his prayers, two glorious beings

showed themselves to him in open vision,

who informed him that the creeds of the

various existing sect* were' opposed to

the doctrines of Christ, and promised

that the Gospel in its purity and fulness

should in due time be made knowd to

him. v •

Some three or four years subsequent,

he wss visited in his chamber, at night,

by an angel of God, whose glory was
beyond description, and who communi-
cated to him the intelligence that he was
called of God to commence the Latter-

day Work—the preaching of the Gospel,

the gathering of Israel, the preparing the

way for the second coming of Messiah,

and the ushering in of the Millennium.

He was also enlightened upon the exist-

ence of certain sacred records containing

the biatory of the American aborigines,

who were descendants of a branch of the

house of Israel. This visit was repeated

three times"in the same night.

Through the intelligence received in this

vision, he went, on the 22nd Sept., 1823,

to a hill about four miles from Palmyra,
Wayne County, New York, U. S.A. Here
he discovered the ** records," enclosed in

a stone box and buried in the side of the

hill. The angel who appeared to him
the previous night now stood before him
Again, gave him further information con-

cerning the work that hewas to accomplish,

and instructed him to present himself at

that place from year to year, until he was
prepared, by experience and the intelli-

gence which should be given him, to take

the records into his own possession, and
use them for die purpose designed.

For four successive years he presented

himself at the appointed place, and each

time received instruction from the hea-

venly messenger; and, on the 22nd Sep-
tember, 1827, obtained possession of the

records, consisting of a number of plates

resembling gold, filled on both sides with
engravings in unknown characters. With
the plates was an instrument called the
Urim and Thummim, by the aid of which
he translated the characters into the Eng-
lish language, after transcribing some of
the hieroglyphics and sending them to the

learned of America, who were unable to

translate them. The book was published

in 1830, containing nearly six hundred
pages, almost as much* matter as the Old
Testament. Its title was " The Book of

Mormon" (For a mere complete ac-

count of these things, see " Remarkable

Visions," by O. Pratt.)

Now, if any person will carefully

examine the above statements, we thiol

he must be forced to the conviction that

Joseph Smith was not deceived by bis

imagination, but that he either saw these

visions and received the records, or in-

vented these stories to deceive the world.

Passing oyer the statement about the

angel appearing three distinct times in

the same night—if true, evidently for the

purpose of assuring him that he was not

deceived, and, if false, certainly not a

delusion, but a plain fabrication,—let as

reflect upon the account of the discovery

of the records, the visits year after year

to the place of their concealment, the work

of translation day after day, and month

after month, as circumstances allowed him

opportunity, until a large volume was

produced of several hundred pages 1

If there should be an individual who

still believes that Joseph Smith was de-

ceived Into the belief of having receired

heavenly visions, even he must admit that

no man, however excited, unless quite

insane, could imagine that he received

those records under the circumstaaces

described, that he had them with him

year after year, and that he translated the

characters upon them, when there was no

characters to translate! But "supposing,

for the sake of argument, that it was pos-

sible for him to be deceived into this

belief, what shall we say to the testimony

of the "Three Witnesses," (see their tes-

timony prefacing the Book of Mormon,}
who affirm that an angel of God came

down from heaven to them, and exhibited

before their eyes the sacred records, while

the voice of Jehovah from the skies pro-

claimed that they were translated by His

power and authority; and to the testi-

mony of the "Eight Witnesses," who
testify that they saw the plates with their

natural eyes, and handled them, and knew
of a surety that Joseph Smith had them

In his possession ? Were they also de-

ceived ? If so, it is evident that Joseph

deceived them; and he would therefore

appear before us, not in the light of a

religious enthusiast, but as an artful

knave imposing upon the credulous.

It is certain, therefore, that Joseph

Smith was either a true Prophet Divinely

inspired to bring to light hidden things,

or a base impostor who invented a cun-

ning tale for some sinister purpose.
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Next, we will investigate the statement

that Joseph Smith was a hase impostor,

wbo devoted himself to the task of de-

ceiving the world. When we hear of a
great scheme of fraud, or of an attempt

made bj any person to deceive the world
or an individual, we are naturally led to

ask the question, What were the motives

of the impostor, or what object had he in

view? More especially is this the case

when the impostor arrogates to himself

the authority of the Deity, and attempts

to deceive the world upon so important

i subject as salvation. Men have been

known to impose on others for the mere
pleasure of deceiving them; but these

have been petty, mean scoundrels, with
nothing great or noble in their character

;

and their sphere of operations has been

within a very narrow compass ; for their

souls were not large enough to conceive

of anything grand or extensive. That
Joseph Smith was not a man of this

stamp, there is no need to argue ; for his

whole course, from the announcement of

his first vision to his death at Carthage,

proves undoubtedly that his vast energies

were devoted to the accomplishment of

some great purpose; and if that purpose

was not to establish the kingdom ef God,
to reveal truth to the world, and to pre-

pare the way for the coming of the

tord Jesus, for what did he labour?
Why did he continue, in the midst of deep

offering and unparalleled persecution, to

follow the course which he commenced?
Some, perhaps judging by their own

love of Mammon, have stated that his

object was to accumulate riches. If, like

a hireling priest, he had required his fol-

lowers to provide him with a handsome
sUary, or to yield up their property for

Ms private and particular benefit, there

might be some foundation for that idea

;

but, so far from this,we find him teaching

the doctrrne that the servants of God
ibottM travel u without purse and scrip,"

Spending for their support upon the

voluntary contributions of those friends

#hom the Lord should move upon to

Jfstt them. "But," says one, "did he
sot require his followers to pay the tithe

<& then* property and increase?" He
£l; but these tithings were not to swell

**i coffers. Certain men, who were sus-

in their calling by the vote of the

, received the tithings for the

fc of the whole Church, such as the

( ofTemples, the spreading of the

Gospel, the relief of the widow and thej

orphan, Sec.

" But," says another, * it is commonly
reported that when people with property
joined his Church, he forcibly deprived

them of their wealth and left them to
starve or shift for themselves." It ia

very easy to make accusations against
any man. The greatest difficulty—as
anti-Mormons have found by experience

—

is, to prove them. If Joseph Smith de-
prived any one of his property, why was
this not proved before a Court of Justice,

and judgment passed upon him as a
swindler and a thief? Many a court of
law in America would have been pleased

to convict him, if there had been the

slightest evidence on which to found &
conviction ; and the very fact of his never
having been convicted is circumstantial

proof that these flimsy stories are as false/

as they are absurd.

Can it be shown by any one that Joseph
ever did accumulate wealth by the system
which he established? No, it cannot;
and when we consider the dreadful suffer-

ing, both of mind and body, which he
endured through that system, we are led

to conclude, if he had commenced his

career with the idea of becoming rich in

this world's goods, that, after suffering sa
much and failing in his designs, he would
have abandoned a course so unprofitable

and dangerous. Besides, a roan with so>

great a mind as his— for it is now almost

universally acknowledged that he was a*

man of great intelligence and powerful

abilities—could have obtained wealth in

a much easier way by a course either

honourable or dishonourable. No man ia

fond of suffering ; no one takes delight in
?ain inflicted upon himself : therefore, if

oseph had formed the design of becoming
rich, he would, after failing in his first

attempts, have turned his talents into

another channel and invented some plan

less likely to produce pain and more likely

to produce riches. But, notwithstanding

increased opposition and trouble, though
the floods of persecution swelled to an
overwhelming torrent,he still continued on
his way, never swerving, never faltering ;

but, until he lost his life because of the

principles which he advocated, in every

circumstance acting without personal

pecuniary benefit, as the Prophet of the

Lord and the revealer of His will to>

mortals.

(fefo ctftfiftuecf.J
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ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 200.)

OBJECTION.

** There it an account [in the Book of

Mormon] of persons going by the Red
Sea from Jerusalem to the wilderness.

The Red Sea is not in the way from
Jerusalem to the wilderness. Then, in

the wilderness, three days' journey, we
an told of a river, where there never was
« river. Then this river is said first to

«iapty itself into the Red Sea, and then into

the fountain of the Red Sea ! Evidently

the ignorant man who wrote all this

nonsense, or spoke it, knew nothing of the

geography of the wilderness, and knew
Ktde about seas, and rivers, and foun-

tains."—" Tlie Doelrines of Mormonism,"
published by the Religious Tract Society.

ANSWER.

The author of the foregoing objection

commences it with a false statement.

He says, ** There is an account of persons

going by the Red Sea from Jerusalem to

the wilderness." (The italics are his

own.) But where does the Book of
Mormon, or any other book, give such an
** account? " We are entirely unaware of
the existence of the said account : indeed,

^we have no hesitation in affirming that

the objector never read anything of the

lemd either in the Book of Mormon or
in any other book published by the Latter-

day Saints. The statement is his own,
a*d, like many others of his in the tract

before us, entirely false. We know just

«s well as he does that "the Red Sea is

aot in the way from Jerusalem to the
•wilderness ; and we never heard or read
stay intimation that it was. Instead of
JNepfci giving an account of his father
and family's "going by the Red Sea from
•Jerusalem to the wilderness, he, on the
ssoatrary, describes their going from Jeru-
salem into the wilderness, even down to the
neighbourhood of the Red Sea 1 In order
to prove the correctness of our statement
and tlie falsityofour objector's forged "ac-
count," we need simply to subjoin Nephi's
owi words, and let him speak for himself:—."And he [Lehi] left his house, and the

land of his inheritance, and his gold, and'

his silver, and his precious things, and
took nothing with him, save it were his-

family, and provisions, and tents, and
departed into the wilderness; and he
came down by the borders near the shore

of the Red Sea ; and he travelled in the

wilderness in the borders which are near
the Red Sea." (1 Nephi i. 13.)

Having thus evidenced the fallacy of
our opponent's commencing statement,

and leaving the reader, without further

comment on that point, to determine for

himself what credence the author is

entitled to, we now proceed to consider
his next objection. He says—** Then, in

the wilderness, three days' journey, we
are told of a river, where there never wot
a river." Nephi, it is true, says*—44

It

came to pass that when he [Lehi] had
travelled three days in the wilderness, be
pitched his tent in a valley bj the side of
a river of water." In contradiction
to this, our objector affirms that in the
wilderness alluded to " there never was a
river." How does he know that ? Sup-
posing that he had himself traversed that
region, and found no river there, would
even that prove that no river existed there*

2,000 years ago ? History tells of many
rivers in different parts of the world
which cannot be found now, having long
been dried up. Will, then, our objector,

to carry out his principle, denounce such
historical records as false ? Then, agaio,.

it does not follow, because Nephi speaks
of a river in the wilderness, which ran,

into the Red Sea, that it was a river like

the Thames, the Severn, or the Missis-
sippi! It may have been, and probably
was, a very small river—what we would
call a brook or rivulet. He says, "And
it came to pass that when he had travelled

three days in the wilderness, be pitched
hia tent in a valley by the side of a river

of water." There is nothing novel in*

the idea of small rivers being found in a*

wilderness. Scripture and history will,

farnish the objector with ample evidence*
of this. We have his assertion that in
the wilderness between Jerusalem and the

Red Sea, where Lehi and hia family
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travelled, " There never was a river'
9—

an assertion as false as it is bold ; and we
hare, on the contrary, Nephi's testimony

that in his day, at any rate, there was
-one, and that he and others pitched their

tent by the side of its stream. In the

absence of proof to the contrary of this

record, we therefore have—to say the

least of it—just as good reason for be-

lieving Nephi's statement as we have that

•of our objector's. And, until he is pre-

pared to offer something more than bare

denial, or mere contradictory assertion,

we are likely to continue to hold our
present views of the subject.

Our opponent also objects that " This
river is said first to emoty itself into the

Bed Sea, and then into the fountain of the

Bed Sea." If he assumes, or wishes the

reader to infer, that Nephi speaks of "the
Bed Sea" and " the fountain of the Bed
Sea" as two distinct things, he is mis-

taken, and such an inference would be far

'from the truth; for both expressions

evidently refer to the same thing. Of
course there is nothing strange in the

idea of a river running into the Red Sea.

Is there, then, anything particularly

objectionable in the Red Sea being spoken

•of as a fountain ? Perhaps the author of

the tract on "The Doctrines of Mor-
monism " might not have so designated

it, had he been in the writer's or the

translator's place. And, in that case, if

he had, we should not be inclined to make
him "an offender for a word"—especially

if he made no pretensions to learned

•accuracy. So long as we get an honest

man's meaning, we do not wish to quarrel

.about his terms, when they are the best

he has to give. But what great objec-

-tion can be urged to the phrase, "fountain

of the Red Sea?" The Red Sea was a
gulf—a portion of the sea which is the

great fountain of water. True, the rain

descends from the clouds of heaven to

fertilize the earth: but whence do the

•clouds obtain the water which they thus

rain down ? True, the rivers flow into

the sea : but whence are they supplied ?

from secondary sources, which are re-

latively termed "fountains." But whence
are those fountains supplied ? From the

aea itself, which is not only the vast

reservoir, but also the great fountain of

waters. Its "waters under the earth"

bubble up here and there, hydraulically,

in the form of springs, thus supplying

lakes, freshets, rivers, &c,—the rivers
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emptying themselves into the great re-

servoir again, to be continually re-supplied

from the same source, according to the
course of nature. If, then, the sea itself

is the universal fountain of the earth's

watercourses, and the Red Sea, or Gulf, is

a part of it—what is called by geographers
an "arm of the sea"—stretching into the
land, between Arabia and Africa, we
weuld ask, where is the great inconsis-

tency of applying the term "fountain" to

it ? The river which Nephi speaks offlowed
into the Red Sea. And can our criticizing

objector undertake to prove that that
great gulf which, as an arm of Ocean,
stretched so far into the Arabian shore,

was not itself the very fountain whose
" waters, under the earth," really supplied

the stream of the river Laman, which
thus again, as Nephi says, " emptied into

the Red Sea?"
Our opponent winds up his remarks as

follows:—"Evidently the ignorant man
who wrote all this nonsense, or spoke it,

knew nothing of the geography of the

wilderness, and knew little about seas,

and rivers, and fountains." We are not
aware that Nephi professed to know
much about " the geography of the wil*

derness," except what he learnt by
experience while passing through it. But
we are inclined to think that he prac-
tically knew quite as much about it as his

wise opponent, who, we presume, was
never there. The latter may, perhaps,

know a Httle " about seas, and rivers, and
fountains;" but all his knowledge put
together could not enable him to disprove

the correctness of Nephi's record. He
may ridicule and seek to throw discredit

on the Book of Mormon, by calling a
servant of God an "ignorant man," and
bis testimony " nonsense." But what of
that? Disparaging plain evidence is not
overturning it or nullifying it. It is very

easy to deride that which cannot be fairly

disposed of. Scoffing children could
lustily call an aged prophet a " bald beadl"
and shout with all their might, " Go up,

thou bald head 1" Yet that sacred head,

though bereft of hair, might enshrine

more knowledge and sterling wisdom
than a host of theirs. So also a child of
larger growth, wonderfully wise in his

own conceit, may, in contemptuous de-

preciation of the outward knowledge of

a man of God (who, in matters of vital

import, is far a-head of him), cry out in

pious mockery, "Go down, thou bald
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Tiead—thou ignorant man 1 Down with
thy nonsense! What dost thou know
•about the geography of the wilderness

—

about seas, and rivers, and fountains?"

Bat all such balderdash will amount to

nothing. Merely crying down evidence

disproves nothing. Calling black white

*4oes not make it so ; neither does calling

*wbite black prove it to be so. Designate

* rose by what other name, however dis-

agreeable, we may, a rose it will still

remain, and will emit the fragrance of

* rose, even after its leaves are dead,

BISTORT OF JOSEPH SMITH.

Both Nephi and his translator Joseph art-

now numbered with the dead ; but the

memory of their honoured names, their

virtues, and their character will still lhre

and flourish ; and the rich legacy which

they have left the world will never decay

or be forgotten. They and their work

will remain, and the memory of their

names be cherished and revered by untold

millions long after the names of their

enemies are forgotten and blotted out of

the pages of the book of life.

(To be continued)

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued from page 216.)

[December, 1842.]

Mr. Davis, of Bond county, introduced

m resolution to the House of Representa-

tives at Springfield, concerning the Char-
ter of Nauvoo, and urged its repeal.

Mr. Hicks was in favour of having the

£tate arms taken from the Mormons.
Mr. Owen thought they had no more

than their quota.

[The arms referred to consisted of

three cannon or six-pounders, and a few
score of muskets, swords, and pistols,

•which were furnished by the united

•States to Illinois, for the supply of her

Militia for common defence, of which the

3?auvoo Legion had received but a small

portion to which it was entitled.]

My brother, William Smith, represen-

tative to Hancock county, colleague with

M*. Owen, made the following speech in

the House, in reply to Mr. Davis:

—

Mr. Speaker,—I beg the privilege of

snaking a few remarks on this subject. This,

srir, seems to be a question which has
<e»ited, to a very considerable extent,

the attention of members who compose this

honourable body. Bat, Mr. Speaker, it

4oea really appear to me that this is a
question that has been gotten up quite pre-
maturely ; for I donbt not many members
here hate not yet had the opportunity of

learning what privileges are granted in the
Jfauroo City Charter.

The subject which the gentleman has
raised is only an assumption. I doubt not
that if the subject had been fairly investi-

gated, and weighed equally in the balance,

by every candid individual in the community,,

that prejudices of this kind would not hare

obtained such a held upon the public miod.

In the estimation of genuine democracy, the

rights of the people of Nauvoo are jost at

sacred aa those of any other people. The

people that lire there should hare jest tee

same privileges extended to tbem as are

awarded to Springfield, Chicago, Qnincy, or

any other city in the State.

It is true, indeed, that they have laboured

under many embarrassments. The public

mind has been heated in regard to wbat

were supposed to be their chartered privi-

leges. But yon, Mr. 8peaker, are well

aware that all the corporate privileges that

they enjoy have been granted to them by a

previous Legislature. Upon that oeossiafc

all that was done was not considered, by aey,

more than an act of justice towards thenV

They bad no greater rights or privOegai

given them than were already enjoyed by

the citizens of Quincy or Springfield. The

people have chartered privileges in both

of those cities, and we have the lame fa

Nauvoo. Our condition in that respect

a

not at all different from Chicago, Alton, and

many other chartered cities in this State, ft

would be hardly worth while, Mr. 8peaker,

to detain either you or this hononrabfc

body by making many preliminary rem*r«

in respect to our religion. This is a matter

that cannot at all come under the punk*

of this Legislature.

I do not fancy myself placed here before

»

body of sectarian! invested, in their own

estimation, with authority to enact

the government or regulation of any sees

upon matters of religion. I do not foppo*

that I stand in the presence of person o>
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posed to take away one tingle religions

right pertaining to the people among whom
I dwell.

Bat what could legislation, in regard to

this matter, effect? What would it prove ?

It would neither prore Joseph Smith to be
a Christian nor that Tom Thumb came from
the moon. It would prore nothing in re-

ference to the principles of any body of

religionists. But I do not feel it my pre-

rogative to enter into a discussion of reli-

gious principles here. I know very well

that the people called "Mormons" are

thought to be a rery strange people. I

come right from among them, and yeu can
all jndge whether or not they seem to hare
the appearance of a strange animal of seven

heads and ten horns. You can all decide

for yourselves whether, from the appearance
I present, I should be numbered among
outcasts, or be ranked among human beings.

One word further as to the chartered

privileges. They have, as this honourable
body is well aware, assembled a population

of from five to ten or fifteen thousand inha-

bitants. It is in consequence of the privi-

leges granted in their Charter that'they have
been induced to do this. Nauvoo is not, as

some may erroneously suppose—a city com-
posed entirely of Mormons. I can inform

gentlemen that Methodists, Presbyterians,

Baptists, Universaliana, in short, many of

different kinds of religion, and even infidela

may be found there; and all these are toler-

ated there, just as in any other community.
A great many persons have gone to Nauvoo,
and there invested their property. They
are now engaged in the erection of buildings,

which, when consummated, will cost enor-

mous sums of money. But, should the

Charter of that city be repealed, individuals

who now consider themselves rising to

wealth, in consequence of what hss been
done by a former Legislature of this State,

will be reduced to wretchedness and want.
Id that event, property now worth three to

ten thousand dollars will not be worth five

hundred, or nothing in comparison to that

amount.
There is another point, Mr. Speaker, to

which I would call your attention, and that

is to the observations which have been
made in regard to taking away from the

citizens of Nauvoo the State arms. Well,

pappose that should be done, would that

effect anything? They are now organised,

and have under existing laws drawn a cer-

tain portion of the public arms. In that,

wherein are they acting differently from any
other citizens? They have not even that

equal portion of arms that they are entitled

to by law. Where would be the object in

taking away the public anas from the

MUitie of this State? It surely cannot be

belfeved that there is any danger of the
Mormons' breaking ont and killing the peo-
ple. There is no more danger of that than
there is that five, six, or a dozen old women
and a few boys should do the same thing*

Is this State to be carried by a hue-and-cry
of that kind raised by politicians? I own
that it is not the design of that people even
so mnch as to molest a hair on the head of
a single individual ; but that, on the con*
trary, it is their intention in all things to

conform to the Constitution and laws of the
land. If prejudices have been accumu-
lating upon the public mind calculated to

produce the expression that they are villains,

such prejudices are entirely unfounded. It

it a great mistake to suppose the contrary.

Those people consider themselves bound by
the laws, and endeavour to obey them.
Have they not, I would ask, contributed

their portion towards replenishing your
county and State revenues? Have they

ever refused to pay their taxes ? Have they
not always been both ready and willing to

obey both the civil and military laws of this

State ? Where, then, is the necessity that

this honourable body should enact a law
taking away from them their chartered

pririleges?

I will uot, Mr. Speaker, detain you or this

honourable body much longer. I am heartily

sorry that a blow has been aimed at the

chartered privileges of Nauvoo. I speak in

defence of my constituents upon this occasion,

feeling myself bound to do so, not by any
former pledges, but by principle. I believe

in defending the cause of the defenceless, at
has already been remarked. All that we
claim is equal rights and equal provisions.

I would remark, for the satisfaction of my
own feelings in this matter, that I was some
little interested in the event of the last elec-

tion. I then was engaged in the cause of
Democracy, enlisted in the campaign of
canvassing my county ; and, in consequence
of the many prejudices that were excited

against the " Mormons,** as they are called,

I was placed under circumstances of most
unparalleled embarassment ; but still I
thought It a favourable opportunity to unite
the Democracy of the county.

I know that considerable political capital

has been made by the question of Mormon-
ism and anti-Mormonism. Perhaps one
thing that now contributes to that result is,

that there are hints iu the Governor's Mes-
sage in regard to a repeal of the Nauvoo
Charter. It is a circumstance within my
own knowledge that, previous to the last

election in Hancock county, some few indi-

viduals there made strong efforts to get our
votes for the Governor's election. By exer-

tions made there, more than a thousand votes,

were cast fer the Governor by Mormon,
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influence ; and since I hare been here, a gen-
tleman of opposite politics has said to me,
Now jour Governor is pajing yon off."

^ I do not allude to this to wound the

feelings of anj person whatever. I do not

consider that the recommendation of the

Governor was designed to effect the repeal

of our Charter. All that we have to say is,

that we throw ourselves upon your mercy.

As Democrats, we ask for equal justice and
equal rights. Give us those rights, and we
are content : without them, we are deprived

of that which was purchased by the blood

of our fathers.

(T9 be co

8aturday, 10th. In this daVs paper,

William Smith gave his valedictory, re-

signing the editorship of the Watp to

Mr. John Taylor.

Tuesday, 13th. I continued to chop

and haul wood, and attend to my domes-
tic concerns. My delegation arrived at

Springfield about three o'clock this after-

noon, and found the repeal of the Nauvoo
Charter in a high state of agitation in the

Legislature.

mtinued.)

THE LATTER.DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, APRIL 10, 1858.

Works not Words.—The text is itself a sermon. It does not require argument

to prove the correctness of the principle and the superiority and power of u works*

above u words." Nor does it require amplification or much illustration to bring its

truthfulness to the understanding and obtain general consent. It is not an abstract

matter^ difficult to grasp, realized only by a few of the highest intellects, and illus-

trated only once or twice in an age. Nor is it something which is but faintly traced

in the circumstances of life, the events and movements of the world, or the history

of mankind. It is strongly marked everywhere—in every cause and among slk

nations,—in every age, movement, undertaking, and reformation,—in all development,

progression, and experience. There is hardly a person but what has often proved

how valueless are words, unless made valuable by works. Indeed, how many have

been deceived and ruined by words which have been but treacherous pledges of good

works. How much people have been led to expect by the fur words of rulers,

politicians, masters, subordinates, relations, friends, debtors, and creditors ; and how

often has everybody been disappointed ; for corresponding works have not followed,

and their words have been found worthless.

Our subject is not chosen because of its being little understood, or because of the

principle which it embodies being without a thousand illustrations in everybody's

experience to make them familiar with its force ; but because, like all other maxims and

principles, it requires to be continually kept before the mind and more especially

brought home. Men often forget the lessons which experience teaches, seldom take

the matter to themselves, and are prone to condemn in others that which they are

ever committing in their own persons. Though every one realizes that works, and

not unsupported words should obtain, yet how generally is the opposite the case.

Not ooly is this the case in men's associations and engagements with one another,

tut they carry it to their professions of religion and into their covenants with God.

It is worthless and bad enough when it is between man and man ; but when it enters

into their religious duties, it is solemn mockery offered to their Maker.

The time has been when a splendid discourse, a beautiful testimony, and so

excellent prayer was highly valued, and often taken in lieu of good works. Now,

we have no disposition to detract from the real value of such ; but we would call the
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attention of the Saints to the fact that the present is eminently a day of works
rather than words, speeches, testimonies, and prayers, no matter how excellent. We
believe in such, if accompanied by good works ; but if not, oar faith is exceedingly

weak as to their value. If there ever was one period of time above another when
works and watching stood before words and prayer, it is now. We like to hear
splendid discourses, beautiful testimonies, and. nice prayers, if they are accompanied

by corresponding actions. The former, of themselves, have but little intrinsic value.

If they are mere wind, they are valueless. It is the latter that give weight and
worth to the other. The Saints may make as large promises as they feel disposed,

if they will only fulfil them. Prayers, testifying, and words generally can be far

better dispensed with than watching and working. But, as Carlyle expresses it, in

Us quaint manner, " Labour is worship;" and when that labour is directed to the

boilding up of God's kingdom, it is the highest form in which man can adore his

Many have declared how firm they were in the Gospel, and how immovable they

stood, who, when trial came, clouds passed over them, or difficulties arose, have lost

their faith and gone out of the way. We have often remarked how easy such have

been thrown out of the right path, how loosely they held the pearl of great price,

and how soon they returned as a sow that was washed to wallow in the mire. Some
men who make these same M beautiful testimonies " and " nice prayers," and tell of

the many u wonderful manifestations" they have had, their devotion to the tause, and
bow much they would sacrifice for the truth, will at the same time begrudge a penny

to build up the kingdom, and scarcely lend an effort to roll it forth. Our estimate

of their words is in proportion : experience has taught us the lesson. Others declare

that they will die for the cause, make extraordinary promises, and assert that there is

nothing that they can be called upon to accomplish that they are not willing to do.

Yet, at almost the first call to do, they will back out. There is hardly an apostate

who has not made all these pretensions.

The experience of all the Saints has doubtless more or less accorded with our own
in this matter. Our faith is generally stronger in men of few words than in those

who promise much; for we have found the good works of the former to exceed those

of the latter; and u Works before words" is our motto. But if men profess much,

we expect them to perform accordingly : so does God. And if they do not promise, we
expect them to do : so also will God ; for it is a duty which Saints especially owe to Him.

It would be well if all would remember what they have testified, promised, and

professed, and then endeavour to work to that mark. If they made this their rule,

there would not, as a general thing, be much cause for complaint. We would, how-

ever, much rather see men live for the kingdom of God than hear them declare that

they would die for it; for those who make such declarations too seldom fulfil their

promises ; while men who will live for the cause do not so often shrink when they are

called upon to die for it.

The Apostle James uttered a wise maxim when he said, " Show me thy faith

without thy works, and I will show thee my faith by my works." Let all the Saints

Bake this their motto, and always remember and manifest that this is a day of works

father than of words.

Depasture.—The ship John Bright, Captain Cutting, sailed for New York on the

22nd instant, having on board eighty souls of the Saints from the Scandinavian

Motion; also nine from this Mission; all under the Presidency of Elder Iver N.

Irerson. This company intend to proceed to Canada or Utah this season.

Maker.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

UNITED STATES.

New York, March 9, 1858.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I improve the first

opportunity to inform you of my safe

arrival in this city on Saturday, the 6th
instant. Our passage was a few hours
more than two weeks, and as pleasant

generally as could be expected at this

season of the year. We mostly had bead
winds during the voyage ; and while we
were passing through the Devil's Hole, the

seatreated us very unceremoniously—stove

in our bulwarks, and carried off some
parts of the vessel, which, although not
most agreeable to us, will no doubt be
appreciated by quite a number of ship

carpenters, who will find employment in

making the necessary repairs.

Among the passengers aboard, were
several Turks—Mohammed Pasha, the
Turkish Rear-Admiral, and his suite;

consequently, we flattered ourselves that

we were not the only Jonahs aboard, as

polvgamists, in case any were looked for.

On arriving here, we learned that Dr.
Clinton had left for St. Louis, via Wash-
ington, accompanied by Elder A. M.
Cannon. Elder W. J. Appleby we
found well in spirits, but in poor health

cf body.

No emigration of importance is ex-

pected over the Plains other than the
Elders who may return.

To all appearance, the Government is

fully determined to prosecute the pending
war with Utah, and supplies and rein-

forcements will be forwarded early.

AnimaH are already purchased in the
West for early movements from the
frontiers, and CaptainMarcy has obtained
1,400 animals—horses and mules, with
which he has to leave Mexico for Camp
Scott, at Bridger, about the 10th of this

month. His march to Mexico is said to
be the most severe ever known. In
snow from three to five feet deep. At
times they could only make three miles a
day. They lived eleven days on mule

flesh alone, without salt, and lost forty-

four out of sixty-six animals which lie

took with him. It is said he lost only

one man. Colonel Johnston is fearful of his

being cut off by Indians or " Mormons ;*

but, should he arrive in camp successful.

Colonel Johnston says he shall advance

upon G. S. L. City, without waiting for

reinforcements from the States. It is also

said that the Colonel has sent to the*

Flatheads and other Indians in Oregon
for animals.

Congress is still in session, doing

nothing, and worse than nothing, at

which business they intend to continue as

long as possible.

The very unsettled and threatening

condition of affairs in Kansas and other

general news you will learn from the

papers you receive.

Elders J. W. and J. B. Young and L.
H. Hatch arrived here on the 25th ultimo,

and left for Burlington, Iowa, on the 27th,

where Elders Snyder and Green are with

animals which they have purchased in the

North and Canada.

The Underwriter has not yet arrived,

but is daily expected, having been spoken

some days since, about five days out.

I am not yet decided whether or not to

stop in this city until their arrival.

No general organization of the Church
remains in the Eastern States. Certain

men have been appointed to take charge of

districts, into which the Conferences have
been divided, for the purpose of winding
up unsettled busi ness ; but no one has been

appointed to take the general oversight.

I expect to hear from our Delegate at

Washington to-day, but not in time to>

send you any word of him by this maiL
You may expect to hear from me agah>

before leaving the States.

Elders Haigbt, Harrocks, Appleby, and
Stenhouse wren a very kind remembrance
to you, your Council, and the brethren ilk

the Office; in which most fervently, with
prayerful solicitude for you and all Saints,

joins your brother and fellow-labourer,

S. W. Richards.

Air old negro, crossing the river from a dancing frolic, lost his oars, and came near
swamping. In terror, he fell down on his knees, and exclaimed—" O massa Lord, if eber.

dow be gwine to help old Ira, now 's de time I
•»
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MESSAGE OF GOVERNOR BRIGHAM TOUNG TO THE LEGISLATURE,

BEUTKRED HI GREAT SALT LAKE CITT, DECEMBER 15, A.D. 1857.

{From the w New York Daily Tribune.")

(Concluded from page 222.)

Ever since the more odious features in

the Ordinance of '87 hare been omitted in

Organic Acts more recently passsed by Con-
gress for Territories, which acts are but
Ulegal patterns after that unconstitutional

Ordinance, officers are appointed to rule

orer American citizens in Territories, and
to hare a Toice in the enactment, adjudica-

tion, and execution of Territorial laws ; and
worse still, those officers are frequenly ap-
pointed from a class well known, through
the rightfully expressed wishes of large

majorities, to be justly objected to by those

whom they are appointed to govern. Call

yon that republican ? It is British colonial

Tatsalage, unconstitutionally perpetuated by
tyranny and usurpation in the powers that

be. It is difficult to conceive how a people
to enlightened as are Americans should for

so long a period have suffered themselves to

be measurably disfranchised by usurpations

curtailing their rights when passing a hair-

hoe from a State into a Territory, more
especially when that changing of locality is

to result in the improvement of regions that

would otherwise remain waste.
It is foreign to my present purpose to

detail that policy which should have go-
verned from the beginning in relation to

enlightened residents in our Territories, a
policy that would not have curtailed them
in the least constitutional right, and would
thereby have utterly excluded that odious
and suicidal inconsistency existing from the
first until now between the form and the

administration of our Government, and
would have caused the administration as
does the form, to guarantee equal freedom
to all, in Territory as well as State; but
will merely remark, in passing, that the
osntinued practice of that wretched incon-
sistency has done and is doing much to

undermine the fair fabric of American
tt*rty.

Utah also, like other Territories, saw fit

to waive those constitutional rights so ille-

gally denied to citizens who cross certain

laftr-unes of a common country, to extend
Uto area of dvil and religious liberty ; and
•a Act organising our Territorial Govern-
ment was passed by Congress on the 9th of
September, 1850. Fortunately for us, a
*iaa and good man then occupied the execu-
tive chair of our nation,—a statesman whose

sound judgment and humane feelings promp-
ted him to extend to us our rights, so far as

the u Organic Act * and hungry office-hun-

ters would permit. He appointed a part of

the customary appointees in accordance
with the wishes of the people, and no doubt
thought that he had appointed good men to

fill the remaining offices ; but in this be was
partially disappointed, being deceived by
the foolish, although very common habit of
recommending men who are not worthy. I
am also confident that his successor endea-
voured to make as good appointments for

us as circumstances and unwise counsels

and recommendations would allow; but,

during his administration, prejudice began to

set in strongly against Utah, and he was so-

unfortunate as to appoint, at the insti-

gation and solicitation of a then influential

Senator in Congress, a person who proved
to be as degraded as his capacity would
admit, and who, it is reported, came, acted,

left, and still acted in accordance with the
instructions from the Senator who procured
his appointment, but in a manner outraging
morality, justice, humanity, law, and even
common decency.

The members and officers of the last

Legislative Assembly, familiar with the evils

visited upon the innocent by the miserably

bad conduct of certain officials heretofore

sent here by Government, knowing that all

republican governments—which both our
General and State Governments are, in form
—are based upon the principle that the go-
verned shall enjoy the right to elect their

own officers and be guided by laws having
their own consent, and, perfectly aware that,

by the Constitution, residents in Territories

are guaranteed that great right equally with
residents in States (for Congress has not
one particle more constitutional power to
legislate for and officer Americans in Ter-
ritories than they have to legislate for and
officer Americans in States), respectfully

memorialized the President and Senate to

appoint officers for Utah in accordance with
an accompanying list, containing the names
of persons who were her first choice for the

offices placed opposite those names ; but, if

that selection did not meet with approval,

they were solicited to make the appoint-

ments from a list containing other and a

larger number of names of residents, who
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were also the choice of the people ; and if

that selection was also rejected, to appoint

from anj part of the Union, with the simple

request, in such event, that the appointees

be good men. In this matter of appoint-

ment of officers, what more rights could

the most tyrannical in a republican govern-
ment ask a Territory to waive ? * Yet, up to

this date, no official information concerning
the action, if any, taken upon that memorial
has ever reached us.

Time glided by, and travellers and news-
papers began to confirm the rumour that

the present Executive and a part of his

Cabinet hud yielded to the rabid clamour
raised against Utah by lying editors, corrupt
demagogues, heartless office-hunters, and
the ignorant rabble, incited by numbers of

the hireling clergy, and were about to send

an army to Utah with the sole and avowed
purpose, as published in almost every news-
paper, of compelling American citizens,

peacefully, loyally, and lawfully occupying
American soil, to forego the dearest consti-

tutional rights, to abandon their religion, to

wallow in the mire and worship at the

shrine of modern civilization and Christi-

anity, or be expelled from the country or

exterminated. Where now are constitutional

rights ? Who is laying the axe at the root

of the tree of liberty ? Who are the usur-

pers? Who the tyrants ? Who the traitors?

Most assuredly those who are madly urging
measures to subvert the genius of free

institutions and those principles of liberty

upon which our Government is based, and to

overthrow virtue, independence, justice, and
true intelligence, the loss of either of which
bi the people, the celebrated Judge Story

lias wisely affirmed, would be the ruin of our
Republic— the destruction of its vitality.

.And ex-President James Madison, among
other purposes, declared it to be the pur-
jpose of Government " to avoid the slightest

interference with the rights of conscience

or the functions of reb'gion, so wisely ex-
empted from civil jurisdiction."

Has Utah ever violated the least principle

of the Constitution, or so much as broken
the most insignificant constitutional enact-

ment ? No ; nor have we the most distant

occasion for so doing, but have ever striven

to peacefully enjoy and extend those rights

.granted to all by a merciful Creator. But
so unobtrusive and wise a course does not

seem to please those who live and wish to

live by office and those who make and love

lies ; and since those characters are numer-
ous, and also powerful through well-discip-

lined organization, and since Utah has yielded

right after right for the sake of peace, until

ner policy has emboldened the enemies of

our Union, it must needs be that President

Buchanan, if he has ordered an army to

Utah, as reported—for he has not officially

notified me of such a movement by his

order—has at length succumbed, either of

choice or through being overcome, to the

cruel and nefarious counsels of those ene-

mies, and is endeavouring to carry out a

usurpation of power which of right belongs

only to the people, by appointing civil

officers known to be justly objectionable to

freemen, and sending a so-called army under

mere colour of law, to force those officers

upon us at the point of the bayonet, and to

form a nucleus fur the collection and protec-

tion of every gambler, cut-throat, whore-

master, and scoundrel who may choose to

follow in their train. Such a treasonable

system of operations will never be endured,

nor even countenanced, by any person pos-

sessed of the least spark of patriotism and

love of constitutional liberty. The President

knew, if he knew the facts In the case, as he

was in duty bound to do before taking

action, that the officials hitherto sent here

had been invariably received and treated

with all the respect their offices demanded,

and that a portion of them had met with

far more courtesy than elsewhere would

have been extended to them or their con-

dnct deserved; he also knew, or bad the

privilege of knowing, that the Memorial to

the last Assembly, as already stated, respect-

fully informed him that Utah wished good

men for officers, and that such officers would

be cordially welcomed and obeyed ; but that

we would not again tamely endure the abuss

and misrule meted by official villains, as were

some who have formerly officiated here.

Such being a few of the leading facts, what

were the legitimate inferences to be drawn

from the rumours that the President had

sent a batch of officials, with an army to

operate as their posse ? That he had wil-

fully made the official appointments for

Utah from a class other than good men, and

placed himself, where tyrants often are, in

the position of levying war against the very

nation whose choice had made him its chief

executive officer.

Fully aware, as has been justly written,

that " patriotism does not consist in aiding

Government in every base or stupid act

it may perform, but rather in paralysing its

power when it violates vested rights, affronts

insulted justice, and assumes undelegated

authority," and knowing that the so-called

army, reported to be on its way to Utah,

was an undisguised mob, if not sent by the

President of the United States, and if sent

by him in the manner and for the purpose

alleged in all the information permitted to

reach us, was no less a mob, though in the

latter event acting under colour of law, upon

learning its near approach, I issued, as in

constitutional duty bound, a Proclamation
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expressly forbidding all bodies of armed
saen, under whatsoever name or by whom-
soever tent, to come within the bounds of

tail Territory. That so-called army, or,

ore strictly speaking, mob, refused to obey
that Proclamation, copies of which were
officially furnished them, and prosecuted
their starch to the neighbourhood of Forts

Bridger and Supply, (which were vacated

sad burnt upon their approach,) where it is

said they intend to winter. Under these

cfrcnmstances, I respectfully suggest that

you take such measures as your enlightened

judgment may dictate, to insure public tran-

quility and protect, preserve, and perpetu-
ste inviolate those inalienable constitutional

rights which have descended to us—a rich

legacy from our forefathers.

A civilized nation is one that never infrin-

ges upon the rights of its citizens, but
strives to protect and make happy all within

its sphere, which our Goverment, above all

others, is obligated to accomplish, thongh
its present course is as far from that wise

sad just path as the earth is from the sun.

And, under the aggravated abuses that

have been heaped upon us in the past, you
sad the whole people are my witnesses that

k has more particularly fallen to my lot, and
been my policy and practice to restrain

rather than urge resistance to usurpation

sad tyranny on the part of the enemies to

the Constitution and Constitutional laws,

(who are also our enemies and the enemies
of all republics and republicans,) until for-

bearance under such cruel and illegal treat-

ment cannot well be longer exercised. No
oss has denied or wishes to deny the right

of the Government to send its troops when,
where, and as it pleases, so it is but done
dearly within the authorities and limitations

of the Constitution, and for the safety and
vehare of the people: but when it sends
them dearly without the pale of those

tstborities and limitations, unconstitution-
ally to oppress the people, as is the case in

tfct so-called army sent to Utah, it commits
o treason against itself, which commands the

resistance of all good men, or freedom will
depart our nation.

In compliance with a long-established
custom in appointing officers not of the peo-
ple's electing, which the Supreme Court
of the United States would at once, in
justice, decide to be unconstitutional, we
have petitioned and petitioned that good
men be appointed, until that hope is exhaus-
ted ; and we have long enough borne the
insults and outrages of lawless officials,

until we are compelled, in self-defence, to>

assert and maintain that great constitu-
tional right of the governed to officers of
their own election and local laws of their*

own enactment. That the President and
the counsellors, aiders and abettors of the
present treasonable crusade against the
peace and rights of a Territory of the
United States may reconsider their course
and retrace their steps, is earnestly to be
desired. But, in either event, oar trust and
confidence are in that Being who at hit)

pleasure rules among the armies of heaven
and controls the wrath of the children of
men ; and most cheerfully should we be able
to abide the issue.

Permit me to tender you my entire con-
dence that your deliberations will be dis-
tinguished by that wisdom, unanimity, and'
love of justice that have ever marked the
counsels of our Legislative Assemblies, and
the assurance of my hearty co-operation in
every measure you adopt for promoting the
true interest of a Territory beloved by us)

for its very isolation and forbidding aspect

;

for here, if anywhere upon this footstool of
our God, have we the privilege and prospect
of being able to secure and enjoy those
inestimable rights of civil and religious

liberty, which the beneficent Creator of aU
mankind has, in His mercy, made indefea-

sible, and perpetuate them upon a broader
and firmer basis for the benefit of ourselves,

of our children, and our children's children,

until peace shall be restored to our dis-

tracted country.

Brigham Youxo.

RESOLUTIONS

Bifresshe of the tense of the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Utah, relative to-

the Message and official course of his Excellency Governor Brigham Young.

Beaolved: That we unanimously and
est cordially, for ourselves, and in behalf
of the weU-known feelings of our consti-

tuents, concur in the sentiments and doctrine

•dvsaeed fa the Message delivered by his

Excellency Governor Yonng to the Legis-
lative Assembly of this Territory, convened
in the Representatives' Hall, in Great Salt

Lake City, December 15, 1857.

Resolved: That the entire pehcj and all
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the acts of his Excellency Governor Young
nave been able, just, and humane—conducive
to and protective of the development of the

best interests and welfare both of this Ter-
ritory and of the General Government, so

far as that policy and those acts could ac-

complish so desirable a result.

Resolved: That we hold ourselves, our
means, and influence in readiness to sustain

bis Excellency Governor Young in every

act he may perform or dictate, in accord-

ance with the Constitution and constitu-

tional laws of the United States, and the

laws of Utah, for the protection of the lives,

peace, and prosperity of the people of this

Territory.

Resolved: That neither the present nor
any other Administration of the General
Government shall enforce profane, drunken,
and otherwise corrupt officials upon us at

the point of the bayonet, and that the at-

tempt so to do, by the present incumbent of

the executive chair of our nation, has incur-

red that contempt and determined opposition

of all good men which such an act of
usurped authority and oppression so richly

deserves.

Resolved: That, while we deprecate the
bitter hostility manifested towards a most
loyal and innocent people, by the present
Administration of the General Government,
we will continue to resist any attempt on
the part of the Administration to bring us

EVENTS,

; into a state of vassalage by appointing,,

contrary to the Constitution, officers whoa

|
the people have neither vote nor voice hi

electing; nor shall any persons appointed

to office for Utah by the present Adminis-

tration, either qualify for, or assume and dis-

charge, within the limits of this Territory,

,

the functions of the offices to which, they,

have been appointed, so long as our Terri*

tory is menaced by an invading army, (for

such an army cannot have been sent to

protect either the citizens or the passing,

emigration, but is manifestly sent to aid in

trampling upon American liberty,) nor so

long as such appointees are so pasilianimou»

as to require a numerous armed force to

attend their beck, to enable them to cam
out their traitorous designs concocted for

depriving American citizens of their inde-

feasible and vested rights.

Resolved: That we will at least have

our constitutional right to a voice in the

selection of our Territorial officers, and in

the enactment of local laws for our Govern-

ment.
Resolved : That these resolutions be

signed by the Members of the two Homes
and be printed in the Deserci Newt*

Unanimously adopted and signed, Dec

21, 1857.

[Here follow the signatures of the said

members.

—

Ed.]

PASSING EVENTS.

General : Great agitation prevails in Russia, owing to the opposition of the nobility to

the emancipation ofthe serfs. Many have fled to the capital for their lives. Marshal Pelissier

(Duke de Malakoff) is appointed French Ambassador to the British Court, in place of

M. de Persigny. A eorpt of 150 mounted police is ordered to be organized for service

in Paris. The secret police of France is considerably augmented and scattered through-

out the capitals of Europe, especially in England. Newspapers and letters containing

any liberties of speech are daily seized at the Post-office. Arrests are numerous. Re-

cently, sixty natives of Provence were embarked in one week fer Marseilles without trial

France assumes a threatening attitude towards Europe generally, and affairs present an

ominous aspect, especially between that nation and England: the Government has

received a telegraphic despatch announcing that four more Italian assassins have left

<Jenoa to make another attempt. At Genoa, Mazzini and five others of the insurgents

have been condemned to death : 28 have been condemned to various terms of imprison-
ment, from 7 to 20 years, with hard labour: 29 have been acquitted. Mazzini has

published a defence of the late Genoese insurrection, in which he upbraids the wealth?

Italian Patriots" with indifference, and endeavours to stimulate his countrymen. There
is very great political ferment in Italy. A republican proclamation has been extensively

circulated in Madrid. At date of February 15, Canton was qniet and trade re-Opened.

The blockade of the city had been raised on the 10th. America and Russia had

joined the alliance, and a course of common action was agreed upon. Lieut. Osborne
has taken and dismantled Kunwarsa and Tyeragoogurh, capturing 17 guns. General

Inglis defeated the Gwalior mutineers, near Calpee, on the 4th. Colonel M Causland,
with 1,000 men, defeated the Rohilcund mutineers, 4,000 strong, near Moradabod;
and also 4.000 rebels at Buheree, on the 10th. The Etawah rebels were defeated by
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the police and Zemfodaree lories. The Rajah of Honapore was taken prisoner on the
>2th of February. Preparations hare been made for an attack on Lucknow on the 21st
of February. On the 21st February, about 11 a.m., a shock of earthquake was felt at

Athens. At the same hour a shock was also experienced at Corinth and Calsmaki, both
of which towns were almost totally destroyed. Only six houses were left standing In

Corinth, thirty people being killed, and sixty seriously injured. Nearly the whole of
what was left standing of the Temple of Minerva has fallen, and the fortress on the Aero-
coriothus was overthrown by the shock.

• American : A bill has passed the Kentucky Legislature, signed by the Governor,
authorizing the Executive of that State to raise a volunteer regiment for the Expedition.

A Washington despatch states that Dr. Bernhisel has recently received letters from
Brigbam Toung predicting the annihilation of the troops unless recalled by Government,
also suggesting the appointment of a Commission to proceed to Utah to enquire into the
condition of affairs there. An extensive religious mania is raging in different parts of
America. Mnltitudes attend the meetings of various denominations under influences of
great excitement. Such is the furor of the worshippers that shrieking, stamping, and
jumping are common occurrences. At Kingston, (Canada,) one person is said to have
fairly jumped over a stove in a paroxysm of religious feeling, and another to have become
a hopeless maniac. From the American news just received we learn that the Under-
writer had arrived at New York, having on board 25 Saints. The Council Bluff* Bugle
says that Mr. Wingate had just arrived from Salt Lake, which he left on the 25th January,

and reports that there is no snow in the Valley, and very little in the mountains. He says

the Saints are making great preparations for defending all the passes to the Valley, and
are manufacturing small cannon with percussion locks and telescopic sights, which
will carry a two-pound ball, and, from their peculiar construction, will do execution at a
distance of a mile-and-a-half with as much certainty as common rifles will at 120 yards.

He also states that Governor Toung is willing to receive the civil officers, and allow them
to enter on their duties; but that if the troops attempt to enter the city, they will be
every one cut off. They are also manufacturing revolvers, of which 500 are turned out every

week, and a coarse powder, which they calculate to use in the construction of mines,

whereby they will be able to blow up a train without running any risk themselres. He
reports that a skirmish has taken place between the picket guards and the "Mormons ;"

also that Brigham Toung predicts that not a blade of grass or other green thing will be
left on the Plains for the support of the enemy's cattle ; and that Kansas, Nebraska, and
Iowa, Missouri, will be made desolate, and a famine prevail over the whole land.

General Harney and Captain Pleasanton left Fort Leavenworth on the 1st of February
for Washington, to procure aid for the Utah army. The Quartermaster at Leaven-
worth had bought 500 mules for the Expedition. Thirty or forty thousand yoke of cattle

are declared to be necessary to haul the trains; and some three thousand men are

required to conduct them. The officers who are on leave of absence have had their

fnrlough prolonged from the 20th of March to the 20th of April.

Preaching and Prophesying—A country clergyman, who, on Sundays, was more in-

debted to his manuscript than to his memory, called nnceremoniously at a cottage, while its

possessor, a pious parishioner, was engsged (a daily exercise) in perusing a paragraph of

the writing of an inspired prophecy. "Well, John," familiarly enquired the clerical

visitant, "what's this you are about?" "I am prophesying," was the prompt reply.
w Prophesying !

* exclaimed the astounded divine; "I doubt you are only reading a
prophesy." " Weei," urged the religious rustic, " if reading a preaching be preaching,'

Is not reading a prophecy prophesying? "

The Mormon Territory.—The New York Atlas says :
—" It may be a matter of some

importance to our readers to know something of the comparative extent of territory of

the United States, whose chief officer is bidding defiance to our Government. According
to Colton, the area of Utah is 269,170 square miles. To engineers and a few others this

will give a just idea of its vast extent ; but the majority of the people will form a better

-estimate by being told that it is as large as the whole of the New England States—New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Or, to

compare it with European countries, it is equal in extent to Great Britain and Ireland,

Switzerland, Prussia, and Denmark, with the islands of Guernsey, Jersey, and Man, and
the Ionian Islands added.9
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Thby who think twite before speaking once, speak twiee the better for it.

A Paper, in announcing the marriage of Richard Wolf to Mary Lamb, aayi

—

N

1

The
wolf and the lamb shall lie down together, and a little child shall lead them*—after a

while!"
Captain Ewell in his report of the late exploring Gila expedition, New Mexico, says

—

"I reached the Gila in the Valley, the lower end of which was onght of sight, bat

evidently from 25 to 30 miles long, and from three to 6ie wide. The soil is rich, and lies

well for irrigation. There was enough arable land passed through to support 20.0W
people, surrounded by fine prairie for grssing. Broken pottery was everywhere so plen-

tiful that it amounts to a puzzle. A great many ruins, some of large villages or pueblos,

are to be seen, and at points the marks of what must once bare been a noble acequia, cot

through such hard, strong banks, that it is difficult to believe no iron was used in the

construction. The Pimo Indians say these wre the homes of their ancestors." Captain

Bonneville also says—" Every one is in admirstion of this beautiful region. No doubt

this country has been inhabited ; for we find evidences of a population more industrious,

more civilized, and more docile than the rascally Apaches who now infest it." " These

mountains enclose one of the most fertile and healthy spots on earth, beautiful to per*

fection. This ralley (about 40 miles wide) was remarked by all as most fertile—extensive

bottom lands, a rolling country on either side* offering the finest grazing to the very foot

of the mountains. This valley, like every other capable of being cultivated, gives evi-

dence of a former people, agricultural in their pursuit, and no doubt for more civilized

than the present race who desolate it."

A SONG OF GRATITUDE.

We bleas our God for dally bread—
For all the bounties earth has spread—
For every bright and cheering ray
Emitted by the king of day.

We bless Him for the boon of health—
That mine of rich and real wealth.

And ne'er forget, whene'er we bend.
To thank htm for the faithful friend.

We bleas him for the homes we share,

And all the comforts centred there,

For parents, brothers, sisters, wires,
With promise of eternal lives.

We bless him for the peaceful Vale.
Where truth and virtue e'er prevail

—

Where peace looks down with heavenly smB*>
Unmixed with Babylonish guile.

We bless Him for the sacred page
Revealed in this the latter age.
And that we live in days so bright,

Emblazoned by the Gospel light.

Hannah Kixo.

Annasssas.—William G. Noble, \ *Q A . o,-^, m««i««.»,.m
Frederick W. Blake,)
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MILLENNIAL STAR.

Ho that hnth an ear, lei him hear what the Spirit eaUh unto the dk«reA«t.—Jeeui Christ.

Cmm ami of her, wta people, that ye be not partaken of her eine, and that p* receive not ofher

plague*.—A Tolct from Heaven.

Ho. 18, VoL XX. Saturday, April 17, 1858. Price One Penny.

ANTAGONISM TO THE WORK OF GOD.

BY BLOBB OEOBffB TATLOB.

Nearly eight and twenty years have i

passed away since the Church of Jesus
|

Christ of Latter-day Saierts was organ-
ised with six members. Since then the

Elders of the Church with great zeal and
intrepidity have crossed and re-crossed

the oceans, and preached the Gospel in

many lands; and the fruit of their

labours is seen in the thousands that have

embraced the Gospel and gathered up
to the mountain home of the people of

God.
Many and various have been the devices

of the wicked to bring the Latter-day

Gospel into disrepute. There have been

arrayed against it the foul breath of the

slanderer, the pen of the corrupt editor,

the eloquence of the lecturer, and the

studied rhetoric of the preacher. Cries of

«* Delusion!" and u False Prophets!"
have abounded, and malicious and lying

pamphlets have been circulated in all

dsrections.

But, with all this opposition, what has

been accomplished? In spite of it, the

Gospel has rolled forth,and will,until there

shall be an end of all Gentile rule and
power. If the Gospel as preached by
the Latter-day Saints is the Gospel of
heaven, it will accomplish everything that

the Lord requires; and the unbelieving

anight as well undertake to batter the

solid rock to pieces with straws as to at-

tempt to impede it in its progress. On
the other hand, if it is not from God, like

the tradition of men, it will work its own
overthrow. How vain, then, is man's
attempt to war against God ! for, in the
end, he must be vanquished, and there is

none that can contend with ultimate suc-
cess against the God of Israel.

David understood this matter. He
exclaims, " Why do the heathen rage, and
the people imagine a vain thing? The
kings of the earth and the rulers take
counsel against the Lord and against His
anointed. The word heathen is com-
monly associated with the idea of black
skins, flat noses, and woolly beads. But
it does not follow that a heathen must
necessarily be clad in a dark skin. There
are heathens in white skins as well as in
black. The most heaven-daring and pre*
sumptuous of all heathens are enclosed in

white skins, and are now engaged in

contesting the progress of God's work on
the earth. Of such the Psalmist exclaims,
" Thou shah break them with a rod of
iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces

like a potter's vessel.* Such will be the
fate of all that fieht against God.

If we review history's page, we shall

observe that the dire judgments of God
have visited those who have defied Hi*
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power and been rebellious to His laws.

The descendant* of Canaan are living

monuments of God's judgments upon the

disobedient. The Lamanites of the

western hemisphere were once " a white

and delightsome people"—a people whom
God honoured ; but mark them now.

They show even in their dark skins the

mark of outcasts, rejected or God for

rebellion. Witness the Jew as he travels

from place to place to gain a scanty

maintenance by peddling his wares from

door to door. Mark him, as he wanders

far from his fathers' land. The curse of

God is written on his brow. His ancestors

killed the Messiah—slew him who said,

" My kingdom is not of this world." The
Saviour would "have gathered them,"

but they thrust him from them ; and now,

the Jews and the covenants, "to whom
pertaineth the adoption, and the glory,

and the service of God, and the promises,

whose are the fathers, and of whom as

concerning the flesh' Christ came," have

to wander from their fathers* home, and

must do so until the prophecies are ful-

filled; for " Jerusalem shall be trodden

down of the Gentiles until the times of

the Gentiles are fulfilled."

The kingdom of God is now set up and
will be established on the earth, and its

glory, dominion, and power will never

cease. No matter how much sectarian

priests may dislike it; no matter how
jealous politicians and statesmen may be

of a Theocratic Government ; no matter

how unwilling potentates may be to give

up their usurped power ; no matter how
many thousands of troops may be mar-
shalled and brought to oppose God's

kingdom: it will roll forth, and every

obstacle will be crushed that lies in its

wav.
' The prophet Isaiah pves a clear por-

trayal of the mistaken idea of those who
fight against Zion with the hope of

ultimate suecess. He says, " It shall even

be as when an hungry man dreameth, and
behold, he eateth ; l>ut he awaketh, and
his soul is empty : or, as when a thirsty

man dreameth, and behold, he drinketh

;

bbt he awaketh, and behold he is faint,

and his soul hath appetite : so shall the
multitude of all nations be that fight

.against fcion." Thus we see that those

"who fight against Zion" only dream
that they are arresting its progress ; and,

When they awake, they will And that the

<jfospel of Jesus is still the same, and will

exist when the fancies of its enemies will

have ended and dispersed like a babble.

By a stern decree of the " Immutable

One," the earth rotates on its axis dailj.

By another decree, equally as peremptory,

it completes its journey round the sun in

a year. Now* it-matters little hpw much
men may dislike to be whirled round with

the earth once a day, or how much they

may object to be carried round the sua

every year : there is one thing certain

—

they cannot help themselves, but go they

must. The Lord sends heat and cold;

and though some may dislike the chill of

winter, they are obliged to put up with it,

when it comes. Others may dislike the

burning heats of summer; but what God
sends they must receive.

So with the Latter-day Gospel; God
has sent it into the world for the salvation

of the human family ; and rich and poor,

bond and free, great and small have to

obey it or be damned ; and none can get

over it, or under it, or round about it.

Ail that are saved will yet have to hail it

it as their friend and only means of

salvation.

God has decreed that vice, cant, and

corruption shall be swept from the face

of this our globes and a Millennial mora
shall dawn, and Jesus and the ancient

Prophets will come back to the earth, the

dead be raised, and the glory of God
cover the earth as the waters cover the

sea.

The kingdom of God will be estab-

lished on the earth, and before it all

mundane powers must fall ; earthly pomp
and human greatness must flee before it

;

and, like Jonah's gourd, smitten by the

sun's heat, the vain traditions of men
must perish. However much, then, the

Devil may howl and man oppose, God
will accomplish His own purposes on the

earth. Men and devils have not the

power to thwart God's designs, and never

will until they will obtain that power by
which they can command the seas to flow

back, and the pulse of the universe to

cease beating—power by which they can
forbid the lightning to fly and the thunder
to roar, and command the whirlwind
to be hushed and the earthquake to cease

its devastation—power by which they cam
ascend into heaven, dethrone the Al-

mighty, trample on the decrees of Omni-
potence, and overturn the heavenly

institutions.
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WHAT IS THE TRUE CHARACTER OP JOSEPH SMITH?

BT CRABIES W. PENROSE.

(Concluded from page 227.)

The accumulation of wealth, then, was
-not hU motive. Was it, as some suppose,

to gain the applause of the world ? If

this was his design, never did a man take

tto foolish a course for its accomplish-

ment. If he had been able, by bis own
wisdom, to concoct such a scheme as
44 Mormonism," he could not have devised

a better plan for defeating his own pur-

poses. An impostor, wishing to obtain

the applause of the world, would have

invented something pleasingto the views

and feelings of mankind. But the prin-

-ctples which he taught are so opposite to

the views and feelings of the people, that,

wherever they have been proclaimed, they

have raised a whirlwind of opposition.

" Mormonism " comes in contact with

popular ideas and customs, social, political,

and religious. It is not flattering to the

minds of men ; for it informs them that

they and their forefathers for ages have

been in error. It is not pleasing to their

feelings ; for it requires them to subdue

their own will and bend in complete sub-

jection to a superior power. It does not

pander to the lusts of men, but puts a

check upon their passions and requires

strict control over every desire. It does

not offer inducements of worldly wealth,

but teaches its adherents to devote their

time, strength, talents, and riches to

spread its principles and influence.

" Ah," says one, his motive was am-
bition. He wished to establish a com-
munity over which he should be Prophet,

Priest, and Ring, to whom his word
would be law, and who would be com-
pelled to submit to his will in all things."

If this had been the case, his motive

would have appeared in his policy and
bearing when the Church was established.

But we find that be presided over his

followers by their own choice and unani-

mous vote. Twice every year at least he
was presented for their approval or

disapproval. If he bad attempted to

play the tyrant, or to introduce measures

dangerous to their liberty, here was an

opportunity for them to reject him as a

Leader. Was he ever rejected by the

people? Never I Every hand was always,

raised to sustain him in his calling and as

a token that they were willing to receive

his counsels. No impostor would ever
act on such a plan ; and if he did, it

would be a sure way to effect bis own
downfall.

It is admitted by the enemies of Joseph
Smith that he gathered round him many
men of great shrewdness and varied

abilities. Brought up in republican

America, with minds as free as air, with
souls as independent as the soaring eagle,

would they have bent to the mandates of
a designing impostor ? Would they have
allowed an ambitious deceiver to rule over
them with supreme authority? Oh no,

we cannot think so. Tet we find strong-

minded, intelligent men clinging to Jo-
seph Smith in all his adversities, sharing
his troubles, obeying his voice, and,
without earthly benefit to themselves,

crossing the seas, travelling in distant

lands, braving the uncertain dangers of
the ever-changing ocean, suffering in

foreign climes the pangs of hunger and
the bitter sting of poverty, far away from
loved ones at home, preaching, " without
purse and scrip," the principles which he
had taught them, though opposed, de-

rided, and imprisoned. Men of this

stamp are not the kind to be governed
and oppressed by an ambitious knave.

If Joseph Smith was ambitious to set

up the government of God, to spread truth

and righteousness, to establish true liberty

and real freedom, and to have power
among men that he might make known
to them the laws of God, then his

ambition was laudable and founded upon
correct principle: nor can it be shown
that he was ambitious to attain any other
object.

If we attempt to attribute any sinister

motive as the cause of his professing

Divine inspiration, when we become ac-

quainted with facts in his history we meet
with difficulties at every step which
cannot be surmounted. The pretentions

of Joseph Smith were such that, if he
had been an impostor, his deception must
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have been discovered. • Revelation after

revelation was published by him as coming
from God, containing counsel for the

fuidance of his followers in almost every

ind of emergency, and predictions of

events to take place during the course of

their own lives. If the counsel, when
followed, did not produce the promised

results, or if the predictions fell to the

ground unfulfilled, their confidence in

him would have failed, and his imposture

have been made apparent.

If Joseph Smith was an impostor, how
did he produce such a work as the Book
of Mormon ? In the early period of his

history he was an illiterate youth, brought

up in seclusion and unacquainted with

the world and its ways. By such an
individual that book could not have been

written. A collection of books so replete

with incidents, interwoven with principles

and doctrines, describing events that had

transpired in both the Eastern and
Western Hemispheres, containing pre-

dictions of events to transpire in the

present age, and so linked together that

the whole is harmonious and without a
contradiction, evinces a knowledge of

human nature, geography, and history

which, as his enemies will admit, could

not be attributed to Joseph Smith in the

days of his youth. Grammatical error?,

which occur occasionally throughout the

volume, are evidences that it was not

the work of a learned man ; and whoever
will read the Book of Mormon from be-

ginning to end, carefully, with an unpre-

judiced mind, will close with conviction

that an impostor could have no object in

writing such a book, and that it is easier

to believe the book itself than any of the

numerous contradictory statements of

those who have written and spoken

against it. The story of the book's

having been produced from a romance
written by one Solomon Spaulding has

been so many times clearly refuted, that

there is no need to attempt to do so here.

The best refutation of that widely-spread,

but foolish statement, is, the Book of

Mormon itself.

If Joseph Smith was an impostor, then

the u Three Witnesses " must have been

impostors also ; and scores of thousands,

who are called by the name of Latter-

day Saints, must be impostors toe; for

they detlare that, by dreams, visions,

revelations, miracles, healings, and the

outpourings of the Spirit, the Almighty

has made known to them, in a way which

leaves them no room to doubt, that Jo-

seph Smith was His Prophet. The idea

of thousands of people in different coun-

tries many of whom have never seen or

held communication with each other,

uniting together to deceive their fellow-

creatures, for no earthly object, is pre-

posterous. And when we take into

consideration the fact that adherence to

their testimony has cost many of them

their lives, and that, even in death, they

have persisted in their statements; and

also reflect that the promulgation of

" Mormonism " produces to them no

worldly emolument, but that, on the

contrary, they have had to spend their

time and money, and to endure the scorn

of the world, to brave the wrath of in-

censed relatives, to suffer privation, pain*

and sometimes imprisonment, and to

leave friends and fatherland, our minds

are overwhelmed with the conviction that

they must be sincere and that there is

truth in their testimony.

The "Three Witnesses" were cut off

the Church for transgression by Joseph

Smith. This, al&o, is an evidence that

he was not an impostor. If he had been,

he would not have dared thus to dispose

of his accomplices ; for, through revenge,

they would have endeavoured to expose

him. But their testimony has remained the

same ; and, though many inducements to

the contrary have offered themselves, they

have persisted in the declaration that their

eyes beheld the plates, the engravings

thereon, and the angel who exhibited

them, and that their ears were blessed

with the sound of the voice of God
bearing testimony to the correctness of

the translation.

The life and conduct of Joseph Smith,

if we may credit the testimony of those

who were constantly in his society, were

the very reverse of what would be seen

in so base an impostor as be is represented

to have been. A man with the vile in-

tention of deceiving the world upon

things of so great a moment, must be a

bad man, and would surely have betrayed

his evil qualities and intentions at some
time or other. But the testimony of
those who knew him for many years, who
saw him by night and by day, in publie.

and in private, in life and in death, and

who gain no earthly good by their testi-

mony, is to the effect that they never saw
him guilty of a single action, or heard*
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Jrim teach a single doctrine contrary to

Tirtue, or at any time to do or say any-

thing to violate his character as an
inspired Prophet of the living God.
The principles and doctrines taught hy

Joseph Smith are calculated in their

nature to elevate mankind, to increase

their.intelKgence, to promote their wel-

fare, to incite them to acts of virtue and
benevolence, to unite them in a bond of

brotherhood, and to produce universal

peace, concord, and happiness. They
have been and never can be refuted by
reason or revelation. Men of great

learning and ability have attempted to

controvert them, but they have signally

failed ; and, in doing so, they have used
such miserable arguments, and made such
ridiculous statements, that, if they had
4>een used upon any other subject than
" Mormonism," it would have exposed
them to the scorn and derision of all

possessors of common sense.

If Joseph Smith had such a corrupt
heart as he is said to have possessed, he
could not have produced such sublime
principles and such virtuous doctrines;

and if he had been so great an impostor
as represented, it would have been an
easy task to show it to the world by the

errors of his system.

Joseph Smith finished his earthly

career by one of the noblest acts that a
good man could perform. Although
certain that he was going to death when
he went to Carthage, he went calmly and
cheerfully to bis fate ; for his object was
to save the lives of his loving followers.

They had declared that he should not be

delivered op again to his treacherous

-enemies—that they would rather die in

his defence. He had accomplished the

object for which he had lived, toiled, and
suffered. The work which be had com-
menced was so established that his life

was no longer essential to its existence.

If he had held out, many lives would have
been lost to defend him: he therefore

determined to sacrifice his own life, that

their's might be spared. " I go," said he,

"like a lamb to the slaughter; but I am
calm as a summer's morning. I have a
conscience void of offence towards God
and towards all men. I shall die in-

nocent ; and it shall yet be said of me,
'He was murdered in cold blood.'"

Witness his conduct in the gaol at

Carthage. When his loving brother

Hyrum fell—shot dead by the balls of the

bloodthirsty mob, and Willard Richards
and John Taylor were in danger of the
same fate, be flew to the window, and,
throwing himself among his enemies, to
save the lives of his friends, fell, pierced

by many balls, and exclaiming " O Lord,
my God !

" This is not the death of an
impostor. The words of Jesus here
occur to us with peculiar force—" Greater
love hath no man than this, that he lay

down his life for his friends."

The words of his assassins

—

"Law
cannot touch Aim, but powder and ball

shall," is a testimony given by his most
inveterate foes, which ought to put to

silence for ever the tongues of his

defamers.

Many intelligent men, who have in-

vestigated the life, character, and death
of Joseph Smith, have come to the
conclusion that it is impossible to be-

lieve he was an impostor ; (and we think

sufficient has been said to prove that

point ;) but, being unwilling to admit his

claims to inspiration, believing that the

day for prophets is past, they have classed

him among those religious enthusiasts who,
though sincere and honest in principle,

have been led away by their own excited

imagination to believe themselves the

chosen of Heaven, and have thus become
deceivers of others. But we have proved
that he was not one of these : therefore,

he must have been a Prophet of the

living God ; and all who reject the

message he has brought will bring upon
themselves the wrath of the Lord who
sent him, and will experience the fate of

those who despise the Almighty.

Reader, investigate the doctrines which
God has revealed through his servant

Joseph. Pray to the God of Israel, in

the name of Jesus Christ, for a witness

of their truth ; and if you do this, really

desiring in your heart to know and obey

His wul, He will regard your prayer;

your soul will be blessed with light and
knowledge, and you will be able to say

with us, "As sure as I know that I
exist, I know that God has sent His
angel with the Gospel of peace—that He
has spoken through His servant Joseph
Smith, and commenced the glorious

Latter-day Work of which the ancient

Prophets have spoken."

Let the Saints of the Most High re-

joice and praise the Lord of Hosts for

His goodness in saving them from dark-

ness and error ; for He hath done
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,
marvellous things ! From the bosom of

eternity hath He descended, and from the

,
bright glories hath He come down. By

jHis side was His anointed, even His Only
Begotten. They have spoken to the

UDlearned stripling, that the mighty
might be confounded. They have sent

, their angels to reveal the Gospel, and
from the unconscious earth to bring

forth sacred things. He hath restored to

. man the long-lost Priesthood, and the

way is opened up to endless glories and*
eternal lives. By His mighty power shall

the truth prevail; evil shall flee as with*

terror; Satan, the deceiver, shall be
bound; the ungodly and the murderer-
shall receive their portion ; and the pure
in heart shall sing for joy ! Then shall

Joseph be exalted : among the princes he
shall sit in the eternal councils; and Go0,.
even the God of Israel, shall reign over all

the earth.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continued from page 232.)

[December, 1842.]

Wednesday, 14th. My delegation at

.Springfield having made affidavit that I

was in Illinois on the 6th of May last,

and consequently could not have been
concerned in the attempted assassination

of ex-Governor Boggs, and also having
' prepared a petition to Governor Ford to
' revoke the writ and proclamation of Go-

(

vernor Carlin for my arrest. Called on
Governor Ford at four in the afternoon,

by their own selection, namely, Dr. Rich-
ards, brother Hyrum, Elders Sherwood
and Clayton, in company with Mr. Butter-

,
h>ld, United States District Attorney,

\ who read his communication to Sidney

Rigdon, Esq., of the 20th October, my
petition to revoke and countermand
Governor Carlin's writ and proclamation,

and the affidavit of Lilburn W. Boggs.
Governor Ford, in reply, stated that

#
he had no doubt but that the writ of

Governor Carlin was illegal; but he

[ doubted as to his authority to interfere

. with the acts of his predecessor. He
finally concluded that he would state the
case before the Judges of the Supreme
Court at their Council next day, and
whatever they decided on shall be his de-

cision. He then stated his reasons for

recommending a repeal of the Charter,

and said that he regretted that he had
not recommended a repeal of all the char-

ters in the State.

Thursday, 16th. My delegates at

Springfield continued to prosecute my
discharge.

^
On the 16th, brother Hyrum received

his discharge in case of bankruptcy.
Every arrangement was made with Mr.

Butterfield, whereby I was equally en-
titled to a discharge, but was put off with,

a plea that he must write to the office at
Washington before it could be granted.

Saturday, 17th.

Springfield, December 17, 1842.

Dear Sir,—Your petition requesting me-
to rescind Governor Carlin's Proclamation
and recall the writ issued against you ha*
been received and duly considered. I sub-
mitted jour case and all the papers relating,

thereto to the Judges of the Supreme Court*
or at least to six of them, who happened to

be present. They were unanimous in the
opinion that the requisition from Missouri
was illegal and insufficient to cause your
arrest, but were equally divided as to the
propriety and justice of my interference
with the acts of Governor Carlin. It being,
therefore, a case of great doubt as to my
power, and I not wishing, even in an official

station, to assume the exercise of doubtful,
powers, and inasmuch as you have a sure
and effectual remedy ia the Courts, I have
decided to decline interfering. I can only,

advise that jou submit to the laws and have
a judicial investigation of jonr rights. If it

should become necessary, for this purpose,
to repair to Springfield, I do not believe
that there will be any disposition to use
illegal violence towards you ; and I would
feel it my duty in your case, as in the case
of any other person, to protect you with
any necessary amount of force from mob
violence whilst asserting your rights before
the Courts, going to and returning.

I am most respectfully yours,

Thomas Ford.*

"Springfield, December 17, 1843.

Joseph Smith, Esq—Dear Sir,—I have
heard the letter read which. Governor. Ford
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has written to you, and bit statements are

correct in relation to the opinion of the

Judge* of the Supreme Court. The Judges
were unanimously of the opinion that you
would be entitled to your discharge under
a Habeas Corpus to be issued by the Su-
preme Court, but felt some delicacy in ad-

vising Governor Ford to revoke the order

inued by Governor Carlin. My advice is,

that you come here without delay, and you
do not run the least risk of being protected
while here, and of being discharged by the

Supreme Court by Habeas Corpus. 1

save also the right to bring the case

before the U. S. Court, now in session here;
aad there you are certain of obtaining your
Recharge. I will stand by you, and see you
sasely delivered from your arrest.

Tours truly,

J. BCTTBBFIBI.D.*'

w City of Springfield,

17th December, 1842.

Gen. J. Smith.—My Son,—Jt is useless

for me to detail facts that the bearer can
telL But I will say that it appears to my
judgment that you had best make no delay

in coming before the Court at this place for

a discharge under a Habeas Corpus.

I am, &&,
J. Adams."

On receiving the foregoing letters, and
Br. Richards having entered for the

copyright of a map of the city of Nauvoo,
Jbr Joseph Smith, in the Clerk's Office of

the District of Illinois, the brethren left

Springfield tor Nauvoo.
Tuesday, 20th. Chopping and draw*

< iog wood with my own hands and team,

as I had done mostly since the 9th. Pre-

sident Young continued very sick. This

afternoon, the brethren arrived from
Springfield,and presented me with Messrs.

: Ford's, Butterfield's, and Adams' letters,

and general history of their proceedings,

which was highly satisfactory.

Elder Lorenzo D. Barnes died this

morning at a quarter past three o'clock,

at Bradford, England. He is the first

Elder who has fallen in a foreign land in

• these last days. He had been long con-

nected with the Church, and had been
distinguished, both in his native land and
in Great Britain, for his piety, and. virtue,

aid general amiability of character, that

endeared him much to all who knew him.
He wasoneof the mostactiveand efficient

i CM«b*» and oae whose labours were most
attentive, and was eminently successful in

^n^niatry; aad while we lament his

as, yetwe mourn not for him as without

hope, knowing that shortly he shall come
forth in the resurrection of the just, and
stand in his let at the last day.

Wednesday, 21st. At home, transact-

ing a variety of business. Gave instruc-

tions about a letter to General James
Arlington Bennett.

I appointed Dr. Wfllard Richards ray

private Secretary and Historian, and he
immediately entered on the duties of his

calling.

Elder William Clayton had previously

been appointed Temple Recorder, and
continued to be Clerk in my temporal

business an he had been since Br. Rich-
ards went East in the summer. He is a
faithful man, and called on me with the

Temple Committee for some advice con-

cerning their laying by provisions, stone

cutting, &o. After listening to their

business, I wrote the following :

—

" Nauvoo, December 21, 1842.

To'the hands in the Stone Shop.—Whereas
an appeal has been made to me, as sole

Trustee-in-Trust for the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, for a decision in

relation to sundry matters in regulating the

stone-cutting, &c, &c, by the . Temple
Committee,—I have duly considered their

complaints, and heard all their arguments
in relation to the matter, and am satisfied

that a proper deference has not been paid to

their high standing by some or many of the

hands in the Stone Shop. And further, that

their policy in relation to the pork, and
beef, and provisions, is for the furtherance

of the building of the Temple, in the u/tf-

matvm thereof. These are, therefore, to

advise you to submit patiently to their

economy and instructions, and that we, with
one accord, with united feelings, submit
patiently to the yoke that is laid upon us,

and thereby secure the best interests to the

Temple of the most High God that our
limited circumstances can possibly admit of

;

and then, having done all on our part, that

the great Elohehn, who has commanded ua
to build a house, shall abundantly bless us
and reward us for all our pains. I am, sirs,

your sincere friend and brother, and fellow-

sufferer in the bonds of the good work,

Joseph Smith,

Sole Trustee-in-Trust for the Church."

Thursday, 22nd. I was about home.

Read correspondence between Dr. Rich-

ards and General James Arlington Ben-

nett, and read German with Elder Orson
Hyde. Brother Shearer ipquired t^e

meaning of the " little leaven ,
wtjch a

woman hid in three measures of r***1
m
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I replied, it alluded expressly to the last

days, when there should be but little faith

on the earth, and it should leaven the

whole world ; also there shall be safety in

Zion and Jerusalem, and in the remnants

whom the Lord our God shall call. The
three measures refer directly to the Priest-

hood, truth springing up on a fixed prin-

ciple, to the three in the Grand Presi-

dency, confining the oracles to a certain

head on the principle of three.

Friday, 23rd. Wrote R. M. Young,
Esq., Washington City, that I would ac-

cept the proposals of John C. Walsh, and
and give him $2,500 for the north-west

quarter of section 8, 6 north, 8 west, said

land lying between my farm and the city.

Saturday, 24th. At home afternoon.

Bead and revised my history with Secre-

tary Richards, and walked with him to

see sister Lyon, who was sick. Her babe

died a few minutes before our arrival.

From there we went to brother Sabine's

to compute expensemoney for ourjourney

to Springfield, havmgjust borrowed £100
for that purpose. While there, brother

Richards asked if I wanted a wicked man
to pray for me? I replied, Yes; if the

fervent, affectionate prayer of the righ-

teous man availeth much, a wicked man
may avail a little when praying for a
righteous man. There is none good but

one. The better a man is, the more his

prayer will avail. Like the publican and
the pharisee, one was justified rather than

the other, showing that both were justified

in a degree. The prayer of a wicked

man may do a righteous man good, when
it does the one who prays no good.

Sunday, 25th. I wrote to Orrift

Wright, jun., Philadelphia.

The Manchester (England) Conference
met, numbering 1,606 members, including

thirty-three Elders, thirty-seven Priests,

fifty-three Teachers, and nineteen Dea-
cons, under the Presidency of Elder
Thomas Ward.
Monday, 26th. In the morning held

court, and I was afterwards arrested by
General Wilson Law, on the proclamation

of Governor Carlin, and Elders Henry
G. Sherwood and William Clayton went
to Carthage to obtain a writ of Habeas
Corpus to take me before the Court at

Springfield. General Law pave me in

custody of Dr. Richards, with whom I
visited sister Morley, who was severely

afflicted. We prescribed lobelia for her,

among other things, which is excellent in

its place. I have learned the value of it

by my own experience. It is one of the

works of God, but, like the power of God,
or any other good, it becomes an evil

when improperly used. Brother Morley
gave me a walking stick, the body of
which was from the tooth of the sperm
whale, and the top of whale ivory, with an
interstice of mahogany. On my return

home, I found my wife Emma sick. She
was delivered of a son, which did not sur-

vive its birth.

The Herefordshire Conference (Eng-
land^ under the presidency of Elder
William Kay, met at Colwall, numbering
eight hundred and forty-four members,
including twenty Elders, fifty-three Priests,

twenty-two Teachers, and ten Deacons.

(3T# be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY, APRIL 10, 1858.

The Hope of Israel.—We have always been particularly interested in the young

brethren. They are, indeed, the hope of Israel. The authorities and leaders of the

Church have ever looked upon them as such. The first Apostles and Elders were

called to perform a great and glorious work. But the part allotted to them was,

more especially, to send the proclamation of the Gospel into all the world and establish

the kingdom. But upon their children and the young men of this generation rest

the responsibility §»f bearing off the kingdom triumphant and establishing a universal

reign of righteousness.

The first Elders and members of the Church were in reality the young men and
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women of the last generation. Though scarcely matured then, they are now mellowed

with age. They have passed through the scenes, trials, hardship, persecution, and
action of more than a quarter of a century. They have borne the labour, travels,

and responsibilities of long, world-wide, and trying missions in foreign climes, and
travelled without purse or scrip among an inhospitable and ungodly generation.

They have sounded the trumpet of warning to the Gentiles, hunted out Israel, made
their hearts burn with the glad tidings of restoration, called up within them the

.

-spirit of their fathers, and waked the slumbering instincts of their nationality, to>

bear testimony of their noble origin, and whisper that they are the chosen seed.

They have borne the toils of many a weary pilgrimage since they enlisted in the

cause of Zion ; and locks which, at the rise of the Church, were as black as the

plumage of the raven, are now silvered over by time and the events of their singularly

eventful life. Prophets, Patriarchs, and Apostles of the last days have passed behind

the vail, and many of the early Saints have died the death of the righteous, and
Joined Joseph and his companions in the spirit-world to move the work along in new
fields of action. We realize that, in the common course of nature, but few of the

early veterans of the Church can live to see the winding-up scene and the consum-

mation of the Latter-day work. Their' labours among the nations are nearly alone.

Henceforth we must look upon them as fathers and rulers in Israel—pillars in the

bouse of God. But it is their children and the young Israel of the present that are

to be the men of the future. They have to be the bone, sinew, and strength of the

Church, and the vigour and vitality of those movements which will revolutionize

the world and establish the empire of God on the earth. They are more strictly the

-young men of this generation, and thousands of them will live to see the consum-

mation of the mighty work.

Their fathers and forerunners, to whom the keys of the restitution were com-

mitted, have in a short period accomplished an unparalleled work. But, though they

<have sent and carried the Gospel into many lands—though they have gathered

together the nucleus of a universal empire, the great work of the last days has only

just begun. What a mighty undertaking is before us ! How many startling and

wonderful scenes have yet to come 1 A world has to be redeemed, all Israel gathered

and saved^ and the kingdom and power of God spread over the whole earth.

Do the young brethren realize the magnitude of that which has to be accom-

plished? Do they comprehend the part which they have to enact? Are they

preparing themselves to perform it nobly, with honour to themselves, and in a

manner worthy of the cause and of those who have gone before? They should

already feel the responsibility which must some day fall upon them. It should arouse

.all their energies, fire their souls, and absorb their whole being. They should grow
with the kingdom, mark out their several parts, feel that they are called upon to be

the men of the future to bear off the kingdom of God and bring in the fulness of

Zion's glory to the nations. They should look upon their leaders now as men who
have been tried and approved, and prepare to take up the work where their prede-

cessors leave it, and let their actions show that they are worthy to be the successors

•of those great men. Then, when the brave veterans of other days shall be ripe with

Tears, they will commit the governing power into the hands of the " hope of Israel,"

:and go down to their graves with the certain expectation of an early resurrection, to

resume their places when every knee shall bow to Jesus, and God be the ruler over*

the whole earth.

Up, ye youths of Israel, and engage yourselves in the great conflict with right

earnestness. Consider yourselves on a mission which, if you are faithful, will con*
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tinue throughout eternity. You are not all called to take the field in a literal stase,

but you can all be labourers and even heroes in another sense. Lire fur the graft

cause, devote your energies, your souls, your all to the glory of Zion ; and yoo cu
- be valiant, even in your workshops, and warriors in private life, accomplishing mneh for

the triumph of the kingdom. Prove yourselves worthy of the royal ancestry which

you claim—that you are indeed the children of Abraham. Be worthy of the ant

Elders and founders of the Church, and bear off the kingdom triumphant. Tbn,
' when they return at the resurrection of the just, they will take it where yen* leave it,

and roll it onward for ever. Then they will dwell with pride and fondness on the

* reflection that the " hope of Israel " did riot fail them, and that the children lad

answered the expectations of their fathers.

News from Utah.—We have again received intelligence from the Mountain?,

bearing date January 6th, with Numbers 40 to 44 of the Deseret News, All thiagi

at Home are moving along satisfactorily. Peace, contentment, and plenty reign, and

the Saints at Salt Lake Valley are preparing to preserve themselves.

THE ANGEI/S MI88ION.

(Continuedfrom page 210.)

Let us now ascertain if the angel State for the express purpose of pmchiar,

alluded to by John has been and aocom- ; the Gospel,—that they are doing tb»

gished the object of his mission, or not.
|

duty every Sabbath-day, and will eoa-

ne thing is quite certain—that if he tinue to do so till the end of time. If we

has not already been, he has yet to come, ask any of the various sects of Disinssn
or otherwise John's prophetic vision will

(
whether they have seen or heard ot> er

fail in its fulfilment. ever expect to see or bear of, an angel

If we inquire of the Roman Catholic
;
comin? down from heaven to preach the

whether, in the history of his Church, Gospel to the nations of the earth, thrj

there is any record of an angel having 1

will tell us, with disdainful surprise, that

visited the earth with a commission to ; there never has been and never wiB at

preach the Gospel, he will laugh us to any need of such an occurrence, for the

scorn, and reply— There has been no Gospel has hitherto been, and will sui

necessity for an angel to come to preach continue to be, as it is now, efficiently

the Gospel to the inhabitants of the preached through the length and breadth

earth, for the Gospel has been preached of the land by talented ministers of dtf-

throughout the world, ever since the days ferent "denominations;" that Tract So-

of the Apostles, by the Catholic priest- i cieties are busily engaged in circulating

hood : and, as it is now preached by them,
,

religious tracts ; that Scripture Readers

and will continue to be preached by them are daily employed in visiting faminesaid

tall the end of the world, no angel will explaining the Gospel to them ; that

ever be required to come on such an Bible Societies are publishing the Scrip-

errand. If we make a similar inquiry of tores, printed in different languages, all

the Protestant, he will tell us that ecele- over the world ; that Missionary Soeisties

aiastioal .history gives no account of any t of various " persuasions " are frequently

angel having come down from heaven to sending out weU-salaried missionaries to

preach the Gospel on earth,—that there different heathen countries ; that thus tat

has been no need for anything of the Gospel is being faithfully preached, net

kind hitherto, and that certainly there is only from myriads of pulpits at boose, bat

no need for it now, inasmuch as there are
|
abroad in almost every nation throughout

theusandsof Protestant clergymen, who • the earth; and that there is, there***,

have been educated in colleges and halls
j
no necessity whatever for an angel tat*

of learning, and are supported by the sent from heaven at all : indeed, thai sate
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things as ministrations of angels are now
entirely done away, because no longer

needed.

Thus we shall find that all classes of

professing Christians, however much they

may disagree with each other in their

riews of Gospel doctrine, will strike

hands in u evangelical alliance " and cor-

dially agree in exclaiming agaiqst angelic

ministrations in the present day. Hew-
' ever rancorous may be the opposition of
' party against party, sect against sect, they

will all unite, heart and soul, in one

feneral phalanx, to oppose the idea of a
eavenly messenger wing sent here on

"such a mission as that of preaching the

Gospel.

Let us, however, put the same question

to the Latter-day Saints that we have

proposed to others, and they will unitedly

testify to the fact that the angel referred
' to by Jthn has been to earth and ful-
filled HIS MISSION.

In the year 1827, an angel descended
' from heaven and appeared to Joseph

Smith, (to whom he had previously im-

parted full instructions concerning the re-
' storation of the ancient Mospel and the

work of the last days,) and delivered to

him the original plates of the Book of
' Mormon, which contained, in all plainness

and purity, the fulness of the everlasting

Gospel.

Ob, says an objector, I see now what
you are aiming at. You want to insinuate

that the Gospel referred to is the Book
of Mormon, and that by the angel

' coming to preach the everlasting Gospel

is meant the bringing forth of the Book
of Mormon.
We do not wish to be understood as

meaning that the Gospel is the Book of

Mormon, or that the Book of Mormon is

the Gospel. Nor, indeed, should we
affirm that the Gospel is the Bible, or the

Bible the Gospel. But we would say of

the Book of Mormon, as we would of the

Bible, that it contains the Gospel, or
' records the principles of the Gospel.

There was this great difference, however,

between the plates of the Book of Mor-
mon and the translated Bible,—namely,

that the former were unalterably the

same as when they were written and

deposited in the earth centuries before

;

whereas the latter has been copied and
re-copied, mutilated, and interpolated, and
in various ways corrupted by the different

hands it has from time to time passed

through. See, too, the numbers of
versions—not foreign, but English ver-

sions—that there are of the Bible, and no
two to be found agreeing with each
other. The same may be said of the
various disagreeing Commentaries of the-

Bible, to which the professing ministers of
the Gospel look for guidance in their

interpretations. See also the numberless-

conflicting views there are in the so-called*

Christian world upon doctrinal matters-

more or less connected with the Gospel.

The world, at the time of the angel's

visit, was already in possession of the

Bible, though no two of its believers

could be found to agree as to its doctrinal'

principles. But the Book of Mormon
was entirely unknown. It therefore-

pleased God, through His angel, to re-

veal its uncorrupted contents to mankind,
and in this way restore and publish the

original, pure, and everlasting Gospel to
" every nation, and kindred, and tongue,,

and people."

When John savs that he " saw another
angel fly through the midst of heaven,

having the everlasting Gospel to preach,"'

&c, he does not intimate that the angel
had the Gospel in his hand, carrying it

with him from heaven like a book ; but
that be came on a mission from heaven,

having the Gospel to preach, or having
to preach the Gospel to them that dwelt
on the earth. The Book of Mormon,
containing the fulness of the Gospel, was
hidden in the earth. The angel did not
bring it with him " through the midst of
heaven," but came himself to earth to

reveal its hiding-place and its contents,

and deliver it and the work of its trans-

lation and publication to the world into

the hands of Joseph Smith, the Divinely-

chosen Prophet, Seer, and Revelator.

That angel was Moroni, the same person-
age who, when the tenant ofa tabernacle of
flesh and blood, had with his own hands
deposited the sacred treasure in the hill

Cumorah centuries before.

I

Effects of Fortune-telling.—Mistress: "Not going to remain in a situation any
longer ! Why, you foolish thing, what are you going to do, then ? " Eliza : " Why, ma'un,
you tee our fortune-teller savs that two young noblemen is agoing to marry us ; so

there's no call to remain in no situations no more.
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MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS.

THE MEMBERS AND OFFICES* OF THE LEOISLAT1VE ASSEMBLY OF THE TERBITOBT OF
UTAH TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONOBES3 OF THE UNITED STATES.

Gentlemen,— Your memorialists beg
leave to represent that, at the last session

of the Legislative Assembly of this Terri-

tory, resolutions and a memorial to the

President of the United States were
adopted and presented to him, which
partially set forth our grievances and
made known to the Government at Wash-
ington our desires and wishes in regard

to the appointment of the federal officers

for Utah. We have received no response

to those documents, unless it is to be
understood that the appointment of a full

set of officers for this Territory, backed by
an army to enforce them upon us—as

reported by common rumour to have been
ordered, and fitted out, and sent to this

Territory by the President— is to be
deemed an answer. Certain it is that

•uch an army is now invading our Terri-

tory, claiming to have been sent by the

authority of the President of the United
States.

We now forward to you respectfully,

to wit, the President and each House of
Congress, a printed copy of these reso-

lutions and Memorial. And if it is true

that the army now menacing this Terri-

tory is at the instance of the President

and by the authority of the Government,
we request to be informed of the fact,

and why it is so ; for what reasons our
resolutions and Memorial are treated

with silent contempt, and a hostile course

pursued towards an unoffending people

;

why it is that our Eastern mails have
t>een stopped, and the communication
between this Territory and the General
Government cut off.

If officers had been appointed and sent

in accordance with the voice of the people,

as ever should be the only course in a
republican Government, there would have
*been no need of an army's being sent here.

Were the resolutions or Memorial dis-

respectful or defiant ? Read them again
and see. There is not a word or senti-

ment in them that can fairly be construed

to throw obstacles of any kind in the way
of good men that might be appointed to

rule over us: they simply express a fixed

determination not to submit to the misrule
of corrupt demagogues who are a disgrace

to the Government, and who, as subse-
quent events have proved, expended their

time in endeavouring to create a disturb-

ance between us and the General Govern-
ment.

Cannot American citizens upon Ame-
rican soil be heard in their own defence ?

Can they not petition the parent Govern-
ment without incurring its hot displea-

sure ? Are we to be sacrificed because
lying officials and anonymous letter-

writers wish it so? And does the Govern-
ment rely upon their false statements to
base its action, and such action, to send
an army compromising the constitutional

rights, the liberties of freemen ? Axe the
horrid scenes of Missouri and Illinois to be
re-enacted by the Geneml Government?
Are we to be robbed and plundered, our
best men slain, and the residue again
driven from their homes by merciless and
infuriate soldiery under authority usurped
by the General Government ?

Do you not know, gentlemen, that
when Government ceases to perform its

legitimate functions to the people, and to
protect them in their inalienable rights,

among which, as our fathers declared,
are "life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness," and seeks to oppress and de-
stroy, it becomes an object of dread, of
terror, a foul disgrace to its name, and
cannot expect the support, respect, and
esteem which should be its pride and are
its duty to inspire ?

We appeal to you as American citizens

who have been wronged, insulted, abused,
and persecuted, driven before our relent-

less foes from city to city, from State to
State, until we were finally expelled from
the confines of civilization (?) to seek a
shelter in a barren, inhospitable clime,

amid the wild savage tribes of the desert

plain. We claim to be a portion of the
people, and, as such, have rights which
must be respected, and which we have a
right to demand. We claim that in a re-
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publican form of Government, such as

oar fathers established, and such as ours

still professes to be, the officers are and
should be the servants of the people—not
their masters, dictators, or tyrants.

To the numerous charges of our ene-

mies we plead not guilty, and challenge

the world, before any just tribunal, to the

proof.

Are we mistaken in our views in regard

to the policy and intention of Govern-
meat? We hope that you will prove to

ns that we are. We ask you to recon-

sider the course that has been taken—to

erince, by some act of returning justice,

that you respect our constitutional rights,

sad Me whether it will not lighten the

harden of oppression which you have
inflicted. And that the people may have
just cause to rejoice in and applaud—not
condemn—your acts, withdraw your
troops and give us a voice in the selection

of our officers, thus proving to us your
willingness to extend peace rather than
war.

True, this Territory is a part of the

public domain of the United States.

Bat bow was it acquired? Did not
the people of Utah furnish, at the call

of the Government, an altogether un-
precedented quota of troops to aid in the

war then raging with Mexico, and that,

too, under most adverse circumstances ?

And did not the people settle this Terri-

tory while it was still under the dominion
of Mexico? And did not the Govern-
ment discharge the " Mormon " Battalion

in an enemy's country, after a most toil-

some march of over two thousand miles,

without furnishing them the means to

ratorn? Your present acts would de-

ptwe of life and liberty those very men
who so gallantly perilled their lives for

the common good.
We do not charge the acts of his pre-.

facMors upon the present incumbent.
Bat now restore unto us our rights in

afawouri and other States, of which we
were inhumanly robbed; reinstate and
goarantee unto us the peaceful possession
of lands for which you have taken and
Jwt retain our money ; bring to justice the

murderers of Joseph and Hyrum Smith,
who were massacred while in the cus-
tody of the law, under the pledged faith

°? a sovereign State ; punish the assassins

of Parley P. Pratt, who slew their un-
*«awamg victim beneath the portals of the

Govt which had pronounced him guilt.

2$y

less; restore unto us our political, reli-

gious, and inalienable rights, that we
may have reason to believe that you are

our friends and not our enemies ; execute

justice and judgment upon the guilty, and
spare the innocent; let truth, honesty,,

industry, love of right and liberty stand

unmolested and protected by your acts as

they are by the very genius of our loved

institutions. Do that, and you will do
more towards rescuing our beloved coun-

try from its foul pollution and its fearful

doom than can be accomplished by en*

deavouring to destroy a people who,
under the broad folds of the Constitution,

deem it no sin to unite in worshipping

God according to the dictates of their

own consciences. Pay us a few hundred
thousand dollars which the Government
honestly owe us for suppressing Indian

hostilities and maintaining peaceful rela*

tions with the native tribes, instead of
expending millions to deprive a portion of

our citizens of "life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness." Try on the plaister

of friendly intercourse and honourable

dealing, instead of foul aggression and
war. Treat us as friends, as citizens-

entitled to and possessing equal right*

with our fellows, and not as •* alien ene-

mies," lest you make us such.

Tou have never cherished nor fostered

this as you have other Territories, though
having more claim to your generosity,

forbearance, and protection. In 1856,

we adopted a Republican Constitution and
form of Government, and forwarded these

documents, a census report, and a petition

to be admitted into the Union as a free,

i sovereign, and independent State ; but an
! unhallowed prejudice was so strong

against us that our delegates found no
member of Congress willing to present

and advocate our petition. Why net

grant us admission, and thereby at the

same time act justly and peacefully, and
wisely dispose of a vexed question ?

You have appointed, the newspapers

state, a full set of officials for Utah from
among entire stranger's; and, to do so,

were obliged to hawk about the offices

from State to State, every honourable and
principled man indignantly declining your
appointments, until at length you suc-

ceeded in finding the requisite number-

from among the reckless, the drunken,

the unprincipled, the dissolute, the howe-
less, and penniless, who alone feel the-

need of the backing afforded by bey
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and for this reason had far better remain
where society is more congenial to their

depraved and corrupt tastes. No doubt
*uch is the character of the present an-

poiutees; for what other class would
accept offices among a people where they

well knew they were not wanted, and
hence had no right officially to be ? All

we have further to say of them is, that

they had better tarry with their friends

if they really have any.

We claim that we should have the

privilege, as we have the constitutional

right, to choose our own rulers and make
cur own laws without let or hindrance.

Examine our reports, our laws, our
acts: they have ever been before the

public—they speak for themselves.

All we want is the truth and fair play.

The Administration have been imposed
upon by false and designing men ? Their
acts have been precipitate and hasty,

perhaps through lack of due considera-

tion. Please to let us know what you
want of us before you prepare your
halters to hang, or "apply the knife to

cut out the loathsome, disgusting ulcer."

Do you wish us to deny our God and
renounce our religion? That we shall

not do.

We are at the defiance of earth and
hell to prove that we have done aught to

offend the good.
You have not extended to Utah so

much as the customary usage of investi-

gation, which would have placed in your
possession the facts of the case. Do you
wish us to permit a hireling soldiery to

come into our settlements? If so, for

what object? Is it to protect the

citizens in their rights? That is need-

less, because those rights have never been

in the least infringed upon in Utah ; and
we are far better prepared to protect

ourselves than when we first settled

this Territory,

healthy men were
army m Mexico. United States' troops,

acting in their legitimate capacity, are
only sent to protect the citizens, or sup-

press insurrection— never, in any case,

to make war upon the people.

We feel as competent to protect our-

selves as we have hitherto, and there is no
insurrection to ouell. That "white
heap " within our borders contains some-
thing besides meal : there are the deadly

fangs to hold the innocent prisoners still,

whue assassins kill them. We shall net

while our young and
re in the United States'

hold still while fetters are beiogfoiged ts

bind us. We have no confidence to he*

lieve the present a harmless demonstra-

tion intended for our good. The troops,

which claim to have been sent by the

Government, have openly said, from the

time they left the Missouri river, sod

even before, that they were coming to

destroy the leaders of our people, sod

that that was their object. That has

been their constant speech by day and the

burden of their songs by night. They

have threatened to take our lives and to

sport at pleasure with our wives and

daughters. That is their openly avowed

object ; but woe to all who undertake to

accomplish it ! We trust, therefore, that

you will excuse us if we do not entertain a

very exalted idea of your humane (?)

intentions in sending armies hither.

Give us our constitutional rights: they

are all we ask, and them we have a right

to expect. For them we contend, and

feel alone justified in so doing.

We are aware that we have many

enemies, and that they make a strong

party against us. From them we expect

no mercy. A large portion of them

know that, if justice had its due, they

would either be pulling hemp by the neck,

or learning a trade in the confines of a

prison. They roam at large in your

community, are boon companions in your

halls of business and of pleasure, adorn

your circles of fashion, and participate in

your festivities; but there is a chord of

ri^ht, of honesty, of integrity to the in-

stitutions of our country, of a love of

'freedom, and respect for the rights of the

weak and comparatively defenceless, that

will yet thrill with emotion, vibrate

through the honest heart, and respond to

the cry of usurpation, tyranny, and op-

pression exercised upon an innocent

people. To that we appeal, and trust

that a stern sense of justice yet remsining

among the worthy sons of patriotic sires

will stay the suicidal band of crawling

sycophants and corrupt rulers, and that

American liberty may not be immolated
upon her own altars nor strangled in the

halls of her own citadel by those whose

sworn duty it is to be her protectors.

Withdraw your troops, give us our

constitutional rights, and we are at home.

[Here follow the names of the Coun-

cillors, Representatives, and Officer* of

the Council.

—

Ed.]
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PASSING EVENTS.

Giscbal.—Another attempt at a revolution has taken place at Luna, which, however,
ess ouelled at its rising. Fever had been ragtag extensively in West Africa np to the
tat* of departure of last mail. In Jung BahadooPs force, small-pox has broken out, and
cantor* is fatally busy in Bengal. At the date of the last despatch, Sir Colin Campbell
was before the walls of Lncknow, with a force of 50,000 infantry, 10,000 cavalry, and 200
gees of heavy calibre. The mutineers number about 200,000. On the 19th February,
Cssersl Pranks prevented a junction between Bundeh Dussein Chuckladar and Nazim
Msadee Dussein, attacked them, and defeated them with a loss of 800 men and 6 guns ; on
tee 20th, seized the stronghold of Badhayan ; and on the 23rd, attacked Bodshahgunge,
killed 1,800, took 20 guns, all their ammunition, and a standing camp, with a loss of only

1 killed, and 16 wounded. General Hope Grant's brigade attacked Meangunge, a fortified

town in Oude, on the 23rd February ; and, after a breach had been effected, the place was
tfaraed by Her Majesty's 53rd Regiment : 500 rebels were killed and 4 guns taken. The
Comn&oder-ln-Chief seised Dilkoosha on the 3rd March. The rebels had attacked the
friendly Rajah of Chodarce, whose troops mutinied : they captured his guns and retired to
Calpee on the 21st March. The report that the ex-king of Delhi had been convicted and
teateoced to transportation for life was erroneous. Hit trial, at the departure of last

despatch, was not completed.

AjcBmiCAjr.—In Mexico a state of anarchy reigns. The House has passed Gen. Qnit-
ana's bill, authorizing the President to call for five regiments of volunteers. An express
sad arrived at Fort Leavenworth from Col. Johnson, requesting immediate supplies of
asssanitton and men. A correspondent from the above place states that two companies
ef tae First Cavalry and two companies of the Sixth Infantry would proceed on the 10th
March to reinforce CoL Johnson's command. The St. Louis Republican of the 15th
March announces the unexpected arrival of Mr. John Hartnett, Secretary of the Territory
•f Utah. He left Camp Scott on the 26th of January, and reports that CoL Johnson's
cosMund was in very comfortable condition and excellent health, and that everything was
gsisg on pleasantly. (?) He states that all intercourse between the Saints and the troops
at Camp Scott' ceased after the 1st January. It was considered by the army a well-

•KsMiihcd fact that the Saints were actively employed in fortifying the most important
ssssss, and that they intended to oppose the entrance of the troops. It was admitted in

camp that the kanyons, when fortified and in possession of determined men, offer very

great, if not insurmountable obstacles ; and it was seriously discussed whether or not the
amy should take another route a hundred miles longer. The Territorial Government at
Camp Scott was rather passive. 3,000 troops were expected en route from Fort Leaven*
verth in a few weeks. It is stated that the Saints intend to attack Camp Scott if oppor-
tunity is given them, and fears are expressed lest reinforcements may arrive too late.

KxnwLSDOB is the treasure, but judgment the treasurer of a wise man.

—

Penn.

A Kkock-Down Argument.—A certain man went to a dervish and proposed three

eeettaons :—First

—

u Why do they say God is omnipresent ? I do not see Him in any
sfsee : show me where He is. Second—" Why is a man punished for crimes, since what-
ever he does proceeds from God ? Man has no free will ; for he cannot do anything
esatrary to the will of God ; and, if he had power, he would do everything for his own
gssd. Third

—

M How can God punish Satan in hell-fire, since he is formed of thst

dssseut? and what impression can fire make on itself?" The dervish took up a large
dad of earth and struck him on the head with it. The man went to the cadi and said :

—

* I proposed three questions to such a dervish, who flung a clod of earth at my head,
wuiea saade my bead ache." The cadi, having sent for the dervish, asked him—" Why
*d yen throw that clod of earth at his head, instead of answering his questions ? " The
dsrrWi replied—" The clod of earth Was an answer to his speech. He says he has a pain
is Us head : let him shew It to me, and I will make God visible to him. And why does he
exldbk a complaint sgainst me? Whatever I did was the act of God, and I did not strike

wtfesat the will of God. What power do I possess? And as he is compounded of the

•st^treow can tie suffer from that element?" The man was confounded, and the cadi

%Wy pleased with the dervish's aaswesv ,

VARIETIES.
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Past Ofpencfs.—"When once an offence has been remored, it should never Be*

adverted to in future. Its verj remembrance should, if possible, be washed from tbe>

memorj by the waters of Lethe. Other causes of disagreement may exist, and fresh fends

arise, but the old one is dead and buried, and its angry ghost should never be evoked*te>

add fury to the passions of its successor. Nor should we, when in our turn we •re-

convicted of an error, shelter ourselves from reproof by reminding our reprover that he
was onee guilty of a similar offence. This is mean, dishonourable, unchristian, andf

mischievous.''

—

Jame$.

A HYMN.
We thank thee, God, our Father,
That we thy children are j

We thank thee thou hast own'd us
And gsther'd us from far

—

From many a distant nation,

From many a varied dime,
TO be thy chosen vessels

In this peculiar time.

We thank thee thou has called us
To manifest thy might,

To be to every people
A certain beacon light,

—

The nucleus of thy kingdom

—

The little mountain stone
By which the wicked nations

Will shortly be o'erthrown.

We thank thee for the knowledge
Which thou to us hast given,

And for the keys and powers
To translate earth to heaven.

We thank thee for the mountains
From earth's deep bosom hurled

:

They serve as massive curtains
Between us and the world.

We thank thee for the deserts,

And for the kanyon bold

—

For all our rocky bulwarks.
And for the piercing cold,

—

G. 8. L. City, Dec. », 1867.

And that thou dost surround us
With heavy mantling snows

;

For these are our defences
Against our Christian foes.

We thank thee for these valleys—
The chambers of the Lord,

The places of sure refuge
For those who love thy word,—

The hiding place for Israel,

As flocks see here they fly,

That thy fierce indignation
May safely pass them by.

We thank thee thou hast planted
The tree of liberty

Where it will grow, and flourish.

And bloom eternally

;

And that the word is published
Far o'er the land and sea,

—

That we are independent

—

That Zion now la free I

Help us, we do desire thee.
Our freedom to maintain.

That we may ne'er be subject
To wicked men again

:

Help us, for we've declared it.

We will be free or die!
And we'll bless thee, our Father,
And thy name we'll magnify.

John JAOiVna.

Aboum.-Charles W. Penrose, 69, Napier Street, Shepherdess Walk, City Bond, London.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS*

MILLENNIAL STAR

Be tkmi hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eoith unta the churche&.—Jem Christ.

Ceme emt efher, my people, that ye he net partaken ofher tine, and that ye receive net efher

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 17, Vol XX. Saturday, April 24, 1858. Price One Penny.

PROVIDENCE AND REVELATION.

BT BLOEB JOHN K. GRIST.

Man receives hU existence from an over-

ruling and all-wise Being ; and, in order

that be may exist rightly, God has placed

him where he may be instructed in the

great school of Providenceand Revelation.

This, when taken into due consideration,

will involve the grand leading principle of

the science of life and cause of endurance.

To know ourselves and realize the purport

of our being is the mainspring of pro-

gressive intelligence; and, when fully car-

ried into operation, will ultimately lead to

the highest attainments of a perfect state.

In viewing the present position and ge-

neral aspect of society, perhaps there

never was a period in any age of the

world which called forth more absorbing

interest in and observance of the move-
ments of God's providence than at the

present.
" The earth is the Lord's and the ful-

ness thereof/' It is God that jjiveth the

increase, and it is His providential mercy
that gives sustenance to life. Then, with

what gratitude should we acknowledge
this at His hands 1 Every grain of the

material element that is good for food

man may freely eat. But too frequently

m the Author of nature forgotten,and His
mercies trampled under foot ; and every

unlawful abuse of the means He has pro-

vided is being practised by those whom

Providence has favoured ; whilst, on the
other band, a meagre pittance is being
dealt out to the starving multitude ; and
this because of the perverted economy of
God and the substituted insufficient eco-
nomy of man.

In regard to political things, what se-

rious and reflecting mind can see, without
concern, the Great Lawgiver banished
as it were from His own kingdom in the
systems of modern policy? Who does
not tremble to see fortune or human pru-
dence more regarded and depended upon
than the wisdom and power of heaven*
while the counsels of weak and erring
statesmen are exalted in many instances

above the oracles of God? Yet how
plain is it to perceive that this is more or
less the case in modern politics, wherein
comparatively little account is made of
that Divine, overruling Providence, who
* changeth the times and the seasons, re*
moveth kings and setteth up kings, giveto
wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to
them that know understanding;'' who
" increaseth the nations and destroyeth
them,enlargeth the nationsand straiteneth

them." (Dan.ii.21; Job.xii.23.) Shall
we find it a principle observed in the
Council ofthe Senate,that«the kingdom it

the Lord's, and he is the governor amonff
the nations;" that u the battle is th#
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Lord's," And that uHe doeth according

to his will in the army of heaven and
among the inhabitants of the earth ;" and
that M by the blessing of the upright the

city is exalted, but it is overthrown by the

mouth of the wicked;" (Psal. xxii. 28;
1 Samuel xvii. 47 ; Dan. iv. 35 ; Proverbs

xi. 11 ;) or, in other words, that the pros-

perity of empires depends solely on the

blessing of heaven ? But rather is it not

an established article of modern political

faith, that accumulated wealth, exten-

sive
%
dominion, numerous and powerful

fleets and armies, a flourishing commerce,
an increasing population, large and mag-
nificient cities, the splendour and parade of

public show, a superior sagacity in private

councils, &c, are the essentials of national

prosperity,—that a people, in short, may
be great without being good, happy
without being virtuous, secure without
having the protection of heaven, powerful
without feeling its power, and wise with-

out consulting and being guided by the

Fountain of wisdom ?

And so it is in moral and spiritual

fthings. What serious reflection does the

lamentable fact of the perversion of the
' revealed mind and will of heaven call

forth I How sad to behold the great de-

-sign of the Gospel plan disregarded by
mankind, who are perpetually changing
•the ordinances of salvation and treating

them as non-essential 1 Because of such
; things—" because they have transgressed

•the laws, changed the ordinances, broken
itbe everlasting covenant," Isaiah says that

•the earth is defiled under the inhabitants

ithereof, and a curse shall devour the earth,

.and they that dwell therein will be de-

solate! Who cannot see this state of

'things coming to pass according to the

"visible aspect of the world, lying as it were
-in the arms of the Wicked One ; and this

•because of disobedience to the command-
tnents of heaven, and because the or-

•dinaoces of the Gospel are rejected or

-grossly oerverted by the professed teachers

jand leaders of the people; while, in other

case*, they have established systems of

«their own* invention, without regard to

rfhe order of God in the revelations

#of hi* will} and without considering the

tforoe of language like she following:-—
e#Wtthttt me ye can do notWng." «A
*bn»' caa receive nothing except ft be

f£tan Mm from heaven/' {John xv. 6

;

Wohr*liU&7.) Truly 4h*re are some woe
allow of an occasional aid from Him who

rules in the heavens, in order to assist

them on great and extraordinary emer-

gencies, but deny the necessity of such

aid in the practical rule and order of every-

day life.

Let us now enquire what is reallj meant

by Providence, or the general order of

God's Providence. First, then, there is

provision made for the salvation of the

human family, on condition of our accept-

ing the terms. This is the Providence of

eternal life; and it is an eternal law of

heaven that man should co-operate with

his Creator in the great work of his sal-

vation,whether natural, temporal, spiritual,

or eternal. At the same time God will

never force man's free will.

Some, by an error of understanding,

ascribe to an overruling Providence all

the effects which transpire around, and

are continually attendant upon them to

the result of causes that are contained in

the womb of Providence, and assign to

it an absolute power independent of the

free will. The most simple mode of cor-

recting this error is to ascribe to all natu-

ral causes their consequent effects J forGod

to overrule man's free agency by an arbi-

trary influence would be acting against

his own order.

Now, considering revelation in connec-

tion with the movements of Providence

in its particular application, we find God

has revealed certain things for the per-

sonal benefit of those who believed and

sought after revelation, concerning what

steps they should take in life; and, deriving

information from this source, have been

enabled to avoid certain things consequent

upon such steps. But let it be under-

stood that this power of foreknowledge

or revelation comes only by pursuing that

course which belongs to the order of the

Church and Kingdom of God. This is

the only safe and proper channel of coo*

munication, although there are a cues of

individuals who seek after revelation from

mediums that are not congenial with the

Divine order, but are deceptive) in their

nature : and, to confirm this, we may re-

fer to the language of Scripture :
—"And

for this cause God shall send them strong

delusions, &c." (Thess. ii. 11.) And

again—" Many shall follow their perni-

cious ways, by reason of whom the way

of truth shall be evil spokes of.* (2nd

Peter ii. 2.) These delusions have their

origin with the father of Met, to whose

priesthodd they belong.
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Bat those who seek to know what the

Lord would have them to do, and tbe mis-

sion they have to discharge, are privileged

to receive revelation from the right source,

through the proper channel, and to know
that they are living, moving, and noting

|

in that sphere which is prepared for them*
to mature and carry into operation those

plans winch are necessary to their sal-

vation, as well as those which are more
immediately connected with their every

day life.

DIRECTION OF A "WORLD.

(Continuedfrom page 213.)

CHAPTER IV.

ftotk ap tbe world and dtilocate mankind,
Thffi let the nations warfal interest* And,
4ad they in thaw a battle-field have found

:

lie war will come—the strife will spread around.

There is almost a total division of man-
kind, and a general conflict of interest at

work in society. Those divisions clash,

and these interests continually cross. Out
of this, again, grows a common indiffer-

ence to the wellbeing of others. Nations
build themselves upon their neighbours'

rain, class sacrifices class, party is

divided against party, individuals prey

upon the vitals of each other, and prin-

ciples, bonds, relations, and obligations are

utterly disregarded. As long as this is

kept within certain broad, national, and
legal marks, the division and strife are

considered legitimate. But those bounds
are broad indeed. They admit of nation

mvsding nation, people subjugating peo-

ple, diplomacy tricking diplomacy, and of
the many phases of social warfare which
tbe world presents. In a certain sense,

this is legitimate ; for it is the natural

development of a world going in a wrong
Erection. Nor should any be held

responsible for these results, inasmuch as
pa human power can stay its course.

Let us bring our consideration now to

those capital divisions of mankind that

puke war with tbe sword; and, in our
peat chapter, we will extend our investi-

gation to the social, political, and religious

einsums and conflict.

Though having the same Creator,

Redeemer, and Judge, and a common
parentage, tbe human family is broken up
JJto nations, tongues, tribes, and elans*

Then
i fa a distinctiveness and ?*»i-rela-

ttatfcip between them. Especially is

the case with the principal divisions.
They exist upon the earth", wrapped in

their exclusive nationalities, and can
scarcely be said to present the appear*

ance of having the same common parent*

age, Creator, and God. (Of course we
are merely speaking of man's works,

national divisions, &c*, and not of the

works and economy of the Creator.) The
nations are like distinct and separate

worlds inhabited by the same species, but
different races in a primitive sense. There
is contingency of country, it is true; but
this is merely a relationship of space and
territory. It is true, also, that such con*

nections, coupled with commerce, travel*

war, and diplomacy, mix the nations up
together. But they are like certain

liquids thrown together into a bowl.

They are in the same vessel and swim
around each other, make fantastical cu>
cuits, and join with encounters ; but they

have no positive affinity for each other*

and still retain their radical distinctive-

ness. Excepting this questionable, ter-

ritorial, ana circumstantial connection,

worlds and systems separated by countless

trillions of miles are more related in the

universe than mankind are upon this

little earth, in their national characters

The solar system is a family of worlds.

But it is too much to say that mankind
are a family of nations.

We will suppose a being to come from
some distant system who is ignorant of
the true facts of the case, and he sits in

judgment on the appearances of the world,

apart from those connections which have
been named. Christendom shall be
summoned to his tribunal. From the

common profession of name, he mightrea-
sonably expect this part of mankind to be
something like a family of. nations. But*

Upon investigation, would he imagine that

the people composing this division claimed

the snme first parent**, the same Creator

and Saviour, and that* they expected to^
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stand before the same Judge, and enter

into the same heaven after death? Would
he Imagine that Englishmen and French-

men traced their parentage to a common
origin, and that tney looked for the same
final destiny and one eternal nationality ?

Would he think that Austrians and
Italians were to become one people in

another world and members of the same
kingdom? He would hare no right to

come to such a conclusion, judging

merely from appearances. Unless a great

change comes over the scene on earth, it

is evident that the next world will present

a similar aspect to this. The future

state of things will be taken up just

where this is left off, or there is no con-

sistency in development ; and the arrange-

ments of heaven must have a due
reference to this state of probation, or

there will be no fairness and justness in

those arrangements.

Good-natured enthusiasts and theorists

may talk of mankind being brothers, and
all nations one family; but, practically,

the reverse is the case. After all has

been said, look on the map and on the

actual divisions of the world, and you
merely see England, America, France,

Russia, Austria, Italy, Spain, &o. No-
where can we find them resolving into a

family of nations. There still exist the

same radical divisions and antagonistic

nationalities. If they join in alliances,

there remain the same essential differ-

ences. A quarrel arises: they are

Englishmen, Frenchmen, &c., again.

It is only in the case of one nation

.subjugating another that this difference

"Can be said to cease. And England and
Ireland will show how tittle, after cen-

turies of forced relationship, has been

done to break down these barriers.

England and India are still worse ex-

amples. If the relationship existing

between the English and their German
cousins be considered, it will be ob-

served that is not a relationship of the

people, but merely one existing between
royal families and nobles. Even nations

of the same blood—brothers, sisters, and
relatives by the ties of nature, who now
respect those ties, as with England and
America, are nationally distinct; and
in a few venerations, all things being

equal, the children of those brothers and
sisters would probably meet on the battle-

field merely asfoe*.
America has presented us with an

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

example most like a family of nation?

but she is also fast breaking up: and

were this state of things allowed to con*

tinue, in a comparatively short time the

new world would present a similar aspect

to Europe and the rest of the old world.

Australia and the other colonies would

follow in the wake. If we come to tribes

and clans, they will not present a much

more favourable view. At the best, the

relationship is only among the nobles and

chiefs, ana is not a just relationship of

the people. We have all read some-

thing of their terrible wars. And Scot-

land, which could scarcely hare been

otherwise subdued, has, if we may so

express it, been exhausted by its aoa-

family-clanships.

Not only is the world thus broken up,

but it also possesses many distinct and

conflicting interests. The destinies and

dory of the nations ran in different

directions. Perhaps, however, it would

be more proper to say that they ran in

the same direction ; but in certain narrow

passes they crowd each other and enrage

in combat, when might and trickery

conquer.

We observed in Chapter III, that "the

instinct to conquest, increase, and exten-

sion is an irresistible tendency of oar

nature." That disposition we held to

be Godlike in itself, and that it was

possessed in common by men and Gods.

It was its mis-direction which we con-

demned.
Now, it is evident that, if mankind are

broken up into fragments, possessing con-

flicting interests, and are inspired with

distinct and repugnant nationalities, then

those very Divine instincts of man's

nature will bring forth strife and deadly

enmity, and hurl down a world. A keen,

fine-wrought blade, if turned against life,

will cut its threads with much greater

ease than a blunt-edged tool, and the

noblest powers of man abused be awful

to contemplate; and beings with the

spiritual nature of Gods will become

Devils by taking a wrong direction. To
thus break mankind up, then, and give

them a thousand conflicting interests and

repugnant nationalities, is to mark out

for them that wrong direction. The
world has travelled in it, and we see the*

result All history is full of the fearful,

blood-written tale. To throw away the

sword, wipe out bloodshed, enthrone

peace, and appeal to arbitration to settle
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-eational differences was, a year or two
ago, becoming a favourite doctrine in

England. Its converts were some of the

most intellectual and philanthropic —
literary men, first-class politicians, and
the scientific and commercial world.

People generally began to look upon it

at "a consummation devoutly to be
wished," and hopefully anticipated the

"good time coming," when the "pen"
would be u mightier than the sword."
To M wait a little longer " was the chief

condition proposed to patience, and every-

body would then realize the Millennium
of peace. It was only the army, navy,

and bad-natured people who were sup-

posed to be unconverted to these peaceful

news. They were considered at once as

the upholders and relics of barbarous

systems and ages. It took the war with
Kossia to wake England up from the

pleasing reverie to the painful reality

—

to the prospect that, before swords will

be beaten into " plough-shares " and

J

1
spears into pruning-hooks," the reverse

is likely to take place ; and subsequent
erects have tended to make that pros-

pect still more distinct.

A Millennium of peace and equitable

arbitration is, with the present constitu-

tion of society and conflict of interests, a
radical impossibility, and the expectation

of ita purely visionary matter. Figuratively

speaking, while every man is a sword
manufacturer, and the earth a gladiatorial

arena, we can reasonably expect nothing
eke than that mankind will do battle and
ihat strife will reign. This is about the

state of the case. Such a Millennium
cannot be brought about until the world

re-adjusted, and a broader relationship

than that of the present given. Though
we do not expect to see nationalities ever

wiped completely out, yet, before a state

of peace and equitable arbitration can be
brought about, a platform must be formed
*pon which all nations may meet as a
common family, the conflict of interests

tease, and a legitimate power preside as

the supreme arbitrative authority.

Bupposing a congress of nations were
famed, and every kingdom and people

Hot delegates to it, yet, if there were no
radical reconstruction of the world, and
As conflict of interest remained, there

would be no radical difference in the re-

TWs might be received as a

i and its statement considered un-
. .

... truisms, as well as being

the most tangible forms of truth, are
often overlooked, and are therefore proper
to be enforced. Those who have talked

a great deal about peace and arbitration

have generally overlooked the fact that

there must be first a . radical re-arrange-
ment.

Let us suppose, for the sake of illus-

tration, that the immense difficulties of
inducing the nations to meet on a con-
gressional platform have been overcome.
We will imagine that they all send their

delegates to it in good faith, but that the

fundamental arrangements remain as at
present. There would still exist a broken-

up world and distinctive non-relative

nationalities: there would still be the

many interests to hold combat, and many
destinies to be taken care of. Motives and
inducements are to remain the same, and
that platform is not supposed to be itself

based on a foundation where all interests

and destinies are blended. The strong, as

now, would still flourish by feasting on the

weak. It would be merely the process of
feeding that would be changed. To
imagine that the instinct to conquest,

extension, and increase would find its

scope in manufactures, internal govern-

ment, &c, is too visionary. All would
want to have something to do with the

direction of the world beyond their in-

ternational affairs. Indeed, their com-
mercial interests and greatness would
often be found to depend on their con-
gressional preponderance. The people

would not be brought in as a family of

nations. It would Be merely a meeting

of their delegates to hold what is tech-

nically termed the " balance of power."
Though, for the sake of consistency, a
representative of an inferior nation should

be chosen occasionally to preside over this

council, we have every reason to believe

that the most powerful nations would
have the dominant voice. It would be a
game of diplomacy par excellence in

which every one would try to win for the

special interest of his country. We
might naturally expect that out of it

would grow extraordinary jealousies and
bitterness, which would ultimately burst

in a terrible human volcano. Unless the

conflict of interests be first done away
and a radical re-adjustment made, we
think it the best policy to keep the coin-

batants separated
There never can be a Millennium of

peace and arbitration until the ktogdyar
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of God is made the platform upon which
all other kingdoms may meet. God is an
efficient, just, and the legitimate Arbi-

trator. No mere representative of any
nation, however powerful, can stand in

His place. He stands in the relation of

Father to all, and be would justly pre-

HI8TOET OF JOSEPH SMITH*

serve the interests of all. When God*

occupies such a position in the hearts of

people, and His Priesthood hold the pre-

siding power, and Israel stand at the

head of nations, then the world will move

in the right direction, and a famflj of

nations exist; but not till then.

(To be continued.)

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued flrom page 248.)

[December, 1849.]

Tuesday, 27th. At nine in the morn-
ing, started in custody of Wilson Law for

Springfield, in company with Hyrum
Smith, Willard Richards, John Taylor,

William Marks, Levi Moffit, Peter Haws,
and Lorin Walker. On our way to Car-

thage, we met William Clayton and Henry
G. Sherwood, who had obtained an order

for a writ of Habeas Corpus from the

Master in Chancery, as no writ could

issue, the Clerk of Court having been

elected to the Senate.

There was considerable snow, and the

travelling heavy; but we arrived at my
brother Samuel's, in Plymouth, a little

after sunset, and we were soon joined by
Edward Hunter, Theodore Turley, Dr.
Tate, and Sbadrach Roundv. I supped
with brother William Smith's family, who
Kved under the same roof, slept with Dr.
Willard Richardson a buffalo skin spread

upon the floor, and dreamed that I was
t>y a beautiful stream of water and saw a
noble fish, which I threw out. Soon after,

I saw a number more, and threw them
out. I afterwards saw a multitude of

fish, and threw out a great abundance,
and sent for salt and salted them.

Wednesday, 28th. The morning was
wet. We started about eight o'clock, and
arrived at Mr. Stevenson's tavern, in

Rushville, at three m the afternoon, about
twenty miles. Brother William's wife,

who was sick, went with us, accompanied

S>
sister Durpby, who went with us from
auvoo to take care of her. I spent a

Sirt of the evening with Mr. Uriah
rown and family and a part of my com-

pany. In conversation respecting the

repeal of charters, I told them that to

touch the Nauvoo Charier was no better

than highway robbery; that since the

creation there never bad been a repeal of

a perpetual charter by God, angels, or

men ; and that I never would submit to

lowering our Charter, but they might

bring other charters up to it. On my
return to the tavern, the brethren took my
height, which was six feet, and my bro-

ther Hyrum the same.

Thursday, 29th. Started early ; crossed

the Illinois river at eleven, and arrived

at Captain Dutche's before five in the

eve, about thirty-two irflles : the weather

extremely cold. General Law asked why
the sun was called masculine and the

moon feminine ? I replied that the root

of masculine is stronger, and of feminine

weaker. The sun is a governing; planet

to certain planets, while the moon borrows

her light from the sun, and is less or

weaker.

Let the Government of Missouri re*

dress the wrongs she has done to the

Saints, or let the curse follow them from

generation to generation until they do.

When I was going up to Missouri, in

company with Elder Rigdon and oar

families, on an extreme cold day, to go

forward was fourteen miles to a boose,

and backward nearly as far.

We applied to all the taverns for ad-

mission in vain: we were "Mormons,*'

and could not be received. Such wis

the extreme cold that in one hour we

must have perished. We pleaded for onJr

women ana children in vain. We coon*

soiled together, and the brethren agreed

to stand by me, and we concluded thatwe
might as "well die fighting as freeze to

death.

I went into a tavern andnleaded oar

cause to get admission. The landlord

said he could not keep us for love or
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money. I told him we must and would
stay, let the consequence be what it

might ; for we must stay or perish. The
landlord replied, MWe have heard theMor-
mons are very bad people ; and the inha-

bitants of Paris have combined not to have
anything to do with them, or you might
stay." I said to bim, "We will stay;

but no thanks to you. I have men
enough to take the town; and if we
must freeze, we will freeze by the burning
of these houses." The taverns were then

opened, and we were accommodated, and
received many apologies in the morning
from the inhabitants for their abusive

treatment.

Friday, 30th. Started at eight this

morning, and arrived at Judge Adams',
in Springfield, at half past two o'clock in

the afternoon, where I saw Justin But-
terfield, Esq., United States' District

Attorney, who told me that Judge Pope
had continued the Court two or three

days on account of my case, and would
dose on the morrow, and that he should

try mj case on its merits, and not on any
technicality.

Sheriff Pitman, of Adams county, was
in the place, but would not say whether
he had the original writ which had
previously been demanded of the officers

af Adams county, King and Pitman. I

gave Mr. Butterfield a general history of

my Missouri persecution, and it was
agreed by him that I should be arrested

on the writ. Had an interview with my
brother, William Smith, who was a
member of the Legislature at the times

and spent the evening with Judge Adams
and the brethren from Nauvoo. We all

lodged at Judge Adams'.
While in conversation at Judge*Adams'

during the evening, I said, Christ and
the resurrected Saints will reign over the

earth during the thousand years. They
will not probably dwell upon the earth,

but will visit it when they please, or

when it is necessary to govern it. There
will be wicked men on the earth during

the thousand years. The heathen nations

who will not come up to worship will

be visited with the judgments of God,
and must eventually be destroyed from
the earth.

Salt, vinegar, and pepper, given inter-

nally, and plunging into the river when
the paroxysms begin, will onre the cho-

lera.

Saturday, 31st. At nine in the morn-

ing, Mr. Butterfield called and informed
me that Ring had the original writ, and I

signed a petition to Governor Ford to issue

a new writ, that my case might be tritd

thereon, as well as on the Proclamation.

My petition was granted, and at eleven

o'clock I was arrested thereon by a
deputy, Mr. Mazey, m presence of Mr.
Butterfield, my attorney, who immediately
wrote a petition to Judge Pope for a
writ of Habeas Corpus, which I signed,

'

and at half-past eleven in the morning
went before Judge Pope.
Mr. Butterfield read my petition, and

stated that the writ and warrant were
different from the requisition of the Go-
vernor of Missouri. He then read Gover-
nor Ford's warrant, Watson's affidavit,

Governor Reynolds' requisition on the

Governor of Illinois, and the prodama- '

tion of Governor Carlin, shewing that

Reynolds had made a false statement, as

nothing appeared in the affidavits to

show that Smith was in Missouri. H*
also stated that all the authority for

transportation of persons from one State

to another rests on the Constitution and
the law of Congress. We ask for Habeas
Corpus because the papers are false, and
because that we can prove that Joseph
Smith was in this State at the time of
the commission of the crime.

The writ was granted, returned, and
served in one minute, and I walked up to

the bar. Mr. Butterfield read the Habeas
Corpus, and moved the Court to take bail .

till I could have a hearing,—which was
granted ; and although it was only a case

of misdemeanour, Generals James Adams
and Wilson Law were bailed for me in the

sum of £2,000 each, and Monday was
set for trial.

The Court-room was crowded ; and, on
our returning, as General Law came to

the top of the stairs, one of the crowd
,

observed, u There ffoes Smith the Pro-
,

phet, and a good looking man he is
;

"

"And (said another) as damn'd a rascal

'

as ever lived." Hyrum replied, " And a '

good many ditto." " Yes, (said the man,)
ditto, ditto, God damn you ; and every

one that takes his part is as damn'd a

.

rascal as he is."

When at the foot of the stairs, General
Law said, " I am the man, and I'll take his

part." Said the man, M Tour are a
damn'd rascal too." " Ton are a lying

scoundrel,'' replied Law; and the man*
began to rtrip off his clothes and ran out

,
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in the street, cursing, and swearing, and
raising a tumult, when Mr. Prentice, the

Marshal, interfered, and with great exer-

tions quelled the mob. Much credit is

due Mr. Prentice for his zeal to keep the

peace.

When the rowdies had dispersed, I

went with Mr. Butterfield and Dr. Rich-

ards to see Governor Ford, who was
sick. He told me he had a requisition

from the Governor for a renewal of per-

secution in the old case of treason against

Missouri ; but he happened to know that

it was all dead. We dined with Mr.
Butter6eld at the American House, where
the Governor quartered, after which we
returned to the General's room. In

course of conversation he remarked he

was no religionist. I told him I had
no creed to circumscribe my mind ; there-

fore the people did net like me. " Well,

(said the Governor,) from reports, we had
reason to think the Mormons were a pe-

culiar people, different from other people,

having horns or something of the kind

;

but I find they look like other people:

indeed, I think Mr. Smith a very good-
looking man."

At two in the afternoon, I returned to

Judge Adams', and appointed Elders

Hyde and Taylor to preacn in the Repre-
sentatives' Hall on the morrow.

(7b be continued.)

Judge Douglas stated that it was posn-

ble to revoke political charters, but not

company charters. I argued that if a

legislature has power to grant a charter

for ten years, it has no power to revoke

it until after the expiration thereof. Tht

same principle will hold good for twenty

or one hundred years, and also for a per-

petual charter : it cannot be revoked ia

John Darby came in and said he was

goinff to California with Brewster. I

told him I would say, as the Prophet ssid

to Hezekiah, " Go, and prosper; but ys

shall not return in peace." Brewster

may set out for California, but be wiQ

not get there unless somebody shall pick

him up by the way, feed him, and help

him along. Brewster showed me tbi

manuscript he had been writing. I in-

quired of the Lord, and the Lord told

me the book was not true—it was not of

Him. If God ever called me, or spsfai

by my mouth, he never gave revelations

to that Brewster boy or any of the Brew*

ster race.

This afternoon, a team ran away, and

went past the State House, when the

hue-and-cry was raised, " Joe Smith is

running away ! " which produced grest

excitement and a sudden adjournment of

the House of Representatives.

THE LATTERrDAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 1858.

Advice to the Young Brethren.—They can be addressed in various chtr-

acters and advised upon a variety of duties. But in this we merely design to

contemplate them in one of those characters and offer them a little advice accord-

ingly. We shall, however, continue from time to time to instruct both young and

old, brethren and sisters, officers and members,—to view them in their various

characters, and counsel them on their many duties. Thus we hope to make our

labours of every-day benefit to all and to effect their practical usefulness. But

in this we shall view our young brethren in their public and social spheres.

Every man has a public character and parts to perform in social and religious

life. It may be said that all men are public property. Many, however, disgrace

their public character and show themselves unworthy members of society. Some

neglect the obligations and duties which they owe and live a life of uselessness.

Others perform their duties and work in life so wretchedly, are so trustless, even

when intending well,—so slovenly and unskilful in everything, that it really doss
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teem thit if " Nature's journeymen n bave not " made them," they must liave failed to

cultivate their gifts, fulfilled their duties imperfectly, and performed their work
badly. Thus they pass through life without advantage to themselves or benefit to

the world.

Our young brethren are just commencing the duties aud labours of life. There

fie before them efficiency and inefficiency—usefulness and uselessness. Which will

they reach ? Upon the decision of this point rests the writing down of their names
as the truly great or as the cyphers of mankind, who will stand for nothing, because

they effected comparatively nothing.

Our young brethren are generally of the working class, and as such we address

them. They belong to a noble order. The workers, if they perform their parts

honourably, are the princes of mankind. The most eminent men of the world have

belonged to this class. Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, and Saints generally have

been husbandmen, shepherds, fishermen, and persons of humble callings. Jesus

himself was the reputed son of a carpenter. Our young brethren, therefore, should

act in a manner worthy of their class generally.

But they have a higher character to sustain. They are Saints—the sons of Abra-

ham—the children of God. They profess to be in possession of the Holy Ohost and
the revelations of heaven, and to have a glorious destiny before them. They, there-

axe, should seek to excel the Gentiles in efficiency, character, and tone of mind—to

be superior to the ordinary working class. In all their labours, conduct, and in the

avocations of life, they should be noted for integrity and skill. They, at all times,

should be the best and most trustworthy servants in their masters' employ. They
should be the most accomplished workmen and the most skilful and valuable persons

m the various establishments of trade and branches of labour. When we see any of

our young brethren bunglers and inefficient in their callings, we are assured of one
of two cases,—namely, that they are either a disgrace to the community to which
they belong, or are in their wrong spheres. Men with the Holy Ghost—men of

Israel should always consider it their duty to be superior to the Gentiles, even in their

taades and daily avocations of life.

To render themselves thus efficient and trustworthy is not only their duty as men 1

inspired by a higher spirit and looking forward to a brighter destiny than ordinary,

but it is to their own pecuniary advantage. Men of integrity, efficiency, and skill

can generally command employment and the best wages. Faithful and skilful ser-

isnta are not superabundant. They are generally valued and respected by their

masters upon the point of interest, if no more ; and if the Saints find some difficulties)

in the world on account of their religion, those difficulties will evidently be lessened,

if they themselves can command a high value for integrity and skill. If they are

noted for this, they will be able to increase their worldly substance, and will have

more means for the building up of the kingdom of God.

Then there is a higher view to be taken of the subject. Zion has to be built and
made the glory of the whole earth. The young brethen will have this work to

perform, and, under the direction of their leaders, the immediate superintendence of

Hs accomplishment. They will not be able to take all the material wealth and glory

«f the Gentiles to Zion. But one thing they can do. They can learn to be skilful

and efficient in all their callings and labours. They can obtain an insight into and a
practical understanding of the secrets and various branches of business, agriculture,

mechanics, architecture, and manufacture. Though they carry nothing else to Zion,

if they take with them this knowledge, the great essentials will go with them,

labour and skill are reel wealth.; and thus, with the elements of nature and the mines
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of raw material on every hand, all the rest can be worked oat. In England, they,

hare excellent opportunities to acquire all the necessary skilly and if thej will make

the most of their advantages and practise integrity, they will prepare themselves to

he superintendents in the building up of Zion and the developers of her resourced.

If they are not thus worthy now, they will find all their anticipations of greatness

evaporate in dreams ; for others more worthy and skillful will take their crowns and -

stand in their places.

But something even more than this can be done; and Pastors, Presidents,

Travelling Elders, and all can labour in the same direction. They can take with

,

them the cream of all the knowledge, skill, and worth of the Gentiles. They can

make themselves generally acquainted with the arts, sciences, commerce, literature,

history, customs, and legislation of the world. When they gather up to Zion, what

a glorious gathering it will then be !—a concentration of the best men and the skill

and worth of all nations. In very deed, in the highest sense, will the, glory and riches

of the Gentiles be brought to Zion. The children of Israel will then also be worthy to*

stand at the head of a universal kingdom, and its rulers and masters be qualified tor

preside and direct a world by the power of their superiority and the authority of the

Priesthood. If our counsels on the practical affairs of life help to contribute towards

such a result, our labours will be well rewarded.

Cape of Good Hope Mission.—We learn, by correspondence from Elder E. C.

Richardson, President of the Cape of Good Hope Mission, the condition and pros-

pects of the work of God in that country. Since the arrival of our correspondent

and Elder Brooks there, they had been labouring with considerable success to the

cause, satisfaction to themselves, and comfort and blessing to the Saints. Elder

Richardson and Brooks found the Church at Cape Town in a somewhat indifferent

condition on their first arrival ; but, through the blessing of God, they were enabled

to revive the Church. In that place they had baptized and re-baptized sixty-four,

ten of whom were new members. After this reformation had infused new life into

them, the law of Tithing was inculcated, the spirit of gathering infused, and a Penny
Fund established. The Mission generally was in as prosperous a state as could

he expected, and the Churoh full of faith and good works. Previous to President

;

Richards' instructions to the Elders there, relative to the Emigration, the Saints had

cherished the fond anticipation of speedily gathering to Zion. They were willing to

'

appropriate all their means to the accomplishment of that object, and as many as

three or four hundred expected to have emigrated in the course of a year.

At the time of his writing, Elder Richardson, in company with his fellow-labourer,

Elder Brooks, intended to start on the next Tuesday for Boston, per ship Ghmsbook.

They had lacked no necessary blessing while on their mission ; and, excepting its

attendant difficulties and a little persecution, their labours had been pleasing. Their

departure from the Saints generally was accompanied with tears and blessings, and

expressions of anxious desire for their own speedy deliverance.

The Ship " Empire."—We learn, per advices from New York, that the Empirt,

with its company of Saints, arrived at the above port on the 20th of March. They
had a remarkably swift and pleasant passage, the voyage being made in 28 days. The
brethren had enjoyed good health and the spirit of peace.

Ix it a reprevable deUcaoy in men to despise, trnth in plain etothes^Pamu
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THE ANGEL'S MISSION.

(Continuedfrom page 251.)

Bat hewwas the angel to accomplish the

work-ofpreachingthe Gospel to the nations

of the earth ? Was it necessary for him
that he should do the whole work himself

personally? Was it necessary for him to

go intoeverykingdom and country himself,

and ascend the platform,or enter the pulpit,

and personally preach the Gospel, in every

tongue, to the people of the various na-

tions? Certainly not. If he communi-
cated all the requisite information and
instruction to one-man, and that man in

doe tkne received competent authority to

communicate the same to others and
ordain them to spread the intelligence to

the various nations of the earth, then, in

sach case, the angel may justly be re-

garded as having fulfilled his allotted

portion of the Latter-day mission.

Such was the case with the angel

Moroni.
To illustrate the matter m a plain and

simple manner, we will suppose, tor exam-
ple, that we require to have a house
built. We go a master builder, and
describe to him the kind of house we wish

to have erected. He then collects his

workmen, (and perhaps appoints a " fore-

nun over them,) to whom he gives their

respective shares oflabour ; and, in course

of time, the house is finished, according to

order. Who, we would ask, is then ac-

counted the builder f According to con-

ventional, common parlanoe, he is the

builder who received the order, engaged
to execute it, and is responsible for its

execution, although the different portions

of the work were performed by men in

his employ, under his direction.

So also, if we require to have a book
printed, we go to * master printer, and
describe to him the kind of book we wish

to have got up,—at the same time giving

him the manuscript copy of the required

contents. He then engages a staff of

men, (including perhaps a * foreman," or
" overseer,") to whom he gives their ap-

portionments of work. And when the

volume is completed, according to order,

wno is considered as the printer t Accor-
ding to the usual, regular custom, he is

the printer who received and engaged to

ttfii the order, by means of the hands in

his employ, and whose name appears in the
"imprint as the legally responsible party.

These instances will in some measure
serve as familiar illustrations of the way
in which Moroni may be truly said to have-

accomplished his part of the great com-
mission to preach the Gospel to the inha-

bitants ofthe earth,—namely,by delivering

into Joseph's hands the original records

of the Book of Mormon, which contained'

the fulness of the ancient Gospel, and
giving him all the necessary instructions

concerning the sacred contents of the

same, the work of translation, and other

particulars of information requisite to be
known by him, so that the Gospel might
be spread abroad throughout the earth

prior to the execution of the great judg-
ments of God, which he declared were
"coming upon the earth."

But, although Moroni so far accom-
plished the important work assigned him,,

in fulfiment of the prophetic vision, it

does not follow that he was to be the only
angelic personage that should take part

in the work of the great mission. The
vision of the angel seen by John was
prophetically representative of the fact

that the fulness of the Gospel (that is, the-

principles, blessings, and power of the

ancient and everlasting Gospel in its

integrity and completeness) should be
restored to the earth by angelic minis-
tratxoK. That ministration was not
necessarily confined to one angel. Moroni*
came and revealed the Book of Mormon,
which recorded the pure, unadulterated-

principles of the ancient Gospel, and
imparted all the needful information and
instruction for its translation, &c. ; but he
did not personally oommunicate to Joseph,

the authority to officiate in any function

or administer any ordinance of the Gos-
pel. That was not his individual mission*

Another heavenly messenger had to be-

despatched for that purpose. Although
Joseph had the Gospel revealed to him,

was possessed of the sacred plates of the

Book of Mormon, and had received the

gift of interpretation, by which he trans-

lated the contents thereof into the English

tongue, he nevertheless lacked legal au-

thority to preach the Gospel to his fellow-
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men or to ordain others to that

He had not the slightest Divine authority

to do this, any more than had the self-

authorised preachers of the professing

churches of the day; nor could he legally

exercise the power to administer one
single ordinance of salvation, or impart to

any one else that power.

The records he had in his possession

possessed no power themselves, and could

therefore give none, any more than could

the Bible or any other book. Power or

authority could only be exercised, lawfully,
lby those who themselves possessed it.

Joseph, therefore, in order to be able to

•exercise such authority, or to impart

it to others, had to receive it himself

from some person who possessed it;

and as, in the economy of God's pur-

poses, that was not Moroni's particular

mission, another ministering angel was
^despatched from heaven for that purpose.

Bis name was John, the same personage

who, when on earth, was known as John
the Baptist, the Elias of that dispensation,

who died a martyr for the truth at the

instigation of Herod. This same John,

who was a priest after the order of Aaron,
and had received Divine authority to

preach repentance and administer baptism

for the remission of sins, and to prepare

the way for the coming Messiah, (see

.John i. 6), was also "sent from God" in

the year 1829, as the Elias and forerunner

of the present dispensation, preparatory to

Messiah's second advent, bearing a Divine

commission to ordain Joseph Smith, em-
powering him to ordain others to the

ministry of preaching the Gospel of re-

^pentance and officiating in the ordinance

•of baptism for the remission of sins.

(To be

Subsequently to this, three other an*-

gefic messengers, known in the world as

Peter, James, and John, appeared to

Joseph, and ordained him to a higher

grade of priesthood, which was after the

order of Melchisedek, and which em-
powered him to exercise other sacred

functions of the ministry, which they, as

Apostlesand Prophets oftheprecedingdis-
pensation, possessed and held the keys of.

Some tune after the foregoing, three

other heavenly messengers appeared to

him and transferred to him other powers
which they were authorized to do, as par-

ticipators in the great Latter-day mission.

One was Moses, the leader of ancient

Israel, who committed to Joseph the keys

of official power pertaining to the gather-

ing of Israel. Another was the Elias of

the Abrahamic dispensation, who be-

stowed upon him the patriarchal keys.

And the other was the prophet Elijah,

who came to fulfil his part in the last

great dispensation of the fulness of times,

according to the prophecy of Malachi,

prior to the comiag of the "great and
dreadful day of the Lord," and committed
into the hands of Joseph bis portion of

the keys of power, to be exercised when
the hearts of the fathers should be turned

to their children, and the hearts of the

children turned to their fathers,—power
to administer those ordinances which
should seal the bond of union between
the living and the dead, and prepare

the way for the ushering in of the great

Millennial era, when all shall meet again

on earth, inherit the promised possessions

of " the meek," and five in happiness and
harmony under the peaceful banner of

the King of kings and Lord of lords.

)

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom pagt 330.)

objections. I
" It is quite certain that the Greeks and

i
the Romans were ignorant of the com-

" One fact is verv remarkable—that of pass; and the European nations were
representing Nephi as knowing all about ignorant of it till the twelfth century,

the mariners compass 2,400 years ago, Nephi seems, however, to have discovered

whereas its invention at the present day it eighteen hundred years before. Only
has not been known little more than 300 think how many sailors' lives might have
years. This shows a decided proof that the been saved, had he but made known his

Book of Mormon is a modern forgery."— secret sooner.
1*.—Mh Mornumum Trm

"Mot-monism Expoud," by /. W\Ukm$. or Notf pub. by ths Bel. Tr. Society.
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However true it may be that the inven-
tion of the mariner's compass " has not
been known little (?) more than 300 years,"

is affirmed by Mr. Williams, or however
"certain" it may be that " the Greeks and
theBomans were ignorant" of it, and that
"the European nations were ignorant of
it tall the twelfth century," as stated by
the anonymous " religions tract" writer,
"one fact is very remarkable" and evident,

namely, that all this has nothing whatever
to do with, and in no way affects, either

"Mbrmonism" or the Book of Mor-
mon. The objectors, therefore, who have
brought these matters forward as an ex-
posure of " Mormonism," or as tests to
prove whether "Mormonism is true or
not," have entirely missed their aim, and
sueceeded only in exposing themselves and
(roving their own ignorance and folly.

Without entering at all into the disputed
Question as to whether the mariner's com-
pass is or is not an invention ofso modern a
date as generally supposed, we would ask,
in reference to our opponents' objections,

Where do they find the Book of Mormon
"representing Nephi as knowing all about
the mariner's compass 2,400 years ago ?"

Where does Nephi speak of having "dis-
covered it eighteen hundred years before ?"

Where is to be found this "decided
proof that the Book of Mormon is a
modern forgery?" We can safely take
vpon ourselves to answer

—

Nowhere. The
"fact" that is urged as being so "very
remarkable" in affording such a " decided
proof, &o.," is, after all, merely imaginary
•-son est inventus. No mention whatever
kmade of the " mariner's compass" in
the Book ofMormon,or ofanything like it,

either as to its form or its use. Nephi, in
describing an instrument which his father
•ad family had to guide them during
their journey in the wilderness, says that
it was a " round ball? made of "

fine
brassf and that "within the ball were
poo spindle*," which " pointed the way"
they should go in the "wilderness." (See
Book of Nephi r. 4.) This "baU* or
"director," was called u Liahona,99

which
* "interpreted a compass," and, says
Alma, " was prepared to show unto our
fcthers ike course which they should travel
jn the wilderness; and it did work for
wtm according to their faith m God."
(8se Book ofAlma xvii. 12.)
Ttrj much like a mariner*$ compass is

this, surely! Let us compare the two.
1st. The one is called a " mariner's com-
pass ;" the other was called " Liahona,99

'

or a compass. 2nd. The mariner's com-
pass is an instrument used only at sea : the
liahona was for use also on land, in a wil*
demess. 3rd. The mariner's compass is s>

steel needle, pointing to the north: the
liahona was a brass ball, containing two
swindles, which pointed in certain direc-
tions which the travellers were to take in
their journey. 4th. The mariner's com-
pass worked by magnetic power: the
liahona worked by miracle, according to
thefaith of its possessors.

It is true that the Revelator Joseph*,
in bis translation of the word by whichv
Alma interprets the name of the "lia-
hona," calls it a " compass," being, we
we presume, the most suitable familiar
word of English usage which he knew of
that could represent the instrument al-
luded to. Still, although a compass, its

form, construction, nature, and use, as
well as its name and mode of working*
were obviously distinct enough from the
characteristics the of modern " mariner'*
compass" to show that Nephi was making
no allusion to the latter when he was
describing the former.

Our opponents' objections put us in
mind of an argument sometimes used by
infidels against the validity of the Bible.
The Bible speaks of " old bottles" as being
unfit for "new wine." For instance*
Christ says in Mark ii. 22—"No man
putteth new wine into old bottles; else

the new wine doth burst the bottles, and
the wine is spilled." Now, say they, this

is a modern forgery, and is also absurdly
false; for old bottles, whether of glass*,

stone, or earthenware, are just as strong
and as suitable for containing wine as
new ones; and men often do put new
wine into old bottles, and the wine does
not burst them. This might, to some-
inconsiderate minds, appear as a formida~
ble objection. Yet, when we consider
that the bottles used in those eastern
countries were formed of skins, which*,
when old and worn, were unfit for receive
ing new wine, from their being unable to*

withstand the working of the ferments*
tion process, we can see at once the truth
and force of the Scripture statement, and
the weakness of the infidel's objections.

(See also Joshua ix. 4, 13.) And this

will serve as an illustration of the futility

of our opponents' objections to the Book
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of Mormon in the case we hare considered.

.Because the word "compost? occurs in

the Book "of Mormon, our objectors,

without reflecting upon the nature of the

compass spoken of, jump at once to the

conclusion that Nephi is represented as

"knowing all about the mariner's com-
pass" and " to have discovered it eighteen

hundred years before" its actual discovery.

Hence they set it down at once as " a de-

cided proof that the Book of Mormon is

a moaern forgery.
M

In this conclusion

they unwittingly pattern after the infidel,

who, as before observed, sets the Bible

down as a forgery and a work of im-
posture and absurdity, because the word
^bottle*' is used in a connection which
does not tally with well-known facts at

the present day;—thus neglecting to take

into consideration the fact that the "com-
pass" alluded to in the Book of Mormon
was as different to the modern marina'

$

compass as the " bottles" alluded to in the

Bible were to the glass and stone bottles

of the present day. And yet, in both

(To bs continued.)

eases, modern names (
u compass" and

" bottles") are given by the English Wis.
lators.

The closing sarcasm of the latter objeo*

tor, therefore, appears to us singular!j on*

advised and puerile. As well might be ex*

claim—Only think how many sailors' Km
might have been saved, had John Qoia or

Flavio Giviamade known his secret sooner!

Or he might with equal propriety say-
Only thinkhowmanyUve*might havebeen
saved, had the secret of lite-buoys, life*

boats, life-preservers, lighthouses, and a

number of modern instruments of navigs*

tion been made known sooner ! If tat

secrets of steam-power, electricity, magt
netic telegraphs, and divers scientific

discoveries of modern date, had been made
known sooner, how much better it would
have been! If the earth had not been

flooded, only think how many lives might

have been saved from drowning ! Or, to

descend still lower in the scale of pueri-

lity—If the sky were to fall, only think

what a number of larks mightbe caught!

LIST 0* DEBTS DUE FOB BOOKS, STARS, ETC., BY THE 8EVEBAX
CONFERENCES AND OTHERS, FOR THE QUARTER ENDING

MARCH 81, 1858.

CONPBBBWCB. OBNT.
London - E.L.T.HarrisotuflI48
Birmingham B. W. Brindle ... 8*7
-Glasgow ..John Hunter...... 296
East Glamorganshlre..John Davies—. 216
Manchester Edward Oliver... 189
Warwickshire...-..-.-Henry Brown — 175
West Glamorgansbire.Thomaa Rees ... 170
Sheffield ......Wm. Brownlow.. 167
Norwich .... Edwin Scott 10f
Bradford William flhlres... 163
Cheltenham........ Thomas Clarke.- 164
Edinburgh P. Q. McComle... 147
Monmouthshire-. William AJax.--. 141
Herefordshire —-.Lewis Bowen 138
Lincolnshire Samuel Johnson.. 137
Liverpool -W. H. Perkes ... 1*1
Staffordshire John Clarice ...... 121
Heading William Moss ... 119
"South Simon Irwin ...... 119
Bedfordshire ..T. A. Jeffery 111
Newcaatle-on-Tyne —It, J. Philp „. 101
Hull S. Pickering 100
Southampton -Wulet Harder ... 93
NotUngliamehire .-.-James Oakey...-. 90
Derbyshire ........Thomas Birt 88
Leicestershire John Mellor 86
Durham —..— .William B. Child. 84
Cambridgeshire 79
Preston —....„M. H. Forscutt... 74
Belfast James McGhie... 73
Wiltshire - -William Norrie... 71
Shropshire — Darid James 68
Pundee .A. N. MeFortune 04
Worcestershire ........Richard Holt. ... 63

6 113

19 lift

4 ni
12 11|

4 9*
18 91
16 10}
6
4 ft*

11 6
9 2
4 4+
14 6
12

13

5*
9
4
1

44
4
2

Carried forward ...*3,629 2 4

COMFBBBNCB. OBNT.
Brought forward—

Cardiff E. D. Miles
Dublin -....John K. Grist ...

Lands End -.John Kessell......
Carlisle ......William Gibson..
Llanelry DerM DtrJes ...

Dorsetshire ... -.Edward Harding.
Channel Islands....—.Robert Toogood..
Late Herefordshire ...John Preece
Pembrokeshire -.-.-.John Gibbs
Denbighshire ........-.Hugh Evans..-^.
Flintshire ». Edwin Price-.-.
Dyffryn Conwy T. K. Jones

BRANCH.

woes*.

429 2 4

(to 16 2

64 3 7|

49 17 U
4ft 2 lift

37 8!

33 9 3ft

23 3 ftft

24 17 >
13 19 HI

11 6 2ft

11 1 3
8 18 9

Deny.- Hugh Skeppard.. 6 15 7

ISStON.

Australian Jk. J. Stewart ... 35ft 11 9ft

Swiss and Italian Jabe* Woodard .. 27A 12 3
Cape of Good Hope ...Riohasd Prorie-. 127 lift

Sandwich Islands ...-P. B. Lewis 78 2 *ft

Scandinavian C. Widerborg ... 51 7 4*
Bombay 21 3 ftft

East India J. P. Meik...—. 12 1 4
Malta ft 7 2

F. Merrrweather .

Isaac whiteley ....

J. W. McLellan ....

Frederick Mackay

.

(Errors excepted.)

1 1 t
10 4
6 17.9

ft 3

46,843 4 Ili
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PASSING EVENTS.

General.—In the month of February last, the heat of weather in Australia was of the
most intense kind, the heat in the shade reaching 146*. Innumerable deaths from coup de
soleil took place : so great was the heat, that apples and similar fruit actually roasted on
the trees, while other kinds completely dried up. Intelligence from the East states that
a conflict had taken place near Ghadames, between the Ottomans and the Arabs, under
Sheik Goumah, who had been betrayed and slain by one of his followers, and his head
taken to Tripoli, where great rejoicings resulted. Adrices from Venezuela state that
great political discontent and excitement prevailed throughout that republic, and that
serious outbreaks are impending. The latest China news state that braves were
mustering in large numbers round Canton, determined on an attempt to retake the city*

Late despatches from India report that a panic occurred in Calcutta on the 3rd March :

Tolnnteers were called out, and cannon placed on the bridges. On the 10th March, Sir E.
XiUgard captured the Martiniere and the Bank House. On the 11th, Hope's Brigade
captured the Begum's (Queen's) Palace, with a loss of 100 killed and wounded ; the
enemy's loss being 500. On the 13th, the Kaiserbagh and Imambarra, a mass of palaces
adjoining the Residency, were stormed and captured, and 24 guns taken.

American—The bill providing for the admission of Kansas into the Union under the
Lecompton constitution has been passed by a vote of 33 to 25. The Kansas question still

claims the chief interest of the House. The bill authorizing the employment of five

regiments of volunteers was reported by the Committee on Military Affairs, without
amendment : it is thought it will pass the Senate. A bill has been introduced authorizing
the Secretary of War to construct a line of telegraph from the frontier of Missouri or
Iowa to some one of the military posts in Utah, with the view of effecting rapid communi-
cation with the army in that Territory. The Senate has confirmed an appointment
conferring the rank of Brevet-Brigadier General upon Col. Johnson, commanding the
army in Utah. Late accounts from Santa F<5 state that Captain Marcy was to leave

Fort Union, New Mexico, on the 25th of March, for Camp Scott, with one thousand mules.

Lieut. Beale, of the camel expedition, had arrived in St. Louis. A large train of supplies,

two regiments of Infantry, and two of Cavalry had already left Leavenworth for Utah.
The Washington correspondent of the Herald states that he is informed that, according
to the plan laid down by the War Department, 5,500 troops, amply supplied for active

-campaign, will be in Utah Territory by July next. Three-fifths of this force have yet to

be sent. Russell, the contractor for the transportation of the army, will employ 3,500
teamsters to drive waggons carrying supplies. In view of the importance of the

service and the object and end of this warlike and expensive Expedition, he says

it is under consideration with the Government whether, notwithstanding Col. Johnson's

new appointment, it would not be proper to assign an officer of more sertfce and
experience, as Gen. Harney, or some other, to this command. The Herald's Fort
Leavenworth correspondent states that an express had arrived from Fort Bridger,
with dates to the 20th January, which reports good health among the men and improve*
ment of the animals. Col. Johnson complains of having received no communication from
Government since the 22nd of October, and that the contractors take more than three

months, instead of one, as contracted, to carry the mails to the camp. He compliments
his troops, states that the Saints have, both by words and action, fully manifested their

intentions to oppose the entrance of the armv, and expresses an earnest hope that every
exertion will be made to forward supplies, &c, early in the spring. Government has
received despatches from Col. Johnson ; and although it is said that nothing of particular

interest has transpired since the last advices, his letter is of such a character that it is

•deemed advisable not to permit a copy of it to be made for publication. (Query : Do
its contents refer to mutiny among the troops ? Was his letter couched in insolent and
-insubordinate language to his Government, telling them to " mind their own d busi-

ness,** and that he " would do as he d pleased?"* The design under consideration to

remove Col. Johnson from the command, after having just raised him to the dignity of

Brevet-Brigadier General, has reference, no doubt, to something of this kind.) The Utah
correspondent of the Leader states that the Crow Indians had come down and threatened

to run off the stock of Waggon Road Expedition, and made suspicious movements generally.

*hr mosmtata-men had arrived from Camp Scott. They left January 26th on foot, with
- a pack of mules, and encountered several severe snow-storms. They think the Mormons
could easily overcome Col. Johnson's command, if they wished.
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VARIETIES.

What act is very trying to a young man's feelings? Tying a pretty girl's bonnet.
Tea Folly or Fretting.—Two neighbouring farmers had their crops of early peas

killed by the frost. One of them came to condole with the other. ** Ah!** cried he, " how
tmfortunate ! Do you know, neighbour, that I have done nothing but fret ever since. But,,

bless me, you seem to have got a fine crop coming upt What are these?** "Why,*
replied the other, "these are what I sowed immediately after my loss." " What! coming,
mp already 1 " cried the fretter. " Yes," rejoined the other ; " while you were fretting, I
was working."
John B. Gouon's Description or Cold Wateb.—"Look at that liquid which-

has been produced from the clear distillery of nature," holding up a glass of water. "The
Eternal Father of us all has brewed it for his children. It has been produced, not in

filthy distilleries, but in beautiful, fragrant places. It has been brewed down in yoo
grassy dell, where the deer linger and the rippling rills sing their wild lullaby ; or away
wpon the mountain tops, where the blazing sun has lighted it up with heavenly fire : or
far off upon the ocean, where showers and storms are born. It sparkles in the ice-gem.

It makes the graceful frost-tissue on which the moonlight plays. It dallies in the
cataract ; weaves the snow-wreath and the emerald setting on the mountain peak. It never-

injures, but siways does good. It is blessed always, at evening and at morning. It is

•rer beneficent and kind. God makes it glorious. Take and drink. Take the purer

liquid which God our Father gave us. Take it as it is—bright, beautiful, and blessed."

THE PROMISED LAND.

There Is a litUe Island across the mighty deep,
Where Angels love to visit, and Saints their vigils keep,

—

Where mountains rise and slopes descend, all dressed in living green

:

Rich fruits and rare exotics there delight and charm the scene;
The sun in regal splendour, with soft, rich beams doth shine;
The earth is dressed in verdure, majestic, and divine

;

The feathered songsters warble their little notes of love,

As through the clustering foliage they travel down the grove.
But oh ! to me the sweetest in that far-off land of peace
fa the Prophet and the Priesthood, the union and the grace:
No matter what their trials—what fears snd doubts assail,

Good Angels hover round them afflictions can't prevail.

There dwells in perfect safety the heaven-directed Seer,
And rich young voices chaunt their lays in accents soft and clear

:

There Israel's sons and daughters are safe from fear or harm j

—

Rejoicing, they have witnessed the great Millennial mora.
My spirit longs to mingle with that holy, happy band.
To join my great Redeemer In the far-off promised land.

M. Clark:
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Heikathath mm ear, let him kemr what the Spirit smith tmte the churches.—JetuM Christ.

Omm emi ofher, my people, that ye he net partaken 9/ her sins, and that ye receive not ofher

plagues.—A Voice from Hearen.
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CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENTS.

For many ages it was supposed that

kings reigned by u right divine, and that

the people owed natural fealty to heredi-

tary lords. Had this really been the case

—had they been duly delegated with the

authority of God, and commissioned to

stand as the Creator's vicegerents to

gofern His creatures, then, indeed, would
they have been the channel of legitimate

power. They would then have been true

itaadardsof authority to which loyalty

wai called to bow—rulers to whom the

stars! fealty of the people was due
in virtue of the obligations which the

creatureowed to the Creator, from whom
•right divine" proceeds. But these

dams were presumptuous pretensions,

assorted by might, and tolerated because
•f the ignorance and moral timidity of
the people. To preserve those claims
from being questioned, the mind had to
he chained, thought suppressed, and
tearped thrones continually cemented
with blood. But those old doctrines

which kings and nobles so arrogantly
eaferced, and which were so awe-inspiring
to soul-enslaved nations and semi-savage
warriors, are now in England and Ame-
rica ranked among the exploded doctrines

ff the past. Any attempt to revive them
a these nations would be laughed at.

Ia the absence of "right divine" to

torera, no man has the least authority,

hereditary or otherwise, to rule his fellow-

man in a national capacity. The au-
thority of parents to rule their children is

not affected by this statement. Indeed,
that is based upon a u right divine.*

9

Neither do we question moral and inteU
lectual weight (we will not call it au-
thority) by" which superior minds move
inferior. We are speaking of authority
pertaining to national government. No
man has such in propria pereona. The
only human authority deserving respect

is that springing from representation.

This, it is true, is not delegated by God,
who is the proper source of authority, but
it is supposed to be the delegated power
and sanction of the people, which, in the
absence of the " right aivine," may in a
sense be considered a legitimate (as it

certainly is the only legitimate) human
authority.

The principle of representation is the
geniu8of constitutional government. With
a nation purely of this character it is the
alpha and the omega of administration.

This is professedly the character of the
American Government and the essential

genius of its institutions. England,
though still retaining the name and relics

of monarchist government, is to a great
extent also a constitutional nation. Nei-
ther the ipse dixit of its sovereign nor the
will of iCs nobles is the law of the land.

Their mere personal fiat has not sufficient

intrinsic weight to move even the lowest
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beggar in the street. If such a person

is standing upon his legal rights, he is

not called upon to give place to any one,

even though it dhoujd be the- Monarch or

the Premier of the nation. If he does

give place to any one, it is his gratuitous

act^of court**?---a .voluntary^ mark of

respect or gooofnature. If, jonjther other

Band, official despots or their tools force

him to give way, that act violates the

rights of a British subject, and is at once

unlawful and an abuse of power. But it

is in America where a constitutional

standard is lifted highest, and recognized

not only as the supreme authority, but
also as the only basis of administration.

It has nationally no rank, privileges, au-

thority, or power except that which the

Constitution allows, or which is compati-

ble therewith. This is according to its

spirit. Official abuses, permitted wrongs,

and lawless violence are another matter.

To this latter nation, and its institutions

and genius in reaching the object of this

article, we shall new more particularly

confine ourselves.

In order to mark more distinctly the

steps in this important investigation, let

us trace the authority of the American
Government to its source, see how far it

can legitimately extend, consider the

.
principles and genius of its national insti-

tutions, and contemplate the circum-
stances, views, and designs of the patriotic

fathers.

A persevering, soul-daring branch of a
strong-minded, progressive race declared

their independence! What were the

grounds? The machinery of bad insti-

tutions oppressed them and destroyed

.the rights which God and nature had
given them. Despotic power and a cor-

rupt colonial administration cramped their

energies, trod on their neck, and drove

the development of man and the country

back. They felt that the institutions and
.Government of the mother country stood

directly in the way of human progress

and were cruel and unjust in their work-
ings. They exploded the doctrine of the

right divine" of the kings of the earth

to govern and the authority of hereditary

lords, and protested againstall power and
administration of such an origin. They
realized that those institutions and ar-

rangements in which monarchs and
nobles had been the ornaments' and the

iron feet, and the people their polishers

-and serfs, were mostly based on fake

GOVERNMENTS.

principles, and were the relics of bar-

barous ages. They struck down the
prerogative of these kings and lords

to rule and coerce the people, and
would no longer receive their will and
passions as law. Their presumptuous
pretensions to ; " right dirine,? bt wtich
they covered thejr vices, eviF defds, and
oppression, and justified themselves in

the eyes of their serfs and mind-
enslaved nations, these daring men of
Independence scattered to the winds.

Their own experience and all history

taught them how dearly the world had
paid in blood and misery for these preten-

sions, corrupt institutions, and undue
authority and power, and how much these

had kept back the development of man-
kind. The position which they took did
not admit that men possessed authority in

propria persona to administer and direct

in a national sphere. They held that the

people whom their rulers bad dared ta
call the " herd " were the source of human
authority, and that the principle of
representation ought to be the basis and
spirit of government. The result was,

they delared their independence, threw
off the yoke, and framed constitutional

institutions and government.
Since that day, the majority and most

enlightened of the mother country have
nearly totally subscribed to the doctrines

and actions of those soul-daring, pro-
gressive men; and England has also

followed practically so close in the foot-

steps of America, that it will hardly

admit itself behind. Indeed, on some
points, the English even daim to be in

advance in what might not improperly be
called the great American pathway.
Their royal family and aristocracy have
been reduced nearly to nothing in the
actual government of the land ; and, in

the face of old names and shadows of by-
gone days, the Times itself—a great
terary relic of the past—has been found

contending, ere now, that England, in

the practical workings of its institutions,

is really more a constitutional nation than
America. Here, then, are the two
strongest-minded, energetic, progressive

nations proclaiming the old authority to

be worthless and unjust, setting up a
constitutional standard, as the only jufct

one to which loyalty is called to bow, and
acknowledging the principle of represen-

tation as the true basis, spirit, and object

of human government.
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THE WAT TO LIFE.

Oar investigation, then,has brought out
^several prominent points, which, as well as

being true in themselves, are supported by
these protestations and decisions of the

American and English people:—1st. That
the claimswhich kingsand nobles havemade
to a right divine" are presumptuous pre-

tensions. 2nd. That there is no autho-

rity for national government, except it be
delegated—that no man possesses autho-
rity or rank in his own person. 3rd.

That, in the absence of authority spring-

ing from a Divine right, the authority

must come from the people—that in case

of its not being delegated from the Su-
preme Being, wno. as the Creator and
Father, has an undoubted right to rule,

the authority, to be of worth, must be
delegated from those who are to be
governed. 4th. That this must be upon
the principle of representation,—as, in-

deed, it can be upon no other.

It follows, therefore, that the Adminis-
tration, with Congress and the whole
'body of official characters of America,
bare no authority whatever in any State

-or Territory, even over a solitary indi-

vidual, except upon the principle of repre-

sentation. There is no authority in the

nation to administer or appoint officers in

Any department or place repugnant to

to that principle. The power to rule

must be based upon the sanction and sup-

port of those who have to be ruled, and not

those who are not the subjects of that par-
ticular administration,though they should

(7> be continued.)
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be the whole United States besides. The
rulers must be the representatives of the
will, sanction, and interests of those to be
ruled—no matter how small the com-
munity, or how many might be against

their decision, providing their actions are

not contrary to the Constitution, which
their voice, as well as the voice of the
whole nation, has already made the gene-
ral representative of their interests and
views. As soon as the principle of re*

presentation ends, or is violated, then, to

all intents and purposes, authority ceases.

For, if the authority of the American
nation is based upon and has grown out
ofrepresentation, then, as soon as represen-

tation is gone, its authority is departed.

America mi^ht pertinently paraphrase the
characteristic description of Iago, " I am
nothing, if not a critic," by describing its

authority nothing if not representative.

But are not Territories an exception ?

Has not the United States' Government
authority to appoint its officers, if so dis-

posed, without reference to the principle

that the rulers should represent the
I ruled, even in opposition to the choice

|

and will of the latter ? Decidedly not I

I

The patriotic fathers answered that ques-

tion years ago. Their whole course and
' Declaration of Independence was based
upon that very point. The very existence

of the United States is a living, continued
declaration that Government has no such
authority. But let us now investigate

this Territorial question more fully.

THE WAY TO LIFE.

" Enter ye in at the strait gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leadeth to destruction.

*nd many there be which go in thereat ; because strait is the gate and narrow Is the way which leadeth
Mtxto life, and few there be that find it."— Jasus Christ.

Our Lord, when on earth, was wont to

Hiustrate his Divine teachings to the mul-
titude by such outward symbols as the

sTurrounding objects of nature, the varied

-circumstances of life, and the general

«faabits and customs of the people around
him afforded.

sfcln the case before us, he represents the

way to eternal life and salvation by a path

which is strait and a gate which is nar-

row ; and he compares the way to

•destruction and deatn to a broad path

and a wide gate; the former being tra-

versed by few persons,, but the latter by-

great numbers.
In order, therefore, to clearly under-

stand and appreciate the value of the

truths taught, it is necessary that we feel

the force and perceive the adaptation of
the similes or comparisons instituted in

illustration of those truths.

Now, a gate which will admit a number
of people through it is supposed to be a
wid* one; and a pathway which will
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THE WAY TO LIFE.

allow crowds of people to walk along it

will naturally be a broad one. On the

contrary, a gateway adapted for the

admission of only a few persons now and
then is likely to be a comparatively strait

\ot narrow) one ; and a path along which

only few travellers occasionally pass is

likely to be a narrow one. Multitudes

thronging a pathway naturally wear it

broad, and require a wide gateway ; but,

xm the other hand, when merely " here and

there a traveller " walk in one direction,

their path is necessarily narrow, and the

gate for the admission of such will

naturally be strait.

It will be borne in mind that the word
u strait " means narrowf (as contradis-

tinguished from " straight? which means
not crooked.) Thus a " strait gate " is a
narrow gate; "strait" and " narrow"
being synonymous terms, like " wide" and
* broad;" the adjectives of each couplet

in the text being merely, for poetic

variety, different words to express the

same idea.

Let us now endeavour to trace the con-

nection between the figures employed and
the facts they are designed to represent

and illustrate.

The way to " destruction from the

presence of the Lord and from the glory

of his power " is that of disobedience to

ike Gospel. The Gospel will prove " the

power of God unto salvation to every one

that believetb "—the " savour of life unto

life" to all who receive and obey it, but

of " death unto death" unto those who
reject or disobey it. Alas, the giddy

multitude do reject it—spurn it from
them—despise its overtures of mercy

—

refuse to comply with its requirements

—

will not submit to wear the " yoke" which

is " easy," or to bear the " burden" which

is " light." They are determined, in spite

of all the remonstrances of God's ser-

vants and all the warnings and invitations

of his word, to go their own way ; and
that way leads to " destruction."

The way to eternal life, on the con-

trary, is that of obedience to the Gospel.

"He that beHeveth and is baptised shall

be saved." Christ is "the author of

eternal salvation unto all them that obey

him," having " brought life and immor-
tality to light through the Gospel." Alas,

bow few receive it!—bow few obey it!

Silica its restoration to the world, in these

last days, through angelic ministration,

an accordance with the prophetic vision of

John the Apostle, described in Rev. xir.

6, some few out of the multitudes in

Babylon have received and obeyed it, and
rejoice in the possession of its promised
blessings and in the glorious prospects

that are before them of eternal "life*
and exaltation in the presence and favour

of God.
In consequence of the immense num-

bers who daily walk in the path of
disobedience to the will of God and the

Gospel of his Son Jesus Christ, their

career is aptly designated a broad way ?

and their entrance into the nortal of
death and " destruction" is truly described

as a wide gate. " Wide" indeed " is the
gate "—"broad " indeed " is the way that

leadeth to destruction,"—for "many then
be which go in thereat.

In consequence, also, of the compa-
ratively few who heed the latter-day

proclamation of the former-day Gospel,

and are found walking in the path of
obedience to its requirements and to the

will of God as revealed from time to time
through his appointed servants, their

course is fitly represented as a narrow
way; and their entrance into "life"

and immortality is truly symbolised by a
strait gate; for " strait " indeed " is the

pate and narrow is the way which
leadeth unto life; and few there be that

find it."

How great, then, should be our joy—
how intense our delight—how supreme
our happiness—yea, how deep our grati-

tude, and how high our praise to the God
of heaven, who hath in these last days
blessed us with the revelations of His
will, and restored to his children the
knowledge of the ancient and everlasting

Gospel. Blessed, for ever blessed be His
name for this inestimable boon ! Let the
hallelujahs of praise to His glorious name
ever ascend, not only from our lips, but
from our hearts ( The straiter the " gate,*

the narrower the "way which leadeth

unto life" may be, and the fewer "there
be that find it," the greater should be our
exuberance of joy, the higher and sweeter
our songs of praise, and the deeper our
feelings of heartfelt gratitude, when we
reflect upon the fact that, through the
favour and providence of God, we have
found it. Yes, thanks to our Father in

heaven, we are among the happy "few"
who have, in these latter days, asked and
received—soughtand found the "way" of
salvation and eternal life ! Every true*
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I8T0RT Or JOSEPH SMITH.

hearted Stint, when he realizes his hippy
position, can shout with a roice of glad-

ness more rapturous than that of Archi-

medes, and in reference to a far more

27T

valuable discovery and a far nobler prize)

—"Eureka! Eureka!"—"I have found
it! I have found it!"

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continued frompage 264.)

[Jaouary, 1843.]

Sunday morning, 1st. The Speaker of
the House of Representatives called on me
to say we might have the Hall for preacb-

kf this day. Had a pleasant interview

with Mr. Butterfield, Judge Douglas,

Senator Gillespie, and others. In reply

to Mr. Butterfield, I stated that the most
prominent point of difference in senti-

ment between the Latter-day Saints and
sKtsrians was, that the latter were all

cffcomscribed by some peculiar creed,

which deprived its members the privilege of

believing anything not contained therein,

whereas the Latter-day Saints have no
so creed, but are ready to believe all true

principle* that exist, as they are made
manifest from time to time.

At the suggestion of the company, I
explained the nature of a Prophet.

If soy person should ask me if I were a
Prspbet, I should not deny it, as that

vsoid give me the lie; for, according to
Jttn, the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of

prophecy ; therefore, if I profess to be a
vfeaeaa or teacher, and hare not the spirit

«f prophecy, which is the testimony of

Ms, I mnst be a false witness; bat if I be
stras teacher and witness, I must possess
t*s spirit of prophecy, and that constitutes

* Prophet; and any man who says he is a
teacher or preacher of righteousness, and
fesiss the spirit of prophecy, is a liar, and
(ha truth U not in him ; and by this key
Wee teachers and impostors may be de-
tested.

At half-past eleven a.m., we repaired
t» the Representatives' Hall, where Elder
Oteon Hyde preached from the 3rd chap-
ter of Malachi, to most of the members of
to Legislature and the various depart-
ments of the 8tate.

I dined with Judge Adams at one p.m.,
**d at bal&patt two returned to the
«*» and heard Elder Taylor preach

from Revelations 14th chapter, 6th and
7th verses, on the first principles of the
Gospel. There was a respectable con*
gregation, who listened with good atten-

tion, notwithstanding the great anxiety

to " see the Prophet*
I supped at brother Bowman's, where?

I saw sister Lucy Stringham (who was>

one of the firstfruits of the Church at
tolesville, New York,) and many more
of the Saints. At seven, I returned ta
Judge Adams'.
Monday, 2nd. After breakfasting with

Judge Adams, I prophesied, in the name
of the Lord, that I should not go ta
Missouri dead or alive. At half-past

nine a.m., repaired to the Court-room;
and at ten, Judge Pope took his seat ox*

the bench, accompanied by several ladies.

My case was called up, wben Mr.
Lamborn, the Attorney General of Illinois,

requested the case to be continued till

the next day, and Wednesday morning
was set for my trial. My attorney, Mr.
Butterfield, filed some objections to points

referred to in the Habeas Corpus, and, at
half-past ten, I repaired to the Senate
lobby, and had conversation with several

gentlemen. Dined at the American
House. As we rose from table, Judge
Brown invited me to his room, and in-

formed me he was about publishing a
history of Illinois, and wished me to fur-

nish a history of the rise and progress of
the Church of Latter-day Saints to add
to it.

At half-past one p.m. returned to

General Adams. A gentleman from St.

Louis told General Law that the general

impression was that Smith was innocent,

ana it would be a kind of murder to

give him up—that " he ought to be whip-

ped a little and let go." It was evident

that prejudice was giving way in the.

public mind.
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At four, Mr. Lamborn, Mr. Prentice,

the Marshal, and some half dozen others

called to see me. The Marshal said it

was the first time during his administra-

tion that the ladies had attended court on
a trial. A peculiarly pleasant and con-

ciliatory feeling prevailed in the company,
and the Marshal invited me to a family

dinner, when I should be freed.

At five went to Mr. Sollars with
Elders Hyde and Richards. Elder

Hyde inquired the situation of the negro.

I replied, they came into the world slaves,

mentally and physically. Change their

situation with the whites, and they would
be like them. They have souls, and
are subjects of salvation. Go into Cin-

cinnati or any city, and find an educated

negro, who rides in his carriage, and you
will see a man who has risen by the

powers of his own mind to his exalted

state of respectability. The slaves in

Washington are more refined than the

Presidents, and the black boys will take

the shine off those they brush and wait
-on.

Elder Hyde remarked, " Put them on
the level, and they will rise above me."
I replied, If I raised you to my equal,

and then attempted to oppress you,
would you not be indignant and try to
rise above me, as did Oliver Cowdery,
Peter Whitmer, and many others, who
said I was a fallen Prophet, and they were
capable of leading the people, although 1

never attempted to oppress them, but had
always been lifting them up? Had I

anything to do with the negro, I would
confine them by strict law to their own
species, and put them on a national

equalization.

Because faith is wanting, the fruits

are. No man since the world was had
faith without having something along
with it. The ancients quenched the

violence of fire, escaped the edge of the

sword, women received their dead, &c.
By faith the worlds were made. A man
who has none of the gifts has no faith

;

and he deceives himself, if he supposes he
has. Faith has been wanting, not only

among the heathen, but in professed Chris-

tendom also, so that tongues, healings,

prophecy, and Prophets and Apostles,

and all the gifts and blessings have been
wanting.
Some of the company thought I was

not a very meek Prophet ; so I told them,
49 1 am meek and lowly in hearty" and

ill personify Jesus for a moment, to*

illustrate the principle, and cried out with
a loud voice, " Woe unto you, ye doctors

woe unto you, ye lawyers; woe unto*
you, ye scribes, pharisees, and hypocrites,'

9

&c. But you cannot find the place

where I ever went that I found fault

with their food, their drink, their house,

their lodgings ; no, never ; and this is •

wha^ is meant by the meekness and low-
liness of Jesus.

Mr. Sollars stated that James Mul-
lone, of Springfield, told him as follows :—

-

" I have been to Nauvoo, and seen Joe
Smith, the Prophet: he had a gray
horse, and I asked him where he spot it ;

and Joeaaid, " You see that white cloud."
u Yes." " Well, as it came along, I got
the horse from that cloud." This is a
fair specimen of the ten thousand foolish

,

lies circulated by this generation to bring
the truth and its advocates into disre-

pute.

What is it that inspires professors or
Christianity generally with a hope of sal-

vation? It is that smooth, sophisticated

influence of the Devil, by which he de-
ceives the whole world. But, said Mr.
Sollars, "May I not repent and be bap-
tized, and not pay any attention to dreams,
visions, and other gifts of the Spirit?**

I replied, " Suppose I am travelling and
am hungry, and meet with a man and
tell him I am hungry, and he tells me to

go yonder, there is a house of entertain-

ment, go and knock, and you must con-
form to all the rales of the house, or you
cannot satisfy your hunger; knock, call

for food, sit down and eat;—and I go
and knock, and ask for food, and sit down
to the table, but do not eat, shall I satisfy

my hunger? No. I must eat. The.,

gifts are the food ; and the graces of the

Spirit are the gifts of the Spirit. When
I first commenced this work, and had
got two or three individuals to believe, I
went about thirty miles with Oliver Cow-
dery, and only one herse between us, to

see them. When we arrived, a mob of
about one hundred men came upon us
before we had time to eat, and chased us
all night; and we arrived back again a;

little after daylight, having travelled about;

sixty miles in all, and without food. I:

have often travelled all night to see tkt*

brethren ; and, when travelling to preach
the Gospel among strangers, have fre-

quenty been turned away without food."

Thus the evening was spent in oojk
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venation and teaching, and closed by"

staring and prayer, when we parted,

and Elders Hyde, Richards, and myself
lay down upon a bed on the floor, and
enjoyed refreshing rest till morning.

Tuesday, 3rd. After breakfast, called

on sister Crane and blessed her little baby,

Joseph Smith, and returned to Judge
Adams', where we conversed with Messrs.

Trobridge, Jonas, Browning, and others,

on my old Missouri case of treason. At
half-past nine, went to the Court-room,

and had conversation with Messrs. But-
terfield, Owen, Pope, Prentice, and
others.

At twelve, returned and spent the

afternoon at Judge Adams?. At dusk,

die Marshal called with subpoenas for my
witnesses. 8pent the evening with the

brethren at Judge Adams' in a very social

manner, and prophesied in the name of

the Le#$ that no very formidable oppo-
sition would be raised at my trial on the

morrow. Slept on a sofa as usual while

at Springfield.

Wednesday, 4th. At nine o'clock a.m.,

repaired to the Court-room, Judge Pope
on the bench, and ten ladies by ms side,

when Josiah Lamborn, Attorney-General

of the State of Illinois, appeared and
moved to dismiss the nroceedings, and
filed the following objections to the juris-

diction of the court,—viz.

:

1st. The arrest and detention of Smith
was not under or by colour of authority of

the United States, or of any officer of the

United States, bat under and by colour of

authority of the State of Illinois, by the
officers of Illinois. 2nd. When a fugitWe
from justice is arrested by authority of the

Governor of any state upon the requisition

of the Governor of another state, the Courts
of Justice, neither State nor Federal, have
any authority or jurisdiction to enquire into

any facts behind the writ.

My counsel then offered to read, in

evidence, affidavits of several persons,

showing conclusively that I was at Nau-
voo, in the county of Hancock, and State

of Illinois, on the whale of the 6th and
7th days of Maja in the year 1342, and
on the evenings of those .{lays more than
tnree hundred miles distant from Jackson
County, in the State of Missouri, where it

is alleged that the said Boggs was shot;

and thai; I had not been in the State of

Missouri at any time between the lQtb
day of February and the 1st day of, July,

IB42, the said persons having oeen with

me during the whole of that period..

That on the Oth day of MfJ, aforesaid, I
attended an officer's drill at Kauvoo
aforesaid, in the presence of a large num«
number of people; and on the 7th day of
May aforesaid I reviewed the Nauvoo
Legion in presence of <<many thousand
people.

The reading of these affidavits was
objected to by the Attorney-General of
the State of Illinois, on the grounds that

it was not competent for Smith to im-
peach or contradict the return of the

Habeas Corpus. It was contended by
my counsel, lgt^ that I bad a right to
prove that the return was untrue* 2nd,
that the said affidavits did not contradict
the said return, as these was no averment
under, the oath in said return that I was
in Missouri at the time of the commission
of the alleged crime, or had fled from the
justice of that State. The Court de-
cided that the said affidavits should be
read in evidence, subject to all objections

;

and they were read accordingly, all of
which will appear on my discharge.

B. S. Edwards. Esq., opened the defence

in an animated speech, and made some
very pathetic allusions to our sufferings

in Missouri, foUcered by Mr. Butterfield,
who made the following points

1st. This Court -has jurisdiction. The
requisition purports,on its moe to be made,
and the warrant to be issued, under the Con-
stitntion and laws of the United States regu-
lating the surrender of fugitives from jus-

tice, 2nd sec, 4th article Constitution of the
United States, 1st sec. of the Act of Con-
gress of 12th Feb., 1793. When a person'3

rights are invaded under a law of the
United States, be 'has no remedy exeept in

'

the courts of the United States, 2nd sec* >

3rd article Constitution United States, 12th
WendaU, 335—16 Meters, 543.

The whole power m relation to the de-
livering up of fugitives from justice' and
labour has been delegated to the United <

States, and Congress have regulated the
manner and form in which it shall be exer-
cised. The power i» exclusive. The State 1

Legislatures .have no right to. interfere ; and
if they do, their acts are void* 2nd and 3rd •

clause of 2nd sec. 4th article Constitution

United States, 2nd vol. Laws United States,

331—16 Beters, 617* 018, 623? 4th When-*
ton's Reports* 122, 193-12U Wendell* 816*

All courts of the United States are autbo-

.

rized to issue writs of Habeas Corpus when
the prisoner 4s confined under or by colour

'

of authority; of tbe United States, Act oft
Congress of Sept. 24th, 1789, sec. 14 ; 2nd
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3rd Craach, 447; 3rdCondensed
Peters, 103.

2nd. The return to the Habeas Corpus
Is not certain and sufficient to warrant the

arrest and transportation of Smith. In

all cases on Habeas Corpus previous to

indictment, the Court will look into the

depositions before the magistrate; and
though the commitment be full and in form,

yet, if the testimony prove no crime, the

Court will discharge ex-parts; Taylor 5th

;

Cowen 60. The affidavit of Boggs does not

show that Smith was charged with any
crime committed by him in Ho., nor that he
was a fugitive from justice. If the com-
mitment be for a matter for which by law
the prisoner is not liable to be punished,

the Court must discharge him ; 3rd Bacon,

434. The Executive of this State has no
jurisdiction over the person of Smith to

transport him to Missouri, unless ht bat

fled from that State.

3rd. The prisoner has a right to prove

facts not repugnant to the return, and evea

to go behind the return and contradict it,

unless committed under a judgment of a

court of competent jurisdiction ; 3rd Bscob,

435, 438 ; 3rd Peters, 203; Gale's re-

vised laws of Illinois, 323. The testimony

introduced by Smith at the hearing, showing

conclusively that he was not a fugitive

from justice, is not repugnant to there-

turn.

J. Lamborn, Attorney-General of the

State of Illinois, in support etf the points

made by him, cited 2nd Condensed Re-

ports, 37; Gordon's Digest, 73; Gsle'i

Statutes of Illinois, 318 ; Conkling, 86;

9th Wendell, 212.

(TV be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY. MAY 1, 1858.

The Dat of Opportunities.—In the economy of salvation, the world has its days

of opportunities. These we term Gospel dispensations, or times of God's special

dealings with the human family. Those periods in a world's history are very few.

At least it may be safely said that a thousand years elapse between them. It most

also be observed that these dispensations are not all of a universal character, but

limited in their bearings to portions of mankind. Properly speaking, there is only

one universal dispensation ; for, although the first did embrace all the early family of

Adam, it would be a mere play on words to call that universal. The world's universal

dispensation will embrace all its other dispensations and take in the whole of mankind.

Of necessity, therefore, there is only one universal dispensation, and the same ne-

cessity directs that one to come in last.

Putting these Gospel dispensations all together, it would puzzle the knowledge of

most to trace the number to six. They have been so distant, and, because of hard-

ness of heart, so limited in their bearings upon the children of men, that .those

Gospel periods are nearly all hid in the obscurity of thousands of years. They cannot

be traced at all in the history of most nations, though some of them date their

existence and histories back to fabulous ages. We read of but one dispensation given

to the Gentiles. That appears to have been the broadest in its operations : never-

theless, it must have been comparatively limited in its unperverted developments. An

apostacy soon came ; and for about seventeen centuries, the whole eastern hemisphere

was shrouded in spiritual darkness.

Doubtless the world started its course with the Gospel in its possession and within

the reach and knowledge of all. But, because of their wickedness, they were

scattered, broken up, and cursed with many tongues. They soon lost every pa*

relic of the Gospel, and even the traces of their own origin in time became extinct,
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while the Creator was altogether forgotten, and unknown gods worshipped in His
Head.

Id most cases, since their forefathers lost it both for themselves and children, their

4ay of Gospel opportunities has never returned to the nations. Indeed, since they

hive been nations, they have never known such a day. Their ancestors in the early

ages saw it, bat let it pass away without catching its light and transmitting the same
to their descendants. Many national branches springing from those roots have shot

cut, reached maturity, and then disappeared with decay, without ever feeling the

Gospel sun. In what is termed the Christian dispensation, nine-tenths of the world
could not even have heard the name of Christ, much less have felt the influence of the

unperverted Gospel during the existence of the pure Church. Indeed, nearly the

same can be said of modern Christianity as far as its practical influence goes. Those

nations of the past, as well as the present, will never find their Gospel day until

it returns in the dispensation of the fulness of times, embracing the living and the

dead.

These dispensations are something like stages in the world's probation, at which it

•tops at certain measured periods, then re-continues its circling course anew ; for God
moves all things along in a complete and unbroken circle. Destiny moves with the

world, and stops at each of its stages but once in its single circle. It cannot stop

twke at the same point hi one revolution, nor will it pass those points again until it

rtrtrand* its progressive rounds. When destiny—a dispensation—a day of oppor*

tanities, appears in any part of the world, or stops at any nation, unless the people

are prepared to embrace it and travel in its course, it will continue in its circle and
leave them behind. Dispensations are like time and tides—they wait for no man,—
no, nor for nations either

!

When a dispensation, or the same day of opportunities, occurs to a people more
than once in the world's cycle, it is not because the world stops twice at any one

point, but because they place themselves, or are placed by Providence, at more than

«n* point. They could also travel with God and Destiny, and consequently they would

alwajs have a day of opportunities, and not only receive but coutinue the Gospel

dispensation with them. The latter has not been the case with any nation. The
former, however, has been true concerning Israel.

The chosen seed, through their transgressions, lost the destiny of Israel. Those

wicked generations who did this will never find their day of opportunities again until

it comes to them in the spirit-world. But God had confirmed that destiny upon the

holy fathers, and therefore those wicked children could only lose it for themselves

and certain generations of their descendants, until an appointed time should come in.

The Lord revealed to the Prophets as early as the days of Moses that a remnant of

the chosen seed should find the lost day or destiny of Israel and bring salvation to their

fathers' house and blessings to all mankind. Ephraim was the' one called to this

honour, and to be the heir of the promises and Priesthood, as intimated in the

foUowing Divine language:—"I am a Father to Israel, and Ephraim is my
fnt-born."

To accomplish these purposes, God placed Israel at more Hian one point. This is

not merely true spiritually, but it is also true geographically. And why was this ?

Bccaase the destiny of the world also moves geographically. And in this we see the

harmony of God and Nature—the blending of the spiritual and natural. Ever since

the flood, civilization and the dominant national power have travelled from the east

westwards. Had God, to fulfil His purposes, driven civilization back eastwards

—

had He designed that Israel should find their destiny in the land where it was loajp
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the course of the world would have been thrown out. It is evident that had God

gathered Israel to the east, to let them there find their glorious destinj as the hetd

of the nations and the presiding power of the world, it would inevitably have driven

civilization backwards—thrown nature out of her course, and turned emigration east-

wards. Old, worn-out portions of the earth, that are burdened with population and

corrupt and tumbling institutions, would then have to become the centre and arena

of a Millennial reign, while a virgin, fruitful, and comparatively unpeopled hemisphere,

towards which civilization was travelling, would have been left waste—a home for

aavages and beasts of the forest. Indeed, we have no reason to suppose that it

would be possible to bring about a Millennium thus and make Israel the head of the

nations. Evidently in such a case the nations would have to be swept nearly alto-

gether away with their institutions, and Israel have none left over which to stand as

head. God has therefore taken the children of Ephraim westward, that they might

catch the cycle of their destiny as the world goes round. They lost it in the east, they

find it in the west. The east is now a land of thick darkness and heathenism, and it

will never have the light which it lost until that light goes from the west. Ephraim

will send it round) and the west will reveal the sun of the world, emitting glory to all, but

moving with the west.

There are special dispensations and Gospel days of opportunities, and there are

x others of a general nature. The former are but few, and are of the highest order.

The latter are more numerous, and embrace nations and individuals generally. Thus

all have their day of opportunities, though it is only in few cases that it has been of

the highest or Gospel character. Now, when civilization and the providence of the

world comes round to a nation, and that nation drives them away, they are lost to it

for ever in this sphere. The providence of the world cannot stop, but moves on and

asks admittance elsewhere. Thus, though that nation will meet with inferior days

of opportunities, it has lost the greater destiny which it might have possessed. Israel

appears to be the only exception ; and to make it such, we have seen that God has

taken them from the east and located them on the opposite point—the west. We
cannot expect God to work in such an extraordinary manner to let wicked nations

find a lost destiny as He did to fulfil the covenants made to holy sires on behalf

of a righteous remnant of their seed preserved for that great purpose.

America is a frightful modern example of a nation rejecting a Gospel dispensation,

as well as losing its general day of opportunities. What a glorious destiny it might

have reached ! Yet what a horrible wreck it is soon likely to become ! We shall not

dwell upon this point. Its sad state of anarchy, wickedness, abominations, and

horrors of every kind is too palpable to require comment. That generation of

Americans who have rejected the Gospel and lost their day of opportunities, excepting

individuals, will never find it again until the doors of the great prison-house are

opened, and the cry of repentance and the voice of mercy are heard.

Having, we hope, brought the minds of our readers to reflect on the course of God's

special and general Providence, and shown how few are the days of opportunities, and

how awfully solemn it is to lose them, let us apply the principles and weight of our*

subject to the European mission. This is the special object of our article mr and we*

wish it to be understood that all which has been said will bear on this case. * Let our

readers make the general application, and we will add a few closing remarks.

This is especially a day of opportunities with the Church in Europe, and especially,

the Priesthood thereof. Such a day has never occurred before in its history. H»
work of God, with scarcely an exception, is committed to the native Saints. The native

Priesthood have nearly the whole administrative and presiding power. Saints, wiD
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you, then, improve tour specioZ iayf Ye Elders and officers generally, will yoi*

w/u mow show toAot you are and to&tf yon intend to be. This is tour day of
eppcrhmitieel God Himself has proved it in committing His great work to jour

charge. It will test you, to your everlasting honour or disgrace. If you lose this

fey, it will never return again. It is trus you might have offers of minor periods of

opportunity. But this is your appointed time—this is your day ! Remember, if you

iaagme thai your day will be found in Zton at some future day, and that then you will

show what you are and what you intend to 6e, instead of finding it now and doing

H here, you are most likely to be disappointed. Oh, brethren and Saints generally*

we would that we could make you fully alive to the importance of this period both*

to the Church and to yourselves,—yes, and even to your generations after you ; for

they will share the honour, if you win,—but the disgrace, if you lose. Who shall say

what your destiny will reach, or what great results will spring from your present

actions, if you are now true to yourselves and to your God. Brethren—Saints, let

heaven and earth now see your determination not to dishonour your day of oppor-

tunities.

THE ANGEL'S MISSION.

{Continuedfrom page 268.)

Thus, then, we see that Moroni was
the deputed angel through whose instru-

mentality the ancient. Gospel was restored

to the world of mankind ; and that John
the Baptist was the appointed messenger
who restored the power to preach that

Gospel and to administer the baptismal

ordinance to repentant believers; while

the other angelic personages alluded to

imparted additional official powers which
ware necessary to the connrmatien and
furtherance of the objects of those pre-

viously bestowed. Ail, therefore, were
iaolusively represented by the " angel

"

spoken of by the Revelator John. Moroni
was undoubtedly the "angel"—the par-

ticular angel referred to, standing, as he
did, as the initial representative of the
others who followed him and performed
their respective parts in the administration

which JU opened. He was not ihe uangel"
piapfretacatly referred to, however* in his

*JtT*jgr individual capacity isolated from
toe othera, but in connection with them,
Die everlasting Gospel had tojbe dia-

!*osed to the nations of the earth by
my>io sjsiuptrationj—not merely its fontWmM*h bat the Gowwr-the entire

flyo) 4h%fulne*$o£ the Gospel, inemv
m§ #it*4eo*rinal and practical princi-

mrwto ojr$nance% keys, gifts, powers,

blessings, and various privileges,—every*

thing that belonged to it.

Now, the everlasting Gospel involved

and comprehended many principles,

—

which, to be of any service, had to be
taught ; many ordinances,—which, to bo
of any use, had to be administered; many
gifts and powers^—which, to be of any
benefit, had to be imparted ; many bles-

sings and privileges,—which, to be expe-

rienced, had to be bestowed ; many keys,

—which, to be of any advantage, had.

to be conferred. These things could only

be had by being communicated ; and
they oould only be communicated by those-

who poaaessed them, and whose official

duty it was to transfer them.

Moroni's individual, particular mission,

which was essential to and had to precede

the others, was, as before observed, to
restore the Records which contained the

fulness of the ancient Gospel, and to
impart all necessary instructions, and
oonvev authority from God to the chosen

Joseph, to txwaslate and publish those

Records to the world. There bis person-'

ally* official duties ended. Rut when that

particular work over which he presided

was accomplished, other duties were
xieoessarily required to be engaged in,,

otherwise the world would have been but
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little the better for what had already been

done. Supposing mankind to have be-

lieved the first principles of the Gospel
from reading them, when published, how
much nearer salvation would they have
been for believing them without obeying

them or fulfilling their requirements?
" He that believeth and is baptised," says

Jesus, u shall be saved." " Repent and be

baptised for the remission of sins," savs

Peter, " and ye shall receive the aift of the

Holy Ghost" If, then, mankind, through
reading the Gospel, as taught plainly and
fully in the Book of Mormon, had believed

the same, they would have required an
authorized administrator to baptize them
"for the remission of sins,* that they

might " receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost," and be "saved." They would,

in short, have to "observe all things

whatsoever " the Lord " commanded " his

servants to teach them,—which they could

not do, unless such teachers were sent to

them, empowered to administer the re-

quired ordinances.

As, then, Moroni's commission ended
where it did, it was evidently necessary

that others should be sent to take up the

work of restoration where he left it.

-John's part of the "angel's mission " was
to ordain the Divinely-chosen Joseph to

the lesser priesthood, (which was held

during the Mosaic dispensation by a por-

tion of the tribe of Levi,) which, in the

Gospel ministry, empowered its possessors

to preach the first or leading principles of

salvation, and officiate in the initiatory

-ordinance of water-baptism. There his

particular mission ended. But all re-

pentant believers who received the remis-

sion of past sins through baptism were
entitled (by " promise") to the gift of the

Holy Ghost, through the laying-on of

hands, which gift could only be sealed

upon them by a servant of God authorised

•to officiate in the sacred ordinance per-

taining thereto. This power or function

helonged to a higher grade of priesthood

—the Apostolic, which, after the death of

-Christ, held the keys of what is frequently

called the Melchisedek order of priest-

hood, the same having been transferred by
Jesus to his Apostles, the presidency being

vested in Peter, James, and John. They
accordingly came, subsequent to the

ministration of John the Baptist, and
transferred to Joseph the keys of autho-

rity which Jesus- had bestowed upon
them; which thus enabled him and those

whom he ordained as his coadjutors to

confirm and carry on the great work

committed to him with additional power,

and to effect those purposes and consum-

mate those designs of the Gospel plan

which could not otherwise have been

accomplished. If faith, repentance, and

baptism had been all that was required to

save, exalt, and perfect mankind in the

kingdom of God, then the " angel's nus-

sion " might, perhaps, have been confined

to Moroni and John. But such was not

the case. We have seen that the gift of

the Holy Ghost, which is designed to

bless mankind—to produce and enable

them to manifest the signs of true faith,

such as healings, tongues, interpretations,

visions, prophecy, and various miraculous

and spiritual gifts and powers,—also to

support and strengthen the soul during

its trials, afflictions, and weaknesses,—to

enlighten the mind in spiritual and eter-

nal things, past, present, and future,—to

fill the heart with joy and delight, and

enable man in all things to fill up the

full measure of his creation.

Again : This is not only an Apostolic,

but also a gathering dispensation. The

ancient Prophets frequently allude to the

great latter-day period of time when God
would gather his people together, and

cover them as it were with his protecting

hand, as a hen covers her gathered brood

under her wings, while his long-threatened

judgments should descend, the vials of

his long-restrained wrath be poured out,

and war, pestilence, and famine combine

to desolate the ungodly nations who
pervert His Gospel and reject the messages

of His servants. It was necessary, there-

fore, that some one, called of Goa as were

Moses and Aaron, should be vested with

due authority to open and commence this

mighty gathering and direct its workings.

Hence Joseph the Seer received the keys

of this administration at the hands of

Moses, the ancient Leader of Israel

This is likewise a patriarchal dispensa-

tion—one in which the blessings tons;

promised to Abraham's seed will be rati-

fied to and fully realized by the faithful

latter-day Israel of God. And not only

so, but it is a dispensation in which those

who have in ages past died without a

knowledge of the Gospel and the true

principles of life, but have had the means

afforded them of hearing the same de-

clared to them in the spirit-world, wfll

be privileged with having all the outward
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ordinance* of the Gospel administered on ; u^on the renovated earth. Hence, in
their behalf to their representatives on

]

order to bring about these purposes of
earth, that thus a bond of union may be

|

the Almighty, the requisite powers to
effected between the living and the dead, . administer the patriarchal and sealing
and sealed in the Temple of God, and ordinances of the ancient Gospel were
that in the peaceful Millennial era the

(

transmitted by the Elias and Elijah of
families of Israel, in their respective former dispensations to the Prophet,
organizations, may together reap the

;

Seer, and Revelator of these last days-
glorious promises made to their fathers,

|

Joseph Smith,
and obtain and enjoy their inheritances

;

(To be continued.)

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 270.)

OBJECTION.
" Mormons profess to bring the doctrine

of baptism for the remission of sins out
of the Scriptures, where there is not even
the shadow of it. If taught anywhere
in the Scriptures, we might expect it to

be taught by Jesus Christ. He nowhere,
in bis discourses or parables, connects
remission of sins with baptism, but con-
nects this blessing with faith in his

mediation. (See John iii. 14—16 ; Luke
niv. 46, 47 ; John x. 7, &cM)-" The
Mormon's « Only Way to be Saved 9 not
the Way to be Saved," published by P.
Drummend.

ANSWER.
"Mormons 99

undoubtedly do " profess

to bring the doctrine of baptism for re-

mission of sins out of the Scriptures."

It is indeed a doctrine so plainly and
pointedly taught therein that we are cer-

tainly astonished at the bold assurance of
the man who, professing such an intimate

acquaintance with Scripture as does our
negative "friend in London," daringly

hazards the reckless assertion that "there
is not even the shadow of it" in "the
Scriptures." Just as well might he de-

clare of baptism itself, or any other doc-
trine of the Gospel, that "there is not
even the shadow of it" to be found in

"the Scriptures." John the Baptist,

aeoording to the testimony of the Apostle
John, « was a man sent from God." And
we find that the inhabitants of Judea
"were baptised of him in Jordan, con-

Jsmimg their $ms.
n

(Matt. iii. 6.) Why
mfotfcekain* at tip waters of baptism?

Because that ordinance, when preceded
by true repentance, wasfor the remission

of sins. What says Mark, in allusion to
the same occurrence ?—" John did baptise

in the wilderness, and preach the baptism
of repentance for the remission of sins.

99

(Mark i. 4.) What says Luke upon the
same subject ?—" The word of God came
unto John, the son of Zacharias, in the
wilderness; and he came into all the
country round about Jordan, preaching
the baptism of repentance for the remte-
sien of sins.

99 (Luke iii. 2, 3.) What
said the Apostle Peter to the enquiring
multitude at the day of Pentecost?—
"Repent and be baptised every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ for the

remission of sins.
99

(Acts n. 38.) What
said Ananias to Saul of Tarsus, after

his conversion to the religion of Christ?—" Arise, and be baptised, and wash
away tiiy sins

99
(Acts xxii. 16.) It

will thus be seen that while "Mormons
profess to bring the doctrine of baptism
for the remission of sins out of the Scrip-

tures," their profession is no idle boast?
for texts of Scripture of the plainest and
most pointed character are here cited to

speak for themselves; and surely nonebut
those hopelessly blind characters who*
will not see will venture to affirm, with
our objector, concerning- this doctrine, that

"there is not even the shadow of it*

to be found in "the Scriptures." There
is evidently "not even the shadow"
of truth and honesty in his absurd

remark! We proceed, however, to

examine his next position.

Says he—" If taught anywhere is the>
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Scriptures, we might expect it to be
taught by Jesus Christ." Does he, then,

expect" to find every item of doctrine

which was personally " taught by Jesus

Christ" recorded in "the Scriptures
?

"

If he does, he will expect in Tain. And
as to not finding the doctrine in "his

discourses or parables," it is evident that

many doctrinal truths and foots are

taught in the Scriptures, to prove which
Mr. Drummond's "friend in London"
cannot quote even one passage from
Christ's M discourses or parables. Christ

taught many things which are net re-

corded by Mathew, Mark, Luke, and
John. And it does not follow that a
principle must be false because we cannot
cite chapter and verse from the records

of Christ's " discourses or parables " in

verbal proof of it,—especially when the

plainest of evidenoe is deducible from
other portions of the sacred history in

dose connection therewith. If the " man
sent from Ood, whose name was John,"
unte whom "the word of God came"
to preach the doctrine which our oppo-
nent impiously ignores,— if Peter, the

Apostle of Jesus Christ, when under the

special influence of the Holy Gnost,

preached and urged that doctrine, and
Paul, the Apostle of the Gentiles, practi-

cally corroborated its truth,—we would
ask, Is the doctrine to beset aside by us, be-

cause Mr. Drummond cannot find a text

upon the subject in the recorded "dis-

courses or parables" of Christ, or because

he is so blind that he cannot see " even
the shadow of it" in those parts of the

New Testament Scriptures where every

school-boy knows it if taught ?

Says the objector—^ He nowhere, in

his discourses or parables, connects re-

mission of sins with baptism, but connects

this blessing with faith in his mediation."

Undoubtedly Christ connects the blessing

of the remission of sins, as he does every

Other blessing of the Gospel, with " faith

in his mediation." But does it thence
follow that baptism is not for the remis-

sion of sins?

Let us, however, examine die texts to

which our objector directs attention, and
see how far they support him in his state-

ments, or how far tney militate against

the doctrine of baptism for the remission

of sins. The first one alluded to is John
iii. 14—16:—"And as Moses lifted up
the serpent in the wilderness, even so

must the Son of Man be lifted up, that

whosoever believeth in him should not

perish, but have everlasting life." Not
only does this passage say nothing what*

ever against " the doctrine of baptism for

remission of sins," but it is also sOeat

upon the point which it is referred to as

proving. Faith in Christ is the subjeet

treated of, but " remission of sins" is not

mentioned in connection with h.

The next text is Luke xxhr. 46\ 47
" Thus it is written, and thus it behoved

Christ to suffer and to rise from the dead

the third day ; and that repentance and

remission of sins should be preached in

his name among all nations, beginning at

Jerusalem." Here both repentance and

remission of sins are mentioned as sub-

jects for apostolic preaching ; but nothing

is said against baptism being the ap-

pointed ordinance for sealing that re-

mission. Neither faith nor baptism

is spoken of in the passage ; and tf tbt

non-mention of baptism as following re-

pentance show* it to be non-essential, tbt

non-mention of faith as preceding repent-

ance must show faith to be non-essentiaL

But both are necessarily implied, as re-

pentance alone would never secure re-

mission of sins; and, according to the

Apostles' own preaching and teaching,

baptism is " for the remission of sins.

This text, while it declares nothing con-

trary to the baptismal doctrine or "re-

mission of sins'
1
as "preached" by the

Apostles, "beginning at Jerusalem," on

the day of Pentecost, it, like the other,

is silent upon the subject of "faith."

Remission of sins is certainly connected

with faith in the mediation of Christ,—

but this passage does not declare it.

The remainmg text referred to is

John x. 7:—"Then said Jesus to them

again, Verily, verily, I say unto yen,

I am the door of the sheep.'9 what
there is in this, or in the "&c."
following, that contradicts the baptismal

doctrine ef "remission of sins" at

preached by the Apostles of our Lord, or

"connects this Messing wkh faith in bis

mediation" or with anything else, we *f*

totally unable to conceive. To our

sagacious " friend in London," thevefbre,

belongs nil the honour of the discovery.

We, at the same time, believe as firmly at

he' professedly does, that Christ our Lord

is " the door of the sheep," and that all

who enter through that door, by obedience

to hies, or the principles which he tas%e*»

and feMow him m the regeneration, »•*
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be "saved." He is "the way, the troth,

and the life ;*' and hence all who approach
the Father in his name, as the good
shepherd of the sheep and the living

"door" of the fold, avail themselves of his

mediation, tread the path which he laid

oat, follow his example and footsteps, and

tism is intimately connected with that
"blessing." Mr. Drummond and his

friend may quote as many passages as they
please to prove the former connection
(and there are many Scripture texts far
more pointed and suitable for that purpose
than those which he has selected); but

live in obedience to all the requirements
j
when they have laboured in that direction

of his Gospel, will assuredly be 44 saved " in I to their heart's content, the truth observed
his kingdom and enjoy the blessings of - from the other point of view will still

eternal life. remain unaltered and undisturbed. The
It will thus be seen that we as fully

(

ancient Apostolic " doctrine of baptism
believe the u blessing" of "remission of

|

for the remission of sins," however it may
sins

n
to be connected with " faith " in be assailed or denied by its opponents,

the M mediation " of Jesus Christ as does
j
still remains true and in accordance with

our objector ; but that does not in the I the word of Ood, unaffected by them and
least nullify the Scripture fact that bap-

\
undoubted by us.

(To b* continued.)

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—The central part of the city of Christiana, capital of Norway, has been
destroyed by fire. The express trains running between London and Brighton are now
performing the journey of over 50 miles in 70 minutes. A rainbow of a brilliant

red colour was observed in the west, opposite the sun at its rising, a week or two ago, in
the neighbourhood of Wigton. It is stated that a Neapolitan squadron is fitted out in

anticipation of an attack from Piedmont. Last advices from Bombay state that Lucknow
fell ob the 19th of March : 117 guns were captured, and about 2,000 of the enemy were
slain during the siege ; but about 50,000 escaped : the army was in pursuit of the rebels.

Stewart's Brigade captured Chunderee on the 17th March. The 2nd Brigade of the
Central Indfa field force laid siege to the Hill Fort at Chunderee on the 8th ; and on the
17th it was stormed and taken. The Calpee mutineers have taken the Fort of Churbard,
and made the Rajah prisoner. The Rajah of Bampoor's territory had been abandoned by
the rebels, and confiscated to the British crown by 8ir R. Hamilton.
Amejmcav.—The Senate has passed a bill for the admission of Kansas under the

Leeompton constitution. The House has amended it by a bill pro?iding that the consti-

tution thall be submitted to the popular vote, and that, if thua ratified, Kansas shall be
-declared a sovereign State ; but that, if rejected, the people shall frame a new constitution,

which Congress will be called upon to receive. The Senate has rejected this amendment
and voted to adhere to its own bill. It is expected that the House will adhere to its

amendment ; and then, should the Senate refuse to recede, the question will be as far off

settlement as ever.

VARIETIES.

It Is much easier to conquer our passions than to satisfy them.

—

Arbouiru

That which is good is often better for being short. We gain by brevity what is lost
hj much speakiag.

Ir men would take half the pains to be what they ought to be, which they take to
appear what they are not, they would be much better than they are.

—

Arbouin.

REvasoE.—«*A revengeful spirit is often as effectually gratified by imposing hard and
humiliating terms of reconciliation aa it possibly could be by making the severest

retaliation. No offender is so severely punished aa he who is obliged to degrade himself
m order to obtain a pardon. And as all revenge is unlawful, we should be extremely
careful not to gratify it at the very time and by the manner in which we are dispenskig
j>ardon. To convince a brother, cot to degrade him, is the object we are to
seek."—Jowi.
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God's promise* are sealed to hit people, but not always dated.
Family Pratrr—" It ser?es as an edge and a border to preserre the web of life from*

unravelling."

—

Robert Hall.

Pediqrbe.—-An Irishman, boasting of his pedigree, affirmed that he was perfectly
independent of Mr. Noah, as one of bis ancestors had sared himself at the deluge, in a
boat of his own.
We are apt to be very forward to censnre others, when we will not endure advice

ourselves. And nothing shows our weakness more than to be so sharpsighted at spying:
Other men's faults, and so purblind about our own.

—

Penn.

TO A WEEPING YOUTH.

Thou contest from a land of dazzling light,

Where the shade never falls from the wing of
^night,-
Where the spring of youth can ne'er pass »y,
Nor a tear drop start from the sparkling eye.
Nor wearied limbs need ask for midnight rest.
While endless vigour nenres the manly breast,

—

Where the smiling look and the blooming cheek,
Like a song of praise in their rapture apeak.
And the tottering step, and feeble breath.
And the edgevf pain, and the abaft of Death,
And the bllst'ring baud, and the burning eye
Ne'er trouble the years as they gladsome fly.

Bnt now, like a dove away from her nest,
(The snow on her wing and fears in her breast,)
Whose fret must alight on deserts forlorn,
And, trembling, await the breaking of dawn,

—

So thou know'st not why thou art dull and opprest,
And so wide flown away from the regions of rest.

Emmervale, Switzerland.

Yet the story I'll teU, (long hid from their eyes,)
Thou earnest to seek for a golden prize

—

For kingdoms and crowns whose splendour will last
When visions of earth are faded and past

:

For this thou didst wish so lowly to fall,

That thou mlght'st arise far, far above au.

Wide as eternity's seasons can roll.
The circle that measures the life of the soul.
Lay painted in glory a thousand times bright
As thy first dwelling-place, thoughburnished in light -

rAnd who would not venture when worlds are the
STARK,

Though the Heavens be black, and the frighted
earth quake ?

Youth weeps for flow'rets that wither and fade

—

Joys that are lost—or the love of a maid

;

Yet Edens will spread their blossoms for thee,
And children of kings will soon bow the knee.
If faithful thou art to man and to God,
Till the storm is past and the winepress trod.

Jarrz Woodaro.

Address.—WUHam^Thurgood, care of Mr. H. Cooke, Shopwyke Road, PortfieW, near Chichester*
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAE.

Be that hath an car, let him what the Spirit rnith mm* the akm*hm.~Jmu» Chrirt.

Cmm mti ofher9 mjr p—plet ikmt ye be not partaken ofher eina, and that j/e receive not •fher

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. IB, VoL XX. Saturday, Kay 8, 1858. Moo Out Penny.

CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENTS.

(OmHmud frompage 376.)

This very abuse of Territorial adminis-

tration unaer another name was the iden-

tical cause of the great American Revo-
lution and Declaration of Independence.

That revolution and the principles and
grievances set forth in that Declaration,

though having a reference to the common
rights of man and all mankind in a similar

condition to that in which the American
people were then placed, and though
naving a general application and bearing

on the States of America, have a more
particular application and direct bearing

on the condition of her Territories. The
reason is obvious. The colonies occupied

a similar relation to Great Britain to that

sustained by Territories to the United

States. It must be observed that those

incorporated bodies known as the States

of the Union have changed positions and
occupy other grounds than that upon
which they stood in the struggle for

American liberty and the rights of man.
They were then colonies; they now stand

as free and independent nations—bound
together in a great Confederation, it is

true, but still answering to independent

nations joined by a common alliance. Il is

their Territories which now occupy the

position which they then occupied.

The American devolution, though hav-

ing a general reference to the natural

rights and political condition of all man-
kind, was not particularly a decision on
the rights and grievances of independent
nations. It was more directly a protest

against the injustice practised by such
nations towards their colonies, and a
pointed declaration of the rights of the
latter. Though the institutions of Ame-
rica have grown out of those actions and
decisions of the patriotic fathers, and
though the United States are based
thereon, those State*, having changed the
position then occupied by teem as colo-

nies, and given it to their Territories,

those decisions and actions have in prin-

ciple a more immediate bearing on and
pointed application to Territories than to

States. The Declaration of Indepen-
dence against an abuse of colonial ad-
ministration becomes significant to the
last degree in case of an abuse of terri-

torial administration.

In a former part of this article, we
maintained that the Government of the
United States has no just authority, if so
disposed, to appoint to a Territory its

officers and to act {generally without
reference to the principle that the rulers

shall represent the ruled, and even in

opposition to the choice and will of the
latter. In view of the political circum-

stances of the men of Independence, and
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that they were speaking especially in behalf

of themselves as colonies, or,what amounts
to the same, as Territories, the following

from the Declaration is pertinently to the

point, from the fact that it was made for

a similar case :

—

" We hold these truths to be self-e?ident

:

That all men are created equal ; that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain

unalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

That, to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the go-
verned, that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or abolish

it, and to institute new government, laying

its foundation on such principles, and or-

ganizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety

and happiness.

"Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes

;

and accordingly all experience hath shewn
that mankind are more disposed to suffer,

while evils are sufferable, than to right

themselves by abolishing the forms to which
they are accustomed. But when a long
Vrain of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
Invariably the same object, evinces a design

to reduce them under absolute despotism, it

is their right—it is their duty to throw off

euch government and to provide new guards
for their future security.

1*

When the Government exercises its

assumed power in its federal administra-

tion over any given Territory for good,

having its wellbeing and interest in view,

and paving a due regard to the choice

and will of the people thereof, however
wrong in the abstract principle its

usurped powers might be, practically its

administration would be tolerable and
Just. So also would be a colonial admin-
istration of the same character. But
when the tendency is in the opposite

direction, and in violation of the prin-

ciples embodied in the Declaration and
Constitution, as in the case of Utah, then

that administration becomes intolerable.

In such case, the men of Independence
have declared that "it is the rignt of the

'people to alter or to abolish it, and to in-

stitute a new government, laying its

foundation on such principles and or-

ganizing its powers in sucn forms as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness." Indeed, it asserts

that it is not only u their right," but it is

GOVERNMENTS.

also u their duty to throw off such go-
vernment, and to provide new guards for

their future security."

The framers of the Declaration of In-
dependence did not make the radical sys-

tem of colonial administration and the

usurped powers of the parent Govern-
ment, in the abstract, the ground of their

protest. It was the abuse of that ad-

ministration and power and the disregard

of the popular will and interest upon
which the stress was laid. Neither do
we wish to dwell on the abstract error

of Territorial administration and the

assumed authority of the Federal Go-
vernment, providing it is practically in

accordance with the spirit of the Decla-

ration and Constitution ; but when it is

practically the reverse, we do protest

against the abuse. We readily admit
"that Governments long established

should not be changed tor light and
transient causes." ' It is by no means
satisfactory to us to see the integrity of

the Union violated in any manner. We
are likewise assured that it is repugnant to

the general disposition of . the Saints, to

witness such violation, as they certainly

have no disposition to perpetrate it. We
are also conscious, with the patriotic

fathers, " that experience hath shown that

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while

evils are sufferable, than to right them-
selves by abolishing the forms to which
they have been accustomed." Never was
this fact more forcibly illustrated than

in the history of the Saints.

It is true that Congress has passed or-

dinances, upon the strength of which,

Government has assumed the prerogative

of special interference in territorial affairs,

and upon which the distinction is made
between the rights and powers of a com-
munity to which the name of State is

given and one to which Congress is

pleased to confer the name of Territory.

But those ordinances by no means make
the principles embodied in the Declaration

and Constitution void, nor was it designed

that contradiction and disparagement to

them should be thus given.

That Declaration and that Constitution

contain the fundamental and abiding prin-

ciples of American institutions. But the

grounds of Congressional interference with

the domestic and social arrangements of

Territories,and indeed in any assumptionof
prerogatives above those which also apply

to States, is professedly of a circomstanv
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tial, provisionary, and temporary nature.

Moreover, such prerogatives are no part

or parcel of American institutions and
genius. They are no more the legi-

timate offspring of republicanism than
•are kings and nobles, nor will they

find any stronger support in it than
would the claims of monarchs to " right

divine/' or lords to hereditary autho-

rity. They were first assumed by good
men who were also republicans for a
mod, benevolent, and parental purpose

;

out they are essentially anti-republican.

They can no more be said to belong to

American institutions than a scaffolding

can be said to be part of a building.

Indeed, what the one is in architectural

edifices, the other is designed to be in the

republican superstructure. Nevertheless,

though those prerogatives are in them-
selves anti-republican in principle, they

can, when exercised with a true republi-

can spirit, be made practically republican

in operation. This has ever been the

design of all true American, honest states-

men. But when they are not underlined

with the practical illustration of theprin-

<riple, that Governments derive "their just

rights from the consent of the governed,"
— when the obligation of representation

is utterly disregarded, and obnoxious

officers are forced upon a community in

direct opposition to their choice and will,

—when those officers are the representa-

tives of neither the faith, feelings, nor
interests of that people, though they may
be unanimous, but on the other hand are

even designed to harass them and to

subvert and go in direct opposition to

those feelings, interests, and that faith,

—

when Government works this by its

assumed prerogatives, instead of using

4hem parentally, then the abused exercise

of those prerogatives becomes rank usur-

pation—at once anti-republican in prin-

ciple and in practice. Concerning such
(TobeC

a case the Declaration is very pointed and
definite. " It is the right of the people

to alter or abolish
n " any form of govern-

ment" "and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such principles,

and organizing its powers in such form
as to them shall seem most likely to effect

their safety and happiness."

Such conduct and abuses of power
have been remarkably exercised against

the community of Latter-day Saints by
the General Government as well as by
those of some States. It was practised

towards them, when incorporated with
those States, upon the strength of reli-

gious prejudice and intolerance, which
was in direct violation of the constitution

of America. Though they were a large

part of those States, numbering many
thousands, every effort was made to

coerce them, and to destroy not only their

political, but also their natural and reli-

gious rights. Hew far this was per-

mitted to extend, even to extermination,

is too well known to need recapitulation.

The General Government, as a rule, has
pursued the same course—especially the

present Administration. In the past

they have been forced to put up with
abuse as patiently as they could, be-

cause, though not according to the re-

publican spirit, Might threatened to
scourge and crush them, and even now
is on the way with the commission to

to scatter and extirpate them. The
Saints do not feel disposed to bear this

abuse longer, and have determined to try

the strength of the arm of Him who deli-

vered and gave freedom to the patriots of
'76, and thus staud upon the platform

upon which they stood. They may have
no disposition to " alter or abolish " the es-

tablished form of Government, as their

fathers did ; yet henceforth they will stand
upon a protest against their grievances

and a declaration of their rights.

THE WISEMAN FAMILY.

A DRAMA.

ACT I.

—

Sceice 1.
I

change for the worse. What will be the

_ t . ' final result, if things continue to move in
iWUUam Wiseman and John Doubt in con-

j
^ downward direction, God only

venation.) *
j

knows. When I reflect upon the present

W. W. It appears to me, John, that
;

low and degraded condition of mankind,

society in general is undergoing a great
|
and observe the many abonunations that.
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are carried on in almost every grade of

society, I certainly feel astonished at the

great mercy and forbearance of Ood
towards His rebellious creatures ; and I

sometimes wonder that some signal judg-

ment is not sent to punish mankind and

to check the fearful progress of vice which

is really threatening to overwhelm the

earth. What do you think upon this

subject, John?
J. D. Well, William, my view of the

matter is much the same as your own.

I do not see that society can be much
-worse than it is at the present time. The
signs of the times appear ominous indeed

so me. Unless some extraordinary change

take place soon, universal ruin must be the

inevitable result. Selfishness reigns pre-

dominant in every circle of society, from
monarchs on their thrones to beggars

3 the streets. Pride and oppression,

ooverty and misery, ignorance and folly,

deceit and cunning, degradation and in-

famy are observable everywhere— more
especially in the so-called civilized,

Christian communities. Priests and mo-
ralists talk a good deal about the great

superiority of this enlightened age, com-
pared with the by-gone dark sges ; but I

very much doubt if what are designated
** the dark ages " were much darker than

the present enlightened period, in matters

of real importance and moral worth. The
boasted light of the 19th century, in my
opinion, serves but to make the existing

darkness more visible.

W. W. I agree with you fully in all

the remarks you have made. And what
are your candid views respecting the

various religions of the day ?

J. D. Well, William, I must say that

my mind has of late been much disturbed

on the subject of religion. It appears to

mo that there is something internally and
radically wrong in all the systems of the

present day. Our professing theologians

and leading men tell us to follow the

Scriptures,—at the same time meaning
their own interpretations of Scripture.

Bat then, their various " private interpre-

tations " are in their nature and character

so opposite,and conflicting, that an earn-

est seeker after truth is sorely puzzled to

know what to believe or to disbelieve,

or what dependence to place upon their

different doctrinal theories and their

various partizan expositions of Holy

Writ. "When Doctors disagree, who
ohall decide?"

W. W. I can truly sympathise with
you, my friend, in your doubt and per-

plexity of mind concerning the modtro
systems of religion. I have spent many
an anxious hour in the investigation of
religious principles. But, among all the
numerous sects and parties of so-called

Christendom, I have hitherto met with
none that adhere to the principles of the
ancient Gospel taught in the New Testa*

raent so strictly as do the Latter-day

Saints, or "Mormons," as they are termed.

[John Doubt looks astonished.] They
certainly come nearer the old standard
than any other people I have yet met with.

/. 2>. Indeed!
W. W. They do not profess to base

their opinions or views upon any mere
human say-so, or to found their belief

upon tradition and worldly reasoning,

but upon direct, express revelation—
upon "Thus saith the Lord." They
affirm that, as a people, they enjoy the
same spiritual gifts and blessings, and
experience similar manifestations of Di-
vine power and goodness, to those which
the Saints of former days received and
enjoyed. And, with all sincerity and
earnestness, they promise, in the name of
the Lord, that all who will honestly fulfil

the requirements of the Gospel shall

obtain a knowledge for themselves that
" Mormonism," so called, is the work of
God. I am thinking of going to their

meeting this morning to gain more infor-

mation upon the subject. Perhaps yon
would have no objection to go along with
me and hear for yourself. Tou could
then judge the matter according to the
evidence which may be laid before you,
and decide accordingly. I feel very much
inclined to cast in my lot with theirs.

Something within ms tells me that they
are right; and certainly their doctrines

fully agree with the plain declarations of
Scripture.

/. D. My dear friend, you really sur-

prise me ! You surely do not mean to

say that these poor deluded fanatic*, who
are so much talked of as the abettors of
a wild, romantic scheme, originated by
a crafty impostor, are worth your con-

sideration! The idea of their setting

themselves up as the chosen people of
God ! 1 Why, they are accounted, by all

men of respectable standing, as the very

scum and offscouring of society—in facV
as the worst set of impostors that ever
trod the earth.
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W. W. Well, John, so far as that is

eaaosroed, the servants of God in all ages

of the world hare been Accounted as de-

cor rs and impostors. Even the Son of

God himself was "despised and rejected

of men," and had his name cast out as

erfl by men of respectable standing. But
I wiD tell you why it is that the Latter-day

8aints incur the displeasure and excite

the prejudices of the religious community.
They profess to constitute the only true

Church of Jesus Christ now on earth;

and they testify that angels from heaven
appeared to a" young man in America,
aimed Joseph Smith, and, by authority

from God, committed to him the dispen-

suion of the ancient Gospel, with its Keys

sad powers, its spiritual gifts and bless-

ing*

J. D. [Astonished.] William Wise-
man! you astonish me more and more!
What! angels sent from heaven in these

dajs? Keys— powers— spiritual gifts

wot I thought these things were long
aace done away! There is something
mj strange and extraordinary in this,

which I understand but little about.

[Pauses and considers.] Well, William,

I think I will go with you some Sunday,
tod see what sort of people these Mor-
mon* are. I have heard a good many
oaeer tales about them. But one can t

depend upon mere hearsay. The best

way to get at the truth of their system is

to so and see and hear for one's self.

Perhaps, by-the-bye, it will be as well if I

ttcompaoy you to the meeting this morn-
ing, as you say you intend going. I shall

then be able to get at the truth from the
right quarter; for, of course, it is not
wr to condemn anything before trial.

.
W. W. Well said! Then I thank it

* shout time for starting now. [Looking
* his watch.] Tea. [Rising] So, if

jo* please, well be going.

[Exeunt.

Scene 2.

(Xn. Wlsewum and her daughters Fanny
end Mary in conversation.)

Mrs. TP. I do not understand how it

*> but your father seems to have greatly
JHercd since he has joined the Latter-day
£*ntt. He reads aod prays more, and is

nadir tons all thanhe ever was before,

—

vhoopjh I must acknowledge he has

always been a good husband to me and a
good father to you.

Fanny. Ye?, mother, it is true there

is a manifest change in the disposition

and conductof father ; for, from what Iun-
derstand of the principles of "Mormon-
ism," their tendency and influence are
good. He was certainly good and kind
to us before ; but that was nothing oom~
pared with what he is now. What say
you, Mary?
Mary. You are quite right, Fantrr*

Depend upon it, " Mormonism " is a renU
gkm worth having, judging from its

effects. A bad tree could not produce,

such good fruits. I hope we shall give

due attention to all father's instructions

and counsels ; for it is evidently his desire

and object to promote our happiness and
true welfare. It is our interest, therefore,

as well as our duty, to comply with hie

wishes and to do whatever he requires or
counsels us to do from time to time;
and if we adopt this course, God will

bless us for omr obedience.

Mrs. W. My dear daughters, you
have indeed cheered and rejoiced mj
heart, and have expressed my feelings hi

stating your own. I do not yet fully and
properly understand this "Mormonism:**
vet something within me whispers that it

is right ; and I sometimes feel constrained

to yield to its influence. But as we shall

attend the meetings of the Saints, and
hear their own testimony and experience*

as well as explanations of their doe*
trines, we shall be better able to judge for

ourselves. We ought, of course, to he
very careful in what we do in matters of
such serious importance, and, as the
Scripture says, M prove all things, and
hold fast that which is good."
Fawny and Mary (una voce). Here

comes father!

[Enters W. Wiseman^foUowed byJohn
Doubt]

J. D. Well, Mrs. Wiseman, [sitting

down,] I have been with WtUiam again,

to hear the Latter-day Saints. Thss ia

the second time I have been with hint

since his baptism. But I have some
doubts on my mind yet. Still, somehow
or other, I cannot but confess that their

doctrines are in strict accordance with*

Scripture; and that ia more than can be
said of the different sectarian tenets of
the day. If u Mormonism * is really the

work of God, I hope it may fjrdsper aod
bring to naught everything that is not of
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God. Their leading doctrines, or "first

principles," as they term them, are cer-

tainly reasonable and true, and the Saints

themselves are a happy and cheerful peo-

ple ; and may God bless them.
W. W. I can truly testify, John, that

the work is true, whether you embrace it

or not. And I feel impressed with more
than a hope that my wife and children

will ere long yield obedience to the Gos-

, and become one with me in the

urch and kingdom of God. What
say you to that, good wife ?

Mrs. W. That is by no means so

unlikely an occurrence as I once thought.

We were just conversing upon that sub-

ject ourselves as you and Mr. Doubt
came in. In fact, we have made up our
minds to attend the meetings of the

Saints, in order that we may hear their

own testimony concerning their religion.

(7# be <

MayGod enable usto understand thetruth,
and to be faithful in all things to the
dictates of His Spirit, whatever they may
be. If "Mormenism" is indeed the
work of God, we wish to know it for

ourselves.

/. D. Well, I am astonished ! There
is something about this "Mormonism"
that I cannot comprehend or get over.

Its power and influence are almost irre-

sistible. [Rising.] But I must bid you
all good bye for the present.

[Shakes Jiands. Exit.]

W. W. Well, my dear, its almost
time for me to go to the meeting. Would
you like to go with me ?

Mrs. W. Yes, William, I should ; and
the girls will go also. Come, Fanny !—
Come, Mary ! Let us be getting ready.

[Exit Mrs. W. t followed fry Fanny
and Mary.]

mHmted.)

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 280.)

[January, 1843.]

In the course of his plea, Mr. Butter-

field showed that Governor Reynolds had
subscribed to a lie in his demand for me,
as will appear on the paper, and said that

Governor Carlin would not have given

up his dog on such a requisition. That
an attempt should be made to deliver up
a man who has never been out of the

State, strikes at all the liberty of our
institutions. His fate to-day may be
yours to-morrow. I do not think the

defendant ought, under any circum-

stances, to be given up to Missouri. It

is a matter of history that he and his

people have been murdered or driven

from the State. If he goes there, it is

only to be murdered, and he had better

be sent to the gallows. He is an inno-

cent and unoffending man. If there is a
difference between him and other men, it

is that this people believe in prophecy,

and others ao not; the old Prophets
prophesied in poetry and the modern in

prose.

Esquire Butterfield managed the case

very ludiciously. The Court-room was
crowded during the whole trial; the

utmost decorum and good feeling pre*

vailed, and much prejudice was allayed.

Esquire Lamborn was not severe, appa-
rently saying little more than his relation-

to the case demanded.
Court adjourned till to-morrow nine

a.m., for the making up of opinion.

After an introduction to several persons,

I retired to Judge Adams', and after

dinner spent some time in conversation-

with brother Hyrum and Theodore Tur-

Sr.
At half-past fire o'clock I rode in.

r. Prentices carriage to his house*

accompanied by General Law and Elder
O. Hyde, where I had a very interesting

visit with Mr. Prentice and family, Judge
Douglas, Esquires Butterfield, Lamborn,
and Edwards, Judge Pope's son, and
many others ; partook of a splendid sup-

per, with many interesting anecdotes,,

and everything to render the repast and
visit agreeable; and returned to Judge
Adam* about eleven o'clock.

Thursday, 6th. At nine a.m., re-

paired to the Court-room, which wae
crowded with spectators anxious to M be*

hold the Prophet," and hear the decision-

of Judge Pope, who soon took his seat*
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accompanied by half-a-dozen ladies, and
gate the following

Opinio*.

The importance of this case, and the
eansequences which may flow from an erro-

stotu precedent, affecting the Urea and
liberties of our citizens, hare impelled the
Coart to bestow upon it the most anxious
esnsideratlon. The able arguments of the
esansel for the respective parties hare been
of great assistance in the examination of
the important question arising in this cause.

When the patriots and wise men who
based oar Constitution were in anxious
deliberation to form a perfect union among
the States of the confederacy, two great
esorcee of discord presented themselves to
their consideration—the commerce between
the 8tates and fugitives from justice and
labour.

The border collisions in other countries
km been seen to be a fruitful source of
war and bloodshed; and most wisely did
lie Constitution confer upon the national

Gorernment the regulation of those mat-
ten, because of its exemption from the
suited passions awakened by conflicts be-
tween neighbouring 8tates, and its ability

alone to adopt a uniform rule, and establish

triform laws among all the States in those
sates.

This case presents the important question
•rising under the Constitution and laws of
the United States, whether a citisen of the
State of Illinois can be transported from
in own 8tate to the 8tate of Missouri, to
be there tried for a crime, which, if he ever
•ssnaitted, was committed in the State of
Bunou ; whether he can be transported to
Xhsouri, as a fugitive from justice, when
to hat never fled from that State.

Joseph Smith is before the Court on
Habeas Corpus, directed to the Sheriff of
Sangamon County, State of Illinois. The
ittnrn shows that he is in custody under a
variant from the Executive of Illinois, pro-
fessedly issued in pursuance of the Con-
"tftttion and laws of the United States and
rfthe8tate of Illinois, ordering said 8tnith
to be delivered to the agent of the Execu-
tes of Missouri, who had demanded him as
* fogitive from justice, under the 2nd sec-
tion, 4th article of the Constitution of the
Waited States, and the Act of Congress
pMed to carry into effect that article.

The article ia in theae words, vis. :—" A
P**on charged in any 8tate with treason,
fetajf or other crime, who shall flee from
insuee, snd be found in another State, shall,

°*4ssasnd of the executive authority of the
tats from whieh he fled, be delivered up
*• be removed to the State having juris*

<^oftl»erhae."

The Act of Congress made to carry into
effect this article directs that the demand
be made on the Executive of the State where
the offender is found, and prescribes the
proof to support the demand,—vis., indict-

ment or affidavit.

The Court deemed it respectful to inform
the Governor and Attorney-General of the
State of Illinois of the action upon the
Habeas Corpus. On the day appointed for
the hearing, the Attorney-General for the
State of Illinois appeared and denied the
jurisdiction of the Court to grant the Ha- •

beas Corpus. 1st. Because the warrant
was not issued under colour or by authority
of the United States, but by the State of
Illinois. 2nd. Because no Habeas Corpus
can issue in this case from either the Fede-
ral or State Courts to inquire into facta
behind the writ.

In support of the first point, a law of
Illinois was read, declaring that whenever
the Executive of any other State shall de-
mand of the Executive of this State any
person as a fugitive from justice, and shall

have complied with the requisition of the
Act of Congress in that case made and pro-
vided, it shall be the duty of the Executive
of this State to issue his warrant to appre-
hend the said fugitive, &c. It would seem
that this Act does not purport to confer anj
additional power upon the Executive of this

State independent of the power conferred
by the Constitution and laws of the United
States, but to make it the duty of the Execu-
tive to obey and carry into effect the act of
Congress.

The warrant on its face purports to be
issued in pursuance of the Constitution and
laws of the United States, as well as of the
State of Illinois. To maintain the position that
this warrant was not issued under colour or
by authority of the laws of the United States,

it must be proved that the United States

could not confer the power on the Executive
of Illinois; because if Congress oould and
did confer it, no act of Illinois could take it

away, for the reason that the Constitution

and laws of the United States, passed in

pursuance of it, and treaties, are the su-

preme law of the land, and the judges in

every State shall be bound thereby, any-
thing in the Constitution or laws of any
8tate to the contrary notwithstanding. This
is enough to dispose of that point.

If the Legislature of Illinois, as is pro-
bable, intended to make it the duty of the
Governor to exercise the power granted by
Congress, and no more, the Executive would
be actiog by authority of the United 8tates.

It may be that the Legislature of Illinois,

.

appreciating the importance of the proper
execution of those laws, and doubting

whether the Governor could be punished .
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for refaelng to carry them into effect, deemed
it prudent to impose it as a duty, the neglect

of which would expose him to impeach-

ment. If it intended more, the law is un-

constitutional and void—16 Peters, 617
Prigg versus Pennsylvania.

Id supporting the second point, the

Attorney-General seemed to urge that there

was greater sanctity in a warrant issued by
the Governor than by an inferior officer.

The Court cannot assent to this distinction.

This is a Government of laws, which pre-

scribes a rule of action as obligatory upon
the Governor as upon the most obscure

officer. The character and purposes of the

Habeas Corpus are greatly misunderstood
by those who suppose that it does not re-

view the acts of an executive functionary.

All who are familiar with English history

most know that it was extorted from an
arbitrary monarch, and that it was hailed as

a second Magna Charta ; and that it was to

protect the subject from arbitrary imprison-

ment by the king and bis minions, which
brought into existence that great paUadium
of liberty in the latter part of the reign of

Charles the Second. It was indeed a mag-
nificent achievement over arbitrary power.

(To bee

Magna Charta established the prineiplei of

liberty—the Habeas Corpus protested then.

It matters not how great or obscure the

prisoner, how great or obscure the prisoe-

keeper, this munificent writ, wielded by an

independent judge, reaches alL It pene-

trates alike the royal towers and the local

prisons, from the garret to the secret re-

cesses of the dungeon. All doors fly open

at its command, and the shackles fall from

the limbs of prisoners of State as readUy ss

from those committed by subordinate officers.

The warrant of the kmg and his secretary

of State could claim no more exemption

from that searching inquiry, " The cause of

his caption and detention,** than a warrant

granted by a justice of the peace. It is

contended that the United States if a

Government of granted powers, and that

no department of it can exercise powers net

granted. This is true. But the grant is

to be found m the second section of the

third article of the Constitution of tat

United States:—" The judicial power thai

extend to all oases in law or equity arisisf

under this Constitution, the laws of the

United States, and treaties made, and whin
shall be made under their authority.*

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, MAY 8, 1858.

Emigration.—The Adversary is ever on the alert to retard the progress of thework

of the Lord and prevent the accomplishment of His purposes on the earth in the

establishment of His kingdom and the salvation of His people. To this end, he is con-

stantly working with and endeavouring to influence the Saints themselves to become as

it were their own executioners : at one time lulling them to sleep and persuading them

that all is right—that this duty is not particularly binding, or that commandment

is not positively authoritative nor unqualifiedly obligatory,—or that it is not convenient

for them to comply with the requirement at present, and therefore it is not binding

on Mem ; or that there is plenty of time yet, and some other time wffl answerjust si

well : at another time, when it suits his purposes better, stirring them up to be over

zealous, and to run as much too fast as before they were too slow,—any way to prevent

the Saints from keeping the commandments of God, or following the counsels of His

servants : and again, creating doubts and fears, uneasiness and discontent in their

minds, causing them to lose their faith, get into darkness, and finally go to destruc-

tion.

Since the Lord in his wisdom has seen fit to allow the Devil to hedge up the way,

and for the time being put a stop to emigration to Utah, and the Prophet has coun-

selled the. Saints in this land not to emigrate to the States, and those already in the

States to get out as quickly as possible, many Saints have become ever anaious ts
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emigrate to the United State*, so is to be ready to go to the Valley, the place

appointed for the gathering, when the way shall he opened again. Their desires are

«DOommonly intense and pressing, and they seem, for the first time in their lives, to

save awakened to a sense of the importanoe of gathering with the Saints.

The Elders hove been for years preaching, urging, and counselling them to emi-

grate—to gather to Zion—to prepare themselves for these very times. The columns

of the Star have teemed with counsels and instructions to the Saints on this very

subject, and the most powerful reasoning and the strongest arguments have from
time to time been presented by its former talented and inspired Editors. The letters,

epistles, and sermons of the Prophet of the Lord in Zion have been filled with the

most earnest and pressing invitations and appeals to the Saints in these lands to

gather home.

Warning after warning has been sent forth to the people, from the stand and from

the press, of the coming to pass of the very events that have been for the last twelve

months and are now transpiring in the United States, in relation to the Church and
kbgdom of God ; but with very little apparent effect upon many of them. A strange

and unaccountable apathy relative to this subject seems to have taken possession of them ;

and although they all fully intended at some time to obey the call, yet they did not

deem it of importance enough to make any particular exertion to effect their own
deliverance, but seem to feel that there was time enough yet, and they quietly folded

their hands and waited for the Church or some one else to take them up and set them

down in Zion, without any exertion of their own. Now, however, when it is too

uxe, and emigration to the Valley or the States is closed for the present, they are all

alive and anxious to get out of this country. They have suffered themselves to be

loHed to sleep under the idea that there was no hurry—that there was plenty of time

jet; and now, when the way is for the present actually hedged up, they seem to be

allowing themselves to run into the opposite extreme, and feel and act as though this

was the last moment, the last hope, and that their salvation depended upon their

immediate emigration.

Almost every mail brings letters urgently soliciting us for counsel to emigrate to

the United States, under one pretence or another ; and when the writers find they

enroot get from us counsel to suit their minds, they often act upon their own. In-

dividuals are frequently coming here on their way to the States,—some without

counsel, and some under pretended counsel from their President or Pastor to do
•o ; and, failing to receive the same counsel from us, they not unfrequently go on
without it.

Many, and not unlikely all of these cases are those who have been aforetime dis-

obedient to counsel, negligent of their duty, and slow to keep the commands of

God; and, as a natural consequence, they are more easily deceived and led astray by

theEvilOne.

AH experience in this Church shows that none can set the authority and counsel of

the Priesthood at defiance, and yet have the blessing of theLord to attend them. They
expose themselves to the temptations and throw themselves into the power of the

Devil, and are particularly susceptible of the influences of his spirit, and ahnost, if

net quite universally, make shipwreck of their faith and lose their salvation. None
who follow the dictates of their own misguided wills ever reach the desired haven.

He history of the Church in all ages shows that any person who disregards the

«uer ef the kingdom of God, treats lightly the authority of the Priesthood, and

Www* his own counsels, invariably brings upon himself the judgments of heaven.

The Lord does not, will not prosper or bless the disobedient, but his hand is and will
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be against all such for evil. Let the Saints be patient and contented, faithful and

diligent in keeping the commands of God, cheerfully discharging every duty, and

following the counsels of the Priesthood who are called and appointed to preside and

watch over their welfare, and be industrious and prudent, realizing that the Lord

holds the destiny of nations as well as individuals in His hands, and that in His own
time and way will His kingdom be established ; and then, if we are faithful and

obedient, we shall yet gather to Zion with His blessings and the blessings of His

servants on our heads. At the same time, let the Saints remember that now is

emphatically the time to prepare for their emigration. If we wish to enter in when
the gate is again opened, let us strive to be ready.

We cannot reasonably expect the blessing of the Lord upon us unless we live for

it. Our emancipation from this land, like our salvation, depends upon our

individual exertions. "The Lord helps those that help themselves," and His

servants, the Prophets and Apostles, work upon the same principle ; and if help comes

from abroad, be assured that it will not come to those who fold their bands in idle*

ness and make no exertion for their own deliverance, or who improvidently waste

their substance. To the Saints, therefore, we would say, Be diligent and constant in

saving and adding to your means, aud increasing your deposits for your emigration

;

for the time of your departure may, and in all probability will, depend upon your own
diligence and exertions in this respect.

But let not your anxiety to gather home cause you to neglect your Tithing, (which

should be the first thing attended to under all circumstances,) or any other calls

which may reasonably be made upon your benevolence and charity. So shall yoa
secure the favour and blessing of our Heavenly Father.

We wish Pastors and Presidents of Conferences and Branches to withhold the-

ktters of standing and commendation from all and every one who may emigrate

contrary to or without counsel.

A call was made in the 10th No. of the current Volume of the Star for all who were

prepared, and desired to emigrate and help to form a new settlement, to send in their

names to this Office. Only about twenty names have been sent up under that call*

and none of those have reported themselves as having means to subsist upon for a

few months while they would be engaged in building, clearing, and fencing land, and*

securing a crop of grain, all of which would necessarily have to be done before they

could realize any returns from their labour. A few have had enough to enable them

to reach the settlement with prudence, some barely enough to take them across the

water, and others, again, not even that

We should be pleased to see more interest manifested in relation to the new settle*

ment by those who have the ability to help it forward ; and we again invite those

of the Saints who are desirous to emigrate and help on the work, and can raise £18
or £20 each, to send up their names at once to the Office; and we will further

counsel them in the matter.

Tin Newly-fobmed Viboiwia Yolcabo.—On the 1st day of January the report*
earned by the bunting forth of the subterranean fire were heard for a distance of 20 or
30 miles. Yost columns of flame aod smoke issued from the orifices, and red-hot stones

were thrown up in the air several hundred feet above the mouth of the crater. Our
informant adds that the people in the vicinity are becoming alarmed at the pertinacity

with which the flames are kept np and the red hot masses of rocks thrown out. A heavy
rumbling noise, like distant thunder, is continually reverberatiog through the deep
caverns of the mountain, which at times seems to tremble from summit to base.

—

Cumber*
land Telegraph.
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THE ANGEL'S MISSION.

(Continuedfrom page 285.)

Another part of the " Angel's mission
"

was to cry with a loud voice, " Fear God,
and give glory to Him ; for the hour of

His judgment is come : and worship Him
that made heaven and earth, and the sea,

and the fountains of waters." We may
naturally infer, from this, that at the

time of the restoration of the Gospel by
angelic ministration, the nations, and
kindreds, and peoples of the earth would
tttf be fearing God and giving glory to

Him, nor be worshipping Him that made
heaven and earth. We have seen that

the present is the time alluded to. And
certainly never was there a time when
the pure Gospel in its fulness and power
was more needed ; for even the universal

outcry against its restoration is a sufficient

evidence of this. And another point of

evidence lies in the fact that the position

of mankind, even in this much-vaunted
19th century of the Christian era, neces-

aitatively warrants the warning cry, "Fear
God, and give glory to Him," and " Wor-
ship Him that made heaven and earth,"

&c.
Let us look around us, and see how far

the reality of the scene verifies our de-

scription of it. Even the professing reli-

gious bodies of Christendom unite in

lamenting the acknowledged fact that the

great bulk of mankind do not " fear God
and give glory to Him," nor " worship

"

the living and true God "that made
heaven and earth/' Hence the forma-

tion of " Home Missionary Institutions,"

" Scripture Readers' Associations," "Re-
ligous Tract Societies," and other con-

ventions, whose professed operations are

designed for the expressed purpose of

inculcating the fear or God to the people,

and teaching the duty of giving glory to

Him. Hence also the general practice of

in-door and out-door preaching, and the

varieties of open-air meetings ofa religious

character. Prayer-meetings are held,

preaching-rooms, churches, and chapels

Abound, and numerous plans are adopted

for this purpose. Hence, too, the number
of "Foreign Missionary Societies" which
are formed by the different sects of reli-

gionists, whoseavowed objects are the con-

version of the heathen in distant countries

to the "worship" of the "true God."
Millions upon millions of human beings

of every clime and colour are known to
make theirown Gods and worship them

—

to bow the knee to idols, the workmanship
of their own bands. Indeed, the vast

majority of mankind are idolators, accord-

ing to the confession of professing Chris-

tians.

Then, as to the professing Christians

themselves, we would ask, are they fearing

God and giving due glory to Him—even

to the God they profess to worship?
According to the statements and expressed

feelings of the different sects in relation

to each other, we should conclude that

they are not. Judging from their viru-

lence and opposition towards each other,

their reckless disregard of Gospel truth,

their utter perversion of the Gospel ordi-

nances, and their repugnance to the ex-

pressed will of God, it would appear that,

in one sense of the word, at least, they

fear neither God nor the Devil, or their

course would certainly be different to

what it is. They cannot love one ano-
ther, or they would not carry on the fra-

tricidal war they do. And, in the absence

of unity and mutual love among them-
selves, to talk of their loving and fearing

God is vain and impious. "He that

loveth God, loveth his brother also;"

and "he that loveth God keepeth His
commandments." Solomon says trulv,

"Fear God, and keep His command-
ments ; for this is the whole duty of man."
Alas, how little is this salutary admoni-
tion heeded I—how seldom is this " whole
duty of man" attended to! How little-

is God feared!—how seldom and how
partially obeyed ! Instead ofgiving " glory
to God," men too often seek to mono-
polise it themselves. Even the most
prominent characters far more incline to

glorify their own dear selves than to give

honour to another. It cannot be said that
" whether" they " eat or drink, or what-
soever " they " do," they " do all to the

glory of God." Even the clergy, who
assume the position of teachers and lead-

ers of the people—even they, in the
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highest functions of their professed office,

gire not God the glory, hut take it to

themselves. They obtain it from their

books and colleges of learning ; and, being

full of themselves and their own attain-

ments, endeavour, from a spirit of emula-

tion and competition, to so display their

talents and acquirements as to win the

applause and praise of men: and thus

fame, honour, and self-aggrandisement

are, in too many cases, the real objects

sought after and coveted, rather than the

glory of God. The idea of God inspi-

ring men with His Spirit, and using

them as His instruments to communicate
ilia wisdom to the people, is not for a
moment entertained. Such a thing as

inspiration in the present enlightened

age is the last thought of, having, m their

view of the matter, been long "done
away." Although the Apostle declaresthat,

in former times, " holy men spake as they

were moved by the Holy Ghost," the idea

of such a thing is now indignantly scouted,

and the plain statement of the Apostle is

twisted and represented to mean that the

Bible was written by holy men, and is an
inspired book ; and, therefore, that there

is no need for inspiration now.
Again : Do they themselves really wor-

ship " Him that made heaven, and earth,

*nd the sea, and the fountains of waters?
—not, do they worship Him aright? but,

do thev worship Him at all ? Do they

worship the living and true God, who is

•described in Holy Writ as the great

Creator of all things—the "God of

Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God
of Jacob "—the " God of Elijah " and of

Elisha, of Moses and of Joshua, of Daniel

and of Jesus, and of all the holy Pro-

phets, and Apostles, and Saints, whose his-

tory Scripture records,—do they worship

Him f Alas, thev do not. The « God
fc

whom the sects or so-called Christendom

profess to worship is a god possessing

neither body, parts, nor passions—a sort

of shadow of something—a kind of ethe-

real, imaginary deity, who can neither

move, act, nor even exist—a nondescript
" being " (if the solecism be allowed) who
has no form whatever, and no substance,—

one who can neither approach nor bt

approached—neither love nor be loved-^

neither see, hear, or speak, nor be seen,

heard, or spoken to,—a mere shadow—a
non-substantial, non-existent nonentity!

A " God " of this character the Bible knows

nothing of. Yet such is the "unknown
God" that is worshipped by myriads of

professed " Christians, who raise up and

set into operation Missionary Societies

for the conversion of foreign heathen,

who are equally and even more devout

and pious in the opposite extreme of wor-

shipping blind, deaf, and dumb blocks of

wood and stone, the workmanship of their

own hands.

Looking, then, at the state of society

both at home and abroad, how urgently

necessary does it appear that "evert

nation, kindred, tongue, and people

should hear the " loud voice " of Divine

revelation proclaimed by angelic minis-

tration and through the restored Priest-

hood—"Fear God, and give glory to

Him ; for the hour of His judgment if

come, and worship Him that made bet*

ven, and earth, and the sea, and the foun-

tains of waters."

(To be continued.)

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 987.)

OBJECTION.

"Another thing which is a mark of
delusion is, the importance which they
Attach to dreams and visions; and, in

reality, they think more of these things
than of the revealed will of God to mas,
which is infallibly sure, and cannot mis*
lead."—" Mormonism Weighed? #c, by
& Haining.

AK8WBB.

The Latter-day Saints attach the same

degree of importance to dreams and

visions as did the Saints of old. If, the*

the attaching of u importance" to * the*

things" is "a mark of delusion" in our

case, it must hare been so in theirs. Tie

statement, that we "think more of thsst

things than of the revealed will of God/
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is, at best, mere verbiage. We presume
that, bj "the revealed will of God," the

objector means the Bible. If to, the as-

sumption that it contains nothing but
revelations of the Divine will is more than
ean be sustained. We grant that when-
ever God has revealed or does reveal his

will to any of His servants, that " revealed

will of God to man" is in itself "in-
fallibly sure, and cannot mislead." But
that neither proves the Bible to be in-

fallible, or any of its writers, nor makes
it and the will of God synonymous. If

a servant of God is favoured with a
dream or a vision in which Ood commu-
nicates to him His will in relation to some
particular act or occurrence, is it anything

remarkable or strange that he should

"think more" of that than he would of

some chapter in Leviticus or in the Bookof
Esther, or of one of Solomon's Songs ?

Whether the chapter or the song happened
to contain a revelation of God's will to

some ancient personage or people, or not,

he would surely be justified in thinking

more of the revelation by dream or vision

which he bad himself received than of a
dream, or vision, or anything else which
some other person or persons had received

ages before. As, however, the Bible con-

tains much that cannot, strictly speaking,

be designated " the revealed will of God/9

the objector will have to point out some
portion of the Bible as example, before it

ean be determined whether or not we
* think more of these things" to which
he alludes " than of" it. If, on the other

hand, the expression, "revealed will of

God," be taken in its general (and vet

particular) sense as referring to what
God may at any time communicate to his

servants, the objection can still only

amount to mere verbiage; for dreams
and visions are some of- Gods own
means of revealing His will to man.

Whenever God has had a Church or re-

cognized people on the earth, he has from
time to time communicated instruction

and revealed His will to them, as necessi-

ties or circumstances have required.

Different modes of communication and
revelation have been adopted, among
which "dreams and visions" have been

somewhat prominent. Scripture abounds
with testimonies in proof of this. Were
we to give a full list and account of the

cases were recorded, it would probably

be too extensive to suit the objectors

position. But every Bible reader will be

familiar wish the names and histories of
Abimeleoh, Laban, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Joseph, Pharaoh, Moses, Joshua, Balaam,
Samuel, Nathan, David, Solomon, Isaiah,.

Jeremiah, Esekiel, Daniel, Obadiab, Na-
bum, Habbakuk, Zeehariah, Joseph, Za~
charias, Peter, James, John, Cornelius,.

Ananias, Paul, and many others not
mentioned. These persons, who lived in

different ages and dispensations, all re-

ceived the intimations and declarations of
God's will through the medium of dreams
and visions: and who will venture to

affirm that these men did not " attach *

great "importance" to those "dreams
and visions?" Indeed, it is highly pro*
bable that each one "in reality" would
relatively "think more of these things,*

9*

in his own case, "than of the revealed

will of God " to any of his predecessors.

That "dreams and visions" were the
reoogaiaed, Divinelyappointed means
through which the Lord revealed His will

to His servants the Prophets, is evident

from the following passage :—" Hear now
my words : If there be a Prophet among
you, I the Lord will make myself known-
unto him in a vision, and will speak to-

him in a dream." (Num. xii. 6.)

The " importance " and even indispen-

sable necessity of visions, as the adopted
means for revealing the " will of God to

man," is obvious from the following words
of Solomon :—M Where there is no vision,

the people perish." (Prov. xxix. 18.)>

Not only were " dreams and visions " re-

cognized by the servants and people of

God in former days as the Divinely-

appointed and inmsnensably-necessary

means for reveaueg the Divine will to-

man, but we aho learn that " these things"
(the attaching of " importance " to which
our objector considers to be "a mark of
delusion") arerankedamong the promised
gifts and blessings of the latter days.

Hence the Lord says by his servant Joel

:

—" And it shall come to pass afterward,,

that I will pour out my Spirit upon all

flesh ; and your sons and your daughters-

shall prophecy ; your old men shall dream
DBBAM8; your young men shall sea

visions." (Joel li. 28.)

When the disciples of the Lord wera
assembled together on the day of Pente-

cost, and "were all filled with the Holy
Ghost, and began to speak with other

tongues, as the Spirit gave them utter-

ance,"—so much so that the multitude-

were confounded, some mockingly saying.
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A% These men are full of new wine*—the
Apostle Peter quoted the above prophecy

of Joel's as having reference to M the last

•days," and declared those spiritual mani-

festations, which the mocking Jews at-

tributed to the influence of wine, to be

the operations of that same Divine Spirit

which the Prophet had predicted should

be M poured out
1* ultimately "upon all

flesh/
5 The history of the former day

Saints plainly shows that "dreams and
visions were by them regarded as matters

of " importance;" and the history of the

Latter-day Saints as plainly shows that

they, too, " attach
99

sufficient M import-

ance " to " these things " as to accept and
duly appreciate whatever God may choose

from time to time to reveal to them in

this way. And no scoffing and unseemly
ridicule which the priests of the day (who
apparently pattern after the " mocking"
Jews of Pentecostal fame) may heap upon

us, in this respect, can possibly lessen that
" importance which we u attach " there-

to, knowing as we do that it is Gfaft
appointed way of blessing and instructing

his people, and not ours.

In conclusion, we may observe that it

is not to the mere dreams or visions them-
selves that we attach importance, but

to that which God revealt thereby. In
other words, it is the signification, or im-
port, or (when it is verbally explained)

what is called the " interpretation? that is

the point of importance. However often

" old men" may "dream dreams," or
"young men " " see visions," unless their

dreams and visions convey instructions

from God, and they receive the interpre-

tation thereof, their dreams and visions

will beef no spiritual benefit to them, but
will be merely visionary pictures, like the

common dreams of men, to which no
particular importance can be attached.

(To be continued.)

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SCANDINAVIAN MISSION. !

Copenhagen, April 13, 1858.

President A. Calkin.
j

Dear Brother,—Through the commu-
|

nications from our Elders, I learn that the

work of the Lord in the several parts of
'

of the Mission is advancing, though strug- 1

gling its way through many obstacles and
impediments, whereby the enemy of right-

eousness and truth and his partizans seek

to hinder its progress. Several of our
Elders in Sweden and Norway have of

late been treated with persecution and
imprisonment, and several of the Saints

of both sexes have been fined for par-
|

taking in religious exercises. Never-
theless, they are faithful and cling to the

truth, serving the Lord the best they

know how, and praying for victory in the

cause of Zion and' for deliverance from
!

the yoke of bondage.
j

On the 11th or May, I intend to have
'

a General Council with the presiding

Priesthood, that I, from their own mouths,
j

may learn the condition of their respective :

6elds of labour and the future prospects,

!

as well as lay before them what your valu-

able instructions have given me, and
what the Spirit will dictate, that we may
devise such plans for our proceedings in

the future as the importance and promo-
tion of the great and glorious work we
are engaged in demands, and the differ-

ent circumstances under which we labour
in these countries require.

Elder N. Wilhelmsen is travelling in
the Conferences, and will do much good
in preaching, exhorting, counselling, and
assihting the Elders and Saints.

Elder Thomasson, who assists me in
the Office, is of great help and faithful.

I am very thankful to you for the Dem-
ret News, It is indeed refreshing to bear
from Head- quarters.

Every number of the Millennial Star
is also a welcome friend, read with the
greatest interest and duly appreciated
for its useful and instructive contents.

It has lost nothing of its brightness.

I am your affectionate and humble ser-

vant in the Gospel covenant,

C. WlDBSBOM.
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PASSING EVENTS.

General.—The six days trial of Dr. Bernard at London, in the Conrt of Queen's
Bench, on the charge of conspiracy against the life of the Emperor of the French, ended
on the 17th April, when a verdict of "Not Guilty* was returned. Hundreds of Pole*
have left Paris to return to Poland under the amnesty. The number of the Toulon fleet

is to be increased to 15. Accounts from Naples state that preparations are being made
for defending the Territory against Sardinia : Count d'Aquila, brother of the King, wiH
command the squadron. Two thousand troops of the line are engaged in levelling a
portion of the height which commands the citadel of Gaeta. All Sardinian officers on
leave of absence hare been recalled to their regiments. The Timet1 Vienna Corresppndent
states that the King of Holland Is to be the arbiter between Naples and Sardinia. On the
21st March, the Nombries (Nana Sahib's) retreat was stormed, but he escaped, and a
reward of 60,000 rupees is offered for his head. The sentence on the ex-King of Delhi, at
date of last despatch, was not made known to the public China news state that Commit*
sioner Yen's conduct has, by imperial edict, been condemned, and his successor appointed.

American.—At Tampico, Mexico, thirteen prominent Reactionists hare been captured
by Governor Garza, while attempting to land from the British mail steamer. Advices
from Vera Cruz state that General Osollo, acting in behalf of the Zulaga Government,
had taken the city of Guadalagara, capturing the entire government of Juarez: Osollo
was on his way to the city of Mexico, and would probably be declared President of the
Republic. Vera Cruz held out for the Juarez party. From Peru we learn that Arica
was bombarded on the 2] st February, and, after a resistance of seven hours, was taken by
the Vivanco party. A memorial from the citizens of Carson Valley, asking the erection-

of a Territorial Government, had been transmitted to the House by the President, and
referred by them to the Committee on Territories. General Kinney, Adjutant-General of
Illinois, has addressed a note to the Secretary of War, tendering the Government one or
more regiments of mounted volunteers for Utah. Another company for the same destina-

tion has been organized at Frankfort, Kentucky. Most of the recruits now at Newport,
Kentucky, are ordered to rendezvous at Leavenworth on the 20th April, and no exertions

are spared to render them fit for active service. In the Senate, the bill providing for the
employment of five regiments of volunteers was amended so as to reduce the nnmber of
regiments to three,—one to be employed on the frontiers of Texas, and the others in pro-
tecting emigrant and Government trains on their way across the Plains : it was passed by
a vote of 41 to 13. The House has been occupied in rambling discussions on Utah affairs*

especially the expenditures incurred by the military expedition to that Territory. The
Herald, in view of these matters, is affected by another of his occasional fits of lamentation

over the tendency of the members to cripple operations against Utah. It is reported that

the President will appoint a Commission to proceed to Utah for the purpose of inducing'

the Saints to yield, offering them pardon for the past, and to represent the determination

of Government to reduce them to submission. Governor Powell and Major Ben
JMcCulloch are spoken of as the Commissioners. The Union states that both Generala
Persifer F. Smith and Harney have been ordered to Utah : it was intended that the chief

command of the army should devolve on the former, since which a division has arisen

•between the friends of the two Generals, in which their respective claims are urged by
the two parties. General Harney has protested against being placed second in command
under General Smith, and desires a command in some other direction. A correspondence

from Fort Leavenworth states that seven men arrived March 28, having left Camp Scott cn
the 16th February. They report Johnson's command in good health and spirits, and that

the Colonel has no fear, providing provisions are advanced in time. Tbey think that

skirmishes will take place during the early part of the summer, but that he will not
attempt any serious operations until the arrival of reinforcements. He does not design to

enter Salt Lake City via Echo Kanyon, bat will endeavour to obtain an entrance through
the Bear River Valley. These men express their opinion that the Saints will pursue an
active, persevering, and determined guerrilla warfare, and that it will take two or three

years to subdue them. We have received a mail from Utah, with letters dated February,

and Numbers 45, 47, and 48 of the Deseret Neics. By letter from Elder John Kay to

Elder Thomas Williams, we learn that President Pratt and company arrived safe and in

.good health and spirits January 19th. The general news from Home will be given in our

next issue. By letter from Elder Samuel W. Richards to Elder E. W. Tullidge, dated

Florence, April 1st we learn that the movements of missionaries are so far satisfactory.
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YABIETIE8.

Wi should eat and driok to live* aad not lire to eat and drink.

Hi who tolls a lio is not sensible how groat a task he undertakes? for he mast be forced*

to invent twenty more to maintain that one.

—

Pope.
A lady was teaching a boy to speftL The boy spelt c-o-l-d, bat conId not pronounce it-

la vain his teacher asked him to think and try. At but she asked him, M What do you
get when yon go oat on a rainy day, and wet your feet ? " M I gets a hidin,*" was the reply.

Children and fools, says an old adage, always tell the truth. " Mother sent me," said

a little girl to a neighbour* " to ooms and ask yon to take tea with her this evening.""
" Did she say at what time; my dear ?

n " No, ma'am ; she only said she would ask you,
and then the thing would be off her mind : that's all she said."

A Yoxme> student, showing the Museum at Oxford to a party, produced a rusty sword,
which he assured them was the identical sword with which Balaam was about to kill his

ass. One of the company observed that he thought Balaam had no sword, but only wished)

for one. "You are right," said the student; "and this is the rery sword he wished
for!*

THE LAND OF THE WE8T.

There'i a land In the West, so rich, fertile, aad
fair;;

*TU the land of the blest, for sweet freedom is

there:
TU the land of the brsre, of the true aqd the bold.
For it ne'er bore a slave since created, we're told.

Tie Zion, the lovely, proud queen of the world,
And liberty reigns where her flag ia unfurled.

There*! a land in the West, far, far *yond the
sea;

*Tta the land I love best ; 'tis the land of the free

;

*Tls the land of pure worth aad all virtues moat
rare:

Not a spot upon earth can with Zion compare.
O Zion, dear Zion, thy standard's unfurled j

As a banner it waves to the gaie of the world.

Belfast.

There's a load in the West; 'Us truth's
star.

Where her sons and her daughters have gathered
from far:

Nay Israels Ood asee these hearts goad and tree*

While the fate of the aJare be the tyrant's just due.
Lord ! strengthen Thy sons to defend Zton's cause*
To maintain Arm her freedom and honour her laws.

To the land of the West than* oh, aid me to go.
There to share with the blest in their weal or their

woe,

—

To sk under the voice of our Prophet and Seer,
And be nigh to those loved oaee whose memories

are dear.
O Zion, dear Zion, thy sons have gone forth
And proclaimed to the nations thy beauty aadworths

Caboliotb Bxillis.

Anoasss.—Aaron Nelson, 52, Upper Brunswick Street, Leicester.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath an mt, Ut him hear what the Spirit taith unto the dterdbet.—JeturChrist.

Cm oaJ mjr jMopfe, Mo/ ye be mat partaken of her eink, anU that ye receive not ofher

plagUee.—A Voice'from Heaven*

Io.90, VoLXJL Saturday, Way 16, 186a - Price One Fenny.

CHILDREN A BL£SM9€.

BT aXDSB CHaBLItf F. JOrfES.

* U, children are an heritage ofthe Lord, and the fhrit of the *omb is Hli retatd;—Psalm cri!. a.

From thfe above language of the in-

apired Psaltpist* we learn that children

were looked upon in olden times as an
heritage of the Lord, and the fruit of the
Womb asa reward to the righteous. Those
who possessed the most were supposed to

se the happiest, according to the follow-

bg remarks ofDavid :—-" As arrows are
id* the hand of a mighty man, so are

cWdren of the jouth ; and happy is the
siau who hath his quiver full ofthem."

If the above be true, how degenerate
sfe people of modern times, judging
from the loose conversation, depraved
sexual intercourse, frightful amount of
infanticide, and general cruelty of pa-

rents towards then* offspring, that every-

where prevail.

These views were not peculiar to

Bitid. Let us refer to the history of the

psst, and we shall see that multiplicity

was the objectGod had in view in uniting
the sexes; and that, on the one hand,
it was a source of great comfort to the

righteous to have children ; on the other,

one of grief to those who were deprived
ofthemT
The first command given to our great

coamon parents was to multiply, and re-

pfaush the earth, and subdue it. It is

needless t6 say that this instruction was
faithfully arid effectually carried out. It

is also evident that the pure principles

and Objects of procreation were taught
their children and their seed after them.
It is also certain that as long as this prin-

ciple was righteously observed, it was an
especial blessing to man ; but, on the other
hand* Was a Source of misery, sickness,

and death. In proof of this, to illustrate

the former fact, see the history of Noah,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and their fami-
lies, who were perfect in their genera-
tions ; and of the Canaanites, Sodomites,
and many others, Who, because of their

degeneracy, were sw^pt from the earth,

as an example of the latter.

In the 11th chapter of Genesis, we are
informed that Sarai, thewife of Abraham,
was barren, and had no child. Instead
of this being a source of comfort to her,
as it would to many of her sex now,
we find it was one* of constant grief,—so
much so, that she' prevailed on her hus-
band tb take Hagar, her handmaid, to

wife, hoping by this means to obtain
children. We have no reason to doubt
that Sarai frilly realized the worth of her
husband, knowing, as she did, that he
was an approved servant of God, and
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therefore, (like other noble women,) de-

siring that her husband's worth should

not he forgotten, wished that his seed

might remain—that his name might he
had in honourable remembrance upon
the earth in after ages. After Sarai had
thus nobly acted, we find the Lord ex-

presses himself well satisfied with them
and their doings,—so much so, that He
condescends to visit them personally and
hold converse with them; and amongst
the many instructions given and blessings

promised, was the following :

—

w Thou
shalt not call thy wife Sarai, but Sarah

shall be her name; and I will bless her,

and give thee a son of her; and she shall

be a mother of nations : kings of people

shall be of her." We are then informed

that Sarah conceived, and bare Abraham a

son in his old age, and he called his name
Isaac. Sarah was well pleased because

of her pregnancy, and acknowledged that

the child was a gift from God.
Genesis 25th tells us that when Isaac

was forty years old, he took a wife named
Rebekah, the daughter of Bethuel, the

Syrian* ; but she bare him no child : and
he intreated the Lord for her, because of

barrenness; and the Lord heard him,

and Rebekah conceived and gave birth to

twins—namely, Esau and Jacob. Isaac

well knew the promises that had been

made to him and to his worthy father

before him ; and he knew that, for these

to be fulfilled, he must have children to

continue the lineage of his father's house,

fie therefore asked for children; and the

liord, in fulfilment of His promises, gave

them to him.

Genesis 28th informs us that Isaac,

just before his death, called his son Jacob

to him, in order that he might bless him

;

and he said to him—" Thou shalt not take

a wife of the daughters of Canaan. Arise,

go to Padan-aram, to the house of Beth-

nel, thy mother's father, and take unto
thee a wife from thence of the daughters

of Laban, thy mother's brother. And
God Almighty bless thee, and make thee

fruitful, and multiply thee, that thou
mayest be a multitude of people."

' By reference to the 29th of Genesis, it

will be seen that God designed to bring

about the blessings pronounced upon the

head of Jacob by his father. Jacob, in

compliance with his father's counsel, went
to Padan-aram, and served Laban seven

years for his daughter Rachel. At the

Expiration of this time, Laban deceived

him by giving him Leah to wife, instead

of her sister Rachel, the former being

the firstborn, as it would have been con-
trary to the custom of the country to
have given the youngest in marriage be-

fore the oldest. But, after fulfilling a
week with Leah, he received Rachel also.

History tells us that Leah was barren,

which was the cause of affliction to her ;

but in due time the Lord opened her
womb, and she gave birth to Reuben.
This was a source of joy to her ; for, sajs

she, "the Lord hath looked upon my afflic-

tions." She bore Jacob six sons. During
the time of non-conception, she gave her
handmaid Zilpah to her husband to wife ;

and she considered herself thus favoured

with children because she had given Zil-

pah to Jacob. Said she, "God hath
given me my hire, because I have given

my maiden to my husband." Rachel
also was barren ; and, in order that her
husband should' not be deprived of an
increase of blessings, she gave to her hus-

band her handmaid Bilhah to wife. Ra-
chel afterwards conceived and gave birth

to Joseph, saying, " God hath taken away
my reproach."

Thus we perceive that, in olden times,

barrenness was considered an affliction

and a cause of reproach; and we find

that through the medium of Jacob's four

wives the foundation was laid for the

the fulfilment of the blessing promised
upon him, which was, that he should be-

come a multitude of people.

Jacob, previous to his death, gathered
his sons together, and blessed them one
by one. The great blessing pronounced
upon the head of Joseph was, that he
should inherit the blessings of the breasts

and of the womb, and thus become a mul-
titude of nations, so numerous as to cause

him to need a much larger extent of
country than his brethren.

Solomon says that " Children's children

are the crown of old men, and the glory

of children are their fathers." Doubt-
less Jacob fully realized this when look-

ing upon his sons and his sons' sons.

He undoubtedly felt blest and honoured
of God while contemplating their future

greatness.

How dignified were the positions of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and their

successors!—men who frequently con-

versed with God face to face, receiving

frequent revelations from Him respecting

themselves and their families!—men who
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-could gaze upon the past and present,

and look forward with certainty to the

-future !—men who were able to foretell

what position their children would oc-

•oupy and the part they would perform
upon this stage of action at the remotest

period of time. They were not ignorant

respecting the purposes of God. They
fully understood that the Being they wor-
shipped had an important work to per-

form upon the earth, and that it would
require time for its performance. And
they had the assurance that, however dis-

(To be eontUmed.)

SOT"

tant the period might be," and however,
long they might be separated from their

children, the time would come when the
hearts of the fathers would be turned to
their children, and the hearts of the chil-

dren to their fathers; and that the earth,

according to promise, would become their

everlasting possession. We thus per*
ceive that, rather than a good man in
olden times should have his name for-

gotten through death, his brother or
nearest of kin was expected to act as

,

proxy for him, and raise up seed for him*

CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENTS.

(Concluded frompage 291.)

When a decision is obtained to the

-effect that there is no authority of " right

divine" in society, and no laws and sta-

tutes enacted by divine law-givers for

national government, it is tantamount to

the obtaining of a decision that there

•exists no national law or authority of an
intrinsically-binding nature—none which,

in absolute justice, man is called upon to

obey. There is, then, no authority left,

only that of a patriarchal order— no
rfghts but those which are inherent—no
Jaws except natural laws. These, being
divine in themselves, remain unmoved.
This is how the case stands abstractedly.

To this point the great American Revolu-

•tion ana the Republican decisions and
Declaration of Independence had vir-

tually brought American society. There
can be no question that their decisions

and position were legitimate, and our
ultimatum is the necessary consequence.

The American revolutionists, however,

did not lay down a system of abstract

truths and advance by due progressive

•steps of a social philosophy. They treated

the revolution according to a practical

necessity, and did not strictly measure
their movements by exclusive, abstract

^rights and absolute truths. In this they

acted wisely ; for, however complete and
and radical a revolution might be, certain

national arrangements, social conditions,

and political organizations must be taken

up where they are found, and continued

therefrom. Society must not be thrown

into chaos, its relations absolved, its landed
interests swept away, and its functions

suspended, in order that it might be re-
organized according to a model system.

Nevertheless, when we sit in judgment
on the value and limits of authority and>
prerogatives,—to define a just position,

and to decide the moral question of
rights, we must take the model truth as
the standard. We must, it is true, take

circumstances and practical necessity into

due consideration, but must not make
circumstances and conventional, artificial

arrangements the proper and legitimate

standard. While compromising with ex-
pediency and that which is, the absolute

truth and that which ought to be shduld not
be forgotten. This seems to be the spirit

in which the patriotic fathers viewed the
matter. They made the revolution more
radical and republican than any since the
creation; and, perhaps, all things con-
sidered, to the greatest possible extent.

Though compelled, by the force of cir-

cumstances, to continue some standing-
arrangements, and to preserve and even
remix some of the old elements in their

republican superstructure, they appear as
much as practical to have worked by a*,

model of truth and right.

When a decision of the non-existence

of authority based on M right divine " has
been obtained of such a just and practical

nature as that given by the Republican

.

Fathers,—and when a revolution of such
a radical character has swept away the.
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old authority, pretensions, and govern-

stent, it becomes necessary to create new
authority and re-establish government of

same kind. Society cannot exist and
perform its functions without anthority

and law. Destitute of checks and ad-

ministrative powers, it would reach a
state of chaos and anarchy. These must
lie created, therefore, and a constitutional

basis laid down, whereon to build the

social superstructure. This is precisely

as it stood with the American people. A
constitution was framed,—itself based as

nearly as wise men could lay it on the

inherent rights of man, and designed to

preserve as much as possible individual

interests and liberty, and take in the

largest amount of public good. To this

the people delegated their authority, and
endorsed it with their approval. It was
^republican in its very origin, and its

genius and designs partook of the same
character. This made it consistent and,

in a sense, legitimate. The nation pos-

sessed no constitution and authority dele-

«ted from God, but the people delegated

• The Constitution of America is based

^mthe admission that Governments derive
*' their just powers from the consent of the

governed" with the design especially to

preserve the " unalienable rights " of men
tft> "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness." With this also is laid down a
fundamental law to the effect that, when
m Government, or, what is about the

same, an Administration, "becomes de-

structive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or abolish it, and to

isstitute new government [or adminis-

tration], laying its foundation on such

ftrinciples, and organizing its powers in

such a form, as to them shall feel most
likely to effect their safety and happiness/

In other words, it is the right of the

"jroverned " to withdaw their "consent"
irom any Administration that has become
^destructive" of their "life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness"— to recall that
"consent 19

which in the case in question

flare authority and virtue to both the
Constitution and Government—to resume
the "powers" thus derived and re-

delegate them "in such a form, as to

them shall seem" not "destructive of
these ends." Of course, we are onlv
extending the law te its legitimate appli-

cation, and not supposing that any given

^immunity possesses the right to interfere

with the consent of other communities'

and to " alter or abolish * aught for them.
This would be contrary to the tenor of

our argument. Perhaps to them the
Administration might neither seem nor
be destructive of "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness." It was not because

the English Government was thus de-

structive to the English people in the
mother country that the men of Indepen-

dence made this Declaration, but because

it was thus destructive to themselves. Nor
do we mean to imply that any such per-

nicious tendency is found in the Con*
stitution itself. But we do mean to con-

vey the idea that this has been the

tendency of corrupt administrations to-

wards the community of Saints, in viola-

don of the principles- of the Constitution,

the Declaration, and a republican genius.

To this and all like cases our arguments-

may be justly applied.

A government delegated from the Su-
preme Being is from its very nature

absolute in principle. This by no means
implies that it is despotic and crushing in

its tendency. Truth is essentially absolute.

This quality may be considered as its

characteristic signature. It has no com-
promises, and asks neither consent nor
permission, but commands obedience. In

the physical world, the positive, absolute

nature of truth is rigidly asserted and
and enforced ; and disobedience to its au-

thority is attended by its consequent

punishment. Theocracy, or indeed Di-
vine government under whatever name
or classification, is also essentially absolute.

But the Supreme Being is especially care-

ful to preserve the free agency of man.
He oftentimes waives His prerogatives,

permits mankind to disregard and throw
off His authority and gevernment, winks

at follies and disobedience, forgives re-

bellion, and is very long-suffering and
merciful. This does not, however, affect

the absolute principle of Divine govern-

ment. His authority over man is positive

and absolute in it rightfulness. It is not

conferred by man, neither can it be with-

drawn or abrogated by man—the creature

of the God. All rights, privileges, laws,

powers, and authority, delegated from
Him, are of the same character, and do
not require the "consent" of the people

to be valid and binding; nor are they

based or dependent on concessions and
powers delegated from the people. Man
cannot delegate aught to Gcd, nor do the
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will and emotion of the people confer

authority on the creative Governor of the

universe.

Bat in human «overnmente» authority

and powersarenptkgttimatly derivedfrom

the higher, bat delegated from the lower to

the higher. Properly apesking, however,

there is, ina primitive sense, neither higher

nor lower, governor nor governed. In a
political sense, "all men are created equal.*

None have an inherent authority to rule

in a governmental capacity. In their

simple state, all are the people. Govern-
ment has to be instituted, rulers made,
and powers delegated from those to be

governed before distinctions exist or Exe-
cati?e can administer. This is the legiti-

mate human government, and its charac-

ter is republican.

The General Government has no just

prerogatives or authority over any State

or Territory, only as based on the M con-

seat" and delegated powers of that com-
munity. This is the point of oonneetion

between the two as the treaty of political

friendship, and mutual interest is the

basis of the general Union. When Go-
vernment, therefore, pays no respect to

the consent of the people of any such

8tate or Territory, arrogantly deeming it

unnecessary,—when it treats their will

with contempt, and acts contrarily to their

feelings and interests, its authority vir-

tually ceases, for it has lost the grounds
upon which only it can be justly based.

It would be similar with the Union, were
the States to violate the objeot and design

of their treaty, and torn their powers
against each other, and engagema fratri-

cidal war: the Confederation would de-

part What would remain in either case

would be worthless shadows,—though,

perhaps, such usurpations and pretensions

might be pernicious and destructive.

Indeed, this would be their tendency:

for, in the latter case, the friendship of

the States would be hypocritical and
Judas-like; and in the former, the usurped
authority of the Government unjust and
subversive.

A republican government, in its design,

principles, and intentions, is broad, equi-

table, benevolent, fraternal, and right-

preserving. We consider that it is the

only legitimate human government, and,

properly speaking, the only constitutional

one; for that which comes neither from
Qod nor the people is nothing more than
* bastard government. For this vary

reason, however,—from its very goodness
and purity of principle, it is not so durable*
and is more liable to be abused than any
ether human government. Not that its

principles are subject to decay, for them
is something of eternal truth and divinity

in them; but because they are not so
likely to be carried out by the rulers, and
wicked people too often trample them
under foot and subvert their intentions..

Other governments are radically based on
usurpations and abuse, and therefore

usurpation and abuse are in keeping wish
their character. But it is not so with/a
republican system ; its designsandtendency
are for the good and wellbeing of the
people, and for the preservation of in-

herent rights. The powers and preroga-
tives that it confers on government are
for the same great ends. But it by no
means follows that they are executed for
those great purposes, nor that the inten-

tions of the Republican Fathers are real-

ised by the administration of those powers.
There are such examples to be found of
the existence of good systems of govern-
ment and bad administrators. No nation

since the creation has illustrated this so
strongly as America. Never have the
principles of its own institutions been so>

perverted and ignored— never were the
powers of its administrative bodies so
turned from their purposes, and its own
genius smothered by any nation as by the
American. When such is the case, it is

truly lamentable; for good government
and corrupt and wicked administrators

are much more pernicious and crushing;

than bad systems and righteous rulers.

Now, when corrupt administrators vio-

late the principles of republicanism, sub-

vert the rights of the people, and turn the

powers and authority committed to them,
the corruption should be protested

against ana morally resisted by every true

Republican. None should countenance

it, none should stand by and witness such
abuse and hold their peace. The higher

the authority and office the worse does it

become. And when the operations of the

General Government become destructive

of the " life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness" of any community, and such

conduct is continued and even sanctioned

and abetted by degenerate Republicans of

the United States, it is the privilege of

that State or Territory to withdraw their
u consent" by which, according to the

principle laid down by the great masters
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of Republicanism, Government derived

its just right to role over then* When
the powers which they themselves delegate

to their rulers, and which none others but

themselves can delegate for them, or re-

tain justly without the w consent
99 which

' gives those powers virtue,—when they are

used in a way destructive of the "life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness " of

the delegators, " to secure " which " go-

vernments" are declared to be " instituted

among men," then that people have an
undoubted right, and it is enjoined upon
them as a "duty" by the fathers to abro-

£te the power and authority which they

ve conferred.

The foregoing remarks, as well as
our article generally, are to the last degree

applicable to the General as well as State

Governments in their administration to-

wards the Church of Latter-day Saints-

from its birth, and that community ever-

since it has been numerous and power-
ful enough for political organization.

The Administration have no " right di-

vine ; " but they are presuming that they*

have to do what they please, or in their

wicked hearts devise, where Utah is con-

cerned; and the people of the United
States are vigorously helping them to

wreck their once glorious and powerful 1

republic on the rock.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(ContinuedJrom page 296.)

[January, 1848.]

The matter under consideration presents

a case arising under the 2nd section, 4th

article of the Constitution of the United

States, and the act of Congress of February
12th, 1793, to carry it into effect. The
judiciary act of 1789 confers on this Court
(indeed on all the courts of the United
States,) power to issue the writ of Habeas

: Corpus, when a person is confined, " under
colour of, or by the authority of the United
8tates." Smith is in custody under colour

of and by authority of the 2nd section, 4th
article of the Constitution of the United
States. As to the instrument employed or

authorized to carry into effect that article

of the Constitution, (as he derives from it the

authority to issue the warrraot,) he must be
regarded as acting by the authority of

the United States. The power is not
officially in the Governor, but personal. It

' might have been granted to any one else by
name, but considerations of convenience and
policy recommended the selection of the
Executive, who never dies. The citizens of

the States are citizens of the United States

;

hence the United States are as much bound
to afford them protection in their sphere as

the States are in theirs.

This Court has jurisdiction. Whether the
State Courts hare jurisdiction or not, this

Court is not called upon to decide. The
return of the Sheriff shows that he has
arrested and now holds in custody Joseph
Smith, in virtue of a warrant issued by the

dovernor of Illinois, under the 2nd section

of the 4th article of the Constitution of tht>

United States, relative to fugitives from
justice, and the act of Congress passed to

carry it into effect. The article of the
Constitution does not designate the person
upon whom the demand for the fugitive shall

be made, nor does it prescribe the proof
upon which he shall act. But Congress
has done so. The proof is "An indictment

or affidavit," to be certified by the Governor
demanding. The return brings before the
Court the warrant, the demand, and the
affidavit. The material part of the latter ie

in these words, viz

—

«' Lilburn W. Boggs who, being duly
sworn, doth depose and say that on the

night of the 6th day of May, 1842, while

sitting in his dwelling, in the town of Inde-

pendence, in the county of Jackson, he was
shot with intent to kill; and that his life

was despaired of for several days ; and that

he believes, and has good reason to believe

from evidence and information now in his

possession, that Joseph Smith, commonly
called the Mormon Prophet, was accessary

before the fact of the intended murder, and
that the said Joseph Smith is a citizen or
resident of the State of Illinois*

This affidavit is certified by the Governor
of Missouri to be authentic The affidavit

being thus verified, furnished the only

evidence upon which the Governor of Illi-

nois could act. Smith presented affidavits

proving that he was not in Missouri at the

date of the shooting of Boggs.
This testimony was objected to by the

Attorney-General of Illinois, on the ground
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that the Court could not look behind the

return. The Court deems it unnecessary to

deeide that point, inasmuch as it thinks

Smith entitled to his discharge for defect in

the affidavit.

To authorize the arrest in this case, the

affidavit should have stated distinctly—1st,

that Smith had committed a crime; 2nd,
that he committed it in Missouri.

It must appear that he fled from Mis-
souri, to authorize the Governor of Missouri

to demand him, as none other than the

Governor of the State from which he fled
can make the demand, lie could not have
fled from justice unless he committed a
crime, which does not appear. It must
appear that the crime was committed in

Missouri, to warrant the Governor of Illi-

nois in ordering him to be sent to Missouri

for trial.

The 2nd section, 4th article, declares he
"shall be removed to the State having juris-

diction of the crime.*' As it is not charged
that the crime was committed by Smith in

Missouri, the Governor of Illinois could not
cause him to be removed to that State,

unless it can be maintained that the State of

Missouri can entertain jurisdiction of crimes

committed in other States. The affirmative

of this proposition waa taken in the argu-
ment with a zeal indicating sincerity. But
no adjudged case or dictum was adduced in

support of it. The Court conceives that

Bone can be. Let it be tested by principle.

Man, in a state of nature, is a sovereign,

with all the prerogatives of king, lords, and
commons. He may declare war and make
pesos, and, as nations often do, who " feel

power and forget right," may oppress, rob,

and subjugate bis weaker and unoffending

neighbour*. He unites in his person the

legislative, judicial, and executive power;
"can do no wrong," because there is none
to hold him to account. But when he
unites M«p—if with a community, he lays

down all the prerogatives of sovereign,

(except self defence,) and becomes a subject.

He owes obedience to its laws and the judg-
ments of its tribunals, which he is supposed
to have participated in establishing, either

mrectly or indirectly. He surrenders also

the right of self-redress.

Ia consideration of all which, he is entitled

to the etgia of that community to defend
hhn from wrongs. He takes upon himself
ao allegiance to any other community, so
owes it no obedience, and, therefore, cannot
£sobev it. None other than his own
sovereign can prescribe a rule of action to
mm. Each sovereign regulates the conduct
•f Hi subjects, and they may be punished
«pon the assumption that they have known
the rule, and have consented to be governed
ylt; it would be a gross violation of the

social compact, if the State was to deliver

up one of its citizens to be tried and
punished by a foreign State to which he
owes no allegiance, and whose laws were
never binding on him. No State can or
will do it.

In the absence of the constitutional pro-
vision, the State of Missouri would stand on
this subject in the same relation to the State
of Illinois that Spain does to England. In
this particular, the States are independent of
each other: a criminal fugitive from one
State to another could not be claimed as of
right te be given up.

It is most true, as mentioned by writers

on the laws of nations, that every State ia

responsible to its neighbours for the con-
duct of its citizens, so far as their conduct
violates the principles of good neighbour-
hood; so it is among private individuals.

But for this, the inviolability of territory or
private dwelling could not be maintained.
This obligation creates the right, and makes
it the duty of the State to impose such
restraints upon the citizen as the occasion
demands.

It was in the performance of this duty
that the United States passed laws to re-
strain citizens of the United States from
setting on foot and fitting out military expe-
ditions against their neighbours. While the
violators of this law kept themselves within
the United States, the conduct was cogniz-

able in the Courts of the United States, and
not of the offended State, even if the means
provided had assisted in the invasion of the
foreign State. A demand by the injured

State upon the United States for the offend-

ers whose operations were in their own
country, would be answered, that the
United States' laws alone could act upon
them, and that as a good neighbour it would
punish them.

It is the duty of the State of Illinois to

make it criminal in one of its citizens to aid,

abet, counsel, or advise any person to com-
mit a crime in her sister State. Any one
violating the law would be amenable to the
laws of Illinois, executed by its own tribu-

nals. These of Missouri could have na
agency in his conviction and punishment.
But if he shall go into Missouri, he owes
obedience to her laws, and is liable before
her Courts to be tried and punished for any.

crime he may commit there; and a plea that

he was a citizen of another State would not

avail him. If be escape, he may be sur-

rendered to Missouri for triaL But when
the offence is perpetrated in Illinois, the,

the only right of Missouri is to insist that

Illinois compel her citizens to forbear to

annoy her. This she has a right to expect.

For the neglect of it, nations go to war ami
violate territory.
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The Court most hold that where a neces-

sary fact it aot stated In the affidavit, it does

not exist. It is aot averred that Smith was
accessary before the fact, in the State of

Missouri, nor that he oomasitted a crime in

Missouri; therefore fee did not commit the

crime in Missouri, did not flee from Mis-
souri to avoid punishment.

Again, the affidavit charges the shooting

on the 6th of May, in the county of Jackson,

and State of Missouri, "that he believes,

and haa good reason to believe, from evi-

dence and information now (then) in his

possession, that Joseph Smith wasnecessary
before the fast, and is a resident or citizen

of Illinois*

(To tec

There are several objections to this. Mr.
Boggs, having the M evidence and informa-

tion in his possession," should have incor-

porated it in the affidavit, to enable the

Court to judge of their sufficiency to sup-
port his « belief."

Again, he swears to a legal conclusion,

when he says that Smith was accessary
be/ore the/act. What acts constitute a man
an accessary in a question of law are not
always of easy solution. Mr. Boggs* opinion,

then, is not authority. He should have
given the facts. He should have shown
that they were committed in Missouri, to

enable the Court to test them by the laws of

Missouri, to see if they amounted to a crime.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL OTAR

SATURDAY, MAY 16, ISM.

Laboub to Make Israel the Head.—Moses, the divine lawgiver of old, pro-

phesied that Israel was destined to become the head of the nations and thegloryof the)

earth, and to hold the presiding power of the world. God made the ansae promise)

also to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. He covenanted with them that in them and
their seed all the nations of the earth should he blessed. For this purpose he com-
mitted to them the Priesthood and holy oracles. The powers of salvation wave

sealed on the heads of the descendants of the "Father of the Faithful/* and from

them redemption was appointed to come unto the whole world, and the Bon of Gofl

himself pre-ordained to spring from the loins of the chosen seed. Unto a mnneajt
of the descendants of the man whom God condescended to oaH friend, which should

he mixed among the nations in the last days and known only to Him, the Lord also

designed to commit the keys of the great restitution of all things. Indeed, no pro-

mises of salvation and blessings of the Priesthood have ever been made to the Gentiles

only as depending on and coming through the "household of faith,* into which, to

become joint-heirs with the Seed of Promise, the Gentiles had to be adopted. Even
the heathen and nations of the last days, who will not receive the lawn «f ocjnstial

glory, God designed to bless through the administration of Latter-day Israel.

Prophets, Apostles, and Saints, from the day God made the covenant with

Abraham, have firmly believed in the destiny of Israel and prophesied and testified

thereof. The very host of heaven, among whom are those worthies who received the

covenants, still hold on to she promises and fondly anticipate their fulfilment. The
Jews also, though "scattered and peeled,

19 and after their nationality has been broken

up for eighteen centuries, to this day cling to those promises with a tenacity which

no adversity has been able to sever. In their dispersion, wbUe smartingnnder moat

inhuman persecution and known as a hiss and a by-word among the nations, a view

of this destiny has borne them up.

But Israel of old transgressed, offended God, abused their privilegps^nd^pot off

the fulfilment of the promises. The Prophets were aware of this, and lamented the

/act. The Saints, however received the comforting assurance that this glorious de*r
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tmj was not lost for ever, bat thai it should be found in the last days and «I1 the pre-

dicted glory thereof mealed.
The commencement of the great work of restoration has already taken place.

Latter-day Israel have received birth ; they are increasing, growing to maturity, and
nourishing with the development of uncommon vigour and vitality. God has

acknowledged the Church of Latter-day Saints as the thrice-blessed people in whom
He will fulfil the accumulated sum of glorious promises made to the lathers of old—
as that remnant of the chosen seed hid up in Christ to bring about the purposes of

God's marvellous work. All that ancient Israel might have been, modern Israel are

damned to be,—aye, move than those of old had the privilege of being, they have to

become; for the dispensation of the fulness of times was appointed to the last days.

Let as now address ourselves to the Latter-day Israel—the Saints.

Brethren and sisters,—you claim to be the people out of whom will grow that

mighty kingdom of the last (lays which t^he Prophets have declared should hold nni-

wnal empire, and become the bead of the nations and the glory of the earth, and
through whom God designs topour blessings upon the wholehuman family. Upon this

theme and many of the views showing the glory of Zion, ypu have often dwelt with

tcftatic delight,and borne testimony thereofwith enthusiasm andgroat faith. Butletu*
moss and reflect for a moment. Lav aside for a time this eeataoy of imagination

inspired by the beautiful ideal presented to your view. Then look at it with the

coal, dispassionate eye of reason ; and that which imagination sees by fakh as &•vision,

let calm judgment bring before you with the embodiment of a reality. The work will

appear as gneat and glorious to the eye of reason strengthened by faith as to the

eje of the imagmation kindled wkh faith's celestial flame. But while one is

Weighted with the beau ideal, the other perceives that it has to be embodied,—while to

the latter it is s vision of glory, to the former H assumes the bearing of a practical

wodt^wirile assurance is given to one that it will be actomplished, the other dis-

cover! that it has to be done—that it has to be worked out.

When yon datm the high destiny of Latter-day Israel, and bear testimony that

um work will grow into universal empire,—.when you prophesy tjiat the Sainjpwitf

become a " nation of Kings and Priests unto God," to give wisdom and institutions to

order and govern mankind, do you sufficiently realize the import thereof? We are

afraid not. When you talk about this destiny and dominion, is it duly impressed on
jour minds that under the favour of God you have to make such a reality—that it is

sot a mere matter of testimony and prophetic assertion, but that it has to become also

a matter of fact t It is not enough that the headship of Israel be spiritually and

prophetically true. Tou have to be co-workers with God to make it also bodily and

practically true. The Church of which you are members has to take the lead and
become the greatest of all kingdoms, not only in numbers, (for it will include every

knee that will bow to Christ,) but also in wisdom, power, science, art, and everything

which is good and true. We do not mean to say that agriculture, architecture,

aeohaniosj commerce, science, and arts generally, constitute the highest oalKngs of

the Priesthood. We believe that they will be Governors in the kingdom of God
and Priests of the Most High. But the Priesthood will circumscribe all (he wisdom,

truth, and usefulness of the world. Israel must become the head in every branch*

the leaders in every right path, and the master spirits in every department.

Dp yon realize, Saints, how far the nations are in advance upon some points?

Look at their navies, merchant service, commerce, cities, museums, libraries, manufac-

tories, raiboads, telegraphs, splendour, and wealth. Look at the sciences, arts,

mtriHimu., cultivation, taste, and skill that flourish among them. Yet in all this*
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•Israel has to surpass the Gentiles. We do not mean that the Saints are to become

book-worms, antiquarian babies, and to waste their precious time in acquiring more

than a necessary knowledge and learning in matters in which there is but little

intrinsic value. When a pure, universal language prevails again, and a new state of

things and correct principles have spread abroad, the artificials and learned rubbish

may with advantage be " done away, because no longer needed.*
9

Indeed, it would not

be a very great loss were nine-tenths of the mass of books burned, and a large portion

of "learning** thrown with " physic to the dogs." But the truths of the universe,

the beauties of nature, the wealth of the earth and virtue of the elements, the

wonders of science, the dignity, usefulness, and worth of architecture, mechanics,

.and manufacture, the excellence of art, poetry, and general literature, and the

worth of all useful things will not be done away. In all such, Israel has to surpass

the Gentiles, and to lead the way jn every divine and natural path.

How much, then, has to be done ! How much of it comes within the scope of what

is termed practical life, and how much has to be accomplished to make Israel the

head of the nations 1 The Saints have the best religion in the world : a more glorious

revelation of theology was never given to mankind ; and their social and domestic

institutions will elevate them above all nations, and many of them are rough

diamonds that will yet become polished and shine in the firmament of God's king-

doms. But they should never forget that all this has to be worked out ; and their

motto should be—" Labour to make Israel the Head !

"

News fbom Hohb.—This mail brings characteristic, cheering intelligence from

Home. The Deseret News contains pointed and determined, yet respectful addresses^

accompanied with Resolutions, to the President and Congress of the United States,

from the citizens of Great Salt Lake City. In Number 47 of the News is com*
menced the M History of Bbigham Youiro." The following extract from Elder

John Slay's letter is indicative of the condition and determination of Utah :

—

44 All is peace here ! I most say that the Saints never felt better ; and they are willing

to do as they are told. The United States* troops are at Fort Bridger yet; and, I think,

v«ill have to remain there, or go back. Brother Brigham does not want to hurt them, bat
Is determined they shall not come here in peace."

TITHING.

BT ELDSa OEOBOE TAYL0B.

M Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat in mine house, and prove me
herewith, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and poor yon cm/t a
bleating, that there shall not be room to receive it."—Malachi.

Tithe-paving is of great antiquity.

Abraham, m whose footsteps we all have
to tread, paid to Melchiaeaec M tithes of
all." Jacob exclaims—« Of all that thou
shalt give me I will surely give one-tenth

unto tnee." Under the law, tithe-paying

was not abrogated nor diminished : "Thou
shalt truly tithe all thy increase." Under
the Gospel dispensation, Paul approbates

the course of Abraham in tithe-paying.

Paul also informs us that it is one of the

<chief duties of the Levitical priesthood to

receive tithing :—" And verily they that

are of the sons of Levi, who receive the

office of the priesthood, have a command-
ment to take tithes of the people, that is

according to the law, that is of their

brethren." And as we have the Levitical

! priesthood in our midst, this is another
1

proof of the necessity of our paying

tithing.

TheLord has alwaysrequired someproof
of obedience from the creature man. It it

said, "The love of money is the root of all
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evil." Aod deeply enough in the minds
of men and women does this root

take bold. What will not money tempt
erring humanity to do? For it, king-

doms bare been sold, and the liberties of

the subject bartered away. For money,
men will lie, thieve, cheat, and shed in-

nocent blood. For money, the peasant

toils, and the king rules for it, the priest

will preach lies, and the advocate-at-law

will call God and angels to witness the

innocence of some blood-guilty wretch

who, he knows well, is guilty of the crime

laid to his charge. For money, even the

Son of God was betrayed. Lq all ages,

and in all countries, the love of money
and the acquisition of wealth has ever

been a prominent feature.

The Lord requires the Saints in this

Mission to pay their tithing. Do we
possess property ? Then let its value be
estimated, and let one-tenth of its value

be paid into the treasury of the Lord

;

and, after that, one tenth of our periodi-

cal increase. And let that increase be
faithfully tithed. As to what need the

Lord has of the money is not a question

for us to entertain. Suffice it to say, the

Lord requires it ; and why He does so is

no more our business than why he desires

candidates for celestial glory to be bap-

,
tized. It is for God to dictate, and for man
to comply. Some Latter-day Saints act

as if they expected the Lord to make
an exception in their favour in relation

to paying tithing ; but the Lord has no-

where informed us that he will consent

to have his laws evaded, trodden under
foot, or rendered inutile, according to the

whims and caprices of men.
That Saint who neglects to faithfully

and promptly pay his tithing stands in the

way of his own salvation ; for it is only by
keeping the commandments of God that

we can continue to drink of the fountain

of living water. When God's commands
are violated or treated with contempt,

then the supply of spiritual nutrition

ceases.

The hopeful countenances and happy
looks of thousands of Latter-day Saints

proclaim the fact that they are tithing-

payers. The warm grip of brotherly love

and theirfervent devotion totheinterests of

the Church proclaim this fact, and that

they live in the sunshine of the approbation

of God, and that they enjoy the sweet whis-

perings of the Holy Spirit: whilst, on
. the other hand, the non-payer of tithing

is easily discovered. His half-earnest

demeanour and sluggish manner, his

downcast or averted eye, his motionless,

passionless shake of the hand, his con-
tinual complaints of poverty, and ever-

lasting excuse-pleading, because be leaves

some point of auty unperformed, all indi-

cate the man.
Saints should be very careful to guard

against a species of (pardon the name)
M Ananiasism ; " that is, representing

their earnings to be less than they actually

are, in order to avoid payment of tithing

on all they earn. Said the Apostle to

Ananias, "Why hath Satan filled thine

heart to keep back part of the price?"

Thou hast not lied unto men, but unto
God." And to bis wife, « How is it that

ye have agreed together to tempt the Spirit

of the Lord." Such a mode of procedure

as this in Saints is as dishonourable to

themselves as it is unjust to God. Those-

who have covenanted to pay their tithing

ought to be most particular in this re-

spect, as God looks upon covenant-

breakers with peculiar indignation.

Though a man may not with his mouth*
tell a lie, when he hands over only a»

part of his tithing to his Teacher, he in-

duces the teacher to believe one, and
places a lie on the book to his credit,

instead of a true item to procure him a
blessing. In the days of Moses, a man
was not allowed to keep back any part of

his tithing. If he did, not only was he
obligated to pay the full tenth, but to add
to it that part which he had kept back by
fraud. If a man had a field of corn
which had been blighted, or in part de-

stroyed by mildew, he was not allowed to

send all bad as his tithing : neither did

the Lord require all the good as tithing.

He wanted nothing but fairness and com-
mon honesty. "And concerning the

tithe of the herd, or of the flock, even of

whatsoever he possess under the rod, the

tenth shall be holy unto the Lord, He
shall not search whether it be good or
bad, neither shall he change it ; and if be
change it at all, then both it and the
change shall be holy; it shall not be
redeemed."
Now a few words in relation to the

nature of the blessings predicted to be
received by tithing-payers. The latter

part of our quotation says, M Prove me
now herewith, Saith the Lord of Hosts,

if I will not open you the windows of
heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that
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•there shall not be room enough to re-

ceive." What is the nature of the blessings

here referred to ? Are they temporal or

spiritual in their nature and character?

In the kingdom of God the temporal and
spiritual are intimately blended, and thus

4he blessings here spoken of partake of
both natures.

To fulfil the law of God in relation to

tithing with the expectation alone of re-

ceiving temporal blessings is wrong.
By temporal blessings is meant such as

God's helping us to amass this world's

wealth, — that the flour, and the oil,

and the wine shall be miraculouslv

increased, as was the widow's cruse of oil

*in olden tame. Not that such things are
impossible in this age. On the contary,

we have experience of a positive and un-
doubted nature that instancesof this kind
.are common among the faithful of the
fjatter-day dispensation. Such a mode
of procedure is no means of u proving

"

the Lord. A man may be as punctual in

paying his tithing as the sun is in rising,

and withal as honest as an angel in this

respect ; but then there may be draw-
backs. He may be an adulterer or a
•drunkard; and, though paying his tithing

faithfully, he may yet be an immoral and
praperless man, and pay his tithing from
•motives of a sinister nature. A man that

j

•wants to prove the Lord must be a va-

liant champion in the cause of God—
must aspire to the spiritual as well as to

the temporal, and hunger and thirst for

the bread and water of life, as well ss

for the good things of this world. A
bad man may preach a true doctrine; bat

who will argue that he is worthy of lb
blessing of heaven because the doctrine

he preaches is true ? And who can in

righteousness say that the man who pays

his tithing merely from a sordid view cm
claim the blessings of heaven? It a
tithing in connection with fasting, prayer,

and a heartfelt devotion to the cause of

Ood—paying tithing because H shall

build up God's kingdom and help to nil

the world with righteousness ana trash

—paying tithing because it is a datt, s

compliance with God's request; it is tons

that they will " prove** the Lord. Men
lip service or the mere payment of a few

shillings will not bribe God and induce

him to u open the windows of heaven*

The faithful Saint, who appreciates the

teachings of the Holy Spirit, paji his

tithing because it is the command of hea-

ven, and keeps the commandments of

God, is the man to " prove " the Lord sod

receive the predicted blessings. In feet,

all is contained in the words of Jesus—
" But seek ye first the kingdom of Odd

and his righteousness, and all these Urinjs

shall be added unto you."

THE WISEMAN FAMILY.

ApRAJtA.

{Continued from page 294.)

ACT n. Boors 1.

-{A room in Thomas Merchant* house, in

which Thomas Merchant, Fanny Wise-
man's suitor, is sitting alone.)

[Enter* a lad with a note.]

T. M. Well, my boy, where is this

-from?
Boy. From a young woman, sir, of

the name of Fanny Wiseman, that lives

-down
T.M. [Interrupting him.} Oh, oh!

Aye, very well. Here is sixpence for you.
That% do.

Boy. [Making a bow.] Thank you,
air. [Emit.

[2*. if. impatiently open* and reads the

mote.]

"To Mb. Thomas Mkkchaht.
uMy dear Thomas,—It is my psmfel

duty to inform you that our intended

union must now be stopped. Tins infor-

mation will doubtless surprise you; bit

it is by the advice of my parents that

I communicate it to you. I assure yon it

was the farthest intention from my mind

to have treated you thus. But yon all

understand that I am as yet under the

control of my parents, and must be snt-

jeot to their counsel. You wiS remember

that, at our last interview, I intimated to

you that my father had embraced the prin-

ciples and joined the Oharch of Latter-

day Saints, commonly called a Mornionsf
—the same people that you have so lone

ridiouled and opposed, and against whav
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character and principles you hare at
different times said so much. Sinoe
then, my mother, my sister Mary, and
mrsslf have become members of that

tfnrch also; and, according to the

tSKhmgs of the servants of God, I find

that it will not be right for me to marry
a young man who is out of the Church,
sod who is so bitterly opposed to that
which we believe and know to be the
work of God. I therefore feel it to be
mj dntv (at least for the present, under
tons circumstances,) to comply with the
wishes of my parents and the counselsof
those who are over us in the Lord ; and
I hope that you will not feel aggrieved or
sagry with me for so doing. Believe me,
however, dear Thomas, to remain your
sncere friend, Fanny Wiseman*"

T. M. [Rising from his seat, agi-

tated.] And am I to be abandoned in

this manner by my dear Fanny ? Are all

my hopes, and desires, and intentions to
be thus frustrated ? No—they shall not.

I will press forward and win her, come
whet may. What the d—1 do I care
•bout her father's new fangled religion

sad notions 1 What does it matter to me
whether he is a follower of Joe Smith,
the money-digger, or not! The Mor-
bobi are only a poor, ignorant, miserable
** of deluded fanatics, and can do me no
bsrm. If I can getFannyfrom them, that's
•fl that I care about. But let me compose
ttjsetf, and devise the most feasible plan
fa effecting my object. [Pauses and
T&d*.] I have itl I'll make largo
promises to her father and mother, and
ft them with great expectations of their

becoming rich from my help. They
•re poor, and nothing will glitter in their

«J» so brightly as anticipated gold. At
**J rate, I am determined to conquer and
wme off victorious ; and I care nothing
fa the result. I will soon show her
Mormon teachers that I have nothing to
far from them. I '11 let them know
who's who, when I have got her. Now,
it will be better for me to go and see
Fanny by herself this morning, if I can,
and win her over; and then I can re-
turn and wait till her father comes home
*t right, when I will go and see him and
*a4 the wife, and bribe them with golden
pwssiies. Ill go about the matter as

J°°fly and quietly as possible, and try my
Ut in thai way. but, let the conse-

be what it may, the shall 6s
***/ [E*U.

Sl'JUIB 2.

(TP. Wbewutn andfamily in conversation^ •

W. W. Now, Fanny, I have gives*

you my advioe in the matter ; but if yo»
are determined to have your own way
again, and aHow yourself to be beguiled
by him into a marriage which you not'

long ago consented to decline, you will be
acting a very unwise part, and will cer-
tainly have cause to repent of the impru-
dent step when it will be too late to
retrace it. They who wilfully sacrifice

their religion and their well-known duties

to themselves and their God, for the sake
of a little worldly distinction or mere
outward appearance, must, in so doing,,

sacrifice theirown happiness and peace of
mind, and perhaps, ultimately, their eternal,

salvation* Mark my! words again, Fanny

:

If you reject my oounsel and do marry
Thomas Merchant, you willsuffer acutely*,

both in mind and body, for your folly and
waywardness.
[A knock at the door. Enters Thoma*

Merchant,

\

T. M, Good evening, Mr. Wiseman!
I hope you are all wfell. [Bourn to Mrs.
W. aid daughters.'] My visit is no
doubt rather unexpected, but I wished to
see you upon a subject of some import-
ance to me ; and I thought this evening
would be as suitable and convenient aw

time as any for the purpose.

W. W. Very well, sir ; sit down.
[Mrs, W. hands him a chair.]

T. M. Well, Mr. Wiseman, I thie

morning received information, by note
from your daughter Fanny, that vou are
unwilling to sanction her becoming mj
wife. Your reasons for such disapproval

are best known to yourself. May I ask,

what your objections are ?

W. W. Sir, there are several reasons-

why I cannot sanction your desired con-

nection with my family. I might mention
your professed rank and habits of fife,

which would not accord with our humble
position and calling. I am but a poor
working man, and earn my daily bread by
the sweat of my brow ; and we make no
pretensions whatever to what the world
calls " respectability " of standing in so-

ciety. But^ sir, what is of far greater

moment than this, to me, is the fact that

you are an avowed enemy to the rehgson*

and Church of Jesus Christ, to which I
and my family are privileged to belong.

We are latter-day Saints, holding feUnev
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318 ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

ship with a community of people whom
you have for some time professed to hate

and despise. How, then, can I con-

sistently approve of my daughter's union

with a man possessed of a spirit so oppo-

site to that which we cherish ? Without

a union of soul in matters of such vital

importance, there can he very little true

happiness. Indeed, where spirits of such

uncongenial and opposite natures as yours

and Fanny's must be, in these respects,

are thus M unequally yoked together,"

nothing but disappointment, unhappiness,

and really misery can be expected to

ensue.

T. M. Well, Mr. Wiseman, I admire

your plainness and candour. I do hate

Mormonism, and always did ; but I wish

to tell you that I love your daughter

Fanny ; and it is the highest wish of my
heart to obtain her hand in marriage. Lf

you will consent to her becoming my
wife, I will promise you that your pre-

sent position in society Bhall be no barrier

to either you or her. I can keep her

like a lady all her life; and you and your

good wife would soon be able to bid fare-

well to poverty and labour; for I have

got money enough to keep you all like

gentlepeople as long as you live.

Mrs. W. Thank you all the same, sir,

for your offer; but we would rather

continue as we are, and honestly work for

our living, than depend upon you or

upon any one else. To be plain with

you, Mr. Merchant, you will never have a
daughter of mine for your wife, with my
consent.

W. W. Nor with mine. I cannot

•sanction it.

T. M. Fanny t and this is an through
your father's espousal of Mormonism!
Ob, cursed Mormonism, thatyou had never

been heard of 1 It is through you and
your contemptible, blasphemous preten-

sions that this has happened! If I

were one of the followers of «Joe Smith,

the money-digging conjuror, 1 suppose it

would be all right! [With rem.] But no,

_IUbe
W. W. [Interrupting him.] Now,

sir, I '11 thank you, if you please, to

T. M. [Going muUeringly to the doer,

and opening it.] Wiseman, [shaking his

fist with rage,] say what you like, 1 11—I

H

have her!

[Bant
Fanny. Oh, father, what is to be

done ? I have promised him again that I
will marry him ; and I feel as though I

could not part with him. [Sbos.]

Mrs. W. Oh, foolish girl!

W. W. Fanny, you have power, of

course, to do as you think proper: but
remember the warning I have given you.

I will tell you again, what I have said

before: You will suffer wounds and
bruises, and experience much sorrow and
trouble, if you persist in taking the course

you contemplate. Be wise, my dear girl,

be wise, and reflect upon the danger that

lies before you, and do not heedlessly

rush into it. [Looks at his watch.]

But I see it is getting late, and is

almost time we retired to rest. Before

separating for the night, let us all kneel

down and return thanks to our heavenly

Father for His kind, protecting care over

us during the day. [AU kneel.

(To be continued.)

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 302.)

OBJECTION.

" The Mormonites are taught to believe

-that though God is declared to be omni-

jpresent, He cannot be everywhere present,

which is a flat contradiction.''--"^
Doctrines of Mormonism? published by
the ReUgioue Tract Society.

ANSWER.

The Latter-day Saints (miscalled "Mot*
monites") are "taught to believe," aad

do believe, quite as firmly as any of their

"religious" opponents ever professed la,

that CM is omnipresent, or (what is the

»

same thing,) everywhere present, Wbetv
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thee, lies the " flat contradiction
99 which

oar objector speaks of? We certainly

cannot perceive any, except, indeed, in

the u religious tract" itself, from which
the objection is taken, whose Rev. author

has thusflatly contradicted the truth. If
* omnipresent" and "everywhere pre-

sent" are synonymous, convertible terms,

(a fact which he will himself neither deny
nor, surer/, suppose that we deny,) it

most follow that, in whatever sense " God
is declared to be omnipresent," He is,

in the same sense, iseverywhere present.''

Now, in what sense is " God declared

to be omnipresent?" Certainly, notper-
mally. Let the objector collect ail the

text* of Scripture which in any way refer

to the omnipresence of God, and point out
one, if he can, that either declares or

intimates that God is everywhere present

in person. For every one that be can
produce in favour of that doctrine, (sup-

posing him able to find any at all,) we
will produce at least a hundred to the

contrary, and leave him to reconcile the

"flit contradiction " the best way he can.

It surely does not necessarily follow, be-

cause the omnipresence of God is spoken
of, that personal omnipresence must be

meant, especially when so many proofs of
the plainest and most decisive character
are to be found in direct opposition to

nch a notion. If God's person were
thus infinite—spatially extended every-

where, how could He be personally

seen by any one either in heaven or
on earth? How could He be said to

go from one place to another, if He
were always in one place as much as in

another ? How could He move at all*

in any direction, if He were in all parts

of His dominions alike and at once. The
idea of His Son being with Him, or of
angels worshipping before Him, or of
heaven being His diveMng-ipUce, or of
His glorified Saints beholding His face,

and enjoying His immediate presence, in

their anticipated final home, would be
altogether vain and futile, were such a
doctrine as that admitted. There would
indeed be "a flat contradiction," which,

we opine, our objector could not easily

or consistently explain away.
Latter-day Saints, then, most assuredly

are not taught to believe that God is

infinite in person. They "are taught to

believe that though God is declared to be
omnipresent, He cannot be everywhere
present " personally. They do not believe

that even the omniscient, omnipotent, and
omnipresent God can personally occupy
more than one place at the same moment of

time. Yet this does not in the least dero-

gate from His Divine attribute of infinity.

He may be truly a declared to be omni-
present " in various ways—as, for instance,

oy His power and authority, by His
Divine wisdom and influence, by temporal

and spiritual representative agency, and
by His Holt Spirit.

(To be continued.)

PASSING EVENTS.

Gesebal.<—There has been for the last few weeks a considerable increase of lunacy in

tie town and neighbourhood of Birmingham : the increase of pauper lunatics is considered

alarming. Many disasters are reported to have been caused by severe storms in the Black
Sea. Another shock of earthquake was felt in Malta on the 14th nit The town of
fraoldnstein, in Silesia, was entirely destroyed by fire on the 24th ult. On the 29th
alt., 15 members of a Revolutionary Secret Society, were tried by the Paris Police

Tribunal, the greater part of whom were condemned to various terms of imprison-
Bent. Letters from Jerusalem state that, in the district of Mount Hebron, disturbances
till continued, and that reinforcements were called for by the Governor. The
bombardment of Jhansi (which was invested by Sir H. Rose on the 22nd March,) commenced
on the 25th : on the 4th April the town was stormed and captured, and on the 6th the fort
vat occupied. Gen. Roberts captured and occupied Kotah on the 30th March.
Ambjucax.—Frightful consequences,are anticipated from the extraordinarily high risings

of some of the American rivers : the lower Mississippi has risen higher than ever before
knows, by the accession of the combined floods from the upper rivers : the Missouri and
Dfiooii rivers have also risen alarmingly high ; and all their tributaries are at flood height.

The usual spring mountain rise has not yet taken place; and, should it do so before the

present flood subsides, there is' danger of the whole lower country being inundated

:

already, several hundred miles are covered with water.
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VARIETIES.

The good man who is small in hit own estimation it great in the slgtrt of God.
"Wa often take more paint to appear what we are not than wonld tnfice to make on*

what we ought to be.

We do not praj to inform God of our wants, bat to expretroor sense of the wente
which he already knows.

—

Arbouin.

Second-hand GuvfowdsE:.—A negro, who Wat purchasing tome gunpowder, but di<ft

not approve of the specimen shown him, remarked, at he winked suspiciously at it, " Me
don*t like de look df datf. It look at if it ha* been used before/

Db. Adam Clark, Who had a great abhorrence for swine's flesh, was one day invited to a
dinner party. The chief dish was a fine roast sucking-pig, with ears erect, and cocked-
op curly tail, and* the doctor was requested to ask a blessing. He rote and said, with
his band stretched1 towards the pigft

** <*>' Lord, if thou canst bless, under the Gospel, what
thou didst curse under the law, bless that pig !

*

Benevolence.—At a meeting among the negroea in the West Indies; H it related, tbeae-

resolutiont were adopted :— 1. We will all give something. 2. We will give according

to our ability. 3. We will grre willingly. At the close of the meeting, a lending negro-

took his seat at the table, with pen and ink to put down What eaeh came to contribute.

Many advanced to the table, and handed in their contributions, tome more and tome lest.

Among the contributors was an old negro, who was very rich>—almost ss rich as the rest

united. He threw down a small silver coin. "Take dat back again," said the chairman
of the meeting; "'Dat may be *cordin' to de fust resolution, but not 'cordin' to de second.9

The rich old man took it up, and hobbled back to his seat much enraged. One after

another came forward, and all giving more than himself, he tra* ashamed, and again threw
m piece of money on- the table; saving, " Dar—take dat ! " It was a' Valuable piece of gold ;

but it was given so ilUtemperedry, that the chairman answered*-41 Nb, sir, dat won't dbT
Dat may be 'cordin' to de fast and second resolutions, but not' *oordin' to de third." He
was obliged to take it up again. Still angry with himself, he sat a long time, until nearly

all were gone : ho then advanced to the table, and, with a smile on his countenance, laid

down a large sum of money. " Dar, now, dat berry well,
4
* said the presiding negro ;.

•Mat will do; dat am 'cordin' to all de resolutions." Reader, this simple narrative

contains in a nutshell the whole formula of benevolence. The first duty is to give, the-

second is to give according to our ability, and the third is to give willingly.

THE 8TILL SMALL VOICE.

Hark ! those sounds melodious, soft, and clear.

In whispering accenta fall upon my ear !

Jfoar not, thou child of Jacob} be his God thy
choice.

And bleaainga shall attend thee, says the still small
voice.

Stand Ann in everlasting truth and love

;

Obey the just commands from Him above;
Turn thou not hither to the right or left,

E'en though of every tie thou art bereft.
I'll nerer leave the people of my choice

—

My own dear children, aays the still small voice.

Mi Clark4.

Aawaassas.—John Clarke, 17, Freehold Villa; Newport Lane, Burslem.
'

E. D. Mile*, 2t Station Row, Treforest, near Pontypredd, Glamorganshire.
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit eaith unta the c**rchm.—JfUM Christ.

Ceateemt afker, «y people, that pe be not partaken of her doe, and that pe raeeiwe not e/hew

plague:—A Yoic* from Heavea.

Mo. 21, YoL XX. Saturday, May 22, 1858. Frio* One Penny.

THE MAGNITUDE AND DIGNITY OF THE WORK OF GOD.

That which the world improperly terms
* Mormoniam " is the Gospel of Jesus

Christ. It is the plan which God has

given to redeem a fallen world, and the

only plan of Divine institution to save

mankind. Tea, it is more than this ! It

it the plan which has saved ten times ten

thousand worlds, and is ordained to save

onnumbered thousands more. Aye, it

its done and will again do more than

even that! When this God-designed,

world-saving pl&n has brought creations

and kingdoms to a point which we might
represent as their positive degree of salva-

tioo—as earths just budded into heavens

—it will then take them on through
their comparative degree until it finally

reaches their superlative one. Then,
again, we might represent a new and
advanced aeries commencing where the

arst ends. Saved existence travels up-

ward in rounds of eternal progression.

We may variously denominate these ad-

vancing courses as the circles of pro-

gressive being, graduated spheres of

action, creation's series or infinite deve-

japments. Each of these is a repetition

ar the other in a higher grade, having its

positive, comparative, and superlative

degrees of a 44 more excellent salvation
"

than the preceding one. And thus the
great plan takes existence onward—on-
ward—onward without end ! It involves

*H troth, circumscribes til being, compre-

hends all knowledge, wields all power,
and is full of beauty and glory. The
heights, lengths, breadths, design, and
fulness of the Gospel of Jesus, and the
works, doings, and mercies of God are
beyond the comprehension of man.
A portion of this great plan, with some

of its first principles, authority, and
powers, has been committed to the earth
to accomplish the great restitution of all

things and the salvation of mankind. A
part of the work of God is now moving
and increasing on the earth, and a few of
the members of an eternal line of Priest-

hood are administering among the children

of men. This branch of the stupendous
work the world has been pleased to term
" Monnonism." Men may denominate
it as they choose. But if they thus name
h, we will inform them that it is only
comparativeiv a small part of M Mormon-
ism;" for the system embraces all that

has been before named. It is, compared
to the whole, something like an acorn to
a majestic forest of oaks. But that germ
now planted and growing among men
will increase in power, vitality, glory, and
dominion until the restitution is accom-
plished, and mankind redeemed. Yet
even then, it will be but a small portion

of the work—like a grain of sand to the

whole, even as the earth is but as a grain

of sand to the universe. Immensity has

gone before and immensity will be added
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322 CHILDREN A BLESSING,

to it. To grasp its scope through all its

systems and spheres, and find its begin-

ning, we cannot ; nor will the limits of

its increasing magnitude and end of its

growth be ever reached. Bat, for illus-

tration, we will suppose that an- acoj*n has

been brought from a previous system and
planted as the beginning of another cluster

of existence. In time, a thousand lordly

forests of oaks spring therefrom. An
acorn growing from one of these shall be

planted again, and we will call it the

work of God. That seed, fostered, will

become a thousand forests of oaks itself,

even as the first acorn has done before.

Speaking in the broadest sense, however,

the work of Ood comprehends the whole,

and that which is now on the earth is

only a part; yet, like the seed of the

kingly tree taken t» illustrate that part, it

is the first one reproduced and planted

again.

The theological systems of the day are

poor, narrow, and empty. At most, they

embrace only a few principles, which, in

reality, amount to nothing;— fanatical

feeling and sorrow, which any good actor

on the stage could produce ; and a Bible,

whose mass of truths are disbelieved or

spiritualized away. Indeed, such ex-

pressions as " only believe, and you shall he

saved,"—that is, believe in the atonement,

and fed that it was made for you, and

thai it will wash all sm away ; "the blood

is purchase of redemption," M the sacrifice

is all-atoning," and similar nothingka

outbursts, areaboutithe amount of modern

theology. Aud thfe is termed the work

of Ood—the plan of salvation—the Gos-

pel of Jesus Christ ! How contemptible!

Yet, to bring in anything more and to

believe in a continual flood of reveUnoB

and a universe of principles would be

accounted blasphemy. As for receiving

the Divine truths and history of the Book

of Mormon, that is out of the question;

for the canon of scripture is supposed to

have been long since completed.

The Saints, however, contemplate the

work of God and the Geepel of Jesus

Christ from a broader point of view. A

few books, though inspired and valuable,

they look upon as merely so many Hems

in the immense sum. fa their view, it

comprehends all the truths, beauty, glory,

power, and goodness of the universe-aU

the revelations of God that ever hare ,or

ever will be made—all the worlds and

systems that have been created, redeemed,

and exalted, and all that shall yet trarel

up the same path in the increase of (be

kingdoms, dominion, and glory of God.

CHILDREN A BLESSING.

BT ELDKB CHARLES V. JONES.

(Concluded frompage 307.)

Every righteous man will feel it is

duty to assist his great progenitors in

fulfilling the first great commandment,
to multiply and replenish the earth ; but
the wicked slight this command, and take

a course to destroy life, instead of per-

petuadng it. God is himself unchange-
able; so are His laws : therefore the Saints

of latter-days should strive to observe
them strictly, knowing that their children

are God's heritage.

Solomon says that MA just man walk-
eth in his integrity, and his children are

blessed after him." This has often been

the case, and would be more fully realized

if men were more righteous. But so long

as mankind violate the laws of God,

<which are the laws of nature,) so long

must their children inherit their eifls.

How necessary it is, then, that mankind

should retrace their steps, and seek to

know the mind of God concerning them.

For, unless a man thoroughly understands

his own duties, he is not capable of act-

ing on the advice of Solomon, so essential

to the peace and prosperity of a family—
" Train up a child in the way be sboold

go, and when he is old he win net depart

from it." If men were really walking

in integrity before God, their children, at

a general thing, would follow their exam-

ple. But such is not the case. In many

instances we find men addicted to various

evils, such as adultery, drunkenness, theft,

idleness, &c. When such men beget and

train up children, they often prove to-bo
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£ke their fathers. And these evils often

increase in families to a fearful extent*

until they end their days in the confines

of some gaol, or, perhaps, on. the gallows.

Precept is not sufficient to the rearing of

a family. If it were, many would be

much better than thev are. But we
find, from experience, that example needs

to be blended with precept, in order to

properly train a family. How often,

indeed, do we find that parents chastise

their children for following the example
which they themselves set them. To
govern a family aright, every father must
first be able to govern himself ; for, until

he can do so, he need not expect to make
- much lasting impression upon the minds
of his children. No people living are ex-

pected to train up their children aright

more than are the Saints of God ; for in

oar children lie our strength and future

greatness. We have commenced God's

great work ; bat these, if properly taught

tod trained, must finish it.

Let not the Saints imbibe the false

theory which now is so prevalent, that he
who has no children, or who loses them by

death, is greatly blest. But rather let

them take care of those they have,

and ask God to add more to them. This

coarse will please God: and although

famine may rage, and poverty stare us in

the face, yet, if faithful, we shall be able,
1

• with David, to say that we have "not
seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed
begging their bread."

In the government of a family, the deci-

sion of the husband should be law ; and tbe
wife should cheerfully assist him in the
carrying out of the same. If chastisement

is necessary, it should be administered with
prudence. Mothers should avoid cover-
ing up too much the sins of their chil-

dren from the father, as this ofttimea

proves very injurious to families. If
reproof is needed, it should be given.

Saints should not lie to their children, by
promising them that which they are not
able or do not intend to perform, as this

destroys their confidence in them. They
should also teach them habits of cleanli-

ness, order, and industry; and at the
same time show them, by example, that,

these things are essential to health and
happiness. Under such arrangements*
few children would be reprobate, but they
would feel it a pleasure and duty to>

honour their parents for ever ; and instead

of time dividing families, it would tend to*

cement them the more closely together.

May God in His great goodness enable

us to fully realize that children are bless-

ings to us, and qualify us to train them
up acceptably before Him, that they may
be a comfort to us in our old age and a*

1 bulwark to His kingdom.

THE WISEMAIT FAMILY.

A DRAMA.

{Continued from page 318.)

Scene 3.

{Room iu William WisevuaCs house. Mary
Wiseman and James Workman, her suitor,

in conversation.)

Mary. Why, James, how is it you
htve been so long in coming to-night?

Ton know you promised to be here long

before this time.

James. Indeed, my dear, I did ; but
I have been unexpectedly detained.

[Draws his chair close to hers.] Mary, I

hste heard strange things about your
«ster Fanny; and if all be true, I feel

•very sorry for her.

Mary. Pray tell me what you have
fatrd.

James. I have heard that she has left

home, with the intention of getting mar-
ried to Thomas Merchant.

Maty. There is certainly some truth;

in that ; and I am really sorry in my
heart for her. You know Thomas Mer-
chant is not only out of the Church, but
is greatly opposed to it; and I'm afraid

poor Fanny will have a sad life with hinx

when the gayeties of the honeymoon are
over, and she finds her liberty of attending*

the meetings of the Church curtailed*

or perhaps taken entirely from her. And
I am sure she cannot expect to prosper in

her marriage state, when she enters it in

direct opposition to her father's wishes*

and contrary to the counsel of the Priest-

hood.

James. That is true, Mary ; and I
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824 THE WISEMAN FAMILY.

certainly sympathize with you in your feel-

ings of regret at the un/ortunate course

she has taken, which must in the end
prove fatal to her happiness. The mar-
riage state is not one that should he

hastily and thoughtlessly entered upon, it

it?

Man/. Indeed, it is not
James. But still I think, on the other

hand, the opposite extreme of long, formal

courtship is as well avoided. For in-

stance, Mary, I think that you and I
have been courting about long enough!
{Smiling9 and tapping Tier on the back.]

What do you say to that ?

Maty. [Blushing and smiting.] Oh,
you know, James, if you feel tired of me,

and don't want any more of my company,

you can give me notice to quit

!

James. Tired, indeed 1 No, no; I'm
not tired of you. But I think, if we were

to change the scene from courting to

wedding, it would be all the better. Now,
come, Marv, what say you to our being

married? You know lam not a rich

man, like Mr. Merchant; but if you
will accept of me as a husband, I will

promise you that I will do all in my
power to make you happy and comfort-

able, according to my station and circum-

stances in life.

Mary. Well, James, I might look a

long while before I could find one that I

should like better for a husband than

you. But you have taken me so unex-

pectedly! I should like to hear What
father and mother think about it before

we say anything more upon the subject

Perhaps you had better speak to them
first. But who's this coming? [Enters

Mrs. Wiseman.] Oh, it's mother

!

James. Good evening, sister Wiseman

!

[Rises and shakes hands.] I hope you
are well. I have taken the liberty of

paying you a visit, you see, to-night.

Mrs. W. You are heartily welcome,

James, I assure you. But I feel quite

east down and depressed in spirits. Our
Fanny has left her home to get married

to Thomas Merchant; and this is sorely

against my will and her father's too.

James. So I hear.

[A knock at the door. Enters Elder
Campbell.]

Elder C. Good evening to you all!

[Sits down.] Sister Wiseman, as a token

of respect and kind regards, I have called

to visit you,—hoping, at the same time,

that you are all well.

Mrs. W. And most welcome you arer
sir. But tell me, have you seen or heard
anything of our Fanny to-day ?

Elder C. Yes ; I have just seen her

;

and she informs me that she is about to

be married to a young man of the name
of Merchant—the same person that we
warned her against marrying some time
ago. I advised her again, as before, not

to marry out of the Church, but rather

to wait until she gets to Zion, if she

can see no one in this part of the Church
that she would like for a husband.
She, however, disregarded my advice,

and intimated that she was not inclined

to remain single till then for any one. I
told her, in the name of the Lord, if she

persisted in taking the course which she-

seemed bent upon, that she would cer-

tainly suffer before long the sad conse-
quences of her wrong doing. I told her,

in fact, many things, which 1 feel sure will

come to pass, sooner or later, if she de-
termines to reject the counsels of her
father and the servants of the Lord in
this matter.

[Enters W. Wiseman.]
W. W. Oh, brother Campbell, how

do you do? [Shakes hands.] I am
happy to see you, though I feel rather
low m spirits just now. But I suppose
you have heard about my daughter Fanny ?

Elder C. Yes ; and I must say she is

taking a very wrong and imprudent step.

We were talking about her as you came
in.

,
W. W. I have seen her intended hus-

band to-day, and find that they are going
to be married to-morrow morning. I
again refused my consent to the union,
add warned him of the consequences that
would follow his present ungodly career ;
at which he flew into a violent passion,

cursed and swore, and damned "Mor-
monism " and all that profess it. But I
told him that the curse, instead of harm-
ing us or affecting the work of God in
the least, would surely fall upon his own
head.

Elder C. Thank God, there is no fear
of His work coming to naught, whoever
may condemn it It has often been
assailed by its enemies ; but hitherto all

their opposition has proved a failure, for
it still thrives, and will continue to do so,

in sphe of their efforts and corses. [Look*
at his watch.] But it is time for me to
be going.

Jame% Workman, I have a somewhat
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particular request to make before we
separate. I wish to ask you, brother and
sister Wiseman, if you have any objection

to allow your daughter Mary to become
my wife. I sincerely love her, and have

done so ever since I became acquainted

'with her. I am a poor man, it is true

;

but I will endeavour to make her as com-
fortable as a working man's means will

•allow, if you consent to our union.

W. TP. As to that, brother Work-
man, I assure you there is not the least

objection on my part. Tou are just the

man that I would like for a son-in-law.

Ifyou wish to have Mary for a wife, and
she is agreeable to it, I freely give you my
consent and blessing. What say you,

good wife?

Mrs. W. Why, as far as I am con-

cerned, James, you have my free consent

and approval. Indeed, Iwould muchrather

have seen you with both my daughters

than to see Fanny take the course she is

taking!

Mary. Oh! oh!
James. I thank you kindly for the

good reception I have been favoured with,

and will endeavour to prove myself a
faithful husband to Mary through life,

come poverty or riches, come weal or woe.

Mary. And I will endeavour to be a
good and faithful wife to you, James.

W. W. God bless you both, then.

Elder C. Well, I must be going. It's

getting late. Good night, all! And
{addressing Mary] may heaven bless your

intended union, Mary ! [Goes to the door

-and opens it.]

James. Take your time, brother Camp-
bell! Ill go with you in a moment.
[Rises and takes his hat.] Well, good
night, all

!

[Kisses Mary. Exeunt Elder C. and
James W.]

Scene 4.

{Thomas Merchant, a few weeks after mor-
riage, smoking his pipe and drinking

liquor.)

T. M. [Musing.] My wife wants to

go to her Mormon meeting this morn-

(Ts be continued.)

325

ing. But IH take good care she don't.

Confound her impudence, she thinks I
must bend to her whims, does she? I
never will though, that's certain. But,
hark ! [Listens.] She's coming. I must
be as composed as possible. She begins
to know, already, by looking in my lace,

whether I am likely to be agreeable or
not.

[Fanny enters, smiling.]

Fanny. Thomas, my dear, have you
anj objection to my going to the meeting
this morning ? I have not been there for
some time.

T. M. Well, I have an objection to
that. Tou had better stay where you are.

Tou have changed your name, and I shall

expect you to change your profession too.

Tou must conform to my will now ; that

is all I have to say on the subject.

Eanny. [Looks disappointed. Pauses.}
Well, Thomas, if you 'A not consent to my
going to the meeting, you will, perhaps,

allow me to go and visit my parents and
sister at home.

T. M. No—I am not disposed to
allow that, either, at present. This is your
home now. Tou must henceforth sub-

mit to my authority and rule ; and I may
as well be plain with you, and tell you that

you may make up your mind to leave

those Mormon meetings. Tou '11 not go
there again, if I can help it; and you
may thank your ignorant, insolent, delu-

ded father tor it.

Fanny. Sir, my father is an honour-
able man; and I bee you will not sneak

so disrespectfully of him. In so doing,

you wound my feelings very much;
for I love my parents dearly. [Sobs.]

It is now I begin to feel that I have done
an iniury to myself by disobeying them.
I will go and see them, whether you con-

sent to it or not.

[Goes to the door.

T. M. [Springing from his seat, and
following her.] Now I have determined

you shall not go. Tou shall not go
from my house. Tou had better go to

your own room instantly, or it will be the

worse for you. [She obeys. He goes and
locks the outer door, and returns with the

key in his hand.] That's the way to

train my lady

!

A traveller relating his adventures, told the company that he and his servant had

made fifty wild Arabs run; which startling them, he observed, that there was no great

matter in it—" for," says he, u we ran, and they ran after us."
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HISTORY OP JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 312.)

Again, the affidavit U fatally defective in

this, that Boggs swears to bit belief. The
language in the Constitution is,

M Charged
with felony or other crime." Is the Con-
atitution satisfied with a charge upon sus-

picion?
It ii to be regretted that no American

adjudged caie haa been cited to guide the

Court in expounding this article. Language
2s ever Interpreted by the subject matter.

If the object were to arrest a man near

Jiome, and there were fears of escape if the

movement to detain him for examination

were known, the word charged might war-
rant the issuing of a capias on suspicion.

Rudyard (reported in Skinner, 676,) was
committed to Newgate for refusing to give

tall for his good behaviour, and was brought
T>efore Common Pleas on Habeas Corpus.

The return was, that hehad been complained

ofTor exciting the subjects to disobedience

of the laws against seditious conventicles

;

and upon examination they found cause to

auspect him. Vsuhan, Chief Justice, " Ty»
rell and Archer against Wild," held the

return insufficient ; 1st, because it did not

appear but that he might abet frequenters

of conventicles in the way the law allows

;

2nd, to say that he was complained of or

was examined, is no proof of his guilt

And then to say that he had cause to sus-

pect him is too cautions ; for who Can tell

what they count a cause of suspicion, and
liow can that ever be tried? At this rate,

they would have arbitrary power upon their

own allegation, to commit whom they

pleased."

From this case, it appears that suspicion

does not warrant a commitment, and that

all legal intendments are to avail the

prisoner. That the return is to be most
strictly construed in favour of liberty. If

-suspicion in the foregoing case did not war-
rant a commitment in London by its officers,

of a citizen of London, might not the objec-

tion be urged with greater force against the
commitment of a citiien of our State to be
transmitted to another on suspicion t

No case can arise demanding a more
searching scrutiny into the evidence than in

cases arising under this part of the Con-
stitution of the United States. It is pro-
posed to deprive a freeman of his liberty

;

to deliver him into the custody of strangers

;

to be transported to a foreign State ; to be
arraigned for trial before a foreign tribunal,

governed by laws unknown to him; sepa-

rated from his friends, bis family, sad sis

witnesses, unknown and unknowing. Had
he an immaculate character, it would sot

avail him with strangers. Such a spectacle

is appalling enough to challenge the strictest

analysis.

The framers of the Constitution were sot

insensible of the importance of Court! pos-

sessing the confidence of the parties. The?

therefore provided that citizens of different

States might resort to the Federal Courts

in civil causes. How much more imaortsat

that the criminal have confidence in his

jndge and jury. Therefore, before the

capias is issued, the officers should see thst

the case is made out to warrant it Agsis,

Boggs was shot on the 6th of May. The

affidavit was made on the 25th of July fol-

lowing. Here was time for enquiry, which

would confirm into certainty, or diatipste

his suspicions. He had time to collect frcte

to be had before a grand jury, or be incor-

porated in his affidavit.

The Court is bound to assume thst tab

would have been the course of Mr. Boggi;

but that his suspicions were light snd un-

satisfactory. The affidsvit is insufficient

1st, because it is not positive ; 2nd, became

it chsrges no crime ; 3rd, because it charge*

no crime committed in the State of Missouri.

Therefore he did not flee from the justice

of the State of Missouri, nor has he tsieo

refuge in the State of Illinois.

The proceedings in this affair, from the sfi*

davit to the arrest, afford a lesson to gover-

nors and judges whose action may here-

after be invoked in case* of this character.

The affidavit simply says that the sflsat

was shot with intent to kill; and he believes

thst Smith was accessary before the fact to

the intended murder, and is a citisea or

resident of the State of Illinois. It is not

said who shot him, or that the person was

unknown. The Governor of Missouri, in

his demand, calls Smith a fugitive fro*

justice, charged with being accessary before

the fact to an assault, with intent to Mil,

made by one O. P. Rockwell; on LUbutt

W. Boggs, in this State (Missouri). This

Governor expressly refers to the affidavit ss

his authority for that statement.

Boggs, hTbis affidavit,4oes not call South

Afugitive from justice* nor does he sum »

fact from which the Governor had a rtgU

to infer it Neither does the name of 0. P.
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Bockwell appear in the affidavit, nor does

Boggs say Smith fled. Yet the Governor
says he has fled to the State of Illinois.

Bat Boggs only says he is a citizen or resi-

dent of the State of Illinois. The Governor
of Illinois, responding to the demand of the

Executive of Missouri for the arrest of

Smith, issues his warrant for the arrest of

Smith, reciting that " whereas Joseph Smith
stands charged by the affidavit of Lilburn

Boggs with being accessary before the

fact to an assault, with intent to kill, made
by one O. P. Rockwell, on LUburn W. Boggs,
on the night of the 6th day of May, 1842, at

the county of Jackson, in said State of Mis-

souri ; and that the said Joseph Smith has

fled from the justice of said State, and taken

refuge in the State of Illinois."

Those facts do not appear by the affidavit

of Boggs. On the contrary, it does not

assert that Smith was accessary to O. P.

Bockwell, nor that he had fled from the

justice of the State of Missouri, and taken

refuge in the 8tate of Illinois.

The Court can alone regard the facts set

forth fch the affidavit of Boggs as having

may legal existence. The mis-recitals and
over-statements in the requisition and war-
rant are not supported by oath, and cannot

be received as evidence to deprive a citisen

of his liberty and transport him to a foreign

State for trial. For these reasons, Smith

mast be discharged.

At the reqnest of J. Butterfield, counsel

for Smith, it is proper to state, in justice to

the present Executive of the State of Uli-

nojs, Governor Ford, that it was admitted on
the argument that the warrant which
originally issued upon the said requisition

was issued by his predecessor; that when
SntHh came to Springfield to surrender

himself up upon that warrant, it was in the

hands of the person to whom it had been
issued at Qufncy, in this State; and that

the present warrant, which is a copy of tho

former one, was issued at the request of

Smith, to enable him to test its legality by
writ of Habeas Corpus.

At the close, I arose and bowed to the

Court, which adjourned to ten o'clock to-

morrow. I accepted an invitation to see

Judge Pope m his room, and spent an
hour in conversation with his Honour, in

which I explained to him that I did not

profess to be a Prophet more than every

man ought who professes to be a preacher

o#rtofteoosness? snd that the testimony

of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy; and
gave thejudge a brief but general view of

my principles. Esquire Butterfield asked

me "to prophesy how many inhabitants

would come to Nauvoo." I said, I will

toot tell how many inhabitants will come

to Nauvoo ; but when I went to Com-
merce, I told the people I would build up
a city, and the old inhabitants replied,
u We will be damned if you can." So I
prophesied that I would build up a city,

and the inhabitants prophesied that I could
not; and we have now about 12,000 inha-

bitants. I will prophesywe will build up
a great city; for we hare the stakes, and
have only to fill op the interstices.

The judge was very attentive and agree-

able, and requested of me that my secre-

tary, Dr. Richards, would furnish him a
copy of his decision for the press. Dined
at General Adams', and in the afternoon

visited Mr. Butterfield, with brother Clay-

ton. In the evening, visited Mr. Groves,

and lodged at General Adams, with Dr.
Richards.

Friday, 6th. In the morning went to

see Judge Pope, with Dr. Richards, who
presented the judge with a report of his

decision; called on Mr. Butterfield, and
gave him two notes of $230 dollars each,

having paid him $40 dollars as fee for

his service in mj suit. I took certified

copies of the doings of the Court, and
waited on Governor Ford for his certifi-

cate thereto, after which he offered me a
little advice, which was, that I " should

refrain from all political electioneering/'

I toM him that I had always acted upon
that primatie,, and proved it by General
Law and Dr. Richards: and that the

" Mormons" were driven to union in

their elections by persecution, and not by
my influence; and that the "Mormons"
acted on the most perfect principle of
liberty in all their movements.
During the day, I had considerable

conversation in the Court-room, with the

lawyers, &c, on various topics, and par-

ticularly on religion. Judge Pope's son

wished me well, and hoped I should not

be persecuted any mere,'
9 and I blessed

him. Mr. Butestfield said I must de-
posit my discharge and all my papers in

the archives of the Temple when it is

completed. My discharge, here referred

to, commenced with my petition for

Habeas Corpus, and dosed with the cer-

tificate of Thomas Ford, Governor of
Illinois, indudinff all the documents rela-

ting to my trial, on separate sheets of

paper, attached by a blue ribbon, and
secured by the seal of the Court, and
reads as follows :—

-

Pleas before the Circuit Court of the

United States for the district of Iffinou,
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at the December term, A.D., 1842, De-
cember 31st.

In the matter of Joeeph 8mith : Petition

for Habeas Corpus.
Justin Butterfield, attornej for laid peti-

tioner, comee and moves the Court for the
allowance of a writ of Habeas Corpus, and
files the annexed petition, and the papers
referred to therein.

To the Honourable the Circuit Court of
the United 8tates for the district of Illinois

:

The petition of Joseph Smith respectfully

sheweth that he has been arrested, and is

detained in custody bj William F. Ekin,

8herHF of Sangamon County, upon a warrant
issued by the Governor of the 8tste of

Illinois, upon the requisition of the Gover-
nor of Missonri, as a fugitive from justice, a
copy of the said warrant, and the requisition

and affidavit upon which the same was issued,

is hereto annexed. And your petitioner is

is also arrested by Wilson Law, and by him

also held and detained in custody, (jointly

with the said Sheriff of Sangamon CountyJ
upon a proclamation issued by the Governor

of the State of Illinois, a copy of which

proclamation is hereunto annexed. Tear
petitioner prays that a writ of Habeas Cor-

pus may be issued by this Court, directed to

the said William F. Elkin and Wilson Lav,

commanding them forthwith and without

delay to bring your petitioner before this

honourable Court, to abide such order sad

direction as the said Court may make in tbs

premises. Tour petitioner states that he

is arrested and detained as aforesaid, under

colour of a law of the United States, and

that his arrest and detention is illegal sad

in violation of law ; and without the autho-

rity of law, in this, that your petitioner is

not a fugitive from justice, nor has he fled

from the State of Missouri. And your peti-

tioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Joseph Smith.

(Tm bt Continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1858.

Practical Duties.—To contend for the faith once delivered to the people of God

has been a doctrinal duty with every member of the Church. The Saints have taken

np the exhortation of Jude, dwelt upon it with delight themselves, and urged it upon

others with much enthusiasm. They have read the glowing description of PanTs in

the 11th chapter of his Epistle to the Hebrews on the power of faith. Jesus has

been triumphantly cited to prove that genuine faith, though but as a grain of mustard

seed, would enable its possessor to remove mountains; and the promise of the Lord

to his servants has been hopefully reiterated-—" He that believeth on me, the works

that I do shall he do also ; and greater works than these shall he do ; because I go

unto my Father." Indeed, the faith of the Saints of latter days has extended

to the reconstruction and regeneration of society, the unfolding of the Millen-

nium, the eternal growth and increase of the people of God, and ultimately

to the creation of worlds. Thus they give to the promise of Christ a gloriously

broad signification, and make the salvation and exaltation brought about by the

Gospel of Jesus indeed worthy of spiritual, progressive, and eternal beings.

Archimedes, the great mathematician, is represented to have said, " Give me a

place to stand upon, and I will move the world." This eminent philosopher pos-

sessed all the faith necessary for such a wonderful undertaking. Indeed, he also pos*

stated the requisite theoretical knowledge. His theorem was based upon the practical

principles of mechanism ; and, had the conditions been practicable, the object could

have been accomplished, wonderful and wild as it might appear to the ignorant. But

the given condition was indispensable—the uplace to Hand upon!" Being minus

that, though his faith and mechanical knowledge were great enough to move a

world, they were utterly powerless for the practical end, because they lacked th$

PRACTICAL BLSMBIfT.
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Here, then, so far, are something like parallel cases—Archimedes' and the Saints*.

The one had faith enough to move the world ; and that faith was also consistent with

the principles of mechanism. The others have faith that more even than that can be
ultimately accomplished by the people of God—that the true believer in Christ will

be enabled to follow the Lord in his wonder-working path, and do the " greater works"

-of Christ, the extent of which has not entered into the heart of man to conceive.

Their faith is also consistent, according to the promises of God and the great princi-

ples of eternal development and exaltation. But Archimedes had no " place to stand

upon " that he might use the immense power of faith and true theory. We have not

jet named the u place * where the Saints may " stand upon " to bring the splendid

power of Gospel faith Ho bear and move all the immensity comprehended in the

development and increase of the kingdom of God. We do not pretend to be able to

point out the position to suit the former case ; but this is the "place
99

for the Saints

—their practical duties!

The foregoing is not a strained effort to tell a tale about an old Greek philosopher.

Oar design has been to illustrate a stupendous truth in a simple and homely style.

The lesson is, that the greatest faith, though consistent with the abstract prin-

ciples of development and power, are impotent and purposeless, unless a place is found
where they can practically operate. With all his knowledge and faith, Archimedes
possessed no more actual power to move the world than the plough-boy who would
be puzzled even to understand the meaning of the term science. There are many Saints,

possessing great abstract Gospel faith, that have accomplished next to nothing after ten

or fifteen years
9
profession of the religion of Christ. They believe in the fact that their

religion is the power of God, and that true faith will effect all that they have dreamt
about in their spiritual reveries. But they have not realized the way that God's purposes

and their own salvation were to be brought about, and have wondered why they have

not been able to remove mountains, and have often consoled themselves with the

fcncy—"The time is not yet come." Now, the fact is, the faith which they

possess is based upon mistaken notions. The time will never come when the

kingdom will grow in the manner that they expect, and the power of the Saints

increase according to their childish fancies. Yet the faith of the people of God,

properly directed, will accomplish more than they have been able to conceive. If

these individuals in question had laid the " place to stand upon," they would have

accomplished something, during the fifteen years, that would amount to more than

the moving of a mountain of earth.

How important are these practical duties ; but how often are they overlooked t

The gaae is directed at the great things and the glories above, and the lights looming

b the vista of thousands of future years. Yet how often people fail to reach any of

^ glory, and partake of none of the power of faith, because there is a chasm of

unperformed practical duties between. If the ladder which Jacob saw in vision, by
which the angels were ascending and descending, was not made ofpractical duties, it

might have been ; for it is the identical ladder by which Jacob, and all the Patri-

archs, Prophets, and Saints have to ascend to heaven, and travel up eternal exalta-

tion and glory.

There is another ancient philosopher, who wisely observed, " There is no royal road

^greatness;" and a modern one might add, " There is no going to heaven in

Woods." Yet how often some such notions as these are entertained. For instance,

May of the Saints have, in a mistaken faith, imagined that some day they

were to be emigrated in a marvellous and supernatural way. Perhaps they had read

the saying of Jesus to* the effect that, at the end of the world, God would send His
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angels to gather His elect from the four corners of the earth ; and, though they might

not have so worded it, they have almost felt as if the angels would come some day

and waft them through the clouds to the land of Zion ! Now, the fact is, God's

servants have for this last quarter-of-a-century been sent to gather the elect from the

four corners of the earth. There are many now in England who have been waiting

for angels with wings to gather them, who might have been in Zion before this, bad

they stood upon the performance of practical duties and laid in store even a penny

per day.

To those who possess the faith to remove mountains, but have been waiting for the

day to come to put it into operation, we will say, the day has come ! " Is it possible?"

Yes, it is the fact; and it has been here all the time, but many have not been aware

of it. Wonders could have been accomplished, and lots of mountains moved, if all

had made practical duties the place to stand upon. We will suggest an undertaking

for every faithful Saint to engage in for the future. Are there any mountains resting

on the Branches, Conferences, Pastorates, or Missions ? Then stand upon prac-

tical duties and move them. They will obey your word and fly when you are on that

point, and the power of an active faith will be wonderfully manifested. You can

also, when the emigration opens, cast some of the mountains over the great Atlantic,

and that will be doing more than casting them " into the sea." Those who have

faith that the Saints will go forth some day into space and create worlds might with

advantage commence practice now, by preparing to go to some appointed place to

sake settlements. Moreover, we see no objection to the brethren's taking a flight

into the clouds occasionally, providing they will come down to ascend the ladder of

practical dudes.

We have been homely in our remarks, in order to be instructive and to give to

our readers the true basis for their faith. We are certain that faith can accomplish

wonderful results, if practical duties be made the " place to stand upon." It is the

enly place where faith can find a bearing ! No other will ever be found

!

THE ANGELAS MISSION.

[Concluded from page 300.)

The present, then, being the predicted
|
the door of celestial salvation, though

time of the "angel's mission,'' is the omi- i open to the wise, who have obeyed the
nously-eventful " hour " of God's latter-

|
Gospel and watched for the coming of

day "judgment." An hour is a small, their Lord, will be closed against the
measured, distinctive portion of a day, and fooKsh, who have rejected the Gospel, or,

is here used to denote that marked period instead of watching, have" slumbered and
of time in which the Lord will fulfil the slept" in heedless self-security till awak-
declarations which have, from generation I ened by the midnight cry; It is the pre*
to generation, been made through His dieted time when the Lord will take-

servants, the Prophets, concerning the I

u vengeance on them that know not God
great work of the last days. It is and that obey not the Gospel." (2 Tness*
the eleventh hour of time, wherein the ' i. 8.) It is the time when « Zion shall be
virgin Church of Christ will be found ! redeemed with judgment, and her con-
watehing for his promised coming, ex* i verts with righteousness ; and the de-

fecting soon to bear the welcome tidings
\

struction of the tamnsmasors and of the
Durst forth, u Behold, the Bridegroom

\
sinners shall be together, and they thai

cometh!" It is the long-anticipated, forsake the Lord shall be consumed.'*
decisive "hour," at the end of which (Isaiah i. 27, 28.) It is the time when.
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"the indignation of the Lord" will be
"upon all nations, and His fury upon all

their armies," that oppose the interests of

His kingdom. (Isaiah xXxiv. 2.) It is

the time when Zion shall "arise" and
** shine," having ** the glory of the Lord"
upon her, and " shall break in pieces and
consume" all antagonistic kingdoms ; and
when the Lord " will avenge the blood of

His servants, and will render vengeance
to His adversaries." (Isaiah bci. ; Dan.
ii. 24; Deut. xxxii. 43.) It is the time

when "wars and rumours of wars" will

spread through the earth,—when " nation

shall rise against nation, and kingdom
againstkingdom, and there shall be famines,

arid pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers

E
laces" to a far great extent than has

itherto been experienced in the world's

history ; for the earth shall be desolated

bythe severest uplagues" from heaven, and
bia emptied" of its rebellious inhabitants;

and "Babylon the great" shall fall—shall
** bethrown down, and shall be found no
more at all," because that " in her was
found the blood of prophets and of saints,"

and "God hath avenged the blood of His
servants at her hand." (Matt. xxiv. 6, 7

;

Rev. xiv. 8; xviii. 2, 21, 24; xix. 2.)

But although it is being proclaimed with

a loud voicefrom heaven to the nations of

the earth, by the servants of God, that
a the hour of His judgment is come,"
there are but comparatively few of those

who hear it that believe it. The unwel-
come tidings are unexpected, and the

general mass of mankind are totally un-

prepared and unwilling to receive them.
Yet this is nothing strange; for when
have the great bulk of mankind been
found attentive to the declarations of

God's servants, or at all favourable to the
revelations of heaven ? Never

!

In the days of Noah, the people were
forewarned by that M preacher of righ-

teousness " of the deluge that God had
designed to bring on the ungodly world

;

but they disregarded and despised the

heaven-sent warning. "They did eat,

they drank, they married wives, they

were given in marriage, until the day
that Noah entered into the ark, and the

flood came and destroyed them all/'

(Luke xvii. 27.)

It was much the same in the days of
Abraham and Lot, with the inhabitants

of ftodom, and Gomorrah, and all the

cities of the piain. "They did eat, they

drank, they bought, they sold, they

planted, they buiMed; but the same day
that Lot went out of Sodom, it rained

brimstone from heaven, and destroyed

them all." (Luke xvii. 28, 29.)

We are fully prepared to expect the

prevalence of a similar spirit of Heedless-

ness and disregard of the warning-cry of

God's servants at the " hour of His judg-
ment," which is to usher in the Latter-

day Advent of the Son of Man ; for, after

citing the cases of Noah and Lot, the

Lord adds— " Even thus shall it be in

the day when the Son of Man is re-

vealed." (Luke xvii. 30.)

What, then, is the duty of the Saints
of God who live in this predicted hour of
Divine judgment and time of the downfall

of Babylon? To gather outof the doomed
ungodly nations, to the place prepared for

them in the chambers of the Lord—the
valleys of the mountains of Israel. Noah
and his family escaped in the ark from
the dangers of the flood; Lot and his

daughters escaped to the mountain from
the perils of doomed Sodom and Gomor-
rah. Both Noah and Lot, with their

families, did this at the command of God.
And if it is now as it was in the days of

Noah and of Lot in reference to the

wicked, so it is now as it was then in

reference to the righteous : the righteous

are Divinely counselled to gather out/rom
the abodes and impending dangers of the

wicked to the place appointed for them ;.

but those who reject the warnings and
counsels of God and His servants must
and will suffer in the general overthrow.

The histories of the past suffice to show1

the folly of disregarding the proclama-

tions of heaven in this respect. Even
delay is dangerous. w Procrastination is

the thief of time." A hint to the wise is

sufficient. Let us, then, remember the

antediluvians!—remember the cities of
the plain!—" remember Lot's wife !"—re-

member the five foolish virgins—the para-

bolic types ofmodern drowsy, half-hearted,

professing Saints, who, though now " sit-

ting at ease in Zion," and dreaming of
safety, must, ere long, awake to the sad

and stern reality that the door is closed,

that they are too late, and that they roust

remain as they are, lost in outer darkness.

Let all such take timelv warning and
arouse themselves to action and watch-
fulness, bearing in mind that " Now is the

accepted time ; behold, now is the day of

salvation." This is the day of the Lord's

power—a day of trial to the righteous.
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and of peril to the wicked. The hoar of ! the lips of God's servants in oar ears, is

God's judgment has come!—the downfall argent and imperative—u Come out of

of proud Babylon is at hand!—and the her, my people, that yebenot partaken of
« voice from heaven/

9
proclaimed by the her sine, and that ye receive not of her

tongue of an angel, and resounded from
J
plague*"

MASS MEETING OF THE CITIZENS OF GREAT SALT LAKE CITT.

The citizens of Great Salt Lake City

•convened a M Mass Meeting " in the

Tabernacle, January 16, 1858,and adopted

Addresses and passed Resolutions, which
have been forwarded to the President and
Congress of the United States. We are

satisfied that our readers would like to

become acquainted with these important

documents, and have therefore concluded

to republish them in the Star.

AN ADDBB8S

From the Citizens of Great Salt Lake
City to His Excellency James Buchanan,
President of the United States.

Sib,—Unused alike to the fawning
sycophancy of modern office-seekers and
the rough personalities of sectional strife,

we choose rather to address vou in the

plain language of American citizens, re-

spectfully, yet firmly demanding at the

hands of the chief magistrate our inalien-

able rights. To us who dwell in the

mountains, far away from the busy world

without, the term chief magistrate im-

plies a man who, from an innate conscious-

ness that he is capable of benefitting the

people, can solicit their votes without ser-

vility, administer justice without favour,

and one who will strive to be worthy of

the great confidence reposed in him. When
such an one is at the helm of state, his

course is marked by peace and good order

at home, respect and consideration abroad.

It is with nations as with individuals-

gentle treatment and thoughtful care are

often more efficacious in curing systema-

tical derangements than the most pungent
prescriptions. Sound policy, if no other

motive, would impress upon the President

of the United States the necessity of

cherishing and protecting the interests of

the Territories ; for it is presumable that

such districts more particularly require a

kindly, fostering care.

Two years since, the census was taken,

a constitution formed, and a delegation

was sent to Washington from the citizens

of Utah to lay before Congress oar peti-

tion for a State government Senators

and representatives declined mtereating

themselves in our behalf, on the ground
that they " would lose their political in-

fluence. The makers and administra-

tors of our federal laws have thus declared

that American citizens shall not only for

crime be disfranchised, but also on the

score of unpopularity. They have refused,

in point of fact, to make us a State or
give us the rights of a Territory. Whe-
ther or not these were the intentions of
our fathers, in battling for freedom, we
refer you to the administration of George
Washington and Andrew Jackson.

The circumstances under which this

Territory was settled are matters of pub-
licity. The strong hand of oppression

had bereft usof landsofwhich Government
had guaranteed to us the possession, and
of homes created by untiring industry.

We came to this desert, mountainous
country, and hoped here to unmolestedly
enjoy those rights which we had been
denied in Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois. We
were very poor, and our young men were
far from us, having enlisted to fight the
battles of that country which had refused

them protection from mob law. That,

suvstands upon thepagesof history,a mark
of patriotism rarely if everequalled—never
surpassed.

Considering these facts, was it strange
that we should look to the parent Govern-
ment for an extension of those rights

which heretofore had been denied us?
How far our anticipations were warranted,
subsequent events have determined.

Trusting that the services of the aMor-
mon Battalion

1
' would be remembered by

Congress, and the fact that no induce-

ments had been offered to settle a country
that would otherwisehaveremainedadesert
to this day, we have felt no hesitation in

locating on lands claimedas publie domain*
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No treaties have been made with the

Indians in this as in other Territories, nor
scarcely so much as even a few miserable

presents made them, if we except an alto-

gether unprecedented expenditure of pri-

vate means. Our kind treatment and
liberality have secured unto us the friend-

ship of the Indians,—not, as has been laid

to our charge, to tamper with them, but
on the principle that it is cheaper to feed

and clothe than to fight them. Even the

accounts of the Superintendent of Indian
affairs have often been disallowed, when,
at the same time, they have been far, very

far less than those allowed in other Terri-

tories ; and we are well assured that he
has never demanded one dollar which was
not nxstlv his due. We have fed and
fought tie Indians, to preserve life and
secure public domain. In either case, com-
pensation has been refused.

The one unfinished wing of our State

House is a fur type and lasting monument
of the liberality and fostering care of our
Government.
Mankind are the creatures of circum-

stances and habit. It is said that constant

custom will reconcile them to practices

the most odious. This, beyond doubt, is

exactly the case *ith the present Adminis-
tration ; else how can the principles for go-
verning,made public both in the Cincinnatti

Democratic platform and your inaugural

address, be reconciled with the old British

colonial usage of appointing rulers against

the unanimous wish of those to be ruled ?

If the opposite is the case, a fact is con-
veyed infamous beyond precedent.

We cannot think the people of the

United States so far lost to all decency as

to elect a man to the chair of state who
has no principles of honour or consistency.

If this u the case, we must believe that this

most noble of national fabrics is unappre-
ciated, and the nation doomed to anarchy^
confusion, and bloodshed by a justly

offended God.
There isa class of persons whose greedi-

ness for office is only equalled by their

disregard of the means of obtaining and
unfitness for it. These persons act as

scavengers in politics; hence honourable
members often find it more convenient to
give them a recommend for an appoint-
ment to some official dignity in the Terri-
tories than to endure the unhappy mixture
of impudence, ignorance, ana affectation

Which is their characteristic.

from the above causes, judges of the

SupremeCourt ofthis Territoryhave come
here as ignorant of law as of common
decency—nave insulted the people and
outraged the dignity of the bench. They
have permitted a public prostitute, which
they imported, to sit with them upon the
bench.

Nor is this all: they have one day peti-

tioned the President to continue Brignam
Young as Governor, because of his fidelity

and trustworthiness, and the next in-

trigued for the appointment themselves.

The accounts of the Marshal—incurred

by the express order of the judges—were
disallowed by the advice of one of their

number, who, the very next spring, went
to Carson Valley and bought several

thousand dollars of the Marshal's drafts

at 50 per cent, discount. Whether advices*

from Washington induced bim to indulge-

in the speculation, we are unable to say.

One, and perhaps the only reason why
the returning officials have been hostile

towards us is, that the United States ap-
pointees are usually the only habitual

loafers, whoremasters, drunkards, and
gamblers in the Territory ; and parents

nave been compelled, in self defence, to*

hold them up to their children as an ex-

ample which should never be imitated.

Do our best interests demand such rulers?

—our intelligence such insult ?

Our Legislative Assembly of 1856-7
sent a memorial to the President of the

United States. In that memorial were
measurably enumerated what we consider

to be our constitutional rights,—was
pointed out, in part, wherein we had been
wronged, and a request made to have the
Territorial offices filled from a list ap-

pended ; but, if that should not be done,to

at least give us good men for rulers. Was
there anything m that document to war-
rant the reception it met, even though
we make allowance for that feeling in

man which leads him to think, when *
wrong action has been laid to his charge,

that the odium consequent thereupon is-

also heaped upon bim ? That was not the

case with us : we merely pointed out
wrongs we had received, and were willing

to accept them as errors in judgment
rather than in intention.

A distinguished member of the Cabinet

remarked that he considered that memo-
rial equivalent to a declaration of war ^
and for the same reason—there is no
other—the mail contract was taken from
Mr. Kimball, after an expenditure of over
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. #1QO,000, from whioh there has been bat
a paltry return. Where is our boasted

'liberty, when objecting to such officials as

most who have been sent here, whom
ever honest man is conscientiously bound
not to receive, disqualifies us, in the eyes

of Government, for the rights of freemen,

and brand? us with the name of traitors:

Now, sir, let us examine the policy of

the present Administration in regard to

Utah, bearing in mind the following

facts :

—

1st—The Government have not made
treaties with the Indians—have not paid

us our just dues.

2nd—They have heretofore appointed

officers to preside over our welfare, whose
very presence, it is widely known, was an
outrage on common decency.

3rd—We petitioned, through our As-

sembly, to have good men for rulers, and
declared that such would have been cour-

teously received and strictly obeyed; but

it was plainly stated that if such men were
sent here as had been previously, they

would be sent back.

4th—Because our legislators dared to

exercise the right of petition, we are denied

mail facilities and branded as traitors.

5th—The reports of the returning

officials about the injustice of our courts,

the breaking up of the Supreme Court,

and the rebellion of the " Mormons," are

as base falsehoods as were ever hatched

in hell or propagated by the Devil.

From current report we learn that you
have appointed and intend importing a

full set of civil (?) officers for Utah, even

down to a Postmaster, for Great Salt Lake
city : and that they are fully qualified to

enjoy the contempt so deservedly bestowed

by the Utonians upon their predecessors,

we are satisfied beyond doubt.

We accept your hint, although it is

rather delicate (? } for the occasion, that

you have not only denied us a voice in

•choosing our rulers, but have appointed

men the opposite of those we .
petitioned

for,and have determined to enforce them
upon the citizens of this Territory, by

placing twenty-five hundred United States

troops under their control Is this the

justice that dwells in the breast of a chief

magistrate ? Have a hundred thousand

people no rights? You have tried us

without hearing our defence—passed sen-

tence, not giving us the benefit of a doubt;

apd, sir, we have , no assurance that you

^iU not attempt to carry the remainder of

THE CITIZENS, ET#.

the sentence into effect. Their cry has
been, Send an army toUtah—ext^minate
the "Mormons."
We are fully convinced that the presence

of an army can only be tolerated when the
evil to be dispelled is greater than the efH
of their presence. It has been reiterated

again and again by the troops selected £o
come here, that they intended to possess

our bouses, slay our leaders, ravish our
wives and daughters, and pollute the pure
valleys of Utah with their fiendish revel-

ries. This they well knew would not be
tamely borne, and thus they would gam
an excuse, under colour of which, if

they had the power, would be . enacted

those scenes of bloodshed and cruel op-
pression which have no parallel in history.

That army is now upon our borders.

Say they, " Our mission is peace ; we
come to establish the laws." • Is the busi-

ness of an army peace ? What laws have
we broken ? Not the laws of the United
States, nor of this Territory: we dare
proof to the contrary. If they come to

establish the common law of Great Britain,

or the by-laws of Bedlam, we have law
enough without, and their presence is un-
necessary. If they come to crush out
from our bosoms that noble feeling

—

American independence, hallowed by our
fathers' blood, and bequeathed to us as a
sacred boon,—the task is greater than
they can perform. Your army will not be
permitted to enter our valleys. We wish
for peace, but we will sacrifice all the

fruits ofour labours rather than surrender

our domestic peace and inalienable rights.

Although it has been provided, and
wisely so, that a majority pf suffrages

shall elect the President of this nation*

does it follow that they have a right

to require that President to oppress

the minority ? In fact, we are thoroughly

convinced that majorities have no right

which is not shared with minorities, and we
submit that, under the constitution and
laws of the United States, no man has
authority to demand aught which wiUin-
terfere with the rights of another. Xet,

if we go beyond popularity, where can .we
find a single reason for the present demon-
strations against Utah ?

And now, sir, at your hands we demand
that justice which has ever been denied
us. Pay us those iust dues which have
been so long and illegally withheld, and
appoint good men to rule us, who have
discernment to perceive our wants and
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-sufficient judgment to promote oar wel-

fare ; withdraw jour army, grant us our
rights, and receive the heartfelt gratitude

of a whole people.

Continue the injustice of your present

course, and your grave will be pointed out I

as that of the man who broke the noblest

of national compacts—your name be con-
signed to future generations with lasting 1

infamy. i

Elijah F. Sheets,
A. H. Raleigh,
Gilbert Clemknts,
J. M. Whitmore,
William Moody,

Committee on behalf of the citizens of
Great Salt Lake City, Great Salt Lake
County, Utah Territory.

Great Salt Lake City, U. T.,

Jan. 16, 1858.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gt*F.RAL—There is in England a general deep-set suspicion of Louis Napoleon's
friendthip for this country. The French press is feeling its way to an inrasion of
England, and there is great probability that Napoleon's legions will follow as soon as
convenient. On the 27th of April, an earthquake was experienced in Constantinople

,

accompanied by a noise similar to the discharge of* artillery. The rine disease is again
showing itself in Portugal : it is also manifesting itself with great sererity in the Lerant.
Madrid is in a state of political agitation, and martial and other precautionary measures
are being taken in anticipation of a revolutionary movement. A letter from Kouigsberg
states that an insurrectionary movement had taken place at the Russian town of Tau-
roggen, which was ultimately put down by military force, some of the leaders being flogged,
and others imprisoned. Russia is making considerable preparations for war with Cir-
cassia. On the 21st of April, a combat took place at Zargotta between the Bashi-Bazouka
and the insurgents, the latter being assisted by a number of Montenegrins : the number of
killed and wounded amounted to 140. In Modena, twelve persons have been condemned
to various terms of imprisonment or hard labour, for belonging to a secret Revolutionary
Society, or having arms in their possession. Radical changes have just been made in the
Government of Servia : the power of the Prince is reduced, and the power of the Senate
greatly increased. Rome is now comparatively empty, foreigners having taken their flight

in great numbers. Sir Colin Campbell (ssys the Pays) has urgently demanded large and
immediate reinforcements, on account of the great losses the army has sustained by sick-

ness and the enemy's fire : he also says that, notwithstanding the taking of Lncknow,
Oude is in full insurrection ; and the revolt, instead of being trodden out, extends daily.

In Antigua, there has been a negro insurrection, the intention of the rioters being to
murder the whole white population and establish a negro government : 14 of the rioters

were kHied by the fire of the police, and a special commission was appointed to try the
leading revolters who were captured.

America*.—There are said to be upwards of 35,000 Jews in New York at the present
time. A battle took place at Callao, Peru, on the 7th and 8th of March, which left Gen. Castilla

master of Areqnipa, and Yivanco retired to Bolivia : the loss on both sides was over 2,000
killed, and the city was filled with wonnded : blood ran down the barricades In streams

six hours after the fight. It is reported that Santa Anna had entered into an arrangement
with Spain to subjugate the Mexican republic and to establish a monarchy, or to make it

a foreign dependency. General Houston has explained his plan in the Senate of establishing

a protectorate over Mexico, and offered a resolution for the appointment of a special

-committee on the subject : the Senate ordered the resolution to be printed. A resolution

Jias been introduced tantamount to authorizing a declaration of war against Paraguay.
Mr. English has proposed a compromise, which, it is hoped, will end the " long agony n of

the Kansas question. The bill authorizing the construction of a telegraphic line to some
point in the vicinity of Utah is laid aside till December next. The memorial of the citizens of

Utah has been presented and read in the Senate : Mr. Bigler moved, as an expression of con-

tempt of the Senate for its authors, that it be laid on the table, which was agreed to by 82 to

13. Gen. Harney has left Washington for Utah, and will assume the command of the forces

in the eventof the disability ef Msjor- General P. F. Smith. Captain Marey's expedition has

been detained in the vicinity of Bent's Fort, awaiting the arrival of four companies of

troops intended as an escort. News from San Francisco state that the arrival of a
Special Commissioner of Government, bearing the name of Osborne, created considerable

-excitement at San Bernardino. His sympathy for the Saints being known, the citisena
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called a meeting, demanding proofs of his mission; and, satisfactory explanations being-

given, the enroj was allowed to proceed. The name of Osborne was assumed, the-

gentleman being the brother of the celebrated Dr. Kane, and the Col. Kane so noted for
his friendship to the Saints. The Col. left Cedar City for Salt Lake on the 20th Feb-
ruary, expecting to make the trip in four days.

VARIETIES.

A Thoughtful Servant " Now then, Sarah ! what are you burning off my writing

table ?" said an author to his servant. " Only the paper that's written all over—I havnt
touched the clean,** was the reply.

Advantages of Education.—" Doctor," said an old lady, the other day, to her family

physician, "kin you tell me how it is that some folks is born dumb?" ** Why, hem t

certainly, madam P replied the doctor. " It is owing to the fact that they come into the-

world without the power of speech P " La, me P remarked the old lady ; " now jest see

what it is to have a edxcation ! I've axed my old man more nor a hundred times that cre-

atine thing ; and all I could get out of him was,

'

Kase they is!
9 *

PAUL AND AGRIPPA.
Almost thou dost persuade me, Paul,
To cast this bauble crown aside, and deck myself
With everlasting jewels. Fall well I know
This sceptre Is a rotten stick, compared
With that eternal one thou pieachest.
And that thy Priesthood far surpasses all

That earth can dream of kingly pomp and power.
Bat ah ! how could I bear that ponderous chain,
Whose rustling links clank as thou walk*st ?

<As they have done lull oil on dungeon floors.)

I'm worn by ease, and wasted by the want
Ofdally toll j and far, far weaker grown
Than he who lacketh daily bread.
Thou wast surely born for what thou preachest

—

A hero from thy youth, born both to read

And toll in making tents.

Gamaliel spoiled thee not for labour,
And all thou leamed'st was in practice brought:
Truth was the object of thy restless seal.

As much when Stephen fell, as now thou fain

Wouldst fall like him, for what thou hatedst then.

The voice from heaven brought no new soul to thee;.

It merely showed where truth eternal smiled:
But I have never lived for truth ; and what
Pre never woo'd how can I win ? I've lived

For pleasure and the world's opinion \

And so I'll die, and more will follow ma
Than thee ; although thy fame will bloom when mine
Is wasted and my spirit cursed.

Jabbz Weox>Aa».

AoDRitas.—Charles Astle, Campbell Grove, Robin Hood Street, Nottingham.
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THE DESTINY OF NATIONS.

BT ELDER I. L. 81,049.

few subjects possessing

rsr interest to the student of history

the workings and developments of
those great powers which have consecu-

tifdy borne away over the greater portion

of the earth. Viewed as experiments of

the power of,man to control, guide, and
happify humanity, they have been, at best,

sain and impotent.
Etsiag, like grand specimens of archi-

tectural creations, at the bidding of some
JMUer-reind, who, meteor-Eke, flashed

•atoss the horizon of time; or, slowly

accumulating wealth, power, and im-

tsrunee, they nave seemed so firmly

Used, powerful, and impenetrable to any
anauk, that their virtual weakness and
mten foundation were seldom discovered,

titt, like the mighty avalanche hurled from
the mountain'aside,theytrembled,tottered,

and with fearful devastation rushed down
its acclivity of ruin, burying friends and
•fjaportcra in the mighty mass.

sJjLreflective mind is apt to pause and
tBauire, Why is this ? Why have empires

ruin to greatness ? And when they hav*
ajmsed the most powerful, vaunting

thsaistlrea in the pomp of their bloated

•ride, why have they so suddenly fallen

visa then* . seeming greatness, leaving

setting but the wreck of what they have
bssnto warn mankind of the mutability

g*d emptiness of all human greatness?

Oft answer is |iaia and pointed, be-

cause they grew with the seeds of dis-

solution in their composition, (for want of
confidence,) and consequently disunion
entered into their core. If we go back
as far as sacred or profane records will

carry us, and. view hew the death-throes
of one empire have proved the precursors
of its successor's greatness ; when weeee
Nineveh succumbingtoAssyria, it in turn
yielding!to .Babylon, which fell before the
growing newer of the Medes and Persians,

and watch .the yonthful king of llaeedon
marching,4' conquering and unconquered,'*

till debaucherycut short his bloody career

;

and then see Home rise up the mistress of
the world, with not arrival to dispute

twtth
her the sovereignty of the then dis-

covered portions of the Eastern hemis-
phere, and view her wither before the
fierce tread of the ro4e northern tribes,

changing the fortunes. and destiny of
Europe and the world; and on through
each succeeding age, while Turk and
Tartar, German and Frank, Eastern and
Western played their parts in the great
drama of time, we find the same causes
produced the same effects in every age
and in every empire. Unity formed then?

power and their greatness, end disunion

caused their downfall,—whether that

union was produced by faith in the genius

of a leader, whose superior abilities,acting

upon the masses, produced a feeling of

confidence— confidence doomed to fet
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destroyed when the idol was shattered, as

in the case of Alexander of Macedon, or

Napoleon the first,—or by faith in the Di-

vine originofa creed,whose principles were

considered capable of securing celestial

happiness, as in the case of Mahomet, the

like results were produced ; and when the

disunion that had only been covered by

the freshness and excitement that operated

on the actors appeared, the splendour,

pomp, power, and greatness disappeared,

proving that the unity which they ap-

peared to possess was neither real nor

based upon just and righteous principles.

One remarkable exception to the rest,

and illustration of the truth of what is

here advanced, is manifested in the history

of ancient Israel. Reserved by Divine

agency from the power of the tyrant

Egyptian, guided by a leader who drank

at the celestial fount of knowledge, given

principles, laws, and regulations from the

Essence of Life, and Ted by the visible

presence of His power who controls the

universe, they of all others had the chance

of building up a kingdom that might
have been eternal in its duration, because

their king, leader, and laws were calcu-

lated to elicit confidence, the natural pro-

genitor of unity. But brief had been

their career, when the miraculous inter-

position manifested in their behalf was
forgotten, and their grosser appetites

quickened • by a short space of liberty

made them forget their God and the

tyranny from which they had been
rescued, and recalled the " flesh-pots " of

the land of their captivity. Murmurings
were followed by idolatry, till they lost

the high privilege they were about to

enjoy, and were considered unworthy to

receive the " higher law," with power to

build up an everlasting kingdom to the

Most High. Led and guided by a kind and
merciful hand that corrected them for

•their salvation, their succeeding history is

one continued series of obedience, faith,

/and confidence in God, and consequently
unity and exaltation, or disobedience,

idolatry, and consequent disunion and de-

gradation, till the cup of their iniquity

brimmed over with the maniac cry,

.
" Upon us and upon our children be his

i. blood I"—a cry which eighteen centuries

of woe, dispersion, and insult have fear-

fully verified.

Having, then, carefully arrived at the
conclusion, that u union is power,"

. whether is a family, institution, or em-

pire, and that disunion is weakness and
ultimate dissolution, what must be our
conviction concerning the present con-

dition of the institutions and govern-

ments of the present day, when the

noblest and proudest of earthly govern-

ments, the most enlightened (?) assemblies

of legislature, and the recognized master-

minds among the statesmen of the nine-

teenth century gravely assure us that they

"cannot exist without an opposition.

The poor, debilitated, and debased fre-

quenter of the gin-shop and spirit-cellar,

the maniac opium-eater, and the worn-out

victim of any potent stimulant as gravely

tell us they cannot exist without that

which has proved their curse ; and while

the wretched inebriate drains the dregs of

the poison-cup, or the demon-lashed victim

greedily swallows the opiate, if the poison

which is rapidly eating into their cores

was suddenly forbidden them, their

shattered constitutions, ruined by their

debauchery, would give way, and they

would sink immediately into that grave

to which they are prematurely hastening

themselves. In like manner would the

effete constitutions, governments, and
institutions instantly crumble into ruin

upon their rotten foundations, if their

stimulant opposition was suddenly, by
some powerful hand, forbidden to exist.

That opposition which has been eating at

their heart, leaving them, like the apples

of the Dead Sea, fair to look upon, but
in the centre full of ashes and bitterness,

—that opposition which, by its very name,
declares their disunion, and consequently

that principle indicative of approaching

dissolution, and those powers which govern
by despotism are based upon either igno-

rance or fear ; and as Truth marches on
in its bright career, the ignorant will be
awakened to a sense of their condition,

and the fearful will partake of a spirit of
courage, while the fires of revolution, lit

by some desperate hand, will go arm-in-

arm with anarchy and the war-spirit of
the a^e, till the rotten seats of crime and
disunion that now rule the earth in un-
righteousness and injustice fall blackened

with their iniquities, burying serf and
noble, teacher and taught, king and clown
in one vast mass of ruins. They are
doomed, and they have doomed them-
selves, unless they speedily repent and
receive lessons in wisdom and knowledge
from the messengers of heaven whom,
they are daily rejecting.
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Haying arrived at the conclusion that

all the present dominant systems of

government are doomed to destruction

;

and as history continually points out the

fact that man is unable to organise a
system calculated to produce the happy
results which philanthropists of every age
have so ardently laboured to bring about,

the question naturally arises, Is there any
being at once sufficiently powerful and
willing to do so? Or are there any
reasonable grounds for believing that

such a system will ever be introduced ?

To believers in Divine revelation it is

unnecessary to say that Ood is perfectly

able : and that He has not only expressed

His willingness but His determination to

do so, His holy Prophets in all ages have

-repeatedly declared.

That the Scriptures abundantly testify

to the fact that God, seeing the futility of

man's attempts to organize an ever-

-during kingdom, declared that He
Himself would establish a kingdom which
should never be destroyed, is beyond con-

tradiction. That all the kingdoms or

institutions estabUshed hv Divine assist-

ance which have had time to work out

their dispensations have failed in proving

^themselves such, the ancient records of

the past and the present corruptions and
^confusion of so-called Christianity declare.

And that there is a people professing to

be the nucleus of that kingdom, the

united testimonies of hundreds of thou-

sands abundantly prove. We shall there-

fore notice what peculiar claims they have

upon us, as reasonable beings, to believe

that they are what they profess to be.

It must be admitted, from the foregoing

arguments, that a people led and guided

by Divine Wisdom directly communicated

are the only ones capable of rearing up a
kingdom which shall brinjr heaven upon
earth, by ruling with justice and equity,

and bringing happiness to the children of

men. The people led by Moses rebelled

against the wise hand which had delivered

them from slavery, and, as rebels to the

Majesty of heaven, were unworthy of re-

ceiving that higher law, without which

the redemption of the earth could never

be wrought out. They enjoyed the best

opportunities for carrying into effect

God's purposes,—as a wholesale emi-

gration, in their exodus from Egypt,

enabled them to concentrate their power
at one particular focus. But, in conse-

quence of their sin of rebellion, again and

OF NATIONS* 33$

again repeated, this served no other pur-
poses than the carrying out of some of
God's promises to tie fathers and
preparing for the first advent of the
Messiah.

When he appeared, Rome bore sway,
unrivalled for power and importance.

Her iron legionaries had carried the vic-

torious eagles from nation to nation, and
the ancient seat of David's throne was in

her possession. Then, though the Gospel
was revealed in its purity by Jesus, and
the Apostles made an attempt to carry
out one of its highest principles, by a
joined community, the jealous eye of
Rome was upon their actions, and the
frenzied wrath of the blinded Jews
endeavoured to mar their purposes, so

that it was utterly impossible to concen-
trate the members of the Church to form
the kingdom spoken of by the Prophets.

Centuries rolled on, and the principles

then delivered became lost through cor-

ruption and iniquity ; and, in consequence
of these corruptions, the authority to

administer in the holy ordinances of
salvation was taken from among men,
till extension of manufactures and com-
merce, or the iron hand of tyranny and
bigotry, caused men to flee from their

over-crowded homes and seek an abiding-

place where there was room to dwell;

and constitutions were framed according

men mere or less of freedom of con-
science and action, one of which gave to

man all the freedom, if rightly adminis-

tered, which the citizens of the kingdom
of Ood would require. Then the Lord,
whose band was working all the time to

bring about these results, commenced a
work unparalleled in any age. The prin-

ciples and ordinances of the higher law,

the Gospel, were revealed, and the autho-
rity to administer them restored once
more to earth ; and when these principles

were proclaimed to the children of men,
thousands gladly obeyed the sound, and
the " Emigration mania of the nineteenth

century " was a practical introduction of
the gathering of the Saints, declared by
all the holy Prophets as the necessary

accompaniment of the never-ending
kingdom which God would establish in

the last days. Independently of any
other reasoning, here are two grand
causes why the Latter-day Saints are

forming that kingdom. They possess the

principles of the Everlasting Gospel in

their purity. This has been proved time
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•and again, and stands incontrovertible.

They are also gathering the recipients of

these principles to one common centre,

"where the celestiallaw can be fuHy carried

oat, and where tbey will be able to main-

tain the cause of Truth, under the direct

sanction of high heaven.

Let the honest heart rejoice, then, that

these corrupt and rotten organizations,

under which the earth is groaning, are so

near a speedy dissolution; and that the
principles of equity and justice, love and
peace, are making such rapid strides

towards universal empire, under the
energetic workings of Israel of the last

days, when a people shall be prepared for

the reception or their King, "whose
coming is nigh at hand, even at our very
doers.

THE "WISEMAN FAMILY.

A DRAMA.

(Continued from page 325.)

. ACT HI. Scene 1.

(A Room in Thomas Merchants house.)

[Enters Thomas Merchant]

T. M. [Solus.] I'm surprised that

my wife will not give up this cursed

Mormonism. She must conform to my
Tiews and feelings in the matter, and
follow where I lead. The wife's duty is

to yield to her husband, and she must
submit to me. It is nature's law that

the weak must give way to the strong

;

and she must not think that I shall be
ruled by her. Ill not, that's certain.

But here she comes. I expect she has

found out something

!

[Enters Fanny, with a look of despair.]

Fanny. Oh, Thomas, you cruel,

wicked man I What is your reason for

treating me in this manner? You have
burned nearly all my books ; and what you
couldn't burn you have torn up ! What
harm have they done you? This is

another specimen of your persecuting and
illiberal spirit. Oh, how can mortal

"woman endure the usage that I am con-

tinually receiving at your hand? You
will neither allow me to attend the

meetings of the Saints nor to visit my
friends ; and you are perpetually taunting

me on account of my religion, and ridi-

culing everything that does not suit

jour mind. Ifyou do not like Mormonism,
you can surely leave it alone, and not

wreak your vengeance on me and that

which belongs to me, without cause.

What have I done to injure you, that I

should have my religion jeered at, my
feelings outraged, my liberty restricted,

and my books destroyed? I am sure I

have given you no cause for treating me
thus. For you, I left my home, where I
was comfortable and happy ; and here, in

return, I am doomed to misery and sor-

row. Oh, what will become of me,
wretched woman that I am 1 [Sobs.

T. M. What the d—1 have you got
to whine about ? You have everything*

about you that you need, and are sur-

rounded with every comfort and luxury
that wealth can bring.

Fanny. What does all that amount
to, without peace of mind ?

T. M. " Peace of mind," be
I beg your pardon. But I tell you, you
must give up that abominable system of
Mormonism, and submit yourself to me.
I have elevated your social position and
opened the way for your intercourse with
good society. I think you have been
exceedingly fortunate in your matrimonial
connection. Look at your sister Mary.
She has got a husband in the Mormon
Church, who is a " womlbman " by nature
as well as by name. They are as poor as
ever, while you .

Fanny. [Interrupting him.] Sir, if

my sister and her husband are poor in

this world's goods, you need not reproach
them, for they live an upright and happy
life, and they are rich in spiritual things,

and enjoy the liberty of worshipping God
according to their own conscience, which
is more than I can do. My sister's

husband is a man of prayer and of good
sense and judgment. He is kind to her,

loves her, and treats her as a man ought
to treat the wife of his choice, which is

more than I can say of you. You pro-

fessed a ffood deal before we were married*,

but you have not proved yourself a good
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husband to me. Alas, alas, I ftar nay

happy days are over ! [Sops.

, T. if. Come, now, Fanny, [partly

embracing her,] don't distress yourself so.

Cheer op. I will try and mend. Bat
mark, I shall never become a Mormon
Saint; for I abhor the religion and hate

the very name, as 1 do those who profess

it. I understand that your father and,

mother, and a few other Mormons in the

town, are about to emigrate to their

promised land ; and tben the tide shall

turn in your favour. Cheer up, tben, and
be a sensible ,woman, and all will come
right yet. [Exit.

:
Fanny. [Solus.] Ob, misery 1 And

is this the comfort he holds out to a
woman in despair—the prospect of being

eternally separated from her best friends!

Does he think he has brought me good
news? If he does, he is greatly mis-

taken. Oh, what is to become of me ?

It seems as if there was no eye to pity me—no tongue to speak in my behalf—no
friend to plead for me, or to help me out
of my tribulation. Here I am, a discon-

solate, miserable, God-forsaken*woman

!

When I think of the many instructions I
have received concerning the various

blessings obtainable through obedience to

the Gospel and the counsels of the Priest-

hood, it pains me to see how foolishly I

have acted. Instead of carrying out the

principles of the holy religion I professed,

I have taken quite an opposite course, in

spite of my own dear father and mother's

remonstrances and admonitions ; and, in

so doing, have done myself injury and
brought tribulation on my own head.

Cb, Mormonism ! Mormonism 1 would to

God I had held fast to thee, and followed

thy dictates I I should not then have
been as I am now, a miserable, heart-

broken woman ; but I should have been
enjoying the privileges and blessings of
th« Gospel and the spirit of Zion, and, by
living in the discharge of mv duties,

should have been as happy as the day is

lonr. But alas, all mv hopes of happiness
are now fled for ever! My doom is fixed

—sh, and leaded by my awn hand!
' [Weeps.

Sobxe 2.

(ifr. and Mrs, Wiseman seated at home,
in conversation.)

TT. W. Well, Elisabeth, I am glad
to think that we have hitherto kept out

covenant and standing good in that

Church, and that we have been so far.

enabled to overcome the evil influences of,

the world around us. And as the timer

of our emigration draws near, my joy
increases more and more.
Mrs. W. Yes, William, and I re-

joice, too, with you; for the prospect o£
our getting away from old Babylon anb\
all its Gentile customs and evil influences*

and going to Zion, where we can mingle-

more fully with the people of God and live,

under higher and purer laws, adminis-
tered by the acknowledged servants of
God, is to me more and more welcome
and cheering as the time of our departure*

approaches.

[A knock at the deer. Postman deliver*

a letter.]

W. W. [Examining the post mark.]^
Why, it's a letter for us from Liverpool.

Mrs. W. Ill be bound to say it s our
" Notification" from the Office

!

W. W. [Opens it.] Yes, it is.

[Reads.
Mrs. W. Oh, what glorious news

this morning 1 If poor Fanny was going
with us, what a happy little company wa
should make

!

W. W. Ah, poor girl, she has placed
herself in a position which forbids all hope
of that. She now belongs to a man
whose objects and intentions are to keep
her away/rom the society of the Saints,

and to prevent her from fulfilling those

duties which devolve upon her as a+

member of the Church.

[Enter James Workman and his wife,

Mary]
James and Mary. Good morning!

^
Jfrs. W. You ve both come just at a

right time to hear some good news

!

W. W. Yes. We have just received a
" Letter of Notification" from Liverpool to*

be all on shipboard for New York on
Easter Tuesday.
[Hands the letter to James, who reads.

James. Capital ! Rubbing his hands
gleefully.] That's the best news we have
heard since the day we were married

—

eh, Mary ?

Mary. Yes, it is indeed; and I am
delighted to hear it. But there wants
another to make the list complete. Ob,
Fanny, I wish you could be with us.

Mrs. W. So do I, Mary.
W. W. And so do I, with all my

heart, I did all I could to dissuade her
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from the step she has taken; for I clearly

foresaw what would natorallj follow from
her marriage with such a man as Thomas
Merchant. She is now prohibited from
attending any of the meetings of the

Church, and is debarred even the privi-

lege of visiting her friends. Her husband,

being himself devoid of the spirit of the

Gospel, feels no interest whatever in the

work of God, but, on the contrary, is

violently opposed to it I feel truly sorry

for her. Her position is not by any
means an enviable one; and, unfortu-

nately, there appears to be no prospect

whatever of any change taking place for

the better.

Mrs. W. We must, however, try and
see her in some way, and acquaint her

with our intentions to emigrate. Oh, if

,

she could but accompany us to Zkra, how»
happy I should be

!

W. W. We shall, of course, have to

adopt some plan of communicating with*

her. But I understand her husband'
keeps a strict watch over her, and forbids

any M Mormon" entering his bouse on
any pretence whatever. Such is his

hatred of the people and cause of God.
Mary. What a tyrant! Thank God I<

have not such 4 man for my husband

!

W. W. [Looking at his watch.] Well,.

I think I ww go as far as Brother Camp-
bell's, and acquaint him with the good*

news we have received this morning.
James. And, if you have no objection,.

I will accompany you.

W. W. Very well.

[Both take their hats. Exeunt.

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

{Continuedfrom page 319.)

OBJECTION.

u Although Mormons profess to have
received many revelations from God—
especially the Book of Mormon, and the

Book of the Docrines and Covenants

—

yet they carefully keep these back when
seeking converts to their system, and use

arguments (if such they can be called,)

from the Bible to establish their«doctrines

and pretensions.

—

M The Mormon's * Only
Way to be Saved' not the Way to be

Saved? published by P. Drummond.

ANSWER.

The Latter-day Saints assuredly do
M profess to have received many revela-

tions from God," some of which are con-

tained in the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants. The Book of Mormon is a
history of ancient America. To say, as

does the objector, that the Saints u care-

fully keep these back when seeking con-

verts to their system," is to say that

which is untrue. Such a procedure would
be as absurdly inconsistent with its pro-

fession and object as it would be futile in

its results.

As the Bible is the professed sole

standard of doctrinal truth in the religious

world, what course could we pursue more
commendable than that of appealing to

its authoritative pages for proof of the

truth of our M doctrines and pretensions.'
9

There seems to be no way of pleasing*

such an objector as the author of the

tract before us. If we undertake to-

" establish " the truthfulness of our doc-

trines by Scripture proofs, that course dses-

not suit him. If, on the other hand, we
were to direct attention to the Book of
Mormon and the Book of Doctrine and?

Covenants as establishing our cause, it is

evident that that would not suit him ; for

he would then, in all probability, charge
us with disbelieving or ignoring the vali-

dity of the Bible. His objection woull
then be changed and worded thus:—
"They carefully keep the Bible back
when seeking converts to their systeo,

and use arguments from their own books-

to establish their doctrines and preten-

sions!" This would forthwith be tie

cry of our opponents; and so, whichever

course we might adopt, we should be
equally reprehensible in their eyes.

However, this much we can with cer-

tainty declare, and it is entirely out of
their power to disprove it,—namely, that

the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and the

Book of Doctrine and Covenants all con-

tain u many revelations from God" to

His people, all harmonise with and ion-

firm each other, and all unitedly M estab-

lish" the truth and Divine authenticiy of
the " doctrines" of the Church of «esus

Christ of Latter-day Saints.
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OBJECTION.

"The chief and first point Mormons
seek to teach is, that baptism is essential

to salvation ; and then that no baptism is

valid but theirs.

—

"The Mormon 8 * Only
Way to be Saved' not the Way to be

Saved," published by P. Drummond.

ANSWER.

The " chief and first point " which all

true Latter-day Saints " seek to teach" is,

that genuinefaith in God, in the Gospel

of His Son, and in the revelations of His
Spirit, is of paramount importance and

u essential to salvation." The second
"point" which they "seek to teach" is

the absolute and indispensable necessity of
practical repentance from all evil works
to serve henceforth the living and true

God. The next "point" of order and
1

duty which they " seek to teach " is the

ordinance of baptism for the remission of
sins, which, as a Divinely-instituted ordi-

nance of the Gospel for so important a
purpose, is necessarily " essential to salva-

tion,*—and which, to be valid in the

sight of God, must be administered to

the penitent believer only by one of his

legally-appointed and Divinely-recognized

servants.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH 8MITH.

(Continuedfrom page 828.)

The Governor of the State of Missouri to

the Governor of the State of Illinois—

greeting

:

Whereas it appears by the annexed docu-
ments, which Is hereby certified as authentic,

tbtt one Joseph Smith is a fugitive from
justice, charged with being accessary before

the fact, to au assault with intent to kill,

made by one O. P. Rockwell on Lilburn W.
Boggs, in this State ; and it it represented to

the Executive department of this State, has

fled to the State of Illinois:

Now, therefore, I, Thomas Reynolds, Go-
vernor of the State of Missouri, by virtue of

;he authority in me vested by the Constitu-

tion and laws of the United States, do by
these presents demand the surrender and
delivery of the said Joseph Smith to Edward
I. Ford, who is hereby appointed aa the

agent to receive the said Joseph Smith, en
tie part of this State.

In testimony whereof, I, Governor of the

ftato of Missouri, have hereunto set my
land, and caused to be affixed the Great Seal

Of State of Missouri.

Done at the City of Jefferson,

this 22nd day of July, in the

year of our Lord one thousand

eight hundred and forty-two;

of the Independence of the Uni-

ted States, the sixty-seventh,

and of this State the twenty-
third.

By the Governor,

Tuoe. Reynolds.

us. L. Minor, Secretary of State.

|
SEAL.

|

State or Missouri,
Countyof Jackson,

This day personally appeared before me,
Samuel Weston, a justice of the peace within

and for the county of Jackson ; the subscri-

ber, Lilburn W. Boggs, who being duly
sworn, doth depose and say, that on the
night of the sixth day of May, 1842, while
sittting in his dwelling, in the town of Inde-
pendence, in the county of Jackson, he was
shot, with intent to kill; and that his life

was despaired of for several days, and that

he believes, and has good reason to believe,

from evidence and information now in his

possession, that Joseph Smith, commonly
called the Mormon Prophet, was accessary

before the fact of the intended murder ; and
that the said Joseph Smith is a citisen or resi-

dent of the 8tate of Illinois, and the said

deponent hereby applies to the Governor of
the 8tate of Missouri to make a demand oa
the Governor of the State of Illinois to

deliver the said Joseph 8mith, commonly
called the Mormon Prophet, to some per-
son authorized to receive and convey him to

the State and county aforesaid, there to be
dealt with according to law.

Licecbn W. Boons.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this

20th day of July, 1842.

Samuel Weston, J. P.
P

. SUte of Illinois,

Office of Secretary of SUte.

I, Lyman Trumbull, Seceretary of State,

of the SUte Of Illinois, do hereby csvtify^fcsi^
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farefretog to be a true and perfect copy of kill, made by one O. P. Rockwall on LObura
tko detnand of tko Governor of the State of W. Boggs, oo the night of the sixth of
Missouri apoo the Governor of this State, Kay, A.D. 1842, at the county of Jackson,

for the apprehension aad surrender of in said State of Missouri ; and that the skid

Joaaph Smith, who is charged with being a
j

Joseph Smith hat fled from the justice of

fugitive from justice, aad the affidavit of
j

said State, and taken refuge in-the State of
Liltwrn W. Boggt attached to the tame, i Illinois

:

which are on file in this office.
|

Now, therefore, I, Thomas Ford, Govern
•\ In testimony whereof I hare nor of the State of Illinois, pursuant to the

I hereunto set my hand, and af- Constitution and law* of the United 8tates,

t fixed the great seal of state at and of this 8tate, do hereby oommand joa
J Springfield, this thirty-first day to arrest and apprehend the said Joseph

of December, A.D., oae thousand eight I Smith, if he be found within the limits of

hundred and forty-two. : the 8tate aforesaid, and cause him to be

Lyman Tbumbull. safely kept aad delivered to the custody of

Secretary of State. 1 Edward R. Ford, who has bean duly oca-

wi

i

December 31, 1842.

I do hereby certify the foregoing to be

true copies of the demand and affidavit upon
which the writ for the apprehension of

Joseph Smith was this day issued.

L. Trumbull,
Secretary of State.

December 31, 1842.

The people of the State of Illinois to the

Sheriff of 8angamon County, greeting

:

Whereas it has been made known to me
by the executive authority of the State4 of

Missouri, that one Joseph Smith stands

charged by the affidavit of one Lilburn W.
Boggs, made on the 20th day of July, 1842,
at the county of JecksoO, in the State of

Missouri, before 8amuel Weston, a justice

of the peace within and for the county of
Jackson aforesaid, with being accessary be-
fore the fact to an assault with intent to

(7e ft* cowHmsd.)

stitoted the agent of said State of Missouri

to receive said fugitive from the justice of

said State, he paying all fees and charges

for the arrest and apprehension of sai*

Joseph Smith, and make due return to the

Executive department of this State, tht

manner in which the writ may be executed
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto

set my haadaadjeaused the Great Seal of tht

State to be affixed.

Done at the city of Spring-

field, this 31st day of December,
in the year of our Lord cm
thousand eight hundred sal

forty-two; and of the Inde-

pendence of the United State*,

the sixty-seventh.

By the Governor^

Thomas Foud.
Lymair Tbuxbull, Secretary ofState*

THE LATTERrDAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL 8TAR.

SATURDAY, MAY 29, 18M.

jhmnro Records.—About two years and a half ago, the law of Tithing was ex-

tended to this Mission. It is too much to expect that, at its introduction, its epexaiient

would be as perfect and broad aa its design—that all have understood its prtnoiptev

sacredness, dignity, and scope, or that every member and officer has performed tit

extent of obligations due. It would also be too much to expect that ail the memoes
and officers have been as familiar with the principle, and that they have worked ft

according to that nice exactness to be expected when it has been long and perfect*

established. Though it is perfect in its principles and design, to be perfect ant

thorough in operation, it will require time and a faithful observance of duties'on Ut

part of the Saints ; hut more especially does it require an efficient, practised, aid

just administration on the part of the officers. Practical perfection- and comple*-

neas, it is true, is a matter of development and improvemeit. Nevertheless, it is

snaatdoiirijilr that the operations of the Tithing system should travel as *eaf to its
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perfect design and object as fast and a* Jaras practicable. We have derated no
iacooaderable portion of our time and attention to sceompliah this, and give to the

TStsiog system aa much of it*d1gnsty and character, aa the financial branch of GadV
government, as possible. As soon as,in the providence of heaven*the responsibilityofthia

Ifinuon fell upon our shoulders* we commenced operations in this direction.

"Tithing Records," answering all necessary purposes, and of various volume,

to sab every Conference, were got up, needy bound, and distributed

to each Conference throughout the Mission. Our operations were de-»

aped to extend from the first of January, 1868, and have now bean
in actual working about three months. Nearly every Conference in the British

hies has already been visited by us and our Counsellors, and instruction especially

assigned to bring the Tithing into a complete and systematic branch of government
bat been imparted to the Priesthood. Providing the Saints honestly discharge their

obligations, our arrangements, if faithfully and efficiently carried out, wiH represent

the whole actual wealth and income of the Mission. We shall be able to tell at this

Ofa what every Pastorate, Conference, and even Member has paid, and cons**

fluently know the worthiness of all. It wall also show every farthing of expenditure*

who has used the means, how it has been expanded, whether it has been legitimately

appropriated, and, if required, will enable us to hold all necessary checks. We are

exceedingly gratified that our arrangements will meet the instructions recently

leeeiied from President Young. The following extract therefrom will doubtless be

interesting to the Saints :

—

"We leern from Brothers Pratt and Benson, for the first tine, that s large amount of
Tithing, called the weekly Tithing, is collected in the various Conferences without credit,

«nd has been disbursed without keeping a proper account. This mutt be attended to
without delay. Credit must be giren to every person who pays Tithing, no matter how
snail the amount; and each individual's account should be consolidated in our credit for
tat year, and forwarded to the General Tithing Office in this City* You, having been
Acquainted with the Tithing business in the Office, will readilj comprehend the necessity
for this regulation, as you are aware that people often complain that thej hate paid .their,

Tuning, but can find no credit. If a poor person can only pay a farthing or a penny, he
h just ss much entitled to haying it recorded to their credit as the person who pays hia

sandrad*"

Now, it matters not how perfect and practicable our design might be, it is evident

that, unless the Priesthood administering in this matter perform their duties efficiently

sod economically, their squandering, bungling, or inattention must measurably render

our intentions void. In order that those intentions may be certainly met, and
to leave no excuse to any for failure, we will offer the following remarks and

foggestions.

The design of the Tithing Records is of such a comprehensive nature as to meet
svery requirement, both present and prospective. Moreover, the arrangement is so

ample that any boy of ordinary intelligence may understand it. The object bad in

newm their drawing up was to do everything for those through whose hands they

were to pass, and to leave nothing to be done but a little looking at to make the

^hoers acquainted with that arrangement. One hour's attention is quite sufficient

&r this to every person capacitated for Church business at all. Every Pastor, Presi-

dent, and Conference Clerk should be familiar with it; and we can take no excuse for

neglect or mietmdenkmdmg.
hfe* of fatoh, with the work of God at heart, and who are also active, intdligenf,

tad gtptobig, should at all times be chosen for officers. But all the Clerks and men
appointed to transact Church business must be men of business habits and talents, who
§R capable of keeping clear, correct, and clean accounts.
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Pastors and Presidents ought themselves to see that these Records are properly

kept, and must not depend on the Clerks alone. Of course, the latter are expected

to do the working part ; hut it is the duty of the presiding officers to see that it it

properly andfaithfully done.

Let the names of tithe-payers he recorded in connection with the Branch to which

they belong. To be effective, classification and systematic arrangement are absolutely

necessary in everything, but especially in business. In the Conference Record, the

Branches should be classified according to their numbers or importance, and the

names of all persons representing tithe-payers entered in their own Branch divisions;

and in these, space should be left for fresh names added through baptisms or by letters

of recommendation.

In the u Balance Sheet," the names of the Pastor, President, and Travelling

Elders should be recorded, with the amounts received by each, and the purpose for

which received.

The Branch Records, even down to the " Teacher's Books," should receive the

due attention of the Pastors and Presidents. They, or a Travelling Elder appointed,

should visit the Branches at least once in every two weeks, when Branch affairs and

books ought to be examined. If anything is out of place, it should be rectified directly;

and this can bo done much easier thus than if two or three months were allowed to

pass over with an accumulation of errors.

The brethren engaged in the ministry are required to turn their attention to the

business arrangements of the Church, and to strictly observe the order thereof as

much as they are required to observe the ordinances of the Gospel ; for all that

belong to the kingdom have one object

—

salvation. Those who do not answer to

this, are unworthy, or, though good at heart, are yet inefficient in their callings, should

be displaced, and other men appointed who are both worthy and efficient. The

Pastors and Presidents should extend this principle even to the Deacon. The Pastors

and Presidents will also f>e attended to. Harshness and tightness are not the objects

;

but the interests of the kingdom must be insured.

Arrival.—We learn, by letter from New York, that the ship John Bright arrived

safely in that port on the 23rd ult., after a somewhat slow, but, on the whole, not

unpleasant voyage. The Saints had been treated with marked respect and kindness

by the Captain and crew, and the general health had been good. Two deaths

however, bad occurred among the Scandinavians.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SWISS AND ITALIAN MISSION.

108, Rue dn Cendrier, Geneva,
April 29, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I came here last night,

expecting to see Elder Francis before bis

departure; but he had, six days pre-,

viously, rolled up everything with business-
like rapidity, and fled away on the wings
of steam to receive your orders in Eng-
land. The Lord bless him 1 He is a good

and faithful man. I think of remaimng
here awhile, and, if possible, to une
another number of the DarsteUer for

the benefit of many families both tn sad
out of the Church. The storm breaks

upon us from all quarters, and it t>

dangerous to visit m many places.

However it may go, I expect the time

is nigh when our preaching and publish*

ing must be suspended for awhile, till

some of the scourges of the Almighty go-

through these lands, and mm think leas
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of gold and silver, and women less of

silks and satins. A well-known proverb

on the Continent runs thus—" No money,
no Switxer." In their mercantile opera-

tions, they are more honourable than

many other nations ; but the love of gain

is the very foundation of that honour in

general,—which is proved by the fact that,

for many hundred years, whenever a war
has broken out among neighbouring

nations, they could always be enlisted in

swarms by the party that offered the best

pay, without any question as to who was
right or wrong, You are at liberty to

publish this, if interesting ; for it is all

written here, even in the children's school

books ; and these are among the causes

which nave wrested this ancient republic

from its primitive simplicity, and prepared

the elements of combustion, that it can

burn with the rest of Babylon. Religious

liberty has been considerably diminished

of late. Native Methodists have been

fined and imprisoned by their Protestant

brethren, and two of their American
preachers were publicly beaten ; for which,

nowever, the U. 8. Consul has demanded
satisfaction. Of course, we have to catch

it a little worse, and can obtain no satis-

faction till the Consulate of Heaven takes

it in hand.

A little while ago, one of our sisters, a

poor widow, was dragged away from her
young children, and taken from place to

place to be examined concerning her
knowledge or profession of religion. She
was brutally insulted and compelled to

sleep in horrid dungeons, in one of which
a man had iust before committed suicide,

and in another that was not more than
three feet high. After suffering hunger,,

thirst, and cold, she was at length dis-

charged, with many threatening.

I have seen them strike the ground with
clubs at my feet, as if they would kill me
if thev dared ; but I have not learned to*

fear them yet: but I tell the Saints to
make every preparation to flee as soon as
the way opens.

With kind love to yourself, Counsellors,

brethren in the Office, Elder Francis, &c,
I remain, yours faithfully,

Jabez Woodard.
P.S.—I never saw such stormy times

as the last few weeks. Some of the
weak Saints have gone overboard ; and if

it keeps on blowing, we shall soon be rid

of the chaff, and light wheat also. Yet
we have,I believe, never passed four or five-

days without baptizing. I try to live my
religion, and I expect to weather the
storm, as I know I am not alone.

J. W.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SOUTHAMPTON AND DORCHESTER
CONFERENCES.

27, Lyon Street, Newtown,
Southampton, May 8, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I am happy to inform

you that the work of the Lord in the

Southampton Pastorate is in a prosperous

condition. There is a good feeling

existing in the Conferences, both among
the Priesthood and the Saints. The
Presidents of Conferences, Travelling

Elders, and local Priesthood are one
with me, and so are the Saints. They
manifest a willingness to sustain us, by
their means, in our plans to secure the

Temple Offering and to get the Confer-

ences free from debt.

We are now turning our attention to

the book debt, and we have adopted plans

to get off much of the old dead stock.

The tract debt will be paid by offerings-

that the Saints have volunteered to bring

in quarterly.

Many of the Saints who, for some time
past, have been in the back-ground, are

renewing their covenants, and entering

into reformation.

In some places an interesting spirit is*

manifested in the work, and, in some of
the Branches, baptisms are frequent ; but
in most places we find the people much
prejudiced against the Saints, through not
understanding our principles and being

too credulous in the slanderous reports,

published and circulated by our enemies.

Praying for your continued prosperity*

I remain, yours faithfully,

Geo. D. Keaton.
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MASS MEETING OF THE CITIZENS OF GREAT SALT LAKE OITT.

(Continuedfrom page 835.)

AN ADDRESS

From the people of Great Salt Lake City to

the Honourable the Senate and House of
Representatives in Congress assembled.

Gentlemen,—In the present peculiar

position of affairs between Utah and the

Parent Government, we, the citizens of

Oreat Salt Lake City, think proper to

present to you our individual personal

feelings, and to ask your honourable body

for a redress of our grievances. We take

this step to lay before you the feelings and
grievances of the whole, bj our own
individual act, because of the apparent

neglect and utter contempt with which

you treat the acts of our Governor and
Legislative Assembly of this Territory.

For, whatever may be the feelings of

Congress towards a Governor of its own
appointing and towards the acts of a
Legislature selected, organized, and quali-

fied according to an organic act of your

own making, it is presumable that you

may yet be so far constrained by the

Erinciples of popular government, which

ave.so frequently been our boast, as to

respect the voice of a whole Territory

comprising 100,000 American citizens.

We have been taught, from our infancy,

to respect the patriotism and wisdom of

our venerated sires who planned that

great palladium of liberty and equal

rights—the Constitution, of the United

States—embracing the right to live, the

right to think, and the right to speak

—

the great inalienable right of " life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness,"—embracing
the right to express thought, either viva

voce or by the press, together with the

right to vote and the right to worship

God freely, untrammekd and unmolested.

We have been taught to admire the

philantbropby and magnanimity of our
heroic fathers, who dared to break the

fetters of an oppressive foreign yoke, who
despised the selfish policy, contracted

notions, and self-constituted authority of

European tyrants, who dated defy the

power of a foreign prince, and not only
M proclaim liberty throughout the land,

but to emphatically declare themselves the

champions of * the opposed of all nations,*

and who freely offered the down-trodden
of the world an asylum and resting-place,

We have, in our jubilees and rejoicings,

exultingly sung of "an asylum for tae

oppressed"—" the land of the freeand the

home of the brave."

Our fathers, we know, were sincere;

for, while they pledged M their Eves, their

fortunes, and their sacred honour/* for the

defence of these principles, they nobly

fulfilled their pledges, and resisted alike

the honied speech and wily diplomacy of

intriguing sycophants, and the less equi-

vocal display of military prowess mani-

fested in marshalled legion*, rearing

cannon, and bristling bayoneta. The
heavens were propitious : victory perched

upon their banners, and the sound of

liberty echoed from hUl to hill, rever-

berated through the valleys, was the

ohorus of every song, and was whispered

by every breeze. Inspired by the living

God for the accomplishment of their

mission, industry, commerce, trade and

manufactures sprang up as if by magic,

until the stars and stripes floated on every

ocean, fluttered over every sea, and waved
over every harbour and inlet. Under the

fostering band of the genius of liberty,

our trade increased, manufactures pros-

pered, cities sprang up, agriculture spread

over a vast continent, and the busy hum
of industry was beard throughout the

length and breadth thereof. Foremost in

the application of science, steam has been

controlled and made subservient to our

use, and magnetism made to convey out

thoughts. Our river steamers, the pride

of the world, float upon oar majestfe

rivers, bearing the rich treasures awarded

by Providence to industrious toil, while

our railroadsgroan underthe vast amount

of manufactures and agricultural wealth,

until, within the short space of a few years,

America stands, in naval, agricultural,

and political influence, as the foremost

among nations and Queen of the world.

Who but must admire such a nation, and

who is not proud of an alliance therewith?

She stands, indeed, as a comumnity—

-

a continent of nations, under tht em
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ttaaoned titleof the United Sutf*a*vi»g
for her significant motto, 'E plwribiu

Unum.9

Often—oh,how often—have weboasted
of our nation, of her power, greatness,

glory, wealth—her institution*, of the

blessings of civil and religious liberty,and
the great boon conferred by our fathers!

for we had fondly hoped that these dear-

bought rights were our heritage,and had
descended to us ; and while we proudly

strode the earth and pressed the unoon-

CM>us soil, our bosoms have swelled with

, gratitude, while we have excitingly said,

*Thiscountry is ours;theseareourrights."

Our rights 1 Yes, we have said it, and
used to feel it, until the withering blast-of

mob violence, civil discord, and religious

intcleranoe have chilled our very vitals.

The loved words, once so piously spoken,

have froaen on our lips. Now, shall we
aay it ? Our tongues have faltered ; and,

putting our hands on our hearts, all we
can now say is

—«• These were our rights,

but now so no longer/'

The young Hercules has found an adder

in his path ; nis once manly frame is feeble

and emaciated ; he sickens, pales, and
falters, while a worm is gnawing at his

very vitals. And while America nas been

blessed, prospered, and elevated among the

nations, she nas forgotten that God who
raised her to that eminent position ; and.as

Babylon, Persia, Greece, aod Rome rose,

triumphed, and fell, so she seems thus soon

to have fulfilled her destiny. " Upharrin" is

written in indelible characters on her

walls. She has the seeds of dissolution

within herself, and is destined at no dis-

tant day to crumble, fall, and perish.

Already anarchy and confusion stalk

abroad; State is arrayed against State,

North against South; law is trampled

under foot, and Lynch law and vigilance

committees prevail. Laws are passed

counter toother laws, and lifeand property

are insecure. Disunion meetings are fast

becoming popular. Riots exist even in

Congress, and blood stains the floors

thereof; and no one is found to arrest the

headlong current, or stem the impending
ruin.

"And what of us?" Gentlemen, you
may ask, " Why have you not confidence

in our appointments ? You shall hear.

In 1831, a number of " Mormons " settled

in Jackson county, Missouri. We pur-

chased lands, built houses, made improve-

. asentsy and thought we had a right to

worship God according to the dictates or
our conscience. We fad not then learned

that the Constitution was old fogyism, and
that it did not mean what it said. We
were mercilessly driven from our homes
and possession by an inhuman mob.
Some were tarred and feathered, some
imprisoned, some whipped, and all robbed
and expatriated. We went thence to-

day County, and there received similar

treatment. By express stipulation that

we should be unmolested, if we would
remove to Caldwell and Davis Counties,

we went and again built houses, opened
farms, and made improvements to a great

extent, hoping vainly that we should be
permitted to remain in peace : but again
our persecutors and tormentors followed

us. We appealed to Judges and to the

State authorities forprotection : the answer
was, 10,000 troops were raised against us*

under an exterminating order issued by
Governor Boggs. This army, of what
would now be termed M border ruffians,"

laid waste our fields, destroyed our cattle,

ravished our women, imprisoned our
leaders, and, in some instances, offered

1 their victims food of the dead bodies of

their murdered brethren. Mock trials

were had: as soon as witnessess were
called, they were imprisoned. Every kind

of indignity, inhumanity, and barbarism

were perpetrated ; and finally we were
compelled, at the point of the bayonet, to

sign an instrument confiscating all our

property to the State ; and thus 30,00fr

American citizens were driven houseless,

homeless, and friendless, in the inclement

season of an American winter, robbed,

plundered, and despoiled by an inhuman,
reckless, blood-thirsty banditti, who, under
mob law, deprived us of nearly all that is

dear to man* and rioted in the spoils of

their victims, who perished by thousands

in consouence of their exposure and hard-

ship. We had purchased lands of Govern-
ment in all of these places. Were we
protectedon them? No. Was the Govern-
ment apprized of this? Yes. A memorial
was forwarded to Congress in 1839, and
a deputation sent to the President. What
was the reply we received from Martin
Van Buren ? " Your cause is just, but I
can do nothing for you." Thus ended
that affair, and 30,000 American citizens

were robbed and disfranchised, without
redress, with a fullacknowledgment, from
the chief magistrate of the land, of the*

justness of our cause.
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We then settled in Illinois, and built

•one of the most flourishing cities of the

west—Nauvoo, and erected the most
magnificent building in the State—the

NauvooTemple: its cost £500,000. Again
mobs rose, and again we appealed to both

State and United States authorities in

vain. Under pretext of law, Joseph and
Hyrura Smith were incarcerated in Carth-

age Jail, and there murdered bj a gang
of assassins with blackened faces, although

the Governor was informed that such an

act of barbarity was contemplated, and
had previously pledged his faith and that of

the State for their protection. Yet, not-

withstanding that pledge, he withdrew,

after disbanding the troops, all but one

company who had pledged themselves to

kill those men, and did assist in the

murder. Were those assassins brought to

justice ? No. But one of the prominent

ringleaders has since been elected to the

,
Congress of the United States, from that

district, as a reward for his deeds of

i)lood.

Under a continued series of persecution

and oppression, for the sake of peace, we
again abandoned our homes and sought

for an asylum among the savages, denied

us by Christian civilization and republican

institutions. Two United States' Senators

were foremost in counselling and planning

that removal. Our farms were again laid

waste, or seized as prey by our persecu-

tors, our city was taken possession of, our

temple laid in ashes, and 40,000 Ameri-

can citizens again robbed, plundered, and
expatriated by a blood-thirsty, oppressive,

and savage foe. And, after the main body
had left Nauvoo, the mob—the poor de-

spicable, craving things, in the shape of

men, violated their contract, and assembled

an armed force to drive the widow, the

orphan, the aged, and infirm, that were

unable to leave with the body, and drove

them helpless and destitute to the western

banks of the Mississippi river to perish,

where, with demoniac joy, they gloated

over the misery of their victims. And
while many of you, gentlemen, were
lounging in your rich saloons, and revel-

lingm all the luxuriesof oriental splendour,

talking of American glory, or in Congress

declaiming about our free institutions and
the rich boon conferred by our fathers, of

the cruelty of despots, and descanting on
popular sovereignty and the great blessings

-of American freedom, 40,000 Americans

were flying from the face of an infuriated

mob, under the auspices ofthe Governorof
a State and two United States

9
Senators.

Some of the ancient veterans, who had
battled for American freedom, had to flee

from the very country for which they had
fought, until, heart-broken, feeble, and
tottering, they sickened and died, the

victims ofa degenerate government which,
while it owed, in part, to them its very
existence, had not the moral honesty to pro-

tect them in their civil and religious rights,

nor the justice to protect them in their

persons and property, but basely offered

them up as victims to the Moloch of civil

discord and religious intolerance.

Why did we all leave for the mountains ?

Because the United States' Government
would not protect us ; and, furthermore,

we had the audacity to worship God ac-

cording to the dictates of our conscience

:

and for that presumption and misdemea-
nor, and for that alone, we must be exiled.

What right have u Mormons" to worship
God in the United States ? Again, after

leaving our homes in the State, and fleeing,

wescarcelyknew whither, thatverygovern-
ment that had refused us protection and
suffered us to be thus despoiled, and while

we were flying as fugitives and exfts, in

its noblegenerosity (?) and philanthropy (?)

sent a requisition for 600 men to join the

United States' army in Mexico, a quota
many hundred times larger than that re-

quired ofany other State or people in the

Confederacy. That was the commence-
ment of their generosity; it ended by
turning the " Mormon" battalion adrift in

California, penniless and destitute, without
means of returning home. But what did

that signify? They were "Mormons;"
and what right can " Mormons" have ?

We came to this Territory and opened
farms, built cities, and made improvements
in this far-off isolated country, heretofore

considered desert, which no other people

would or could dwell in for five years

;

and, notwithstanding the abuses formerly

heaped upon us, organized a provisional

government, republican in form, under
the title of M Deseret," and submitted our
acts to Congress, and prayed them to ex-

tend their fostering care over us. By an
organic act, they sanctioned our laws and
organized us into a Territory. We had
fondly hoped that, one thousand miles

from civilization, free from many of those

petty, local, sectional feelings and religious

intolerance which so frequently embitter

society, and under the fostering care of a
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•great nation, we had in a great measure torial form of government our rights

escaped the annoyance ofreligious bigotry
}
would be respected, and that Congress

and intolerance ; for we found it hard to 1 would not so for debase itself as to make
fcelieve that the Senators and Represent*- invidious distinctions among' the citizens

tives of so great a nation could stoop to
j

of the commonwealth. What is the re*

he the pliant tools of religious fanatics, suit ? We find that we are yet M Mor-
We fancied, moreover, that under a Terri- , mons."

{To be continued.)

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—Revolutionary rumours are rife in Spain at the present time: the Demo-
cratic Junta has issued a manifesto in favour of a republican government. Strong
svmptoras of political agitation prevail throughout the whole of Lombardy. Persecution

of the Jews is in full vigour at Cassel, Germany ; and in many of the states petty tyranny

is so active as to render it probable that a wholesale exodus of the Jews from that country

will take place. On the 19th April, two shocks of earthquake were felt at Broussa

;

and on the 21st, three more were experienced at the same place. On the 28th and 30th
April, intense and terrible shocks of earthquake were felt in many parts of Naples : in

Potenza and other parts of the Basilicata, in Polls, Atena, Sola, Lauro, and various other

communes, the shocks, lasting from fifteen or sixteen seconds to five or six minutes, were
most alarming and disastrous. Apprehension of a French invasion, it is said, are spread-

ing in Belgium, and active preparations are being made there for defence. Turkey
now threatens to invade Montenegro. 1,000 Turkish Regulars have arrived at Cattaro

from Constantinople, and ten other battalions are expected. A reinforcement of 3,700
Ottoman troops has been despatched to Kick, Bosnia. There has been a battle at

Grahova between the Turks on one side, and the Montenegrians and the Hersegovine

rajahs on the other: the latter had 120 killed and wounded; but the loss on the

Turks* side was not known. Grahova was burnt by its inhabitants. A despatch from
Bagusa states that the Turkish army has occupied Balosnas and Vitonce ; which places

have also been burned to the ground, the loss of the Montenegrians being nearly 200 killed.

At dawn, on the 13th instant, the Montenegrians captured a transport of provisions which
was on its way to the Tarkish corps before Grahova : at a late hour of the day, they

attacked and completely used up the Turkish forces. In Galicia fortifications are being

erected; and the fortresses in Italy are being strengthened. The 4th Bengal Light

Cavalry (160 strong,) has been tried by court-martial at Umballah : sixty were sentenced

to be hanged, and 100 to be transported for life. Rohilcund is still in possession of the

rebels, who are 100,000 strong.
American.—A mournful tranquility reigns in Monte Video, but the precarious state

of the Government occupies every mind : commercial affairs are entirely at a stand-still,

from the effects of the late sanguinary revolution and the present crisis. A war between
the Confederation and Buenos Ayres is apprehended ; in consequence of which, trade is

drooping, many houses failing, and others suspending payments. News from Mexico state

that the rebel leader, Gandara, was defeated and slain, with 100 of his followers. The
Kansas question is at last settled. Mr. English's compromise has passed both houses ; in

the Senate with eight, and in the bouse of Representatives with a majority of nine : the

President has signed the bill. The loss of the South by the " Kansas blunder " is immense.

Missouri and Illinois have been especially unfortunate and losers both in honour and
interest. (Rather significant !) The struggle has " thrown Missouri as a slave state upon
her beam ends " and Illinois has lost its prestige of political power. Mercy is offered to

repentant " Douglas renegades ; " but Douglas, the chief conspirator, is to be handed over,

by the Domocratio party, "to the executioner.** Among these conspirators are six

members from Illinois, including Douglas. The Herald thinks it will be " found expedient

to shoot some other Douglas deserters " (politically, of course). The Peace Commissioners,

Major Ben McCullocb and Governor Powell, left Fort Leavenworth on the 25th April,

with an escort of six men : a messenger a few days previously had been despatched in hot

haste to suspend the war. "The object of sending Commissioners to Utah is not

rgenerally understood. The President, from motives of humanity, believed it to be his

duty to make an effort to induce the deluded Mormons to refrain from opposing the authority

of the United States, and to give them an opportunity to retrace their steps. In case they
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do, all t«t the leaders, except,, probably, Young and Kimball, will .be fergrtes. Io tho
meantime, however, the most active preparations ere going on to posh the military move-
ments forward ; and as the Commissioners will reach there •before military operations oan
be commenced, no time is lost bjr the efforts to avert bloodshed. Io case the Mormons
refuse these propositions, the war will be prosecuted rigorously as a last resort.**

Messrs. Russell, Major, and WandelU contractors, hare despatched, in all, 312 army supply
waggons ; and 550 more are now getting in readiness. The Liverpool Daily Post has the
following: "The President had received authentio information that a large body of
Indians, of various hostile tribes, err collected on the headwaters of the Red River,
though not so large as at first reported. Their encampments, however, extend along the
banks of the river a hundred and fifty miles. They aro all well armed and hostile.***

They profess, it is said, to be carrying out instructions from the M Great Chief of tho
West, Brigham Young.**

SPEAJt THE TRUTH.
V OSARLBS SWAIN.

Oh, ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue,
Nor let thyBps betray

Thy better reason iuto wrong,
But truth's great law obey !

The way to fortune all inquire,
But truth's a nobler price

;

For troth, immortal as its sire,

Still lives, when fortune dies

!

Then ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue,
Nor let thy lips betray

Thy better reason Into wrong,
But truth's great law obey

!

Tls truth that bids the bosom glow
With' independent worth j

It Is a Joy that angels know,
And maketh heaven on earth

:

Who first one step from honour took,
Took one step to disgrace

;

Who keeps the truth—though poor—may look:
The whole world In the lace!

Then ne'er let falsehood stain thy tongue.
Nor let thy lips betray

Thy better, reason Into- wrong.
But tniitts crest law obey I
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be thai hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the ehurchee.—Jem* Christ.

Come ami ofher, my people, that pe he not partaken ofher erne, and that pe receive not ofher

plaguee.—A Yoke from Hearen.

Hi. 83, ToL XX. Saturday, June 5, 1858. Price One Penny.

EVIL 8PEAKING.

BT SLDBB THOMAS WILLIAMS*

" There if no disposition of the mind so contemptible si thst restless inclination to speak erll, and
mat impulsive activity to pick up fsnlts. Its possessor is like a pestilence or a viper, which all

tasnattifely shun. Thus should we fly the evil speaker, who Is mote vile than contagion and mors)
posunous than the serpent."

Many and varied are the machinations
of the Adversary in endeavouring to im-
pede the progress of the Saints towards
perfection. Among his many stratagems
to produce strife and disunion in their

audit, is that of inducing them to begin to

"speak evil" one of another. His object

accomplished in this respect, the confi-

dence of the Saints is materially lessened

in each other; and, in some instances,

when repentance has not been immediately
manifested on the port of the guilty ones,

it has resulted in more serious conse-

quences. It will cause the entire with-
drawal of the Holy Spirit from the bosoms
of those who give way to so mean a dis-

position, until their minds become totally

darkened. They arethen left to themselves,

and ultimately turn round and deny the

frith, and become ten times more the

children of the I)evil than they were
before embracing the Gospel. They are
now prepared to act upon the suggestions
of any and every contemptible spirit that

possesses a tabernacle, while those spirits

that are abroad in the earth without
tabernacles find an abiding-place within
those that have thus become their victims
and have willingly succumbed to their

dictates.

A desire to speak evil or disrespect-

fully one of another should not for a
moment be encouraged in the bosoms of
the Saints. Immediately that they feel

it creeping over them, they should pause,

reflect—yea,consider well f The results of
one evil thought, muoh less an expression

derogatory to the character of a brother

or sister, will, on some occasion, cause

pain ; and if vent or expression is given to

those evil thoughts, it may, perhaps, pro-

duce feelings in the mind of the accused

that will take years to obliterate. Again,

it has often, under similar circumstances,

caused much anxiety and unnecessary

trouble to the Priesthood in endeavour-

ing to bring about a reconciliation be-
tween the parties; whereas, had such
been guarded against at the commence-
ment, harmony of feeling and sentiment
would have prevailed. The precious

moments of the Elders would then, pro-
bably, have been spent to better advan-
tage, and more in accordance with the
high vocation whereunto they have been
called.

How often does it occur that the weak-
nesses of others magnify in a marvellous

manner to the view of some, and a desire

is palpably inanifeat on their part to
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expose such weaknesses as with the shrill

blast of a trumpet. They never feel

right in the circle of their acquaintances

unless they are holding up to the gaze of

all the failings of this or that individual

;

whereas, if such characters looked at

home, and examined " number one," they,

weuld, without a-doubt* in most instances,

find something equally as bad—perhaps

ten*times worse in themselves. "Thou
hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of

thine own eye, and then sbalt thou see

more clearly to cast out the mote out of

thy brother's eye." How like the per-

sonage that uttered these sublime senti-

ments! How beautiful, yet pungent is

this expression, of him who " spake as

never man spake," and in whose mouth
was found no guile ! How applicable to

those who now live and continually pan-

der to the low, grovelling disposition of

speaking evil of their fellow-citizens in

the kingdom of God.
Every man and every woman in the

enjoyment of the inestimable privilege and
blessing of a name among the Saints of

Latter-days will have just as much to do
as they cau stand under to save them-
selves from this untoward generation,

without attending to the matters of those

they have no right to meddle with.

What a deal is couched in what is gene-
rally termed the "Mormon creed"—
"Mind your §wn business?" In some
of the habitations of the Saints, (in a
neat frame,) will be observed the inscrip-

tion just referred to. Would that it were
engraved on the heart's tablet of all

tattlers who are at present numbered
amongst the people of God I

How awfully contemptible to the faith-

ful Elder in Israel do men and women
appear who are proverbial for indulging

in a desire to speak evil or disrespectfully

of others 1 If they themselves are better

or more exalted m the scale of intelli-

gence, what a different course, it would
seem, they Bhould pursue ! Their whole
deportment should be God- like. The
Divine attributes should be patterned
after. Love, charity, forbearance, lonjr-

sofFering, &c., should characterize their

movements. A desire to pity, instead of
exposing to all men the seeming evils or
weaknesses of their brethren and sisters,

should be apparent. Thev should stand
forth as saviours endeavouring to reclaim,

yea, setting an example worthy of imita-

tion. . Their light should 1111116 forth tot

illuminate the darkness and ignorance of
*

others, in order that, seeing their works
of righteousness, they may be constrained

to follow in the same track and to be-

come co-labourers with them in seeking

to bring about the great work of re*

generation.

Where the disposition to speak evil one
of another is indulged in, the Saints

do not prosper ; their faith diminishes

;

the love of God does not dwell in their

hearts ; and when a course of this kind is

persisted in, it becomes exceedingly diffi-

cult to eradicate such desires. They are

eternally on the watch for something to

say : their appetites are never satisfied in

this respect, and they are sure, sooner or
later, unless they repent, to be left to
themselves and go down to death and
destruction.

How devilish must be the feeling in a
Branch of the Church where "evil

speaking " is the order of the day ! How
formal are the movements of all its

members! How dry and unacceptable

their worship before God, who knows
the thoughts, and intents of the hearts of
all his creatures! On the other hand,
where evil speaking is not counte-

nanced in a Branch, how joyful the Saints

feel! How heavenly it is to meet with
them in their worship! How pleasing

and satisfactory it is to talk to such a
people of the good things of our Father's

kingdom ! How copiously the Spirit

is poured out upon speakers and hearers

!

What is the cause? When living their

religion, God is with them, the heavens
are propitious to them, and confidence

exists, which brings forth the fruits of
righteousness.

Saints of God, if you have indulged in

speaking evil of others, refrain from doing
so again ; shun such feelings as you would
the sting of a venomous reptile. Seek to

reform in this respect, and live so as to

secure the favour and blessing of God and
His Priesthood, in order that you may be
prepared for the trials, that await you, and
ultimately, through your faith and good
works, be entitled to celestial habitations

and accepted of your Father and God.
Remember that a generous, virtuous

mind seeks for the excellence and virtue

in others; while a vicious, illiberal soul

hunts for the flaws and faults. Each
seeker will be certain to find in others

hie own qualities.
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MASS MEETING OF THE CITIZEN8 OF GBPAT SALT LAKE CITT.

{Condudtdfiom page 351.)

Again, by wilful or designed neglect,no
treaty stipulations have been made with
the Indians in our Territory, and only a
parsimonious amount of presents or sup-

plies granted, while treaties and supplies

nave been granted to everyother Territory.

Thus the savages around us have been

left to suppose that we were trespassers

upon their lands, without remuneration,

and the people exposed to their vindictive

wrath, thereby placing the onus upon us

to protect ourselves and provide for them.
Again, when such provisions have been

made by the Governor, as Superintendent

of Indian Affairs, his acts have been often

repudiated and his drafts dishonoured,

although those drafts have been much less

than the Indian expenses of any of the

surrounding Territories. Whence this

parsimoniousness, ilKberality, and special

legislation ? Governor Young is a
"Mormon!"

In regard to our postal arrangements,

they have never been satisfactory. It has

frequently taken us six months to obtain

an answer to a letter; and when a " Mor-
mon" bid for the Independence route, and
it was awarded to him, it was fraudu-

lently taken away, under the plea that

service was not timely put on, notwith-

standing the notification had been, no
doubt, purposely withheld to afford a pre-

text for so unjustifiable an act ; and when
the arrangements were made and the

service put on, immediately after the re-

ception of the information, the mail was
carried in eighteen and twenty days, and
the last down trip was made in fifteen

days, a time far less than ever before ; and
after an outlay of more than $100,000,
the contract was basely annulled, the

Territory left almost without communica-
tion, and our mail matter violently and
fraudulently detained.

We areasked whywedonot want Judges
and other officers of Government appoint-

ment sent to us. You shall hear. The
first batch of Government officials sent to

ma were so mean that, failing to get either

emolument or place, to both of which
they a*»jir' d, they forsook their positions

and left the Territory, after having locked

up the supplies forwarded for Territorial

expenses; and some of them sought to
redeem their broken fortunes and charac-
ters by writing libels on the "Mor-
mons.''

A notorious Jud^e, who furnished false

testimony concerning "Mormon" atro-

cities, the burning the United States*

Library and documents, and made many
other libellous statements, forsook his wife,

came here with a Washington strumpet,
introduced her as his wife, and set her on
the judicial bench, as a fit example of
purity for the "Mormons" to imitate,

and then went home and talked of "Mor-
mon " impurities. That Judge compelled
Marshal Heywood to summon possees in
the depth of winter to ferret out Indians,
and those men were compelled to find
their own horses and provision them-
selves. Thousands of dollars of expensa
was incurred at his instance, yet he dis-

honoured his own acts, and the drafts

ordered by him have been dishonoured to
this day; and thus men forced by Go*
vernment officials into service have been
deprived, by the acts of those mean scoun-
drels, of pay for their services.

Again, when your officers have issued
drafts upon the Government, those drafta
are generally either materially curtailed or
entirely dishonoured, and every mean pup
of a clerk assumes the right to insult and
abuse any person presenting a " Mormon"
claim, ana presents every obstacle to its.

collection that lies in his power. There
are now thousands and thousands of
dollars' worth of dishonoured paper issued

by Governmental appointees in this Terri-

tory, until it has become a nuisance to
speak of it, and consequently no man can
be found that will perform service for the
United States, without pay down in specie
or some other available property.

In regard to propriety, some of tba
Government officials so depraved them*
selves, that a squaw entered the United
States courts, when in session,and claimed,

at the hand of a United States district

attorney, blankets' and paint in pay for

their libidinous acts ; and that officer had
to leave the Court and bring the price of
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his devotions, under penalty of Indian

vengeance.

Do 70a want any more reasons for our
wishing a voice in the selection of our

officers? We have them on hand. These,

however, may suffice. Our Legislature

of 1856-7 petitioned the President and
Senate not to send such worthless charac-

ters as were most who had heretofore

been sent, and made a selection of names,

respectfully praying that the appointments

might be made from that selection, or, if

not from that, at least that good men
might be appointed. How was that peti-

tion met? It was answered by armed
legions and bristling bayonets, and officers

have been appointed so lost to self-respect

as to accept office against the known and
expressed wishes of the people, and so

degraded as to need an armed force to

protect them in a Territory where good
men are and ever have been respected.

What can we understand, gentlemen, but

that the Administration is determined

upon sending their mean curs—the scum
and dregs of creation—upon us and
forcing us to submit to their acts, by the

aid of an armed force ? We can come to

no other conclusion.

Let us here review, in brief. We have

purchased lands on the good faith of

Government, and then have been despoiled

of them, without redress. We have been
robbed, devastated, and plundered, without
protection. We have been banished, ex-

iled, and disfranchised, without resource.

Our farms have been laid waste, our
houses burned, and our cities destroyed.

Our leaders have been kidnapped, whipped,

imprisoned, and murdered, without re-

dress. We have been persecuted, pro-

scribed, and injured by individuals, cities,

counties, states, and the United States.

"We have had officers sent to us by the

Federal Government, whose conduct has
been so depraved and disgusting that they

have become a by-word among the boys
in our streets ; and when we have peti-

tioned for better men, we have had an
armed force sent, as appears to us, for the

express purpose of forcing upon us men
of like habits with their predecessors, con-

trary to the known and expressed wish of

the people, made known through their

Representatives.

Our mails have been kept back for

months, and armed legions are now
menacing our borders, and, it is said,

••topping the mails from the East. At any

rate, we have not received a mail from
the East since last June.
We have been deprived of property, of

the lives of many, of liberty; and it is

now sought to deprive us of the right of

speech, of worshipping God, and of our
lives. Is such deprivation the blessing of

a free and enlightened Republic ? Is that

the justice meted out by a professedly

great and magnanimous nation ? Is that

the rich boon purchased with the blood of
our venerated sires—the inheritance be-

queathed us by our fathers ? If so, better

—far better that we return to colonial

vassalage; for the tyranny and yoke of
Great Britain were light in comparison
with the huge injustice that is now sought
to be perpetrated upon us.

Gentlemen, who are we? Have we
the rights of men, or are we dogs ? Why,,
the meanest serf that cringes beneath the

lash of Russian despotism is better pro-
tected in his rights than we are. And
who are you, that we must bow in

craven servility to such high-handed acts
of usurpation, outrage, despotism, and
treason ? Have you so soon forgotten the
Declaration of our fathers, which ought
to be indelibly engraven in living charac-
ters upon the heart of every American,
that " All men are created equal ; that
they have the right to life, liberty, a*d the
pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure those
rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed ; that whenever
any form of government becomes destruc-
tive of those ends, it is the right of the
people to alter or abolish it?" And*
furthermore, that "When a long train
of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
invariably the same object, evinces a
design to reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is their right, it is their

duty to throw off such government and
provide new guards for their future
security.*

Have you forgotten that you are the Re-
presentatives—the servants of the people
of the United States? Have you forgotten

that you have sworn, before high Heaven,
to support and maintain inviolate the Con-
stitution and constitutional laws of the
United States, tije ample provisions oT
which offer and ought to afford the most
free and untrameUed liberty and equal

rights to all ?

Gentlemen, what have we done, that

we should be singled out to bear the sine
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•of the nation, or endure the outbursting

of your mad, unholy, inhuman, and fratri-

cidal wrath ? Have we abused and im-

prisoned United States' officers, as in

California and Ohio? Have we repu-

diated United States' laws and passed

counter laws, as in Michigan, Ohio, Maine,
Massachusetts, and other States and Ter-
ritories? Have we had vigilance com-
mittees, as in California, Iowa, and else-

where; or barn-burners, as in New York ?

Have we had disunion meetings, such as

are now becoming popular over the

Union, or underground railroads, as in

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and other States ?

Have we sent out filibuster*, as California,

Florida, and New York, or made a Sevas-

topol of our Territory, as Kansas ? Have
we practised Lynch law, as many of our

accusers; or have our Legislative Halls

been stained with blood and become the

scenes of riot, as in Congress? Have
we gone to California, or to New Mexico
—to Oregon, Washington, Kansas, Ne-
braska, or Minnesota, to interfere with

the political, civil, or religious rights of

those States and Territories ? Gentlemen,

answer us—Whose rights have we in-

fringed upon ? Whom have we deprived

of die rights of "life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness?"

There have been more crime, outrage,

and murder, in one week, in California,

than in the ten years that we have

sojourned here; and the same would
apply to New Orleans, St. Louis, Cincin-

nati, and many other southern and
western cities.

If we are guilty, why not prove it ? If

we are not, why persecute us ? Have we,

as American citizens, no rights ? The only

crime that we can acknowledge ourselves

guilty of is that of permitting such mean,
-abandoned characters as many of the

Government appointees to remain among
us, who were so degraded and lost to all

self-respect as to disgrace themselves in

the eyes of all respectable persons, to dis-

honour the Government that sent them,
-and to calumniate and abuse us.

We have not broken any law, nor
violated the Constitution of the United
fkates; and we have done as much in re-

claming lands, making roads, building

cities, introducing manufactures, and
adding to the wealth of the country, as

mt other people. We have settled and
improved new counties in several parts

of Missouri; we enhanced the value of

property in and around Nauvoo, from
five to one thousand fold; we made several

settlements in Iowa. We built the first

grist mill in Nebraska, and printed the

first newspaper in California. We have
turned a vast desert into a fruitful field,

and offered facilities for emigration across

the continent that they could not and
did not have without us, affording them,

ample supplies in the desert. In Iowa
we made anew road and built bridges for

350 miles ; we surveyed and made roads

for hundreds of miles in the west, some
of which were through hitherto impassa-

ble kanyons. We have peopled a vast

desert and opened an extensive trade ; we
found the first gold and opened the first

mines in California. Our armies were
foremost in subduing California and in

defence of our Government. In our
various improvements, you have followed

us from city to city, and State to State,

and fattened upon our labours ; and we
are determined that we will endure it no
longer.

We have neither had trouble in our
midst nor interfered with the rights of
our neighbours abroad, and we are proud
to state that we have had and continue to-

have more peace and tranquillity than has

existed in any other State or Territory in

the United States. Then, since we have

peace at home and have not interfered

with the rights of individuals, Territories*

States, or the United States, why should

you, who are placed as the guardians of

the people's rights, seek to rob us of ours,

seek to make us unhappy, and, by an
armed force, under pretext of law, force

upon us civil discord? You would
send men among us who, to say the least,

have no affinity with us, and who, if we
judge by the past, would, instead of pro*

moting peace and harmony, occupy them*
selves m scattering discord, disunion, and
strife, and in villifying and calumniating

us. And what can be our opinion of men
who will accept office against the known
and expressed wish of the people, and who
will so degrade themselves as to be sus-

tained by bayonets and dragoons?
Our choice, for Governor, is Brigham

Young, and that choice is unanimoua.

Have nearly a hundred thousand American
citizens no right of franchise ? Must they

be dragooned into servile obeisance to the

will of their servants ? How and when
were we cut off from having a voice in

the selection of those who are to rule us ?
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We used to vote in other places. Where,
"when, and bj what authority are we dis-

franchised? Have we not cause for

complaint? When you reject our Go-
vernor, you reject us. You treated with
contempt the petition of our Legislature.

When you did that, you treated us with
contempt; for they were elected neither

By stump speeches, cabals, nor log-rolling

;

tney are the unanimous choice of the

people who send them. Shall we tamely
submit to such high-handed aggressions

upon our rights, and become the mean,
servile dogs of a tyrannical Administra-

tion ? We declare, in the face of high

Heaven, God being our helper, we will

not.

We call upon you to reconsider your
acts, to mete out to us even-handed
justice, to withdraw vour army, restore

our mails, execute justice upon our oppres-

sors, and give us our constitutional rights.

We ask no more, but that, in the name of

God, we will have, He being our helper.

Act, then, the part of the representatives

of a great and mighty nation: seek to

pomote peace, union, and happiness

throughout the land ; and do not, in your
fury, fight a torch that mav raze to the

foundation the fair fabric of our glorious

Union.

)8KPH SMITH*

We come not to you with smooth speech

or honeyed words: we have not learned

to cringe beneath the lash of tyranny, nor

to basely lick the feet of public servants

who undertake to oppress us. We ap-

proach you as your equals, and frankly,

openly, and above board,ask for our rights.

We will not tamely submit to be abused,

as we have been hitherto. We approach

you not as a cliaue, a cabal, or a miserable

faction : our voice is the united voice of

nearly one hundred thousand Americans*
labouring under the most unprecedented
cruelty, outrage, and wrongs ; and our cry

is, Give us our constitutional rights ; 1st

us enjoy our liberty in peace,and let even-

handed; iustice be administered throughout
the land; for we will no longer wear your

cursed yoke of unconstitutional require-

ments.

AlfDBlW CunKnfOHAii,
H. 8. Bbayib,
Thos. Callistkb,
J. D. T. MoCallibtb,
Lbomard W. Habdt,

Committee on behalf of the citizens of

Great Salt Lake City, Great Salt Lake
County, Utah Territory.

Great Salt Lake City, U. T.,

Jan. 16, 1858.

HISTORY OF J08EPH SMITH,

(Comthtutdfnm page 844.)

[January, 1843.]

PaOOXAMATIOH.

Executive Department, Illinois,

September 20, 1842.

Whereas a requisition has been made
upon me, as the Executive of this State, by
the Governor of the State of Missouri, for

the apprehension and surrender of O. P.
Rockwell, who is charged with the crime or
•hooting LHburn W. Boggs, with Intent to
WO, in the county of Jackson and State of
Missouri, on the night of the sixth day of
May, A.D., 1843

:

And whereas a demand baa also been
made by the Governor of Missouri upon me
for the apprehension and surrender of Jo-
seph Smith, commonly called the Mormon
Prophet, who is charged with the crime
*f being accessary to the shooting of said

Boggs at the time and place aforesaid, wHav
intent to kill

:

And whereas, as obedience to the Con-
stitution and laws of the United States, and
of this State, Executive warrants have been
issued, and the said Rockwell and 8mith
arrested as fugitives from justice from the

State of Missouri; and whereas the said

Rockwell and Smith resisted the laws by
refusing to go with the officers who had
them in custody as fugitives from justice, and
escaped from the custody of said officers:

Now, therefore, I, Thomas Carlin, Go-
vernor of the State of Illinois, in conformity
to an Act entitled 44An Act concerning
fugitives from justice," approved January £
1827, do offer a reward ef two hundred
dollars to any person or persona for the

apprehension and delivery of each or either

of the above-named fugitiree from justice,

via., O. P. Rockwell and Joseph Smith, to
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^
SEAL.

^

the custody of James M. IMtman end Thomas
C. King, or to the Sheriff of Adams county,

at the city of Quiney.

In testimony whereof, I
hare hereunto set my hand,

and caused the Great Seal of

State to be affixed, the day
and date above mentioned.

By the Governor,
Thomas Cablin.

Ltman Tbxtmbull, Secretary of State.

The Fuhon Advocate, Quincy Herald,
Galena Sentinel, and Rockford Pilot, will

copy the above two weeks.

In the United States' Circuit Court. Dis-

trict of Illinois, of the December Term,
1842, December 31st day.

In the matter of Joseph Smith, on petition

for Habeas Corpus.
And now at this day comes the said

Joseph Smith by Justin Butterfield, his

attorney, and presents to tho Court his

petition, setting forth that he has been

arrested and is detained in custody by
William F. Elkin, Sheriffof Sangamon county,

upon a warrant issued by the Governor of

the State of Illinois, upon the requisition of

the Governor of Missouri, as a fugitive

from justice ; and that he is also arrested

by Wilson Law, and by him also held and
detained in eustody (jointly **th the said

Sheriff of Sangamon county,) upon a pro-

cUmation ifsued by the Governor of the

State of Illinois; that he is arrested and
detained as aforesaid, under colour of a law
of the United States ; and that his arrest

and detention is illegal and in violation of

law, and without the authority of law
in this, that the said petitioner is not a
fugitive from justice, nor has he fled from
the State of Missouri; and praying that a-

writ of Habeas Corpus may be issued by
this Court, directed to the said William F.

Elkin and Wilson Law, commanding them
forthwith and without delay to bring the

petitioner before this Court to abide suoh

order and direction as this Court may make
in the premises : upon reading and filing of

which said petition, it is considered and
ordered by the Court that a writ of Habeas
Corpus be issued as prayed for in said

petition, returnable forthwith.

And thereupon a writ of Habeas Corpus
was issued in the words and figures follow

lag,—to wit:

The United States of America to William
F. Elkin, Sheriff of Sangamon county,

State of Illinois, and Wilson Law, greet-

**.
WtetmuDead you that yon do forthwith,

without exeuse or delay, bring or cause to
be brought, before the Circuit Court of the

United States for the district of Illinois, at

1 seal. > in

I 1 31«

the District Court-room, In the city of Spring*
field, the body of Joseph Smith, by what-
ever name or addition he is known or called,

and who is unlawfully detained in your
custody, as it is said, with the day and cause
of his caption and detention, then and there
to perform and abide such order and direc-

tion as the said Court shall make in that
behalf. And hereof make due return under
the penalty of what the law direets.

Witness, Roger B. Taney, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Conrt of
the United States at Springfield,

the district of Illinois, this

31st day of December, A.D.,
1842, and of our Independence
the sixty-seventh year.

James F. Owiwgs, Clerk.

And afterwards, on the said 8-1 st day of
December aforesaid, the said writ of Habeaa
Corpus was returned, with returns en-
dorsed thereon in the words and figures

following :

—

I, William F. Elkin, Sheriff of 8angamon
county, do hereby return to the within writ,

that the wlthin-named Joseph Smith is in

my custody, by virtue of a warrant issued by
the Governor of the State of Illinois, upon
the requisition of the Governor of the State

of Missouri, made on the affidavit of L. W.
Boggs, and a copy of the said warrant,
requisition, and afiidavit is hereunto annexed,
dated December 31, 1842.

Wm. F. Elkin,
Sheriff S. C, Illinois.

I, Wilson Law, do return to the within

writ that the said Joseph 8mith is in my
custody by virtue of an arrest made by me
of his body under and by virtue of a pro-

clamation of the Governor of the State of

Illinois ; a copy whereof is hereunto annexed,

dated December 31, 1842.
Wilson Law.

The return to the within writ of Habeaa
Corpus appears by the foregoing returns

and the schedule hereunto annexed, and tho
body of the said Joseph Smith is in Court.

Wm. Paximss,
U. S. Marshal, district of Illinois.

December 31, 1842.

And afterwards, to wit, on the same day
aforesaid, upon the return of the said writ

of Habeas Corpus, the following ordera

were made in this cause :

—

In the matter of Joseph Smith, on Habeaa
Corpus.
William F. Elkin and Wilson Law having

made return to the writ of Habeaa Corpus,

issued in this cause, aad brought the body

of the said Joseph Smith into Court, on

motion of Justin Butterfield, his attornev, it
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U ordered that the laid Joeeph Smith be
admitted to bell ; and thereupon came the

said Joseph Smith in proper person, prin-

cipal, and Jamee Adams and Wilson Law,
sureties, and severally acknowledge them-

selves to owe and be indebted to the United

States of America, in the snm of two thou-

sand dollars each, to be levied of their

respective goods and chattels, lends and
tenements ; bnt to be void on condition that

the said Joseph Smith shall be and appear

before the Circuit Court of the United

States for the district of Illinois, now sitting

from day to day, and shall net depart with-

out leave of the Court. And thereupon it

is ordered that this cause be set for hearing

on Monday next; and it is further ordered

that the Governor of Illinois and the Attor-

ney-General be informed by the Marshal that

Joseph Smith, arrested on a warrant issued

for his apprehension by the Governor of

Illinois, 31st December, 1842, is before this

Court on Habeas Corpus, and that the case

will be heard on Monday, January 2nd,

1843, and that a copy of this order be
handed to each of those officers.

It is ordered that the Governor of Illinois

and the Attorney-General be informed by

the Marshal that Joseph Smith, arrested on

a warrant issued for his apprehension toy

the Governor of Illinois, 31st December,

1842, is before this Court on a writ of

Habeas Corpus, and that the case will be

heard on Monday, 2nd January, 1843, aad

that a copy of this order be handed to each

of those officers.

United States of America, ) I, James F.

District of Illinois, ) Owings,Clerkof
the Circuit Court of the United States for

the district aforesaid, do certify that the

foregoing is a true copy of an order panes!

by said Court, the 31st day of December,
1842.

In testimony whereof I have

hereunto subscribed my name
and affixed the seal of said Court

at Springfield, this 31st day of

December, AJ>. 1842.

James F. Owimos, Clerk.

Delivered a copy of the within order to

Thomas Ford, Governor, and Josiah Lam-
born, Attorney-General of the State of

Illinois, December 31st, 1842.

(r# bt continued*)

¥m. Paajmss, Marshal.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JUNE 5, 1858.

Appropriation of Tithing.—The Tithing system and endowments of the

Church of England—indeed, all its glory, influence, machinery, and wealth are

especially designed for and devoted to the benefit of the clergy. It is much the same

with the Dissenters. While false priests arid • hireling teachers have preached the

" blessings of poverty
99

to their deluded followers, they themselves have lived im

luxury and ease, have amasses] great wealth, and made their families the "pets*

of fortune. The priests and ministers generally of apostate Christendom have many

times received and consumed the whole produce and wealth of Europe. Though,on

the whole, they have been the most useless class of society, they have been the best

paid, and still continue to be the wealth-suckers of, at least, the religious world.

Theirs is emphatically priestcraft, and Christianity is prostituted to personal

interests.

But it must not be thus with the Priesthood of God. The wealth and resources

of this Church are not designed for personal interest and the particular good of the

officers. They should share the blessings and prosperity of the kingdom in com-

mon with the Saints generally. But that celestial kingdom over which our Father

in heaven presides has no place for " pets " or hirelings. If any of the former are

among the sheep, or any of the latter among the shepherds, they will some day find

that there is no place for them, and at the great day of recompence they will bs
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found speechless, like the man without the wedding garment. For what would such

have to be rewarded? They will have had their pay—the hireling's reward.

All faithful Saints love the cause of Christ dearer than self, and the/ have no
personal interest only as growing out of the commonwealth of Israel. They have

the disposition to seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness. They will

devote their means and energies, their soul, their ail, for the establishment ofrighteous-

ness on the earth, and in their poverty will cheerfully perform (heir duty to God and
man. This, of course, should be more strikingly illustrated by the Priesthood than

by the members. When the accumulations of means, then, are designed for such a
glorious purpose as the upbuilding of the kingdom—when the Church funds and

their operations should appear as the practical illustration of the faithfulness and

love of the Saints for truth, it is very sinful to squander the means or devote it to

personal ends. But the sinfulness extends farther than this view. It is also robbing

God, and it partakes of that disposition which led Judas to sell his Lord for thirty

pieces of silver. The resources of the Church are not designed to support priest-

craft and to give the officers a life of ease and luxury out of the hard earnings of

the poor. Every true servant of God will protest against such abuse, while our

Church government has not one particle of toleration for this unholy prostitution of

the Gospel. The administrations of the Priesthood are upon the principle of " with-

out purse and scrip." All the resources of the kingdom have for their object the

spread of the Gospel, the good of mankind, the salvation of Israel, the gathering of

the Saints, and the success of Zion's cause. That which is not according to this is

not according to the order of God. It is the spirit of the hireling, and is based on
selfishness and patronized by the Devil.

In applying these remarks to the Church means generally, they find a particular

tearing on the Tithing system, which is now the General ChurchFund of the Mission.

Now, though it is very important that that fund should increase in means, it is still'

more important that means thus accumulated should bejudiciously appropriated, and

that the operations of the system should not be obstructed by unwise or selfish con-

duct,—indeed, that its action might be as beneficial and extending as its design.

Upon this point, we will extract the following instructions from a letter from

President Young .

—

" We do net object to the brethren's using Tithing money, when it is necessary, for the
spread of the Gospel and other legitimate purposes ; bat a strict account should be kept
and rendered of every disbursement. Elders abroad ihould be charged with what they
receive ; for they have no more right to the indiscriminate nse of the Tithing funds than

those who spend all their time for the Church at home ; and you know that here every

one is charged with what be gets. You will hold a check upon the indiscriminate use of
the means thus collected by having the credit entered. You will get the back credit and
disbursements so far as you can correctly."

It will be seen from the above that the President by no means expects the Tithing

to be M used up," according to the apparent anxiety heretofore manifested by some

persons in the appropriation of this fund. He has no objection to its being used for

u legitimate purposes," such as for the ** spread of the Gospel." But there is a marked

objection to misappropriation of Tithing, a call for " a strict account" of " every dis-

bursement," and aduty enjoined upon the Presidentof thisMission " to hold acheckupon

the indiscriminate use of means." Moreover, we are charged to "get the back credit

and disbursemennts" as far as possible. This has a just significance to the hireling

and to self-aggrandisement, and especially all future misappropriation.

Another feature of these instructions will doubtless command the attention of the

Elders in a striking manner. "He says, u Elders abroad should be charged with
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what they receive.* This U bringing their administrations to the celestial law-to

the true public spirit of the Gospel—to that order which gives no countenance to the

hireling. It will be understood that the Elders are contracting a debt against them-

selves. They are not working for wages ; and that which they receive is not pay, bat

crtdit. Let the Saints mark the fact that they, in faithfully paving their Tithing,

discharge their obligations, while the Elders, after all their labours, have been coo-

tracting a debt against themselves—that they have not only to labour for the good of the

kingdom, M without money and without price," but will also have their food, clothing,

and expenses " charged " to them. It will be wise for the Elders not to make that

debt too heavy, seeing that tbey themselves have to meet it.

It might be asked if the Elders will have to actually pay that debt in pounds,

shillings, and pence, when they are in Zion. That is no part of our business. Our

instructions are that the " Elders abroad should be charged with what they reorire."

Bat, supposing the Prophet intends to cancel the debt by services; then, if the

debt be much larger than the services, in what manner shall the balance be made?

The order of God allows not the first farthing to the Priesthood as pay. Though it

becomes necessary, when men of no fortunes are wholly engaged in the work of the

ministry, that they should be supported accordingly, it appropriates nothing to

Prophets, Apostles, High Priests, Seventies, Elders, Priests, Teachers, or Deacons.

When aught is given, it is to the labourer. Now, granting that God's Prophet far-

gives the debt, in consideration of that labour which, after all, is no more than the

duty of the Priesthood, would it be wise to tamper with and attempt to abase that

generosity ? Let the Elders make it a matter for their consideration ; for there might

be another supposition appended—What if, because of such abuse, the demand were

to be made for the just payment of the uttermost farthing? Remember the unjust

. steward 1 The rale has more than one application.

Before closing our remarks, we wish to call attention to another matter. In the

form of quarterly report or balance sheet which we have furnished to Pastors and

Presidents, we have given an appropriate heading for every legitimate item of expen-

diture justly chargeable to the Tithing Fund. We hope, therefore, in future, never u>

see an item of expenditure reported which is not provided for in those balance sheeta,

and that those items will be kept within the prescribed bounds. There h also another

matter which we would draw attention to,— namely, that, as die Pasters and

Presidents of Conferences are allowed a sufficient amount from the Tithing to meat

all legitimate and necessary expenses, they should not solicit donations from the

Saints for their private use, thereby forestalling our operations, and pi everting the

Saints from responding to any call which might be made by the Presidency for the

general advancement of the work. Saints, Elders, and the Priesthood generally, kt us

all be liberal, but also just

!

REPORT OF ELDER FRANCIS* MISSION.

Birmingham, Kay 4, 1858.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—According to your re-

quest, I sit down to pen von a brief

account of my travels and labours in the
Swiss and Italian Missions, and to ac-

quaint you, as far as I am able, with the

prospects and position of the work ofGod

in those countries at present.

I was appointed to labour fa the Swfc*

and Italian Mission, August flOM"*
by President F. D. BShardaj and on

September 28th. I left I&gUi^m*?*
pany with &der William Budge* tat
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Genera. We landed at Dieppe, France,

which we passed through, however, with

Kttle difficulty, and arrived in Geneva on
the 30th September. Here we found
Elders Stenhouse, Tyler, Mayer, Secrist,

and others, from whom we received a
hearty welcome, and felt really glad to

find some one with whom we could speak

to once more.
Sunday, October 1st, I was appointed

President of the Italian Conference. I

spent a few days in council with the

brethren at Geneva, and on the 5th I bid

them farewell and proceeded to Italy. I

arrived among the Saints on the 9th, and
was kindly received by them, and their

looks told me what their language could

not, that they were glad to see me, and I,

fbr my part, felt to bless them. The next

day I Wan to study the French lan-

guage, and in five weeks after, I bore the

following testimony in French : — "I
know that this is the Church of God and
that Joseph Smith was a true Prophet,

and I hope to be faithful to the end."

Una rejoiced their hearts and mine too,

and I felt to praise God that I could

do so much.
I spent the most of my time among the

Bairns until September, 1855. The Saints

were very ignorant and badly circum-

stanced, and required to be visited often

to keep tnem alive in the faith. I found
ft very hard work to make myself under-

stood among the people, and this was one
great reason that I did not go among
tnem so much as I otherwise should. I
hM meetings for the people as well as for

tile Saints every Sunday, and two or three

times a week, when I could get a place to

preach in, and people to hear me. We
gathered in a few, here and there, and
many more would have joined us if they

had not been afraid of their ministers.

We went among the Catholics several

times, but could not succeed among them.

If we left them a tract, they carried it to

the priest, and he burned it, telling them
that we ought to be burned too. If we

1 to them, and told them God had
ken again from the heavens, and that

j were to repent and be baptized, they

Informed us they could not believe it ; for,

said they, if anything of that kind had
taken place, our priest would have heard
of it and told us all about it. They had
too much confidence in the Catholic

priesthood, to believe in the words of

the Holy Priesthood.

The Protestants would listen to us and
believe our words, (that is, many of them,)

but they believed their ministers as well.

Tie last that spoke to them was always
right. They have no minds to think for

themselves ; they are led as beasts are led

;

and it seemed impossible to show them
that they were going down to the pit.

I never saw a people who merited the

title of hypocrites more than the Walden-
sians inhabiting the valleys of Piedmont

;

and I never saw a dirtier or a more de-

fressed and degenerated race of beings,

laboured among them a long time

before I got acquainted with their

character.

In the month of September, 1855,

1

received a visit from President F. I).

Richards and Elders W. H. Kimball, D.
Tyler, John L. Smith, and John Chislett.

I had spent so much of my time studying

French and the character of the people

among whom I was labouring, that, when
these brethren arrived, I could not con-
verse with them in my native tongue for

several hours. I enjoyed myself much
with these brethren, and we had a good
time among the Saints. Much good in-

struction was given, and the Saints as

well as myself were strengthened and?

built up. We all went upon * Mount
Brigham," and on the "Rock of Pro-
phecy*' we prayed the Lord to remember
His Church in Italy. We spoke our
feelings and prophesied good things for

the work of God in that country.

President Richards called upon us to-

express our feelings about preaching the*

Gospel " withoutpur$e or strip
99
in these

countries, and asked us if we thought it

could not be done there as well as in other

countries. He gave me a mission to

Turin, and I was to go up on Gospel prin-

ciples ; and after the brethren left, I com-
menced studying the Italian language, to

prepare myself to go%o Turin.

The Swiss and Italian Missions have
always been supported more or less from
the Liverpool Office. When the brethren

went there, they did not know the lan-

guage, and had no tracts, and could not
even tell the people who they were. Some
of our brethren, having been found with-

out money in some of the Swiss Cantons,,

were banished from Switzerland under

the Vagrant Act They will not let us

preach there "without purse and scrip."

Even those of their own country that have

been sent out to preach have been taken.
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up and pat in prison as vagabonds, be-

cause they could not prove that they were
independent gentlemen. Everybody must
have a place of work or prove that be has
a fortune to live independently.

Nov. 28th, I left Italy to accompany
our emigrants to Liverpool. They were
thirty in number, and i£Ot them through
to Liverpool with very little difficulty. I
spent two months in England very agree-

ably, and two months at Geneva with
Elder J. L. Smith ; and on returning to

Italy again I found plenty to do for two
months, so that 1 did not go to Turin
until the 2nd July, 1856. I went there

upon Gospel principles, and remained
there until the month of September, when
I was obliged to apply to Elder Smith for

aid to keep me from starving. I laboured
there diligently to establish the work for

five months, but could not succeed, and
left Italy the 12th of February, 1857,
having done all I possibly could to save
the people there. Some of the Saints
there are good and faithful, and will be
saved ; but the majority like the doctrine
of emigration better than anything else,

and will not remain in the Church long,
if there be no emigration.

On leaving Italy, I was stopped by a
man named Rostan, a boucher. He bad a
hatchet-handle in his hand, and he came
near me with the intention to strike me
with it ; but, as he lifted his hand in the

air to strike me, his hand seemed sus-

pended there by some supernatural power,
and he tried to strike, but could not. He
was hell, and a legion of wicked spirits

ived within him. Oh, how hellish he
looked as he stood there with his hand
suspended over my headl I was never
calmer in my life ; and in a mild tone I
asked him what harm I had done him ?

He withdrew from me, and cursed, and
swore he would kill me ; and he began
searching for his knife, and I wished him
good day and walkeu quietly away.

I was walking along on the side of a
mountain, one day, and beneath was a
great precipice, when I met this same
man. 1 did not know him then, although
he knew me. I was right on the edge of
the precipice, and the Spirit led me to the

other side against the mountain. This
man stopped and asked me why I did not
continue to walk along as before on the
-edge of the precipice ? I then saw why I

did not, aud thanked God for his good-
neo. This was a small thing, but it

saved my life. Ofttimes the Lord warned
me in dreams and visions, and showed dm
my enemies and how to escape from their

power.
I arrived in Geneva February 15th.

There I found Elder J. L. Smith, and I
spent a happy time with him. I shall

never forget brother Smith's goodness
towards me. May God bless Trim for

ever I He left soon after my arrival, to

accompany some emigrants to Liverpool,

and left me in charge of the office and the

affairs of the mission. On his return, I
was appointed President of the Geneva
Conference, so that I was the President

of the Saints in the French part of Swit-
zerland, as well as of the Saints in Italy.

I had to perform all my duties towards
the Italian Saints by writing in a foreign

language. They were often in diffi-

culties, and gave me a great amount of
labour.

I laboured withmuch satisfactionamong
the Geneva Saints. They are a good
people, and desire to do right. Some of
them pay their Tithing, and they have
always done well towards those who
laboured among them.

I spent the most of my time in the

DarsUller office, writing for the Mission

and compiling matter for the Darstclier,

&c. I made a few visits among the French
cantons of Switzerland; but the people

seemed so worldly-minded, or so bound up
to their own creeds, that but few of them
have received the Gospel. I believe the

Spirit of the Lord is withdrawing from
the people in those countries, and lcannot
see any prospects of doing much good until

those nations shall have been revolution-

ized. A few weeks before leaving the
Continent, I read President Young's
sermon about those nations that had an
opportunity to receive the Gospel in the
days of Jesus Christ. Then I saw why
I had not succeeded. I fulfilled my mission

to the satisfaction of my Presidents. I
have their blessings and confidence, and I
feel to thank God for giving me a missioii

on the Continent. I have not laboured in

vain, neither for myself nor for others.

The seed is sown, and, perhaps, some day
it will grow, and I shall be led to praise

God even more than at present.

I cannot close this letter without giviner

you a few extracts from letters received

from Elder Woodard, showing the feelings

of the civil authorities in Switzerland to-
wards the Saints :

—
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*A few days ago, Elder Frederick Roulet
wu conducted out of the valley of St. Imter,

because he was a Mormoo. Brother Bonlet
la a native of the adjoining canton. The
police have been looking for Elder Eichen-

berg en Than, Canton Bern; and Elder

Buhler was summoned before the authorities

to answer to some questions, such as, ' Do
jou practise a community of wires ? • Do
you lodge Mormon Elders ?

' * Can you tell

me their address ? &c.' They found brother

Buhler too good a Mormon to answer their

purpose, and they let him go.
M According to the interpretation put

upon the law in Thurgau, every brother and
sister who go to speak with a neighbour
after dark is liable to imprisonment.

" I think the very Deril is in the Gallio

tongue. Every person who spoke it in the

German Conferences has, I believe, apos-
tatised within the last two months."

Elder Woodard is travelling incessantly

among the German Saints, and doing

much good. Nearly a hundred have been
baptized there since Elder Woodard's
arrival. He is obliged to travel fast, and
hide himself often in the day-time ; and
there are many places now where he dare

not go again. The Germans seem more-

disposed to receive the Gospel than the-

French. I never did and never could

feel much of the Holy Spirit among the

French ; and the little portion which they

had is being withdrawn from them.

I left Geneva on the 17th ult. for Eng-
land, having accomplished a mission of
three-and-a-nalf years on the continent.

I found the Saints in a poor position^

coming through France. I do not think

there is anything to be done there at

present. I landed in England on the 20th

ult., and feel glad to find myselfonce more
among the English Saints. Iwas astonished

to find that the Saints here had made such

rapid progress. I found I was all behind,

and thought I ought to be baptized into

this Mission. I feel at home now, and am
determined to do all the good I can to

build up the kingdom of God; and I
know I shall have pleasure in my labours

among the Saints in this land.

I will now conclude this lengthy com-
munication, and subscribe myself,

Yours faithfully,

Samuel Francis.

THB WISEMAN FAMILY.

A DRAMA.

(Concluded from page 342.)

ACT IV. Scene 1.

(Jfr. and Jlfn. Wiseman and Jante$ and
Mary Workman preparingfor emigration.)

[Entcra John Doubt]

J. D, Good morning, my friends ! I

tope you are all well.

TP. TP. Good morning, John ! We
have not seen your face for a longtime.
Ton see, we are all in a bustle. We are

preparing for emigration.

J. D. [Sitting down.] So I perceive.

I have been out of town for some time,

and nave not long returned home. I

beard that you were going to America,

and therefore determined to pay you a
risit before your departure, for old ac-

quaintance' sake.

Mrt. TP. And we are very glad to see

jou, Mr. Doubt. But pray tell me, have

jou obeyed the Gospel ?

/. D. I do not exactly understand you,

Mrs. Wiseman. Will you explain ?

TP. TP. She wants to know, John, if

you have complied with the requirements

of the Gospel. You know, you heard

the first principles explained some time

ago by Elder Campbell and others.

/. D. Well, I must confess that I»

have not done so yet. There has been so

much said against the Latter-day Saints,

and so many queer reports have appeared,

at different times, in the newspapers and
other periodicals, that I have really not

known what to think about them. Some-
times I have felt that Mormonism was
true, and at other times I have fancied

that, after all, it was a mere system of

fraud and imposture.

TP. TP. But, John, were you not con-

vinced, when I last saw you, that the

fundamental principles of our religion

were true and Scriptural ?

/. 2>. Yes—oh yes.

TP. TP. And were you not expressly

told that if, in sincerity of heart and
honestj of purpose! jou obeyed those
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Gospel principles, you should receive for

yourself, by gift of the Spirit, a testimony

and knowledge of the tact that Joseph
Smith was the Prophet of God, and that
* Mormonism " is the work of God ?

J. D. Yes, William, it is true that

Elder Campbell and others did tell me
this ; and I have often wished that I had
done so, and acted on my convictions. I

should probably have been more estab-

lished in my mind than 1 am now. Oh,
it is truly miserable to be in doubt and to

be " halting between two opinions." But
your departure will urge me to recon-

sider the matter and to he more diligent

in future. I shall attend the meetings
oftener than I have done of late, and will

get Mr. Campbell to let me have a few
books to read ; for I need more instruction

upon the doctrines of the Church.
/. Workman. Mr. Doubt, I can bear

testimony before you that I know " Mor-
monism to be of God ; and this know-
ledge was gained, not from reading books
or hearing the testimony of others merely,

but by the witness of the Spirit within
me, through obedience to the Gospel.

/. D. Well, James, what you say is

no doubt true; but your leaving the

home and land of your birth and going so

many thousands of miles away, for the
sake of your religion, will be a stronger
testimony to me than what you have said.

It is quite possible I may be a Latter-day
Saint yet; and if so, I shall certainly

follow you.

Mrs. W. I hope you may, Mr.
Doubt

!

J. D. [Rising, and taking his hoi.]

Well, I wish you all a safe and speedy
journey over the sea and across the plains;

and I hope you will do well and prosper
in your new home ! Good bye I

[Shakes hands. Exit. J. D.

Scene 2.

{Mr. and Mrs. Wiseman and their daughter
Mary in conversation.)

W. W. Well, our time of departure
from this land is now drawing very near!
We jhall soon have to bid farewell to old
'England I

Mrs. W. Yes. But before we go,
I think

Mary. Who is this coming? [All
look towards the door.] Dear me, if it

isn't our Fanny !

!

[Enters Fanny Merchant.]
Mrs. W. Why, Fanny, my child! is

it you? [Rushes to her and embraces
her,followed by Mary.]
W.W. [Rising.] Well, Fanny, my

daughter I—this is an unexpected visit,

indeed! I am glad to see you once more*
We are about to leave this country. Have
you heard of it ?

Fanny. [Sorrowfully.] Yes. Mr
husband intimated it to me : otherwise I
should not have known anything of it.

Mrs. W. We were considering this

morning what plan we could adopt to see

you; but, knowing that your husband
would neither allow you to visit your
friends, nor them to visit you, we could
scarcely tell what plan to devise. I was
just going to propose, as you opened the
door, to send you a letter, and inform you
in that way of our intended emigration

and our desire to see you before leaving.

Fanny. Ah, good mother; but mj
husband has ordered all letters to be
delivered at his warehouse ; so that if you
had written to me, he would have inter-

cepted the letter, and the result would
have been still worse for me.
Mary. Oh, what an unkind, tyran-

nical man

!

Mrs. W. Does he know that you have
come to see us now ?

Fanny. No. Whenever I have ex-
pressed a wish to visit any of you, he has
peremptorily refused me, and has accom-
panied his refusal with such austere

threatening*, that I have been afraid to
come this way, lest he might in some
way hear of it and carry his menaces
into effect. But to-night he is away from
home, and I thought I would venture

here ; for I could not rest till I had seen

you and obtained your forgiveness for my
foolish and disobedient conduct. WiM
you forgive me. father ?

W. W. Forgive you, ray dear, did
you say ? Yes, I do forgive you. But
seek God's forgiveness, my daughter ; for

you have grieved His Spirit. Your
mother and I have felt deeply pained to
see the results of the unwise course yo#
pursued. In rejecting our coun&el, yosj.

were doing the greatest barm to yoorsel&
and must have often lamented your own
folly. You know, we did all we could Ss>

persuade you to act differently.

Fanny. I do know it, father, and feel

that I have offended a just God by heed-
lessly despising the counselsof his errunee.
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Oh that my young staters in the Church
did but know what troubles I ha?e had to

pass through, on account of my disobe-

dience, ii would surely be a warning to

them! [Mr$. W. and Mary weep.]

And now, worse than all, I must part for
;

-ever from my best and truest friends on
earth! O God, how can I endure it!

My father, and mother, and sister are

going to eajoy the blessings of the faithful

in Zion ; and I, through my own folly

and disregard of wise counsel,am doomed
to remain behind in Babylon, to welter in
misery and despair 1 Oh, my father

—

;

mother—sister, I lore you dearly! Baft— farewell!

[Pallsfainting into her father'* arms.]

William T.— Henbt W.

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—The government of Algeria is about to be givsn to Prinee Napoleon, with
full power to administer it without being under the control of a Minister in Paris : it is

expected that he will sail for his seat of government early in July. It is said that the
French naval squadron in the Pacific is about to be reinforced. To snch a height has the
demoralization and despotism of the army in France risen, that even the Emperor is afraid

to control it. A correspondent of the Figaro, baring given umbrage to some officers by
a few harmless remarks in his article, was challenged to a duel, at the termination of
which the challenger's second struck the man on his face, and challenged him to another
duel: a few yards distant were 40 other officers lying in ambush, ready to successively

insult and challenge him to fight. Instead of these blood-thirsty villains being brought to
justice, the Paris papers have been ordered to hush the matter up, and the public feeling,

so deeply outraged, dare not be expressed. The French people are the slaves of Napo-
leon, and he in turn is a slave to the army. It has attracted notice that the French
Government suppressed the despatch containing the news of the defeat, or rather of the
massacre of the Turks on the 13th ult. The villages of Orahovaz, Lustua, Unido di Cori-
enich, Corseoidi, and Kuedos have been burnt to the ground by a band of Montenegrins
and natives of Bagnani and Grahovo ; and other places were about to be attacked for the
same purpose. The fortifications of Konigsberg are about to be considerably strengthened,

and 18 additional forts to be erected at 8pandau. In Naples, defensive works are being
set up at various points of the coast, all regiments filled up to their full complement, and
new regiments raised. At Perpignan, a tremendous hailstorm has occurred : an idea may
be formed of the quantity of hail that fell, when it is stated that it required more than ten

carts to carry away what was afterwards swept up in the small Place du College.

Amebiciv.—The revolution in Venezuela has terminated without bloodshed : Gen.
Castro entered Caraccas on the 25th March, at the head of 10,000 men, and was pro-
claimed President of the Republic pro tern. : as soon as the new Constitution is framed, the

President will be nominated. The Independence Messenger mentions the arrival there of

three men direct from Camp Scott. They reported that the troops were in good health,

but that provisions were scarce, with the exception of poor beef. General Johnston would
not be able to move forward until a fresh supply of animals was received. The party met
the express messenger from New Mexico at Green River, with the news that Captain

Marcy would not be able to reach Camp Scott' before June, in consequence of the great

quantity of snow on the mountains. The party also met Colonel Hoffman with two
companies of cavalry, and one hundred and fifty waggons with supplies, one hundred and
twenty miles east of Laramie. On the ICth April, about one hundred waggons were
ready to leave Laramie as soon as Colonel Hoffman arrived. These trains would reach

General Johnston early in May. The first ox trains started this spring were met' just

beyond Big Blue, but, in consequence of the weather, were making slow progress. Some
of the trains were waiting for better roads. Major-General Smith and staff were to leave

St. Louis for Leavenworth, May 10£h. The General has issued elaborate orders relative

to the movement of the trains and troops of the Utah Expedition. The trains are to be
divided into divisious of two hundred and twenty-six waggons each, and they will be
organized into six columns, each constituting the escort of a division. These columns

constitute the first brigade of Utah forces, under command of General Harvey, and each

-is to be supplied with four months* provisions, which are to be replenished when passing

Forts Kearney and Laramie. The Herald's Fort Leavenworth correspondent says thatthe

Peace Commissioners, McCulloch and Powell, left Leavenworth April 26th. Every kind
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of rumour is afloat relative to the condition* to be proposed to the Saints, and the pro-

babilities of a peaceable settlement of the Utah difficulties. Some hare it that the Cotn-

missionera are to agree to anything proposed bj the Mormon leader, providing s loop-

bole be left for the honour of the Government to escape ; while other reports vary from

this more or less. The intentions and result of the Peace Commission are little better

than matters for speculation.

VARIETIES.

The Needlewomen's History.—" They come like shadows, nw, depart."

Quills are the pinions of one goose, which are sometimes used to spread the o-pinions of

another.

A lady, passing along the street, noticed a boy scattering salt along the ride walk to

clear off the ice. " Well, I am sure," said the lady, "that is real benevolencef "So
it aint, ma'am," replied the boy ;

•« it's *alt"

A Contented Soul.—A person, once visiting an unworldly philosopher, whose mind

was his kingdom, expressed surprise at the smallness of the apartment. " Whj, you

bare not room enongh here to swing a cat !
" •* My friend," was the serene, philosophic

answer, " 1 don't want to swing a cat 1

"

JOSEPH THE PROPHET.
Whose eye first saw those angel bonds
That hover'd o'er the western lands
like stars when night's blue arch expands ?

'Twas Joseph's.

Who gave the world Moroni's page,
And wonders from a former age,

And words of many an olden sage ?

'Twas Joseph.

Who spake with God as man with man,
Until he learned the saving plan
By which we 'scape an endless ban ?

'Twas Joseph.

Who built the Temple of the Lord,
Where gifts and blessings were restored.

And angels with the Saints adorM ?

'Twas Joseph.

Whose smile ten thousand smiles hath lit?

Whose word ten thousand hearts hath kuit?
Whose fame still grows while kingdoms flit?

Tis Joseph's.

Whose vision ssw fair Babel's pride
Sink like a stone iu ocean's tide.

£mmervale, Switserland, March 14, 18&8.

As John from Patmos' Isle had cried?
'Twas Joseph's.

Who saw God's kingdom born below,
And felt the rage of Its first foe,

And bated his bosom for the blow?
'Twas Joseph.

Whose lion heart was laid to rest,

Upon the cold earth's gory breast.
One more amid the martyr'd blest ?

Twas Joseph's.

Whose name shall shine In this hut age,

The first upon our starry page,
Though men and devils Against It rage?

Tis Joseph's.

And who shall rise a scepter'd king.
While Zion's sweetest chime shall ring.

And Israel's choirs in rapture sing ?

T» Joseph.

I would be one of that bright band.
To hail him on his native land,
When 'rald*the 8aiuta again hell stand

As Jossrs.

Jabss Woodass.

Aodskssbs.—Charles Housley, 4, Leonard Street, Derby.
Samuel Pyne, care of William Firth, Scott's Buildings, Sandal Common, near Wakestft
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR
Be thai hath an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit oaithunte the ehurchee.—JtmM Christ.

Ohm out efher, my people, that ye be not partaken of her eine, and that ye receive not ofhew

plague*.—A Voice from Hearen.

Me. 94, VoL XX. Saturday, June 12, 1858. Price One Penny.

TESTIMONY POR THE TRUTH VERSUS POPULAR OPI1TION.

BT ELDBB JOHN K. GRIST.

Many and various are the ideas that

eagrees the mind and form the opinions

of society generally concerning that which
is calculated to excite the attention and
call forth the feelings of lore or hatred to

certain popular Subjects. Among these,

we will lake the important one before us

—

Whether conflicting opinions, prejudices,

and opposing sentiments regarding the

great wdrk of God in the last days are

to be viewed in comparison with the plain,

bold, and powerful 'testimony of one who
speaks the words of truth, God bearing
him witness.

How are opinions formed, and upon
what grounds do people come to their

conclusions ? Says one, My views are con-
finned from what I have heard concerning
this great popular delusion, called " Mor-
iBrfmism." They say what an awful, fear-

'

nil, and dangerous thing it is to have
anything to do with those people who
•tyle themselves u Latter-day Saints.*

But reason will say, Where are your
evidences and confirmatory proofs relative

to the doctrines and principles imbibed by
this people? Do you comprehend or
rightly appreciate their position? All

heresies are' bound to be examined and
tested. Then bring forth your cause,

produce your strong reasons, and you are
•tlibertv to decide upon just conclusions.

Until this is done; who can say this princi-

ple or that doctrine is fahe, unreasonable,

or unsoriptural ? If, for instance, we take
a new principle, and it comes in contact
with preconceived notions and what are
called established theories, is that princi-

ple to be set aside'and considered of no
importance,' because, forsooth, it is not
popular* At comes in contact with former
prejudices? No ; we say at once, Let pre-
judice give way ; let reason have her ohoice

;

let the mind and judgment be informed

;

and who will dare resist such truths that

come with force upon the hearts of those
who are honest enough to receive them.
Is the cry of " Delusion * False pro-

phet 1"—" Heresy 1" to be regarded >with-
out consideration, reflection, or the right

use ofjudgment ? No ; for wise men will

have their opinions confirmed by proof
before deciding in ajust cause. But fools

cling to' old » traditions and enjoy the

bliss of ignorance, and thereby set aside

those truths which,' if well understood said

rightly applied, would lead to their future

exaltation and happiness.

True, there we some individuals who
acknowledge, by that amount of intelli-

gence they are in possession of, that the
" Mormons " (so called) have accomplished

whafrno other community ever did under
the like circumstances ; thai they arc a
most enterprising and praiseworthy peo-

ple; thai tAcir system and organisation

are excellent. Bet the nameof it a* a re-

ligion, under such pretcnaion8> claimmgto
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370 CREATION AND REDEMPTION.

be of Divine authority,thej cannot endure.

But others will dare to come forward

and deny the efficacy of that power which
is invested in the servants of God. The
Elders of the Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints, having received their

authority and commission from heaven,

can bid defiance to all the man-made
systems and creeds of the day to hinder

their progress or prevent the designs of

God from being accomplished through
them.

Should the testimony of a Latter-day

Saint concerning the divine mission of

Joseph Smith, when accompanied by the

Spirit of God, be accounted as a thing of

naught, or as the mere impulse of an ex-

cited enthusiasm ? Verily no ; for out of

the mouth of these witnesses shall the

truth be established ; and their testimony

will stand in judgment against the unbe-
lieving of this generation.

" He that judgetti a thing before he
heareth it is not wise." Who, then, will

form their estimation, or put their con-

structions upon the merits of things

divine, or condemn that which has been
rendered unpopular by false, lying, slan-

derous reports? It is the truth that

makes us bold, and knowledge that makes
us free and indifferent to an the railing

accusations that our enemies may attempt
to assail us with. We can say with Paul,
** None of these things move us."

When a Saint of God stands forth

bearing his testimony to the truths of the

everlasting Gospel, his knowledge is not

of this world* It comes from Him who
has chosen the foolish things of the

world to confound the wise, and the

weak things of the world to confound the

things which are mighty. What is this

testimony, this knowledge, and the power
that the Saints lay claim to in the last

days? The knowledge they receive is

through obedience to tne principles of the

everlasting Gospel. Having rendered

obedience to this Divine command, they

come in possession of the gift of the

Holy Ghost, the Spirit of truth, winch

reveals all truth, shows to them things

past, present, and to come. It is that

which clothes them with light and

intelligence, and unfolds to them those

great and glorious principles which art

revealed from heaven for the salvation and

exaltation of the human family, who be-

come the sons and daughters of God and

heirs of those promises. It is this power
that is invested in the servants of God,

who administer in holy things, and
through faith can lay hold of the gifts and

blessings that are in the Church and

kingdom of God. By this they are en-

abled to testify before high heaven,*and in

the presence of holy angels and men, of.

the things they have received, and can

realize that so great a work has never

been commenced on this earth than the

one which they are engaged in, and that

a greater Prophet than Joseph South

never graced the footstool of God ; for to

him and to the Prophet Brigham Young
(who now holds authority upon the earth)

are committed the keys ana powers per-

taining to eternal life in the kingdom of

our God.

CREATION AND REDEMPTION.

M Were it possible that man could number the particles of the earth, and rafllions of earths fts
tills, it would not be a beginning to the number of yonr creations ; snd your curtains ate stretched oaf
still j and yet you are there, and your bosom is there ; and also you are Just j you are merciful and kind
for erer. You have taken Zlon to your bosom from all your creations* from all eternity to all eternity*
and naught but peace, Justice, and truth is the habitation of your throne j and mercy shall go before your
face and have no end."—PaomscY of Enoch.M And I saw those things which his bands had made, which were many; and they multiplied hefts*
mine eyes, and 1 could not see the end thereof."—Book or Abraham.

For many ages this little earth was
' looked upon as the most important in
* creation—the capital item of created

L ' things—the crowning work of God. All& 'other works were considered as subordi-
sssj^--

--^-this and as existing -for its special

^»oce. The "great lights," with

the twinkling stars in the finnamenV
were contemplated as the minions of the

earth. They were supposed to be called

into existence about six thousand' jeais

ago. At that period, God is supposed to

have sent forth, for the first time* in

behalfof a terrestrial world, his greatffit
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CREATION AND RBDBHPTION. S7t

—* Let there be light.* The sun, moon,
and stars were supposed to have been all

-created at that period in obedience to this

command. Their purpose and duty were
to light this little globe, and to send down
their physical virtues to bless, enliven,

warm, and comfort the earth and man

—

to exist for this special good and purpose.

The design of the u greater light** to

rule the day was erroneously interpreted
* to mean merely to make a day. It did,

it is true, make a day. It sent down its

glory to bless, comfort, and enlighten

man, and to animate, fructify, and adorn
all nature. But with all this, Ignorance
-did not realize how inconsistent was the

belief that this giver of so much could

be inferior to its earthly receiver, and,

though so much superior in physical

glory, without the higher and spiritual

objects for its creation. Not being itself

inhabited by spiritual, intellectual, and
moral life, it was thought to be a
kind of privilege to the glorious sun that

it should be permitted to give light to

man

!

The "lesser light" and "the stars

also" were supposed to be merely designed

to light the earth when Night assumed her

sway and her alternate reign commenced.
They were looked upon merely as the

illumination of space when tbe mantle of

darkness was unfolded, and Night's sable

curtains let down.
The innumerable star-clusters which

modern science has declared to be bodies

of immense magnitude and superiority in

point of dimensions to this earth and all

the celestial familyofworlds which traverse

the trackless path in the blue abyss, the

contracted views of former ages and the

poorness of an uninspired theology made
little better than a meaningless mass of

dazzling vapours. They were of small

practical benefit in the universe, having no

important object for their creation, no sen-

tient beings to inhabit them, with Divine

instincts and powers of soul—were not

worlds full of subjects for God's mercy,

justice, and benevolence, whom salvation

could embrace, and, by giving happiness

and exaltation to spiritual beings, contri-

bute to the glory of the Creator.

It is true that poets and revellers in the

beauties and enchantments of night poet-

ically imagined the stars singing the glory

of God. But as worlds superior to the

earth, with races of beings resembling

the order of mankind—as worlds and

systems, thousands of whom are far ad-
vanced beyond this world in the path
of being, redemption, and exaltation, they
were not considered even by the s«b-»

limest uninspired minds. Perhaps a few
had vague, mystical speculations on these
matters, but little tending to solid con*
viction and tangible faith.

It is true, also, that men believed in the
existence of a heaven where angeUe
creatures dwelt. But even these were
inferior to man, and were, in a subordi-

nate sense, ministering angels to the heirs

of salvation. They partook not of the
blessings of redemption, and were not
purchased by a Divine sacrifice. They
were higher than wicked and lost souls, it

is true, but lower than the least among
the children of grace. According to
these narrow views and popular igno-
rance, they were in the kingdom of God
something similar to what eunuchs are ia
the palace of an eastern potentate. Thus
almighty power, Divine love, creative

energy, ana the resources of the universe

were chiefly directed to and exhausted ia
man.

Indeed, the majority of these views
remain the same to this day. The dark-
ness is about as thick as ever. It is true*,

scientific men will iaform us that the
starry worlds are astronomically many/
times more important than this, and that
space is covered with innumerable multi-
tudes of celestial bodies. Theologically*

however, things remain about the same.
Tell those scientific men, and proclaim hx
the ears of the priests and their spiritually*

blind followers that millions of worlds are
inhabited,— tell them that those beings
and worlds are subjects of salvation,—
tell them that they have their Gods and
Redeemers,—tell them that millions of
such have travelled up the path in which
the earth and man are travelling, and have
already entered into their glory,— tell

them that the same great scheme of crea-

tion, increase, redemption, and exaltation

will continue throughout all eternity, and
they will,with a shudder, cry " Blasphemy 1"*

and, like Hamlet at hearing the dreadful

tale of the " poor ghost," exclaim " Hor-
rible! horrible!! most horrible!!!"

But how poor, meaningless, and useless

does creation appear with such narrow
views of its magnitude and design ! How
much like foolishness does Divine wisdom
seem—how designless the works of the

Creator—how minted and poor the plan
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372 MASS MBETING OF THE CITIZENS, ETC.

of redemption, when we look from the

low point and foggy atmosphere of secta-

rian, uninspired theology! Such would
make Gad not to commence any real good
-and intelligent work until six thousand

years ago ne created man. Throughout
eternity anterior to this period, this mean
theology asks us to believe that God was
not creating and redeeming inhabited

worlds, and offers no expectations that

he will ever do the like after he has saved

and exalted mankind. But no Divinely-

enlightened man can have so poor a>

faith.

It is in the glorious theology revealed

to the Prophet Joseph, and in the teach-

ings of a Divinely-inspired Priesthood,,

and in the visions of the Holy Ghost, that

we obtain views of creation worthy of the

Almighty, and of a plan of salvation*

worthy of a God-Redeemer. Here we
learn that millions of worlds have been
created and saved, and that millions of
worlds will be created and saved again. L

MASS MEETING OF THE CITIZENS OF GREAT SALT LAKE CITY.

(Concludedfrom page 358.)

PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, in the year 1833, the military

of the county of Jackson, State of Mis-
souri, under the command of the Lieu-
tenant-Governor thereof, did expel our
people from their homes, many or whom
were murdered by them, their property

destroyed, and their families driven and
scattered; others were whipped, tarred,

and feathered, and otherwise barbarously

treated by and under the immediate
direction of the military and civil au-

thorities :

And whereas, in the year 1838, the

Executive of Missouri did order out an
overwhelming military force, march them
into our settlements, and butcher many,
without regard to either age, sex, or con-

dition ; robbed us of our property, im-
prisoned many of our brethren without
process, ravished our wives and daughters,

and drove us off under a brutal order of
extermination from land we had pur-
chased from the General Government

:

And whereas, the Executive ef the

sovereign State of Illinois, in violation of
all law, did march a military force into

our neighbourhood, and, under the most
solemn pledge of protection and legal

justice, compel our leading men to deliver

themselves into his hands, he himself ac-

knowledging that they were not guilty of
any crime, leaving them in the power of
assassins, who did treacherously and in-

humanly butcher them

:

And whereas, the State of Illinois, in

1846, did require our people, under pain

-of extermination by an infuriated mob, to

leave the State, pledging themselves to-

protect us in doing so, yet suffered our*

people to be murdered and our houses
burned with impunity

:

And whereas, we did petition the chief

Executive of our nation and the Governor
of the Union for an asylum from our
persecutors, where we could enjoy our
religion unmolested, which only met with*

insult and cold neglect

:

And whereas, when we were fleeing

into the wilderness, a call was made by
the General Government on us for five-

hundred of our most efficient men, who
were readily . furnished, and who went
in the service of our country, which was
then engaged in a war with the Republic
of Mexico:
And whereas, as soon as our most

efficient men had left in the service of our
country, the State of Illinois marched a>

formidable army to Nauvoo, where many
of the infirm and aged fathers, mothers,

brothers, and sisters of those very men
engaged in the war with Mexico were
killed and wounded, forcing the families

that were left destitute to the desolate

prairies, a prey to hunger, cold, and
disease:

And whereas, on our journey here, we
were compelled to make a temporary
location for winter quarters on the west
bank of the Missouri river, near Council

Bluffs, to which the Government of the

United States sent their officers and
notified us to vacate our houses, notwith-

standing many of those who occupied

them were the families of those very men.

engaged in the service of the United
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States m the war with Mexico, and who
themselves were discharged two thousand
miles from their families, in an enemy's

country, without the means of returning

home:
And whereas, we have wandered under

the protection of the Almighty and the

wise counsel of our worthy Governor,

Brigham Young, fourteen hundred 'miles

into the desert, making our own roads,

and leaving our persecutors to the en-

joyment of our har(Learned labours

:

And whereas, not a solitary individual

who has participated in any of the mur-
ders, robberies, rapes, and other enormi-

ties inflicted upon us within the United
States, has ever been brought to jus-

tice:

And whereas, our repeated petitions for

redress to those in authority have been

answered by adding insult to injury

:

And whereas, the people of this Terri-

tory, have been peaceful and law-abiding,

Uving in the strict observance of the laws

of the United States applicable in our
Territory:

And whereas, the Government of the

United States, as is reported, has sent a
formidable army into, our Territory

:

Resolved, that we regard the move-
ments of the present administration in

sending their armed legions into our
midst as a renewal of the persecution,

butcheries, and horrid scenes of destruc-

tion with which their eyes were gloated

while we were in their midst

:

Resolved, that we highly approve of

the Constitutional, patriotic and humane
course pursued by his Excellency Governor
Brigham Young in taking efficient mea-
sures to intercept the progress of these

unwelcome, unasked, and corrupting in-

truders:

Resolved, that we fully approve of the

resolutions passed in the Legislative As-

sembly, endorsing and approving the acts

of the Governor in relation to the invading

army, and we heartily conour in the spirit

and sentiments expressed in the Memorial

adopted in the Legislative Assembly,

January 6th, 1853

:

Resolved, that no officer appointed by
the Administration shall exercise any
dominion over us while their armies are

menacing our Territory i

Resolved, that we would be recreant

tb every principle of honour, patriotism,

. virtue, integrity, self-respect, and common
decency, should we tamely submit, like

the menial serfs of Russia, to be ruled by
the bayonet:

Resolved, that we tender to his Exce?~
lency Governor Young our utmost exer-
tions, our lives, and our fortunes, for the*

defence of our rights ; that we regard no>

sacrifice too great, and are ready, if neces-
sary, to sacrifice our homes; but we
will not see them inherited by our
enemies

:

* Resolved, that we request the Govern*-

ment of the United States to withdraw
their armed menials and cease to prostitute

the Executive power of a great nation to>

subserve the ends of cruelty, religious

oppression, and injustice

:

Resolved, that as, in all our persecu-*

tions and sufferings heretofore, we have
been deceived by promises of protection

and pretexts of enforcing the law, we wiH
not suffer ourselves again to be deceived

by such shallow pretences, and that, if

the authorities of the United States wish
to convince uaof their lawful, humane*
and just intentions to us as a people, they
must pay us our damages, redress our-

wrongs, punish our murderers, plunderers,,

and ravishers, or we shall continue to>

believe that they have not reformed

:

Resolved, that we appeal to the native

justice of the people of the United States,

our brothers, our kindred, whose fathers

fought side by side with pur* the battle of
our country's independence, and whose
blood mingled together, a sacrifice to nurw
ehase civil and religious liberty ; we have
been reared at the same firesides, educateu

at the same schools, colleges, and univer-

sities; and we are entitled to all the privi-

leges of religious liberty purchased by the
common suffering of our fathers ; to you.

we appeal to stretch forth the hand and
save these principles from the v}le attempt
of unprincipled demagogues to crush ana
submerge them in the blood of our fellewA

countrymen:
Resolved, that we deprecate and deeply*

deplore the causeless but overwhelming'

prejudice which dented even the presen-

tation of our Constitution and application

for admission into the Union as a State,

and also the subsequent attempts of the
Government to crush the people of this

Territory by depriving them of every

vestige of constitutional right ana
liberty:

Resolved, that our religion inculcates

morality, a strict observance of social ties,

a lasting interest in the welfare of all
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good men, and resoect to the rights of

others in the same degree, as we would
have oar own respected

:

Resolved, that, bj the help of Almighty

God, we will maintain oar constitutional

rights and liberties, oar religion, oar

wives and children, and oar hard-earned

firesides and homes; and we invite the

down-trodden snd oppressed of all nations,

kindreds, tongues, and people, of whatever

faitfe they may be, to gather to these

alleys, where they can worship God

according to the dictates of their own
consciences.

N. V. Jokes,

£. Smith,
B. L. Campbell,
Lewis Robiboh,

R. T. BUBTOH,
John Van Cott,

Wm. Eddhtotoii,

£. D. Woollit,
Committee on behalf of the cittaens of

G. S. L. City, January 16, 1868.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrontpage 360.)

[January, 1843.]

In the matter of Joseph Smith on Habeas
Corpus ; copy of order, Marshal's fees for

searing on two, £4,00; returning twelre,

And afterwards, to wit, on the 2nd day
of January, A.D. 1843, Jnstin Butterfield,

attorney for said petitioner, filed the written

denial of the said petitioner of the matters
and things set forth in the return to the

said writ of Habeas Corpus, which denial is

in the words and figures following,

—

t!z. :

Circuit Court of the United States,

)

District of Illinois, )

In the matter of Joseph Smith upon
Habeas Corpus.

Joseph Smith, being brought up on Habeas
Corpus before this Court, comes and denies

the matter set forth in the return to the same
in this, that he is not a fugitire from the

justice of the State of Missouri; but alleges,

and is ready to prore, that he was not in the

State of Missouri at the time of the com-
mission of the alleged crime set forth in the

affidarit of L. W. Boggs, nor had he been
in said State for snore than three years pre-
vious to that time, nor has he been in that

8tate since that time ; but, on the contrary,

at the time the said alleged assault was
made upon the said Boggs, as set forth in

said affidavit, the said Smith was at Nauroo,
in the county of Hancock, in the State of
Illinois, and that he has not fled from the
justice of the State of Missouri and taken
refage in the State of Illinois, as is most
untruly stated in the warrant upon which
he is arrested, and that the matter set forth

in the requisition of the Gorernor of Mis-
souri, and in the said warrant, are not sup-
ported by oath.

Joseph Smith.
State of Illinois, as.

Joseph Smith being duly sworn, sshn>

that the matter and things set forth in the

foregoing statement are true.

Joseph 8mm
Sworn and subscribed to before me, this

2nd day of January, 1843.
Jamu F. Ownros, Clerk.

And afterwards, to wit, on the ssns asj

and year last aforesaid, the following order

was made in this cause,—vis.

:

In the matter of Joseph Smith on Hsbeti

Corpus.
At this day comes the said Joseph Smith,

and, by Justin Butterfield, his attornsj, tin

his written denial, verified by affidavit, of

the matters and things set forth in the

return to the writ of Habeas Corpus, inted

in this cause ; and at the same tuns she

comes Josiah Lamborn, Attorney-Gesersl

of the State of Illinois, and on his motto H

is ordered that this cause be continued for

hearing until Wednesday morning next

And afterwards, to wit, on the 4th dsy of

January, 1843, Josiah Lamborn, Attortej-

General of the State of Illinois, filed his

objections to the jurisdiction of this Court

in this cause, and mored to dismiss the pro-

ceedings herein, which said motion sod

objections are in the words and figures fol-

lowing, Tis

—

United States of America,
{

In the Circuit Court of State of Illinois. )

In the matter of Joseph Smith.

J. Lamborn, Attorney-General of Hnson,

mores the Court to dismiss the processus*

herein, for the reason that this Court besse

jurisdiction.

1st. The arrest and detention of ••»

Smith was not under or by colour of

authority of the United States, or any of the
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efteers of the United States, but under and
by colour of authority of the State of Illinois,

sad by the officers of Illinois.

Sad. When a fugitive from justice is

•netted by authority of the Government of

ssy State, upon the requisition of any other

Governor of another State, the Courts of

Jsstiee, neither 8tate nor Federal, hare any
sathority or jurisdiction to inquire into any
bets behind the writ.

J. Lamrorn,
Attorney-General of Illinois.

And afterwards, to wit, on the same day
and year last aforesaid, the following ordsr

wu made in this cause,—viz.

:

In the matter of Joseph Smith, on Habeas
Carpus.

And now, again, at this day comes the

Mid Joseph Smith, by Justin Butterfield,

afe attorney; and at the same time also

tosses Josiah Lamborn, Attorney-General
of ths State of Illinois, and enters his

notion to dismiss the proceedings herein,

for want of jurisdiction; and the Court
saving heard the allegations and proofs
serein, and the arguments of counsel upon
tat same, and also upon the aforesaid

action, and not being sufficiently advised,

took time, &c.

And afterwards, to wit, on the same day
sad year aforesaid, Justin Butterfield,

attorney for said petitioner, filed the affida-

vits, of which the following are copies :

—

Circuit Court of the United States,

)

District of Illinois, )
In the matter of Joseph Smith, upon

Hsbeas Corpus.
District of Illinois, si.

8tephen A. Douglas, James H. Ralston,

Aloeron Wheat, J: B. Backeastos, being
emly sworn, each for himself, says that they

were at Nauvoo, in the county of Hancock,
hi this State, on the seventh day of May
last; that they saw Joseph Smith on that

dsy reviewing the Nauvoo Legion at that

plate, in the presence of several thousand
persons.

J. B. Backenstos,
Stbphen A. Douglas,

Sworn to and subscribed in open Court,
this 4th day of January, 1843.

Jamks 7. Owings, Clerk.

Circuit Court of the United States,

District of Illinois.

In the matter of Joseph Smith upon
ttbeas Corpus,

District of Illinois :—Wilson Law, Henry
O. Sherwood, Theodore Turley, Shadrach
Romndy,Willard Richards, William Clayton,
end Hyrum Smith, being duly sworn, say

that they know that Joseph Smith was in

Nauvoo, in the county of Hancock, in the
State of Illinois, during the whole of the

sixth and seventh days of May last; that on
the sixth day of May aforesaid, the said

Smith attended an officer-drill at Nauvoo,
from ten o'clock in the forenoon to about
four o'clock in the afternoon, at which drill

the said Joseph Smith was present. And
these deponents, Hyrum Smith, Willard
Richards, Henry G. Sherwood, John Taylor,
and William Clayton, were with the said

8mith, at Nauvoo aforesaid, during the
evening of the sixth day of May last, and
sat with the said Joseph Smith in Nauvoo
Lodge from six until nine o'clock of said

evening. And these deponents, Hyrum
Smith, Willard Richards, and William Marks,
were with the said Smith at his dwelling,
house, in Nauroo, on and during the even-
ing of the fifth day of May last, and con*
versed with him; and all of the deponents
aforesaid do say that, on the seventh day of

May aforesaid, the said Smith reviewed the

Nauvoo Legion, and was present with the

said Legion all that day, in the presence of
many thousand people ; and it would have
been impossible for the said Joseph Smith
to have been at any place in the State of

Missouri at any time, on or between the

sixth and seventh days of Msy aforesaid.

And these deponents, Willard Richards,

William Clayton, Hyrum Smith, and Lorin

Walker, say that they have seen and con-

versed with the said Smith at Nauvoo, afore-

said, daily, from the tenth of February last

until the first of July last, and know that he
has not been absentfrom said city of Nauvoo,
at any time during that time, long enough
to have been in the State of Missouri; that

Jackson county, in the State of Missouri, is

about three hundred miles from Nauvoo.
Wilson Law,
Henry G. Shbrwood,
Thbodobs Turlby,
Shadrach Rouwdy,
Willard Richards,
Wiluam Clayton,
John Taylor,
William Marks, *

Lorin Walkbr.
Sworn to and subscribed in open Court,

this 4th January, 1843.
Owinos, Clerk.

And afterwards, to wit, on the 6th day of

January, 1843, the following order was

;

made in this cause,—viz.

:

In the matter of Joseph Smith on Habeas
Corpus.
And now, at this day, comes again the

said Joseph Smith, by Justin Butterfield,
t

his attorney, and at the same time also,

comes Josiah Lamborn, Attorney-General
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of the State of Illinois ; ud the Courtbeing
now sufficiently advised of sad concerning
the motion heretofore entered to dismiss

the proceedings in thisoanse»it is considered

that said motion be denied \ and the Court,
having fully considered the petition of the

ssld < Joseph Smith, and the matters and
thing! set forth in the return made to the

writ of Habeas Corpus issued herein, and
being now sufficiently advised of and con-
cerning the same, it is considered and ad-

judged that the matters and things set forth

in the return to the ssid writ of Habeas
Corpus. are wholly insufficient in law to

authorise the arrest and detention of the

said Joseph Smith ; and it is further con-
sidered, ordered, and adjudged by the Court,

that the said Joseph 8mith be fully released

and discharged from the custody of William
F. Elkin, 8heriff of Sangamon County, under
the warrant of the Governor of the State

of Illinois, mentioned m the said retursvand
also from the custody of William Law, on
the proolamatioa of the:, said Governor,
mentioned in the said return, and that he go
hence without delay.

United States of America, ) I, James F„
District of Illinois. >

u>
Owings^Clerk

of the United 8tates Circuit Court for the
district of Illinois, do certify that the fore-

|
seal.

|

going is a- true and correct copy of the
record and proceedings before said Court, in
the matter of Joseph Smith, on petition, to
be discharged on Habeas Corpus, as the
same remain on the record and files of said

Court.

In testimony whereof, I have
hereunto subscribed my name,
and affixed- the seal of ssid

Court, at Springfield, this sixth

day of January, A. D., 1843, and of our
Independence the 67th year.

James F. Ownres, Clerk.

I do hereby certify that I have inspected
the foregoing record, snd that there it now.
no further cause for arresting or detaining

Joseph Smith, therein named, by virtue*d
any proclamation or executive warrant here**

tofore issued by the Governor of.this. State;

and that since the.judgment of the Circnit.

Court of the United States for the, district

.

of Illinois, all such proclamations and
warraatSiare inoperative and void* ..i

Witness my band and seal, at Springfield,

this 6th day of January, 1843.

Thomas Ford,
Gorernor of Illinois. WW

(Je be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JUNE 12, 1858.

Business Qualifications.— Practical Talents. —We set a high value on

religious fervour. It is the vitality of religious life, without which religion is but a
cold, inanimate form. It is, as it were, the .characteristic signature of religious;

natures, with which, they stamp their acts. Persons thus endowed in a large degree

will manifest strong spiritual sensibility in themselves and great spiritual force to

more others. There is something God-like in the power to toqeh the heart^l
draw out the spirituality of man. The Prophets and all the eminent religious leaden

of the world have been thus highly endowed.
#; l s , •

But religious fervpur has characterized religious movements generally, and has

been as strikingly manifested in the superstition, fanaticism, and intolerance of the)

misguided as in .the holy devotion and endurance of the Saints, We are, therefore,

directly led to the necessity of two ether conditions to the existence of the kingdom
of God,—namely, a correct system and efficient administration* It is true that

religious fervour is the basis of Divine government. It will also be continued to the

highest state of God's administration. But that administration itself essentially

consists in enlightened and efficient government. Where there is great reugioue~
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femur, there are, of coarse, great spiritual capacities and high aspirations. But fer-

?Mr alone is not sufficient for the kingdom of God. Moreover, the Gosper might be

pleached, and thousands of Saints be upon the earth, who may consistently be

tamed the Church of Christ; but, for the existence of the kingdom, efficient

government is necessary to be added to religious ' fervour and the Gospel system.

We wish the Priesthood to fully appreciate' this fact, so that whQe the Church is

developing itself into a kingdom, they may become qualified for efficient adminis*

"

The* great Latter-day work is not a mere religious agitation; nor does it tell the

whole to sty that it is a prophetic warning to the nations. Besides the conversion of
toe honest and spiritual manifestations, it comprehends the institution of a correct

system, the development of a kingdom, and the establishment of efficient govern*

eat,—in fine, the uniting of every element necessary to national administration.

Is moch of this, the Latter-day dispensation differs from that at the first coming of

Christ, as well as what are termed the prophetic ages. The mission of the Prophets
sad former-day Apostles was one of warning, Gospel conversion, and spiritual mani-
festations, and not the establishment of national government. Practical talent

1

and
administrative efficiency, therefore, were not then so largely called for as now. The
present,however, is a day when practical talent and business qualifications are eminently

seeded. First, because the work to be done makes the demand ; and secondly,

fasnse this is pre-eminently a business age. * *
In preaching the gospel and warning the world, religious fervour and the first

principles and ordinances' are nearly the only requisites. But, as soon as

Church organization begins, and the development of the kingdom commences,

foverament is indispensable. Every Saint of any experience must have marked this,

and also the difference in the administration of that class in Church government who'
are chiefly endowed with religious fervour and' qualified to administer in the first'

nrdmanoes of the Gospel, and in that of those who with these requisites combine
practical and business talents.

Without intending to disparage the worth of the former class above-name^' we"
hive known eminent and gaod men who have been almost altogether incapable of

sapeimtending and governing in the kingdom. Aye, and some of these have possessed

'

eauderable talent ; but their talents have been of a special nature. They nave been

'

fatkute of general business capacities, and, though capable of effecting much in their
*

own sphere, have not been able to extend that sphere into broad administration—who

'

have not been able to accomplish all the work required themselves, nor endowed
wltfi the power of oversight to appoint others to do it. This class, if only left with

the conducting of a Branch, unless they have practical and business men under them
to supply their deficiency, will get its affairs into a deplorable condition. Not only

are they powerless to effect much real good in Church government, but they will

Bake their fields of labour poor and embarrass them with debt.

Now, no man is qualified to occupy the position of a Pastor, President of a Con-
ference, nor, indeed, any presiding office, unless he has good business capacities and

practical talents. If he has such, coupled with the spirit of the Gospel, his field of

Wboor wul be found in good working condition and productive. Tou have only to

enunine the records and books of his Pastorate, Conference, or Branch, and see the

general results, and you know aft. These are the true criteria of his capabilities.

H these show to advantage, we conclude accordingly, and say, "There has been a

gnod and efficient system at work in that man's field of labour. He manifests

i capacities and practical talent. Now, as this u a practical work and requires)^
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the qualities manifested by that man, he is, therefore, the one suitable for his position*

But if those tests are not answered to—if his field of labour is in bad working con-

dition, his records and accounts slovenly and like a writing in an unknown language,

and if his stewardship be unproductive, we say, * There has not been an efficient

administration. He has not manifested business capacities and practical talents;

and, as government is a practical matter, that man is consequently not fit for his

position." We wish the Elders to understand that this is how we judge, and that,

except in very extraordinary cases, we have no other rule.

First-class business men belong to a high order in the kingdom, and business quali-

fications and practical talents will be immensely called for in the great Latter-day

Work. This is easily understood. It is a nation that has to be organized, set in motion,

and regulated; cities, temples, and other splendid public buildings have to be erected;

highways, bridges, fortifications, railroads, manufactories, machinery, and all the

signs of a civilized, energetic, and creative people have to appear ; tens of thousands of

Israel have to emigrate from the nations to the Promised Land, the stakes of Zion to

be planted throughout the western hemisphere, and the deserts of Joseph's inherit-

ance made to blossom as the rose. All this, directed by the Priesthood for the glory

of God and the establishment of his kingdom, will be accomplished by their business

qualifications and practical talents.

It will be found, especially as the kingdom advances, that nearly all our leading

and prominent men will manifest these characteristics. Indeed, they are, in reality,

nothing less than governmental genius and administrative ability under other names.

A first-class business man will make a great statesman. Indeed, he will be a great

social statesman, if no more ; and such are far more eminent in government than the

generality of political rulers. Men of this class will be composed of the speculative

and practical elements, and be endowed with superintending capacity. Such are

always men of great resources, with the power to create and the tact to find a

profitable use for the means which others produce. Their distinguishing charac-

teristics are administrative ability, economy, productiveness, and increase. Such

are the men that this kingdom will call forth as its leading and prominent characters.

.Napoleon the First taunted England with being a nation of shopkeepers. Bathe

did not tell the whole truth—namely, that in her business men she was also a nation of

rtdert. Though not likely to be capable of becoming so famous in generalship and mili-

tary conquest, there are in England thousands of business men who would be greater in

national internal government than " Napoleon the Great ;

M
and doubtless there are

half-a-million more capable of governing a nation and showing efficient administra*

lion than the majority of English peers. From these remarks, it will appear that

we highly estimate business qualities.

We wish for the Priesthood to understand that the work of God is fast atsoming

a higher form and more advanced character every day. This is the case not only in

Zion, but also in this Mission. It is now principally internal government and

development. We now look for administrative ability, economy, productiveness, and

internal growth. Governing capacities and practical talents are now in requisition.

Henceforth the call is chiefly for superintendents and efficient administrators. For

Presidents, none others are eligible. The day demands such men, and the condition

of the work such fruits ; and as the kingdom advances, the value of business or

administrative talents will be enhanced proportionately.

The lady who was neirly killed by the accidental discharge of bar duty is slowly

recovering.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

AMERICA.

New York, May 11, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I purposed writing you
by last mail ; hut when the time arrived

that I had set apart for communion with

you, I was utterly unable : my spirit was
fatigued, and writing was impossible. I

was pleased to hear from you ; and if I

can at any time serve you# or aid the

great cause of which you are at present

the prominent representative, it will afford

me great pleasure. I think it best to

offer no reasons for my past silence : we
have to do with the future.

In opening correspondence with you,

it may be well to state that my time is

folly occupied with one thing or another,

as I am one of those restless persons that

never find time to be idle. You will,

therefore, please accept in the outset a
general excuse for my scribbling. To
write you at all, I must dash it off ; and
this I expect will suit you quite as well as

elaborate composition.

I sent you a copy of the Tribune, with

the notice of the arrival of the John
Bright, and, I think, a Herald likewise,

with an account of their arrival from
u our reporter." I presume you have
beard from others directly and more par-

ticularly. President Appleby was from
home. I therefore sent them on without

delay to Iowa City, where Elder Haight
received them, as previously agreed upon.

I presume they will settle down some-

where in that State. Elder Iverson

writes me, this week, that fourteen or

sixteen go with H. C. H. across the Plains.

This company gave very little trouble in

pushing through ; but the leaving baggage
by the way and some here by mistake has

not yet taken them entirely off my hands.

A few days more, and I hope to be
finished with them.

I had a letter from Elder J. W.
Young at Florence. His letter is dated

April 29th. All the brethren from
Europe would start in a day or two from
that date, save himselfand brother Haight,

and possibly one or two who were always

behind might turn up. He then antici-

pates that H. C. H. and himself would

leave about the 15th of the present month
and overtake them. Thus all the brethren

who intended going through will have
started, and, i fully believe, will reach
their destination in safety.

Elder Seymour B. Young wrote me
from Genoa, Nebraska, April 11th, two-
days after the departure of Elder Rich-
ards with the Express. His company
was composed of himself, Elders Snyder,
J. Y. Green, L. H. Hatch, J. Clinton,

J. Wakely, and John Turner, with
eighteen horses and mules, and a light

waggon carrying grain for the animals.

They had some ntUe difficulty in crossing

the Loup Fork ; but, once over, had a fair

start. They seem to have started at a
right time. It snowed three inches deep
two days after they started ; so it is very

probable that scouting parties were not
yet on the roads.

I have received the 19th No. of the
Star to-day, by the Persia. I am not
instructed to say anything on the emi-
gration, but I shall be pleased to learn

your calculations. On that subject, I

presume, we may have some relation.

It would be well for the Saints to take

heed to the instructions given through
thenar. They know not their value;

but they find out sometimes, when it is

too late, that they err, when they come
here on their own arrangement.

The same day that the Danes arrived

at Castle Garden, a family of Saints

arrived by the Plutarch. They came
from Manchester. They arrived on Satur-

day, and only found me out by enquiring,

after a "Mormon," on the Wednesday
following. They had no certificate,

little money, and knew not what to do or

where to go. They had no certificate of
membership, and they were going to St.

Joseph's, Mo., to their father, who had
apostatized in Utah, and returned there.

They were in the faith themselves, but
had not asked for their certificate, as they

owed ten shillings Tithing. I pitied

them, got them some warm coffee, and?

gave them the best instructions and coun-

sels I could. They remain the other side

of the water, (in Wifflamaburgh,) till

they hear from Missouri, and in the

meantime seek employment. They felt
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their awkwardness without a certificate.

I gave them a line to the President of the

Branch to aid them by his counsels ; bat

there was no disguising the. fact—I could

not assure him they were members of the

•Church, and could not require of him, in

their behalf, what members of the Church
would be entitled to. The English pas-

sengers who came with the Danes have

all arrived at their destinations. From
all of them I have had the warmest ac-

knowledgments for the attentions it was
their right to expect in passing through
here.

I sent you last mail some numbers of

the Timet, containing Loba's statement.

It has been c^uite a card ; but the journals

generally think that the correspondent

was awfully sold. Some are at a loss to

know whether he is not more an emissary

than an apostate. I was to reply to it

and expose him ; but the controversy over

it has become so amusing, and withal

agreeable, that we have determined not

to spoil the fun. As the English papers

may grab at it, I will send you some
items another time.

The California Utah Mail will toon be
stopped till the adjustment of difficulties.

The Utah Mail is expected to-morrow or
next day with something important.

I think I have given you nearly all I
can remember. Desiring kindest regards

to the brethren in the Office,

I am yours affectionately,

T. B. H. Sterhoubk.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Grantham, Ltaoonshh*,
May 19, 1S68.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I arrived in Notting-

ham on Friday, and preached to a large

company of Saints in the evening. Be*
sides Elder Cook, a number of the Elders

were there, and aH seemed ' to enjoy an
excellent spirit. On Saturday, in com-
pany with brother Jones, I went to Res-
gate, where (on Sunday) we held a Con-
ference, and had good meetings; An
excellent feeling prevailed, and I am sure

the Saints felt blessed. The necessary

business matters were well laid before the

Conference by Pastor Jones and Presk
dent Taylor, and were well received' by
the people. Elder Jones feels all alto,

and is moving things in the right way.

We returned to this place, and attended
a meeting last night, and enjoyed our-
selves well.

I shall be in Nottingham to-night, and
in Derby to-morrow night, having an*
pointments at each place. I shall be In

Macclesfield on Saturday. Staffordshire

Conference will be held there on Sunday.
In all my travels, I find the Spirit of

God much with the Priesthood and Saints,

they being prepared to carry out nay in-

structions that may be given them 1

; and'
the Lord is blessing them in their

labours.

Elder Jones joins me in love to yom*»

self and brother Ross ; and, with prayers 1

for your continual prosperity in all thing*,

I am yours truly,

William Botmb.

ANTI-MORMOlf OBJECTIONS ANSWERgB.

(Continuedfrom page 348.)

OBJECTION".

w The highest authorities in the Mor-
mon community contradict and condemn
each other on the subject of polygamy

;

and this is easily accounted for, from the

fact that they both believed and practised

it, whilst at the same time they were pub-
licly denying it."

—

u Mormonism Dxmc-
tod? by J. M.

ANSWER.

The objector here makes an erroneous
statement to begin with; and then* to
account for the assumed fact, mate
another assertion as erroneous as the
first.

He starts with the assumption that * the
highest authorities in the Mormon.com-
munity contradict and condemn each*
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other on the subject of polygamy." To
substantiate this, he makes six extracts
from the works of the Church.
The first is from the Revelation on

Celestial Marriage, given to the Prophet
Joseph Smith. (Too lengthy to be here
quoted.)

The second is from the Times and
Seasons, as follows :

—

"City of Nadtoo, Thubsday, Fib. 1,
1844.—Notice : As we hare lately been
credibly informed that an Elder of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
by the name of Hiram Brown, has been
preaching polygamy, and other false and
romtpt doctrines, in the conoty of Lapeer,
State of Michigan : This is to notify him
•ad the Church in general, that he is cat off
frost the Church, for his iniquity ; and be is

farther notified to appear at the Special
Conference, on the 6th of April next,, to
make answer to these charges.

Joseph Smith, ) Presidents of said
Htbum Smith,) Church."

The third is from the Millennial Star,
as follows:

—

"But, for the information of those who
any be assailed by those foolish tales about
tie two wives, we would say that no suck
principle ever existed among ike Latter-day
Saints, and never will. This is well known
to all who are acquainted with our books
sad actions, the Book of Mormon, Doctrine
and Covenants ; and also all our periodicals
are very strict and explicit on that subject,

—

bdeed, far more so than the Bible."

The fourth is from the Book ofMormon,
as fellows:—

"And now I make an end of speaking
unto yon concerning this pride. And were
H not that I must speak unto yon concern-
ing a grosser crime, my heart would rejoice
exceedingly, because of you. But the
word of God burthens me because of your
grosser crimes. For behold, thus saith the
lord, This people begin to wax in iniquity :

they understand not the Scriptures ; for they
seek to excuse themselves in committing
whoredoms, because of the things which
were written concerning David and Solomon
Us son. Behold, David and 8olomon truly
bad many wives and concubines, which thing
was abominable before me, saith the Lord.
Wherefore, thus saith the Lord, 1 have led
this people forth out of the land of Jerusa-
kas, by the power of mine arm, that I might
raise up unto me a righteous branch from
the fruit of the loins of Joseph. Where-
fore, I, the Lord God, will not suffer that
ws people shall do like unto them of old.
kerefore, my brethren, hear me, and

hearken to the word of the Lord ; for there-
shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have
none ; for I, the Lord God, delighteth in the
chastity of women, and whoredoms are an
abomination before me; thus saith the Lord
of Hosts. Wherefore, this people shall
keep my commandmenU, saith the Lord of
Hosts, or cursed be the land for their
sake*.*

The fifth is from, the Report of Elder
Taylor's Discussion in France, as fol-

lows:—-

" We are accused here of polygamy, and
actions

. the moat indelicate, obscene, and
disgusting, such that none but a corrupt
and depraved heart ,could have contrived.
Theae things are toe .outrageous to admit
of belief ; therefore, I shall content myself
by reading our views of chastity an4 mar-
riage from a work published by us, con-
taining some articles of our faith ("Doctrine
and Covenants," p. 330) In-
asmuch as this Church of Jesus Christ haa
been reproached with the crime of fornica-
tion, and polygamy; we declare that we
believe that one man should have one wife,
and one woman but one.husband, except in
case of death, when either is at liberty to
marry again. It is not right tq persuade av

woman to be baptised, contrary to the will
of her husband ; neither is it lawful to influ-
ence her to leave her husband."

The sixth and last is from the Millen-
nial Star. Supplement, VoL xv., report-
ing the following words from Brigham
Young :

—

The world, has known,' long ago, even
in brother Joseph'* days, that he had more-
wives than one.. One of the senators in
Congress knew it very well. Did he oppose
it ? No ; but he has been our friend all the
day long, especially upon that subject."

Let us now examine whether the above
"authorities" do really " contradict and
condemn each other on the subject of

1ygamy,"ornot; and whetherthey "both
ieved and practised it, whilst at the same

time they were publicly denying it," as af-
firmed by our objector, or the contrary.

In the Revelation on Marriage, which
was given on the 12th of July, 1843, the
Lord instructed the Prophet Joseph in
matters pertaining to the Patriarchal
marriage law, which was polygamic, and
promised to reveal more unto him at a
future time. After this, the Prophet
addressed the people " slightly " on the-

subject of Celestial Marriage, but aatt.

that, u on account of the unbelief oi
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people," he could not "reveal the fulness

of these things at present.
9
' The time

for that was not jet come. The Lord
«nd his people were in a similar relative

position in former days. There were
some things which he did not deem it

wisdom to reveal to them at the time,

which he therefore deferred till a future

period. Said he, " I have many things

to say unto you, but ye caxnot bear
THEM ICOW."

The notice of Elder Brown's excom-
munication from the Church was given

<in the Times and Season* of 1st Feb.,

1844, (not 1864, as misquoted by our
objector,) which was about seven months
after Joseph had received the Revelation

on Celestial Marriage. The objector's

assumption is that Joseph here contradicts

the revelation and condemns polygamy,

by his cutting off a man from the Church
for preaching it, and by his designating

it a " false and corrupt doctrine. But
the contradiction ana condemnation are

in the objector's own mind, and not in

the words he quotes. Did Joseph cut

the man off for preaching polygamy in

Michigan because the doctrine of poly-

gamy was false f No : but because he was
doing what he was not authorized to do.

He had no business to preach it, even if he
had preached it correctly. The doctrine

itself was true enough, as Joseph well

knew by revelation ; but * there is a time

and place for all things." At that time,

the Prophet -had not fully taught the true

•order of marriage to the Saints ; and for

a man to do what Elder Brown was
(Answer to be Continued.)

doing, among, the Gentiles, and without

authority, was altogether out of order,

and was a procedure calculated to bring

persecution upon the Church. The ob-

jectorassumes thatpolygamy is here ranted

with "false and corrupt doctrines but

such is not the case. It is, of course, quits

easy for an opponent, if so disposed, to giie

another turn to the words, and attach a

meaning to them never intended hj their

author; but it is quite as easy, and far mors

just, to understand and interpret them con-

sistently with the well-known facts of the

case. Elder Brown had been unwarrant-

ably "preaching polygamy," which doc-

trine in itself was true, however injudici-

ously or incorrectly he may have taught

it. cut, in addition to this disorderly pro-

cedure, he had been preaching other

" doctrines," which were really "false and

corrupt," such, we presume, as the odious

" spiritual wife " doctrine of the apostate

Bennett and Co., whom the authorities

also cut off for iniquity and error. The

circumstances of the case entire!? forbid

such an interpretation as that which the

objector places upon the words of the

" Notice ;" for, f say the least of it, it is

very unlikely that the Prophet, who hsd

previously received a revelation from God

instructing him upon the subject of

polygamy, would so far "contradict''

himself as to "condemn" that doctrine

as "false and corrupt," or even to rank

it among others that were so. The more

he "believed and practised it," the kts

likely would he be to venture upon "pub-

licly denying it."

THE LOBA HOAX.

" We published, some days ago," says the
«t. Louis Republican of the 6th inst., " a
letter written by the Kansas correspondent
of the New York Times, giving an acconnt
of an interview with Mr. Lobs, an ex-Elder
in the Mormon church, and of the informa-

tion elicited from him in regard to the dis-

position and ability of the Mormons to resist

the military force now being sent among
-them to pnt down rebellion and enforce the
-doe observance efthe lawsm Utah Territory.

At the time, we had our misgivings about
many of the statements of the ex-Mormon

;

and when, afterwards, we discovered that

the revelations were made nearly a twefrt-

1 month after Mr. Loba escaped from aaesg

the Saints, we were disposed to plsts

much less reliance upon the story* Hs
acconnt of the terrible fate of the daisied

company of Mormons, twenty-fire hua6ta
>

in nnmber, who were induced to try awiaasr

journey across the Plains, with haad-«srts»

and of whom it is said only two or tane

hundred ever reached 8alt Lake VaUty.

wants confirmation desperately. We *B»t

declare our belief that, if anything of thai
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land had happened—if the bones of o?er two
thousand men, women, arid children had
bleached in the roads, as stated, there must
hare been other persons familiar with the

fact ; and yet it is the first time we ever

heard of so terrible a result following this

handcart expedition, or any other expedition

•over the Plains. It could not have escaped

the observation of the many thousands of

persons who travelled over that route before,

and even since the horrible discovery was
made by Mr. Loba. Other statements quite

as remarkable, and implying the greatest

ignorance on the part of the Mormons of

•ordinary mechanical arts, are given ; whereas
every one knows that the best mechanics

may be found among them, and that, in so

numerous a community, they must be up to

anything. Without going further into the

matter, we must express the opinion that

the gentleman from New York has been sold

by the ex-Mormon from Lausanne. Either

Mr. Loba must have been greatly mistaken

in what he saw there, or Captain Van Vliet,

who apent a week or ten days in Great Salt

Lake City several months after Mr. Loba
left, must have formed very erroneous con-

clusions of the disposition of the people

and their ability to make resistance to any
military force despatched thither by the

United States. It was a part of Captain

Van Viiet's duty to inquire into and report
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these things; and his despatches present
the matter in a very different light from that
conveyed by the disgusted Mormon."
The Herald$ Fort Leavenworth correspon-

dent says,"A recent importation of this latter

class has been piling it on to Brigham alarm-
ingly,and relates terrible tales of outrageand
stories of the iniquities of Salt Lake society,

which, if a tithe were true, should sink the
place to perdition. I had concluded to give
you a letter on his experience, but my con-
fidence in his veracity was shaken by a hint
from a gentleman who saw him at Laramie
last summer, when he arrived there from
Salt Lake. His story of hairbreadth es-

cape was irreconcileable with the fact that
upwards of eighty dissenters arrived abont
the same time at Laramie, with slow ox-
teams. The inference was that he had more
potent reasons for midnight flight than dis-

belief; and when some missionaries came
along, one or two of them met him and dared
him to assert in their presence what he had
reported in their absence. The dissenter

failed to toe the mark ; and, though a man of
very large stature, he seemed to have no
relish for the society of smaller men from
Utah. He has been a very badly used man.
or he has a very niggardly notion of moral
responsibility. He will be an excellent card
for any one who wants the marvellous."

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—It is said that many of the French steam-liners assembled at Toulon are

about to make a demonstration against Morocco. The French Mediterranean fleet is

•about to be reinforced. The Paris papers publish a telegraphio despatch to the effect

that the Turks have been completely routed near Grahovo, their leader killed, and all

their guns captured. The batteries of Gaeta now mount 9,160 heavy guns of the

largest range; the navy is daily increasing, and warlike preparations are abundant. The
journals of Austrian Italy are very violent against Piedmont. In Venice and Milan signs

•of suspicion are prevalent, and the police show increased activity. China papers state

that Lord Elgin had declared himself ready to employ force to penetrate Pekin. Teentsin,

it is anticipated, will be easily taken. A decree of President Baes declares the ports of

Porto Plata, Agua, and Bomana to be blockaded. Notice was given that if the town did not

surrender, it would be bombarded in 10 hours from the hour mentioned in the notice.

On the 1st of May, fire was opened on the town : four steamers (two Danish, one Dutch,
and one English,) were seised and detained by the blockading flotilla.

American.—Severe hailstorms have visited various parts of Virginia, and totally

destroyed the grain and fruit crops. The grasshoppers continue their ravages in Texas.

In the State of Michoacan the greatest anarchy prevails : the new Government of the State

is unable to preserve the slightest order in that quarter. A speedy downfall of the Zuloaga

Government is expected. The State of Sonora has been for some time harassed with civil

• commotioas, which still continue and increase. The Government received despatches

from Gen. Johnson May 15th, with dates as late as March 14th ; but they contain nothing

but the minor details of the accounts already published. Despatches from Lieut-Col.

Simpson, dated Fort Leavenworth, MsyJTtb, state that the 8ixth Infantry, under command
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of Li«ut.-Col. Andrews and a company of Engineer*, commanded by Lieut. Dnane, left

that day en vute for Utah. In the New York Tribune's last advices from Camp Scott is*

an affidavit of an escaped prisoner by the name of Brown, from Salt Lake City, taken

before Chief justice Ecklea. He arrived at' the camp on the night .of March 2nd. Mr.
Brown states that all the cattle taken from the army ana suttlers are in Cache Valley, and
that the Mormon stock are on an island in Salt Lake in good condition. He also states

that the 8aints are actively making preparations for planting a large crop of grain, &c;
that the inhabitants hare been divided into two classes—agriculturists and warriors ; thai

they are well supplied with arms and ammunition, and that they are nearly all mounted
on horses, which were in excellent condition. We hare received letters from Home, with

No*. 49 to 52 of the Deserei Neics, containing reports of discourses in the city and mase*

meetings in the settlements, and a variety of extracts from American papers on Utah
affairs. The arrival of Col. Kane in Salt Lake City on the 25th of February is

announced, fae was as little fatigued as could be expected after so long and tedious a
journey. A most remarkable characteristic of the News is

1

, that everything seems so
quiet with the. Saints, and the, Editor takes matters so coldly, as though nothing waa
faking place of sufficient weight to move them from their wonted course

!

THE WORLD WOULD BE TH^ BETTER FOR IT.

(Selected.)

If men cared less for wealth and fame,
And leas for battle- fields and glory j

If writ in human hearts, a name
Seemed better than in song and story

;

If men, Instead of nursing Pride,

Would learn to hate It and abhor it}

If more relied

On Lore to guide.

The world would be the better for it.

If men dealt less in stocks and lands,

And more In bonds and deeds fraternal j

If Lore's work had more willing hands
To link this world to the supernal

;

If men stored up Lore's oil and wine.

And on bruised human hearts would pour It

;

If yours" and **mine"
Would once combine,

The world would be the better for It.

If more would act the play of life,

And nerer spoil It in rehearsal

j

If Bigotry would sheathe Its knife
Till Good became more universal y

It Custom,- fray with ages grown,
Had fewer blind men to adore it

;

If Talent shone
In Truth alone,

The world would be the better for IL

If men were wise in little things

—

Affecting less In all their dealings j

If hearts had fewer rusted strings

To isolate their kindly feelings j

If men, when Wrong beats down the RighV
Would strike together and restore it j

If Right made Might
In every fight,

The world would be the better for It.
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the ehurches.—JemiM ChrUt.

Gmm emt mf her, my peeple, that ye be not partaker* a/her tin*, and thai jfe receive not ofhaw

plague*.—A Voice Crom Heaven.

Is. 25, Vol. XX. 8atarday, Jane 19, 1808. Price One Penny.

THE END OF THE WORLD.

Among the various erroneous doctrines

of tbe present day which have gained a
strong hold upon the minds of men, is to

be fouod one which teaches that the earth
on which we live and move is at some
time or other to he completely annihilated,

or put entirely out of existence,—that

it was at first created out of nothing by
God, and will at last return to nothing-

Bess again. This notion, however, though
maintained by almost all classes of sect-

arians, is, in our estimation, both un-
sonptural and unreasonable.

We maintain that matter is essentially

eternal in its nature—that the elements
of all material substances have necessarily

existed from all eternity, and will cen-

tinoe to exist through all future ages of
eternity ; in short, that as matter never
had a beginning, so it will never have an
end.

As to the papular dogma, that God
created 'the world out of nothing, we
regard it as one of those self-evident

fallacies which carry on their very surface

the proof of their own absurdity. Wea subscribe to the sentiment m the

known adage—4* Ex nihUo nihilfit"
(Out of nothing nothing comes.)

Matter, again, is in itself indestructible.

Altar its form, modify its appearance,

bam it, melt it, pulverize it, decompose
destroy it bow and under whatever

arcfuestaneea we may, matter it will be

atitf, in some form and condition or other,

and mattbb it wUl eternally remain.

To reduce something wto nothing there-

fore, is as great an absurdity and im-
possibility as to make something out of
nothing.

In Matt. xxiv. 2, we read of a question

put to Christ by his disciples—"What
shall be the sign of thy coming and of the

end of the WOULD ? And in the 28th
chapter, v. 20, the Lord says to his

Apostles, " Lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end of the world." From
these and similar passages, it is argued
that, at the second coming of Christ, the

world will he annihilated! But let the

important fact he taken into account,

that in all existing MSS. which con-

stituted the " original " of our Angli-

can Bible, the Greek noun in the

foregoing passages, rendered world," is

atwv, which literally signifies age ;—let

this fact, we repeat, be taken into con-

sideration, and trie erroneous notion based
upon an erroneous translation will at once
vanish. That the phrase (mis) translated
" the end of the world" does not neces-

sarily mean the end of the natural or
physical world, is also evident from the
following passage ;

—"But now once in the

end of the world (aiwv) hath he appeared
to put away sin by the sacrifice of him-
self." (Heb. ix. 26.) We know well

that the natural world did not come to

an end when Christ died,—much less was
it annihilated, or blotted out of existence

altogether. Then was indeed the end
of that age, or Jewish t****^
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bat not the termination of the physical

world.

We may here remark that in what is

termed the M original of the New
Testament, which was written in the

Greek tongue, there are (in connection

with this subject,) four distinct words

used,— namely, yrj (earth), oucov}i€vrj

(inhabited earth), *oo>os (world of man-

kind), and auav (age) ; and, strange to

say, out of these four, three are in many
parts of the Testament translated alike

by one English word

—

"world." If,

therefore, we are to accept " world" as an
equivalent representative of the three

Greek terms alluded to, it will follow that,

in the various texts where it is used, the

word must be understood in three different

senses, which, if confounded, will em-
barrass the English reader and give rise

to mistaken views of the original meaning
of the sacred writers.

As illustrative proof af this, we will

adduce a few cases in point: In Matt,

xxiv. 14, we read as follows:—"And this

Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached

in all the world (01*017*007) for a witness

unto all nations." And in Luke ii. 1, we
read—"And it came to pass in those days

that there went out a decree from Caesar

Augustus that all the world (oucovfi^vrj)

should be taxed." In both these texts, it

is all the inhabited earth that is referred

to, and not the whole world. Again:

in John iii. 16, we read that " God so

loved the world (koct/aos) that he gave
his only-begotten Son," &c. In Mark
xvi. 15, Christ says—" Go ye into all the

world (Koo-fw?), and preach the Gospel to

every creature." And in John xxi. 25,

we read—" And there are also many
other things which Jesus did, the which,

If they should be written every one, I

suppose that even the world (xooytos)

itself could not contain the books that

should be written." In these passages, it

is the world of mankind that is denoted,

and not the terraqueous globe. Again

:

In Matt, xxviii. 20, as previously quoted,

we find our Lord saying to his Apostles,

whom he had sent forth to preach the

Gospel to the world of mankind—" And
lo9 1 am with you alway, even unto the

end of the world" (omw). And in Luke
xviii. 29, 30, he- says—" Verilv I say unto
you, there is no man that hath left house,

or parents, or brethren, or wife, or. chiU

rdeb, for the kingdom of God's sake, who

THB WORLD.

shall not receive manifold more in this

present time, and in the world (auav)

to come life everlasting." In these texts

it is an age or period of time, or dispen-

sation, that is referred to, and not the

world itself. In Matt. xiiL 38, 39, the

Lord says—"The field is the world

(koo~/xos) ; the good seed are the children

of the kingdom, but the tares are the

children of the wicked one; the enemy
that sowed them is the Devil ; the harvest

is the end of the world (auav). And in

Heb. ix. 26, the Apostle says, as before

partly quoted—" For then must he often

have suffered since the foundation of the

world (icooyxo?) ; but now once in the

end of the world (auav) bath he appeared
to put away sin by the sacrifice of him-
self." In both these passages the term
" world" is used as the representativeoftwo
words of different meaning—one of man-
kind, the other ofage,—and neither having
reference to the natural or physical world.

The construction of these and all the

foregoing texts, in this particular, besides

numbers of others that might be adduced,
if necessary, plainly shows the disadvan-

tages as well as the great impropriety of
the system adopted by our translators in

their version of the Scriptures.

We will now proceed to cite other
passages from the New Testament which
are much relied on as supposed proofs of
the doctrine of final annihilation. The
Apostle Peter writes as follows:—"By
the word of God the heavens were of

old, and the earth (yrj) standing out of
the water and in the water ; whereby the

world (fcooyxos) that then was, being over-

flowed with water, perished ; but the

heavens and the earth (yrj) which are now,
by thesame word are kept in store, reserved

unto fire against the day ofjudgment and
perdition of ungodly men." (2 Peter Hi.

10.) And again—"But the day of the
Lord will come as a thief in the night, in

the which the heavens shall pass away
with a great noise, and the elements shall

melt with fervent heat: the earth (yn)

also, and the works that are therein, shall

be burned up. Seeing, then, that all these

things shall oe dissolved, what manner of
persons ought ye to be in all holy conver-

sation and godliness, looking for and
hasting urito the coming of the day of

God, wherein the heavens, being on fire,

shall be dissolved, and the elements shall

melt with fervent heat? Nererthelesa
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THE END Or THE WORLD. 38T
•we, according to his promise, look for

new heavens and a new earth {yrj) %

wherein dwelleth righteousness.
9
' (2 Peter

iii. 10—13.) Such is the declaration

of the Apostle Peter: and what do we
learn from it? It relates to the events
that will transpire at the final winding-
up scene. Tne utmost, however, that
can be fairly deduced from it, in relation

to the earth, is, that it will ultimately be
burned up; that, in effecting this, the
dements will melt with fervent heat ; that
the earth will thus be purified, and be-
come a new earth : but not a word is to

be found indicative of its utter annihi-

lation.

We are aware that some professed

Scripturians will contend for a purely
spiritual interpretation of those texts

which speak of the great change which
the earth has yet to undergo. But such
41 private interpretations" of Holy Writ
we repudiate as unwarrantable and un-
reasonable. Literal facts, it is true, may
sometimes, to some extent, be expressed in

somewhat figurative language; but we
are not therefore to regard the whole as

a mere metaphor. The fact remains the
same, however it may be expressed, Some
of the sacred writers speak of the same
great event in language quite different to

•that used by others; vet all teach the

aame fundamental truth, that the entire

«arch will be finally dissolved and renewed,
and that it will become the happy resi-

dence of a pure, refined, and holy people,

and that, in such a celestialized condition,

it and its glorified inhabitants will endure
-for ever.

Some, again, will argue that it is an
impossibility for the earth to be melted,

or dissolved, and that it is consequently
unreasonable to expect such a literal ful-

filment of prophecy. Hence the text is

-either, on the one hand, unlawfully pressed

into service in support of the theory of
universal annihilation ; or, on the other

hand, spiritualized away to mean some-
thing which is as far from the original

intent of the sacred writer as earth is

from heaven. According even to the
common laws of chemistry, any substance

whatever can be dissolved by heat of suf-

ficient intensity. How easily could the

conflagration of the entire globe be
accomplished—say, for instance, by the
concentration of the solar rays,—or by the
action of subterranean fires,—or by the

development of that latent caloric which

exists in all substances,—or by the reduce
tkm ofearth's circumambient air or waters
into their component gases,—or by the
agency of the electric fluid which pervades
creation. By any of these means, or all

of them combined, the imaginary impos*
sibility of the earth's destruction, or dis-
solution into its native elementary con-
dition, could, under Divine guidance and
power, be very easily accomplished. Surely
He who originally formed the earth can
as easily re-form it ! He who first orga-
nized it can, when He chooses, disorganize
and re-organize it,—or, in other words*
decompose it, and create a " new earth ,a

out of the present materials, making, at
the same time, such additions from other
sources as He may choose.

We will now cite another passage, the
subject of which is supposed to be closely
connected with the destruction of the
earth x—uImmediatelyafter the tribulation
of those days shall the sun be darkened,
and the moon shall not give her light, and
the stars shall fall from heaven, and the
powers of the heavens shall be shaken.**
(Matt. xxiv. 29.) At first sight, this-

prophecy may appear to some to allude to*

the period of the dissolution of the earth ;
but on a little reflection the supposition
will be found to be entirely groundless.
The Scriptures, to be true, must har-
monize with themselves. They do har-
monize with themselves, when properly
understood. It is a true saying, that
" Scripture is the best interpreter of
Scripture." It elucidates itself—one text
illustratingand confirming another. Now*
the events referred to in the passage just
quoted from Matthew, and which are
spoken of also by Luke in his 21st chap-
ter, have no particular connection with
the closing period of the earth's temporal
organization ; but they are the premoni-
tory signs ofthe second advent of Messiah i
the two classes of events being at least a
thousand years apart,—the one occurring
at the commencement of the Millennium,
and the other at its termination.

The Apostle John, the Revelator, in
describing a prophetic vision which be*
had upon this subject, says—"I beheld*
when he had opened the sixth seal ; and
lo, there was a great earthquake; anbV
the sun became black as sackcloth of
hair, and the moon became as blood ; and
the stars of heaven fell unto the earth*
even as a fig-tree casteth her untimely
figs when she is shaken of a mighty-
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wind. (Rev. vi. 12, 13.) This passage

from John is corroborative of the one

quoted from Matthew. Both relate to the

same period and the same events. Christ

was referring to the time of his second

^advent ; for the verse immediately follow-

ing the one quoted commences with

—

44And then shall appear the sign of

the Son of Man in heaven/' &c. And
that the darkening of the sun and moon
and the falling of stars alluded to did not

imply the dissolution of the earth—much
less its annihilation, is evident from subse-

quent verses in the same chapter, which
read thus :—" Then shall two be in the

field; the one shall be taken and the other

left. Two women shall be grinding at

the mill ; the one shall be taken and the

Other left/' Here we find that after the

aim has been eclipsed, the moon's light (in

consequence) withdrawn, the stars fallen

from their positions, and the descent of

the Son of Man taken place, there will

still be fields and mills in existence;

and that after some men and women (who
will be engaged at their employments,)

are "taken," others will be "kft." So
also, in John's prophetic vision of the

same events, we learn the same fact of

the continued existence of the earth ; for,

after the sun is described as having be-

come black as sackcloth, the moon be-

come as blood, the stars fallen, mountains
and islands removed, &c, we then read of

rocks, mountains, the sea, a temple, trees,

fountains of waters, the sun, moon, and
stars, and all the varied phenomena of

both heaven and earth. John " saw, in

the right hand of him that sat on the

throne, a book," which was " sealed with

seven seals." These seals were opened,

and were found descriptive of events that

were characteristic of the seven great

divisions of time,—the first seal, of the

first thousand years 80 on down to the

seventh. It was when the Lamb opened

the sixth seal that John beheld the things

which are described in the passage we
have quoted. They belong to the sixth

thousand years, at the clo*e of which

period the Second Advent of Christ will

take place, which will terminate the pre-

sent age, and commence the new epoch

called the Millennium, or seventh thou*

sand years. That period is nigh at

band. The earth is now nearly six thou-

sand years old, and ere long will be seen

the fulfilment of those prophecies we
have been quoting ; for the sun will be

darkened and become black as sackcloth,

the moon will become as blood, stars

will fall, and the powers of heaven will

shake : then will the tribes of the earth

mourn and be troubled for the things

that are coming to pass. The Son of Man
will come and assume the throne of

power and of judgment ; and though the

wicked will fear and tremble, the righ-

teous will rejoice, and will hail him as

Immanuel, Lord of all—as King of kings

and Lord of Lords. Then will be the

dawn of that great Sabbatic era which

has been spoken of by all true Prophets

of God since the world began,—when
Jesus, the once-crucified and rejected

Nazarene, will sit upon the throne of

David, and will reign over the whola

congregated house of Israel for a thou-

sand years in peace ; at the expiration of

which period the great immortal change

of the earth will take place ; for, as it was

once baptised with water, it will then be

baptised with fire, be cleansed and puri-

fied from all defilement, be redeemed

from the curse, become a glorified, celes-

tialized, " new earth," and thus be made a.

fit abode for the " meek " and glorified

Saints of God for ever and ever.

COUNSEL.

BY ELDER GEORGE TAYLOR.

In all ages of the world, the path of
j
men and women to reject the counsels of

salvation has been, as it is now, a path of
|
God and His appointed servants, is to

t>bedience to counsel. To obey the Gos- < reject salvation, and to set the seal to

pel of heaven is to carry out the counsels i their own condemnation. Counsel may

of God in relation to our salvation ; and
{
be had from the Lord in various ways—

those that are saved will only be saved by
,

by dreams of the night, or by visions of

obeying all the counsels of God. For > day ; by the whisperings of the Holy
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Spirit; by tbe voice of God, as when the

law was given on Sinai ; or by the voice

of the Lord through His servants, as in

the case of Moses, when counselling Pha-
raoh to let Israel £0. We shall deal with
counsel irrespective of the manner in

which it is given ; for in all cases it is

binding alike. God requires as much
obedience to the counsels off His servants,

when dictated by the Holy Ghost, as

though He had descended from heaven
and imparted the instructions himself.

We will now notice a few cases in

which the Lord has visited with His dis-

pleasure those who have disobeyed His
counsel. We will take the case of Cain,
who, instead of the firstlings of the flock,

brought an offering of fruit and offered

it onto the Lord. The Lord required

tbe firstlings of the flock. It was His
counsel. But Cain, no doubt, thought
that as the Lord required something to be
offered, fruit would answer His purpose
just as well as a lamb. Vain and foolish

thought! The Lord has said, " Except a
man be born of water and of the Spirit,

he cannot enter into the kingdom of God."
He is imperative in His counsel; and
Cain could no more have pleased God by
offering fruit, when something else was
required, than a sectarian can please God
by trying to enter into God's kingdom in

some way other than that which God has
pointed out. The consequence of Cain's

disobeying the Lord's counsel was that he
was rejected, while counsel-obeying Abel
received the favour of God and the smiles

of His approbation.

Israel, when in the wilderness, were a
Burmuring and counsel-disobeying peo-
ple. The counsel of God to them was to

refrain from idolatry and fornication.

They disobeyed that counsel. Paul, when
writing to the Corinthian Saints, says, by
way of exhortation, " Neither let us com-
mit fornication, as some of them com-
mitted, and fell in one day twenty-and-
three thousand." " Neither let us tempt
Christ, as some of them also tempted, and
were destroyed by serpents." * Neither
murmur ye, as some of them also mur-
mured." They murmured against the
counsel of God, and were "destroyed."
There was a time when Saul swayed

the sceptre of power over Israel as king.

Samuel, the Prophet, having received a
message from the Lord, sends him on a
mission. There were die Amalekites, a
ation who oppressed Israel in the days

when they came up out of Egypt, and of
whom Moses thus speaks:—"Remember
what Amalek did unto thee by the way,
when ye were come forth out of Egypt,
how he met thee by the way and smote
the hindmost of thee, even all that were

|

feeble behind thee, when thou wast fain*
I and weary : and he feared not God.
Therefore it shall be, when the Lord thy
God shall have given thee rest from aft

thine enemies round about, in the land
I which the Lord thy God giveth thee to
' possess it, that thou shalt blot out the
I remembrance of Amalek from under
I heaven ; thou shalt not forget it." The
Lord did not forget His promise ; for,

according to the Bible chronology, three
hundred and seventy-two years after-

wards, the Lord sent Saul to avenge Israel.

Let modern Amalekites beware !

The counsel given to Saul was—"Now,
go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy

all that they have, and spare them not,

but slay both man and woman, and infant

and suckling, ox and sheep, and camel
and ass." Here was His counsel, and
here was His commission. To obtain the
favour of God, he was bound to carry it

out : but he failed. He saved alive the
cattle, and took a spoil of the chief of the
things, which, according to his own ac-

count, should have been utterly destroyed.

Therefore, when Samuel saw that Saul
had rejected the counsel of God, by not
carrying it out, he said, " Thou " hast

rejected the word of the Lord, and the

Lord hath rejected thee from being king-

over Israel." And further, to show unto
Israel that God's counsel must be carried

out to the letter, Samuel, the Prophet of
God, took a weapon, and hewed Agag,
the king of the Amalekites, to pieces.

Such is the strictness of the laws of
God, and the stringency of His counsels,

that they must be implicitly obeyed. The
happiness, the peace of mind, and the
eternal salvation of the Latter-day Saints
depend on the carrying out the counsels

of the servants of God. Admit (and the
Latter-day Saints do admit) the Priest-

hood by which they are governed to be
Divinely inspired, and then all reason

ceases why they should not obey their

counsels, inasmuch as they are given bj
the dictation of God. Many thousands*

had they cherished and nurtured the

wise counsels of tbe Holy Spirit,

not now be wallowing m toe flttkj

apostacy; and thousands, on the
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band, who have given heed to the whis-

perings of the Holy Spirit and received

the counsels of their spiritual advisers,

rejoice in the truth, and are themselves

fountains of light and intelligence to

others. With them, " light cleaveth to

light, truth to truth;" and when wise

counsel is imparted unto them, the light

and the truth of the counsel given cleaves

to the light and truth in their minds.

They receive it, and are blessed. The
Spirit of the Lord rests upon them as the

dew of heaven upon the hills, and they

rejoice. They receive the truth, and the

truth makes them free.

On the contrary, those who reject the

<sounsels of the Lord and His servants,

after having entered the door of the

sheepfold, and tasted the sweets of the

Gospel and its blessings, are in a miser-

able state. By disobeying those counsels

which they know to be true, they at once

take an opposite course to the way of

truth. They are then in a state of

insubordination to the Gospel laws; their

course is opposed to the genius and spirit

of the Gospel; the channels through
which the Holy Spirit flows are contracted

;

and the little light they receive from
the source of truth is just enough to

shew them their folly, and to make them
sensible that their hearts are being alien-

ated from God.
The path of safety is that of duty, and

that of duty is unexceptionable submission

to all God's requirements.

As before remarked, the plan of salva-

tion is from God ; and God's counsels are

to obey the Gospel and be saved; and
inasmuch as none can be saved except

they obey the Gospel, none can be saved

except they receive God's counsels : and
all that obey God's counsel, by receiving

the first principles of the Gospel, and con-

tinue to walk in the light of the Holy

Spirit, will be saved ; for, says the Psalm*
ist, "Thou shalt guide me with Thy
counsel, and afterward receive me to

glory/'

The onewho most strictly and perfectly

followed the counsel of God was our elder

brother Jesus. He is our pattern—our
example. Said he, " I am the way, the-

the truth, and the life." That way was
the way of humility and obedience.

Guided by the counsel of God, he trod

the narrow path to glory. He died the

death ofa martyr ; he overcame and burst

asunder the barriers of the tomb. Grim-
death could not hold him ; the chains of

hell could not stay him. He triumphed

and ascended on high ; and now he sits at

the right hand of God, enthroned in glory

and power. He calls to his brethren ana
sisters on earth, and says, " Tread the

same path that I have trod; and, as I
have overcome, so shall you; and you.

shall sit at my right hand, even as I sit at

my Father's."

Could we but rend the vail, or be per-

mitted to mount, Elijah-like, on a fiery

car, and be transported to the world of

glory,—werewe permitted to gazeupon the
heavenly host, and ask the glorified throng,
" How came ye here ?" we think one uni-

versal shout from the countless myriads

of the glorified would answer, "By
obeying the counsels of God! Do the

same, and you shall come hither also."

Such is the fate of the faithful, counsel-

obeying saints. To them opens a wide
field of eternal life and glory. And as
the world is made of parts, and the uni-

verse of atoms, so the small items of

counsel being received, thoroughly diges-

ted, and obeyed, will eventually leaven

the whole lump. The old man will be
purged out, and the creature become a
new man in Christ Jesus.

HISTORY OP JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 376.)

[January, 1843.]

The opinion of Judge Pope, as recorded
in this History, was copied from the
Sanganwn Journal, and believed to be
•Judge Pope's opinion, as corrected and

altered by him from the report furnished

him by my Secretary.

In the Judge's opinion on the bench,
he remarked like this:—"Were it my
prerogative to impeach Congress for any
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one thing* it would be for granting power
for the transportation of fugitives on
affidavit, and not on indictment alone."

He also passed several severe strictures on
the actions of different governors and
officers concerned in my case, but which
I suppose he thought proper to omit in

his printed copy.

I received many invitations to visit

distinguished gentlemen in Springfield,

which time would not permit me to com-
ply with ; also, a ticket from the manager
to attend the theatre this evening; but

the play was prevented by the rain.

Saturday, 7th. At half-past eight in

the morning, we left Judge Adams' to re-

turn to Nauvoo, and arrived at Captain

Dutch's at four in the evening. Travel-

ling very bad, with snow and mud, and
yet so cold as to whiten the horses with

frost. While riding this day, General

Law and Dr. Richards composed a Jubilee

Song, which they wrote and sane in the

evening, and ** dedicated to all lovers

of Illinois liberties," as printed on the

first page of 37th Number of "The
W<up."
Recent accounts from Alexandria, in

Egypt, state the mortality (murrain)

among the cattle still continued ; and it

was calculated that upwards of 200,000
oxen had already died.

Sunday, 8th. At eight in the morning
we left Captain Dutch's, and, passing

through Geneva and Beardstown, and
crossing the Illinois river on the ice,

arrived at Rushville at four in the even-

ing. After supper, I went to Mr. Uriah
Brown's, with several of the brethren,

and spent the evening very agreeably,

partly in examining drafts of improve-

ments he had made in some operative and
defensive machinery.

Monday, 9th. At half-past eight in

the morning, started for Plymouth : roads

very hard, smooth, and icy. When about

two miles west of Brooklyn, at half-past

twelve p.m., the horses of the large car-

riage slipped and became unmanageable;
and horses and carriage, with Lorin
Walker and Dr. Richards in it, went off

the embankment some six or eight feet

perpendicular, doing no damage except

breaking the fore-axietree and top of the

carriage. It was a remarkable interposi-

tion of Providence that neither of the

brethren were injured in the least. The
company agreed that Lilburn W. Boggs
should pay the damage; cut down a

small tree, spliced the axle, drove on, and
arrived at brother Samuel's, in Plymouth,
about four in the evening. After supper,

I visited my sister, Catherine Salisbury,

accompanied by Dr. Richards and sister

Durphy. This was the first time I had
visited her in the State of Illinois, and the

circumstance brought vividly to my mind
many things pertaining to my father's

house, of which I spake freely, and par-

ticularly of my brother Alvin. He was
a very handsome man, surpassed by none
but Adam and Setb, and of great

strength. When two Irishmen were
fighting, and one was about to gouge the

other's eves, Alvin took him by his collar

and breeches, and threw him over the

ring, which was composed of men stand-

ing around to witness the fight.

["While there," said Dr. Richards, "my
heart was pained to see a sister of Joseph's

almost barefoot, and four lovely children

entirely so, in the middle ofa severe winter.

What has not Joseph and his father's family

suffered to bring forth the work of the

Lord \n these latter days !"]

We returned to brother Samuel's just

before the close of the meeting at the

School-house, where Elder Taylor preach-

ed. After passing the usual salutations

with several who had called to see me,
singing the Jubilee, &c, retired to rest.

Tuesday, 10th. At half-past eight in

the morning, we started for Nauvoo, and,

stopping only to water at the public well

at Carthage, arrived at my house at half-

past two in the evening : found my family

well, who, with many friends assembled

to greet us on our safe return and my
freedom. My aged mother came in and
got hold of my arm before I saw her,

which produced a very agreeable surprise

on my part, and the old lady was over*

joyed to behold her son free once more.

Wednesday, 11th. I rode out with

Emma this morning, designing to go to

brother Isaac Rnssers, and apologise for

breaking his carriage on our return from
Springfield : but broke a sleigh-shoe, and
returned home, where I received a visit

from a company of gentlemen and ladies
1 from Farmington, on the Desmoines
1 river, who left at half-past two in the

evening.

|

I directed letters of invitation to be
written from myselfand lady for a dinner

party at my house on Wednesday next, at

ten in the morning, to be directed to

brothers Wilson Law, William Law,
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Hyrum Smith, Samuel Bennett, John
Taylor, William Marks, Peter Haws,
Orson Hyde, Henry G. Sherwood, William
Clayton, Jabez Durphy, H. Tate, Edward
Hunter, Theodore Turley, Shadrach
Roundy, Willard Richards, Arthur Milli-

kin, Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball,

Wilfbrd Woodruff, George A. Smith,

Alpheus Cutler, Reynolds Gaboon, and

ladies ; also Mr. Levi Moffatt, and Carlos

Granger, and ladies; my mother, Lacy
Smith, and sisters Eliza R. Snow and

Hannah Ells.

(7V be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATXTJtDAT, JUNE 19, 1858.

The Right Men in their Right Places.—Men are variously endowed with

nature's gifts. They possess different talents and capacities, and are constitutionsDj

adapted for different purposes. They also possess a mixture of characteristics,

dispositions, and qualities of soul, making an almost endless variety of character.

Some are plastic as clay, others as unimpressible as adamant. These areat dependent ss

the clinging tendril, those as self-reliant as the kingly oak. This one b like the fine

airings of an instrument* Vibrating at the gentlest touch ; the other is like a pillar of

marble, requiring great force to be moved, and which will break, but not bend. Hen
is one as close as a Jew in his dealings ; there, another as generous as the morning

dew, that lives but to refresh and bless other things. Many other traits of character and

varieties of quality could be named. Each man receives from nature his shareof her

ingredients ; and in some extraordinary characters she seems to mix the whole.

This variety and difference of character, quality, capacity, and talent should be

taken into account, and adapted in life to fitting purposes. This should be the case

generally, but more especially in the kingdom of God. In proportioning out the

great work, the object of the presiding officers of the Church should be to give every

person his proper part, and to put every man in his right place. The advantage

resulting from such an arrangement is obvious. When a man is set to do that for

which he is qualified, he will do it well. He will do it with energy, and will manifest

a love for the part given, because it will be pleasing to his nature. The consequence

will be that his performance of that part will exhibit skilfulness and effectiveness.

When a worthy man is in his own place, he will fill it with honour to himself and

advantage to the cause.

There is another reason why reference should be made to character, capaehies, arid

acquirements,—namely, because the work to be done demands those variouscharacters

and capacities, and also all useful acquirements. The parts of the work are as varied

as the talents and means which God and Nature have given to man. Unless, there*

fore, each of these various parts be given to its proper means, it will net he done

properly ; and a discord will be felt by the labourers, and a jerk experienced in tat

work. But if, to accomplish the work to be dene* the proper means be employee,

etoery place be filled, and the right men be placed there, then the grand mat&taefj

ex the kingdom wul operate to immense purpose, and harmony abound!

To accomplish anything well, men must not be chesen indiscriminately } much less

should this be with a matter of such character as the work of God. There must net
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\*i9crambliMg of its parts, callings, and purposes ; and the labourers should not get

tbtir share and places in the confused catching. But presiding wisdom should, with

ditorimioation, give to awry one that work fbr which God designs and qualifies

aim.

When, on the one hand, men unadvisedly undertake that for which they are not

adapted, they fail, and bring disgrace, and, perhaps, loss and misery to themselves

sad others. Yet they might have been able to have accomplished much higher

porposes and a far greater amount of work than they undertook, had they laboured

isMr own direction and stepped in to their proper places. On the other hand,

when they are called to do that for which they are not adapted, by those in authority,

those who make that call prove their want of discrimination and inability to find means
and adapt them to the desired ends. Such presiding officers are not only inefficient

themselves, but their acts are unjust and injurious to others; for the workman
cannot do honour to the work given, and his talents, that might have been useful to

the kingdom and advantageous to himself, are buried, at least for the time, by
those who should have drawn them out. The disgrace which such superiors in

office heap on others they will have to bear, and the work badly done they will be

charged with.

If s common-sense man wants a coat made, he will give his order to a tailor ; but
^ a person in authority should force it upon a blacksmith, he must expect it to be done
badly. The workman would not deserve to be responsible for the blunder, but it should

tail open the one who made the blunder. If a man, by nature radically a tton-general,

be appointed to command an army in the field, unless his subordinates weigh down
las inefficiency, he will get his army slaughtered, himself disgraced, and his country

wffl suffer loss and dishonour. On the other hand, a fitting general might win the

battle with little loss and much credit and advantage to his country, while he, in turn,

if pat in the wrong place, will fail. Those who made the appointments would deserve

theresponsibilityofsuch lossor their dueofsuccess. A wise and discriminating President

vifl choose subordinates fbr their capabilities, and will give every one that for which
bea best adapted.

Perhaps some have imagined that the appointment will mysteriously bring the

qualification. But the mere verbal call will not qualify. An appointment should

presuppose thai the Spirit has called, and that God by nature has endowed for, and,

became of faithfulness, given prophetic sanction to, the appointment. The Sfririt will

fintull what a man is adapted rcir ; and it is according to this foretelling, which the

President immediately concerned should discern, that the appointment ought to be

nude. The query might come, How is it the Spirit can call, and the man fall away ?

Not because his head was not shaped to wear a crown. Though he may become a devil

through unfaithfulness, he might become a God by pursuing the proper path. The
eaU ofthe Spirit always has reference to what a man either will or might be.

In the world, we continually see men engaged in that for which they are not

adapted, and the pernicious consequences are also apparent. They either do this un-

advisedly, or they are appointed to it by those who have charge over them. Too
often the purposes of men's lives are decided somewhat on the principle of tossing up
a penny to dctenmne the important matter ; and the conclusion is come to, with sub-

fine reaignatfcca, that, tf it be a head, the individual to be set to work shaH be a chimney-

sweep
; but, ifa tall, he shall be a baker. Whereas, he is perhaps qualified by nature to

be a skilful mechanic or a statesman. But a process of this kind is not the order of

loosing men for the work of God. They must be chosen by presiding officers

Waffigeutlj and ajsGriaunatingly for what they are adapted and for what, the Spirit
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indicates as their work. Neither most it be erroneously imagined that God wffl

miraculously endow them to do this part,when He has already qualified them to do some-

thing else, and when He has plenty of servants qualified for the task in question.

Such a course would throw the kingdom into disorder.

To Pastors and Presidents a certain work is committed. We expect them to find

men adapted to do it and to see it well done. The kingdom has a place for every

man ; and, for every part to he done, there may be the means found to accomplish tt.

The presiding officers should endeavour to find those means and to put M the right

men in their right places." If this be brought about, we are certain of seeing sa

efficient administration in the Mission; and, at least, internal prosperity and develop-

ment will crown the labours of the Priesthood.

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

{Continuedfrom page 382.)

(Answer Concluded.)

The allusion in the extract from the

Millennial Star is to a false and calum-

nious report which bad been previously

hatched up by an apostate, named Maria
Brotherton. In reference to the " foolish

tales about the two wives" alluded to,

and to polygamy in general, the writer

(not "Orson Pratt," as mis-stated by our

objector,) says that M no such principle

ever existed among the Latter-day Saints,

and never will ;" and then appeals to the

works of the Church in support of the

existing law. This appears in the MIL
lennial Star of the 1st Aug., 1842, in

England, which was about a year before

the Revelation was given to Joseph Smith
in America. There could be, in this case,

then, no contradiction, or condemnation,

or public denial of a revelation which had
not been given to or " believed and prac-

tised " by the Church. It was true, as

the writer said, that no such principle as

polygamy had ever existed in the Church
of Latter-day Saints ; and certainly there

would at that timehavebeenno warrant for

his saying or supposing that it ever would
exist. It is true, the doctrine of celestial

marriage was subsequently revealed ; but
as no one is expected to speak or write

otherwise than according to existing

knowledge, the writer was justified in

appealing and adhering to the existing

monogamic law as enforced in the works
to which he referred.

We have next to examine the evidence

adduced by the objector from the Book of

Mormon in support of monogamy. Jacob,

the brother of Nephi, bad been speaking

to the people concerning the evil of pride,

but was led to rebuke them for the grosser

crime of whoredom. Aa well as being

guilty of the sin itself, they sought to

excuse themselves on the ground of whit

was written in the history of David and

Solomon. The word of the Lord, how-

ever, to them, through Jacob, was—"Be-
hold, David and Solomon truly had many

wives and concubines, which thing was

abominable before me." Now, to thoas

who attend more to the sound than the

sense of a passage, this might appear to

be deprecatory ofthe principle ofpolygamy

itself. But such is not the case. Tbe

simple fact of David and Solomon's

having more wives than one was not the

" abominable" thing referred to, con-

sidered apart from concomitant circan-

stances. For instance, David, who had

already many wives and concubines,

married tbe widows of bis royal prede-

cessor, Saul. This could not have been

" abominable " and displeasing in the

sight of God, for God himself had jivea

them to him. The declaration of tbe

Prophet Nathan was—u Thus saith tbe

Lord God of Israel, I anointed thee king

over Israel, and I delivered thee out of the

hand of Saul ; and I gave thee thy

master's house, and thy uabte&'s wrris

into thy bosom." Tbe abomination lay#

not in his having many wives given

the Lord, or through His servants, is

accordance with the Divine wffl and law,
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tat in his taking to himself what he had
no right to. The charge against him
wis, not bis having more wives than one,

but—a Thou hast killed Uriah the Hittite

with the sword, and hast taken his wife
TO BE thy wife." Solomon, too, had
many wives and concubines, many of

whom were taken by him in violation of

the declared will of &od. He had mar-
ried " many strange women " of the

heathen nations, which was expressly

forbidden in the Divine law, and they

turned away his heart after other gods.

Heoce " the Lord was angry with Solo-

mon." (See 1 Kings xi. 1—11.) Here,
then, was the sin of David and Solomon
—not their having a plurality of wives,

bat their marrying women contrary
to the will and law of heaven. In
the Revelation on Celestial Marriage,
the Lord says, in reference to them, "In
nothing did they sin, save in those tilings

which they received not of me." The
Nephites, then, be it observed, unjustly

sought to " excuse themselves in commit-
ting whoredoms, because of the things

which were written concerning David
ind Solomon his son." Hence, to pre-

sent them from following such examples,
and to keep the new colony clear of such
•abominable" results as would naturally

flow from the adoption of a like course,

the Lord in his wisdom saw fit to restrict

them for a time to one wife each. The
Lord, as declared, "delighteth in the

chastity of women, and whoredoms are

an abomination before" Him; and,
though the patriarchal order of marriage
haelf was pure and celestially-ordained,

jet, when illegally abused and perverted,

as in the cases of David and Solomon, the

most disastrous results would follow as a
matter of course. Hence, the Lord,
seeing the disorderly tendencies of the

people, who were committing whoredoms
and excusing? themselves on account of
aneh examples, made the prohibition

plain and pointed—" There shall not any
man among you have save it be one wife

;

and concubines be shall have none." And
in this there is not the least contradiction
or condemnation of the Divine polygamic
law formerly enacted. The suspension
of a law is neither a contradiction nor a
condemnation of it. The prohibition of
a privilege to a people, at one time, or
tujder certain circumstances, or for cer-

tain purposes, does not in the least affect

the legality of it when granted to another

people, at another time, under other cir-

cumstances, and for other purposes. God
can, in His wisdom, establish or suspend a
law when and where he pleases, and no
man has a right to object or say, " What
doest Thou?" But let it be observed

that, although the Lord, for good reasons^

saw fit to debar the Nephites those privi-

leges which he had granted to their fore-

fathers, he did not, in so doing, for ever

annul and cancel the polygamic law. The
restriction or prohibition communicated
to the Nephites was by no means a final*,

unalterable decree ; for, immediately after

the words quoted by our objector, is the

following declaration :
—" For if I will*

saith the Lord of Hosts, raise up seed

unto me, I will command my people;

otherwise, they shall hearken unto these

things." This explanatory and important

item the objector has unfairly omitted

from bis extract. He has quoted what
he supposed to be favourable to his pur-

pose, (but which, in reality, is of no
service whatever to his argument,) and haa
left out the rest. It will be evident to the

reflecting reader, however, that instead of

the Book of Mormon contradicting and
condemning the principle of polygamy
itself, it is rather to be viewed as suppor-

tive and corroborative of it; for the fore-

going quotation plainly shows that the

Lord's prohibitory decree was circum-

stantial and temporary, and not arbitrary

and final. When He wished to raise up
a seed to himself with more than ordinary

rapidity, and from a righteous people,,

(which they were not, at that time,) He
would, according to promise, command
his people; but "otherunse," they were
to " hearken unto these things." No
people have a right to the privilege of a
plurality of wives, unless commanded of

God; but, without contradiction, the

polygamic law is as binding upon those to*

whom it is legally given as the monogamic
law is upon those to whom the former is

not given.

Elder Taylor's Discussion in Boulogne
took place in the year 1850, seven years

after the Prophet Joseph had received the

Revelation on Celestial Marriage, but two-

years before that revelation was published

to the Church. Elder Taylor, therefore*

had no authority to preach polygamy.

He neither preached it, contradicted it*

condemned it, nor publicly denied it.

His controversial opponents adverted to*

certain absurd stories about seraglios o£
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49 spiritual wires" and sisterhoods of the

the " white vail " and " black vail," and
other lying- reports propagated by the

apostate Bennett fraternity and repub-

lished by Ca3wall. Our objector, in

making his extract from the Report, gives

forth the notion that the speaker was
* stoutly denying polygamy, and stigma-

tizing it" as "indelicate, obscene, and
disgusting." But where the said stout

denial is to be found, we know not. His
own words are—" We are accused here

of polygamy," (referring to accusations

made even before the doctrine of polygamy
was revealed, and which were false accu-

sations,) " and actions the most indelicate,

obscene, and disgusting such that none
but a corrupt and depraved heart could
have contrived." The idea of his " stig-

matizing" polygamy as " indelicate, ob-

scene, and disgusting," is an interpretation

of his words which is altogether gratui-

tous on the objector's part. We do
not so understand them. Such a meaning
as that attached to them by the objector

could certainly never have been intended
by their author. Elder Taylor, instead of

entering into a formal refutation of the

charges cited by his opponents, which he
considered as " too outrageous to admit
of belief," contented himself with simply
reading a passage from the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants on the existing

marriage-law of the Church. As regards
the Church being there spoken of as
" reproached with the crime of fornication,

and polygamy," we would ask, In what
light could such false charges have been
considered but in that of reproach ? Poly-

gamy was not then a revealed doctrine of
the Church ; and therefore the Saints, as a
matter of course, adhered to the general

monogamic law. If they had practised

polygamy without "command from
God, their conduct would have been in

that respect, as censurable as that of the
ancient Nephites. It would have been a
" crime" on their part. But polygamy in

itself is not a crime ; nor does the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants intimate that

it is. Our objector, in his extract given

in " Mormonism Dissected," makes a false

quotation, which is an unfair act. The
original is not " crimes of fornication and
polygamy," but "crime of fornication,

and polygamy;" the word * crime" re-

ferring only to " fornication," after which
a comma is placed, but is left out by the

objector in his extract. If, however, the
(To be ContinuedJ

plural word "crimes" was used, as the

objector would have his readers believe,

it would then refer, of course, to both

"fornication" and "polygamy." But it

is not so. Nor, indeed, is the construc-

tion of the next sentence so favourable to

the objector's purpose as he might wish.

Even if the word " but " occurred before

" one wife," as it does before " one hus-

band," it would prove nothing against the

principle of polygamy itself ; for the

Saints were then living under the mono-

gamic law. The wording of the passage,

however, is
—"We believe that one man

should have one wife, and one woman BUT

one husband" As far as punctuation is

concerned, we may here observe that the

commas after " polygamy," in the Notice

from the Times and Seasons and in Elder

Taylor's remarks from the Report, and

after "fornication," in the passage from

the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, all

prove adverse to the objector's argument

Although those commas are not really

necessary, yet they aid in showing the

import of the sentences where they are

used. Ther absence would neither be

favourable to his position nor unfavour-

able to ours ; but their presence is certaialj

fatal to his interpretation.

The extract from the Millennial Star

Supplement of Dec. 31, 1853, taken from

the Deseret News Extra of Sept. 14, 1851,

simply shows that the Prophet Joseph,

after having received the Revelation on

Marriage, " had more wives than one."

This fact we have neither inclination nor

reason to deny. President Young, in

making this statement, did not, of coarse,

in any way "contradict and condemn"

polygamy itself, nor " publicly deny " the

fact of Joseph's having " believed and

practised it."

What, then, do our opponent's objec-

tions amount to? He invites "special

attention "to the "facts" adduced, and

pledges himself to "produce" the "books"

quoted from, " when required." We haw

given "special attention" to those "facts,"

and have ourselves "produced" and made

due reference to the " books " alluded to ;

and our conclusion is, that the objector a

Dissection of "Mormonism," instead ef

causing the honest observer or the Latter-

day Saint to fear his knife, will cause bin

still more attentively to study the real

"facts" of the case, as well as to mora

highly appreciate the value of the " booka

which record them.
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INTERMENT OF A MORMON ELDER IN CYPRESS HILLS CEMETERY

—

FUNERAL CEREMONIES IN WILLIAMSBURGH.

(From the «Xw> York Herald?)

The Mormons of New York and Wil-
Bamsburgh were, yesterday, for the first

time in their history, called to follow to

the silent grave the mortal remains of one
of the Utah Missionaries. So seldom
does the messenger of death visit the

nob of the Elders while abroad on mis-

nonary duties, that the occurrence is re-

girded by the faithful as one of the very
tore afflictions and trying visitations of
Providence. Probably not more, so our
reporter was informed, than half-a- score

of Mormon Missionaries ever died abroad,

notwithstanding- the large number that

have been travelling in the nations.

The deceased Elder, Samuel Francis
Ne&len, was a native of Lowestoft, Suffolk

County, England. He embraced Mor-
monbra there in 1852, and, the following

apriog, accompanied his father and family

to Utah. He was soon ordained a mem-
ber of the 39th Quorum of Seventies. In
the summer of 1855 be was one of a
number of Elders who were sent as an
«cort to the Apostle Orson Hyde, when
be went as Judge to Carson Valley. The
deceased was one of the " boys " that could
be counted on: accordingly he was ap-

pointed to return to Utah, in the same
capacity, to the Apostle P. P. Pratt, on
his return from his mission to Chili and
California. In the fall of 1856 he received

amission to England. The first night
the? camped in the mountains, he caught
cold, which led to consumption and death.
He arrived here, from England, in the
begining of March, with a small company
of Elders, who were returning for M the
defence of Zion ;" but his health not per-
mitting him to face the hardships and
dangers of a trip to Utah, he has since

woiained in Wiliiamsburgh.

At 11 o'clock yesterday morning, the

funeral cortege moved from the house
where the Elder died, to Cypress Cemetery.
Arriving there, a venerable gentleman
called the Saints to order. A circle formed
round the grave, and the

%

assemblage
sang a Mormon funeral hymn, endings

with

—

Vain are the trophies wealth can give

;

His mem'ry needs no sculptor's art;

He 's left a name ; his virtues live,

Like golden medals, in the heart.

A young man, one of the Elders, gave
a short address, suited to the occasion, bat
thoroughly Mormon at that; speaking

highly of the virtues of the deceased, of
the esteem in which he was held by those

who knew him, and of the glory of Mor-
monism.
A solemn prayer was offered by one of

the Utah Elders, in which " Brother
Brigham " was respectfully named as the

object of particular solicitude in the

present trying moment in the history of
the Church. Another hymn, and a
lengthy prayer by the brother of the de-

ceased ended the ceremony.
The most noticeable peculiarity of the

funeral, yesterday, was the enclosing of

the coffin in a heavy pine box. On inquiry,

our reporter learned that the remains of

the deceased would have been taken to

Utah, but for the unsettled state of thing*

in that Territory. The pine box is in-

tended as a protection to the inside case,

while it is necessary to keep the body
here ; but, on the return of gentle peace,

the last wishes of the departed will be at-

tended to, and his body will be transported

to Zion, that, in the morning of the of his

rection, he may rise in the midat resur-

family and friends.

A Lucid Definition.—" A case of monomania P said Mike, reading alond. " "What
tba d~l is monomania ?

n "Arrah, dear, don't you know ? Suppose you were to borrow
•a article without axing for it, and then forget to put it back again,—wouldn't that be

ye fuie ?
M

«• To be sure it would, Pat, and nothing else." " Hush, darlint I If
jou was rich, it wouldn't be thieving at all: it would then be monomania?
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OPPOSITION.

BY CHAJM.BI W. FXNROSB.

This It a world with opposition rife:

How tierce the contest between Death and Life

!

Darkness, black mall'd, and silver-crested Light,
Keep up a constant ne'er-forgiving fight

:

Falsehood, with shameless brow, a monarch reigns,

And willing man girds on his cankering chains

;

While modest Truth, pure as the breath of spring,
hi majesty assails the crafty king,

Dissolves his fetters, seta the captives free,

And makes them partners in the victory.

Evil, a demon from the shades of hell,

Bewitches mortals with his baneful spell

;

And Good, a kindly spirit from the skies,

A counteracting elixir supplies.

Alas 1 how few drink from the healing cup!
To Evil's spell the multitude give up.
Pleasure, with golden curls and mirthful face.

By Pain pursued, flies swift from place to place j

The stern soul'd-monster, with his scorpion hand,
Untiring, chases him from land to Isnd.

Fear creeps around, and shrinks and chills the heart:
The anxious, doubting glance, the sudden start,

Its presence there displays i but Courage shows
His form divine, and warm the life-tide flows $

Nerv*d is the arm, calm and serene the face j

The puny reptile Fear slinks oft* apace.
See, low-brow'd, dull-eyed Ignorance extends
A filmy curtain o'er the globe. He mends
And patches it ; for bright Intelligence,

His mortal foe, has sworn to drive him hence,
And rend his curtain from the earth away.
With Reason's aid, he hastens Its decay

;

His glory sparkles through each orifice

;

But ign'rance stops the holes with prejudice.
With brow serene calm Wisdom walks alone

;

For giggling Folly sits upon his throne.
Malice and Love, Pride and Humility
Are each contending for the mastery

;

And swarming round, on earth, in sea and air,

Opposing powers are struggling everywhere.
Behold the tempest 1 See the maddened waves
In passion rolling 1 How the strong wind raves

!

The twisted lightning shows like flery snakes,
And over all the crashing thunder breaks

:

Each on the other frantic fury vents;
It is a war among the elements.
The beasts, with bowlings fierce, for prey contend,—
With frightful yells each other's bodies rend.
The finny monsters of the briny deep,
(Mysterious bed, where countless treasures sleep,)

With vengeful ire, pursue their scaly foes

:

What scenes of blood old Ocean could disclose

!

The feathered nations of the firmament,
So harmless, seemingly, and Innocent,
May oft be seen in battle as they fly,

With savage spite and fierce discordant cry.
But who could tell—what mortal pow*r could pen
The opposition raging amongst men ?

Nations contend for glory and renown,
And millions die to gain for one a crown.
See lords and plebeians on the hustings mix.
And fawn, and lie, and squabble upon politics.

In Congress Hall, or House of Parliament,
These Statesman*' meet, on Opposition bent,—
Agalnst-each **hill," "amendments" Introduce,
And smear each other with polite abuse.
The Doctors, who make physic and long bills,

Wrangle about their ointments, drugs, and pills,

—

Jabber chopp'd I«tla, and dead bodies hack.
The Druggist calls the Herbalist a quack

j

**' And youTre a poisoner," Herbarlus cries

:

Their learned twaddle blinds the "patient's" eyes j—

Patient, indeed, their filthy stuff to drink.
And pay to have his stomach made a sink.

With Merchants, " competition" rages high,
And tradesmen advertise, and puff, and try

With others' ruin fortune's road to pare,

—

With rival houses " mo connection have.9*

The Railway Companies, in every town.
Are striving bard to run each other down.
If Opposition still continues thus,

By screeching train or rumbling omnibus.
We msy expect to travel, in a crack.
For sixpence each, to Jericho and back 1

But oh, how fiercely strife's dsrk current rolls

Among the traffickers in human souls !

—

The meek-faced, smooth-tongued, snuffling, prksUr
set,

Who fish for sinners with a cunning net
Of silken sophistry and guesswork made

!

'Mong hell-scared souls they drive a "roaring" trade.

Often they buy or sell a fishery,

Entitle It a " living" or a " curacy."
Sometimes a " living** fat is gh*n away

:

Then what a scramble! How they'll cringe sad

pray
Before the bishop, titled dame, or peer.

Who holds tbe gilt
! " Five hundred pounds a yaw

Is not the cause of their anxiety ;

—

Oh no ! 'Tis xesl for truth and piety

!

Some say we're doomed, as soon as we expire,

To burn for ever In a blist'ring fire.

Or chosen for the realms of everlasting bliss;

And nothing we can do will alter this.

Then others call this doctrine devilish.

And say we're free to go which road we wish.
"4U dead unsprinkled babies are in flames,"
One person says. " 'Tis false," the next exdakas.

One sect will tell us none are right but them,
And ev'ry party but their own condemn.
While others vow that, if we're but sincere.

It makes no odds what road we travel here j

—

No difference, If our pace be slow or fast.

We're sure to meet in heaven—one place—at last!

Oh, when will all this opposition cease,
And mother earth enjoy a time of peace ?

That time will come—is coming even now!
The nstions then to righteous lews shall bow,—
The Great Eternal reign as King of kings,

O'er earth, and men, and all created things,

—

Direct the forces of the universe,

—

Discordant elements and j>ow*rs reverse.
Evil and Malice, Ign'rance, Pain, and Death,
Pridr, Folly, Falsehood, all shall sink beneath:
Each, baffled, conquered by Its opposite.
In haste shall emigrate to spheres of night;
And those who love and live on strife and woe
Will have to study unity below !

Among mankind, contention then shall end)
Their feelings, views, and interests will blend:

The scattered Saints of every age shall meet.
The sheep be gathered, garnered be the wheat.
Soul-thrllllng sounds of gushing harmony,
The vocal powers of immortality.
Blending with instruments of rlcbest tone.

Shall spread soft melody to every tone.
The happy years on wings of peace shall fly,

All griefs dissolve, and every tear be dry.

And He whom damn'd, rebellious spirits own
As their High Priest and King, shall lose his tasseej

His sceptre, melting from his grasp, shall fall \

Jesus shall reign, and God be all In sill
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PAS8ING EVENTS.

General.—Rioting* in Belfast are again renewed. Louis Napoleon is striving to compel
the directors of hospitals and other public charities to make over their possessions to the
Government ; the property of which he will then be master will amount to £24,000,000 ster-

ling : resignations have been received, in consequence, from numerous directors in different

towns, but the prefects have been ordered not to accept them. The cares and anxieties

of state are now weighing heavily on the mind of the Emperor, which is forcibly evident
in his moody demeanour. The Toulon squadron is now under weigh with sealed orders.

150 officers serving in India have tendered their resignations. An insurrection of Greeks
has taken place in the Turkish island of Candia. Insurrections are breaking out in all

parts of Turkey. An army of 20,000 Turks has been ordered to advance into Montenegro.
The field force under General Sir Sidney Cotton attacked and burnt Tanita on the 25th
April. General Whitelock arrived at Baddon on the 19th April, having defeated the
Nawah, captured four guns, and took possession of the city and palace : the Nawah fled

precipitately.

American.—There has arisen a new and very serious difficulty between England and
America, growing out of what is termed " British outrages M on American merchantmen.
The whole United States are burning with excitement over the matter. A belligerent

Senator has been specially lauded for proposing " Broadsides first, explanations after."

Mr. Dallas is instructed to lay the facts of the case before the British Government, and to

demand satisfaction and indemnity for insults to the American flag. The Naval Committee
have reported a bill authorizing the construction of steam gun-boats, and vessels of war
have been ordered to the Gulf to interpose between British cruisers and American mer-
chantmen. It is said also that the President is determined to make reprisals. Mr. Gwin
had made a proposition to the Senate, authorizing the President to employ force, if neces-

sary, to bring about a prompt settlement of pending difficulties with New Granada,
Nicaragua, and Mexico. Gen. Persifer F. Smith, Commander of the Utah army, died at

Fort Leavenworth on the 16th inst. The command will now devolve upon Brigadier-

General Harney. Gov. Camming has gone to Great Salt Lake City by invitation from
Governor Toung, in company with Col. Kane, under the protection of a Mormon escort,

Gen. Johnson having both refused an escort and disapproved of his visit. The Utah army,
with its General, manifest great vindictiveness towards the Saints, and are disposed to hunt
them to death and extermination, even if they peacefully leave their homes to the invaders.

All sorts of rumours, speculations, and editorial firing upon Utah affairs are carried

on with considerable briskness, which leaves everybody in a glorious confusion of ideas.

The Herald says:—"We have received files of the Deteret News direct from Salt Lake
City, up to the 31st of March, containing news four weeks later than the accounts brought
by the last California mail It seems to be the intention of the Saints to keep the Gentiles

as much as possible in the dark with regard to what is passing among them. The apos-

tolic discourse from which we make extracts has not the same confident tone of success

that has characterized the former speeches of the Mormon leaders. It is sufficiently war-
like, however, to show that although Colonel Kane had been among them a month, peace

bad not been resolved on." And the Washington correspondent of the Herald says :—
*" My particular friend T., who considers himself an oracle on the Expedition in general,

and Utah matters in particular—having done considerable legal business for the people

out there with the people down here—says there is no betting on the Mormons. They
generally calculate to travel in a contrary direction to that in which their regards are

turned—something like Paddy's pigs—willing to go where no one wants them."

NoTnniG can be done well that is done in a hurry—except, catching fleas t

To Make a Twelfth-cake.—Having made eleven in any way you please, make another,

which will be a twelfth-cake 1

Aw Irishman, going to America by one of the emigrant ships at the Waterloo, dock was

aoeosted by a German, who sold boxes with—" Buy a box, sir?" '* What forT said Paddy.
" To put your clothes in," replied the German. " Bedad, if I do, then,* said Paddy, "

1

•hall hate to go naked on deck t"

VARIETIES.
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"Whit are the chief ends of man?" asked a Sunday School teacher of one of his

pupils. " Head and feet," was the reply.

A publican's wife in Suffolk, whilst at church, fell asleep, and let fall her bag, in which

she carried a bunch of keys. Aroused by the noise, she jumped up and exclaimed, M Cos
it, Sal ! there's another jug broke !

"

" Well, Pat, my good fellow,** said a victorious General to a brave son of Erin, after a
battle ; " and what did you do to help us to gain this victory T* " Do !* replied Pat—
*' May it please your Honour, I walked up bouldly to one of the inimy and out off his

fat." " Cut off his foot I Why did you not cut off his head ?» asked the Ge&eraL " Ah,

an faith, that was cut off already, your Honour," answered Pat.

An old Woman's Intebtrnation of Scripture.—A gentleman, travelling in a

section of the country that shall be nameless, stopped at the house of a pious old woman,
and, observing her fondness for a pet dog, ventured to ask the name of the animal. Tas
good woman answered him by saying that she called him " Moreover* ** "Is not that a

strange name ? " inquired the gentleman. " Yes," said the pious old lady ; " but 1 thought

it must be a good one, as 1 found it in the Bible." " Found it in the Bible ! " qnotb the

gentleman ;
" pray in what part of the Bible did you find it ? " The old lady took dowa

the Bible with the utmost reverence, and turning to the parable of the Rich Man atid

Lazarus, read the text as follows :
—" Moreover the dog came and licked his seres.''

" There I " said she, triumphantly, " haven't I the highest authority for the name ?
*

MILLENNIAL CHIDES.

Cold hearta In Zion 8eaa with sees mingle, strands twine with strands,

Glow In the warm breath of Judah's Lkm I Streams with streams unite, hlHa and valleys met,
Flesh clinga to flesh, bones to boues knit, Chr.st comes, and Nature laughs In the ikhsso*
Eyeballs their sockets find, limbs their trunks fit ; light of his feet

!

Sweet musk springs from martyrs' graves, and Tear-drops and blood -drops crown martyrs' brotrs

Earth dances to it ! of fire,

Stars nod to stars, flowers wreath with flowers, And atar-choirs peal joynsongs, and loan a LMsf
Dews salute dews, showers kiss showers. Lyre

!

Isles move to isles, lands join to lands,

Manchester. ThOmas HAaoaiAvas.

Adore sb.—William Jarvis, 62, Thistle Street, Edinburgh.

MONEY LIST, MAY 29—JUNE 4, 1858.

Willet Harder (per G. D. Keaton) -at6

William Moss (per do.) 2 £
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THE LATTER-DAT 8AINT8*

MILLENNIAL STAR
Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit taith unit the churchee.—Jtmu Christ.

Ceme out efher, my people, that ye he wet partaken efher tint, and that ye receive not of her

piuguet.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 86, YoL XX. Saturday, Tone 26, 1858. Price One Penny.

TRY THE SPIRITS.

BT ELDER THOMAS WILLIAMS.

M Belored, bellere not erery aplrlt, but try the iplriu Whether they are of God."—John.

At no period of the history of the

Church in these lands have the Saints

generally been so active and alive to the

interests of the great work of God com-
mitted to their charge as at the present

time. There seems to be manifest a de-

sire on the part of the faithful to learn

the mind and will of our heavenly Father
through His servants upon the earth, and
to engage practically in assisting to build

tip the Kingdom of God, and to prepare

themselves for the great events that will

come to pass, in rapid succession, in con-

nection with the development of " Mor-
monism" and the rising greatness of

Zion.

In proportion to the increased light

and intelligence conferred upon the Saints,

through tneir faithfulness and diligence

In keeping sacred and inviolate their cove-

nants with God, will they have to com-
bat with the opposing, false, and delusive

spirits that are abroad in the earth, that

are constantly on the alert and watching
every opportunity to lead the unguarded
from the order of the Holy Priesthood.

This Priesthood is eternal, and after the

order of endless lives, and must be
honoured and revered by all, in order to

secure the favour and messing of High
Heaven.
The Arch-adversary of souls is, without

question, a being of considerable intelli-

gence. His onoe exalted position in the

councils* of the Gods is indicative of the
same ; and the power he has often dis-

played is of such a nature as to leave no
doubt of the fact. We learn that he has
the power to transform himself into an
angel of light, and that on one particular

occasion be took the Saviour up into an
exceeding high mountain, and showed
him all tne kingdoms of this world and
the glory thereof; and said unto him,

"All these things will I give thee, h?

thou wilt fall down and worship me."
Since the apostolic age, until the days of
the Prophet Joseph, when the Priesthood

was restored, he has held undisputed

power and dominion upon the earth,

in the first vision of the Prophet, we
have another instance that the Evfl

One was on the alert and exerting his

influence to prevent the youth from carry-

ing out his determination to "ask wis-

dom " at the hands of God. At another
time, while viewing and contemplating
the sacred treasure lie had received* with
wonder and astonishment, behold! the

angel of the Lord, who had previously

visited him, agairi stood in his presence*

and his soul was wrapped in the visions

of eternity. "While he thus stood

gazing and admiring, the angel said*
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'Look!' And as he thus spake, he
beheld the Prince of Darkness, sur-

rounded bv his innumerable train of asso-

ciates." All this passed before him, in

order that he might be shown the good
and the evil, the holy and the impure, the

glory of God and the powers tof dark*

ness. It b evident, from the, testimonies

adduced, that his power is great, and that

he will endeavour to exert his in-

fluence upon the minds of the Saints, and
at a time when they are living as near the

Lord as they possibly can.

It requires ever-constant labour and
exertion on the part of the Saints to

guard effectively against the powers
arrayed against them, which are unob-
served by the natural eye ; and, in conse-

quence of the variety of ways that they

are acted noon, it is highly necessary that

they should seek diligently the Divine

influence of the Spirit and the counsels of

the Priesthood, in order that they may
not be operated upon by the seducing

spirits that are gone forth.

There are times when the Saints actu-

ally permit themselves to be lulled to sleep

and to take their ease. To such the

'prophetic warning is, " Woe to them that

are at ease in Zion !" and this is just as ap-

plicable to the ungathered as to the people

of God who are gathered together in the

mountains.

Again : There are seasons when the

Devil tries to entrap the Saints by getting

them to go too fast ; and some are worked
upon to a marvellous extent in this re-

spect. Good ' Saints have at times been
led astray through their ignorance of the

devices of Satan. There have been in-

.Stances of some who have so given way to

. these fast propensities, as to have out-

stripped the Priesthood altogether 1 They
have received such astounding revelations

in visions, tongues, interpretations, &c, as

to cause them to imagine that they were
extraordinary personages, and immedi-
ately they would set the Priesthood at de-

fiance. But where do such wonderful
'revelations— revelations bearing such
truits, come from ? The Devil.

Let it be distinctly understood, and be
for evermore a key to such, that it b not
the policy of our Father in heaven to

communicate His mind for the direction

of the body to the feet, but to the bead.

Saints who are not called according to

the order and institutions of the Gospel to

'aeceive retentions respecting tha govern-

ment of a Conference, Branch, or Dis-

trict, but yet set themselves up to be the

receptacles of intelligence respecting mat-

ters that do not concern them, are evi-

dently under the influence at, and are

being operated upon by, the false and de-

lusive spirits that areSabroajl imtherwsHd.

There is a class if incividtials m the

Church who are very desirous to obtain

the gifts of the Gospel, but who generally

confine themselves to tongues and inter-

pretations. And when they obtain these

blessings, they make an unwise use of

them, and, in some instances, feat that

they are considerably more in favour with

God than their brethren and sisters, or the

Priesthood that do not enjoy them, sod

they become lifted up in their hearts. Hm
there is great danger ; for if such feelings

are not speedily eradicated from their

bosoms, another spirit will take possession

of them .that will counterfeit the good

Spirit they once enjoyed. They will then

become liable to be operated upon in

various ways, until they dishonour their

callings and become entirely lost to s

sense of their obligations to the Priesthood

over them.

Saints who have been so highly favoured

with the gifts of the Gospel should humbly

seek for the blessing of the Lord in the

exercise of those jjifts, and should Jm
pure and uncontaminated by the evil wfcb

which they are surrounded, and bear in

mind that they must be subject to the

Priesthood in the exercise of the same.

|
It is through the great governing

power—the Priesthood, that the king*

I doms of this world will be brought into

|

subjection. Through it, already thousands

;
and tens of thousands are reioicing in the

! knowledge that their sins nave been re*

|

mitted and their names entered in the

I

Lamb's book of life. It is through thb

holy order that myriads more will be

' blessed ; and unto it also the keys arecoa-
' mitted to open the wav of life and sato»

' tion to the spirits of the dead who now

; wait behind the veil, that they, in the

' economy and wisdom of God, may bt

i brought forth in the morning of the rests*

' rection of the just.

There is another class of individosli

who imagine that if the gifts of tongues*

interpretation,&c, are not experienced at

nearly every meeting of the Saints, thers

must be something radically wrong; or, if

they are not continually receiving sonis

extraordinary miraculous sensation that*•>
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it not right: their suspicions are aroused

;

they begin to have doubts and fears, and
thus give the Devil advantage over them
to operate upon them as his subtlety may

fbe gifts referred to certainly cure

grtat blessing* in their place; but when
the Saints centre their faith in them
sad look for something marvellous all the

time, they lay themselves open to be over-

come and led away captive by the Devil

at his wilL He wOl be on nand when
the Saints imbibe such feelings* and will

stint them the desires of their hearts^

by supplying them with the marvellous;

and if their appetites are not satisfied with

•ordinary manifestations, he wOl, perhaps,

reserve them for future use, and give

them power in his kingdom to work
miracles in his name*and use them for the

eccompfishment of his purposes in the

great pending struggle between the good

and evil powers, before the Millennium of
peace and righteousness is ushered in.

Let the Saints seek wisdom at the hand*
ofan all-wise God, that they may honour
and appreciate the gifts conferred upon
them, and be fed by that holy and eternal

institution—the Priesthood, at which the
Evil One is enraged, But the Saints re*

joioe in that Divine order, knowing that
obedience to it will lead them on to
honour and exaltation among the just*

while a disregard to it would cause then*,

to be led away by the spirits which are
abroad in the earth, and that they would
ultimately find themselves among the-

degraded, living masses of corruption

that are now ready for the burning, only
waiting for the torch to be Ut to consume
the wicked and those that take pleasure

in unrighteousness from off the face of
the earth.

PROGRESS IN INTELLIGENCE.

Whoever will reflect for a moment upon
the present state of scientmo and other

lands of knowledge in the world, com-
pared with that of past ages, cannot but

observe evidences of extensive improve-

ment; and thus the idea of mankind
stuinmg to a higher and superior posi-

tion with regard to spiritual inteffigence

and wisdom will not appear so strange

end extraordinary as it otherwise would.

The mental capacities of man are in

themselves the same, whether considered

in reference to scientific or to spiritual

things; and if a man is capable of ad-

vancement in intelligence in one direction,

hs is so in another, the opportunities and
attendant circumstances being equal We
know, from present experience and from
past history, that the mind of man has

this capanuity. Indeed, his capacities

sre infinite. The more his latent powers
are developed—the higher his mind soars

is the atmosphere of thought and intelhV

genes, the broader bis scope of vision

becomes, and the*more extensive does the

prospect of mental progression appear,

she present is, as it were, fedbythe past,

sad the future will be fed by the present.

H*ey succeeding age baa or might have

floated by the many lessons of experience,

the improvements, and advantages of those

which preceded it. Intelligence has in

this way been increased ; and in the act

of applying and still further extending

the means and benefits thus sained, an
expansion of mental power and capability

has been the necessary and continual

result. And so it always will be. The
world must and will move on in some
direction, either backwards or forwards.

It cannot stand still. If it profits by
past experience, and, by exercise,mcreasea
its powers and develops its capacities, ia

will advance ; if not, ic will retrograde-—

go back. In the former case, new light

and intelligence can be conomunicateo)

from above, there being a corresponding

capability of receiving and appreciating*

it; but in the latter case, it must be widw
held, as, for want of sufficiently-developed

capacities to receive and reflect the suae*

rior light, the flood of new light would
out-dazzle and darken,insteadofenlighten

and benefit mankind. Instances, indeed,

have occurred of principles and truths

having been promulgated and advocated

by men in advance of their age, when the

minds of men generally were unfitted to

receive and unable to appreciate them.

Witness Galileo, for example, who was
even forced to retract his own doctrine of

the earth's daily circuit room} the siuv
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cacaose it was opposed to the existing

popular theory or astronomy. Yet, al-

though he, in his day, suffered persecution

for the truth he advocated, and would
bave forfeited his life, had he persisted in

<w refused to renounce* it, that very doc-

trine is new regarded as an established

and irrefutable fact; and any one who
avould deny it or attempt to oppose it

would be set down by more than nine-

teen-twentieths of modern astronomers as

a. madman or a fool.

Now, there is a much closer analogy

existing between mental progress and
development in spiritual things and that

in scientific and worldly things than may
•at first be imagined ; and a little reflection

wral enable any thinking mind to trace

that analogy in all its bearings and direc-

tions,and through all its various windings.

But one point of analogy may be here

adduced as indisputable,—namely, that

Divine revelation, uke the light of science,

lias not been communicated all at once to

mankind, but gradually and partially,

according to the position and circum-

stances, and proportionate to the require-

ments and capabilities of the people to

^whom it has been given. The eternal

Father has ever been willing to bless his

children, according to their state and
exigencies of life, both naturally and
uptritually, when there has been nothing
<m their part to hinder or forbid it. The
Divine Sun of heaven is ever ready to

ahine upon and bless the world, if no
obscuring clouds intervene to counteract

ms design. When our Lord, as the ulight
tjf the world" was upon earth for the

very purpose of enlightening and blessing

the benighted children of men, he said

«ven to his own chosen Apostles, " I have

wany things to say unto you; but ye
CANNOT BEAR THEM NOW \" If, then,

auch was the case with those who, on
«artb, stood foremost in the ranks of the

•"children of light," how much more so

anust it have been the case with the rest

<of his disciples, who had not the same
amount of advantages and privileges

wfcich the Apostles enjoyed 1

Yet the religious portion of mankind
in the present day, with all the foregoing

facts before them, entertain the notion

that Divine revelation is for ever closed

lap ; that there is to be no more progres-

sion in spiritual things ; that the way to

advancement in divine knowledge is en-

tarelj bamd op; that the idea of inspi-

INTELLIGENCE.

ration now is absurd and blasphemous i

that the Sun of heaven is set, and will

emit its direct beams, no more; that the

Bible has absorbed all the light of reve-

lation, and contains within its pages all

the intelligence that we ever need expect

to obtain on this side eternity.

This is, in reality, the same spirit, how-
ever modified it may be by attendant

circumstances, that prevailed in the days

of Galileo. The people are in a different

and more advanced position now than

they were in his day, but the same kind

of spirit appears to actuate them. With

them, as it was with the Florentines, the

prevailing feeling is—We bave enough

light, and need no morel Away with

you, all that seek or profess new revela-

tion 1 Recant—or you shall pay the

penalty 1

There are, however, two classes of

persons who (ail to receive the light of

new revelation, which is now penetra-

ting the thick darkness of the so-called

religious world. There are those who

wilfully and determinedly reject the

truths of modern Divine revelation, in

spite of all evidence ; and there are others

who, though naturally honest and well-

intentioned, are so spell-bound by tradi-

tion, and whose minds are so warped and

influenced by sectarianism, and so blinded

by priestcraft, that the light of pure

truth cannot reach or affect them. Of

the former class of characters, we can

only say that their spiritual prospects and

hopes are, at best, but dim and distant;

of the latter, that much has yet to be n>
vealed to them, but they cannot bear it

now. Not, however, in the same sensem
which the words were used by our Lord

to his Apostles, do we apply them to the

persons now under consideration. The

Apostles received the premised lijrht of

new revelation while they lived in the

flesh. But the persons to whom we
allude will not, we fear, come to a know-

ledge of the truth while in this life,

biassed and blinded as they are by their

long and deep-rooted prejudices in favour

of existing established systems. Ate
they have pasted the vail of mortality^

and are freed from the ever-swaying in-

fluences that surround them while in the

flesh, thev may be brought to see and

embrace those principles of Divine truth

which they do not appreciate now ; aad

thus what they know not in this life they

will know hereafter,
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ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 396.)

OBJECTION.

"It has been pretended that an angel

appeared to the three witnesses, to show
them the plates and to assure them that the

book had been translated from them.

Might not these men, confederates with

Smith, have contrived a lie to give

currency to their tale ? Such things have
been done, and such things may be done
again."—u Momumism Weighed," #<?.,

fcy 8. Haining.

ANSWER.

We have not only the testimony of the

three witnesses alluded to, but the addi-

tional testimony of eight others, that they,

too, beheld the plates, and also handled

them with their own hands. If, then, the

three witnesses " contrived a tie," the

other eight must have done the same.

We thus find the plain testimony of

eleven eyewitnesses totally rejected on the

mere strength of a might be! "Might
not these men have contrived a, lieT asks

the objector. Certainly, as far as that

is concerned, they "might" have done
so, had they been disposed; but they

didn't!

The objector adopts the same position,

in regard to this event, that infidels

assume in reference to the events re-

corded in Scripture. That very course

which he would censure others for taking,

in matters pertaining to the Bible, he is

himself pursuing in the case before us.

He might with equal propriety set down
the hbtory of the antediluvian world as

fabulous, and ask, "Might not Moses
have contrived a lie to Rive currency to

bis tale ?" Tell us, Mr. H., how many
witnesses had he to confirm the truth of

his declarations? Not even "three."

Supposing, however, that he could have
pvoduced Noah and his family (eight in

all,) as witnesses to the declared facts of

the deluge and the circumstances con-

nected therewith, (as well as the events

which preceded it,) even then the all-

potent objection might be urged, " Might
not these persons, who were confederates

with Noah, have contrived a lie to give

currency to their tale?"

We read in the Bible also that Moses
communed with God personally for the*

space of forty days and forty nights, on*

Mount Sinai, and that he received, whUe>
there, two stone tables, on which Godk
himself had written laws for the children*

of Israel. Our opponent believes this)

account of Moses, and considers in
" worthy of all acceptation." But hold t

"Might not" Moses have "pretended'*'

this, and so "contrived a lie to give*

currency to " his " tale f
We also read in the Bible that Hilkiah

the high priest found in the Temple, aft.

the time of its repair, the long- lost Book
of the Law of the Lord, given by Moses£
and that he delivered his discovered treat*,

sure into the hands of Shaphan the)

scribe, who carried it to the king, sayings
"Hilkiah the priest hath given me a
book." This, too, our opponent, of course*

readily believes, and would doubtless ha
shocked at any attempt to disparage tha
Scripture testimony in the matter. But
if we were to adopt his mode of reason*,

ing, we should object and say that Hilkiah.

merely "pretended" to have found thei

lost book, and should ask, "Might not.

these men (Hilkiah and Shaphan) have
contrived a lie to give currency to their

tale?" And thus we should scepticta*

away every fact of biblical history, if we
were to follow our objector's example.

How, indeed, does he know that Jesus
lived and died, or that any of the events

transpired that are related in the New
Testament ? He has to depend upon tha
testimony of a less number of witnesses;

in such cases than in the case of Joseph
Smith. And if his wonderfully acute
and strong argument of pretence, confe*

deraoy, and what-might-be, is of *any
weight in the one case, it must be equally

so in the other. The witnesses of Christ's

resurrection were as much "confede*
rates" as were the witnesses whose
names preface the Book of Mormon; and
the testimonies of the confederate wiu
nesses in both cases were, with equal pre*

judice, treated by the priests of the day an
mere pretensions and contrived lies " to
give currency to their tale."

"Such things have been done*" add*
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the objector, "and such things may be

done again." Granted. Bat whatever

«nay u have been done" before, or " may
fee done again," in other cases, can

"form but very poor and slender ground-

'work for a rejection of the wefl-estab-

lisbed testimony in the case before us.

By such negative reasoning as this, every

rolio of Plain history would be swept

«way, ana all testimonial evidence upon

{To be coniinutd.)

any subject, however strong and dear,

would be at once vetoed and scattered to

the winds. The Divine authenticity of

the Book of Mormon is based on evidence

of a far more conclusive character than

Mr. Haining seems to be aware of ; and

he is much mistaken, if he imagines that

such evidence can be shaken or invalidated

by anything that has been, or that might

mve been, or that yet may be done.

BISTORT OP JOSEPH SMITH*

(ConHmmdfrom page 392.)

[January, 1843.]

On hearing of my invitation for din-

ner, the Twelve Apostles issued the fol-

lowing
Pkoculmjltioi

To the Sainta in Nautoo.—Peeling a
deep sense of gratitude to our Heavenly
Father for the great blessings which He
baa conferred on us In the deliverance of

our beloved President, Joseph Smith, from
the oppression with which he has so long
been bound, the travelling High Council
Invite the brethren in Nauvoo to unite with
them in dedicating Tuesday, the 17th day of

Jeuuary instant, as a day of humOiation,

Hatting, praise, prayer, and thanksgiving

before the great Eloheim, that He will con-

tinue the outpouring of His Holy Spirit

upon this people, that they may ever walk
liumbly before Him, seek out and follow the

counsels given through His servant, and
ever be united, heart and hand, in building

tip this stake of Zion and the Temple, where
vod will reveal Himself to this people;
fJbat no strife or confusion may ever be
tend in our midst, but peace and righ-

teousness may be our companions; and as

Se has hitherto sustained His Prophet m all

the difficulties he has had to encounter, no
He will continue to do, until he has finished

the great work committed to his charge;
and that all those who have been called to
Ids assistance in the holy ministry, maybe
diligent and faithful in all things, that his

tiands may be stayed on high, like unto Moses;
that our enemies, if such we hare,

way repent and, turning away from their

enmity, get forgiveness and salvation \ and
that they may have no dominion over the
servants of God or His Saints, but that

i may flourish upon the mountains and

be exalted on the hills, and that all nation*

shall flow unto it and be saved, we will

humble ourselves with fasting and supplies*

tion, and sing praisee unto our God win
the voice of melody and thanksgiring,

for the deliverance He has wrought out for

His servant Joseph, through the legally

constituted authorities of our Government*
The Bishops of the several Wards an

requested to see that meetings are appointed

sufficient for the accommodation of the

brethren, and make a report unto us imme-

diately of the same ; and it maybe expected

that some one of the brethren who visited

Springfield will be present at the different

meetings, and give a history of their pro-

ceedings.

In our fastings, humiliations, and thinks*

givings* let us not forget the poor and des-

titute, to minister to their necessities; sat

respectfully would we suggest to the con-

sideration of the brethren the sitnation of

our President, who has long had all Us

business deranged, and has been recently

obliged to expend large sums of money in

procuring his release from unjust persecu-

tion, leaving him destitute of necessaries

for bis family and of means for prosecuting

the History of the Church and the trans-

actions which he is anxious should be is

the bands of the brethren as speedily ss

possible. We therefore recommend test

eolleotioas be taken at the different meet-

ings for his, benefit; and such as have not

cash will recollect that provisions will se

an excellent substitute, whenever it is con-

venient to bring them in :. and we hope out

brethren who are farmers in La Harps,

Ramus, Zarahemla, &c, and the regtoa

around, will have the opportunity of reed-

ing these few hints. A word to the wise h

sufficient. The Lord loveth a cheerful sad
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abonnSful giver, and will restore an hun-
dredfold ; for the labourer it worthy of his

aire.

Bbioham Young, President.

W. Richards, Clerk.

Ktnroo, January 11» 1843.**

Thursday, 12th. At home all day.

Friday, 13th. At home till near sun-

set ; then went to brother William Marks
with Dr. Richards, to see Sophia Marks,

who was sick; heard her relate her vision

or dream of a visit from her two brothers

who were dead, teuching the associations

sad relations of another world.

Saturday, 14th. Rode out with Emma
is the morning. At ten attended City

Council, and in the evening called the

lucrum together in my chamber, to pray

tor SophiaMarks, who was very sick.

Sunday, 15th, I spent at home with

onaay, 16th. I was about home, and
directed a letter to be written, as fol-

lows:—
Nanvoo, January 16, 1843.

J. Bottexneld, Esq.
Dear Sir*—I now sit down to inform you

of our safe arrival home on Tuesday last,

after a cold and troublesome journey of four

days. We found our families well and

cfaeerfoL The news of our arrival was
soon generally known; and when It was
aaderstood that justice had onoe more
triumphed over oppression, and the innocent

been reeoued from the power of monocracy,

gladness filled the hearts of the citlxen* of

Ka«Too, aad gratitude to those who had so

aohly and manfully defended the cause of

justice and innocence was universally mani-

fest; and of course I rejoiced with them, and
felt like a free man at home.
Yesterday, a letter was received by Sid-

ney Rigdon, Esq., from John C. Bennett,

wMefcwaaJismdadio me this morning. Prom
that letter, it appears that Bennett was at

Springfield a few days after we left there,

sad that he is determined, if possible, to

keep up the persecution against me. 1

herewith transmit a copy of his letter, and
shall rely upon your counsel, In the event of

any further attempt to oppress me and de-

prive me ef liberty ; but I am in hopes that

GovernorJPord will not gratify the spirit of

oppression and monocracy so glaringly

i&tffest hi the conduct of John C. Bennett.

Tie following is a copy of bis letter :—

Springfield, Illinois,

January 10, 1848.

lr. 8i4s*ry Rigdon and Orson Pratt.

. Dear Fzoeads^r-lt is a long time since I
have written to you, and I * should now

407

much desire to see you; but I leave to-night

for MUseuri, to meet the messenger charged
with the arrest of Joseph Smith, Hymn*
Smith, Lyman Wight, and others, for mur-
der, burglary, treason, &c, &c, who will be
demanded, io a few days, on new indictments,

found by the grand jury of a called court on
the original evidence, and m relation to

which a nolle prosequi was entered by the
District Attorney.

New proceedings have been gotten up on
the old charges, and no Habeas Corpus can
then save theuu We shall try Smith on the
Boggs case, when we get him into Missouri*

The war goes bravely on; and, although
Smith thinks he is now eafe, the enemy is

it, even at the door. He has awoke the

wrong passenger. The Governor will re-

linquish Joe np at once on the new requisi-

tion. There is but one opinion on the esse,

and that is, nothing can save Joe on a new
requisition and demand predicated en the

ofa charges on the institution of new writs.

He must go to Missouri; but he shall notbe
harmed, if he is not guilty : but he is a m*r-
derer, and must suffer the penalty of the
law. Enough on this subject.

I hope that both of your kind and amiable
families are well, and you will please to

give them all my best respects. I hope to

see you all soon. When the officer arrives,

I shall be near at band. I shall see you all

again. Please to writeme at Independence
nediatesp.

Yonrs respectfully,

John C. B&mrsrT.

P.8. WUl Mr. Migdon please to band
this letter to Mr. Pratt, after reading?

J. C. B.

This Is his letter verbatim et literatim.

In the foregoing, the designs of Ben-
nett are very plainly manifest; and, to see

his rascality, yon have only to read some
articles from his pen, published In the

Times and Seasons about two years ago, en
the subject of the Missouri affair. I shalT

be happy to hear from you on this subject

as soon as convenient ; also if you have re-

ceived any communication from Washington.

We are ready to execute the mortgage at

any time.

Yours very respectfully,

Joseph 8mith.

By William Clayton, Agent.

P.S. I wouty jnst remark, that I am not

at all indebted to S. Rigdou for this letter,

but to Orson Pratt, who, after he bad read

it, immediately brought it to me.
J^S,?

The Ship "Swam^n" failed from
Liverpool with a company of Saints

New Orleans, led by Elder Lorenzo Show.
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Tuesday, 17th. Being the time ap-

pointed by the Twel?e as a day of humili-

ation, fasting, praise, prayer, and thanks-

giving before the great Eloheim, I at-

tended a public meeting in my own house,

which was crowded to overflowing. Many
other meetings were held in various parts

of the city, which were well attended,

and there was mat joy among the

people, that I had once more been de-

livered from the grasp of my enemies.

In the evening, I attended a reference,

with six others, on a land case of R. D.
Foster's.

Wednesday, 18th. At ten o'clock in

the morning, the party invited began to

assemble at my house, and before twelve

tjiey were all present, except Levi Moffatt

and wife, and brother Hyrum's wife, who
was sick. I distributed cards among
them, printed for the occasion, containing

the Jubilee Song of brothers Law and
Richards; also one bv sister ElizaR. Bnow,
as printed on the 9oth page, 4th volume
of Times and Seasons, wnicn were sung by
the company with the warmest feelings.

I then read John C. Bennett's letter to

Mr, Sidney Rigdon and Orson Pratt, of

the 10th instant, and told them that Mr.
Pratt showed me the letter. Mr. Rig-

don did not want to have it known that he
bad any hand in showing the letter, but

wanted to keep it a secret, as though he

were holding a private correspondence

with Bennett ; but as soon as Mr. Pratt

got the letter, he brought it to me, which
proves that Mr. Pratt had no corres-

Cmdence with Bennett, and had no fel-

wship for his works of darkness. I

told them I had sent word to Governor
Ford, by Mr. Backeostos* that, before I
would be troubled any more by Missouri,

I would fight first.

Conversation continued on various to-

pics until two o'clock, when twenty-one
sat down to the dinner table, and Emma
and myself waited on them, with other

assistants. My room was small, so that

but few could be accommodated at a
time. Twenty sat down to the second

table, which was served as the first, and
eighteen at the third, among whom were

myself and Emma; and fifteen at the

fourth table, including children and my
household.

Many interesting anecdotes were re-

lated by the company, who were very

cheerful, and the day passed off very

pleasantly. President Brigham Young
was present, although very feeble. This

was the first time that be had been out

of his house since he was taken sick.

His fever had been so severe, that he had
lain in a tag-house, rather open, without

fire most of the time, when it was so cold

that his attendants would freeae their

toes and fingers while fanning him, with

great coat and mittens on. One thing

more, which tended to give a seat to the

occasion, was, that it was fifteen years

thisday since I was married toEmma Hale.

The brethren dispersedabout six o'clock,

with many thanks and expressions of

gratitude ; and in the evening I attended

the Lodge.
Thursday, 19th. I was at home, ex-

cepting a short out in the city in the

forenoon.

{Tm be continued.)

THE LATTER.DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY. JUNE 26, 18*8.

The First Pillars of the Church.—Young Saints have been the first pQlan of the

Church. They have been the bone and sinew, the life and soul of the work. It a

remarkable that God committed the great dispensation of the fulness of times almost

exclusively to the young. The keys of the kingdom and the powers of the Priest-

hood were committed to young men. They have filled nearly all the principal and

presiding offices, being the pillars of every mission of importance, and the vital

energy of every undertaking. All the Priesthood and power of the Gospel that the
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old have received have come through the young, and in most cases directly adminis-

tered by them. A few prominent men have received the Gospel in the prime of life;

but by far the majority of them embraced it at about the age of from twenty to

thirty. A few also, whose names have become part of the history of the Chu -ch,

entered it at a patrifchal age ; but, almost without exception, these have been the

sires of "the pillars of the Church."

This dispensation has been emphatically a young men's dispensation. It was a
youth who opened it, and his principal co-labourers and disciples answered to his age.

It is a remarkable fact that the majority of those " first pillars of the Church" were
born within a few years of the Prophet, as though God had expressly sent them into

the world together to establish His power upon the earth, and to be the founders of

a universal empire of righteousness.

It is true, those who remain of the first Elders are now mellowing with age, and
every year will deepen their ripeness. But they were the young Saints of the past,

and " the first pillars " in their youth. With scarcely an exception, the Presidency

and Twelve, including Willard, Jedediah, Parley, and hundreds of the Elders, have,

on the average, been in the vineyard about a quarter- of-a-century, and have not yet

reached threescore years. Indeed, a great many have been in the ministry and
actively labouring for the kingdom for from fifteen to twenty years, whose ages range

from about thirty-five to forty.

And what have those young men done? The Prophet Joseph accomplished a
greater work, and crowded bigger events, more faith, heroism, self-denial, and devo-

tion into his life than any other man since the creation, and died ere be reached his

fortieth year, in the very flower of life. His fellow-labourers and disciples continued

the work which he began ; and in a quarter-of-a-century there has been effected by

them conjointly more than has ever before been done, even in a hundred years.

From six individuals, organized into a Church, they have grown into a nation, with

power to strike fear through the heart of a strength-boastful nation, with weight

enough to move the United States to war against them, and with importance suffi-

cient to draw the eyes of the nations upon them in excitement and suspense.

From the day when young Abel offered his acceptable sacrifice to the time when
the modern youthful Seer retired to the silent woods, and in the rich copiousnesss of

his great heart poured forth his boyhood's first love to his Father in heaven, there

has not been such instances of holy devotion as those given by the young men and

women who formed the nucleus of this kingdom. The wives and sisters of these
u first pillars " have been examples equally as bright as their husbands and brothers.

They were wedded to the Gospel with whole-heartedness, and they have manifested

towards it a tenderness greater than that of a mother towards her young, and a
beautifully confiding love that has transcended natural affection in its intensity, and

which has grown stronger and more trusting with age. The ties that bound them

to the kingdom, neither time nor circumstances, prosperity nor adversity, life nor

death, has been able to sever. Theirs, indeed, has been a first—an all-absorbing love.

To them their religion—the great cause—was more than all earthly things, and the

kingdom of God and His righteousness were the first and principal things which

their fervent minds sought after. They gave a tangible meaning to the somewhat

mystical expression of Christ

—

" These are my mother, my sisters, and my brethren,
19

and have literally answered to his extraordinary test, to the effect that those who
were alone worthy to be his disciples would leave father and mother, brothers and

sisters, wives and children, houses and lands, for his sake.

While yet the young hearts of these first Elders were in their dawn of love, and
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before the great pride of newly-made fathers had toned down its throbbings of deEght,

they left the gentle companion* of their boeom. Committing their young wive*, with

their firstborn infante, into the hands -of the Husband of the widow and the Father-

ed the fatherless, they flew to the nations to gather Israel and build op the kingdom

of God.

And what had they for the motive of such extraordinary course?—what the reward

of snob uncommon sacrifices ? Mot that fame, favour, and affluence so dear to

youth generally. Theirs is a history of derision, persecution, frowns, imprisonment,

and banishment. Indeed, it is full of that which youth especially shuns. It is true,

young, ardent, adventurous minds delight in surmounting difficulties, astounding the

world, and making for themselves a name. But it is out of the ordinary course of

things for youth to choose the cup of an experience so bitter as that out of winch the

young Bidets of this Church have drank so deeply. They did it for God and their

religion

!

Equally as much can be said to thehonour of the sisters as to that of these brethren.

Their faith, devotion, self-sacrifice, and holy reliance were as greatly manifested by

them as by their husbands and brothers; and instead of holding the Elders back,

they urged them to duty, and shared with them the dangers, privations, disgrace, and

banishment. They were heroines of the first order.

That which is true of the American Saints is also true of the English and conti-

nental Saints. "The first pillars of the Church*9 and the first pillars of this Misson

are evidently of the same spirit, and both are the true seed of Abraham. Hundreds

of the English Elders have taken the field, enduring hardships, privations, and

care, and oftentimes being weighed down by spirit and body-wearing labour. Nearly

all the English traveling ministry have been young men. Most of them have gone

into the vineyard at about the age of twenty-one, and many still younger. While

thousands of youths around them were enjoying the pleasures and favour of the

world, they have drank deeply its scorn and bitterness. They have wandered through

the land, preaching the Gospel almost friendless and naked, frequently houseless,

hungry, oold, dispirited, and sick. How often have their hearts been full of aching,

not for what they have been called upon to endure ; fbr, in their enthusiasm and

devotion, they rejoiced that they were accounted worthy to suffer fbr the cause they

loved. With the broad canopy of the skies for their curtains, and the green carpet*

ing of earth fbr their bed, from their full hearts they have sent thankful orisons to

heaven. But their heartsaching has been caused by the hardness of heart manifested

against the message which they have borne, and because success was so hard to gam.

Sooner would they have died in the field than have failed mid been thought unworthy.

The experience of Travelling Elders none but Travelling BMeri can tell—none bat

Travelling Elders can realise. Tht examples of devotion, self-denial, heroism, and

reliance on Sod, shown by thousands of Latter-day Israel, would put tfoe Oentfle

world Into the shade and beggar a whole generation of the Israel of former days.

Our object in bringing before our readers * the first pillars of the Church,
19 bom

in America and this Mission, has been to give the young men and women who are

now coming into or growing up in the Church their pattern. If they are the legi-

timate seed of Israel, they will prove their kindred and show the family/uteres. IF

they do not this, they bear the mark of bastards. We have given the young Saint*

of the present a mirror. Let them look into it and trace the family likeness m
their own faces, if they can, or blush to see their deformities brought out by the

comparison.
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM PRESI-

DENT YOU^G.

President*! Office,

Great Salt Lake Cftj, U. T.,

March 5, 1858.

Elder Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—We have no advices

from you since the arrival of Elders 0.
Pratt, E. T. Benson, and others : still we
are aware that news from home and a
word of counsel are ever welcome to the

Elders abroad.

We have had no news from the troops

near Bridger Ruins since the withdrawal

ofour forces last fall; but as Col. Thomas
L. Kane, who arrived in this city on the

24th ult., purposes to start on Monday
next, (the 8th,) to visit Col. Johnston ana
to return this way an route for his home
in Philadelphia, it is probable that we may
soon learn how they have passed the time

during the past winter.

In the meantime, the people are busily

occupied in ploughing, sowing, setting

out trees, &c, and also in making wise

preparations for such future contingencies

as may arise.

Under present circumstances, at home
and abroad, it will probably be best to

confine your printing operations to such

numbers of the Star as are likely to meet
a ready sale, and not print many surplus

numbers to be piled on the shelves as dead

stock : and print no books or pamphlets

for any one, where there is the least pro-

bability that such publications will have

to remain unsold in your store-room.

You nave had sufficient experience in

business to know that prudence and
economy should be among the character-

istics of its management.
Affairs at home are prosperous. The

people realize that with us it is the king-

dom of God, or nothing, or our constitu-

tional rights to serve God as we please,

and are acting accordingly ; and general

health and increasing union are enjoyed

in our settlements.

Tour family are well. Ever praying

for your guidance by the Spirit, I remain,

as ever, your brother in the Gospel,

Brigham Yoract.

LETTER FROM ELDER W. MILLER.

Springville City, U. T.r
January 24, 1853.

Brother Calkin.

Dear Suy-I cheerfully improve this

the earliest opportunity of writing a few
lines to you. 1 arrived at home safe and
in the enjoyment of health, except a alight

cold on the 10th of January, after a>

speedy and prosperous journey of three

months and a half.

The expenses of my trip across the

Isthmus to San Francisco were consider-

able—more than I expected when I left

Liverpool. We enjoyed ourselves well*

took cabin passage all the way, had a very

agreeable tune with the passengers gene*
rally, and had a good opportunity of

hearing them discuss the present position

of the Mormons freely and without re*

serve. Their opinions were various : some
were for exterminating them, while others

were for capturing their principal men,
and making an example of them, to strike

terror into the hearts of the rest, thinking

that the rest would become an easy prey,

and be awed into submission, and be

willing to accede to any terms which they

might dictate. Poor fools 1 They do
not realize what they are doing ; for, if

they will persist in carrying on this in-

human, fratricidal war, they will get

something in return which they never

thought or dreamt of. Peace we are

determined to have, if we have to fight

for it. They did not suspect that we
were Mormons. We travelled incognito

all the way, and appeared as strangers to*

each other. We thought it advisable to

adopt tins course as the safest, on finding;

how full of prejudice and hostile in their

feelings they were towards us as a people.'

We were honoured with a company of

U. S. troops from New York to San
Francisco, consisting of a Colonel and hid

attendant officers; and, by conversing;

with them pretty freely, we learned their*

place of destination, and that their ulti-

mate designs were against Utah, although

they endeavoured to keep quiet, so that

we should not be apprized of their designs*

or intentions. We Yankeed them for

once, and no mistake ; but, had they bus-
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pected the deception we were practising

upon them, they would have shown us no

mercy. They think to take us by sur-

prise, but will find themselves mistaken,

in my opinion ; for we have engaged the

Lord" on our side, and intend to be ready

and prepared for any emergency. They
will not find the Saints the passive, quiet,

unresisting people they always have oeen

in former times. We feel to rise up en

masse, and, in the strength of Israel's

God, maintain our political and religious

rights, and claim the legacy that was be-

queathed unto us by our patriotic sires,

even if it be at the sacrifice of our lives

and property, which, no doubt, will be

the case with many of us, before we gain

the victory.

I sincerely rejoice to find the Saints

manifesting such a spirit of unison and

willingness to adhere to the instructions

and abide the counsels of the authorities

here, and cheerfully respond to all the

requirements made of them. I -find a

great improvement among the Saints—
toe majority willing to do just as they are

told; and if there are any disaffected

ones, they do not show their colours. I

did not think it possible that there could

be so much difference between the Saints

and the Gentile world, until I had the

privilege of contrasting their ways with

ours. I had been living in such retire-

ment a number of years in our peaceful,

secluded vales, that I had almost forgotten

the ways of the world. I think I cm
appreciate our lovely mountain home, if

possible, more than ever; and I feel to

thank the Lord for His preserving and

watchful care over us, and for permitting

us to return to the bosom of our families,

in the midst of the Saints, where we eaa

hear the pure principles of life and salva-

tion from the living oracles of God, as

they flow pure and free from the fountain

head. I esteem this a great privilege and

a blessing, which I cannot be sufficiently

thankful for.

Give my best love to all enquiring

friends. I have not forgotten their kind-

ness to me, neither shall I; and my

prayers ascend in their behalf.

Brother Calkin, I feel to bless jou in

the name of the Lord, and pray that Hb
Spirit may rest upon you and qualify you

for the arduous duties which devolve upon

you.

I remain your friend and brother in the

Gospel of Jesus Christ,

William Milleb.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER PROM ELDER J. D. ROSS.

Newcastle-on-Tyne,
May 27, 1858.

President Calkin.

DearBrother,—I had the pleasure ofat-

tending Conference inGlasgow on Sunday,
the I6tn inst. The Saints turned out well

from the country branches as well as those

in town. The Presidents of Conferences,

with all the Travelling Elders in the Scot-

tish Pastorate, were present. The instruc-

tions given were such as the circumstances
of the work in Scotland really required at

the time. I am able now to add another
testimony to the fact that the Spirit of
God dictates your counselling to the
Priesthood in this land. How very
necessary and applicable did I find your
instructions to be in these cases. The
fruits of your labours among them began
to show themselves before I left the Pasto-
rate.

After your departure, I vuited the

Dundee and Edinburgh Conferences ; and

I must say, that the Saints in Scotland

are as good a people as any in other partt

of the British Mission. There has, tow-

ever, been a carelessness on the part of

the presiding authorities there in regsrd

to the financial interests of the Church*

which deserves severe reproof; but a re*

formation, I believe, is now thoroughly

effected. Had we been able to visit tEem

sooner, it would have been of benefit every

way. Here we have another example ox

the superiority of the living word over tfce

letter.

Notwithstanding the plainness of As

instructions imparted through the Storon

these matters, they seem not to have eos>

prehended them ; but a word from yoff

mouth unveiled great mysteries. Bow

very important it is for men holdififf

authority to seek the spirit of the work

assigned unto them. These brethren
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desire in their hearts to do right, and will

assceed from this time. God bless themj
I hire spenttwo days with the brethren

a the Newcastle -on-Tyne Pastorate.

Ail here enjoy richly the spirit of their

ailing. Business is done up here in good
itjk Id February, March, and April, I

mted the Manchester, London, South-

ampton, South, Cheltenham, and Welsh
Pastorates, in all of which I found the

brethren endea?ouring, to the utmost of

their ability, to carry out the instructions

Ci them for the interest of the work of

eommitted to their care. The Saints

in Wales can, if they will, improve ,very

nach in one particular,—namely, in the

avcnlatkm of the Udgorn Seion. It

would be well if the Presidents of Con-
ferences in Wales would give this matter
their attention.

I have travelled in this land for the last

sixteen years,and I never knew the Priest-

hood engaged in the ministry to enjoy so
much ofthe spirit of their mission as they
do at the present time. There is a spirit

of humility, and a willingness to be taught,

and an amount of diligence and attention

to the duties devolving upon them, con-
stantly manifested by them, that speaks

louder far than words in testimony of their

faithfulness to Qod and the interests of
the Saints.

I can say with truth, that the mission

in this land is in a progressive state ; and
I feel assured that you will have great joy
in your labours. Your teachings—plain,

pointed, and practical, imparted through
the Star, proves that the spirit of Brig-
ham is with you ; and I can assure you
that your instructions are fully appro*

dated by your brethren.

Yours faithfully,

J. D. Ross.

OVERWHELMING AND TERRIFIC STORM IN AMERICA.

(From the •« Peoria Union," May 14.)

One of the most terrible and terrific

tornu that in all probability ever visited

say one locality in the Western country,

CMmaenecd its ragings in this city yesterday
swing, shortly before six o'clock. At about
that honr, heavily charged Eastern clouds

tokened the borixon so densely, that it

Wane necessary to pot in use, long before
tit customary hours, the gas and other

feOffies for light. It was not long before
tat pant-up sterna burst in all its fury upon
the apparently doomed eity and ita affrighted

sad panic-stricken citizens.

The rain came down in literal torrents,

sseoopanied with a heavy wind, waahing
away beforeIt everymoveable article, such as

m, women, and children, dry goods, boxes,
signs, and other materials, who and which
happened to be upon the streets; and it was
with great difficulty that several of our
duties, of both sexes, were rescued from an
isvofcsatary precipitation into the Lake, in

*skh event, the loss of life would have been
etiaattous indeed; for no human power
would have been of the slightest avail

towards taring sueh as might have been so

Cssstrously and unfortunately imperilled.

As ram and wind were accompanied by the

meet hafl-storm that we ever witnessed,
the hail-atones, without the least exaggera-
tion, being as large as English walnuts, the

etftt of which was to break out the panes

of glass in nearly every houae, both public

and private, in the city. During the height

of the storm, the falling of signs, the inces-

sant rattling of fragments of glaas, the

tumbling of chimneys, the flying of shingles,

and the general devastation everywhere

visible, was truly awe-striking and terror*

inspiring to the very last degree.

All over the city, women and children

were so strioken with fear aa to faint entirely

away ; and their screams and groans, pro-

oeeding from almost every tenement, grated

mournfully on the ear, and altogether pre*

aented a wide-spread scene of desolation,

that utterly beggara an adequate descrip-

tion. Men, too, were aroused from their

post prandial siesta* only to be met with

fallen and falling ruins, and to, in a great

measure, lose their physical and mental man-
liness in the all-prevailing sense of fear.

People rushed madly about, aggregated in

small knots in the various houses, abandoned

from their persons all such material as would
be likely, in their estimation, to invite a
stroke of lightning, and in every way giving

themaelvea up to wild amasement and an
unearthly dread of the surrounding state of

tottering things. The amount of property

destroyed by this storm, will not, in our es-

timation, when posted up, sum up less than

two hundred thousand dollars. It is barely

possible that we may over-estimate in this

respect; but if so, we do it on tolerable
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teliable data ; for there cannot be less than

five hundred tenements, in various parte of

the city, most seriously damaged, and num-
)wri of them entirely demolished. Those,

added to the steeples blown down from the

Churches, not one being left standing in the

whole city, the very extreme damage done to

the steamers and various other river crafts

sojourning in port, induce us to believe that

we have under, rather than over, estimated

the aggregate loss.

(Vrom the "Bloomtogton Pantagraph" of Saturday.)

» The storm of Thursday evening proves to

hare been even more violent than we at first

supposed. The wind* which was very strong

here, increased to a perfect tornado a few
miles further north, and was attended with

disastrous consequences. The rain seems to

have fallen over all the neighbouring coun-

try quite as heavily as it did in Blooming-
ton, producing sudden and destructive fresh-

ets in all the small streams in this and the

counties next north; and the lightning also

assisted in the work of desolation.

Both branches of Sugar Creek were
swelled into raging rivers. Both bridges on
the road leading to the Junction were swept
away. Near North Bloomington, the light-

ning shivered several telegraph poles into

splinters. We learn that, furtherupthereads*
several miles of telegraph were completely

•rostrated. East oftown, we hear reports of
fences blown down* and buildings partially

unroofed. But from the north there

eame reports of wholesale destruction. El
Paso is said to have suffered severely,

a number of buildings being Unroofed, and
much other damage done. Some oars wkieh
were standing on the side track were blown
aver on their sides on the main track. The
snail train for Chicago was blown off the

track into the ditch, the engine alone re*-

maining on the track. Many houses were
unroofed and greatly injured at Cbenoa. At
Towanda a good deal of damage was done.

The storm at Chenoa was terrific The
Station-house was unroofed, and the plat-

forms around it were lilted from their

foundations and torn to pieces.

Dr.'McMaban's dwelling was utterly de-
stroyed, and the fragments strewn to an
immense distance across the prairie. Mr.
D. says this house appears to have been
thrown into the air and completely reversed,

the roof striking the ground first The
family were inside, but escaped with such
slight injuries, that they were all able to

assist in gathering up the scattered contents

of their house.

. The Bush-house was unroofed. Eight
onuses were moved from their foundations,

One small two-story house actually slid

(jpr some three hundred yards across the

smooth prairie, with a family inside, and
finally stopped, remaining upright and un-
injured* Mr. Heatheringtona farmhouee

was destroyed. At Lexington, the B.
B. Company's warehouse was entirely

demolished. The regular station-house

was unroofed, and suffered some other

injury. The building occupied by Mr. An-
derson's school, in the second story, and by a

billiard saloon below, was completely on-

rooted. There were a number of young
men in the building at the time. The spirit

lamp was blown down and exploded, setting

fire to the house.

Isaac Harness' mffi lostthe east half oft»
roof and its obimney; also sustained eame
other damage from the wind and rata.

•Mr* Yolcntine's cabinet shop was total*/

destroyed. The storm struck it with great

fury, slid it off the foundation blocks, rolled

it over endways, and smashed it to pieces,

together with a large stock of furniture obn»

tained in it. Many small outbuilding*,

stables, &c, were blown down, and most of

the dwellings in town were morn or leas

damaged.
Mr. C W. Long's farm-house, two i

north west of LsxSogtou, a two-story ft

was blown down. The side posts broke off

at the sills, and the whole structure went

overboard.

Mr. McKaoght's and Mr. Franklka't

nvm-houses, la the same neighbourhood,

were verv much damaged. They were both

fine buildings. A widow Bennett, in Lsn-

ington,had her bouse lifted off the founda-

tion.

The fencing in the adjacent coontry w
totally destroyed, and hnmense daunssrehss

been done to the thnbef. It is declared

positively, by passengers in the train wake
Was blown over above Lexissrton, that, jost

before that catastrophe, they saw
rolling over and over before the winds
the open prairie, and made unavailing affof

to slop themselves and regain their teat

At Towanda, Mr. S,jtotiend the psiadses

warehouse was unroofed, and the chimney

of the new steam-mill blown down.
The Station-boose at Kappa was en*

roofisd, and three or four houses sufferedb
a similar manner. Twooaros* thie sins of

the Mackinaw, were blown over, ssftdfcsr

horses were killed.

In £1 Paso, thirteen houses were pretty

weU demolished, and Paneta sjuffcred se-

verely.

At Galesbnrg, twenty-five- houses.week

destroyed. Among them weretWo cheer ass,

whkh were *»tirelr demolished, « fron> tor-

ret to foundation stone." *<-
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PASSING EVENTS.

Gxxirau—Terrific thunderstorms, accompanied by heavy rains, &c, have lately
Visited maov parts of this country. Arrests for various political reasons still continue
to be made in Paris and other parts of France. Orders hare been given to the frontier
authorities to use the utmost vigilance in preventing the entrance into France of " suspi*
clous * foreigners. Another political secret society for the assassination of the Emperor
and the overthow of the Government has been discovered, and its members condemned to
various terms of punishment. Accounts from the French provinces represent the in*
dnstrial and commercial position to be very bad. The heat in many parts of France has
been unusually intense, which baa produced considerable effect on the varioue crops. A
French sfave-sbip of 420 tons has been employed to procure natives for labour in the
French colonies. A general emigration has taken place from Madrid, in consequence of
tie excessive heat. Vesuvius is now reslly a mountain of fire : on aU sides flow down
streams of burning lava, so wide and rapid, that at night the mountain appears to be
clothed with fire. The number of insurgents in Candia is increasing, five other districts

of the island being in open revolt Another sanguinary collision between the Turks and
Christians in Bosnia has taken place. The religious feuds in Belgravia are now assuming
a formidable aspect A severe hurricane on the 5th May damaged many ships at Madras.
A conspiracy against the Shah of Persia has beta discovered. Murad Mirra Khan led the
army against the city of Merve, but the Tarconian tribes defeased and dispersed the
forces. The new Commissioner was, at the date of last despatch from Pekin, gathering
forces for the recapture of Canton. A village in Central India was stormed on the 1st
May, by Colonel Gall, and tfie whole adult male inhabitants put to the sword. Sir Hugh
Rose defeated the rebels at Beel-sir-Kooneh, about the 30th April, killing 400; also those
at Homos on the 7th May, killing 70O men, and taking seven guns.
AsjBBicait—The excitement la the United States upon the subject of " British out-

rages " is as fierce as ever. The Herald states that the boarding of American ships on
the coast of Cuba is continued, and that the instances of such outrages amount to 32.

The Oxnmittee of Foreign Relations has reported a resolution to the Senate, directing an
inquiry as to whether any legislation was necessary te protect the American flag and
citiacae from the aggressions of foreign powers. Upon the point of resistance against the

search of Americas vessels, the report is emphatic and unequivocal To the report is

appended a series of resolutions re-affirming the principle that the molestation of

American ships is an infraction of the sovereignty of the United 8tates, and that the

recent aggressions demand such an unequivocal explanation from Great Britain as shall

prevent their re-occurrence fer ever in the future. Orders have been taken to the Home
Squadron, warning British vessels against visiting American merchantmen, and, if neces*

eery, to prevent it by force* The Committee were unanimous in their indignation ; and
the only difficulty seemed to be the choice of language sufficiently strong to express their

sense of the indignities, complained of, to the Senate. Various resolutions have been
introduced to the Senate upon the subject of the outrages. Senator Hall considered the

acts of the British Senate should be met by acts, and not by argument Senator Toombs
suggested that British ships of war in the Gulf should be seised, brought into American
ports, and sunk. Messrs. Seward, Hammond, and Cullenden deprecated the belligerent

spirit. Mr. Hammond said, ** A war with England will be the most momentous event

that baa happened iri the past three centuries—perhaps in all time nast." In New York,

two regiments have proffered their services, in case of a war with England ; and the

naval officers have exhibited great alacrity in the matter. A virtual declaration of war
has been made by the President against Paraguay. Rumours were received by telegraph

at New York of a terrible slaughter of Free 8tate men in Kansas by border ruffians ; bnt
she papers believed the facts to be exaggerated. An insurrection has taken place in

New Orleans. A Vigilance Committee is organised, and the Arsenal was seised by it,

and volunteers are crowding in large numbers. The Mayor has ordered out the Militia,

and a battle is expected. The following is going the rounds of the papers 3
—" New York,

June 3rd, Evening—We have received dates from the Territory of Utah to the 6th of

May, and the news is highly important The Mormons had expelled Governor Camming,
the regularly appointed executive officer of the Territory, from their settlement, and had"

determined to resist the troops sent against them.to the last"
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VARIETIES.

" Pa !
n " Well, my dear ; what it it ? " " Didn't you tell me that the world was roundf

" Tei." "Then I'd like to know how it can come to an endf "My child, how often

must I tell yon not to talk when yon are eating."

Borrowing a Knockeb.—" Why, yon'd better knock the door down ! What do yon
want?"—"Och, my darling! don't let me wake any of your family; I'm jiat nsin'your

knocker to wake the paple next door : Tm locked out, d'ye see, and they're niter a
knocker."

A field-elate in the south one day fonnd in his trap a plump rabbit. He took him out

alive, held him under his arm, patted him, and began to speculate on his qualities. " Oh,
how fat !—berry fat !—the fattest I eber did see ! Let me see how 111 cook him. I boB
him? No : he so fat, he lose all de grease ? I fry him ? Ah, yes t He so berry fit, he

fry himself I Golly, how fat he be ! No—I won't fry him : I stew him !* The thought

of the saTOtiry stew made the negro forget himself; and, in spreading out the feast in his

imagination, his arms relaxed, when off hopped the rabbit ; and, squatting at a good'j

distance, he eyed his late owner with cool composure. The negro knew there was an

end of the stew ; and, summoning up all his philosophy, he thus addressed the rabbit,

at the same time shaking his fist at him :
—"Ton long-eared, white-whiskered rascal !—yoa

not so berry fat, arter all
!

"

THE LAND
There's a rich land that lies where the setting sun

shines
O'er streamlets end trees, orer gardens sad vines,

—

Where the sugar-cane grows, and the ripe harvest
waves,

And ocean's deep bed bears the pearl In Its caves.

And the gold of that land , snd the bright onyx stone.

In th* morning of time to our fathers were known

;

But the Lord in His wrath by Himself hath long
sworn,

The nation that leaves Him from thence shall be
torn.

Us a land that is known to the ends of the earth.
Where Liberty calls to the feast of her blr.h,

Where the prairies are spread like the sea when it

heaves,

Solothurn, May, 1858.

OF ZION.
And forests shade nations *neath the clouds of their

leaves.

And the realm of Missouri, yet blooming In pride.

Waits exiles that fled, and her martyrs that died;
And the blood-stain ere long shall be wiped from her

breast,

While thousand years roll, and the Saints flad a
rest.

Where the milk and the honey for ever shall flow.

Oh, there. In the land of the West, would 1 go

:

And the mighty shall learn of her strength m that

day
When the kingdoms are dost which the wind drives

away.

Jabkx Wooaaeo.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAK.

Ue that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit taith unto the cAurche*.—Je»u» Christ

Cum emt of her, my people, that ye be not partaken ofher etna, and that pe receive not ofhew

plague*.—A Voice from Hearen.

Ho. 27, Vol. XX. Saturday, July 3, 1858. Price One Penny.

CONSISTENCY OF OBEDIENCE.

When the creature knows or even

believes that the Creator has ordained

any course or sent forth any given com-
mandment, it should be of sufficient justi-

fication to the mind of that creature that

the appointed way is right and of suffi-

cient weight to move such to obedience.

When Qod directs, roan should obey.

A law or institution of Divine origin

should be received as perfect. It might
not be perfect in an absolute sense. It may
be ofa circumstantial nature and designed

to accomplish a special purpose or a per-

sonal good. Perhaps it is only given to

bring an individual or a society to a certain

point where a superior law is in force and
a higher sphere commenced. Or, per-

haps, it is only given for the occasion, and
is neither of a general nature nor common
application. There are many such laws

and directions that could be instanced

from the Scriptures and other inspired

records, as well as from the every-day

dealings of God with His people, the

Saints. Nevertheless, such are relatively

perfect, and will accomplish all for which

they were given. They are as perfect and
effective as the circumstances will admit,

or as the condition and character of the

subject are capable of receiving. All the

the laws and institutions of God being

perfect and sufficient for that which they

were given, obedience thereunto is con-

sistent, wise, and imperative.

Any institution, doctrine, ordinance, or

commandment admitted to be of Divine
origin should inspire every mind that

makes the admission with the greatest

degree of confidence. To doubt its wis-

dom, its efficacy, its moral tendency, or
its excellent practical operations, is to

doubt the Being who originated it, and
to virtually charge the Almighty with
impotence, and Eternal Wisdom with
foolishness. It is true, doubtless, that at

the first introduction of a system, the
establishment of an institution, or the
revelation of a law, obstacles will stand in

the way. The traditions and customs of
the people, the prejudices of birth, class,

and sex, the condition of society, and
arrangements that are of long standing
and popular are all barriers to the will of
God being done on the earth as it is done
in the heavens. The mind has to be con-
vinced, the heart softened by the Holy
Ghost, unbelief chased away, and all ob-
stacles removed, before the Divine system
can be thoroughly established, the will of
God perfectly done on the earth, and
complete obedience rendered to all the
the institutions and laws of heaven. But
there is this fact which must not be lost

sight of in these considerations,—namely,
that God never requires that of man
which circumstances or His dispensations

will not admit of being enforced and car*

ried into effect by those ofan obedient spirit

and righteous disposition. When the

Lord gives a commandment to nations or
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418 CONSISTENCY OF OBEDIENCE.

sends a message to the world, that very

act' is a sign that obedience is both appli-

cable to their circumstances and reason-

able in its requirements. It is similar

with the Church. When God further

developes His system, branches out into

another direction, commences a fresh

movemen*, brings into operation a higher

institution, or enforces a superior law, it

should be an evidence to the Saints that

the time is come when compliance may be

considerately demanded, while on their

part obedience is both consistent and due.

Though it will, of course, take time to put

such a law into its greatest effectiveness

and most satisfactory operation, yet, if

endeavours are made to carry it out in its

integrity, it will soon be found excellent

in its workings and beneficial in its

effects.

When a Divine law or institution is

introduced into the Church through the

legitimate channel of the Priesthood, it

should never become a point of question

with, the Saints whether or not the time

lias come for such introduction. Neither

will it be thus questioned by the obedient

and faithful. By the Spirit that is within

them, they will feel that it is the identical

time—the time when the most acceptable

obedience can be rendered. They will

readily realize that to put off compliance

to a future period will not only be offen-

sive to God, but liable also to lose for

them the blessing, and perchance endanger
their salvation. The godly-minded will

know the time, obey the will of heaven,

.and receive its blessings and approbation,

while the ungodly will be inclined to

believe that it is introduced too soon, and
procrastinate obedience, and thus lose the

.blessing and come under condemnation.

Neither should the wisdom, moral ten-

dency, benevolence, and potency of a law
or institution of Divine origin be deemed
points open to discussion. Unless we
dare to question the character of the

Author himself, there is not even logical

consistency pending on such discussion.

It would originate with the Great Repre-
sentative of Wisdom, and consequently
would be wise in its nature and above the

measurement of conventional reasoning.

It would be given by the Pure Teacher of
Morals, and would therefore be moral in

its tendency. It would be instituted by
the Benevolent Father of the human
family, and its operation would be fraught
with Divine benevolence. Being designed

by God, and partaking of Almighty
power, its action would oe effective, and
its saving influence great. At every view,

obedience appears consistent, and the
obligation rendered more binding.

To all but the brutal-minded and pro-
fane, the fact of the Divine origin of any-
thing might reasonably be expected to be
of sufficient weight to convince the mind,
and of sufficient authority to stand as its

own justification. That which cornea

from the Creator is binding on the crea-

ture. And a command, law, or an insti-

tution ought to be considered as invested

with the decision of every doubt on the
matter, and with an authority which man
has not the prerogative to abrogate. We
should first ascertain whether or not the
g'ven law is of Divine establishment,

aving done this, all has been done that

can justly be required to produce obedi-

ence. Not that we would by any means
have it imagined that obedience is to stop

at blind, unintelligent submission. A
holy disposition of mind to dive into the
the wisaom of God's economy, in order
that an offering to Him may be made of
a higher and more intelligent reverence,

is perfectly congenial with an obedient

spirit. Obedience is, however, the first

disposition of a godly mind. But to

stand over the decision of the essentiality

or non-essentiality of obedience manifests

great inconsistency, and is really a wicked
trifling with God and sacred things. An
enlightened man will at once comprehend
the consistency of its essentiality, and the
righteous will humbly bow to it as a duty.

When a person knows of the Divine
origin and introduction of a law or an
institution, it is presumption to hesitate

on the propriety and necessity of obedi-

ence. To admit that God, Jesus Christ,

or the Holy Ghost, through the Priest-

hood, has delivered and established any
given thing, and then to ask, " Is it bind-
ing upon mef"—"May not I be an
exception ? " and to demand a justifica-

tion for this part, and a reconciliation for
the other, a little more clearness for this,

and a greater authority for that, is, to say
the best of it, very inconsistent. To
quibble over the matter—to measure it by
human reason, and briiip it to a conven-
tional standard,—to criticise its intrinsic

merits, and to ask the secrets of its object

to make obedience necessary,—to question
its essentiality, or to qualify admission
with a " perhaps it is binding," &c., or to
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DIRECTION OF

speculate on the advantage of obedience

and its profitable results, is like flying in

the face of the Creator, and charging
Eternal Wisdom with foolishness. In
some cases, such conduct might be par-

tially the result of a weak impression of

the necessity of obedience made on dull

A WORLD. 41ft

and feeble minds that are susceptible of
neither deep nor lasting impressions. But
it will be generally found mixed with a
great deal of presumption as well as igno*
ranee, and that it springs principally from
a dishonest mind and a spirit of disobe*
dience.

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

(Continued from page 262.)

CHAPTER V.

" The land ahall be utterly emptied and utterly spoiled j for the Lord hath spoken this word. The earth,
nournetlr and rndeth away, the world langulaheth and fadeth away, the haughty people of the earth do
Ua^uitn. The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they have transgressed the
law*, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. Therefore hath the curse devoured the
-earth, and they that dwell therein are desolate: therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and
few men left.'*—Isaiah.

The world has been travelling in a path

where a way-mark is, as it were, planted,

bearing a* an inscription, M The Rise and
Fall of Empires." The general history

of nations will show some of the broad

and striking causes of that rise and fall.

Out of the breaking-up of mankind, the

nations, kingdoms, and empires of the

earth have grown. Here we directly

come to a great radical flaw in the con-

stitution of society—the world at the

very onset travels towards, not organiza-

tion, but disorganization. In building

nations, kingdoms, and empires upon the

dividings—the disunions—the breakings-

off among mankind, is laying society upon

an essentially sandy foundation. The
falling must come as the fruit of the seeds

sown in the rising. It will be brought

about by the consequent antagonism

growing out of these breakings- off. Na-
tions will catch the glory of waning
nations, kingdoms the breath of dying

Iriogdoms, and empires rise out of the

fall of empires. This, indeed, has been

the actual history of the world.

But, after all, national divisions and

-strife merely present us with the general

view of the direction which the world

has taken towards conflict and chaos.

That view is like one of its own battle-

fields. Looking at it, the eye takes in

the broad horror, which sends a shudder

through the soul. But mixed with that

emotion will be found a kind of sublime

sensibility, produced by the horrid gran-

deur of mighty nations rushing to battle,

and terrible armies struggling for a

phantom glory. There is a detail to the
subject ; and not until that is traced do>

the full horrors become realized. So also

it is in the breaking-up and conflict of
mankind. There is a detail. That
detail will be found in the social, political*

and religious states of the world.

In tracing this detail, we see what deep
root the seeds of dissolution have taken
in society, and how inevitably the present
state of things must pass away. In the
present social, political, and religious con-
ditions of society, we see at once the
eztensiveness and minute ramifications of
a tendency to disunion and strife. Hem
may also be found innumerable branchings-

out of the world into various kinds of
wrong directions. Here we can more
clearly perceive the nearness of the world
to those limits where another inscription

will be found,—namely, " Thus far shalt

thou go, but no farther."

Never was there a time since the
creation when the divisions of mankind
were so ramified, and the conflict so
general, as at the present. In England and
America it has become almost literally

true that every man's hand is against hia

neighbour. This fact tells a startling

tale, and shows fearful prognostications or
the future; for the nearer the world
travels to this state of which Christ pre-

dicted, the nearer it is to social dissolution

and death—the nearer to that point

where old things must pass away.
The world has well nigh reacheda state

of thorough disorganization and radical

conflict of interests. To bring the poin^
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^ .-i -w take England

\ si nr>i, let us take a

\ t ^ial condition.

. .vuditioo of England,

. .vuiuierce, labour, and

, c we see almost a total

uiJ a radical and irrecon-

\uct of interests. Every mer-

^, AtT, shopkeeper, master, and

t

1

v .a a part of the national chaos,

_ i at lu a general antagonism. There

A.v v*ixvly even two friends or relations

have not their lives of social divisions,

nuJ whose interests do not conflict, cross,

«x part at some point. Nearly every

wan stands upon his exclusive, individual,

social good ;
nearly every one enters into

the battle of life single-handed. It is true

that fathers lend assistance to their

children, and so also with other relations.

But this is merely family assistance,

holding good only in certain cases, and
received only by a few fortunate indivi-

duals. The working of the social system

itself, however, gives no aid and offers no
assistance. It rather presents obstacles,

produces division, and creates strife.

There can nowhere be found in England
m social community of good. It is true,

% few modern reformers have endeavoured

to introduce the co-operative principle.

But, like a tender Bprig transplanted to a
"barren and weedy field, it has not grown.
The only point where interests even

appear to reconcile is where no connec-

tion becomes profitable. When this is

not the case, English society present some-

thing like a picture of human wolves

feeding upon each other. The time is

aot far distant when it will be seen how
fearfully the social condition of England
will become productive of convulsion,

misery, and dissolution. What is true of

this nation is also true concerning the

(To be continued.)

world generally, though, in this particular

symptom of organization, other nations in

their dying throes will, from circum-

stantial causes, be less convubive.

In politics, the world has become

anarchial in its divisions and paralyzing in

its strife. It has never presented such an

arena of political gladiators as at the

present. Especially is this true of those

nations where the iron foot of military

despotism is not crushing the neck of the

people. And this fact forcibly shows that

the world is going entirely in a wrong

direction, inasmuch as it requires a cruel

military tyranny to keep it in restraint.

In England, party strife, opposition,

and paralyzing combinations of factions

to throw out an Administration are of

every-day occurrence. Periodical changes

of ministry become more frequent. They

are expected by the country, and people

wait for them with a mixture of languor

and longing, like the labourer looking for

the approach of night. And these

changes are found, indeed, to be nights

bringing dreams, which the morning-call

to usefulness dispels. England has tra-

velled far towards political chaos and

paralyzing conflict, while America has

outstripped her.

The religious state of the world bin

keeping with the rest. Here, indeed,

" chaos is come again/' The fact is, the

seeds of dissolution are sown in all human

systems and organizations. Man, in his

inexperience and perverseness, planted

them, and the fruits thereof are spread

over the earth; and inasmuch as the

wind is sown, the whirlwind must be

reaped. The creature has refused to

allow the Creator to lead the world in the

right direction, and it has travelled to-

wards its grave. The present form of so-

ciety is mortal, and therefore it must die

!

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 406.)

OBJECTION.

*But one word in reference to the lan-

guage of Scripture. You ask, Do we not

read of 'the eyes of the Lord,' of 'the

finger of God/ of « the hand of the Lord ?

'

Undoubtedly we do; but the only question

aa, How are they to be understood ? Now,

we say that they are to be taken in a

figurative sense, as setting before men

with limited ideas great truths, in a

manner so plain that the weakest may

comprehend. But you Latter-day Saints

say, No—we will take the plain literal

meaning. Well, be it so. By the same
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rule, you will make the AlmlghtT a ' man
of war/ a ' tower/ a ' fortress. By the

same role, you will make our Saviour a
'door/ a 'vine,' and a 'rock;' or your-
selves so much hay, for it is written, • All

flesh is grass.* — Mormonism Anti-
Scriptural, by the Rev. B. WiUmore.

ANSWER.
There are many expressions used in

Scripture, in reference to the Lord, similar

to those mentioned by our objector, some
ofwhich are evidently used metaphorically,

and others literally ; and, in many cases,

literal facts are expressed in somewhat
figurative language. The nature of the

case, as observable either in the text itself

or in the context, will, in most cases/ de-

termine the point as to how "the lan-

guage of Scripture" is "to be under-
stood,'' in that respect,—whether it is "to
be taken in a figurative sense," or whether
we are to " take the plain literal mean-
ing." We certainly "take the plain literal

meaning" of a plain passage, and adopt a
"figurative" interpretation only where
there is an obvious and unmistakeable

necessity for so doing.

OBJECTION.

"The doctrine of immersive baptism

being essential to salvation is at variance

with the character of God as a God of

love. Can we suppose all unbaptised

heathens, Jews, Quakers, together with

the millions who died before the Mormon
gospel came, to have perished ? Such a
supposition is monstrous. The Mormons,
to get rid of the difficulty, have invented

an absurd theory upon 1 Cor. xv. 29.

Paul was there reasoning upon the resur-

rection, and says, as so many were be-

coming martyrs by professing Christianity

by baptism, what was the use of being

baptised if Christianity were not true.

Mormons, however, explain this verse,

that, if any Mormon has a relation, or

friend, who has died without Mormon
baptism, he can be baptised for him, and
this will avail to his salvation !"—" The
M&rmon's ' Only Way to be Saved' wot
the way to be 8avea\9

published by P.
Dmmmond.

ANSWER.
How " the doctrine of immersive bap-

tism being essential to salvation " can be
In any way " at variance with the character

I

of God as a God of love," is a proofed*

which we are totally unable to solve.

That God is a " God of love," no one, we
presume, will either deny or doubt ; and
that baptism is " essential to salvation*
is evident from the fact that it is an ordv
nance of the Gospel and of Divine ap-
pointment. Where, then, lies the " van*
ance" spoken of by the objector? No*,
where but in bis own imagination. He*
cannot deny that obedience to the Gos-
pel is essential to salvation, nor can he>

disprove the fact that baptism is an ordi*
nance of that Gospel. If he expects to he>

saved without compliance with the re*
auirements of the Gospel, he will assuredly

nnd himself mistaken. The idea of bap*
tism or any other Divine, Gospel instates*

tion being non-essential is a trick of the
Devil to lure men away from that strait

path of obedience which leads to life*

eternal.

The expression, " immersive baptism/*
at the very onset of the objection, shows*
little of the cloven foot. u Immershm
baptism !

1 " As well might the objector

talk about "the doctrine of" believing

faith, or correct truth, or just righteous*

ness, or submissive obedience being deemed
by us as " essential to salvation, as to talk

thus of" immersive baptism
!

" What other-

kind of true baptism is there? "Bap*
tism "and "immersion " are synonymous
and convertible terms : the above double
expression, therefore, is unnecessary and
absurd. In accomodation to conven-
tional habits of speaking, we might say
that immersion is the only true form of
baptism ; yet, strictly speaking, it is not
the form of baptism, but it IS baptism
itself. There is not a Greek lexicon iot

existence but what gives "immersion " as>

the primary, literal meaning of the word
from which " baptism " is derived.

As regards the "monstrous" supposition

that " all unbaptised heathens, Jews*
Quakers," &c, who have died without a
knowledge of the Gospel, " have perished/*

it will be evident to all who are acquainted
with our doctrines that we entertain no
such idea. It is, however, a common
notion in the professing Christian world*
and evidently shared in by our objector*

according to other parts of his writing*

that there is no repentance, no reception,

of the Gospel, no change whatever in>

matters pertaining to sal vation recognised

after death; and therefore, to him, the
idea of "heathens," or "Jews," or any
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fclass of persons not professing popular

Christianity, being ultimately saved, will

appear * monstrous;" for the common
doctrine is, that all who do not in this life

embrace the popular Gospel will for ever

perish.

80 far from any attempt being made
by the " Mormons" to "get rid of the

difficultv," they do not regard it as a
*« difficulty " at all. It is only a figment

of modern religionists. We regard the

Creator and Saviour of the world as a
%t God of love ;" and such a doctrine as

that to which we have adverted we con-

sider as being utterly "at variance with

the character of God as a God of love."

That which our objector prematurely

sets down as "an absurd tneory upon
1 Cor. zv. 29" will be found, upon due
investigation, to be, at least, far more
reasonable than the explanatory" theory"

which he has "invented." ' Where does
** Paul say, " As so many were becoming
martyrs by professing Christianity by

baptism, what was Die use of being

^baptized, if Christianity were not true ?

'Nowhere does he either Bay or signify any-

thing of the kind. On reference to the

chapter and verse alluded to, it will be

-seen that the Apostle makes no reference

to "martyrs" at all. He alludes to per-

sons who had previously died without a
knowledge of the Gospel—not to those

who "were becoming martyrs by pro-

fessing Christianity by baptism." His
words are—"Else what shall they do
which are baptized for the dead, if the

dead rise not at all? ' Why are they then

"baptised for the dead." In other words
«—If there be no resurrection of the

dead, what is the use of being baptised

TOR the dead?
Although our objector expresses him-

(To be c

self so positively upon the supposed mean-
ing of Paul, it will be found that his

interpretation is not only inconsistent in

itself, but differs widely from the opinions

of many ancient and modern expositors of

Scripture, whose attainments and re-

searches have given them considerable

eminence in the religious world. We
might here cite passages from many noted
authors, that entirely differ from our
opponent's views of the subject, and which
tend to confirm our own. But the
following extract from Barnes, the modern
celebrated and popular commentator, will

suffice for our present purpose. He says :

—

"There is, perhaps, no passage of the
New Testament in respect to which there
has been a greater variety of interpretation*

than this, and the views of expositors now
by no means harmonize in regard to its

meaning. It is possible that Paul may have-
referred to some practice or custom which
existed in his time respecting baptism, the
knowledge of which is now lost." "By
others, that the Apostle refers to a custom
of vicarious baptism, or being baptized for

those who were dead, referring to the prac-
tice of having some person baptized In the
place of one who had died without baptism."

We are indebted to Divine Revelation

specially given to us as a people, through
the Prophet Joseph Smith, for our doc*

trinal knowledge upon this subject of
baptism for the dead.* And we consider

it entirely out of our opponent's power to

prove it to be " an absurd theory." We
think the absurdity lies in his own ex-

planation, which is as remote from the-

plain, common-sense import of the pas-

sage as the poles are asunder.

* For further elucidation of the principle*.

see Objection Answered in Star Ho. 32,
VoL xix.

HI8TORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 408.)

[January, 1843.]

Friday, 20th. Visited at brother Mark's
this morning; returned at ten a.m., and
gave Dr. Richards and W. W. Phelps

some instructions about the History, when
I received the following communica-
tion :

—

" VADE MECUM—[Translated]—GO
WITH ME.

From W. W. Phelps to Joseph Smith, the

Prophet.

Go with me. Will you go to the Saint*,

that have died,
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To the next better world, where the

righteous reside,
• Where the angels and spirits in harmony be,

In the joys of a vast paradise? Go with
me.

Go with me, where the truth and the

virtues prevail,

Where the union is one, and the years

never fail

:

Not a heart can. conceive—not a natural

eve see

What the Lord has prepared for the just.

Go with me.

Go with me, where there is no destruction

or war,
Neither tyrants nor slanderers, nor nations

ajar,—
Where the system is perfect, and happiness

free,

And the life is eternal, with God. Go
with me.

Go with me. Will you go to the man-
sions above,

Where the bliss and the knowledge, the

light and the love,

And the glory of God do eternally be ?

Death, the wages of sin, is not there. Go
with me.

In the afternoon, I attended a council

of the Twelve, at President Young's.

There were present, Brigham Young,
Heber C. Kimball, Orson Hyde, Orson
Pratt, John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff,

George A. Smith, Willard Richards, and
brother Hyrum Smith. We had con-

versation on a great variety of subjects.

I related my dream :
—« I dreamed this

morning that I was in the lobby of the

Representatives' Hall, at Springfield, when
some of the members, who did not like my
being there, began to mar, and out, and
pound my shins with pieces of iron. I

bore it as long as I could, then jumped
over the rail into the hall, caught a rod of

Iron, and went at them, cursing and
swearing at them in the most awful man-
ner, and drove them all out of the house.

I went to the door, and told them to send

me a clerk, and I would make some laws

that would do good. There was quite a

collection around the State House, trying

to raise an army to take me, and there

were many horses tied round the square.

I thought they would not have the

privilege of getting me; so I took a rod of

iron, and mowed my way through their

ranks, looking after their best race-horse,

(Tq be c

thinking they might catch me where they

could find me, when I awoke/' To dream
of flying signifies prosperity and deliver-

ance from enemies. To dream of swim*
ming in deep water signifies success

among many people, and that the word
will be accompanied with power.

I told Eider Hyde that when he spoke
in the name of the Lord, it should prove

true ; but he must not curse the people-
rather bless them.

I prophesy, in the name of the Lord
God, as soon as we get the Temple built,

so that we shall not be obliged to exhaust

our means thereon, we will have means to

gather the Saints by thousands and tens

of thousands.

This Council was called to reconsider

the case of Orson Pratt, who had pre-

viously been cut off from the quorum of.

the Twelve for neglect of duty; and
Amasa Lyman had been ordained an
Apostle in his place, I told the Council

that as there was not a quorum present

when Orson Pratt's case came up before

them, that he was still a member—that he
had not been cut off legally, and I would
find some other place for Amasa Lyman,
to which the Council agreed. President

Young said there were but three present

when Amasa was ordained. I told them
that was legal when no more could be had.

I told the Council that from the 6th

day of April next, I go in for preparing

with all present for a mission through
the United States ; and when we arrive at

Maine, we will take ship for England, and
so on to all countries where we shall nave

a mind to go. We must send for John E.
Page to come home, and have all the

quorum to start from this place.

Let the Twelve be called on, on the

6th of April, and a notice be given for a
special Conference on the platform of the

House of the Lord. If I live, I will yet

take these brethren through thft United
States and through the world, and will

make just as big a wake as God Almighty
will let me. We must send kings and
governors to Nauvoo, and we will do it.

At three o'clock, Council adjourned to

my house ; and at four I baptized Orson
Pratt and his wife, Sarah Marinda, and
Lydia Granger in the Mississippi river,

and confirmed them in the Church, or*

daining Orson Pratt to his former office

and standing in the quorum of the

Twelve.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS* MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JULY 3, 1858.

Books and Book-keepisg.—Much has been said and written lately on this subject;

yet we feel constrained to again call the attention of the Priesthood to it. We fear

that there is a carelessness, to say the least about it, on the part of some ofthe Priest-

hood, in regard to this matter, and that they do not carefully and with the Spirit

study the instructions put forth from time to time in the Star for their guidance.

That there is an indifference or inattention to the subject, and a disinclination to

reform in this particular and endeavour to acquire correct business habits, is evident

from the fact that we occasionally receive similar letters from our Counsellors to one

just received from President Ross, from Worcester* from which we make tfee foUowiof

extract :—
" The balance-sheet of this Conference was in a perfect muddle,—nearly as bad u the

balance-sheets were; and, to make matters worse here, no books could be found con-

taining the Hems of expenditure. When the balance-sheet was made out, the leaves of U»
>book were torn out, and a new part opened for the present quarter, with the Intention of

having it destroyed also at the end of the quarter/

We are aware that heretofore the practice of mutilating, destroying, and hurniag

the books has prevailed to a considerable extent ; but we had supposed that enough

had been said and written on the subject to set the Priesthood aright and insures

reformation in this particular; and we do hope we shall not be under the necessity of

again referring to this subject.

All the Books of a Branch, Conference, or Pastorate, whether large or small, is

which any accounts or records of the Church or any business pertaining thereto if

kept, must be kept and preserved ; and the Priesthood are again requested to torn

their attention to the subject of book-keeping and learn to keep them oaareetly sad

intelligibly. We have lately been under the necessity of ealHng for certain informs*

tion and items of account from the several Pastors; and, with one or two exceptions,

the reply has been that it is impossible to furnish the required information correctly,

because the books in which those accounts were kept in the several Conferences bars

been destroyed or cannot be found. Now, the information required might bare

been furnished at once and with very little trouble, if the accounts had been properly

kept and books preserved as they ought to have been.

We wish particularly to call the attention of the Priesthood to our Editorial

remarks in Numbers 14, 22, 23, and 24 of the present Volume of the Star, andssk

them to read and study them with the Spirit until they fully comprehend and understand

their meaning,and try to carry out the instructions therein contained in their every*

day transactions for the Church.

Hereafter, we shall consider any President, or other officer of the Cflrarch, who

mutilates or otherwise destroys any book whatever, in which any aocounjb relative to

Church matters is kept,, as unworthy to hold or exercise any office in the. Church*

We earnestly entreat the brethren to give this subject the attention it* importance

demands.

The Elders of Israel should excel in all things, and observe order and system a
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•everything tbey do, as well in book-keeping and transacting the business of the
Church as in anything else ; and this they will have to do, if ever they rise and
become exalted in the kingdom of God.

Visiting the Saints.—We have heretofore in the Star, as well as in our personal

instructions to the Priesthood from time to time in our visits to the Conferences,

endeavoured to impress upon their minds the necessity of visiting the Saints at their

firesides, and instructing and counselling them as their circumstances may require.

It is the duty of Presidents of Conferences and Travelling Elders to be constantly

on the move among the Saints. They should be diligent and active in visiting,

instructing, and comforting the flock, taking with them the good Spirit, that they may
be blessed themselves while they bless others. A faithful and humble discharge of this

duty, we believe, would result in great good in many ways, and especially to the Elders

themselves. It will leave them no time to grumble or become dissatisfied with their

positions or with the Priesthood over them.

We have reason to know that, in some few instances, the Presidents of Con-
ferences and Travelling Elders are still neglecting, to a considerable extent, this

important duty, and that such Elders are possessed of grumbling and dissatisfied

spirits, and are fearful that their brilliant talents, great usefulness, and mighty works
are not appreciated and properly rewarded. Any President of Conference, Travelling

Skier, or other "officer, who is either too indolent, too talented, or too important to

attend faithfully to this, as well as all other duties, will be considered as unworthy
of being continued in office.

Our business, as Elders of Israel, is to build up and strengthen the Saint*, and roll

on the work of the Lord. A grumbling and dissatisfied spirit cannot advance,

but will rather retard the work ; and those possessing such should be removed from

their offices, and the power to influence the Saints to their injury taken from them.

Brethren of the Priesthood, be humble, faithful, and diligent in the work. Improve

jour "day of opportunities;" and prove yourselves worthy of the Priesthood you

hold, and your blessings and reward are sure.

It is but just, and we are happy to be able to say that but few instances of the

kind have come to our knowledge. We have reason to believe that the great majo-i

rity of the Priesthood are faithfully, earnestly, and diligently devoting their energies

to the great cause.

Letters of Standing.—We have reason to believe that in some instances the

Eiders have been top stringent in their rules in relation to granting letters of standing

to members desirous of moving from one Conference to another. It often becomes

accessary for the purpose of procuring employment, especially in these dull and slack

times, that such removals take place. From misfortune, perhaps from carelessness

or other causes, they owe a few shillings of Tithing which they have neglected to

pay np ; and the Certificate is withheld from them until they send their back Tithing

to the Conference they have left. They remove to another Conference; but, having

no Certificate, they cannot join themselves to any Branch. In the meantime, thejf

get employment and are earning money ; but, as they are not connected with any

Branch, there is no one to look after them, and no Tithing is paid. The debt thus

increases, until at length it is impossible for them to pay it. It is useless to think ofa

poor man's paying six or eight months' back Tithing ; and the result isa real loss both to

tke Church and the members. In ail cases of removal of this kind, we would recom-

umifl that the Certificate be made out, the amount of Tithing due entered on the
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back, and forwarded to the President of the Conference to which such members-

have removed. It will then become the duty of that President to look after them and

collect the back Tithiflg. It is a matter of no consequence whatever what Conference

gets the few shillings, so long as the money is paid and the Church receives the

benefit of it. The Tithing will thus be secured, and, what is of far more consequence,

the members, by being looked after, are saved.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

NOTTINQnAM PASTORATE.

Nottingham, June 12, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I feel it my duty to

inform you of what we are doing and how
we are getting: along in this Pastorate.

Since youand PresidentBudgehave visited

us, the Saints seem to have taken hold

afresh, and are now showing, by their

works, that their faith is increasing in the

work of the Lord. We have lifted nearly

fifty pounds of the old book debt this

quarter, and I think we shall make it

look small by the end of the year. This

has been raised by voluntary donations

from the Saints ; and I think they feel as

if they would give it another lift before

very long, because they want liberty, and
they know that we cannot have it until

we work ourselves free from debt. I

hope our Temple allotment will be all

paid up by September, so that we may
be ready for any other business you may
have for us to do.

On the 19th of May, President Budge
paid us another visit, and preached in the

evening to a large congregation of Saints

in the hall ; and I think every heart re-

joiced, for truly we had a time of re-

freshing,—-such a one, I think, as we shall

not forget. The Saints feel more and
more the necessity of becoming acquainted

with the practical part of our religion,

which our next Quarterly Report will

show. I wish to inform you ttiat it is

about the time that we nave held our
Conferences here; but, as we hope and
expect that you or those that you may
appoint will be with us, I leave it with
you to set the time for us to have the

Safnts come together for that purpose.

The brethren join with me in love to

yourself, brothers Boss and Budge, and
all in the Office. I am yours truly,

John Cook.

LETTER FROM ELDER W. BUDGE.

« Udgorn Seton " Office, Swansea,
South Wales, June 9, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Having now spent up-
wards of three months as one of your
Counsellors, it gives me pleasure to write

you a brief statement of the condition and
prospect of the Mission, as far as my time
and opportunity have allowed me to form
an estimate.

I have, it is true, communicated with
you from time to time on the more im-
portant matters, as they have come under
my notice, and have had the benefit of
your counsels. At the same time, I feel

sure that information in relation to the
present healthy and cheerful condition of
the Mission will be acceptable to the
Saints, and encouraging to them in their

efforts in helping to build up the king-
dom.

There is much satisfaction in doing
good, and it increases as the fruits of our
labour appear. Until the 5th of March,
I continued to labour in the Birmingham
Pastorate, introducing and working out
as effectually as possible, the new order of
conducting business in the Conferences,

In this I have been most heartily assisted

by the Priesthood. Being perfectly ac-
quainted with your intention to have a
universal system of doing business intro-

duced into the Mission, by which all funds,

agencies, &c, can be understood and con-
trolled by the Priesthood, I be^an to teach

and practise according to your instructions,

—first in the Birmingham Pastorate,

and afterwards in all my visits in the
Mission.

I found that, in many parts of the
Mission, the business of the Conferences
was not properly understood, neither con-
trolled by those who were responsible.

Many of the reports of business matters
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were merely traditionary stories handed
from one to another, and not the result

of the most ordinary investigation.

On the 5th of March, I left Birming-
ham for Norwich, where I arrived the

same evening, and was welcomed by
Elder Scott, the President of that Con-
ference.

Next day. Pastor Bayliss arrived,

and we, with the Travelling Ministry of

that Conference, spent some hours to-

gether, explaining tne manner of keeping

accounts and conducting business in ac-

cordance with the new order of book-

keeping about to be established through-
oat the Mission.

Next morning being Sunday, we at-

tended a Conference Council meeting, and
stall further explained and enforced the

necessity of punctually attending to all

kinds of business matters. During the

day, we had also two very good meetings
with the Saints.

On Monday, Elder Bayliss and myself

went to Cambridge, and attended a very

spirited meeting of the Saints.

Next day, we went to Bedford, and had
a good meeting at night, after having

spent some time with Elder Jeffreys,

President of Bedford Conference, and
his Travelling Elders, communicating to

them what we had taught in Norwich in

reference to business.

Pastor Bayliss and the Elders with

him were much pleased that the Presi-

dency of the Mission was about to estab-

lish a proper and uniform system of

conducting business, and they were pre-

pared to carry out all instructions on the

•abject. Webadan excellent spiritin all our
meetings and conversations, and I felt that

everything would be well done here.

I returned to Birmingham on the

10th.

I had the pleasure of meeting you at

Derby on the 20th, and went with you to

Nottingham, where we were met by
Pastor Cook.
Next morning, we attended a general

Priesthood meeting ; and the counsel and
instructions given by you on the Order of

the Priesthood, Tithing, and other prin-

ciples of the kingdom, business matters,

Ice., were exceedingly profitable and grati-

fying to the brethren. This day being

Bonday, we had two more very good
meetings, a large number of Saints being

present.

After your departure on Monday, I

visited and preached at Leicester and
Derby, having very good meetings at each
{>lace. The Saints in this Pastorate are
ively and on hand for any duty ; and the

Pastor, Presidents, and Priesthood gene-
rally are devoted to the work of the
Lord.
On the 14th of May, I again visited*

Nottingham, and preached there in the

evening to a large and good- spirited

meeting; and, on the 15th, went to

Grantham, where I met Elder Jones, and
attended Conference at Risegate with
him, as stated in my letter published in

Star No. 24.

Returning from the Lincolnshire Con-
ference, I again visited and preached at

Nottingham and Derby, with Pastor
Cook. The former was a very large

meeting, but both were very good.

The Nottingham Pastorate is doing
well, and improving all the time. While
at Derby, 1 received instructions from
you to visit Southampton and the Channel
Islands, which I immediately did, being

in Southampton on the 22nd (Saturday) ;

and I attended meetings with the Saints

there on Sunday and on Monday
evening.

On Tuesday, Elder Mark Barnes arrived

in Southampton, and we took steamer for

Jersey, where we arrived on the following

morning, having had a heavy sea to pass

over. Elder Leiz received us very kindly

;

and on the same evening we attended a
meeting of the Saints, and had a very

good influence in our midst.

On the following day, Elders Barnes
and Leiz and myself visited some Saints in

the country, about four miles distant, and
returned with some of them to Jersey in

the evening, where we held a Council

meeting.

On Friday, Elder Leiz and myself went
to the Island of Guernsey, and visited

most of the Saints there. In this island,,

the Saints had not been much visited of
late, and were wholly disorganized. Our
visit, however, gave them new life, and
they promised to come together at certain

times, and keep the commandments of the

Lord.

On Saturday, we returned to Jersey,

and spent most of the day in business.

On Sunday, I attended three public

meetings and a Council meeting, at all of

which I felt well in giving instructions,

—

the other brethren who spoke also enjoy*

ing much of the Spirit.
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The Saints are not very numerous in

the islands, but they were very glad to

see us; and I feel that they, by being

well visited, will keep pace with the

times.

On Monday, May 31st, I left Jersey

early in the morning, and arrived in

'Southampton in the evening.

On Tuesday, I went to Portsmouth,
with Pastor Keaton, and had an excellent

meeting with the Saints at night.

Pastor Keaton and President Harder,

of Southampton, feel well, and are on
hand to carry out the instructions given

them. They are bringing into practice

the order of doing business now being

established throughout the Mission.

In my travels, it has been an easy mat-
ter to show the brethren the necessity of

a complete reformation in the business

department of the Church ; for all have

felt more or less the inconvenience of

being left to seek out their own inventions

in their business transactions. I am also

glad to state that I have not found a
single instance of opposition to such

reformation ; but, on the other hand, all

have manifested their willingness to make
improvements as fast as possible. The
leading articles lately published in the

Star have been of very great advantage
to the Priesthood, bearing as they do on
the practical duties of the day. In my
visits, I have felt after the spirit and con-
dition of the people, and have instructed

them accordingly as the Lord has given
me wisdom.
The principle of Tithing and the neces-

sity of taking steps to pay the old book
debts have received attention. Tithing
is more and more generally paid ; and in

every Conference that I have visited, the

Saints are making offerings to pay off

book debts, and I expect a large sum will

be obtained for that purpose. The Saints

have entered into it with an excellent

spirit.

On the whole, I have never witnessed

such a universal willingness to " seek first

the kingdom of God," among the Saints,

as at present.

I am now on a visit with President. B.
Evans among the Conferences in Wales,

: and will duly report progress to you.
I My health is good, and I have a constant
pleasure in my labours. With love to

I you, President Ross, and the brethren in

the Office, I am yours faithfully,

William Budge.

OUR JOURNAL OF THE PAST.

We believe that one of the most potent charms to call up and keep an interest in

the mind of every one towards the work of God, and to keep all actively engaged in

R, is to let the Saints know, as far as concerns them, what is going on, and how the cause
is moving along. When they are pent up within the narrow limits of their Branches,
with merely a grant of a little more liberty once or twice a year, in the shape of Con-
ference meetings, the state of their minds and their interest in the work must neces-

sarily be somewhat accordingly. If they, through not being in some sort of com-
munication with other Branches, Conferences, and Pastorates, do not exactly imagine
that they are the only Saints in the world, and that there is nothing going on any-
where else, they certainly, unless extraordinary characters, cannot be so broad in then?

sympathies for their brethren and the work as though such a communication existed.

If some means of travelling be opened, that they may roam through the Mission,
and in spirit take part with every one and every work, they will become fuller of
interest for the cause, their life and activity will be more vigorous, and their desire to
be useful increased.

Again, it is a trait of nature for the Saints to want, not only to know what those
are doing in whom they are interested, and to take a peep at the great work movinjr
along in every place, but they like their brethren to see also what they are doing and
how it is moving alone with them.

Now, our especial object is to call up add keep as much interest as possible in the
minds of the Saints towards the great work of God, and to actively engage every
-one in that work. To nut this Mission into sympathetic communication, let the
Saints peep at every object that concerns them, fill them with interest, keep them
active in the cause, and benefit them by the examples of each other, we think no
means would be more effectual for the Star to supply than a judicious correspondence
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from the presiding officers of the Mission. To carry out this view, we have instructed
oar Counsellors to lend their aid, and we also invite the Potior* to lend their pens to
supply the Saints through the Star with pertinent views of the Mission. On our-
part, we design to throw in our mite with theirs in the same homely form of corres-

pondence. As a commencement to bring things orderly up to the present, we lay
before our readers

OUR JOURNAL OF THE PAST.

I have, as my labours in the Office

permitted, employed my time in visiting

some of the Conferences and imparting
each instructions to the Priesthood and
Saints generally as they seemed to

reonire.

Saturday, Feb. 27th. I went to Bir-

mingham ; and the next day being Sunday,
attended a large meeting of the local

Priesthood of that Conference, and ad-

dressed them at considerable length and
with great freedom. A good spirit pre-

vailed, and the brethren felt blessed and
renewed in spirit and an increase of faith

and strength. It has seldom fallen to

my lot to meet so large a body of the

Priesthood where more union and good-
will, humility and faith were manifested
thin among those brethren. In the
evening, addressed a large congregation
of Saints, who seemed to enjoy much of
the Holy Spirit, and were manifestly in-

creasing in union, faith, and good works,
and appeared to rejoice much in the truths
of the Gospel.

Monday, 29th. Returned to Liver-
pool.

Saturday, March Gth. Went to Chel-
tenham, and attended a Pastoral Confer-
ence of the Priesthood.

8nnday, 7th. Had the pleasure of
nesting Presidents of Conferences and
fofellmg Elders, and imparting such
attractions as the Spirit dictated. The
toethren seemed to oe rejoicing in the
work, and expressed their determination

^persevere, and a willingness to unite
*fta hearty zeal with their Pastor in

<*nyrog out any measures which might
to adopted for the advancement of the
work. I addressed a large and respect-

*H* congregation twice during the day,
and was much gratified to find a good
ifrH prevailing with them, and an in-

ctttaea desire to keep the commandments
°f God and to Kve as becomes Saints.

%
Monday, 8th. Returned to my labours

»taverpool.

Bttorday, 20th. Started for Notting-
wm. At Derby, President W. Budge
jtined ft&d accompanied me,

Sunday, 21st. In the morning, met
the Presidents of Conferences and Tra-
velling Elders of the Pastorate, and a.

large number of the local Priesthood, and
had much satisfaction in addressing them
and imparting such instructions as they re-

auired for their guidance in the work of
be Lord. Elder Budge also addressed 1

them, and imparted much useful and
valuable instruction. We had much of
the Holy Spirit in our meeting. The
brethren felt blessed and refreshed, and
received our counsels and instructions

with hearty zeal and cheerful determina-

tion to carry them out to the utmost of
their ability. In the afternoon and
evening, hundreds came to hear. The
hall was crowded, and on both occasions

the most strict and anxious attention was
paid while we addressed them upon the

principles of the Gospel as believed and
taught by the Church ; and we felt sure

that the Saints were strengthened and-

refreshed, and that much good woulcL

result from these meetings.

Monday, 22nd. Returned to Liver-
pool and resumed my labours in the
Office.

Saturday, 27th. Went to Sunderland.

Sunday, 28th. In the morning, at-

tended a Pastoral Conference of the
Priesthood. Part of the morning was
spent in hearing the reports and testi-

monies of the Presidents and Travelling'

Elders, after which I addressed them at
considerable length as the Spirit led, and
all felt edified, cheered, and strengthened.

The brethren there are united and faith-

fully attending the duties of their calling,

and enjoy much of the Spirit. In the

evening, I again addressed a large con-

gregation at considerable length, whh
great freedom, and apparently with much
profit.

Monday, 29th. In the evening, in

company with Elder Wallace, attended a
meeting of the Saints in Newcastle- on-

Tyne, and addressed the Saints for a short

time. The Saints enjoy a good degree of

the Holv Spirit, and are increasing in.

faith and good works.
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Tuesday, 30th. Returned to Liver-

pool.

Saturday, April 3rd. Went to Leeds,

and attended a Pastoral meeting of the

Priesthood. I addressed them at con-

siderable length, and with much freedom,

and imparted such instructions as the

Spirit dictated. With one or two excep-

tions, the Priesthood in that Pastorate are

cheerfully and diligently discharging their

several duties to the best of their abilities,

and are united in upholding and sustain-

ing the Pastor, and in carrying out all his

views and suggestions for the furtherance

of the work. Elder Jones is getting the

Pastorate into excellent working order;

and, although suffering from weakness of

body and iff health, he is untiring in his

labours. May the Lord bless him with

health and strength, and preserve him
long upon the earth to assist in carrying

on His great work.

Sunday, 4th. Went to Bradford, in

company with Elder Jones, and some
others of the brethren, and spoke at con-

siderable length, both morning and even-

ing, tolargeand respectable congregations

;

and although there were quite a number
of strangers present, and some who on
former occasions had made some disturb-

ances in our meetings, yet there were
no indications of dissatisfaction, but all

seemed interested in the remarks and
paid strict attention, and a good impres-

sion was evidently made upon them. At
the close of the meeting, we bid the Saints

adieu, and left them rejoicing in the truth.

Monday, 5th. Returned to Liverpool.

Sunday, 11th. In the morning at-

tended Conference in Liverpool, and ad-

dressed a largernumber of the Priesthood

at considerable length, and with great

freedom and, I trust, much profit, and
to the satisfaction of the brethren. In the

afternoon, spoke a short time to the Saints,

and was followed by Elder Oliver and some
others. We enjoyed much of the good
"Spirit in our midst, and had a profitable

time.

Saturday, 24th. Went to London,
and was kindly received by, and spent an
agreeable evening with President Koss.

Sunday, 25th. Attended a meeting of

the Priesthood, with President Ross, and
was much pleased and edified with the in-

structions given by him ; after which, I ad-

dressed the brethren as the Spirit dictated.

The brethren are united and alive to their

duties, and enjoy much of the Spirit; and

there is a degree of order and system

in the transaction of business which is

really commendable. In the afternoon

and evening, attended large and respect-

able meetings, and spoke at considerable

length and with much freedom. Much
of the Spirit rested upon the brethren and
Saints generally, and we had a time of'
rejoicing. The Saints feel well, and are

faithful and humble, and their course is

onward.
Monday, 26th; Tuesday, 27th. Visit-

ed the Crystal Palace and other places of
interest in London, in company with
President Ross and others of the bre-

thren.

Wednesday, 28th. Attended a large

social party of the Saints in Tabernacle-

square, and was much pleased to see the

good feeling and union that exist among
them.

Thursday, 29th. After a pleasant and
not unprofitable visit of four days, I left

London, and went to Birmingham, where
I was met and kindly received by Pre-
sident Budge and others of the brethren.

Friday, 30th. In company with Pre-
sident Budjje, spent the day very agree-

ably in visiting the Saints. In the even-

ing, attended a very pleasant and agree-

able social party.

Saturday, May 1st. Visited Dudley
Castle, and spent an agreeable hour and
dined with some of the Saints.

Sunday, 2nd. Addressed a large and
attentive audience in Birmingham in the

morning, and at Coventry in the evening.

In both of these meetings, much of the

good Spirit was enjoyed by the Saints,

In the evening, I met with the Priesthood

in Coventry, and had a pleasant and pro-

fitable interview, and gave them such

couusel and instructions as the Spirit

dictated. President Budge accompanied

me during the day, and also addressed

the meetings, giving much valuable

instructions. We had excellent meet-'

ings, and much of the Spirit with us.

Tuesday, 4th. Returned to Liverpool.

Sunday, 9th. Attended Conference at

Manchester. The forenoon was taken up
in hearing the reports and testimonies of
the Presidents of Branches and in tran-

sacting business. In the afternoon, I
spoke for some time to a crowded house.

Several of the brethren also addressed the

congregation. The Spirit rested m
abundance upon the people, and all feh

blessed and edified. The Saints in that
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PASSING

Conference are doing well and progress-

ing in righteousness, and are, with faith

and humility, keeping the commandments
of God to the best of their ability.

Saturday, 15th. President Ross and
myself went to Glasgow. Spent an
agreeable evening with Elder McComie
and the President of Conferences and
Travelling Elders of the Scottish Pas-

torate.

Sunday, 16th. We attended Confer-

ence. The hall was crowded, and the

congregation was addressed by President

Ross, and an animated, interesting, and
instructive discourse was listened to with

EVENTS. 431

great attention; after which, I made
some remarks, and gave such instructions

as seemed necessary. Much of the Holy
Spirit was with as, and the Saints seemed
to enjoy themselves and the meeting
well.

Monday, 17th. Met the Priesthood,

and spent a couple of hours in still further

counselling and instructing them in their

callings and duties; and although the

l

brethren have been somewhat behind the

i the times, yet I am confident their hearts

|

are in the work, and that they will redeem
the past. In the eveniug, I bade them

• adieu, and returned to Liverpool.

We have introduced and established a general order and system of book-keeping

and all other business transactions, and have endeavoured to make it universal

throughout the Mission ; and we have had the satisfaction of seeing the Priesthood

generally receive the proposition cordially and lav hold of it with a will to carry it

out, acknowledging the necessity of a reformation in that respect, and rejoicing in the

opportunity of bringing it about.

In some few instances, however, we found the brethren somewhat stereotyped

—

hard to comprehend and slow to see the necessity of any advance from the good old

way their fathers trod in, especially in the business departments. Some of the officers

of the Church have seemed to think that all they had to do was to preach flowery

discourses and large sermons, and secure to themselves a great name, while the

business of every-day life was almost entirely neglected. There seems in some a
culpable indolence in respect to the labour and business of their office, if not disincli-

nation to the discharge thereof, and more especially in regard to visiting the

Saints at their homes, and imparting such instructions and counsel as they severally

need, and in the keeping of the books and records properly. We have succeeded,

however, in convincing these brethren of' the utility of our treasures, and have had
the satisfaction of receiving their assurance that they will carry out our instruc-

tions to the best of their ability.

Wherever we have been, we have also introduced the subject of the old book debt,

and suggested the propriety of adopting some plan for ridding the Branches of this

burden. We are pleased to see the Saints almost universally receive the proposition

with joy and promise to set themselves at once to work to accomplish it ; and in

many instances since, we have bad tangible evidence of the sincerity of their pro-

mises.

We have enjoyed our visits very much, and everywhere find the people humble,

teachable, and desirous to know and do the will of our Father in heaven.

PASSING EVENT8.

• ii enebal.—Several hundreds of bouses have been burnt at Constantinople. An armistice

has been established between the Candia insurgents and the Tarkiih authorities. The
Turkish authorities, it is said, are devoting all their energies to preparing a fresh

expedition against Montenegro. The Turkish force at Regusa amounts to about twelve

thousand men. A letter from Berlin states that the Prussian navy is about to be increased.

A new bullet-casting machine has been invented by a Berlin engineer, by which two men can

turn out 40,000 rifle bullets per hour. Smallpox is reported to have been raging fearfully

among the troops in Bombay. A Zemindar of the Chunda district is in arms and open

rebellion. He has gathered together a most desperate lot of RohiUas, Arabs, aud others

from the Nizam's territory.
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American.—A serene shock of an earthquake was experienced at Coquimbo on the 3rA

of May, cansing serious damage. A terrible tornado has risked the city of Chicago and

neighbouring places, doing great destruction and causing great alarm to the inhabitants.

The whole rillage of Ellison was completely destroyed, not one out of its 500 inhabitants

escaping injury. A tremendous scfcrm vi.ited the city of Learenworth, Kansas, on the

2nd of June, inundating part of the town, and doing great damage. The Missouri had

flooded its banks, and was still rising. A desperate battle haa been fought in Texas, be-

tween a party cf rangers, under Captain Ford, and a large body of Camanche Indiana, ter-

minating in the death of 70 of the latter and the capture of 17 aa prisoners. A revolu-

tionary movement has risen in New Orleans, growing out of a struggle for power between

the constituted authorities and the Vigilance Committee, the latter gaining the ascendancy.

A bill has been introduced into the Senate for placing the military and nayjal forces, and

10,000,000 dollars, with 50,000 rolunteers, at the disposal of the President, to resist the

pretensions of Great Britain and authorize him to send a Special Ambassador to England,

if necessary. The troops at Camp Scott are reported as living on mule meat. CoL

Hoffman's command were 75 miles beyond Fort Laramie, baring encountered snow three-

feet deep ; and they had lost many animals.

VARIETIES.

Why does a cat run after a mouse ? Because the mouse rum away from the cat.

•'Patrick, hereafter 1 want you to commence work at fire o'clock, and quit at seven."

Patrick : " Sure, and wouldn't it be as well if I'd commence in the morning at aeren, and

leare off at five in the evening ?"

A mother, admonishing her son, told him he should never defer till to-morrow what he

could do to-day. The little urchin replied, " Then, mother, let's eat the remainder of the

plum-podding to-night.*

Schoolmaster : Bill Tompkins, what is a widow ?
n

Bill :
M A widder, sir, is a woman

that aint got no husband, cos he's dead." Schoolmaster : " Very well; what is a widower?"

Bill : " A widderer is a man that gus arter the widdersi

"

The Literary Gazette glres the following aa the prayer taught to the children of

Scarborough wreckers, in times of yore :

—

44 God bless daddy t God bless mammy ! God

send a ship ashore before morning ! Amen." a

FAITH IN GOD.

(Selected.)

There is a principle within—
Faith in God's love and power :

Upon this moveless rock 1 l«un,

In sorrow's darkest hour.

This oft my drooping heart hath cheered,

(With anguish worn, and care,)

And all I doubted, all 1 feared,

Have vanished into air.

What though a cloud oVrshade my sight.
Big with affliction's tear j

Yet faith, amidst the drops that fall,

Discerns a rainbow there.

I need not shrink, I need not fear,
Whate'er the future be,

Since God is love, and God Is near
lu man's extremity.
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AIHTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath em ear, let him hear what the Spirit mrith unto the churches—Jem* Chrftt.

Ceme eut ofher, my people, that ye be not partakers of her tine, and that ye receive not $f her

plagues.—h Twice from Heareo.

*0.23,VoLXJL 8atorday, July 10, 1858. Price One Penny.

THE NEWSPAPER PRESS.

BT ELDER E. L. T. HARBISON.

What an amount of importance is

attached to the opinions of the Press,

especially in this country, where it comes
forth without name to authenticate its

statements or enable us to trace to indi-

vidual personages the sweeping statements
that it makes about governments at home
tod abroad, societies and systems, the

events of the day, or any other matter
apon which it can dilate.

What an irresponsible, unmanageable
power is the Press ! Enwrapt in mystery,
it speaks as from some unknown region.

Hence its importance. No one knows
who it is that is talking in its pages.

Most people have a vague idea of a secret

conclave of the combined wisdom of the
nation, met in some retired spot, where
the intelligence of all ages is brewed into
a portable form, and thence distilled to

the world through its daily and weekly
aheets.

To strip the thing of its false import-
ance, we have but to raise the curtain a
little, and show the secret springs that

work its machinery, and the giant will

dwindle into a dwarf ; the imagined com-
woed host of mighty intellects, met with
the spontaneous desire to tumble their

'art requirements into one great reser-
voir for everybody's benefit, vanishes away

;

and in the stead we behold a few jobbing
Wters, of no unusual capacity, manipu-

lated under the hands of a host of money-
1 grubs, and made to produce any given
' tune.
' "Who is that stupid, tetchy, bigoted
1

old gentleman— that positive, cranky,
arguing, crooked old man? He? Bless
your soul, he's " the Press

:

" he edits the
"Morning Blusterer." "Never! Why,
who would care for his opinion?" Not
many, whilst he is at home, or in the
streets, or anywhere else where he can be
seen ; but when this same narrow-minded
bigot disappears within the folding doors
of the editor's sanctuin, and puts his

identical notions into print, behold and lo

!

what a change,! The very people who
would have argued till they had not *
tooth left, sooner than be convinced by
such a man, come humbly to the feet ot

the "Morning Blusterer . to know what
the political world shall do to be saved.

Who is that red-faced man, with a pom-
pous tread, who can't write well till he is

dosed with spirits to create a flow of
ideas?— or that lean, long-haired indi-

vidual, who looks as abstracted as if he
he hadn't seen this world for the last

three years, he has dwelt so much in the

regions of ideality?—or that man with
the bald head, fat and lumpy, creasy and
leady, whose wisdom is so tightly glued
together, that he can only break oft' little

bits at a time, aueh as—" AhJ" "Heml*
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« Yes

!

n "Exactly!
99 " Indeed! " u Hem

!

"

Who are they? Why,they are uthe Press,"
to be sure!—the manufacturers of the

thunder and the lightning!! "Safely,

they are men of very ordinary notions and
abilities! Who it going to be led by
them ?* Wait awhile ; and when the oon-

ceits and theories of these same pompous,

hairy, or lumpy men shall come disguised

in the columns of a newspaper and pre-

faced with that grandiloquent syllable,

" wb," you shall see their identical notions

received as the voiceof oracles, and treated

as samples of the highest human wisdom
imaginable, by the very men who would
have tumbled most unoeremoneously on

one side the same ideas, could they only

have had one glance at the parties who
wrote them. Not only are the under-

standing and intelligence that in many
cases guide the so much reverenced
M Press contemptible, but its origin is

ten times worse.

The various newspapers of the present

day, with scarcely an exception, are mere
money speculations, started on exactly the

same principles as large firms launch out

in butter, cheese, or soap. Shrewd specu-

lators, that find ordinary investments too

alow in profit, deal in newspapers as

coolly as other people do in "dry goods."

Moneys are combined by a number of

such personages, the popular taste is con-

sultea, writers are hired to write to the

the subject—sometimes at so much an
" article

;
" and, like other articles made to

order, if not according to pattern, are

sent back, with instructions^to "make up
a little stronger;" and, finally, forth

comes this commercial speculation, and
in its first column meekly dilates on its

benevolent intentions to enlighten the

masses, to raise humanity, and to hurry
reforms. Little do the thousands, who go
to it for information, know the number
of calculating money-spinners that hide

behind its " liberal views " and u enlarged

progressive principles!"— mere words
hang up as call-birds by men whose souls

do you say? "When it shall tett the

best.

From such an army of traders in sale-

able Wares, how can the Church of Latter-

day Saints, poor and unpopular, expect

help or fair play ? Where an occasional

editor may be found, who unites integ-

rity and honesty to his intellectual abili-

ties, the proprietors of the paper bold

him in check, and wisely see that be

prints nothing that shall injure the repu-

tation or popularity of the journal. In

most cases, editors are but secondary

characters ; and though they may be se-

lected because of their known views, stall

the " dealers" are at the bottom, super-

intending the spirit of the whole concern,

keeping a jealous eye on every line, Hb
drapers do on their windows, observing

how their assistants arrange the ribbons

and the silks. They plead the cause of a

down-trodden people ! They know the

market price of goods too well

!

Most people know how hard it often is to

purchase a paper that contains anything

against the "Mormons," unless they so

early on the day of sale. Consequent^,

let any one deliberately sit down in a

London garret and concoct the most

stupid, not to say wicked lies about this

people,—let him say that Brigham^Yoanr

nasgone mad, or that he has eaten his bea£

or has undertaken to build atower thatshaD

reach to tne moon and scrape the rough

spots from the surface; and we w2l un-

dertake that, if sent in time, it shall be kt

all the daily and weekly papers the next

morning, or the next opportunity at the

latest, and circulated till it is worn

threadbare. Quite as improbable stories

as these have been circulated. Brigbaffl

Young has been made to traverse seren

thousand miles in the course of a week,

and doubtless much against his will (bad

he only known it), and has occupied three

distinct places at one time ! Now, on the

the other hand, let fifty letters from Salt

Lake City, authenticated by the variow

post-marks on the route, be sent to them.

are wrapt in sublime investigation before ' and they will refuse to publish one,shotf»

one great question, What will sell best? they be found to speak favourably of the

or, What will the people 6wyf
Who wonders that such papers contain

so little fairness and impartiality, or

said their leaders actually hate the truth ?

But that's a mistake : they merely hate the

miserable price it fetches. In fact, they
do intend some day to print nothing but
trwth—the pure, simple truth! "When,"

people or their leaders in that region.

Who, then, can wonder at the strong con-

tempt felt by the Latter-day Saints for

such poor paper-mongers?
Not long after Judge Drumincntf|

statements against the u Mormons hid

gone the round of the papers, embeffisW

and garnished -by editorial additions,t»
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lsjfflpg Ljondon papers were addressed, to

know if thet would permit a reply to

appear m their columns, so that their

readers might hear both sides of the

question. " Of course," they said, " tbey

were only anxious to give their readers

that privilege?" But not one allowed
the privilege, or rather the right of reply,

to the people whom they had permitted
for weeks to be so freely abused in their

columns. Poof creatures 1 Are they

without souls, without honour, without
principle ? They sell, for a few miserable

pence, the power to lead into truth the

understanding of the masses of mankind.
Future ages will point with scorn to the
memory of men who, holding a position

from which they could pour truth in

floods, defend the oppressed, disperse pre-

judice, hurry on the day of rest and peace,

and wear eternally the glory of being
foremost in the battle that in the latter

4aj* made crime and misery to lick the

dost, jet threw it all away, and, for mere
temporary gain, turned the strong engine
of their power upon the weak, and lent
its arms of strength to any fool, Bar, or
hypocrite, who wished to bespatter with
falsehood or becloud with misrepresenta-

tion the rising loveliness of truth.

The Press is now a perfect jumble—

a

chaos. An expeditious method of losing

oar senses would be to try and weave a
sonpte plan for the salvation of society

from the first half-dozen papers that

Might come to hand ; and yet they are all

professedly capable, and are everlastingly

giving advice and saving the nation ! (?)
The Press, because of the greatness of iU
mission and province, has become the
meanest of all great gifts, by the prostitu-

tion of its noble powers. It has licked
the feet of parties, on the one hand, and
bowed in abject slavery to the masses, on
the other. It has egg'd men on to war,
kindled the thirst for blood, goaded the
nations into conflict, and urged slaugh-
tering hosts over foreign soil, that an
excitement might be kept up, and a few
more thousand copies sold. Now is the
day of the degradation of the Press. But
yet it shall be purified from its corrup-
tion, and used for holy purposes alone.

A day is marching on—hear it, ye edi-

tors 1—when those who have misused it

shall move aside, and its gigantic strength
be devoted to the crushing up of evil, and
its million voices cry hallelujah to the
peaceful reign of that everlasting Govern-
ment whose foundations are laid in the
mountains of the West. Then shall it

blaze terror to the wicked, reveal on the
housetops the secret acts of men, and roll

abroad the laws of God and Zion, her
edicts, her decrees, and her sweet, heaven-
born truths. First in the rank of hea-
venly sciences, the great lever of the
Priesthood shall it stand ! Well shall it

then atone for all its past abuse ; for in

those days shall the Press be sanctified

and consecrated to Truth.

DIRECTION OF A WORLD.

(Ctncludtd fr&mpagt 420.)

CHAPTER VL

a RW WOULD ASP A MXW DIRECTIOM.

" Behold, t maki ttt talfigs tkw»—Jasus.

We have seen in foregoing chapters

that the world has travelled to chaos and

*vnfe. Every view has shown us that

confidence has departed from society, that

its vital energy is fast drying up, that

human institutions, with the organiza-

tions and relations of mankind, are alto-

TJSVSt

] the human family are falling apart

—

decaying nationally, socially,

and reliKiously. Indeed, the t

ganization," "connection,

lationship" have become nearly alt

inapplicable to the condition of i

Zfoorganization, rfweonner-tion

relationship are more suited

state oi tnmgs. mesreas
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are spreading everywhere, and, as ob-

served in Chapter v., "The creature has

refused to allow the Creator to lead the

world in the right direction, and it has

travelled towards its grave."

Bat the world or society in its mor-
tality is like man in his individual mor-
tality. Both must die, because they are

mortal. But both will be resuscitated.

The dying is a prelude to a resurrection.

The earth passes through an ordeal

similar to that through which mankind
pass, and laws which hold good over in-

dividual man are also applicable to society.

We do not intend to confound the re-

organization of society for the millennial

reign of Christ with the last great change

;

bat its reconstruction is to an extent

analogous to a resurrection.

Jesus said, "As it was in the days of

Noah, so also shall it be at the coming of

the Son of Man." This expression of the

Saviour has been but very imperfectly

understood, and only a small part of its

broad meaning has been seen. It com-
prehends more than the raising up of a
Prophet like unto Noah, the warning of

the inhabitants of the earth, and the

flood-burstings of the judgments of God
on the nations. It indicates the birth of

a new world—a re- organization of society

•—the renewal of Adam's again broken
race—the revival of the human family

from that state of fainting into which it

is languishing. Society will be regener-
,

oted—re-created—re-born. The awful,

universal convulsions of the last days will

to a great extent depopulate the earth

;

but it will again be re-peopled.

The antediluvian remnant revived the

race of man which had languished be-

cause of transgression, mended a Hne
broken because of wickedness, and scat-

tered their seed over the face of the

earth. Again, the great commandment
was fulfilled—"Be fruitful, and multiply,

and replenish the earth." From that

remnant all the generations, nations,

kingdoms, and empires since the flood

nave sprung. That little branch of

Adam's family that survived a world's

'winter—eight lonely beings, who escaped

the general wreck of mankind, multiplied

in numbers, until the amount thereof has

reached many thousand millions. They
have possessed countless cities and incal-

culable resources, and have emitted

brilliant, though lightning-like halos of
**Wry. They have drank an ocean of

experience and crowded a world's history

with the events of four thousand years.

But they have made the race of Adam old

and em-hoary.

That stock which survived the flood is

now passing through a world's autumn;

and ere long the falling of its leaves will

cover the earth. It will then pass through

a world's winter, whose bleak, desolating

storms will give the scene an appearance

of comfortless nakedness. Bat a few

sprigs of that human tree will survive.

After an unusually severe winter, it seems

that nature drinks an extra draught of

life, and the soil of the earth seems

renewed with virgin vitality. So it will

be after the world's winter has passed,

when the spring of a new state of things

opens. Those sprigs which shall survive

will take deep root in the re-virginized

soil, shoot out their branches, cover toe

earth with a fresh foliage, and put forth

crowds of human buds again. Then a

millennial summer will come, and the

rich clusters of fruits will be gathered

for the great feast of the King. Their

luscious flavour pleasing His royal taste,

He will plant the seeds thereof in celes-

tial gardens, and they, thus transplanted^

will bring forth the fruit of eternal lives,

"As it was in the days of Noah, so also

shall it be at the coming of the Son of

Man." A remnant will be left The

languished race of Adam will be again

revived, and his broken line mended By a

righteous people. Once more will the

command be obeyed—"Be fruitful, and

multiply, and replenish the earth." Thou-

sands ofmillions of their seed will cover the

land, and nations, kingdoms, empires, and

generations will spring out of them. TVy
will also possess countless cities, incalcu-

lable resources, emit halos of splendour,

drink an ocean of experience, and crowd

a world's history with events; but ther

will bring forth seed to the glory of Gody

build up nations, kingdoms, and empires

to the name of the Most High; and their

generations will be taught in the fear and

admonition of the Lord. Their dues

will be laid on the foundations of right-

eousness, their habitations filled with*

holiness, and their resources be the riches

of eternity. Their experience will spring

from the Fountain of living waters, and

the events with which their history will

be crowded wiU be the acts and develop-

ments under the reign of the Monarch of

the universe, The race of Adam w2L
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BISTORT OF JOSEPH SMITH*

not grow oftfin them, bat bloom in im-
mortal youth and become ripe with fruits

of righteousness.

There are, however, certain peculiar

characteristics which will distinguish the

times of the coming of the Son of Man
from any period since the creation. The
eventsofthe final dispensation will, in some
respects, remarkably differ from that of

Noah. This peculiarity will not consist

in the facts or a universal wreck of old

institutions, the engtdphing of the wicked,

and a re-peopling of the earth, but in

consequence of this being the great

latter-day dispensation of the fulness of
times—in consequence of its being a
world's finale—its culminating dispensa-

tion, to which all other dispensations

travel and give their importance, interest,

and events. The difference will not be
in the fact that anew formation of society

took place in the days of Noah, and that

such will also be the case in the days of

the coming of the Son of Man; but the

peculiarity will be found in the difference

of the forms—in the manner, progress,

and character of the re-construction. It

will not be merely in the fact that society

will again travel its course—that the

world has another race to run, bat it will

be the manner in wtnoh that course will

be traversed—the dbrw$um which that

race will take.

In the days of Noah, the new world

—

the revived race of Adam started under
Divine guidance. But it soon branched
oat into a thousand wrong directions.

That race became scattered and broken
at its very roots, and mankind have con-
tinued to depart from their Creator and
His government. Bat in the days of the

43T

coming of the Son of Man, the future
world will not only start but continue
under the direction of Divine government,
and will travel, not to division, but to
broad unity, and the creature will be
drawn into a closer connection with the
Creator.

Daring the millennial reign of Christ*

the government of God will extend until
" the knowledge of the Lord shall cover
the earth as the waters cover the sea.**

The re-moulding of society into the
perfect form will not be brought about in
a moment, nor will the Saints at one
effort reach that maturity and Godlike
stature to which their development ap-
proximates. Perfection is a growth ; and
though the world will in its regeneration
resemble a new-born infant in innocence
and purity, like the child it must grow to
the strength, dignity, and Godlike beauty
of manhood. The millennial period will

be a thousand years of progression, and
the millennial world, when it has reached
its maturity, will embody a thousand years
of progressive developments. At the end
of the Millennium, the world will have
reached the full development of this pro*
bationary state, and the reign of Christ

will have become universal; and then
shall he M deliver up the kingdom to the
Father, that God may be all in all."

Thus will a "new world" be born, and
"a new direction" given; and that
favoured remnant who shall again re*
vive the race of Adam will be organised

under the reign of Christ, and carried

to that social, spiritual, intellectual, and
governmental perfection which will close

the millennial day and usher in a new
era of eternity.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 423.)

[January, 1848.]

Saturday, 21st* At home, except going
jet in the city with Elder Orson Hyde to
'look at some lots.

Sonday, 22nd. I preached at the
Temple On the setting up of the kingdom

of God. The subject arose from two>
questions propossd at a Lyceum.

1st. Did John baptise for remission of
sins?

2nd. Whether the kingdom of God was
set np before the day of Pentecost, or not
till then?
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TJie fallowing is ftnnow» of tbU ser-

mon, as reported by Elder nitford Wood*
ruff:—
"Some say the kingdom of God was not

let np until the day of Pentecost, and that

John did not preach the baptism of repent-
ance for the remission of sins ; bnt 1 say, in

the name of the Lord, that the kingdom of

God was set np on the earth from the days
of Adam to the present time.

"Whenever there has been a righteous
man on earth unto whom God revealed His
word and gave power and authority to

administer in His name, and where there is

a priest of God—a minister who has power
and authority from God to administer in

the ordinances of the Gospel and officiate in

the Priesthood of God, there is the kingdom
of God; and, in consequence of rejecting

the Gospel of Jesus Christ and the Pro-
phots whom God hath seat, the judgments
of God hare rested upon people, cities,

and nations, in various ages of the world,
which was the case with the cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah, which were destrojed for
rejecting the Prophets.

" Now I will giro my testimony. I csre
not for man. I speak boldly and faithfully,

and with authority. How is it with the
kingdom of God 7 Where did the kingdom
of God begin t Where there is no kingdom
of God, there is no salvation. What con-
stitutes the kingdomef God? Where there
is a Prophet, a Priest, or a righteous man
unto whom God gives His oracles, there is the
kingdom of God ; and where the oraclea of
God are not, there the kingdom of God is not
" In these remarks, I have no allusion to

the kingdoms of the earth. We will keep
the laws of the land; we do not speak
against them ; we never hare, and we can
hardly make mention of the State of Mis-
aonri, of onr persecutions there, 4c., but
what the cry goes forth thai we are gailty

of larceny, burglary, arson, treason, mur-
der, &c,, &c, which is false. We speak of

the kingdom of God on the. earth, do! the
kingdoms of men.

" The plea of many in this day is, thatwe
hare no right toreceive revelations; but if we
do not get revelations, we do not hare the
oracles of God; and if they hare not the

oracles of God, they are not the people of

God. But say you, What will become of the
world, or of the various professors of reli-

gion who do not beliefe in revelation and
the oracles of God as continued to His
Church in all sges of the worm1

, when He
has a people on earth ? I tell you, in the

name of Jesus Christ, they will U&Httied;
and when you get into the eternal world,

you will And it will be so : Aey cannot

oecepe the damnation of hell.

« As touching the Gosyel^bajrtjuMfca*
John preached, I would say that John csnm
preaching the Gospel for the remission of
sins ; he had his authority from God, and the
oracles of God were With hfm, and the
kingdom of God for a season seemed to rest

with John alone. Tlse Lord prcasks

d

Zacharias that he should have a son, which
wasadescendant ofAaron; sndthe Los^pro-
mised that the Priesthood should eanlsan
with Aaron and his seed throughout their
generations. 'Let no man take this honour
upon himself, except he be called of God, as
was Aaron;' and Aaron received his ceil by
revelation. An angel of God also appeared
unto Zacharias while in the Temple, that he
should have a son, whose name should be
John, and he should be filled with the Holy
Ghost. Zacharias was a priest of God, and
ottoiathtg in the Temple, and John was a
priest after his father, and held the keys of
the Aatonic Priesthood, and waa ceiled of
God to preach the Goapel of the kingdom
of Qod. The Jews, as a nation, having de-
parted from the law of God and the Qos-
pel of the Lord, prepared the way for

transferring it to the Gentiles.

"But, says one, the kingdom of God
could not be set up in the days of John, for

John said the kingdom was at hand. Jhrt I

would ask if it could be any nearer to them
than to be in the heads of John. The) people
need not wait for the days of Itatteoost to
find the kingdom of God, for John had it

with him, and ho came forth from the wi*
derness, crying out, 'Repent ye, for the

kingdom of heaven is nigh at hand;' as

much as to say, ' Oat here, I nave got ten
kingdom of God, and I am coming after

you; I have got the kingdom of God,
and yon can get it, and I am coming
after you; and if you don't receive it,

you will be damned and the Scriptures

represent that all Jerusalem went out unto
John'sbaptism. There wasa legal sdmink-
trator, and those that were baptised were
subjects for a king ; and also the laws and
acacias of God were there : therefore the

kingdom of God was there ; for no man
could have better authority to administer
than John; and our 8avk>nr submitted to

that authority himself by being baptised by
John : therefore the kingdom of God was set

up on the earth, even in the days of John.
" There is a difference between the king-

dom of God and the fruits and blessings that

flow from that kingdom, because there

Were more miracles, gifts, visions, healings,

.

tongues, &c, in the days of Jesus Christ

and his Apostles, and on the day of Pen-
tecost, than under Joiqfr administration* It

does not prove by any means that John had
not fee kingdom of God, any more than It

would that a woman had not a aUkrpnft
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teoanse she bad not a pan of milk; for

while the pan might be compared to the

kingdom, the milk might be compared to the

bleating* of the kingdom
u John was a priest after the order of

Aaron, and had the keys of that Priesthood,

and came forth preaching repentance and

baptism for the remission of sins, but at the

same time cries ont, 'There cometh one

after me more mighty than I» the Utchet of

whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose ;
*

and Christ came according to the words of

John, and he was greater than John, because

fee s»td the kejaof the Bielchhedec Priest-

hood and kingdom of God, and had before

revealed the Priesthood to Moses ; yet Christ

was baptised by John to fulfil all righteous-

Base J and Jesus in his teachings says,

< Upon this rock I will build my Church,

and the gates of hell shall not prevail

agsinstit/ What rock? Revelation.
* Again, he says, * Except ye are born of

tbe water and of the Spins, ye eannet enter

into the kingdom of God and 'though the

heavens and earth should pass away, my
words should not pass away.' If a man is

bora of water and of the Spirit, he can get

ipso* $e kingdom of God. It is evident the

$faogdom of God was on the earth*and John
prepared subjects for the kingdom, by

preaching the Geepel to them and baptising

fbcsp; and he prepared the way before the

Saviour, or came as a forerunner, and pre*

pared subjects for the preaching of Christ;

and Christ preached through Jerusalem on

the same groand where John had preaqhed;

aa4wt*« the Apostles were raised up, they

worked in Jerusalem, aqd Jesus commanded
them to tarry there until they were endowed

With power from on high. ' Had they not

work to do in Jerusalem? They did work,

and prepared a people for the Pentecost.

The kingdom of God was with them before

the day of Pentecost, as well as afterwards

;

and It was also with John, and he preached

the same Gospel and baptism that Jesus and

the. Apostles preached after him. The
endowment was to prepare the disciples for

their missions unto the world.

"w^keaaver men eaa And out the will of

CkKLeAd find*a administrator legally autho-

rised from God, there is the kingdom of God

;

but where these are not, the kingdom of God
it net. All the ordinances, systems, and ad-

nsinietratiooa on the earth am of no nee to

the children of men, unless thej are ordained

and authorized of God; for nothing will

save a man bnt a legal administrator ; for

swne others will be acknowledged either by

God or, angels.

"I know what I saj: I understand my
mission and business. God Almighty is my

shield ; and what can man do if God is my
friend? I shall not be sacrificed until my
time comes ; then I shall be offered freely.

All flesh is as grass, and a Governor is no
better than other men : when he dies, he ia

but a bag of dust. I thank Qod for pre-

serving me from my enemies : I have no
enemies but for the truth's sake. I have

no desire but to do all men good.. I feel to

pray frr all men. We don't ask any people

to throw away any good they have got : we
only ask them to come and get more. What
if all the world should embrace this Gospel?

They would then see eye to eye, and the

blessings of God would be poured out upon
the people, which is the desire of my whole

soul. Amen."

Monday, 23rd. Was at Howe, and
wrote the Editor of the KPasp as follows

:

« Dear 8ir,—I have of late had repeated

solicitations to have something to do in rela-

tion to the political farce about dividing the

county ; but as my ideas revolt at the idea of

having anything to do with politics, I have

declined, in every instance, having any-

thing to do on the subject. I think it would
be well for politicians to regulate their own
affairs. I wish to be let alone, that I may
attend strictly to the spiritual welfare of the

Chosen*
" Please insert the above, tod oblige

Joskth Smith.*

" Keutoo, Jan. 2& 1848."

In the eraninfcwdfi with Emma to see

Dr. Richards, who was sick, at the old

Post-office buOdinp;. up the river.

Elder John Snider returned from hie

mission to England.

Tuesday, 34th, Was at home till noon,

when I rode out with Emma. Evening,

attended the Masonic Lodge.

Wednesday, 25th. Was about home.

Thursday, 26th. In the afternoon, rode

to the Temple, and afterwards to William

Clayton's.

Friday* 27*. Brfxfc on the ptw*
with William COarton., Dined at brother

Cornelius P. Lotfs.

Saturday, 28th. flayed ball with the

brethren a short time. Rode* round the

city with Mr. Taylor, a land agent torn

New York.
Some, snow (ell, tfceioe bega* to gw

way m the riw> and a steamer that by*
wintered at Jftoptrose went over

rapids.

the

(TV be continued.)
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440 EDITORIAL.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JULY 10, 1858.

Some of the Young.—In a former editorial, we brought before our readers young

Saint? in the character of u the first pillars of the Church." We found them truly

deserving to be called the rojal seed of Abraham, and among the bright specimens

of that peculiar race. We gave them to the Saints as samples of the legitimate

stock. But there are some growing up and coming into the Church who show
bastard characteristics and bear but few of thefamily features. The object of this

editorial is to trace their marks of illegitimacy, and to persuade them to become "new
creatures

! " But if they refuse to be re-moulded, others composed of good clay wiD
perhaps assume a more comely form, by our pointing out these ** vessels of dis-

honour."

Let us put a few interrogations into the mouths of "some of the young:"—"Arewe
not as jjood as our neighbours ? Are we not as devoted to our religion as young

people generally among the sects ? Have we not as much faith and reliance on Clod

as they ? and are not our lives as full of holy enthusiasm, heroic deeds, and sacrifices

for truth as theirs? Do we not act like them, move by the same motives, and
reach after the same objects ? Indeed, are we not like them ?"

Well, we do not doubt their being "as good" as their Gentile neighbours.

Perhaps they are better, and commit less improprieties ; and their conduct might be
less exceptionable. Let us throw the cloak of charity over them, and give them tins

much credit. Neither will we question their likeness to young people generally.

That is our point of complaint. They are like the young generally, and, in being

so, they show the marks of bastards, and not the features of legitimate Saints. They
are like the Gentile young in their thoughts, feelings, dispositions, conduct, interests,

and objects of fife. There is nothing peculiar about them ; and were it not for the

profession of name, no one would ever mistake them as belonging to a * pecuhar

people."

Again: We will suppose them to further interrogate us with the following:

—

"What have we thought—what have we said—what have we done—what do we Era
for, to cause your complaint ?" Nothing ! That is our principal cause of complaint.

You think nothing; you talk nothing; you do nothing; you live for nothing: indeed*

you are nothing—you amount to nothing!

The characteristics of "some of the young" are kghUnindednesSj worthJessness*

purposelessness, and ungodliness. They are full of emptiness, and are great in

Ismail talk." They care but little about their religion, and it is scarcely ever in

their thoughts. They are not like those young men and women who stood as
" pillars of the Church " and gave vitality to the cause. The great work of God called

up in the minds of the legitimate young of Israel a noble enthusiasm, fired their souls

with inspiration, claimed the whole purpose of their lives, and led them to deeds o£

heroism and sacrifice. But these bastard Saints, instead of being full of the spirit

and importance of the work—instead of manifesting towards God's kingdom the fer-
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?ent love and faith of youth, abound with the follies, vanities, and fashions of the

Gentile world.

That clam of the young who formed the subject of our former editorial would

net together often. And what was the object of such meetings ? To feast on the

good things of God's kingdom, to dwell on the principles, prophecies, and instructions

contained in the pmblioations of the Church, to testify of the light and blessings

wtoc* they had received, and to revel in the glories of the latter days. The class

who form the subject of this also meet together often enough, but they meet to trifle,

flirty "court," and gossip. The qualities of a ribbon, the trumperies of the world,

and the vicious enchantments of sweethearting have more importance in their minds

than the kingdom of God and eternal things. But their " pastimes" are not always

an innocent as this. They will spend their precious hours in backbiting their brethren

end sisters, and even dare to meddle with the doings of the Priesthood, discuss the

propriety of their actions, imagine a thousand unreal things, and busily circulate

their conclusions as facts. We advise all such to mend their ways, and would warn

the mithful to beware of them, and enjoin on the officers of the Church the duty of

reproving them.

We are sorry to say that such characters are too often found among those who
Iwve grown up in the [Church. Yes ; they are children of men and women that

have professed the name of Saints for ten or fifteen years. This is another evidence

that many of those who boast of their being in the Church when Brigham and Heber
were in England have neglected their duties, failed to embrace their opportunities

to gather, and are consequently dried up. Their children show the state of their

tethers and mothers. We do not include faithful Saints, who have not possessed the

privilege of working out their deliverance.

It might be asked if we desire to make the young people doleful and curtail their

liberties. By no means. " Mormonism " is a youthful and happy religion, and the

Gospel is a law of liberty. It is possessed of youthful Immortality and boundless

Kberty. But the liberty of the children of God is in the right direction, and

their inirthftuness partakes of the joy of angels. Wise as serpents, but as harm-

less as doves,—blithe as innocents, yet as high-toned as immortals, is the state of

mind to be desired. Trifling and liberty are not the same, and lightmmdedness is

not godly-mmdedness.

What we have said concerning M some of the young " is also applicable to some

store matured with age. There are too many of such nothings. Perhaps the ancient

adage which says that " old fools are the worst of fools" will hold good in this case-

namely, that old nothings are the worst of nothings. We advise all such of every

age to become " new creatures," or to understand that the Divine Potter has no need

of them. Our object is not to find fault, but, by homely and practical, though close

ii —ill 11 in our editorials, to make the Saints more like vessels of honour and useful*

News from Utah.—We have just received a letter from President Brigham Young,

dated April 5, via California. There is no particular news in relation to the war

snovements. The news of interest to the Saints in this land is summed up in the

following quotation :—** Your family, friends, and the people generally are well and

fleinjrwell."

Tit tallest trees are most in the power of the winds ; ambitious men, of fortune'e
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM ELDER A. 3. STEWART,

Sidney, N. S. Wales,
April 10, 185$.

President Richards.

I have just returned from the interior

of the country, and found two letters,

dated 4th November, with invoices of two
oases of books, which have also come to

hand, all in good condition. Newly all of

the books that were in this colony previous

to the last two cases, as above, are sold.

I have not got any returns from Victoria

nor South Australia the last quarter.

I enclose a bill for twentv pounds
sterling, first of exchange, and the second

of exchange for thirty pounds sterling

;

first having been sent on the 8th January,

1858.

I wish you to credit Joseph J. Cooper,

of Sydney, Charles Frazier, of Patterson

River, and Thomas Yeoman, of Hartley*

N. S. Wales, each for one year's subscrip-

tion for the Millennial Star, out of the

above bill, according to my former

advices; the balance to be placed to my
credit on the book account.

Since our last Conference in January,

the times have been very dull, and great

opposition to the work has been mani-
fested in Australia. The attention of

almost every one has been turned to the

"Mormon war." Some say they ought

to be all killed off. Others are waiting

to see the result; and if the Saiataare

not all killed off, they will come out

on the liord's side.

The Victoria ^fission is not doing

much. It numbers but few Saints at

this time, and I have not got any returns

from them on account of books for nine

months. The Ciders are working for

money to go home.
I have just received a letter from Pre-

sident Snow, South Australia. He writes

that he has baptized nine new members •

but there is not much prospect of doing-

anvthing more at present.

Elder Potter and myself have ju*t re*

turned from a trip of 650 miles into the-

interior of the country* We witnessed

a vast amount of suffering both with mass
and beast i thousands of cattle and sheep

have perished for want of water. There
has been a terrible drought, and this has
been the hottest summer that has been

experienced in Australia during the lata

twenty years, although there has been
some ram of late. Times are very had
here, and great numbers of people are
out of employment. They generally seem
to be fearful that some great calamity is

about to befall the inhabitants of the
earth ; so they drink to drive away care.

I have not reoeived any tetters from
the Presidency, or any of the Twelve as
home, since I nave been here, and but verv
few from my family. The Elders all

think that we are all called home, from
what we gather from the news and
private fetters.; and as we think that we
are needed at horns wi 4ere m no
prospect of doing much here till after the
great crisis or "Mormon War,* is over,

we think it expedient for us all to go
home as soon as we can get the means,
and organize and set the Conferences in

order. W* ahett all 4* all we can in this

country while we stay, and to sell all the
new books and distribute the tracts, so
that the people can have something to
read. I will write more particulars in

next month's mail, and perhaps by that

ttsae we may get same mtestigeaoe from
borne,

TJbe Elders all join in respects to voo,
and all the brethren in the Office, and all

Saints.

Your brother in the Qo*peJ>

Andrew J. Stewart.

ROM£ COBRE8PONTONCB.

LETTER FROM ELBER J. D. ROSS.

6, Richard-street, Llmehoute-Fields,

London, June 33, 1868.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—In accordance with

your request, I now proceed to furnish*

yen with a report of my travels and
labours since the 27th of May.

On May 28th, I mat Pastor C. F.
Jones at Leeds. Had a good meet5— ~
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the evening. The Saints there enjoy the

spirit of the work. Elder Shaw, the

President of the Bradford Conference,

has his business matters done up well,

and, in everything his Pastor desires, is

op to the mark.
On Sunday, 30th, attended Conference

opt Sheffield, The reports from the

Branch Presidents on Sunday morning
very satisfactory, a general desire

lanifested by the brethren to obey
and aid to the utmost of their

i rolling on the work of the Lord,

lay, 31st, in company with Pas-
and President Hyde, we eza-

the Tithing Record, and sawm jtem correctly entered in its proper

jfeotv Some Presidents pay too little

3§plj£on to this part of their duty. For

jlMIPfo on ti*6 balance-sheet we have

£jt$Dtal income correctly stated ; but no
JMtice seems to be taken of the various

items of expenditure as to whether or not

tbey balance with the income. The con-

aequences are, many of the balance-sheets

Jbund in the Conference Tithing Re-
cords are no balance-sheets at all, be-

cause no balance is struck. Pastors

should personally see that their Presidents

attend to their duty correctly.

I remained in the Sheffield Conference

until the 2nd of June, when I had
the pleasure of meeting President Budge
in Birmingham, and spent two days there

very agreeably and profitably. The Spirit

of God dwells richly with the Priesthood

tfaore.

On Friday, 4th, in company with bro-

ther Budge, reached Cheltenham, where
wo met Pastor Q. Taylor and President

Evans, and spent a good time in counsel

together. On Saturday, PresidentBudge
took train for Swansea, and I remained

in. Cheltenham to attend Conference on
the Sunday* The Saints from the

country Branches turned out well. We
bad good meetings and instructions suited

to the circumstances of the Saints.

Ott Monday, I attended meeting in

Worcester* and assisted the brethren in

correcting their balance-sheets. I found
in the Cheltenham Pastorate a desire on

She part of the Priesthood to be taught,

and a willingness to lire up to the spirit

of the times, as much as anywhere else.

Some brethren seem to imagine that the

financial department of the Church be-

Iqbks to men of commonplace intellect;

in their anxiety to make the Saints

fully acquainted with the theology of the
latter-day dispensation, the little matters
of the present every-day life are over-
looked, It would be well for os a9to>
take Paul's advice to Timothy, and each
seek to be u a workman rightJj dmdrpg
the word of truth, giving to every man
his portion of meat in due season.

9
If

the President keep the "Saints weD in-

formed as to their every-day duties, thev
will be properly fed all the time, and will

enjoy the spirit of present revelation, and
wUl thus be in a saved condition every
day-!

On the 9th, I joined President
Budge at Merthyr, South Wales, and
found the Presidency of the Welsh Mis-
sion full of the spirit of their calling, and
the Saints under their administration*

increasing .in faith and good work*. In
the evening, we had a good meeting.

On the 10th, we attended a meet*
ing at Cardiff. The Spirit flowed freeh,
and the instructions imparted were excel-

lent, and all were made glad. All en*
gaged in the ministry here are reaDj
desirous, not only to labour diligently for
the upholding of God's kingdom, hut to>

have their labours truly effective. Each
one performs his own work as he is

directed by the President. That Mission
is bound to progress.

On the 11th, I met Pastor G. Teas-
dale in Bristol, in order to attend Con*
ference there on the 1 3th. In the South
Pastorate, I found all business matters

done up well at the Priesthood meetings,

and the Conference meetings were wed
attended, and the Spirit of God guided
the brethren that addressed the congre-
gationduringtheday. We had alsoagood
meetmgmBathonSjbudayeYemTftg. The
Priesthood possessed a humble spirit, and
the Pastorate under their government
must improve, and is improving. In fact,

improvement and progress are the spirit

of the Mission. Every one is anxious to
meet your views and to observe the policy

you advise, believing honestly that, by so
doing, the test interests of God's king-

dom will he subserved in the Britiak

On the 15th, I returned to London,
and found all well, and the work pro-

gressing in the London Pastorate. Ob
the l&h, Brother Tullidge paid us a
visit, and hat attended Priesthood and
several other meetings with us ; and we
have felt qnke refreshed and instructed
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under his teachings daring the few days

he has been here.

I am well and enjoying the spirit of

my calling, seeking to the utmost of my
ability to carry out your instructions

among the Conferences where I travel.

Yours faithfully,

J. D. Ross.

CHELTENHAM PASTORATE.

Newport, Mon., Jane 21, 1858*

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I received a letter from
President Ross a few days since, in which

he requested me to forward you the
u Letter of Appointment " of H. J. By-
water, lately travelling in the " Chelten-

ham Conference/' He states that he has

lost the one he received from the Office

for * Herefordshire Conference." I never

applied for one for " Cheltenham Con-
ference," believing he would not travel

long.

I have been and am now visiting the

Saints in this Conference, and find a good
j

spirit prevailing, and things moving rkfte.

All are ready to do to die best of then*

ability. We are making our arrangements

to help to rub off the book debt, and hope

to succeed well The meetings of the

Saints improve in spirit and power. I

have to say we fed the very best about

President Ross's late visit, and enjoy well
the new order of things, only regretting

its non-establishment before.

I had an excellent outdoor meeting

with the Abersychan Saints on the"Gam*
last Friday night, and had a large and

attentive congregation ; and we are en-

deavouring here and elsewhere to have

the Priesthood actively employed. Bro-

thers Smith, Evans, and Burrows are

moving about and doing all the good they

can. I feel well in the work of Gol '

myself, and have determined to prosecute

my labours with the utmost vigour. Many
thanks for your kind permission of a few

days' holiday, and prayers for your
tinual prosperity.

I am yours truly,

O. Tatiabw

UTAH NEWS.

(From the "New York Herald* June 11.)

Washington, Jane 10, 1808.

The President to-day transmitted to

Congress a message, enclosing a copy of a
despatch from Governor Cumming, dated
May 2, received at the State Department
yesterday. u From this," the President

says, " there is reason to believe that our
difficulties with Utah have terminated,

and the laws are restored.'
9 He congra-

tulates Congress on this auspicious event,

expresses the opinion that there will be
no occasion to make the appropriation for

the three regiments of volunteers recently

authorized ror the purpose of quelling the

disturbances in Utah and for the protec-

tion of the emigrant trains and supplies,

and says that Texas can be defended by
Che regular troops now within her limits.

The President is the more gratified be-

cause the events in Utah will afford some
reKef to the treasury, and not require a
loan and additional taxation of the
people.

la a letter to Governor Case, Governor

Cumming says that he left the camp on
the 5th of April, en route to Salt Lake
City, accompanied by Colonel Kane as bis

guide, and two servants. In - ~

—

through the settlements, be was
with such respectful attentions as
due to the representative of the Executive
authority of tbe United States in ike

Territory. Near Warm Spring?, at the

line dividing Great Salt Lake from Devfe
County, he was honoured with a
and respectful reception by many
men, including the Mayor and mi

^
officers of that city, and by them eecorflbft

to lodgings previously prepared for him,
the Mayor occupying a seat at Ins aids li
his carriage.

Ex-Governor Young paid ham » visit

of ceremony as soon as he was iiiifnnhssllj

relieved of the fatigue of his journey to

receive company. In a subsequent fats*
view, Young evinced a wimugneaw to
afford him every faculty he ought resjrifce

for the efficient performance of hia'ftsV
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PRESIDENT 3UCHAVA2t's MESSAGE. 44&

Young's course in

this respect, Governor Camming fancied,

met with the approval of the majority of

the Salt Lake community.
TheTerritorial seal, with otherproperty,

waa tendered Governor Camming by
William H. Hooper, late acting Secretary

of the Territory. The records and
library remain unimpaired.

There were illuminations in his honour.

Having heard numerous complaints, Go-
vernor Camming caused a public notice

to be posted, signifying his readiness to

relieve those who deemed themselves ag-

grieved by being illegally restrained of

their liberty, and assuring protection to

all persons. He kept his office open at

all hours of the day and night, and regis-

tered fifty-sixmen,and thirty-threewomen,
and seventy-one children, as desirous of

bis protection and evincing a disposition

of proceeding to the United States. A
large majority of these people were of

English birth, and were promised assist-

ance to remove. Governor dimming
says his visit to the Tabernacle will never

be forgotten. There were between three

and four thousand persons assembled for

the purpose of public worship, and there

mm a profound silence when he appeared.

Briffham Young introduced bim by j

as Governor of Utah ; and he (Cumming)
addressed them for half-an-hour, telling

them his purpose to uphold the Constitu-
tion and the laws, and that he would
expect their obedience to all lawful autho-
rity, at the same time assuring them of
his determination to administer equal and
exact justice, &c. He was listened to

e masses everywhere announced to
Governor Cumming that the torch will

be applied to every house, indiscriminately,

throughout the country, as soon as the
troops attempt to cross the mountains;
and that although their people were scat-

tered, they would take every means to
rally them.

Governor Camming says that someof
the Mormons are vet in arms, and speak*
of the mischief they are capable of ren-
dering as guerrillas.

The way for the emigrants to the
Pacific was open.

Governor Cumming would leave for
the South on the 3rd of May. He says

that be will restrain all the proceedings of
the Military for the present, and untu he
shall receive additional instructions from
the President.

PRESIDENT BUCHANAN'S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS IN RELATION

TO UTAH.

(From the "New York DaUy Tribune? June 12.)

To the Senate and House of Representa-

tives:

—

I transmit the copy of a despatch from
Governor Camming to the Secretary of

State, dated at Great Salt Lake City, on

the 2nd of May, and received at the

Department of State yesterday. From
this there is reason to believe that our

dmVultks with the Territory of Utah
hare terminated, and the reign of the

Constitution and the laws has been re-

stated. I congratulate you on this

ananicions event.
* I lose no time in commumcating this

mformatkm andinexpressing the opinion

that there will be no occasion to make
any appropriations for the purpose of

eamng mto service the two regiments of

TQhmtfjrj authorised by the Act of Con*

gross approved on the 7th of April last*.

" for the purpose of quelling disturbance*

in the Territory of Utah, for the protec-

tion of supply and emigrant trains and
the suppression of Indian hostilities on
the frontier.**

I am the more gratified at this satis-

factory intelligence ftom Utah, because it

will afford some relief to the treasury at

a time demanding from us the strictest

economy ; and when the question which
now arises upon every appropriation is,

whether it be of a character so important
and urgent as to brook no delay, and to

justify and require a loan, and most pro*

bably a tax upon the people to raise the-

money necessary for its payment.

In regard to the regiment of volunteers

authorized by the same Act ofCongress to
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V called into service for the defend of

tbe frontier of Texas against Indian

hostiKtiea, I deire to leave this question to

Cbogrcss, observing, at the same time,

that m my opinion, this State can be de-

funded for the present Vf die Tegolaf

troops, which have not jet beenwithdraw*

from its limits.

James Btfcsm*.
Washington City, June 10, 1858.

DESTRUCTIVE GALS IN ILLINOIS.

1 (Ehm the " New York Herald.'*)

lleumouth, Warren County, IUmofs,
June 1, 1S58.

Qfitee yesterday, I have visited the scene of

<!etm4tatfon and death. No one can conceive

it without seeing it. The village Of Ellison

is s» more : where onoe it stood, the ground
reannlctt--that's all ; fragments of bouses are

jjaisjui l for miles, trees uprooted and car*

rM away—some of sixty feet in height

broken off, and the trunks stripped entirely

<atf the bark. Some locust trees, three feet

in circumference, twisted off ten feet from

the ground, and the stump stripped of the

fork to the ground : even the shrubbery is

rooted Up and stripped of every twig. No
wlgu of any town remains hut the founda-

tions of some of the houses ; and even the

sftswe door-steps have boon carried lull

thirty rods. One family were taken with

the house a quarter of a mile over the

fields, sailing in the air, when the house

struck and parted, and they escaped. ' The
resident Methodist preacher was four miles

from borne; his wife and infant child at

home uieao ; Ms house and goods were car-

ried away. He found his wife nearly dead,

•swmo thirty rods from where his house stood,

and his child a quarter of a mile from the

spot. One man, who had his little boy In Ms
aunts when the wind struck the town, was
taken with the child so high that he saw the

fjssbers Hying below him. He was carried

wearly a mile, and landed with a broken leg.

Be tay«H night, unable towalk, holding she

neild to kosp it from drowning, for the rain

wared in torrents. Every pteoe of fursi*

turn, clothing, beddteg,farming utensil*, and
tool* of all kinds, are gone, no one knows
where, but probably scattered over the
country. Horses, cows, and swine were
killed, and waggons and carriages are all 1n

rums. You might find a tire here, a hub
aukd U few spokes in another {ttaee, ah alls

twisted off, &c, eta.

Those that survived have last their alt.

Tan iwhabteante of the surrounding country

awn oeutributiug liberally, and are taking

the wounded away with them as fast as they

«9a*. The roads are all verj bad, and the

streams are high.

fcefcb* 1 give you the names of all I could*

gat, as many had been carried away before

I got there. [Here follow the names.]

1 saw sixty or eighty more or less iojarei,

but who will eventually recover. Tbtyart

so that they can crawl round and look tiler

the dead and dying, and their effects.

(From the "Chicago Praas," Jons 1)

Through a gentleman who left MounwtJa

yesterday morning, wo learn many fotereat-

iog particulars of the sad tragedy attending

the destruction of the village of Ellisoab;

a whirlwind.

Fourteen persons were killed almost ti-

stantly (one less than was stated bt taw-

graph) ; and ten more, it was supposed, were

mortally wounded.
Among the dead are Mr. John Heat, ah

son of about ton years of age, and a tabs*

the latter of whom Is supposed to Ism test

drowned. The whole family appear to have

been whirled with the fragments of their

dwelling quite up into the air, sod depo-

sited a considerable distance from where

the house atood, near a slough. Mr. Bead

was carried about fifteen rods, and ioHswr-

cible flight received a frightful wound ia

his side from a timber. He surrirsd tall

the next morning, lira. Hand bad bar

Infant in her arms when she stmV*J
ground, but the concussion compsH*d

her to let go her hoM tape* It, m
it was tossed some distance 4ate *
slough, where she heard He era, ott,

owing to her severe injuries, was suahwlj

attempt lta rescue, There she inaa*lse*s8

night, her petaoti partly ia the uaten es*

ia the course vf Us dreary Watches, ttadssd

body of her infant was drifted to thsy**
and she had it in her arms wfiso dlseotsftt

in the morning.
.

Another familf, named flcwWankjy
feted terribly. Miss Mary Attn tfewlW*;

about twunt^two, her ^ItW HariijVjJ"

about sixteen, and her brother

about funrtMnvarsramong she dead; saajm

poor old mothen aa^alnighfy yearnofaaj*-

the otily reamtiomg member trf the flsajfr

except some older children whommWf
at a disUooe—was vary ba^; Injtuai *Jvary

_ T, ... _ .
not l

having received arfjr hurt, ana*

boy Thomas wan not"at
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body of his elder sister from the ruins soon
|

An iron safe, weighing nine honored
after the catastrophe ; but he was so badly pounds, was taken from Johnson's store,

tnjmred internally, that he died the next and carried thirty feet. Horses, cattle, and
ssarasng. ! hogs were taken ap by the wiod, carried in
As near as can be ascertained, in the con- ! the air, and dashed to the earth, killed by

fesioa which prevailed; about fifty persons the fall. Oae sow was taken op, carried
were very seriously, aad many more slightly several rods, and killed by the fall. Her
iajured. \ body lay at a distance from anything that
The tornado struck the village about half- could have inflicted a wound or injury open

past five o'clock, and during lit continuance her. A heavy cut stone door-step, the
bo rain fell. The houses were frame struc-

j

dimensions of which are given to us as being
tares. There was a large tavern-otand and some seven feet long by three in width, and
three stores—those of Samuel Johnson, : several inches in thiofcnee, was torn from ita

Joseph Knowles, and another. The appear- site, and carried more than its length, or
aoee of the dwellings and structures, after

j
about twelve feet.

the peerage of the whirlwind, is described
j

The first trace of this violence is noticeable
by one eye-witness " as if one should tear in the Ellison timber, about a mile west
to pieces and scatter a lumber yard." Of i of the village, the place described by John
roofs and walls, and the various structures, I MeWilliams as M the meeting of the clouds.**

there was seen, in many instances, scarcely a , Thence on through the timber the evidences of
trace, as if a giant's hand had reduced and I ita force were astounding. The trees do not
torn them to shreds and splinters. They seem to have been prostrated. They were
lay scattered over the fields. Here a piece only so, in fact, when released from the
of broken furniture, and there a shattered grasp of the angry storm-king. They were
door, and beyond, an undistinguishable mass

i
pulled upby the roots, twisted, turned about,

of timbers and boards, floor beams, ceiling,
1

simply, and in places noticed by our infor-

aad rafters. Even the bodies of some of the
j

mant, it seemed as if they had been torn up
sufferers were torn to pieces.

I

by groups, as a child would wantonly twist

Ab an evidence of the fearful force of the
j

the tops of adjacent weeds and tear them
tornado, it is mentioned in the telegraph

j

from the ground. Trees, a foot in diameter*

from our special reporter last evening, that ! were thus made the sport of the tornado,

Augments of the bodies of the victims were I and were dashed, crushed, and broken to
scattered in all directions. I the ground.

PASSING EVENTS.

Grxeb.il The Pope is about to increase his navy from two corvetts to ten. Ths fait

of a cliff at Salahas crushed fifty houses, and earthquake shocks are of frequent occurrence,

with terrible tempests. A dreadful storm, with a delnge of rain, overwhelmed a consi-

derable portion of the Sala district : several villages were destroyed, and a number of

persons lost their lives. Water is so scarce at Frankfort, Germany, that it is now sold at

five krutzers a bucket. A telegram from Berlin says that Dantzig has been on fire since

Jane 17th, and that up to the 21st, the date of the despatch, it was still in a blaze. The
Austrian fortifications are being strengthened by additional works ; and the authorities on
the saOitavy frontier hate received strict injunctions to keep a very watchful eye on the

Otwistiaas in Turkey. The Austrian troops in Dalmatia have been reinforced. The
IMiugnt among the Sclavonics is increasing. The Turkish corps in the Herzegovioe,

eesisisting of 7,000 regular* and 5,000 irregulars, with 16 guns, is likely to receive

powerful reinforcements. Since the victory of the Montenegrins, the Herzegovme rayahs

haVe been teasmanageable than ever ; and not long since they burned down a Turkish
vQtage which was not above 15 or 16 English miles distant from Mostar. The blockade

of the mountain fort of Klobuk is still kept up by the rayahs, who appear to be com-
pletely masters of the whole of the southern part of the province.

American.—Governor Powell and Major MoCulloch, the Utah Peace Commissioners,

arri ied at Fort.Laramie, May 17th, aad are expected to reach Camp Scott on the 27th.

Tlse prospect of a peaceful setilement of the pending difficulty is very distasteful te

Johnston and the troops, in whose eyes Gov. Camming has committed the unpardonable

; assd "our aptaaU Utahr correspondent" of the Tribune writes that President,

ebaaan's " proclamation, as a whole, will cause disappointment to every one of tha

civil associates of Go*, tfrafesisg and to the entire army."
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448 VARIETIES.—POETRY.—ADDRlSSsaS.—MONEY LIST*

VARIETIES.

Ohb of the finest specimens of the laconic it the speech of Roohejaqneleio te» li»
soldiers 44 If I advance, foUow me ; if I fall, avenge me ; if I flinch, kill me.*
Nearly all brave men have been of a finelv-orgauiied and therefore nervous tempers-

meat. Jolius Ctesar was nervous ; to was Bonaparte; so was Nelson. The IMaves?
Wellington saw a man torn pale as he marched up to a battery. M That," he said ** is s>

brave man : he knows his danger, and faces it.**

• Godfather op a Thousajtd.—An old man died, the other day, In Westminster Woa%-
house, who, in the course of nine years, assumed the responsibility of becoming ape—ae
to upwards of a thousand children born in the workhouse ; and for the service of beroaaiaa,

godfather, he was, upon eaoh occasion, rewarded by the parish authorities with a pas* as?

porter.

ZION*S WRONGS.
WRONGS OK THK PRESENT. WRONOS OF THE FAHTV

Bail ! lovely spot, where freedom's children dwell— How dull and desolate Ilea fair Naavoe ?

Fair home of outcast worth—sweet Deseret ! Her Temple's ruins open to the sun

:

In years to come how oft thy sons will tell Haun's-Mill and Carthage, Jackson County, focv
Wrongs foes have done thee, and the doom they Proclaim o'er earth the deeds your bends asm

met. done.

Now gathering hosts of mercenaries hie The cup yonr hands have filled shall to the brhvs

To wage a war upon a gathered band, Be filled for you, twice told, and running eArra

Who from the tyrant's grasp most gladly fly But as you drink Its dregs, remember hum
To seek protection in a mountain land. Whose blood stains Wst'ry's page and Cutlass

floor.

To make short work 01 sin and wicked men
: Deeply atoned, as M change " unfolds each seme r

Earth Shall from ^^V??/^!^^ «™ ' 8oon7hm\l tS^orid a fa^eTna^oo see
While peace restored holds jubilee 'rnong men. Upoa^ llit of thing, which once have beam.

list ! Priests and Editors, and ye who rule Justice will smile to see her rule restored ;

Columbia's sons for either weal or woe : Good men will rest, when Terror's reign has fled^
Your harvest time will bring to you in full Angels and Saints will sing, with one accord,

The fruitful product of the seed you sow. Honour and praise to their redeeming
"

Sunderland, June 25, 1858. Thomas Wallacs.

Addrbssrs.—William Halls, Edward Weaver's. 25, Norton Street, Grantham, Lincolnshire.

Edward Hanham. 27, Lyon Street, Newtown, Southampton.
B. F. Nesien, 41, Charlotte Street, Glasgow.

Errata.—In last No., page 420, col. I, line 13, instead of "lives," read line* ; and in line &*, 1

•f " where no connection/' read where connection.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS*

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be the* hmikm ear, let him hear whmt the Spirit eaith unU the chvrchm.—Jemm ChriM.

Cm**U iftor, mw people, that 90 he not partaken efher mime, and thmt pe receive net •/ hew

plugnt*.—X Jnice from Umtcii.

*. 29,701. XX. Saturday, July 17, 1858. Prico One Penny.

DESPATCH OF GOVERNOR CUMMING.

Executive Office,

Great Salt Lake C*ty, U. T.,

April 16, 1868.

Sir,—I left camp on the 5th, en route to
thiacitj, ioaccordancewithadetermination
communicated to you on the 3rd instant,

•ooompanied by Colonel Kane, as my
guide, and two servants. Arriving in
fa vicinity of the spring which is on this

side of the u Quaking Asp" hill, after

tDgbt, Indian camp fees were discerned
°o tie rocks overhanging the valley.

We proceeded to the spring, and after dis-

pHOff of the animals, retired from the™ beyond the mountain. We had rea-
*>Q to congratulate ourselves upon having
taken this precaution, as we subsequently

•wtitained that the country lying between
T*routposts and the u Yellow9 is infested

V hostile renegades and outlaws from
Prions tribes.

* was escorted from Bear River Valley
* the western end of Echo Canon. "the
2*t*7throughthecanon beincperformed,
fcf toemost part, after night, itwas about
^ven o'clock, p.m., when I arrived at
Weber station. I have been everywhere
wwgmsed as the Governor of Utah ; and,
*fe from having encountered insuks or

™gnities, I aun gratified in befog able to
**te td you that, in passing through the
•dements,!have been unreersallvgreeted

^snchrespectful attentionsasaredoe to
to rejreaentative of the Executive author
%of<be United States hi the territory.
•^ Hme-iraTin^stiAaga/ at Htette*

dividing Great Bait Lake and Dark
counties, I was honoured with a formal
and respectful reception by many gentle-

men, including die Mayor and other mu-
nicipal officers of the city, and by them
escorted to lodgings previously provided,

the Mayor occupying a seat in my carriage.

Ex-Governor Brigham Toung paid
me a call of ceremony as soon as I was
sufficiently relieved from the fatigue of
my mountain journey to receive company.
In subsequent interviews with the ex-Go-
vernor, be has evinced a willingness to
afford me every facility which I may re-

quire fbr the efficient performance of my
administrative duties. His course m this

respect meets, I fancy, with the approval
of a majority of the community. The
Territorial deal, with other public pro-

perty, has been tendered me by William, II.

Hooper, Esq., late Acting Secretary 2>r»

tent,

I have not examined the subject criti-

cally, but apprehend that the records of
the United States' Courts, Territorial

Library, and other public property, ret-

mam unimpaired.

Having entered upon the performance
of my official duties in this city, k is pro-
bable that I will be detained for some
days in this part of the Territory

.

I reapectrallv call jour attention to a
matter which demands our eerfous con-
sideration. Many acts of depredation

have been recently ooinmitted by Indiana

uponthrprbpertyofw^* '
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450 DESPATCH OF GOVERNOR CUMIUNG.

in the immediate vicinity of this city.

Believing that the Indians will endeavour

to sell the stolen property at or near the

camp, I herewith enclose the brand book
(incomplete) and memoranda (in part) of

stock lost by citizens of Utah since Feb- 1

1

ruary 2$, 1858, and two letters addressed
j

to.me an theLsame subject by William H.
Hooper, Esq., late Acting Secretary pro
torn., which may enable you to secure the

property and punish the thieves.

With feelings of profound regret,.I have

learned that Agent Hurt is charged with

having incited to acts of hostility the

Indians of Vinta Valley. I hope that

Agent Hurt will be able to vindicate him-

himself from the charges contained in the

enclosed letter from William H. Hooper,

late Secretary pro tern. ; yet they demand
a thorough investigation.

I shall probably be compelled to make
a requisition upon you tor a sufficient

force to chastise the Indians alluded to,

since I desire to avoid being compelled to

call out the Militia for that purpose.

The gentlemen who are entrusted with

this note, Mr. John B. Rimball and Mr.
Fay Worthen, are engaged in mercantile

pursuits here, and are represented to be

gentlemen of the highest respectability,

and have no connection with the Church
here. Should you deem it advisable or

necessary, you will please send any com-
munications intended for me by them.

I beg leave to commend them to your

confidence and courtesy. They will pro-

bably return to the city in a few days.

They are well known to Messrs. Gilbert,

Ferry, and Barr, with whom you will

please communicate* Very respectfully,

jour obedient servant,

A. Cummino,
Governor of Utah Territory.

A, S. Johnston, Col. of Cavalry, com-
manding Army of Utah, Fort Scott, U. T.

The note omits to state that I met par-

ties of armed men at Lost and Yellow
Creeks, as well as at Echo Canon. At
•every point, however, I was recognised as

the Governor of Utah, and received with

* military salute. When it was arranged
with the Mormon officer in command
of. my escort that I should pass through
Echo Canon at night, I inferred that

it was the object of concealing the bar-

ricades and other defences. I was there-

fore agreeably surprised by an illumina-

tion in honour to me. The bonfires

kindled pj the soldiers from the base to

the summits of the walls of the canon
completely illuminated the valley and
disclosed the. snow- covered mountains
which surrounded us. When I arrived

at the next station, I found the u Emi-
grant Road" over the "Big Mountain"
still impassable. I was able to makemy
way, however, down 44 Weber Canon."

Since my arrival, I have been employed
in examining the records of the Supreme
and District Courts, which I am now
prepared to report as being perfect and
unimpaired. This will, doubtless, be ac-

ceptable information to those who have
entertained an impression to the contrary.

I have also examined the Legislative

Records and other books bdonrinff to the
office of Secretary of State, which are in

perfect preservation. The Property Re-
turn, though not made up in proper form,
exhibits the public property for which
W. H. Hooper, late Secretary of State,

is responsible. It is, in part, the same
for which the estate of A. W. Babbit is

liable, that individual having died whilst in

the office of Secretary of State for Utah.
I believe that the books and charts,

stationery, and other property appertain-

ing to the Surveyor- General's Office will,

upon examination, be found in the proper
place, except some instruments, which are

supposed to have been disposed of by a
person who was temporarily in charge of
the office. I examined the property, but
cannot verify the matter, in consequence
of not having at my command a schedule

or Property Return.

The condition of the large and valuable

Territorial Library has also commanded
my attention ; and I am pleased in being
able to report that Mr. W. C. Staines,

the Librarian, has kept the books and
records in most excellent condition. I

will, at an early day, transmit a catalogue

of this library, and schedules of the other
public property, with certified copies of
the records of the Supreme and District

Courts, exhibiting the character and
amount of the public business last tran-

sacted in tbem.

On the 21st instant, I left Great Salt

Lake City and visited Tooele and Rush
valleys, in the latter of which lies the
military reserve selected by Colonel Step-
toe, and endeavoured to trace the lines

upon the ground from field notes which
are in the Surveyor- General's Office. Aa
accurate plan of the reserve, as it has been
measured off, will be found accompanying
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DISPATCH OF OOTBBNOR CUMMIN*.

a communication which I shall address to

the Secretary of War upon this subject.

On the morning of the 24th instant,

information was communicated to fme
that a number of persons who were de-

sirous of leaving the Territory were unable

to do so, and considered themselves to be
unlawfully restrained of their liberty.

However, desirous of conciliating popular

opinion, I felt it incumbent upon me to

adopt the most energetic measures to

ascertain the truth or falsehood of this

statement Postponing, therefore,ajour-
ney of importance which I had in contem-
plation to one of the settlements of Utah
County, I caused public notice to be given

Immediately of my readiness to relieve all

persons who were or deemed themselves

to be aggrieved ; and on the ensuing day,

which was Sunday, requested the follow-

ing notice to be read, in my presence, to

the people at the Tabernacle :

—

NOTICE.

It has been reported to me that there

are persons residing in this and in other

jMits of the Territory who are illegally

restrained of their liberty. It is there-

fore proper that I should announce that I

assume the protection of all persons, if any

there be, and request that they will com-
municate to me their names and places of

residence, under seal, through Mr. Fay
Worthen, or to me in person, during my
stay in the city.

'A. Cmofnra,
Governor of Utah Territory.

I have since kept my office open at all

hours of the day and night, and have

registered no less than 66 men, 83 women,
and 71 children, as desirous of my pro-

tection and assistance in proceeding to

the States. The large majority of these

people are of English birth, and state that

they leave the congregation from a desire

to improve their circumstances and realise

«bewnere more money by their labour,

Certain leading men among the Mor-
mons have promised to furnish them floor

and assist tnem m leaving the country.

My presence at the meeting in the

Tabernacle will be remembered by me as

an occasion of intent interest Between
three and four thousand persons were
assembled for the purpose or public wor-

ship : the hall was crowded to overflow-

ing; but the most profound quiet was
observed when I appeared. President

Brigham Young mtrodueed me by name

4M
as the Governor of Utah, and I addressed
the audience from die "Stand." I in-
formed them that I had come among
them to vindicate the national sovereignty

;

that it was my duty to secure the supre-
macyofthe Constitutionand the laws ; that

I bad taken my oath of office to exact an
unconditional submission on their part to
the dictates of the law. I was not inter*

rupted. In a discourse of about thirty

minutes' duration, I touched (as I thought
best) boldly upon all the leading ques-
tions at issue between them and the
General Government. I remembered
that I had to deal with men embittered
by the remembrance and recital of manv
real and some imaginary wrongs, but did
not think it wise to withhold from them
the entire truth. They listened respect-

fully to all I bad to say—approvingly,
even, I fancied—when I explained to them
what I intended should be the character

of my administration. In fact, the whole
manner of the people was calm, betoken-
ing no consciousness of having done
wrong, but rather, as it were, indicating

a conviction that they had done their

duty to their religion and to their coun-

try. I have observed that the Mormons
profess to view the Constitution as the*

work of inspired men, and respond with
readiness to appeals for its support.

Thus the meeting might have ended

;

but, after closing my remarks, I rose and
stated that I would be glad to hear from
any who might be inclined to address me
upon topics of interest to the community.
This invitation brmiorht forth in succes-

sion several powerful speakers, who evi-

dently exercised great influence over thet^

masses oi tne peopie. They harangued
on the subject of tne assassination of Jo-
seph Smitn, Jun., and his friends, the
services rendered by the Mormon bat-

talion to an ungrateful country, their

sufferings on " the Plains " during their

dreary pilgrimage to their mountain
home, etc. The congregation became
greatly excited, and joined the speakers in

their intemperate remarks, exhibited more
phrenzy than I had expected to witness

among a people who habitually exercise

great self-control. A speaker now repre-

sented the Federal Government as desirous

of needlessly introducing the national

troops into the Territory, M whether a
necessity existed for their employment to

support the authority of the civil c
~

or not;" and the wildest uproar

v
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km ftsdv cooiWmed in the opinion the*

people, with thjeir extraordinary re-

flgioo and, customs, would gladly enoouin

tar certain death rather than be ta*ed

With 4 subinissioo to the military power,

whiob they considered to involve a lots of

honour.
Ia my first address I informed them

&ajb thcv were entiUed to a trial by their

Menu tpat I bad no intention of station-

ing the army ia immediate oontaet with

their settlements, and that the military

posse would not be resorted to until other

rneans of arrest had been tried and failed.

} fopnd the greatest difljouity in explain*

|ng these points, so mat was the excite-

ment. Eventually* however, the efforts

of Brigham Young were successful m
calming the tumult and restoring order

before the adjournment of the meeting.

|t is proper that I should add, that move
than one speaker has once expressed his

regret ai baring been betrayed into intem-

perance of language in my presence.

The President and the American peo-

ple will learn with gratification the ausp*
cious issue of our difficulties here. I

regret the necessity which compels me to

mingle with my congratulations the an-
nouncement of a fact which will oeoasion
grave concern.

The people, including the inhabitants

of this city, are moving from every settle-

ment in the northern part of the Terri-

tory. The roads are everywhere filled

with waggons loaded with provisions and
household furniture, the women and chil-

dren, often without shoes or hats, driving

i where. They
but cheerful.

Lord and they

rejoice to exchange the comforts of home
for the trials of the wilderness. Their
ultimate destination is not, I apprehend,
definitely fixed upon. "Going south"
seems sufficiently definite for most of
them ; but many believe that their ulti-

mate destination is Sonora,
(On the afternoon of Sunday last, Pre-

sident Brigham Young is reported to

have spoken in the Tabernacle as fol-

lows :
—" I have a good mind to tell a secret

right here : I believe I will tell it anyhow.
They say there is a fine country down
south there: Sonora, is it ? Is that your
name for it ? Do not speak of this out of

please.")

of the in-

OF GOVERNOR CUMMINO.

witbon*

their flocks they know not [

seem not only resigned,
« It is the will of the Lor

leagtfau the toft trait* of wandeters.
The messeseverywhejsennounoe somethe*

the torch will be anplied to every house,

indjsnrun iaatgly, throughout the country*

so soon as the troupe attempt to oroea the
mountains. I shall follow these people*

and endeavour to rally them. lumbers
whom J We im* appear to be in dread
of the Indians, whom the distressed con*
djtion of the whites his encouraged to

commit extensive depredations. I maw at

least ouiet the apprehension* of these

persons, and induce some of them te

resurn-

Our military force could overwhelm
most of these poor people, involving

men, women, and, children in a common
fate; Vut there are among the Mormons
many bravo men,axonstomed to arms and
horses—men who would fight deeneratery

as guerrillas, ancL if the settlements are

destroyed, will sanjeet the country to.an
expensive ahtf protracted war withoutany
compettsdtmg resttfts* They wifl, I ant

sure, submit to trial by their peers, but
they will not brook the idea of trials by
"^ttrites comjpojtted of teamsters mid fot
lowers of the canty;" nor of an army en*

camped in their cities or dense settle^

metres.

I haye atoyted meAps to recall the fetf

remkirimg Mormons m arms who havV
not yet, it is said, complied with my re*

questtowithdrawfrom thecanonsand east-

ern frontier. I have also taken measures

to protect the buildings which baweteen
vacated in the northern settlements. I
am sangmene that I will save a grant pen
of $e valuable hnprcvementa there.

Xsnsilkave this eery mr the Sooth to*

morrow. After I have finished my bunV
ness there, I shall return as soon as pea?

stole to the arny*to complete theannage*
mente "which witt enable me, before *tns>

I trust, to anneeJnee that theroad between
Calrfornia and Missouri may be travelled

wit* perfect security by teams and eras*

grants, of every description-

I shal} restrain all opeimtiena of the
military for the present, which will art*

eebly enable me to receive from the Pre-
sident additional instructions* if he deems
it necessary to give them.
Very respeotfnUsv your obedient servant*

A* Cin*jfnHfc

Governor of Utah.
Hon. Iron* Can* Secretary of

Wasnington City, D, 0.
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Baetutive Office,

JKayB,!iafi&

-You are awaat Atmy canton

1

t journey iu fos*pOBed in cones*

queue*ofthe snow onthe aowilprini, arid

hi tic eaeue* between Fort firfdger and
this city. ! Moordtoc* with the deOstu

urination oommimioated in former QOtee,
l left es*np en U**^ and arrived he*
on tbe THhuk.
SomeofOe Incidents Ofmyjourney arfe

related in the aow^ note, addressed bi
ntaf to Oekwel A. 8. Johnston oil the
fctalnstafct. <

4Mb Ojc-SUw York TrfbtM,"Mm J9,16S0.)

The despatch of Governor Commiog,
IB ftb)\A& in full, does not odd ftra<$ to

tflie telegraphic summary heretofore pub-
fished. He is evidently Terr little pleased

1iM the idea of being left Governor of
deserted Territory, from which the

mhabRants had fled at his approach: He
exhibits much anxiety to put a stop to the
migration of the Mormons. It would
appear that his proposed journey to the
southern parts ofthe Territory was mainly
1ft the hope of re-assuring' the fugitives,

end inducing some of them to return.

According to statements contained m the
-Ban Ff*n*HCo papers, bavins; an appear-

ance of authenticity, and stid to rest on
iftle authority of private letiters received

at San Bernardino, by mail of April 7,

from 'Bait Lake City, this migratkm was
first started about die middle of March,
it which time Young issued a circular

eaffing upon tbe people of Salmon Itiver,

Ogden, BrWnsviUe, Sutler's Corner, Box
BMer^-indeed, all the settlers north of
flalt Lake Gfcy, as well as the inhabitants

of that city itself, to vacate ttoefcr homes
nnd remove with their famines and goods
to the southern district of Ae territory,

there to await furtherorders. This com*
mend appears to have been in faH course

*A execution on the arrival of Governor
Camming; nor does that event seem to

have put any material stop to it. Brig*

ham's circular recommended that a
4ertam number of men be 4efe to take

•care of the property and to secure the

growing crops, if possible; but, should

they not be able to do so, they were to

burn and destroy everything, rather than
nave it fall into the hands of the mvndini
gentiles. Aeeerdmr tb the Oe»e1uui>
account, there would appear to he' not

4»jriy » reatfness, hut an alacri«t€oe^«rtfe

those orders. Thepeople take w3$tbeni
their t»rotiskms--of which they are ssaJL

to possess a Sufficiency for two years—

w

their cattle, their household goede—

m

fact, all their moveable possessions, even to>

the doors and windows of their houses.

Hot merely antipathy to the presence of
the troops in their settlements and to the
idea, as the Governor writes, of being
tried by «juries composed of teamster*

and fbflowers of the camp," hut appre-
hensions also ofIndian outrages, had con-
tributed to this movement. Shortly be*
fore it commence/), news arrived or an
attack by the Indians on the detached
eetttehlent of Salmon River, establishes

last summer by Brijfham Young, three
hundred miles north of Salt Lake CHy,
the killing of several of the settlers, ami
the driving off their cattle. Other Indian
depredations to a serious extent, especially

in the stealmg of cattje, had been of late

committed in the VaDey ftselF^epreda-
tions which theMormons believed to have
been occasioned by the presence of the
army in their neighbourhood, if not to
have been directly instigated from the
camp. It was supposed that Brigbam
Young andthemigratingMLormons wbuld
make their first rendezvous in the vaReV
Of fean fcete, about a hundred and wr
miles south-east from Salt Lake City to-

wards the Rio Colorado. Other accounts

mentioned Perowan, about a hundrejl
miles further In the ssme direction,

^here sire several thriving settlements in,

these yaftevs; but the amount of tillable

land is quite Smited—entirety insufficient

fbr the wnole number of Mormons; »o
that their stoppage there could only be
temporary. Governor humming
'from some hints dropped by .H
tfonug, that Sonor* V .

their u

destmftfcfe. *)ou^eas thb %o
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will be entirely governed by the coarse of

•rents. There can be little doubt that

Young possesses influence enough with

the great bulk of his followers to induce

them to so wherever he pleases. The
Very small number of fifty-six men and
thirty-three women, who have registered

themselves under Governor Cumminp/s
notice to that effect, as desirous of his

assistance and protection in proceeding to

the States, shows the strength of Brigbam
Young's hold upon his disciples.

Should the Mormons execute their

threat of burning Salt Lake City and
abandoning that part of the Territory, it

may be questioned whether, so far as

facilities are concerned for overland com-
munication between the Mississippi Valley

and the Pacific, anythingwould be gained

by the change. There can be no question

•that the Mormon settlement has proved a

great convenience to travel by that route

;

and, taking as true all the charges and
complaints which have been made against

the Mormons, it may well be doubted

whether the sort of population which
would be likely to succeed them would be

found more hospitable or less exacting.

To anybody but the Mormons, the Salt

Lake valleycould hold out little attraction,

except as a convenient station for levying

a heavy tribute on the travel to and from
California; and it is very doubtful

whether the miscellaneous vagabonds of

the prairies, into whose occupancy the

Valley would be likely to fall, might not

soon become much more obnoxious to

travellers by that route than the Mormons
ever have been.

(" New York Timet," June 14th.)

Governor Cumming seems to have
treated the w Mormons 99

kindly, but with
a good degree of frankness and of firm-

ness. His tone was very different from
that observed by Colonel Johnston, in his

negotiations at the head of the armv,—
being much more respectful and concilia-

tory, and much better calculated to win
the confidence and command the assent

of the "Mormon" community. In fact,

.the whole military movement against

them seems to have been a blunder, and
to have accomplished nothing. A display

of force may nave had some effect upon
the obstinacy of Young; and it is quite
possible that, but for this, he would have

to the last m refusing to

surrender his authority as Governor.

But it should be borne in mind thst

Young declared bis willingness si the

very outset to give place to Governs*

Cuniming—to receive him into the city,

to treat him as a gentleman, and Is

transfer to him the executive .power,

provided he would come without troops

And this is precisely what he did do st

last. If President Buchanan had begoa

operations by sending the Governor alone,

or by sending his ridiculous Pesos

Commission, and saSd nothing about sa

army until these endeavours had ben
repulsed, there is no great reason to doubt

that he would have attained the ssme

result, and saved some ten or tori*

milium* of dollars to the Federal

Treasury.

The Washington Union, in the trss

spirit of a retained organ, says the

peaceful termination of the Mormon War

is "due entirely to the energy of Pre-

sident and the Cabinet.
99

This is meent

for praise, but it sounds like satire. It

is not easy to see what the energy s£

either President or Cabinet has had to 6>

with the affair at aU. The whole thing

has been brought about by a volunteer

diplomatist The Mormon war has bees

ended, as the Mexican war was, by a

single individual, without the sanction***

the Government and against its wbbes

as indicated by its official acts. N. P.

Trist negotiated, " solitary and aloes/

the treaty of peace with Mexico, and the

Senate was obliged to confirm it. And

in this case, Colonel Thomas L. Ease*
the man who procured admission hue-

Salt Lake City for Governor Cuiapis*

and opened the way for the submissioo of

the Territory to the authority of the

Federal Government. The President^

army was not within a hundred miles ef

the place, and his Peace Commission«
swimming rivers in Lower Kansas. Tie

Union will find it difficult to inanufactait

any great amount ofglory for ite eo>

ployers out of the Utah war. Their

"energy" has been mainly shown »
rolling up a mountain of expense, withost

having the slightest possible advantage to

show for it.

It is impossible to read Ctoveseef

Cununinp/s dispatch without feelings*

pity and almost respect for the fsnstkj

who were leaving their homee ss4

into the remote wflderness, *
they were evidently sincere ii
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regarding is tyranny and oppression on

the part of the Government. Governor

Camming himself was evidently impressed

by their earnestness, and by no means

inclined to underrate the resistance they

would have offered to the violent coercion

of the Army.

(From the " New York Herald," June 15.

Washington, June 14, 1858.

General Scott has received important

official despatches from Utah five days

liter than those received by the President

from Governor Cumming, which have

been published.

The despatches state that the "Mor-
mons" have deceived Governor Camming,
that there is no disposition to make peace,

aad that, after the " Mormons" had re-

moved their women and children from

Salt Lake City, the men had returned,

strengthened their posts, and assumed a

threatening attitude. This intelligence

is considered by the Department perfectly

reliable.

Messrs. Powell and McCulloch, the

Commissioners, were delayed on their

way by floods and rivers.

Captain Alarcy was six days from Camp
Scott.

The forces under General Johnston

were on very short allowance, and were

eating sparingly of their candles and every

•fly substance they had, being unwilling

to kill mules for food till the last point of

necessity.

Later fhom Salt Lake City—The
Mobmons Fortifying their Posts.—
Despatches which have reached General

Scott, and which are said to be five days

later in date than those received by the

President, bring us the announcement that

the "Mormons," after sending away their

women and children, had returned to Salt

Lake, and were fortifying their posts.

This, it should be recollected, is army
news; and as there is a difference of

opinion between Governor Cumming and

General Johnston as to the course to be

pursued to bring these fanatics to terms,

it should be received with a qualification.

The letters that we have been lately re-

ceiving from the partisans of both have

partaken so largely of their respective

views, that this reserve is justified. At
the same time, there is nothing in this

statement which is inconsistent either

with the expectations of Governor Cum-
ming or the policy and declarations of

the Mormon leaders. In fortifying his

chief points of resistance, Brigham Young
is only carrying out his expressed inten-

tion of not suffering the army to enter

Salt Lake City, whilst his friendly recep-

tion of Governor Cumming would go to

show that he still hopes to effect a peace-

able solution of the difficulty. If this

cannot be obtained on favourable terms,

there is no doubt that he will burn and

destroy every vestige of the Mormon
settlements before proceeding southward.

—New York Herald.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continuedfrom page 439.)

[January, 1843.]

Sunday, 29th. I attended meeting at

the Temple. After reading the Parable

of the Prodigal Son and making some
preluninary remarks, I stated that there

were two questions which had been asked

me concerning my subject of the last

Sabbath, which I had promised to answer
in public, and would improve this oppor-

tunity.

The question arose from the saying of

Jem "Among those that are born of

woman, there hath not arisen a greater pro-
phet than John the Baptist : nevertheless, ho
that is least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater than he." How is it that John wan
considered one of the greatest of Prophets?

His miracles could not have constituted his

greatness.

Firstly. He was intrusted with a divine

mission of preparing the way before the

face of the Lord. Whoever had such a trust

committed to him before or since? No
man.

Secondly. He was intrusted with the

important mission, and it was required at

his bands to baptise the Son of Man. Who-
ever had the honour of doing that ? Who-
ever had so great a privilege and glory?

Whoever led the Son of God into the waters

of baptism, and had the privilege of be-

holding the Holy Ghost descend in thejorni
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of a dove, or rather fa the #i?a of a dove, in

witness of that administration? The ilga

of the dove was instituted before the crea-

tion of the world, a witness for the Holy
Gbost, and the Devil cannot come in the

sign of a dore. The Holy Ghost is a per-

sesssge, and is ia Hkm form of a personage.

It does net ooasms itself to the /*m of a

stove, bat $0 $ig+ of a dove. The Holy
Ghost oanaot be transformed into a doves

but the sign of a.dore was given to John
to signify the truth of the deed, as the dore
it an emblem or token of troth en<J inno-

cence.

Thirdly. John, at that time, was the

only legal administrator in the affairs of the

kingdom there was then on the earth and
holding the keys of power. The Jews had
to obey his instructions or be damned, by
their own law; and Christ himself fulfilled

-all righteousness in becoming obedient to

the lair which be had given to Moses on the
mount, and thereby megni&etf it an.dma^e it

honourable, ins^eajl of destroying it. The
son of Zacharialj wrested the keys, the

Kingdom, the power, the s;lory from the

Jews, by the hojy anointing and decree pf

heaven; and these three reasons constitute

bhn the greatest Prophetbom of a woman.
Second question:^How was she toast

io the kingdom of iheassn /greater than he?
In reply, I asked—Who did Jesus hare

reference to as being the least? Jeans wee
looked upon as having the least claim in all

God's kingdom, and was least entitled to

'their credulity ss . a Prophet, as though be
had said—' He that is considered the least

among you is greater than John—that is,

myself.

In reference to the prodigal son, I said it

was a subject I had never dwelt upon ; that

it was understood by many to be one of the

intricate subjects of the Scriptures ; and even
the Elders of this Church have preached
largely upon it, without taring stay *u*e
of interpretation f What is the rule of

interpretation? Just no irUt^jrttniipn , a*

all. Understand it precisely as it reads. I

*We* Asy by whish I understand the Scrip-

tures. I enquire* What was the question
which drew onMbe answer, or caused Jesus
to utter the parable ? It is not national

;

J* dees not rate to Abeahani, Israel, or

Sto CentOes, in a natWnsi capacity, as

aupposed. To asosrtain its meaning, we

HISTOJLY OF JOSEPH UOTK.

must dig up the root and ascertain what it

it was that drew the saying out of Jesus.
M While Jesus was teaching the people, sH

the publicans and sinners drew near to beer

him ; and the Pharisees and Scribes mur-
mured, saying, This man receiveth sinners

and eateth with them." This is the key-

word which unlocks the Parable of the Pro-

digal Son. It was given to answer the

murmurings end questioning of the Ssdducess
and Pharisees, who were querying, finding

fault, and saying, u Hew ia it that tins man,

as great as be pretends to be, eats with

publicans and sinners >" Jesus was sot put

to it so, but he could have found something

to illustrate his subject, if he had 4es%sel
it for a nation 'or nations ; but he did not

It wss for men in an individual capacity;

and all straining 00 this point is a bubble.

" This man receiveth sincere and eateth with

teem." And he spakf this parable sets

them—" Wemtman of yon basins; a handros

sheep, if he lose one o£ towns, doth sotJews

the nioetj-ftnd-oieeJn the wUdecsesi, sad

go alter that which is lost until befes stf

And when he hath found ife, be lsj#iMni
bis shoulders, rejojefog. And wjeo be

oometh home, he calleth together hisI

and neighbours, saving unto them/
with me, for I have found my sheen 1

was lost, I say unto you, that likewise joy

shall be in heaven over one sinner that .re*

pentcth, snore than over nincty-end-abe

just persons which need no ropoutssss.*

The handrsd sheep represent one hsesYss*

Sedduceos and Panriseea, as though Jean

bao; setf, "If you Sa44uoeet and Phwssjs

are in the sheepfold^ I hare no session la;

you: lam sent to look up sheep ^fMJ
lost; and when leave found them, ITO
back them up and make joy in besren.

This represents hunting after a few indi-

viduals, or one poor publican, which tss

Pharisees and Sadducees despised.

He also gave them the Parable of the

Woman and her Ten Pieces of Surer, sod

bow she lost one, and, searching diligently,

found it again, which gave more joy soosf

the friends and neighbours than the siss

which were pot lost ; like I say untoiee,

there is joy in the presence of the ppgeis

of <5od over one sinner that repeettte,

more than over ntsetv-and-nine just sefsoss

that ato so righteous: theywitt be dsswaf

anyhow; yonvoaooot save them.

(flfr ee eontsswesL)

. T«Enn is at morning ceasing when EpSscopslisnism, and Methodism, and
-t:oaeH>m shall be abolished, and all shall stand on the sea of glass and worship Hua

|

-a tteth oa the greet white throne. I belong to the ohurch of that morning. I like i

a tying ssf WmtfcsldW' father Abraham, hare you got Bpiscopatisas up.*erer
<*#]»**>. you got MithodUta up there?" «No!» "Met* you get Iisdinesdesw"
* No! nope bwt ChrJ »tJeUs, my son I ~>-Dr. Tjng.
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SATURDAY, JULY 17,

News from Utah.—The letters from Eider George A. Smith and G. W. MiBs,

which we publish in this Number, (and for which we are indebted to the kindness

of Elder T. B. H. Stenhouse, ofNew 9erk,) will be read with interest. They were

written a few dajs before the arrival of Governor Gumming in Great Salt Lake City,

and can be relied upon as giving an accurate and just statement of the times and
feelings of the people, and their determination not to submtttoiiatenoourse with black-

legs, thieves, drunkards, and scoundrels.

In our last number, we published, moonpectkm with President Buchanan's Message

to the Congress of the United States, a synopsis of Governor Cumming's despatch to

Secretary Cass. Sincethen, we have received a copy of the document itself,and have

deemed it advisable to publish Jt entire, inasmnoh as there are.some important items

contained in it thajb should Jbe preserved. It will be remembered that the principal

charge against tlie Saints in Utah and die one which furnished the pretext for

sending an army among them, was, that .the Public Library and the Supreme Court

and other pubne Records were burn* and destroyed by tfce « MormQns." That was

the assertion of the notorious Judge Drummond; and it was unon Ms t^tiaoony

mainly—worthless as he was and is known to. bs*-that Ruebaaan and his Cabinet

acted. The despatch of Governor, Ciynnung fully and omnpiataly. contradicts the

report* and sets the seal of infamy on Drummond and his abettors, as weft as fcBy, to

say the least of it, on the hasty and unnecessary action of the Government in sending

an armed force to invadethe rights ofpeaceable and law-abiding citizens. books

morris* and other public documents, Gumming says, maU s^eap4 ^gs^ order

and condition. This fact has been certifiedto lapeatedly by aeveeaihononcable and

intelligent gentlemen—men who were cognisant of the feet; hut then they were

"Mormons," and of course their testimony went for nothing.

The truth is, however much it may be. plastered} over and attempted to be hi4 up,

an excuse—a pretext for again driving, plundering, and exterminating s^e Saints had

long; been sought} and this was too good an opportunity to he loafc; and although

in their hearts they knew,and dsasased the corrupt and perjured villain, yet they cooid

stoop to make use of his falsehood and rascality to hide the real object, The recep-

tion of Governor Camming proves the oft-repeated assertion of Governor Young and

the people, that they were ready to receive and acknowledge the authority anjj yield

lohedienee to the civil officers, if they, would come alone, but not |lbe »9fnt of the

bayonet.

To this end, Governor Cumuatag and she civil ettosys were respectfully and
cordially invited to enter Salt Lake CSty and enter upon their duties, with the assu-

rance that they would meet with no opposition or hindrance, provided they came

without an armed force, Governor Camming, a} a very Jate date, accepted the invi-

tation, and we see the result Qa4 the Governor and pfcil office* bean sent

eJof*b the.seme nssoit might hateJpeen obtained a year ago, and some twelve infflioms

of dollars saved t» the United Bute** Ifrcasusy, besides* Urge amount of honour to

^mtkm,a»diiemeeiisider^
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It is reported that orders have been sent by express to a large portion of the troop*

bow on the march across the Plains, to torn in the direction of various localities requir-

ing protection. The immense magazines of. supplies will, however, be forwarded to

Utah, as a considerable body of troops are intended to be kept there for a long time.

We also give a few extracts from New York papers as an indication of the state of

feeling existing at this time in the United States in relation to the M Mormons " tnd

the war expedition against them.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

DE8ERET.

Great Salt Lake City,

April 5, 1858.

Elder T. B. H. Stenhonse.

Dear Brother,— Amid the whirl of

business which surrounds me, I steal a
moment to communicate a few words per

the California mail, knowing your anxiety,

and honing it may be permitted to reach

you. Nothing reaches us except a few
newspapers which escape the vigilance of

Post Office officials.
#

It is a general time of health, and
everybody appears in good spirits. The
people are vacating Salt Lake City, and
flying to the mountains. About three

hundred families left last week, as it is

understood here that the Government has
ordered large reinforcements to Utah for

the extermination of the faithful, who will

be found, probably, (if found at all,) in

rooks and deserts, or, like the ancient

.Saints, hid in dens and caves of the

earth.

It has been the policy of Governor
Young and our people to keep the Indians

neutral, should a contest ensue. I read

in the last papers received from the

States loud boasts of having secured the

Utah and other Indians as allies against

the "Mormons." Strange as it may
seem to civilized persons, all the reckless

and unprincipled Indians ofthe mountains
'have been hired, with new guns, blankets,

clothing, ammunition, paint, &c., to steal,

sob, murder, and do anything else, that

can be done to destroy the " Mormons."
Indian agents have sent messengers to all

the peaceable Indians to incite them to

deeds of rapine and bloodshed. A num-
ber of scattering settlements have been
attacked, and innocent blood stains the

skirts of the present Administration,
whose agents have procured the murders.
I am an American, as you well know.

I love my country, and bate to see her

rulers trample under foot her glorious

institutions, and re-enact barbarism more

cruel than that inflicted by the King of

Great Britain, through the hands of

the red men upon the scattered settle-

ments of the colonies, in the war of inde-

pendence. We wish "life, Hbertj, sndtse

pursuit of happiness."

With 3,500 bayonets, rifles, rerolrenv

and ordnance pointed at us, and within

three days' march of our city, 4,600 more

en route to reinforce them carte Wasoto

on the U. S. treasury, would seem esxwgfi

to satisfy our most bitter persecutors,

without hiring as allies the savage hordes

of the deserts and mountains to murder,

scalp, roast, and eat their fellow-chiaos,

because they forsooth differed on the

subject of religion.

Who can believe H J—the cause is rstse?

odd-
Men hate each other for the lo?e of God!

You are aware that all the Indian oat-

rages in the country, heretofore, b*w

been caused by men who are enemies to

the inhabitants of this Territory—wto-

have passed through our borders and reck-

lessly shot at and otherwise abused the

Experience shows that Indians, fib

Congressmen and Government official

have their price.

My new house is just ready to mow

into. Cost about #12,000. I have seat

my family away. I think my baitfags

will make a good fire, should Job***
advance on a sudden.

I had hoped my family might to*

enjoyed a few days' rest and eat the firs*

of my little orchard, containing one bas-

dred and fifty assorted trees, Many*
which are budded for fruit.

I have been driven from Missoerv

where I left a good property and ptsBtt*
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fruit trees for somebody else to eat. I
pasted through the same ordeal in Illinois.

I preferred leaving my homes to re-

nouncing my religion. The Government
expelled me from Nebraska, although they

were well aware of my intention to leave

in a few months for the mountains ; and I

can go again and again, until death shall

furnish me a quiet resting-place,should our
insane countrymen continue to trample

the sacred rights of freemen, guaranteed
by the institutions and blood of their

fathers, under their feet with impunity.

We have the pleasing reflection that

our only crime is following the religion

and practices of the Father of the Faithful,

in whose bosom all Christians expect to

rest* «
My kind respects to your wife and your

Kttle cherubs, and all inquiring friends.

Yours faithfully,

George A. Smith.

Great Salt Lake City, 17. T*
April 5, 1858.

Elder T. B. H. Stenhouse.

Dear Brother,—In the present impor-

tant crisis of affairs in relation to this

Territory, I know that you will be pleased

to receive a few items of news, on the

the truth of which you can rely. I feel

that you are anxious to learn the truth in

connection with this place, as " rumour
with her thousand tongues" has a report

for every tongue and a tale for every ear,

and the million receive with avidity every

icory invented to please the public taste.

Too love truth rather than falsehood ; so

here goes for a few items, if I can only

fenllect from the multiplicity those which

wSi be most interesting and can be tran-

acribed upon a few sheets, at a late hour,

to meet the mail via California.

We have received no mail from the

"Bait since June, 1867 ; consequently, we
ana more barren of news than we should

fike to be. Thousands of our papers and

letters—private property of thousands

bare, are-laid up somewhere between this

and Independence or Washington. The
*Mormon boys" conveyed their last mail

to the States eastward in sixteen days

;

sjftdit la supposed that Uncle Sam, fearing

Wt Aave too much news and know too

msjm of his measures and course towards

'toaTvritory, debarred us of the privilege.

*Qvr news is very scanty by California, so

ttfct we hardly know whether our old

friends and Uncle Sam are alive or not.

It is certainly an unparalleled disgrace

for any government to keep back the mail
privileges from its own subjects, and then
pour upon them, instead, news from the

points of two thousand bayonets, and un-
mistakeable language from the mouths o£
as many rifles.

Peace is enjoyed throughout this TerrU
tory by the citizens, from north to south,,

and every heart beats with the love of
liberty—religious, political, and social..

During the winter, festivities were very-

prevalent, and entertainments of various-

kinds were enjoyed. Dramatic and
literary associations were attended to-

overflowing, balls and parties were fre-

quent and numerously filled, and every*

species of amusement suitable for an-

enlightened and refined people was a
source of profit to the caterer, and
pleasure and benefit te the patronizers-

Indeed, had you seen the manner in which'
they enjoyed themselves, you would never

have surmised for one moment that within

a few miles of us there was au army

—

repugnant to every feeling of the people

—who were only waiting to kill, corrupt,

and debase an innocent and virtuous com-
munity. No cases of drunkenness ap-

peared on the streets ; no lists for assault

and battery on the courts of the city ; no
trials for larceny, petit or grand; no
marks, in those respects, of the civilized

manners of the worm ; no midnight braw-
lers and assassins; and no females pro-

menading the streets, bartering tneir

virtue for sustenance.

The contrast is great, when this place

is put in juxtaposition with the army
outside. Courts were held there for

weeks together; thefts, assault, and bat-

tery, and wickedness of various kinds,

were the order of the day. Ben Simons,
an Indian Chief, visited the camp on one-

occasion, after he sold them salt at £2. 50
per pound; and, while sleeping in the

Superintendent of Indian Affairs' tent,

the sum of #300 was stolen from him.

Gambling is carried on with a high hand
amongst them, and the concomitant

crimes, although all such are strictly for*

hidden in the Territory.

The inhabitants of the Territory feel

fully determined to have no more officials

among them, to rule in their courts and
halls, of such character and corruption as

those who have been here, appointed by*

the Congress, heretofore; and say that
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there are men here well qualified in every

respect to fill every office with honour-
men whose interests are in the Territory,

and whose desire it is to improve the

places which have been settled through

their own industry and perseverance.

No settlement was effected in this Terri-

tory until they came; and now, when

they can sustain themselves, they are

determined to claim their privileges as

American citizens, and have men over

them of their own choice, and who seek

their especial good. Rather than submit

to officers forced upon them by the

bayonet, they purpose leaving the place

altogether and burningup all theirimprove-

ments, " taking joyfully the spoiling of

their goods." The matter is talked over

in every circle and every house ; and it is

remarkable with what complacent feelings

and apparent pleasure they discuss the

propriety of the measure. They do not

want to shed the blood of the soldiers

—

of their fellow-men, are disposed to be at

peace with the United States and the

FOREIGN CORRESPONDMNOK*

One poor fox-skin from an Indian will be
paid for with quite a quantity of powder,

lead, caps, blankets, and shirts—more than

a hundred times its value—in order to

buy over the rude savage to rob from and
murder those who have hitherto fed and
clothed them. This is done whenever an
Indian visits them. It is not, of course,

bribing or buying the Indian—it is onlr

paying for the fox or buckskin ; and signi-

ficant nods, winks, and signs accom-
panying the gift are easily interpreted,

and robbery and murder are the result.

Dr. Hurt, the Indian Agent, who de-

camped from the Indian Farm, to create

an excitement in his favour, in pretence

for personal safety—" The wicked fleeth

when no man pursueth"—has collected

a bandof Indians in Vinta Valley, among
whom is the murderer Tuitic, and placed

himself an their chief at their head, to

make an attack on the southern settle-

ments, and promising not only blankets,

powder, fee., but a share of the pillage,

as the reward of their nefarious acts.

World, but will not submit to intercourse Murder in the north is to be responded to

with gamblers, thieves, debauchees, and by murder of peaceable and quiet citizens

blacklegs, such as compose, with few

honourable exceptions, the army now at

Fort Bridger. If it had been designed

to fight the soldiers, and the feelings of

the people not have been restrained by

Governor Young, I am positive, from

their means, position, and numbers of

united men, the army to a man would

now have been food for worms or wolves.

But Governor Young is a peaceable,

charitable, and feeling man—none more

so upon the earth j hence the soldiers are

left unmolested, and the people are happy

and preparing for every emergency.

Indeed, I may say that many are pre-

paring to be ready at a word to vacate

the place and burn their property, if it is

deemed prudent to do so. Had the army
sent in requisition for food during the

winter, I feel assured that Governor

Young would have furnished it with

pleasure, so good were his feelings to

them as fellow-beings; but their pride

would rather let them suffer for want.

The officials and others among the

troops are employing their influence and

means to bribe the Indians to steal the

cattle, and horses, and mules from the

settlers here ; and already some have suc-

ceeded in stealing, and have massacred

ater settlements.

1 to the army.
several persons in

The cattle will be

in the south. Every mule and horse that

the Indians steal is blamed on the u Mor-
mons" though the latter may be a hun-

dred miles from the scene of action. A
good supply of whisky is furnished to

the Indians by the officers and others, and
they seem to enjoy themselves well to-

gether. Drinking among the troops was
carried on to excess during the winter,

which was calculated to excite their

bitterest feelings and to enter in every

scheme to annoy and kill the citizens.

White men and murderous Indians are

"hail fellows well met." Is it not justifiable

for honest and moral people to resist the

influence of such wicked men under the

name of officials, and seek an asylum

where they can live in peace, and cultivate

every just and correct principle—where
they can carry out their own views hi

relation to fidelity to the Constitution ?

It is the desire of the people generally

here that the troops should be withdrawn
instanter, and a Commission be forwarded

to this place to inquire into the state of

affairs and learn whether there is anything

to justify the acts of the Administration in

their course. It is likewise generally

well entertained amongst them, that if the

United States despise them as fanatics
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i encroachments on the genius of the

ostitution, they should pay them for

improvements and let them go
where they like out of the jurisdiction of

the States. This, probably, would be a

good suggestion, and would enable many
of those who are poor, and hay© not

means, to emigrate from w
presence is deemed obnoxious.

It would be a pity to see this splendid

city—this wonder of art in the sterile

desert—destroyed on account of the false

step of the Administration. It is really

oasis in the desert, and reflects the

at credit on the patience, industry,

arance of this community, who
J with the elements, grr~-

- w> Jield abundance;
; and commerce seemed

! supply the wants of a civilized

vet mansions, houses, halls, ^ar-

ilds, farms, comforts, and delica-

cies, and a thousand improvements, are

seen as if called forth by magic, and greet

the eye of proud possessors with delight

and pleasure. An industrious people like

this cannot be a bad people; a community
like this should be a pride to any nation,

and ought to be indulged even in a few

whims, if they come not in contact with

law and order. And I make bold to

assert that there is greater order, peace,

and content here than in any city or place

in the world of the same dimensions,

The Indians, by the presence of the

are emboldened to annoy the

us settlements, because the "Mor-
mons " would rather not fight. In Tooele

County—the most westerly in the Terri-

tory— those Indians who were hitherto

friendly have become excited by the con-

versatioDs and bribes of the army, and
have stolen about 1 50 head of cattle and
60 horses, and fired upon the men who
Were guarding. At Salmon River settle-

ment, 250 head of cattle were stolen

about the 4th March, and several " Mor-
nons" killed and scalped, and again

attacked subsequently. It is expected

that Dr. Hurt and his tribe will make an
attack soon upon the southern settle-

ments ; but the people are preparing for

every emergency, and will repulse them.

During the winter, there were several

meetings in various parts of the

y, taking into consideration the

a and state of affairs, and memo-tu<* D»fc^^i u"a" - >

of th

indignant feelings relative to the treat-

ment they have received from the Adminr
istration. The language in several in-

stances was severe, but it was the effusion

of honest freemen under the lash of
tyranny.

The war chiefs of several tribes of
Indians, during the time of the excite-

ment last fall and winter, applied per-
sonally to Governor Young for his advice
and permission to go out with the tribes

and "use up" the soldiers, which they
deemed themselves amply capable to do ;

but he, in every instance, told them to keep
away from the army and show no bad
feelings whatever, and requested them to
avoid killing the white men. I have seen
the chiefs exhibit sanguine feelings in

relation to killing the soldiers, but entirely

softened down by the counsel and expres-
sions of Governor Young. He wrote to
Ben Simons, the Delaware Indian, Chief
of the Weberites, in rejjly to a letter, to
stand in a neutral position, neither take
part with the " Mormons " nor the
soldiers, in the event of a collision, and
has always endeavoured to suppress that

bloodthirsty spirit of the treacherous red
men.

winter, when the "Mormons"
movements and pro-

,
small companies of

upon them ; but not one
ounded and not a shot

in one instance, although
every advantage was on the side of the
" Mormons," which showed no disposition

to shed blood,—although, I must say, it

was aggravating to be fired upon by an
army professing friendship and coming
to establish peace. What would you have
done under the circumstances ? Methinks
that nothing would have restrained you
from speaking as loud as any, and paying
them back in their own coin. This fact

is not generally known throughout the

States; but it is true.

Governor Young, recently, seeing the

necessity of a circulating medium
throughout the Territory, established a
" Currency Association," based upon live

stock capital j and the matter is working
well for the good of all classes. It*

beneficial effects are already realized, and
trade is more brisk than usual at this

season of the year. Specie being very

scarce, on account of no exportation,

and the importations of the merchants

haying drained the country dry, ml
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Uncle Sam refuting to pay the ex-officials'

drafts, something was Decenary to keep
trade alive ; and this association was in-

stituted in time to spread faith and con-

fidence among the men of business who
experience its salutary results. Some
thousands of dollars are in circulation*

The health of the people generally is

-very good throughout the Territory.

The past winter has been one of extreme
mildness : in many places, the green fresh

grass was up as early as the middle of
February. A splendid harrest is antici-

pated, if the people remain here ; and an
abundance of fruit trees already show
their buds. Snow seldom remained in

the Valley more than three days during
the winter; so that workmen could be
seen at their employments more than
three-quarters of tne time.

I forgot to state sooner in this letter

that many teamsters left the army in the
winter and came into this Valley. They
were foroed either to enlist in the army
to fight the " Mormons" or return east-

ward to the States, with only a rery few
days

9
rations for the long and dangerous

journey, in the inclement season of winter.

The poor fellows, rather than be coerced

to fight in what they deemed an unjust
cause, started for the States, but ulti-

mately found their way on here, where
they receired work, and hare peaceably
gone on to California this spring. A few
prisoners were taken, ana brought in

nere, but, after being well treated, were
allowed to return in safety.

• I hare no time to prolong my remarks,
as the California mail leaves m a short

time; but I trust that these will be
acceptable.

Tours in the Gospel of Christ,

O. W. Mills.

President's OHee,
Great Salt Lake City,

Hay 19, 1858.
*lder Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—As an opportunity now
-after* itself of forwarding, safely, du-
plicate letters to you, dated March 6th
and April 5th, 1858, we embrace it gladly.

Brothers S. W. Richards, George
*nider, and John Y. Green arrired here
on the 10th hist., leaving Br. Clinton and
the remaining portion of the express party
an the Sweetwater. They are expected
*™> in a few days. •

Tour family hare moved to Promo*}
were very much delighted in reoanae

;

your favours by hand of Samuel W.
Richards. They are all well and, I

believe, comfortable.

The President and his family hut
moved to Provo on their way south.

The northern settlements and the city

are pretty much vacated, except a detail

of men left to take care of crops sod

property for the present, and to prepare

to burn and desolate in case of approacs

of the troops.

Governor Camming is at present wits

us, and really seems disposed to take hold

of the thread ofjustice, and is endeavoer-

ing to set us right before the Government

and the people generally. He has officially

contradicted the burning of the records,

library, &e. Cobnel Thomas L. Esse

leaves for the East in the morning. Hi
b a true friend.

Brother Wells is left here tosmerinteod

matters. As he is absent from tne Office

at present, I sign this letter.

Tour brother in the Gospel,

David O. Caldo.

LETTKB rBOM XLDZR J. W. C0WAIB.

St. Louis, Jmm 3, 18%

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—! wrote yen on tit

15th May, to winch I refer yon.

Brother Eldridge left here on tbs I7ta

[Mayl and I now look for a tin* font

him daily, announcing his start on the

Plains.

There are all kinds of rumours is tst

papers—the announcement of thesmwJ
of Colonel Kane a fortnight ago, wills

long list of events, hut all fra*, yet gsat-

rally believed prior to tins week. ws

look for news from the Valley witnnu

fortnight, via California. Ihave nodoott

hut Colonel Kane will arrive within that

date by the other route. It is general*

believed something will have been as-

ranged for the present; but whether

s

permanent settlement, or not, seemf «••>

tionable. There has been a far gvssier

noise about the British gun-boat's searl

ing American vessels, looking for saves;

and the Utah question seems in sot*

quarters to be in the way; and bases

anxiety to have it settled, to ba writs

and ready for Jonn Ball 8e6rat*
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-press generally is concerned, altogether

things look better for us.
j

Judge Appleby left here last evening,
;

with a few others, for Florence, per •

steamer Emigrant. He will wait there

until the news arrive, and, if hostilities

continue, will proceed no farther ; but, if

pacific, will then proceed. The times are

hard for mechanics and labourers. Num-
bers of our people have not two days in

the week employment, both in city and
eountry. I send you a paper with this.

There has been a tornado in Illinois this

week, sweeping all before it, and destroy-

ing a town of 500 inhabitants.' Three
weeks ago, the same State had the like,

that destroyed buildings over a vast

district of country, floods also have
been general in the western States ; and
we now look for great destruction at the

June rise of the river here, as all the

streams are overflown, to begin with; and
the end of next week it is due.

Tours faithfully,

J. W. Cowabb.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

WALB8.

" Udgorn Selon
n

Office,

8wansea, Jane 26, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I feel a desire to send

jou a few lines to inform you how affairs

stand with us in Wales at the present

time.

It is now six months, wanting four

<days, since I was appointed to preside

«ver the Welsh Conferences ; and, betas;

(during the first two months of my presi-

dency) obliged to turn my attention

almost entirely to making myself ac-

r'nted with the duties pertaining to

publishing department, (with which,

I am happy to tell you, I have tolerably

succeeded,) I was not able to give you a
rail and correct statement of how things

were, much sooner.

In comparison with the present in-

•genious system of book-keeping which
you have introduced among us, accounts

were but poorly kept before ; and, indeed,

in some instances, no account at all, except

m the memory, and therefrom, trans-

mitted by the mouth from one President

to the other ; but now, things are quite

different, and the Elders have drank
largely of your spirit, and have eagerly

embraced your instructions to live ©roo-

tically their religion. They feel that it

is an indispensable duty to be always

practical in business and accounts, rather

than take it as a momentary necessity

;

and this has been proved by the Quarterly

financial Reports for last quarter, which
Jbavt been made up clean, plain, and

according to the printed form on the

Record Books.

I feel to thank the Lord for the visits

of Presidents Ross and Budge into Wales.
PresidentRosshas visited ustwice,and Pre*-

sident Budge once: both attended several

public meetings, and their instructions

and counsels have been of great value to

us in business and other duties, and
highly beneficial to the Saints generally.

While President Budge was in Swan-
sea, he introduced a plan to liquidate the

debt for books by freewill donations, and
the Presidents of Conferences have taken

hold of it with great ardour, and feel, like

myself, to gradually free ourselves of this

load, and also to draw in the bridle and
put a stop as far as possible on contracting

more debt; and tne Saints also have

expressed their willingness to co-operatein

this, as far as it is in their power, with

the exception of a few grumbling spirits

that are never at home except when
groaning and grumbling at something.

Promises to a considerable amount have
been already obtained.

There is a fair prospect before us in

Wales, and I feel that a great work will

be accomplished yet among the Saints;

and I can say, from personal observation

that I have bad, and from communi-
cations I have received, that there is. a
good feeling existing throughout the

Conferences, and that both officers and
Saints in general manifest a life and a

desire to build up the Kingdom of God,
that has rarely, if ever, been witnessed

here before, Truly, the kingdom of mm
Father is advancing.
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464 PASSING EVENTS.—POETRY.—ADDRESSES.—MONET LIST*

There is a universal desire among the Fraying the Lord to prosper ns and U>

8aints in Wales for a visit from you, if enable" us to be faithful to the end, 1

you could spare a few days sometime remain yours truly,

during the summer. » Bekjahxn Eva58.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gbhebal—Sir H. Rose captured Calpee oa the 23rd Mayf with all the enemy's guns,

elephants, and anununitien. Ghondaree hat been retaken from the insurgents by Sniithi

Brigade. Oude was still disturbed, and the rebel* were again approaching Lucknow.

Banda is re-occupied by the British troops. The Russians are now in poeaesaion of the-

whole province of NetuchaU, Circassia.

THE SAINTS FUTURE PROSPECTS.

(SekctclJ

From this life's gay seen* retiriag, Faith, fcer golden pistons pluming,
Fairer worlds Attract my tight j Rlstog far beyend tk^ aides,

Brighter joys, my heart Inspiring, Sees immortal pleasures blooming—
Breathe ineffable deUghk. Sees eteraal glories rise.

APBassiBs.—Henry A. Shaw, IS, White Row. Black Road, Macclesfield.

Abraham Orme, 17, Freehold Villa, Netrport Lane, Burslcnw
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit emith unto the dhwciUf.—Jetua Chrtot

Ceme oat ofher, mp people, thmt jr« be not partaken ofher tint, and that ye receive not of hew

pUguen.—k Voice from Hearen.
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THE UNITED 8TATES 8ECOND BEST.

From the commencement of the "Mor-
mon war/' we have prophesied to the

effect that the United States would gain

the unenviable position of " second best."

The u Expedition/' in its origin and

,
design, was as unconstitutional and unad-
vised as it was Tillainous and unjust.

To gratify a rancorous prejudice in the

States against the Saints and to gain

the political demagogue's capital, it was
undertaken. But it was not taken into

consideration that the demagogue's failure

might attend it. In this instance, how-
ever, we have an evidence that God is

just, and the iron heel of the oppressor

has trod on its own toes. Whatever loss the

Saints may for the time incur by the move-
ment,there is every appearance of its being

a dead loss to the United States. The
Saints, however, will recover it. To
them it will be ultimate gain.

The Utah Expedition was a most
unfortunate hit of the Buchanan Ad-
ministration, though it was evidently

given as a knock-down blow. It is a
sorry sight to see a great nation clothe

itself in all the M pride, pomp, and circum-

stance of glorious war, to show its pluck

upon an outcast, down-trodden, and out-

raged people. But it appears mean and
unnatural in the extreme when it is

remembered against whom the crushing

strength was put forth.

The little community of Saints stand

before us as a youthful stripling belonging

to the great American family. Like th»
peculiar children in many otner families,

he has been hated by his brothers and
sisters from infancy, and the parent has
slighted him and allowed the bigger ones
to peck upon him. But, by-the-bye,

these same peculiar children are generally,

the best of the family; and because they
are so, and not like the others, they are.

hated. So has it been with the Saints.

It is absurd to talk of their deserving the
hatred and persecution. It is the old

justification for oppression and wrongs.
We must continually appeal to the civil

law and authority to justify or punish us,

and protest against Lynch law and mobo-,

cratic rule. We ask for trial and proof
of crime, and not prejudice, spiteful

names, and unsubstantiated accusations.

The Saints have been given plenty of the

latter and denied the former, and in this

fact lies the strongest justification that

can be given. They have been hated,

mobbed, murdered, and exiled, we know;
but that brings no justification to their

haters, mobbers, murderers, and pursuers;

nor do these facts make the striking of an
intended death-blow less cowardly. But
the Buchanan Administration undertook
the assassin-like task upon the same old
grounds where the enemies of the Saints

had stood before. The brothers and sis*

ten of young Deseret hated the mountain
child, and badly wanted to pommel and.

scratch him,for the logical reason that they
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did bate him and did want to pommel
and scratch him. That was sufficient for a
magnanimous Government to know; and,

scorning investigation and the civil arm,
it sent the "boys," in all the "pride,

pomp, and circumstance of glorious war,"

to " smash" the youngster.

But the undertaking has turned out to

be peculiarly embarrassing, troublesome,

and expensive. It has held up a mighty
nation as a laughingstock for other

nations. The dignified Times has not

been able to raruu irvu chuckling,

months ago, over the ridiculous and mean
figure which America has cut in the

affair. Even the papers of the States

have not been able to resist an occasional

laugh and pun at the expense of the

Administration and the Utah Expedition,

though the "expense," touching them to

the quick, has brought out a little feeling

as well. The New York Tribune thus

half-seriously and half-facetiously treats

in an editorial upon the present turn of

affairs :

—

" The President, in an official communica-
tion to . Congress, baa congratulated that

body on the auspicious termination of the

Mormon war. Had he been a* fond of

rhetorical flourishes and of showing the

ettent of his reading as are a good many of

our public men, he might very appropriately
have prefixed, by way of motto to this com-
munication,-those well-known lines :

—

" The king of Prance, with twenty thousand men,
MarcheA up a hiu, and then marched down

again.

Considering the termination arrived at, it

would puzzle anybody to guess for what
object the Expedition was undertaken. If

the Government bad no other object in view,

in marching an army into the Mormon
country, except merely to enable Gumming
to supersede Brigham Toung as Governor,
it must be confessed that they have paid

pretty dearly for their whistle. The same
thing, it is now evident* might have been
accomplished at a much less price. Had
they sent Col. Kane on this business, instead

of Col. Johnston and his army, they might
have saved, at the least calculation, ten mil
lions of dollars. Such a saving, at the tim
the Expedition was undertaken, might, per
haps, have been thought too trifling to de
mand a second thought ; but, in the presen
condition of the Treasury, ten millions o
dollars in hand would be quite convenient
and acceptable. Ten millions have gone,
hqwever ; and the only feeling of the Presi-
dent seems now to be gratitude and satis-

faction that ten millions more are not to go
the same way."

Undoubtedly, " the termination arrived

at" does not answer the "object" for

which " the Expedition was undertaken/'

The Government had some " other object

in view in marching an army into the

Mormon country " than " merely to

enable Cumming to supersede Brigham
Young as Governor." That might, In-

deed, " have been accomplished at a much
less price." "Had they sent Col. Kane
on this business, instead of Col. Johnston
and his army," or had they sent Cumming
and the civil officers alone, they might
not only " have saved, at the least calcu-

lation, ten millions of dollars," but they

would have saved that sum of honour
which the nation has lost. But every-

body knows that Government had some
other object, and that the object was to

break up the community of Saints and
exterminate them as a body. This the

Government calculated as an easy matter;

for they did not see the possibility of

coming off second best. They did not

take into account that God would fight

against them, and that the Saints would
remember and copy the example of their

patriotic fathers. They knew the popular

hatred against the Saints, and thought to

crush them at once by military power.
Had the Government succeeded in suc-

cessfully carrying out the cruel and ex-

terminating measure, with but little

trouble and expense, there would have
been a general rejoicing, and the Adminis-

tration would have escaped the public

whip. But in this, as well as nearly

every other case, the world measures by
success or failure. Great wrongs and
villainous actions are varnished by success.

The prosperous rogue gets courted, even
when his roguery is known. It is too

true that the sin consists in being found
out. Thus it is with tyrants. Their
acts of oppression, usurpations,and whole-
sale murder weigh nothing against them
in the general estimation, if they are suo-

cessftd i but rather are they worshipped
for that success which their evil deeds
have purchased. But the Buchanan

I Administration have failed—been found
out—caught ; and therefore they must,

i figuratively speaking, go to prison and
submit to a whipping at the cart's tail by
that amiable personage, the Public.

"At the time the Expedition was
undertaken," the saving of " ten or twelve
millions of dollars" might, perhaps, have
been thought too trifling to demand a
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second thought from the Government

;

for it would be too much to expect those

to be judicious in the expenditure of the
public funds who so recklessly plan to

spend the people's blood. Perhaps, also,

such a sum in hand, in the "present
condition of the Treasury," "would be
quite convenient and acceptable;" and,
perhaps, the "only feeling of the Presi-

dent" might now be "gratitude and
satisfaction that ten millions more are not
to go the same way." But that will not
cover the amount of costs incurred by the

Administration in this unhallowed Expe-
dition. If the debt- was cancelled by the

millions already expended, or could it be
paid by ten millions more going the same
way,the Presidentwould indeed havecause
for "gratitude and satisfaction" at an
expense so "trifling" to be paid for an
injustice so tremendous. But the Go-
vernmenthas failed,and a capricious public
will hold it responsible for that failure.

But, more than this, it must be answered
for to posterity. Justice will be heard in
the matter, and the unsmothered voice of
the Saints will "plead," "trumpet-
tongued, against the deep damnation of
the* intended « taking off."

ARRIVAL OF COL. KANE AND ESCORT FROM UTAH.

To-day, Colonel Kane, the special agent

of the President to the Mormons, with
an escort of five men—viz., Major Howard
Egan and Messrs. Murdock, West, Knowl-
ton, Van Ettan, and Worthing, arrived

via north side of the Platte, at Florence,

N. T., only twenty-three days out, having
started on the 16th ult. Colonel Kane is

bearer of important despatches from
Brigham Young and Governor Curaming
to the authorities at Washington, and
starts in continuation of his journey to-

morrow. We visited Colonel Kane to-day,

and conversed freely with himself and his

party, and have learned full particulars in

regard to the state of affairs in the West.

From his long and arduous travels and
exposure of some five months of the worst

season of the year, the Colonel is in deli-

cate health, and somewhat worn and
indisposed, yet seems cheerful and patient,

and shows himself as not only a humane
man and a philanthropist, but an intelli-

gent gentleman.

The Colonel crossed over from Califor-

nia in the winter, and, after a short stay at

Salt Lake City, and having a talk with

Brigham, proceeded to Camp Scott, where
he staid for some time, returning with

Governor dimming, who had received

invitation to come into Salt Lake City

and assume the responsibilities of bis

office. After proceeding a short distance,

they were stopped by a large armed force

of "Mormons, who, after being informed

wbo they were, escorted them into the

city, where they were received kindly by

not only Brigham and the authorities, but
by the people, who honoured them with
music, feasting, and every kind of atten-
tion. Brigham gave over to Governor
Cumming the gubernatorial authority,

books, papers, &c. The Governor exa-
mined the Court Records, Library, and
other public property, papers, and records

;

and, to his astonishment, everything was
foundy and in their place, and in perfect

order, and not destroyed, as had been
reported and sworn to by the rascally

officials who formerly returned and suc-
ceeded in getting up this difficulty. A
great number of families had gone, and
were still starting south, in anticipation

of allowing the troops to come in, and
thereby avoiding a collision with the .

Government.
The women and children had nearly

all left the city and settlements north;
but their destination southward was a
secret the party could not penetrate.

Some conjectured they would go to

Sonora, Mexico, or the valleys to the
interior, to the south, they have recently

been exploring, where sugar, cotton, rice,

and vines grow profusely. The Governor
followed in the route of the emigration.

Some sixty miles southward, be overtook
largecompanies, and desiredthem to return
to their houses, farms, and homes; and
although theMormons everywhere treated

tbem respectfully and kindly, they were
firm, kept their own secrets, and moved
on—their watchword being, "To the

South." From all that could be gathered,
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' it seems the Mormons had determined

to emigrate en mane from the valleys of

Utah, rather than come in contact with

the troops and authority of their own
nation and country ; and for their loyalty

to the American flag, they would once

again leave their homes, firesides, and
possessions. As far as his power ex-

tended, the Governor offered overtures of

peace, and desired that the emigration be

arrested $ and Colonel Kane, with an
escort, was immediately despatched to

Washington with important business,

touching the settlement of difficulties.

They ail left Great Salt Lake City on
the 13th ult., arriving at Camp Scott on
on the 16th, where they found the army
nearly destitute of the means of subsis-

tence, having but ten days' short rations

in store, and soldiers very much dissatis-

fied, and many deserting. General John-
ston seemed in bad humour towards the

Governor and mankind generally, at the

peaceful indications being made. Gover-

nor Cumming intended to return to Great
Salt Lake City in a few weeks after his

arrival in camp, and it was generally sup-

posed that all the other civil officers

would go with him and assume their

various duties.

To-night the Colonel gives the mem-
bers of his party a supper, with kind

expressions of his gratitude for their

attentions and watchfulness over him on
so long and toilsome a journey, dismiss-

ing all but Major Egan, who accom-
panies him to Washington.

Some additional news we learned

through the company, which we will

briefly state:

—

The Mormons are anxious for peace.

Mr. Richards, with his company of six,

who left here in April, had all arrived at

Salt Lake City on the 12th ult. A por-

tion of the company took the main road
by Camp Scott, when John Wakely and
Br. Clinton were arrested on a charge of
murder. Wakely had his examination,

and was held to bail in the sum of

£3,000 ; Dr. Clinton was taken as bail

alone, and the parties permitted to pass

on to Salt Lake City to their families.

Crops never looked better than in the

valleys this year. Provisions and stock

were plenty, but merchandise scarce,

firigham had gone south some sixty

miles. The Ute and Snake Indians are
very hostile towards the Mormons, and
Jet no chance escape to steal horses an<i

plunder. They bad stolen from Tooele

Valley and Springvilk a large number of

horses and mules. The friendly Indians

say that they are stealing horses for the

soldiers, and that the officers have offered

them a bounty for each horse or mule

stolen, and gl50 for every Mormon
scalp or prisoner. General Johnston de-

nies these charges, yet the Indians asseve-

rate that it is true. Early in the spring the

Banak and other northern tribes made a

descent upon the settlement at Salmon

River, killed several of the settlers, and

stole all their stock, amounting to nearly

five hundred head, whieh they took away.

The settlers evacuated their homes, and

returned south to Salt Lake City. The

Indians asserted that they had been insti-

gated to such acts of hostility by the

agents and other officials.

The probability is that the Utah war

is at an end, that the troops will be

withdrawn, and the greater portion of

the Mormons return to their posses-

sions, and become good loyal subjects,

and a better feeling and understanding

exist between our Government and the

Mormons. It is believed that the pre-

sent officers sent to Utah are very good

men, and the Utonians will have no

difficulty with them, as has heretofore

been the case with the corrupt officials

sent out. The men who escorted the

Colonel are a hardy, intelligent, and

social set of fellows, and look as though

they never knew a fear or cared for

hardships and toil. They have papers

from Governor Cummin^, and intend to

return to their friends in Utah in a few

weeks. General Johnston bad sent spe-

cial messengers to Washington eight days

previous to the starting of the Colonel

and and his company. On the sooth

side of the Platte, soldiers and trains

occupied the whole line of road: grass

eaten short, and roads terribly cut np

and muddy. The tribes of Indians to

the south and west of Salt Lake are

all friendly to the people of Utah. No
grasshoppers or crickets had yet appeared.

Several deserters from Camp Scott arrived

in Florence yesterday. The army lost

over 1,500 mules by cold and starvation

through the winter. Colonel Kane speaks

highly of the manner in which he was

received bv Brigham and the Mormons,

and the kindness and hospitality of tbe

people there. Colonel Kane is entitled

to much credit for the daring perse*
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verance and energy evinced in making
|
generally upon the successful result of

this] lengthened Journey in mid-winter; his mission,

and we congratulate him and the country 1

THE PRESS ON UTAH AFFAIRS.

(From the " New York Tribune/* May 8.)

The line of Mormon settlements which
are represented in our last accounts

from Utah as being abandoned by the

inhabitants, commences near the northern

boundary of the Territory, about seventy

miles distant from Salt Lake City, in the

valleys of Cache and Malade, which are

used, however, chiefly for the pasturage

of the stock belonging to the Church.
There are also two small settlements on
the Bear River; but the first place ap-

proaching Salt Lake City from the north
which can be called a town is Box Elder,

or Brigham's City, about eight miles

south of Bear River, and fifty-seven from
Salt Lake City. This town, which is

inhabited principally bv Danes and Swiss,

is very handsomely situated on a plain

about two hundred feet above the level of

Bear River. The houses are well built and
handsomely arranged. Five miles south

is Willow Creek, in the vicinity of which

is much good land, producing the heaviest

crops of wheat raised in the Territory.

Twelve miles south of Willow Creek Fort

is Ogden's Hole, a fine valley, Burrounded

on all sides by mountains, except the nar-

row pass at its entrance. It contains

five hundred inhabitants. Three miles

south-west of the u Hole 99
is Bingham's

Fort, containing seven hundred inhabi-

tants. Two miles from Bingham's Fort,

4md thirty-five from Salt Lake City, is

Ogden City, on Weber River, one of the

largest towns in the Territory, and con-

taining many handsome buildings. The
population is four or five thousand. East

and West Weber Forts, on the opposite

banks of the river, about eight miles

above O^den City, contain about five

hundred inhabitants. Eight miles further

south is Kaysville, containing about a

thousand inhabitants. It has some good
arable land and a fine stock range.

Farmington City, the county seat of

Davis County, contains about the same
number of inhabitants. Three or four

miles further south is Sessions, a strag-

gling settlement, scattered some five milea
along the road, but with many fine houses,

and including the best lands in the Ter-
ritory. Eight miles from Sessions is

Salt Lake City, which is supposed to
contain about a third part of the entire

population of the Territory, or from fifteen

to eighteen thousand people. It was
originally laid out eleven years ago—in
July, 1847—in two hundred and sixty

blocks of ten acres each, separated by
streets a hundred and twenty-eight feet

wide, and irrigated by canalB from the
river Jordan. [Erroneous—City Creek.]
There are eight houses in each block, so
arranged that no two houses front each
other. It has many fine and some elegant

buildings, the principal of which are the

Tabernacle, (in which all religious and
other public meetings are held,) the

Council House, the Endowment House,
the unfinished Temple, the Court House,
nineteen school-houses, and many costly

houses erected by the leaders, among which
are two belonging to Brigham Young.

All these; settlements, built up in the

course of ten or eleven years by the un-
tiring industry of the Mormons, are

now in the progress of abandonment,
and decreed, on the advancement of the

troops into the valley, to total destruction.

It is probable, also, though that does not
yet distinctly appear, that this abandon-
ment extends to the line of settlements

along the shores of Utah Lake, some sixty

miles south of Salt Lake City, and of
which Provo, containing about four thou*
sand inhabitants, is the principal.

Where these unhappy people are to go,

or what is to become of them, does not
appear. They are moving south; but, so

far as we know, there are in that direc-

tion no inhabitable tracts of any con-

siderable extent within seven hundred
miles of their late settlements. So extra-

ordinary a migration is hardly paralleled

in history. The depopulation of Acadie,

a hundred years ago—strong political rea-

sons as there were for it—has not left a
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very fragrant odour behind }t. The
driving of the Mormons from their homes,

by military terror, will hardly contri-

bute much to the honour of the country,

or to the posthumous reputation of Mr.
Buchanan's presidency.

(Prom the " New York Tribune," June 12.)

Whatever may thus far have been done
toward establishing the authority of the

United States in Utah, it is pretty certain

that nothing which has yet transpired can

have much tendency to shake the confi-

dence of the Mormons in Brigham as a
Prophet.

(From the " New York Times/* June 17.)

No dispassionate person, whatever his

political partialities, can fail to see that

the various enterprises undertaken by Mr.
Buchanan do not seem to prosper in his

hands. He has meddled in nothing,

suggested nothing, entered upon nothing,

since be entered the White House, which
has not ended in confusion worse con-

founded. His rosiest apples have proved
Dead Sea fruit and u turned to ashes on
his lips;" his "dear gazelles" no sooner

come to " know and love him well, than
they are sure to die." The most mon-
strous fraud and swindle, if he only un-
dertakes to back it up, ends in being a
tolerably decent and fair proceeding.

The prettiest quarrel, under his manipula-
tion, turns into a humdrum, inglorious

peace. He devoted the first year of his

reign to trying to prevent the people of
Kansas from voting upon their own con-
stitution, and he finally had to join in

rejoicing over an arrangement by which
it was submitted to them in full. The
British cruisers seemed disposed to help

him out of his predicament, and com-
mitted a score of outrages on our ships

;

but he no sooner set about preparing for

war, and dispensing fat contracts, than
the foe apologised for everything, and dis-

avows everybody who has done wrong.
The Mormon war. was as promising a
little quarrel as ever an enterprising

statesman gloated over. It contained

every element of success and popularity.

Impudent imposture, murders, rapes, po-

lygamy, treason, intrusion on the United
Stater Territory, defiance to the Govern-
ment and to public opinion—nothing was
wanting to convert our venerable Pre-
sident into a glorious crusader on behalf

UTAH AFFAIRS.

of law, order, morality, and national dig-

nity. The pudding was full of plains.

It, too, has failed him. Even Bngham
the Prophet has not turned out as well as

was expected, and refuses to be a traitor;

and when the Lord's anointed deserts our

President in the time of his need, his case

is indeed pitiable.

The latest news from Utah places the

Administration in a position marked by a

singular mixture of farce and tragedy,

and the whole story of the war is crowded
by as much ignorance, stupidity, and dis-

honesty as any Government ever managed
to get in the annals of a single year. An
army was sent to chastise rebels before it

was clearly ascertained whether or net

there were any rebels to chastise. It was
sent forward in the fall just when it

ought to have reached its destination, and
was marching through snow over a howl-

ing wilderness when it ought to have

been in winter quarters. After it had
undergone six months of suffering, and
was fully prepared to force the strongest

natural position in the world, Commis-
sioners were sent in search of the rebel

foe, and it was then discovered there was
no foe at all. Governor Cumming ought

to have gone to Salt Lake City in autumn.

He goes in the spring, and is received

with all the honours, assumes the reins

of authority without opposition, and writes

home that the whole affair, like the Wu-
let's Point business, is all a mistake, and

that there is no war at all. The Com-
mander of Forces writes, by the same mail,

that Cumming is deceived and that the

Mormons are still hostile. The public

is in suspense, and knows not which of

two such authorities to believe, when the

news comes that there were no Mor-
mons left, either to fight us or obey us,

as they are abandoning our Territory m
masse, sooner than submit to our rule.

" We have made a desert, and we call it

peace."

Whatever our opinions may be of Mor-
mon morals or Mormon manners, there

can be no question that this volun-

tary and even cheerful abandonment by
40,000 people of homes created by won-
derful industry, in the midst of trackless

wastes, after years of hardship and per-

secution, is something from which no one

who has a particle ofsympathy with pluck,

fortitude, and constancy can withhold bis

admiration. Right or wrong, sincerity

thus attested is not a thing 10 be sneered
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at. True or false, a faith to which so

many men and women prove their loyalty,

by such sacrifices, is a force in the world.

After this last demonstration of what
fanaticism can do, we think it would be
most unwise to treat Mormonism as a
nuisance to be abated by a posse comitatus.

It is no longer a social excrescence to be

cut off by the sword ; it is a power to be
combatted by the most skilful, political,

and moral treatment. When people

abandon their homes to plunge with

women and children into a wilderness,

to seek new settlements, they know
not where, they give a higher proof of

courage than if they fought for them.

When the Dutch submerged Holland, to

save it from invaders, they had heartier

Elaudits showered on them than if they

ad fertilized its soil with their blood.

We have certainly the satisfaction of

knowing that we have to deal with foemen
worthy of our steel.

However this singular affair may end,

nothing can release us from the respon-

sibility we have incurred in it. It may
be that the sect may die out in Central

America^ through pestilence, famine, or

, the hostility of the Indians. It may be

that a complete isolation from the influ-

ences of civilized public opinion and com-
plete subjection to the will of the Pro-
phet may brin? about a state of things

which even Mormon zealots will find

intolerable, and that once foreign per-

cution has ceased to create a bond of
cohesion, the sect will go to pieces through
internal dissensions or sheer inanition.

All these things may be, but they may
not be; and we may vet encounter
our truant subjects in Mexico or else-

where, and find them more troublesome

customers than ever, and have to under-

take a Mormon war, which will be a
war in earnest. As long as thev. were at

Salt Lake, we were sure, in a tew years,

of absorbing or surrounding them by the

march of emigration, and had the chance,

in the meantime, of bringing the influ-

ences of Christiantity and civilization to

bear on them. If the conduct of the

recent operations has had the effect of

strengthening their fanaticism, by the

appearance of persecution, without con-

vincing them of our goodiaith and good
intentions, and, *or*e still, has been the

neans of driving away 60,000 -of our
fellow-ci^aens from fields wfafch their

labours had reclaimed and cultivated, and
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round which their affections were clus-

tered, we have something serious to
answer for. Were we not guilty of a
culpable oversight in confounding the
insubordination of conscientious fanati-

cism with the insubordination of ribald

license or ambition, and applying to the
one the same harsh treatment which the
law intends for the latter alone ? Was it

ripht to send troops composed of the
wildest and most rebellious men of the
community, commanded by men like Har-
ney and Johnston, to deal out fire and
sword upon people whose faults even were
the result of honest religious convictions ?

Was it right to allow Colonel Johnston to

address letters to Brigham Young, and
through him to his people, couched in the
tone of an implacable conqueror towards
ruthless savages ? Were the errors which
mistaken zeal generates ever cured by
such means as these? And have bayonets
and cannon ever been used against the
poorestaad weakest sect that ever crouched
beyond a wall to pray or weep, without
rendering their faith more intense, and
investing the paltriest discomforts with
the dignity of sacrifice ?

We, with our Bibles, our churches, our
single wives, our education, our sacred
family life, ought to know better than
entrust the extirparation even of a creed
which inculcates rebellion to such men
as General barneyand Colonel Johnston ;

and Mr. Buchanan ought to know enough
to do something at the right time m
matters of such moment. His Peace
Commissioners and Governor ought to

have tried the effects of confidence and
conciliation before our bayonets glistened

in the canons of the Rocky Mountains,
and his admonitory proclamation ought
to have made its appearance before the
General in command had addressed Ian-*

guage to the malcontents worthy of
Bajazet dealing with a rebellious Pasha.
We placed ourselves all through on a
level with these Mormons, and talked tie

them as we would talk to European dip-

lomatists. We stand on the vantage
ground of higher knowledge* purer faith,

and acknowledged strength. We can
afford, to be patient and merciful. At all

events, the world looks to us now for,such
an example of political wisdom, such as

few people, now-a-days, are called on to

display. Posterity mast not have to ac-

knowledge with shame that our itthscie-

tion,or ignorance, or intolerance drove
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the population of a whole State from

liouse and home, to seek religious liberty

and immunity from the presence of mer-

cenary troops, in any spot of the Conti-

nent to which our rule was never likely to

extend.

(From the " New York Herald," June 88.)

Washington, Jane 22.

Colonel Kane has frequent and intimate

communication with the President and
members of the Cabinet. The impression

is that the Mormons are going to Sonora.

It is understood that the Cabinet to-day

had under consideration the affairs of

Utah, which are so complicated as to

require great caution in their manage-
ment. From the present indications, all

the troops now on the way will continue

their march to Utah. What additional

measures will be pursued will depend on
the character of the next official despatches

from that quarter. The charge of Judge
Eckels to the Grand Jury againstpolygamy
is condemned as being calculated to

embarrass the pacification of the Mor-
mons.

(From the " London Timet/* July 5.)

New York, Jane 28.

The intelligence from Utah is confirm-

atory of the news that went out by the

last steamer. This strange people were
again in motion for a new home, and all

the efforts of Governor Camming to

induce the men to remain and limit them*
selves to the ordinary quota of wives have
been fruitless. We are told that they

have left a deserted town and deserted

fields behind them, and have embarked
for a voyage over 500 miles of untracked
desert, to a home, the locality of which is

unkown to any but their chiefs. Does it

not seem incredible that, at the very

moment when the marine of Great Britain

and the United States are jointly engaged
in the grandest scientific experiment that

the world has yet seen, 30,000 or 40,000
natives of these countries, many of them
men of industrious and temperate habits,

should be the victims of sucn arrant im-
position? Does it not seem impossible

that men and women brought up under
the influence of British and American
civilization can abandon it for the wilder-

ness and Mormonism? There is much
that is noble in their devotion to their

delusions. They step into the waves of

the desert of the Great Basin with as

much reliance on their leaders as the

descendants of Jacob felt when they

stepped between the walls of water in the

Red Sea. The ancient world had indi-

vidual Curiatii, Horatii, and other ex-

amples of heroism and devotion. But
these Western peasants seem to be a
nation of heroes, ready to sacrifice everv-

thing rather than surrender one of their

wives or a letter from Joe Smith'sgolden
plates.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JULY 24, 1868.

The Re-action.—Action against us

—

reaction for us ! This is the law by which

the destiny of this people work, as far as the world's positive power to influence it is

concerned. The fact has often been illustrated in our experience, and is so intelli-

gibly written on the pages of our history, that a child may read and understand it

And such will be the case until the kingdom of God is triumphant, and the Saints

hold the dominant power of the earth.

The Saints are a people of destiny, and the direct, positive force which the world

has to supply for the development of that destiny is u action against us." We are

*1>y no means surprised when we see this force in operation. This antagonistic dis-

position will increase until it becomes the positive principle by which all the Gentile

nations of the earth will move. Antagonism to the rising empire of the future, of

which that * strange* people called Saints form the nucleus! is the part which the mass
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of mankind will perform in the great drama of the last days. It is their destiny to

manifest action against the kingdom in their positive condition, as it is, on the other

hand, the destiny of the * peculiar people" to manifest action for the upbuilding of

that kingdom. These are the two positive forces which Israel and the Gentiles will

in a direct manner put forth for the development of God's work. Both are necessary,

for both have the same tendency. We are satisfied, therefore, to see the two an-

tagonist forces—namely, the Saints' force for, and the world's force against ; and,

indeed, we have no complaint to urge when the antagonistic manifestation is fair and
honourable. But generally it is unfair and treacherous. Then we have a reasonable

cause for protesting against it, though we by no means tremble at its results ; for it only

gives the Saints a faster development by calling into action their own force, and
driving them to drink a deeper draught of vitality.

Now, if this w action against us" could destroy us—if our enemies could find what
they significantly term the "solution of the Mormon problem," that action would
come to a dead rest, and no " re-action for us" would result from it. Posterity

might grumble a bit at the injustice, but the community of Saints would cease to be

a fact. A griefless mourning might come ; and a procession of mourners' parade,

composed of our very friendly enemies, led by the Administration, supported on the

right by priests, and on the left by editors. With crocodile tears and hypocritical

solemnity, they would then perform the kind office so many times tenderly desired

—

they would, the considerate creatures, bury us. But, while it is their part to

endeavour to physic us to death, it is our destiny not to die. If the kingdom has the

the action of earth and hell against it, the action of the Saints and heaven is for it.

Had the former only to strike against a body of sand, it would not rebound, but

scatter the atoms to the wind ; but it had to strike against a rock of adamant, and
consequently, a " re-action for us" becomes the natural result of " action against us."

All will remember the first bursting of the " action against us" nearly two years

since, and how it spread until it vibrated England as well as America. So strong

was it in many places—even in this country, that it gave rise to many truly formidable

riots ; so much so, that in the aristocratic city of Bath, the whole of its powerful

police force had to be called out several times to find itself unequal to the task.

Birmingham and other places will also afford examples of the virulence of the "action

against us." Mr. Buchanan and his Administration took advantage ef that strong

excitement which raged in America towards the Saints, and sent the force of a

mighty nation to crush them. He knew not how truly adamantean the rock was

npon which he struck, and how, though it returned no blow, its stubborn solidity

could make his own foroe rebound. He knew not how much the Saints could pay

for a re-action in their favour—how rich they were to purchase it with coin, which

even our enemies would be bound to admit was sterling.

We, however, knew and prophesied that the re-action must come. We knew how
strong the Saints were in their devotion and integrity—how binding was their union

—how true they would be to themselves and their God, and how faithful He would

be to them. We knew that they could at least pay for a re-action with such deeds

of heroism, that it was not impossible even for the Times
9 American Correspondent to

call them "a nation of heroes," and that they could buy with "fortitude," u con-

stancy," and " self-sacrifice," the u admiration" of any one "who has a particle

of sympathy with pluck."

That re-action has commenced. It has set in with such force against the Govern-

ment, that, unlets Buchanan brings forth some great redeeming measure, bids fair to

consign his name and Administration to infamy. The New York Times very
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decidedly says, " The world looks to us for such an example of political wisdom, such

as few people, now-a-days, are called on to display. This "re-action for us" will

increase, and its effects will be felt in the world in oar favour for a few years to

come. The Saints will reap many advantages from it, even if it amounts to no more

than the permission to develop themselves. Their progress will tye immense,

and their developments extraordinary. Those of our well-wishers whose humanity is

interested in our welfare may make a note of this prophecy; for we don't mind

running a risk, even when our friends tremble for us. Indeed, that is the time when

we would prefer to make our prophetic mark. But we run no risk, and therefore

there is no virtue in our not being afraid. Moreover, some day, a action against us"

will commence again. It will then be more forceful than ever. But the stone wOi

be adamant still. The Saints will be rich in " consistency," "fortitude," "self-

sacrifice," " devotion," and " heroism." They will be able to buy a re-action to that

action, and another, and another, until not a man on the earth u who has a particle

of sympathy with pluck" will be able to a withhold his admiration"—until they will

be everywhere acknowledged as a " nation of heroes," and all lands resound with the

tale of the " fortitude," "constancy," " devotion," and " self-sacrifice" of the Saints.

Occasionally, the readers of the Star have been presented through its columns with

an official or public document on the " Utah difficulties," as wisdom directed, for

present interest and future value. But we have refrained from burdening our pages

with extracts of the views, opinions, speculations, and correspondence upon Utah
affairs, simply giving in the " Passing Events" an epitome of news to be relied on, and
a bird's-eye view of the condition of things in the States. Deeming the * re-action

for us" of such present interest, as well as a subject for history, we have somewhat

departed from our rule, and have sent to our readers the " Press on Utah Affairs" with

all its "imperfections" on its "head." Of course, we by no means endorse

all that we have extracted, nor hold ourselves responsible to correct every view,

sentiment, and opinion contained therein, which is unfavourable to truth and the

Saints. Hie design is to give a view of " the re-action," and not our own views and

defence. We shall, however, give them in due season, and for the present merer/

observe that it is not a matter of surprise that some expressions distasteful to us and

our readers may be found in the signs of the re-action, but rather that the Saints have

forced them to say so many nice things in their favour.

Notice to Oobrbbpondekts Aim OettTftiBPrtirius.— On account of the press of

matter en Utah affaire, and our Aeslre to present the renders Of the iSfcir with the

signs of the re-action at the earliest date, 1We hawbeen eompeled to postpone some

contributions and correspondence, as well as the "History." We make this explana-

tion, that our contributors and correspondents may net think their favours unappre-

ciated or neglected, and hope that they will not be "weary in welldoing."

DESKJBET.

Great Salt Lake City,

May 19, 18*8.

Elder Thomas Williams.
Bear Brother*—I wrote you via Cali-

fornia, some time ago, informing you of

our safe arrival in tins city. We
have not received any commnhication
from Liverpool since bur departure, si*

though I expect you have written me
several goad letters, uI often think ef
brother Calkin and jvmM, and feel to
say from my heart, God bless you all,sad
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enable you to be faithful in building up
the kingdom* and give you power to do
good and . bring souls in the Church of

•Christ, which is my prayer for you all the

time.

You have heard, ere this, that Colonel

Thomas L. Kane paid us a visit. He
came here via California. He was very

sick on his arrival, remained with us about

ten days, then proceeded to visit the

United States' troops at Fort. Bridger.

Some of our boys took him within about

ten or twelve miles of the Fort, then

watched him safe to Camp. After labour-

ing from two to three weeks, he succeeded

in inducing Governor Cumming to con-

sent to accompany him to G. S. L. City.

Accordingly, on the 5th April, they left

Bridger with two carriages, and each a
servant. They travelled about fifteen

miles, upset one of the carriages in the

snow, and there stuck for the night. It

so happened that W. H. Kimball, £.
Hanks, O. P. Rockwell, Howard Egan,
and myself, with a few other good boys,

were out scouting in that vicinity ; and on
the morning of the 6th April, we took the

Governor and his small party under our
protection, and brought them safe to this

place. It is one month to-day since we
Drought them into this city. I have been

with them on a tour as far south as

Spanish Fork, and returned here last

Friday. The Governor has looked over

the Records of the Supreme Court, and

also the Library, found all correct, and,

of course, will contradict the reports

which have gone abroad.

To-morrow, I expect to go into the

mountains with the Governor and his

party. Howard Egan and five others of

our brethren will accompany Colonel

Kane to {he States. The rest of us will

leave them at or near Bridger.

The United States' troops are ex-

pected to be in here on the first of

Jane ; but that will be if the Lord will.

For over a month, the Saints have

been very busy moving south with their

provisions and live stock. There are not

a great many families in this city. The
brethren from the north and Tooele have

left. Yesterday, I sent off thirty-five

hundred of flour and wheat, also two of

my wives, Susan and Ellen, with their

children ; and in a short time we shall

have everybody out of this. Then, if we
cannot do better, we shall cut down our

fruit-trees, set fire to our houses, and
move on slowly towards Sonora, although
I believe the nearest way is to proceed via
Jackson County, Mo. However, we can
go any way we please: we have now the
Territory on wheels.

George D. Grant, W. H. Kimball,
James Ferguson, J. A. Young, and many
more of your acquaintances are well, and
very active officers in the Legion. AH the

boys are well, and those that are desirous

to keep the commandments of God feel

first rate, and I may add that I never saw
the Saints look and feel better than they
do at the present time.

I have had an interview with brother

Calkin's family on several occasions : they
are not a whit behind any of the good
Saints. They started south last Saturday
quite cheerful. Brother Samuel Richards
and George Snider have just arrived.

I have seen Samuel. He left Genoa on
the 3rd April. He informs me they have
had stormy weather all the way. He was
in a preat hurry to go south to see the
President, so I did not get much news
from him, although he seemed to be very

well informed.

The Bishops are moving all that are

not able to move themselves. There is a
better prospect for fruit than any previous

year. Our wheat and other grain looks

very fine.

I should have written also to brother

Calkin ; but my time is limited ; and, of
course, the President will keep him posted.

You must let him participate with you in

this letter. I trust you will both be here

before long. I shall be very glad to take

you by the hand again.

Benjamin Ashby has just come here

from Echo Kanyon. He feels very well

;

also his family. Please give my kind love

to brother Tullidge and the younger
brethren in the Office. Remember me
kindly to brother Perkes and family.

I should be pleased to see them
here. Tender my kind love to all the
Saints.

I must now conclude, praying God to

bless brother Calkin and yourself. May
your lives be preserved to come safe home
to Zion and rejoice with the Saints of

God. Write me every opportunity, and
oblige your brother in the Gospel of

Christ,

John Kat.
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FROM THE PLAINS.

Chimney Rock, 4} p.m.,

May 27, 1858.

Editor of Millennial Star.

Dear Brother,— A few minutes are

allowed me to write and send by the escort

of Colonel Thomas L. Kane to send you a
few words.

I learn from Howard Egan that Elders

S. W. Richards, O. O. Snider, and J. Y.
Greene arrived in G. S. L. City, on May
10th, in health and safety. Elders Clinton,

J. N. Whaley, J. W. Turner, and L. H.
Hatch were taken prisoners on Green
River. Whaley was indicted for murder
said to have been done some years ago.

Bail for 5,000 dollars was required. Dr.
Clinton was accepted as bail, and then

they were allowed to depart in peace, thus

ending the farce.

Colonel Kane has accomplished the

mission as sent by President Buchanan to

Utah, and is now returning to Washington
to fulfil the remainder there. He and his

escort were furnished with passports by
Governor Cumming, who was in Salt

Lake City, endeavouring to do the Saints

justice. He has officially contradicted the

burning of the Records, Library, &c, and
" he really seems disposed to take hold of

the thread of justice." Thus we ean
truly say we have received good news
irom home.

Our families are all well, and every soul

in camp leaped with joy when I read them
the letter from our beloved President.

Praise the Lord, O ye Saints ! for he is

"at the helm of the ship of Zion, and she

sails well."

The Lord has been with his servants

the missionaries, who are now returning

home, and the words declared in London
Are literally fulfilling ; and it would be truly

marvellous if I did not know that they

were uttered by the Spirit of God when
filling my mission there.

Saints, rejoice ! Your prayers are heard
by the Lord, and answered on our heads.

We are all well and exceedingly happy,

and our animals feel well: they are

gaining strength daily.

The Platte is this season a noble river,

full to the brim, thus cutting off all com-
munication with the troops, who are

moving up on the south side: and al-

though we have an army a-head of us,

commanded by Colonel Johnston, and

another going a-bead, commanded by
Colonel Hoffman, we expect to go born

safely. I understand hell is at Port

Bridger, and we don't want to go there.

The soldiers were as mad as devils when
Colonel Kaneand his escort passed through

their midst; and they have made two

attempts to kill the Colonel, but were

foiled.

I must close, and pray the Lord to

bless you and all the Saints in the old

country.

Your friend and brother in the Gospel

of Jesus Christ,

Thomas Bullock,

Clerk of the Missionary Camp now

journeying to Zion.

P. S.—Captain J. W. Berry and all

the missionaries desire to be kindly re-

membered to the Saints in their old fields

of labour, and say, The Lord God of

Israel bless you, Saints ! Remain faithful

to the truth.

SWISS AND ITALIAN MISSION.

Zurich, Jane 22, 1358.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I have sent an Elder

to Canton Schaffhausen, which, althoqgjh

politicallv allied with Switzerland, is

nevertheless geographically a portion of

Germany ; and I have thought it well to

make a strong effort in that direction,

where forty-four millions of persons are

without an Eider. The Prophet Joseph

said they (the Germans) were a "nobje

race;" but up to the present time their

political institutions have caused the exile

of the few brethren who have visited

them ; yet I shall try and keep the fife

burning along their frontiers ; and as we

have baptized several who are resident in

Swiss cantons, some of the sparks msy

one day fly over and kindle up a mighty

flame.

For the last two months, the masses of

population in these lands have been so

engaged in their usual excessive spring

labours, that we havemade little progress;

and perhaps some might think, from the

number announced as cut off, in the

forthcoming Report, that we have been

retrograding; but these are mostly per-

sons who have long been virtually

separated from the Church (chiefij
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through the eventsinZurich) ; and patience
with them was no longer a virtue.

Several cases of brutal assaults upon
the Saints have occurred ; but, by cautious

procedure, our foothold strengthens at

present in these lands.

As I believe our last letters crossed in

the post, I will here acknowledge the

receipt of yours dated May 22, hoping
you received mine from Thun,—posted, I
believe, May 27.

I have been busy lately, both in talking

(dare not call my German performances
preaching !) and in preparing some arti-

cles for toe press.

477

I have also published a fly-sheet, with
an account of our doctrines, scripture

references, &c., which a newspaper editor

says nothing more against than that " it

does not contain any account of poly~

gamy.'9 Poor man! he would not like

me to give an account of the polygamy
here, which reaches up to his own
door.

With love to yourself, Counsellors*

brethren in the Office, &c, I remain
yours faithfully,

Jabez Woodabd.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

IRELAND.

32, Earl Street, Belfast,

July 4, 1858.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Knowing your anxious
desire for the welfare of the kingdom of
God, and aware that you wish to be posted

in all matters relative to that portion of

it under your immediate watchcare, I

proceed to give you a report of the Irish

Mission as it now stands.

In the Mission are two Conferences,

Belfast and Dublin,—though I might say

the latter is scarcely an entity. Some
time last summer, a spirit of apostacy

seized those composing it, led on by the

then President, T. H. Rutiedge, since

which time it has been in very indifferent

standing. A want of confidence in each
other grew up, engendering a want of

j

union in the whole ; each one more willing
j

to watch and report another's short- '

comings, than to study his own life and
j

remove the objectionable therefrom. In-
|

fected thus by an influence that grieves
,

the Spirit of God, crushes hope, and
banishes the holy principle of faith, their

practical labours have been characterized

by a slowness of movement and weakened
impulse, unlike the ever-constant, pro-

gressive spirit of the Church.
Since the departure of Elder John

I

Scott, whose labours for over two years

were indefatigable, and bore the impress

of the Spirit of Zion, they have been

visited by Elders P. Wilkin, J. Craig, J,

Croston, E. L. Sloan, and myself; and I
am happy to say that of late a better
feeling is manifested, and they seem more
willing to aid in building up the kingdom
of God.

Belfast Conference, I rejoice to say, is

in a very different condition. Its Pre-
sident, brother E. L. Sloan, is untiring
in his labours ; and his example, practical

and otherwise, is worthy of imitation?

while the Saints under him generally feel

it, and emulate each other in striving

to keep pace with the spirit of the
work.

I find he is getting the business depart-

ment in a condition that any one may
examine it and see at a glance how
matters stand.

Our Tract Society is in operation, and
go at their work with a will. We have
added five by baptism last quarter, and
there is a prospect of further increase.

The Conference is scattered over the
province of Ulster, and the Saints are
very poor; but the cheerfulness with
which they respond to the calls of duty
affords us a solace while labouring among
them and having to bear up against a
mighty influence that pervades this

much-oppressed, poor, and down-trodden
people.

We held a Conference in last April,

attended by brother Williams from the

Office; and though we were few in

number, we had a first-rate time. Bro-

ther Williams felt well, and addressed the

Saints like a man of God; while they so
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much rejoiced in his teachings and soetetfr,

that thej are wearying to see him back

on another visit. I find the Saints in

this Conference evincing a willingness to

live the religion of Jesus Christ, and'

showing by their works that they love

the practice as well as the theory of the

cause.

Elder John Croston is at present in the

city of Londonderry, labouring among
the few Saints in that place with some
success. He has laboured long and faith-

fully in this Mission.

I have tried to give you a faithful

report, as brief as possible; and as for

myself, I thank God I am enjoying the

spirit of " Mormonism."
With prayers for your welfare in the

Zion of the last days, I remain your

humble brother in truth,

James McGhie.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TTOE PASTORATE.

8, Ravensworth Street,

Bishopwearmouth, Sunderland,

June 25, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I have received your
kind letter, and, in accordance with your
desire, I proceed to lay before you the

condition, &e., of this Pastorate.

I am getting along very well, and feel

first-rate. Elders Hodson, Heed, and
Hobbs are united with me in carrying out

the various measures which have been and
arebeingintroduced for thegeneral welfare

of the work of God and the individual

benefit of the Saints.

The Travelling Elders and local Priest-

hood generally are united and doing well.

The natural consequence of this union

of Priesthood is a corresponding healthy

and industrious feeling among the Saints.

Baptisms are few, but still an odd one
now and then comes along and takes hold

of the truth. Our prospects are favour-

able for the development of the energies

of the Saints, and I trust that the good
they have already done will be left in the
shade when compared with what they

will do this year. We intend to have a
long and strong pull at the book debt,

during the next six months; and, by so

doing, we hope to reduce it greatly. I am
fully satisfied that the Saints will respond
heartily to this call. The Temple allot-

ment for the Pastorate will be paid by

the dose 1 of July. The very ag¥eea»
and, to us, profitable visits of yourself and
President Ross, I trust, will soon' be

repeated, either in person or by proxy, as

the Saints are arixiously enquiring, "When
will the Conferences be held ?

"

In conclusion, I have to say thatwe all

unite in praying that the Lord wilt pre-

serve the health and useful lives' of oar
brethren over us, untH they are satisfied

with days.

With kind love to yourself and the

brethren with you, I remain yours truly,

Thomas Wallace.

SOUTH PASTORATE.

Bristol, June 29, 1853.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—It is now nearly six

months since, agreeable to my appoint-

ment^ arrived here ; during which time

I have laboured with considerable pleasure

and ' satisfaction ; and I am happy in

being able* to report well of the South
Pastorate.

The brethren labouring in the ministry

are one. We have sought diligently to

carry out your instructions, every one

moving in his proper sphere. This has

produced that unity, love, and power that

has led to the most gratifying results.

We have beeri favoured with two visits

from President Ross, which proved a
source of great blessing, not only to the

Priesthood, but also the Saints. We
were favoured with his approbation,

which was truly appreciated. You will

perceive by the works of the Saints that

there is considerable improvement, and

the spirit manifested by them causes

labour to be a delight. The Saints in

Exeter and Exmouth have been added to

the South Conference, and without them
the Land's End Conference has oaid a trifle

more than last quarter with them. There
is also an excellent spirit manifested

towaYds the "Free Offering Fund* to

assist the Churdh in the mountains.

The brethren joinme in kindlove toyour-

self and to Presidents Ross and Budgtt

With fervent prayers for your coothlued

advancement in* wisdom and power,' I

subscribe myself yours very faithfully in

the Everlasting Covenant,

> Gecko* TfiAgDAtx.
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QUARTERLY LIST OF DEBTS.—PASSING EVENTS. 479

COVPERKNCB. AOSNT.

LIST OF DEBTS DUE FOR BOOR8, STARS, ETC., BT THE SEVERAL
CONFERENCES AND OTHERS, FOR THE QUARTER ENDING

JUNE 30, 1858.

COKFSMNCS. AOBJVT. AMOCNT.
Brought forward a*ft,06l 7 H

Lands End ....M John Kessell 49 8 oj
,
Preeton...................-M. H. Forscutt... 47 C 6

[

Caxliale Henry Hobbe 43 2 8*
Llanelly David Davies ... 38 4

I Dorsetshire ^Edward Harding. 83 4 3±
{

Channel Ialanda-..--.W. Cheralier 25 4 OA
Late Herefordshire ...John Preece 24 17 9
Pembrokeshire ......—John Glbba 16 4 7

'Flintshire.....,...- Edwin Price 11 6 2
I Denbighshire .........-Hugh Evans...... 10 16 5*

-...T. R. Jones 8 7 6

London E.L.T. Harrisonj?1063 9
Birmingham . B. W. Brindle ... 800 5
Glasgow — ...John Hunter-..- 296 16
East Glamorganahlre..John Davies ...... 216 6
Warwickshire Henry Brown ... 172 17
Bedfordshire HT. A. Jeflery 172 !»

West Glamorganshire..Thomas Rees ... 170 6
Norwich .- —Edwin Scott 157 3
Sheffield Wm. Brownlow.. 151 1

Edinburgh - P. J. McComie.... 149 16
Cheltenham -Thomas Clarke.- 147 13
Monmouthshire William Ajax...... 143 15
Herefordshire ....-.—Lewis Bowen 13d 6
Lincolnshire -.. WlUiam Halls 133 7
Bradford .—.William 8hires-. 128 10
Staffordshire ..........John Clarke 120 12
Beading .-.-....-......William Moss -.116 9
South Simon Irwin .—. 118 15
Newcastle-on-Tyne ...R. J. Philp ...-«

Hull — S. Pickering .

Manchester -.. Edward Oliver.-
Leicestershire....- John Mellor
Southampton WUlet Harder .-
Durham William B. Child.
Belfast .....James McGbie.-
Nottinghamshire James Oakey...-.
Wiltshire-. William Norris...
Shropshire ...—.......David James
Dundee-. —-.-.—.-A. N. McFaiiane
Worcesterahire ...-.-.Richard Holt. ...

Derbyahlre —....-....Thomas Birt ......

Lrrerpool - W. H. Perkes ...

Cardiff ............. E. D. Miles ......

Dublin ..... -.—...John K. Grist -.

3.

97 12
96 19
88 3
82 1

80 11

79 10
73 16
70 3
68 19

9
64
63
62
60
58
53 14

Carried forward ..-<a?5,U61 7 84

Dyffryn Conway „

BRANCH.

Derry Hugh SneppaitL. 6 15 7

mission.

Australian —.A.J.Stewart ... 3*5 11 94
Swlaa and Italian Jabes Woodard .. 276 12 4
Cape of Good Hope ...Richard Previa... 117 9 11
Sandwich Islands ...-.P. B. Lewis .,

Scandinavian C. Wlderborg
Bombay
Malta. 5 7 2"

Esst India J. P. Meik 5 104

F. Mei-ryweather .-. 1 1

Iaaac Whiteley 10 4
J. W. McLellan 17 9
Frederick Mackay 5 S

78 12 5$
31 13 7
21 3 *k

1 o

(Errors excepted.) j6 6,220 11 54

PASSING EVENTS.

Gexekjll.—An insurrection has broken out in Esthonia, Russia, in a conflict which
took place between the peasants and the troops sent from Revel : 40 of the former and 15

of the latter were killed. In 38 different governments of Russia, committees have been
formed for the emancipation of the serfs. The tobacco crop in Algeria has been almost

totally destroyed by a worm. On the 15th June, the Mahommedans of Jeddah rose and
massacred the Christians resident there. A serious outbreak has occurred in Leipsic

between the academical authorities and the students, the latter having risen in open
rebellion, which rendered it necessary for the military as well as the civil power to inter-

fere to qnell the disturbance.

Ambbicaji.—Montgomery's Free State Banditti, an organized, armed, and well-mounted

body, roam about Kansas, plundering travellers and settlers indiscriminately; and so

formidable have this banditti become, that Governor Denver has issued a proclamation

declaring Lynn, Licking, and Bourbon counties in a state of insurrection, and proclaiming

martial law. Col. Steptoe had encountered the Indians in Oregon, and been defeated

with the loss of fifty men. A private letter from Gov. Camming, received in Washington,
lays much stress upon the importance of inducing the Saints to return to their homes and
employment, and says that, in case of a collision between the Mormons and the army, a
guerilla war of several years' duration may be expected. Advices from Camp Scott, with

dates to the 10th of June, corroborate the report that Johnston would shortly move into

Salt Lake City. Gol. Hoffman was within one and Captain Marcy within two days'

march of Fort Bridger, when last heard of. Their arrival in camp would increase th%

army to 2,500 effective men, with abundance of provisions and supplies of all kinds.
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480 VARIETfES—POBTRT.

VARIETIES.

If it is * fact that a woman will always bare the last word, about when may a squabble

between two women be expected to end ?

Bbowh says he has seen a rope walk ; Jones thinks that he has teen a nXXJence ; and
Bobinson says that's nothing—he has seen a hat box !

Fobcino Volunteers.—" Pat," said a gentleman to his servant, M what's all that noise

in the street ?
n " Oh, nothing, sir ; they're only forcing a man to volunteer."

Two gentlemen were lately examining the breast of a plough on a stall in a market-
place. " III bet you a crown," said one, " you don't know what that's for. M Done,* said

the other ; " it's for sale." The bet was paid.

A starving Irishman, wandering about London, came to a building bearing the in-

scription, " Lying-in Hospital." " By the powers," he exclaimed, " that's the place for

me, for IVe been lying out for a fortnight."

National Characteristics —An Englishman was accosted thus :—" What will yon

take to stand all night in the tower of St. Paul's ? *• "A beef steak and a pint of beer,"

was the frank reply. The next one thus accosted was a Scotchman. Says 8andie, " What
will you gie?" Lastly came along Patrick; and when asked what he would take to stand

all night in the tower of St. Paul's, he wittily answered, K An' sure, I'd be apt to take

a bad cowld."
Mangling English There is an individual in Qulncy Market doing business, who is

down on all customers who do not speak properly. " What's eggs this morning?" says a

customer. " Eggs of course" says the dealer. "I mean, How do they go?" " Go?—
where?" " Pshaw I" says the customer, getting up his fury, "what for eggs?"
" Money, money, sir, or good endorsed credit

!
" says the dealer. " Don't you understand

the English language, air ? " says the customer. " Not as you mix and mangle it, I don't,"

responded the egg merchant. " What—is—the—price—per—dozen—for—your—eggsT—" Ah ! now you talk," said the dealer : " eightpence per dozen is the price, sir 1

~

They traded.

NEVER DEPEND ON TO-MORROW.
Old Time speeds along
With his noiseless wings j

In his track sparkles wealth for procuring;
For the bright little moments
Which around us he flings,

Are gems worth the toil of securing.

Then seize them, and use them
With vigour and skill

;

Remember, delay may bring sorrow

:

He is wise who employs
The time placed at his will

And never depends oa to-morrow.

The past has gone by
Like an oft-changing sky.

And the future Is hid from our vision :

In its womb brighter rays.
Darker shadows may lie,

But the present's the time for decision.

For the present is ours
To will and to do,

And 'tis wrong from the future to borrow :

Let us cull the wreath now.
Or too late we may rue,

If we ever depend on to-morrow.

E. L. StoA*.
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THE LATTEK-DAT SAINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAR
He that hath an ear, let Mm hear what the Spirit taith unto the churches.—Jetue ChrlH.

Came out efher, my people, that ye be not partaken of her tine, and that ye receive not efher

plagues.—A Voice from Heaten.

Ho. 31, Vol. XX. Saturday, July 31, 1858. Price One Penny.

FAITHFULNESS.

BY EMILY E. TEASDALE.

How much is there in the future to

inspire the Saint of God to continue
'

faithful in the path of rectitude! How
j

comparatively small the attraction to

draw him from the kingdom 1 . What is a

life spent in sinful pleasure, in comparison

with the maturer joys that shall be eter-

nal ? What though he aspire to fame and

win the laurel wreath ? A few years will

pass away, and all that remains of his

greatness is a magnificent tomb, and his

name engraven on the scroll of fame.

Bat where is his spirit now ? Awakened
to the realization of the great loss he has

sustained—not, perhaps, to himself alone,

—there may be kindred spirits behind the

ail waiting with anxious hopes for his

onward progress, that be may one day

stand for them as a saviour upon Mount
Zkra. Will those honest souls be lost,

because they lived not in a Gospel dis-

pensation ? Oh, no ! But the slory is lost

to him: that crown which should have

graced his brow, shining with "the bright-

ness of the stars for ever and ever, ' he

Jus forfeited,—and not the crown alone,

tmt the dearest associations the heart can

know, with all the soul's expansion and

desire. Did the thought ever occur to

those who resign their position in this

kingdom for the loftier associations here,

Who and what will be their companions

kereafter? (Rev. xxii. 15.) Let us, how-

ever, look at the bright side of the future.

He remains faithful to his calling; it is.

recognised by the Priesthood, and is

recorded in heaven; and he is counted
worthy to devote his talents and energies

to*the upbuilding of the kingdom of God
on the earth. It is true, trials and diffi-

culties await him ; but he is sustained by
the Spirit of God, whispering peace and
recompense eternal Time passes on, and
age silvers his locks ; be blesses his chil-

dren ; and, for awhile, his body reposes

in the bosom of its mother earth, and
nature's debt is paid. But does he die ?

No; the righteous never die: but his

mission here is accomplished, and his

spirit is gone to another sphere of action.

Dare you pronounce him dead whom
Jesus said should never die ? (John ii.

26.) The body alone is committed to

the tomb, but the intelligent portion of
the man passes from the body, which is a
dwelling-place for the spirit, that it may
be enabled to accomplish its salvation in

this its second estate, and, if found
worthy, shall become immortal as the
spirit. He rests; vet he realises not a
fulness ofjoy; bat,withjoyful anticipation,

he awaits the time when his spirit and
body shall be allotted him, in the land of
Israel's inheritance, shared by the gentle

partner of his bosom, to whom through
life he has been as amorning and evening
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482 INTERESTING LETTERS FROM UTAH*

star,—yea, greater ; for her star never set,

but onward and upward it rose on the

horizon of the great Millennial as a sun

of righteousness. Then is proclaimed

the marriage supper of the Lamb : an

invitation is sent to him and his house-

hold to become its honoured guests. Oh

!

happy one, landed beyond the shoals of

time, with the children whom God has

entrusted to your care ! Dare we lift the

vail and .mark his progress still, becoming

the father, now, of spirits he may call his

own, and permitted, like his great Eternal

Father, to organize the elements into a

planet, where he may prepare bodies for

his numerous offspring, in order for them
to prove themselves in a second estate, as

he himself has done ?

Are not these blessings worth living

and dying for ? When temptation crosses

our path, let us take a prospective glance,

and it will vanish like dew before the
king of day, and another testimony will

be added to the knowledge of the past,

that this is indeed the kingdom of God;
and He will give us strength according

to our day, and our hearts will swell with

gratitude to our Father in heaven, for

permitting our spirits to take tabernacles

m the dispensation of the fulness of times,

when the Priesthood of God is restored

to the earth, as spoken of by Daniel. If

we are faithful, nothing can impede oar

progress in this great work. Tile Gospel

car will roll on and wait for no man.
Let all our energies be concentrated and
brought to a focus, in assisting to establish

the kingdom of God, and ail will be well

with us. The day is nigh at hand when
our fondest anticipations of happiness shall

be realized, and we shall be clothed upon
with immortality and inherit eternal lives.

INTERESTING LETTERS FROM UTAH.

Great Salt Lake City,

May, 1868.

My dear Father and Mother,—I feel

that I must write you another letter before

I leave my home, as I do not knew when Or

where I may get another opportunity of

writing to you. Isuppose tkat you have

heard, hy this time, through vour papers,

that we are leaving ouir beiZuhful valleys-

it go, we know not whither.

When first my beloved husband an-

nounced to me that it was decided that

we should leave, 'I felt a pang at my
heart.' I looked out at my little flower-

garden, the • work of our own hands,

and then around me, inside my little cot-

tage, 6» the few little 'comforts which we
had accumulated through « hard j labour

;

then I sauntered into? the tittle frootn

which I had prepared for your reception

this season. <I imust abandon them all

and thehope of meetingfather and mother
and the rest of ch4 faintly. And last, but

'not least, fl looked upoi our little ones,

and mf -grief knew \ ne bounds.- ' In* my
rebellious heart, I felt to say* " I cannot
expose my little ones to' the trials of a
wandering Hfe^and mh, horror l- perhaps

' the scalping-knife of the Indians ; forwe
' know that the soldiers are bribing them."

<I fancy I can hear yon both sty « Is not

' Mormonism ' worth all these sacrifices,

and even ( our fives?* Yes, my dear

father and mother; it is. But yon also

know bow very fend of home I am ; and

my love' for my husband and children

knows no -bounds ; and I felt that to see

those dear ones suffering again, as I dU
before we hadva home, was more than my
strength ceuid bear ; but all this was tie

struggle of a few hours only. When I

began to reflect upon my conduct, I felt

truly ashamed of my weakness. How
often had I, in * bearing my testimony,

said that I was willing to make any sacri-

fice for the work of toe Lord ? and when
He was goinjr to put me to the test,

should I turn like a coward and say, "I
cannot do it* And- then my rebeffioat

heart would turn again and say, MiV4t

not your*own house and land ? Did yen
not toil hard enoeph to get it ? Did yea

not sell all your trinkets,clothing—-every-
thing, in fact, that you possessed, to get

the- adobies to build it? And why shcttd

you give it up to a banduf robbers, er,

tat other terms, to President Buchanan's

troops, whieh are the same?"
' But still I struggled, and conquered.

I then made up my mmd that, ifI had to

die; h should be in the path of duty;

and when my husband returned in the

i
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INTERESTING LETTERS FROM UTAH, 48a
evening, I could talk calmly to him of
preparations for our departure.. I next
thought that, as I was- now so strong, it

was my duty to go and see Ellen and
fames ; but what was my surprise, on
reaching their house, to find them aU
ready to start; and when I asked Men if

she did not feel a little bad at leaving her
home, (for youknow thatshe had one ofthe
most comfortable in the Valley,) she said,

with a smile, * These things are not ours

;

they are the Lord's; and if he requires
me to leave them, I am ready." I am
sure you will think her a most noble
woman, as I do Where we are
going, I know not; but this I do know

—

that if it were not for our own ultimate
good, we should not be permitted to
leave these valleys.

Go where you will, you will see the
Saints making cheerful preparations for

their departure, and a word of comfort
on their lips for their neighbours ; not-

withstanding which, a keen observer
might perceive a tear glistening in the
eye of some of the stoutest among us.

We have enough to eat, and for that we
are thankful. Our clothing is nearly all

'

worn out, and it is not possible to buy
any more here. If we had heeded the

counsel of brother Brigham a little sooner,

we should now have had an abundance of
Nothing; but we are like children—we
have to learn by experience. I think

sometimes that if you could see me, you
might enjoy a hearty laugh at my ex-

pense; but, fortunately for me, I have now
no mirror, and therefore my own appear-

ance does not annoy me much. I still

have in my possession an article for daily

wear, which once bore the appellation of

a M dressf but so transformed is it, that

It would be difficult for a casual ob-

server to decide which was the original

dress piece. My husband also wears a
coat of many colours. As for buying
shoes and stockings, they are quite out of

the question. We should have been out
of tlits unpleasant state, if our enemies
would only have left us alone; for we all

"began to see the necessity of manufac-
turing our own goods. We have already

made some very good flannel here. We
have twelve sheep of our own, two cows,

and three horses, two of which were work-
ing on the farm ; the other was my own
private property, made a present to me
fry my husband. 1 1 J

[A* postscript to this letter, dated at

an encampment thirty-five miles from
Salt Lake City, adds:]
We are now 35 miles from the city, and

living under our tents. I have nothing
particular to add, save that my little

Joseph is sick; but I have faith that he
will get well. We do not trouble about
him, nor about ourselves ; we will all get
through1 our trouble some day. It is
good to feel that the Lord is for us,
though men be against us. I am resigned
to my fate. It is all for the best.

Your affectionate daughter,

G R .

Great Salt Lake Citj,

May 10, 1858.

My dear Sons, Thomas and George,

—

Elder S. W. Richards, with his small
express company—Snyder, Green, Hatch,
Clinton, Wakefy, and Turner— arrived
here this morning, in thirty- five days,
from Florence. By this you will learn
our latest information from the States.

I was disappointed in learning from bro-
ther R. that he had no letter for us,

though he had seen you several times in

New York. It is common to us all to
wish for letters and to feel sorry at the
silence of distant friends; but we seldom
esteem our own communications to be of
the same value to others. In future, I
hope that no opportunity of communica-
tion will be neglected.

The lrfst time that I wrote to you, I was
warranted by circumstances to urge you
to come here at the first opening of emi-
gration, and I fully anticipated seeing

you before many months ; but now, my
sons, my hopes for the present are blasted.

When I may have the privilege of seeing

you in the flesh is beyond my ken ; and,
what is worse, I see no basis from which
comforting hope may spring.' I have
every confidence in your integrity before

the' Lord, and feel that, with me, you will

bear the dispensations of Providence for

perfecting us in the school of adversity

and experience without a murmur.
We were yesterday informed, in our

Ward meeting, ofthe immediate departure
of an express for the States, under the

direction of brothers Murdock and Knowl-
tOn ; so I resolved to write you, lest I
might not find such an opportunity again
forsome time to come, that you might
kfaow that We are afl welK and enjoying^
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INTERESTING LETTERS FROM UTAH.484

health and happiness, and joy and peace

in our most unpopular religion.

From all that has transpired and is

transpiring in the world in opposition to

«« Mormonism," particularly during the

last two years, you may be ready to con-

clude that we are all in a most pitiable

position ; but I am happy to tell you, my
sons, that we were never better in our

religion, never more truly devoted to it,

never mote convinced of its divinity, and

never have enjoyed more of the Spirit of

the Lord. During last fall and winter,

nothing, to us, was more apparently cer-

tain than that we would have our

peaceful city crowded with military forces,

sent to put down order and establish

riot and confusion throughout the Terri-

tory. I am happy, however, to say that

the army is still one hundred miles off,

and that things wear a more favourable

aspect.

At the present time we are all moving
south. For sixty miles north, the whole
inhabitants are leaving and have left

their farms and homesteads, to sojourn,

like Abraham of old, not knowing whither

they are going. In this great city, the

houses are mostly forsaken by their for-

mer occupants, who have gone with the

stream of emigration. I am not yet re-

leased from my place of appointment;
yet I have not been deaf to the instruc-

tions given, having forwarded two loads

of breadstuff's and other necessary arti-

cles of domestic use with your mother
and Mary, to wait for my release at a
halting-place thirty- five miles from here,

on the way to Fillmore, which is one
hundred and sixty miles from this city,

and from that onward, never more to

return, or back again, as the children of
j

Israel journeyed in fleeing from their

oppressors in the wilderness anciently

—

just as the voice of inspiration may
direct.

We have in the city, at present, Go-

1

vernor Cumming, who was sent out by
j

President Buchanan to act as Governor

;

of Utah. He is residing, for the time
being, with your brother-in-law, whose
splendid mansion, beautiful garden, and,
above all, his well-plenished and elegantly-

furnished rooms, and otherwise tasteful

and agreeable accommodations, have been
made the home of his Excellency, during
his visit to this far-famed, notorious city.

I have been in the gentleman's company,
from my physiological knowledge of

the outward man, I would say that be

is, in appearance, a very social, good-

natured-looking gentleman—a good spe-

cimen of an old country aristocrat, at ease

in himself and at peace with all the world;

although his coming here with a great

army appears rather ominous of a con-

trary character. However, be speaks

well of this people, and he could not do

otherwise ; but, as there are so very few in

the Gentile world who can do this, I mint

give him credit for speaking the troth.

Oh that he had been sent here,

with honourable associates, to discbarge

the duties of federal officers, without that

scourge and calamity for any people—tbs

army ! The misery that I have witnessed,

and that only at the commencement of

our pilgrimage, would have been on-

known. Many a heavy heart to-day

would still have been light and merry;

many a little innocent that has been

out exposed to drenching rain in its

mother s arms, these last few weeks,

would have been at home, nursed and

watched over with that affection a tender

mother can give and their belplessnev

demands. But oh, my sons, I most re-

frain from picturing to your mind what

has almost broken my own heart. As

for the honour of martyrdom, or to seek

a resting-place with the eagle, it is not

quite so enviable a position, when really in

it, as to talk about it more than a tbou-

sand miles off, as we used to do of old at

home, when the Saints were expelled from

Nauvoo. Yes, I could tell you much,

but I shall refrain.

Some may say we have brought the

misery upon ourselves, by refusing to

accept a new Governor. This is cnqotli-

fiedly false. We prefer President Young

to any living man, and have done oar

utmost to have him re-appointed ; bat bad

Mr. Cumming, or any other man of bis

oharacter, been appointed, without the

army accompaniment, we would hsre

received him. I know what I say to be

just as true as it is true that we have

received him respectfully and courteouilT

into our midst now. It was only yester-

day that what PresidentYoung said on that

subject was the topic of conversation in *

small select company,of which I was one*

Five out of the six heard him the tinfcbe

is said to have spoken about being Oc*

vernor as long as the Lord would have*

so, in spite of the opposition of men; *nd

all heard him the second time mate
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allusion to it, on the return of our dele-

gate from Congress. We got the Desert*

News to refer to his words; and as

you are not likely to possess them, I shall

quote his words, that you may speak on
that subject with the assurance of a full

understanding of the fact. President

Young, on the 17th of June, 1855, spoke

in the Tabernacle, as follows :

—

" There is one statement which I have

already made in this stand twice or thrice;

but I will now make it again before our

delegate, for it has caused him much
trouble. It has been reported, in the

United States, that Brigham should have

said that the President of the United
States could not remove him from his

office. Exhorting the brethren and sis-

ters, I said, ' Do not be alarmed, neither

let your hearts sink within you, or be

worried in the least with regard to a

new Governor's coming to this Territory

;

for the Lord Almighty will preserve your

present Governor unto you as long as he

pleases, and no power can hinder. And
if it is his will to remove the present

Governor, know ye that it will be for tbe

best/ That is the spirit of what I said,

if not tbe exact words ; and I say so now.

President Pierce has been in power long

enough to try the experiment, and there

have been many to influence him to

remove the Governor of this Territory

from office. Is it done? It is not,

though we nearly thought it was, when
Col. Steptoe received die appointment;

bat the Lord operated upon tbe Colonel

to continue his march to California. He
received his commission, but he would
not be qualified. There were many ap-

plicants for the office, but they have not

jet got it ; and tbe Lord can baffle them
as long as he pleases. He turns the

hearts of men when they know it not, and

tbe mysterious workings of his providence

among the people they do not understand.

He rules in their midst, and controls the

nations of the earth according to his

will and pleasure ; so he does in this case,

and will continue to do, just as long as

seemeth him good. When he wishes

another Governor here, the proper person

will be on hand: until then, there is no
power beneath the heavens that can sim-

ply remove the present Governor of Utah,

much le*3 the loyal people who inhabit

t&ese mountains.

Such was the language of brother

Srigham, delivered in my own hearing.

It adds honour to his head and heart, and
should add disgrace to those who hare
maligned him, tortured his language for
their own fiendish purposes, and brought
upon us the crushing power of the des-
pot. My sons, walk not in the path of
the wicked, nor join them in their mock-
ery ; for a day of reckoning will come,
when they will be badly prepared to meet
their obligations. I know Brigham to be
the Prophet of the Lord ; and, to-day, the
ex-Governor is, in my sight, guiding this

people in a severe trial, restraining, by
nis influence, the party opposed to peace,

controlling their ruffled tempers, main-
taining order among them, and inspiring

them with confidence in the Lord, ten
thousand times more worthy of honour
than any governor, king, or emperor
upon the earth.

Tour brothers and sisters are all well.

John is married. A. lives about two hun-
dred yards from my dwelling, and her
little girl is running about, just the picture

and figure of herself when at that ape

;

but this cup of joy will soon be dashed

from my lips. She, too, wanders, in a
few days, from a comfortable home. I

truly wish, notwithstanding, that my
grandchildren in New York were even
that near me. L. is still as hearty and
healthy as she used to be when she

tripped tjie heather hills of auld Scotia.

M. is a harum-scarum fellow, as wild as

a young buck. He has left with your
mother's team. They all remember you
and wish you were here to toddle the

road with us, that we might bear our
wayward fate together. I should very

much like to see my daughter J. I am
glad that the ways of the Gentiles have
no attractions for her. She is a good
soul—how I love her!—the remembrance
of her, when her sparkling hazel eyes

used to light up my countenance, the

lustre of which shines through the dim
distance of many years, in the remem-
brance of her father. God bless her and
all of you, until the time comes when be
shall be pleased to gather the scattered

remnants of his people. From where, or

when you will have another letter from

me, I know not; but you may rest

assured that, wherever the Church is

located, there I hope you will find me.
This is my desire and prayer. I am
aware that many will forsake their first

love and return to the States. Thty
say it is too much to endure. " Mormon-
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ism" .id unpopular, and they are bound to

suffer for it, and oamiot make the sacri-

fice. If I know my own heart, I desire

to trust in ,my God for my deliverance,

and Wave ail my interests in bis hands.

May the Lord bless and sustain you in

the faith, and enable you to overcome and
be ready to sit down with Jesus Christ

when he shall come to reign on the earth,

is the prayer of your affectionate father,

J. L.
,

P.S.—I was afraid to be too late, and
hurriedly finished my letter. I have just

seen Col. Kane ; and, hearing, that the

express does not leave so early as X

thought, I feel something drawing me
again to communion with vou. My
letter closed,And at the reflection that it

might be for years that I would be den
prived of the privilege of speaking to you,

I felt, perhaps, more keenly than before,

the position in which we are now placed.

Do not think that I am grieving over my
lot and wish to shrink the hour of trial

God knows I do npu 3ut

:: 1 -j. :W : , .1

LETTERS FROM UTAH*

,
Makes counUew thousand* mourn,"

ia the groundwork of my reflections.

Of my sacrifices to get here, you know
well. My most earnest hope- and
prayer was to see my family comfortably

around me and your mother, in our
declining years. We patiently endured
many privations on the way here, ^and,

for the first two years afterour arrival,

lived very economically, depriving our-

selves of many contforts and- even neces-

saries of life, to gather around us some*
thing for a home. We got the start, and
added daily to that home what we could

by honest industry, and often did we sing

with the spirit and understanding

—

" WVll plough, and sow, and joyful reap
The land our God has glreo,

To bless our friends, to bless our foes,

And make our home a heaven."

But, alas ! that labour of years I must
leave ; that cherished hope of independence

in the evening of life has vanished, and
before me is again the wilderness to body
and to mind. Where we shall settle we
know not ; what may befall us is hid

from our eyes : but if the mighty God of

Jacob holds guiltless our persecutors for

all we suffer, I have no understanding of

retribution befitting infinitejustice. There
I leave my troubles.

Last Friday, I met brother M., about
the first person whose acquaintance I

made on my arrival in this city, driving

his team on " the south track/' It was-,

a sad, yet * happy sight. Thecold man
has seen threescore yearsand ten, yet is a*,

straight and upright as when he left the

military school, where, according toinsv

statement, he had spent many an hour, aa»

well as on the gory field. He embraced
the Gospel in tne city where you new
reside. He was then in. good circum-

stances: his person bears his statement

witness. His faithful companion, a few
years younger than himself, and their

only son, went to Nauvoo in 1842. Thej
lived together— suffered much the first

year from sickness. From the sale of
their property, before leaving New York,
they had enough to buy a little houses
and, from the young man's hard labour,

the father's assistance, apd the mother's

economy, they soon got comfortable.

Troubles began, with apostates, leading,

subsequently* to political combinations

against Joseph, and, in 1844, to &a
death. ( The breaking up of the colony

at. Nauvoo followed, and the moving, of
the people to this place. The old man
and bis family were among the last that

left Nauvoo, and were in the list of the

sick that lay on the banks of the Missis-

sippi, where Col Kane, the good Samari-
tan, found them helpless. In 1850, they

reached here, worn out, and penniless*

The sonwent in the M Mormon" battalion*

te conquer the Mexicans, as required by
the Government. He was discharged in

California* on the.estabUVbment of peace. <

He.bad nothing to bring him home, so he
rojnnKnced to work, and, in a short time,

made a considerable amount of money in

working.for Horner, in the days of his

agricultural prosperity. When he had
enough to return and bless his parents,he
came here, and lifted them from depend-

ence, and placed them in comfortable

circumstances. Two years ago, he died,

from no other cause, I believe, than from
over-working, to keep his father and
mother comfortable, and to gather around
them everything that they could desire in
their last years in this weary world.

They felt keenly the stroke, but ma>
surably got round again. They were-

assisted on their land by a young, active

man, till the troops came to Bridger.

He has taken a course to their satis-

faction, though now necessarily deprived

of his help; and on , Friday they took the

road south alone—almost helpless, should
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trouble or accident lay in their path.

TJiey were joyful withal; and when I

shook hands with them on the road, at

parting, they cried, and the old lady said,

••Brother L., remember

—

* Whea through the deep waters I call thee to go,
The rirer of sorrow thnU not thee o'erflow

;

For I will be frith thee, thy trouble* to bless,

ad sanctify to thee thy deepest distress! '

"

" All right

!

" joined the old silvery-haired

gentleman. " The Lord will be with us

and take as through. Bless Brigham,
Heber, end Daniel F Amen." We parted.

They were joyful. I was grieved. Happy
thing for us, the future is often hid from
oar eyes. That meeting and parting will

long live in my memory. I have seen

many a family in this city, before enjoying

every comfort our inland home could

afford, turned out on the road, and I have

calculated upon their change. But where

they had youth and means I thought
little of it; but where

"Age and poverty
That Ul-matched pair"

have met, my heart has sunk within me.

I did not intend to write vou these

things, but my heart is full, and I could

weep over the sufferings of many of my
brethren and sisters. Your sister L. has

brought me her note to enclose in my
letter, and has asked me to read it. Well

has she- said, "I am afraid to mention

obx tronhses here." None will feel it

keener than she will. She leaves a com*
(rotable home. When your mother and
Mary left, aod kissed die little ones round,

I thought that L. would have broken her

heart. Her cries were alarming. Pos-

sibly a few, days together on the road will

* drive dull care away," and the duties of

4?7

the march leave us little time to mourn
our lot. Kay it be so I

You possibly might have preferred to

hear of our movements ; but I count on
your learning of these from Col. Kane.
Where we are going is undecided. The
people are content to go where the Presi-

dency direct. If the Government show
no spark of humanity and disposition to
do us justice, it is not unlikely that we
will go to a warmer climate; but if Gov.
Comming, and Col. Kane, and other

honourable men can be heard, and can be
credited, on what they report from actual

observation, and from the report of
the former on the falsity of the charges
of our enemies, which has caused this

trouble, we may remain in the Terri-

tory. Meantime, the northern settlements

will be vacated almost entirely. Trustees
remain to manage and dispose of the

property as they may be directed.

When those who have caved in will

have entirely left the Territory, (and of
that class I expect a very large number,)
I do not believe that in heaven itself there

will be a more united people. When the

peace propositions were submitted, there

was much excitement. It was. hard for

many to, give up the hope of meeting
their enemies; but. when the President
said the Government should be left with*
out a pretext for persecution, and they

should acquiesce with the suggestions

offered, the ruffled spirits were in a mea-
sure calmed, but remain deeply chagrined.

From this time the Government can have

no pretext for the insults, annoyances,

and wrongs that we have suffered ; and
they may yet do well. Well see.

J. L.

HISTORY OF J08EPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 456.)

[January, 1843.]

Monday, 30th. Spent theday at home
until six in the eveningy when I presided

in the City Council, where much business

was transacted, the most important of

which was a bill reported by a com-
mittee, which passed as follows :

—

Laws un> OanmANcae or the Citt or
Nauvoo.

- The,CHy Ounell do ordain as follows

The several sections following are declared

laws and ordinances of the said city ; and
any person who shall be guilty of any of

the offences hereinafter mentioned shall be
subject to the penalty hereinafter to be
prescribed, to be sued for and collected

before the Mayor, the Municipal Court, or

any Alderman of said city.

or CITY OFFICIOS.

There shall be appointed by the Cky
Council of Nauvoo, biennially, the following

officers for the «ity of Nauvoo, ta addition*

to those provided for in the City Charter of
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said city,—to wit, an Engineer, Market-
master, Weigher and Sealer of Weights and
Measures, a Fire-warden in each ward of the

city, a Sexton, and a Police-officer, to act,

under the direction of the Mayor, as Captain
of the Watch and a Supervisor of Streets and
Alleys.

First Division,

of the preservation of good order.

8ec. 1. No person shall keep a billiard-

table, faro-bank, or any other instrument of

gaming, where, or on, or with which, money,
liqnor, or other articles shall in any man-
ner be played for. Or, if any person shall

keep a disorderly or gaming-house, such
person shall, for every offence, forfeit and
pay a penalty of twenty-five dollars ; and
also the further penalty of twenty-five dol-

lars for every forty-eight hours daring
which snch persou shall continue to keep
the same after the first conviction for any
violation of this section.

Sec. 2. Any person or persons who shall

make, aid, countenance, or assist in making
any improper noise, riot, disturbance, or

diversion in the streets, or elsewhere, and
all persons who shall collect in bodies or

crowds for unlawful purposes, to the annoy-
ance or disturbance of citizens or travellers,

shall, for each offence, forfeit and pay a
penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, in dis-

cretion of the Court convicting.

Sec. 3. No person shall use any abusive,
indecent, or threatening words to another
individual, without being deemed a distur-
ber of the peace, and shall forfeit and pay a
penalty of not less than one dollar, and not
exceeding twenty dollars, and shall more-
over be bound to keep the peace, in the dis-

cretion of the Court.

Sec. 4. If any person shall injure another
by quarrelling, fighting, assaulting, beating,

or otherwise, the person so offending shall,

on conviction, forfeit and pay a penalty of
not less than three dollars, and not exceed-
ing one hundred dollars; and, moreover,
may be imprisoned not exceeding six months,
in the discretion of the Court convicting.

Second Division,

of 8treet8 and alleys.

Sec. 1. No person shall place or cause
to be placed any stones, timber, lumber,
plank, boards, or other materials for build-

ing, in or upon any street, lane, alley, or
public square, without a written permission
for that purpose first obtained from the
Mayor or one of the Aldermen, under the
penalty of two dollars for each offence, and
the further penalty of two dollars for each
and every forty-eight hours during which
the articles or materials aforesaid shall be
or remain in any sueh street, lane, alley, or

public square (without permission as afore-
said), after notice from the Mayor, any
Alderman, the Supervisor of Streets, or any
Police-officer, to remove the same.

Sec. 2. The Mayor, or any of the Alder-
men, is authorized to grant to any person
permission, in writing, to place and keep
any building materials, in any of the public
streets, for a period not exceeding four
months ; but such permission shall not autho-
rize theobstructing of more than one-half the
side-walk and one-half the street, on the
side next the lot on which a building is to
be or being erected, by the person to whose
such permission is granted ; and such per-
mission may be revoked at any time by tee
City Council, in their discretion.

Sec. 3. Every person to whom per-
mission is granted as aforesaid shall cause
all the timber, building materials, and rub-
bish arising therefrom to be removed front
the street by the expiration of the time
limited in such permission as aforesaid, under
the penalty of one dollar for every forty-
eight hours the timber, materials, or rubbish
aforesaid shall be and remain in such street
after the expiration of the time limited in

the permission granted; but no single re-
covery shall exceed the sum of twenty-five
dollars.

Sec. 4. All ornamental or shade trees
hereafter placed or set out in any street

shall be placed within one foot of the outer
line of the side-walk of such street, under
the penalty of five dollars for each offence,

and the further penalty of one dollar for
each week any such tree shall be saffered to
remain contrary to the prohibition contained
in this section.

Sec. 5. All side-walks in said city shall

be at least eight feet in width where the

streets are three rods wide ; but where the

streets shall exceed that width, ten feet

shall be the width.

Sec. 6. Any person who shall injure or
tear up any pavement, side or cross-walk,

drain, or sewer, or any part thereof, or who
shall dig any hole, ditch, or drain in any

street, without dne authority, or who shall

hinder or obstruct the making or repairing

any pavement, side, or cross-walk which is

or may be making under any law or resolu-

tion of the City Council, or who shall

hinder or obstruct any person employed by

the City Council, or the Supervisor of Streets,

or the person employed byhim in making or

repairing any public improvement or work
ordered by the City Council, shall, for every

offence, forfeit and pay a penalty of tea

dollars.

Sec. 7. No person shall cast or throw, or

cause to be cast or thrown into any of

the drains or sewers within the city, any
straw, shavings, wood, stones, shells, nib-
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Mtb^or any filthy or other substances, or
|

6ec. 8. No person shall* without per-
soy obstructions, nuisance, or injury in or j mission from the City Council, dig, remove,
to the same, by diverting or stopping the or carry away, or cause the same to be done,
course thereof, or otherwise,under a penalty any stone, earth, sand, or gravel, from any
not exceeding ten dollars, nor less than one public street, highway, alley, or public
dollar for every offence, in the discretion of i ground in this city, uoder the penalty of
the Court convicting. ! five dollars for each offence.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTEBrDAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, JULY 31, 1858.

The Exodus.—It is not our design to enter into a speculation on the details of the

programme of future movements to be made by the Saints in the Mountains, or to

determine how much is left to future developments. We are satisfied to let those

matters rest for the present, with the perfect assurance that "all's well." Much less

do we intend to decide on the relative value of the many-coloured speculations of our
very imaginative friends on the ultimate destination of the Saints, further than that

we have a shrewd notion that they don't know much about it. Perhaps it would be
generous in us, however, after their over-taxed efforts ofimagination in our behalf, to

suggest, to them another possible plan of operations, among Brigham's resources.

May not the Saints intend to excavate a subterranean State somewhere in the Rocky
Mountains ? After the successful experiment of putting a " Territory on wheels,"

the scheme is surely not impracticable. Henceforth, the moving or hollowing out of

mountains must be mere child's play for the faith of the Saints. It is also just within

the conception of the possible, that they could cut their way through to the other

side of the earth. But we are bound to admit the impracticability of that scheme.

Our principal object, however, now, is to let friend "Everybody 99 know how the news

of the exodus affected us.

Did not our heads droop like a tender flower in a thunder-storm when the intelli-

gence burst upon us? No: we are used to thunder-storms, and we remembered

that the Saints were not flowers, but oaks. While the first crash was yet ringing in

oar ear, we could have bounded from our editorial chair, and shouted, or performed

some odd, but expressive antic of boyhood. Not, however, that we were disposed for

merriment,—rather the reverse : but the heart's fulness is relieved by vent ; and

seeing it would have un-sexed us to weep, the temptation that assailed us was not

unnatural. But let no one mourn over the supposition of our lost dignity ; for we
manfully resisted the temptation. Perhaps we ought to be serious on the occasion

;

bat, for the Hfe of us,-we can't be sad. Sad ! There is greater cause for rejoicing in the

event than an ordinary jubilee could bring. Even that commonplace " Everybody 99

will not lose his spirits in the exhilarating sunshine. Bnt it is the winters and hur-

ricanes of life that try the strength of character and the force of soul. It is doubtless

charming to walk among beds of roses, When the breath of the gentle zephyr plays

around, and to inspire the fragrance fanned out and wafted to the senses in ravishing

undulations. Bat there are souls who better love manifestations of force and proofs

of stability—who would rather witness a forest of oaks battling with the storm, than

enjoy the delights of the rose scene. The latter is more in keeping with sublimity
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and power and is strongly .congenial to the "Mormon" character. It it thai,'and

with such emotions, that we contemplate the exodus of the Saints, as the scene rises

before ob in all its touching grandeur. They have shown themselves as a forest of

oaks, with power to brave the fury of the hurricane.

We deeply sympathise with our heroic brethren and sisters in the mountains ; but

our admiration of them overflows the flood of tenderness called up by their sacrifice.

If a tear will glisten in the eye to see them cheerfully leave again their homes, with the

stern resolution to sacrifice scores of millions of property, if necessary, a thrill of

proud emotion swells the heart as their exclamation of holy resignation, " It is the

Lord's will," comes in fancy on our ear. To read the struggles ofan heroic woman
with what she terms her "weakness," as she looked upon her "little ones," and

painted the trials of a wandering life to which they would be exposed, and shuddered at

the thought of those little ones falling victims to M the scalping-knife of the Indians,"

—

to hear her answer the question, " Is not 1 Mormonism 9 worth all these sacrifices and

even our lives," with a " yes,"—to listen as she acknowledges herself" truly ashamed 19

of her "weakness," and offers, as her only plea, extreme fondness for home—

a

" love of husband and children" that "knows no bounds," and the dread of " those

dear ones suffering again,"—to hear her contemptuously ask, " Shall I turn like a
coward, and say I cannot do it?" and tjien realize that it "was the struggle of a few
hours only," at once touches the heart and excites admiration. It is a subject full of

powerful pathos* and sublime devotion. Brave spirit, tender mother, faithful wife,

noble Saint, your struggle was not a " weakness" to be " ashamed" of ! We follow

her in imagination to the comfortable home of her friend Ellen, "'to find them all

ready to start," and hear the question put to know if Ellen does " not feel a little bad

at leaving " her paradise. We see the " smile" as the noble answer comes-—" These

things are not ours ; they are the Lord's ; and if He requires me to leave them, I ana

ready;" and, as we. send a prayer far them to heaven,, could exclaim—Our women
are heroes—our sisters conquerors ! We go round in fancy, and see ^be Saints every*

where " making cheerful preparations for their departure, and a wor$ of comfort on
their lips for their neighbours," and, in the character ofthe "keen observer," "perceive,

a tear glistening in the eye of some of the stoutest among us! " but, know its source is

depth of feeling. Our soul is moved within us at the sight, and fain would we drive

back the started tear with blessings, We, follow an aged veteran, of long experience

in the Church, whose head three-scorerand-ten years have covered with silver locks.

His aged wife is with him, and witfi his own hands he drives hjs cattle " south." The
wife is administering comfort to another veteran Saint in the language of the poet—

"When AhronghMthfrdten, waters Iealljthaf to go,

The rirert of sorrow shall not thee p'erflow \.

For t will be with thee, thy trouble* to bless,

And sanctify to thee thy deepest distress,"

and her husband exclaiming,
. *f Weight I The Lord will be. with us and take us-

through. Bless Brigham, Heber,and Danieil Xm^n." Weaeeitall^h^arital^and

are moved, but not with sadness. Deep feeling is in keeping, with, such scenes, but

sadness is out of place. Who that, loves nobility, clevotion, fjdefijty^and heroism* could,

be sad at such sights ? Who coulcj mourn over such Sajnty as ,%se£,
,

J^et pity and
mourning be for those who need ti^em but the characters hefpreua.are,worthy of sub*

lime emotions. Whatever might be its results, we cannot regrqjhe exodus. Its!scenes

are worth a thousand cities.,, The wealth of the world would not buj.the examples

which it has given. Though. deeply touched by thejumbos.of the scenes, from our
souls we thank God for the exodus. Moreover, wherever might be the destination
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of ifye Saints ju. the Mountains, there are thousand* in England who would joyfully

accompany them and share their trials. .

.We cannot close without administering a word of comfort to the New York Times
and all those who are in the least troubled with a " may be that the sect may die out
in Central America, through pestilence, famine, or the hostility of the Indians." To
us, tfiere is but one view in the nmter,~nainely, that it may notr—it will not be. AU
thpse who truly sympathise w#h the Saints in their trial, we thank, and assure them
that the destiny of the community is to live, and not to (Ue. Moreover, perhaps, they
won't go to Central America at all, and may not stop there, if they do. Who shall

aay where they "may not " go, and that they will not in their travels find the ark of
Noah, the rod of Moses, Samson's jaw-bone of an ass, the sling and stone of David,
the seven vials of wrath to be poured out on Babylon* the ten tribes of Israel, the
the chariot and mantle of Elijah* and at last the garden of Eden as their home ! If
these should be among the discoveries to be made by the Saints, and any of the
friendly members of the Literati family desire to pay them a visit in their paradise,

they will find the Saints not dead, but living, and doubtless prepared to give them a
cordial welcome. Of course, no one will be expected who has the black mark on his

nane. All the « own correspondents" offriendly papers will also receive our helping
hand, if at home 4 and we promise them a rich treat, comprising full accounts of the
exodus and its results, ajournal of the travels and doings of the Saints, and a history

of many wonderful events of the last days.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SCANDINAVIAN MISSION.

Lorentiens Gade, No. 504, D. 5.,

Copenhagen, Jane 25, 1858.

Dear President A. Calkin,

On my return, yesterday, from a trip in

the Conferences in Jutland, I received

jours of the J 9th instant, and will, with-

out delay, drop you these lines, begging
you to excuse me for not writing imme-
diately, after our General Council, as I

intended to communicate the substance

thereof in .my Half-yearly Report.

As already, mentioned, the General

Council met on the 11th uk., in, Copen-
hagen ; and, besides the Presiding Elders,

acme of the Travelling Elders were also

present*

X can say we rejoiced ia coming to-

gether, and fek a considerable portion of

that 8pirit which the Lord in His mercy
is {wring, out upon bis covenant people

in^bese last days. , My .heart felt to praise

him, when X heard the.
,
cheering reports

fieomthe Conferences,theJt^pefulprospects

for the future, the willingness .manifested

tQ,i$ceive,and obey counsels, and the pre-

vailing unison in ail things.

I can indeed bear the testimony that
the Scandinavian Saints in general are
a good people, and that the condition of
the work is healthy and prosperous. It

is true, the different circumstances in the
different parts of this Mission require

much discernment in the Priesthood,

enabling them to adopt and follow a
policy suited for their fields of labour

severally; but , the Elders have gained
considerable experience in the ministry £
and, though illiterate and unlearned in a
worldly point of view, they are neverthe-

less a set of honest, humble, obedient, and
faithful men, full of the greatest desire

and willingness to learn and improve by
every word they receive from the servants

of the Lord; and I consider it a great

honour to preside over so goodly a

ith regard, to Denmark, the Elders

can travel and preach in many places and
regions without . being disturbed or

molested in any way, and out writings are

read and patronized by many strangers.

The spirit of persecution is very much
abated^ and we are not opposed with that

bitterness and hatred that we had ex-
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perienced before, as our opponents and
countrymen in general begin to learn and
observe that the Saints are not such a bad
people as they have been represented.

Though it happens, still, that false stories

and misrepresentations are circulating, to

-some extent, about us and Utah, and the

Elders are sometimes mobbed, driven, and
beaten, but not so frequently as in past

years, yet a more peaceable spirit is pre-

vailing, and more indifference also,

especially in places where the Gospel has

been preached for some length of time.

I therefore directed the Elders as much
as possible to break up new fields, that

the Gospel seed might be spread over the

length and breadth of the country. For
that purpose, the Conferences are divided

into suitable districts, and a Travelling

Elder appointed in each to counsel and'

assist theLocal Priesthood in the Branches,

and to preach and spread the written

word in every direction where the Lord
may open the way.

In Sweden, there is a harder work for

the Elders to perform. The opposition is

very great ; imprisonments are frequent

;

Conference meetings have to be held in

the night time, and as privately and
secretly as possible. I attended such a
Conference meeting in Malmoe, Scona

* Conference, the 16th instant. We as-

sembled at twelve o'clock in the night,

enjoyed much comfort of the Spirit,

transacted our business, and dispersed

'

quietly at five o'clock in the morning.
From Stockholm I have lately received the

intelligence that the police, finding out
the place of our meetings, came to the

house, dispersed the little congregation,

closed the door, took possession of the

key, summoned the President of the Con*
ference before the Court, forbade him to

hold meetings, and threatened him with
banishment. We shall by-and-by learn

the result. If they banish him, I will

soon appoint another President, and the

work of the Lord will roll on, in spite of
all the police in Sweden.

As Stockholm Conference was too large

in circumference, I found it wisdom to
j

divide it into two, and organized another
Conference by name of Norrkoping, con-

|

stating of the middle provinces. In

,

Gottenburg Conference there has also
1

been some persecution, and the Presiding
(

Eider is under trial.

The usual manner ofproceeding against
j

the Saints is, that when it is known a

person has embraced our faith, he or she
is called beforetheclergy, (first the parson's,
then the Bishop's Court,) and examined,
admonished, and threatened. If they do
not then return to the bosom of the State
Church, the eyes of the police are upon
them, watching for an opportunity to im-
prison them or get them sentenced and
fined. The hypocritical priests have begun
the seemingly Christian-like conduct, not
alone to visit the erring sheep, but also to

pray for them in the churches, as they do
for the sick, publishing their names from
the pulpit, that their good fellow-men also

can pray for them. A cunning plan of

the Evil One and bis servants ! But they

will not gain much thereby : the faithful

will abide in the truth.

As a striking sample of the religious

intolerance in Sweden, I will mention that,

lately, six women, who have left the Lu-
theran Church and embraced Catholicism,

have been banished from their native

country. If it had happened with Mor-
mons, certainly all would have been right;

but because it was done with children of

"the Mother Harlot," a hue-and-cry is

raised in all Christendom, protesting

against such cruelty of Christians towards
Christians, and subscriptions are gathered
for the expelled. Poor fellows, how ten-

der-hearted they are ! This case will never-

theless strike a heavy blow at their

illiberal laws ; it will open a warm debate

about the propriety and necessity of reli-

gious liberty, and some bold and daring
spirits, inspired of the Lord, will combat
for the natural rights and privileges of

the people. I can clearly see the hand of

the Lord in these movements ; and, mean-
while, his kingdom is spreading and gain-

ing more and more ground.
From Norway we ha£ also a cheering

report. The progress is sure, but rather

slow, as the Elders are so frequently im-

prisoned ; but, as soon as they are liber-

ated, they go to with all their strength,

and are spreading the testimony as fast as

they can. I had the pleasure of forming
an acquaintance with two brethren from
the northern part of Norway, to skippers,

(masters of crafts running between Nor-
way, Sweden, and Denmark,) who had
been lately baptised and were full of faith,

spirit, and love for the cause, and had
come for the express purpose of attending
the General Council, and desired, if it was
the will of the Lord, through me, to be

appointed a mission in their native ooun-
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toy. The Spirit bore testimony that they

were men ofthe right stripe, and theywere
called, ordained, and set apart for the

northern part of Norway. It is a rocky
land, and it is rather hard work to hew
the Saints out of the rocks.

The substance of the reports of the

Elders from the various parts showed that

they have enjoyed much of the spirit of

their respective callings, and the Spirit

bore testimony of their faithfulness and
integrity, which Elder N. Wilhelmson
and myself have witnessed under our
travellings in the Conferences.

During the months of January, Feb-
ruary, March, and April, there were bap-
tised in this Mission, 600 souls.

The Saints in general are faithful,

obedient to counsel, willing and ready to

pay their Tithing, with few exceptions,

and to meet every necessary call for the

promotion of the work. But the past

and present season have been rather un-
favourable for many of the Saints, who
are out of employment, and are scarcely

able to procure the most necessary articles

for their support; and to some extent

this is still the case. Some of the Con-
ferences I found almost too weak and
poor to defray the necessary expenses and
pay some debts accumulated in times

past, not through mismanagement, but
rather on account of their great willing-

ness to borrow money and donate to emi-

grating Elders, Saints, and Travelling

Elders. The financial matters were taken
nnder earnest consideration, and we gave
them all necessary attention; and the

Spirit assisted us in our deliberations and
counsellings ; so that I believe we shall

soon be able to lift, or by-and-by to lighten

the burden of the weaker CSouferences,

through a good management and some
assistance from the wealthier part of the

Mission. I was glad to learn that, from
the beginning when the principle of Tith-

ing was introduced, Tithing-books have
been kept, and they have recorded the

names of every individual and the amount*
paid; and we have now improved our
Records by the pattern vou were so
obliging as to send us. fn the Oeneral
Council, as well as in my visits to the
Conferences, I have had opportunities to
give instructions and see to the financial

matters ; and I trust that we shall, by*
and-by, get these things in good working
order.

Our Council lasted three days, and we
felt from the beginning to the end the

strength and power of the spirit of Zion,

of Joseph, of Brigham, Heber, Daniel,

and the European Presidency. We were
much instructed, edified, comforted, and
strengthened. It was a joyful time—an
affecting sight, to see the radiant faces

and the uplifted hands, when the autho-

rities of the Church in Zion and Europe-

were represented. You oould feel the

votes come from their hearts ; and when
the Elders expressed their fervent wishes

for the prosperity of the authorities, for the
causeof Zion, for the kingdom ofOod, and
for theirown deliverance, togetherwith that

of all the faithful, and their gathering with
the people of Ood, the tears arose in my
eyes,and Iresponded withahearty "amen/*
As the time is close at hand when I

shall send you the Half-yearly Report,

I will close at present, and beg to be
kindly remembered to all associated with
you. Elders Wilhelmson and Thomas-
son also join in love and respect.

May the Holy One of Israel strengthen

you, bodily and mentally ; and may your
health improve, dear President, that you
may continue to be a blessing to us,

through your fatherly and Instructive

counsels, is the prayer of the Scandi-

navian Saints and of your humble servant

in the Lord,
C. Widerboko.

P. S. — Excuse my poor English*

Remember that I am a Scandinavian.

C. W.

THE REBEL ARMY.

(From the "New York Tribune,9 July 3.)

The latest acoounts from Utah present

the affairs of that Territory in rather a

rr light. All the correspondents of
newspapers who write from Camp

Scott most zealously contend that Cover*
nor Cumming, in representing the Mor-
mons as having submitted to his authority,

has either been grossly deceived himseb>
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or else is seeking to deceive the Govern-

ment and the country. Possibly, ** to

this matter, the good people at Gamp
Scott, civil and military, v judge > tile

Mormons a little too much by themselves.

If the disposition to obey the Governor
and to second and sustain him in 1 the

-exercise - of his office is not greater

within the Valley than it seems to be at

Camp Scott and Fort Bridget, the extent

of the Governor's authority is certainly

limited enough. Whether or not BHfrham
Young and his people have combined
together, while seeming to acknowledge

Gumming as Governor—in fact to set

aside and override his authority, at lent

it is very certain that such a combination

exists in full force at Gamp Scott, with

Mr. Chief-Justice Eckels at its head.

Perhaps there is something in the air of
Utahthat stimulates to treason, rebellion,

and resistance to authority. Whether
that be so or not, the authority of

Gumming as Governor seems just now
3uke as much in danger from the Chief-

ustice, the civil officers, and the army
sent to Utah at such an expense to place

him and sustain him in the Governor's

chair, as from those whose anticipated

opposition to his authority led to such
costly preparations to uphold it. In fact,

it would seem that, on the question of

due respect to Gumming's gubernatorial

authority, the people inside the Valley and
those out of it had completely changed
ground. The resistance to Gov. Cummmg
is not now on the part of Bright

Young and the Mormons generally, but
. on the part of Chief-Justice Eckels,

Marshal Dotson, Gen. Johnston, the

camp, and the camp-followers.

In this resistance to the authority

of Gov. Gumming and combination to

reduce him, if possible, to a cipher, the

recently-arrived Peace Commissioners,
according to all accounts, have joined,

•actuated possibly by a feeling of jealousy

that they should have been anticipated

by Gov. dimming and the work of

pacification taken out of their hands.

of the case. They harmonizejcomp
l^we' are told, wtth Judge
Gen. Johnston, and, not content wtth

upsetting and overriding the Governor,

resolved to upsets and' override 'the

President ' too. The proclamation fc,

therefore, to be construed^by the help,

we suppose, < of that profound jurist,

Judge Eckels—in conformity to their

ideas. In other words; it is to be

nullified and set aside:

We have heard a great deal heretofore

about the danger of personal' violence

and loss of property to which the GentAn
in the Territory of Utah fcave been

exposed on the part of the Mormons.
At present, the danger seem* 'to

entirely the other way. Nothing can

exceed the rancorous and even ferocious

feelings against the Mormons with wfcfeh

the army at Camp Scott appears to be

penetrated. They regard themselves as

engaged not so much in a public service

as in the prosecution of a private qaarreL

They regard the Mormons as having

subjected them to all the hard service or

this campaign—as having kept them en-

camped all winter on short rations amid

the mountains—as having derided, ma-

ligned, and insulted them ; and even the

very common soldiers are represented ss

having put on an air of offended dignity

at the idea that the Peace Commissioners

had arrived to snatch these hated victims

from their revengeful grasp. This sUte

of feeling on the part of the soldlen

affords an abundant justification for Got.

CummingV objections to their entry into

the VaUey and for the dread and liorrar

with which the Mormons regard their

presence there; If it be deemed proper

or necessary to station troops m Utah,

they ought to be some fresh corps, and

not a body of men fined with such hatred

and prejudice. Let some of the troop

now on their march across the Plainsbe

-employed in this service, and the force

now collecting under Gen. Johnson be

sent in some other direction. That officer,

however, would seem bent upon entering

Nor, if we are to believe tbo-letters-from fthe-Vatteypn^ite~of the remonstrances of

the camp, do these gentlemen confine

themselves merely to thwarting the' policy

of Gov. Cumming and nullifying his

authority as Governor. - Theygo* indeed,

much further than that. The President's

proclamation, of which they are the

hearers, does not meet their approbation,

orappear to them adapted toUse exigencies

Gov. Cumming, whose authority over the

troops he denies, with the very object, it

would seem, of driving the Mormons to

destroy their houses and to prevent them

from gathering their crops, thus subject-

ing thousands of'women and chiMron to

the daig*r ef starvation* 1
'

ulu 9 u
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PASSING EVENTS.

General—On the 8th July, hostilities re-commenced between the Mussulmans and
rajahs in Bosnia; and 3,000 Christians crossed the frontier into Austrian Croatia.

Farther outrages In Turkey against the Christians are reported. Fresh religious outrages
are reported from Candia. The Ring of Oude is now a state prisoner in Calcutta, awaiting
an investigation into the extent of his complicity in the rebellion. The fort of Gwalior
has fallen into the hands of the rebels, who are 17,000 strong there. Bands of the
courageous enemy abound in all directions ; and in northern Oude ominously large forces

are on foot, ready for action. The heat of the weather, said to be unparalleled in India
this season, is ia favour of the rebels; for while they, light of heel and lightly clad, move
swiftly from place to place, and do not suffer as we do from the heat of the weather, our
men fall by scores under the keen arrows of the sun.
American.—FWoda and tornadoes of a terrible nature hare lately visited the land of the

West. Crops of all kinds, dwellings, railways, canals, &c, have been devastated, and
many millions of dollars' worth of property entirely destroyed. Particular accounts of
the catastrophe will be given in subsequent Numbers of the Star. Indian difficulties with
the United States are fast brewing. The Dacotah correspondent of the New York Herald
describes a fearfnl attack on the town of Madeira by the Yankton and Cissidan Indians.

The town was completely burned down, and 50,000 dollars' worth of the property of the
eettlers carried off. The whole frontier from Minnesota to California is pregnant with
danger. About the same date that Colonel Steptoe met a defeat in the Simcoe Valley,
with a loss of 50 men, a brutal massacre of Indian women and children took place at

Fort Throne in Arisona, by a party of Mexicans, for the purpose of provoking war. The
Commissioner for Indian Affairs, in his report to Congress, represented the Indian tribes of

Oregon and Washington Territories in a very unsettled state, and predicted a general

outbreak on the north-western frontier. The Herald, remarking on that fact, says—
" The events now transpiring, not alone in these regions, but on the borders of Texas,
California, and New Mexico, are ominous of a lengthened and expensive Indian war, whioh
may cost much blood and treasure before it is terminated." On the 5th of June, the
army received a general order, directing it to prepare for march into Salt Lake Valley as

soon as possible. The armywas delighted on receiving this order. On the 11th of June,
-General Johnston issued orders for the march of the troops ; and though the time of
moving is not named in the order, it is understood that the first division will start dn the

13th, the second on the 14th, and the third on the 15th. The Government has received a
letter from Major Ben MoCulloch from Camp Scott, in which he states as his belief that

one of the reasons why the Mormons deserted their habitations was to guard their

women from the apprehended excessive gallantry of the soldiery. The Mormons, he
says, do not believe that the army has orders or authority to pursue them. He thinks a
great mistake has been committed in permitting the Saints to gather their crops I The
** Peace Commissioners'* were going at once to Salt Lake, but not with the army, although

it is said that they perfectly agree with Johnston, and had said, "Do not delay a single

hour on our account.'' The army is foil of the most vindictive, cruel spirit ; and it

appears to be the calculation of both Johnston and the model Peace Commissioners to

prevent the Saints from gathering their crops and to pursue them. This barbarous,

inhuman intention has called forth a protest from Dr. J. M. Bernhisel, the delegate from
Utah, in which he also reproaches the Government for breach of faith with his constituents.

General Harney will be recalled from Utah, and proceed to Oregon, and assume com-
mand of the forces there.

If thou hast a loitering servant, send him on thine errand just before his dinner.

A country editor thinks that Columbus is not entitled to much credit for discovering

America, as the country is so large that he could not well have missed it

!

Tub Dbad Languages.—A person pretending to have seen a ghost, was asked what the

apparition said to him. " How should I know?" he replied: "1 am not skilled in thcj

dead Languages !

"
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Secrets.—A secret is like silence : you cannot talk about it and keep it. It is tike

money : when once you know there is any concealed, it is half discovered. " My dear

Murphy, why did you betray the secret I told you ? * "Is it betraying you call it ? Sure,

when I found I was'nt able to keep it myself, "didn't I do well to tell it to somebody that

could?"

A SOLILOQUY
FROM THE DRAMA OF "SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR.**

BT E. W. TCLLIDOK.

Sckvb : Noble Park. Beautiful, moonlight, starry night. Charles Dr Noble Handing on the brink tf

a fine pond of water, upon which the silver beam* of the moon are playing. Charles has not vkt

found hi* " Something to lice for.**

Ye sparkling eyes of deep immensity,
Through which I seem to tee the Gods look out,

Shooting their glancsa on this lower world,—
O what are ye 1 'Tis said, these daziltng hosts,

That seem but lamps hung in the black abyss.

Are mighty planets, systems, worlds, and suns

;

And I believe that such indeed ye are.

Pethaps ye're full of life, and big with souls

!

Aye, might ye not have trod the path we tread,

And marked the circles which we travel round ?

retinue divine 1 Can ye not tell >

But what am I myself ? Aye, what am I ?

Why aak these shining orbs to blab to me,
And bid them lay their hidden hist'ry bare ?

1 know not even what I am myself

!

Why here, from whence, or where my barque is

bound,
All. all Is dark I But yet I feel within

A spark divine of that empyreal fire

That lit this awful canopy above.
41 To be or not to be ! " No, Hamlet, no,—
•« That's " not my " question." But it is, To be,

And not to know the wherefore of that being,—
To think there must be meaning, yet scarce catch
A glimpse of what that mighty meaning is,—
To feel the struggling Deity in man,
Yet find no God to give that God its birth,—
To bave a heaven and hell swung round your head,
And lose their features in the dizzy whirl.

We are. The " not to be " is negative of life

:

If such can come, what matters it to life ?

I make no question of the u aot to be ;**

But of this " to be " and the " to be •• to come.
And all the series of" to be's " while being lasts.

To sleep the sleep of death '—I'm sick of sleep

'

This is the state of sleep ; Death makes the waking.

It is that wakeful, endless life I seek

:

Its spirit-dreams fill not my mind with dread.

Bnt send strong fascinations through my soul.

My fears are, lest with impious hands I tear

The veil between, and dream befsre the time.

Oh, I have felt, ere now, to seek communion
With the great Arch Fiend

;

And, had I known the awful signs of hell,

Perchance it had been done.
But yet no demon instincts burn within :

*Tis but the struggling of the pent-up soul.

Which, rather than possess this slavish life,

Would fain roam naked through the universe.

That bursting soul aspires) to thee, O God

!

Its great distraction is, that Tbou wtthhold'st:

Yet, why should this withholding be ?

See how all natore lovingly communes

!

The sable night is not so dark aa man :

How the pale moon doth kiss this darkened stress.

And send illumination to its depths

!

But thou. Effulgent Light, dost hide from xne.

Fain would I bathe in this calm liquid tide,

If thou would'st make my moon.
1 cannot bear this dear temptation more.
But will to Flora and my mother, lest

Reason leave me quite.

Addrush.— E. T. Gibbs, 7, Swcetbrler Street, Gloucester.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saUh unte the churches.—Jtew Chris*.

Cams out if her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receibe not of her

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 32, YoL XX. Saturday, August 7, 1858. Price One Penny.

WHAT SHALL I DO TO BE SATED?

BT ELDER E. L. 8LOAW.

There are few expressions more used as

a cuckoo-note by the poly-bodied monster,

sectarianism, than that which heads

this article; but, with reference to the

correctness of using it, it seems as if

knowledge had gone to sleep and under-

standing had departed.

It becomes the Saints to furnish them-

selves with knowledge in all that concerns

themselves and the redemption of the

world ; and, though really acting upon
the true merits of the question, many
never trouble themselves by enquiring into

the real meaning expressed in the query

quoted above.

When the spirit of frenzy attacks whole
congregations during M revival * seasons,

as of kite exhibited in maniac wildness

in some parts of America, or when some
poor mortal, anxious to secure that real

nappiness he is so vainly pursuing, seeks

some long-faced doler-out of honied

phrases, and the all-important question,
m What shall I do to be saved, issues

forth from blanched lips, the sepulchral

tones of some leading M revivalist or the

measured words of a money-bought,

sanctimonious trader in the souls of

mortal beings senselessly echo the response

of inspired men, addressing those who
had previously looked upon the Saviour

as a deceiver and blaspheming impostor,

while their catechists in nearly every

i instance have been implicit believers in all

that is recorded concerning him from
the cradle.

" What shall I do to be saved?" At
the first glance, it seems strange that the

world has failed to discover the leading
import of the question; but when we
reflect that the Spirit of Truth has been
taken from their midst, the mystery is

solved. Assuming a false hypothesis, they
proceed to argue that nothing is to be
done, because the Apostles m former
days usually taught the first principle

first, laying faith as a foundation on
which to raise the superstructure of
salvation. But until it can be shown that,

contrary to every reasonable faculty we
possess, the Apostles impressed upon their

querists that the absorbing question they

had put was erroneous, and that they had
literally nothing to do to be saved, we are
bound to believe that salvation was not
obtained merely by an involuntary act of
thinking,—involuntary, since it is con-
tended that God supplies the total of
faith, irrespective of any faculty of man
being employed,—but that the unequalled

blessing was and is obtained by a
" strange mixture of mercy in the Creator

and works in the creature,
19
as a would-be

wiseacre has described the Book of
Mormon to be. When we recollect that,

in different instances! when this question
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was proposed, different replies were given,

we naturally ask the question, " Why
was it so?" seeing that the Spirit of

Truth will not teach contraries. By a
careful investigation, we find that the

responses wertf out parts of a great whole,

ana that differing circumstances produced
different replies. Thus, when the jailer

put the important question to Paul, the

Apostle saw in him an honest heart, that

knew nothing of the Christ, and very

appropriately replied, "Believe on the

Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt he
saved," because that belief, acting upon
the honest jailer, would immediately lead

to obedience to all the laws which the

crucified Lord had inculcated. But when,
on the day of Pentecost, the cry pealed

forth from the horror-stricken Jews,

Peter saw before him those who in their

anguish believed that he whom they had
crucified was indeed the long-promised

Messiah, that the ceremonies and formu-
laries of their ancient faith were powerless,

and that some other means were necessary

to wash away the blood-dyed stain.

To have tbTd them to believe would
have been mocking the sincerity of their

cry ; but when that ciw wellea up deep

and strong, * Uteri ana brethren, what
shall we DO," as a servant of God, great

m his pbwer and knowledge, he replied,
u Repent every one of you, and be bap-

tised for the remission of your sins, and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost." Here, then, was a practical

answer proceeding on the Gospel plan.

Paul taught beliefih Christ to the jailer,

'because that iaifer, struck by the power
which visited them, believed there was
something supernatural about them, and,

having never beard of Jesus, (except as an
impostor,) could not have believed in him
previously : Peter preached repentance and
naptisra, because his hearers were con-

vinced and did believe that the "Naza-
rene" was indeed thd Christ.

Again, we find the same principles

carried out and the same Apostles acting

in reversed positions, in the case of Peter

with Corneous, and that of Paul with the

Ephesian disciples. The good centurion,

directed by a messenger from the eternal

world, sends for Peter, who preached unto

him Christ crucified and belief in his

sacred mission, dairying out the principles

Of the Gospel by baptising him and those

believing with mm. While at Ephesus,
I^aul speaks not of faith to believers, but,

though they had already received the
cleansing ordinance of John, proceeds to
baptise them anew in the name of his

Divine Master. John also teaches the
same principle when he writes to the
Church at Ephesus to repent and do their

first works, else the Holy One would
remove their light from them. (Rev. iu

5.) How it is that men can be so obtuse
as not to see that doing is an essentia]

part of salvation, it is hard to understand,

except that a do-less religion suits the lazy

dispositions of some and the money-
hunting capacity of others, in an age in

which vice is the rule and virtue the
exception, — a state of things easily

i imagined, when good works are reckoned
I perfectly unnecessary, or absolution can
,

be obtained by the yellow-visaged god of
i the world, money. It is argued that the
doctrine of good works being necessary

is derogatory to the sacrifice of redemp-
tion—an argument fit only for dreamers,

or worse—as if obedience to a command
would not honour the Being from whom
the command emanated more than dis-

obedience, through affecting to evince

extra honour.

To wind up with a short reply to the

heading chosen, let me say that man, by
transgression, was cast out from the pre-

sence of God, without power to restore

himself to that presence. Herein, then,

was God's mercy displayed. A sufficient

sacrifice to satisfy justice was found,

offered, and accepted, and man had the

way opened to the celestial kingdom.
Justice satisfied* Mercy extended her
wings, leaving man the power of seeking

shelter under their protection. Then, to

{jive man the privilege of developing the

divinity within him, laws and ordinances

were instituted, obedience to which was
strictly inculcated. Hence, Paul teaching

belief, and Peter repentance and baptism,

as the heavenly work proceeded, law after

law was evolved', till, as citizens of the

Church militant, they were commanded to
* work out their salvation with fear and
trembling," "abiding in the law of God
continuAUy." Therefore it is that, in

answer to the question, " What shall I do
to be saved/* the everlasting Gospel ever

opens its teachings with the same impres-

sive words, " Believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ, repent of your sins, be baptised

for the remission of the same, and have
bands laid upon you for the reception of
the Holy Ghost," which, when you re-
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ceive it, will execute its mission—bring i you things to come, and ultimately lead
things past to your remembrance, show | and guide you into all truth.

THB MORMONS AND MORMONISM.

(From " Reynolds's Newspaper? July 4.)

The recent tnteUipenoe from Utah and
the United States induces us to offer a
few observations on the remarkable peo-
ple who had located themselves' in the

Valley of Salt Lake, and who would now
seem to be about to seek a new resting-

place in some of the unclaimed and un-
cultivated territory of the western hemi-
sphere.

It may be that Mormonism has origi-

nated in imposture, and that many, if not

al), of its peculiar rites and customs are

the u abomination of desolation." Let
this point, though not yet proved, be con-

ceded ; still, the social and political prob-

lem is by no means solved. After we
have demonstrated the fabulousness of the

gold tablets, convicted Joseph Smith of

all sorts of possible and impossible scoun-

drefisms, and proved his followers to be a

mixed multitude of the gravest knaves

and idiots that ever walked the earth,

Mormonism still remains a great human
fact—perhaps the greatest—certainly the

moat wonderful fact of this nineteenth

century. As such, it is entitled to our

earnest and respectful consideration.

The despisedand execratedMormons are

men and women, whose humanity is quite

as genuine and unmistakeable as that of

the starched and pasteboard Puritans of

Exeter Hall; or the perfumed and painted

rmserable sinners and exquisite saints of

St. James's. As men and women, nothing

that appertains to them can be altogether

alien or indifferent to us. The Mormons
hare been reviled and ridiculed. They
have been proclaimed to be the worst of

the bad and the vilest of the vile. Men
w4o arrogate to themselves the name of

Christians, and ministers who profess to

be the servants of him who commanded
Peter to put up his sword into its scab-

bard, have recommended towards the

Mormons the merciless and exterminating

policy which Joshua; the son of Nun,
pursued towards the doomed Canaanites.

On the other hand, the Mormonfces

have been eulogized and nattered. They

have been and still are self-styled "the
salt of the earth," the " chosen of the
Lord," a " holy and peculiar people," the
u Latter-day Saints, &c. All who do
not belong to them are termed Gentiles,

declared to be reprobate, and having their

damnation made sure. These extrava-
gant ravings of hostile and friendly fana-
ticism are nothing more than might be
expected. But such extremes of eulogy
and vituperation may be safely left to
neutralize each other. It was inevitable

that the one exaggeration should elicit its

opposite. Let them, therefore, work their
work—which undoubtedly they will do.
Meantime, let us endeavour to form an
accurate estimate of what Mormonism
really is, what it signifies, and whither it

tends. Failing in arriving at perfect
accuracy, let us, at least, approximate
towards it as closely as we can. In order
to do this, the phenomenon of Mormonism
must be studied, not in the radiant and
rainbow-tinted delineations of its ena
moored votaries; far less ought we to
study it—if tmth be our object—in the
hideous Tartarean-hued caricatures of
malignant and unscrupulous enemies.
The flatteries of friends and the calum-
nies of foes are alike incompatible with
faithful portraiture. The encomiums and
the revilings of fanaticism are equally
remote from reality. What, then, ia

Mormonism ? Here let us remark that it

might not be prudent— certainly not
pleasant-lto enquire too curiously into the
origin of any existing system of sectarian-

ism. The charms of Anna Boleyn, the
lust of Henry the Eighth, the amours of
Mary Stuart, and the avarice of the
Scottish nobles, had, according to al!

Romish and some Protestant historians,

something to do with the origin of the
Reformed religion in these realms of
England and Scotland. OW the other
hand, the Protestant, who may be anxious
to retaliate for this silly objection to his

creed, will find abundant materia) for a
retort m the biographies of the Romith
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pontiffs. The fact is that the truth or

falsity of any system of religion does

not depend upon the character of its

champions and propagators. Bad men
may, and indeed have been, the enuncia-

tors of great truths. Good men hare

been the advocators and disseminators of

pernicious errors. Christianity is true,

though both Judas and Satan should

vouch for it. Transubstantiation may be

false, though Sir Thomas More, Pascal,

Bossuet, and Fenelon, and thousands of

other equally great and good men have

vouched for it. Somehow or other, the

follies and the wickednesses of men seem to

lie at the foundation of all existing sys-

tems—social, political, and religious. In
the moral and spiritual world, it may be
as in the physical. Corruption may be
essential to growth. The loveliest and
the most useful of the products of nature

—the golden grain and the fairest flow-

ers—are rooted in and nourished by the

rottenness and the feculence from which
the sight and the smell turn away with
loathing and disgust. Joseph Smith and
Brigham Young may be as detestable and
miscreantish as the most virulent of their

enemies would have us believe; and
Mormonism be as veracious, if not as re-

spectable, as some of the most fashionable

of the extant systems of theology. Mor-
monism does not, either in its rights or

its dogmas, greatly differ from the ortho-

dox Torms of Christianity. It embraces
both the Old and the !New Testament;
and, in addition to these, it includes the

so-called Book of Mormon in its sacred

canons. It ought, however, to be borne
in mind, that the Mormons profess to

derive the whole of their doctrines and
customs from theOld and New Testaments,

independently of the Book of Mormon.
80 far as known to us, the most repre-

hensible of these is the practice of poly-

gamy, which undoubtedly would be a
great and grievous blot upon any religion

sanctioning a system of concubinage,
legalized or other, however excellent in

other respects that religion may be. But
we have yet to learn that the doctrine

and practice of plurality of wives is more
forbidden by the letter or more antago-
nistic to the spirit of pure and undefined

religion than the hideous and all-per-

vading system ofvagrant and promiscuous
prostitution that abounds in this and
every other so-called Christian country,
list, therefore, modern phariaaism and

supercilious orthodoxy rid themselves of

this suppurating and devouring ulcer

before they point with the finger of puri-

tanic scorn and holy disgust at the re-

cognized and regulated licentiousness of

the "Latter-day Saints." So much for

Mormonism and its peculiarities. Now
for the Mormons.
Who are they, and what do they want?

They are mostly Anglo-Saxons and Scan-

dinavians—a breed of men certainly not

inferior, either in intellectual capacity or

physical prowess, to any race of men that

nave impressed their mark upon this

planet. They are chiefly—we may lay

exclusively—gathered from the various

Protestant denominations of Europe. It

is a remarkable and suggestive fact that

few or none of the Roman Catholic* of

either the Old World or the New have

embraced the Mormon heresy. This we

are disposed to attribute, not to any supe-

riority (in which we do not believe) of

Romanism over its rival, Protestantism,

but to the greater faithfulness to their

duties which characterize the Roman

Catholic ministers of religion. In this

country, and in Ireland especially, the

contrast which the laziness, worldliness,

and pride of the Protestant parson pre-

sents to the zeal, the poverty, the humility,

and care for the poor which characterise

the Romish priest, is unquestionably

most striking and anything but advan-

tageous to our State-supported religion-

ism. The Mormons, we have reason to

believe, are composed of those castekss-

and down-trodden classes who bare been

abandoned by our rulers, robbed by our

landlords and capitalists, neglected and

despised by the established and dissenting

venders of Protestant Christianity. Ex-

cept as tax-paying and wesdth-piwocinjr

machines, the rulers of the nations ignored

them and abandoned them to the tender

mercies of landlords and capitalists. From

the Church they received neither consola-

tion nor protection. How should they?

For, do we not see the successors of

Apostles plethoric and apoplectic with

dainty and luxuriant living? Like Prince

Albert's prize pigs, the hearts of the

bishops are clogged with fatness and their

souls smothered in carnality, so that they

can hardly move or breathe on their own

account, much less render assi>tance to

the poor. With a few illustrious excep-

tions, tbe inferior clergy imitate their

betters, by hungering and hunting for the
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flesh-pots of the State. As for the Dis-

senting divines, they were too busily

engaged in making for themselves friends

of the mammon of unrighteousness—the

only one of the injunctions of their Master

which they seem to understand—to pay

any attention to the sufferings of the en-

slaved classes. Besides, the Dissenters of

oar day would seem to consider it un-

worthy of their calling to interest them-
selves in the spiritual or moral welfare of

any beneath the ranks of shopkeepers and
counter-jumpers. It would appear as if

the prim and vinegar-visaged preachers of

dissent scorned to work for the salvation

of any souls lower in the social scale than

those of the ten-pound householders

—

thus requiring a property qualification for

the kingdom of heaven as well as for the

elective franchise. To thousands of the

working classes, the fashionable Chris-

tianity of the day resembles the apples of

the Dead Sea—fair to the eye, but to the

taste bitterness and ashes. This, with

the sapless bones and emptied shells (emp-

tied but when charged with deadly

poison) of an effete theology, constitutes

the whole of the religious nutriment with

which the licensed dealers in spiritual

commodities regale the perishing souls of

the toil-exhausted people.

It is not, then, to be marvelled at that

thousands of our fellow-countrymen,

yearning for something more genial and

more human than the heartless teachings

of the priests, and destitute of those intel-

lectual resources which have saved myriads

of the working classes from the snares

of sensuality, on the one hand, and the

pitfall of imposture on the other,—it is,

we say, no wonder that the despairing

wretches, who had not those mental re-

sources to sustain them, should have

clutched at Mormonism as they would at

anything else that promised to deliver

them from the hopeless thraldom of their

earthly lot. It may be that, in their

eagerness to escape from the inhuman

sway of the bloated priesthoods and de-

erepid religions of the Old World, they

have embraced other errors as deadly as

their ancient cast-offcreeds—errors whose

sole recommendation is that they are

more fresh and vigorous than the putrid

and effete soul-systems of the churches.

Be this, however, as it mav, there can

be no doubt that, in one thing at least,

Mormonism has been eminently successful.

It has, in the great majority of instances,

really improved the earthly condition of
thosewhohave embraced it. More than this,

it has inspired with hope and with courage
thousands of despairing and heartbroken
wretches, who, prior to their conversion*

seemed abandoned of God and man.
This new faith has, so to sneak, created a
soul under the ribs of death. It has given

to thousands of once destitute and de-
spised Englishmen something to live for,

to fight for, and, if need be, to die for.

On this ground, then, were it for nothing

else, the Mormons, not as fanatics or

sectaries, but as heavily- oppressed, long-

suffering, and earnestly struggling men,
are entitled to the sympathy of the en-
slaved classes throughout the world.

But they have a claim to something
more than sympathy. Their heroic endu-
rance and marvellous achievements entitle

them to the respect and admiration of
their fellow-creatures. Twice were the

Mormons driven from their settlements

in the United States before they had
resolved upon their stupendous pilgrimage

to the Valley of the Salt Lake. How
that gigantic journey was accomplished

;

how a thousand miles of untrodden desert

—untrodden, save by the wild beast or the

wilder Indian, where death in a hundred
forms had to be encountered and defied

—

had to be traversed ; how the poor, hun-
gered, and toil-worn, but still dauntless

pilgrims reached their destination; how
they built a city, founded a civil and eccle-

siastical polity ; how law and order were
established ; how skill and industry con-

verted barren wastes into fruitful fields,

howling forests into smiling gardens,

until, under the talismanic wand of La-
bour, the wilderness was made to blossom

as the rose ; how their missionaries were
employed with startling success in every

European country; and how thousands

of the down-trodden and penury-stricken

victims of European tyranny were leaving

the land of their birth, in order to find in

the Mormon territory that hope and
encouragement denied to them in their

native countries;—how all this has been

accomplished by the reviled followers of

Joseph Smith, all Europe and America
have heard, and, though hating, admired.

In another part of our paper, our read-

ers will find the latest news from the

Mormon settlement. With the causes

that brought about the melancholy Mate

of tilings that existed in Utah, the read rs

ofReynold/8Newspaper must be familiar.
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We deeply regret the sufferings to which
the Mormons have been subjected. But
Our opinion is, that in the whole of the

transactions that have brought them into

hostile collision with the United States,

the Mormons have been mostly to blame.

It was impossible for the republic to have

tolerated the insults to its sovereignty

which were constantly proceeding from
the Mormon leaders. Nor, at this time

of day, is it for a moment to be supposed

that the ravings of fanaticism or the

inventions of imposture should be al-

lowed to supersede and abrogate the

common principles of morality or the

ordinary laws of the State. Hierophant
Brigham Young and his underlings are

at liberty to receive as many revelations

as they please ; but they ought to under-

stand—and, what is more, they shall be
made to understand—that revelation, from
whatsoever quarter it comes, when it out-

rages the reason and the decency of

humanity, is not a boon to be received

and revered, but an insult to be rejected,

spurned, and trampled under foot. Such
we believe to have been the character of

those "revelations" with which the high
priest of Mormonism thought to set

at defiance the might and the majesty of

the great republic. This we deeply re-

gret, chiefly for the salce of the Mormons
themselves, and partly for the sake of the

great industrial experiment which has
been marred, or, at least, postponed.

Our opinion is that the fanatical element
of Mormonism, combined with the mon-
strous priestly pretensions of the Mormon
leaders, has nipped in the bud one of the

most promising attempts to emancipate
labour from the grinding yoke of usury

and capital that the present world has yet

seen. Those impious pretensions and the

truly rebellious attitude assumed towards
the Governmentofthe United States,added
to the rumours of the physical restraint im-
posed upon parties wishing to quit the Utah
territory, have provoked against the Mor-
mons that public opinion which left the
Government of the republic no alterna-

tive but war against the misguided and

rebellious people. That ^ar wouM seem;

to have come to a bloodless termination*

So far as we can discover, the Government
of President Buchanan has acted with
great and commendable humanity towards
the brave but deluded Mormons. Had it

been any of the European Government*
with which the Mormons had to do, a
war of extermination would have been
waged against them. Happily for them*
they have to do with a power which
emanates from a great people, who, how*
ever much exasperated when their so-

vereignty is defied, are naturally magnanU
roqus and disposed to mercy, more espe-

cially when the offenders are their own
flesh and blood. The subject is an inte-

resting one, and we intend shortly to
recur to it. For the present, we con-
clude by expressing a. hope that the
much-suffering Mormons will not find

themselves under the necessity of resorting1

to 'another exodus. Governor Cumming
is evidently inspired with the most friendly

disposition towards them. He admires
their indomitable industry—their soul-

stirring earnestness—their fearless cou-
rage— their profound devotion— their

burning zeal, wjhioh moves them to the

most heroic enterprises in the face of the

deadliest dangers, when the loadstar of
duty beckons them on. It is, therefore,

to be hoped that the misunderstanding

between the Mormons and the United
States will be removed, that friendly re-

lations will be resumed, and that a future

of prosperity is in reserve for the strange

and the wayward, but the courageous and
industrious community now or lately lo-

cated on the tar West, on the mountains
of Utah, and in the Valley of the Salt Lake.
The virtues and the triumphs of the

Mormons are all their own ; their igno-

rance, their fanaticism, their vices, and
their crimes are the products of the hellish

tyrannies indigenous to Europe and trans-

planted to America. There is no abomi-
tion in Mormonism which the rulers, the
landlords, the capitalists,, and the priests

of England are not, to a great extent,

responsible.

3SARS of the Horse— It is a good sign for a horse to carry one ear forward and the
other backward, when on a journey, because this stretching of the ears in contrary direc-
tions shows that he is attentive to what is taking place around him. Few horses sleep
without pointing their ears as above, that they may receive notice of the approach of
objects in ever? direction. "When horses or mules," sajs Dr. Arnott, "inarch in company
at night, those in front direct their ears forward, those in the rear direct them back,
and those in the centre turn them laterally, or across."
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfiom page .480.)

[January, 1843.]

Third Division.

JtOl&AJfCSS. >

Sec. 1. No person shall throw, place, or

deposit, or suffer any perton in his or her

employ to piece or deposit any deed animal,

onrrion, putrid meat, or fish, or decoyed
vegetables, or nuisances of any kind, in any
street, alley, or public squsee in said city.

Any parson who shell violate any of the

prohibitions contained in this section shall,

tor each offence, forfeit and pay a penalty

of two dollars.

Boo. %. Ho owner or occupant of any lot

or tenement in said city shall cause or per-

mit any nuisance to be in or upon the same
lot or tenement, or between the seme end
the centre of the street adjoining, upon the

pain of £ar£sitk>g the penalty of two dollars

for each and every twenty-four hours during
which the same nuisance shall be or remain

op the same lot or tepement, or on such

part of the street adjoining as aforesaid ; but

no single recovery shall exceed the sum of

twenty-fire dollars.

See. S. Every butcher or other person,

immediately after killing any beeves, calves,

sheep, or other animals, shall destroy the

offal, garbage, and other offensive and use-

less parts thereof, or convey the same into

some place where the same shall not be
injurious or offensive to the inhabitants,

under a penalty of twenty dollars for every

offence.

See. 4. Whenever any deed carcass,

putrid or unsound meat of any Jgnc^ fis^

hides, or skins of any )cind, or anj other

putrid or unsound substance sheJTbe found

in any pe*t of the city, itsfcaJQibe 41m duty

of 0* flnnepisar of $r*e>e to canse.the

same to pe destroyed, or to be disposed of

in such other manner as may be equally

eecure aa regards the, pubHe health; and if

any pompu sfeajj xea|at *M3WW*W of

Streets in tjie execution of fte duties herejiy

imposed, or shall disturb, hinder, molest, or

resist him, or any person or persons by him
eaupJeye*' in the ex*cjoiion theoooC sush

cefeoder ajmll fp#«> ihe .penalty , outwenty-

five dollars.

Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the Super-

visor ofattracts .to ceaseany stagnantwaters

IP H&*tfMA/# .ar./amoved from no# lot,

or out of anj.steeei or otimx^pUce within

paid city; and he is hereby authorized to

•all upon each persons as owe road labour

to assist him therein, and also to abate or
remove every nuisance whatever within the
city.

Sec. 6. It shall be the duty of the Super-
visor of Streets to report to the City Coun-
cil with respect to any other nuisances that

may exist in the city,such as may be caused
from vats, pits, or pools of stationary water,
whetherfrom tanners, skinners,dyers, or other
persons, as he may deem injurious or danger-
ous to the public health, for their order
thereon, and shall carry the order of the
City Council into effect in the premises.

Foubth Division.

ON THE FBBVSHTIOir QF FIRES.

Sec. 1. No pipe of any stove er franklin

shall be pnt up, unless it be conducted into

a chimney made of brick or atone, except
where the Jjfcyor or any Alderman shall

deem U equally safe, if otherwise put up, to

be certified under his hand.

Qec. 2. U sbajl be the duty of the Eire-

wardens of eash ward to examine carefully,

under the direction of the City Council, any
cause from which immediate danger of fire

may be apprehended, and to remove or abate,

withxhe consent of the Mayor or any Alder-
man, (in case of neglect or refusal of the
owner or occupant,) any cause from which
danger may be apprehended, and to cause
all buildings,chimneys, stoves, pipes, hearths,

ovens, boilers, ash-houses, and apparatus

used in any building, which shsll be found
in such condition as to be considered unsafe,

to be without delay, at the expense of the

owner thereof or occupant thereof, put in

such condition as nojt to be dangerous In

causing or promoting $re.
Sep. 3. If apy person shall obstruct or

binder any person under the direction of the

warden aforesaid, in the performance of his

d^ty, under the preceding section, such
person shall, for every such offence, forfeit

the penalty of twenty-five dollars.

Fifth Pivimqn.

OF T«E GXTf WATCH.

Sec. 1. Be it ordained by the City Coun-
cil of the city of Nauvoo, that there be esta-

blished in said citv, a night watch or patrol,

to be composed of a Captain of the Police,

end such watchmen as may from time to
time be appointed by the City Council end
who shall be governed by such laws and
regulations and endowed with such powers-
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and authority ai may be given or imposed
upon them by the City Connoil.

Sec. 2. It shall be the dnty of the Cap-
tain of the Polio© to keep a general super-

intendence of the watch, direct the manner
of keeping watch and the times and rounds
of the watchmen, and to perform such duties

as are necessary and proper for the discharge

of his dnty and office: he shall keep a
register of the watchmen, and hare a house
or building for the use of the same, and
shall appoint a lieutenant, who shall dis-

charge his duties in bis abienoe.

Sec. 3. To the said watch shall be
entrusted the peace and safety of the city

during the night ; and they shall arrest all

persons who may be found in aaid city at

unnsual hours and under suspicious circum-
stances, and bring such person or persons
before the Captain of Police, who may, in his

diseretion, detain such person or persons
until such time as the Mayor or some Alder-
man can examine into the nature of the
charges against him or them: they shall

also stop all riotous or improper noises

during the night, and may arrest offenders,

as aforesaid, and exercise such a discretion
in preserving the peace and quiet of the
city as may be proper and salutary; and for
such or other serfices there shall be allowed
them such reasonable compensation as the
Connoil may agree upon.

Sixth DmsiOK.
PUBLIC 1ULBKST.

Sec. 1. All persons keeping fresh meet

or fish in this city shall at all times keep

the building in which such meat or fiia is

exposed for sale clean and free from toy

disagreeable smell ; and any person neglect-

ing to comply with this or the next suc-

ceeding section, shall, for each offence, for-

feit and pay the sum of fire dollars.

8ec. 2. It snail be the dnty of the Super-

Tisor of Streets to inspect the state of all

places within this city in which fresh meat

or fish is exposed for sale, once in each

month, between the first of Noretnber sad

the first of April, and once in each week

between the first of April and the first of

NoTember ; and if he shall find the foregoing

section to be not complied with, be ssall

order the said buildings to be cleansed: sad

it shall be the duty of the person or persons

in charge of said building or buildings te

facilitate such examination; and whsa di-

rected, as aforesaid, to cause such pises or

places to be cleansed and put into a assHsj

condition.

Jossph Smith, Mayor.

"Passed January, 30, 1843.
James Sloan, Recorder."

Tuesday, 31st. At home all day. A
severe snow blow.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1858.

The Exodus a Conquest—The chief value of any fact or event consists in the

meaning which it embodies. The unreflective, doll, matter-of-factman and the mul-

titude seldom see more than the mere shell of things. They do not get a sight of the

kernel until the shell is broken, nor do they know the inner substance until the outer

layer is removed. Indeed, they never comprehend more than the shell of the fact: the

essence of things they never reach. On the breaking of one, they merely come to the

next layer, and only know whether the kernel is sweet or bitter, poisonous or nutri-

tious, by the matter-of-fact process of eating. They mix with facts, bring forth

facts, and are living passing events, but do not understand what it amounts to, or

whither the world is moving. But the wise dig to the meaning of things, and weigh

the forces of events—see storms in calms, sunshine in clouds, and conquest in sub-

mission.

Now, we give to the late exodus of the Saints immense importance ssd

weight. It is big with present meaning, fraught with passing mtorest, and fol

of that force which brings forth empires and moves a world. But not* only Is it laden

with a present importance; it also comes burdened with great prognostications of
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the Jbtare. As an event, it will rank among the capital wonders of the world ; and

t it is not too muoh to calmly affirm that history does not contain a parallel

i no capital character on its pages so strongly marked—no signature of a
so characteristically written. A community that can give birth to such-

eVveloptnents as this exodus of the Saints is indeed a " force in the world "—a grow-

ings conquering, striking force. Such a people are certain of a destiny, for they woo
it with fervour irresistible, and give an utterance in their lives that will command a

A people who can thus stamp their marks among the passing events of

most have a history written concerning them, for they supply the subject.

Historian* will find in it food for their labours and magic for their pen. Indeed, they

wil lite to write their own history, and will make their power felt until older nations

be compelled to acknowledge that the days of empire-founding are come

We are not aiming at grandiloquence. The exodus is a subject as full of the

wonderful and, to so express it, exaggerations of ordinary life as can be found in any

mmtmud romance of the greatest extravagance in the world. It is an event, there*

foe, that cannot be well spoken of as one would of a commonplace affair, and certainly

net, if we would mark its present importance and point out its prognostications of the

Intone. There is scarcely a paper either in the United States or England that has

net illustrated this in touching on the subject of the Saints' exodus. Even with

venom in their hearts and pure anti-Mormonism in their articles, the writers on the

the event have been forced to mix expressions which would seem exaggerations, did not

the event more than bear them out. They speak of it as a movement '<from which no
one who has a particle of sympathy with pluck, fortitude, and constancy can withhold

Ins admiration. Bight or wrong," it is said, u sincerity thus attested is not a thing to

be sneered at True or false, a faith to which so many men and women prove their

Injnlty, by such sacrifices, is a force in the world." An editor, whose extreme

humanity permitted him to write, " But for their weakness in holding fast by a creed

nt variance with the purity and sublimity of our dearly,loved Word, we could pity the

nnsflniflriri creatures," is bound to say, doubtless, much against his inclination, " Yet,

hi their departure from Utah, there is something inexpressibly touching and pathetic.

There must be great faith among the Mormon community—a faith in degradation,

we allow; but of such an earnestness as, if thrown into a higher and holier purpose*

, move a world." Even the London Time$9 who must have been out of town

i the letter from his u own American correspondent" arrived, has, through neg-

lect, admitted a testimony into his paper, " that there is muoh that is noble in their

novolion to their delusions." The correspondent in question, whose well-known

antipathy to Mormondom has become almost a trait of bis character, is so struck

with the unparalleled examples of the exodus, that he writes, " The ancient world bad

individual Curiatii, Horatii, and other examples of heroism and devotion. But these

Western peasants seem to be a nation of heroes." Mr. Reynolds, against whom we
tabs many exceptions, but whose humanity we do respect much above that of our

todet philanthropist referred to above, says, " Mormonism still remains a great human
fact—perhaps the greatest—certainly the most wonderful fact of the nineteenth

mill ii ij As such, it is entitled to our earnest and respectful consideration." " They

fanve a claim to something more than sympathy. Their heroic endurance and mar-

nlfcim achievements entitle them to the respect and admiration of their feUow-crea-

tnrea/' Much more of the kind could be quoted.

Oar object in making these quotations is to bring out a point. Now, it is evident

thatwhen even our enemies, whose kind of liberality and humanity hat been illustrated
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above, are forced to pen such passages, m view of the exodus of the Saints, we art

right in laying the event has "immense importance and weight." When it can diss

move the world, it has indeed a force and a m$a$Ung strongly fift, though fittk

understood, even by thousands of the Saints. u God mooes in a mysterious way,

his wonders to perform
; " and though this exodus is through one of those mysuness

ways, it is indeed a moving in many senses. The world seels it as well as the

Saints—feels it more than it would a million sermons or a library of arguments. The

exodus is a oonquett in a high degree.

We would not give a straw for diemere fact of the Saints being able to conquer by

the sword ten thousand sent against them, and another ten, and another ten again, ss

far as its bearing on the great conquest of the kingdom is concerned. But tbe fad

of the exodus is invaluable. It is worth a thousand military oonquests. No men of

judgment could for a moment doubt that ten thousand Anglo-Saxon "Mormons"

would be a hard bone for ten thousand Anglo~$axon Americans to pick, and that

both parties could supply the best fighting men in the world. But what does tat

tell with any particular point ? Why, any ten thousand ruffians oould meet ten thou-

sand ruffians of the same race, to try each other's strength. There is nothing desirable

in suoh conflict for the Saints to show superiority. The Missourian out-throats coald

excel in such warfare. But all the armies in the world cannot make such an exedss

as the one in question—could not gain suoh a oonquest-f and no nation on carta

possesses heroism, devotion, and faith sufficient to buy its equal. The exodus is a

God-like victory in many senses, and k shows the highest courage and conouerisf

prowess. It is a truth that "when people abandon their homes to plunge wfcn

women and children into a wilderness, to seek new settlements, they know not where,

they give a higher proof of couragethan if they fought for them.*

Strange as it might appear to many, our faith was greatly confirmed In the werk,

the Saints, and the Prophet, bythe exodus. We value it, as a conquest, mote than we

should the total destruction of the Utah army. Suoh an eventas the latter would set

have added to our confidence in the triumph of the Saints. Qur faith is not bejel

on military prowess, nor is our hope fixed on conquest by the sword. Indeed, ss •

policy, we bate war, and have no'taste tor bloodshed. ,God* after Ws long forbear-

ance, will doubtless take vengeance <m the wicked, not unlikely assisted by his people.

But let it be distinctly understood.that the pohcy of4hia Oburoh is gov&rmmenA, sal

not war, and its conquering power the power of the Priesthood. Though we

expect that the kingdom will possess, great military prowess, and'kis not improbable

that those who seek its overthrow wiM <feel Its weight, we do not believe that***

work will ever degenerate into a military, movement, or that war wiM become a pole*

of the Church. The grand oonquests of the Saints wH not be in common warfare?

and though their future might have much military glory in store, it wiM be won in a

defensive, and not in an offensive position. 'Their weapons and tactics will be fcead

peculiar, and their battle-ground a -Saints
9
battle-ground. If the world.v/fll fig*

the " peculiar people/
9
they most prepare for a peculiar wai4are»--one in which uwy

are not skilled, and where they wtt not find .victory. If they salute with a csnnoa

ball, the Saints, at a signal, can reply wkh an exodus! What army can fight wito

suoh a people? Where can the weapons be forged, and of what material made, to

conquer them? In what echool can ^actios the learned to cross their progress?

At some future time, in artiales mere convenient 4or the extent of subject tfcaa

an editorial, we will enter more into the tbidden meaning and importance of enei

evenUas this exodus of the Saint*, and give a view of the true ps^ leading to fiw

triumph of the ettngdom--the Saints* path of conquest.
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Mb. Reynolds on the Mormons and Mormohism.—We insert in this Number of
the Star an article extracted from Mr. Reynolds' Newspaper. We take exceptions to
some parts of the article. Portions of the reasoning are by no means applicable to
the Saints, and there are also some, we believe, unintentional nusrepresentaiions,

Bat the general truthfulness of the article, its correct principles, and especially the
humane spirit it breathes, entitle it ta our respect and a place in our columns. Wo
befieve, with Mr. Reynolds, that the " flatteries of friends and the calumnies of foes

are alike incompatible with faithful portraiture." We would not have Mormonism
judged by either, but by facts ; and those who are not able to arrive at " perfect

accuracy," from an imperfect knowledge of those facts, or who cannot fully com-
prehend " Mormonism," should, like this editor, endeavour to " approximate towards
it as closely" as possible. We do not expect everybody to fail in love with our
religion, or to see eye to eye with the Saint*. An honourable opponent will com-
mand our respect, though bis words should be hard, and his impressions erroneous.

Doubtless Mr. Reynolds is as hard an unbeliever as our ruffianly opposers, but he is

a sympathiser with humanity. Men will be judged, not for their abstract faith, but for
their deeds and the spirit which they manifest. All who do not believe with us have
not their " damnation made sure." " Mormonism " is also liberal enough to admit
Mr. Reynolds, not as a u Mormon," but as a friend of humanity, into the kingdom of
heaven. Perhaps, until we can more fully dwell on this point, this will satisfy him
that, at least, he has erred in one point. He has also erred in throwing the burden of
the difficulties between the United States and the " Mormons " on the bead of the

latter. It is not, however, our intention to discuss this point now.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SHEFFIELD PASTORATE.

4, Fox 'Terrace, Dewsbury Road,
Leeds, July 14, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I embrace, with much
pleasure, the present opportunity of giving

you a truthful, though brief account of
|

my labours, &c., in this Pastorate, for
|

the half-year ending June 30th. As you
are aware, I received an appointment

;

from President Orson Pratt, on the 12th !

of December, 1857, to take charge of the
|

Sheffield Pastorate. I immediately com-
,

menoed winding up my business in the

Birmingham Conference, and on the 3rd
4ay of January, 1858, handed over the

|

same, with all books, &c., in my pes-

session, to my successors, who expressed

themselves well satisfied.

On H*e 8th of January, with a weajs

body and trembling spirit, I left Bir-

mingham for my new field of labour.

At first, I was severely tried by the

powers of darkness, which is common to

moat men upon commencing more im-

portant duties. But, after patently

waiting a short time, I received from
Him, who's power is always sufficient to
meet his servants' wants, the Holy Ghost,
whjoh dispelled the darkness and gave mo
the necessary light to illumine my path.

I at once saw the necessity of some
system for doing business being estab-

lished; and, with much care and con-

sideration, I commenced to introduce a
plan for doing it, not knowing* at the
time, your intentions and views in this

matter. But great was my joy and
satisfaction upon finding, when your in-

tentions appeared, that, with a alight

exception, I was doing what you wanted
done. And I have continued, from time
to time, to give instructions and do thinga

which, at the time, appeared strange.

But I have been pleased to find instruct-

tions coming through the medium of the

St*r, from week to week, that have coin-

cided with mine ; and by this means
have daily gained confidence and an as-

surance to do God's will.

An unseen power has attended me
during the past fi?e months ; and as my
day, my strength has been. I have had
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more joy, of late, in my labours than

in years past, and I have desired to do
good, and have had plenty of liberty so to

do ; bat whether I have done so must be

left to my superiors to decide.

I was very kindly received by the

•brethren appointed to labour with me as

Conference Presidents; and, upon my
visiting their respective fields of labour,

•they have seemed to regret that we
had to part so soon, and have often,

long before it was convenient to me,
expressed wishes for me to return to

them. I would much rather encourage

a feeling of this kind than one that would
wish to see my back.

These brethren, with a slight exception,

have received, and strictly acted upon my
counsels ; and, as a result, their Confer-

ences are daily improving in all things.

The Travelling Elders, local Priesthood,

and Saints are as good as I ever met with.

They revere God, honour his servants,

and respect his laws ; and, (their circum-

stances being considered,) I believe they

will do as well as any other Pastorate.

At all events, we'll try and have it so.

This Pastorate is very extensive, partly

situated in a manufacturing and mining
district, and partly in an agricultural

one. Thus men's wages vary very much

;

the average wages of men in the Lincoln-

shire Conference being about eleven shil-

lings per week. In Sheffield, and other

towns, wages are good ; but, as you are

aware, trade being bad has prevented the

brethren doing as they have desired.
' 8ince I came into the Pastorate, I have

travelled a distance of 2,500 miles, have

attended 130 meetings, and have spoken

at each. By this means, I have become
pretty well acquainted with it.

There are in the Pastorate 44 Branches,

158 Elders, 84 Priests, 47 Teachers, and
25 Deacons. Total number, including

officers, 1,158. We have baptized, during
the half-year, 78 persons. Some few
•have left us for the present by death, and
some few have been cast from us because

of their unworthiness, which has had a
ery beneficial effect upon the Church.
The Saints are now visited, according

to your instructions, weekly, at their own
tames ; and such instructions are given,

at the time, as their circumstances re-

quire.

Their Tithing, Penny Fund, dona-
tions, &c, are received by the officers at

the time of visiting, and they are ex-

pected to band the same over to their

Branch Presidents weekly. The Branch
Presidents hand the same over every

fortnight, at the latest, to their Confer-
ence President, either personally, or
through the Travelling Elders. This
arrangement has a very good effect.

Every man in this Pastorate doing*

Church businesss is furnished with a book
in which to keep his accounts. The same
becomes Church property, and, upon his

removal, he has to hand the same to his

Branch President ; and by this means we
put a check upon private books, which have
so long been a nuisance to the Mission.

The hunting up of back Tithing, &c,
of late, has done the brethren good : it

has tended to show them the importance
of keeping full and clear accounts in

future.

We have the Tracts still in circulation.

Some few receive and read them, and
appear somewhat interested in their con-
tents; but, as a general thing, they are
rejected as things not worthy of notice.

I have instructed the Saints to kindly

offer them to the people, with the under-
standing of what they are, and, if they
refuse them, to pass quietly on.

As a general thing, we do no out-door
preaching. But there are a few places in
the Pastorate where we have been kindly

received, and where there have never
been any disturbances. In those places, I
have given the brethren permission to
preach, and they have been heard atten-
tively. But. at present, very few appear
to have any desire to connect themselves
with us. I feel that it is all right, and
believe that, When we have got our pre-
sent members into working order, we
shall be blessed with a few more.
We have turned our attention to the

young, and, where it is convenient, have
established schools for their instruction.

More interest is being taken in the Star
than formerly. The time was when it

was purchased by many as any publication

of the world would be. Perhaps the part
that suited would be read, carelessly, and
then they would cast it on one side to be
forgotten. I have occasionally told the
brethren that, whilst some men were
sitting from morning to night, week after

week, sweating their brains to furnish

matter for the Star, it was a pity if they
could not use theirs to read it. That
part of the Star, too, that should have
the particular attention of the Saints—.
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namely, the Editorial, often had the

least. I am instructing the Saints to

read these Editorials and get the meaning
mod spirit of them ; and, in order that the

Priesthood shall hear them, we purpose,

-when it is convenient, having them read

in the Council meetings ; and I feel certain

that it will have a food effect, as many
men cannot read, and some who can have
no taste for it.

Having given you a brief statistical

account of tne Pastorate, I will now pro-

ceed to give an account of our financial

condition.

Up to June 28th, we had collected, for

various purposes, the sum of£926 6s. 3d.,

out of which we have sent to the Office

the sum of £496 18s. 8d.

I believe we were about the last in the

Mission that were informed that it was
your particular wish to have the book
debt paid off, and consequently are some
little behind in the move, although we
have paid towards it about £55 during

the half-year. But this matter has our
attention ; and I believe, by the end of the

year, by donations and otherwise, we shall

considerably reduce tbe same. The Saints

seem very cheerful about paving this

debt, especially since reading brother

Brigham s letter to you, instructing that

no more publications be printed than are

actually needed.

The Saints are weekly taking more
interest in the Penny Emigration Fund,
and I believe a considerable amount will

be raised by the end of this year.

I believe, dear brother, when you con-

sider that many of our best men
(mechanics) in Bradford, Sheffield, and
other towns have been partly or wholly

out of employ, and consequently not able

to help us with their means, that you will

say we have done well. But I am certain,

by God's help, that we shall improve the

next half-year.

In conclusion, I have to say that I

never saw the Saints more contented and
resigned to God's will than at present.

They are highly gratified with the ap-

pointments of yourself and Counsellors,

and often say that God has plaoed " the

right men in their right places," and that

consequent ly everything is moving in the

right direction.

I can truly say that I have had much
grief in years past, because of the loose

manner in which business has been done

;

tat now have great joy in my labours,

because I am encouraged and assisted to
do business in a business-like manner.

Ever praying for the spirit, power, and
and authority of your holy calling to rest

upon you, I cheerfully subscribe myself
your faithful brother and friend in the
kingdom of God,

CHARLE8 F. JOKES.

NORWICH PASTORATE.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I embrace this oppor&
tunity to give you a brief sketch of the
Norwich Pastorate, where I have the
honour to labour, and over which I have
the pastoral charge.

As regards the Priesthood, the Presi-

dents of Conferences are united with me
in all things, and we are trying, to the
best of our abilities, to carry out your
instructions among the Saints. The
Travelling Elders are good men, and so-

also are the Presidents of Branches. In
fact, speaking of the Priesthood as a
whole, I can speak in the highest terms ?
and I sometimes think that the Saints in

this Pastorate are among the best in the-

British Isles. I have now laboured in
the Bedford Conference as President two
years, and six months as Pastor, and can-

say that they are a good people, willing

to do the best they can for the advance-
ment of the work of God. The same can
be said of the whole Pastorate ; and I be-

lieve, if they only had the means, they
would be among the foremost in financial'

matters. However, the amount you gave
me to raise for this Pastorate, I am happy
to say, is nearly all paid up ; and I anti-

cipate not only paying the remaining
portion, but also clearing off everything

in the shape of debt *hich lies ori the
Conferences, by tbe end of the present

quarter. The book debt is also reduced
a little by the means of a monthly donation-

from the Saints, although it has been but
small ; but yet, when everything is applied

to its proper place, it accomplishes some-
thing. We intend, during this quarter, to
give tbe book debt a good lift by means,

of a voluntary donation from the Saints.

A liberal sum is already promised in some
of the Branches, and all others are going
to follow their example. But I will say

more about that at the end of this quarter,

when I expect the amounts now promised

will be paid in. Then the figures will show
" works, not words."
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I admire the uniform system of doing

'business that is now established in t!bk

Mission; for I do think ft will be a great

blessing to the Saints.

We are not paying so ranch attention to

those outside the Church as to the im-
provement of the Saints, tboufrh we are

baptising' a few; and some of the old

members begin to see the necessity of

making a new start. Many of the bre-

thren and sisters are actively engaged in

distributing the printed word among the

people; but it is an unthankful oAfee.

They meet with all kinds of abuse that an

ungodly world can heap upon them.

However, we feel like doing our best fc>

warn mankind, and leave the result m
the hands of Ood.

I will close by desiring an interest in

your prayers, that I may be qualified for

the important duties devolving upon me
in the kingdom of God.

Yours truly,

William BatlIbs.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

The Lord says, in his revelations to the Prophet Joseph—"Behold vengeance
oometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the earth ; a day of wrath, a day of burning,a
day of desolation, of weeping, of mourning, and of lamentation; and as a whirlwind it

shall come uoon all the face of the earth." " Behold, the destroyer I have sent forth to

destroy and lay waste mine enemies ; and not many years hence they shall not be left

to pollute mine heritage, and to blaspheme my name upon the lands which I have

consecrated for the gathering together of my Saints." Those of our renders who
have paid any attention to our weekly record of " passing events" must have observed

many items of news strongly corroborative of the declarations given above. Wars,
pestilences, and calamities of various kinds have followed each other with fearful

rapidity; and America—the land "consecrated for the gathering together" of the
" Saints" of the Lord in these latter days—has by no means been exempt from the

menaces and ravages of "the destroyer." Besides the items contained in the
" Passing Events," other and fuller reports have been given of " earthquakes," " ter-

rific storms," "destructive gales," &c, all indicating a fulfilment of the predictions

quoted above. We have now to record other disastrous scenes which, within the last

three months, have been enacted by " the destroyer" in various parts of the United
States. From the press of other important matter, we have not been able to spare

room in our pages for the insertion of the whole account in one Number ; and rather
than abridge it, we prefer giving our readers the full report obntmued through
several Numbers,—not, of course, intending it to be regarded as late news, but

simply as a record of a past sign of the times.

(From thi "New York Herttid? Ju*t 23.)

The devastation of the* past month in

the West, by floods and tornadoes, has

been unparalleled in the history of the

country. The Mississippi, Missouri* Illi-

nois, Wabash, Ohio, and, in fact, all the

great and small Western streams, have
been flooded by incessant storms, inuiu.

dating their valleys, submerging whole
towns and farming districts, and spread-

ing ruin in their track. Along the Mis-
sissippi, the great Father of waters, the
havoc has been almost universal, not only

destroying the crops standing, but ren-

dering the land unfit for use, perhaps, for
a year to come. The heavy rains have

prevented corn planting to more than

one- half the usual extent in the

districts, while other &rain has
seriously. In addition to the floods, tor-

|
nadoes in Illinois and elsewhere have

;

levelled whole towns and spread death

|
and ruin arountt. In order to give our

i readers some idea of the vast extent of

dsmttge to life and property, we <

below the accounts as far sb accessible.

! TITK CREVASSE IX L0TH8IAXA.

|
The accounts of the crevasse in Lotds-

t iana were the first indications of \
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to any extent. Early in May, the swell-

ing torrent of the Mississippi burst the

levees just above New Orleans, overflowing

vast tracts of sugar, cotton, and cane

lands with torrents of such force, that all

attempts to stop them had to be aban-

doned. The village of Gretna, a few
miles above New Orleans, was nearly

submerged ; and, for thirty miles below

tbe city, nearly every plantation was over-

flowed. The parish of St. Charles suffered

greatly.

atroyed has been estimated at 50,000
hogsheads, worth $3,000,000, while the

carnage to the cotton crop in this and
other districts is estimated at full 400,000
bales, worth 516,000,000. The waters

were nearly as high as in 1850, when the

greatest flood ever known in the river

took place.

STORMS, TORNADOES, AND FLOODS IN

ILLINOIS.

In some parts of Illinois, especially in

the vicinity of Blooininpton, the rain

poured nearly incessantly during the

month of May, rendering one acre in fifty

of corn-planting ground unfit for use,

and making the wheat grow rank. But
little corn was planted, in consequence,

and some of that rotted in the ground.

Spring and winter wheat, however, looked

well; but on the 1st of June, the heavy

1 On Sunday, May 30, a terrible tornado
I passed over Hancock and Warren coun-
I ties, in a north-easterly direction, tearing

I everything in its course. At Terre Haute,
! a number of houses were blown down*
and a man and child were killed. At

j

Ellison, in Warren. County, the havoc was
• appalling : out of seventy houses in the

I

place, only three escaped unharmed,

j
Nineteen lives were lost, and ten persons

i were fatally injured, while over seventy

The total amount of sugar de- i were more or less maimed. Houses were
torn in fragments or swept away, leaving

not a vestige behind ; and a vast bnlk of
timber, trees, waggons, and human beings

was in a moment taken by the whirlwind
and twirled in the air like so many
feathers. The survivors of the place were
stripped of all they possessed.

At Roscoe, a few days later, a freshet

came rushing down a usually insignificant

brook, a tributary of the Rock River. A
two-story frame house standing upon the

bank, occupied by Rev. Horatio Isley,

was instantly swept away by the angry
flood, carrying- the clergyman, his wife,

and eight children along with it. The
father only escaped—the rest were seen

no more alive.

The Illinois river has been very high

since the early part of this month ; and
on Friday, the 4th instant, the town
of Naples, on that river, was inundated,

rains bad so impeded planting and de-
j and skiffs and scows were used in the

atroyed the growth of grain, that farmers
j

streets to convey passengers from house
were afraid of selling for fear of a famine, to house. The river was within ten feet

The Wabash overflowed all the bottom ! of the high water mark of 1844
lands, on its western banks, for miles.

All the streams were flooded, and many
bridges were carried away.

On Thursday, May 13, a terrible tor-

nado rose west of the Illinois river, be-

yond Chdesburg, in Knox County, and pro-

ceeded in a north-easterly course through
Woodford, Marshall, McLean, Lasalle,

and Livingston, and to Indiana, uproot-

ing trees, levelling fences, and unroofing

and tearing down houses in its course.

At Galesburg, thedamage was particularly

great, including the demolishing of Dr.

Edward Beecher's brick church. The
village of Ottawa was literally in ruins

;

and at Towanda, on the Chicago, Alton,

and St. Louis Railroad, nearly every

building was prostrated. An evening

train on this road was blown from the

track, en the open prairie, where the

passengers, who were fortunately unin-

jured, remained from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m
(To bt Continued.)

At Cairo, on Saturday afternoon, the

12th instant, the levee of the town gave
way, and the entire place was soon covered

with the waters of the Mississippi. Houses
were undermined, and over one thousand

feet of the central railroad track was
washed away. The water reached the

second and third stories of the bouses,

and the damage to property could not

have been less than #300,000. Mound
City, in the neighbourhood, being on a
higher elevation, fared somewhat better,

but was somewhat damaged. Some three

miles north, the Mississippi had, by a
crevasse, formed a junction with the

Ohio, which, with the junction at Cairo,

left that ill-fated place on an island.

The Ohio was higher than had been

known for fifty years. The town of

Brooklyn, Illinois, has been nearly de-

stroyed by the flood, and Newport is

entirely covered up.
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PASSING EVENTS.

General.—Severe storms have beea experienced in the Drome Allier and the Abe*

Prance ; and at Tollembeck, in Belgium, considerable property has been destroyed, setae

persons injured, and others killed. The Turks had made a razzia on' the jonng girbai

the Bosnian Christian Tillages, and had carried off 180 from the age of twelve to sixtsss.

6,000 of the peasants had sought refuge in Austria from the excesses of the Turkish

soldiers. Various parts of Egypt have been menaced with outbreaks. Disturbance! hi

8yria increase ; Latakia and the city of Tripoli have revolted, and the Emir has agsk

demanded reinforcements. The Chinese forts, at the month of Peko, were csptwtt

on the 20th of May, including 138 guns, by the allied forces, with a loss of 74 wounded sad

12 killed, mostly French. The forces in India, under Sir H. Rose, re-captured GwsHsr,

after a severe fight, on the 20th June.
American.—An officer, writing from Johnston's camp, on Bear River, June 16th, ssys

the army would resume its march next day. The General had received an express from

the Peace Commissioners, informing him that the army would be received peaceably. A
proclamation had been issued by General Johnston to the people of Utah, in which hs

tells them the army is as ready now to afford them assistance and protection as it was

before to oppose them. On the 19th of June, Johnston and his command are said t»

have been met at Echo Kanyon. President Tonng and oompany were still at Prove, bat

the President had been to Salt Lake City, to confer with Governor Cnmming and ths

Peace Commissioners ; and it is said that a treaty of peace had been concluded.

VARIETIES.

" Teddy, my boy, just guess how msny cheeses there is in this ere bag, an* faith tit

give you the whole five.** " Five," said Teddy. " Arrah ! by my sowl ; bad luck to ths

man that towld ye !"

A Noble Boy.—" Why did you not pocket some of those pears ? " said one boy to

another? Nobody was there to see." M Yes, there was : I was there to see myself, sad I

don't mean ever to see myself do a mean thing.**

A physician of New York one day received the following note, evidently from so

Hibernian :—" Sir : Please call at No. 241, Street, this morning, and oblige at, *•

my wife is very sick. Yours, Patrick B . P.S. My wife having got better, yon sett

not come."

RESTORATION OF THE GOSPEL.

To Jesus the praise for giving na light ! Now heaven and earth In union shall prove,
•Ha he who can raise from sorrow's sad night : And angels with men be joined In love:
Through error and darkness the truth has been Deep truths of the Gospel shall make mortals rrwt,

aealed, And blend the Church here with the Church n ths

But now the rich wonders of love are revealed, sides.

Address*.—R. R. Hodson, George Street, High Southwlck, Sunderland.
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THE LATTER-DAY 8JtitFt&

MILLENNIAL STAR,

BftkdtAmthmn ear, letMm hear what He Spirit tatth UnU the chvrtik**.—JftttM Christ:

Gtmtf cut my peopfe, that ye be not partaker* af herein** and thai jfe receive not ofkm
ptagues.—K Voice from Hearer),

3d, felsXX. SatOta?, August 14, 1898. Price* 0ne Fenny.

THE RIGHT OF PRIVATE JUDGMENT.

BY ELDKB CHOU8 W. - PBNK06X*

TbU is the watchword of Protestaat-

isax The Romaa- Catholic Chiiwb claims

tbemght todietaie whatits membrashall

behove and what, they shall reject* Bat
all Protestant churches and sects declare

that everytmaa has the right to believe

what be pleases, and in theory advocate

the doctrine- that u every raan^may ; wer-

ehip God according to the dictates of his

own consmtnoe*" While the Church of

Borne prohibits to some the use of the

Holy Soriptnres* and <Mreo*s that aU who
are allowed to use them shall believe

them according to the interpretation of

theFather*} Protestant churches claim the

rigtitrfor all and every person to read the

Scriptures and believe tnem according to

their own interpretation. Both are in

error, for they gc^to extremes.

Popery has forged chains to fetter the

iraiuanmind, topreveatitenatural develop-

ment and progress) and to bind it, from

aoariog into unexplored regions. It has

oat up banders; to> block the way of

contemplation,' and manufactured bolts

and bar* to look op: the rivieV imssrjnav

tion of the, heaven-born souk It is true

Protestantism* has in theory demofished

these chain* and bolKvand allowed the

unfettered tsp&t to thiak, and feel, and
act freety. But. without some certain

guide, some finger-poston the road of

reflection, 4he soul- mav lose itself, or

wander in strange paths; imaginatioa

ma^run Wild, end thdunchecked thoughts,
fly fat eWayrinto the airy regions of folly

and eatravagpiooe.

But though m-theory Protestantism i*

so liberal, yet in its practice we find the
spirit of Popart ao'wbrky binding the
people to nartiCTllaT do^mssr and pre-
scribed' creeds, r If a man, acting upon
the theery of "thought of private jndg-
menV shcereeV venture to believe some-
thkiS; different from the doctrines of hia
aeajjsfcourso-^eiBethhif novel to the pre-

semerafaisos^arWic; he is either

ridiculed or* ilkueedr; he is marked as a
dangerous man- by the parson, aod is

either ; ehunaeoYor tormented by the pea-

pie; Through) the liberal theory of Prb-
festaatisin> iramberiess sect! have arisen

;

and through its' peteeoutmg practice) as
in the painr days/ bf jfcjpery, thousands,
have betb< extlea, property has beenwn-
nscateo% and the crimson tide of life has
(flowed ia/tOMntsl
' To fereethe human mind and chain
the tbougku of men is both cruel and
unjnet? to persecute fatanyway those who
differ from us in opinion S* snwui in the
extreme ^ sad teshed-the bloodrof men,
beeat^ ttej^-in^khhond judgment or
appearitrtdd'aerietnri act wbteh catum
every bosom in^ warna* gtowt a spurirof
rigfctedtemeesi ta-thrihMwith horror- and
burn with deep indignation.

The* mind ofman should be raided,
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514 THE RIGHT OP PRIVATE JUDGMENT.

regulated, and informed— not bound ! selves
99

in relation to the work of God;

bj the creeds of men, nor allowed to
,
for popular opinion is a tyrant as relent-

wander like a rudderless ship upon the .less as the spirit of the "holy Inqnbi-

waters of speculation. But who shall tion.
r

undertake the mighty task ? Can earth

produce power so great, wisdom so vast,

knowledge so profound ? No. God alone,

who can control the elements, set a uni-

God permits the children of men to

think for themselves in all matters of

religion ; but all who choose to obey his

Gospel will see the propriety of yielding

verse in motion, and create the souls of to the guidance of their all-wise Father,

men, is sufficient for the purpose. He
j

They will perceive the impotence of human

will "never force the human mind;" but
I

if men would listen to him and bend to

him, he would give them precepts to en-

lighten them, a Spirit to guide them, and

a Priesthood to regulate them.

The Lord has never interfered with
" the right of private judgment," but he

has offered to the world in many ages the

things which are necessary for their well-

I

wisdom and the weakness of man-made

institutions, and will gladly bend their

' own will and submit their own u prirate

i'udgment " to his superior wisdom snd

lis righteous decrees.

But the great difficulty with many is to

acknowledge the representatives of the

Almighty on earth. It has been shown

many times that God invariably comma-

being in time and their happiness and 1 nicates with his children through chosen

progression through eternity. But men 1 men—men Divinely- commissioned to re-

—foolish men have, in every dispensation,
\
veal his will to their fellows—ordained to

rejected the plans of the Almighty and hold the holy Priesthood. They are sod

refused allegiance to his authority. Instead
|

always have been like other men in

of accepting the only true liberty, they
j

appearance, and subject to the same

have wandered after the phantom of
j

weaknesses and infirmities, but posseaing

freedom till they have sunk in the bogs of a knowledge of heavenly things far shots

ignorance and become enchained with the '
'

all other individuals upon earth. They

do not offer to the world their opinions

and speculations, but speak with autho-

rity the truths of eternity. They do not

traditions of erring and designing mor-
tals.

The Eternal Father has again offered -
to the human family his everlasting Gos- : leave in doubt and suspense those who

Sthe only efficient plan to guide them, receive their teachings ; but, by the pro-

• hundreds of years he has permitted mises which they make of blessings that

them to take their own course in govern- God alone can give, they afford the fo-

ment, in religion, and in their social rela- liever an opportunity of testing the dic-

tions. And what a spectacle of human ' nity of their appointment. Human jodg-

foily is this boastful generation, with its
"

*

"

accumulated wisdom of nearly two thou-

sand years! Everything in confusion;

no binding principle among nations or

individuals-—no standard of appeal which
is honoured by all ; crime of aft kinds in

every rank and grade ; individualism

everywhere—each claiming " the right of

private judgment," and refusing it to

^others; and God, the author of all good,

ment is erring—Divine wisdom is certain.

How much more preferable, then, is it to

be guided by the wisdom of God than bf

the mutable judgment of our own fan

minds I

But before we can reasonably submit

ourselves to other men in matters that

concern our salvation, we must become

convinced of their divine authority »

Let the fact be once established
•—— — —, — guide us. „ _____ ...

forgotten and despised ! And we are told
j

m our minds that certain men really now

that this is the most enlightened era of the Priesthood of God, and if weir*

the world, the brightest page in the
{

consistent, we shall, with gladness of

world's history, and the day of civiliza- heart, submit in all things to their snpe*

_:~->>_ >jHmnk ! I ~ j :_.^iii~_»_n_*
tion's triumph

!

One would imagine that, after so long a
night of darkness, the world would hail

with joy the "glad tidings" of the mil-

lennial morning^s dawn; but, alas! "they
love darkness rather than light

! " Few
are those who have the moral courage
and honesty of heart to "judge for them-

rior judgment and intelligence.

Scores of thousands of Latter-day

Saints have received from Goda testimony,

sure and stedfast, that their leaders, the

Elders of Israel, are called of Oodto

stand between him and the people.

"Repent," said the servants of the

Lord, "and be baptised in water for the
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THE RIGHT OF PRIVATE JUDGMENT. 515

Temission of jour sins ; and through the

laying on of our hands, you shall receive

the gift of the Holy Ghost. You shall

receive an assurance from God that vou
are pardoned, and the Holy Spirit shall

give you light and joy such as you never

before received ; and, by many manifesta-

tions of the power of God, you shall know
that vou have embraced the truth."

All who have attended to these things

in sincerity have obtained the promised
blessings, and their voices are heard, in

public and in private, declaring to their

neighbours and friends that God has

once more restored the holy Priesthood.

What joy and consolation does this

bring to the souls of those who love truth

and seek after righteousness! Oh, let

the Lord be praised for his goodness in

sending his servants to lead his people, to

instruct them in the science of life and
prepare them for his society in a glorified

world of perfected intelligences

!

But while the Saints acknowledge the

right of the Priesthood to guide them,

they sometimes act as though their own
* private judgment " was sufficient with-

out the counsel of God through his

servants. Tradition still clings around

them, and the feeling, called by the world
M independence," sometimes rises in their

hearts—" I will just do as 7 please."

Now, though the holy Priesthood will

not force upon any one the principles of

the Gospel, nor compel any one to receive

their counsels, yet a strict compliance

with their directions in all things is none

the less necessary. To receive weir coun-

sel in one thing, and reject it in another,

is inconsistent. To be willing to yield

our eternal interests to their care, and

refuse their guidance in temporal things,

is a clear proof that we attach more im-

portance to perishable objects than to

immortal blessings, and that we think our
" private judgment " is far superior to the

counsel of God.
How often have the Saints proved, by

dear-bought experience, that the advice of

their President would, if followed, have

saved them from snares, loss, and misery.

A brother, perhaps, has come into the

possession of a sum of money. He ima-

gines that, by embarking in some kind of

business, or entering into some promising

speculation, he will increase his store,

have more power to assist the Church,

and by-and-by be able to emigrate to

Zion with comfort and plenty. He speaks

to his President; and notwithstanding all

his glittering expectations, he is coun-
selled not to spend his cash, but to save
it for his emigration. The counsel not
being according to his own wishes, he
rejects it, saying to himself, "Oh, my
President is a first-rate man in spiritual

things, but he can't see his way very far

in matters of busiuess. I'll let him see

that I know a thing or two ; I shall be
sure to succeed, and then he must agree
that my plan is best." He embarks his

capital upon the ocean of adventure ; and
not until his plans are shattered by the
winds of adversity, and his whole cargo
shipwrecked and lost to him for ever,

does he see the folly of trusting alone to

his " private judgment."
Another, perhaps, will take a similar

course, and his most sanguine expecta-

tions will be realized, cut, with the
increase of riches, comes a corresponding
increase of selfishness * and a desire for

greater accumulation ; the law of Tithing
seems hard to obey ; he cannot spare his

money to build up the kingdom ; he "needs
it all in his business;" his desire to go
to Zion becomes weaker as he becomes
wealthier; bis time is now "so much
occupied" that he cannot attend with
the Saints to worship his God and be
instructed in righteousness; the lamp of
the Spirit glimmers and expires, and fol-

lowing his u private judgment" leads him
to darkness and apostacy.

A young sister, to suppose another

case, is courted by a Gentile. He speaks

very lovingly, promises fairly, declares he
will never hinder her from attending to

her religion, whatever his own opinions

may be ; that every one has " the right of
private judgment " in matters of religion,

and be would never think of interfering

with it, &c. Advice is given her by the

Priesthood to remain single until she

reaches a land where those who hold the
keys of sealing can administer the sacred

ordinance of eternal marriage; at any
rate, never to unite with a Gentile. She
thinks she has a right to judge for herself

in such matters, ties herself for life to a
man who, not being "for " the kingdom,
must of necessity be " against " it ; and
when she is prohibited from mingling

with the Saints, speaking about the reli-

gion she has covenanted to be faithful to,

and from going up to the " mountain of

the house of the Lord," the " Zion of the

Holy One of Israel," then she can see.
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the folly of rejecting the counsel of the

Priesthood to follow her own "private

judgment." Such cases have occurred

many times, and the bruised face and the

sorrow-stricken countenance have told a

sad tale of stripes and misery.

A young man and woman in the

Church wish to enter the bonds of matri-

mony. Contrary to counsel, they act

according' to their own feelings. The
money expended in "beginning life"

would have emigrated one or both of

them to Zion; but now it is gone.

Family wants, numbers, and troubles in-

crease, and years of care and anxiety roll

away, before the slightest chance of

redemption from Babylon offers itself to

their regretful hearts. Or, in another

case, a few weeks' or months' close inti-

macy reveal the fact to both that they are

not suited for each other ; quarrels ensue,

bitter words are spoken, and children are

born with the very bone and sinew of

rebellion bred 'within them, and grow up
predisposed to act like their parents, de-

termined to have their own way.
If the Saints would be happy, pros-

perous, and safe, let them become per-

fectly subordinate to legitimate authority.

Let the wife be guided by her husband

;

let both be directed by the Spirit of

Truth and be subject to the Priesthood

;

and let each man holding that Priesthood

implicitly obey his President.

The woman holds a the right of private

judgment ;" but when she enters into the

marriage covenant, she, by her own free-

will and choice, yields herself to the guid-

ance of her hmsband, and is bound to

submit to his will. So, when we hear

the Gospel, we have the right to judge

and act for ourselves ; but when we obey

it, we voluntarily yield ourselves to the

government of God, and, by the solemn
covenant at the baptismal waters, we are

bound to receive and be led by the coun-
sels of his servants.

* But," says one, " is it not possible for

the Priesthood to err as well as other

men ?" Yes, it is possible for all men to

go astray and break the laws of God;
but while the Saints of God do right and
have the desire to work righteousness, he
will never permit them to be led astray.

Though his servants might, in their weak-
ness, do wrong themselves, God will never

suffer them to lead the righteous to their

ultimate loss. If the Saints keep the laws

of God, their leaders will be constrained to

give them correct instruction and counsel

that will be for their good ; for God will

use them as his instruments, and control

their thoughts and words according to
his will.

" But are we to practise the principle

of blind obedience? some may enquire.

By no means. In " Mormonism " there

should be ho blindness : the true Saints

of God walk in the light; their eyes have
been opened ; it is tneir privilege to see

their way as they travel the road of salva-

tion . If the Saints seek for counsel, with
the determination to obey the Lord's will

in preference to their own, the Spirit oF
Truth will bear testimony in their hearts

that the counsel they receive is of God*
and will give them light to see that

it is for their benefit. With the com-
mandments of God comes a sacred influ-

ence to the willing mind, giving light to

understand and strength to obey. Dark-
ness is with those who rebel ; blindness is

upon those who love their own way.
"Mormonism" oppresses none : its spirit

is liberal; its institutions are free; its

Priesthood is a standard for universal

appeal. It neither enchains the mind,
nor leaves it to wander in the mazes of
confusion, or stray in the universe of con-

jecture. It guides, restrains, and in-

structs. It comes from heaven to lead

man there. It stoops from above to lift

him upward. It reveals the laws of God,
that Saints may understand ; and it shows
them how to live, think, and feel, so that

their "privatejudgment" maybe the same
as the will of their Father its Author.

May the predicted time hasten its ap-

proach, when the will of God shall be
done on earth as it is done in heaven

!

A CARD FROM DR. BERNHISEL.

(From th* "New York Weekly Herald? July 7.)

Upon the adrice of experienced friends, I name in print. The most obnoxious
iiave carefully avoided presenting my I individual, however, is, by popular custom^
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

entitled to ask for Himself and for others,

when malice is busy against them, what
is termed a suspension of public opinion.

I would most
,
respectfully ask my fel-

low-citizens to distrust tjhe letters with

which the journals now abound, coming
or purporting to come from the station of

the army of Utah, and which are com-
posed without any regard to truth of

statement by those whose personal inte-

rests will be promoted by our country's

persevering in the wicked enterprise de-

nominated the Mormon war.

Why are you told by these cruel and
mercenary persons that there is reason to

doubt the sincerityof the Mormons' de-

sire for peace? Why did the press at

their command deny the authenticity of

the despatches of Governor A. Gumming
to the Commander at Gamp Scott and
the President ? Can they hope, after we
have entirely abandoned our plans and
sacrificed all our preparations for de-

fence—after we have opened a way into

Utah to troops whose existence no one

reasonable man will doubt was at our

mercy,—do they still hope to bring on a

war by following after our flying people

so closely that the conduct of a licentious

soldiery will compel our citizens to defend

themselves from their outrages by force?

I do not understand it. My advices show

that four months have passed since we
were invited by the President of the

United States, or by a gentleman who
claimed to have his confidence and repre-

sent his views, to receive the assurance of

517

his pwn and the nation's goodwill, and
to welcome peace and free intercourse

again with the forgetfulness of all past
differences. Four months have elapsed

siuce that gentleman came among as
with his message of peace ; and upon our
national faith we felt safe to call back oar
troops, who were upon a hostile march,
and salute the flag which should protect

every American citizen who has a right to
graze upon it. But the hostile prepara-
tions against us still continue ; the armed
men at the camp still threaten to pursue
our families and flocks.

They even write of their success in
prejudicing against us the minds of the two
gentlemen who have lately reached them,
bearing the title of Commissioners of
Peace.

With all these evidences of dark plot-

ting, I still have the hope that they will

not be able to cover up the truth with fire

and blood. I will not yet place the
national administration with those who
are striving to destroy us. I believe the
President to be a man from whom the
truth may be kept by court intrigue; but I
trust in him as one in every case incapable

of perfidy.

I think it enough for me to beg a sus-

pension of public opinion. Very respect-

fully your obedient servant,

John M. Berxhisel,

Delegate from Utah.

New York, Joly 3, 1858.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 604.)

[February, 1843.]

Thursday, 2nd. Spent the day at

home. Tne weather extremely cold.

Towards evening, I rode on to the hill

to enquire about the caucus which was
there held the previous evening, Davidson

Hibbard presiding, and brother Benjamin

L. Clapp, chief speaker, reporting that

Joseph and Hyrum had attempted to

take away the rfjghts of the citizens,

referring to the election of the last City

Council. I corrected the error and re-

turned home.

"The Spirit maketh intercession for

us with proanings that cannot beuttered."
It would be better thus:—"The Spirit

maketh intercession for us with striving

which cannot be expressed."

Friday, 3rd. This morning, read Ger-
man ; at eleven, walked out in the city

;

returned at a quarter past twelve : read

proof of " Doctrine and Covenants," which
is now being stereotyped.

Brother John Mayberry sent me a cow
to assist in bearing my expenses to Spririg-

tield.

Saturday, 4th. At home till one o'clock
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518 HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

in the afternoon, when I attended the

general city election caucus at the Tem-
ple, where ail things were amicably settled

and mutual good feelings restored to all

parties. Brother Clapp made a public

confession for the speech which he made
at a former caucus.

I returned home at about four o'clock,

and was visited bj Amasa Lyman. I told

him that I had restored Orson Pratt to

his former standing in the quorum of the

Twelve Apostles, and that I had con-

cluded to make brother Amasa a Coun-
sellor to the First Presidency.

In the evening, presided in the Muni-
cipal Court.

Sunday, 5th. At home, reading Ger-

Mondav, 6th. Spent the forenoon at

the election of Mayor, Aldermen, and
Councillors for the City, to serve during

the next two years, at brother Hyrum
Smith's office. Dined at home. One
o'clock, afternoon, Thomas Moore came
in and enquired about a home. I blessed

him and said, God bless you for ever and
ever ! MaytheblessingsofAbraham, Isaac,

and Jacob rest upon you for ever and
ever ; and may you sit on thrones high

and lifted up, in the name of Jesus Christ.

Amen.
When I returned to the election, Joseph

Smith was elected Mayor by unanimous
vote. Orson Spencer, Daniel H. Wells,

George A. Smith, and Stephen Markhara
were elected Aldermen. Hyrum Smith,

John Taylor, Orson Hyde, Orson Pratt,

Sylvester Emmons, Heber C. Kimball,

Benjamin Warrington, Daniel Spencer,

and Brigham Young were elected Coun-
cillors.

Tuesday, 7th. This forenoon, attended

a Council of the Twelve Apostles at the

house of President Brigham Young. This

afternoon, I sent a search warrant to

Hyrum Kimball's, for the purpose of ob-

taining a book of patriarchal blessings

given by Father Joseph Smith, which was
stolen from Far West. The warrant was
issued on the affidavit of Jonathan H
Holmes, and the book obtained. In the

evening, Hyrum Kimball came to my
house for an explanation, and I informed
him that the book was the property of

the Church ; that it had been stolen, and,

after passing through various hands, had
been secured by Oliver Granger, while

acting as Agent for the Church at Kirt-
Jand, and should have been given up by

him. I have since been informed that

sister Sarah, Hyrum Kimball's wife, had

rocured the book of her brother, son of

•liver Granger, for the purpose of re-

turning it to the Church; but, being

under a pledge to her brother not to give

up the book until he had seen her again,

she had neglected to mention it to me.

Elder Parley P. Pratt arrived hone
from England this evening.

Wednesday, 8th. This morning, I read

German, and visited with a brother and

sister from Michigan,who thought that "a

Prophet is always a Prophet; but I told

them that a Prophet was a Prophet only

when he was acting as such. After din-

ner, brother Parley P. Pratt came in: we

had conversation on various subjects. At

four in the afternoon, I went out, with

my little Frederick, to exercise myself by

sliding on the ice.

The public papers say that Point Petre,

in Guadeloupe, was totally destroyed, and

10,000 persons supposed to have been

killed by an earthquake.

Thursday, 9th. Part of the forenoon

I spent at the Masonic Hall, convening

with Mr. Rennick, of Keokuk, and trying

to effect a settlement with him. He pro-

mised to let roe have some notes on a

paper maker in Louisville towards paying

me, and then went off contrary to pro-

mise. I also had coversation with Master

Nye, and read several letters, one from

Judge Young, and directed the following,

in reply :

—

" Hon. K. M. Young, City of Washington.

Dear Sir,— I have this day receded yoar

favour of the 17th uit., covering one from

John C. Walsh, and barely state in tbii that

I shall despatch a messenger immediately to

Quincy, to deposit the #500 in the hands of

General Leach, according to yonr instrao-

tions ; but seeing that I had little time to Ion,

I concluded to send this by the first mail to

inform you of my intentions. My next, in

which I shall enclose General Leach's re-

ceipt, together with my obligations, will bs

mailed at Quincy, and may be expected

three days after you receive this.

I shall not be able to obtain George

Miller's name as security, be being at this

time several hundred miles north of Naovoo,

and is not expected back until spring. I

can, however, obtain the signature of Mr.

Edward Hunter, late from Chester County,

Pennsylvania, who owns about twenty thou-

sand dollars* worth of property in this Ticin-

ity, and probably as much more in the east,

which^1 presume will be entirely satisfae-
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tory to Mr. Walsh, instead of Mr. Miller.

Judge Higbee's name will be on the obliga-

tions.

When jon receive this, you may expect
the other three days later. All the differ-

ence will be the time required to go from
here to Qnincy and do the business.

Some time ago, a petition, signed by the

principal inhabitants of this city, praying
the Postmaster-General to remove the pre-

sent Postmaster and appoint another in his

stead, was put in the hands of C. A. War-
ren, Esq., of Quincy, with a request that he
would hand it to yon about the time yon
left for Washington. We have not yet

heard anything whether Mr. Warren handed
it to you or neglected to do so, but we feel

extremely anxious to learn something on the

subject, as the citisens generally are suffer-

ing severely from the impositions and dis-

honest conduct of the Postmaster and those

connected with the Post-office in this city.

The petition was accompanied by some
affidavits, proving that letters had fre-

quently been broken open, money detained,

and letters charged twice over, &c, &c,
at this office, the repeated occurrence of

which circumstances caused the people to

be anxious for an immediate change. It

will be seen, by the petition, that I was
nominated for the office. I can only say

that, if I receive the appointment, I shall do
my utmost to give general satisfaction.

Whoever may be appointed, it is necessary,

in my estimation, to have it done as soon as

circumstances will possibly admit.

Accept, sir, of my sincere acknowledg-
ments for past favours *which are not for-

gotten, and accept of the best wishes and
sincere thanks of, yours, respectfully,

Joseph Smith,

By William Clayton, his Agent.

Spent most of the day in conversation

with Parley P. Pratt and others.

There are two hinds of beings in heaven

—

viz., angels who are resurrected person-

ages, having bodies of flesh and bones. For
instance, Jesus said, " Handle me and see,

for a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye

see me have. 2nd. The spirits of just men
made perfect—they who are not resurrected,

bat Inherit the same glory. When a mes-
senger comes, saying he has a message from
God, offer him your hand, and request him

to shake hands with you. If he be an angel,

he will do so, and you will feel bis hand.
If he be the spirit of a just man made per-
fect, he will come in his glory ; for that is

the ooly way be can appear. Ask him to
shake hands with you, but be will not move,
because it is contrary to the order of hea-
ven for a just man to deceive ; but he will

still deliver his message. If it be the Devil

.

as an angel of light, when you ask him to

shake hands, he will offer you his hand, and
you will not feel anything : you may there-
fore detect him. These are three grand
keys whereby you may know whether any
administration is from God.

A man came to me in Kirtland, and
told me he had seen an angel, and described

his dress. I told him be had seen no
aogel, and that there was no such dress

in heaven. He grew mad, and went Into

the street, and commanded fire to come
down out of heaven to consume me. I

laughed at him, and said, You are one of
Baal's prophets ; your God does not hear

you ; jump up and cut yourself : and he
commanded nre from heaven to consume
my house.

When I was preaching in Philadelphia,

a Quaker called out for a sign. X told

him to be still. After sermon, he again
asked me for a sign. I told the con-

gregation the man was an adulterer;

that a wicked and adulterous generation

seeketh after a sign ; and that the Lord
had said to me, in a revelation, that any
man who wanted a sign was an adulterous

person. " It is true," cried one, " for I

caught him in the very act," which the

man afterwards confessed, when he was
baptised.

A Conference was held at Bovlston

Hall, Boston, when fourteen branches of

the Church in Boston and the vicinity

were represented, comprising seven hun-
dred and ninety-three Members, thirty-

three Elders, forty-three lesser officers,

most ofwhom had been raised up in about

fifteen months. Elders G. J. Adams,
E. P. Maginn, Erastus Snow,Erastus H.
Derby, ana others, took active parts in

the Conference.

(To be continued,)

There is a troublesome humour some men have, that if they may pot lead, they will not

follow ; but had rather a thing were never done, than not done their own way, though

otherwise very desirable. This comes of an overfulness of ourselves, and shows we are

more concerned for praise than the success of what we think a good thing.

—

Pern.
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S20 EDITORIAL.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 14, 1868.

A Mysterious Power.—The Washington Union has recently been convinced that

there is a mysterious power among the Saints, and has discovered that it is wonderful

in its ooncentrativeness, and almost miraculous and instantaneous in its operations.

The Union says—<.

" We shall look with profound interest to the development of affairs in Utah. There ii

a mystery in that Territory which it will require time to solve. The poorer that mores a

whole community at a signal is worthy of calm investigation, and its futnre may weU be

watched with extraordinary interest.**

We can at once solve the mystery as far as naming the basis upon which thai power

stands " that moves a whole community at a signal.
49

It is a platform Which Wash-

ington does not possess, and one which can nowhere be found in Amies,, excepting

in " that Territory." It is a " union /" There has ever been such a^ktfena in tha

Church, hut never was at so broad and strong as at the present period of its history.

Upon it the Saints move, when " the power " which the Washington Union has been

unable to name gives the signal. That power and that union whioh , Jb*ye.existedin

this community, producing such extraordinary, restates, even to the vnov4og of * Ter-

ritory at the beck of one man, has been, is still, and will continue to be a * mystay 9

toJibe worW.
The union of tho&Mats is more thana common myatarj^one which dt5eri from

the very spirit of the world, and therefore one whioh that spirit cannot understand.

There is something not only mysterious in it, but unearthly and superhuman. Soch

a union bas never grown out of man-made institutions. As a fact, it is esteemed a

novelty upon the earth. But the mystery extends much further than the fast krf;

for, it has its S€«rcet spruigs. That union is
(
not a primary cause, but a result. It s

the embodhnent of a spirit; and if the result is a mystery, the cause which inshes

that result is a greater mystery to the world. A Saints' union , is a new found feet

among men, and the spirit embodied therein—the cause which produces the result, is

so antagonistic to the spirit of the world, that it is deemed a mystery altogether.

AjbAbqfais antagonists to division, both in genius and fact. The union of As

Saints being a mystery among human developments is very sisjtificunt, aodths

question* " Is it a helMsh development V* is equally suggestive. If it is not a native

of earth, it is surely not the offspring of hell. No ; it i^Drrine ! The verywonder

of pur enemies is testimony to this truth, and the mystery in which it appears to

the world is collateral proof that it is an offspring of heaven.

We do net expect the Washington Union to understand the anion of the Saints.

It is unlike the union which exists in the United States; and its genius is so different

from the spirit of the Washington Union, that it is doubtful if its editor will eve?

solve the problem. There have been many political and social phileaophers who have

endeavoured to explain the fact and its causes. But after their profound exposition

and sagacious explanations, the most simple Saint, referring to his own heart and

asking his own experience, can answer, No—that is not the solution. We admit

that * there is a mystery in that Territory whioh it will require timeto •oW' Bet

we are certain that the Washington Union, in that character, wjll never solta it; ft?

.

it is a Saintf union*
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TWs editor ays, a Th*e«wer that iiiDvas a whole oonhnunity at a signal is worthy

-of oalm iirrestigatien, and1 its fntmre **nay well he waftefced with extraordinary inte-

r«t* It is worthy of calm tnvestigatiOiv and it will be investigated and tested,

though probably trot cafcbh, by its enemies. But it will not be understood by the

world. The endeavour will be made not 0% to explain that power, but to arrest its

course. That power will be traced to k4 wrong source aad grappled with in the

dark. Like the unity of the Bants, it uanaot be understood by the spirit of man.
It ia traced to Brighton'Young. But it is not there that the mystery finds the solu-

tion. We will name * the power that moves a whole community at a signal," as we
have already named the place upon which it stands. It is the power of the Priest-

hood ! The most simple-minded among us will at once know it as the solution of

the mystery, though we by no means inland to imply that the meaning of the power

-

explains the secret of that power. That point will require much calm investigation,

even of the Priesthood, to be understood. Bat thefact of that jtoWer is the most
distinct fact ofthe Church, whirfh all feel, frit only imperfectly understand. It is felt

by the Saints in England to "be nearly as forceful as in Utah. The moving of a

Territory does not byfar tell the extent of that power. To give the Washington Union

an idea how much mere fc can move, we are bold to assert that, had the signal

been (given, ten thoustnd in EegUmd Would have fled to their brethren and sisters in

thewiocineains to share their dangers and sacrifices. In spite of poverty, and with a

sutNme contempt for dangers and difficulties, they Would find a way to the bosom of

the Church, though they reached it naked and Worn-out. What, under ordinary

<srcurastancesj would seem, even to the Saints
9
faith, impossible, would be esteemed as

trifles amwortfey of notice and barriers of iron broken as straws. The weak would

say, " I <amstrong." Our men would show themselves to the world a hand of heroes,

equalled eriy by the Saints in the mountains, and life sisters would surpass the bre-

thren fa such a movement. Ten thousand voices would declare, " We will be with

those whose life is our life; and if death finds thexq, wo will brave the monster too

;

and ia death, as in life, we will not be separated! " Were"thepoWer" but to give the

signal We verily believe that the Seftttt of this Mission would give examples of

hevoietn, daring devotkm, and nivinoible defermhiattoD, that the recent exodus of the

Saints itselfwill not afford; arid we are certain that the brethren and sisters in the

mountains can and will far exceed it. Moreover, it is net improbable that there are

ten thousand in these lands whose hearts at this moment would be really gratified to

reeeive aueh a signal. The Wajhi*gto* Union knows not how much the Saints can

date-and do, nor how*much the mysterious power m the community can move by its

signals But the mystery of Ike Saints' union and the power that stands upon it

witt rjOt be understood, but remain a mystery to the world. " Its future may well be

watched with extraordinary interest;" and as neither the Washington Union nor the

majority of mankind will be able to " solve" it, we advise them to watch it thus.

1 t i , i . > 1 . .. i 1 t t •>*———i ——

FOREIGN CORiE8POltoBtfCfc.

scAifDDfavian mission. 1 ports for the past half-year, together with

^ *2M^J*i& which you will please credit
CepenhegeD, My 7* 1868* ftfo Mission* according to accompanying

IJe§^ ^^fe^tistioal Beport shows that we
pleasure I forward you the enclosed re- have baptised 387 souls in Desmusrki 1M*
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in Norway, and 166 in Sweden, making
671 in au. We have excommunicated

271, leaving an increase for the half-year

of 400.

This Mission numbers at present 3,636

members, including the Priesthood, and
is divided into fourteen Conferences.

Considering the circumstances, in these

countries, of which I gave you a faint

outline in my last communication, the

work is going onward, and the Lord has

blessed the efforts of the Elders. I can say

that they, with very few exceptions, have

been faithful and united with me and my
Counsellors. As to myself, I rejoice in

my labour, and feel grateful in my heart

to the Lord for the assistance of his

Spirit, and to his servants placed over me
in Christ, for their wise and appropriate

counsels and instructions, which have

aided me so much in my own duties, as

well as enabled me to deal out of the

good things to the flock I have the honour
to preside over. I am also thankful to

my fellow-labourers in the ministry and
to the Saints for their willingness and
obedience in carrying out tne given

instructions as soon as their understand-
ing is enlightened upon the matter. They
are zealous to spread the Gospel and
ready to meet every call for that purpose
as far as they are able. I have visited

several of the Conferences and enjoyed

much of the good Spirit among the
Saints.

From the enclosed Financial Report,
you can see the particulars of that de-

partment ; and I am glad to say that the
order of business you have introduced
will greatly benefit us all, and we will

improve thereby. Due attention shall be
given to the financial matters, and we
will do our best to establish a wise eco-

nomy in the Branches and Conferences.

The principle of Tithing is introduced
throughout the Mission, and the true
Saints love that principle and live up to
it; though there are also some who do
not yet fully realize the necessity of obey-
ing that law in its full extent. They
shall not die for want of information

and encouragement, but they will have
to act upon their own agency. The
extent of the Mission, with its scattered

Saints and the obstacles thrown in the
way for our Elders, makes the spreading
of the Gospel rather difficult, expensive,

and burdensome for the Saints ; but they
are always willing to assist.

The Book department has also been
taken under due consideration, and pro-
visions made that the Branches and Con-
ferences, by collections, may be able gra-
dually to pay off the old debts. But I
see it will take time to accomplish this.

We have endeavoured to make our
Star as interesting and instructive as
possible ; and we are very much indebted
to you and the Millennial Star for all the
useful and rich matters we have had
access to. Our writings are preaching
as well as our Elders.

Our opponents and enemies seem to
rejoice over the late news in the papers
concerning Utah; but there are also

those who feel a sympathy for the poor
" Mormons.*9 As to myself and the Saints

here, we know that all is right, and that

every movement of the Church will tend
to the victory of the cause of Zion. All

we care about is to live so that we can>

receive the approbation of the Lord and
his servants and be prepared to abide all

things. The Scandinavian Saints feel

first-rate; and our constant prayer is,

"May the Lord bless and protect brothers

Brigham, Heber, Daniel, the Twelve, all

the Quorums of the Priesthood, and the

Saints both at home and abroad, and
hasten the time for the redemption of
Zion!*
With kind and respectful love and

regard to yourself, Presidents Ross and
Budge, and all in the Office, from me,
and Elders Wilhelmsen and Thomas-
sen, and the Scandinavian Saints, I
pray that the blessings of the Lord may
rest upon you and all associated witn
you, and that I may always have the
honour to be your affectionate and humble
brother in Christ,

C. Widerboro.

A Cleb«tmah was reading the burial service over a corpse; and having forgotten
what sex it was, on coming to that part of the service where the expression, "our dear
brother," or " onr dear sister," had to be used, according to the tirouxnsUnces of the
case, the reverend gentleman stopped, and seeing an Irishman standing nearest to him,
whispered to him, M Is it a brother or a sisterr Pat replied, « It's neither, your reverence i
ifs only a relation.

J
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh, 11, Cheyne-street,

July 24, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Having a few spare

moments, I feel that I cannot use them
more advantageously than in giving you
an account of the Pastorate, so that you
may become acquainted with the con-

dition of the people, and thereby be
enabled to give such counsel as will be
suitable for us.

You will observe, from the June Quar-
terly Report of Glasgow Conference, that,

notwithstanding the stagnation of trade

there, owing to the late commercial crisis,

the Saints are pretty well up to the mark,
showing a disposition to seek for the

glory and advancement of the kingdom
of God before everything else. We have

already cleared off a portion of the debt

hanging on that Conference, and active

measures are being entered into to liqui-

date the book debt and other liabilities.

The Edinburgh Conference is pro-

gressing rapidly. The establishment of

the new order of book-keeping, although

eminently calculated to produce harmony,

from not being properly understood in

some places, has caused us a little trouble.

Nevertheless, we are applying ourselves

zealously to overcome this thing; and,

from the excellent spirit and pointed

instructions of President Ross while here,

which I have no doubt will be carried

through the whole of the Conference, it

will ultimately result in such an organiza-

tion as has not been in this part of the

Mission heretofore.

The Dundee Conference is also in good
condition, although, like the others, some-

what in debt. They are, however, bring-

ing it down as quickly as their circum-

stances will allow, and will no doubt be

able, along with the rest of the Pastorate,

to meet their requirements and their

Temple Offering by the end of this quar-

ter, leaving the last quarter free for what-
ever you may deem it wisdom to call.

When I am moving amongst the people,

and observe their toils and difficulties and
the hostofopposing influences they have to

contend against, and see, in the midst of

all these, tneir determination to work out
the counsels of the holy Priesthood of
God in their actions, which testify louder

than words, I cannot but feel from the

very deepest recesses of my heart to bless

them in the name of Israel's God. Such
is the temporal condition of the Scottish

Pastorate.

As regards their spiritual condition,,

although, during the visit of yourself and
President Ross, your addresses were prin-

cipally confined to business matters, yet

they have produced au excellent spirit.

Banishing the peculiarly imaginative ideas

that have long lingered in the minds of

many of the Saints, that the kingdom of

God would be built like some castle in the

air, or by the touch of some magician's

wand, I am happy to say that these

notions are fast being replaced by the

stern realities that the kingdom of our
God has to be built up by the labour and
diligence of his Saints, and that the rays

that are shining from Zion's holy hill,

through the mediums that God has ap-

pointed, are beginning to enlighten his

people in regard to the stupendous work
which they nave to perform in these last

days, and that in tins, as well as other

matters, they are determined not to follow

after their own will, but the will of God,
and those whom he has appointed over

them.

With my best respects to you, brothers

Ross, Budge, and Williams, I remain,

dear brother, yours truly, in the Ever-
lasting Covenant,

JonN McComie.

ANTI-MORMON OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

(Continuedfrom page 422.)

objection.
I

he savs, ' If we or an angel from heaven,

"Many of the Mormon revelations are in I preach any other Gospel than that which

opposition to the Bible and Paul. And ] I have preached, let him be accursed.*
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When men pretend to have revelations, to

have spiritual wives, &c, we can easily

guess where such revelations come from.

From Deut. xiii. 1—4, we learn, that if a
false prophet works miracles, yet we are

not to believe him unless his doctrine be
according to the Scriptures. It was to

be one of the marks of error, that it was
to come with lying wonders and working
miracles. (2 Thess. ii. 9 ) If Mormon
teachers can give no better proof of their

sole authority to administer Gospel ordi-

nances, we must declare such administra-

tions to be perfectly invalid and without

authority."—"The Mormon's 'Only Way
to be Saved,' not the way to be Saved,"
published by P. Drwnmond.

ANSWER.
That "many" or even any •of the

Mormon revelations are in opposition to

the Bible and Paul " is a mere assertion,

which we think the objector would find

more difficulty in substantiating than he
anticipates. We are certainly not aware
of the existence of any such opposition

;

and therefore, unless he gives to his "airy

nothing" a "local habitation and a
name, by instancing some one of the

imagined " many " revelations that " are

in opposition to the Bible and Paul," and
attempts to show wherein the said " op-

position" lies, we, of course, can have
nothing further to say in the matter.

It is true, Paul says, "If we or an
angel from heaven preach any other

Gospel than that which I have preached,

let him be accursed." But can the

objector show that the Gospel received

and taught by the Latter-da? Saints IS
"any other Chipelihm that which" Paul
"preached?" Neither "Peter Drum-
mond" nor his " friend in London " can
prove that, which must be done before

nis point of declared "opposition" can
be accepted as established. Mere in-

sinuation cannot be received as proof.

We affirm, and have abundantly shown in

various articles, that the same Gospel is

believed and taught by the Latter-day
Saints as was believed and taught by the

Saints of former days. And it would be
no difficult task for us to show who are
really preaching a different Gospel to that

which was preached anciently, and con-
sequently who do come under Paul's

anathema. Even in Stirling there appears
to be some " opposition to the Bible and
Paul," judging from some choice speci-

mens which are given in the "Surfing

tract " before us.

But, says our objector—"When men
pretend to have revelations, to hire

spiritual wives, &c, we can easily goes

where such revelations come from. Per-

haps so. And so can we. But we beg

to inform our pseudo "friend" and

"Stirling" oracle, that, after he has

searched our Church records and publi-

cations through and through again, he

will fail to find even one " revelation ia

support or favour of " spiritual wives."

No such principle as that of spiritual

wifeism, which has been talked so much

about by our enemies, forms any part of

" Mormonism," or constitutes any portion

of " the Mormon Gospel."
In " Deut. xiii. 1—4," there is Dothior

whatever to be found about the " doctriner

of either " a false prophet " or any other

prophet being " according to the Scrip-

tures," or otherwise. Indeed, " the Scrip-

tures" were not in existence at that time.

By referring to the cited text, it will be

seen that tne Lord was warning hb

people Israel against being led away, by

the divinations of any false prophet, from

the worship of Jehovah to the worship

of idols. Now, the Latter-day Saints

acknowledge and worship the God of

Israel as much as any of the former-dsy

Saints did; and they utterly repudiate the

idolatry and erratic systems of religion

Which prevail throughout the Gentile

world at the present time.

We agree with our opponent, that "It

was to be one of the marks of error, that

it was to come with lying wonders and

working miracles." But unless be caa

show that the spiritual gifts and blessings

which are enjoyed by the Latter-dsy

Saints are "lying wonders," there iioo

force in his remark nor applicability of

the text quoted, so far as we are con-

cerned. When the Lord, prior to htl

ascension, enumerated before his Apoitlei

some of the " signs" which should "follow

them that believe," he did not rank those

signs as " marks of error," or as "lying

wonders," but as corroborative and con-

firmatory evidences to the believers ofthe

Gospel It is impossible that they can be

" marks of error" to " them that believer

nor is it possible to corroborate and con-

firm true faith by "lying wonders.

Those same Gospel "signs" that followed

the believers of former days follow the

believers or Saints of Latter-days; for
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<he same causes will, under the same
circumstances, always produce the same
effects. The gifts of prophecy, tongues,

Interpretations, visions, healings, &c,
which characterized and accompanied the

work of God then, do so now ; and if oar

objector can, by any of his specious

reasoning, make it appear that these

sacred guts of the Spirit are " marks of

error/' that will be, on his part, about as

great a " lying wonder" as he can astonish

ns with. If he can show theni to be

••marks ef error" in our case, he will

show them to be * marks of error" in the

other. But he must first prove the Gospel
doctrines believed in by us to bk erroneous,

before he can show these Gospel signs to

be " marks of error."

We grant that Satan will and does dis-

play his power by " working miracles ;*

Dut those miracles are not wrought to

confirm truth, by the Spirit and power
of God, as the miraculous signs of the

Gospel are, but are wrought injbehalfand

(To
}
be continued.)

of error, by the father of lies.

Juch miracles do not "follow them, that

believe/' but those that disbelieve—those

that reject and deny the Gospel which
was anciently taught by Jesus an4 bis

Apostles, ana which is revealed anew in

these last days to the ,children of men, in all

its original Purity, integrity, and power.
In regard to the " proof" which the

latter-day Priesthood have to " give" of
" their sole authority to administer Gospel

ordinances," we might whh truth say

that, if it were " no better proof" than
the sectarian priests of the da? have to

offer, it would be no proof at all; and, in

that case, it would be perfectly consistent

to "declare" their " administrations to be
perfectly invalid and without authority."

But the contrary is the real fact of the

case, as we have plainly,shown in previous

Answers to Objections. Their authority

is of Divine origin, and is being continually

ratified by Divine recognition, acknow-
ledgment, and power.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(Continuedfrov^page 511.)

FLOODS IN OHIO.

On Monday, May 25, the vicinity of

Cincinnati was visited with a violent rain,

which fell to the depth of five-and-a-half

inches. Mill Creek swelled to an enormous
extent, and damaged the bridge to the

amount of £10,000. The aqueduct of

the Whitewater Canal was destroyed, and
breaks occurred near Storrs' Township
Hall, and about five hundred feet below,

all of which damage, it is thought,

is almost irreparable, and will render

the canal at present useless. A num-
ber of property-holders in Cincinnati

were damaged to the extent of about

550,000 by this storm. Owing to these

heavy rains, hardly one-fourth of the

usual amount of corn was planted, though
wheat and grass were doing well. Still

heavier rains fell about the 11th instant,

the saturated land absorbing but little, and
the streams, consequently, rising rapidly.

There were thirty-eight feet in the chan-

nel of the Ohio, and the wheat crop

suffered severely by the storm, while other

crops were much damaged. Large por-

tions of the Miami Valley were inundated,

and the bridges, embankments, and rail-

ways were exf^nrivejy.damaged,

FLOODS VX MISSOURI.

Throughout the month of April, the

rain fell almost incessantly in the valleys

of the Wabash and Mississippi, through

Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri. Nearly

the whole of the levee of St. Louis was
submerged on the 11th instant, and for

miles along the shore, above and below

the city, the bottom lands were under
water. Very little corn was planted in

Missouri, even on lands not adjacent to

the river, owing, to the heavy rams 5 and
the wheat crop was .much injured, Qn
the 11th instant* the river rose so high

that the inhabitants,of Cahokia and lfii-

noistown, near St. Louis, were literally

drowned out, and had to vacate their

houses. On the upper Mississippi, Alex-

andria, Marion City, Lagrange, Canton,

and other places on both nanks were sub-

merge^ The American bottom and low

land losses by the floods are very heavy,
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not only from the prevention of corn
planting, bnt from the damage to the

ivheat. Several fanners at Ulinoistown,

opposite St. Louis, lost all they possessed.

One man, on the border of Goose Lake,
lost thirteen head of cattle by drowning.
At Weston, the old bridge was swept
away, as was also every bridge between
Platte City and Weston.

STORMS AND FLOODS IN VIRGINIA.

The counties of King George and
Westmoreland, in the north of Virginia,

were recently visited with a desolating

hailstorm, which created sad havoc among
the grass and grain. The damage in

these counties is estimated atfrom £76,000
to £100,000. Beaver Greek, in the south

west of Rockingham County, was recently

so swollen during a violent storm as to

wash away whole fields of corn, soil, and
all. North River was very high, and a
number of houses were damaged greatly.

Hardy County was similarly visited on the

7th instant, when several houses were
unroofed, and one man was nearly killed.

The damage done near Fredericksburg

has been estimated at nearly g 150,000,

over g500,000 bushels of wheat having
been destroyed. The rise of the Wheel-
ing Creek on the 11th was never before

equalled. Above Triadelphia, the Hemp-
field railroad bridge was totally swept
away, and the country round was com-
pletely inundated.

FLOODS AN* STORMS IN INDIANA.

On the 11th instant, the Wabash river

rose with frightful rapidity after the pre-

vious copious rains, and the river bottoms
(To bed

were completely inundated. The Weft
and Wildcat creeks rose to be mighty
rivers, and the railroads leading over them
were washed away. But little corn was
planted previous to the flood, and whole
farms becoming submerged, a large
amount of grain in barns was lost.

STORMS IN MARYLAND.
The wonderful rain storm of the 11th

instant flooded Baltimore. No less than
twenty turnpike bridges in the vicinity

were swept away, and three persons were
drowned. The neighbouring streams of
Groynes Falls, Schroder's Run, Herring's

Run, Rock Run, and the Patapsco, and
all tributary streams were greatly swol-
len, carrying away an immense amount of
property in bridges, dams, piers, build-

ings, and crops. It was the most de-
structive flood that has occurred in

Maryland for twenty-one years.

FRESHETS IN PENNSYLVANIA

.

The memorable storm of the 11th inst.

did considerable damage in the vicinity

of Philadelphia. In the rural portions of

the city, crops sustained great damage.
Along the Delaware, the Tower wharves

were overflowed, doing some little da-

mage, but along the Schuylkill the injuries

were extensive. Nearly seven feet of

water poured over the dam at Fairmount,

carrying with it much valuable property,

and all the wharves below were sub-

merged. In the vicinity of Manayunk,
the Ridge Turnpike was overflowen, and
several thousand dollars' worth of property

destroyed.

FULNESS OF ZION.

PSALM.

Zion is the fountain of intelligence ; and
the noblest gifts of the human soul shall be
trees planted beside streams of living waters

;

and they will bud and bloom, and bring
forth their golden fruit for evermore.

Power will be there to overcome the

oppressor, and to bind Satan for a thousand
years, and then to lift the beloved city from
the earth ; and, like the fleecy clouds of the

summer evening, it will glide away till this

planet is celesttalised.

Wisdom will be there to build the palaces

of heaven and plant ten thousand gardens
like Eden of old.

Knowledge will be there to govern the
nations of eternity that shall spring up and
flourish when the empires of time decay.

And to lay the foundation of worlds that

will be inhabited by our posterity, and re*

deemed by the councils of the Holy Ones, and
purified till they become like a sea of
shining glass, and occupy a place in tba
vault of heaven for ever and ever.

And Love will be there—that sweetener of
life's sorrows, that will remain when the last

shade of sadness hath departed.

Filial love, that will look upward to the

sources of existence, and speak undying
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thankfulness for a body, as a tabernacle for

that spirit which was organized in heaven.

Parental love, that will rejoice in the

happiness of our sons and daughters, as

thej develop unnumbered talents, and ever

rise in greatness, while eternities roll away.
Conjugal lore; for Abraham remembers

the faithfulness of Sarah; and the heart-

strings that hare been knitted together

throughout life shall never unwind again.

Zion, let thy fulness come ; for that is the
kingdom of our Father, which will continue

worlds without end. Amen.
Jabkz Woodabd.

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—On the 22nd ult, the Jews* Relief Bill and the Parliamentary Oaths Bill,

as amended by the Lords, passed the British Parliament ; and, after a long struggle of

years to effect the emancipation of the Jews from their present political thraldom, and to

give them a freedom equal to their weight and position in the nation, Baron Rothschild,

the wealthy and acknowledged representative of the English Jews, has at length taken

his seat as a member of the House of Commons. Great storms have been very prevalent

in different parts of the world within the last, few weeks. England has not by any means
been exempt from them, especially in the north. Storms have raged with great violence

over the greatest portion of the counties of Durham and Northumberland. At Alnwick,

for instance, the storm commenced about midnight, with terrific bursts of thunder and
lightning, the rain bursting down in a perfect deluge, flooding the whole of the streets,

inundating houses, destroying furniture, bearing the very flaggings from their foundation

like shreds of paper, carrying portions of buildings away, and committing fearful destruc-

tion : in part of one street alone £1,000 worth of property was destroyed. At Durham
city, the storm rivalled, in intensity and period of duration, anything witnessed in the

neighbourhood for many years past. So vivid and long-continued was the lightning, that

objects were discernible at the distance of a mile. In Newcastle, no less than 26,000,000

of gallons of water fell into the Water Company's reservoir. There have been consider-

able disturbances in the city of Alexandria, Egypt: the Christians have been threatened

with violence and insulted : 8,000 garrison troops, at the date of last despatch, were

engaged in repressing the disturbances. 200 of the people implicated in the Jeddah

massacre have been arrested. The Indian rebels are still disturbing many districts east

of Bengal and elsewhere, plundering and burning all the towns and villages whose
inhabitants are supposed to be affected.

Amkbican.—The discovery of the Frazer River gold mines in the British possessions is

creating commotion and a general stampede in California. The new mines are said to

threaten to take off one-fourth of its male population. All other matters, including

politics and the vindictive excitement which has existed among the people to take part in

the Utah war, have lost their interest, and nothing is thought of but the new gold mines.

Serious difficulties are apprehended to arise between these emigrant miners and the

Frazer River Indians, who are described as a superior race—very bold, determined, and

vigorous. The defeat of Colonel Steptoe*s command by the Spokan Indians on the Snake

River is confirmed, and everywhere events generally look ominous of an Indian war on a

large scale. The Colonel, after fighting several hours, had to make a night retreat to

save his command, and his men were in the saddle 24 hours. As well as loss of men, the

expedition lost two howitzers, and the entire train accompanying it. At Port Orford,

serious apprehensions were entertained of the Indians on the reservation, causing the

settlers to abandon their homes and take refuge in the forts. The Indians are exceedingly

restless, and threaten to abandon the reserve. At Chitco they have been very hostile of

late ; and at Waldo's Rancho they killed thirteen head of cattle, and that whila a company
of volunteers were on their trail. A train attached to the command of Lieutenant Ibrie

had been surprised and captured by the Indians residing on Pistol River, while returning

to Cresent City without an escort. Lieutenant Miller, charged by Government with the

survey of a road through to Snake country has been notified by the Indians that they

will not allow any road to be constructed through their country : and Colonel Steptoe

thinks his command insufficient to act as its escort. Indian movements everywhere are

indicative of much trouble, and the almost simultaneous rising seems to denote concert of

action among them. Qfficial despatches from the Peace Commissioners and General

Johnston have been received at the War Department. A treaty of peace has been

entered into. The despatch of the Commissioner has— "After the fullest and

fresh conference with them [the Mormon leaders], we are pleased to state that wa
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hare settled the uofontiaeata. <UffieoJtae« exktieej bttiw, the Qowernawut of

the Unite4 States and the Jfornaon people." The CeeoaMever* purpoeed to

risit Proro and the soatberni seitiemeata, to indue* the 8eente to return to their

homes. The/ report to- the Seonsaayry ef War the*W people M will make no I

to the army of the United SfeateeJir fee march to the. TeUey ofM Lake
and it seems to.be the general impraaioe that they wiib be waofesde" elsewhere;" and the

wording of tba despatch of the Peace Commission seem tot indicate that the? will b»

inarched there, bat in a manner to keep np appearances.

Pomfey, do corn's up." "Decora up? Why, I only planted it yesterday." M
know dat; but de bogs got in last night, and gee it a Kt yon hadn't oxmnted-oti.*

War does a blacksmith,seem the^soeet dissatisted of ett meobaaiet T Because be h
continually striking far wagea*
A Quaker, hariugsold s> aWloohfaisv but blind horse, aaked'tl^urctiaaer^*Wsn\»y

friend, dost thou see any fault ia him ? * «' Ne>" was the answer. M Ifefcber wffl be em
aee any in thee," said odd Beoadbfisn. •

Home of the Mormons and land of the free ! <

Oft bu my heart tura«Uoaging_to ihee;
Oft have thy mountains, ami vauaysiand,iske
Oleam'd on mydreamsand my thoughtswhen awake.
Justice and tmth are united in thee,

Home of the Mormons-and land of the Aee*

»

Fair to be seen in thy grandeur thou art,

Dear to the eye, and more dear to the heart*
For thou to the humble, downtrodden, and. poor.
Throughout the wide world hast opened thy door

:

Thousands crowd in and are welcomed by thee,
Home of the Mormons and land of the free I

Rome of theMormons ! To^tbee we'll -repair;

Toaaaae mt thy ftaamlsgseed breath* of tfcyalr>

For aU7wBo.ha*e^»ae, fc> tee* ewatAse#«BBs4,
Thy mountains and raUeys with blessing* *Um*l.
where, theri, ens' Saint* dwetT in peace, but to thee,

Home of the* attWmoitf-aadiend ef tbe-free?

Hail; Dessret* Soon the*nations thy name
WllHearn4o^sses^an|iJ^iw^a^oow ssfBaa

FaiTtkria/S^^^^SISS^m I

Time wilt brinff riches maifhonour to thee.

Home ofibsAFtoaans atM iatod^fShe

AffaaXwItossrn.

Address.—James McGhie, 2*, Rupert Staeat, Ereften, Livsapeeb
" J | " f " " " l '
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churches.—Jesus Chrfot.

Cmme out ofher, my people, that pe be not partaken ofher tine, and that pe receive n*4 ofhat

plagues.—A Voice from Hearea.

Bo. 34, YoL XX. Saturday, August 21, 1858. Price One Penny.

TAKE WARNING FROM THE PAST.

There are doubtless but few, who hare

altered the bonds of the New Covenant,

that eannot, by taking a retrospective

view of their past career in the Church,

realize that, in many instances, they might
have done more for the onward rolling

of the work of God and their own emanci-

pation from Babylon* than they really

ha^e.
The experience all have derived from

the past should be an incentive to good
works in their present and future lives

;

and where it appears that a careless and
indifferent spirit has prevailed, in not

giving due regard to the whisperings of

the Holy Spirit and the counsels of the

Priesthood, it should be their constant

study to reform ; and the policy of every

Latter-day Saint should be to live by
every word of God that proceedeth from

the mouths of his servants, or it will

involve the disobedient in no enviable

position.

This is truly a day of warning to

the Saints as well as sinners ; but there

are many that have not realized this im-

portant fact. If they had duly appreciated

and entered into the spirit of the counsels

of the faithful Elders, more particularly in

relation to their gathering, there are hun-

dreds—yea, thousands, that would, long

ere this, have been in Zion, labouring

and assisting with all their energies, at

this important juncture, for her emanci-

pation and redemption from the oppres-
sor's grasp.

The cry loud and long to the Saints,

from Prophets, Apostles, and Elders, has
been to gather out from Babylon, in order
to escape the calamities that are speedily

coming upon the nations for their wicked-
ness and abominations, at which the hea-
vens and righteous men upon the earth
are pained. Thousands and tens of thou-
sands have hailed with joy the hour of
their redemption, and have fled home as

doves to their windows before a storm.

It is true that many, in consequence of
their extreme poverty, have been com-
pelled, much against their own feelings,

to remain in Babylon. Their own con-
sciences, therefore, do not condemn them
in this particular.

There is, however, a class of individuals

in the Church that could and ought to
have been in Zion, with their families,

years ago; but they have permitted the
god of this world to take* the lead of
their minds, instead of the Spirit ef Truth
and the Holy Priesthood. Such persons
now state that they were prepared, or
were preparing, just as the way was
closed. This may have been the ease.

It is probable that, in theory, they had
commenced their journey ; hot the most
important item, the practical party was
entirely lacking.

Many are the testimonies thai have
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been uttered by faithful Elders, bearing

upon the present position of the Saints in

this land, particularly in relation to the

suspension of the gathering. Men that

have enjoyed the Spirit of revelation in

their hearts have ofttimes been led to

urge upon the Saints the great necessity

of.economising and endeavouring, as far

as practicable, to bring about their own
deliverance. They have declared that

the time would come when the way
would be hedged up ; but probably they

had not the remotest idea that it was so

near at hand; but the Spirit of Truth
has revealed this important fact to the

Saints on many occasions. The ancient

Prophets have also testified that the day
would come when none but the pure in

heart would go up to Zion.

There are some among the class referred

to that have, year after year, been coun-

selled to gather, but they have entirely

neglected this important duty. In con-

sequence of this neglect, the blessings of

the Almighty have forsaken them, a
withering' hand has taken bold of their

possessions, and that prosperity which
before attended them has hid, its smiling

face. Those among this class who have

possessed property and abundance of

means to. have effected their gathering,

but whose hearts have been set rather upon
the things of this world than the building

up of the kingdom of God, have found
the value of that property to decrease,

year after year, and expenses and diffi-

culties have been heaped upon it, until

its very possession has become burdensome
to its owners. But not only has this been

the case with their earthlv possessions:

they have become poor in the riches

of the kingdom, and their interests in

eternal things have dwindled away. So
destitute have they become in their

spiritual state, that they can barely keep
in the track of the faithful Saints, whose
diligence in keeping their covenant with
Ood is securing for them treasures that

will never fade away.
The Lord whom we serve is a just as

well as merciful being. There are bounds
to his mercies; and if Saints go beyond
those bounds, and trifle withthe Almighty,
the penalty they have incurred will be in-

flicted, and those that have known their

Master's will, but have done it hot, will be
beaten with many stripes.

There is also another class to whom it

is d&igned to call attention. Though not

in possession of property in money,

houses, or lands, they may have valuables

by which, with the exercise of prudence

and economy, they could realize sufficient

to emigrate with their families to Zion,

when ttie opportunity presents ifseb?.

There are many Saints wbo conunnaDj

talk about and pray for deliverance, bit

do not make the first effort towards ac-

complishing this much-to-be-desired ob-

ject. He who is not willing to leave

father and mother, brothers and sisters,

wives and children, houses andJands, for

the Gospel's sake, is not worthy the mine

of Saint. There are Saints who ii

theory profess their entire willingnesi to

do this, but with whom it is like a

struggle with death to part with their

eight-day clock or the huge chest of

drawers bequeathed to them by their

ancestors, the proceeds of which might be

rendered useful in effecting their temporal

salvation.

The present is the day of opportunities

for the Saints, and a neglect of these

opportunities will render them culpable

in the sight of God. This is the time to

prepare for their deliverance. To procras-

tinate in making every wise preparation

to avail themselves of the deliverance that

will present itself will cause them pais

and sorrow.

How many there are that have been

members of the Church for a number of

years who have not made the least effort

to effect their deliverance, bnt wbo can

now appreciate fully that, if they had made

good use of the means within their reach,

Zion would have been their dwelling-

place! How much greater would tbar

satisfaction be, were this the case, instead

of wearing their tabernacles out to build

up and make rich the Gentiles!

These are matters for the serious reflec-

tion of the Saints, upon which they can

without doubt improve. Let all reafife

that the Lord helps those who will make

an effort to help themselves. Although

he has promised that his elect shall be

gathered, he still expects every man and

woman to do their duties in tins .
respect

and to use every lawful and Uodabja

means to save themselves. When this »

accomplished on the part of the Sain**

they can with confidence rely upon bis

arm for assistance; but if there is so

effort made on their parts, they cannot

place that reliance on their God.

The clouds thick and black have b*e»
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-gathering in the horizon of the West for

some time past, and to all human appear-

ance would burst and scatter to the four
winds the handful of God's chosen people;

but those that have retained in their

possession the spirit of the great work
they have espoused, feel confident of the

ultimate result.

The ship Zion has at its helm one that

will steer her safely through the storms
with which she has to contend. It is a
common saying that "after a storm comes
a calm.** It may be so in the present

instance with the people of God and their

enemies ; but, judging from the past, it

may not be of long duration. The
Church of God is established upon the

earth, and is rapidly developing itself into t

a kingdom ; and it will accomplish that
which the Lord designs. Its officers,

citizens, and laws are opposed to the deeds
of darkness countenanced upon the earth.
Consequently, the Evil One will incite his
emissaries again to devise plans for the
overthrow of those whose designs are to>

establish a kingdom where equity, truth,
and righteousness shall be predominant.
Let the Saints diligently prepare to take
the benefit of the calm which the Lord
may in his wisdom suffer them to parti-

cipate in for a season, and seek to deliver

themselves from the nations that forget

God and despise his laws, but who must
be humbled, and, by his power and judg-
ments, learn righteousness.

•OFFICIAL DESPATCH FROM THE PEACE COMMISSIONERS TO THE.

SECRETART OF WAR.

(From the "New York Herald? July 15, 1358,)

Great Salt Lake City,

Utah Territory, June 12, 1858.

Dear Sir,—We have the honour to re-

port that we reached this city on the 7th

instant. We lost no time in placing our-

selves in communication with the chief

men of the Mormon people. After the

fullest and freest conference with them,

we are pleased to state that we have set-

tled the unfortunate difficulties existing

between the Government of the United

States and the people of Utah. We are

informed by the people and chief men of

the Territory that they will cheerfully

yield obedience to the Constitution and
laws of the United States. They cheer-

fully consent that the civil officers of the

Territory shall enter upon the discharge

of their respective duties. They will

make no resistance to the army of the

United States in its march to the Valley

of Salt Lake or elsewhere. We have

their assurance that no resistance will be

made to the officers, civil or military, of

the United States, in the exercise of their

various functions in the Territory of

Utah.
The people have abandoned all the set-

tlements north of this, and all the families

nave left the city, only about fifteen bun-

daed persons remaining here to take

-charge of the property, and to burn it if

the difficulties had not been settled. The
people from this city and north of it have
gone south to Provo, fifty miles south of
this, and to points beyond. We will visit

Provo and the settlements south in a day
or two, and see and confer with the peo-
ple, and inform them that the difficulties

have been settled, and thus induce them
to return to their homes.

We have written General Johnston by*

the messenger that will bear this, inform-

ing him of what had been done, and that

he could march bis army to the Valley

whenever he desired to do so. We intend

to remain and visit the people, and con-
verse with them until General Johnston's

army arrives. We think it important

that we remain until the army is located in

the Valley. We have but a moment to

write, as the express will start in a few
moments. We will, in a few days, for-

ward a detailed report.

We have the honour to be, very re-

spectfully, your obedient servants,

L. W. Powell,

Ben. McCulloch,

Commissioners to Utah.

Hon. John B. Floyd, Secretary of War,
Washington, D. C,
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LETTER FROM THE PEACE COMMISSIONERS TO GEN. JOHNSTON.

(From the " New York Herald? July 15, 1858.)

Great Salt Lake City,

Utah Territory, June 12, 1838.

Dear Sir,—We have the pleasure of

informing you that, after a full and free

conference with the chief men of the Ter-

ritory, we are informed by them that they

will yield obedience to the Constitution

and laws of the United States ; that they

will not resist the execution of the laws

in the Territory of Utah ; that they

cheerfully consent that civil officers of the

Territory shall enter upon the discharge

of their respective duties ; and that they

will make no resistance to the army of

the United States in its march to the

Valley of Salt Lake or elsewhere. We
have their assurance that no resistance

will be made to the officers, civil or mili-

tary,of the United States, in the exercise

of their various functions in the Territory

of Utah.
The houses, fields, and gardens of the

people of this Territory, particularly in

and about Salt Lake City, are very inse-

cure. The animals of your army would

cause great destruction of property, if

the greatest care should not be observed

in the march and in the selection of

camps. The people of the Territory are

somewhat uneasy, for fear the army, when
it shall reach the Valley, would not pro-

perly respect their persons and property.

We have assured them that neither their

persons nor property would be injured or
molested by the army under your com-
mand.
We would respectfully suggest, in con-

sequence of this feeling of uneasiness,

that you issue a proclamation to the peo-

ple of Utah, stating that the army under
your command would not trespass upon
the rights or property of peaceable citizens

during the sojourn in or the march of

your army through the Territory. Such
a proclamation would greatly allay the

existing anxiety and fear of the people,

and cause those who have abandoned
their homes to return to their houses and
farms.

We have made enquiry about grass,

wood, &c, necessary for the subsistence

and convenience of your army. We have
conversed with Mr. Ficklin fully on this

subject, and given him ail the information

we have, which he will impart to you.
We respectfully suggest that you march

to the Valley as soon as it is convenient for

you to do so;

We have the honour to be, very re-

spectfully, your obedient servants,

L. W. Powell,
Ben. McCulloch,

Commissioners to Utah.
General A. S. Johnston, commanding

army of Utah, Camp Scott, Utah Ter-
ritory.

GEN. JOHNSTON'S PROCLAMATION TO THE PEOPLE OF UTAH.

(From the " New York Herald? July 15, 1858.)

The Commissioners of the United

States deputed by the President to urge

upon the people of this Territory the

aecessity of obedience to the Constitu-

tion and laws, as enjoined by his procla-

mation, have this day informed me that

there will be no obstruction to the admi-

nistration and execution of the laws of

the Federal Government, nor any oppo-

sition on the part of the people of this

Territory to the military force of the Go-
vernment in the execution of their orders.

I therefore feel it incumbent on me, and
have great satisfaction in doing so, to

assure those citizens of the Territory who,

I

I learn, apprehend from the army ill treat-

ment, that no person whatever will be in

anywise interfered with or molested in bis

person or rights, or in the peaceful pursuit

of his avocation ; and, should protection be
needed, that they will find the army
always faithful to the obligations of duty,

as ready now to assist and protect them
as it was to oppose them while it was
believed they were resisting the laws of

•their Government.

A. S. JoH5SToir,

Colonel Second Cavalry and Brer. Brigv
Gen. Com.
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SIGNS OP THE TIMES.

(Continuedfrom page 525.)

TOIWADO IX NEW YORK.
The metropolis was visited on Monday

1>y a terrific tornado and thunder-shower.

It only lasted thirty minutes ; but in that

short space of time it did a great deal of

damage. It began about ten minutes
'before four o'clock in the afternoon.

More houses were injured, more trees

uprooted, and more awnings blown to

strings tban ever before by any one storm
in this city. Ten or fifteen large-sized

trees were torn up by the roots and pros-

trated in Union Square alone ; three or
four of the largest in Torapkin's Square
-were blown down; a church in tifty-

fourth street was nearly demolished; carts

and carriages, with their contents, were
actually capsized in the streets by the

force of the wind ; chimneys were hurled

down, blinds torn from their hinges, and
signs and awnings scattered in wild

confusion in every direction ; brick and
wooden houses, in a number of streets,

were more or less damaged, some very

seriously ; vessels forced from their moor-
ings and blown into the river. New York
was, in fact, submerged for about half an
hour.

The roofs of the houses in Mulberry-
street were seriously affected, in many
instances, by the storm. Several of

them were much damaged, and many
of the tallest chimneys were levelled with

the ground. The most lamentable oc-

currence in this street, however, was the

blowing down of the tall chimney of the

Methodist Book Store, No. 200,Mulberry-
street. The chimney was about one
hundred and ten feet in height, and built

of brick, and it stood almost between the

rear of the book-store and the tenement
house, No. 198, adjoining it. A sudden
gust of the storm passed up along the

street, about five minutes to five o'clock,

whirling people who chanced to be in its

way at the time in every direction, and
sweeping the chimney of which we have

been speaking across the roof of the

tenement house adjoining where it stood.

The roof was literally severed by the

-weight of the mass which thus so sud-

denly descended upon it ; and thus a mass
of rubbish, brick, and other ponderous

materials were precipitated down through
the house, sweeping away everything and
carrying terror to the inmates.

A new Episcopal Church, in Fifty-fourth

street, near Second avenue, was totally

destroyed by the storm. The building

of the church was commenced about the
1st of May, and had been just completed.
It was a large frame edifice, resting on a
brown stone foundation, and of its kind
could still be judged, by the appearance
of the ruins, to have been very substantial

in its mode of construction. The paint-

ers had been at work on it previous to>

the bursting of the tempest ; and, doubt-
less, no one at that time imagined that

half-an-hour afterwards it would be no-
thing but a shapeless mass of lumber.
At twenty minutes to five, the building

was heard, by parties who live in a house
convenient, to creak and bend fearfully

before the rush of the tempestuous whirl-

wind. Then there was a lull in the hur-
ricane for a few moments, as though it

was mustering all the power of its vio-

lence. Another and most furious blast

of the whirlwind now swept past, making
the edifice creak again for a moment
more loudly than before, and finally yield

its form and crumble beneath the irre-

sistible fury of the tempest. It now is

nothing more than a mass of broken
timber, crushed to fragments by jts own
weight. The cost of this building was
probably about gl0,000.

*

The large orewery, owned by Mr.
Alice, in Second avenue, near Forty-first

street, was very much damaged. The
building was a new one, and a consider*

able portion of the roof was blown off it;

and scattered far in every direction. For-
tunately, however, no one was injured by
the materials falling in the streets, pro-
bably owing to the fact that they were
deserted at the time the storm was
raging. A new house, on the corner of
Fifty-third street and Third avenue, was
also much damaged, by having a large

portion of its roofing? blown from it and
scattered into the adjoining streets. The
damage done to both these buildings may
be estimated at £300 or £400.

In the liquor-store of Mr. Costello, on
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the corner of Forty-fifth street and Third
avenue, the storm produced no small

alarm. With a sudden howl, it flung

nearly half of the huge panes of glass of

the large windows in showers of Droken

glass into the store, blowing them every-

where, to the terror and astonishment of

the proprietor. An instant of compara-
tive quiet now ensued, and gave those who
stood the first shock an opportunity of

.recovering possession of their thoughts,

and an opportunity ofwitnessing a second,

and again relapsing, unconsciously, into a
state of momentary bewilderment. The
proprietor could hardly believe that his

windows were now smashed in the man-
ner they were, and he immediately deter-

mined to resist the further attemps of the

destroyer, by covering his windows with

the shutters. The man who undertook
to do this was a stout man, but not strong

enough to resist the fury of the hurricane,
j

without considerable inconvenience. He
rushed out, with a shutter in his hand, to

commence his work, but was caught by
the gust of the whirlwind, which just

then passed the corner of the store, and
whirled to the middle of the street with
the most ruthless violence. By a des-

perate effort, he regained the mastery of

his feet for an instant ; but no sooner bad
he done so, than the returning wave of

the tempest drove him with fury over

towards the window, and probably would
(To be Cm

not have hesitated in blowing him through*
it, were tt not for the strenuous efforts of"

the proprietor.

Many waggons were tumbled over in

various streets, and, in some instances,

their drivers put hora de combat. An
advertising waggon was moving down
the thoroughfare, near Broome-street, in

the most haughty manner, attracting

more notice than its more dwarfish com-
panions ; and its driver, posted in imagined
security, in a conspicuous place near the

front of the vehicle. Down the street, in

hasty pursuit, rushed also a detached blast

of the impetuous tempest, roaring with
rage, and sweeping every obstacle out of
the way of its approach. In another
instant, it caught the huge vehicle, which
would seem to have been the especial

object of its attentions, and flung it for-

ward a few paces more than it otherwise

would have moved at its naturally de-
liberate pace. The driver bounced to his

feet, and looked anxiously round in amaze-
ment, to conjecture what giant or other

monster made a sport of his business, and,
in the meantime, the tempest gave au
additional howl, and then returned to the-

charge with increased violence. This
time it took the cumbrous traveller in the
flank, and is stated to have literally raised

driver and all into the air, and then roost

treacherously flung them, beam end upper-
most, upon the pavement.
ttinued.)

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continuedfrom page 519 )

[February, 1843.]

Friday, 10th. After conversation with
Mr. John B. Cowan and others, I re-

viewed the history of the mob in Hiram,
Portage County, Ohio, on the 25th of
March, 1832, and my first journey to

Missouri. At three o'clock, afternoon,

attended a Council of the Twelve Apostles

at my house—viz., Brigham Young, H.
€. Kimb&H, O. Hyde, P. P. Pratt, O.
Pratt, W. Woodruff, J. Taylor, George
A. Smith, and W. Richards. I requested

that all business be presented briefly and
without comments, and told the Council

that I had an interview with Mr. Cowan

' this morning ; that he was delegated by
the inhabitants of Shokoquon, (which is

twenty miles above this on the river,) to
come to Nauvoo, and petition that "a
talented 'Mormon' preacher take up his

residence with them, and they would find

him a good house and give him support,
with liberty for him to invite as many
• Mormons to settle in that place as may
please so to do." Council decided that
brother John Bear go and preach to
them.

I suggested that a general meeting be
called in the city, in relation to the Post
Office and other things, and instructed

the Council to call Elder George J. Adams-
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to Nauvoo, with his family, and to say

that he is ordered to come by the First

Presidency, and that he preaeh no more
till he comes.

At five o'clock, I opened a Mayor's Court
at my house, when John D. Parker,

Deputy Sheriff, presented Oliver Olney
before the Court, for stealing Roods from
the store of Moses Smith, on the 23rd of

January, when Olney declared before the

Court that he had been visited many
times by the Ancient of Days ; that he
sat with him on the 9th, 10th, and 11th

of last June, and should sit in council

again with him on Tuesday next ; that he
had had a mission -from him to the four

quarters of the world ; that he bad been

and established the twelve stakes of Zion,

and had visited them all except one in the

south ; that he had suffered much for two
or three years for want of clothing ; that

be despised a theft, except to clothe him-
self ; that be opened the store of Moses
Smith on the 23rd of January, and took

out the goods then present (several hun-
dred pieces), hid them in the corn-field,

and carried them home from time to

time, under the same roof with Mr.
Smith, and that no one knew anything

about the robbery but himself.

Olney was once a member of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints, but had been cut off a consider-

able time previous. He declared that the

Church never taught him to steal; and I

have written his voluntary confession

here, that others may take warning and
behave themselves in such a manner that

they shall not be cut off the Church; forif

they are, the Spirit of the living God will

depart from them, and they may he left to

a worse spirit of delusion and wickedness

than even Oliver Olney, who never saw
tiie Ancient of Days,nor anything like him.

But, on the testimony presented, I bound
him over to the next Circuit Court for

trial, in the sum of five thousand dollars;

and, for want of bail, he was committed to

Carthage Jail.

Saturday, 11th. This dav. had an inter-

view with Elder Rigdon and his family.

They expressed a willingness to be saved.

Good feelings prevailed, and we again

shook hands together.

At ten o'clock, attenuea tne uity Coun-
cil I prophesied to James Sloan, City

Recorder, that it would be better for him,

ten years hence, not to say anything more
about fees'; and addressed the new

Council, urging the necessity of their

acting upon the principle of liberality and
of relieving the city from all unnecessary

expenses and burdens, and not attempt to

improve the city, but enact such ordi-

nances as would promote peace and good
order ; and the people would improve the

city ; capitalists wouM come in from all

quarters and build mills, factories, and
machinery of all kinds; new buildings

would arise on every band, and Nauvoo
would become a great city. I prophesied

that if the Council would be liberal in

their proceedings, they would become richi

and spoke against the principle of pay for

every little service rendered, and especially

of committees having extra pay for their

services ; reproved the judges of the late

election for not holding the poles open
after six o'clock, when there were many
wishing to vote.

Dr. Robert D. Foster took an active

part in electioneering for the opposition

ticket and obstructing the passage to the

polls. The Council elected James Sloan
City Recorder; Henry G. Sherwood,
Marshal; William Clayton, Treasurer;
approved W. W. Phelps as Mayor's Clerk

;

Dimick B. Huntington, William D. Hunt-
ington, Lewis Robison, and John D.
Parker, Constables; AJanson Ripley, Sur-
veyor ; James Allred, Supervisorof Streets

;

Dimiok B. Huntington, Coroner ; James
Sloan, Notary Public ; Theodore Turley,

Weigher and Sealer; H. O. Sherwood,
Market Master; Wj W. Phelps, Fire

Warden ; Sidney Rigdon, City Attorney

;

and Samuel Bennett, Market Inspector

for the City.

A Board of Health was established,

to consist of Joseph Smith, William

Law, William Marks, and Samuel Ben-
nett
The Council resolved that a market be

established in the city. It was proposed

to build two markets. But I told the

Council that if we began too large, we
should do nothing : we had better build

a small one at once, to be bolden by the

Corporation ; and if that would support

itself, we could go on to build another on
i larger scale: that the Council should

bold an influence over theprices ofmarkets,

k> that the poor should not be oppressed,

and that the mechanic should not oppress

the farmer : that the upper part of the

town had no right to rival those on the

river. Here, on the bank of the river,

was where we first pitched our teats i .
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here was where the first sickness and
|

deaths occurred ; here has been the great-

est suffering in the city. We have been

the making of the upper part of the

town, we have located toe Temple on the

hill, and they ought to be satisfied. We
began here first ; and let the market go
out from this part of the city; let the

upper part of the town be marketed by

waggons until they can build a market;

and let the first market be established on
the rising ground on Main-street, about

a quarter of a mile north of the river.

Council continued through the day.

Mother came to my house to live.

Elders Young and Richards wrote
George J. Adams, notifying him to come
to Nauvoo, according to the decision of the

Council, and answer to the charges of

(To be cc

I

adultery which had been preferred against

him before the First Presidency.

Sunday, 12th. Seven or eight young
men came to see me, part of taem from
the city of New York. They treated me
with the greatest respect I showed them
the fallacy pf Mr. Miller's data concerning

the coming of Christ and the cod of the

world, or, as is commonly called, Miller-

ism, and preached them quite* sermon;
that error was in the Bible, or the trans*

lation of the Bible ; that Miller was in

want of correct information upon the

the subject, and that he was not so much
to blame as the translators. I told them
the prophecies must all be fulfilled; the

sun must be darkened, and the moon
turned into blood, and many more things
before Christ would come.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1858.

The Bud of the Utah Expedition.—We will pass by, for the present, the

injustice, inhumanity, and exterminating spirit which gave birth to the Utah Expedi-

tion and animated it during the whole campaign. Let the past be buried, and

nothing remembered in this article, excepting as it refers to the future, or embodies

itself in the present. Our point of plea is that the Utah Expedition has tor*

minated its mission, and that it is no longer backed, even by the pretences ofduveiny

ment. Mr. Buchanan, in his congratulations to Congress, says:

—

- " There is reason to believe that our difficulties with the Territory of Utah hare
terminated, and the reign of the Constitution and the laws has been restored."

The despatch of Governor Camming is data for the fact of the "reigii of the

Constitution." He says :

—

" I hare been everywhere recognized as the Governor of Utah ; and, so far from having
encountered insult and indignities, I am gratified in being able to state that, in pawing
through the settlements, I have been universally greeted with such respectful attentions
as are due to the representative of the Executive authority of the United States in the

Territory. ... In fact, the whole manner of the people was calm, betokening no con-
sciousness of having done wrong, but rather, as it were, indicating a conviction that they
had done their duty to their religion and to their country. I nave observed that ths
Mormons profess to view the Constitution as the work of inspired men, and respond with
readiness to appeals for its support."

Now, we will pass over the strong and evident bearing which {his testimony of

Governor dimming has upon the loyalty, general good faith, and conscious integrity

of the people of Utah, during the period in which Mr. Buchanan would bare a*

believe M the reign of the Constitution and the laws" was suspended. We will

pass over the perfect agreement of this testimony with the emphatic and oofestant

assurance made by the Saints of their good faith and loyalty, as well as their indignant

denial of rebellion and the suspension of the reign of the Constitution. Kejther
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will we dwell on the strong plea that the Saints never did refuse the only Federal

officers a people not shown to he in rebellion are under any obligation to receive

;

and, moreover, that not only did they not thus refuse, but gare to the Government
and published to the world repeated assurances of their willingness both to receive

and uphold any civil officer appointed, even though not of their choice, who would
come and administer to them justice and law, according to the integrity of the

Constitution. Nor will we urge the right of Republicans to choose their own
officers, or at least to have men sent among them who possess the confidence of the

people and have their interest at heart. " The right of the people peaceably to

assemble and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances" shall be
•overlooked ; nor shall the fact be insisted upon that they did not, in their petitions to

Government, and, to so express it, in their general initiatory conduct, exceed that

right. No point shall be made in this article out of the facts that their position

against the Utah Expedition was, throughout, a defensive one, and that their conduct

has been merely a practical protest against their extermination, wholesale murder,

and general demoralization, by an army who boasted of intentions to break up the

community and share the spoils, especially of the wives and daughters of the Saints.

Nor shall the fact be dwelt upon, that the resistance to the army, though determined*

was made as light as possible, and that no resistance was intended to the civil officers

in that made against the army. The invitation to Governor Cumming and the

other civil appointees, with the officers of the army, made by President Young, shall

be overlooked. The resistance made to the troops shall be remembered, but no
account taken of the fact that it was merely to prevent the army from accomplishing

the hellish design of extermination. And while we tell of the waggons taken and

burned, we will forget that Brigham offered to provision the army outside the

Territory—outside an invasion with all its horrors. It shall be forgotten that the

Saints were enjoined not to shed blood—that a conciliatory policy was pursued, and
that, while they endeavoured to preserve their countrymen, and did not take life,

Johnston pursued an opposite policy, and the Utah army even boasted that tiiey had

no such scruples. The inconsistency of the Saints being disloyal during this

fictitious suspension of the reign of the Constitution and laws, and the unparalleled

example that, with all the aggravation and injustice heaped upon them, Governor

Cumming found them loyal, we will pass over. The statement of that gentleman,

that " the Mormons profess to view the Constitution as the work of inspired men,

and that they respond with readiness to appeals for its support," shall not be given as

strong evidence that they have, as they declare, ever done so; nor shall his

testimony be offered as corroborative of the testimony of Colonel Kane, Captain

Stansbury, Lieut. Gunnison, and nameless other gentlemen, to the same fact ; and

their many examples of devotion and loyalty shall not be urged to bear it out. These

points involve much more than it is the design of this article to bring out. They

would help to make up a glorious defence in favour of the Saints, and we shall

reserve them, with many other points, for the thorough and comprehensive treatment

which the case demands, at some future time, when the Utah question has reached

a distinct period. But now, however, we will only remember that the Saints have

been charged with rebellion, and an expedition of extermination sent against them,

and all injustice, duplicity, inhumanity, and treachery towards the Saints shall be

forgotten, excepting so far as it may become embodied in the present state of

affairs.

We have, then, the testimony of Governor Cumming, that he had "been every-

where jreoognised as the Governor of Utah ; and so far from having encountered insults
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due to the representative of the Executive authority of the United States in the

Territory." We have his testimony to the fact of their betokening no consciousof*

of having done wrong, and M indicating a conviction that they had done their duty

to their religion and their country," and manifesting a willingness to "respond with

readiness to appeals" for the "support" of the "Constitution;" and we have aba

the assurance of Mr. Buchanan that the " difficulties with the Territory of Utah bare

terminated, and the reign of the Constitution and the laws has been restored.''

Here, at this point, it is obvious, the legitimate mission of the Utah Expedition bu

terminated, at least in its active operations. The object which the Government

would have us believe was designed has been accomplished, all pending difficulties

settled, and the reign of the Constitution and laws restored. If there are any more

difficulties to settle, they o niously belong to the civil jurisdiction, and not to military

authority. Granting that the army ought not altogether to be withdrawn from the

Territory, the most that can be asked is, that stations should be established near

enough to render efficient aid to the civil authority, if required. Acting upon this,

the only just view of the case, Governor dimming informed the President that be

should " restrain all operations of the military for the present ;" and, speaking of the

willingness of the Saints to submit to the civil power, he says, M They will, I am rare,

submit to trial by their peers; but they will not brook the idea of trials by juries

composed of teamsters and followers of the camp, nor of an army encamped in their

cities or dense settlements."

To extend the mission of the Utah army beyond the point where Governor

Camming has commanded it to hah—to let it enter within the *reign of the Constita-

tion and the laws,"—to allow it to trample with an iron foot upon that reign,—to invade

the homes of the people, break up and scatter the community,—to rob, murder, and

despoil the Saints, and ravish the wives and daughters of the citizens,4s to make the

Utah Expedition all that the Saints have felt it to be and shuddered to contemplate.

It will amount to an expedition of extermination, a design to introduce a reign of

military terrorism, and an attempt to produce a state of anarchy and demoralisation.

Yet to this end the Utah Expedition has undoubtedly travelled. In spite of

the prohibition of Governor Camming, it marched On, full of demoniac bitterneaa.

The a difficulties with the Territory of Utah have terminated," according to the

message of Buchanan to Congress, and the "reign of the Constitution and the laws has

been restored." The people are declared, by Governor Camming, to be loyally disposed,

ready to respond to the appeals of the Constitution, and willing to u submit to trial
19

and lawful investigation. So apparent, also, had their great wrongs become, and so

heartrending was their situation, that the indignation of the ne*w Governor has

evidently been aroused in their behalf, and his sympathy melted by their

sufferings and endurance. But these facts amounted to nothing in the vile hearts of

their invaders, but rather exasperated them and added gall to their overflowing

spleen. We have been told by the New York Tribune that * nothing can exceed

the rancorous and even ferocious feelings against the Mormons with which the army

at Camp Scott appears to be penetrated. Hiey regard themselves as engaged not

so much in public service as in the prosecution of a pubKc quarrel ;" u and even the

common soldiers are represented as having put on an air of offended dignity at the

idea that the Peace Commissioners had arrived to snatch these hated victims fast

their revengeful grasp."

Such an army is not even fit for civilized warfare, nor to enter a e% with At

declared purpose of miKtary coercion. Much less is it eh army to be) rbroed af»
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a people who are declared by Governor Camming to be loyal even to veneration, and
after the President of the United States has announced the restoration of the reign of
the Constitution. Doubtless it has been found politic to affect magnanimity and a
spirit of humanity and justice. Let us try to believe that the army has repented of
its sins, and General Johnston become an apostle of humanity and order, though we
admit the conversion is remarkable. We must still insist that the mission of the Utah
Expedition ended its active operations when the reign of the Constitution was
declared to be restored, and that its march on Salt Lake City is inconsistent and
despotic at best. But we are aware that, after the commission of great sins, a victim

must be found to make atonement. Mr. Buchanan's Administration committed
abundant transgressions in its action against Utah, and in its atonement the Saints

are still chosen as the victims. The principle certainly is correct, that the just should
atone for the unjust. We will consent to be victimized ; for it is the old case—the
strong must be* let off with a good grace at the expense of the weak. We will not
lift our cry, then, as the Utah army passes along the streets of Salt Lake City, but we
certainly do expect to see it through the city as soon as possible, and wait to hail its

departure. We do emphatically protest against the troops being quartered in the
houses of the citizens in time of peace, and to tread upon " the reign of the Con-
stitution and the laws" by military terrorism. Unless this withdrawal of the troops-

be made, Mr. Buchanan will have to answer for more than blunders and inconsistency.

Bat we believe it will be found politic to march the troops " elsewhere."

The Saints have a Future.—In the eventful history of this Church, several cha-
racteristic epochs have been marked. They are characteristic in a double sense ; for

they both indicate the part the world will perform towards the development of the

kingdom of God and foreshadow the destiny of the Saints. At certain periods of
that history, it seems as if a signal has been given by an invisible power for a general

attack on this community. A spirit of intense hatred towards them has overspread

the minds of the people, and their hearts have been filled with rage, and a blind

demoniac impulse to destroy the Saints has taken possession of them. This was
illustrated when the community was in its infancy, has been continued through all its

history, and holds good in the late war against Utah. This disposition to exter-

minate the Saints has, at certain periods, been so general and intense, that nearly every
one within its influence has been affected by it to such an extent that the very com-
mon feelings of humanity have for the time been smothered. This has grown with
the growth of the kingdom. Where the name and influence of " Mormonism" had
become a fact, without any reference to the meaning and quality of " Mormonism,""
the people have been thus affected. The cause of this antipathy towards the Saints,

which has taken possession of the minds of the people, has been so mysterious and
unknown to those thus affected, that, had the reason been demanded, but few could

clearly have assigned one. The most that they could give would have been that they

had heard or read somewhere that the Saints were a bad people and were deserving

of hatred, coupled with a decided impression that they certainly did feel an antipathy

towards them. Further than this, the reason of their repugnance has been vague
indeed to them, and without the data even of a casual acquaintanceship. Those, also^

who have imagined or pretended to have grounds for their action against the Saints-

could not, if required, give substantiated reasons for it—not sufficient evidence to

bear the calm scrutiny of a moment. Mr. Buchanan and his Government have been
equally in the dark, aud they have not yet been able to assign satisfactory reasons for

the Utah Expedition. The very pretences for that movement arising out of the
charges of the Saints burning the records of the courts of Utah, &c, Governor Cum-
ming has solemnly and officially swept away, as well as declared that the people are

loyally disposed and willing to submit to legal investigation. But the fact that the

disposition has existed to destroy this community is very distinct. That disposition

has grown upon society from the time the Saints were but few in number, until it

has spread over the two great nations of England and America.
But there is one great fact which these general movements to destroy this Church,

and which we have said marked its characteristic epochs, have demonstrated. That
fact is, that the community possesses uncommon vitality—that it cannot be d<
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—that "the Saints have a future." The Washington Union, commenting on tfie

4ate Utah exodus, a part of which we extracted in our last Number, sajs :

—

"Such a people have a future. This is an important fact to be kept in view—the
Mormons hare a fatare. They are encumbered with rices and moral excrescences, which
it will take time to remove ; but, with the vast field before them in the interior of the
continent, it is certain they have a future."

That the community of Saints are not perfect we will readily admit ; but that they

have vices and moral excrescences amongst them, to be at all compared with those

found in what is falsely termed civilized society, we most emphatically deny. Thai
they have a future we grant. This fact has been published to the world for more
than a quarter of a century. It is " an important fact to be kept in view." We are

-glad to find that attention is being generally directed to it, and are assured that it

will demand attention. If evidence has been given of it in the past, greater evidence

will be forthcoming, until the whole world shall be convinced not only that the Saints

have a future, but that they have found that future.

There is one point that will be very significant to our readers, when we inform

them that the Washinaton Union is an official organ of Mr. Buchanan's Govern-
ment. It is, that the Administration has endeavoured to cut off the future which its

official organ now professes? to believe in, and to which it so emphatically calls

attention. Surely the exodus must have a meaning and an uncommon force to pro-

duce such results. The Saints have all the time believed in the " important fact,*

and it has been by them confidently " kept in view." This might have been long
known and accounted as nothing extraordinary by those unacquainted with the

grounds of that faith ; but surely it ought to be acknowledged that the evidence of that

tact must be strong, when the Washington Union calls attention to it.

Now, whether or not the Saints will find their future merely in the interior of the

continent is a problem yet to be solved. We think it will be found far more expen-

sive. But, as the Washington Union justly observes, "it is certain they have a
future." We can, however, tell this editor and all the world what the Prophet
Daniel says upon the subject :

—

"And the kingdom, and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heaven shall be given to the people of the Most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting

kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey him."

Now, there is a possibility that the Prophet might have been mistaken, and there

is barely a chance that he might have exaggerated the fact. But we do not believe

that he did. Anyhow, his prophecy is very pertinent. And while we believe, with the

Washington Union, that the Saints certainly have a future, until it has been proved

-otherwise, we shall give it a broader bearing than the interior of the western con-

tinent.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

letter from elder w. budge. ' three very good meetings, and a Council

meeting on the 6th.

London, Jnly 22, 1858. ' Oh the 9th, I travelled, in company
President Calkin.

!

with Brother Evans, by rail, over and

Dear Brother,— It gives me great through some of the mountain country,and

'pleasure to report my labours during the arrived in Merthyrin the afternoon, where

last few weeks, in continuation -\f the
,

we had the happiness to meet President

eport published in Star No. 27. ,
Ross, and with him to attend a large and

I arrived in Swansea, South Waws, on spirited meeting.

6th June, and was met at the railway
j

Next day, we went to Cardiff, where,

station by President B. Evans, and several in the evening, we enjoyed ourselves much
other brethren, who kindly welcomed me in imparting instruction to a large com-
to Wales. We spent the evening in con-

J

pany of Saints. President Ross left on

•versation, profitable to the interests of the ! the 11th for Bristol. Elder Evans and
Church. On Sunday, 6th, we attended i myself went to Monmouthshire, and
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attended Conference on Sunday at

Blaina.
We explained the necessity of the Con-

ferences being made free from the old

book debts as speedily as possible in each

Conference we visited during this trip,

and the Saints in each place freely mani-

fested their willingness and determination

to assist in removing them.

As far as I am acquainted with them,
j

the Saints in Wales are in good condition

and are prepared to carry out any instruc-
'

tion which they may receive from the :

Priesthood whom the Lord has pleased to

place over them. The meetings, in all

the pUces we visited, were well attended

—many of the Saints coming from a

distance ; and a good free spirit prevailed.

We had speeches in English and Welsh.

The sounds of the latter I could not

understand; but, judging by the spirit

and the appearance of the Saints, I felt

that the instructions were good and

interesting. The Saints in many places

enquired for President Calkin, whom
they expected to see, and regretted very

much his illness and nonappearance in

their midst.
|

Before President Evans had time to i

establish the present proper and profit- I

able method of conducting Church busi-

ness throughout the Welsh Mission, a ,

good deal had been done in the old style,
j

-which gave him and the brethren con-

siderable trouble to correct, as they are

determined as far as possible to have

everything done according to the letter

and spirit of the instructions sent from

Liverpool. Brother Evans is a good,

faithful man, who takes a pleasure in

working out the counsel given him, and

whose disposition is not to be behind in

anything. His Counsellors, with the

Presidents of Conferences, enjoy the same

working spirit; and I feel certain that their

works will bear witness of their industrv.

I returned to Birmingham on the 14tb,

and on the following Sunday attended at

the opening of our new chapel there, and

at the Astead Branch, having very good

meetings and the company of Elder C.

F. Jones, who was there on a visit.

During the following week, with Elder

Samuel Francis, I visited several Branches

of the Shropshire and Staffordshire Con-

ferences, having good meetings and enjoy-

ing the company of Elders FaJlowes and

Clarke.

On Sunday, 27tb, I attended, with

Elder Noble, the Birmingham Conference-

Priesthood Meeting, and had much satis-

faction in the large attendance and good
spirit of the brethren.

The Priesthood of this Conference have
proclaimed war against the old book debts,

and are determined to " use them up."
The first shot fired was a seventy-pounder .

(£70), which has found its way to Liver*

pool.

I went to Coventry on the 3rd of July,-

and spent several days in the Warwick- .

shire Conference with Elder Aldridge.

The Presidents of Conferences in the

Birmingham Pastorate are diligently

engaged attending to the book debt, and
are otherwise making the best they can
of all around them.

I take the liberty also of stating that

we have received great assistance in the

labours of Elder Francis, who is very

diligent and constant in his ministry and
business practice.

I attended Conference at Hull on Sun- .

day, the 11th July, and spent a very

pleasant and agreeable time with Pastor

Jones, President Carnes, itnd the Saints.

The Priesthood there are full of life, and
the Conference is in good order.

In company with yourself and President

Ross, I arrived in London on Saturday,

the 17tb, and had the pleasure of attending

the Conference meetings on Sunday, and
Priesthood meeting on Monday evening.

I was much gratified to witness the lively

feelings and the result of the constantand
well-applied labours of Eider Penrose and
the Travelling Elders of this Conference,

.

under the guidance of President Ross.

The large and well-conducted meetings

and the universal good spirit among the

Saints in my old held of labour gave me
great pleasure and satisfaction.

In all my travels through the country,

I have met with a good spirit among the

Saints and a decided willingness to obey

counsel and live by the present word of

God.
Praying that God may constantly bless

you, 1 am, &c,
William Budge.

MANCHESTER PASTORATE.

24, Carver-street,

Chorlton-apon-Medlock,
Manchester, July 24, 1358.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—In accordance with
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your request, I take this opportunity of

making you acquainted with the condition

of the Manchester Pastorate, which con-

sists of the Manchester, Liverpool, and
Preston Conferences. We number alto-

gether about 1,500 members, including

officers. Our numbers, as you will per-

ceive by this report, are considerably leas

than they were before the Reformation

;

but it is easily seen that the building up
of the kingdom of God in the last days

do*»s not depend so much upon numbers
as it does upon the Saints' learning to do
the works of righteousness and keeping

the commandments of God as they come
forth through the Priesthood that are

appointed and placed over them to lead

them on in the way of eternal life and sal-

vation.

It is deemed unnecessary for me to eulo-

gise the Saints of this Pastorate. They
generally prefer to have their works speak

lor them ; and when their condition and
circumstances are considered, (as the great

depression in trade during the first part

of the year bore heavily uponmostof them,)
it will be seen that they have manifested

by their works a love for truth, faith in

God, and confidence in his work which
has rarely been exceeded, and which has

enabled them to cheerfully sacrifice every-

thing in their power to build up and sus-

tain that kingdom which they are assured

must endure for ever, (mobs, devils, and
dis-United States to the contrary notwith-

standing,) and in which are centred all

their hopes of temporal, spiritual, and
eternal salvation.

During the first quarter of the present

year, the amount of Tithing raised in this

Pastorate was about £411, besides dona-
tions for various purposes ; and last

quarter the Tithing paid in amounted to

over £642, being a trifle over £1,053 for

the half-year. We have also raised about
£50 last quarter for our Poor Fund,
which enables us to better provide for and
assist the worthy and faithful poor than
we could formerly do when they were re-

lieved from the liching.

These figures tell much for the improve-

ment that has been manifested generally

bv the Saints during the last quarter.

Upon the introduction of our last " Re-
form bill," several of the "members"
saw the necessity of their becoming Saints

in- deed, and have oome up to the line of

their duties. There is still room for im-

provement in some few cases, but, gone*

rally speaking, the Saints are doing first-

rate.

Our allotment for the Temple Fund

for this year has all been paid as Tithing,

with a considerable surplus, and the book

debt has received our earnest considera-

tion. It will be seen, by referring to your

Quarterly List of Debts, that these Con-

ferences enjoyed a prominent and exalted

position therein at the commencement of

this year; but they have got tired of

keeping such high company, and have

repectfully retired to a lower place on the

list, having reduced the debts respectmly

as follows:—Manchester, from £231 17s.

3d. to £88 3s. 8d.; Liverpool, from

£134 19s. 6d. to £60 2s. ljd.; and

Preston, from £69 5s. 8*d. to £47 6s. 6d.

We trust that very shortly there mil

be no place found for us amongst jour

debtors, as we intend to become ready-

money customers to your Office. The

Saints have taken hold with spirit to dear

off these debts, and they realize that by so

doing they will be promoting their own

interests, as it will materially tend to tht

advancement of the work.
We had a Priesthood meeting in Man-

chester, June 27th, and the spirit and

good feelings manifested were very encou-

raging. The Presidents of Branches

nearly 'all represented their Branches at

being up to the mark, and all their mem-

bers paying their Tithing, without excep-

tion. The subject of the book debt was

laid before the meeting, and wehavegiftn

it a hoist, since then, in such a style as to

show that we are in earnest. The other

Conferences (Liverpool and Preston) are

likewise doing first-rate. In fact, I am

assured that, in point of faith and good

works, this Pastorate ranks among the

first in the Mission.

In conclusion, I would say that I ft»

very grateful to our heavenly Father ftr

the bltssings that have attended ocr

humble efforts in doing good ; and it isa

great pleasure to me to labour with and

and amongst such a good people.

With kindest regards to you and the

brethren associated with you, and ww
fervent prayers for the extension of Zk»»

glorious cause, I am,x respectfullyi yonf

brother in the Gospel of peace,

Edwaw) Ouvff.
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PASSING EVENTS.

TrCXERAL.—According to the latest returns, pauperism is greatly on the increase in

tbla country. The submerging of the Atlantic Telegraph wire (2,022 miles in length,)

was successfully completed on the 5th instant, thus bringing the eastern and western
continents within a few minutes reach of each other. A dreadful fire has occurred at
Antwerp, destroying the Exchange, with its magnificent bronze cupola, arcades, and the
Tribunals of Commerce, together with the Chambers of the Syndic and the City Archives

:

ail are in ruins—nothing saved. Terrific inundations prevail round Dresden and the plains

round Leipsic ; the Ester and Pleisse have overflowed their banks ; railway bridges have
been swept away at Zwickau Stauchau and the course of the Weisseritz ; and the Raine is

greatly swollen at Mannheim. Letters from the frontiers of Bosnia continue to report
sanguinary battles between the Turks and the Christians. Accounts from Jaffa of the
27th ultimo state that the Mussulmans of Gaza had attacked the Christians and massacred
a great number. The Turks fell on the Christians at a moment when they were engaged
at their devotions in church. An official telegraphic despatch of the 4th instant, from
Trebigne states that on the 38th ult. the Montenegrins, having attacked the town in great
force, the inhabitants of which, relying upon the established security, were entirely off

their guard, burnt all the houses, killing about 100 men, committed atrocities of the most
revolting description, and at last retired, taking with them 200 Mussulman women and
children.

American.—The New York Herald says, " General "William Walker is making a des-
perate effort to prevent the waters of oblivion from sweeping over him,** but thinks the
{Treat filibuster is a " played out" man. Eight new sloops of war, for which appropria-
tions were made at the recent session of Congress, are about to be constructed. A
gentleman of St. Louis, direct from Salt Lake City, states that the Peace Commissioners
and Brigham Young are in daily communication, and that the most peaceful feelings pre-

vail. General Harney was at OTallon's Bluff, 105 miles west of Fort Kearney,- on the

9th. Colonel Munroe was at Scott's Port, and Colonel May at Plum Creek.

A Pun from the Row.—It is stated that a certain eminent medical man lately

•offered to a publisher in Paternoster Row a " Treatise on the Hand," which the worthy
bibliopole declined, with a shake of the head, saying, " My dear sir, we have got too many
treatises on our hands already."

Ancient Books.—"Several sorts of materials were formerly used in making books
8tone and wood were the first materials employed to engrave such things upon, as men
were desirous of having transmitted to posterity." "The works of Hesiod were
originally written on tables of lead, and deposited in the Temple of the Muses in Boeotia.

The laws of Jehovah were written on tables of stone, and those of Solon on wooden
planks. Tables of wood and ivory were common among the ancients." " The materials

generally used by the ancients for their books were liable to be easily destroyed by the

damp, when hidden in the earth ; and in times of war, devastation, and rapacity, it was
necessary to bury in the earth whatever they wished to preserve from the attacks of

fraud and violence. With this view, Jeremiah ordered the writings, which he delivered

to Baruch, to be put in an earthen vessel. (Jer. xxxii.) In the same manner, the ancient

Egyptians made use of earthen urns, or pots of a proper shape, for containing whatever
they wanted to inter in the earth, and which, without such care, would have been soon

destroyed. We need uot wonder, then,, that the prophet Jeremiah should think it neces-

sary to inclose those writings in an earthen pot, which were to be buried in Jndea, ia

some place where they might be found without much difficulty, on the return of the Jewa
from captivity." "The first books were in the form of blocks and tables, of which we
find frequent mention in scripture, under the appellation sepher, which the Septnagint

render axones, that is, square tables ; of which form the Book of the Covenant, Book of

the Law, Book, or Bill of Divorce, Book of Curses, &c, appear to have been." " Those

books which were inscribed on tablets of wood, lead, brass, or ivory, were connected

together by rings at the back, through which a rod was passed to carry them by.*—JFrosj*

Watson's Biblieql and Theological Dictionary.

VARIETIES.
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A Suspicions Rabbit.—A gentleman, relating the incident! of hw travail while ia

Paris, says, " I entered a restaurant on the othtr side of the Seine, and ordered a rabbit

I was green— verdant as the first cucumber—even as early peas, or I should not have dooe

thus. The rabbit came, and 1 offered the Moniieur to an old Frenchman opposite, visit

eyes were fixed upon my plate ; but he bowed a negative. The bow puzzled me: it was

too much. • Monsieur has not been long in Paris ?
' ' No ; I have just arrived.' *Is

Monsieur going to eat that ? ' ' Yes : may 1 offer you a slice ? ' • Monsieur, will you allow

me to make a small observation ?
' inquired the Frenchman, with a frightful grimace,

• Certainly,* said I, becoming alarmed. He replied, with the utmost gravity, * Mooaiev,.

that rabbit once metced.'*'

THE WILL WILL FIND A WAY.

Give me the strung, determined mind,
That wills with firmness every act j

To aught but nobler reason blind,

It never fails to claim respect.

Though adverse blasts blow keenly chill,

The wav'rlug, timorous soul to sway,
The firm, determined iron will

'Will never tail to find a way.

I loathe the weak, unstable soul,

Whose every act and plan is vain-
Veers with each breath, without control.

Inconstant as the fickle vane

;

Unsteady as the flick'ring light.

Uncertain «ts the hollow wind.
Transient an Is the meteor bright

—

Without an aim, without a mind.

I love the soul of purpose sure—
Strong, energetic in its plan

;

Determined, patient to endure

—

The very essence of a man

;

Stedmst as truth, unchanged by years,

Expansive as the prairie's track,

—

Not swayed by transient hopes nor feats,—

The will to do, the way to act.

Then give to me the lofty thought,
Soaring 'yond fickle mortal's ken ;

The soul with noble feelings fraught,
Unswerving from its purposed end.
Though adverse blasts blow keenly chill.

The wav'ring, timorous soul to sway.
The firm, determined iron ssiU

Will never mil to hnd a way.

E. L. Sloajv.
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unto the churchee.—Jema Chrtet.

Ohm emt ofher, mtp people, that me be not partaken of her ehu, and that pe receive met efhm
piaguee.—A Voice from Heaven.

.Me* 35, ?oL XX. Saturday, August 28, 1858. Pries One Pexny.

UPHOLD THE PRIESTHOOD. '

" And It came to pass, when Mosea held up hit hand, that Israel pTeYaflett."

When the children of Israel, on their

way from Egypt to Canaan, had arrived

at the plain of Rephiditn, they found that

ibere was no water for them to drink.

Moses, however, at the command of God,
went to a rock and smote it with his rod

;

sand immediately streams of water gushed
Jfcnm h, with which the people quenched
afaeir raging thirst. We find that, after

this, "came Amalek, and fought with

Israel in Repbidim." By Amalek is

scant the descendants of Amalek, just as

by Israel is meant the children or descend-

ant* of Israel. Amalek hhnself was the

ejrandson of Essu, who was Jacob's twin

brother. Thus the Amalekites, as the

descendants of Esau, or Edom, snd the

Israelites, as the descendants of Jacob,

or Israel, were related by blood, but

in every other respect were divided.

. Esau, the progenitor of the Amalekites,

it will be remembered, had sold his birth-

right to his younger brother Jacob ; and
one privilege of a birthright was prece-

dency in the patriarchal endowment and
priority in receiving the father's dying
Massing. To this, therefore, Jacob, as

tin new possessor of the thus transferred

birthright, had a legal claim ; and when,
just before his father's death, he learned

from his mother Bebekah that Esau in-

tended secretly to rob him of his pur-

fhssari right, he had recourse to stratagem

in order to supplant him.* He thus
succeeded by deception, at the suggestion

and under toe influence of bis mother, to

gain his father's benediction and blessing

before Esau returned from the field,

where he had gone to hunt venison. The
result of this was, that " Esau hated
Jacob, because of the blessing wherewith
his father blessed him: and Esau said in

his heart, The days of mourning for my
father are at hand; then will I slay my
brother Jacob.

19 The two brothers were
afterwards divided ; for Esau became his

brother's open enemy, and that enmity
descended to his posterity. Hence wo
find that the Amalekitesf were continually

at war with the Israelites. They lived by
the sword, as Isaac prophesied of Esau—
M By thy sword sbalt tnou five, and shalt

serve thy brother.*
9 But the blessing

upon Jacob was

—

M Let people serve thee,

and nations bow down to thee : be lord

over thy brethren, and let thy mother's

sons bow down; to thee : cursed be every

one that curseth thee, and blessed be ever?
one that bfesseth thee." As Jacob had
only one brother, (Esau, or Edom,) Isaac's

prophecies had evident reference to the

potterity of his two sons. Amalek and

* The name Jacob literally means , a
tvpplartter.

f The name Amalek literally means, a
striker.
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Israel, then, although brethren in one
sense, were adversaries in another. Henoe,

after Israel had left Egypt and were on
their way to possess the rich land of

Canaan, which was promised them, the

Amafekites, wishing to oppose their pro-

gress and amtions to carry oat their pro-

genitor's threat to "slay" Jacob, came
into Rephidim, where Israel had pitched

their tents, and fought them. At the

head of Israel stood Moses, the Prophet
of God, with the rod of God in his

hand. "And it came to past, when Moses
held VP his hand, that Israel prevailed;

and when he let »oww his hand, Amalek
prevailed" We find, however, when bis

"hands were heavy," that M Aaron and
Hnr stated up his hands, the one on
the one side, and the other on the other

side; and his hands were steady until the

going down of the sun. And Joshua
discomfited Amalek and his people with

the edge of the sword.
19 Tmts we find

that, under the military generalship of

Joshua and* the prophetic leadership of

Moses, by the power and blessing of God,
Israel prevailed; *

Now, without attempting to spiritualise

the foregoing account of facts and cir-

whioh transpired ages ago,

we may nevertheless learn a profitable

i therefrom; for, as the Apostle says*

Scripture is * profitable for doctrine, for

seproeA for correction* for instruction in

righteousness, that the man of God may
he perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all

good works."
• The Latter>day Saints are the people

of God. They are,, by adoption, the

Latter-day Israel* and are headed and led

by a Prophet, Beer, and Bevelator, whose
voice is to them the word of God. They,
too, have an mherhanoe in a promised
land,andhope to reafiaethe lnsnyblessings
and privileges which God has declared he
will bestow upon them, if they remain
faithful to their covenant with him.
They have ake, like Istael of old, enemies
to encounter* who, though brethren in
the flesh, are adverse in spirkV-wbo, m
fact, though professedly bound to them
fcfr fraternal pledgee in " Articles of Con-
federation and Perpetual Union,19 yet
traitorously seek to destroy them—to put
ah untimely end to their "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness.
19 The

plains of the wilderness have resounded
with the cries of "Wan war, war!"—
"Slay the Mormons1"—"Down with

their religion, their Prophet, their prm-
leges, and their prospects !"—"iw*y
with them from the earth I" This is the

cry of Amalek now; for Esau stall lives

in his children, and is not yet reeoooiled

to Jacob. Nevertheless, the God of

Israel is with his people; Ins Prophet is

their lawgiver and leader; and they are

destined erelong to overcome their enemies

and to become, literally and spiritually,

the head of the nations.

But only on certain conditions cm
Israel, or the Saints of Chid, expect to

prevail,—namely, by obedience to the wfll

of God as revealed through his Prophet

Brigbam Young, who is at the pneau
time the presiding officer in the csmpof
Israel, holding the rod ofpower and autho-

rity; and, as union is the bond of strength,

unless the Saints unitedly coofide in ma
as their Dmnely-reooraueed Leader, sad

comply with his counsels and instructiom,

they cannot prosper as a people. He is

then* Moses; and if his hands are help as,

Israel must prevail; but if they are let

down, the opposite result must follow.

The only wayin which we, as Saints of

God, can bear up the Prophet's hands, ii>

by giving him our full and united con-

fidence, our faith, and our prayers. Bb
Counsellors may and do, like "Aaron sad

Hut," bear up his hands, and units bant

and soul in assisting to carry out hk

designs, his instructions, and ms will: bat

the Church, to participate in the blesaet*

which accrue to the faithful, must msw
with themia so doing. The Prophetess

do nothing for Israel unless Israel co-

operate with him, sustain him with tbeV

faith and confidence, give head to Hi

oounsels, and manifest a willingness to

obey his instructions. This wiD strengths

his faith, increase his confidence, deiebp

bis power, and call down the appro**!

and blessing of the Lord. But wrthoot

our co-operation in this way, his hands

will be heavy and cannot rise to bless

us; and consequently, instead of owr pre-

vailing over Amalek, Amalek will prsia8

over ms.

If, then, brethren of the Priesthood,

and Saints generally, we, in this matter,

knowour duty, let us do it. We have every

encouragement. God has proniised to

bless his people with the victory over tbsr

enemies and the peaceful possession of the

earth. Their inheritance shall be in Ben,

and their power and rule shall extend

through every land and from sea to sav
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^Ancient Israel bad for a long time been
•offering the hardships of Egyptian
slavery, under the despotic dominion of
Pharaoh. Bat God became their de-

liverer. He redeemed them, by the hand of
Moses, from the servile chains of the

tyrant, led them dryshod through the Red
Sea, protected them amidst all the dangers
of the wilderness; and Canaan, the pro-

mised land that flowed with milk and
honey, became the final home of Jacob's

posterity. So also, brethren, we may
expect that the God of Israel, who is our
God, will as sorely fulfil his covenant-

engagements with us, his latter-day peo-

ple, if we give heed to and sustain his

Priesthood now upon the earth. He wul
be with us by his Spirit, and will bless us
through the ministrations of his servants:
he will redeem us from Babylon, and give
us an inheritance in Zion ; where, if we
remain faithful to him, and bear up and
sustain the hands of power vested in his
Priesthood, bis Prophet will bless us, our
hearts will rejoice, trouble and sorrow
will be banished from the mind, the
wailings of captivity will be heard no
more, the din of war will be hushed to
peace, and the song; of salvation and the
chorus of praise will be heard from every
dwellingplace in Zion.

ELDER HARRISON'S REPLY TO THE *DAILY TELEGRAPH."

85, Jewin Street, London,
August 7, 1858.

Dear brother Calkin^-
I forward you a copy of a letter sent to

the editor of the Daily Telegraph, in re-

ply to a leader in that paper of the 23rd
Jury* but which the editor, with his ac-

customed liberality, has not allowed to

reference to the mob at White-

chapel, you will notice a very heartrend-

ing statement by the editor :—" Truth
compels us to state, that the ' Saints' do
not appear to have been in fault." His

anguish of mind was evidently great, that

truth should "compel" him to say any-

thing of the kind. It was a most dis-

tressing case.

Trusting that he is better now, and
-ready for another attack of truthfulness,

and earnestly hoping, should such an
•event ever occur again, it may not carry

htm off, I am, dear President,yours truly,

E, h. T. Harbison.

To the Editor of the Daily Telegraph.

8ir,—Your article of the 23rd July,'on

the subject of "IfbraMnism," presents to

nry mindseveral difficulties, which, for my
own information, as welt as that of the

pubBc in general, I should be glad to

'nave removed.

Your leader states that the friendly

•reception given by the Chiefof the "Mor-

mons" to Colonel Gumming was, inafl

probability, das to the fact "that the

United States
9 Army, under Colonel

Johnston, was only a few marches dxs*
tant, and ready to avenge any act of
treachery that might be committed."
Now, sir, I do not think that we are

driven to any such horrible conclusions,

or justified in anv such assumptions; for
it is a fact, confessed by the American
press, that the army lay entirely ac the
mercy of the " Mormons " during the late

winter, and could easily have been en*
tirelv destroyed by them, had they sought
for blood or revenge. Such ideas are
also totally inconsistent with the known
past conduct of the " Mormons " to Uni-
ted Stales' officers.

It is a notable net that Captains
Stansbury and Gunnison, and Judges
Reed, Shaver, and Kinney carried out
their official duties in Great Salt Lake
City, not only without interruption, but
with the positive assistance of that com*
munity, if the published writings of these

officers may be taken as evidence. This
they did without escort or troops of any
description.

Colonel Steptoe also,with a mere band*
ful of soldiers, wintered in the same place.

No imposing force was "within a fern
marches'9 or Salt Lake City; and yet w*>
find the Prophet declaring before at*

immense .assembly, in what the "Mor-
mons* call die "Tabernacle," that h»
would gladly take off his hat to the
Colonel as Governor, if ne was appointed.

I think, sir, that in weighing the cha-
racter of the "Mormon* leaders, these

important facts should he taken into eon

,
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aideration. Judging from, the , speeches

delivered before thousands in Salt Lake
City, published in the Deseret News,
amongst the people who heard them de-

livered, and afterwards re-published in

England throughout the "Mormon" com-
munity, many of whom take in the Deseret

News, and ajpo keep up a continual cor-

respondence with friends and relatives in

Utah, and thus, by checks and counter-

checks, know them to be the actual

speeches there delivered,—judging, I say,

from such sources, the opposition lately

offered by the "Mormons" to the pro-

ceedings of the Federal Government was
made, not in resistance to the principle ef

federal authority, but to the slavish idea

of being compelled to receive a Governor
at the point of the bayonet !—a Governor
•elected in opposition to their unanimous
choice and escorted to them under the

banner of the "stars and stripes"—a flag

professedly consecrated to the American
Constitution, which expressly states that
44 all just governmental powers are de-

lived from the consult of the governed

;

and that whenever any form of govern-

ment becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or abo-

lish it, and to institute new governments,

laying its foundations on such principles

and organizing its powers in such forms
as to them [the governed] shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and hap-
piness."

If, indeed, then, the "consent of the

governed" be the basis of all just Govern-
anents in the eye of that Constitution

imder which the, United States Govern-
ment holds its powers, and if the taking

of steps destructive of that principle

entitled the governed to " alter or a5o-

Ush n their authority,, as is so plainly

declared above, thep, {say, sir, we must,
ljowever much some may disapprove of
tpe policy of the "Mormon" leaders in

other respects, in this matter declare that
they did not in self-protection even take
the full advantage of the "rigjit" offered

to them by the Constitution*, or they
would, as entitled, have "abolished" the
federal authority exercised thus disre-

jrardless of their "consent" and; in, de-

fiance of this grand principle of American
independence; for where the " consent of

the governed " was,.during the march of
the troops that were, to instaj Colonel
$tunmingr as Governor of Utah Territory
«*rer a whole people who, ha4 voted for

another man, I am at a loss to say, unless

it was under the feet of the soldiery

!

Your article remarks that the probable

destination of the " Mormons "—Sonorv
is a " district about one hundred and fifty

miles from the happy valley." It realty is

to be hoped that the literary gentleman

who wrote that article is better acquainted

with the principles he so earnestly depre-

cates than he appears to be with the

geography of the country the " Mormons*
are supposed to be traversing, as, unless

this is the case, he must be at the very

least some seven hundred miles from the

subject, Sonora being at least as much

further from the "happy valley* ss

the distance he has named. The very

settlements of the " Mormons " themselves

extend three hundred and fifty miles far-

ther from Salt Lake City than the " So-

nora" to which he has conveyed them

!

As to " Mormonism " in this country,

your article takes a very common, but, to

my knowledge, a most incorrect view of

the policy used by the "Mormons" in

making proselytes. You speak of u Mor-

monism as a gross form of superstition,

which holds out inducements to the "sen-

sual appetite," or appeals by promises of

improving die "social welfare * of Hs

folLowers. This, I confess, is newspaper
" Mormonism," but it exists nowhere eke.

Tou may go where you please into the

meeting-places of the Latter-day Saints,

and you will not hear any such induce-

ments dwelt upon ; but you mill hear it

repeatedly said, "If any man embraces

'Mormonism 9
for houses, or lands, or

anything else but the pure love of prin-

ciple, we are better without than with

him! Our religion is bound to drags

man through such a chain of circum-.

stances, that everything of this kind will

be taken from him, until his heart is only

set on things that never fade." Thou-

sands who are unconnected with the'

Church have heard this description of

language. It only hazards the reputation

of tne press to mike assertions which any

visit to a " Mormon 99 meeting wool*,

prove ridiculous.

The public discourses of the heads of

"Mormonism," sold at 35, Jewin Street,

only tell the thing out plainer still. "Taf
the brethren in England," say they, in

in effect, "if they expect to find a Zien

ia this country, they nave got to make it

If they do not bring happiness in their

bosoms, thej wifl not £iad it bejfc* lhf#,
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^discourses abound with such sentiments.

"We can only promise you hard work
, and plenty of persecution," is a common
~" Mormon " expression.

Ton remark, in continuation of the

idea upon which I have just commented,
that "what such promises end in, and
bow wretchedly they are fulfilled, when
once the gulled disciples have been in-

duced to trust themselves and their

little property to the guidance and keep-

ing ot their spiritual leaders, may be

learned from the reports which from
.time to time reach this country, filled

with complaints of the bad treatment

they have received,*—and,allowme to add,
- "may also "be learned'

9 from the u cheer-

ful
99 manner in which, as Governor dim-

ming says, the whole of the inhabitants of

Utah Territory moved out of their com-
fortable homes, still to keep company with

Brigham Young, who had treated them
so badly V Says the Governor, "They
rejoice to exchange the comforts of home
for the trials of the wilderness." The
«*bad treatment

19
goes uncommonly well

with them! Is it not remarkable that

they should want more?
I will close these hurried remarks with

a reflection which appears to me appli-

cable to the subject. If the *Mormons 99

make or have made their converts by

inducements of a worldly kind, must they

not be possessed of some singular method

of unconverting them from such hopes or
desires, to be able to present the spectacle*

of a whole people spring up homes for

which they nave toned—lands they haver

reclaimed from a desert state—gardens
adorned by unceasing industry, to plunge
again into the wilderness, crying, as they
did, when solicited by Governor Cununmsr
to return to their possessions—« It's att

right ! God bless Brigham, and Heber*
and Daniel !*

Tours, &c.,

£. L. T. Harrison.

P.S.—With reference to your remark*
that the spirit displayed by the multitude
around Pisgah Chapel indicated that
" Mormonism " has not much chance ofa.

joyful reception around Whitechapel," I
would say, if the non-acceptance of "Mor-
monism" by the ferocious mob, who used
such obscene and filthy language as was
sworn to by Constable 8heridan, be a\

matter of " satisfaction " to any one, tt

must be so to the " Mormons" themselves.

Judging from a specimen of them seen at
the Police Court, M Mormonism " must be
congratulated on the loss 1 As to their

bein£ guided in their hostility to " Mor-
monism " by a u right instinct^" it must,
as you say, have Deen "instinct;" for

they were a people evidently incapable of

HISTORY OF JOSBPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 586.)

[February, 1843.]

Monday, 13th. Elder Rigdon came in

early in the morning, and gave a brief

history of our second visit to Jackson

County, Missouri. I then read awhile

in German, and walked out in the city

with Elder Hyde, returning at twelve

o'clock. Brother John C. Annis called

for counsel. The Marshal called and
informed me that Mr. Rollison was trying

to get the Post Office, and that Dr. R. D.
Foster was the first to sign the petition.

I gave instruction about a bond for a
part of a lot to brother John Oakley.

A quarter before four, went to the Printing

Ofllce with brother W. W. Phelps.

I spent the evening at Elder O. Hyde's.

In the course of conversation, I remarked
that those brethren who came here having
money, and purchased without the Church
and without counsel, must be cut off.

This, with other observations, aroused the

feelings of brother Dixon, from Salem,

Massachusetts, who was then present, and
he appeared in great wrath.

I received the following communion*
tion :

—

II To the Hon. Mr. Bryant, 2nd Asst.

P. M. General.—We, jour petitioner!, res-

pectfully beg leave to submit, that as an
attempt is now, by certain individuals, being

made to place the Post Office in this pUpr
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Into the hands of William H. Bollison, a
stranger in our place, and one whose con-

duct, since he came here, hat been sneh as to

forbid our baring confidence In bhn; and

we do nope and prat, both for ourselves

and that of the public, that he may not

receive the appointment of Postmaster in

Nauvoo, Illinois, but that the present Post-

master may continue to bold the office."

M Brother J. Smith, if the foregoing can

hare a number of respectable subscribers, I

believe Bollison cannot get the office. I

should like to hare it so as to send it on

8unday's mail. Respectfully,

Sidney Rvenoit.

A letter from the United States' Army,
dated at Fort Leavenworth, Missouri,

states "that on the 14th of February, at

three o'clock a.m., the moon, which had

been obscured by a okmd for some hoars,

bant forth m a deep blood-red colour,

with a black cross or eooal proportions

over the face, extending beyond the rim,

while on the two sides small pieces of

rainbow were visible. After continuing

In this way for about an hoar, the colour

of the moon changed to its ordinary hue,

and the cross became a silvery white,

with the edges extending beyond the rim,

and touching the rainbows. It continued

so for half-an-honr, and heavy clouds then

intervening obscured the moon, which
set unseen."

Tuesday, 14th. Sent William Clayton

to Quincy, and by him deposited fire

hundred dollars with General Leach, for

Mr. Walsh, for land which lies between
my farm and the city, agreeable to my
letter to Judge Young.

Read proof of the " Doctrine and Cove-

nants" with brother Phelps. Read in

German from half-past nine to eleven

forenoon. Had the stove removed from
the*1arge room in my house into a small

brick building which was erected for a
smoke-house, designing to use it for a
Mayor's Office, until I could build a new
one. Had much conversation with Mr.
Cowan and various individuals.

Sold Dr. Richards a cow.
Wednesday, 15th. This morning I

spent some time in changing the top

plate of the Office stove, which bad been

put together wrong. Read a libellous

letter in the Alton Telegraph, written to

Mr. Bassett,of Quincy, concerning Judge
Pope, Mr. Butterfield, and the ladies at-

tending my late trial at Springfield ; and
published the following letter in the

Times and Seasons

:

—

'Mr. Editor.~-8!r,—Xver since I jwte-

up the editorial department of the TOn*
and Seasons, I have thought of writing a

piece for publication, by way of valedictory,

as is usual when editors resign the easv

editorlaL My principal remarks 1 iatsad to

apply to the gentlemen of the qiriH, or, if

you please, that numerous body of rsspoet

able gentlemen who profess to regulate the

tone of the public mind in regard to polio*,

morality, religion, literature, the arts sad

sciences, &c, &&,—vis., the editors of the

public Journals; or, if you please, I vffl

designate them the lions of the forest TMs

latter cognomen, sir, I consider to be mors

appropriate because of the tremendous soke

that they make when they utter their voice.

It came to pass that, as I went forth Use

a young fawn, one day, to feed upon the

green grass in my pasture, an ass saw me

and brayed, and made a great noise, wfakhs

neighbouring lion hearing, roared, even ssa

lion roareth when he beholds his prey. At

the sound of his voice, the beasts of tee

field were alarmed, and the lions m the

adjoining jungles pricked up their sen sod

roared in their turn; and behold all the

lions of the forest, alarmed by their noise,

opened their mouths and uttered forth the?

voice, which was aa the roaring of a cata-

ract, or as the voice of thunder; so tre-

mendous was their roaring, that the trees of

the forest shook, as if they were shaken by

a mighty wind, and all the beasts of the

forest trembled, aa if a whirlwind were

passing.

I lifted up mine eyes with aetonishmeet

when I heard the voice of the lions, and sew

the fury of their rage. 1 asked, is it possible

that so many lords of the forest, such noble

beasts, should condescend to notice oee

solitary fawn that is feeding alone upon ail

pasture, without attempting to excite eitaer

their jealousy or anger ? I have not strayed

from the fold, nor injured the trees of the

forest, nor hurt the beasts of the field, nor

trampled upon their pasture, nor drunk of

then* streams. Why, then, their rage sgsJntt

me? When lot and behold! they ageis

uttered their voices, as the voice of greet

thunderioge, and there was given unto them

the voice of men ; but it was difficult for

me to distinguish what was said among so

many voices ; but ever and anon I heard a few

broken, incoherent sentences like the follow-

ing :—Murder I Desolation! I Bloodshed ill

Arson!!! Treason!!! Joe Smith and the Mor-

mons!!! Our nation will be overturned!!!

The impostor should be driven from me

State 11! The fawn will be metamorphosed

into a lion—will devour all the beasts of

the field, destroy all the trees of the forest,

and tread under foot all the rest of the

lions.
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I then fitted up my voice end said, Hear

me, ye beasts of the forest ! and all ye great
lions, pay attention ! I am innocent of the
things whereof ye accuse me. I hare not
been guilty of violating your laws, nor of
treepsusing; upon your rights. My hands
are clean from the blood of all men, and 1
sum at the defiance of the world to substan-
tiate the crimes whereof I am accused f

wherefore, then, should animals of your
noble mien stoop to such little jealousies,

such vulgar language, and lay such un-
founded charges at the door of the inno-

cent?
It is true that I once suffered an ass to

feed in my pasture. He ate at my crib and
drank at my waters ; but, possessing the true

nature of an ass, he began to foul the water
with his feet, and to trample under foot the
green grass and destroy it. I therefore put
Jbim out of my pasture, and he began to

bray. Many of the lions in the adjoiaing

Jungles, mistaking his braying for the roar-

ing of a lion, commenced roaring. When I

-proclaimed this abroad, many of the lions

began to enquire into the matter. A lew
possessing a more noble nature than many
of their fellows, drew near, and viewing the

smimal, found that he was nothing more
than a decrepid, broken down, worn-out ass,

that had scarely anything left but his ears

and voice.

Whereupon many of the lions felt indig-

nant at the lion of Warsaw, the lion of

Quincy, the lion of Sangamo, the lion of Al-

ton, and several other lions, for giving a
false alarm, for dishonouring their race, and
for responding to the voice of so faese an
smimal as an ass. And they felt ashamed of

themselves for being decoyed into such base

ribaldryand foul-mouthed slander. Butthere
weremany that lost sight of their dignity, and
continued to roar, although they knew well

thai they were following the braying of so

despicable a creature.

-Among these waea great lion, whose -den

was on the borders of the Eastern Sea. He
bad waxed great in strength. He had ter-

rible teeth, and his eyes were like balls of

nre. His head was large and terrific, and

and his shaggy mane rolled with majestic

r grandeur orer bis terrible neck. His claws

were like the claws of a dragon, and his ribs

Werelike^hoseofaLeviatkan. Whenhe lifted

rttmsetf,up, all the boasts of the field bowed
with respectful deference ; and when he
apake, the whole universe listened; and the

afnders of his power cover creation. His
JuJgbt, Ma Influence* were felt to the ends of

4be earth. When he lashed his tail, the

t easts of <he forest trembled ; and when he
#sjjred, au tie great lions and the young

i exoueheM down at his feet,

rent lion lifting up

beholding the fawn afar off, he opened bin

mouth, and, joining In the common roar,

uttered the following great swelling yelp :

—

* Job 8mitm in Taouuta.—By a letter

which we published on Sunday, from Spring-
field, Illinois, it appears that Joe, the great
Mormon Prophet, has at last giren hhn>
self up to the authorities of Illinois. He is

charged with fomenting or conspiring to
assassinate Governor Beggs, of Missouri,

and is demanded by the functionary of that

State of the Governor of Illinois. Joe has
taken out a writ of Habeas Corpus, denying
the fact, and is now waiting the decision of
the Court at Springfield. This will bring

Joe's troubles to a crisis. In the meantime,
why does not Joe try his power at working
a miracle or two ? Vow's the time to prove
his mission, besides being very convenient

to himself.'

When I heard it, I said, 'Poor fellow!

How has thy dignity fallen ! and how has

thy glory departed ! Thou that once ranked
among the foremost of the beasts of the

field, as the lord of the forest!—even thou
hast condescended to degrade thyself by
uniting with the basest of animals, and to

join in with the braying of an ass.*

And now, friend B., allow me to whisper

a word in tbtne ear. Dost thou not know
that there is a God in the bearens that

jodgeth—that aetteth up one and pntteth

down another, according to the counsel of

his own will? That if thou possessest any
influence, wisdom, dominion, or power, it

comes from God, and to him thou art in-

debted for it? That he holds the destiny

of men in his power, and can aa easily

put down as he baa raised up? Tell

me, when hast thou treated a subject of

religions and eternal truth with that se-

riousness and candour that the importance

of the subject demands from a man in thy

standing;, possessing thy calling and influ-

ence ? As yon seem to be quite a theolo-

gfet, allow me to ask a few questions.

Why did not God deliver Mkmiah from the

bands ef his persecutors? Why did net
Jeremiah 'work m miracle or two' to help
hhn out of the dungeon? It would have

' Why did not 1

riah, by a miracle, prevent the people from
slaying him? Why did not our Saviour

come down from the cross? The people

asked him to do H; and besides, he had
'saved other*,' and could not sure himself,

so said the people. Why did he not prove
his mission by working a miracle and coming
down ? Why did not Paul, by a miracle,

proYeut the people from stoning and whip-
ping him ? jt woild have beau * very een-
veuTent. Or why did the Saints of God in

every age have to wander about in eheep-

skina end goet*skina, being tempted, tried,
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and uwn asunder, of whom the world was
not worthj ? I would here advise my worth/

friend, before he talks of 'proving missions,'
4working miracles,' or any • convenience ' of

that kind, to read his Bible a little more, and

the garbled stories of political demagogues
Jess.

I listened, and lo I I heard a voice, and it

was the voice of mj Shepherd, saying,

Listen, all ye lions of the forest ; sad all ye

beasts of the field, give ear. Ye have

sought to injure the innocent, and your

hands have been lifted against the weak,

the injured, and the oppressed. Ye have

pampered the libertine, the calumniator,

and the base. Ye have winked at vice,

and trodden under foot the virtuous and the

pure. Therefore hear, all ye lions of the

forest : The Lord God will take from you
your teeth, so that you shall no longer

devour. He will pluck out your claws, so

that you can no longer seize upon your

prey. Your strength will fail you in the

day of trouble, and your voice will fail, and

not be heard afar off ; but mine elect will I

uphold with mine arm, and my chosen shall

be supported by my power. And when mine
anointed shall be exalted, and all the lions

of the forest have lost their strength, then

shall they remember that the Lord he is

God.

Josxph Smith."

(To be continued.)

I copy the following from the punfie

prints :

—

"An English officer, writing to his friend

in England, from Ching Keang Foo, ssys

—

' I never saw such loss of life and property

as took place here: we lost officers and men
enough, but it is impossible even to com-
pute the loss of the Chinese ; for when they

found they could stand no longer against

us, they cut the throats of their wives and
children, or drove them into wells and ponds,

and then destroyed themselves. In many
booses there were from eight to twelve

bodies, and I myself have seen a dozen
women and children drowning themselves

in a small pond the dsy after the fight.

The whole of the city and suburbs are a
mass of ruins: whole streets have been
burnt down/ " Ob, the horrors of Christian

warfare!

About one o'clock in the afternoon I
started for Shokoquon, with Mr. John B.
Cowan and Elders Orson Hyde and
Parley P. Pratt, on sleighs. When we
came on the prairie, it was so extremely

cold, I proposed to Mr. Cowan to wait

till to-morrow ; bat he chose to go forward,

and we arrived in safety at Mr. Rose's,

where we had supper ; and in the evening

I gave a long exposition of MUlerism.
That night I slept with Mr. Cowan.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR

SATURDAY, AUGUST 28, 1858.

Oub Fresh Stabthtg Point.—For the last two weeks, we have devoted oar fittfo

Star to the reflection of a few rays of light taken from the late important events and
movements of oar brethren in the mountains. We deemed it right to give the

Saints in England and oar readers throughout the Mission a general view of the

state of affairs and reaction, as well as a few editorial articles of oar own upon the

.subject. Perhaps it was also due to those of the public who take the Star, In con-

sequence thereof, a slight suspension has taken place in oar editorials on practical

duties and Church administration. These evidently belong to the most important

part of our labours; and, until the late events, a large portion of space has been

devoted to their servioe. It has appeared to as that during the general interest

called op by the exodus, wisdom would afford it some gratification, especially as the

fact was realized that nractical duties and administrative progress would be actively

carried on by the Priesthood and Saints throughout the Mission. A visit to the

Saints' mountain home, a peep at passing events, and a view of future developments

have given as all a little breathing time and active rest—" Mormon^ rest. We
feme the Saints generally are invigorated and prepared to meet as on our "fresh
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•starting point," to ran the race of practical duties and administrative progress.

Doubtless the course will be watched with greater intensity than would have been

done during the height of interest called up by the late exodus, and our directions

and views more appreciated than though the slight suspension had not been made to

oontemplate that which could not but claim the attention of all Saints.

We have, however, necessarily been labouring under a difficulty in the endeavour
to present our readers with a view of the exodus, the reaction, and the position of the

work, which they are, perhaps, not so conscious of. Our little Star is like the stars

in die heavens. They show the light of the past and things as they have been : so

does the Millennial Star. It was too small to show all the reaction with our own
views at once, and dates from Utah are of course several months before the Saints

in England receive the intelligence. It is not improbable, therefore, that while they

are reading of a cloud that has passed over their brethren at home, the sun might be
shining brightly on those we love. But that does not tell the whole matter. The fact

is, this is an extraordinary work, and cannot be measured by ordinary rules. We
have hardly got over the exodus yet, when in effect it is ten years past, and the posi-

tion of the Church is ten years beyond what it was a few months ago. • "Here is the

Editor of the Star in his paradoxical moods again !
1 " Never mind, critical reader

:

paradoxes are the highest stages of truth—two truths meeting and becoming one.

We will answer for the correctness of the paradox above—namely, that the work is

ten years past the exodus. This Church is like some remarkable men—it does not

measure its life by time, but by events and progress. Some men at twenty-five have

lived more life, thought more schemes, accomplished more, and become more developed

than others a hundred years old. The youngest is the oldest, in fact, though not the

most worn-out. The road-waggon shall start for a place a week before the train, and

arrive a week after it.* The train in a few hours lived a fortnight of life by waggon
calculation. Thus it is with this great work of God. Within a century it will live a
thousand years!

The Saints must therefore make allowances according to the above, and live with

the speed of the Church. It is by no means true that this Mission has been standing

suQ on the exodus during the last few weeks. We believe it has lived years in the

time, and has not lost one spark of self-life, but rather caught more sparks from the

Baints at home, and kindled into a flame.

Now, let the Saints and the Priesthood throughout the Mission advance to "our

fresh starting pointy
19

and, with the agility of the roe upon the mountains and the

vigour of the young Hon of the forest, strike into the opening field. We promise our

readers that they shall not lose one line on practical duties and administrative pro*

gress, and hope that they will digest the food as it shall be supplied.

ABJUVmBATIVE PB0GBE88 AHD PRACTICAL DUTY MOVEMENT.—The spirit which

has burned in the souls of the Priesthood and kindled in the heart of every Saint

daring the last few years has been that of Reformation. It took the form of a radical

movement, led the First Presidency, and borne off by the Apostles and Elders

generally. It spread through all the settlements of the Saints jn the mountains,

ejffessied to. this Mission, and embraced every faithful member of this community

throughout the world. The covenants of all the faithful were renewed. After

ltyeshanoi, huaniHty, fasting, and prayer, they were again born of the water and
' re*ie%td hjf the Spirit. So radical and thorough was the character of this movement,
- thai the Church received something like a reorganization,and the signature of true

fiaintebip was Reformation.
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Reformation came to the Miaaon, crying repentance, waking up every hoae*

Beint to a sense of duty, and demanding a test of inembership. Th» was us fir*

character. It was a renewing of the faith, desires, and devotion of the Saints. Bat

this was only the beginning of the coarse of Reformation. The end thereof wubA
at this pointy for it will reach the perfect state of things. Refbnnaftaoa fast can* to

as in its primitive, moral, and spiritual character. This is how all refortaatiaesef

society mast appear, to be genome, radical, and effective. Theremaut firsthe aaoril

and spiritual renewing of man, and afterwards al neoesiary changeand fmprevane*

in systems, administrations, and general operations most be made. The latter ei

also certainly be necessary, seeing that we start from imperfection, can only sdrasa

in the perfect order revealed by progressive steps, and will havemuch mexperienoen

contend with. Reformation was, therefore, at first of neoessity somewhat abstract a

its nature. It was the renewing of the inner man and the increase of good worn,

rather than an improvement of administration, a systematizing of CfaarchgovottuasM>

and an organizing and directing of those good works to the acooinpfishment of the

greatest amount of good to the cause, the Saints, and the world. It came toss a

a spirit which would receive an embodiment—as a preparation for a better state

of things to come—-as a spiritual reform that would be worked out in prsenai

duties and administrative progress. This is the beginning of genuine and next)

reformation, and this was the form ia which it first appeared.

Again : Reformation commenced with the Church in its membership, and start**

that given. It will be extended to the Priesthood, not merely as membsrt of la?

kingdom of God, but as officers and rulers. Hero, its highest steps will be takes, id

most striking phases appear, and greater strides in its course be mads. It vi

assume the form of "administrative progress and,under its govormental power ssi

wisdom, the practical duties and good works of the Saints wul he directed to tar

accomplishment of the greatestamount of good.

During our administrauon, we have been deeply impressed with tbefoptrtaoeeef

giving to Reformation this higher character. We have endeavoured to wake the

financial and business arrangements of the Mission meet this end, and oureftorkl

labours and general government have also been directed to the same object. Batand

yet remains to be done; and we call on all the Priesthood and ttiembsri of tht

Mission to aid in giving Reformation this higher form. We hope to see it estndr

and, in the character of an "Administrative Progress and Practical Doty kbv>

dent," become as general as k was m its primitive character.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

AMERICA.

New Tork, July 21, 1808.

President Oalkio.

Dear Brothers-Last week I sent you
the telegraphic despatch announcing the
settlement of the "Utah difficulty. By
this mail I expected to have been able to

send something more in detail, and its

recognition by President Box>hanasi; hut
it is not yet out, and probably may not be

published tffl the arrival in

the Peace Oommisswnem, wmch
expected in two or three weekrwa
now. •*

. ••

-The Utah wv" then, »,«•*
The return of oMtadtiee bimfyft +

none; wounded, not* J 1bole*,wW
body/ <*courtethati r laa *

theW?
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"Our own reporter," however,

highly Amused at the bloodless war,

and has renewed confidence in the immu-
table decree ofthe Gods. All things work
together for good to those who keep the

commandments.
Brother Calkin, we have had our fears

and apprehensions that the wickedness and
Jolly c¥the Gentiles mightcanse some trou-

ble; and earnestly have they striven to get

ttpa. row. Nevertheless,theLord has over-

filled everything, and their madness has

'been restrained. Nothing but the direc-

tions of the Lord could have piloted Pre-

sident Young through the shoals and
onkkaands that have beset his voyage

through the sea of life during the last

twelvemonths; and, what is worthy of

femaork, the Gentiles that went in for

banging Brigbatn a few months ago feel

that alone he is a match for them and has

fccooanpHshed what he set out for. Yes-

terday, the chief editor of the leading

paper of this city said to me, at the con-

elation of a conversation on Utah affairs,

* After all, this breeze will do you folks a

fast amount of good." They all feel that

"Brigham is at the top of the heap."

sight write you considerable on this sub-

ject; but a careful perusal of our city

papers, which I send by this mail, will show
moat unmistake&bly that " Mormonism "

is not considered either as wiped out or

wounded.
Since last I wrote to you, I have had

the honour of making the acquaintance of

that noble, high-minded, upright man,
Colonel T. L. Kane, and had several very

interesting interviews with him. His

health is far from being good. He has

not published anything since his return

from Utah. He yet may—I hope so.

8hoold he give another u Historical Dis-

course about the Mormons," his second

will far exceed his first interesting sketch

of their life and sentiments. For nearly

ten years I longed to see him. I pre-

sume all the Saints who know his former

labours to correct the public mind in its

aberrations on the " Mormons" and their

leaders, had a similar curiosity. If you

have not seen him, let me say he is

modest, unassuming gentleman, of small

stature, resembling more a prince reared

under Italy's sunny sky, where a rude

blast never ruffled mind or body, than

hardy pioneer, which his daring intre-

pidity would lead one who never saw
ttm to imagine. His appearance indicates

the gentleman. A conversation with him
forces the conclusion on the mind that he
is a great man ; and so he is. To his

labours, under God, we are saved a war,
and the United States an inglorious de-

feat; for, most assuredly, had Colonel

Kane not arrived when he did, the M boys"
would have wiped out the army this year,

and left neither root nor branch of them.

It is amusing to hear bow Uncle Sam's
boys boast of what they could have done
and intended to do. The Government,
better posted, and knowing what the
" Mormons" could have done at any time

that suited their pleasure,had they thirsted

for blood, sings **Mum"—a very discreet/

course. I am not inclined to boast, to

balance the opposite side ; but when every-

thing comes to be known, many a mothers
son will thank the man Brigbam Young
for the preservation of his life, and not

the man Colonel Johnston.

The spirit in the army was murder and
lust; and sadly are they disappointed atno
gratification in Great Salt Lake City.

They are likely, however, to get all they

wanted from the hostile Indians in Ore-

gon, who have just manifested every

willingness to accommodate the troops

with a fight Colonel Steptoe's reported

defeat is confirmed, and the greater por-

tion of the Utah Army is expected to

continue the march northward. Troubles

of this nature seem to grow and mul-
tiply in all the Territories. The battle-

axe of the Lord may at no distant day

cause mourning and lamentation through-

out the land.

For the last ten days, I have enjoyed

the society of Major Egan, who escorted

the Colonel to the East. He is a brave

fellow—auiet as a lamb. He visited with

me considerably, affording me opportunity

of learning much of the last years opera-

dons in Utah. He says, what is un-

doubtedly true, that the Saints in the

Valleys are more firmly united than at

any previous time, and have learned many
valuable lessons in human redemption.

At the time of his departure, the peace

was only prospective; so on emigration*

&c, I have learned nothing. I should

think that the Saints abroad will make a
vigorous effort to get home the first

opening, which may not be far distant.

Such is the feeling in the States. I left

the Major, on Saturday, at Philadelphia,

very poorly in health. He was to return

home on Monday with despatches.
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You have doubtless seen the list of

those returning from Utah. After all

the cry about the thousands held in
' bondage and praying for deliverance, not

a hundred men and women could be scared

up to take the back track. That is

something. Several of our best papers

here have expressed surprise, and re-

marked that ic was not improbable that

the "Mormons" had been misrepresented.

In short, a mighty reaction in sentiment

is manifesting itself everywhere. The
army correspondents of the daily press

have laboured hard to make the most of

those returning. Having a pretty exten-

sive acquaintance, I kept a smart look-out

to see what kind of "Mormons" were
coming back. The list is worthy of pre-

servation. I only know a few; and
whoever knew them will not be sur-

prised. You will find an excellent piece

of amusement in the very affecting story

told by the Times correspondent of a
certain "humble, honest man, who pre-

ferred but oue wife at a time." I am
afraid to mention names, lest some old

friends should think I wound their feel-

ings purposely. I will only say, there-

fore, that the very good man referred to,

with his " one wife at a time," is the very

quintessence of a loafer and unprincipled

scamp. While he was making prepara-

tions to get his present illegal wife, he
was writing piteous tales to his legitimate,

ill-used wife in London for money to

'bring him back again to her and her
daughter I Who but the meanest of the

mean could be guilty of such deceit?

That man goes to President Young to be
married, but is denied the sacred cere-

mony. He goes elsewhere and perpe-

trates the fraud—disgraces, by his associa-

tion with her,thedaughter ofhighlyrespect-
able parents, for whose sake, and not his,

1 withhold names ; and, when he realizes

in after experience that guilt * makes cow-

ards of us all," he flies from Utah, and
is trumped up by Simonton, the slander-

ous reporter of the New York Dady
Times, (who was last year expelled from

the House of Representatives for his slan-

ders against that body,) as a good, humble

man, contented with one wife at a time!

I would have refrained from noticing this

knight of the thimble and needle and his

adventures, but for the fact that, when
we hear of the disgusted "Mormons"
being heralded to the skies as too pure

and too virtuous to live in Utah, we can

better appreciate the value of Gentile

statements, when the best card in their

hands for immaculate purity is a ribald

scamp, who merits a good cow-hiding for

his unblushing impudence, and the just

penalty to crime for the misery he has

brought upon a family that has grown

up in the world respected by all who
know them.

I have occupied already more time than

I intended. Excuse further notice of the

discontented " Mormons."
We have had a visit from Elder Ap-

pleby since he went West. He stopped

about ten days, and left last Friday in

company with Elder E. R. Young's

family from Connecticut. Elder A. speaks

favourably of Florence as an outfitting

place. When he gets up, a company of

fifty waggons leave for Utah.
We shall meet in Conference on Sunday

next—partly on account of the Twenty-

fourth, partly to celebrate peace, sod

after that a good deal more to get thing*

in proper order for a brisk campaign in

the emigration interest, so that when the

word comes we may be ready.

Remember me kindly to your Counsel-

lors and the brethren in the Office.

I am yours affectionately,

T. B. H. STEIfHOUSK.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SOUTHAMPTON PASTORATE.

27, Lyon Street, Newtown,
Southampton, August 2, 1858.

Dear President Calkin,—
I am happy to be able to report favour-

ably to you respecting the work of th*

Lord in the Southampton Pastorate.

The Southampton Conference washeW

at Portsmouth on Sunday, the ^th o*

Ineed scarcely say thatwe badareallyg**

time. President J. D. Boss was preset
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mud Mowed ns all with good, sound, and
spirited teaching.

The reports given in by the Elders

showed the work in the Branches to be
in a thriving condition. But the labours

of the Elders among the world have not
been attended with much success.

Your call for an offering to assist the

Church was laid before the Saints ; and in

a short time you will be put in possession

of some tangible evidence of the sympathy
of the Saints in this Pastorate for their

brethren in the West.
I have laboured with much pleasure

with Elder Harder during the past half-

year, and I feel assured that my labours

with Elder Hanham will be equally agree-

able.

The work in the Beading Conference
is prospering under the Presidency of
Blder William Moss. The Saints are

saining more confidence in the Priest-

hood, and consequently feel more disposed

to carry out their counsels. The Con-
ference requires a little more pruning;
bat by far the greater part of the Saints

are s good people, and are willing to

help to support the Church as far as

their means will allow.

I must also report favourably of Blder

55£

E. Harding and the Saints of the Dorset-
shire Conference. This is a small Con-
ference, as you are aware ; but it is com-
posed of good peoole, who feel well, and
who are willing to help to sustain and roll-

on the work.
The reformation that you have caused'

in the business department of the Church
is participated in not only by myself and
the Presidents of Conferences, but also by
the Travelling Elders and the Local
Priesthood.

There is a good feeling existing among
the Priesthood and Saints generally

throughout the Pastorate—a disposition

to do right and follow counsel. Many of
the Priesthood and Saints have spoken or
theStar as becoming increasingly interest-

ing and instructive.

I feel well in the work myself, and lam
determined to try to fill my calling with
honour to myself and to the entire satis-

faction of those who are over me; and,
by the help of the Lord, I hope to accom-
plish it. Praying our heavenly Father to
continue to pour out his choice blessings

upon you and your worthy Counsellors*

I remain yours faithfully,

G. D. KXATOX.

6IGNS OF THE TIMES.

(Concluded from, pag* 684.)

The storm was most generally felt on the

west aide of the city ; but the most violent

current of the storm passed through the

north-western section. It was here that

the new Episcopal Church succumbed to

its violence, while on the side near the

North River no serious damage was done
to any particular building ; while, at the

same time, the chimneys of a large num-
ber of lofty bouses were blown into the

streets. The awnings of many stores

along Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth avenues

were rent to ribbons, or furiously dashed
from their places. The rain appears to

have been heavier, too, in this portion of

tip city than elsewhere, for the streets

were flooded more than any others. Many
blinds were blown off windows, and inse-

carery fastened signboards were torn from
iW^risd'diihed against the

ground. In the Bowerv, also, there were
many instances of these traces of the

storm ; and up along Second, Third, and
Fourth avenues, many houses were strip-

ped of their ornamental unneosssariea.

The Bible House, at > Aster Place, was
stripped of its blinds, and bad many of its

windows shattered. Many roofs of houses

were more er less damaged, and every-

thing one could see testified to the pre*

senoe of the brastering^visitor. In all the

upper part of the cray^ trees have been

toril up by-the roots* or-stripped of their

boughs, and left to testify hereafter to the

violence of the hurricane.

The wind and rain beat with extreme

fury around the comers of the Herald
building ; and the rain dashed down in

such volume* for some minutes, that Nas-
sau aad Fulton streetskfcked as if covered-
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-with snow, to white wore the frothy
bubbles thrown op by the foroe of the
torrent. The chimney of Joseph Taylor's
dyeing establishment, No. 119, West
^Seventeenth street, was struck by light-

ning, throwing itonsome sheds adjoining,

and breaking through the root burying
three men and a horse beneath the ruins.

The roof of the malt-house, corner of
Bethune and West streets, blew across

the street, landing on the roofs of Nos.
53 and 57, Bethune street.
The traces of the terrific squall were

visible throughout erery street in the
•city, in a greater or less degree. Down
town, loose lumps of brick, pieces of
shattered roofing, or other like material,

broken window-frames, unhinged or da-
maged blinds, &c., were the features that
>bore testimony to its violence. Up town,
where the storm seams to have burst with
*he greatest fury, the tokens were more
numerous and more strikingly attractive

«of notice. They were the broken ohim-
neys, upturned awnings, rickety roofs,

broken and uprooted trees, together with
the numerous evidences of the storm that
were to be noticed in the lower part of
the city.

SFPBCTS OF THE STORM JW THE TTCnfTTT
OF HEW YORK.

The effects of the storm were feh with
particular violence at Hunter's Point,
Long Island, and all along the shore of
the East River, on the Wilnainsburgside,
and in the neighbourhood of Green Point.
The wind was first felt coming strongly
from the north-west, accompanied Dy
frequent peals of thunder and vivid light*

fling flashes. At Greenpoint and the
vicinity immediately above, the rain fell

«t one time as if it was water from a fire-

engine hose, and persons who were ex-
posed to its fury could with difficulty

keep their feet. About half.past four
o'clock in the afternoon, the west wing of
the factory belonging to the American
j?lint Glass Company, at Hunter's Point,
fell, with a tremendous crash, having
yielded to the fury of the gale. Two of
fifteen persons who were in the build.

tog were killed, and seven injured, sail
woman so seriously that it is feared die

will not survive. As the wing ran fire*

east to west, it experienced the M far/

of the gale along the whole length, sat,

as might be expected, was toppled dove
in an instant, and now fies an sndn»

tmguishable heap of ruins.

The factory of the American Yenesrisf

and Varnish Company at Hunter's Pont
was also injured to the asaount of sbost

£200.
A ship which had lain at Hauler's

Point for some time, in process ef lepsk,

was driven from her moorings ; sad si

six o'clock in the evening, we heard an
had capsized in the E*st River.
The depot of the Flushing Rs&etd

was also damaged to the extent of seost

81,000. One end of the car-home was

blown down, and one of the ears son**

what damaged. A shed, near tbe4s»6\
was also destroyed. Ro one was iajufsi

The lightning operated extensively oath)

police telegraph wires in the eastern da>

trict. The wire attaching the msgnst to

the battery of the Sixth precinct est

complete1* burned off. Nearly the who*
length of the line, the telegraph pshi

showed evidences of the electric flai

several of them being shivered into spfia-

The storm which passed over Brooklyn

did considerable damage to awning*

fences, trees, shrubbery, &c.
It was particularly severe in Gov/snai,

where many trees were torn up by tbt

roots, fences demolished, and rooft blows

off. A number of beats along short

were smashed, and some larger ranee

were forced from their fastening* ani

blown upon land, or drifted into tat^ty*

There was considerable injury to ihssnua

as far down as Bay Ridge.

IVom the best authorities we earn Wtf
to hear upon the subject,we set down aw
aggregate losses resulting/ from tews

tremendous outpourings from the -antb

at the astounding aggregate ef tfctflst

three millions of dollars!

A Novel AtrsvnnwA few Sabbaths since, in a town in the vfctntty of tab ety*
teacher of a 8uoday school was engaged la questioning his pupils upon subjects csneetW
with their previooa stadias Id the bible. At last turning so a young Irisawne, a aws*e*
of th« class, ho asked, « What dW Adam lose by tho fellr" Toaag Pattovafswi
was in a brown stedn net at last sea fate erfehssnei as I

* An' was it his hat *t*
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PASSING EVENTS.

€pbul. 8criont riots bare broken out in Kilkenny, Ireland : infuriated mobt were
trateislng the country, stnashing reaping and other agricultural machines, and assaulting
tSM&r owners. At St. Thomas's, the yellow lover Is prevalent, and doing its fatal work.
Th« Inhabitants of the Turkish proTinoes are emigrating in greater numbers than ever
mto the Persian territory, in order to escape the tyranny of the Turkish authorities. Tho
British forces prevafl in India as in China: the rebels, 80,000 in number, at the time of last
deepatch, were protected onlyby the heary rains which were falling throughout the whole
«mntry. A plot, baring for its object the massacre of the Christians, hss been discorered
4& Smyrna. Armed bands of desperadoes hare lately appeared on the confines of Thessalj
and Epirus. The authorities at Alexandria are fearfully apprehensive of the introduction
-of the plague via Malta,and of a rising of the Mahommedan population throughout Egypt-
agmiast the Christians. The allied admirals in China hare taken Takow, and are complete
Boasters of the Peiho up to the point where it ceases to be navigable, some miles beyond
TSeaurfn, the important granary of Northern China, where are stored the Immense supplies)
<£ rice from the southern provinces.

Ambbica*.—The great abundance of gold discorered In Vsncouver's Island continues to
create great excitement and stir among money-lovers, fresh diggings of extraordinary
richness being continually reported. Patches of land In that island, which, six months
ago, were grudgingly purchased at £1 per acre, now sell for £100 per acre. The army
ootared Bah Lake City, at eight o'clock, on the morning of June 96th, and proceeded
to a camp beyond Jordan; on the 27th, the numerous officers entered; on the 28th,
General Johnston, with his staff of officers, Major McCuUoeb, and Dr. Hurt started in
search of a permanent camp; on the 29th, the army, under Colonel Alexander, struck their
teats andmored ten miles south,and on the 80th,ten more west,towards the West Mountains,
ml the foot of which the army encamped, purposing to proceed thence in afew days to Cedar
Valley. The Saints were returning to their houses. Presidents Young and Kimball arrived
on the 30th, and their amines on the ensuing day (July 1st).

"A** wQl you be altar telling what kind of a baste ye call this,** said a newly arrived

Irishman, holding up a wasp between his thumb and finger. M Och, murder t Spake
-quick, for he's biting met*

Disootaaixa.—A friend of ours says It Is a remarkable fact that when the price of
•eggs gets very high, the hens cease laying. The man who made this observation ia

toother to the one who discovered that large rivers always run past large cities.

A Dombstic, newly engaged, brought up to his master a pair of boots, the leg of one of
which was much longer than the other. MHow comes it, Patrick, that these boots are
mot of the same length?" "I rely don't know, sir; but what bothers me the most is,

that the pair down stairs is In the same fix.*

A Last who superintended a 8unday school, having occasion to Interrogste one of her
pupils as to the cause of her father's non-attendance at church, received the following

Innocent reply, prefaced, of course, by a sweet little drop of a curtsey :—" Please man,
father says he ic*nt coming to church any more : the parson hollers out so, he can't get a
hit of aleep.

A tit-top exquisite was endeavouring to call a cab ; but, his lungs not being very
available, or having too little muscular power to blow them, or deeming it very vulgar
to speak loud enough to be heard, a sailor happening to pass along, and observing the>

difficulty, hailed cabby in a voice like a speaking trumpet. " Here," said Jack, looking
unutterable things at the dandy, M here's tomdthimg wants yon I"

Passive Light Moirar.—A gentleman travelling on a journey, having a light sovereign*

which he could not pass, gave it to his servant, and desired him to pass it on the road.

At night, he asked him if he had passed the sovereign.—" Yes, sir," he replied; <* but I waa
forced to be very sly. The people refused it at breakfast and at dinner; so at a turnpike,

where I had fonrpence to pay, I whipped it in between two halfpence, and tilt man put
it in his pocket and never taw it**
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Br. Johnson has left it on record, that as he was passing oj a fishmonger wno wssv
skinning an eel alive, he heard him corse it because it would not lie still t

How to get k Feathbr Bed.—" In carrying off the small thing of a feather bed, Jaka>
Take, the bold burglar, showed the skill of a high practitioner, for be descended the
stairs backwards." " Backwards !

" exclaimed Larrj Hogsn : " what's that for ? " M Tooll
tee bj-and-by," said Croggins. " He descended backwards, when suddenly be beard the
door opening and a female voice exclaiming, " Where are yon going with thai bed ?

9

IVn going up stairs with it, ma'am,' said Jake, whose backward position favoured bis lie.

and he began to walk up again. 1 Come down,' said the lady ; ' we want no bed hertv
nan.* « Mr. 8ulliTan, ma'am, tent me home with it himself,' ssid Jake. 4 Come down, I
tail you,* said the lady in a rage : ' there's no Mr. Sullivan here.' « I beg your pardon, my
lady,* said Jake. He then turned round and marched off with the bed fair and easy. Well,.,

there was a regular shillho in the house when the thing wss found out, and cart-ropea
wouldn't hold the lady for the rage she was in."

—

Lover** Handy Andy.

STANZAS

Oh, My not friendship*! holy name
1« but an empty, rapid sound

;

Say not that friendship's aacred tame
On earthly shrine Is never found

;

That heavenly truth no longer cheers
The lonely pilgrim on his way

;

That earth Is but a vale of tears.

Where sinful mortals go astray j

v That mighty faith no longer brings
The richest blessings from above

;

That hope's bright star no lustre flings

»

That strife has quenched the power of love;

That charity no longer moves
The heart of man to gen'rous deeds

:

The desert flower yet often proves
The earth's not overrun with weeds.

See, In you lonely vales afar,

How bright these heavenly virtues shine—

Dublin.

TO ZION.

How truth soars In her hallowed car,
And faith bedecks her brows divine.

Oh, Zlon's sons are truly brave j

The bands of brotherhood are strong

:

Know ye, who would her righto inaadi

,

Zlon shall ne'er submit to wiong.

What hope inspires that gallant beat!
What love, what charity la there!
Their God and truth their only boast;
And slavery's yoke they'll aever wear.

Dear Zlon, grace be with thee still I

May every virtue bloom In thee %

And may their balmy fragrance fill

This world of sin and misery.

But ere the gathering clouds of dread.
Burst in a hurricane of woe,
May I thy sacred places tread.
And ne'er my kolcinn vows forego.

Richard H. Surra.

AnnaxssKS.—Charles Housley, 145, Abbey Street, Derby.
R. R. Hodson, George Street, High Seuthwlck, Sunderland.
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THE BEST 4BBCD INHERITANCE OF FAINTS.

**Ye are notm yet come to the rest end to the taherJUnca which the Lordyour God gfteth you."—Mossc.

* The'foregoing passage is a portion of

.an address given by Moses to^fae people

of Israel while on their way through the

-wildernessto the promised land ofCanaan.
"He, as an instrument in the hand of

God, had delivered them from Egyptian
captivityrledthem dryshod through theRed
Sea, administered to their various neces-

sities whilejourneying through the dreary

deserts that lay between them and then*

final home ; and now, he who had been
with them midst many scenes of joy and
sorrow, and had been their faithful friend

and guide under all circumstances, was at
last about to leave them—to bid them fare-

well, and die. He, had ardently sought to

enter with them into Canaan. Having
so long shared their toils, troubles, and
anxieties, he desired also to share with

them their future home, rest, and inherit-

ance. Butthis was not permitted. He was
called behind the vail, to labour in another

sphere, with greater honour to himself

and with superior benefit and usefulness to

the great work of God. Before his de-

parture, however, he appointed Joshua as

his successor in the flesh, bidding him, in

the name of the Lord, to M be strong and of
mood courage," and assuring him that the

"Lord woulfbe wUh him and not 'forsake

him, and,would enable him to enter and
possess the land which he had "sworn unto
their fathers to give them and, said he,
u Thou shalt cause them to inherit it.

19

Our object, in this article, is to draw
the attention of the Saints "to the rest

and to the inheritance which the Lord"
tfetr tfod has .promised to give them.
'There is an evident parallel between the
experience of the Saints in the days of
looses and that of the Saints in these
Jatter days. The trials and anxieties, joys

and sorrows^ pains and pleasures, hopes
and fears, perplexities and deliverances,

and the various chequered scenes which*

they passed through on their, way from
.Egypt to Canaan, are not altogether dis-

similar to those which mark the history

of the Latter-day Saints as a people. We,
like them, have apromised land ; we have
a promised rest and. inheritance ; we have
a glorious prospect before us, and antici-

pate a final happy home in a " land that

is afar off," where we shall "see the King
in his beauty,'' live under his peaceful

government, and enjoy unnumbered bless-

ings and privileges to which we are now
utter strangers. , Zion is our home;
there is our rest, and there our inherit-

ance. But we have to prepare for and
perform a journey there—a long, ardu-
ous, toilsome, tribulatory journey. We
have, on our way J^hitber, many Obstacles

to encounter, ^nany.
v
opposing istnaeoeas

to battle fTfth^many teinptatjons to over,

come, many hardships to endure, many
rebellious depositions, feelings, and tem-

pers to conquer and subdue, and many
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562 THE REST AND INHERITANCE OF THE SAINTS.

faith-testing duties to perform ; and if we,

in spite of these invaluable trials, endure
faithfully to the end and Drove ourselves

worthy of the rest and inheritance pro-

mised unto us, weshall ultimately obtain it,

and great will be our joy in the possession.

The "rest which remaineth for the

people of God " in the coming Millenium

is not so designated because it is a
state of inactivity or idleness. The land

of Canaan was the promised " rest " of

the children of Israel, but it was not a
land in which they were to live without

occupation, in a state of apathetic repose.

They had to till the ground, to plant and
sow, and to reap the produce. They had
to perform all the necessary duties of

• domestic and social life, ana to engage
in the various employments and avoca-

tions which are essential to the welfare

and continuance of any political or reli-

gious community. Still they were to be
at " rest" in Canaan ; that is, they were
to enjoy rest from their former life of

.
slavery and Egyptian servitude-*rest from
all those perplexing cares, anxieties, and
troubles which characterized their history

in the wilderness. Thus, the land of

Canaan, which flowed with milk and
honey, and was fertile with nature's

choicest blessings, was to them a land
of rest and relief from all the hard-
ships, dangers, and harassing scenes to

which they were subjected on their way
thither. And as it was in their case, so it

will be in ours. The millennial "rest"
' will not be a state and period of indolence

and apathy. The inhabitants of Zion,

at that glorious time, will not spend their
' days in everlasting stillness and unem-
ployment, as some may lazily imagine.

If that were to be the case, eternal

life would be in reality nothing else but
eternal death. All, however exalted they

may be in position, will be actively em-
ployed in various departments of life and
usefulness; and, by so doing, each will be
contributing not only to his own,
but to the general good, welfare, and
happiness of the whole community of
Saints. Still, all will enjoy a state of
rest and peace—rest from the burdens
and turmoils of the present condition of
life—rest from the miseries and sorrows
of Babylon— rest from the many tempta-
tions and calamities, tribulations and
disorders, which now disturb and mar
our peace, and sometimes drive us into

the depths of despair.

It is, however, not only a state of pro-
mised " rest " to which we look forward,

but also to an M inheritance," An inherit-

ance is property possessed by persons to

whom it is left or bequeathed by another.

In this sense, the land of Canaan was
given by God to his chosen people Israel,

according to the covenant which he had
made with them. The terms of the cove-

nant were—-obedience to his laws. So it is

with the Saints, or Israel of God, in these

last days. Our M inheritance," which is

" incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth

not away," is promised to us solely on the

condition that we keep the command-
ments of God. M If thou wilt enter into

life," says the Lord, M keep the command-
ments. And again

—

u Blessed are they

that do his commandments, that they

may have right to the tree of life, and
may enter in through the gates into the

city." (Matt. xix. 17 ; Rev. xxii. 14.)
Therest and inheritance of the Saints ace

promised to them ; and he who has pro-

mised is able to fulfil. The Lord says, in a
revelation through the Prophet Joseph:

—

" Behold, this is the blessing which I

have promised after your tribulations

and the tribulations of your brethren

—

your redemption and the redemption of

your brethren, even their restoration to

the land of Zion, to be established, no
more to be thrown down. Nevertheless,

if they pollute their inheritances, they shall

be thrown down; for I will not spare

them, if they pollute their inheritances,

Behold, I say unto you, the redemption of

Zion must needs come by power : there-

fore, I will raise up unto my people a

man, who shall lead them like as Moses
led the children of Israel."' (Doc. and

Cov.,sec. ci.,par. 3.) With whathope and
joyful anticipation do these glorious pro-

mises tend to inspire the hearts of all who
are interested in them 1 The real and true

Saint of God, who not only believes but

obeys the Laws of heaven, ana fulfils his part

of the Gospel covenant, can "give a reason

of the hope" that is in him, because he has

a reasonable hope. He alone can confide

in and claim the promises ofGod. Others,

who neglect to obey the Divine laws and
commandments, may promise themselves,

and in so doing deceive themselves. The
rest and eternal inheritance of the Saints

are the promised gift of God, but they

are promised only to those who will fulfil

the requirements and conditions of the

Gospel—those who are not mere hearers,
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but doers of the law of God—those who
manifest their faith bv their works

—

those who, guided and directed by the

Priesthood and word of God, are willing

to " work out their salvation," even though
it be " with fear and trembling." They
only who thus M endure unto the end" can

obtain the promised reward.

Then, again, we have before us, for our
encouragement in well-doing, the fact

that the promised gift of rest and inherit-

•ance to the Saints is an eternal one. It

is an enduring, everlasting blessing—

a

" rest which remaineth for the people of

God"—an " inheritance incorruptible, un-

dented, and that fadeth not away."
Personal

%
worldly possessions are neces-

sarily of brief tenure, and the best of

earthly treasures will canker and fade.

They are, comparatively speaking, lost

almost as soon as possessed. But the

glorious treasures of eternal life are im-
mortal : they will endure for ever. No
moth nor rust can corrupt them— no
thieves break through and steal them.

Once ours, they are ours for ever, if we
are faithful. No heart can fully conceive

—no tongue can adequately express the

sweetness of that rest or the glory of

that inheritance which awaits the recep-

tion of the true Saints of God, who have

become, by adoption, the children of Abra-
ham, the seed of Israel, and heirs to the

blessings sworn by an irrevocable oath to

be given to the faithful.

As the people of God, then, we should

be found continually striving to prepare

ourselves for, and to become worthy in-

heritors of, the great blessings which are

laid up in store for us, by duly ap-

preciating those which we now enjoy, by
living up to our present privileges, and by
faithfully performing the various duties

of life which devolve upon us from day to

day. Ours is a progressive, every-day re-

ligion, in which there is no going back
and no standing still. The present posi-

tion of the Saints ia by no means a perma-
nent one. The circumstances that attend

them and the scenes that surround them
are but temporary, probationary, and
preparatory. We have to pass through,

and mutt pass through the rough and
perilous wilderness, for it lies between us

and our future home. We could not

appreciate or enjoy the sweets of "rest,"

without first tasting the bitterness of toil

and trouble. We could not fully realize

the blessedness and worth of our final

" inheritance,'
9
unless we first experienced

an opposite condition of life. It is true, we
may nave surmounted many obstacles and
conquered many sore temptations ; we may
have braved £reat dangers, and overcome
vast difficulties; we may have suffered

numerous privations, and encountered
much opposition and many severe trials

;

we may have trampled down multitudes
of impediments which have from time to
time beset our path, and we may have pro-
gressed considerably on the way to per*
fection : but we have nevertheless a long
distance yet to travel, ere we reach the
destined goal. We have not yet gained
the end of our pilgrimage. We " are not
as vet come to the rest and to the in-
heritance which the Lord" has promised
to his people. We have much more to do
before we shall have accomplished what
is required at our hands in this proba-
tionary scene. We have other barriers

yet to overcome—severer trials yet to
undergo—greaterand far more formidable

obstacles yet to surmount, before we reach

the end of our journey. But when we
enter upon the possession of the glorious

inheritance which awaits us, we shall be
fully and abundantly rewarded for all our
toils, anxieties, and labours to obtain it.

Ifwe are true to ourselves and to ourhigh
and holy calling, and endure faithfully to

the end of our pilgrimage, we know that

honour, and exaltation, and an immortality

of bliss will be our happy portion. And
even though we should ? die before our
journey's through," we shall find that " all

is wefl." Death will be simply a re-

entrance into life, and the martyrs cross

will be exchanged for a martyr's crown.
Could we in imagination take our sta-

tion for awhile on some Pisgah's mounts
and, Moses-like, view from its lofty sum-
mit the future inheritance of the Saints,

—

could we gaze upon the rich and beauti-

ful sceneries of Israel's promised home,

—

could we, with the undimmed, prophetic

eye of faith, behold even one-thousandth

part of the future glory of Zion,—could
we see her palaces of gold, her streets of
silver, her temples ana courts of precious

stones, and all her cities and habitations

glittering in millennial splendour,—could

we listen for a moment to the enchanting
music of her happy sons and daughters,,

as they sing with melodious voices their

sweet songs, and pour forth anthems
of eternal praise to their Father and their

God, ou enraptured soulflnld be over*
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whelmed with the grandeur of the scene.

Yet we know that if we, as professed

Saints of God, remain faithful to the

covenant we have made with Aim, he will

be faithful to the covenant he has made

with us, and all (he joys and glories of

'

Zion will ultimately be ours. " He that
endureth to the end," says the Lord, " shall

be saved." And "He thatorercometh shall

INHERIT ALL THINGS."

THE QUEEN AND THE PROPHET.

BT KLDEB JOH* HYDE.

Belshazzar, king of Babylon, sur-

rounded by his nobles, feasted and re-

velled. His concubines were present. The
sycophant company praised his gods of

wood and stone. The prophet of Jehovah

lived in the city ; but what cared Belshazzar

for the Prophet or the Prophet's God ?

Nebuchadnezzar had levelled Judah's

Temple and carried the vessels of sacred

service with the Jews to Babylon. He
had vanquished the people, enchained

their monarch, razed their city, rifled

their holy places ; but he had not dared

to prostitute those vessels to unholy uses.

Belshazzar, heated with wine, com-
manded those vessels so sacred and holy

to be brought in, that, by drinking from
them, he might express his scorn for

Jehovah. The thunder rolls not, and the

lightning sleeps. Who shall venture to

titter tones of terrible rebuke to that pro-

fane and impious king ?

While they revelled, a hand of fire

traced lines of relentless doom high on
the lofty wall. Belshazzar saw and shud-

dered. Conscience made a coward of his

soul. He understood not the words, but
he knew they were meant for him. " Bring
in," cried he, " the learned and the wise.

They came. " Interpret and explain,"

cried he, in tones of agony, " those mystic

lines ; and he who reads diem right shall

wear a chain of gold and sit upon a
throne." They gazed upon the awe-
inspiring lines, but their portentous im-
port remained still untold.

The king's cries of horror penetrated

the apartment of the queen, she shared

not his polluting orgies. In his anguish

she forgot the long list of her own cruel

wrongs. She uttered no reproach ; but,

with her woman's pure and noble heart,

she pitied him. She came forth into the

hanquetting hall ; she gazed ; and, while

ail around, were horror-struck, she re-

mained unmoved. "Oking," said she,

" in thy domjuon lives a man in whom
•dwells theflpt of the holy gods!"

Sublime was Daniel's wisdom, marked
and circumspect his deportment, and his
conduct pure : God's spirit dwelt in him.
The queen saw and felt this : hence her
testimony. May all God's servants ever
deserve and win from the daughters of
men a testimony as exalted ! " Daniel,"
said thequeen, "was known and honoured
by the king Nebuchadnezzar. " Com-
mand him," said Belshazzar, " to come
in." The prophet appeared. "Unfold,"
cried the troubled monarch, " those lines

of fear, and you shall wear a chain of
honour and fill a third ruler's high posi-
tion." "I will read the words," said
Daniel, "and interpret their meaning;
but let thy gifts be to thyself, and
thy rewards unto another." Commun-
ing with the Eternal, Belshazz&r's gifts

and honours had no charms for him.
He reminded the trembling king of
Nebuchadnezzar's pride and folly—told
him of his degradation and his punish-
ment, his penitence and his humility, his

restoration to his throne and dignity, and
his proclamation to all under his wide-
spread sway to serve and honour Daniel's

God. And then, with thrilling emphasis,
the fearless Prophet said, " Thou knewest
all this, and yet thy heart thou hast not
humbled. Thou hast insulted the God
of heaven ; the sacred vessels of hh Temple
thou hast profaned, by libations drunk to

gods of wood and stone. The Eternal,

in whose hand thy breath is, him thou
hast not glorified. Because of this, thy

doom, dread and resistless, burns in those

blazing lines. Thou art weighed in the

balances, and art found wanting." The
monarch heard and was horrified. But
was there mercy, at the eleventh hour,

for him ? And did the Prophet urge
loud, vociferous, and importunate prayers

to God to pardon ana save the king?
No. But, as a lesson to live for ever in the

memory of men, "that night was Belshaz-

zar slain,"—that night was Belshazzar

damned

!
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NECESSITY OF A ]

BT ELDER B,

We are exhorted in scripture to go on
onto perfection. The medium through
which to obtain so desirable an object

must be a perfectly Organized system,

possessing all the elements of progress;

for a system which is incapable of leading

its adherents unto perfection is inade-

quate to the end for which man was
created. All the elements which come
within the range of our observation give

ocular demonstration of a Divine organisa-

tion, perfect in all its parts. The human
frame is a specimen of Divine workman-
ship, and the organization of the coarser

materials of nature are not behind in this

respect. The planet on which we live

moves in perfect harmony with every

other planetary orb in the economy of

the universe, containing within itself all

the elements adapted to the sustenance of

man and beast and the development of

the arts and sciences.

The mind of man is capable of the

highest improvement. Hence the neces-

sity of a system adapted to its develop-

ment. A system which has for its object

alone the temporal benefit of man, irre-

spective of his eternal destiny* is insuffi-

cient to lead him to perfection; and a
system based on the opposite extreme is

equally absurd. The history of seventeen

centuries goes to prove the imperfection

of human systems, which have divided

mankind into sects and parties, and filled

the world with division and strife.

In order, therefore, to attain the

object for which man was created, a
system must be devised by Infinite

Wisdom. Many noble-minded philanthro-

pists have arisen, whose hearts have

burned with seal for the amelioration of

suffering humanity ; and they have prose-

cuted their benevolent designs in the face

PERFECT SYSJEM.

. B* H0D801T.

of obloquy and scorn; yet they have failed

to accomplish their object, thus showing
all the combined wisdom and benevolence
of man to be incapable of regenerating
and exalting the human race. A perfect
plan is requisite for that purpose, and
that plan is the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Eighteen hundred years ago, the
Church of God was organized after a per*
feet pattern, comprising every officer

requisite to administer the law in all its

various branches, each knowing the
order of his particular calling and the
duties pertaining to the same, so that
there should be no schism in the body.
And the law was equally perfect in its

order, demanding perfect submission to
its requirements, and bestowing, without
reserve, every blessing according to the pro-
gress and intelligence of its recipients.

This is the dawn of a new era. The
dispensation of the fulness of times is now
ushered in. After the long, death-like

stillness of centuries, God has again
spoken from the heavens, revealed his

mind and will to man, and commenced to
set up his Church and kingdom on the
earth, organized with Apostles, Pro-
phets, Evangelists, Pastors, and Teachers,

who, holding the authority of the
holy and eternal Priesthood, will accom-
plish that great work of restitution which
has been spoken of by all the holy Pro-
phets since the world began. The ever-

lasting Gospel has been again restored*

which provides for mans temporal,

spiritual, and eternal salvation. It meets
every demand. It not only reaches the
lowest condition of man, but it makes
ample provision for the growth of the

highest grade of intelligence, and leads

him on in the path of progression through
the ceaseless ages of eternity.

HISTORY OP JOSEPH 8MITH.

{Continuedfrom page 562,)

[February, 1843.]

Thursday, 16th. After breakfast, we
proceeded towards Shokoquon. After

travelling five miles, brother Hyde and

Pratt's sleigh upset. Brother Hyde hurt

his hand; the horse ran away, and we
brought it back. After dinner, at

McQueen's Mills, we went to Shokoquon,
viewed the place, and found it a verj de-

sirable location for a city, when we re-
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turned to the place where we dined.

Elder Hyde prayed, and I* preached to a

large and attentive audience two hoars,

(from Rev. xiz. 10,) and Droved to the

people that any man that denied himself

as being a prophet was not a preacher of

righteousness. They opened their eyes,

and appeared well pleased. When we
had returned as far as McQueen's Mills,

Mr. Cowan halted and proposed to call.

While waiting a moment, Mr. Crane's

horse, (Mr. Crane came with our com-

pany,) which was behind, ran and jumped

into our sleigh as we jumped out, and

thence over our horse and the fence,

sleigh and all, the sleigh being still

attached to the horse, and the fence eight

rails high ; and both horses ran over lots

and through the woods, clearing them-

selves from the sleighs, and had their

frolic out without hurting themselves or

drivers. It was a truly wonderful feat,

and as wonderful a deliverance for the

parties. We took supper at Mr. Crane's,

and I stayed at Mr. Rose's that night.

Dr. Richardft invited the brethren to

come to my house on Monday next to

chop and pile up my wood.

Friday, 17th. Mr. Cowan returned

with me to my house, where we arrived

about noon; and I enjoyed myself by my
own fireside, with many of my friends

around me, the remainder of the day.

Mr. Cowan proposed to give me one-

fourth of the city lots in Shokoquon.

Saturday, 18th. Mostly about home
and at the Office. Several called for

counsel on points of law. Esquire War-
Ten, of Quincy, called on me. lie had burt

his horse, and said it was not the first time

he had missed it by not following my
advice. While at dinner, I remarked to

my family and friends present, that when
the earth was sanctified and became like a

sea of glass, it would be one great Urim
and Thummim, and the Saints could look

in it and see as they are seen.

"The Twelve to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints in La Harpe,
greeting :

—

Beloved Brethren,—We wish to present,

briefly, one important item for your serious

consideration. Oar beloved President Jo-

seph Smith is now delivered from the pro-

secution and oppression from without, by
which he has been bound, and also by the

same process has been relieved of his pro-

perty; so that he has nothing now to hinder
his devoting his time to the History of the

Church and the spiritual interest thereof,

except he has to spend his time in gathering

food for his family.

This is the point, brethren, whether yon
will do your duty in supplying the President

with food, that he may attend to the busi-

ness of the Church, and devote his whole,

time to the spiritual affairs thereof ; or shall

he attend to your business by running here

and there for a bushel of wheat, or a pound
of beef and pork, while the revelations to

the Church cease? This question is for the

Church to answer. Therefore we call upon

the brethren in La Harpe, at this time, for

immediate relief. Ton are all well aware

that we do not raise wheat, corn, beef, pork,

tallow, lard, butter, eggs, and provisions

and vegetables in the city, such as you all

use, which you are all well acquainted with.

And we are the same kind of beings is

Nauvoo as in the country; and what you
raise and eat in La Harpe, we would eat in

Nauvoo, if we could get it, our President

not excepted. And everything which is

required to fill a larder in La Harpe is

required in this place ; and by this you may
know what is wanting by our President to

prosecute the Lord's work and bring about*

your salvation, not excepting cotton, or

woollen goods, or groceries.

Brethren, we hope you will give an imme-
diate answer to this by loaded teams or letter*.

B. Yomro, President

W. Richards, Clerk.

Nauvoo, February 18, 1843.*

Sunday, 19th. Spent the day from nine

in the morning fill midnight, in the High
Council, who were attending to the case of

Wilson Law and Uriel C. Nickeraon, who
were in dispute about the title to certain

lands on the Island. After hearing the

testimony, I explained the laws of the

United States, Iowa, and Illinois, and

showed that Nickerson had the oldest

claim and best right, and left it for Law
to say how much Nickerson should have;

and the parties shook hands, in token of

a settlement of all difficulties.

The following is copied from the Tints

and Seasons:—
•• Nauvoo, Illinois,

February 19, 1843.

Mr. Alfred Edward Stokes.

Dear 8ir,—In obedience to your request,

I send you one number of each of the papers

published in this place. I am well aware

that designing men, for sinister purposes,

have put in circulation reports concerning

the people here,- which are so monstrous

that it is a matter of surprise how any

I rational being could profess to believe them
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at all. If I were even to profeat to beliere

such incredible and ridiculous nonaense
about anj people, 1 should consider the public

would hare sufficient cause to scorn me as

the mere tool of corrupt and foul slander-

ers^ but anything to stop the progress of

that which cannot be done bj fact and
Scripture truth. That man must hare a
large stock of moral courage who dare in

amywise profess belief in such outlandish

representations as are made in the public

papers concerning the people of Nauroo,
and circulated orally by wicked and design-

ing men. The old atale story about com-
mon stock, in defiance of fact and truth,

it would appear by your letter and that of
your friend Evans, is professedly bettered

by the people in the vicinity of Waynesville,

Ohio. This falsehood was invented by an
ignorant blockhead, by the name of Matthew
Clapp, who, for want of any other means to

atop the progress of truth in its more in-

cipient stages, invented this falsehood, and,

finding it took with persons of his own
stamp, circulated it with untiring persever-

ance, in direct opposition to the testimony

of his senaee, knowing, at the time he com-
menced circulating it, that it waa false.

Be was a preacher of the Campbellite faith.

It would require the ignorance of barba-
rians and the credulity of savages to attempt

a belief in the falsehoods which are circu-

lated against the Sainta with great seal by
many. I have never supposed that the

authors of these defamatory tales ever ex-

pected the public would believe them ; but
they expected that men of corrupt minds,

like themselves, would profess to believe

them ; neither do I now believe that those

who profess to believe them do actually

believe one word of them ; but they profess

to do it, thinking that, by so doing, they can
make acme headway against us : but it is a
tain attempt; for every attempt of the kind
baa only excited enquiry, awakened curio-

aity, and caused investigation, which have,

in every instance, resulted in an increase of
members to the Church ; so that we grant full

license to all defamers to do their uttermost.

Our city is a great thoroughfare : people
of all classes are crowding into it; multi-

tudes who do not belong to the Church of

Latter-day Sainta are seeking locations

where they can prosecute their respective

callings, if you wish the papers, you can
put the money into a letter, and the Post-
master at your place will send it without
expense. Yours, with respect,

8n>NXT BioDOir, P. M.

Elder William Henshaw having been
directed by Elder Lorenzo Snow to go
to South Wales, he commenoed preach-

567

ing privately to several families in Pen y
Darren, near Merthyr Tydvil, Glamor-
ganshire, in the English language, a
number of whom believed his testimony

;

and this day baptized William Rees Davis,

his wife, and two of his sons, and com-
menced preaching publicly in brother
Davis's house, about one-third of the peo-
ple only understanding the English kn-

(To fte continued.)

onday, fcOth. About seventy of the

'

brethren came together, according to

previous notice, and drawed, sawed, chop-
ped, split, moved, and piled np a large lot

of wood in my yard. The day was spent
by them in much pleasantry, good humour
and feeling. A white oak log, measuring
five feet four inches in diameter, was cut
through with a cross-cut saw, in four-and-
a-half minutes, by Hyrum Dayton and
brother John TidweU. This tree had
been previously cut and hauled by my
own hands and team.
From nine to eleven this morning, I was

reading in German ; and from eleven to
twelve, held Mayor's Court on Assumpsit,

.

Charles R. Dana, v. William B. Brink,
which was adjourned ten days.

Last night, Arthur MUliken had a
auantity of books stolen, and found them
lis afternoon in brother Hyrum'? hay-

loft. Two boys, Thomas Morgan and
Robert Tavlor, were arrested on suspicion
and brought before me for examination.
After a brief investigation, the Court
adjourned until ten o'clock to-morrow
morning. While the Court was in ses-

sion, I saw two boys fighting in the street,

near Mills' Tavern. I left the business of
the Court, ran over immediately, caught
one of the boys (who had begun the fight

with clubs), and then the other; and, after

giving them proper instruction, I gave
the bystanders a lecture for not interfer-

ing in such cases, and told them to quell

ail disturbances in the street at the first

onset. I returned to the Court, and told

them that nobody waa allowed to fight in,

Nauvoo but myself.

In the evening, called at brother Heber
C. Kimball's. John Quincy Adams pre-
sented to the House of Representatives
of the United States a petition signed by
51,863 citizens of Massachusetts, praying
Congress to pass such acts and propose
such amendments to the Constitution as
would separate the petitioners from all

connection with the institution of slavery.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER «, IMS:

^fttH&ca Bkxnumu^8oih» months since, we were led. to* supply the Miannn with

Conference Tithing Recorder in order diet a joet and comet aotoatnt m»t>tfaeba*

ofall Tithing collected, as well as the disposal of the same, and that a correct, pra>

tical, and uniform system of keeping' those accounts and transacting Church basins*

generally might he adopted and reduced to practice in every Conference tatoagasst

the Mission. We wereof the opinion that if wecould suoceed In establishing acornet

but plain and simple uniform system of keeping the accounts and transecting the

business of the Church, much move good could be accomplished with the «n*

amount of mean*; and much more means could bcreaVied, aadsecuredVandspelait*

the proper and legitimate object for which it was raised, than could possrhhrft* efltefcrf

under the loose and ineffectual method of conducting business which had kith**

faesn practised ;. s*l the* the Elders would also nealiae the sdwsifsejsof musf
method and system snr their transactions! Tile result hue abundantly proiei tbs

cot*ectaea*of that opisdbnv These books* and instructions were distributed through

the Mission about*the 1si of April, and the present sysfeenvof c^eratfouaejtatoieid

in April and May; since which, more has been; aooesapUaked for the Cfruiuh leash*

been accomplished in the way. of finances in any whole year before: and the mriteml

testimony of the Priesthood is* that they hare more joy and satisfaction in their

laboumand moss of the good Spirit in their nuiuettutfons than before, gtttsewis

rOettV for iinorerettfentk The Bystem isnet1 yet ooespteos. Tim Branches art yiffci

a measure grbptirg on in' tie old track, and lal>ouring under the inconfenfaaflsofa

want of system and order in keeping their accounts* so as to haiwnenise wM> sad

work into the Conferencesas they ought to day end constitute m ctMck osr *o0o>

ierenee books.

The readiness and energy with wtfch the Priesthood have hudl^ofaadntt iato

practice our suggestions and counsels, and wtrodnead the system. of1 bsshiaesssg

ind all other bustness matters proposed by usy encowrages us to rnesW seothsrmm
towards perfecting the system add extending the order to the Branches. Teseeso-

plish tins, we have now being; made a. quantity of Branch Tithing BosoruV**

cleutly latgo to ssmply erery Beaneh* These Reoocdoaro to heop— Shaaui ini'

el^ s» tks Ocmtoenee Recw^
• We hope the Presidents of Branches will be prepared to enter into tfiH rsjbnesr

tfori, if we may so term it, with the same will and detersainatiom to carryitoet*

were the Presidents of Conference*. Wo feel' suew that they witt-be bkaud it*

doing. We ha?o made provision, afeo for a Mbittfy Report of the BhnehFrs*

sidents to the Presidents of Ckmfereocee. We shall supply the Branches withj****

form*, merely reuuiritig to be fitted up by the Branch President, and capisd ietsb*

Bis Record *, blank forms being also furnished in the book for that frarpose.

This will notp however, complete our arrangements. It will be aecessirylacried

it still tether ; and, in order to render the system as perfect as, psiisjlfaiiwsrtr*

as too* as osewoaioafr gctupa.se* of r«ssWs Ifooie tor the hiauai 9$

mans, a perfectly unifbrm tysten^wift hw eemhllthed throughout the Musion, mt



-aweownte be MomiUijr kqpt, oomet bewinesfc habits aoqmrea by tbe bvethreo, the
teats kept and pratmiiM oWuesipo, the interest of tbe Saints thoroughly
4sn*eoted» aad the erne thereby otf*firta% benefitted.

Amimow—P3Wift Fcie>«—It itour.doty, a* well as <bir««U) guard the interest*

^the Ssiitu over whom we hayeth*Preakient»l waAcbcafej em* it is a source of
gseat joy end satUfcotioa to knew that,thy are blessed end prospered in their daily

*ve*sftieas end teseporal enVr*} but muok mora so to know that they aire faithful

-end united in keeping the lew* and coiwstandmente of God and the counts of hie

eenranti.

One of the inostimpertantof the lawn and commandments of God to the Saints in

ibieland»andwhiebmoUdirectiy eon^ daily practical duties, is to

gather to Zion, that they may reoahre the Meetings awaiting the faithful and obedient

43einte there, and aatu* ia building op and establishing God's kingdom on the earth.

We feel particularly desirous to seo the Saints make preparation, to obey this com-
mend with the least possible (felay.

In. order to facilkate tsuVobjeot and assist the Saints to save the means to take

them frun these lands, the Penny Fund system was established, through which, by a
£sithtui adherence te tbecounseJe of the Priesthood, much may be done for the emi-

gration of the Ssinaa, and womb money, which would otherwise be spent in small

earns for no real, substantial benefit, be saved and laid by for tbe assistance of the

owners in their emigration. Much has already been accomplished; but we feel

assured that much more might have been done, if the Saints had all justly appreciated

the movement and fully realized the benefits to be derived from it, through a strict

and faithful observance of the counsels and instructions which have from time to

time been given them, not only through the Star, but from the stand. We would

-again call upon the Saints to give this matter their most earnest consideration, and

to set themselves, one and aD, diligently to work to accomplish their deliverance from

this land.

From the present embarrassed condition of thai Perpetual Emigrating Fund Com*
penji there is no probability that there will be any emigration by that Company to

-any considerable extent for some time to come, alter the way shall again be opened

for emigration: and aswe have said before! so say we again, that your emancipation

from this land depends, in a very great degree* upon yourselves. And should the

<pburch assist any from this land, it will be the faitfyul, who have kept the laws and

commandments of God, been diligent In the performance of every duty, responded

cbeerfullj to every call that has been made upon them, and manifested a disposition

to help themselves to gather to Zion. And hereafter the books will be consulted to find

the faithful. Ton will be judged by the things written in the books. We are therefore

endeavouring to supply the Conferences and Branches with all necessary books, to be

hept and preserved as permanent records of the Church. We have deemed it

advisable to supply a set of Penny FundBooks, enough for every Branch Treasurer of

that fund in the Mission, so that order and uniformity in that department may also be

established. We luwe them m progress, and shall send them out with the Branch

Tithing Records. We shall enjoin, it as a duty upon the Presidents of Conferences

|o toe that an honest and correct account be kept of all moneys paid into that fund,

.and paid over to the Conference Treasurer once a week, or semi-monthly, as the case

cnaa be, at the same, time that the Tithing money is paid over to him; and that it be

rfjj 1pm paid over to the Pastor, to be forwarded to tnis Office monthly.

JSow,. although tbe Pastors and Presidents of Conferences and Branches are
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generally and almost universally made the treasurers of this fund, yet they are mad*

ao by the people themselves; and we do not, as we have before stated, bold this Office

responsible for any money except what actually reaohes us; but we feel it a dutytei

counsel the Saints and to assist them, by throwing around them all the safeguards

which can possibly be brought to bear for their security against fraud. - We hate*

therefore deemed it advisable to require a Monthly Report from the Branch Presi-

dent or Treasurer to the Conference Treasurer of all money paid in, as well as the

paying over all such money weekly or semi-monthly, as before remarked. We hope,

by this means, to assist the Saints and stir them up to greater diligence in tiri»

matter.

From the present aspect of affairs in Utah, as we are able to catch a glimpse of

them through the public press, we may reasonably look for emigration to open again

soon, for a short time. Should such be the case, how many of the Saints are

prepared to avail themselves of the opportunity? Saints, are you doing all in your

power to be ready when the way opens ? Or are you putting ic off from time to

time, with the idea that there is time enough yet, and that you are not yet quite ready

to begin to retrench or sacrifice anything for that object, and honing that the Lord

will open the way and put into the heart of somebody to emigrate you? If so, be

assured that emigration will open and close again, and you will still be left in

England. Arouse, then, Saints, and begin at once with a determination not to cease'

your efforts until your deliverance be effected.

Old Book Debt.—The great liberality and zeal manifested by the Saints, in answer

to our call upon them, to pay off the old book debt, and thereby render material aid

to the Church in Zion, is very gratifying to us, and speaks well for the Priesthood

generally who have the immediate watchcare of the Saints, and loudly in favour of

the faith and good works of the Saints themselves, and is a most truthful and tan*

gible evidence of their love and sympathy for their brethren in the mountains: and,

with the same spirit to actuate and govern them, the old debt will be more than half

paid off by the end of tins year. That debt has been increasing from year to year,

for the last six or seven years, at the rate, on an average, of nearly £1,000 a jear.

This year, the Conferences, with a few exceptions, are not only not increasing their

indebtedness to the Office, but are really manifesting a determination to entirely wipe

out all old scores, and hereafter do business, as it always should be done, on the readj-

money principle. We are sorry that there are any exceptions to this rule ; but truth

compels us to state that, in some few instances, the Priesthood and 8aints are behind

the spirit of the times in this matter, and are not only not doing anything to remove the

old debt, but are actually increasing their indebtedness at this Office. This we expect

to be immediately rectified, and we call upon the Pastors and Presidents of Con*

ferences to see that this reformation is at once effected. The subscription for the

Star this year was not forced or urged upon the Saints, and we expect the money

every month for every Star that is sent to the Conferences.

We desire to call particular attention to the letter of President J. D. Boss in this

Number. There is much truth and good counsel in it, and the Saints would do well

o take the advice given. It does not speak very well for the faith or sincerity of the

Saint who would refuse or neglect to take the Star because he could not take it with

him to the Valley, and yet would pay as much as it would cost for a London Journal,

Home Magazine, or Family Herald, and, after reading, use it for waste paper. 1**

desire to progress in the knowledge of those principles and truths which concern

their salvation is very weak indeed in such Saints, or they would take the Star insteaoV
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and, baring read and treasured up all the information to be gleaned from it, give it

to a neighbour, if they hare not faith that they can take it with them to the moun-
tains. The expense would be the same, and the good accomplished would, in the-

latter, vastly exceed that of the former. In the one case, the Saint would receive

some good and profitable information, which would be of lasting benefit, and the

neighbour might receive light and intelligence on some principle of divine truth

which would effect or perhaps bring about his eternal salvation ; while, on the other

hand, some fictitious tale is read, which only tends to create a distaste for solid reading

and sound principle, enervate the mind, and disqualify it for the reception and appre-

ciation of the great truths of the Gospel, or the stern realities of every-day life. The
acquisition of one Gospel truth—one correct principle of salvation, would certainly be

worth, it would seem, the price of a Star, even though the latter could not be taken

to the mountains. And where, Saints, will you go to look for these glorious truths-*

these saving and ennobling principles—in the Millennial Star, or in the London-

Journal f The love of the truth—the desire to build up the kingdom and secure their

salvation does not dwell in the heart of the man or woman who acts upon that prin-

ciple. If every Saint in this Mission did his duty in this respect, the circulation of

the Star would be nearly doubled, and the Saints would be storing their minds with

useful knowledge, whereas they are now spending their time and money for compara-

tively useless trash.

We hope the presiding officers of Conferences and Branches will turn their atten-

tion to this matter, and see that every Saint who has the means to pay for any of

these periodicals of light reading takes and pays for the Star. A reformation in this,

respect is really called for and must be effected, or they cannot advance with the

Church and keep the spirit of the times.

Efficiency in Administration.—We desire to call the attention of Pastors and

Presidents of Conferences to the subject of efficiency, and impress upon their minds

the necessity of knowing and understanding everything pertaining to the Church

under their watchcare.

Brethren, it is your duty and privilege to be in the constant possession of every

species of knowledge and information concerning your flocks ; and you must do this,

or you cannot be efficient in your offices. Nothing is more calculated to assist an

officer in bis presidential duties over a people than a thorough knowledge of every-

thing pertaining to that people. This knowledge is indispensable, if you would be

efficient and profitable in your ministrations. A few days since, we had occasion to

call upon the several Pastors for certain statistical information,which ought to have been

in their possession from the Half-yearly Statistical Reports, and which we should have

received by return of post. It was all-important that we should get it without delay;

yet, in nearly every case, we were compelled to wait a week, and, in several, consider-

ably longer, for what we ought to have had in forty-eight hours at the furthest; and,

besides that annoyance, we were put to great inconvenience and considerable expense.

This information should have been in the possession of both Pastors and Presi-

dents of Conferences; whereas, in fact, it was with neither, but had to be acquired by

them from the Presidents of Branches, before they could furnish us with it.

Ifyou would be prompt and efficient in your callings, brethren, be careful to be

constantly in possession of every species of information, statistical and financial, as

well as moral and religious, respecting your several fields of labour.

Visits among the Conferences.—President Ross writes us from Nottingham on-

the 3rd, and Norwich on the 9th ; and President Budge from Glasgow on the 10th,

r
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"We are glad to hear, through those brethren, of the welfare of the Saints in those

places* and their, determination to persevere in well-doing and not rest until they hare

if>*id off the old hook debt and discharged every obligation to this Office.

We have also been visiting among the Conferences, and have lately returned front

a pleasant and profitable visit to London, Brighton, and Birmingham, where we had

the pleasure of meeting, in each of these places, large numbers of the Saints in Con*

ferenoe, and imparting to them such instruction as we were led to do by the Spirit, and

witnessing their zeal and devotion to the cause and kingdom of God, their love and

union of spirit, and their determination to do all in their power to uphold and sustain

the work, and secure their own salvation. There is also great union of

feeling and oneness of spirit existing among the Priesthood in these Con*

ferences, and an order, regularity, and promptness in their business matters,

that is both gratifying and praiseworthy. The Priesthood and Saints in these Con*

ferences are earnestly striving and fully determined to wipe out their old book debt

also. This, in fact, seems to be the prevailing feeling throughout the Mission; and

we cannot but feel that the Lord is greatly blessing his people in this land ; and we

pray that he will continue to bless, strengthen, and qualify them to do his will and

accomplish his purposes on the earth.

The Work in Australia.—In addition to the information contained in Elder

•Snow's letter from Melbourne, published in this Number, we learn by letter from

Sydney, New South Wales, dated June 4, that a Special Conference was held in that city

on the 30th May, when a number of officers were appointed to fill the vacancies occa-

sioned by the return of the American Elders home. Elder Thomas Ford was

appointed President of the Australian Mission ; Elder James Pegg, President of the

New South Wales Conference; Elder Alexander Somerville, President of the

Victoria Conference ; and Elder Richard Ellis, General Book Agent of the Mission.

Elder Snow left Melbourne on the 30th May. The others—namely, Elders Stewart,

Clark, Chaffin, Norton, Potter, and Said, were to "embark on board the General

Cashing for San Francisco on the 8th June. May God protect these his servants on

their way home, and bless them abundantly for their arduous labours in his great

and good cause

!

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

AUSTRALIA.

Ship " Marianna," lying at Melbourne,
May30,lS58.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—By a letter from Elder
George S. Clark, of May 18, I see that

the American Elders in the United States

and England are released from their

missions and called home, and that you
are presiding in England ; so I write you,
believing I am writing to the correct

authority. On the 18th May, 1866, 1, in

company with fourteen others, left Great

Salt Lake City in good health and spirits,

and proceeded to Sydney, where I arrived

December 9th. A Conference was soon

held, and myself and Elder J. C. Witbeck

were sent to South Australia. In that

colony we arrived January 22nd, 1857.

Soon after our arrival, we perceived that

South Australia had only been settled

about twenty years, and that most of the

settlers had either heard the Gospel in

England and rejected it, or had had an

opportunity to hear, and deemed it un-
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'worthy of their notice; and therefore

little could be done. Bat, notwithstanding

this, we commenced onr missionary la-

bours, and continued until June, 1857,
when Elder Witbeck, being informed of
the death of his wife, left ; and he is now,
I presume, in the Valley. I remained
mntil the 19th instant. During this time, 1

about twenty-eight have emigrated, and
,

fourteen only were baptised. I visited i

and preached in nearly all the most popu-
lous settlements there; but to obtain a
bouse to preach in was next to impossible.

For this reason, my preaching was in the

open air generally. My congregations

were usually small, seldom exceeding two
hundred, and they were not always atten-

tive. I was frequently disturbed. As to

the other members of the Mission, I can-

not speak particularly ; but I have good
reason to believe that in New South
"Wales the Mission has been more pros-

perous. When I left "home, sweet
borne," I believed that if I were faithful,

the Lord would go before and be with me
until my return, so that, if anything hap-

pened with me wrong, it would be my
own fault. I will now tell you how far

my expectations have been realized.

When on our way to San Francisco,

without a dollar in our pockets, we began
to plan how to get across the ocean.

This, you know, was not taking thought
for the morrow : it was thinking weeks
ahead. But we finally settled down that

the Lord would have a vessel there to

take us. over when we arrived. So on
we went ; and on our arrival, to our sur-

prise, there the vessel was, and money
enough in our pockets to pay our passage,

but nothing left.

Well, we got on to the water, bound
for Melbourne. As it was to Sydney we
wanted to go, How shall we get from Mel-
bourne to Sydney ? was the next enquirv.

So we thought, and thought, and thought
again; but, finally, gravely concluded that

we could not go from Melbourne to Sydney
until we arrived at Melbourne ; and that if

the Lord wanted us in Sydney, he could
lead us there. After this, quietness within

was predominant. In this situation, the

wind blew where it listed, and we heard
the sound thereof, until we found our-

selves at the port of Melbourne ; and be-

fore we went on shore, we were saluted

by a brother, to whom the Lord bad sent

word that we were coming, and to whom
instructions had been given to be on the

-watch for us. Soon after getting on
shore, a consultation was had, and four
detailed to go to Sydney ; and when the
time arrived for leaving,we had justmoney
enough to go with, but nothing left.

Well, we got to Sydney; and who
should we see but the* President of the
Mission coming on board again to meet
us! All right! The Lord thus far had
gone before us. The Conference was
held, as I have before stated, and I and
Elder Witbeck were sent to South Aus-
tralia, not having a penny; but when
the time arrived for starting, money
enough for passage was on hand, and
notliing left.

I had no notice of the call home until

April 30, one month ago, when I had only

two shillings,and thejourney was long and
expensive. The orethren were all poor,

but I felt certain the call had been made ^

so I must start, or at least try to go.

Thought I, What shall I do ? Tso money,
no clothing, and ten thousand miles to go.

Yes, ten thousand ! What shall be done ?
St. Paul says, "The Lord is a present

help in every time of need." I will try hv
and see. So I prayed to him to help me,
and started, first travelling 130 miles on
foot in South Australia, visiting the

brethren, exhorting them to faithfulness,

and setting things in order as well as I

knew how, and then took steamer for

this port. When I 'got here, my passage

was paid, and my two shillings had in-

creased one hundred fold ; so I had a little

left.

In this colony I have travelled 100
miles, 60 of it on foot ; and now, here I

am, safely on board, with my passage

paid to San Francisco, with the hope that

the ship will call at Sydney and take in

the residue of the Mission, having on
hand five per cent, more than when I
landed here ; that is, five times as much.
If this proves that " the Lord is a pre-

sent help in every time of need," tnen

here I have it. I certainly have a little

left.

I may here state that, during my Mis-

sion, I have not wanted for food, clothing,

or a night's lodging, nor for a friend,

when a friend was needed; nor have I

had a day's sickness, except sea-sickness.

When I arrived in South Australia, my
clothing was beginning to be a little old;

so the brethren furnished me with some
new. Now, the Lord had said in such

cases I must cast the old from me. But
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did I do it? No—not L That com-
mand did not amount to much ; it was
of hut little consequence : the old would,

in case of a future pinch, answer to wear
again. 80 they were laid by. Well, the

mult is, that on my way home I am
obliged to wear my old clothing. But it is

just good enough for me: I might have
obeyed the command. I hope the Elders

who hereafter may not wish to wear their

HOKE CORRESPONDENCE*

old clothing home will take warning by
me, and not think that they know better

than the Saviour. But really, now, Pre-

sident Calkin, they are quite comfortable;

and I fancy I look quite nice and tidy in

them. May the Lord bless you and al

the fcithful.

Tour fellow-labourer,

Z. Show.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LONDON PASTORATE.

6, Richard-rtreet, Lhnehonse Fields,

London, August 9, 1858.

Dear President Calkin,—It is with great

pleasure I embrace the present oppor-
tunity to inform you of the faithfulness

and diligence of the Saints in die London
Pastorate. Although I am about half

of my time away from the Pastorate, yet

I find every requirement made at our
hands fully met. The Presidents of the

Conferences deserve credit for their strict

attention to the business of their Con-
ferences, everything being done up well

and in proper time. But I will allow

their works to speak for them, as they are
made manifest from time to time m a
tangible form to you at the Liverpool
^Office; and they will be a little more
tangible the present month than ever.

Prom the 23rd of June until the 10th of
July, I remained in the London Pasto-
rate, and had great joy in my labours,

because of the union and good feeling

that prevail among the Saints.

July 11th. I attended Conference in

Portsmouth ; found Pastor Keaton, with
Presidents Hanham and Moss, enjoying
the spirit of their calling, and the Saints
fully united with them in endeavouring
an every possible manner to aid in rolling
on the mat work of the last days.
The Conference was well attended by the
-Saints, and suitable instructions were
given.

In Southampton, the Saints labour
under a little disadvantage for the want
of a convenient meeting-room. Some-
limes the brethren are disposed to be
tf penny wise and pound foolish." It is not
wise to give up a meeting-room where
^gre is a good Branch, until Another is

secured. The same influence for good

cannot be exercised over a Branch in a
scattered condition that can be used when
the Saints can meet together in one

room.
There is another matter worthy of

notice—namely, book debts in nearly ever?

Conference in the Mission. An effort is

being made to wipe off the old book

debts that now burden the Conferences.

Considerable has been done, and mock
more will be done the present quarter for

that purpose. On close examination, I

find that in too many instances the pre-

sent accumulation of stock is being over-

looked ; and while we are overcoming an

old enemy, a new one is gradually gain-

ing strength and influence amongst us.

Pastors and Presidents should turn their

attention immediately to this subject, and

make it their business to see that no

stock is allowed to accumulate either in

the Branch or General Agent's hands.

Each Branch ought to square their

accounts monthly. Money in advance

would be better. A little tact and man-

agement on the part of the presiding

authorities in the Conferences might
create a ready-money business all the*

time with the publications of the Churck

in the Branches.
The General Agent's accounts should

be carefully audited at the end of each

quarter; and the amount of stock which

has accumulated in his hands during the

quarter should be disposed of at once. ^
I

believe that the Priesthood only Hqni»
to have their attention directed W this

matter, to attend to it promptly. Several

thousand more Stars than are bow

published ought to be taken by the Saint*

in the British Mission. A refbranttsn

m this, particular is really mnWI •
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every Conference. The reason urged by
many of the Saints for not takiug the

Star is that they cannot take them with

them when they emigrate, because of the

small quantity of luggage allowed by the

handcart trains on the Plains. Tet
these same persons will every week give

their penny freely for a London Journal
or a Family Herald, to read some fa-

vourite tale, and then use it up for waste
paper. Saints of the British Mission,

why not spend your penny from week to

week in procuring the Starf Supposing
you could not carry a single volume with
you to the mountains—the information

and counsels imparted in this, the only

legitimate publication in this country
through which the Saints in these lands

can receive necessary counsel from week
to week, is better worth the money ex-

pended than such publications as those

referred to, even though you should have
to leave it behind you or use it for waste
paper. Think on this matter and reform.

On the 18th and 25th, we held Con-
ferences in London and Brighton, both of

which President Budge and yourself

575

attended. We had full bouses and excel-
lent instructions. Tour visits were highly
appreciated; and we shall be glad to have
them repeated at the first convenient
opportunity.

August 1st, I attended a Pastoral
Conference in Nottingham. Everything
is moving along in a most satisfactory

manner in this Pastorate. The Priest-
hood and Saints are united and diligent

in the discharge of their respective du-
ties. Their works praise them better
than I can in a letter. Each month as it

rolls round enables you to form a pretty

correct idea as to who are the working
and who the talking men now en-
gaged in the ministry. I was gratified

to near you remark, when in London,
that the laboursofthePriesthood through-
out the Mission, with perhaps one or two
exceptions, had given you every satisfac-

tion; and the exceptions will probably
redeem themselves before the present year
terminates.

Tours very faithfully,

J. D. Ross.

PASSING EVENTS.

GnrasAL.—The neighbourhood of Bedford on the 12th ult. was visited by a most
fearful electric storm : the lightning was appalling ; the instantaneous peals of thunder
resembled a mighty cannonade, and serious damages befel the locality. In the neigh-
toourhoods of Stafford, Derby, Barnsley, and many other towns, the storm was terrific,

flashes of lightning rising from the earth like skyrockets, peals of thunder shaking the
houses and public buildings, and the rains pouring down Uke the bursting of a water-
spout. A terrible thunderstorm has visited Coleraine, doing considerable damage. A
ball of fire struck oue of the ribs which were being erected for the Cupola, exploding with
a tremendous report, louder than 50 stand of arms, which was heard over the whole
town. Parts of the scaffolding were hurled in splinters in all directions to a considerable

distance : a large stone in a solid mass of masonry in the tower was also forced out of its

place, and several workmen, who were standing on the floor underneath, were thrown down
by the shock and stunned. Among other places, the neighbourhood of Bushmills was visited

with the storm in all its intensity ; and to the thunder, lightning, and rain was added the
phenomenon ef a shower of ice, many pieces measuring several inches in circumference.

A number of conspirators at Lemberg, the capital of Austrian Galicia,mostof whom were
from twelve to fifteen years of age, have been tried ; ten were sentenced to various terms
of punishment, and one to death : in passing sentence, the judges recommended them to
mercy, on account of their extreme youth. A conspiracy is on foot for a general rising of

all the Sclavonic populations of Austria, with ramifications in Russian Poland, to form a
republic, which would comprise some nine millions of inhabitants. A riot broke out at

Tilborg on the 5th ult., resulting in several persons being wounded, and two killed. The

Kpalace gave way to great exoesses ; but 20 gendarmes and 80 soldiers were sent from
ris-le-duc, who made numerous arrests and restored order. The Arabian city of Jeddah

has been bombarded. A smart shock of earthquake was felt at Jamaica on the I6th July.

A shock of earthquake was also experienced at Toulon on the 13th nit.

Amebioan.—Advices from Tampico to the 20th July report that affairs there continued

In the same unsettled state at heretofore reported* Gen, Carvajal had euj of all com*
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manieatfon with tht isjterior, And «m Mppotdtt to 4m aweaevlBg to enake asneve ee<

Tampico. In Mexfeo, there hot teen a oosnpWse ohaage Id Ge*. Zoisogafr oahinet, The
Liberals have recaptured Toepeu. The importaat miaaioo to Parages* setnains stfl)

unsettled. The Canadian ministerial crisis continues, and the excitement is greatlj ss

the increase. Mr. Gait was called in bj the Governor-General on the 4th nit, bat

declined to undertake the formation of a cabinet. The -rejection of the Leamington

Constitution formed the snbject of dntcttssion in the organs of the Administration and the

Opposition. A despatch from Washington states that two thousand troops, equipped

'with the most effective arms known Ho the army, will noon be in the Territories of

Washington end Oregon/erfd make anf&orons fall and winter cesnpalyn against the hestae

Indians; and General Harney will wtrnnend the operations. IHs onoSosed that the nana

Infantry ordered from Utah will > strive in the -Indian exmrJtry,-where Cos. -8tepsse a
stationed, about the middle of November. It has forthorSwsro linlsrmineil to eead Ooisnet

Mansfield, Inspector-General of the4 army, out by the feamar to the oeai of war, ts

inspect the forces and reportalso upon 'the state of the oouatrj, the number and capa-

bilities of the Indians, and the additional measures required to bring them to terms. Tat

whole Territory of Utah is reported as being perfectly tranquil. None of the soldiers of

Gen. Johnston's army were allowed to re-enter Salt Lake City, and orders had been issued

strictly prohibiting any interference Whatever with the people. The Peace Gonmuatioasfs

had left for Washington.

A Dahdy is a chap who would boa lady if he could, boVai.be can-Vdeeu all he ess ts

ahow the world he is not a mau.
A Syllogistic Exercikb for Loqiciahs.—w iWoat.has two tails. A oat has oaetsB

more than ne cat. Brgo—K cat has three tails

!

Thr father of a Dublin boy,* in chiding his delinquent ton! for wrong doing, woa*4
up his chastisement with, " Sirrah, did you ever seems do'sueh atWng, wfeen /was rhoyr

PRAYER FOR THE KEEPING OF THE WORD OF WISDOM.
O God of my Fathers, look down from above. From drinks that are strong; and offensive to tact:

Diffuse round my besd the warmth of thy love; A heart toabhor them do Them give to me.
Pour tby grace in abundance on this head of mine. Give me a mind that's willing to do
That thy merciful laws I may clearly define ; All things, that thou. Lord,would'st havemepasse;

Give me knowledge to know what Is holy and food ; Give me wisdom and troth, thai, myAcs I aa*™*
Otoe me strength to abstaiu from ail noxious/bed— And obtain a sswatd4a tby Megaesa that's cm*.

London. aL.Cssas.

AD»RKfift.— Frank Pitman, esre of Mr. R, AehdewD, Mead- Lane,' West^tiett,*a«ahns»»«8en*y.

MONEY LlfcT, AUGUST 14—20, 1858.
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AINT8*

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Betkmtkath en ear, let him hear what the Spirit eaUh tmU the dtoreAe*—Jetas Chrfcrt.

Oeme emi efher, mm petit, thmi ye be no* pmrtaJtert ofher emet and thmi ft recti** net efhew

pUgutt.—h Voice from Heaven.

sfe. 37, Tel. XX. Saturday, September 11, 1858. Price One Penny.

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM.

Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, bad
a dream, " wherewith his spirit was trou-

bled, and bis sleep brake from him. Being
anxious to know what it portended, he

called in his wise men—soothsayers, ma-
gicians, astrologers, sorcerers, and the

Chaldeans, who professed to be skilled in

all kinds of divinations, and told them he

had u dreamed a dream," and that his

* spirit was troubled to know the dream."

To this the Chaldeans replied, " O king,

Eve for everT Tell thy servants the

dream, and we will shew the interpreta-

tion." The king, however, could not do
tins ; for, said he, " The thing is gone
from me. If ye will not make known
unto me the dream, with the interpreta-

tion thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces, and
your houses shall be made a dunghill.

But if ye shew the dream and the inter-

pretation thereof, ye shall receive of me
gifts, and rewards, and great honour."

To this unwelcome alternative of com-
pliance or death they demurred, and re-

peated their former terms

—

" Let the

king tell his servants the dream, and we
will show the interpretation." This re-

joinder roused the ire of his Majesty, who
was totally unable to accede to their

request ; and, after charging them with
deception and false pretences, he chal-

lenged them to prwe their power of inter-

pretation by telling him the dream itself.

On their failing to do this, " the king was
angry and very furious f and at once

" the decree went forth that the wise men
should be slain."

There was, however, among the Jewish
captives in Babylon, a young man, named
Daniel, to whom "the God of heaven"
revealed the secret " in a night vision."

On obtaining access to the king, through
"Arioch, the captain of the king's guard,"
Daniel, in the presence of the king,
revealed both the dream and the inter-

pretation. Said be, "There is a God in

heaven that revealeth secrets, and maketh
known to the king Nebuchadnezzar what
shall be in the latter days." His relation

of the dream was as follows :

—

"Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a
great image. This great image, whose
brightness was excellent, stood before tbee;
and the form therefore was terrible. Thia
image's head wot of fine gold, his breast
and hit arms of silver, hit belly and hie
thight of brats. Hit lege of iron, hit feet
part of iron and part of clay. Thou sawest
till that a stone was out out without hands,
which smote the image upon hit feet that
were of iron and clay, and brake them to
pieces. Then was the iron, the clay, the
braat, the tilver, and the gold broken to
pieces together, and became like the ehsff

of the summer threshing-floors, and the wind
carried them away, that no place was found
for them: and the ttone that smote the
image became a great mountain, and filled

the whole earth. (Dan. ii. 81—30.)

Having thus revealed the dream itaell

to his rojal auditor, Daniel proceeded to
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*78 Nebuchadnezzar's dream.

" tell the interpretation thereof before the

king," which was as follows :

—

"Thou, O kinnv erfrq kia£ of Ictogs*;

for the God of heavW hath given thee a
kingdom, power, and strength, and glorj.

And wheresoever the children of men d^ell,

the Beasts of the field and the fowls of the

heaven hath he given into thiite band, and
hath made thee rnler over them all. Thou
art this head of gold. And after thee shall

arise another kingdom inferior to thee, and
another third kingdom of brass, which shall

bear rnle over all the earth. Andthe fourth

kingdom shall be strong as iron ; forasmuch
as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all

things : and as iron that breaketh all these,

shall it break in pieces and bruise. And
whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part

of potters' clay, and part of iron, the king-

dom shall be divided; but there shall be in it

of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou
sawest the iron mixed with miry clay. And
as the toes of the feet were part of iron, and
part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly

strong, and partly broken. And whereas
thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they

«baUurfaglt themselveswith the seed ofmen

:

but they shall not cleave one to another,

,e?en as iron is not mixed with elay. And
in the days of these kings shall the God of

heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never

.be destroyed : and the kingdom shall not be
left to other people, but it shall break in

pieces and consume ail these kingdoms, and
it shall stand for ever. Forasmuch as thou
sawest that the stone was cut out of the

mountain without hands, and that it brake
In pieces the iron, the brass, the clay, the

eHver, and the goM; the great God hath

made known to the king what shall come to

pass hereafter : and the dream is certain,

and the interpretation thereof sure." (Dan.
ii. 37—45.)

No sooner had Daniel revealed the
dream and its import, by the gift and
power of God, than "the king Nebuchad-
nezzar fell upon his face and worshipped
Daniel," saying, " Of a truth it is that your
God is a God of gods, and a Lord of kings,
and a revealer of secrets, seeing thou
couldst reveal this secret." The result

was, that " the king made Daauel a great
man, and gave htm many great gifts, and
made him ruler over the whole province
of Babylon, and chief of the governors
over all the wise men of Babylon."
Let us now examine the various par-

ticulars of the foregoing dream and its

Interpretation, and see when and how the
'different predictions contained therein

We been fulfilled.

Theroyal dreamer saw "a great image;"

and M this image's head was of fine gold."

It is evident, from Daniel's mterpretation,

that the image was symbolical of a suc-

cession of ruling empires, each one in its

turn subduing and taking the pI*ce^of

its predecessor as the dominant power.

At the head of the-nations,%t that period,

stood Babylon, whose monarch and re-

presentative was Nebuchadnezzar the

Great. Hence, says the prophetic inter-

preter, " Thou art this head q£ gold."

He was a a king of kings," rich and

powerful, bearing the sway over numerous

minor kingdoms, which were tributary

to him. Babylon was so noted for its

magnificence and wealth as to be empha-

tically designated " the goldex cot."

(Isaiah xiv. 4.)

The far-famed city of Babylon, which

was the metropolis of Chaldea, or the

Babylonio-Chaldean empire, was situated

in a vast plain. It was built four-square,

and in extent was about eight tunes

larger than the British capital, London.

According to Herodotus, the oldest histo-

rian upon the subject, the city was 480

stadia (or 60 miles') in compass, being sur-

rounded by a wall 150 feet high and 87

feet thick, which was fortified with 250

towers, and had 100 ponderous gates, (all

made of solid brass, with iron bars,) 25 on

each side; there being four towers between

every two gates, and four at every corner.

The entire wall, for further protection*

was surrounded by a ditch, the depth

and width of which corresponded to the

height and breadth of the wall, and was

lined with the same material with which

the wall was built—namely, bricks ce-

mented with bitumen. Within the city

stood the Temple of Belus, which was

half-a-mile in circumference, and a fur-

long in height; the whole structure con-

sisting of eight distinct towers, one abort

another. On the highest tower was a

chapel, where the worshippers of Beta*

paid their chief devotions; and on u*

top of this stood an observatory for astro-

nomical calculations, &c. The nver

Euphrates ran through the city fro*

north to south, dividing the city intc
>

two

nearly equal parts. On both sides of toe

river, quays were built of the same breadtn

as the citv wall, and 100 furlongs in

length, including a number of brass gate*

from each of which were steps leading

down to the water. Over the nver *

splendid bridge was erected j at eaen en<*
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of which stood a magnificent palace. The
larger palace was strongly fortified with
three walls, one surrounding another,

and a great tower; the entire circum-
ference heinjg eight miles. There was also

*\ communication from one palace to the

other by means of a subterranean pas-

sage or tunnel constructed underneath
the river. The wide streets and roads of

the city, 60 in number, were all 15 miles

long, running in direct lines oppositely

from gate to gate, and crossing each other

at right angles; thus dividing the city

into 676 equal squares, many of which
were occupied with houses or other

buildings* and others with fields, parks,

or pleasure grounds. The houses of

the citizens were separated by open spaces

of ground, variously used as gardens,

oourts, lawns, &c. Within the domain
of the King's Palace were pensile or

hanging gardens, formed upon terraces,

or platforms, ranging successively one
above another to the height of the battle-

ments, or 150 feet, the whole being sur-

rounded by a wall 22 feet in thickness.

These terraces, which Were connected and

ascended by flights of steps, were all

covered with rich soil, whence grew trees,

shrubs, and flowers of all descriptions.

Upon the highest terrace was a re-
servoir, which was supplied with water
from the river, drawn up by an engine, or
hydraulic machine ; and by this meana
the whole of the extensive gardens were
well watered.

Judgingfrom appearances, there seemed
not the least likelihood that an empire so>

vast and powerful as the Chaldean, or
Babylonian, could be conquered and pos~
sessed by another and inferior power, or
that its mighty and renowned capital

—

the wonder of the world—which was so
strongly fortified without, and so replete

within with wealth and grandeur, and
with the most stupendous facilities for the
support and defence of its inhabitants,

should be so soon besieged and captured
by another people. Yet such proved to
be the case. Nebuchadnezzar died

;

Belshazzar reigned in his stead; and dur-
ing his short reign the mighty empire
of Babylon fell, or, in other words, passed
into the possession of another people.

(To be continued.)

THE AUTHOR OP THE WORK.

It is very essential that the Saints

should not only have a general notion of

the abstract attributes of God, and con-

template the majesty centred in his own
person, but they should take in a broad

view of his works, and 'contemplate the

majesty and glory of Deity in the im-

mensity of creations, the object of creation,

and the design and scope of the Gospel.

When an exalted view is obtained on these

subjects—when the plan of creation and

salvation is contemplated in its benevolent

and comprehensive character, and the

GreatAuthor shines forth in the immensity

Of his works, and the Priesthood on the

earth sufficiently realize with whom they

are connected, they will approximate to

their standard and labour with a spirit

worthy of that connection. In this article,

however, we shall confine ourselves to the
u Author of the work."

The "Author of the work" is that

Being who, by his power, counsel, and

fiat, created the heavens and the earth,

and all things that dwell therein.- He U

the Eternal Father of the universe. In
the immensity of space he has stretched

out the curtain of creation and bespangled

it with worlds and systems so numerous
that the starry assemblage which stand
within the range of human vision, de-
claring to man the majesty, power, and
glory of the Maker, are but as the
beginning in magnitude of his works.
There is every reason to believe, as well
upon the evidence of modern astronomical
discoveries as upon the strength of modern
Divine revelation, that the creations of
God are more numerous than the sands on
the sea shore. In ages when mankind
possessed narrow views of the universe,

such expressions were received as hyper*
bolical. But the vision of science has
become so extended, and, by its aidy the
path of creation through which Deity
has travelled appears so broad, boundless,

and inscrutable, that such language has
lost its hyperbolical seeming, and standi

as the literal statement of facts. So im-
mense, however, are the facts embodied
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in these descriptive expressions, that

human comprehension can hardly realize

their simple truthfulness—their statement

seems so much like exaggeration. It

is nevertheless the truth, though it is

difficult for mortals to grasp its immensity.

The heart of man cannot conceive, nor

can language express the number and
magnitude of the creations of God. The
most gigantic mind among the children

of men can scarcely begin to see the

majesty of the Almighty, the beauty of

his works, the dignity of his actions, his

lovingkindness and saving power towards

the creatures of his hands, and the glorious

destiny and exaltation which he has pro-

Tided for the faithful. God is also as

eminent in the work of redemption as in

that of creadon. If he has created

worlds more numerous than the sands on
the sea shore, he has saved or will save

no less.

Such then, brethren, and sisters, is the

Author of that work in which we are

engaged. As he is, so also is the character

of that work. It partakes of his dignity,

majesty, and comprehensiveness. Do we
sufficiently realize this great and solemn

fact?—solemn from its very vastness.

Do our actions, lives, thoughts, and aspi-

rations illustrate it ?

We have not been endeavouring to

xaise the minds of our readers to the

OFFERINGS.

character of the Author of this work for
vain effect, but to impress them with the
dignity of the cause in which they are
engaged, that their souls may partake of
that dignity and their lives illustrate an
appreciation ef their high connection with
the Divine Being.

In theory, men will readily admit the
exalted character of God, and will lightly

say that this or that is his work and cause.
But, practically, how prone they are to
receive and engage in it with a spirit of
carelessness and a manner of action
similar to that which they would mani-
fest, were it originated by no higher
being than a Mr. Jones or Mr. Brown.
We do not intend our remark to be
facetious. It is truth—solemn truth.

When the Saints bear testimony thai
they are engaged in the work of God, and
the Priesthood declare that they are the
servants of the Most High, are they duly
impressed with the facts they declare? ana
do they endeavour to act worthy of their

profession ? It is the cause of that great
Being, whose character, after all, we have
only imperfectly described. We are co-

workers with God. How immense is the
truth! Saints, endeavour as much as
possible to realize it ; and in your whole
life, but more especially in your official

calling, remember the character of him
who is the u Author of the work."

TITHES AND OFFERINGS.

BT ELDER GEORGE TEASDALE.

There is no subject so important to

the Saints as the above ; and it is one

which every Saint should understand by
practical experience. As far as theory is

concerned, there is not a true Bible be-

liever in the world that will deny its ex-

istence both before and after the Mosaic
dispensation.

There are certain modes the Almighty
has of testing the faith of those who pro-

fess to love and put their trust in him.

Professors of religion generally love to

paint the faith of ancient worthies in the

most glowing colours: they are en-

raptured at the brilliant description of

the trial of Abraham's faith and that of

others who manifested and proved their

true devotion to the cause of God by
their deeds.

The Latter-day Saints, as a people, not
only extol, but endeavour to imitate and
walk in the footsteps of those nobis*

characters who have been so highly

honoured as to be designated the friends

and prophets of God. They pay tithes and
offerings upon principle ; they profess to

serve the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob; and, wishing to be justified by
faith, they endeavour to prove their faith*

like the ancients, by their works.
The Lord pronounced those of his

people who withheld their tithes and
offerings guilty of robbery. He declared

that they had departed* from his or*
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dinances, and exhorted them to return

onto him, and he would return unto

them. He desired that they would prove

him therewith— viz., in tithes and of-

ferings. (Mai. iii. 10.)

Jesus Christ declared that he came not to

destroy, hut to fulfil the law, saying, " Till

heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle

shall in no wise pass from the law till all

be fulfilled." Also, on another occasion,

he said, " If ye were Abraham's children,

ve would do the works of Abraham," prov-
ing that he never intended to abrogate

this law ; for Abraham paid tithes to Mel-
chisedec, king of Salem and priest of the

Most High God.
Jacob, when journeying to the house

of Laban, while sleeping under the broad
canopy of heaven, was blessed with a
heavenly vision, in which the Lord and
holy angels were manifested unto him.

The Lord blessed him, and promised that

in his seed all the families of the earth

should be blessed. When he arose in the

morning, he consecrated the spot, and
called the place Bethel, (or the house of

God,) and covenanted to give a tenth unto

the Lord of all that he should be blessed

with. (Gen. xxviii. 22.) Most assuredly

Jacob had been taught the principle, and
knew it to be the order of the Priesthood

of God. When he made this covenant,

he owned but his staff. The abundant
•extent to which the Lord blessed him
is shown in the sequel of his life.

The Lord, in a revelation given to the

Prophet Joseph, September 11, 1831,

declares that this is a day of sacrifice

and a day of tithing of his people;

that he who is tithed shall not be burned
(at his coming) ; that after to-day cometh
the burning, speaking after the manner of
theLord ; and thatto-morrow all the proud
and they that do wickedly shall be as
stubble. (Doc. and Cov., p. 157.) The
Saints who are in the habit of living their

religion have a continual testimony within
them, which cannot be implanted by the
power of man ; and although those that

fear not God may sneer at the revelations

S'ven through the prophet Joseph, yet
ey are dear to those whose hearts have

received them, and who have, by happy
experience, proved their truth. They
prove their faith in them by their works,
which speak far louder than words ; and
it may be safely asserted that a more
active, self-denying people are not to be
found than the Latter-day Saints. And
when all secret acts are revealed, and
men are rewarded according to the deeds
done in the body, it will then appear who
have have been the dreamers, and who
the workers. It is the easiest thing in
the world for men to shout " Delusion *

and "Imposture;" but it is difficult to>

prove it in what is designated "Mor-
monism," for its principles are true and
invulnerable.

Let, then, all Saints of latter days be
true to their God, and not be guilty of
robbing him ; but, like Jacob of old, let

us give unto him a tenth of all he blesses

us with. By thus seeking " first the king-
dom of God and his righteousness," all

other things needful will be added unto
us, and we shall stand when scorners are
consumed.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 567.)

[February, 1843.]

Tuesday, 21st. Opened Mayor's Court
.at ten o clock forenoon, according to

adjournment. Taylor was again brought
up for stealing, and Morgan for receiving

the books, and each sentenced to six

months' imprisonment in Carthage Jail.

At eleven, I went to the Temple, and
found a large assembly, and brother

Haws preaching about the Nauvoo House

;

after which, Mr. Lucian Woodworth, the

architect of the house, continued the sub-

ject, and said, " When I have had &
I

pound of meat or a quart of meal, I have
1 divided with the workmen. ("Pretty good
' doctrine for Paganism," said I. At this

time Mr. Woodworth was not baptised*

and called himself the Pagan Prophet.)
We have had about three hundred men
on the job, and some of the best men in

the world. Those that have net com-
plained I want to continue with me; and
those that hate ' Mormonism ' and every-

thing else that's good, I want them to get
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theirpayand runaway asauick aspossible."
When Mr. Woodworth Had done speak-

ing, I addressqed the multitude in sub-

stance as foDows :

—

" Well, the Pagan Prophet has preached

lis a pretty good sermon this morning, and I

don*t know that I can better it much ; but I

feel disposed to break off the yoke of

oppression, and say what I have a mind to.

If the Pagans and the Pagan Prophet feel

more for our prosperity than we do for

ourselves, it is carious : I am almost con-

verted to his doctrine. He has prophesied

that if these buildings go down, it will

corse the place. I verily* know it is true.

Let ns build the Temple. There may be

some speculations about the Nauvoo House,

say some. Some say, because we lire on

the hill, we must build up this part on the

hill. Does that coat fit yon, Dr. Foster?
("Pretty well.*) Put it on, then. This is

tkc way people swell, like the teed in the

fable. ' They'll come down under the hill

among little folks, and say, ' Brother Joseph,

how I love you : can I do anything for you ?

'

and then go away secretly, and get up oppo-
sition, and sing out our names to strangers

and scoundrels with an evil influence. I

want all men to feel for me, when I hare

shook the bush and borne the burden in the

beat of the day ; and if they do not, I speak

in authority, in the name of the Lord God,
they shall be damned.

Some say that the people on the flats are

aggrandizing themselves by the Nauvoo
House. But who laid the foundation of the

Temple ? Brother Joseph, in the name of

the Lord,—not for his aggrandizement, but

for the good of the whole of the Saints.

Our speculators say, Poor folks on the flat

are down, and keep them down. How the

Nauvoo House cheats this man and that

man, say the speculators. Those who report

such things as facts ought to hide their

heads in a hollow pumpkin, and never take

them out again.

The first principle brought into con-

sideration is aggrandizement. Some think

it unlawful ; but it is lawful with any man,
while he has a disposition to aggrandize all

around him. It is a false principle for a
man to aggrandize himself at the expense of

another. Everything that God does is to

aggrandize his kingdom. And how does he
lay the foundation? 'Build a Temple to

my great name, and call the attention of the

great, the rich, and the noble.' But where
shall we lay our heads? In an old log

cabin.

I will whip Hyram Kimball, and Esquire
wells, and everybody else, over Dr. Foster's

head, who, instead of building the Nauvoo
House, build a great many little skeletons.

See Dr. Foster's mammoth skeletons tiling
all over the town : but there is no flesh on
them ; they are all for personal interest and
aggrandizement. But I do not care how
many bones there are In the city : somebody
may come along and clothe them. See the
bones of the elephant yonder, (as I pointed
to the big house in Mullholland»street,

preparing,for a tavern, as yet uncovered,

>

the crocodiles and man-eaters all about,

the city, suoh as grog shops and card
shops, and counterfeit shops, &c.» got up
for their own aggrandizement, and all for
speculation, while the Nauvoo House is neg-
lected. Those who live in glass houses
should not throw stones. The building of the
Nauvoo House is just as sacred in my view
as the Temple. I want the Nauvoo House
built. It must be built. Our salvation

depends upon it.

When men have done what they can or
will do for the Temple, let them do what
they can for the Nauvoo House. We never
can accomplish our work at the expense of
another. There is a great deal of mur-
muring in the Church about me; but I don't

care anything about it. I like to hear it

thunder, and I like to hear the Saints grum-
ble ; for the growling dog gets the sorest

head. If any man is poor and afflicted, let

him come and tell of it, and not complain or
grumble about it.

The finishing of the Nauvoo House is like

a man finishing a fight: if he gives up, he is

killed; if he holds out a little longer, he
may live. Ill tell yen a story : A man who
whips his wife is a coward. When I was a
boy, I once fought with a man who had
whipped his wife. It was a hard contest;

but I still remembered he had whipped hie

wife; and this encouraged me, and I whipped
him till he said he had enough. Brethren,
htarry on to the Nauvoo House thus, and you
will build it. You will then be on Pisgsh's

top, and the great men will come from the

four quarters of the earth—will pile the gold
and silver into it till you are weary of re-

ceiving them; and if you ore not careful, you
will be lifted up, and become full of pride,

and will be .ready to destroy yourselves, and
they will cover up and clothe all your
former sins, and, according to the Scripture*

will hide a multitude of sins ; and you will

shine forth fair as the sun, clear as the

moon, end you will become terrible like an

army with banners.

I will say to those who have laboured on
the Nauvoo House, and cannot get their

pay, Be patient ; and if any man takes the

means which are set apart for the building

of that house, and applies it to his own use,

let him, for he will destroy himself. If any

man is hungry, let him come to me, and I

will feed him at my table. If any are
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hungry, or naked, don't take away the brlek,

timber, a*d materials that belong to that

boo**, but come and tell mo, and I will

divide with them to the laat morsel; and then,

if the man is not satisfied, I will kick hie

backside.
There is a great noise io the city, and

manj are saying there cannot be so much
smoke without tome fire. Well, be it to.

If the stories about Joe Smith are true, then

the stories of John C. Bennett are true abont

the ladies of Nauroo ; and he says thai the

Ladies' Belief 8ociety are all organized of

those who are to be the wires of Joe Smith.

Ea&es, yon know Whether this fs true or

not. It is of no use liring among hogs with-

out a snoot. This biting and derOoring each

other I oanoot endure. Away with it. For
God's sake, stop it.

There is one thing more I wish to spesk

about, and that is, political economy. It is

our duty to concentrate all our influence to

make popular that which is sound and good,

and unpopular that which is unsound. Us
rigfet politically, for a man who has 4nia-

eftoe to nee it, as well as for a mam who has

no influence to use his. from henceforth I

will maintain all the influence I can get. In

relation to politics, I will speak as a man

;

but in relation to religion, I will sneak in

smtburi**;. If a man lifts a dagger to kill

me, I will lift my tongue.

When I last preached, I heard sueh a

groaning, I thought of the Paddy's eel.

Wften ho triad to kiU mm, he could not con-

trive any bettor way to do it, so he put him
into (he water to drown him ; and as be
beg*11 to come to, 'See,' said he, 'what
pus* he is in; how bs wiggles his rtaai' So

is ia with the notion : the banks are failing,

and it isrour privilege to ssy what a currency

wo want. We want gold and silver to build

the Temple and Nauvoo House : we want

Jowr aid noso rings, ami 4nger rings, ajsd

brass kettles no longer. If you hare old

rags, watches, guns, &c, go and peddle them
off, and bring the hard metal ; and if we will

do tens by popular opinion, wo shall hare a

aonnd onsneaey. Send home all bank notes,

and take no more psper money. Let every

man write back to Ms neighbour before he

starts for him to exchange his property for

goldand sMrer, that homay fnMtt theflcrJp-

tares, and come up to Zion, bringing his

cold and silver with him. I have contem-

plated these things a long time, but the

mmo mid not come forme to apes* of them

**i nOw. I would not do as she Ha**o»
Reuse Committee have done—sell stock for

no old store-house, where all the people

wfeo tried to Kto fa 14 died, and put that

ammk mso aomuA bawds to go oast and

purchase rags to come bMO and mam-
moth bones with.

As a political man, In the name of old
Joe Smith, I command the Nauroo House
Committee not to sell stock in the Kauroo
Bouse without thegotd oTOHrer. We must
excuse brother Snider, for he was in fing**
land when the Commtttse sold stoek for the^
store-house. I tea?* thia subject.

This meeting was gpt np by the Naeree
House Committee. The Pagaas, Roman
Catholics, Methodists, and Baptists shall
have piece in Nauroo—only they must bo
ground in Joe 8mithv

s mill. I hare been in
their mill. I was ground in Ohio and York
States, in a Presbyterian smut machine, and
the last machine was fn Sffssouri ; and the
last of all, . 1 have been through the Illinois

smut machine ( and thofte who come hero
must go through my smut machine, ancVthet
is my tongue."
As I closed, Dr. Bobert D. Foster re-

marked to the assembly—" Much good may
grow out of a rery little, and much good
may come out of this* If any man accuses
me of exchanging Kauroo stock for rags, &c,
he is mistaken. I gare a thousand dollars

to this house, (this bo ouM Upon his own
responsibility,) and fifty dollars to the Belief
Society, end some to Fullmer to get stono

y

to build Joseph a house; and 1 mean to
butM Joseph a house, and you may build this,

and I wiH help yon. I am guilty of aU of

which I hare bpen charged. I hare signed
my name to a petition to hare William H.
Kollfcdn to hire the Post Office. I did
not then know of a petition for Joseph* >

Smith/'
I replied—"I thought I would make a>

coat ; but It don't fit the doctor only in the
Poet Office. If U does fit any one, let him
pat H op. Too doctor's mammoth bones
are skeletons; and, as old Esckisl said, I
command the flesh and sinews to come
upon them, that they may be clothed."

Wednesday, 28n<L Atone tfe

tog, brother Abe) Owen presented* claiev

of considerable amount against Carter,

Cahoon, & Co., Kirtland, and notes of,

Oliver Granger of about £700 for pay-

ment. He said lie was poor and ' unable

to labour, and wasted sdssething; tffwW*
on. I told htm to bmm ttnvpapers, andI^
would help him. He^ggre we the nepers, *

and Igave himan order on Mr. Cowan for

fifteen dollars' worth of provisions. This
.

was a gift, as the Church was not obli-

.

gated to pay Aose debts.

I rode saxmt the erry with Mr. Cowan
during tJse dag, ami alee read in Gur*

, The latest accounts from the East

Indies state that the cholera was raging;
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in Burmab, Asia, to a fearful extent, i dollars of city scrip, and, while k we*
whose Tillages in the interior had become '

"

desolate either by flight or death.

Thursday, 23rd. This morning, read

German and rode out a few miles, but
did not get off my horse.

In the afternoon, Mr. Bagby called to

collect county and state taxes. Brother
Dixon called concerning some lost or

stolen property. I burned twenty-three

burning, said, u So mam qU \

xmcurrerU money go downI" Gave my
clerk instructions not to pay nay
taxes on the Hotchkiss purchase.

Elder Amasa Lyman started for

koquon this morning, and
preaching in that place.

Filed my bond as Mayor of the city

of Nauvoo.

{To bo ctmHmud.)

THE LATTERrDAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1868.

Presidency.—We believe that there is not a calling in the Church so little under-

stood and magnified as that of Presidency. Yet it is the most important and raspesi

sible of all. It is the head, life, and ruling power of the whole body. The office is

the same in kind and spirit in all its administrations, from the President of the

Church to the President of the smallest Branch. The difference is in the dogrto ofits

authority and the limits prescribed to its various spheres.

Many who hare been appointed Presidents hare acted in every office under them

down to the calling of the Deacon, but scarcely ever in their own sphere. They

mistake their calling ; and, because.thereof, they lower and make a cheap" the asest

exalted office of the holy Priesthood. Some Presidents of Conferences imagine thai

they must be the big preachers, Presidents of the Branches, Secretaries, Book

Agents, &c. That they should be " all in all " in their fields of labour, we will admit,

but not exactly in the sense they illustrate it. The Presidents of Branches, in their

turn, must open and close almost every meeting, give out all the hymns, and speak

before and after every speaker, no matter whether below or above them. We have

known some so zealous to use their spouting capacities, that they would speak moss

than all the rest in their Branches put together, including officers and members, and

extend this system even to the fellowship meetings. It is in this tendency to much
speaking that Presidents most pervert their calling.

Now, we do not so understand the high office <of Presidency, nor the character of

the men who most magnify it. It by no means follows that Presidents should he

great orators. Indeed, the master spirits of the world have not been generaly

endowed with what is termed M the gift of the gab." The great empire»ftandes%

reformers, conquerors, monarch*, statesmen, and lawgivers have not earned their

celebrity by spouting. If we go higher, we find the heads of the Priesthood, who
could commune face to face with God, with their Aaron* as mouthpieces. Even
men of science and art, great thinkers, poets, and literary men generally have net

been great talkers. If we go to eminent business men, they have oftentiinersJmast

detested much speaking, more especially when it has been mere spouting. Ttm

master spirits have been renowned for action, schemes, government, ideea, hnrinsss,

and talent. They have not been the ones te tickle the ears of the inukitafe and
move the rabble, though they have ruled mankind and moved the world*

X
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The calling of Presidents, from the Great Head of the universe down to the head

-of a Branch of the Church, is to preside. The sphere of Presidency is not so much to

«k> the work as to see that it is done. This high calling is not confined to the

oarrow limits of any .particular work given to be accomplished, but extends to the

broad supervision of the whole. To lay it before our readers in a simple, practical

form, we will word it thus:—A certain work has to be accomplished. In the case

under consideration, it is the work of God—to build up his kingdom and bring about

the great restitution of all things. The Lord calls men as his instruments, confers on
them the holy Priesthood, and endows them with power from on high. Out of this

Priesthood grows the Presidency in its various spheres of action. The duty of this

class of officers, under the guidance of their earthly head, is to see that the work given

be duly accomplished according to its spirit and magnitude and the general laws of God's

kingdom. The details are left with them to develop. Each President is supposed

to be duly appointed by those above him, his sphere of action marked out, and a work
given him, with general instructions. All in turn devise their plans to effect that

part which is severally committed to them. To put those plans into operation, they

•are supposed to call around them suitable men from the various branches of the

Priesthood, giving each that work to do forwhich his authority and talents best adapt

him, and directing the labours of all where they can accomplish the most good. The
presiding officers are supposed to use the material and talent committed to them to

the best advantage, all co-operating with the head of the Mission, and he with the

bead of the Church, for the same great purpose. To one man they will say, Go there,

and do that; to the other, Go there, and effect the other ; and to another, Stay here,

and do this. Having put the whole machinery into operation, their duty is to super-

vise the whole, watch the general workings of all under them, develop new
schemes, perfect old ones, devise means to meet every emergency, and prepare for the

•advancing requirements and interests of the cause. This is the calling of presiding'

officers of the Church. Is this how it is worked out ? We know it is not done so

fully as it should be.

It is the greatest gift of Presidency to be able to choose the proper men and to put

every one to labour at that for which he is best adapted,—in short, to use and make
the most ef all. It is a gift pre-eminently essential to the Presidential office. And
the fact that it is rarely manifested only shows how few are qualified to preside. Not

matter how great a man's special talents might be—how good the man, or how high

bis office,—if he has not this talent, he will accomplish but little. But if he has this

gift, though he should fold his hands, figuratively speaking, yet set everything in its

proper place and direct the whole, he will accomplish much. One man in himself*

no matter how talented he may be, is but one, and his sphere of action

is limited. But when he efficiently works and guides the many, then his influence

is truly great, and he is many in one.

There are men, though very rare, who, if put at the other end of the world, and

^iven the reins of government, with ample communication, will guide a nation far

more effectually than others on the spot How is this done ? By a judicious choice

of men, and by really presiding. They will see a man in rags, and know that he is

capable of ruling a kingdom ; they will find another in costly robes and fine linen,

and know that he is merely a cypher. They make their arrangements accordingly.

This gift, to choose the proper men and to set and keep the machinery efficiently

working, has been the eminent characteristic of all the great men of the earth. The

.power of the first Napoleon was principally based on his judgment of human cha-

iraeter. He possessed the tact and gift of choice, and surrounded himself with the
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most eminent men of France, giving to each his work. This was the cause of all

the world's feeling his power and hearing his renown. Had he been deficient in this

gift of presidency, he would have died in obscurity. This has been also the chief

characteristic of Joseph and Brigham. We believe that scarcely a man has ever lived

who has manifested this gift in so great a degree as our present Leader. We con-

aider him to be pre-eminently endowed in this respect.

Will presiding officers of the Church make their Prophet and Leader their pattern?

Let them especially cultivate the gift of discernment, and properly estimate character,

talents, spirits, and men, and then put everything in its place, set all efficiently to

work, and preside over the whole, and they will soon find a tangible illustration of

the supreme calling and power of Presidency. With the large number of presiding

officers in this Mission, with almost the whole male members holding same portion of

the Priesthood at their command, with the sisters as auxiliaries, and our incomparable

Church organization, what a great work would be accomplished, if Presidents

properly understood and magnified their calling ! How rapid and irresistible would

be the progress of the kingdom of our God ! How the power of the Priesthood

would agitate and move society, especially in England, where the Conferences and

Branches of the Church are numerous! We believe that, if Presidents were to act

according to the above, and cultivated and used all the powers and gifts pertaining

to their high calling, several times as much would be accomplished towards the great

restitution in the same amount of time.

The speaking of Presidents should be more especially directed to counsel, instruct,

and direct the Priesthood, and to comfort, teach, and build up the Saints. Not that

we would have it understood that presiding officers are not to consider it a part of

their duty and privilege to preach salvation to the world. Unto some of them,

perhaps, God has given great power and abilities for the preaching of the

Gospel. If they do not magnify such gifts, when needed, tfcey will offend tb»

Giver. But they should act according to the wisdom of the Holy Ghost, and, as a
general thing, call the many talented, godly, and inspired Elders and Priests under

them, rather than devote themselves to proclaiming the Gospel to the world. They

should ever remember that their special and chief duty is to preside,ml that, no-

matter how great their talents as orators, thej can accomplish immensely more by

government and presiding than they can by preaching themselves j and they can

preach in a thousand ways through their instruments. We knew that it is an

excellent gift to be enabled to melt, convince, an<) mould an audience by the power

of speech. But though all the world were converted by a miraculous manifestation*

of that gift, and then left without the presiding power, it would soon be like that

repentance which needs to be repented of. By no means dp we design t? under*

value the lesser, but merely to give to it a subordinate,place to the greater. Income-
of the master spirits, the gifts of oratory and presidency have been wondeifofflj onm*
bined. Csesar, one of the greatest generals, statesmen, and dynasty-founders, wa&
also an orator and an accomplished author. Presiding officers of tp& Chnrcji may
possess by nature many gifts, and they may obtain^ by cultivation, dUigenfe. and ti*

influence of the Holy Ghost, as many more as possible, and use ttyem aj^
;tg t^gkry

of God and to the best interests pf his kingdpm ; but they should bri^g ihf who* o5|

the gifts to magnify the calling of Presidency, and ever remember j^a$ jfcbf$£ Sffir*
duty and greatest influence will ty> found in presiding. If greater gjjtft sa*\

calling be not magnified^ it wJH hifle and cripple the lesser
v
§njl £fc iqifta

power, wonderful organizationKand numerous ^ti|unen^ of tb^
able to exert their immense influence and capabilities becansethereof. On the>
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Other hand, if presiding officers magnify Presidency in its Yarious spheres, they will

soon realize the comprehensiveness and power of the Presiding office.

News fbom Utah.—Elder J. A. Young, writing from Great Salt Lake City,

July 16th, to Elder Thomas Williams, states that the Missionaries had safely arrived,

and that the crops in the Valley were abundant. He also remarks :

—

•*We have recently been having lively times in these valleys ; but it is now pretty

evident that poor beef, half rations of flour, and the rigours of a mountain winter have
taught the chivalry of Uncle Sam a lesson of respect for the 'Mormens,* which, under
other circumstances, would never have been felt."

REPENTANCE.

Repentance is one of the first prin-

ciples of the Gospel, and is therefore

essentially necessary to salvation. " Ex-
cept ye repent," said the Great Teacher,

"ye shall all likewise perish.

"

In consequence of sin, mankind have

forfeited all legal claim to eternal life and
exaltation in the presence of God. Sal-

vation is therefore a matter of grace, or

unmerited Divine favour ; to obtain which,

however, God has instituted certain con-

ditions on man's part. One of these is

Tmtance. Hence, God " commandeth
men everywhere to repent." He is

"not willing that any should perish, but

that all should come to repentance." To
inculcate this, Christ came. Said he,

" I came not to call the righteous, but

sinners to repentance." The burden of

his forerunner's preaching, as well as his

own, was, Repent, for the kingdom of

heaven is at hand:" "Repent ye, and
believe the Gospel." Hence, too, he com-
of sins should be preached in his name
manded " that repentance and remission

among all nations." The Apostles, in

obedience to this command, taught their

fellow-men, wherever they went, "that

they should repent and turn to God, and
dp works meet for repentance."

What, then, let us enquire, is this re-

pentance, which is so important and so

imperatively necessary to salvation ? It is

generally imagined that repentance is

simply sorrow or regret; but such is not
the case. It is not a mere sorrow for

sin: it is not a mere regret for what is

past. It embraces in its meaning the

principle of amendment, improvement,
change. It is not an abandonment of

the feelings to mere grief. It is not a

mere passivity of mind, but an active

principle, affecting the life, altering the

conduct, modifying and changing the
course of life hithesto pursued. A criminal

may be very sorry for what he has done,
because he has got into trouble in con*
sequence of his crime ; but give him bis-

liberty, and he wil} do the same thing
again. Another person, of a religious-

turn of mind, may be sorry for an error

of conduct which he has committed, and
net only for the punishment which his con-
duct merits, but he may feel sorry to

think that he has by so doing offended'

God. This may be called "godly sor*

row," which, if sincere, is so far good j-

but if it goes no farther than mere sorrow
for the past, however sincere it may be, it

is insufficient for the object of the Gospel,

which is eternal salvation. The Apostle,

speaking of sorrow and repentance, makes
an evident distinction between them. He
says to the Corinthian Saints, " I rejoice

not that ye are made sorry, hot that ye
sorrowed to repentance ; for ye were
made sorry after a godly manner, that ye
might receive damage by us in nothing.

For godly sorrow worketh repentance to-

salvation," &c. This plainly shows that

even "godly sorrow" is not itself "re-
pentance," but that it leads to it. True
repentance, which involves a full, entire,

radical, and complete change of heart

and life, is the only kind of repentance

that will result in " salvation." The fear

of punishment may produce a temporary
sorrow for fin; but if the cause for fear

be removed, the evil may be still cherished

and the sorrow fade away 1 But genuine

repentance is the result, not of reftipmv
but of choice. Though fear nfjti|pA»>~
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fad some share in the cause of its origin,

it will be carried on from choice and
from a rational perception of its necessity

and importance. To judge of how far

we are truly repentant, let us ask our-

selves the question, What would our con-

duct be, if we were under no restraint by

established laws, or were it not for

the opinions of others around us ?

Although, however, repentance does

not consist merely of sorrow for the past,

it nevertheless implies and includes it. It

involves an examination of the heart, an
acknowledgment and humble confession

of guilt, an abhorrence of all existing evils,

and a determination to desist from them,

to " cease from doing evil," and to lead,

in future, a life of resolute and implicit

obedience to the will of God.
Some, indeed, there are in the pro-

fessiug Christian world, who, judging

from their creeds, have little or no other

conception of God than as a Being of

unlimited and uncontrollable power, whose
irresponsible despotism is the grand fea-

ture of his character, and who inflicts

punishment upon his creatures, not for

their benefit or amendment, but for his

own glory. The predominant feeliog of

such persons towards God is consequently

that of mere servile fear. We learn

from history, indeed, that there have been

despots and tyrants occupying thrones of

power, whose dispositions have been so

cruel and depraved, that they have re-

joiced on beholding the sufferings of their

fellow-creatures, and have exercised their

irresponsible power in the infliction of

the severest kinds of punishment upon
offenders—not with the view of correcting

and amending the character of the per-

sons punished, or in any way benefitting

society, but purely for the gratification of

revenge, or the indulgence of their own
passions. But it is by no means reasonable

or just to impute such motives and feel-

ings to the Most High. Is He, whose
whose goodness is itself unbounded, whose
-"mercy endureth for ever," and whose
" tender mercies*are over all his works," to

be placed in the category of such tyrants,

whose only idea is that of power—abso-
lute and uncontrollable will?

There are many false and unworthy
notions abroad in the so-called Christian

world respecting the character of God
and his mode of dealing with his crea-

tures, which, though closely connected
with the subject before us, would be too

i numerous to be described. The votaries

of the Papal or Roman Catholic Church

are taught and led to believe that what is

called doing penance will restore the dis-

obedient to the favour of God and cancel

their guilt. Indeed, the word u metanoia?
(or change of mind,) which is rendered

by the Protestant translators "repent-

ance/' is, in the Roman Catholic version

of the Scriptures, accordingly rendered

"penance" Thus, instead of "Repeat,

and be baptised for the remission of sins,"

they read, M Dopenance, and be baptised,"

&c. Out of this has grown another de-

lusive figment. Those who possess wealth

are allowed to purchase a release from

any appointed penance, by paying a sum

of money. This, again, has led to ano-

ther invention—the saleof "indulgences,"

or permission to indulge in sin, and free-

dom from all church censure on account

thereof, by paying a stipulated price.

These and other corruptions of the

Romish Church eventually led to that

great and important era in ecclesiastical

history, called the u Reformation.'* But

while this religious movement lessened

one evil, it gave rise to another. The

so-called "Reformers," in their hot seal

against Popery, went to the opposite ex-

treme, and altogether excluded outward

works of every kind as being of no account

whatever in the salvation of man. The

sufferings and death of Christ, as being an

expiation for the sinsofmankind, were con-

sidered and represented by them as ren-

dering all operations on the part of man
entirely useless ; and thus faith alone in

the merits of Christ was preached by them

as a sure title to heaven. This has been

a favourite doctrine in the Protestant

religious world up to the present time.

Men have been and still are well satisfied

to be told that, however vile and sinful

they may be—however loaded with vice

and shame—however darkly and deeply

dyed in guilt and infamy, if they can

" only believe " in the death and merits of

Christ, they may be saved,—if they will

"only believe," they may, even at the last

moment on their death-beds, have their

evils covered over with the robe of im-

puted righteousness, and thus be mads

ready for an immediate entrance into

heaven.

Now, such persons as hold this doctrine,

and are satisfied that they can be absolved

from their sins by faith alone, cannot be

expected to think much of repentant* I
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mud hence, from attaching too little im-
portance to that duty, and laying a dis-

proportionate stress upon theoretical faith,

they will continue to indulge their evils

:

ana although they may live an outwardly
moral life, for the sake of their worldly

reputation, they are not likely to live

righteously from an inherent love of righ-

teousness: their more interior evils will

remain in their hearts; and, M except"
they u repent," they must "perish."

Many, alas, are the travellers in this

broad road which leads to destruction,

-which lies in the opposite direction to the

way of life. The farther men traverse

that false path, the farther they are stray-

ing from the true one, and the greater

will be the distance to return ; for there

is only one way to eternal life, and that is

obedience to the Gospel. Consequently,

however far men may diverge from the

fine, fancying that the different bye-paths

and directions taken by various " denomi-
nations" will all end in the same desired

goal of eternal life, they will ultimately

find themselves mistaken ; and if ever they

obtain the proffered prize, they will have

to come back to the legal starting-point,

and run the race in the right direction.

As, then, practical repentance is a duty

of such serious importance and absolute

necessity as to be an indispensable condi-

tion of salvation, how foolish as well as

perilous it is, on the part of any one, to

delay its performance f Men are too apt

to procrastinate—too liable to defer the

discharge of their spiritual duties till a
"more convenient season." But the more
they procrastinate in this matter, the

more difficult the work becomes. The
more they delay putting away their known
evils, the more tneir evils are indulged;

and the longer any evil is indulged, the

doeer it will cling to them, and the more
painful will become its eradication. The
wider the cancer spreads, the more dan-

gerous it decomes, and the deeper its

fibres are rooted. The longer, therefore,

men neglect the duty of repentance, tha
greater is their folly and the shorter their

opportunity. The next hour, for aught
they know* may be their last.

M Now is

the accepted time ; behold, now is the day
of salvation." "To-day, therefore, ifye will
hear his voice, harden not your hearts;"
for those who are continually putting off

repentance till another day—perchance,
till the hour of death—and think that
they can safely indulge their evils through
life, and expect pardon and salvation at

death, are mistaken. A death-bed re-

pentance is, to say the least of it, a very
doubtful one. It was a saying of the
celebrated Reformer, Martin Lutner, that
" God would receive even Satan to mercy*
if from his heart he could say, " God be
merciful to me a sinner!" But Satan
cannot do this. He has sunk too low in

the depths of apostacy to hope for mercy;
for with him and his associate spirits of
perdition repentance is impossible. Those
also who follow a like course to that pur-
sued by the doomed " sons of the morn-
ing," having received the truths of heaven
and known the way of life, and yet wil-

fully and daringly forsaken it, will* find to
their sorrow (the " sorrow" which u work-
eth death,") that the door of mercy is

necessarily closed against them. If evil

desires and principles are allowed to

triumph over the power and influence of
Divine truth, after it has been received

and acknowledged, the consequences are

lamentable indeed. If men wilfully and
deliberately sin against the light of heaven,

—if they know the truth, and yet despise

its authority and defy its power, woe be
to them! It had been far better for

them had they never been born! "For
it is impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted of the

heavenly gift, and were made partakers of
the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the good
word of God, and the powers of the world
to come, if they shall fall away, to renew
them again unto Repentance."

The Dignity or Office in Utah.—The Utah correspondent of the New York Trxbwu
writes from Utah :

—" I have seen the Governor of the Territory walking gravely up the

road towards the tents, carrying a piece of store-funnel under each arm. I have seen

the Chief-Justice cutting turf for a chimney and punching the oxen that were drawing

logs to build his cabin, the Secretary of the State splitting wood, and the United 8tatee

Attorney and Marshal plastering the walls of their huts with mud. Yesterday I saw the

United States Commissioner, stripped to the buff and riding on horseback, piloting *>

waggon through a ford across the South Platte, which he had discovered by wading,

while the other Commissioner, having accomplished the passage, sat upon a corn sack, on

the opposite bank, mending a rip in his pantaloons. These pictures may convince yoa>

that the civil offices at least in connettion with the Utah expedition are not sinec-
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AN EPISTLB TO BABYLONIANS.

A LOOKING-GLASS FOR THE CLERGY.

BY A. GALLOWAY.

CHAPTER I.

TTLE AND KAVNEB OF LIVING.

- 1st. Now,you who are called and chosen to

go forth to all nations and among all people,

in time present and time to come, to preach

the word, see that you make to yourselfes

marks, yea, many outward marks, whereby

jou shall be known by men.
2nd. Be you not called as men are calle4

;

Trot be you called Pope, Archbishop, Arch-

deacon, or Divine, or Reverend, or Right

Reverend, or some like holy name ; so may
you show forth your honour and your

calling.

- 3rd. And let your dwelling-places be
houses of splendour and edifices of cost;

and let your doors be decked with plates of

brass, and let your names, even your reve-

rend titles, be graven thereon ; so shall it be
*s a sign.

. 4th. Let your garments in which you
minister be not as the garments of men,
neither let them be seamless garments
-woven throughout ; bnt let them be robes

of richest silk and robes of fine linen, of
• curious deVice, and of costly workmanship;
and hate your robes of black and robes of

white, that you may change the one for the

other ; so shall you show forth ysur wisdom
and humility.

5th. Let your fare be sumptuous, not

plain and frugal as the fare of the husband-

man who tills the ground; but live you on

the fat of the land, taking good heed for

the morrow and wherewithal you shall be
fed.

. 6th. And drink you of the' vines of the

-vintage brought from afar, and wines of

great price; then* shall the light of your
spirits be tm> llgfet of your countenances,

and your faces shall be bright, even as the

morning *un shell your faces glow in bright-

ness ; thus shall you show forth your
moderation and your temperance in all

things.

7 th. Let the houses in Which you preach
be called churches, and let them be built in'

manner of great ornament without, and
adorned with much cost within, with rich

pillars and paints, and with fine altars, and
pedestals, and urns of precious stones, and
oloths and velvet of scarlet, and vessels of
silver.

8th. And let there be rooms for the

changing of robes, and places for the pre-

cious metals and mitres.

9th. And let the houses be divided into

seats for the congregation, and let every

man know his own seat ; and let the first

seats in front of the altar be for the rich,

that pay by thousands ; and the next for the

poorer, that pay by hundreds ; and the last

for those who pay by tens ; and let the poor

man sit behind the door.

10th. And let the seats be garnished with

cushions and crimson cloth, and with fine

velvet; for if the houses of players and vain

people, who deal in idle sayings and shows

of mockery, be rich and gorgeous, how mnch
more so should be the houses that are dedU

cated to him that is meek and lowly in

spirit.

CHAPTER II.

CHOOSIKG OF MINISTERS.

1st. When you go out to choose holy ones

to be of your brethren, and to minister at

the altar, choose you from among the yonth,

even those whose judgments are not ripe,

and whose hearts know not yet whether

they incline to God or Mammon.
2nd. Bnt you are wise, and yen shall

know the inclining of their future spirits;

and you shall make them incline to the good

things Which the church has in store for

them that are called, even those that shstt

be called by you.
3rd. Then shall you have them tanght

exceedingly many things. They shall not be

as ignorant fishermen, or husbandmen, or

men speaking one tongue, and serving God
only by the knowledge of Ms law.

4th. Nay, you shall make then* wise in

the things of yonr wisdom— yea, exceedingly

cnnnmg in raurtj mysteries, even the mys-

teries which yon teach.

5th. Then shall they be fitted for the

lating-on of hands; and when thVbfehoji

has done hS» office, then shall they bfrreve*

rend divines.

6th. Bnt if any man believe that he is

called by God to speak to his brethren'

without money and withont price, thong*

his soul be bowed to the will of the Father,

and though he work all righteousness, ens!
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•peak as with the tongue of an angel, if 7th. He that it chosen by yon shall give
be be not made a divine by your ruler* and you honour, and shall be honoured by men
by the hands of a bishop, then is he not and honoured by women ; and verily he ex-
divine, nor shall he preach. pects his reward.

(JTobe Continued.)

PASSING EVENTS.

G«*mut.—A railway collision near Dudley, Staffordshire, has resulted in the death of
15, and the injnry of 00 passengers. Three millions of francs hare been granted by
Napoleon for the construction of a fort on the top of the Col de la Fancille, in the
Dappen, which will command the only pass in the Jura from which an army could enter
France from Switzerland. It is reported in Paris that insurrectionary symptoms are
manifest in Algeria. Letters from Cherbourg speak of a new kind of ship of war having
been invented by the Emperor Napoleon, called vaisseau belter (a battering-ram vessel), its

principle being that of nomemtum. in unprecedented proportions r this war leviathan is in-
tended to rush through an enemy's fleet, knocking to pieces everything with which it

comes in contact. A telegram from Madrid states that a Spanish military expedition to
Havannah is in preparation. A waterspout lately broke near the village of Kosslad,
Hungary,and killed several persons and 400 horses and oxen. Another waterspout broke
at Plewna, destroying 180 persons. A waterspout also broke at Temowa, throwing
down houses and crushing 400 persons. A terrible hurricane broke over Savona, Pied-
mont, on the 19th : all the bridges over the Lettimbro were washed away, including one
of them which formed a communication between the suburb of Lavagnola and the town,
«o that the inhabitants of the former found their escape cut off : the coast was covered
with innumerable fragments of timber, large stones, trees torn up by the roots, &c, which
bad been cast there by the torrent ; and in various places the waters forced their way
into the sea through the doors and windows of the houses, many of which were washed
away, without leaving a trace behind : the roads are all destroyed, and a number of per-
sons have lost their lives. A treaty has been concluded with China, and signed : the
ports are to be thrown open, the free exercise of the Christian religion allowed, foreign

consuls and diplomatic agents admitted at Pekin, and an indemnity paid to England and
France, which is said to be £1,200,000. Fresh massacres of Christians in Candia are
reported.
Amebican.—Public rejotcings, demonstrations, brilliant illuminations, &c, have been

general throughout the States, in celebration of the successful laying and landing of

the Atlantic telegraph cable. New gold discoveries of unusual* richness have been
made at Owen's Lake, in Southern California. It is estimated that at least 30,000 persona
have emigrated from the States to Vancouver's Island ; and from the 5th to the 18th of
July, 32 vessels sailed from San Francisco to Victoria direct. An alarming firs s
occurred at Oswego, doing damage to the amount of 70,000 dollars. Intelligence from
Mexico shows that the movement of that republic towards extinction is rapidly increasing.

Late news also presages the speedy downfall of Zuloaga, who was preparing to defend
the capital : the Constitutionalists were triumphant at every point. The Indians were
combining to prevent the passage of the U. S. troops through their territory, and also the
construction of the military road from Fort Walla-Walla to Fort Banton. In the vicinity

of Fort Colfille, on the Fraser River, the Indians were making hostile demonstrations,

and had driven in the settlers as they were about harvesting their crops. The Peace
•Commissioners, Messrs. Powell and McCulloch, had arrived in Washington at the date of
last despatch. The Utah correspondent of the Republican, under date of July 3,
-eays that Brigham Toung has had all the animals taken from the Government
-trains last fall driven into Salt Lake City, for the purpose of having them delivered

to Gen. Johnston, desiring Gov. Cumming to receive them officially and forward them
to Gen. Johnston. The New York Time/ special correspondent at Salt Lake say*,

"The anniversary of American Independence was slightly celebrated in the city on
Monday, the 5th instant, [July,] when the Mormon brass band serenaded the Governor,

his Secretary, and Judge EcJdes."

A Yajixeb boy was brought up as a witness in one of the American courts. The judge

asrid, "Pot the lad upon evidence." Upon hearing this, the young fellow exclaimed, "Who
are you calling lad ? I've chewed baccy these two years.**
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002 VARIETIES.—POETRT.—ADDRESSES.—MONET LIST.

VARIETIES.

A Papeb, giving an account of Tonlonso, Franae, says :
—" It is a large town, contain-

ing sixty thounand inhabitants built entirely ofbrick V* This is equalled only by a knows
description of Albany, which runs thus :—*' Albany is a city of eight thousand booses, aad
twenty-five thousand inhabitants with most oftheir gable ends to the street T*
An Irish servant of a naval captain one day let the tea-kettle fall overboard ; npoa

which he ran to his master, saying, " Arrah an* plase your honour, can anything be said to-

be lost when you know where it is ?" " Certainly not," repliedthe officer. M Whj thas,"
aaid Pat, " by my sowl, your honour, your tay-kittle*s at the bottom of the say."

CONSECRATION.

The glorious morn of time beheld
The majesty of patriarchal man.
Our sire, In Likeness of the Deity,
Commanded all respect : his eye surpassed
The lustre of the costly diamond,
And ruled the wide world round.
There is no drop in all the stream
Of nature's faculties that did not gush
From out that parent source. No courage vast,
No manly rlrtue, and no blooming sweets
The soul's refinement hath displayed, but what
Intensely glowed within our Father's bre&it,
And shone upon his noble brow !

Who paints those features now? What sculptor
moulds

The likeness of the Immortal God?
The bloom of Paradise hath fled away ;

The blight of thousand stains hath marred the nice
Of wretched man : but the gold of nations
Portrays the princes that successive reign.
With them God reigns no more. He bath no place,
•* Image or superscription," in their gold,
Which wakes their worship and commands their

love.
Heap all the wealth of states together
That e'er was melted in the crucible

And stamped with royal heads ! Oh, what a pOe
Of varied features 1 How the lords of earth
Have longed to have these glittering pictures

!

Not so the Lord of Hosts. Bis Image, stamped
On living beings, walks through thousand wotida.
Stags ia the concert of the skies, and treads
O'er better gold than kings e'er coined below.
When these freckled, shrivelled features expand.
Like rosebuds 'mid the bowers of God's own g4rt
Then shall the lowly ones be lifted up

;

And if. perchance, a king be there, he still

Would blush to see his former portrait grave*
Upon a fragment ofearth's shiningdust—would aiaav
His hand had traced thereon the deathless worda
Of Israel's happy consecration

—

" HoiINKSS UNTO THB LORJ> !"

Father, to thee I consecrate
The breath I draw, the blood within my 1

This clay, and what It covers. All beside
Have I thrice given, nor call it sacrifice.
'Us faith which looks for interest. Yet sar sasas
Should not the leafy tree spread grateful shade
Upon the earth that bears it, ami drop
Its ripened fruit upon its parent soil?
So be my offering unto Him from whom
The soul's immortal fabric springs.

JABsa WoooAa*.

Addresses.—G. D. Keaton, 13, Frederick Street, Newtown, Southampton.
C. C. Tester, at Mr. C. Miller's, Burgess HIU, Sussex.
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PRIESTHOOD vnsus FKH&'TOSiFI'l

BY ILWD* M*B* vontevrn

In every age of the world when the

Eternal has had a Church upon the earth,

that Church has been governed by men
holding the holy Priesthood. They were

duly authorized to officiate in those sacred

ordinances of the Gospel, obedience to

which involves the salvation of man.

They were thus entitled to live in direct

communication with the Supreme Head
€d that Church and to understand his

mind and will in relation to his affairs

ttpon the earth. Under their direction

aad government, as the administrators of

the sovereign will, the interests of God's

kioigdom were to be secured for his use

and appropriation.

This qualification, the Priesthood, is

orrlj obtained by man while in communi-

cation with one or more of its possessors,

and is conferred by ordination, as in the

oaae of Adam, who, having received it

from the Almighty, conferred it upon
Abel, Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mahalaieel,

Jared, Enoch, and Methuselah ; who, in

wocees of time* ordained Lamech and

Xfoab, whereby ft was continued down to

the time of the flood and after. Implicit

obedience to its teachings is the reqiuV

aiuon .of heaven's eternal King, when
salvation, dominion, power* ana eternal

fives are the blessings secured, while dis-

obedience is punished with condemnation/

and with banishment from the society of

all that is pure* ennobling, or desirable*

Yet on no point have designing men pre-

sumed more on the credulity of mankind
than on that under consideration ; and
the nnsuepectinsB masses have been de-
ceived, through their lack of discernment
between Priesthoodand priestcraft, whichy
although diametrically opposed to each
other, are seldom, distinguished apart.

Hence* when we reflect on, the many evils

that have been entailed on mankind,
through the intolerance of hirelings, who
arrogate to themselves the title of Priest-

hood, we are not surprised to see the

amount of horror depicted in the coun-
tenances of the oppressed and priest-

ridden, when we make reference to the

holy Priesthood of the Son of God.
The object and tendency of priestcraft,

from the day of its first appearance to the

present time, has evidently been to scatter

and destroy. Contrasting with this the

object and tendency of an inspired priest-

hood to gatJter and save, the difference

is apparent and conclusive.

Priestcraft may be defined as a religion*

fraud, an assumption of priestly power, or

a tyrannical despotism* as an abuse of

priestly power received. Its first ap-
pearance (as far as we can learn from
our limited acquaintance with revelation,)

took place in heaven, and w;
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of the morning. Ambitious of power

and eager to reign, Lucifer and his

followers rebelled* against God and the

Lamb. The latter came off victorious,

and Satan and his deluded followers were

cast down to the earth. The faithful

and obedient enjoyed the continued bles-

sings of heaven in the presence of their

Father ; but the disobedient were hurled

from the society of the good and great

into the depths of degradation, misery,

and woei Thus we have exemplified the

effects, of the two powers as illustrated

before the foundation of the earth, and

discovered lust for dominion and power

to be the incentive to priestcraft and

the cause of its continuation, that bein£ the

foundation on which the whole fabric of

priestcraft rests.

Before the rebellion consequent on the

rise of priestcraft, the Priesthood swayed

a universal sceptre, and its effects were

peace, joy, union, love, and harmony

throughout heaven's high domain. No
jarring words, no fratricidal strife, no

factious disputations, no envious thought

disturbed them in their delightsome pur-

suits; but

In their sphere, all, all could move
With pleasure and delight \

Their every act inspired by love

—

Their Interests all unite.

Bnt mark 1 when priestcraft's hideous

form appears, how great the change ! No
longer peace, but war: instead of joy,

sorrow; instead of union, division; in-

stead of love, hatred ; instead of harmony,

discord. Thus priestcraft's reign began

While promising liberty, it bitterly en-

slaved ; and while pretending to charity

for all, it was a spring of bitterness that

carried war and destruction into the very

heart of a hitherto peaceful circle. But
here, in open combat, its champion met
with such a signal defeat, that he resolved

to change his tactics accordingly, the

better to deceive. We find him at one

time opposing morality with the greatest

vehemence; at another time, insinuating

that if man is only moral, God requires

no further obedience. Again, he blinds

the* judgment by placing before the mind
sinful pleasure in all its alluring forms,

and attracting the inexperienced by his

seductive charms to mount and sport in

pleasure's gliding car.

Such is priestcraft hi all Its debasing

forms. View it where vou will, it is

rotten to the very core, fakements are

discordant. It originated in lost for

ascendancy. Its depravity is total and
innate, and Its effects essentially de-

structive to all who are tainted by Ha
debasing influence. Deceptive in its

nature, it has two objects: one is real,

but not avowed ; the other avowed, bat

not real. Its avowed object is hatred of

suffering and desire to save ; but its* real

object is the overthrow of Theocracy and

the establishment of a reign of tyranny.

When Abel offered unto theLord m more
acceptable offering than Cain, the latter

grew wrathful. "If thou doest weH
shalt thou not be accepted ?" was the

language of Jehovah : " and if then doest

not weB, sin lieth at the door; and unto

thee shall be his desire, and thou ahalt

rule over him." Here we again find the

spirit of priestcraft; for, instead of Cain

repenting of his sin in not bringing as

acceptable offering to the Lord, he listened

to the spirit of Lucifer—the spirit of

rebellion against legal authority, and rose

up against Abel his brother and slew

him.

How striking the resemblance between

the two, Lucifer and Cain, when operated

upon by the spirit of priestcraft, which in

its tendency is alike destructive in heaven

and on earth. Under its influence,

Lucifer doubtless reasoned within him-

self—Why should Jesus be accepted more

than I ? Am not I entitled to rale as well

as he ? Why are his plans so cordially

adopted by the Father, and mine rejected?

I will rise up in rebellion against him

;

and if I succeed in effecting his over-

throw, I'll then my sceptre sway ! Such

also was the reasoning of Cain with re-

spect to his brother Abel ; and the punish-

ment of both was banishment from the

presence of the Lord. Jesus was ap-

pointed by the Father to fill an important

mission, and was qualified therefor by the

holy Priesthood. "Unto the Son he

saith, Thy throne, O God, is for erer and

ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the

sceptre of thy kingdom. Thou hast loved

righteousness and hated iniquity ; there-

fore God, even thy God, hath anointed

thee with the oil of gladness above tfy

fellows'' Of this power Satan was

envious, and thenceforward became the

determined enemv of Jesus Christ.

The offering of Abel also was accepted^

and fie was ordained to the holy Priest-

hood by his Father, by which also he be-

came empowered to officiate in a munV
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terial capacity. Of this ordination and
power Cain was envious, and he thence-

forward became the determined enemy of

Abel hU brother. Both Lucifer and Cain

attempted a " religious fraud/' both rose

in opposition to an authorized Priesthood,

and both manifested the essential cha-

racteristics of priestcraft ; for they sought

to scatter and destroy.

Again: Moses and Aaron had been

•called of God to lead the children of

Israel. Korah, a Levite, with Dathan,

Abiram, and On, descendants of Reuben,

took men, and, with two hundred and
tfifty princes of the assembly, famous in

the congregation,men ofrenown, gathered

themselves together against Moses and
against Aaron, and said, "Ye take too

ranch upon you, seeing all the congre-

gation are holy, every one of them, and
the Lord is among them : wherefore, then,

lift ye up yourselves above the congre-

gation of the Lord?" Here was the

secret of their grievance : Korah held the

priesthood of Levi, but desired to be

*xdted to the station of ruler like unto

Moses and Aaron. Hence the rebuke of

Moses—"And he [the Lord] brought

thee near to him, and all thy brethren the

sons of Levi with thee ; and seek ye the

priesthood also? for which cause beth

4hou and thy company, are gathered to-

gether against the Lord.
1
' We are told

that "the Lord our God is a jealous

God," and his decrees cannot be trampled

upon with impunity. His servant Moses

was, by Divine appointment, the law-

giver of Israel, and Israel were required

to obey him, or the edict of Omnipotence

was, " The disobedient shall be cut off."

In consequence, therefore, of this rebellion

•of Korah and his company, and as a

testimony to future generations of the

justice of the Almighty, " the earth

(To be

opened her mouth and swallowed them up,
and their houses, and all the men that ap-
pertained unto Korah, and all their

goods."

Another striking instance is found in
the case of Uzziah the king, who " trans-

gressed against the Lord his God, and
went into the temple of the Lord to bum
incense upon the altar of incense ;" and*
being reproved by the priests, to whom
the office appertained, he became wrathful,

and the leprosy rose in his forehead, and
'

he was a leper to the day of his death,

and dwelt in a separate house, being cut
off from the house of the Lord. Not
satisfied with his kingly power, but still

lusting for dominion, he sought to officiate

in God's house. Blinded by priestcraft,

he persisted when rebuked by the priests

of the Most High God, usurped that

authority given to them " as a service of
gift," attempted a "religious fraud," by
monopolizing to himself the sacred pre-
rogatives of others, and suffered affliction

and banishment as a just reward for his
transgressions.

In the first and the third instances, we
notice how prominently stands forth,

charity as the avowed object of rebellion,

until the subtle monster has environed

within his grasp his deluded victim, who
only awakes to a sense of his perilous

position when the impostor is unmasked
and high heaven's retributive hand re-

wards departure from her laws with ban-
ishment or destruction. But in every*

instance is seen, in the most conspicuous

manner, that same lust of dominion pre-

dominating which first of all sought tor

subvert the* plan of salvation and loosen

the girdle of unity. In men of this dis-

position it generated the worst of pas-

sions, and made them " wolves in sheep's*,

clothing," unworthy of confidence.

continued.)

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM.

(Continuedfrom page 579.)

The great image which Nebuchad-

nezzar had seen in a dream, having a

golden head, had also "his breast and his

arms o/siltbb;" and Daniel in his

interpretation of it, said, " After thee shall

arise another kingdom inferior U thee."

This had reference to the Medo-Persian
empire, which succeeded the Chaldean m
its supremacy. Though inferior in wealth*

power, and grandeur to Babylon, even as

silver is inferior to gold, it nevertheless'

conquered sad bore the sway, and took:
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its place as chief among the nations.

The two arms denoted the Medes on
the one hand, and the Persians on the

other; the breast signifying their com-
bination and amalgamation. Or, if we
view the kings as representatives of their

dominions, (as Nebuchadnezzar was
of his empire, as the "head of gold,")

the two arms of the image will denote

the kings of Media and Persia, Darius

and Cambyses (who were relatives of

each other) ; and the breast signifying their

union in Cyrus, who was then the mili-

tary representative and ultimately became
the regal successor of both.

Darius, king of Media, and Cambyses,

king of Persia, combined to make war
against "Belshazzar, the king of the

<Jhaldeans." They therefore despatched

their respective armies to besiege Babylon,

placing their united forces under the com-
mand and generalship of Cyrus, who was
the son of Cambyses and the nephew of

Darius, and afterwards became king

of both dominions, thus forming the

Medo-Persian empire. The entire force

under the command of Cyrus amounted
to 722,000 warriors—consistingof 600,000
foot, 120,000 horse, and 2,000 chariots.

So impregnable were the walls and for-

tifications of the city, that there was no
hope of succeeding in assault by battery.

Cyrus therefore determined upon enter-

ing the city by stratagem; and, to ac-

complish this, he availed himself of the

advantage of a vast lake, then dry, on the

outside of the city, which had been exca-

vated in the days of Nebuchadnezzar for

the purpose of carrying off the water of

the river (by means of a canal) while

constructing the tunnel under its bed

-which connected the two palaces situated

upon its opposite banks. Cyrus had deep

trenches dug in order to divert the course

of the river towards this dry lake ; and
-when the work was completed, the water
was turned off, through the trenches,

into the lake, and the whole army marched
along through the thus emptied channel

of the Euphrates into the city. This was
effected at night, at the time of a great

annual festival, when the citizens were
engaged in feasting and revelry. So
effectually and suddenly was the entrance

made by this stratagem, that the inhabi-

tants of the outskirts of that part of the

•city were made prisoners before alarm
could be given .or the news of the inva-

sion and investment be communicated to

head-quarters. Cyrus and his troops,,

thus far successful, hurried on towards
the centre of the city, to the KiDg's
Palace, where they found Belshazzar and
his court, with " a thousand of his lords,"

and a great company of attendants, &c,
assembled at a banquet. Such was the
hilarity and general confusion that pre-
vailed among the palace guards, that the
Kates were unprotected, and Cyrus with
his army gained an easy entrance into the
royal enclosure. While Belshazzar was
feasting and drinking with bis lords,

princes, wives, and concubines, in the
banquet-hall, surrounded by all the luxury
and splendour that his court could afford,
and impiously drinking wine to the honour
of idol gods out of the sacred vessels

of gold and silver which Nebuchadnezzar
had taken from the Temple of the Lord
at Jerusalem, there appeared upon thewalV
before the affrighted vision of the king, the
figure of a man's hand, writing in mystie
characters the doom of Babylon :

—

" Mene, mens, tf.uel, uphaksix." So
unexpected and mysterious was this oc-
currence, that suddenly the king's coun-
tenance was changed, and his thoughts
troubled him, so that the joints of his

loins were loosed, and his knees smote one
against another." In his fear, he " cried

aloud to bring in the astrologers, the

Chaldeans, and the soothsayers," and
asked of them the interpretation of the

mysterious writing, promising that whoso-
ever would reveal the secret to him should

"be clothed with scarlet, and have a
chain of gold about his neck," and " be
the third ruler in the kingdom." These
so-called "wise men," however, "could
not read the writing, nor make known to

the king the interpretation thereof." But
the queen informed him that there was a
young man, named Daniel, in whom was
" the spirit of the holy gods," who was
competent to "shew the interpretation."

Daniel, therefore, was at once ushered

into the royal presence, and, by the gift

and power of God, gave the following

interpretation to the king :—"Mene : God
hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished

it. Tehd: Thou art weighed in the

balances, and art found wanting. Parts:

Thy kingdom is divided, and given to the

Medes and Persians." The literal mean-
ing of the word " mens " is simply num-
bered, its repetition making it more
emphatic: ife prophetic import, however,

according to Daniel, was, in reference to
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"Belshazzar, that the hours of his reign, as

'king of the Chaldeans, were numbered
up—that his kingship was ended—his

kingdom finished. The literal meaning
of "tekbl" is simply weighed; but its

prophetic import, in reference to Bel-

shazzar, was, that he, as monarch of

Babylon, was " weighed in the balances,

and found wanting.'* The signification

of "feres," literally considered, is simply

divided ; " upharsin" being another form
of the same word, implying plurality, with

the conjunction and (represented by u)

also prefixed. Theprophetic import of the

word, to Belshazzar, was, that his Chaldean
empire was about to be rent from him
—his kingdom " divided and given to the

Medes and Persians." Thus tne startling

Hebrew words, "Mene, mene, tekel,
tjpharsin," (or, Numbered, numbered,
weighed, and divided,) had their fulfilment

that very night in which the mysterious
•* fingers of a man's hand " wrote them
upon the wall of the king's " banquet-

house." The days of his reign were
numbered ; he was weighed in the balances,

and found wanting; his kingdom was
-taken from him, and divided between the

Medes and Persians. " In that night,"

aays the sacred historian, " was Belshazzar,
the king of the Chaldeans, slain." Thus
ended the Babylonian dominion; for

" Darius the Median took the kingdom,"

adding it to his own, and made Babylon
the seat of his government, Persia form-

ing part of the new empire, to the throne

of which Cyrus subsequently succeeded.

During the reign of Darius, the kingdom
was divided into 120 provinces, over each

of which a princely governor was placed.
«* Over these " princes, or governors, the

king placed " three presidents, of whom
Daniel was first," or chief. Thus "Daniel

was preferred above the presidents and

Srinces, because an excellent spirit was in

im ; and the king thought to set him over

the whole realm. (Dan. vi. 1—3.) At the

death of his father Cambyses, Cyras became
king of Persia ; and at that of his uncle

Darius, he became monarch of the whole

Eastern territory, which then took thename
of the Persian empire. Hence, during his

reign, the royal proclamation to rebuild

Jerusalem was worded as follows:

—

"Thus saith Cyrus, king of Persia, The
Lord God of heaven hath given me all

the kingdoms of the earth ; and he hath

•charged me to build him an house at Jeru-

salem." (Ezra i. 2.) After a succession of

kings, the Persian monarchy, which lasted

about 200 years, was subverted by another
power referred to in the dream of Nebu-
chadnezzar.

The great image, whose head was of
gold, and his breast and arms of silver,

had also ** his bellyandhis thighs ofbrass.**
This was significative of what Daniel,

in his interpretation of the dream, called
" another third kingdom of brass, which
shall bear rule over all the earth" The
" third kingdom " alluded to was the Mace-
donian, or Grecian, whose king was
Alexander the Great. As brass is an
inferior metal to silver, so was this king*
dom, in wealth and grandeur, far inferior

to the Persian, although it ultimately

conquered it and took its place as the
ruling or dominant nation of the earth.

The Greeks were often designated the
w brass - clothed," or " brazen - coated
Greeks," owing to their coats of armour
being uniformly made of brass, by which
they were distinguished in the military

world.

At the time of Alexander's wars with
Persia, Darius Codomanus occupied the
throne. Three battles were fought, in all

of which Alexander proved victorious.

The first was "the battle of the Gra-
nicus," which was fought near the town of
Zelea,on the bank of theGranicus, a small
Phrygian river running from Mount Ida
into the Propontis, westward of Cyricus.

That river separated the two antagonise

armies ; but Alexander, nothing daunted,
crossed the stream and climbed the oppo-
site bank where the Persians were sta-

tioned, which was steep and rugged,
followed by his troops, and commenced
the mortal strife. The Persian forces,com*
manded by Memnon, consisted of 100,000
foot and 10,000 horse ; while Alexander's,

commanded by himself, consisted only of
30,000 foot and 5,000 horse. The Mace-
donian hero, however, gained the victory,

with a loss of only about 115 men. The
loss on the Persian side was immense,
2,000 surrendering, and the rest taking
to flight.

The next was "the battle of Issus,"

which was fought on the banks of the
Pinarus in a plain near the city of Issus.

ThePersian army consisted of600,000 men,
oommanded by Darius himself, who was
accompanied by his own entire house-

hold, his officers of state, with tfieir

households, and also a large retinue of
attendants; everything in connection with
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the cavalcade being arranged on a most
.gorgeous scale. Alexander, however,

unabashed by the pomp and dazzling

splendour of the scene before him, again

,gained the victory over the Persians ; and
Darius, on beholding 100,000 of his men
killed, timidly took to flight, followed by
his discomfited hosts.

Darius, on different occasions, sent

overtures of peace to Alexander, the last

of which was accompanied with an offer

of 10,000 talents, the hand of his daughter
Darsine in marriage, and the possession of

all the provinces westward of the Eu-
phrates. Alexander rejected the offer,

and replied—" The world will not admit
of two suns, nor of two sovereigns/'

The " battle of Arbela " followed, which
was fought on the plain between the

Tigris and the Kurdistan mountains, near

to the village of Gaugamella, about 20
miles from the city of Arbela. Alexan-
der's army consisted of 40,000 foot and
7,000 horse, while the Persian comprised

400,000 foot and 50,000 horse, with 200
scythe-chariots and 15 elephants. Alex-

ander again became victorious, with a loss

of only 1,200 men. Darius, finding

300,000 of his men slain and a number
captured as prisoners, took to flight, as he
.had done before, and was followed by the

remainder of his soldiers, thousands of

whom perished in crossing the river

liycus. Alexander pursued nim till mid-
night, without success, but captured all

his baggage and royal treasures, which
'had been left at Arbela.

The success of this last battle made
Alexander sovereign of the great Persian

empire, and gave him dominion over all

Asia. He proceeded at once to Babylon,

purposing to make that city the metro-

polis of all his dominions. On arriving

. there, he found the battlements thronged
with citizens ; and a large portion of the

population had come out of the city, for a
short distance, to meet him, headed by
their magistrates and priests, bearing
rich presents, and welcoming him as their

future king. On entering the city, with
Jris army, he found the streets strewed
with flowers, and the air fragrant with
incense smoking from silver altars, with
priests chanting joyful celebrations; for

as, during the reign of their late kings,they
had been greatly persecuted, their religion

suppressed, and their temple demolished,

they had now hopes ofa favourable change
taking place ; and in this they were not

disappointed.

After subduing the different provinces

of Persia, and extending his conquest*

to India, Egypt, and other countries,

Alexander died in Babylon in the year

324 B.C. He was, without doubt, a great

warrior. He was daunted at no danger,

aod shrank at no obstacle, where he saw
the least possibility of success. He pro-

fessed to " love danger, for its own sake."'

His military fame, heightened by suc-

cessive conquests, extended far and wide,

and his mighty power was acknowledged
and felt " over all the earth," in fulfilment

of Daniel's prediction. By his sward,
which had cut the Gordian knot, he gained

the sovereignty of Asia ; and by his mar-
tial prowess he also acquired considerable

dominions in Europe and Africa. Hence
he was designated "The king of the

world ;" and it is said of him, that when
he had virtually conquered the whole of
the then known world, he wept for more
worlds to conquer.

After Alexander's death, his vast

dominions were divided among his four

chief generals; Cassander reigning over

Macedon and Greece, with the western
provinces; Lysimachus o?er Thrace and
Bythinia, with the northern provinces;

Ptolemy over Egypt and the southern

provinces; and Seleucus over Syria and the

eastern provinces. The two last domi-
nations, the Egyptian and the Syrian,

being the greatest and by far the most
noted and powerful, were appropriately

symbolized by the two brazen thighs of

the image; the Alexandrian era being

that signified by the belly. All the pro-

vinces, however, with their dependencies,

were comprised in and still continued to

form the one great Grecian empire, which

was the third kingdom of brass* that

was to "bear rule over all the earth."

This supremacy it held for upwards of

300 years, and then in its turn had to suc-

cumb to another power alluded to in

Nebuchadnezzar's dream.

{Tebt continued.)

New Material for Paper— Another new material for paper bat been discovered ia

* preparation of the remains of the beet root after it baa been used in ingar makiog and
distillation. The process of preparation has been patented.
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 584.)

[February, 1843.]

Friday 24th. Rode out with Elder 6.
Young; dined abroad; called on Dr.
Foster ; had some conversation about the
Post Office and several other matters; re-

turned to my Office ; and at three o'clock

walked out with Elder Young*.

In reply toW. W. Phelps's VadeMecum,
or M Go with me," of 20th of January last,

I dictated the following answer:

—

TO W. W. PHELPS, Esq.

a VISION.

I wOl go, I wfll go to the home of the Saints,
Where the virtue's the value, and life the reward j

-But before I return to my former estate,

1 must fulfil the mission I had from the Lord.

Wherefore, hear, O ye heavens, and girt ear, O ye
earth!

And rejoice, ye Inhabitants, truly again

;

For the Lord he is Ood, and his life never ends;
And besides him there ne'erwas a Saviour of men.

Hie ways are a wonder j his wisdom Is great j

The extent of his doings there's none can unveil.

His purposes fall not : from age unto age
He still is the same, and his years never fall.

His throne la the heavens, his lifetime Is all

Of eternity now and eternity then;
His union is power, and none stays his hand,

—

The Alpha, Omega, for ever : Amen.

For thus salth the Lord, m the spirit of truth,

1 am merciful, gracious, and good unto those
That fear me and live for the life that's to come

:

-Afy delight is to honour the Saints with repose,

That serve me in righteousness true to the end

:

Eternal's their glory, and great their reward

:

ril surely reveal all my mysteries to them—
The great hidden mysteries In my kingdom stored.

From the council In Koleb to time on the earth,

'And for ages to eome, unto them I will show
Afy pleasure and will, what my kingdom will do;
'Eternity's wonders they truly shall know.

Great things of tbe future I'll show unto them,

—

Tea, things of th% vast generations to rise j

For their wisdom and glory shall be very great.

And their pure understanding extend to the skies.

And before them the wisdom ofwise men shall cease,

And the nice understanding ofprudent ones fail t

For the light of my 8plrlt shall light mine elect,

And the truth is so mighty 'twill ever prevail.

And the secrets and plans of my will I'll reveal

—

The sanctified pleasures, when earth Is renewed,

—

.What the eye hath not seen, nor the ear hath yet
heard.

Ifor the heart of the natural man ever hath viewed.

1. Joseph the Prophet, m spirit beheld,
.Assd the eyes of tbe inner man truly did see
Eternity sketched, in a vision from God
HCwhat wets, and now Is, and yet la to be.

Those things which the Father ordained of old1

,
Before the world was, or a system had run,

—

Through Jesus the Maker and Saviour of all,

Tbe only begotten (Messiah) his son

;

Of whom I bear record, as all Prophets have

;

And the record I bear is the fulness—yea, even
The truth of the Gospel of Jesus the Christ,
With whom I conversed In the vision of heaven. •

For while in the act of translating his word.
Which the Lord in bis grace had appointed to me,
1 came to the Gospel recorded by John,
Chapter fifth, and the twenty-ninth verse, which

you'll see |

Which was given as follows :

—

" Speaking of the resurrection of the dead,
Concerning those who shall hear the voice of the

Son of man.
And shall come forth,

They who have done good In the resurrection of the
just,

And they who have done evil in the resurrection of
the unjust."

I marvelled at these resurrections, Indeed 1

For it came unto me by the Spirit direct;
And while I did meditate what it ail meant,
The Lord touched the eyes of my own intellect.

Hosanna for ever ! they opened anon.
And the glory of God shone around where t was

j

And there was the Son, at the Father's right hand,
In a fulness of glory and holy applause.

I beheld, round the throne, holy angels and hosts,
And sanctified beings from worlds that have been*
In holiness worshipping God and the Lamb,
For ever and ever : Amen and Amen I

And now, after all of the proofs made of him,
By witnesses truly, by whom he waa known.
This Is mine, last of all, that he lives—yea, he lives,

And sits st the right hand of God, on his throne.

'And t heard a great voice, bearing record from

He's the Saviour and only begotten of God

:

By him, of him, and through him, the worlds were

Even all that career in the heavens so broad;

Whose Inhabitants, too, from tbe first to the last,
Are saved by the very same Saviour of oura;
And,ofcourse, are begotten God'adaughteraandsons,
By the very same truths and the very same powers.

And I saw and bear recordof warfare In heaven j

For an angel of light, in authority great,

Rebelled against Jesoa and sought for his power,
.

But was thrust down to woe from his Godined state.

And the heavens all wept, and the tears dropped
like dew,

That Lucifer, son of the morning, had fell I .

Tea, Is fallen, is fallen, and become, oh, alas 1

The son of perdition, the Devil of hell.

And while I was yet In tbe spirit of truth,

Tbe commandmentwas—Write ye the vision all out;
For Satan, old serpent, the Devil's for war.

And yet will encompass the Sainta round about. 1
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And I mw, too, the suffering and misery of those

,

(Overcome by the Devil In warfare and fight,)

In hell fire and vengeance, the doooaof the rtamni J t

For the Lord said, The vision Is farther j so write.

For thai ssith the Lord, Now, concerning all those
Who know of my power and partakeof the same,
And suffer themselves that they be overcome
By the power of Satan, deapkdngmy name,

Defying my power and denying the truth.

They are they of the world or of men moat forlorn,

The sons of perdition, of whom, ah i I say,

Twere better for them had they neverbeen bom I

They're vessels of wrath and dishonour to God,
Doomed to siiffer his wrath In the regions of wee,
Through the terrific night of eternity's round,
With the Devil and of all his angels below.

0fwhom It Is said no forgiveness Is given
In this world, alas, nor the world that's to come;
For they have denied the Spirit of God,
After having received it ) and misery's their doom.

And denying the only begotten of God,
And crucify him to themselves, ss they do.

And openly put him -toshame In their flesh,

By Gospel they cannot repentance renew.

They are they wfao>nvuot go to the great lake of fire.

Which burneth with brimstone, yet never 001

Arid dwell with the Devil end angels of bis.

While eternity goes and eternity comes.

They are they * oogh fhe great

While nil the rest
Christ,

Made partaken of §

offhe Lord,
ate, through • the triumph of

1,by the power of Ms weed.

The mystery of godliness truly Is greet

—

The past, and the present, end what la to he 5
And this k* the Oespel—glad tidings to all—
Which the voice from the heavens bore record %i

Thai he came to the world In the middle of
To lay down his life for hi* friends and his foes
And bear away sin as a mission of love.

And sanctity earth ihr a blessed repose.

•Tie decreed that hem save all thewesfc
And sanctify ahem by his own ntedooa blood.
And purify earth for the Sabbath of rest.

By Che agent of Are, as it washy the'

The Saviour will sore all his Father did glow.
Been all Chathe gave In thercgiensehroad.
Save the sons of perdition : they're less,ewe* lent*

And can never return to she presence ofOosL

Tswyare theywho must reign with the Bowflfaa hoB,
In eternity now and eternity then.
Where the worm dleth not, and the ftiw hi not

quenched.
And the punishment stm Is eternal j

And which Is the torment apostates
But the end, or the place where the

Yet God shown, by vi*lon,-a glimpse of their
And straightway he closes the scene that

—
80 the width, or the depth, or the
Save to those that partake. Is£u

And while I was pondering, the vision was <
And the voles said to me, Write the vision*
Tie the end of the scene of the
Who remain filthy atm in

{Mm continued,)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS1 MILLENNIAL STAR

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER lt» IBM.

Aabkcy of tqb Pubsthood^—It is not our design in tint article to enter pejanu-

larly into the subject of calling men to the IYieflthuod. The order by which nam
are called of God, and the conditions required to constitute a Divine commission,

would itself be matter at least for an article. Much could he said of raffing!

yjamde by the spirit of discernment and prophecy, and also those bUmdfy, jet ijyoty

given. Much could also be said upon such examples as that ofthe Saviour calling a John

the Beloved ami a Judas die Betrayer. Much could be said of men being onfifteJto

the spirit of their callings and their ttof pommbmg that spirit; and ranch on thsjr

power to go in the direction leading to usefulness and honour, and their liberty to

travel to uselessness and dishonour. But in this we merely design to touch upon tin

border of calling, to faring out the subject under cosjsidei*tioa and prcront nmnhv
derstanding.

It is a fact that the holy Priesthood has been restored to the earth, wethabe spirit,

pomeis, and pmogsrifaes thereof. A commumcatfon has been opened between the

heavens and the earth, and a channel made through which JMsjsn* anfharitj nan ifsn
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iWtosm cusftin lOdly be affirmed
1

that every olfiuei of the Church who has been duly

^appointed according ' to the order thereof holds a Ugal commission. This being

•the ease, the point of hgaHty should sot bo made a subject for question. Upon
• this all may NetWith assurance.

The foot, therefore, that the officers of 1 the Ohurdh bare received their callings

through the proper channel, and are appointed by those holding the authority, should

• be a ground for duo submission to everyman fa Us sphere, and an inducement for

*all to firmly uphold every arrangement and officer in his place, until removed by those

possessing the prerogative. Menwho have the ^spirit of the Priesthood will be very

jealous on this point. They would sooner Hok the dust of the feet than offer indig-

nity to the Priesthood ; and they wHl profoundly respect in others that authority of

which they themselves partake. The greatest in the Church would humbly bow to a
•child, if he eame in the name of the Priesthood, wkh a bona fid* commission to

But there Is another principle that should also be realized, and especially would

wo have it understood by the presiding officers of this Mission. It is, that God
-commits to hfc servants an agency. They are his stewards and co-labourersf and

-have all to peas a pribmtkmmy term. It is precisely the same in our official capacity

-as in our privateand natural oapaekies. Every department of the economy of God
tarns upon <he principles of agency, stewardship, and co-working. The servants

'fcavetoaoton behalf of Choir Dtvme Master.

Now, all may easily comprehend that this agency and stewardship can, on the one

fesmd, bo abused, and men prove uoproisable oo»labourers, or, more properly speak*

ong.vjeteo labourers with the Masterat*!!,4na desirable sense ; and, on the other hand,

ithat agency and ttewaidslnptneybe rendered both honourableand profitable, and those

-ustoereoaledto beeervante provethemselves truly co-labourers with their Lord.

'But no 'man with correct views wffl, because of this met, have his confidence

sfimbru lor a moment in the Priesthood. One view of God's order wHl not make the

etiuagoye of an enfightoned man Mmk when -he contemplates another side. It

<usfM ^rather enlarge the eampaos of ms mental vision, make the Divine economy

appear to him -more grandly systematic; and t&os, by extending his sigfat and

Increasing Ms knowledge, he will know where to tread with certainty and possess

powmx to operate effectively. He wffl be a staunch, -unflinching upholder of men and

^su^anmiisals whilethey legitimately remain. We do not fear, cherefore, that any with

uoiroot views-and the spiritOf the Priesthood will make a mistake in this matter.

It v. agreattruth, that, in the kingdom of God, * whatever is, is right not right

abaslatoly, but rdauVer/ and cireuinstasrtisl}y,-~i>otright irrevocably,but right for the

time. Whenmen stumble because of this,they stumble over theirown stumbKngWocks
assi grope m theirown darkness. If they took broad views, they would see no diffi-

culties. Itk a nnaa that error should exist, -right that there should be wrong, and

good ebat shore is eotf. God forbid that any Baint should " sin, that grace may
abound." But wo do not regret that sin has come into the world, nor that the

whose human race have felt its effects. It is a truth that God's economy com-

jpiehoads a Bevtt; and though<M did not make him such, and though we
fcatw no desfro to help to make devUs, we have not the remotest wish that the Devil

diadssot existed. Bad oflocrs also have their purpose as well as good officers. The

isssner aroaot only omwnplat for the latter, but they enhance their value. Even the

iMaxk hearted tealtor makes the true man more precious, and the useless man makes

Sjsm useful eao relatively more useful. God triormem—the bad as well as the good

—

the unworthy as well as the worthy steward -4he unprofitable as well as the profit*
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able labourer. The world has its period of probation,iu day of trial. Thokis^deto

has also its period of probation, its day of trial. Were it not so, how oonld the great

balance of account* be struck? Were it not so, how could every man's work be tried

as by fire ? Were not their figures and noughts made by men in their day of trial,

how could God justly put the 1 of this man with 000,000a of these to make that 1 a

These facts, instead of lessening the confidence of as enlightened man, will giro his*

a higher estimate of God and his economy. He will hare broader views of the order

of the Priesthood, and will find cause for gratitude and admiration, that the free

agency of man is extended even to a celestial order. For is it not a glorious truth

that our Heavenly Father does not design to make as machine!—no, not even the

machines of a God.

The great desideratum is, not that this agency should be destroyed, but thai it

should be preserved for good—that, in acting upon it, the officers of the Church
should do it with an eye single to the glory of God, and with effectiveness lor the

success of the cause. All who belong to the holy order should be devoted to its

interests—body, soul, energy, capacities, influence, and means,—indeed, altogether. It

should be the great purpose of their lives to accomplish the work given to the Priest

hood to perform. To this end their every thought and act should tend ; sad to

make their agency honourable and their operations effectual ought to be the sole

aim of every servant of God. As stewards, let them be worthy stewards; sad as

labourers, truly co-labourers with their Master.

We require that the presiding officers act according to the foregoing, and mahe
their agency honourable and their stewardship profitable. It is their especial duty to

do this themselves, and also to see that all labourers and members of the ObareJi

under their watchful care are really co-labourers with the Lord. They are rcoposi

sible for the condition of the Mission, for the character and extent of the work that

shall be done, end for its management or mismanagement. We do not look to the

Saints and non-presiding officers, but to the Presidents. Let them reahae this

responsibility, then ; and if they do not honour their presiding agency, we esjosi

upon their superiors the duty of displacing them for others more worthy.

This Mission, with all the experience of the past, ought to be more advanced new
than in past times. We humbly acknowledge our own past imperfections, but think

it not arrogant to say that the experience gained ought to enable the [mewling,

officers to improve upon the examples, both good and bad, of former times

both those of others, and those of our own. Unless this is done, it is evident

that the Mission is not advancing, but going back ; for there is no standing stfll m
progression. We do not expect to reach perfection and commit no errors; but we
feel it our duty to urge the Saints onward. The part of the officers and Saints new
is not to go back to the past, either to its faults or its many virtues, but to take

the virtues of their predecessors as well as to show new virtues in themselves. The
point upon which we desire this administration to stand is, that we all endeavour ta

honour our agency and prove ourselves worthy stewards. Let none of the preadmg
officers make their noughts now, especially in calling men to office. There is a
decided objection to such men and such employment at present. At thss particular

juncture, the cause is not in need of them, and wa have also a distaste for those. ¥
there are any with a peculiar itching for making noughts, and very.clever m such

employment, we advise them to wait awhile. It is one of those undertaking! that

may be put off till "a more convenient season.
9

If any noughts should get msa>
.let some official hand rub them out .directly.

million?
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OBEDIENCE TO PARENTS.

BY ELDER THOMAS WILLIAMS.

" Children, obey your parents in the Lord; for this it right."—Paul.

How pleasing and satisfactory to all

men it is to observe among the young
and rising members ox" families implicit

and cheerful obedience to parents ! When
a desire is manifest in family circles, on

the part of all its members, to be guided

by the counsels of those that should and
-will ultimately stand as patriarchs at their

head, what a heaven is there ! There are,

among the many thousands of the Saints

in Europe, some few instances where
whole families feel impressed with the

great importance of giving heed strictly

to the counsels and admonitions of those

that have been instrumental in giving

them a being on the earth, and have,

with deep anxiety and parental solicitude,

watched over them during their infantile

moments upwards, until they have begun

to realize and comprehend something of

the world with which they find them-

selves surrounded. With what fond anti-

cipations have faithful parents observed

the bodily growth and mental develop-

ments of their offspring! And when a
desire is manifest on the part of children

to honour and obey their parents, and to

live righteous before them and their God,
it seems to more than amply repay the

aged ones for all their hours of trial,

sorrow, and anguish which they have

undergone in seeking to train up their

children " in the nurture and admonition

of the Lord." It causes a joy unspeak-

able to pervade the bosoms of such

parents ; and from their souls they feel a
deep sense of gratitude to the eternal

God for inclining the hearts of those

whom they have been entrusted with to

walk in wisdom's ways.

Children that have acted and are

acting in obedience to the counsels of

their parents are destined to become a
great blessing, not only to their parents,

but to the world of mankind generally.

They must necessarily be called upon,

because of their righteous deeds, to take

a prominent and active part in the great

drama of the last days. The permanent
establishment of God s kingdom upon the

earth, the gathering together from their

long dispersion of the scattered sheep of
the house of Israel, the establishment of
Zion, the erection of temples, in order
that the ordinances of salvation for the
living as well as the dead may be at-

tended to, devolves to a great extent upon
the rising generation ; and it is nothing
but natural to expect that they will fbe in

possession of great faith in their God and
his work, much more so than those who
have already taken a faithful and active

part in the holy ministry. Their minds
will be free and untrammelled to a much
greater extent from the prejudices and
notions of the Gentile world, and they

will obviously be prepared to drink more
deeply from the pure and unsullied

streams as they flow from the fountain of
truth. As the kingdom of God begins

to develop itself upon the earth, and
assumes that position which ancient and
modern Prophets have declared it will,

and the glory and power of God be-

come manifested in a more marvellous

manner than heretofore, and the keys and
powers of the holy Priesthood conferred

upon them, bringing increased light and
intelligence, with wnat faith and power
will these striplings go forth, conquering
and to conquer,' and bringing, through
the blessing and favour of God, salvation

to the honest, and subjecting the kingdoms
of this world to the laws and purposes of
Jehovah 1 In view of the great work and
responsibilities that will ultimately fall

upon the shoulders of the young, it should

be their constant study to be obedient to

their parents in all things ; and this will

in the future enable them to fulfil more
faithfully the obligations and covenants

of the Priesthood. The time may come
when they may be placed in positions and
under circumstances which will call forth

the whole energy of their souls, and when
the least deviation from the counsel given

may result in eternal consequences. If

possessed of a willing and obedient spirit,

it will lead them onwards to blessing,

honour, immortality, and eternal lives.

There is, however, another view to be

taken of the subject in question—viz.*
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disobedience to parents. When children

trifle and rebel against the oounsels of

their parents, what pain and sorrow does

it not bring to them and to all that are

interested in their present and future

welfare ! How melancholy the feeling to

those who are led by the inspiration of the

Holy Spirit to gaze for a short time into

futurity, and begin to realize what an

eternal blessing or an eternal curse

such children can be ! With these

solemn impressions, how often do parents

go before kind heaven, and, in earnest de-

votion, implore the aid of Deity to turn

the hearts of their children and incline

them to cherish more holy desires, and
especially a feeling to be led by those that

seek earnestly their present and future

happiness I If a change takes place, what
joy pervades their bosoms ; but if a desire

to persist in a course of rebellion is mani-

fested, how deplorably unhappy they

feel ! There may be some cases, in the

families of the Saints, where children

treat their parents with contempt, and
speak to them in a manner that causes

pain in the hearts of all by whom they are

surrounded. To such as commit so great

a sin, the command of God and his

Priesthood is, to repent, forsake such des-

picable and unhallowed ways, and en-

deavour to treat their parents with those

feelings of reverence and respect to which
they are honourably entitled. The laws

of God which were in force among'
ancient Israel for such conduct were very
severe. Let all realize that they are or
ougfht to be serving the same immutable
Being, with whom M

is no variableness,

neither shadow of turning."
9

" Honour thy father and thy mother,
that thy days may be long in the land,

9

was and is the command of Jehovah.
Those that will persist in disregarding
and violating this holy injunction win
deprive themselves of those blessings and
inestimable attainments which have been
already referred to, and which are only to
be participated in by the willing and
obedient—yea, those that love righteous-
ness and truth, and are desirous to « live

by every word that proceedeth oat of the
mouth of God." Such and such alone
will be prepared for the great events that
are about to transpire upon the earth.

Let the disobedient in all humility mani-
fest a desire to repent, by their willing-

ness to walk in future according to the
counsels of their parents, and they wOl
thereby secure the favour of heaven. And
let it be indelibly impressed upon their

memories, that if their parents reman
faithful to the Gospel covenant, they w31
stand in their true position, even at the
head ; and their children can never, no,

never pass by them, but must, in a filial

capacity, be subject to them, worlds with-
out end.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE,

AMERICA.

Crescent City, Iowa,
August 9, 1858.

To the Editor of the Millennial Star.

Dear Sir,—Your favour of the 9th ult
is just received. Thanks ! I am iust about
starting for our settlement on the Loupe
Pork—Genoa, or Beaver. Judge W. I.

Appleby, accompanied by Father Dulin
and brother Youngand family, from West-
jtort, Connecticut, arrived last week ; and
the Judge, with Young and family, start

across the Plains for Utah to-day. Major
Egan, with the little company that es-

corted Colonel Kane, left Florence on their

return home, a week yesterday. All in

good spirits, and well outfitted.

Crops look well throughout the Utah

Territory. The Government supply trains

are still going out with their provisions*

and the mail is brought in semi-monthlr,
and all is now moving on like clockwork.
The tone of the press here rather admits
that the Mormons have got a little ahead
of old Buck.

I will write you again, on my return,

and give you an epitome of the Beaver
settlement and of my buffalo hunt.

Times are excessively dull throughout
the country, and the wheat crop through
the west is almost a total failure. Jm
long, steady, and severe rains and hot sun

have blighted it with rust, and not over a
fourth crop will be gathered. Indian

corn and other vegetation are very heavy

and fine.

I shall gladly receive the Star, and
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Iwpe it may ever shine and grow more
beauteous and sparkling as time passes.

My regards to all the boys. We have
some good fellows here who mean to be

good Mormons, if they don't just now do
much at it ; and I am ever ready to do

all the good I can for our common cause.

Command me, where I can do you or the-

cause service.

Yours truly,

A Frito.

HOME CORRESPOND*]**.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE PASTORATE,

8, Bavensworth Street,

Biahopwearmouth, Sunderland,

August 28, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I take pleasure in re-

porting the state of things in this Pas-

torate. I am gratified in being able to

say that peace and good order reign

supreme. But still we have our share of

labour to perform in order to keep things

as they should be. Up to the 20th inst.,

we were doing things in the best way
we knew how towards getting rid of our

book debt ; but, on the arrival of President

William Budge, we were put in a way to

set over the difficulty sooner. A Con-
ference was held here on the 22nd inst.

;

and, although the weather was un-

favourable, the Saints crowded the room
until every seat was occupied.

The Spirit of the Lord attended the

teachings of President Budge, and the

Saints responded to the call on account

of the old book debt by voting to give a
week's wages during the coming month
for that object. I hope to announce, at

the close of the year, that Durham Con-
ference is out of debt; and the other two

Conferences are doing their best to ac-

complish the same object. The Saints

are willing, generally speaking, to obey
the counsels of those placed over them.
The Priesthood are growing wiser, and
are labouring for the best interests of the
work. And I have pleasure in being able

to say that the present state of the Pas-
torate exceeds my most sanguine expec-

tations.

The visit of Brother Budge to thia

field of labour has been truly interesting

and hearUcheering to me. I have re-

joiced in his counsels, and shall be glad
when I see the fruit of his visit speak for

itself in the next Quarterly list of book
debts.

I may say, in conclusion, that we have
plenty of room for improvement ; and I

hope the Saints throughout this Pastorate

will remember that our present motto is,

" Upward and onward.
I have no fear of evil in future, so long

as the duties of the present are attended

to.

Ever praying for your success in ac-

complishing every desire of your heart, I
remain, with best love,

Yours truly,

Thomas Wallace.

A N EPISTLE TO BABYLONIANS.

A LOOKING-GLASS FOR THE CLERGY.

(Concluded from page 601 .)

CHAPTER III.

tks rssroBMAncB or preichiho.

1st. As you go to the church to preach, go
not by the retired way where go those that

would shun the crowd, but go in the high-

way wharf go the multitude, and see that

you have on the robes of black, and taka
heed that your pace be measured well and
that yonr march be stately.

2nd. Then shall your hearts be lifted up,

even as the hearts of mighty men shall

they be lifted up. And you shall be gaaa

upon by the multitude, and they shall I
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ybu ; and the men shall praise yon, and the

-Women shall glorify you; even by the women
ahall you be glorified.

3rd. And when you go In, go not as the

ordained, prepared only with a soul to God,

and with a heart to men, and a spirit filled

with the Holy Ghost ; but go you with your

pockets full of papers and full ef divine

words; even in your pockets shall your

divinity be.

4th. And let your sermon be full of the

enticing words of man's wisdom, and let it

be beautified with just divisions, with tropes,

and with metaphor, and with hyperbole, and

apostrophe, and with interrogation, and with

acclamation, and with syllogisms, and with

sophisms ; and throughout let declamation

be.

5th. Aod take good heed to your attitudes

and your gestures, knowing when to bend

and when to erect, when to lift yonr right

hand and when your left, and let your mo-

tions be graceful; even in your attitudes and

in your gestures let your grace be. Thus

rfhall you be pleasing in the eyes of the peo-

ple and graceful in their sight.

6th. Let your voice at times be smooth as

the stream of the valley, and soft as the

breexe that waves not the bough on the

bank ; and at times let it swell like the wave

of the ocean, or like the whirlwind on the

mountain top.

7th. Then shall you charm the ears of

your hearers, and their hearts shall be as-

tounded, and their souls shall incline to you

;

and the men shall incline to you, and like-

wise the women ; yea, to your sayings and

to your person shall they be inclined.

8th. And be you mindful not to offend

the people : rebuke you not their sins ; but

when you rebuke sin, rebuke it at a dis-

tance; and let no man apply your sayings to

bis own case ; so shall he not be offended.

9th. If brother should raise up the ban-

ner of war against brother, and Christians

against Christians, rebuke them not ; but be

eome of you on the one side and some on

the other, and tell the one host that God is

on their side, and the other host that he is

on their side ; so make them bold to kill.

And even among swords and lancets let your

lilack robes be seen.

10th. Preach you not peace on earth

and goodwill to men, but preach you glory

to the victor, and victory to the brave.

11th. If any man go into a foreign land

and seize upon his fellow-man, and put irons

on his feet and irons on his hands, and bring

him across the great deep in bondage ; nay,

if he tear asunder the dearest ties of nature,

the tenderest leagues of the human heart

;

if he tear the wife from the husband, and
-fwee the struggling infant from its mother's
Weeding breast, rebuke him not.

BABYLONIANS.

1 3th. And although he sell them in foreign

slavery to toil beneath the lash all their

days, tell him not that his doings are of

Antichrist; for lo! he is rich, and gives te

the church, and is esteemed pious; ao shaft

you not offend him, lest peradventure he

withdraw himself from yonr flock.

13th. Teach them to believe that yea
have the care of their souls, aod that the

saving mysteries are for your explaining;

and when you explain your mysteries, en-

compass them round about with words as

with a bright veil, so bright that through it

no man can see.

14th. And lo! you shall bind the judg-

ments of men, and more especially of

women, as with a band of iron ; and yea

shall make them blind in the midst of light,

even as the owl is blind in the noonday son;

and behold you shall lead them captive to

your reverend wills.

CHAPTER IT.

TUB CLERGY'S REWARD.

1st. With all your gettings, get money!
Now, therefore, when you go forth on your
ministerial journey, go where there are

silver and gold, and where each man will

pay according to his measure ; for verily I

say you must get your reward.

2nd. Go you not forth as those who have

been sent, without two coats, without

gold, or silver, or brass in their purses, with-

out scrip for their journey, or shoes, er

staves ; but go you forth in the good things

of this world.

3rd. And when you shall hear of a church

that is vacant and has no one to preach

therein, then be that a call to you ; and he
you mindful of the call, and take you charge

of the flock thereof and of the fleece

thereof, even the golden fleece.

4th. And when you shall have fleeced

your flock, aod shall know of another call,

if the flock be greater, then greater, or

rather, if the fleece be greater, then greater

be also to you the call. Then shall yea

leave your old flock, and of the new flock

shall you take the charge.

5th. Those who have freely reeaivesV

let them freely give, and let not men have

your words without money and without

price, but bargain you for hundreds and

for thousands; even for thousands of silver

and gold shall you bargain.

6th. And over and above the price to
which you have sold your services, take yea

also gifts, and be you mindful to refuse none:

say not, Lo! 1 have enough! but tensive

gifts from them that go in chariots, and

frost them that feed flocks, and treat them
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VARIETIES,—PASSING EVENTS.

alto that earn their morsel by the tweet of

their brow.
7th. ¥ee, take yon gift* of ell, and teke

them hi goM and silver, in corn end fine

flfcur, In wine end oil, in raiment and fine

linen.

8th. And the more the people giro you
the more will they honour you; for they
ehell beliere that in giving to yon they are

giving to the Lord ; for, behold, their eight

shall be taken from them, and they ihall

be blind as bats, and shall know not what
they do.

e'07

Oth. And yon shall wax richer end richer
end grow greater and greater, an<} yon shall

be lifted np in yonr own sight and exalted
in the eyes of the multitude ; and lncre shall

be no longer filthy in your sight. And
verily you hare your reward.

10th. In doing these things you shall

never fell. And may abundance of gold and
silver, and bank notes, and corn, and wool,
and flax, and spirits, and wine, and lands be
multiplied to you both now and hereafter.

Amen.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gki*xba&.—A terrific fire has raged at Astrakan, causing many deaths, destroying 121
houses', a number of boats, stores, and other property, and causing fearful damage and
destruction in that city : the number of victims, as well as the number of vessels, some of
which were laden, has not yet been ascertained. A severe storm has recently occurred
in Transylvania, sweeping away a large embankment, about 200 feet high and 1,200 long,
near the town of Verespatak, the waters of the lake whioh it had kept beck bursting forth
and completely washing away the whole town and all the neighbouring mills, and also

filling the gold mines for which Abrndbanye is so noted : the number of lives thus lost,

which was considerable, is not yet known. Symptoms of a conspiracy to dethrone the
Sultan of Turkey have lately showed themselves at Smyrna and even at Constantinople
itself, including Turks of standing and some Government dignitaries. Religious feuds are
rife in Lisbon. After an existence of more than a hundred years, that affluent, flourishing, and
influential body of merchants, called the East India Company, possessing a revenue amount-
ing to £26,000,000 sterling, an army numbering 200,000 men, and a dominion containing

200,000,000 souls, has at length become entirely defunct.

Amkrican—The political contests in Illinois are getting hotter and fiercer. Fever
and crop blights in South Carolina and other districts are creating considerable alarm at
the present time. A running fight, of six days' duration, has been carried on lately

between a band of 700 Pawnee Indians end the Camanches, Cheyennes, and Arrappaboes ;

the Pawnees having four warriors, two squaws, and a papoose killed, and several wounded,
but succeeding in killing fifteen Cheyennes and two Arrappahoes, and wounding several

others. " General Johnston," says the St. Joseph** Journal of Aug. 16, " is going to

break up his present encampment, remove a short distance, and fix for winter quarters.**

•Crops and all kinds of vegetables are abundant in the valleys of Utah this season.

VARIETIES.

What word is that of five letters, from which if you take two away, six will remain ?

—

Sixty.

Australia.—" We are laying the foundation of a future kingdom, empire, or republic,

as the case may be. The ballot, manhood suffrage, &c, have become facts. The result

the future must determine. We have a fair field before us, and the treasures of the earth

are in profusion, both above and below the soil ; flocks and herds for our necessaries, and
gold therewith to purchase our luxuries, a temperate climate, and a prolific soil. The
troubles of the Old World are too distant to perplex us, and labour is remunerated beyond
its most sanguine expectations. It is not, however, all sunshine: we have agitators

among us, and discontented ; the ginshop flourishes, and its aide-de-camp, the pawnshop,

as a matter of course, displays its symbols in its neighbourhood. The old bones of

•contention are re-picked here. Religion (?) sows, as usual, fruitful seeds of discord.

Catholic and Protestant revile each other ae of yore, and the subdivisions of faith have

their little bickerings in glorious imitation of their progenitors."—From a letter written

hw a gentleman in*an ojfkicU position at Afe/oostme, dated June 15.
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608 POETRY*—

A

PMKflSFA.—m»«r LIST.

A rivebend gentleman in C&osiortoai^hnreh, n—r G—leajdajâ oae Baadeyaa^orsttssy

haying finished tbe prayers and mounted the pulpit, put his hand in his coat packet fee

his sermon 1
; bnt alas! it wm not there* Having dined at* le4jfce*aeevia Use pesish»e*

remembered that he bad left hit sermon en the table* Hoasesesvna . the byinn bsfeee

aermon was given out, be thought there would juet be time (or tee clerk tofeeehhhv

manuscript while the hymn was being sang. He therefore leaned over the palph, and
whispered in the clerk's ear

—

" Ren and fetch my semen, weioivl left Abie eftaraooo in

Hri. Chittean's parloar. Old Amen^heina^nnforsnnately rather deaf, sniesook the words*

and immediately bawled out to the congregation—*' Thia is to- g^to aetine, that the aemoa
will be preached this afternoon in Jdra*. Cbitteau'e paxloue."

THE PROSPECT OF THE RIGHTEOUS.

line itan that ihine with endless day, Released from transient cares below.
The righteous never shall decay j Fsom heartfelt sighs and tears of sroe*

Virtue, that points th* unerring road, Each In tbe Lord supremely blest.
Secures In heaven their bright abode: Shall dwell In peace and heavenly restj
Uniting there with sweet accord, While wisdom's code* divinely taaghc*
To chaunt the praises of the Lord, Guide ofeach action, word, and thongat,
Unnumbered hosts shsst jeSavtbe throng* Shall sweetie form, wHh love's control,
AoeV rapture crown th' eternal song* The assnatea oMae soslt»

AnaaS9*as.~( baries Astle, at James Heifiey<s* East BosnV BrtSsortyDssmm
Johu Duvies, Park View Homy Gtawen Tcjas*mrTydfn^Waa> ifsfSsem

MONEY LIST, At^GTKKT 28—SEPTEMBER £ 1W8.

William Shires r« c - F. Jones: Ifj 84 Brought fOffwaflsl nflM- »

Wlllinm Brownlow (per do.) ............... 13 « WHTlsm ft. Partes (per £. Ofleer,)..._ 2 1 •

William Hulls
^
per do.) ................. 4 If 11 at; R. PeesceSt fper <fc.) » ™™. S*B> •*

William Carnie (per do.)...™, MM» 2 18 John Hrtast* (per J. Ud&m*)> S> S •

William Norris per G. Tcasdale) ...... MH H P. J. ftlcComle {per do>) » t W U
Willet Harder per do.) 8 ft E. L. T. Harrison (per /. D. Roee..._ 131- 1* *
John Kcssell (per do.; 1 8 7f E. D. Artie* (per B. £>aa*> • • /

James Rogers 'per G. I). Kenton) 37 Thomas Rees (per4a.) MMM..MM^.M.M » • •

William Moss per do.) 22 10 John Cibbs <pee da,) - „ « H t •*

Edward HarditiK per do.; tU 2 Tbomaa R. Janes (per dp.) ......™*«-~ 3 17*
Richard Proris tape of Good Hope)... 15 Wlltlsm AJsac (per do.) M • •

B. W. Hrindlc per VV. Bodge) „ 7t 18 8f John Dariee (per do.) ..... « If f •
Henry Brown prr do.) 16 9 9 Edwin Price (pes do.) - 9 SS
John Clarke [per do. ) « 11 1 8 Hugh Eeana (per da*)

George Armstrong j er do.; » 7 11 Thomaa Clarice (per G. Taylor) . 4 It 1

James Oakey (per John CoolO 13 4 8 Tlromas Smith (pet do.) _ 3 14 If

John Mellor (per do. .. 11 10 0- WUHam B. CMleXpeeT. Weilse*).„ f W 7

Thomas Birt v per do.) 9 8 C Bobert J. Philp <pee da-) *.*»„..^,^, 718 1

Edward Oliver 33 WlOiaan fi. Perkea .. 8 IS •

l arried forward A314 4. 1 jtfMt t 7T

Priesthood cr,*w* Priestcraft MS- Paatasate: Letter ftom Elder
Kebuchadnexxar's I>rea» 59ft lace ...... ...............

History of Joseph Smith

699

An Epistle to Babylonians ........

Editorial.—Agency of the Prteathoed 000 Passing gffft >„ . . K,.,^^ l
-

JS

Obedience to Parents ^ 6d8 Varietles^.^.^^..^.™^......^. , , _ L „
Foreign Correspondence. — Ametica : Letter Poetry.—The Prospects of the Righteous _~.
from ** A FVien*.»» OM Addresses w.„ M

Borne Correspondenoe.—Ne\eosstte-Bnon.Tyaa Money 'List ^^.^.^..^^r.^^.

LlTtePOOL:
»1TEJD ANJ}' PUBLI*BSa> BsT ABA CALSU^4»«
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THE LATTER-DAT SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath am ear, let htm hear what the Spirit tatth unto the chmrchm.—Jmm Ckrit*.

Ckm t out of her, my people, that pe be not partaken of her tine, and that pe receive not ffhaf

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ma. 39, ¥ok XX. Saturday, September 85, 1869. Mcl One Penny

.

SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS.

The human understanding, or intellec-

tual faculty, may be truly called the eye

of the mind. It is frequently represented

in Scripture under that figure. Hence,

also, intelligence and truth are symbolized

by light, and ignorance and error by

darkness. When the Lord commissioned

Paul to go and preach the Gospel to the

Gentiles, he said to him, " I send thee to

open their eyes and to turn them from
darkness to light." And, in reference to the

Gentiles to whom he was sent, Paul says,

«*Tne god of this world bath blinded

the minds of them which believe not, lest

the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ,

who is the image of God, should shine

unto them." The Apostle John uses the

same figures when he says, "He that

loveth his brother abideth in the light ;

and there is none occasion of stumbling

in him. But he that hateth his brother

is in darkness, and walketh in darkness,

and knoweth not whither he goeth, be-

cause that darkness hath blindedhis eyes."

(Acts xxvi. 17, 18 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4; 1 John
ii. 10, 11.)

Spiritual blindness is treated of in

Scripture sometimes as a simple calamity,

and sometimes as a sin. This altogether

depends upon the cause and character of

the blindness alluded to.

Ignorance, which is comparatively a
mild degree or form of spiritual blindness,

is an unfortunate calamity ; for, where it

reign*, the mind is left unformed, unre-

fined, and undirected, to wander about,
like a will-o'-the-wisp, in the mazes of
doubt, conjecture, and indecision, ready to

take up with any plausible error that may
present ilself. We find that persons of
this class of minds generally form low
and sensual views of religion ; their un-
disciplined feelings sway their judgments;
their acts of benevolence are unguarded
and imprudent ; their pious devotions are
extravagant, if not boisterous ; and their

notion of religion is, that it consists of
a tumultuous state of mind and feeling,

and a great deal of enthusiasm and mental
excitement. Such is unfortunately the

condition of many professed religionists in

the present day, arising from the igno-

rance and darkness which is in them and
surrounds them. They are spiritually

blind. They have no clear perception of
spiritual truth; for spiritual things,as the

Apostle says, are " spiritually discerned." #

They can be clearly observed only in

spiritual light, which is the light of reve-

lation. Men may be very acute in matters
of worldly wisdom, well versed in scien-

tific lore, learned and profound in all the

departments of literature and philosophy,

and yet at the same time be sadly deficient

in spiritual acquirements, and altogether

dark and ignorant as regards the things of
God and eternity. Nevertheless, natural

learning, intelligence, knowledge, and wis-

dom are highly useful in their place, and
tend, when rightly exercised, to enlarge
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610 SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS.

the capacity and increase the power of ac-

quiring and confirming truths of a higher

order and more spiritual character.

Another kind and degree of spiritual

blindness, however, which is more inju-

rious in it* nature and tendency than

that which results from bare ignorance,

is the blindness which arises from error.

An error may be either the negation of

a truth or the positive perversion of it.

In either case, blindness exists.

A truth may Jbe negatived without

being openly rejected or denied. It may,

indeed,' be even formally acknowledged,

and yet its real virtue, influence, and
power be destroyed or swept away by

under-currents of fallacious reasoning.

The nominal form of truth may be re-

tained, whilst its real character is lost.

This is the treatment which divine truth

met with from the Jewish scribes and
Pharisees, who, while they professed

great respect for the laws of 6od literally,

at the same time spiritually made them of

none effect by their own traditions and
expositions. The Gospel shares a some-

what similar fate in the hands of its pro-

fessed believers in the present day. Its

principles, one by one, are openly avowed,

more or less, by the different religious

bodies of so-called Christians ; but, while

thus verbally acknowledged, they are

nevertheless negatived in spirit by insi-

dious reasonings and sectarian glosses.

The understandings of men are thus

hoodwinked and blinded by all kinds of

erratic persuasions and prejudices.

Positive perversion or utter falsifica-

tion of divine truth produces a still

deeper degree of spiritual blindness and
mental fatuity than that induced by its

simple negation. Erroneous persuasions

arise, in many cases, from mistaking ap-

pearances for realities, adopting the mere
outward appearances of truth for the

genuine truth itself ; but the perversion

or falsification of spiritual truth arises

frequently from the adoption of a self-

formed opinion irrespective of Divine re-

velation, and then distorting the obvious

meaning of revelation, or the word of

God, in order to countenance or confirm

that opinion,—putting, for instance, upon

a Scripture statement a sense not only

different to its real and evident meaning,

but ope which is diametrically opposite to

it, and stilt representing the self- fabricated

dogma as a Scripture doctrine.

Those errors which spring from and are

prompted by a principle of evil are alto-

gether different in tneir character from

those which arise out of ignorance, a

defective education, wrong impressions

received in childhood, or the various tra-

ditions of society. The errors generated

from an evil heart are not so much mis-

taken views as they are evil thoughts, vile

imaginations, and wicked insinuations.

For example : The Jewish Pharisees did

not dispute the fact of the Lord's having

performed miracles by superhuman power,

but malignantly ascribed them to Satanic

agency and influence. This the Lord set

down as unpardonable blasphemy. It

was wilful blindness—utter perverseness

of heart and mind, that caused them to

commit it.

Error has always an injurious ten-

dency; but when it is innately loved as

well as believed, its tendencies and effects

are fatal as well as injurious. Those wbo

really love what is fake—those who M love

darkness rather than light," love what is

evil ; for it is only evil that can love falsity.

When the heart is depraved—when the

will, the motive, the desires, and the deeds

of a man are evil, the understanding

becomes darkened, the judgment warped,

and the mental vision dim, imperfect, and

blinded. When the " eye " of the mind is

thus "evil," or disordered, the whole mind

is "full of darkness." Evil blinds the sight

and blunts the perceptions. It cannot

countenance truth, because truth reproves

and condemns it. Hence truth is hated

because it does not favour evil. Where

the love of evil exists, the love of truth is

a stranger ; and where the love of truth

does not exist, there can be very little

spiritual perception or genuine belief of

truth, although there may be a faint sem-

blance of it, which amounts to nothing

more than a mere formal assent or con-

sent to a truth which is more easily

acknowledged than disputed.

Rifles Superseded.—M. Mailer, a French officer, has deviled a plan for rendering

ordinary guns equal in precision to rifles. The ball, which is of the shape of a helix,

has its directive peculiarity posteriorly, and consists of six vanes arranged hericaUf

around a central point. The helices are so arranged that they receive the blait of

powder and cause the missile to revolve while yet in the barrel*
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NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S BREAM.

(Continuedfrom page 598.)

The great image, we find, had also
Ki his legs o/iron. In the interpretation

of this topical part of the image, Daniel

says, " And the fourth kingdom shall be

strong as iron ; forasmuch as iron break*

eth in pieces and subdueth all things : and
as iron that breaketh all these9 shall it

break in pieces and bruise." The kingdom
referred to was the Roman, which con-

quered and succeeded the Grecian, and
became the ruling empire of the world.

It was represented by "iron," on account
of its great strength, or military power,
which was even greater and more exten-

sive than the Grecian. The Roman
emperors wore an iron crown, which was
commonly designated "The iron crown of

Italy," the city of Rome being the Italian

metropolis.

In the year 168 B.C., when Perseus

occupied the throne of Macedonia, Paulus
JEmilius, the Roman General, invaded

his territory, and fought a battle at Pydna.
The Romans triumphed, killing 20,000 of

the Greeks, and taking 10,000 as prisoners.

Perseus fled, but was pursued by the

Romans and captured on the island of

Samothrace. After a close captivity, he

died at Alba, and with him fell the king-

dom of Macedonia, which then became
divided into four republics. After a sub-

sequent conflict, the city of Corinth,

which was proverbially " The eye of

Greece," was' burnt to the ground; and
the Roman Consul, Mummius, aided by

ten senators, completely reduced the

-whole of Greece to the condition of a
Roman province. Pergamus was sub-

sequently conquered, afterwards Syria,

then Egypt ; and thus the whole empire of

Alexander and his successors became en-

tirely subject to Rome. Other parts of

the world were likewise subdued and
taken by successive conquests ; and thus

the powerful Roman dynasty, which was
•to "break in pieces and bruise," even "as
iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all

things," became, ultimately, what its his-

torians represented it as being—" Terra-

rum orbis imperium" (The empire of

the whole world).

The great image, which had legs of iron,

also had "Aw feet part ©/iron and part

ofclay." When feet are spoken of, toes

are necessarily implied as connected there-

with. Hence Daniel, in his interpre-

tation, says, "And whereas thou sawest the
feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and
part of iron, the kingdom shall be
divided ; but there shall be in it of the
strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou
sawest the iron mixed with miry clay.

And as the toes of the feet were part of
iron and part of clay, so the kingdom shall

be partly strong, and partly broken.
And whereas thou sawest iron mixed with
miry clay, they shall mingle themselves

with the seed of men ; but they shall not
cleave one to another, even as iron is not
mixed with clay."

The "feet "and "toes" of the image
represent the divisions and subdivisions of
the Roman empire, which afterwards oc-
curred. The Emperor Constantine built

the city of Byzantium, afterwards called

Constantinople, and made it the seat of
his government. Theodosius immediately
succeeded him on the throne ; but at his

demise the empire was divided into two
sovereignties, eastern and western, and
shared between his two sons, Arcadius
and Honoriua ; Arcadius ruling the east,

of which Byzantium or Constantinople

was the capital ; and Honorius ruling the

west, of which Ravenna was the capita).

During their reign, these two sovereign-

ties, which were denoted by the two legs

and feet of the image, began to show-

indications of further divisions; and, bjr

degrees, various tribes possessed them*
selves of different portions of the exten-

sive Roman territory. According to
Machiavel, the sovereignty of the Huns
was established in the year 376 a.d., that
of the Ostrogoths in 377, the Visigoths

in 378, the Franks in 407, the Vandals
in 407, the Sueves and Alans in 407,
the Burgundiana in 407, the Herules
in 476, the Saxons and Angles in 476, and
the Lombards in 483. These ten subdivi-

sions of the Roman empire, according to
many influential writers upon the subject,

answered to the ten toes of the image,
which were partly of iron and partly of
clay, indicating that these minor king,

doms would partake both of the stern
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character and strength of the original

parent empire and of the instability and
feebleness consequent on division. Al-

though "these kings" sought by inter-

marriages and other alliances to " mingle
themselves with the seed of men/' they

failed to establish any permanent or effec-

tual union. They could not " cleave one

to another, even as iron is not mixed
*rith clay." And so it is now with the

successors of those kings and the rem-
nants of those kingdoms signified by the

toes. Notwithstanding their interna-

highest of earth's rulers— "a king of

kings,"—who is necessarily described as

the "head" of the great metallic statue,

because with Babylon commenced the pro-

phetical series of monarchies alluded to in

the dream. The second beast was "like

to a bear," denoting the Persian empire;

the bear—a rabid and ravenous animal,

noted for its rapacity and greedy thirst

for blood, being a fit emblem of the

Persians, who, for rapine and cruel op-

pression, were at that time unequalled.

The third beast was "like a leopard,

ttonal alliances and marriage connections,
j
which had upon the back of it four wings

there is no true bond of union main-
j

of a fowl : the beast had also four beads,

tained among them ; the greatest discord ! and dominion was given to it." The

and political oppositions prevail ; hatred : leopard is a fierce, cunning, and swifU

and enmity characterize all the party I footed animal, and represents the dominion

movements of society ; and when national
j

of the Greeks, under the command of their

differences arise, the sword and the can-
|
great leader, Alexander, whose intrepid

non are called into requisition, and the boldness and celerity of conquest had given

-victory of the stronger over the weaker
power is gained by the shedding of blood.

Thus, as the mixture of iron and clay in

the composition of the feet and toes indi-

cated that the colossal metallic statue had
but a frail support, so the existing dis-

union that obtains among the nations of

the earth indicates their inherent weak-
ness, and is an omen of their certain

downfall.

The prophet Daniel gives another de-

scription of the same four successive

monarchies that are portrayed in Nebu-
chadnezzar's dream. He saw, in vision,

that " four great beasts came up from the

sea, diverse one from another," repre-

senting the same four successive empires

that were denoted in Nebuchadnezzar's

dream. Says Daniel, " These great beasts,

them the predominant position wbicb they

occupied in the world. The "wings*

prefigured the distinguished rapidity with

which the Macedonian kingdom rose

into power and spread itselfover theearth;

and the "four heads" referred to the four

successors of Alexander and the dominions

they held. The "fourth beast," which

was "dreadful and terrible, and strong

exceedingly," and " whose teeth were of

iron, and his nails of brass," and, " whieh

devoured, brake in piece*, and stamped

the residue with his feet," "was emblematic

of the powerful and formidable Roman

dynasty, which subverted and succeeded

the Grecian, and which, for stern des-

potism, grinding oppression, savage fero-

city, and cruel, terror-striking tyranny, far

outrivalled its predecessors; the "ten

•which are four, are four kings which shall 1 horns" signifying the " ten kings" that

arise out of the earth. " While to the king,

whose mind was full of ambitious aspira-

tions after human greatness and power,

the vision of the future was portrayed by

a colossal image in human form, it

appeared to Daniel under the symbolism

of four wild beasts distinguished for their

ferocity and rapacious propensities. He _ r , „

says
f

** The first was like a lion, and had } them away " like the chaff of the summer

eagle's wings," which represented the
|

threshingfloors."
the Chaldean or Babylonian empire ; for, The foregoing prophetic facts are ttB

as the " lion' of the forest is distinguished further confirmed by BeJsbaxaars vision

as the king of beasts, and the towering of the ram and he-goat, related and inter-

y eaglo as the king of birds, whose wings 1 preted in chap. viii. He beheld "a ra»,

rose into power, with the kingdoms over

which they reigned, growing out of the

Roman empire. These dominions, with

such modifications and extensions as time

and warfare have produced, still exist,

and will continue to exist till the stone

from the mountain shall smite them and

break them in pieces, and the wind carry

indicate both velocity and strength,—so
was the empire of Babylon the chief of
all the then existing dominions of the
earth, and the king of Babylon the

which had two horns ; and the two horns

were high, but one was higher than the

other, and the higher oame up last* He

also saw that " an he-goat camefrom the
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* west," with "a notable horn between his

eyes," and " smote the ram, and brake
his two horns." Then "the he-goat

waxed very great; and when he was
strong, the great horn was broken ; and
for it came up four notable ones towards
the four winds of heaven." In his inter-

pretation of this vision, Daniel expressly

says, "The ram which thou sawest

having two horns are the kings of Media
and Persia." These two kings, as before

shown, united to overthrow Belshazzar's

empire, and "Darius the Median took

the kingdom." One horn, however, rose

"higher than the other," and "the higher

came up last:*' in other words, Persia,

under Cyras, ultimately gained the ascen-

dancy over Media, and the Medo-Persian
thus became the Persian empire, of which
the figure of a ram was the royal ensign.

The ram was seen "pushing westward,

and northward, and southward," and
** became great," until the he-goat from
the west "ran unto him in the fury of

fab power," and "smote" him and "brake

his two horns." The figure of a goat
was the royal arms of Macedon. Daniel
further says, in explanation—"And the
rough goat is the king of Grecia; and
the great horn that is between his eyes nv
the first king,"—who, as before seen*

was Alexander the Great—the most
notable warrior then known. This
"notable Aom," however, was at length
broken off; and "that being broken,

1*

says Daniel, " whereas four stood up for
it, four kingdoms shall stand up out of
the nation, but not in his power, —refer*

ring to the dominions of the four sue*
cessors of Alexander— Cassander, Ly&i-
machus, Ptolemy Soter, and Seleucns*
also represented in Daniel's vision by the
leopard's four heads. These royal sue*
cessors, however, although "notable," as
Alexander's most distinguished generals,

for their military prowess, neither inherited

his fame nor attained to "his power;**
and, as before shown, the declining empire
was finally overcome and taken by the
Romans.

(7*o be continued.)

PRIESTHOOD versus PRIESTCRAFT,

BT ELDER MASK H. V0B80T7TT.

(Concluded from page 595.)

AH revelation demonstrates that liberty

of conscience is a divine right. Priest-

craft has always assumed the prerogative

to subvert that right. This evil of itself

is sufficient to merit our severest censure

;

but when we take into consideration the

amount of suffering endured by the

masses, owing to the unlimited power
which priestcraft has assumed, we feel

the force of the wise man's expression—
** When the wicked rule, the people

mourn." And the rulers of the earth,with

but few exceptions, have ever been the

slavish tools of priestcraft, under whose
influence both virtue, love, and truth

have been blasted. The richest produc-

tions of ingenuity, the most consummate
skill and elaborate taste have been, under
the despotic power of priestcraft, turned

from their legitimate use to the degra-

dation of man. It has fettered conscience

and robbed men of their independence of

mind. It has devised formulas and creeds.

and enforced subscription thereto. It has
determined men's ideas for them, thus
blunting every moral sentiment and re*

pressing the development of every faculty

with wnioh man is endowed, and making'

him entirely a creature of circumstances.

How strikingly in contrast is this with
the beautiful and compact order of the
Gospel as taught by the Saviour—" the
High Priest for ever after the order of
Melchizedec"—and by his apostles. These
holy men were the active enemies of priest*

craft in all its debasing forms. They
opened the floodgates oftruth, established

the Priesthood on earth, and introduced

a plan which, if universally adopted,

would entirely abolish priestcraft—a plan

that would unite in one common brother-

hood the whole race of man, and whose
motto was, " Glory to God in the highest,

peace on earth, goodwill to man." Satan
stood aghast at the inroads made upon
bis dominions, viewing the event with
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deepest anxiety. Jesus, whom he had op-

posed in the councilsofheaven,now asserted

his right to reign. But a short time only

elapsed ere the Son of God was taken,

and by wicked hands was slain. His
apostles, with one exception, shared a
similar fate. Numerous persecutions were
waged against his Church, which at

length became extinct. The holy Priest-

hood was taken from the earth. The light

of revelation ceased to shine. The blind

led the blind, and both fell into the ditch.

Disputations, envyings, strifes, malice,

hatred, and war ensued. Each of the

conflicting parties alternately gained the

ascendancy. Deliverer after deliverer

appeared, to each of whom many attached

themselves, expecting their distress would
be relieved; but, being disappointed in

their expectations, the societies thus

formed became weakened by apostacy,

and the people relapsed into a state of

infidelity. Paganism, Judaism, (in its

degenerate character,) Brabminism, Ma-
hommedanism, Popery, and Protestant-

ism, in their various forms, have all

figured in the great drama of the world's

history. But hark! what sounds are

those that break upon our ear? 'Tis

Joseph's voice !—a Prophet's tongue pro-

claiming, " Fear God, and give glory to

him ; for the hour of his judgment is

come." From that senseless stupor which
has come over the world and lulled men
into a false security, all suddenly arouse,

and priestcraft's voice is heard with in-

creased force, crying, "Beware of delu-

sion! Impostor! Villain! Money-digger!

False prophet! Heretic! Swindler! &c,
&c." Others catch the infection, and
cry, "Down with him!" "Mob him!"
« Tar and feather him !" " Drown him !"

* Imprison him!" "Shoot him!" "Kill
him!" "Ball them all!" and a thousand
other cries, uttered with oaths and vile

imprecations. No sooner appears the

unlearned Joseph, clothed with the Priest-

hood, than the infernal hosts appear in

strong numbers and lend their aid to de-

stroy the chosen one from off the earth.

Crusades are made against the humble and
honest few who dare to withstand the false

traditions of their forefathers and obey the

messages of heaven. Scenes of plunder,

oppression, tyranny, and murder, in a
M land of equal rights" (?) await them.
The two powers, Priesthood and priest-

craft, are both at work ; and although the
former has suffered much, it still exists,

PRIESTHOOD V. PRIESTCRAFT*

and will continue to do so ; for the king-
doms and dominions of the whole earth
shall be given to the Saints, and they
shall possess them for ever and ever. In
this we glory; for, while priestcraft

seeks to scatter and destroy, the Priest-
hood seeks to protect and save. Priest*

craft robs men of their rights ; the Priest-

hood defends those rights. Priestcraft,

possessing within itself the seeds of its*

own dissolution, has often been weakened
by division ; its principles are disconnected,

and are often opposed to each other.

Civil war and bloodshed have been the
result, thus weakening its power and
scattering and destroying its own subjects.

The Priesthood, possessing vitality within
itself, is strengthened by unity ; its prin-

ciples are connected, and operate with
the most perfect harmony ; and peace and
happiness have been secured by all who,
with motives pure, have embraced its

principles. Sectarianism, with all its con-

comitant evils, manifests the workings
of priestcraft, while " Mormonism," so

I called, with all its blessings, demonstrates
jthe dignity of the Priesthood. To the

Church of Jesus Christ, possessing the

'royal Priesthood, the attention of the

i

world is now more or less directed, and
the overthrow and destruction of that

people is an object both secretly and

|

openly avowed, and is freely discussed in

the leading papers and from the various

I

pulpits and platforms where the votaries

of priestcraft have a foothold. Priests,

I editors, lecturers, necromancers, and the

leaders and followers of almost every caste

'and creed desire the extermination of

! God's people, whom he has called and
chosen to be the repositories of his will, a

peculiar generation, a royal Priesthood,

the recipients of his Divine blessings and
favour, against whom the kings and
nobles of the earth will assemble, but for
whom the Lord shall fight, as in former

days, and as in years of old. Though the

" heritage " of the Lord be " as a speckled

bird," and all "the birds round about are

against her," yet will he " have mercy on

Zion ; for the time to favour her—yea, the

set time is come." The Lord dehghteth

in her officers, and them will he make
pillars for the salvation of Israel. But
they who assume power that belongeth

not to them shall be cut off ; " and the de-

struction of the transgressors and of the

sinners shall be together, and they that

forsake the Lord shall be consumed."
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HISTOBY OF JOSEPH SMITH*

(Continuedfrom page 600.)

[February, 1343.]

And again I bear record of heavenly things,

Where virtue the ralue above all that's priced,—
Of the truth of the Gospel concerning the just,

That rise In the first resurrection of Christ

;

Who received, and believed, and repented likewise,

And then were baptised as a man always was,

—

Who asked and received a remission of sin,

And honoured the kingdom by keeping his laws.

Being buried In water, as Jesus had been,

And keeping the whole of his holy commands,
They received the gift of the Spirit of truth,

By the ordinance truly of laying on hands.

For these overcame by their faith and their works,

Being tried in their lifetime as purified gold,

And sealed by the Spirit of promise to live,

By men called of God, as was Aaron of old.

They are they of the Church of the First-born of

God,
And unto whose hands he commltteth ell things t

For they hold the keys of the kingdom of heaven,

And reign with the Saviour as priests and as kings.

They 're priests of the order of Melchiaedek,

Like Jesus, (from whom is this highest reward,)

Receiving a fulness of gloTy and light,

As written : They 're Gods, even sons of the Lord.

So all things are theirs—yea, of life or of death |

Yea, whether things now or to come, all are theirs

;

And they are the Saviour's, and he is the Lord's,

Having overcome all, as eternity's heirs.

•Tis wisdom that man never glory in man,
But give God the glory for all that he hath

;

For the righteous will walk In the presence of God,

While the wicked are trod under foot in his wrath

Tea, the righteous shall dwell In the presence of

God
And of Jesus for ever, from earth's second birth

t

For when he comes down in the splendour of heaven

All these he'll bring with him to reign on the earth

These are they that arise In their bodies of flesh,

When the trumpof the first resurrection shall sound:

These are they that come up to Mount Zion, in life,

Where the blessings and gifts of the Spirit abound.

These are they that have come to the heavenlyplace-

To the numberless courses of angels above-
To the City of God, e'en the holiest of all,

And the home of the blessed, the fountain of love

To the Church of old Enoch and of the First-born,

And gen'ral assembly of ancient renowned.

Whose names are all kept in the archives of heaven,

An chosen, and faithful, and fit to be crowned.

These are they that are perfect through Jesus' own
blood.

Whose bodies celestial are mentioned by Paul,

Where the sun Is the typical glory thereof,

And God and his Christ are the true judge of all.

Again, I beheld the terrestrial world,

In the order and glory of Jesus, go on :

Twaa not as the Church of the First-born of God,

Bat shone In its place as the moon to the sun..

Behold, these are they that have died withoutlaw—
The heathen of ages, that never had hope,
And those of the region and shadow of death,

The spirits in prlsou, that light has brought up.

To spirits in prison the Saviour once preached,
And taught them the Gospel, with powers afresh;

And then were the living baptised for their dead,

That they might be judged as if men In the flesh.

These are they that are hon'rable men of the earth,

Who were blinded and duped by the cunning of men:
They received not the truth of the Saviour at first,

But did when in prison they heard it again.

Not valiant for truth, they obtained not the crown,

But are of that glory that's typed by the moon :

They are they that come Into the presence of Christ,

But not to the fulness of God on his throne.

Again, I beheld the telestlal, as third.

The lesser, or starry world, next in its place j

For the leaven must leaven three measures of meal,

And every knee bow that is subject to grace.

These are they that received not the Gospel of
Christ,

Or evidence, either, that he ever was

:

As the stars are all different In glory and light.

So differs the glory of these by the laws.

These are they that deny not the Spirit of God,
But are thrust down to hell with the Devil for sins,

As hypocrites, liars, whoremongers, and thieves,

And slay till the last resurrection begins.

Till the Lamb shall have finished the work he
begun

—

Shall have trodden the winepress In fury alone,

And overcome all by the power of his might

:

He conquers to conquer and save all his own.

These are they that receive not a fulness of light,

From Christ in eternity's world, where they are

:

The terrestrial sends them the Comforter, though,

And minlst'ring angels, to happify there.

And so the telestlal Is ministered to,

By ministers from the terrestrial one.

As terrestrial Is from the celestial throne,

And the great, greater, greatest, seem stars, moon,
and sun.

And thus I beheld, In the vision of heaven,

The telestlal glory, dominion, and bliss,

Surpassing the great understanding of men,

—

Unknown, save revealed, in a world vain as this.

And lo ! I beheld the terrestrial too,

Which excels the telestlal in glorv and light.

In splendour, and knowledge, and wisdom, and joy,

In blessings, and graces, dominion, and might.

I beheld the celestial, in glory sublime,

Which Is the most excellent kingdom that Is,—

Where God, e'en the Father, In harmony reigns.

Almighty, supreme, and eternal, in bliss.

Where the Church of the First-born in union reside.

And they see as they 're seen, and know as they 're

known,
Being equal In power, dominion, and might,

With a fulness pf glory and grace round his thr«j$»
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The glory celestial hi one lflre the son \

The glory terrestrial is one like the moon j

The glory telestlal la one like the stars i

And all barmoniie like the parts ofa tuna.

As the stars are all different in lustre and size,

80 the telesttal region is mingled In bliss 1

From least unto greatest, and greatest to least,

The 1eward is exactly as promised In this.

These are they that came out for Apollosand Paul,

For Cephas and Jesus, in all kinds of hope,—
For Enoch and Moses, and Peter and John,—
For Lather and Calvin, and even the Pope.

Fsr they never received the Gospel of Christ,

Nor the prophetic Spirit that came from the Lord

;

Nor the covenantneither which Jacob once had

:

They went their own way, and they have their

reward*

By the order of God, last of all, these sre they

That will not be gathered with Saints here below,

To be caught up to Jesus and meet in the cloud

:

In rtarfrptf they worshipped,— to darkness they go.

These are they that'are sinful, the wicked at large,

That glutted their passion by meanness or worth,—
All liars, adulterers, sorcerers, and proud,—
And suffer, as promised, God's wrath on the earth.

These are they that rnnst suffer the vengeance of
hell,

Till Christ shaU have trodden all enemies down,
And perfected his work in the fulness of times,

And is crowned on his throne with his glorious

crown.

The vast multitude of the telestlsl world.
As the stars of the skies, or the sands of the sea;

—

The voice of Jehovah echoed far and wide,

Every tongue shall confess, and they all bow the
knee.

Every man shall be judged by the works of his life,

And receive a reward in the mansions prepared

;

For his judgments are just, and his works never end,
As his Prophets and servants have always declared.

But the great things of God, which he showed unto
me,

Unlawful to utter, I dare not declare

;

They surpass aH the wisdom and greatness of men,
And only are seen, as hss Paul, where they are.

I will go, I will go, whBe the secret of life.

Is blooming in heaven and blasting In hell,—
Is leaving on earth and a budding in space:
1 will go, I will go with you, brother, farewell t

Josxth Surra.
Nauvoo, February, 1841.

Saturday 25th. This morning, brother
Samuel C. Brown made me a present of
a gold watch. Spent the forenoon in

the City Council. The Council passed
" An ordinance in relation to inter-

ments," "An ordinance in relation to

the duties of City Attorney and " An
ordinance concerning a Market on Main-
street/' Stephen Markham resigned his

ofiice as An Alderman, and Wilson Law
was elected to fill bis place.

At three o'clock, the Council assembled,
after an adjournment for dinner. The,
subject of a sound currency for the city

]

having previously arisen, I addressed the

Council at considerable length, giving,

amongst others, the following bints :

—

" Situated as we are, with a flood of
immigration constantly pouring in upon us,

I consider that it is not only prudential, but
absolutely necessary to protect the inhabi-

tants of this city from being imposed upon
by a spurious currency. Many of our east-

ern and old country friends are altogether
unacquainted with the situation of the banks
in this region of country; and as they gene-
rally bring specie with them, they are in

danger of being gulled perpetually by specu-
lators. Besides, there is so much uncertainty
in the solvency of the best of banks, that I

think H much safer to go upon the hard
money system altogether. I have examined
the Constitution upon this subject, and find

my doubts removed. The Constitution is

not a law, but it empowers the people to

make laws. For instance, the Constitution
governs the land of Iowa, but it is not a
law for the people. The Constitution tells

us what shall not be a lawful tender. The
10th section declares that nothing else

except gold and silver shall be lawfaI ten*
der ; this is not seeing that gold and silver

shall be lawful tender. It only provides thai
the States may make a law to make gold and
silver lawful tender. I know of no State
in the Union that baa passed such a law

;

and Iamsure that Illinois has not. The Legis-
lature has ceded up to us the privilege of en-
acting such laws as are not inconsistent with
the Constitution of the United States and the
State of Illinois; and we stand in the same
relation to the State as the State does to
the Union. The clause referred to in the
Constitution is for the Legialrture~~it is net
a law for the people. The different States,

and even Congress itself, have passed many
laws diatnetrieally oootrary to the Constitu-
tion of the United States.

The State of Illinois has passed a stay law
making property a lawful tender for the
payment of debts ; and if we have no law
on the subject, we must be governed by
them. Shall we be such fools as to be
governed by their laws, which are uncon-
stitutional? No I We will make a law for

gold and silver ; and then their law oaatea,

and we can collect our debts. Powers net
delegated to the States, or reserved from
the 8tates, are constitutional. The Con-
stitution acknowledges that the people have
all power not reserved to itself. I am a
lawyer ; I am a big lawyer, and comprehend
heaven, earth, and hell* to bring forth know-
ledge that shall cover up all lawyers, doe-
tors, and other big bodies. This is the
doctrine of the Constitution, so help me
God. The Constitution ia net lew in na>
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but It makes provision form whereby we \ diate effect. O. Spencer and B. Young
can make laws. Where it provides that no

|
spoke in favour of the bill. I invited— *k "n ^ hindered from worshipping

| w. W. Phelps and Dr. W. Richards,
one shall be
God according to his ovrn conscience, is a
law. No legislature can enact a law to

prohibit it. The Constitution provides to

regulate bodies of men, and not individuals."

Alderman Wells and Councillor O.
Pratt objected to the ordinance regu-
lating the currency from taking imme-

(To be continued,)

who were present, to give their opinion
on the bill. They both spoke in favour
of a gold and silver currency, and that it

take immediate effect in the city.

The bill was postponed until the next
Council.

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1858.

Priesthood is its Double Character.—Priesthood has a double character.

One is abstract and primitive, the other is governmental and progressive. The
abstract principles of authority and perfection of Priesthood constitute its primitive

character. These have to be embodied in government and unfolded in progression,

thus constituting its higher or governmental character.

4s an institution pertaining to the earth, Priesthood is a holy order endowed with

Divine commission and authority to accomplish a certain work designed in the

economy of God. When it is extended beyond its primitive character, and Priest-

hood becomes a living, intelligentfact among men, something more than abstract

authority and commission is brought in. Its higher or progressive character is

taken, and government commences. The various administrative or governing bodies

ofthe Church grow out of the Priesthood and act in virtue of their Divine authority

and commission. But an administration properly comprehends more than abstract

endowment and commission. Men, means, and system must be embodied therein. A
proper administration may be considered as a number of the Priesthood in the actual

performance of the work given, rendering their authority a fact and carrying on the

government of God.

To illustrate the important distinction between abstract authority and authority

embodied in government, let us suppose all the members of the Priesthood in England

were Elders with equal authority, and the Mission not organized into an. administra-

tion. As far as their abstract authority was concerned, all might lay claim to the

Presidency ef the Mission, all be Pastors of the London Pastorate, and every one

President of the same Conference. Indeed, there would really be no Presidents or

Pastors. Doubtless, however, were our supposition the case, there would be many
snob claimants. Were the former to be the fact, the latter would be worked out

nearly literally. Moreover, were the sisters to drink in the spirit of the age, they

would not improbably manage to obtain ordination, and divide the Priesthood into

masonline and feminine factions. All might be doing some work, but certainly not tht

work* The probability is that nearly every one would be labouring in that for which

be was eminently unfit. When wisdom and government are absent, it is a strange

Uxxit mi human character that the majority will undertake that for which they are

mot analifted, The*Church would be mismanaged in such a curious manner, and
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the work executed after such variety of patterns, as to be came for wonder bow the

work could be done so cleverly and fantastically wrong. Men would get in such

positions and act in such characters as to cut the most grotesque figures imaginable.

Instead of there reigning an administration of Priesthood, there would be a dis-

organization of Priesthood. But, were such the case, though the abstract authority

of Eldership would exist, there would properly be no authority for administration

whatever. We are not treating the subject lightly nor far-fetching our illustration

by supposing a disorganization of the Priesthood, or, what amounts to the same,

the won-reign of an administration. We are only bringing the matter to its root,

and marking strongly the important distinction between Priesthood in the abstract

and Priesthood embodied in government. On these points correct views roust be

taken ; for, unless the fundamental principles of the Priesthood be comprehended,

blunders and mismanagement will be the consequence. If the authority of the

Priesthood be not embodied in intelligent government, its power will not be so

strikingly manifested, and many of its wonderful developments will be kept back or

strangled in their birth. If its members stand upon its abstract and primitive

character, and do not ascend its governmental and progressive scale, they can reach

but little towards the purposes of God. Or, if its two characters are confounded, or

the higher not seen at all, there will be little progress made and many blunders and

extravagances committed. But if government, fitness, and efficiency be despised, then

is God insulted and the higher character of the Priesthood dishonoured. Indeed,

unless government and the elements of administration be introduced, the state of

things imagined in the foregoing would be illustrated. Even under the reign of an

administration, so far as the laws of government and fitness are broken, the same

will hold good ; and when men do not understandingly move by those laws they will

also cut grotesque figures, disgrace themselves, and stand in the way of the cause.

Priesthood should be understood by its members both in its governmental

character and in its abstract authority. Without clear views upon the fundamental

principles of the Priesthood, it is evident that the Elders cannot render their calling

as effective as designed. Many of their operations will be uncertain at beat, and

much of the power of the Gospel, on their part, will be only accidentally developed.

Doubtless God would lead them to the developments of his kingdom, and they would

find the effects from being led to obey the causes. But it is time that the Elders should

understand those causes, and walk in the ways of the Lord in the daylight of know-

ledge, and not be as blind agents, whom the invisible ones cannot trust to run alone.

An organized administration is absolutely necessary to accomplish the work of

God and carry on Church government. The fact of this has been generally realised,

and there has always been an administration in this Mission growing out of the Priest-

hood and acting in virtue of its authority ; but the philosophy embodied in that fact

has not been so distinctly realized. Views of the Priesthood in its primitive

character and Priesthood acting in its governmental capacity have not always bees

clearly taken, but oftentimes confounded. Sometimes the Priesthood in its higher—

namely, governmental character has been practically laid aside, or rather not taken

up at all, by some of its members ; and they have stood on its lesser character—namely,

abstract authority. Government, proper arrangements, pointed operations, and

efficient labourers have been disregarded by them; and, though professing to belong

to an administration, the fundamental principle of administration—namely, that

means and men should be fitted to the work, and its conditions have been slighted.

Men and means should be as it were inlaid in the Mission with exact reference to

fitness; and a due regard to the seasons of the work should regulate the operation*.
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Bat fitness has been by some not only disregarded, bat also treated with profound

contempt, and a proper mode of operations and systematic arrangements considered

as relics of Gentilism and indicative of a spirit of apostacy. Sach have erred, and
neither understand "Mormonism" nor the very first principles of government.

Systematic arrangements, a proper mode of operations, and fitness of men and means

constitute government, and should be eminently manifested in the administrations of

the Priesthood. Yet some excellent and talented men have confounded Priesthood

in its primitive character with Priesthood in its governmental capacity—have fixed

their eye too mnch on the lesser, and not enough on the greater. They have settled

their view to abstract authority, and not sufficiently taken into account that this

authority must be embodied in government, and that government implies fitness.

Acting upon great faith, but a mistaken notion, they have called men to do parts of

the work for which they were eminently unfit, expecting that God would miraculously

endow them. For instance, how often are the general preachers of a Branch men
who have not the spirit of preaching the Gospel to the world, thoogh they might be

qualified for Presidents and masterly to counsel and direct the Saints. Perhaps, at

the same time, there may be many others in the Branch not endowed with the capacity

and spirit to preside, but excellent in the gift of preaching and powerful to convince

the unbelievers. A wise President will take advantage of this, but an unwise one

will make the fact a stumblingblock, and perhaps would almost feel it sinfully pre-

sumptive to call the fitting men, though God has endowed them expressly for the

purposes needed. It is often the case that men seem to act under the impression that

through their mismanagement God would manage the Church. It is a strange

doctrine, and must be received with a good deal of qualification.

We are persuaded that there has been a too narrow view taken of the subject of

Priesthood, too little attention paid to fitness and government, and that, in carrying on

what should have been administration, its fundamental principles have too often been

violated. We hope, however, that the experience of the past has been beneficial, and

that all will now aim at fitness, efficiency, and systematic operation. Let all the

Priesthood in this Mission take hold of the thread of administrative progress, and

embody abstract Divine authority in practical Divine government.

The Work in South Africa.—By letter from Elder John Stock, President of

the Eastern Province Conference, Gape of Good Hope Colony, we learn that the

work of the Lord in that region is progressing, notwithstanding the many difficulties

which beset it A General Conference was held at Port Elizabeth on the 1 1th July,

1858, when the authorities of the Church were duly sustained and various items of

business attended to. There were present 19 Elders, 5 Priests, 5 Teachers, 2

r>eacons, and 212 members : total, 243. The report further states that since the last

Conference there have been 26 baptised, 2 disfellowshipped, and 4 excommunicated.

Notice.—The "Epistle to Babylonians," inserted in our last two Numbers, is

credited to " A. Galloway ;" but we have since learned that, although sent to the

Office by him, it was not his composition. The original author is unknown. We
here take the opportunity of impressing upon all correspondents the necessity of

attaching their names only to those articles or verses of which they are the bona fid*
authors. If they send anything that is not of their own composition, they will please

/ornish us with the name of the real author, or otherwise accompany their favours

with requisite explanations. Any literary fraud perpetrated by contributors of the

Star will be severely reprehended and the attempts to thus impose on us and our

readers arouse our indignation.
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EXTRACTS OF LETTERS FROM ELDER SAMUEL W. RICHARDS.

Great Salt Lake Citj,

July 23, 1S58.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I reached G. 6. L.

City on the 10th of May, without inter-

ruption by either white men or Indians,

very many of whom were upon the road.

We passed various tribes or the latter on

the road to Fort Bridger, or Camp Scott,

where they expected to receive both pro-

visions and presents from the Americans.

By conversation with the Indians, we
learned they had been promised both pro-

visions and presents, if they would help the

•'Americans" to light the "Mormons."
However, the officers at Bridger deny
having used any such influence with them.

Since arriving home, I have learned

that a company of dragoons followed us

from Laramie to the Upper Platte Bridge

;

and there learning that we were still one

day ahead, they turned back to Laramie,

somewhat chagrined at their success. At
Green River a similar fruitless attempt
was made by a small company of soldiers,

losing track of us in the night.

On arriving in this valley, I found
almost everything belonging to the city

and the country north on the move.
The tide was flowing south at a rate

truly surprising. This continued until

a short time before the troops passed

through.

Upon the arrival of Buchanan's Peace
Commissioner*, they were met in this

city by the Presidency and others; and
during the negotiations, President Young
received such assurances from the Com-
missioners as induced him to allow the

troops to pass through the city. This
seemed necessary to preserve in some
degree the honour of the nation, which
neither President Young nor this people

wish to see destroyed, so long as they will

adopt and carry out measures calculated

to redeem it.

There are very many peculiarly inter-

esting features connected with the move-
ments in this Territory and towards it

by the General Government, which only

those acquainted with them can so under-
stand as not to feel puzzled at the final

result or termination of what is called the
Mormon war."

The former inhabitants of the northern
counties have mostly returned to their

homes, assured that M Uncle Sam" ham
learned a lesson, as well as themselves,

from the past, and that he will not under-
take to tft the "Mormons" again at
arm's length, until he has somewhat
recovered from the past effort.

The merchants who have commenced
business are extravagant in their prices—**

about one-third higher than usual. Some
of them are troubled already withverypoor
prospects, and manv street wanderers
wish they were back in the States.

The health of the people generally is

good throughout the Territory, so far as
I hear.

The troops in this Territory are
scattering abroad as fast as could be
expected, and many are deserting; so
that we have already but a very small
army.

There is as yet but little prospect of
any great amount of quarrellingf lawing,
&c, &c, being done in the Territory.

Disappointment is the lot of many of oar
friends !

These few items will give you a general
idea of affairs here, and all go to show that
God rules in heaven.

To the boys in the Office please re-
member me very kindly. A perusal of
this may gratify them. They are not
forgotten by me, particularly brother and
sister Williams.

My brotherly regards to yourself and
Council, wishing them every good that
God can bestow upon the faithful.

Yours very truly,

S. W. Richards.

Great Salt Lake City,

July 23, 1858.

Elder E. W. Tullidge.

Dear Brother Edward,—-Most of the
people have returned to their homes, and
now almost every resident of the Territory
is engaged hayingor harvesting.

This city does not present anything' *

like the same appearance that it has done
formerly. Everything is retired and almost
secluded from active life. Almost every
one says, "It don't seem Kke home."
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The Presidency are quite retired, and
are seldom seen. The people in a great

measure seem left to themselves, to see

what they will do. There are no public

meetings, and consequently no public

sacraments. The word of the Lord is

seldom heard through his Prophets by
thepeople.
You may ask, Why all this ?

The enemies of Zion are among us,

and they try every way they can to seduce

the people from the Priesthood and the

right ways of the Lord, by mixing with
them, making a free use of their money,
and undermining the confidence the peo-

ple have in Brigham, &c. But as

jet they have met with little success—very

little indeed. The army—the few that

are left here in our Territory—we know
but little of, from any intercourse we have
with them, or they with us. We never

nave anticipated any trouble growing
directly out of their presence. It is from
a set of scoundrels who follow the army, I

among whom are many of the civil officers,
|

who could not come here without an army
|

at their back. They would endeavour to

create disturbances, and then call upon
the army to interfere, and, perhaps, to

destroy men, women, and children. This

has been their intention, but they have
not yet succeeded, neither will they, at

present. The bars were pretty thoroughly

put up to such evils before the troops

were allowed to come; and, to give no
occasion—to afford them the lease possi-

ble success—we have, for a time, no
public meetings or demonstrations. Every
one attends to his own business, and
has but very little to do with any of them.

They are let severely alone, and it has A
most salutary effect. The hangers-on in

the streets find it will be necessary for

them to get away before their money is

gone, and they are already leaving.

They find the ordinances of this city very

strict, prohibiting many things they are

very fond of. The merchants find they

have but very few customers, while they

have very high rents and taxes to pay

;

and their creditors in the States are

wanting their money, but can't get it.

The civil officers have not yet been

able to get up a law-suit ; consequently,

lawyers and others are not getting fat

from their professions. The general con-

clusion is
—" These Mormons are damned

strange in their way: they are worse

than Catholics; there is nothing here

desirable for us—not even a woman ; and
we will leave, for civilization." So off they
go—those who can ; and those who can't,

want to.

Troops are deserting as fast as possible;

and many of the officers would like to go,
if they could get furloughs. The mounted
Rifles and several companies of Dragoons
have returned east, and the volunteers

under McGraw, have left, growling like

dogs with sore heads, because they could
not get discharged here and be let loose

upon this community, or even be allowed
to march through the city on their

return. A company passed on north,

yesterday, or day before. Their place of
destination I did not learn. Col. Step-

toe's command have been nearly used up-

in Oregon by the Indians, and he will

require to be reinforced. Another com-
pany is wanted on the Humbolt, and,
indeed, in almost any place more than in

Utah; and, to all appearance, we will

soon be without much of an army in

Utah. Brigham's policy looks very much
like out-generalling them. In fact, they

think he is considerable of a man in hi
way. He said to the United States' Army,
Stop, and they stopped. They stopped, too,

until he was satisfied of their intentions

and designs, and of what they really

would do ; and when he gave them per-

mission to come into Salt Lake Valley*

they came, and not before.

The Peace Commissioners sent here by
Buchanan to get him out of the mud,
heard President Young say, in council

with them, and before some three or four

hundred men, that he commanded the

United States' Army in Utah last fall, and
they obeyed him,— that he could have used

them up, if he had wished to, but had to

stay those who desired to do their own
pleasure with them.

The movements in the Territory will

prove beneficial at home, as well as have

their influence abroad. They have been

such as to show to the world that no trifling

thing will stay this people from doing

whatever they may undertake—that home
or country is no consideration compared
with their rights and their religion,

—that all else can be sacrificed before

yielding these.

In improvements and agricultural pur-

suits, the season is mostly lost to this

community, though there is much grain

raised.

Fruit is very abundant. I have about
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twenty fine bearing peach trees in my
garden, some of which will not be able to

support the large amount of fruit upon
them to ripen. Currants are very abun-

dant, and I have some very fine apples

.and grapes. My orchard will produce a
variety of plums, and pears, and apricots,

next season, if all be well. Strawberries

*have yielded well this season.

[
We do not expect to be again disturbed

I in the enjoyment of our homes, our fields,

and the labour of our hands, during the

j
administration of Buchanan, if we do at

j
we ought to in the sight of heaven.

I

Please let me hear from you. All b
well. Yours most truly,

I S. W. Richards.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM ELDER W. BUDGE.

58, Albion Street, Birmingham,
September 7, 1858.

'President Calkin.

Dear Brother, — After an agreeable

visit with yourself and President Ross to

the Kent Conference, I preceded you to

'Birmingham, where we held Conference

on the 1st of August.

Throughout the day we had cheerful

signs of the continued reign of the good
Spirit amongst the people. The Con-
ference representations gave proofs of

increased diligence and faithfulness with

the Priesthood and more confidence and

food works with the Saints. All were
ighly gratified with your presence and

teachings, and also enjoyed the company
•of Elder Penrose, who was with us on
that occasion.

On the 8 th, I attended the Glasgow
"Conference. We had good meetings, and
an excellent spirit prevailed.

I visited Kilmarnock on the 10th,

and had a very pleasant meeting with the

Saints in the evening.

On the 15th, we met in Conference at

"'Edinburgh, and on the 17th at Dundee.
At every place, signs of life and pro-

gress were presented, and good feelings,

a cheerful spirit, and interesting meetings

were enjoyed. I had much pleasure in

my trip and stay in Scotland, and in the

company of Pastor McComie, whose dili-

gence in his duties is praiseworthy. The
'Presidents of Conferences are united with

him,
%
and are carrying out successfully the

order of book-keeping and other regu-
*] uions introduced by you. I have every

reason to think that by the end of the

year they will rank among the first for

-proper arrangement and good works.

On the 20tb, I met Pastor Wallace at

Carlisle, and attended a comfortable little

meeting with the few Saints of that

place.

On Sunday, the 22nd, we met in Con-

ference at Sunderland; and on Monday
evening, met with the Saints in New-
castle. This Pastorate is also in good

working condition. Pastor Wallace, at

the beginning of the year, had some un-

toward circumstances to contend with in

some parts of his Pastorate ; but I am
happy to say that, through his industry

and that of his brethren, with the help of

the Lord, the confidence of the Saints is

being restored, and the good fruits of

unity are enjoyed.

On the 25th, I met Pastor C. F. Jones

at Sheffield, where a large meeting bad

been convened for us by President Hyde.

The Spirit of the Lord was with us

much, and we had a good time together.

The Saints in Shefiield, I believe, have

not yet had a visit from yourself, and

would like to see you as soon as circum-

stances will allow.

In company with brother Jones, I at-

tended the Bradford Conference on Sun-

day, the 29th, where we had large and

spirited meetings. Throughout the Con-

ference?, the attention of the Saints has

been for some time and is now directed to

the removal of the book debts; and

through the liberal offering which they

are now making, a great proportion of

their deb's will disappear this quarter.

The book debts, like many other things,

have been spoken about a great deal ;
but

now the Saints are more convinced than

ever that whst may be necessary cannot be

brought about by mere speaking, but that

efforts are required. .

.

It is now becoming quite popular m»
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-the Saints, as well as tbe Priesthood, to

manifest deep concern in all the Church
duties ; and they are nobly showing their

faith by their works. The force of appli-

cation and perseverance, they find, brings

more rich fruit than a dreamy, do-nothing,

purposeless faith. To build up the king-
dom of God, they discover, requires obe-'

dience, labour, and real exertion. We
are discerning the result in the lively, in-

dustrious, and progressive spirit now with
the Saints, their willingness to hear and
obey their leaders, increased power in

! their meetings, more ability and purpose
in action, feeling that to be a Saint does
not only require prayer and goodness of
heart, attention to meetings and family

j

duties, but also devotion to all practical

!
measures proposed for the removal of
incumbrances, and to give influence
and extension to tbe great Latter-day
Kingdom.

Praying God to bless you in all your
labours, I am your fellow-labourer,

William Budge.

PASSING EVENTS.

Grnebal.-v-Iii Italy, violent storms have inundated the country, with entire streets of
house* and other buildings in different towns, destroying the hopes of the harvest, and
leaving numbers of people and flocks of animals victims of the lightning. In the communes
of Lucana, Biccari, Roseto, Gelle, Ischitella, St. Giovanni, Rotando, and various localities

in Capitanata, a storm of hail and rain raged for six days together, doing considerable
injury, besides destroying a great part of the harvest. A disease among the grape vines
of Portugal this year will reduce the produce of the vintage to one-half its usual amount.
Fatal and other accidents on railways have of late been fearfully numerons in many places.
A Turkish conspiracy in Tripoli has been brought to light, the object of which was to
murder all Christians of the Lebanon who inhabit Tripoli. Hundreds of houses have been
burnt at Moscow, and whole forests have been on fire : many of the latter were still in flames
on the 1st September, the smoke from which was unbearable in St. Petersburg : the peat
bogs were also set on fire by the unusual heat of the sun. Advices from China state that dis-

turbances and bloodshed still continued at Canton. According to the latest Indian news,
the Gharepore district and the frontier portion of the Azimghur district are in a disturbed
state : a thannah, in the Shahjehanpore district, has been burned by a band of rebels from
Onde : the Bhopal divifton is much disturbed : the rebels between the Betwa and Tessa
rivers have increased in number, and have made incursions in the Jaloun district ; Jaloun
itself is threatened by them: General Roberts came up to the Gwalior rebels on the 14tb,
ten miles from Nothwabza, defeated them, and took their four guns and four ammunition
waggons : all quiet in the Bombay presidency.

Ambbican.—A terrible tornado has visited several towns in Ulster connty, proving
destructive to everything in its course, tearing up trees and fences, blowing down houses,
demolishing all kinds of bnildings, injuring many persons, and also destroying life. It
appears from the American papers that the celebration of the laying of the Atlantic cable
-was still commanding general enthusiasm, and the demonstrations of rejoicing over tbe
same were on a magnificent scale. A United States' brig had captured a slaver off Cuba
with 318 slaves on board, and brought the vessel to Charleston, producing great sensation.

"We have received Numbers 15, 16, 17, and 18 of the Dtseret News, dated up to July 7.

There is nothing from Utah later than that embodied in our own correspondence inserted

in this number.

VARIETIES

A poob farmer was one day accosted by his landlord thus—"Well, John, I am going to

raise your rent for you." " Sir, replied John, I am very much obliged to you for that

;

for I can't raise it myself."

Ait Irish lawyer, not proverbial for his probity, was robbed one night on his way home
irom Wicklow to Dublin. His father, on meeting Baron O'Grady the next day, said,

•* Oh, my lord, have you heard of my son's robbery V i% No," replied the Baron : " whom,
has he robbed r
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. ShbrtdaVs Rtudlb.—Sometimes wish a head, sometimes wtthoot ft bead; someiimesv
with a tail, sometimes without a tail ; sometimes with head and tail, sometimes wHfcent
either; and yet equally perfect in all situations.—Answer : A wig.

Irish Simplicity.—A military officer, living in barracks, ordered his Irish servant to
boil him an egg for breakfast, adding an injunction to " boil it soft." The officer look up
a newspaper and read for ten minutes, then wondered why bis egg did not arrive, and
rang the belt " My egg T* " Ym seeing abont it sir.** Another fire minutes elapsed.

Where's this egg?" *' Not done, sir.* «• Not donel J^o you mean to keep me waiting
all day ? Bring it directly sir." Still no egg came. The bell rang once more : ** Where is

th© «gg?" thundered the officer. " Tour honour," cried Thomas, in alarm, " didn't you
tell me to boil it soft sir ! and haven't I boiled it this quarter of an hour, and it isn't soft

jet."

What will a Glass of Water Hold?—It is generally thought that when a Teeael is

full of water, any solid substance immersed in it will cause it to overflow ; and such will

be the case, if the substance is not soluble in the water. But the philosophic truth, that in

dissolving a body, you do not increase the volume of the solvent, may be proved by

ft simple and interesting experiment. Saturate a certain quantity of water, at a
moderate heat, with three ounces of sugar ; and when it will no longer receive that,

there is room in it for two ounces of salt of tartar, and, after that, for an ounce and
ft dram of green vitriol, nearly six drams of nitre, the same quantity of sal ammoniac, or
smelling salts, two drams and a scruple of alum, and a dram-and-a-half of borax. When
all these are dissolved in it, it will not have increased in volume.

BROADCAST THE SEED.

(Selected.)

Broadcast thy seed!
If thou hast truth, thou hast to spare,
And giving will increase thy share.
Four forth thy thoughts with earnest zeal,

And make some stubborn spirit feel

The grace, the glory, the delight
That spring from knowledge used aright,

—

The strength of vision more and more
Expanding as he dares to soar.

Virtue and knowledge, glorious twain

!

The more they give, the more they gain !

W'ould'st help a brother in his need?
Broadcast thy seed

!

Broadcast thy seed!
Albeit some portion may be found
To fall on harsh and arid ground.
Where sand, or shard, or stone may stay
Its coming into Mgbt of day.
Be not discouraged. Some may tmd
Congenial soil and gentle wind,
Refreshing dew and fostering shower,
To bring it into beauteous tower.
From flower te fruit, to glad thy eyes
And thrill thee with a sweet surprise.
Do good, and God»will bless thy deed

:

Broadcasrtby seed l

Addrkss.—Thomas Lie*, care of Mr. C. Kidgell, Bedford, Leigh, Lancashire.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAITO*

MILLENNIAL STAE

&l*9*dttfMrt HtjrptapU.mtye he ridfpartakers ofher «**, am* /tot ye rfcefoe not km
plaguA.—A Vole* fr»m Heaven.

Odlober fl, fBfo,

fH *AT* Or !tf frTtf.

BY *LttS* ffcOMAS WAfcLAtfe.

That" the pftlh of dtfLy 5e the patk df
i

safety," no one professing to be 4 tatter*

;

day Sau*% will aUe»pt to deny*. Adirit*
I

ting tfee abeva as * truism, lot ufttftJlfr|

ofr attention to the question* " Wba* ia ;

o«rw*ty?"
|

1b order to answer this all-important

.

qpsOsdoo* let «* oatefuty oxoaakfe the firs*
;

slej* which we took towards salvatioa.

llnkaeie» which is common' te thewind-of

mi* whea oj^ighteaetl the Spiritof

.

God* brooded over our Understandmfra*
j

and, like these around us, we were' igno"
jmi of the wnja of twHb. The berd

sent his messengers to chase away she.

gloom of night and introduce to us the
j

plan devised for the redemption of man-
kind. We listened with Intense delight

|

to the heavenly tidings; and, after due
consideration of the duty which we *we*

|

about to undertake, we willingly cove-
;

nanted at the waters of baptism s* keep!

the commandments of God, and the Spirit 1

ot4tfu*h was giVeo to as that we saigkt
|

beHMiibJed'inOro per&dtly to tfndefetaOd
(

and iWaiHfce various duties of outf fttur*

How willingly have we sat at the < fee*

ofibo etfesstfnger* of Dwine truth,. <afld

listeaed «o> t*Je^sni*eHomjiirociples which

tfctj «ugJftTu*l and bow> etifea havewre-

wcodterod;that we did wot before teeaod
tpftjfctaufr the* tnUhjs which they wot*

laying before Hsrl W* felt huimfe,grift*
ful> and otseSsertt; oiir whole attention

W4B8' diawlv *tcNisstls "tob ktagfdurorrf Gt>dy

arid cmrtKMlfiduacC'in eaWriesitaood woo
inqpbett^nd sHrans.

dte^mdst be ewddntJto all, thatva»oo0
first steps towards* eOsfcual fife were thoife

ofObedience, it frouv duty still" to follow

thesatnfe acers*. Mrk*man were drowns
Sag; and' some heknwae person were to
throw towards'him/mi afo»b«ay from totr

shore, he wotfleV not etay co questie»

whether 1 or not '*t wa> bis doty to sefke

itL He-wbnld eagerly/ okrteh the m*sjnw>

of ealvajtien, and, noidi tenaesousty Ho ik
until all danger was over. So it should

be with us in spiritual things. As our
first steps in the way of happiness were
directed by the Priesthood, experience

teadhe9 m 4hat, if we are not guided by
the same power continually, we shall go
biett mC# darkness. It is our interest,

therefore, at all times to respond heartily

to the coumete of Go** servant*, as they

all tend co brtng about the designs of our
Father in heaven, and to hasten <*> our
own salvation.

Satan, the great enemy of human
beings, is ever ready to point oat a difl*

ferent, attd, lotofdlw^to his cKrtonrmg of
it, a better path than the above. He
will whisper to the easy, eareless Saints,

» You need not be overanxious
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the meetings. Stay away to-day, and
go next Sunday. You need a little fresh

air. You should take care of your body
as well as your mind. You should also

be dressed neady, in order to. look well,

when you mingle with society ; and as

you have paid some Tithing, the Lord will

not be displeased at your stopping the

payment of jour Tithing for a little time."

They heedlessly give way to these promp-
tings; their meetings are neglected ; their

Tithing remains unpaid; the spirit of the

world leads them, step by step, to avoid

their Teachers, then to shun the society of

the Saints; finally, they refuse to have
anything to do with the Church; and
thus the evil, which first showed itself in

neglect of meetings, ends in a total refusal

to hearken to the voice of reason and reve-

lation ; and ultimately they cut themselves

off from the Church.
To the highminded, Satan whispers,

" You are a sensible and highly-talented

person, and are perfectly capable of im-
proving the various measures introduced

for the rolling on of the great work of

the last days.''' A false ambition is soon

felt burning in the breast of the would-
be-great man; he finds fault with every

measure which does not exactly meet bis

peculiar views ; the counsels of his bre-

thren are disregarded, or merely sub-

mitted to for the sake of expediency for a
time; and thus his pride and vanity

increase, until he at last retires in disgust,

refusing to stay any longer amongst a
people who are so blind to his greatness

and to their own weakness 1

But the path of duty is none the less

desirable on account of the failure and
folly of those who try for a time to walk

therein, but afterwards grow weary in

welldoing. The noble and majestic river

does not lose any of its charms by our

refusing to notice it. The sun would

still dispense its agreeable and useful light,

though we might be silly enough to close

the window-shutters and use artificial

light. God has decreed to adopt his own
plan of governing the nations, no matter

who may refuse to sanction it. How fool-

ish, then, it is for men and women to

neglect the great work of redemption,

because of some imaginary benefit which

they hone to obtain in this present timel

A few snort years are set apart for man's

probation here ; and oh, how swiftly they

glide away ! Yet many speak and act as

if they were altogether independent of

the fleeting hour. They never try to

improve themselves. Year after year

glides away, and they still make no pro-

gress. They do not seem to realize the

fact that the foolish virgins will be shot

out from the marriage supper of the

Lamb.
Let such individuals only allow them-

selves afew hours for candid self-reflection,

and be honest enough to put a few

questions to themselves, such as these:—
M What will be the result of my present

course of conduct? What benefit can I

possibly derive from remaining in igno-

rance of the contents of the MiUenM
Star, the Journal of Discourses, and the

various standard works of the Church ?"

Reasonwould then have the opportunity of

suggesting a few important ideas, which

might lead to ultimate deliverance from

the influences which have kept them *>

long from treading duty's safeand pleasant

REGENERATION.

BT SLDXB J. K. QBIST.

There is a principle implanted in us to
desire something that will create a ful-

ness and consolation, a joy and happiness
within. Before this can be obtained, an
entire change or regeneration must take
place, which implies an expulsion of all

that is obnoxious from the mind. The
natural man is of the earth, earthy ; but
the spiritual man partaketh of the things
of God. « The carnal mind is enmity

against God; for it is not subject to the law

of God, neither indeed can be." (Rom.

viii. 7.) Hence the necessity of re-

generation—a change of heart—a new

creature.

But how can this change be brought

about? Can a man of himself effect this

renewal, by his own power? STo. He*
required to conform to the laws of God,

which are contained in the
*'
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order to become a perfect man in Christ

Jems. If we look Abroad in the world,

we find a great portion of the human
family following the depraved imagina-

tions of their own wicked hearts, which
are u deceitful above all things, and des-

perately wicked." The reformed drun-

kard,afterhehasceased his habitsofintem-

perance, feels like a changed man. The
swearer and licentious man, and all ac-

customed to habits of vice and immo-
rality, when they overcome and resolve to

put away these sinful practices, feel that

they have accomplished in some degree a

reformation within themselves. But the

regenerative principle, like every other

that is designed for man's salvation and
exaltation into the presence of God, is a
principle of order. The ordinance ap-

pointed for the remission of sins is bap-

tism, or immersion in water. This im-

plies a covenant ; but it does not prevent

man from being subject to the common
weakness and infirmities of humanity

which M flesh is heir to." It gives us a

key whereby we can be admitted to the

higher laws of perfection in that cove-

nant ; for the laws and ordinances of the

Gospel are intended to cleanse and purify

us from all ungodliness, seeing that all

mankind are under the bondage of sin

*nd corruption, and will be Mjudged
according to the deeds done in the body,

whether they be good or evil." No man
or^roman living upon this earth can be

received into the kingdom ef God without

a strict observance of the Gospel laws.

Many believe in the efficacy of infant

baptism, and will tell us that when they

were infants their parents took them to

be baptised, in order to become " inheri-

tors of the kingdom of heaven," being
«* regenerated in the waters of baptism ;*

also that they were confirmed members
of the Christian Church by the Bishop.

There are thousands of professed Chris-

tians who will tell us this, who at the same
time have never yet rendered obedience

to the first principles of the Gospel

Others will argue the necessity of infant

baptism on the ground of their having been

conceived in sm and shapen in iniquity.

Bat does it follow, because infants are

bora into a world of sin and amongst
wicked and corrupt people, that they

are therefore corrupt ana sinful? It is

true that the sins of the parents are visited

upon the children; but this affects the

body rather than the spirit; for the spirit

is pure before it is clothed upon with &
natural body. Nevertheless, those spirits

have not all the same advantages in this

life; and some are more noble in their

aspirations after high and holy things.

It is often supposed that infants require

to be baptised in order that they may
have a safe passport to the realms of bliss,

in case they should die during the period
of their infantile days. But this is &
flagrant error. None require the rite of
baptism administered to them until they
arrive at years of accountability; for

this sacred ordinance is for the remission

of sins, which cannot be applied to infants,

who are incapable of committing sin.

How often do we find parents alarmed
about their children who nave died with-
out baptism! This is for want of know-
ing the true order of the Gospel. The
various denominations of Christendom
have a form of sprinkling infants, which
was originated by apostates in the early

ages of the Christian Church. We do
not find a word in Scripture about infanta

being baptised; but we find that our
Saviour blessed little children, and said to
those who took umbrage at it, " Suffer

the little children to come unto me, and
forbid them not ; for of such is the king-

dom of God. "And he took them up
in his arms, and put his hands upon them
and blessed them." (Mark z. 14, 16.)
We have it also recorded in the book of
Mormon:—-

"And it came to pass that when Jesna
had made an end of praying mito the Father,

he arose; but so great was the joy of the

multitude, that they were overcome. And
it came to pass that Jesus spoke unto them,
and bade them arise. And they arose from
the earth, and he said unto them, Blessed

are ye, because of your faith. And now,
behold my joy is folL And when he had
said these words, he wept; and the mul-
titude bear record of it; and he took their

little children, one by one, and blessed

them, and prayed unto the Father for them.
And when he had done this he wept sfain ;

sad he spake unto the multitude, and said

unto them, Behold your little ones 1 And aa
they looked to behold, they cast their eyes

towards heaven, and they saw the heaveaa
open, and they saw angels descending out of

heaven, as it were in the midst of fire; and
they came down and encircled those little

ones about, and they were encircled about
with fire; and the angels did min*

'

them. And the multitude did tee,

and beer, record} and they know
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record is true ; for they all of than did Me
aid hear every man for hidwelf. And they

were in number about two thousand and

five hundred souls; and they did consist

of men, women, and children." (Kephi

viil. o\)

This is a most remarkable instance of

the favour of Christ shown towards little

children, and shows their association with

the angels of heaven. The Saints of

God in these latter days have the privilege

of faatfng their ohlldren Messed by *r
Elders of the Ohm* holding the Pnest*

hood of Melcmsedek, which is a sealing

blessing. At tight years of age, if pro-

pttly trained, they are eligible for baptist;

aad all who are desirotn of beeomiBg

l uytneiatsd and renewed in spirit eta

have their sins washed away and be

admitted through this door Into the

kingdom of God on earth, by one boJdag

legitimate authority.

HI6TOBT OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 017.)

[February, 1843.]

Sunday, 20th. At home all day. My
mother was sick with an inflammation of

the longs, and I nursed her with my own
hands.

Monday, 27th. I nursed my mother
most of the day, who continued very sick.

I issued a search Warrant for brother

Dixon to search Fidier's and John Eagle's

houses for a box of stolen shoes.

Tuesday, 28th. Mostly with my mo-
ther and family. Mr. John Brassfield,

- with whom I became acquainted in Mis-

souri, called on me, and spent the day
and night. In the afternoon, mother
was somewhat easier ; and at four o'clock

I went to Elder O. Hyde's to dinner.

I saw a notice in the Chicago Express,

that one Hyram Redding had seen the

sign of the Son of Man, &c. ; and I wrote

to the Editor of the Times and Seasons,

as follows :

—

44 Sir,—Among the many signs of the

times and other strange things which are

continually agitating the minds of men, I
notice a small speculation in the Chicago
Express, upon the certificate of one Hyram
Redding, of Ogle County, Illinois, stating

that he has seen the sign of the Son of
Man, as foretold in the 24th of Matthew.

The Slanderous allusion of a ' seraglio,'

like the Grand Turk, which the editor

applies to me, he may take to himself ; for

'Out of the abundance of the heart the

mouth speaketh.' Every honest man who
has visited the city of Nanvoo sinoe it

existed can bear record of better things,

aad place see in the front ranks of those
who are known to do good for the sake of
goodness* and show all bars, hypocrites,

and abominable creatures that, while vice

sinks them down to darkness and Woe,

virtue exalts me and the Saints to light u4
immortality.

The editor, as well as some after*

« thinks that Joe Smith has bis snatch atlatC

because Mr. Reddtog certifies thathe fcssnes

the sign of the Son of ffan. But I snsll us
my right, and declare thai, notwkhssssdief

Mr. Redding may have seen a wonderful

appearance in the clouds, one moraof

about sunrise, (which is nothing very un-

common in the winter season,) he has sot

seen the sign of the Son of Man, as foretold

by Jesus; neither has any man, nor will

any man, until after the son shall hare been

darkened, and the moon bathed in blood ; for

the Lord hath not Shown toe any eneb rigs;

and as the Prophet saith, so it most be—
* Surely the Lord God wiU do nothing «
he rcvealeth his secret unto his servants ***

Prophets: (See Amos ili. 7.) Therefore

hear this, O earth : The Lord wiU not come

to reign 'over the righteous, in tbis world,

in 1848, nor until everything for the Bride-

groom is ready.

Yours respectfully,

Joszth Smith*

Wednesday, March 1st. ThbooraiBgl

read and recited in German, went to aw

Officeacdroviewedmyvsdsdictory letter is

the Times andrSoasons,No. 7,v©£ 4*aftsr

which, I went wkh Marshal H. G. Sher-

wood, to prooote soon provisions fir

Thomas Morgan and RatetTsTkr, whs,

on petition of the inhabitants ©f tbecty

I bad directed should work oat tbar

punishment on the highways of Neevoo.

Elder O. Hyde csdted on me this after-

noon to borrow a lions*. I instructed

my ostler to put the I^ionant-General*
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<aaddle on my liaise, "Jo Buecsn," and
let JElder Hyde ride tbe Governor on the
the Lieutenant-General's saddle.

Signed a power «f attorney, dated
February 28, to Amasa Lyman, to sefl all
tbe lands iu Henderson county deeded to
me by Mr. McQueen.
The Mississippi froze up on the 19th

of November last, and stUT continues so.
Wa*gone and teams constantly pass over
on the ice to Montrose.

I am constantly receiving applications
from abroad for Elders, which were re-

Sied to in the Times and Seasons of this
y—that the Conference, on the 6th of

April next, will attend to as many of
them as possible.

The Council of the Twelve Aposdes
•wrote to Ramus, Lima, Augusta, and
other branches, as follows :

—

44 The Twelve to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, in and about
Ramus, greeting :

—

Beloved Brethren,—As our beloved Pre-
sident Joseph Smith is now relieved from
'his bondage and his business, temporarily,
and his property, too, he has but one thing
to hinder his devoting his time to the
spiritual interests of the Church, to the
bringing forth of the revelations, transla-
tion, and history. And what is that ? He
has not provision for himself and family, and
is obliged to spend his time in providing
therefor. His family is large and his com-
pany great, and it requires much to furnish
his table. And now, brethren, we call on you
for immediate relief in this matter; and we
invite you to bring our President as many
loads of wheat, corn, beef, porh, lard, tallow,
eggs, poultry, venison, and everything eat-
able at your command, (not excepting un-
frozen potatoes and vegetables, as soon as
the frost will admit,) flour, cj-c, and thus
give him the privilege of attending to your
spiritual interest.

The measure you mete shall be measured
to you again. If you give liberally to your
President in temporal things, God will re-
turn to you liberally in spiritual and tem-
poral things too. One or two good new
milch cows are much needed also.

Brethren, will you do your work, and let

the President do bis for you before God?
"We wish an immediate answer by loaded
teams or letter.

Your brethren in Christ, in behalf of the
Quorum,

B. Youwo, President.

W. Richjlbds, Clerk.

P-S. Brethren, we are not unmindful of
the favours our President has received from

you in former days. But a awn w21 net
cease to be hungry this year because he
ate last year. B. T *

W. B.

Some thirty inhabitants of Saratogo,
New York, have died recently of a disease
called the black tongue.
About this time, a slide from mount Ida,

near Troy, New York, took place, bury,
ing ten houses and killing thirty or forty
persons.

Thursday, 2nd. I was engaged in the
Court-room, sitting on the case of Charles
R. Dana versus William B. Brink all day.
In the evening, examining Blackstone ami
Phillips on evidence.

Elders B. Young and O. Hyde, with
their wives, at Elder H. 0. Kimball's.
The Legislature of Illinois took up die

bill to repeal the Nauvoo City Charter.
** Mr. Davis, of Bond, moved to take up

tbe bill to repeal a part of the Nauvoo
Charter. Objection* being made by several
members, it was decided in the affirmative,
and placed on the orders of tbe day ; the
question being on ordering the bill to a
third reading.

Mr. Simma moved the previous question*
Mr. Logan hoped tbe previous question

would not be sustained. Some of the pro-
visions proposed to be repealed are very
innocent ones, and he thought the house
would be willing to retain them. He wanted
to repeal the provisions allowing the writ of
Habeas Corpus and some others. The pre-
vious question was then lost.

Mr. Logaa denied that any discussion had
been had on the provisions of the Charter
proposed to be repealed. He wanted the
gentlemen interested to have an opportunity
to be heard.

Mr. Thomas B. Owen, of Oincock, went
into the subject at some length. He com-
pared the Charter of Nauvoo with any other
oity in the State, and showed that the bill
repealed the same powers in the Nauvoo
Charter which otherB contained and are
permitted to retain. He thought this unjust,
and was opposed to the principle of making
such distinctions. He bore testimony to the
good order and industry of the Mormons,
and he bad no doubt but they were much
abused.

He alluded to the course of tbe Whigs
during the canvass of the last election, and
appealed to his party to sustain the Mor-
mons, as they had so nobly carried tbe last
election. He cautioned them against taking
the other course, and predicted, if they did,
that they would be the means of electing a
Whig to Congress in that district, and at
the next gubernatorial election would elect
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the Governor alio; that the arms of the

Whigs were open to receive them."

Friday, 3rd. I was again sitting on
the case of Dana versus Brink until naif-

past ten p.m. Many witnesses were ex-

amined, many lawyers' pleas made, and
much law read. It was a very tedious

suit, and excited much feeling among the

people. When I returned home, I found
my mother's health improving. I visited

sister Durphy, who was sick, in company
with Dr. Richards.

Bishop N. K. Whitney returned from
Ramus this evening, with five teams
loaded with provisions and grain, as a
present to me, which afforded me very

seasonable relief. I pray the Lord to

bless them abundantly; and may it be
returned upon their heads an hundred
fold!

"Mr. William Smith, of Hancock, moved
• call of the house (some members tearing).

The bill passed by yeas and nays, as fol-

lows :—
Feo*—Messrs. Aldrich, Baillache, Bell,

Blakeman, Bone, Brinkley, Brown (of San-
gamon), Bnrklow, Bnsey, Caldwell, Cloud,
Cochran, Compton, Courtright, Danner, Dol-
lins, Douglas, Edwards, Epler, Ewio, Ewing,
Ficklin, Flanders, Fowler, Glass, Gobble,
Haley, Hambangh, Hick, Hickman, Hintoo,
Horney, Howard, Hunsucker, Kcorner, Kuy-
kendaU, Lawler, Loy, McClernand, Marshall,

Menard, Mitchell, Murphy, Nesblt, Norris,

Penn, Shurley, Simms, Thomson, Turner,
Vance, Vinyard,Weatherford, Wheat, White,
Whitten, Wilson, and Woodworth—58.
Nays—Messrs. Adams, Ames, Andrus,

Arnold, Brown (of Pike), Browning, Col-
lins, Cushman, Dougherty, Dubois, Graves,
Hanniford, Hanson, Harper, Hatch, Jack-
son (of McHenrv), Jackson (of Whiteside),

Jonas, Kendall, Langworthy, Lockhart, Lo-
gan, McDonald (of Calhoun), McDonald (of

Joe Davis), Owen, Pickering, Smith (of

Crawford), Smith (of Hancock), Spicer,

8tewart, Tackerbury, Tandever, Whitcomb,
and Mr. Speaker—33.
The Speaker: The bill is passed. The

title of the bill:—(The 8peaker recited the
title of the bill)

Mr. Smith, of Hancock : I wish to amend
the title of the bill. (Profound silence.)

The Speaker : The title has passed.
By several members: In time, in time.
Mr. Smith sent his amendment to the

•hair.

The Speaker : The amendment is not re-
spectful, and not in order.

Great sensation. Several members called
for a reading of the amendment.

The amendment was read

—

*A bill for am
act to humbug the citizensofNokooo* (Pro-
found sensation.)

Mr. Smith said he considered the amend-
ment as perfectly describing the contents*

of the bill. He was anxious that things
should be called by their right names.
The chair decided that the amendment

was not in order.

A member : I wish a vote, to ascertain if

the house does not sustain the decision of
the chair.

Mr. Smith withdrew his amendment.
The title of the bill then passed.''

English papers report an eruption of
Mount Etna; considerable torrents of
lava flowing towards Bronte, doing im-
mense damage.

Saturday, 4th. In council with bro-
ther Benjamin F. Johnson and others
from Ramus, on the subject of building1 a
meeting-house there, out of Church pro-
perty. I told them the property of the
Church should be disposed of by the
direction of the Trastee-in-Trost, ap-
pointed by the voice of the whole Churchy
and made the following comparison :

—

There is a wheel; Nauvoo is the hub: we
will drive the first spoke in Ramus,
second in La Harpe, third in Shokoauon^
fourth in Lima: that is half the wheel.
The other half is over the river: we will

let that alone at present. We will call the
Saints from Iowa to these spokes, then
send Elders over and convert the whole
people.

I agreed to go to Ramus this day week.
At ten o'clock, I attended the City

Council.

Prayer by George A. Smith, when a bill

regulating the currency was read ; and, as
the Legislature of Illinois have long been
been trying to repeal the charter of Nauvoo,
1 made some remarks (as I bad frequently
done on former occasions), to show the
Council and others that the Legislature can
not constitutionally repeal a charter where
there is no repealing clause. After which, I
read a letter from James Arlington Bennett,
dated February 1, 1843, which confirms mj
decision.

In debate, George A. Smith said imprison-
ment was better than hanging.

I replied, I was opposed to hanging, even
if a man kill another : I will shoot him, or
cut off his head, spill his blood on the
ground, and let the smoke thereof ascend
up to God ; and if tter I have the privilege

of making a law on that subject, I will have
it so.
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In reply to some of the Councillors, who
thought it impolitic to stop circulating bank
notes as currency at once, I replied, 1 would
use a 6gure, and talk like some foolish
fathers do to their children. If you want to
kill a serpent, don't cat off his head, for fear
be will bite you; bnt cut off his tail, piece
by piece, and perhaps you won't get bit. It
is the same with this bill. I say, if paper
currency is an evil, put it down at once.

,
When Councillors get up here, I went them
to speak sense. Great God, where is com-
mon seose and reason? Is there none on
the earth ? Why hare the canker remaining
any longer to sap our life? If you gee
bold of a g5 bill, you can get nothing with
it. There is no one dare tonch it, fearing it

to be a counterfeit, or the note of a broken
bank. I wish you had my soul long enough
to know how good it feels. I say it is ex-
pedient, when you strike at an enemy, to
strike the most deadly blow possible.

Councillor Hyde asked me what an editor
should do. I told him, Advertise in your
next paper to your agents to send you gold
and silver, as paper will be no longer taken
•spay.

The ordinance regulating currency in

the city passed by a unanimous vote, as
follows :

—

* flee. 1. Be it ordained by the City
Council of the City of Nauvoo, that, from
and after the passage of this bill, gold
and silver coin only can be received as law-
ful tender in payment of city taxes and of
debts, and also of fines imposed under the
ordinances of the city.

Sec. 2. That city scrip shall not here-
after be emitted as monied currency} pro-
vided, however, that nothing in this bill

shall be so construed as to prevent the
redemption of previous emissions.

8ec. 3. That any person passing coun-
terfeit gold, or silver, or copper coin, or
counterfeit or spurious paper currency, or
aiding or abetting therein, or holding the
same with intent to pass it, knowing it to be
smeh, shall be liable to a fine not exoeeding
five thousand dollars, or to imprisonment
or hard labour in the city, for s term not
exceeding fourteen years, or all these penal-
ties at the discretion of the Court.

See. 4» That any person passing a paper
currency, or siding and abetting therein, or
holding the same with intent to pass it

within the bounds of this city corporation,

ahall be liable to a fine of one dollar for
every dollar thus offered or passed, to be
recovered as in action of debt; one-half of
salcl fine to be paid to the complainant, the
other half to the said corporation.

Jossph Smith, Mayor.1

I was re-elected Registrar of Deeds for
the city.

Dr. Samuel Bennett was chosen Alder-
man, and Albert P. Rockwood, Elijah
Fordham, and Charles C. Rich, Fire-
wardens in the city.

By my suggestion, the Committee on
Public Works were instructed to prepare
an ordinance to provide for the erection
of a city prison.

On returning to my office after dinner,
I spoke the following proverb: For a
man to be great, he must not dwell on
small things, though he may enjoy them ;
showing that a Prophet cannot well be
his own scribe, but must have some one
to write for him.

I told Dr. Richards that there was
one thing he failed in as a historian, and
that was noting surrounding objects,

weather, &c.
The battle of Gog and Magog will be

after the millennium. The remnant of
all the nations that fight against Jeru-
salem were commanded to go up to Jeru-
salem to worship in the millennium.

I dictated to my scribe my decision in
the case of Brink verms Dana, until half-
past four p.m.

This day, Mr. Warren, in the State
Senate, moved to take from the table the
bill to repeal the charter of the city of
Nauvoo ; but the Senate refused to repeal
it. Nays, 17; aves, 16.

O. P. Rockwell was taken prisoner in
St. Louis by the Missourians, on an
advertisement accusing him with shooting
ex-Governor Boggs on the 6th day of
May, 1842.

Sunday, 5th. I staid at home all day
to take care of my mother, who was still

sick.

A severe shock of an earthquake felt at
Memphis, Tenn.
Monday, 6th. I read, in the Boston

Bee, a letter from Elder G. J. Adams,
and also another communication showing
the progress of the truth in Boston and
vicinity. At nine o'clock, called in my
office, and requested Dr. Richards to
write to the Bee; after which, I recited
in German until dinner, and in the even-
ing rode out to visit the sick.

The Municipal Court was in session to
hear my complaints against the city
assessment, but none appeared.

In the evening, a grand display of
burning prairie on the Iowa aide of the
river.

(Te be OntomcdJ
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SATURDAY. OCTOBER % 185$.

The Habtest and the Laboubeb$.—Jems, during the performance ofhis Divine
< mission od earth, exclaimed, " The harvest is great* but the labourers are few.* And
the experience of the Saviour does not in this particular give an exception to % rule.

JJis statement embodied a general truth. Esery reformer, every man of progress

and mission has experienced the same fact No matter what the nature of his

mission might be, or how apparently insignificant the part given him to perform, if

it pertained to mankind at large, the experience of Jesus vM hold good conoeraiag

every person who appears in such a character. AILwho engagem a newmovement

—

all who stand in tjie front ranks of human progress-^a)l w^ to use a common Inst

significant expression, live before their time, have, tomeet the sajrewn^jsjwat which
the Divine Leadea and Reformer met. Taey have all fonnd tee* war* greet* bet tee

labourers few. Of course we are speaking of human progress and healthful develop-

'xnent, and not of, thaf whjch stands as a dire impediment to the good of mankind-
"All, then, who have engaged in the holy mission to labour for the wellbeing of man
>an4 the diftuaien of tnu*h and light, whether they have den* it upon the strength of

•qsii commpai ohligafssnsi to 6od and man or by virtue of a special Divine oommission,

have found the work great) but the labourers few.

The tact which faros tjie subject of our remarks is found to stand upon common
experience, and should be met bv ^.common policy, feeing that it isa (act, it has to be

dealt withassuchtr sn4 inasmuch, as we^annotunmake it* the objectshouldWtogme
pie with the dimoultjand overcomoit. There is a pouey by wak:he^erj gWes^woik-ean

theaocomflished andtheharvestreaped . All who have been in reality leaders, reformers,
: end master spirits have used that policy, They, hare f/eit the difficulty^ butaJso

knew how it must be met; and when success has, attended diem, it has insejiaelj
* been by tresding in the path which that policy marks out.

. 'fhousandst howewef, who feel strongly the fact tljat the harvest is great, hut tfte

labourers few, do not properly realise how to. grapple with it. Tbej desire.tp. labour

for the good of mankind and healthful development, hut seldom- go beyoeajtho <M-
eulty, and oftentimes stand as difficulties themselves. Yet the true policy is very

..simple and commoppjace ; indeed,, so much, so* that ererj one knows it when nexnes).

It is to increase the labourers, an4 every person, energy, and talent at workr-*4o
• find the .most devoted* skUfal» and ooutxolling §pirits tosuperintend the various depart-

menta,—*) economize the , produce, improve the, time and opoortunjties,, cpocentraje

file efforts and labour to the accomplishment of the desired ends, epd> by -efiepa^e
arrangements and presiding wisdom, make;the most of the means at disposal. Thus

\
the disparity \yhich exists between the ejjtent of the work and the fewness of t|*s

labourers may at first be made virtually less,ami ultimately overcome in the Bothering
,*f, the harvest horns.

Butthoughthis policy ieso sitrmle—though the mereAheory Is seen orwiH be sendli

a
subscribed to-, how few act upon H—how few follow it as their system, of practical

operations in ]aoquring for the good of mankin.4, general a>?£lojpnenfc anjd tie
'establishment of a just state of things! fipuj^eM this, & * great extent
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ftecsjminjmyof tsW*^^ tbeimtmiis are

afmrious, us^orthfoand incensfrl%and^^ute^li^^ra^taei^^ ambiii^ , and jen-

tauie* »tend in the^waj. Bath* whet jfc may,,it is- the fact theftthe policy ia the

workof progress, whether,spiritual, peli^e*!,**social, is bntvery imnerfeotly actedupon,
lodeed,, strange,** it; inev

f
anf*ar, we,opJ|y »?e ifrprnctjoallj and extensively illustrated

in commerce and trade. A correct policy, a model system, science, art, skill, enterprise,

aM indomtfabl^rptB^yecanc^are often, brought tq near for self-aggrana^men^ and
*ftcn used for evil eodv hu* too seldom acted unon-fo* the religious, social, and poli-

tical, good of mankind . Tins, (act j* sjgitffcant and humiliating,.

Let ussee how the man of trade illustrates the true policy. Of course we shall

not take fee the illustrstion one, who ))asinherited oapitai and establishment, but one

who has to build up the suoenurucjure of bps ow* fortune. His desire- i* to reap an

•abundant harvest in, life, At the vera commencement of bis .endeavours to make his

<lreems of aggrandisement and wwrfdlj greatness a reality, he becomes sensibly

impressed with- the fact that his work is great, hot the labourer* few, and the oppor-

tunities and means, at hie command very limited* He meets the same difficulty

. tfcat is met by. those wbolabour foe righteousjaess, God, and mankind, and who make
fcwnan, good their harvest, But he grapples with the difliculty and overcomes it.

At first his field is very narjoovs* and the plqt where he has to sow his seed oftentimes

mot only small,but poor* and needsrclearingf This is literally true of theagriculturist,

and, ngnratively of the msynufacUiW Qui) let us take the latter as our particular

example. For the accomplishment of his imposes, his object is to find and extend

ln> field of commerce, and to obtain a demand and consumption for that which be

Resigns to pAoducn. To create the supgJy,M0atber* together labo.urers.aud means.

!^he latter see more important tqthe carving out qf bis fortune than a market for his

goods or oapitai for their production ; fpr without labour, they cannot be creatad> nor

«|nMg*iced*nor the, golden end.ofhialifc reached. He gathers workmen around

14m, tp labour upon, the most economical, principle* practicable. This is nottonly done

. in regard to the wages of the ogerqtive, but ajso to the ability of the operator and

the system of the operations. It ia not enqtig)*, for him that the* are labourers of

epjne»kiod: they most be tht kind thai be requires. In hiring them, he turns to

his a*cpnn! all the ski]J» experience* tact, and speed acojaired by theni during years of

labour. Thus the worldljfc-wise man, though he merely pays for the actual labour

\ ofthe present* really? benefits by th*la>mr, skill,wd experience of the past life of Ins

men* He is ever ready to turn, every circ/unstanee to bis own account. Then his

Knacbinery, and mode of qperations are upon the most economical principles. The
Iprmer must be the best producers, which can be obtained* and the latter must he the

*
hest method to obtain the greatest,amount,ojf lahoun in the shortest amoMut of time.

To- carry on his trade, ami government with the best effect and most provable

^.reanUst.be nic^s overseers of experience, energy, and talent—the men* in sheifeinost
l

*3u$ed to his purposes, and these be spooints to conduct the various departments of

. labour, making them responsible for that placed under their care, and making h alto

- Uk thejn interest, advancement, and oonts>uanee in their sphene to see that it

v
la eiSeienisy conducted to the beat interests of the establishment. To every

vprjmmn. he causes to he. given the pari required, and, that for which he

is.jnqst adapted* frrery one is hep* busily engaged. All is lite and aotivitf. No

:
tfoi^ie ws^cd, TftG-eyciaf oyavseers.are 00, altand they are ever ready, by

4faejn experience, and ff*sidiog S» dyect the- busy* productive, hive of human

:^fiVtn ttoa^on^ the day. While, a)) thi*,is,going on, the master is planning to

&A IWr ffla#t, tft , court
t nrofoafrlfr owtmm orea^ a desire for his goods,
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and extend his establishment; and with a masterly mind he directs and overlooks the

- whole. He has system throughout, and by his skill he overcomes the difficulty that

first stood in his way. At his starting, his hoped-for harvest was great, bat his

labourers were few. Now It is no longer so ; for his labourers are numerous, and by

their aid he at last succeeds In reaping down and gathering all his great and golden

harvest.
1

There have been many cases that would answer to the above illustration. Men-

commencing life without a penny of capital have by such means become millionaire^

held nations as it were in their money chests, and twined the political world

round their fingers. The business men of England are examples of this. The

children of this world are, indeed, wise in the management of their affairs—much

wiser than the majority of those who claim to be children of light Now, though

this undoubtedly is the fact, and though it is so intimated in the Bible, we have never

been able to see a virtue or consistency in its being so. The children of the kingdom

ought to be far superior in their administrations and more powerful in the accomplish-

ment of results than the children of Mammon. Not to speak of hypocrites and

pretenders, we would that all, of whatever profession, name, nation, or age, who*

have engaged in the cause of righteousness, progress, and human good, had laboured

with as much judgment, enterprise, and masterly skill as that manifested by

business men in their schemes of trade and commerce. What mighty results would

they have produced for God and mankind ! We would that all the presiding men of

this Church acted upon so sound and effective a plan.

All that we have said in the foregoing is applicable to the buHding up of tits

kingdom of God and the accomplishment of the great work of the last days. We
have dealt with general principles, and brought an illustration that wiD strike into

the common sense of every one, and be readily comprehended by our working breth-

ren. We wish to see our religion made a practical religion and practically illustrated.

It is thus that the kingdom must be built up and a better state of things produced.

The plan of operation which the business man exemplifies is a true one, and one

which we desire to see carried to the accomplishment of higher purposes—one which

we desire to see reigning throughout this Mission. Let us now, in closing,

apply the facts, illustration, and principles of the foregoing to the work and

administration in these lands. At the commencement of the great latter-day work,

it was true, beyond our description, that the harvest was great, but the labourers few.

Not to dwell upon details and prolong a view which the Saints can take in at a glance

much better than we can describe, we will at once come to the point by stating that

such is the case with this Mission. It takes in a broad field ; and England, Scotland,

Wales, and Scandinavia have been very productive portions of it. The harvest

in these lands especially is not one-tenth part reaped down, nor is one-tenth of the

gathering home accomplished. The field, then, is extensive and very productive,

and can be made, almost beyond comparison, more productive than has yet appeared.

In this, therefore, the Elders have a decided advantage to start with above many

of those who build the superstructure of trade ; for they oftentimes at first can only

find a small and nearly barren field—something what France and Italy have been to-

the Elders. Then the very genius of this Church gives to the presiding officers of

the Mission a very decided advantage over the tradesman ; for not only may every

member of the Church be considered in the character of a labourer, both by dutyani

privilege, but also nearly every male member of sufficient age belong to the Priesthood.

• There are in this Mission thousands belonging to the Priesthood, whose ohfigatioaf

demand their labour, and whohold them at every call of duty. Then, again, the cast*
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has their labour upon the most economical principles ; for the principle of the Church

is to labour not for money or for pay—not for the wages of the hireling. Even

the expenses which are absolutely necessary for the support of those engaged solely

in the ministry are at present very small; and the majority of the labourers are not

only ready for work, but they also supply the means. Again, those labourers are

willing, full of faith, energy, zeal, and enthusiasm. They are not only willing to

work, but proud to receire something to do. This is the general case, especially at

the present time. Now, this is an incomparable advantage which the presiding

Elders of this Mission have above the man of trade. We are certain they do not

make near as much of this fact as might be made. We shall have something to say

on this point in a future editorial; but now let us continue the application. The
Presidents have the labourers on hand, who, though few compared with the greatness

of the harvest, now number some thousands; and they are willing, waiting, and

longing for work upon the most economical system imaginable. Of course, the true

policy is to set them all to work—to give them all their proper labour, for which they

are most adapted by nature, experience, talent, gift, connection, influence, and'

pursuits of life. They should take advantage of every resource and power which

the labourers of the kingdom can bring to bear for its advancement. Over every

department, and watching every interest and operation of the work, there should be

an overseer and leader—a man full of faith, integrity, experience, and tact. Each of

these should have appointed round him co-labourers to carry out each particular

part. These overseers or leaders should be made responsible, and the reward of their

success and also that of those labouring under them should be exaltation and favour %.

while, on the other band, inefficiency, barrenness, or lack of success without good cause

should be always deemed sufficient and necessary grounds for their removal to some

other department of labour for which they are adapted. Every one should be busily

engaged—all be life and activity, and no time wasted. Pastors and Presidents in

their turn should be laying down or perfecting plans for those under their direction to

work by, answering to the time, requirements, and work given to them by their

superior. They should be endeavouring to enlarge their Pastorates, Conferences, and

Branches, and, by effectual operations, hunt out the honest in heart and bring them

into the kingdom. Everywhere they should have system, fitness, and efficiency, and

with a presiding spirit overlook and control the whole. The above system is as

applicable to Presidents of Branches as to those of Conferences or to the Pastors.

We shall doubtless have occasion to enlarge upon the various points and principles

contained in this ; for we bave merely been able to give to each a passing touch. In

the meantime, we recommend a study of the policy of business men, to be used for a>

far more glorious purpose than trade—namely, the great work of our God!

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S BREAK.

{Continuedfrom page 613.)

We now proceed to consider the par-

ticulars concerning the other kingdom
which, it is said, "the God of heaven"
would " set up " in " the latter days," and
which would overthrow and entirely

break up the image of gold, silver, brass,

iron, and clay. Says Daniel, "Thou
sawest till that a stone was cut out with-

out hands, which smote the image upon
his feet that were of iron and clay, and
brake them to pieces. Then was the

iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and<
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the gold broken to pieces together, and
j

became like the chaff of the summer

,

thresbingfloors ; and the wind oarried

them away, that no place was found for

them: and the stone that smote the

•image became a great mountain, and
/filled the whole earth." The interpreta-

tion given of this was, that " In the days

of these kings shall the God of heaven set

up a kingdom, which shall never be de-

stroyed: and the kingdom shall not be

left to other people, but it shall break in

pieces and consume all these kingdoms,

and it shall stand for ever. Forasmuch
as thou sawest that the stone was cut of

the mountain without hands, and that it

brake in pieces the iron, the brass, the

clay, the silver, and the gold ; the great

God hath made known to the king what
shall come to pass hereafter : and the

<lraam is certain, and the interpretation

thereof sure."

Here, then, is another and distinct

kingdom spoken of, that would be " set

tip" on the earth after the completion of

the whole image from head to toes.

The popular opinion among professing

. Christians is that the kingdom nerealluded
to was a spiritual kingdom set up by

Jesus Christ upwards of eighteen cen-

turies ago. But such a view of the

subject we consider to be altogether erro-

neous, inasmuch as it does not consist

•with the declared and evident facts of the

<case. The kingdom here referred to by the

the prophet Daniel, as is also evident from
many other prophecies concerning it, will

be a literal kingdom. It is catalogued

with others that are literal in their charac-

ter, although it willproveinfinitely superior

to them in aU respects.

It will also be, in its organization, autho-

rity, and laws, entirely different to and
distinct from all others, even as the stone

from the mountain was distinct from the

image which it smote.

Again: It was a kingdom tobeset-up "in
the loiter days." WhenDaniel said, " There
is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets,

and maketh known to the king Nebuchad-
nezzar what shall be in the latter days,"

he must necessarily have referred to the

events connected with the kingdom last

set up. The days of Nebuchadnezzar, or

Darius, or Alexander certainly oould not
have been meant by " the Utter days.;"

•and inasmuch as the Roman dominion
was broken up, and other kingdoms rose
ffttfc of Us rains, the days of the Csasars

[could not have been- "the latter diss*

,

Eighteen centuries have passed awmy amat
the Son of "the God of heaven" was
martyred by those who would not have
him to reign over them; and certainly

the middle of the 19th century has far

greater claim to be regarded as "tie
Utter days" than any period of tame that

has preceded it and passed away. We
believe—yea, know that ours are M the

latter days " spoken of by Daniel, when
the kingdom of "the God of heaven "is
to be set up. But if they are not, they
have yet to come, and the events illodea
have yet to transpire ; and, eooaeqaentin,
the Latter-dav Kingdom has not previously

been set up; for, when it is established^ it

will " stand for ever."

Again : It was " in the days of them
kings" that the God of heaven was ts

set up the kingdom signified by. the

mountain stone. Who, then, are to be
understood by " these kings? " The Em-
peror of Rome could not in truth have
been designated " these kings ; " nor
could his predecessors on the thrones of

Babylon, Persia, or Macedon, who wars
dead, and their dominions subverted*
Evidently, then, these kings or kingdom*
referred to are those denoted by the toes

of the image, and also by the ten horns of
the fourth beastin the corresponding vision,
in respect to which Daniel expressly says*

"And the ten horns out of this hiimdsm
are ten kings that shall arise," &c Kings
are here used as representatives of their

kingdoms, so that what was said of them,

referred to their respective dominions, as

in the case of Nebuchadnezzar. Said
Daniel, " Thou art this head of gold ; ant
after thee shall arise another kingdom
inferior to thee, and another third ktnev

dom," &c. Nebuchadnezzar died, ad
Belshazzar succeeded him on the throne;
so that it was the latter king who was
dethroned by Darius, and not the former.
As, however, Nebuchadnezzar is merely
named as the representative of the em-
pire over which he presided, so the u ten

kings" alluded to are merely introduced
as the representatives of the dominions
which they held. The Medo-Persian
empire did not succeed Nebuchadnezzar,
for he had long been dead, and Us place-

filled up; but it succeeded the Babylonian
empire, over which Nebuchadnezzar had
been, and Belshazzar was then, mgninn
The Greco-Macedonian kingdom df
not succeed M Darius the Median* at
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tyr* thePersian, for they had been dead
Heatiy 200 years; but it succeeded the

Persian tmpwe, over which Darius Codo-
ntamislast wieldedthesceptre. TheRoman
empire did not succeed Alexander, for he
haa been dead nearly 800 years; but it

sjaeceeded the Macedonian or Greek
pire. So, in like manner, the " king-

dom" which, it was declared, "the God
of heaven

99 would " set up" on the earth

"m the latter days,
9 was not to follow

the immediate reigns of the " ten kings"
who first occupied the ten thrones of
atfceeiguty; but it was evidently to suc-

ceed and " consume all these kingdom*?
which their regal successors would be
found presiding over. Those kingdoms
into which the Roman empire was divided

are now in existence. Royal inter-

marriages and military subjugations have
effected various national amalgamations,
and numerous political changes *nd pro*
vincial extensions have from time to time
taken place since the original "ten kings"
first sat upon their thrones of power ; but
still the dominions exist. Naples, Lom-
ha-rdy,Sardinia, Bavaria, Hungary, Greece,
Spain, Portugal, France, and Belgium,

(ten distinct kingdoms clustering about

old Rome,) all of which sprang originally

from the Roman dynasty, now occupy
established positions on the map ofhistory.
They are in a particular sense regarded as

the modern forms of the original toes of the

great image, and are therefore destined

at no distant date to be "broken to

pieces" and to become "like the chaff"

which a the wind 99
carrieth away ; or, in

other words, to be dissolved and cease to

exist as independent kingdoms, and finally

be merged into the one universal Latter-

day Kmgdom of the Saints of the Most

cb, then, as the toes of the

re not formed nor even begun
to be formed till centuries after the death

of Christ,—m other words, as neither

the " ten kings " spoken of nor the king-

doms over which they ruled were in

eerietextce till centuries after the establish-

ment of Christianity by Jesus and his

Apoetlea, it must of necessity follow that

the kmgdom 99
representedby the " stone

99

vhech was "cut out of the mountain"
onld not have been "set up" in those

wya, which certainly cannot be regarded
a ^eimibmjrdays/

The kingdom denoted by the

Jftpe^piUrcan tfcemoontainwas tobreakm

pieces and cmuvne all these kingdoms,
while itsetf should remain invulnerable

and indestructible, and should stand for

ever. If the churches of so-called Chris-

tendom constitute the kingdom of God
spoken of,and If that kingdom has been ex-
tant on the earth ever since the advent of
Christ, we would ask, How is it that the
feet and toes of the great image—in other
words, " adl these kingdoms"-—the rem*
nants of that ancient universal empire.
Borne, still exist? Their present exist-

ence and boastful condition is a strong-

argument against the popular exposition

of this latter part of the dream. More
than eighteen Hundred years have passed

away since the Gospel was first proclaimed
in Judea, and the kingdoms of the old

Roman world are not yet " broken to pieces

together " and " earned away 99 " like the

chaff of the summer threshingfloors.'
9

Oa the contrary, they are still in power,
and are luxuriating with weed-like rank-
ness upon the face of the earth. And,
instead of the ancient Church organiza-

tion and influence which once obtained

remaining permanent on the earth, we
know right well that the Apostles and
EHers of the prhnkive Church were
martyred, the Saints persecuted and sent

after their leaders behind the vail of mor-
tality, and the Gospel of the kingdom
rejected everywhere with scorn. And
even those who professed to receive it

soon perverted it, made the laws of God
of none effect by their own creeds and
traditions, and fulfilled the prediction of
Paul, who, in his 2nd Epistle to Timothy,

said, "The time will come when they

will not endure sound doctrine ; but after

their own hrsts shall they heap to them-
selves teachers, having itching ears ; and
they shall, turn away their ears from the

truth, and shall be turned unto fables."

So far had this foretold apostacy spread in

the professedly Christian world, up to the

time of the so- called Reformation, that

one of the Homilies of the Protestant

Church declares authoritatively that " La-
ity and clergy, learned and unlearned,

men, and women, and children of all ages,,

sects, and degrees, of whole Christendom^

have been at once buried in the most
abominable idolatry, (a most dreadful

thing to think,) and that for the space of

eight hundred years or more."
And what was the origin of this vaun-

ted Protestant Church, which thus stood?

j
up and deckred the thorough apostacy of
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« whole Christendom
99
during the previous

period of "more" than u 800 years ?" Is

its origin at all comparable to a " stone cut

out of the mountain without hands?"
Verily, no. Its priesthood was taken

from the very "clergy" who had been

"buried in the most abominable idolatry"
" for the space of eight hundred years or

more!" Its priesthood, then, according

to its own confession, had an idolatrous

origin. It was neither more nor less

than an offspring of "the Mother of

harlots and abominations of the earth."

And instead of being set up and organ-

ized by superhuman power, sustained by
Divine aid, and having no connection

with, but being essentially distinct from
and fatally antagonistic to the doomed
kingdoms of the earth signified br
feet and toes of the great image, which
the stone or Latter-day Kingdom was to
break in pieces and consume, it is, on
the contrary, altogether of human origin,

directed by human wisdom, supported by
human power, and is a State Church,
armed with State security, wielding se-
cular authority, and supported by the
national exchequer. In short, instead of
proving destructive to any one of u these
kingdoms," it unites and reciprocally

blends with them.

{To be continued.)

CORRESPONDENCE FROM UTAH.

(From the " St. Louis Republican.")

Great Salt Lake City,

July 30, 1858.

General Johnston and his command
'Tiave taken up "winter quarters" in

Cedar Valley, forty miles south-west of
• of this city, after examining Rush, Tooele,

and Skull Valleys. It is a very poor

place to winter so large a body of men
and animals, as there is but little water or

hay, and a most excellent location for In-

dians to successfully annoy them, as well as

affording deserters a very fine opportunity

of making their escape from camp. Gene-
ral Johnston has already realized that he

•cannot winter all his stock there, and is

making preparations to send some of his

-animals to other valleys.

Captain J. H. Dickinson, Assistant-

Quartermaster, has advertised for pro-

posals to supply the army with hay, fire-

wood, lumber, shingles, and timber. But
it is supposed that the people will be able

to furnish but little, if any, as they are

busy moving back to their homes, and, as

soon as they get settled, will be engaged
in harvesting their own crops and secur-

ing their hay and firewood.

Lastweek the soldiers reoeived their pay,

and since then a large number of them
have deserted, takinsr with them some fine

mules- and citizens* clothing from the

camp without leave. It is feared that

those sent in search of them will con-

tinue their march to California on their
own hook. The soldiers do not like this
country. They call it a God-forsaken
place. One day it is warm enough in
camp to cook a nigger; the next sodustr,
that they cannot see their breakfast while
eating it.

There is considerable truth in the re-
mark that those who are willing to live
here ought to be permitted todo so in
peace. The people have to labour under
very great disadvantages, in consequence
of the absence of rains in the summer,
causing them immense labour yearly to
make and repair water-ditches for irri-

gating their fields, five acres is all that
one man can attend to, if he cultivates as
he ought. There is nothing under the
heavens that could tie the people to this
place but their religion ; and tor it they
are freely willing to suffer all things*
While conversing with a very intelligent

man, who was digging in his garden, he
informed me that ne had not long
so heavy a tool ; that he was formerly
book-keeper and general managing clerk
in a large manufacturing house m Cin-
cinnati ; and nothing but his religion could
make him exchange his gay society, easy
and comfortable life, for that of tht

labourer. I turned away,wondering whtt
there was in Mormonism to excite sucha
devotion, and convinced that A peoffc
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who make such sacrifices ought to be pro-

tected in the free enjoymentofworshipping
God according to their conscience.

The Indians are more hostile at present

than they have ever been since the Ter-
ritory was first settled. During the wars
of 1851 and 1863, but few bands were
hostile ; now nearly all the tribes in the

Territory are committing depredations.

A number of the settlers have been killed

«nd bands of horses run off. In con-

-sequence of the general rising of the

natives, the settlers dare not follow them
op ; and all their strength is required to

jraard themselves and stock. It is be-

lieved by many of the Mormons that

some of their enemies have been busy at

work in stirring up the Indians to acts of
outrage. There is strong circumstantial

evidence to favour that opinion. For
instance, those Indians now most hostile

have always been most friendly hitherto,

and in a measure given ud their roving

•disposition, and turned then* attention to

farming, and always could be trusted to

go after hostile Indians and bring back
toe property stolen by them. Again, it

is well known to the people of the United
States that the Mormons and Indians
were most friendly,—so much so that they
have been charged with tampering with
the redskins to the danger of the Go-
vernment and emigrants on their way to
California. But the most conclusive evi-

dence to them is the fact that not a
single move has been made by the troops
to protect them, notwithstanding the
President sent them here to establish

forts, that they might protect the settlers

and emigrants from Indian outrages.

The Mormons say, if the troops would
clear out of the Territory, they could very
soon be quelled ; but to undertake it so

long as they are here in their midst
would be nonsense.

I am ofthe opinion that if it is President
Buchanan's intention to sustain peaceable

relations with the people of Utah, he must
withdraw the army, admit Utah into the
Union, orgive them officers of their own
choice. With a very few exceptions, it is

impossible to send officers here who will

attend to their own business and let the
Mormons attend to theirs.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gsnsral.—A meeting of about 1,000 persons to pray for the special outpouring of
the Holy Ghost, assembles at the present time daily in the County Rooms, Aberdeen.
Railway accidents and others of a public nature, in various quarters, continue

alarmingly on the increase. Fever is raging at Basle, Switzerland, carrying off

numbers of persons in the prime of life, after a few hours of illness : the large hospital is

over-crowded, and the physicians can hardly attend to the sick in private business. In
consequence of a long drought throughout the province of Bengazi, consisting of Bengasi,

Derna, Oharb, Chark, and Andjla, a semi-famine has resulted, occasioning great misery,

.and carrying off vast numbers of the nomade population. The construction of six fortified

towns for the defence of Vienna has been commenced, forming a semicirole on the right

bank of the Danube. Intelligence from West Africa states that there have been serious

disturbances in Port Locho and Ropett districts of Sierra Leone, in which some lives were
lost, and many natives taken prisoners. The ship Neophyte, bound for Liverpool, was
taken back to Sierra Leone on the 20th July, the master of the vessel and all the crew
baring died from jungle fever. Earthquakes have been experienced lately at Antigua.

The Protestant population of Fernando Po are about to emigrate in a body, in conse-

quence of the religious intolerance of the papal Spanish Government.
Amxbican.—The New York Herald says—" The insurrection at Quarantine is still the

•great topic of the day." The frigate Sabine has taken up a position off the Quarantine,

•o as to afford protection to the shipping in case of necessity. The Staten Island rebellion

begins to assume a very important aspect. With Mexico the relations of America have

virtually closed, the ministers of each withdrawn, and a vessel of war ordered to visit

the Pacific Mexican ^orts.

VARIETIES.

Vomer Honesty.—A lady asked Lord Brougham who was the best debater in the>

Gouae of Lords. His Lotfship replied, "Lord Stanley is the tecem*, madam.* ^
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Fn.i#otrAHT P«%(mti^-CbM«irt YtrTtrtfc tmaalo* we* jWdtfifc. % M taMflkllk,V>

doctor obserred In the TtKJrrttog tfcttnieaeajUfed eotigh "** VMtmWtbktor than Men.
Curran ahewered, M TheA'a rather* aa*psTefcsg, at I have 1M safnetiewjq >sdt rightr
Aw Irishman, meeting 4a m*mmw*mb% thus aoooeeed maet— At, Viae, ttifck

rye jist been spaking'to?" Itan^ fafow," swie the other. ** Wa^JoiwxrtdfrteUe retrwk

Grady. Faith, and he'sgvewu go thie, X hardly knew bin* -Mre, jewre tfcmr aed Vm
thin ; but he's thinner than both of ua put together."

The Dark Sidi of Matrimony.—A slave in the "West Indies, who "had bean married to-

a female slate by one of the missionaries, brought his wife Back to the minister about

three weeks afterwards, md desired Him to take her again. iThe minister asked what

was the matter with her ? «• ^hy, maae*,*' repfled the ffiaarfptfnted htitottoa, * She beao

good. De book surah* am to otfey *nYe : but am> he>er do Ait. She 110 wash my chrthes;

ahe no do anything who* I watt Her to db." Tb thi*lhe TnMster readied, * But the Doak

said you were to tsike her for tetter*r lot wotW " Yeas ane***T refuted the fcustand;

"wo* ahe be ail weno» and <no awoterv dlsa be tot> draeh Wol«e,»Jttf TO^gVodat aU."

A Tfrukee fJareen *srriUfc4n Ms seiimjsia taken too exalted to psteh 4m tin einat*s>

hension of bis congregations fottad it fneeeeaary to make eotae efMdgy, wtnoh he dM as

follows :—" Respected auditors,—My oral document* haeiaf eeeebtsj* tea* the subject ef

your vituperation, I hope it will not be an instance of vaia olrjqOfenotj or aa^erteogaooa,

if I laconioally promulgate, tTiat, avoiding -all tyilogjstical, aristocratical, afldfiaripatetiosl

propositions, all hyperbolical exaggerations aad eatenuatioae, Whether physically, phflose*

phically, puilologicaWy, 'politically, trr IJoretnfcatfy ConeTdered* either in my diurnal pere-

grinationa or HoctornanucubTatiotis, they ahull be definttitfety and categorically astmi-

lated with and rendered <ongentkf toffee occiputs* cstpiata, ami cerebttttna of ycfik,mywo*
aaperlathrely ret^otaihleaeMitoYy^''

let kot tntr mom rkm tbtX IarL

Let not the mora pass idly by

—

The day with sloth grow old :

Note well the moments as they fly,

Each worth uncounted gold.

That brief, short space of lime may
Vour arbltci of fa'c:

A moment's act, a life may move,
And hosts of acts -create.

Are you a 8nlnt ? Then spurn the Was*
The sluggard lain would -wear \

Round up your shoulders to the task>—
The burthen stoutly bear.

Scorn the weak, paling, sickly WMne
Ofsentimental fools

;

Act as becomes a>BOble eilad
Who adveise events rules.

" Life is a road of trials still i

"

We'll meet them like a man,—
March boldly up the rugged hill,

And all its dangers scan}HI tront to front the danger face,

And sternly meet the strife,—
Use nobly every "vantage place,"
To win the prise* We.

"Mfe Is a span/' Ore poet cries:
WVH prove the cry untrue :

Lite U sternal m theakies

Hv minds celestial' gweft:
They ne'er in death's monster saw i

Theirs stlU uvllte and hearon.

«. l.s*oi».

Addresses — William Ptifler, Mr. r\ Sprys, Strutnell Buildings, Kton, near \V4ndsoa\ Berks.
Edward TOnTltps* at Wt*. Pfke%, Blfnd Lane, Ratasbury, wttta.
Gears* P. Ward* at, Httrt SCtect^lsclBaai.

The Path of Duty „ m 0en<MpoW](Wee fWm tMk ~
Regeneration ^ «W Passing fifeotsv....
Hi»tor>- of Joseph Sssith 62» VsrlelieaH^..M .Mn.

• — ^ T -
,

t
—

Editorial.—The Harvest and the Labourers ... 632 Poelry.—LtVnot the Mora, pass Idly
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAK.

Be that hath mm tar, let htm hear what the Spirit $aUh unto the ehurehee.—Jemxa Christ.

Come out ofher, mm people, that ye be not partaken of her ring, and that ye receive net*/ her

plaguee.—A Voice tram

Ho. 41, ToL XX. Saturday, October 9, 1858. Price One ftnny.

A REAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MOST HIGH.

Concerning Jesus Christ, who may be
termed his Father's disciple, it is said

that through him was the Father " mani-
fested " to the world. In other language,

the virtues, the disposition, and the cha-

racter of the unseen Father were mani-
fested in the life and conduct of the Son,

who bad studied him, practised him, and
was then acting him out; so that all

who wanted to see what kind of a person

tbe Father was could behold him m the

words and actions of the Son.
For this same purpose were we or-

dained before the foundation of the

world, when many of us received the

Priesthood by ordination, and by decree

the promise that we should inherit it in

the flesh. In this promise was conveyed

the condition that we should walk not
merely in the authority of the appoint-

ment, but in the virtues and qualities that

are its necessary accompaniments.
The ages of our probation in the spirit

world have rolled away: we are inhabi-

tants of the flesh ; and, according- to pro-

mise, the Priesthood has descended upon
ns, through the hands of our brethren,

who led us once before in heavenly coun-
cils above. The authority to be the

Father's representatives has been piven

us, and the legality of our administra-

tions has been acknowledged on high.

But whether we are the Father's repre-

sentatives beyond holding his autho-
rity remains yet to be seen.

One thing is certain—Divine Authority
alone is not sufficient to make us repre-

sentatives of God. Some men possess

that, but nothing else. There is scarcely

an attribute of Almighty Cod about
them. They walk in the authority of
their appointment, but not in the virtue,

the grace, or the righteousness of it.

Strip such men of their authority, and
there is nothing of God left to be counted.

They may be successful managers, wise

economists, and excellent teacher* of the

things of God, because the faith of
their associates and the Saints draws
the Spirit down upon them; and yet,

otherwise, they have scarcely an enduring
quality of righteousness in their posses-

sion.

Why, then, are they called to fill cer-

tain positions in the Priesthood ? For a
very good reason : God requires a certain

kind of business done, and tney are able to

do it. They are taken on trial: but it is not
thereby proved or affirmed, because they

have certain gifts and powers, which it

suits the Lord to use, that therefore they

are really representing the Almighty, or

advancing themselves towards celestial

life. It may suit a gentleman to employ
a man to preside over his workmen who
are building him a house; but it ii nofj
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642 A REAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MOST HIGH.

thereby shown that that man, as a

necessary consequence, is getting suffi-

ciently refined or educated to live and
associate with that gentleman in the

house, after it is finished.

Neither does faithfulness or energy in

carrying out the external duties of our
calling prove We are getting much nearer

the Almighty, or progressing towar- is

celestial perfection. Fidelity in carrying

out any Church business that may be

entrusted to us is an indispensable requi-

site ; and a man would be damned who
did not possess it; but, indispensable as it

is, it is not a very wonderful acquirement.

It is so little an affair, that, viewed in

the light of celestial principles, a man
would be scouted who did not possess

such a very, very first principle of Qospel

life, and many other good qualities into

the bargain. Any sectarian— any mem-
ber of a mere party in politics would con-

sider himself a poor tool, if fidelity to his

party and energy in the business belong-

ing thereto formed his greatest acquire-

ment. Anybody and everybody worth
mentioning in any little system is sup-

posed to be capable of that. Shall,

then, the Priesthood, whose aim is end-

less life—whose ambition is the perfection

of the Godhead and its glories,—shall

they consider that they meet the demands
of God upon them, simply because they

are faithful to truth, obedient to orders,

or willing to support by their means the

religion of their choice? As God lives, we
maydo all this, and have it done apparently

well, too, and then be no better than any
sectarian who sincerely believes his faith

and earnestly upholds it. The highest

principles of righteousness, that give

grace, beauty, and dignity to the charac-

ter, and that live and burn in our exalted

Father, may have to be begun in us after

this is done ; or, if begun, the foundation

only may be laid. If we came into the

Church aright, with a reformed character,

of course we laid a foundation : but what
is the use of that, except as a foundation?

We are called to be exemplifiers of the

very virtues of the eternal God. Jeho-

vah's principles should shine in us, so that,

seeing us, He may be seen. If we are

content to be less than this, we are

shams, instead of a royal and holy Priest-

hood. He who only represents God's
authority, bare of his goodness and his

truth, is but a poor apology for a Priest
of the Most High God.

When a man is called to the Priest-

hood, he is then and there ordained to put

down evil. He is not merely called to

form part of a splendid organization.

That organization is principally valuable

because it is so well adapted to enable the

Almighty and bis servants to spread and

keep alive the influences of the Holy
Ghost, communicate their will to men.

and carry out their purposes.

We are not called simply that God may
have a number of men called Priests upon
the earth. No. The holy Priesthood

has been conferred on us for the express

purpose that the Father and the Son may
have representatives of their Spirit and
their actions upon earth. We are or-

dained and appointed to act them out.

The world are to comprehend God through

us. As God was said to be " written in

the face of Jesus Christ," so he is to be

told out and made plain in our words and
ways.

Godliness is not going to be loved,

understood, or appreciated by the world,

by the preaching of a cold theory of its

nature. We have got to make them feel

God by the force of his very nature

diffused in us. w Holy Father," said

Jesus, " the world hath not known thee;"

but, says John, " the Son who hath dwelt

in the bosom of the Father, he hath

declared him." Such is our position in

regard to God, if we really possess the

Spirit as well as the authority of the

Priesthood : we also are declarers of the

Most High.
The heavenly authorities of the upper

worlds, whose glorious characters shine

white, and pure, and free, and innocent,

and whose virtues have lifted them up to

their high estate, have stooped to attach

us to their ranks. They have delegated

us to stand and speak for them, to imper-

sonate them, and to establish their order

of society among men. Shall we not,

then, be true and pure? Since heaven is

made by the working of heavenly laws

—

by the practice of principles that work
peace and goodwill within the bosom,
they have called us not merely to preach

principles, but to let their principles live

in us.

To carry out these views, Eternal Wis-
dom has devised a glorious Church orga-

nization to exist among men. 8ome
men actually seem to think that to get

working this grand system of powers and

authorities on the earth is the principal
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thing aimed at by God, and the principal

thing worth rejoicing about. Hence they
glorify themselves immensely over the
wondrous power and increasing influence

of the organization. They are very proud
of it, and are anxious to roll it on. But
they do not seem to care a straw about
the internal principles of their religion,

and scarcely appear to know that they

exist. They do not appear to see that

this glorious order of Priesthood, with
the authority accompanying it, is but so

much machinery created to bring forth,

cherish, and establish on earth the virtues

and characteristics of the upper worlds,

aud that the Priesthood is established

solely, wholly, and entirely that it may
work to that end.

And as, in the establishment of the

latter-day dispensation, the great thing

aimed at was not merely the erection of
a gigantic, almighty organization, that

should awe the world and rule it with an
iron rod, so, as far as we are individually

concerned, the great thing, the ruling

desire with us should not be merely the

getting distinction in that Priesthood,

either ty ordination or appointment, only

so far as we make that a means towards
the same great purpose that exists in the

Almighty—namely, the celestialization of

the world by the introduction of celestial

practices in ourselves and others. We
cannot think that our ordinations or

appointments have necessarily advanced
us one particle towards celestial life, only

so far as. we have made them do it, by
taking advantage of the rich opportu-

nities they have put within our hands to

learn and get an insight into the real

sources of celestial life. Ordinations do
not celestialize ;

appointments do not ele-

vate : they only authorize us to be chan-

nels of light to others and to ourselves, if

w© will. Our present standing in the

Priesthood, therefore, does not necessarily

represent our progress in salvation, al-

though there will come a day when it

will; for eternal authority will, finally,

only be vested where the eternal attri-

butes of God exist. But under the pre-

sent state of things, if the whole world

were ordained Apostles, that in itself

would not make it a whit more heavenly

;

that alone would not bring it forward

towards celestial life : it would only put

the means within its reach. It takes

intelligence, ruled by meekness, benevo-

lente,, justice, mercy, and uprightness in

spirit and in deed, to celestialize. They
will refine; and refinement of this class

is celestialization. The Priesthood, with
its authority and order, is a glorious

framework, destined to guard and nourish
these principles, and to bring them to

maturity and perfection.

The Almighty, then, has tfnly given to

|

us the naked Priesthood. The virtues,

the graces—in a word, the power of it, we
have to get ourselves. We have to clothe

it and make it beautiful. A plentiful

store, however, through the intelligence

I revealed, lies close to our hands to do it

|
with. Let us arise and shine, and let old

j

sterile priestcraft and those that live under
its influence see our light. And let us
live so in the purity of our religion—in

|

the immaculate integrity of all its prin-

ciples, till our very presence is as poison

I

to the wicked, and misery to the corrupt
in heart. No testimony against evil can
be given with power by any man who is

under the influence of that evil. A heart
that is pure from selfishness or greed can
roll out thunders against those particular

sins ; and so with all the rest. Appoint-
ments and ordinations cannot confer

ability to testify properly against the
popular sins of this generation. To be a
real disciple and representative of Jesus
Christ, bearing witness against the sins of
the age, we must be clean every whit.

Then from the depths of a pure sou] will

come a testimony that will burn where it

goes, and condemn where it is rejected.

This, then, is true Priesthood—to be
images of the living God, exhibiting in

our characteristics his brightness and his

strength ; to be girt and endowed with

the purity of his nature ; to be unsullied

in heart and mind; to stand by the

strength of redeeming, saving qualities

;

to bless, and bless, and bless again, not-

withstanding ingratitude in some,—build-

ing, sustaining, and protecting all the

time ; to fight all spirits of division and
all principles of death ; to help the weak,
the down-trodden, and the helpless, till

helping becomes our natural food,—work-
ing on all principles that yield nourish-

ment, support, and strength,-—till our very
presence is as the sun, cheering and bless-

ing all. So shall God increase within us,

refreshing our own spirits, and watering
all around. And the characteristics of

the holy Priesthood will grow out from
us like the branches of a fruitful tree wUt
yield shelter, shield, and fruit.
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Let a man do this, and he shall be a hearts of men. He shall be as Gad
Priest indeed. His authority shall be among his own ; and they shall feel the
like a two-edged sword. It shall be con- attributes that live within him, till their

firmed on him for all eternity ; for Ood
|

hearts are stolen from tfaem and linked
shall love him and shall bless him. His ' to him for ever. 80 shall he gain de-
heart shall increase in richness, and his > minion, and increase in strength, and be
mind shall grow in strength. No good 1 really, truly, and eternally a repreecnta-
thing shall De withheld from him. He tire of the Most High,
shall save and gain influence over the!

• HISTORY OF JOSEPH 8MITH.

(ContinuedJhn* page 631.)

[March, 1843.]

Tuesday, 7th. I was in my office at

nine a.m., and reviewed my decision in

the case of Brink versus Dana, and con-

versing with Dr. Richards on the subject

of medicine. After dinner, I executed

several deeds for city lots, and settled

with the purchasers, assisted by William
Clayton.

brother David Manhard, of Lee county,

Iowa, brought me two loads of corn and
one hog ; for which may the Lord bless

bim

!

East wind through the day. Com-
menced raining at three p.m.

Wednesday, 8th. In office at eight a m.,

and signed some documents in relation to

the Nauvoo Legion, and also settling

with William Ford. Rode out with Mr.
John B. Cowan in the evening.

In the evening, a meeting was held in

the house of Elder H. C. Kimball, which
was crowded. He preached from Jere-

miah xviii. 2—5, 00 the figure of clay

in the hands of the potter.

The ship Yorkshire left Liverpool,

England, with eighty-three Saints on
board, under the supervision of Elders

Thomas Bullock and Richard Rushton.
A terrible earthquake occurred at Gua-

daloupe and other West India Islands.

Thousands of persons buried under the

ruins of the fallen houses.

Thursday, 9th. Mr. John B. Cowan
took the decision of Judge Pope in the

United States' District Court, on the 5th

January last, and other papers relating

thereto, also Mr. Butterfield s opinion, to

lax before the Governor of Iowa, in order

to induce him to recall a writ issued on
the requisition of the Governor of Mis-

souri, for my arrest, in case I should visit

my friends in Iowa.

I told brother Phelps that he should be
a lawyer and understand law, and the
time will come when I shall not need amy
to you, Thus and thus is the law ; for you
shall know it.

E. H. Mower wrote me from Clinton

County, Indiana, that he had recently

baptised thirty-two, and a great many
were enquiring after truth.

William O. Clark gave me a load of

corn, and Sanford Porter gave me a
hog.

Rain and sleet the whole of the day.

Friday, 10th. Clear and cold day.

I opened Court at ten a.in. Messrs.

Emmons and Skinner, counsel for plain-

tiff; and Messrs. Marr and Rigdou,
counsel for defendant. Parties present,

and many spectators ; and I delivered the

following

Decision.

Mayor's Court, City of Nanroo,
March 2nd and 3rd, 1843.

Charles R. Dana
}

venue > In Assumpsit.
William B. Brink.)

This is an action of assumpsit, onmmemid
by summons, and brought by the plaintiff to

reooTer damages, as he avers in his bill of

particulars, sustained by the plaintiff by
reason of the defendants failing to perform
his undertakings as physician in a usual

and skilful manner, which he had under-
taken, by his employment and bis engage-
ment in attending, as such physician, the

wife of the plaintiff, in the city of Nauroo,
in the year 1842, to do. £99,00.

Also, for damage sustained from the mat*

feasanoe and misfeasance of the delemliat

in the treatment of pUtotuTa wtfa, wails
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employed as physician by the plaintiff to
' attend his said wife at Nauvoo in 1842,

contrary to the defendant's undertaking as

such physician ; by reason of which bad
acts and treatment of the defendant to

plaintiff's said wife, in the premises, plain-

tiff's said wife is greatly injured in her
health, and put to lasting pain and suffer-

ing ; and the plaintiff has thereby lost the

serTices, company, and comfort of his said

wife since said bad treatment of defendant,

and been pnt to pain, trouble, expense, and
anxiety, not only from the present loss of

his said wife's health, but also from well-

grounded apprehensions of the fatal con-

sequences of the injury done to his said

wife by said defendant, in the premises, to
his damage. "

£99,00
After the witnesses were sworn for the

plaintiff, the defendant's counsel raised an
objection to them, on account that one
school of physicians is arrayed against the

other. Plaintiff's counsel replied, that the
physicians were only to gire their evidence
as an opinion of skill, &c. ; for which he read
Harrison's Digest, p. 1047. Defendant's

counsel resumed ; but the Court decided that

it conld not determine the incompetency of

the witnesses till there was something be-
fore the Court to show the fact.

,
Therefore

the Court heard the witnesses.

Mrs. Miles : Was at plaintiff's house on
Saturday, the 22nd of October, 1842, when
Dr. Brink, the defendant, was called to

administer to plaintiff's wife, in a ease of

fever or diarrhoea. This was about noon.
Plaintiff's wife told witness she did not
expect to be confined then, nor for ten days

:

she hadbeen injuredby a fright. Witness went
home, and was recalled about eleven o'clock

at night. Plaintiff's wife had some pains

then; witness thought they were labour-
pains. Defendant said he had given her
medicine ; that her child was pitched on
one side ; had given her smut roy (ergot)

;

said the amnion fluids were discharged.

Witness thought the doctor hurt Mrs. Dana
in his operations. He used force and vio-

lence; she screeched, and begged him to

desist. Mrs. Dana said she did not expect
to be confined, and did not know when she
should be, nor did she know that the amnion
fluids had discharged. Witness saw the

doctor introduce his hand per vagina.

Patient manifested great pain, and urged him
to quit ; said he was hurrying her too fast.

Witness proposed having somebody else.

Has heard Mrs. Dana say that defendant's

treatment to her was the cause of her sick-

ness since that time.

Mrs. Duel : Was present when the plain-

tiff's wife was confined on the 24th of Octo-
ber, 1842. Was called on the 22nd, at

eleven o clock at night. Defendant called

upon witness to borrow a syringe ; said that

Mrs. Dana [was sick, and that he thought

her child had been dead two or* three days.

When witness came, Mrs. Dana was in

considerable distress. Defendant thought
she was ready for parturition, and would be
delivered by three pains more. Defendant
resorted to unusual means. Witness re-

monstrated against his course, to let nature

have time, while Mrs. Dana screamed, " Do
let me alone! You will kill me I Do let go!"
But defendant was then plying his hand,
and said he could not, for something would
go back. Had given ergot and pepper; said

the child was wrong, and must be turned
before it could be born ; that it was neces-
sary to keep up irritation, in order to create
pains and hasten delivery. Witness pro-
posed to have some one else called. De-
fendant opposed it, but finally consented.
Witness saw patient next day at eleven
o'clock, and she seemed free from paiu.

Mrs. Sessions: Attended Mrs. Dana,
plaintiff's wife, as an accoucheur, last Octo-
ber. Defendant was there when witness
arrived; shook her hand and held it fast
some time; said he had sent for witness
because he had a very bad case ; the child
was wrong and dead; that the* membrane
was broken, and the amnion fluids escaped,
and the child turned. Had sent for wit-
ness because her hand was small, and she
could turn it. Witness asked defendant
what he had done. He replied, Nothing.
What have you given her ? He answered,
Nothing but a little nervine and cayenne
pepper. However, he admitted he had
given one dose of ergot, of eleven grains.
Defendant had ergot of witness the pre-
vious week. Witness proceeded to examine
Mrs. Dana, plaintiff's wife, and, by touching
the child's ear, discovered it was a natural
presentation; and, by examination of the
fontanella, found the child was alive by pul-
sation, and that, instead ef the amnion
fluids having escaped, they had not gathered.
Witness also discovered three ruptures on
the tine® os, and fresh blood upon the
patient's under-garments, and thebed-clothes
as though bloody fingers had been wiped
thereon. The colour of the spots was
different from hemorrhage at parturition.
On the evening of the 24th of October,
witness delivered Mrs. Dana of a living

child, which, according to its small sue,
was rather a premature birth. When[wit-
ness visited patient the day previous, there
were no regular pains. Mrs. Dana told

witness, since her confinement, that defen-
dant's treatment to her had caused a weak-
ness in her back ; that she could not hold her
urine, and had been troubled with the piles

also; all of which she believed resulted

from the injuries she received from defen-
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dant; and witness beliered it was so too.

Has practised obstetrics thirty years, and has

never seen a physician conduct towards a

woman as defendant did to Mrs. Dana, accord-

ing to appearance.

Mrs. Dana, plaintiff's wife, was objected

to as a witness for her husband, by defen-

dant's counsel, on the ground that the

interest of the hnsband and wife are both

one in law. (See Phillips on Evidence,

159.)

Court overruled the objection. " In cases

of evident necessity, when the fact is pre-

sumed to be particularly in the wife's know-
ledge, there is an exception to the general

rule. Thus, a wife may be a witness on

the prosecution of her husband for an

offence committed against her person."

(1 Blackstone, 444 n. Bull's Jiisi Prius, s. c.

287.) "There are several exceptions to the

general rule upon this subject, where, from
the nature of the injury, the information to

be expected is peculiarly within the know-
ledge of the husband or wife; and where
to exclude such evidence would occasion

insecurity to that relation of society, which
is the object of the rule to protect. (Phillips

on Evidence, 169.) Other authorities might
be shown ; but the foregoing are sufficiently

to the point to warrant the Court in saying

that hnsband or wife can be a competent
witness, where the injury has been com-
mitted upon the person of either, and where
the testimony to be given is presumed to be
beneficial for public security and of general

importance to guard individuals against

imposition.

Mrs. Dana : Testified that defendant, Dr.
Brink, was called on the morning of the

22nd of October last to administer to wit-

ness in case of a fever, but did not arrive

till noon. He then mixed some medicine,

in which was pepper, which gave her great

pain. Got a syringe and administered two
injections himself to witness, in which she

thinks there was pepper. They were very

hot, and gave her great pain ; seemed almost

in a flame ; actually gave her cramp. De-
fendant stayed all the afternoon. During
the night, he insisted the patient's time had
eome, and that she should be delivered. He
continned to give doses from time to time,

which gave her great pain every time she
took them. Patient told defendant it was
not her time under fonr weeks ; told him her
labour-pains were not on her. Defendant
told her the child was dead, and everything

wrong. He interfered in such a way as to

cause great pain ; said an inflammation
had taken place in her bowels, which had
caused the death of the child, and used
force which gave greater pain than she had
ever endured before. Patient begged of
defendant to desist and let her alone, saying,

there was nothing unnatural before taking

his medicine, and that she believed the child

was right. The blood mentioned by the

former witness, Mrs. Sessions, was dis-

charged from no other cause than the vio-

lence which the doctor used in his opera-

tions. After he left her alone, she was

easier. Patient had no labour- pains till

Monday, 24th ; had had six children, and

her reckoning had always been regular;

never endured snch suffering before ; since

then has been troubled with weakness, a

difficulty of retaining her urine ; was never

troubled so before ; has not been able to do

anything since her confinement; has not

been free from pain. Defendant used an

unusual means in his operations ; he placed

his head on the patient's abdomen, and ex-

erted his strength otherwise, which caused

the most severe pain.

Drs. Bennett, Weld, Foster, and Higbee,

from hearing the testimony of previous

witnesses, say that defendant's treatment to

Mrs. Dana was unusual and uncalled for;

and had they operated in like manner, it

would be unjustifiable ; and that St was con-

trary to the general practice of phy-

sicians.

From a close and rigid cross-examination

of all the witnesses, (save Mrs. Dana, who

was not cross-examined,) nothing was elici-

ted to vary the main points of the evidence.

That Dr. Brink, the defendant, was called

to administer to Mrs. Dana, hi a case of

fever or diarrhoea, and not for parturition

:

That his doses of ergot, or something

else, to hasten delivery, were not expected,

but was an imposition, as he was informed

that her time had not come :

That he declared the child waa dead with-

out justifiable evidence, and practised vio-

lence upon supposition, to bring on a speedy

delivery, thus endangering the health sod

constitution, if not the life of the patient:

That he practised a fraud upon a sick

woman, declaring things wrong that were

right:

That he pronounced the amnion fluids

discharged before they were gathered

:

That he gave hot injections himself, which

(aside from the over heat, which caused

great pain,) was beneath the dignity of a

gentleman

:

That he gave ergot and mixtures, which,

in connection with the force and violence

which he used, (leaving out the daogeroos

idea of using such poisonous portions, erea

" in extreme cases,") produced great pain

:

That he introduced his hand, per vagina,

without any necessity therefor, and by w
doing made three ruptures in the tine© ot,

thereby endangering life

:

That all his efforts seemed to have been

directed, both by medicine and forte, to
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bring on ft premature birth, even at the risk

of tampering with life :

And that the whole treatment has re-

sulted in weakness, and other impediments

to health and comfort.

The only witness examined on the part of

the defence was
Dr. Bostwick: Said he had practised

medicine twenty-four years, and had at- f

tended, as accoucheur, about 2,300 cases. If

the testimony against the defendant was
true, he had done an injury. Gave some
explanations and illustrations of obstetric*,

and defined the use and nature of ergot. ,

Had fonnd some cases without labour-pains,

but said nothing that tended to invalidate

the testimony of the witnesses, who attended

Mrs. Dana, or to counteract the opinions of

the physicians who had previously been

examined.

The defendant filed an account (with leave

of plaintiff's counsel,) for services rendered

plaintiff's wife on the 22nd and 23rd of

October, 1842, of #10,00.

The Court refuses to allow this account

aa a set off, for this reason—that " the law

implies an undertaking, on the part of

apothecaries and surgeons, that they will

use a reasonable degree of care and skill in

the treatment of the patients. This is the

duty of the medical practitioner ; and he is

responsible to his patient for a breach of it

aa for a tort, although the patient was not

the party who retained or was to remu-

nerate him. And for gross carelessness or

unskilfulness an action lies* although no-

reward was to be given. And if the patient

Is rather injured than benefitted in his

health, in consequence of any gross unskil-

fulness or carelessness on the part of the

medical attendant, an action for fees cannot

be maintained." (Cbitty on Contract, p. 438.

8 East, 348.)

Charles Ivins : Called as witness for the

defendant; was rejected, for the legal reason

that this is an action of skill, not general

character ; that " the character of the par-

ties to a civil suit affords, in general, such

av weak and vague inference as to the troth

of the points in issue between them, that it

is not usual to admit evidence of this de-

scription (Phillips on Evidence, 488.)

The defendant has failed to use his pri-

vilege and rebut the plaintiff's testimony by
other credible witnesses, if he had any, or to

impeach a single witness of the plaintiff's.

The foregoing summary of facts, relating

to the case before the Court, is deemed
sufficiently full, without bringing in every

minutia, in the recital and cross-examina-

tion of witnesses, with their technicalities,

objections, and exceptions, which, while

they enlighten one point, too often darken
smother.

The law knows no person till he comes
within its purview; and injuries affecting

health are among the most important cases

that call for redress,—such " as the neglect
or unskilful management of physicians, sur-
geons, or apothecaries. For it has been
solemnly resolved that mala praxis is a great
misdemeanor and offence at common law."

f (2 Blackstone, 122.) The lav implies a con-
tract on the part of a medical man, as well
as those of other professions, to " discharge
their duty in a skilful and attentive manner

;

and the law will grant redress to the party

I

injured by their neglect or ignorance, by an
action on the case, as for a tortuous mis-
conduct." (1 Sanders, 312 n. 2 Black-
stone, 122 n. 7.)

Independent of usage or practice, poison-
ous potions should not be administered to

females in any cuse whatever. Tho law for

such offences declares "that to kill a child in

utero is now no murder, but a great mis-
prison ; but if the child is born alive, and
dieth by reason of the potion, or bruises

it received in utero, it seems, by the better

opinion, to be murder in such as administered
or gave them." (2 Blackstone, 198, and
note 3. Hawkins* Pleas of the Crown, 80.)

The highest authority upon injuries to

women is the law of God. That says, " If men
strive and hurt a woman with child, so that

the fruit depart, and yet no mischief follow,

he shall surely be punished according as the
woman's husband will lay upon him, and he
shall pay as the judges determine." (Exodus
xxi. 22.)

The law acts by rules and facts, and, when
clothed in its dignity, knows no distinction:

Though modesty may suffer violence in dark-
ness, yet, upon testimony, justice is bound
to bring the offender to light, whether his

footsteps are traced among the tombs of the

illustrious dead, or his head is pointed out
among the homes of the honourable living.

The Court decides that the plaintiff re-

cover from the defendant the sum of hia

bill, ninety-nine dollars and costs.

After I had delivered my decision, I

referred to the threat of the defendant's

counsel to intimidate, &c. Counsel ex-

plained satisfactorily.

I directed Lucien Woodworth to fix a
room to confine the city prisoners in.

I told Theodore Turley that I had no
objection to his building a brewery.

P30YSBB.

As finest steel doth show a brighter polish

The more you rub the same.
E'en so in love rebuke will ne'er demolish
A wise man's goodly name.

I issued an execution against Dr.

Brink, and a search-warrant on oath of
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William Law, to search the house of i padlock, one shirt ; also a bit-stock,

Dial Sherwood, In the evening, the smoothing-plane, and other took, some of

Marshal brought two try squares, one I which were claimed as stolen property.

(To be ContinuedJ

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1868.

Reformation of Meetings.—Church government and adniinistrative progresj

will continue to command our attention; and we believe that the Elders and

Priesthood generally have begun to drink deep into the spirit and necessity of

reformation among those called to be the servants of the Most High and overseen

of the Church of Christ. But while improvement and growth of the administrative

body of this Mission in power, spirit, knowledge, and efficiency deserve our chief

attention, we must not be unmindful of the general wants and enlightenment of (be

Saints. Neither must we be unmindful of the public ; for all the Priesthood sad

also the Saints have obligations pertaining to the world—especially towards the

honest and righteously disposed.

Reformation and progress can and must be extended to our meetings. There b

much connected with them that can be improved. Advancement might be made, and

a better state of things introduced. To correct all the errors in regard to this

matter, to give every view upon the subject, impart all due instruction, and bring

about a proper state in the various meetings belonging to the Church, must be s

work of time and a subject of many editorials. Progress and improvement are

states of growth, and experience teaches that the road to perfection is a gradual one.

Moreover, to place too many views and subjects before the mind in a heap prevent*

any one of them from being properly and fully taken and digested. Therefore,

though we could touch upon the various classes of meetings in one editorial, we

should neither reach our end, say one-tenth as much as we design, nor write to moch

effect ; for each olass will afford subject for much ground, and will be found inter-

spersed in future with other matters. Our object in this is more particularly to

call attention pointedly to the fact that there is a great reformation necessary in the

various meetings. Let all, therefore, be interested in this matter, and endeavour to

improve and prepare themselves to digest what shall follow.

If in this we succeed in impressing upon the minds of the Priesthood and Saint*

generally the fact that great improvement and progress can be made,—when they get

the idea fixed in their minds that there are many errors connected with these

meetings, and that it has become necessary that they should be cleared away, and

reformation carried into these as well as other matters, they will be watchful. They

will be on the look-out to discover what is wrong—where it can be remedied—how

much advance can be made, knowledge acquired, and excellency gained. If oar

present remarks only produce this effect, muoh of the work marked out for the future

in this direction will be accomplished ; for, after all, people must do most for tbemaehrei

in self-improvement; and more depends on the state of their mind to receive light

and wholesome instruction than on their teachers, in their understanding and digest-

ing the food supplied. It is they that must see—they that must advance—they that

must comprehend. All that we can do for the Saints and officers is to give biot4
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present some views and flash out a few rays of light. The greater part of this

desired reformation will depend on those who preside over and take part in those

meetings. It is true that a great deal depends on errors being pointed out, correct

views presented, and good instruction given ; but much more depends on the willing-

ness, power, and preparation of the Saints to see and appreciate them. To illustrate

the greater effect and importance of self-sight to every individual than that of having

views presented, let us take a blind man for example. Nature presents many objects

and much instruction to him as well as to those with the gift of sight, and the

daylight discloses many errors and imperfections ; but he is destitute of the seeing

power, and they remain hid from his physical sight. Again, how much valuable

instruction and many glorious principles are given at our meetings, which cannot be

seen by the blind unbeliever, nor be understood by the blind members of the Church ?

The most important point, then, is to succeed in opening the eyes of the Elders

and Saints to see this necessity and matter in question. If they receive the impres-

sion which we wish to give—namely, that there are errors to clear away and much
improvement in meetings needed,—if they will but look about to find the one, and

enter into the spirit of the other, they will discover much that we wish them to see,

do of their own accord much that we would have them do, and be prepared for all

that shall appear connected with the subject of " Reformation of Meetings." Unless

this be the case, our efforts will be to a great extent lost on them.

Onward.—The presiding officers of the Mission can doubtless recall the feelings of

responsibility that rested upon them when God in his providence, under peculiar

circumstances, committed to their charge the care of the Church in these lands.

Doubtless there came with this responsibility a sense of their own weakness, but

accompanying it also an earnest desire to discharge their duties faithfully and render

the administration effective—at once equal to the advancing condition of the work

and sufficient for the increased wants of the Mission. Such were our feelings, and

we have endeavoured to embody them in our operations. There has been good

evidence given that the whole Mission was similarly affected ; and nobly have the

Priesthood and members entered into practical religion and progressive adminis-

tration. We are exceedingly gratified with the results, both as regards the works of

the Saints and the growing efficiency and disinterested spirit of the Priesthood.

They have truly illustrated the maxim of the Apostle James, by embodying their

faith and love towards the cause of God. Leaving the first principles, views, and

methods of its infancy and youth, the Mission has stepped into its course of manhood,

and vigorously started towards the perfection of maturity.

The work in England is now of age! It has passed its twenty-first yearly

round, and entered that period where manhood begins. The Church in England

baa, as it were, received another birth—the birth of manhood. It has performed its

first course of life, and commenced its great second course—that of maturity. We may

reasonably expect it now to put forth those grand developments, enter into those

stupendous undertakings, and manifest that wisdom and government which is

properly characteristic of manhood. The period allotted to man for preparatory

growth and schooling is past, and that one commenced where man begins to practise

upon his preparatory training, enters the domestic, social, and governmental spheres,

and acts the various important characters of life.

The works and courses of God are from the beginning to the end, and everywhere

moving upon common principles. Throughout his economy, both spiritual and

physical, a beautiful likeness obtains. Everything is linked with a spirit of kindred.
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All nature, history, heaven, and earth are grandly harmonious. Man in his various

stages of being will afford a striking analogy to the various stages which this

Mission and the whole Church will perform. The fact that the work in England

has reached its age of maturity will perhaps throw for our readers a gleam of light

upon another remarkable fact— namely, that the Mission has suddenly seemed to hare

leaped into a new state of being. It will also afford them a key to the future.

During the first few months of the maturity of the work in England, undoubtedly

rapid strides have been made by the Priesthood ; and at the present time the Mission

might truly be said to be full of the life, vigour, enthusiasm, and hopefulness which

characterizes the spring of manhood. But the past will only answer for the past.

We cannot rest upon it, but must move onward. There is no going back nor stand-

ing still. Indeed, if the Mission answers to the law of progress and nature, it will

no longer be confined to the sphere in which it has moved, and to a great extent will

act in a different character ; for it will take broader views, think deeper thoughts,

and perform the greater works of manhood. It will illustrate the law which Paul

referred to when he wrote, " When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as

a child, I thought as a child ; but when I became a man, I put away childish things."

It is true the Church will never change its identity. It will ever be the same in

spirit and in principle ; but it has passed into maturity, and will ripen in experience.

Let the Priesthood and members of this Mission grow with the work, and keep

pace with its development. Everywhere let progress and improvement mark their

footsteps. Let them be equal to the spirit and wants of the times, and their faith,

works, and administration answer to the young manhood of the Church in these

lands. Let their watchword ever be

—

Onward!

NEBU0HADNEZZAR'S DREAM.

(Concludedfrom page 638.)

Again : The kingdom which the God
of heaven was to set up in the latter

days is to grow aod increase till its

dominion extends to the utmost bounda-
ries of the earth ; and it is also destined

to •* stand for ever." Its complete univer-

sality is indicated by the statement that
" the stone that smote the image became
a great mountain and filled the whole
earth." In other words, " The kingdoms
of this world are" to " become the king-

dom of our Lord and of his Christ, and
he shall reign for ever and ever." Then,
indeed, " the earth shall be full of the

knowledge of the glory of the Lord as

the waters cover the sea." (Hab. ii. 14.)

On looking, however, at the professing

Christian Church, which assumes the cha-

racter of being the kingdom of God, we
we shall find that, in regard to unity and
tendency to universality, its real character
does not correspond with that assumed.

It is made up of a number of contra-

dictory, discordant "denominations;'' and
the work of factious division is con-

tinually on the increase, no two rival

parties agreeing in matters of faith and
practice. Can, then, these various secta-

rian churches of so-called Christendom
be truly regarded as constituting, in the

aggregate, that glorious and triumphant
kingdom which " the God of heaven was
to "set up" on the earth in the latter

days? No!—a thousand times. No ! The
kingdom of God is a kingdom of order

and unity, not of discord and schism.

The little stone from the mountain was
to grow and become itself a mountain,
which would increase and expand till it

ultimately filled the whole earth. But it

could not grow by dividing itself; it

could not increase by schism; it could

not gain power by disunion ; it could not

break the image in pieces and stand ftr
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by splitting into pieces itself and
failing into ruin and decay. The " little

one" was to " become a thousand," and
the M small one a strong nation" (Is. lx.

22); but that could only be effected by
union, and not separation and opposition.

The kingdom of God must be a kingdom
of true men who are one in all things

:

hence it can " nerer be destroyed " nor
44 left to other people."

Again : The kingdom of the last days
is to be given to "the Saints of the Most
High," who shall " possess" it " for ever,

even for ever and ever," according to the

testimony of Daniel (chap. vii. 18). The
Latter-day Saints have not arrogated
this name to themselves. It was given
to them by revelation from the Lord
himself. They are u Saints of the

Most High," because, as a people, they

are faithful and obedient to the com-
mandments and revelations of the Most
High I and he recognises them as his

people, by accepting their service and
bestowing upon them many blessings,

both of a temporal and spiritual nature,

with the various promised gifts of the

Spirit as their inheritance. The sects of

toe day neither are nor profess to be

Saints. They ignore the title, and call

themselves after the names of their own
schismatical founders and leaders ; they

{

renounce the principles and ordinances of I

the Gospel, as anciently believed and '

obeyed by the Saints, and adopt the I

creeds and traditions of men in their

stead ; they set aside and disavow the

inspirations, revelations, and gifts of the

Spirit enjoyed by the ancient Saints, and
declare such things to be unnecessary and
altogether done away ; they reject and I

repudiate the organization and authority !

of the holy Priesthood, which formerly
|

led and guided the Churches of the Saints:

m short, there is no feature which iden-

tified the Saints of old, as a people, that '

can be found characterizing the religious
|

communities and denominations of people .

who compose what is called modern
|

Christendom. Yet they have the un- I

blushing assurance, amidst all their con-
j

Aiding differences of faith and practice

in every department of religion and life,

to regard themselves as constituting the
!

universal kingdom of God alluded to by
|

Daniel. In the absence, however, of any
j

evidence that God recognizes them as his
j

people, and in the absence of all the
j

marks of legitimate Saints, such an

!

assumption is altogether vain and futile.

The latter-day kingdom was to be given
to the not merely nominal, but practi-

cal and Divinely-acknowledged Latter-day
" Saints of the Most High/'

It appears, then, we think, sufficiently

clear that the latter-day kingdom alluded

to by the Prophet Daniel was not esta-

blished at the commencement of what is

called the Christian era; and certainly

the present jarring sects of Christendom
cannot with any degree of truthfulness

and consistency be said to constitute that

divine kingdom.
The only question now to be decided,

therefore, is

—

When is that long-predicted

kingdom to be established ?

Our answer is

—

It is now being set up,

by the God of heaven, upon the earth.

The little stone, which is the foundation

or nucleus of that kingdom, is now being

I

detached from the mountain ; and though
it may be now a " stone of stumbling and
offence " to the nations and haughty ones
of the earth, it is destined erelong to "over-

turn, overturn, overturn" all the machina-
tions and wicked devices of its enemies

;

and its progress from its mountain fast-

ness will be felt, even by its bitterest

foes, as an omen of their speedy downfall.

It will continue to rise from henceforth

in majesty and power, and will " never be
destroyed " nor " left to other people." It

will " break in pieces and consume " all

the kingdoms of the world that will not

submit to the dominion of u the God of

heaven," and itself will " stand for ever."

In the year 1830, the Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints was organized,

consisting only of six members ; and from
that time till now it has gone on steadily

progressing in numbers, influence, and
power,—its present numerical strength

amounting to hundreds of thousands.

In 1851, the people forming the Church
in the valleys of Utah were organized into

a Territory of the United States, accord-

ing to the laws of the land, and were
acknowledged as such by the State autho-

rities assembled in Congress. In 1856, a
State Constitution was framed and dele-

gates appointed to memorialize Congress

for the admission of the Territory into the

Union as a sovereign State, which has not

yet been granted. These movements indi-

cate the growing and progressive condition

of the community of Saints who compose

the Latter-day Church ; and these reo

nized steps of progress according

reooff-
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human laws and legal authority serve as

introductory helps to attain a mountainous
position, from whence the stone can roll

with greater impetus to effect the pur-

poses of God, its Almighty Founder.
There is a wide difference between a
church and a kingdom. The Latter-day

Saints have hitherto been organized only

asa church : they have not yet been orga-

nized into a kingdom ; and although Con-
gress might declaratively admit the Ter-

ritory of Utah into the Federal Union as

an independent State, they cannot be
expected to convert that Territory or
State into an independent kingdom.
Human legislation will not effect that

change, but it will be effected by Divine

power. It was the God of heaven that

founded and established his Latter-day

Church, and it will be the God of heaven
who will set up and establish his own
kingdom. He may use men as his instru-

ments. Even the enemies of his people

may grant privileges and unwittingly

adopt plans, from various political mo-
tives, which will ultimately assist in carry-

ing out the hidden purposes of God m
regard to his people, ana thus form a ful-

crum to sustain the lever bywhichthestone
can not only be detached from the moan-
tain, but also be impelled with a mighty
force against the gigantic image which
has to be broken to pieces and consumed.
As the Church of Latter-day Saints was
instituted by God after a pattern entirely

different to and distinct from that of sur-
rounding churches of human origin, so
will the kingdom of the Saints be organ-
ized by the God of heaven upon a plan
.or system of government altogether di-

verse to the Kingdoms of the world,
and in all respects far superior to them.
They are human, and therefore frail and
perishable in their nature ; but it will be
essentially Divine or Theocratic, and
therefore all-potent and eternal in ita

nature and character. They, containing
within themselves the seeds of their own
dissolution and decay, are necessarily and
meritedly doomed to destruction ; but it,

being essentially Divine, will as certainly
" stand for ever."

Additional Hisxonic Items.—The streets of Babylon were 160 feet In width. The moat which
surrounded the walls was kept constantly filled with water from the Euphrates, for protection against
Invasion. The siege of Babylon lasted about two years. The river running through the city was nearly a
quarter of a mile wide » and during the siege, ships sailing along the middle of its stream brought supplies
into the interior,—the invading army, though mortified at the sight, being unable to binder it. The city
had a twenty years* supply of provisions, and had sufficient pasturage and arable land within ita walls to
sustain its inhabitants for a considerably longer period. The artificial lake, formed in the days of Nebo-
chadnesaar to receive the waters of the Euphrates during the construction of the tunnel, was square hi
form, being fifty miles wide each way, or S00 miles in circumference. The coins of ancient Persia were
stamped with the figure of a ram j and the king of Persia, according to Ammisnus Marcelllnus, wore a
crown of gold in the form of a ram's head, studded with precious stones. Even to the present day may
be seen, on the remaining pillars of ruined Persepolis, sculptures of rams' hesds with unequal horns.
On ancient Macedonian monuments may be seen figures of a one-hsrned goat j and on an antique gem hi
the Florentine collection is found the head of a ram with that of a goat engraved together, significative
of the conquest of Persia by Macedonia.

BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND.

"They be blind leaders of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall Into the ditch."

These words were used by our Lord
Jesus Christ in reference to the Jewish
leaders and people. The scribes and
Pharisees were the guides of the people,

and exercised considerable authority and
and influence over them, both in public

and in private. On one occasion, some
of these characters came to Jesus to ex-
postulate with him upon the conduct of
his disciples, asking him, " Why do thy
disciples transgress the tradition of the
elders; for they wash not their hands
when they eat bread Y* This was a matter
of great moment in their estimation. But
the Lord thought otherwise; and he

nullified its imaginary importance by
asking them a question—" Why do ye
also transgress the commandment of God
by your tradition ?" This was a retort

which they least expected; for he waa
fighting them with their own weapons.
They tell into the pit which they were
digging for others. The tradition which
they reprehended the Lord's disciples for
transgressing was itself a transgression

against the commandment of God. The
Lord proceeded to cite instances (which
need not be here noticed,) in which his

over-pious declaimers were making the
commandments of God of none effect by
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their traditions. They were also very

precise and particular about what entered

mto the mouth, but were comparatively

heedless as to what proceeded out of the

month, from the heart. ** Te hypocrites 1"

exclaimed be ;
M well did Esaias prophesy

of you, saying, "This people draweth
nigh unto me with their mouth and
honoureth me with their lips, but their

heart is far from me. But in vain do
they worship me, teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men."
After hearing this, it appears, the

Pharisees went away offended. But the

Lord said to his disciples, in reference to

them, "Let them alone: they be blind

leaders of the blind. And ifthe blind lead

the blind, both shall fall into the ditch."

The application of these words needs

not be confined to the scribes and Phari-

sees of olden time. Like many other

sayings of him who " spake as never man
spake," they will apply with equal force

to modern scribes and Pharisees—pro-
fessedly pious leaders of the people, who
pay a great amount of attention to

modern traditions, but neglect the weight-

ier matters of the Divine law. In vain

do they worship God ; for they teach for

doctrines the commandments of men, and
thus make void the laws of heaven by
their traditions. They may, with scrupu-

lous care, wash their hands when they eat

bread; but notwithstanding that, they

transgress the commandments of God,
and are but blind leaders of the blind,

making straightway for the ditch.

Alas, how little are the laws of God
heeded by men, even in the so-called re-

ligious world! On the contrary, how
many human traditions are set up against

the Divine commandments; and how de-

voutly and devotedly are those traditions

heeded ! And yet the sacerdotal scribes,

reverend pharisees, and priestly manufac-

turers of creeds and traditions of modern
date will presumptuously proclaim them-

selves servants of God, ministers of the

word of God, and Divinely-authorised

leaders of the people I

If needed, we might here draw up a
fearfully long catalogue of human tradi-

tions, and range them severally in juxta-

position with the Divine commandments
and doctrines of which they are either the

negation or perversion (for every error is

a truth negatived or perverted) : but this

is 'unnecessary. The reflecting mind of

the true Saint will readily supply itself

with all that may be needed for illustra-

tion of the fact.

The everlasting Gospel, when rightly

understood and honestly obeyed, is " the

power of God unto salvation;" but, when
misinterpreted or perverted, and its prin-

ciples mixed up with human traditions,

its design becomes frustrated, its power is

lost, and condemnation is the result. To
be effectual in its operations, it must be
preached in its original purity and power,
and by men holding legitimate authority.

If those who assume authority and
influence over others are themselves blind,

and are leading their followers astray

upon subjects of such vital importance as

the salvation of the soul and the eternal

wellbeing of man ; and if those who are

thus mis-led will blindly yield to their

erratic guides, and, instead of opening
their eyes and seeking to have a clear per-

ception of truths pertaining to eternal

life and a knowledge for themselves in

things Divine, will foolishly close their

eyes against the direct ray-light of truth,

and passively submit to be hoodwinked by
human creeds and sectarian traditions,

and will thus set at naught and reduce to

none effect the express commands of God,
it certainly must follow that both leaders

and led, both teachers and taught, both

Kriestcrafty guides and priestridden fol-

>wers will together stumble and fall, and
be ultimately engulphed in the same
yawning ditch.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SOANDINAVlAlf MISSION.

Copenhagen, September 14, 1858.

President A. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Lately returned from

my trip through Sweden, it is a pleasure

for me to communicate to you such items

ofmy journey as I think will interest you.

On my way to Stockholm, I first visited

Gottenburg on the 20th ult, where I had
an interview with the Conference Pre-
sident, M. Nilsson, and learned from him
that the Elders and Saints had to move
very cautiously ; and, in order not to ex-
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cite the police too much, they had to

gather in smaller assemblies, inviting

their acquaintances, who they know are

friendly disposed. The Saints are never-

theless faithful, and glad when they have

an opportunity of meeting together, to

which I can bear witness. In the even-

ing meeting which I attended, I felt first-

rate. It is most difficult for the Travel-

ling Elders, as they cannot move from

place to place without passports ; and the

authorities, acquainted with their persons

and their business, often refuse to give

them passports, except they have a certain

place of destination, where they will stop

and labour for their support ; for if they

are found without passports or without

employment, they are taken up as loafers

and idlers, treated accordingly, and trans-

ported to their respective homes. The
Elders, consequently, cannot always take

care of their several fields of labour as

they ought to do, and are often hindered

in their ministry and in the establishment

and execution of the order and regula-

tions of the Church.

Having strengthened and encouraged

the Elders and Saints, I set out from

Oottenburg by steamer for Stockholm,

via Gotha Canal, passing the falls of

Trollhatten, the lakes of Venern, Vettern,

Malarn ; and, after three days and
nights' passage, I arrived in Stockholm,

where I was kindly received by the

President of the Conference, L. Nils-

son, and some Elders, held a useful

Council meeting with the brethren, and
was introduced to and visited some of

the Saints; and as we could not have

any public meeting, a private meeting

was arranged in the house of a friend,

who was kind enough to offer us one of

his apartments for the purpose. Accord-

ingly, about thirty Saints gathered in the

evening of the 1st instant. We prayed,

spoke, and liad a good time. Elder L.

Nilsson, threatened with banishment, was
released, and Elder Gustavus Olson was
appointed in his place as President of the

Conference; and I hope the work will

progress. While in Stockholm, I learned

that the Baptists are gaining ground;
and as there are among them many
wealthy people, they command greater

influence than other Dissenters, and are

probably making friends with the " un-

righteous Mammon," as the police are not
so hard upon them as they are upon us.

In fact, several parties of Dissenters are

raising their heads in Sweden, and the

clergy of the State Church are almost

puzzled to know what to do, as the regu-

lations of the illiberal laws and po&ee

authorities, however strong they are

brought to bear upon the several cases and

parties, seem to be inefficient ; and by-and-

by they will have to give up the struggle,

and let the Dissenters alone; and then, I

hope, we also will have a share of freedom.

Elder Engberg, whom I have before

mentioned to you, met me in Stockholm;

and as I found him to be a good, hamWe,
and well-educated man, I have determined

to bring him up for the Mission in Swe-

den ; and, in order to make him as useful

as possible, I intend to let him labour in

the Office a time,that he maybe acquainted

with the business of the Church.

Having instructed the Elders to act in

wisdom for the promotion of the cause, I

left Stockholm on the 3rd instant, with a

steamer for Norrkoping, arrived there in

the evening, had the satisfaction to attend

a little Branch meeting, and felt a good

spirit among the Saints. The President

of this Conference, O. Nilsson, had just

returned from a trip through the middle

counties of Sweden, and he made me
acquainted with the condition of the scat-

tered Saints, who have been rather bemad
in their practical duties, as they, en

account of unfavourable circumstances,

had not been visited sufficiently sad

instructed. We will try to pick up ens

or two good Elders for that Conference;

but it is rather a difficult matter under

present circumstances to find able and

efficient men. * As my time did not attew

me to visit more places in that region, I

returned home, arriving here on the 10m
instant, thankful to the Lord that I an
enjoying good health, though we encoaa-

tered some rough weather, which mads

the voyage rather unpleasant. I am glad

to have seen and heard the condition sf

the work in those three Conferences, aad

I trust in the Lord for success. May he

grant me andmy fellow-labourers strength

according to our task ; and he shall have

the honour and glory for ever and ever.

With the sincerest regard for your

welfare, I invoke the blessings of the

Almighty God of Israel upon you and year

Counsellors, and the brethren in the Office,

and beg to be kindly remembered to them

all. I am your humble brother and servant

in the Lord,
C. Wxpamaoma.
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PASSING

SWISS AND ITALIAN MISSION.

10 S. Roe du Cendrier,

Geneva, Switzerland,

September 13, 1858.

President A.. Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Since the letter you
published from [me, this Mission has been
steadily progressing, although constantly

exposed to the persecution of people who
call themselves u Christians."

In one place where I went with Bro-
ther G. Bammeli, we had been promised
to be murdered ; but, as many of the folks

were drunk that night, they fought
among themselves; and,-* after, wounding
several, they left one young man slain by
the roadside, and we were permitted to
remain and baptise about twenty per-
sons. But it seemed as if evil spirits

EVENTS. 655

were in the air as thick as bees in swarm-
ing time.

In Zurich, the meetings have been
broken up by the magistrates, as they

have discovered that it is no harm to take

illegal measures against an unpopular
religion. I suppose they have learned that

doctrine from Pilate, or Nero, or the

Devil.

I left that place a little time back, and
am now getting ready to start for Italy in

a day or two.

In another canton, two of the brethren

were kept some days under arrest, but

were then graciously allowed to depart oh
paying the expenses

!

With love to yourself, Counsellors,

brethren in the Office, &c., I remain,

yours affectionately,

Jabez Woodaed.

PASSING EVENTS.

GtNKRiL.—A letter from Rome gives an account of more serious collisions between the
Roman and French soldiery in the Eternal City. The conspiracy hatched in Persia

against the Prime Minuter has miscarried, and the principal parties have been beheaded.
Letters from Naples say that numerous arrests were made on the eve of the festival of the
Pie di grotta. One account is that more than 1,000 persons were taken up, including

men of all professions and trades, merchants, lawyers, medical men, and even priests. We
have intelligence of new political changes at San Domingo. A letter from Port an Platte,

of September 2, says that when the new constitution was formed, the people chose

Vaherde for President, at which Santan a took umbrage, as he expected bis own election.

Another revolution was therefore set on foot, the removal of the capital to Santiago being
made the pretext. The people of San Domingo city published a pronunciamento, Santana
being at their head. They repudiated the new constitution, declared that of 1854 as alone

in force, and proclaimed San Domingo the capital of the republic. The English steamer
from Yera Crux reached Havana on the 8th instant, bringing a very large number of poli-

tical exiles from that unhappy country.

American.—The town of Ambalema, in New Granada, was visited with a destructive

nre on the 4th ult., 200 houses having been burned. A Post Office agent arrived at St.

Louis from Arisona reports a state of lawlessness prevailing among the inhabitants of that

remote region ; the pistol and bowie knife being the only recognized arbitrators of all

disputes. The inhabitants of the Isthmus feared an outbreak, the result of the ejection

agitation ; and a new army decree of the Government ordered a large military force to be
stationed at Panama. Later accounts from Mexico state that Tampico had surrendered
to the Liberal forces, who were assisted by 400 frontiersmen and the revolutionary party
in the city : Vidanrri, at the head of 10,000 men, and abundantly.supplied with the sinews
of war, was on his march to the capital: several engagements between the opposing
forces had taken place, in one of which Miramoo was defeated. The Indian difficulties in

Oregon caused much alarm. A force of 900 United States troops, under the command of

Col. George Wright, Ninth Infantry, was en route for the seat of war, determined to

severely chastise the savages for their attack upon Col. Steptoe's command. The Indians

were preparing for the conflict, and a bloody war or a speedy submission of the red-skins

was anticipated.

A L^tth-Enousb Pun.—Such was the fondness of Lord Erskine for punning, that he
labelled the top of a tea-chest with the Latin verb " Docen" (Thou teachest).
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VARIETIES.

Aw Irishman, contending with a Jew one day, exclaimed rather tartly, at parting, ** Tea,

dom your sowl, if it hadn't been for the like of ye, the Saviour would ha* been alire now,
and doin* well."

A olkyeb American lawyer once argued thus :—" There are three points in the case

before the court. In the first place, I can prove that the defendant found the kettle

cracked when he borrowed it from complainant. Secondly, that the kettle was whole
when defendant returned it. Thirdly, that defendant nerer had it."

A High Authority.—Curran was once engaged in a particular legal argument.
Behind him stood his colleague, a gentleman whose person was remarkably tail and
slender, and who had originally intended to take holy orders. The judge observed
that the case under discussion involved a question of ecclesiastical law. M Then," said

Curran, 1 can refer your lordship to a high authority behind me, who was intended for

the Church ; though, in my opinion he was more fitted for the steeple /*

A Capacity.—A common councilman's lady, who liked to be thought somebody, paid a
visit to the boarding-school where her daughter was placed, to enquire what progress she
had made in her education. The governess answered, "Pretty good, madam, considering.
Miss is certainly very attentive. If she wants anything, it is a good capacity : but for that

deficiency, of course, we must not blame her. " Oh, no, replied the mother : but you
should by all means hare mentioned that before. Her father, thank God, can afford
his daughter a capacity ; and I beg that you will get her one immediately, coat what
it may."

CHANGE FOB

There is no stopping-place in earth or heaven

—

No retting of the mighty wheel \

All works amain with one eternal leaven:

We never cease to think or feel.

The new-born infants in their cradled sleep,

The martyrs slumbering In the grave,—
All, all along the road of progress keep.
And ship-like ride o'er time's wide wave.

Geneva, November 14, 1858.

THE BETTER.

The haven Is near ; the infant, waking
From darksome dreams, finds mother nlgfa $

And so, when the martyr's slumber *s breaking
From the prison-world he soars on high.

All feelings must bound through the heavtng breast.
All scenes must strike our watchful eyes.

That we may choose the beautiful and beat
With love that never, never dies.

Jabbz Woonaao.

Abdrkss.—C. C. Tester, 78, Old Town, Croydon, 9urrey.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.—Jesus Christ.

out of her, my people, that ye be not partaken of her sine, and thai ye receive net hf her

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

No. 42, Vol. XX. Saturday, October 16, 1858. Price One Penny*

PRE MAT U EE JUDGMENT.

BY ELDER CHARLES W. PENR08E.

Evils innumerable have been caused
j

by hasty decisions. Through premature :

judgment, millions have fallen into the

roeshes of error, guiltless heads have been !

brought to the block, and nations have I

been involved in cruel and bloody warfare.

In giving a decision upon any matter

that is brought before our notice, whether

in a private or official capacity, the old

Latin saying, "Festina lente" (hasten!

slowly) should be our motto. Every
\

subject has two sides, and something can

be said in favour of each. Both sides

should be carefully examined, and what
can be said for each should be patiently

heard in all cases before judgment is

pronounced. Prejudice, passion, and in-

terest should be discarded. If this course

were taken invariably, how many false

steps would be saved! how many snares

would be avoided t how many heartburn-

ings and strifes would be prevented 1

When one side of a subject is seen alone,

It often seems to be the true one; but

when the other appears, its claims are far

greater, and ourjudgment is consequently

given in its favour. If we had judged

by the first appearance, our judgment
would have been premature and unrigh-

teous. When a matter is represented by

argument, a profound impression may be

the first speaker, and yet his

be far from the truth. This

will not be fully manifested until the other
side is heard ; and not then, if we suffer

our feelings to be prejudiced by the mere
eloquence of either.

Prejudice is a great assistant to prema-
ture judgment. A bias for or against

any view of a subject blinds the eyes to
the merits of the opposite, and closes the
ears against the voice of its reasons.

Passion distorts the appearance of a sub-
ject, and debilitates the mental powers

;

and interest throws upon the matter in

question a false light, which endows it

with an unnatural colouring.

The world judge "Mormonism" pre-

maturely; therefore their judgment, whe-
ther " Mormon!sm" be true or false, is

unrighteous. Interest leads thousands to

speak against it. This begets prejudice in

thousands more, and kindles passion in

many others. Most persons judge "Mor-
monism" by the statements of its oppo-
nents, without hearing anything that can
be said in its favour, or giving it a chance
of rebutting the accusations of its adver-
saries. And those few who have ex-
amined its claims—excepting, of course,

those who have embraced it—have been
predisposed to decide against it; and, by
the influence of interest or passion—per-

haps both—their powers of perception

have been weakened, and the edi

been blunted
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the most glorious system of religion And <

government ever introduced into this
|

fallen world has been rejected by count-

less numbers, who will yet groan bitterly

in spirit, and lament their foolishness with

anguish, in judging so prematurely upon
1

a matter of such vast importance.

The folly and evil of premature judg-

ment has been abundantly made manifest

in the late inglorious expedition to Utah.
Influenced by the one-sided statements of
corrupt renegades, the American Govern-
ment, without waiting to investigate the

matter, despatched an army to put down
the alleged " treason and rebellion of the

Mormons." Through the blindness con-

sequent upon this precipitation, their

troops were started in the worst season

of the year; and not until they were suf-

fering bitterly in the snows of winter,

and the purse-strings of the Treasury, by
repeated extension, touched the heart-

strings of the nation, did the eyes of the

Administration open to behold their folly

!

Then the sending of a Commission of!

Investigation to enquire whether the evils

existed for which they had already sent
|

their troops to punish the " Mormons"
caused the world to laugh so loudly, that

the Government started, and—a new
thing under the sun—almost blushed at

the imbecility displayed in this act of pre-

mature judgment.
It is important that the Saints of God

should reflect upon these things ; for, as

a people, they should be distinguished

above all others for calmness and correct
j

decision. In an eminent degree should
j

these qualities shine in those who hold
{

the Priesthood. The members of the >

Church exercise their judgment in rela-

tion to principles and the common, every-

day affairs of life ; but the Priesthood, in

addition to these, are often called upon to

judge individuals, to decide differences

between them, to hear accusations and
defences, and to give decisions, which, in

many cases, affect the eternal interests of

the parties concerned.

How careful, then, should they be that

their judgment is not premature ! How
calmly and dispassionately should they

weigh opposing evidences! How free

should they be from the influence of

favouritism ; and how much should they

seek fur the light of the Spirit of truth, to

enable them to see things as they are

!

When the Saints are reasoning upon
the truth of any principle or doctrine

they should never allow its apparent

pleasantness or unpleasantness to have any

weight whatever upon their minds. The

way in which they will be personally

affected by it should have no influence

upon their decision. The question

should be, Is it right or wrong— true or

false? And the answer should be the remit

of investigation, based upon its merits.

When the Priesthood hear an accusa-

tion against an individual, they should

never decide, even in their own minds,

upon the case, until the accused has had

an opportunity of vindicating himself,—

no matter how clear the statement maj

appear, or how circumstances may seem to

corroborate them.

In an endless variety of circumstances,

no general rule can be given adapted to

all cases. Hence the great necessity for

the assistance of the Divine Spirit that/

guides into all truth—the true light

that lays sin bare in all its naked de-

formity, that causes righteousness to

emerge from the mists of misrepresent*

tion, and chases from the pure brow of

innocence the lowering cloud of calumnj.

The appearance of an object to our natu-

ral vision depends not only upon the

soundness of our organs of sight,but abo

upon the medium through which we

behold it An article of delicate color,

when seen by the light of gas, may

of one shade ; and when seen by the elec-

tric light, it may appear of another: hat

when the light of day sheds its p*e

beams upon the object, we discover that

both appearances were deceptive, for io

real shade b different from either.^,
So it is with our spiritual or mea»

sight. We need the true light froo

heaven, which never deceives;

should guard against the false glare of
ew

spirits, and take especial care thatu*

eyes of our understanding are not injured

by haste or irritation.

The Scripture says that "the Sail*

shall iudge the world." If this be tr*

all who aspire to such a position as to »
|

upon the seat ofjudgment should

qualify themselves for it. They a^
seek to govern their impulses and feeuop

to become calm and dispassionate »
|

obtain information and wiadoni, toO£

demand human nature, and to «cere*

that natural discernment with which

Omniscient God has, more or lea*
I

dowed all his sons and daughters.

And, brethren, let us not foil*
*
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judge ourselves. In reference to our own
acts and feelings, we are liable to judge
prematurely and to decide favourably;

but in that judgment let us use tbe same
calm wisdom and firm decision that we
should use in judging others.

659

Let Justice exercise all her demands,
and Mercy claim all her own. Let tbe
spirit of haste be held back by the reins
of patience, and let truth be maintained
and righteousness be honoured by all and
in all.

AN ADDRESS TO MOTHERS.

BT EICILY E. TEASDALB.

Do we, sisters, fully realize our posi-

tion as mothers in rearing children to

the Lord, and the heavy responsibilities

that are eotailed upon us in forming their

minds and preparing them to take their

stand among those who shall bear off the

kingdom ? Or do we regard them rather

as a burden—as something to continually

curtail our pleasure and sour the temper?

If they do the latter, something is wrong,
'which generally originates in injudicious

training, rather than in anything radically

wrong in the child.

Children have many wants, which they

naturally look up to the mother to

supply. If she regard them in the true

light in which mothers in Israel did

anciently, as treasures from the Lord,

more precious than fine gold, she will

sympathise with their little sufferings,

and chide all tendency to sin, as wisdom
and the Spirit of God direct. Chil-

dren are in reality our brethren and
sisters from the spirit- world, entrusted to

our care, to rear for our Father in heaven,

and to instil into their minds principles of

eternal truth. It is not with as as with

parents in the Gentde world, who rear

their children to a certain age, when all

responsibility ceases, and the child for

whom they have endured years of anxiety

And toil turns his back upon them,

and feels free to cast their love and
counsels to the wind. No, sisters—mo-

thers in Israel, no ! You will never see

the time when a child born under the

everlasting covenant will receive his free-

dom thus. Strict laws were anciently

observed against disobedient children.

Shall they never be restored? When
Abraham led forth his son to the altar of

sacrifice, the latter went with the meek-

ness of a child, although then forty years

of age, having full confidence in his father.

Remember, the manner in which we

conduct ourselves has [peat influence
over the minds of our children. Let a
mother be gentle and affectionate, or
passionate and unkind, and her children
will partake, more or less, of the same
spirit. A mother must therefore learn
to govern herself before she can reason*
ably expect much from her children.
Gentleness, blended with firmness, will
generally have the desired effect with
them. They only require the rod
when accustomed to that mode of cor-
rection, or when they have not been cor-
rected in time. Many a mother allows
her children their own way until they
arrive at the age of five or six years. Per-
ceiving then the annoyance they occasion
her, she considers that the rod must be re-
sorted to in order to effect obedience.
They then have to suffer for her inju-
dicious management. In other cases,

mothers will bribe their children, and they
soon suppose they are not to be expected
to obey without a reward. To reward
obedience is well, but not to bribe it.

Again, thev are continually threatened,
and those threats are seldom or never exe-
cuted. Cannot these things be rectified ?

It may, indeed, at first, occasion a great
deal of patience; but the welfare of
the child should have more weight than
to allow this to be a matter of considera-

tion.

Obedience is an eternal principle in the
kingdom of God ; and if a child be thus,

accustomed from infancy to obey, it

will never become a burden or degrada-
tion to his manhood. Great will be our
reward, if we train up our children ac-
cording to the laws of God. We know
not, when we clasp with fond embrace
our infant son, what important mission

God may have assigned him here. Little

did the mother of Joseph imagine that she
held in her armsthe germoftbegreatj^p^'

—
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phet of the 19th century, chosen of God to

open up the dispensation of the fulness bf

times! But this we lpow—some of the

noblest spirits that have ever graced this

earth are reserved to come forth ifc this

generation. Sisters, do not your hearts

swtll with righteous ambition that some
of these spirits may be intrusted to your
care ? If so, ask your hearts the question,

Have we wisdom to rear them for their

responsible positions? If not, seek until

you obtain it ; for God will assuredly send

among Israel his noblest children,and great
are the honours they will reflect. En-
courage your children, to place implicit

confidence in you. Teach them to love,

and only fear to grieve you. Consider

for one moment how this course would
pave the way to trufhfulness 1 And oh,

what a gem is a truthful child, who
would brave punishment rather than
open his lips to utter a falsehood 1 t)id

you ever punish a child who came with
truth sparkling through his tears to con-

fess an accident, because you felt vexed at

jour loss, without a pang of bitter re-

morse ! Sister, you considered not that you
were blighting truth in the bud, by check-
ing that confiding love that came trusting

in its candour to be forgiven. A mo-
ment's self-government, with gentle ad-
monition to future care, might have
developed it until it had shed a halo of
light around your dwelling: but hence-
forth he plots an untruth to avoid cen-
sure. Nothing can be more beautiful

than a child reared under the influence of
love and firmness. It implants a con-
fidence which leads to a spirit of enquiry ;

and this is the parent of knowledge. A
mother in Israel should be akin to an angel
of love and merer, sacrificing self for the
benefit of those spe so dearly loves. And
should she be permitted to rear her sons

: to manhood, what an ample reward for

I

her to see them clothed upon with the
holy Priesthood, and sealed up as " kings
and priests to God\ for ever and ever/*

while she shall receive a smile of appro-
bation from her Eternal Father, and. a>

welcome back to his Divine presence. *

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 648.)

[\tarch, 1843.]

Friday, 10th. I, with tv% Richards,
\v\ Woodruff, and many others, a)x>ut

aeven p.m., discovered a stream of light in

the south-west quarter of the heavens. Its

pencil rays were in the form of a broad
sword, with the hilt downward, the blade

raised, pointing from the west, south-west,

raised to an angle of forty-five degrees

from the horizon, and extending nearly or
within two or three degrees to the zenith

of the degree where the sign appeared.
This sign gradually disappeared from half-

past seven o'clock, and at nine had entirely

disappeared. As sure as there is a God
who sits enthroned in the heavens, and as

sure as he ever spoke by me, so sure will

there be a speedy and nloody war ; and
the broad sword seen this evening is the

sure sign thereof.

Last night, I dreamed that a silver-

leaded old man came to me, and said

there was a mob ibrce coming upon hinv
and he was likely to lose his life. He
had heard that I was a Lieutenant-Gene-
ral, having the command of a large force,

ana that I always sought to defend the

oppressed,and that I was also a patriot and

j

disposed to protect the innocent and un-
offending ; and he wanted that I should

1

protect him, and had pome to hear with
; his own ears what I would say to him. I

i told him I wanted some written docu-

! ments to show the facts that they were
' the aggressors, and I would raise a force

sufficient, to protect him, and would
collect the Legion. The old man then

turned to go from me. When he got a
little distance, he suddenly turned again,

and said to me. K You must call out the

Legion," and he would have the papers

readj when I arrived. Ana*, said he,

" I have any amount of men, which you
can have under your command."
A shock of an earthquake felt in Lao*
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cashire, England, and on the Isle of
Guernsey, producing considerable alarm.

The papers teem with accounts of sin-

gular phenomena. Fearful sights are seen

in all parts of the world.

Saturday, 11th. Very cold last night.

The water froze in the warmest rooms in

the city.

At nine a.m., I started, in company
with brother Brigham Young, to Ramus,
and had a delightful drive. Arrived at

brother McClary's at a quarter to four.

Lodged with brother Benjamin F. John-
son. In the evening I pulled up Justus
A. Morse, the strongest man in Ramus,
with one hand, at pulling sticks.

It is reported in the papers that the

workmen employed on the "General
Pratt," (which was burned and sunk last

fall near Memphis, in the Mississippi,)

with a diving-bell, on the 3rd of January,
found the wreck in about twenty-four

feet of water. On that night was an
earthquake. Next day the wreck had
disappeared, no trace could be found, and
the water was from 100 to 120 feet deep,

and for about 100 feet no bottom ; and in

another place a bar was discovered where
previously was deepwater.
The New York Herald publishes "The

Vision/' in poetry, &c. ; also Miss Eliza

R. Snow'h Festival Song;—an unusual act

of liberality towards the Saints, for a
publisher.

Sunday, 12th. I preached to the

Saints in Ramus, in the morning, taking

for a text 14th chapter of John, 2nd verse:—" In my Father's house are many
mansions.

I found the brethren well and in good
spirits. In the afternoon, brother Brig-

ham preached. Staid at brother B. F.

Johnson's all night.

Elder G. J. Adams having been called

to Nauvoo, 1,200 inhabitants of Boston
petitioned for Elders II. C. Kimball and
O. Hyde to come and labour in that place.

A similar petition was also sent from
Salem, Massachusetts, by Elder Erastus

Snow.
Mondav, 13th. I wrestled with Wil-

liam Wall, the most expert wrestler of

Ramus, and threw him.
In the afternoon, held a Church meet-

ing'- Almon W. Babbitt was appointed,

bj the voice of the people, the Presiding

Elder of that place.

In the evening meeting twenty-seven

children were blessed, nineteen of whom

I blessed myself, with great fervency.
Virtue went out of me, and my strength
left me, when J gave up the meeting to
the brethren.

Mercury was three degrees below zero,

at sunrise, in Nauvoo.
Mr. Ivins arrived at Nauvoo, and stated

that Porter Rockwell came with him
from New Jersey to St. Louis, when
Porter was arrested bv advertisement on
the 4th of March, and put in St. Louia
Ja|l.

Elder Hyde gone to Quincy to preach.
Newspapers report that iron filings and

sulphur have fallen in the form of a snow-
storm in five counties in Missouri.

Tuesday, 14th. Elder J. M. Grant
enquired of me the cause of my turning
pale and losing strength last night while
blessing children. I told him that I saw
that Lucifer would exert his influence to
destroy the children that I was blessing,

and I strove with all the faith and spirit

that I had to seal upon them a blessing

that would secure their lives upon the
earth ; and so much virtue went out ofme
into the children, that I became weak, from
which I have not yet recovered; and I re-

ferred to the case of the woman touching
the hem of the garment of Jesus. (Luke,
8th chapter.). The virtue here referred

to is the spirit of life ; and a man who
exercises great faith in administering to
the sick, blessing little children, or con-
firming, is liable to become weakened.

Elder B. Toung and myself returned

from Ramus, and, after a severely cold

ride in a heavy snow-storm, arrived in

Nauvoo about four p.m.
Mr. Wilson, the Assessor for the

County of Hancock, assessed a number of
lots to Dr. Willard Richards, which he
had previously assessed to me as Trustee
in Trust, in order, no doubt, to collect

taxes twice, for the benefit of his own
pocket, or to make trouble to the " Mor-
mons;'1

about which the following letter

was written :

—

" Mr. Bagby.—Sir,—I received an anony-
mous letter this morning, which was dated
at Warsaw, requesting an immediate answer.
1 know not who to direct the answer to;

but as it appears to be concerning taxes, I
suppose it most probable that yon are thq

person, and direct my answer accordingly.

I received your letter from Carthage, and
requested Mr. Clayton to answer it, which!

he did, stating the facts in the case, w.bicb»

I in substance, I will repeat.
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*In the year 1842 I had no taxable pro-

perty in Illinois, real or personal.

I never gave Mr. Wilson, the Assessor, a

list by which to assess lots to me. If I ever

gave him any list, it was to assist Jrim in the

information what lots to assess to the « Trus-

tee in Trust,* and for no other purpose;

which Mr. Wilson very well knew at the time,

and now knows it.

Youa*k, , WhatshallIdowiththelots?• I

answer, They are lots which, on another part

of your list, are assessed to the Trustee in

Trust, or Mr. Smith; and, doubtless, it

would be the most just and equitable course

for the Assessor to correct his error, and let

the matter rest where it was originally.

But if this cannot be, you must take your

own course. It is not for me to advise you
in your duty. But of this I can advise you

—

that I have not the first farthing of personal

property liable to taxation in this county,

or to be sold for taxes, this side of eternity.

Yours respectfully,

W. Richards.'*

At about half-past seven o'clock in the
evening, the sword which had made its

appearance for several evenings past

moved up nearer the moon, and formed
itself into a large ring round the moon.
Two balls immediately appeared in the

ring opposite each other, something in

the form of sun-dogs, as in the following^

diagram :

—

This circle m similar to the one
around the moon in appearance, but
larger. A A parhtlion visible from
8 to 9 o'clock, p.m., when it was seen
by me, and thu diagram was drawn In

my Journal.

MunmuiiiiuUtttt

The outer part of the parhelion was
much more brilliant than the inner.

R. D. Foster says that at eleven o'clock

the circles interwoven around the moon
were innumerable.

The above is a diagram of one of the

signs of the times, designed to represent
* A union of power and combination of

nations."

Wednesday, 1 5th. I wrote a letter to

O. J. Adams, and signed several deeds.

In the Office most of the day. Gave
the following name to the " Wasp" en-

larged as is contemplated—" The Nauvoo
neighbour « Our motto: The Saints'

singularity is union, liberty, charity.
"

The following is an extract from the

prospectus of this date :

—

" We feel pleasure in announcing to our
readers and the public generally, that we
have determined to enlarge the Wasp to

double its size, as soon as the present volume
shall be completed, which will be on the

I 19th of April.

It made its appearance in the world near

! twelve months ago, small in stature, dressed

I

in a very humble garb, and under very

inauspicious circumstances. It was then

thought by many that its days would not

be long in the land, and that at any rate it
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would not survive the sickly season. Many
of its elder brethren,-who thought that they
had attained to the size of manhood, sneered
contemptuously at the idea of their smaller
and younger brother taking the field ; and,

like David's brethren, they thought he was
but a stripling, and that he would certainly

fall by the hand of some of the great
Ooliahs. But, on the contrary, while some
of advanced years, noble mien, and possess-

ing a more formidable appearance, hate
given up the ghost, the little Wasp has held

on in the eren tenor of his way, the untiring,

unflinching supporter of integrity, righ-

teousness, and truth, neither courting the

smiles nor fearing the frowns of political

demagogues, angry partisans, or fawning
sycophants. Partaking so much of the

nature of the industrious bee, it has gathered
honey from every flower, and its pages are

now read with interest by a large and re-

apectable number of subscribers.

As the young gentleman is now nearly a

year old, we propose on his birthday to put
on him a new dress, and to make him double
the size, that he may begin to look up in

the world, and not be ashamed of asso-

ciating with his older brethren. And as he

has acted the part of a good Samaritan, we
propose giving him a new name. Therefore

hie name shall no longer be called the

•WAsr,' but the • Neighbour.' "

I prophesied, in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ, that Porttr R .ckwell would
get away honourably from the Missou-

'

rians, and cautioned Peter Ilawes to cor-
1

red his boys; for, if he did not curtail 1

them in their wicked neas, they would 1

eventually go to prison. i

I dreamed last night that I was swim- !

ming in a river of pure water, clear as
|

crystal, over a shoal of fish of ihe la-gist

size I ever saw. They were direc ly under

my belly. I was astonished, and felt

afraid that they might drown me or do
me injury.

The Wasp has the following edito-

rial:—

**What reliance can be placed upon a
legislature that will one session grant a
charter to a city, with ' perpetual sue-

cession,* and another session take it away?
Ife expect, however, that this honourable

body believe in the common adage—' Pro-

mises and pie-crusts are made to be broken;'

and we have sometimes ourselves seen boys

crying for their marbles again, after they

hare given them away.
We suppose, however, with them, that

the words *perpetual succession* do not mean
what they say. The house, in the dignity

of its standing, passes a bill, at the request
of the people, telling them that they shall
have a charter granting them several pri-
vileges aud telling them that it shall be
perpetual% without any repealing clause. It
is made a law of, and the grand seal oC
State appended to it. The people, on the*

good faith of tha State, go to work and.
improve under the provisions of that charter.
Companies are formed, buildings are erec-
ted, and money expended ; but by-and-by
they find out that they have been leaning
upon a broken reed, that there is no de-
pendence to be placed in Government, that,

they have broken their most sacred pro-
mises, violated their plighted faith, and
wantonly and wickedly sought to injure
thousands of men who relied on their pro-
mises, by an unprecedented, unconstitutional,
and tyrannical law, trampling under foot
the faith of the State, and virtuully saying
that the members of the Legislature that
granted the charter were all fouls or knaves,
and that we, the pure representatives of
the people, must break the plighted faith of
the State to set them right."

The New York Herald gives a list of
indebtedness of the several States who
refuse to pay the same, as follows :

—

Pennsylvania, $29,129,123 ; Georgia, £3,-
184,323; Indiana, $ 12, 129, 339; Mary-
land, $20,901,040; Louisiana, $21,213,000;,
Mississippi, $5,500,000; Illinois, $ 1 3,3 ^1,-

379; Alabama, $9,843,536; Arkansas, #3 -

900,000; Michigan, $5,611,000; Florida*

$^500,000.

A great fire at Valparaiso, unequalled

in Chili. Damage, $2,000,000.
Thursday, 16th. In the Office, read-

ing papers, and gave counsel to brother

Hyrum, Dr. Foster, and many others.

Friday, 17th. Part of the day in my
office; the remainder at home.

Settltd with Father Perry ; gave him a
deed for eighty aert •> of land aud city lot*

and prophesied that it would not be six

months before he cotiM s^ll it for cash.

At four, p.m , N. K Whitney brought
in a letter from R. S. liWnnarha^sett, Esq.*

St. Louis, dated 7th i us' ant, concerning

Porter Rockwell; which I immediately

answered.

Rpports reached us that new indict-

ments had been found against myself*

brother Hyrum, and some hundred
others, on the old Missouri troubles, and
that J. C. Bennett was making desperate

threats.

The Island of Hong-Kong was ceded

to Great Britain by the Emperor of
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China, who opened five ports to the

English trade by treaty.

Saturday, 18:h. 1 was most of the

forenoon in the Office, in cheerful conver-

sation with Dr. Richards and others.

Finished writing a letter to Arlington

Bennett.

About noon, I laid down on the writing

table, with my head on a pile of law books,

saying, *' Write and tell the world I ac-

(To be c

knowledge myself a very great lawyer; I

am goiog to Mudy law, and this is tie

way I study it;" and then fell asleep.

Rode out in the afternoon with W.
Clayton, looking at lots for Bishop N. K.

Whitney, and afterwards played ball with

the boys.

The French seized upon the Society

group of Pacific Isles.

nlinued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1858.

Preaching Meetings.—The great God and Father of the human family has com-

menced in this age his most glorious, comprehensive, and important work among the

-children of men. In its progress it will surpass all other works performed upon the

earth, and its destiny will absorb all other destinies. This work is none other thin

the " restitution of all things." It is of such importance in the economy of God, that

Peter declared it to have been a theme of all the holy Prophets since the world began.

Moreover, he also informs us that it would be connected with the glorious second

•coming of the Son of Man, thus classifying it as the crowning work of the Almighty

in the probationary course of the earth. A new dispensation has been opened, and

the keys thereof committed to man. It is none other than the " dispensation of the

fulness of times," or the times when the great work of restitution would be accom-

plished. Paul, speaking of this dispensation, marks its importance and comprehen-

siveness by intimating that during its course God will " gather together in one ill

things in Christ, both which are in heaven and which are on earth." That ever-

lasting and universal kingdom typified in the dream of Nebuchadnezzar, and whkh

the interpretation of Daniel reveals to us as the great work of God in the last days,

has been commenced. The germ of that mighty empire has been planted,

and its embryo will ere long receive birth, start into national life, and

grow until it shall ultimately fill the whole earth, and all dominions shall serve and

obey the Lord. There are many details growing out of these great facts referred to,

many of which have already been fulfilled ; but the majority are in the future, or only

partially fulfilled. Some of those details are as follow:—The Almighty has raised

up his great Latter-day Prophet, and committed to him the keys of this dispensation

of the fulness of times, for the accomplishment of the restitution of all things, list

Prophet is Joseph Smith. Tens of thousands have believed in his Divine mission,

and have embraced the work which he commenced, to whom the Spirit bears witness

of the truth. Zion and the people of Zion have to be established : the Latter-dsy

Saints have been engaged in bringing to pass this event for more than a quarter of a

century. There has to be a great gathering together of a people from all nations in

the last days : the Saints have been fulfilling this these twenty years. This people

also have already a remarkable history filled with striking events. To trace oat and

«ib anything like justice to the events which will transpire would require t
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thousand times more time ami space than are at our command. We wUl add, how-
ever, that, connected with this comprehensive work, there have been revealed such a
mass of principles, such a flood of light, an i such a perfect system, that make the
religion of the Latter-day Saints the grandest ever possessed by the human family.

Seeing that the editorial department of the Star is specially designed for the benefit

and instruction of the Saints, perhaps some of the Elders and others have begun to

wonder why we are glancing at things with which they are so familiar. They know
immensely more than we have been able to hint at in the foregoing, both of the
generalities and details of the work which the Lord has commenced upon the earth,

and the mass of principles and light which he has revealed to the Church. Now, in

this instance, that is the very reason why we are bringing the subject up and ^

endeavouring to unlock, by a few key-remarks, the vision of their own knowledge
and experience. The object is that we may bring the matter more forcibly home.

It is of vital importance that the world should hear of the great things that God
is bringing to pass, and that the ear3 of the honest should be saluted with the sound
of the Gospel and the wonders of the latter-day work. This is self-evident. The
ends of the earth should hear of it : every nation, kindred, tongue, and people should

have a sound of the warning and proclamation. The hearts of hundreds of thousands

more must leap in ecstacy of faith and gladness, and their tongues send the glad

tidings along, until every living ear shall have heard, and every knee have bowed in

homage to the power that has commenced to reign. Again, the very fact that the

Saints do know concerning these things, makes it imperative on them to endeavour

to communicate their knowledge to others. Herein was our object in calling up
their knowledge— namely, to bring before them their duty, and bid them lay the two
side by side. We are persuaded that many will be ashamed, and the best of us

humiliated, by the following questions :

—

Have we done our duty to God and mankind in this matter ? Have we sufficiently

manifested our gratitude to him who has blessed us so much in the revelations and
knowledge of the Gospel, and our appreciation of those blessings, by spreading the

tidings thereof among the children of men? And lastly, have we done justice to our
most holy and grand religion, by giving the proper views, principles, testimony, evi-

dence, and arguments connected therewith ?

To effect the above as far as possible is the design of our public or preaching

meetings. At those meetings, the honest in heart and also the public generally

should always be able to gather views, principles, arguments, evidence, prophecy,

history, warning, and testimony connected with the great work which is being

brought to pass. They are not designed for Presidents and others of the Priesthood

to show off, " gab," " talk/' and " spout." Neither are they designed for the repeti-

tion of the same or very nearly related speech over and over again, until it has become
like an often-told tale—very tiresome to hear, or like an instrument with only one

chord in the hands of a man with only one idea. But they are designed, and must be

held for the purpose named. To them the Elders and Priests usually called to preach

in the Branches should all go well prepared with principles, arguments, evidence,

testimony, and views concerning their religion, so that they may deal out by the

Spirit what is suitable to the requirements of the occasion and the character of the hear*

en. None others should be called to preach to a public assembly. Above all other places,

at these meetings justice should be done to our glorious and holy religion, and correct

and broad views given of that work which has • fired the souls of all the Prophets

with inexpressible inspiration. They should be of such a character, that persons

visiting them with a desire to understand should in a dozen meetings have presented
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to them a moderately extensive, living compendium of " Mormonism." (We use thW

cognomen for brevity and significance.) At these meetings, though some should

admire, believe, and rejoice, while others tremble, rage, and shudder as a flash of

light passes over their dark, superstitious minds,—or though some, from perverted

tastes and warped judgment, should be offended at the truths advanced, none should

be bored or disgusted by the stupidity, mannerism, or incapability of the speaker.

It is the duty of the Presidents of the Branches to make the preaching meetings

answer to the character which we have described. Their arrangements must be such

as to accomplish that desired end. They owe it to God, they owe it to their religion,

they owe it to the world ; and, having the important obligation to discharge of faith-

fully watching over the best interests of the work in these lands, we feel it our solemn

and imperative duty to demand of the Presidents to bring about such a state of

things as far and as fast as possible. Let the Presidents of Conferences and Pastors

also seriously attend to this matter, and especially see that they themselves answer to

the spirit of our remarks. We hope by this time all the presiding officers understand

that they have assistants among the Elders and Priests for the preaching of the

Gospel to the world. We hope they have not to learn, after all we have said,

that, though it is one of their privileges and duties to preach, it is their special duty

to preside, and, by wise arrangements and solid and penetrating judgment, accomplish

such tasks as the one which we now give to them in the name of the Lord. We do

not expect perfection yet ; but we feel it our duty to urge progress and approximation

towards that state, especially when it deeply touches the interests of the cause, and is

not a personal matter. Neither do we demand of the Priesthood to be in this or any

other matter what they cannot, but what they can be. Nor do we believe it within

the capabilities of all the human race now on the earth to bring sufficient eloquence,

language, logic, arrangement, argument, ideas, illustrations, evidence, principles,

testimony, power, and spirit, to tell the fulness of the Gospel and do justice to the

work of restitution, with its connections. It is not within their present power to

grasp, nor the compass of language to express it. Indeed, the heights, depths, length,

and breadth never can be told in any written or oral language, nor can eloquence, logics

evidence, testimony, &c, lay it fully before the mind. It may be comprehended, bat

not told. It may be realized and seen in the vision of the spirit by perfected beings,

but never embodied in any of those partial signs, forms, or methods named. Ifthere

are any who have foolishly imagined that they could do too much justice to the work,

or fill their discourses too full of ideas, argument, illustration, arrangement, eloquence,

and proof, they may be surprised at these remarks. Let it be a relief to

them to know that there will come many things that will surprise them before tbej

realise the comprehensiveness of the Gospel and the magnitude of this work.

DIVINE COUNSEL.

BY ELDKB CHARLES P. JONES.

44 Blessed Is the man that walketh not In the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth la the way of

nor ilttteth in the seat of the scornful."—Dayid.

This important truth, spoken by David,
equally applies to men and nations. 'In
proof of this, we have simply to take a
retrospective view of the past, as recorded

shall discover that those people sad

nations have always been blessed who hate

walked in the counsels of the righteous.

On the other hand, we shall percehr*

in sacred history; and, by so doing, we
;
that those who have followed the derioe*
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of the ungodly have been subjected to all

kinds of misery, and eventually have been
punished for so doing.

When we speak of man, we do so as

being the offspring of God; and when
we consider that man is so related to a
Being whose character, perfections, and
attributes are so much superior to his

own, we must at once realize the obliga-

tion he is under to listen to and implicitly

obey the Divine counsels, whether given

personally or through the medium of God's
servants. But, alas ! how seldom has he
been thus acknowledged by his creatures!

For, among those who in all ages have pro-

fessed to acknowledge his supreme right

to govern, many have been found whose
worship was simply that of the lips, with-

out the heart ; which has always been an
abomination to the Lord.

God's servants, who should have been
received and acknowledged as his appoin-

tees to instruct mankind, have been made
subjects of all kinds of cruelties—namely,

hunger and nakedness, chains and im-

prisonments, banishment from homes,

scourgings, and even martyrdom. And
these punishments were inflicted because

• they chose to walk in the counsels of God
rather than in the paths of the ungodly.

But although we are informed that

God is gentle, long-suffering, and full of!

mercy, we are at the same time informed

that he is just, and will not allow his laws

to be trampled upon with impunity, nor
his servants to be always insulted by an
ungodly clan. As an assurance of this

fact, we have only to refer to Biblical

history. The Psalmist says that the man
whose "delight is in the law of the Lord "

* shall be like a tree planted by the rivers

of water, that bring*th forth his fruit in

his season : his leaf also shall not wither, and
whatsoever he doeth shall prosper."

The most striking instance recorded of

this fact is in the life of Enoch, the son

of Jared, who walked with God, and so

strictly observed his counsels, that, when
three hundred and sixty- five years of age,

he was translated without dying.

The next person who was particularly

favoured of the Lord was Noah, the son

of Lamech, the tenth patriarch before

the flood, who was a just man, perfect in

his generation, and walked with God. In
consequence thereof, God, before bring-

ing the flood upon the ungodly world,

commanded him to build an ark to

save himself and family from the deluge.

Here we have another instance of God's-

blessing persons because they walked in

his counsels. On the other hand, we
see his just retribution upon the ungodly
for rejecting his advice given through
Noah, who was a preacher of righteous-

ness for one hundred and twenty years.

The traces of this destruction are still to be
found in every country under heaven,

as exhibitions of the effects of disobe-

dience. Noah's descendants were greatly

blessed, and they all spoke one language.

So long as they followed the counsels of
good men, they were thus favoured ; but
as soon as they allowed themselves to be
influenced by Nimrod, they offended God.
Because of so doing, he confounded their

language, and thus prevented them from
carrying out their design— namely, the

building of the great Tower.
The Book of Genesis informs us that

Abraham, because of his integrity in

keeping the commandments of God, was
pronounced perfect ; so much so, that he
was privileged to see God and converse

with him as one man converses with
another. When one hundred years

old, he was promised that he should be
exceedingly fruitful, and that nations

should come out of him. This has been
strikingly fulfilled, according to the scrip-

tures ; for, in less than five hundred years

afterwards, one branch of the family alone

amounted to the number of 600,000 men,
besides women and children.

Lot, in consequence of hearkening to

the counsels of the angels sent to him,

escaped the flames of the cities of Sodom,
Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboim. Hisv

wife and neighbours perished because of

rebellion and for following the devices of

their own hearts, which were evil. The
plain in which these cities stood was
pleasant and fertile, but was full of slime

pits ; and, being very bituminous, readily

caught fire. When consumed, the land

was depressed 1,312 feet, and now con-

tains the waters called the Dead Sea,

—

thus standing as a sample of God's ven-

geance upon the disobedient.

The children of Israel, after being in

Egyptian bondage 430 years, were
miraculously delivered through Moses
and Aaron. They might have reached the

land of Canaan in about two years. But,
because of refusing to carry out the

counsels of Moses, they suffered all kinds

of privations and afflictions, besides
*

in the wilderness forty years.

jbap^
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Witness, again, Tyre, which was one of

the most flourishing cities in ancient times,

but is now reduced to a paltry village,

where fishermen pursue their humble
employment. All this happened according

to the words of God's Prophets, on
account of the Tyrians' disobedience.

The cities of new Tyre, Gaza, Ashdod,

and others, were afterwards destroyed by
Alexander. This God permitted, in con-

sequence of their rejection of his servants

and teachings, in fulfilment of the pro-

phecies of Zechariah.

Egypt also was one of the most ancient

and powerful kingdoms in former ages.

But it likewise degenerated into luxury

and debauchery, and consequently in-

curred the displeasure of God, who in-

spired his Prophets to foretell its destruc-

tion. Their predictions all came to pass.

Nineveh, an exceedingly great and
mighty city, because of its degeneracy and
refusal to receive the instructions of the

Almighty, was also destroyed, according

to prophecy. So complete was this de-

struction, that the place where it stood is

with great difficulty discovered, even by
the most accurate researcher.

Babylon, the glory of kingdoms and
the beauty of the Chaldeans' excellency,

was indisputably one of the first cities in

the world. But the Prophets of God, when
it was in its height of splendour, were
inspired to foresee and foretell its down-
fall. In a few years after, it was attacked

by its enemies, and has been for ages a
habitation for wild beasts ; and the place

where it stood is now hardly perceivable.

Space will not allow the mention
of Jerusalem and other cities and
nations which have crumbled and been
brought to a state of beggary, through
rejecting righteous counsel and admoni-
tions. But suffice it to say that dis-

obedience to Divine counsel has caused

much of this fair planet to be changed
into a wilderness, sapped the foun-

dations of nations, cast down thrones,

brought powerful cities to mingle with
the dust, drenched the earth with blood,

introduced disease and misery in ten

thousand forms, degenerated man, and
made him in many respects far below
the brute creation.

The same cause will always produce
similar effects. God is a being who is

justly jealous of his rights ; and although
he may wink at man s evils, and allow
him for a time to reject his counsels and

\

usurp his right to govern, he neverthe-

less will in time assert his rights, even

though it be to the causing of the de-

struction of the rebels.

The history of the past has so clearly

pointed out man's inefficiency to govern

nimself, that the inevitable consequence of

attempting so to do should be a warning

to all future ages. This fact should lead

men to honestly acknowledge that, by

their own wisdom, they cannot find oat

God or his purposes. It is the right of

the Creator to command, and the crea-

ture to obey; and the path of obedience

is the only one of safety.

Joseph Smith, the illustrious Prophet

of the nineteenth century, discovered that

the boasted wisdom of the religious and

political world was foolishness with God,

and that the world was full of division,

jealousy, envyings, and various evils too

numerous to mention. Consequently, in

the spring of 1820, like a wise man, be

sought intelligence from a higher source

to satisfy his noble mind, in compliance

with that sage advice of the Apostle

James—"If any man lack wisdom, let

him ask of God." He received counsel

from on high to leave the paths of the un-

godly and the way of sinners, with a

promise that, if faithful, he should be

greatly blessed. In fulfilment of this

promise, because of Joseph's obedience,

the Lord frequently sent his angels to him,

who gave him much valuable instruction,

and at the same time pointed out to him

the follies of men and the destitute state

of all earthly governments and societies.

In due time, through faithful observance

of counsel, he became acquainted with

God and with just men made perfect;

and many things which had remained a

mystery for ages were solved by him.

He soared aloft, and gained intelligence

not common to man. He had a deep

understanding of things around him, and

was able to read the hearts of men as

the pages of a book, %and was thereby

able to discern their hypocrisy and deceit.

At the same time, being filled with intel-

ligence, he was able to import instruction

to those who sought it. fey virtue of the

Priesthood, which was duly conferred nprti

him, he preached the Gospel in its nil*

ness, conferred blessings on the faithfa^

foretold the destiny of Emanuel's king-

dom, and prophesied of the downfall of

every government and institution that

should fight against God and reject his
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admonitions. He made particular men-
tion of earthquakes, floods, tornadoes,

diseases,and various calamities that should

befal the American continent, because of

its abominations and rejection of God's

counsels; and these prophecies are daily

fulfilling before the eyes, of the world,

Joseph, like his brethren before him,

for teaching righteous principles, suffered

every kind of cruelty which his ungodly

persecutors could invent, and closed his

earthly career in martyrdom. His
memory should ever be dear to the people

of God, on account of the great good
he accomplished, Of that good we
daily partake; and it should often be
an enquiry with us, whether we fully ap-

preciate his worth and the blessings which
nis labours have conferred upon us.

To satisfy ourselves of tins fact, we
need only refer to. his counsels and the

revelations given through him, and see

if our walk, conversation, and actions are

in accordance with them. The publica-

tions of the Church, of Christ, which con-

tain the instructions referred to, are as

worthy of our perusal now as they ever

were. In fact, the Saint who will ponder
Over the Book of Covenants and the
History of Joseph, &c, will find that

many of the prophecies contained therein

are .being fulfilled daily. This should

strengthen the
, faith of the Saints, and

help to assure them that not a jot or tittle

of God's words will fail of being ful-

filled in due time.

But whilst we are doing this, it is also

necessary that we should give due heed
to and faithfully observe the counsels

that come through the medium of Joseph's

successors. The discourses of Brigham
and the Apostles Should be carefully

studied by the Saints; and we should
daily examine ourselves to see if our lives

are in accordance with their instructions.

If not, we are not in the path of duty,

and consequently are in the path of
danger. And although it is good to look

to a high source for counsel, it is at the
same time necessary that all Saints should
seek the advice of those more immediately

over them. Pastors should follow the
counsels of those above them, Conference
Presidents their Pastors, and Travelling

Elders and Branch Presidents their

superiors. The same order should also

be observed throughout the Church. This
will create unity; and, as a result, the

Church will possess strength enough to
bind the Devil and overcome his power
and piuence.,

,

, . Let the Saints <do rigtit, and observe

the, counsels of their leaders. Then will

power and blessings descend upon them
from on, high. As the effects of disobedi-

ence have been evil, the effect of obedi-

ence will be goc|d. It will perfect mankind
and make ihe eartn a Paradise.

THE LONG-tOSt RECORDS.

In a letter lately published in the Liver-

pool Daily Po$t, written by the Rev. Dr.
Baylee, Principal of St. Aldan's College,

(ft reply to a "geological antagonist,"

who requests his " opinion of an alleged
« antediluvian well' discovered in White-
side county, near Chicago," he says:

—

«« "there appears to toeno antecedent reason
why we should not discover antediluvian

architectural remains. . . . With regard,
however, to the well referred to, I cannot
see any good ground for assigning to it any
very remote antiquity. In Ireland, human
residences have been discovered many feet

under the surface of bogs, which have cer-

tainly belonged to hlstorio times. The
American well was under a stratum 'of
black vegetable soil.' One portion of the
wall is broken off, and about an equal
quantity of stones found at the bottom Ot

the well. The well was full of black vege-
table, soil and remains of cedar. The
account is too meagre to afford materials

for any decisive opinion ; but it appears to

me most probable that there was just such
an .occurrence, as so often takes place in

Ireland—a mass, of soil carried by the force

of water from one place to another. There
remains, however, the very interesting ques-
tion—Who dug the well? This is only part
of the important inquiry into the aborigines

of America. That they were a post-diluvian

race Is abundantly proved by the Mexican
remains. Farther than that is still mere
conjecture. Time will probably yet dis-

close to us her long lost records in that

interesting continent."

We agree with the Bey. author of t&e
foregoing, that there is no appsjreiiiJpp

son «wty we should not dficotdtTr
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diluvian architectural remains;
99
and, like

him, we would say that, " with regard,

however, to the well referred to, we
«' cannot see any good ground for assign*

ing to it any very remote antiquity."

The fact of the well and its stone wall

having been found " under a stratum of

black vegetable soil," and itself "full of
the same kind of soil, is, we think, suffi-

cient evidence to warrant the conclusion

that it, like the "human residences" dis-

covered under the bogs of Ireland, * be-

longed to historic times" of ^post-diluvian

date; the presence of such kind of soil in

the well as was found above and around
it being, of course, easily accounted for

upon the supposition of "just such an
occurrence" as the one mentioned as

"most probable,"—namely, "a mass of soil

carried by the force of water from one
place to another."

Although, then, "the account" alluded

to may in itself be " too meagre to afford

materials for any decisive opinion" as to

the particular period of the construction

of the well, it is, we think, sufficiently

conclusive upon the point arrived at by
the Dr.,—namely, that it was not of ante-

diluvian origin. Thus, although "the
very interesting question, Who dug the

well?" cannot be fully settled by any
process of reasoning based upon the
" meagre" account of the discovery lately

made, it appears sufficiently evident that

it was " dug" by a post-diluvian people of
no " very remote antiquity."

This leads to "the important inquiry

into the aborigines of America."
The Dr. considers that the fact that

" they were a post-diluvian race is abun-
dantly proved by the Mexican remains ;"

but that " farther than that is still mere
conjecture."

That the "aborigines" of the present

continent of so-called "America" (we say

"continent" advisedly,) "were a post-

diluvian race," is not only "abundantly
proved by the Mexican remains," but is

also fully confirmed by other discoveries

and facts which have from time to time
been published, and which we purpose
laying before our readers in a regular

and connected form in future numbers of
the Star. They will then be in a better

position, perhaps, to judge of the correct-

ness or incorrectness of Dr. Baylee's sup-
position, that "farther than that is still

jnere conjecture."

The Doctor, however, rounds off bis

letter with the following signmcauvs

bint :
—" Time wiU probably yet dischm

to us her long-lost records in that inters

tsting continent."

We here bear our humble testimony to

to the fact that those " long-lost records
9

have already been disclosed to us. Dr.

Baylee may not be inclined to receive our

testimony; but his doubt or rejection of

it cannot in the least affect its truth. We
tell him in all sober seriousness, and with

a full consciousness of the sacred inv*

portance and weighty responsibility which

such testimony must involve, that the

historic records of ancient America—of
which the Book op Mormon ii an

abridged compilation—have in these latter

days been brought forth from their long

concealment by angelic ministration, and

translated into the English tongue br

that World-despised but heaven-inspired

man of God, Joseph Smith.
From that volume of ancient records

we learn that at the period of the buildine

of the Great Tower in the city of Babel,

a colony of persons (consisting of Jared

and his brother Moriancumer, with their

families, and also some of their friends,

with their families,) migrated thence to

the land now called America, crossing the

sea in barges constructed upon a peculiar

principle, and taking with them flocb

and herds, according to their require-

ments, and a variety of seeds, &c., for

propagation in their new settlement;

where, we further learn, they increased

and multiplied, and became a great and

numerous people. They afterwards, how-

ever, degenerated, and at length became

extinct.

We likewise learn from this book of

ancient records, that at the period of

Zedekiah's commencement to rd^n •*

kintr of Judab, another colony (consisting

of Lehi and his family, who were Israt>

ites, descendants of Joseph, together with

others who accompanied them,) migrated

from Jerusalem to the American conti-

nent, about six hundred years before

Christ, where they multiplied and flour-

ished, and became a mighty people ; hot

were afterwards divided into two great

nations—the Nephites and Lamanite%—

the latter ultimately overcoming and dss-

troving the former; the present tribes of

(miscalled) Indians being the degenerata

remnants of the Lamanite race.

The Book of Mormon, then, i» •*

abridged history of the foregoing peoples.
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It relates the principal circumstances con-
j

Spirit of truth, they do this, they certainly

nected with their migrations, settlement, will not fail to acquire clearer conceptions

and progress, their national prosperities and views of its sacred and inspired

and adversities, their troubles, joys, and character, and to arrive at a conviction

Sorrows, their wars, turmoils, and commo- of its divine authenticity and truthfulness

lions, and finally, the causes and means of as a " lone-lost " chronicle of the past,

their complete humiliation and downfall.
,

They will oe, at the same time, at least

The fact of the so-called Indians being none the less prepared to answer the

the direct descendants of the post-diluvian
|

" interesting question, Who dug the
aborigines of America, is corroborated by t well ?"

numerous items of evidence derived from To the fact of the Prophet Joseph's

various sources ; which, as before stated,
,

having been in possession of the original

-we intend shortly to lay before our readers
J

hieroglyphic plates from which the Book
in a regular and connected form ; and the of Mormon was translated, we have the

fact of the Book of Mormon being a ' personal testimony of eleven eye-witnesses,

compilation of " the long-lost records " of whose certificate signatures, with their

that ancient people will become more and declarations, preface the printed volume,

more confirmed in the mind of every These attestations are plain, pointed, and
reader of that work, as he examines irrefutable ; and while we thankfully

successively its various pointed and con- accept the boon already proffered, and
elusive evidences. the mass of intelligence thus bestowed,

We therefore earnestly recommend all we rejoice in the hope of ere long receiv-

who take an interest in " the important injr additional historic treasures ; for

Inquiry into the aborigines of America," " Time will probably yet disclose to us"
to study the Book of Mormon with an still more of "her long-lost records in

honest heart and an unbiassed mind ; and tfiat interesting continentV
if, under the sought-for influence of the

,

PASSING EVENTS.

Gexkral.—The south and west districts of Ireland were visited on the night of Sept.

18th with terrible and fatal floods : the injury and rain of crops, destruction of various

kinds of property, and other disasters, were ominous and appalling in the extreme. A
frightful flood occurred on the 10th August in the Upper Indus, by which nearly the

whole of the cantonments of Nossher were swept away. Several smart shocks of earth-

quake have occurred at Simla : they were alio felt at Calcutta and Madras. A letter

from Candia describes the country to be in a very disturbed state : armed Turks even

traverse the capital, shouting " Death to the Christians." A great number of emigrants,

provided with artillery, are being sent from Russia to colonise the banks of the Amoor.
fleets are constructing for the troops and sailors who are to form a French establishment

on the shores of the Bay of Touraine, in Cochin China. The Gwalior rebels were
defeated by General Roberts, with great slaughter, on the 14th August : they numbered
7,000 to 8,000 : all their guns and ammunition were captured.

American.— Storms passing over Georgia and 8outh Carolina have done serious damage
to the rice and cotton crops in those regions. Bad accounts are also received from Ala-

fauna. Yellow fever continues to rage fearfully in New Orleans, Charleston, and other

placet. A disease bad broken out among the cattle in Honduras, and great"numbers were
-dying : the deer also were dying off by hundreds. A great Are occurred at St. John's,

Newfoundland, on the night of the 17th ult., when numbers of houses and other buildings

-were totally destroyed. Cholera was still continuing its ravages in Guatemala, the num-
ber of deaths averaging 70 per day. A strong party is reported to have been formed at

Guatemala to overthrow Carraia, who has been at the head of affairs there for 15 years.

The coloured residents of Nassau have again attempted to fire the town of Belize ; but

their designs have been frustrated, and a number of the incendiaries captured. Affairs in

Mexico are getting worse. Despatches from Fort Defiance state that military companies

-and a company of spies and guides were ordered to be in readiness in the erent of a war
with the Indiaos.
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VARIETIES.

" My horse," said Foote, on one occasion, to a friend, u can stand fa3ter than voara can

gallop."

A Curious Fact.—It is a curious fact that children are excellent judges of character

at first sight. There is a true old Scotch proverb—" They are never caauie that dogs

and bairns dinna like.

In the Arctic regions, when the thermometer is below zero, persons can converse more

than a mile apart. Dr. Jamieson states that he once heard there ever/ word of a discourse

at a distance of two miles.

Novel Steamship.—A new kind of steamship has been constructed by Messrs. Jojce,

built of iron, with three separate moveable compartments,—the foremost for the crew, the

hindmost for the engine, &c, and the middle for the cargo. The central section can be

disconnected in a few minutes, and an empty hold substituted, so that an entire cargo can

be left at any port, and the vessel at once start again on her route, either with a freAh

cargo or In quest of one.

A Benevolent Soul.—The Countess of K , who was a devout Catholic, paising

one day from her devotions at a chapel in Dublin, passed through a street of beggars.

Her ladyship's notice was particularly attracted by one fellow apparently more wretched

than the rest, and she asked him, "Pray, my good man, what's the matter with jot?"

The fellow, who well knew her simplicity and benevolence, answered, " Oh, my lady, fin

deaf and dumb/* "Poor manV said the innocent lady ; "how long have yon been so?
9

"Ever since I had ihejuver, last Christmas, ma'am," replied he. "Dear me!—poor man!*

cried her ladyship, giving him half-a-crowu ; and she went on her way, piously commiser-

ating his misfortunes.

A UNIVERSAL MAN.

I love the noble majesty of mind,
That dares to soar on independent thought,

—

That, seeking Deity and truth to find,

Haa not among the earth-bound slaves been
bought.

I love the man who bows to Truth alone,

Who worships her for her Intrinsic worth,
Who hears sweet music in her every tone.
And by each note receivea diviner birth.

Give me the spirit that demands its right

—

The great prerogative which God has given,

To choose his own, and not another's light.

And with his kindred make a kindred heaven.

I love the freeman and the traly proud,
That will to others give (he right tthey claim,

And blush to ask of man or God aloud
To give them aught, if they withhold the same.

Give me the simple, universal soul,
That sees some loveliness in every field.

And hears in nature one harmonious whole,
And everywhere beholds a truth concealed.

I love the heart that beats for humankind,
Nor ask its owner's nation, rank, or creed:

If he but labours truly fur mankind,
I'll waive the difference, to admire the deed.

Such men are brothers! Clasp each kindred hand >

There is with them Freemasonry of soul

!

I long to see them linking every land.
And making man again a fam'ly whole.

Though minds do vary, be their actions good.

We 'II lay the platform of the broader plan;

And, mounting it as one great brotherhood.
Then greet each other by the name of man.

E. W. TlLUDCI.

Addresses— fc. D. Miles, No. 6 Canton, Cardiff.

Edward Hanham, 2, New Road, Buckland, Portsmouth.
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PROGRESSION.

BT XLDBB OIOBGE TATLOB.

Man is an intelligent being, endowed
with reasoning and perceptive faculties;

and there exists in him an ever-active

faculty, called mind, or intellect. By this he
examines the things around him, traces

effects to their causes, and calculates the

relative bearings of different objects. By
it he ascertains truth from error and
distinguishes between virtue and vice.

By it he systematizes, discovers, invents,

and prepares for emergencies and con-

tingencies. By its power the practised

astronomer guides his telescope to various

parts of the heavens, sweeps the vast arch

of the firmament, draws from their ob-

scurity planets and worlds, names them,

weighs them, and calculates their rates

of speed, their densities, and gravities.

Through its power the lightning has been

tamed, and its vivid fire made the mes-

senger of man. The old stage-coaches

ana dusty turnpike roads have had to

yield the palm to iron rails and the power
of steam. Before the development of

intellect witchcraft and many false

dreams of the ancients have disappeared.

Ten thousand odd notions and supersti-

tions have fled like dew before the sun as

the boundary of man's knowledge has

Increased, and during the lapse of years

mankind have grown wiser. Man's pro-

in intdUgence or knowledge of

i is gradual, and a question arises as

to whether the capacities of man are di-

latable to receive an eternal amount of
intelligence, or whether they have their

bounds, and, having received a given
amount of knowledge, can receive no
more.

Sectarianism's God, to whom is as-

cribed the attributes of omnipotence
and omniscience, is said to know all,

and can know no more: he has come to a
standing-point. But the Latter-day Saints

believe in a God of omnipotence and om-
niscience, who, while he knows and
comprehends all present, can increase in

wisdom and knowledge eternally.

Life must be one of two things—the
bare perpetuity of existence alone, with a
limited amount of knowledge, or other-

wise a continual increase in all good
and true principles. Does the spirit live

on itself, growing older after its know-
ledge has arrived to a given point? or
does the time never arrive that the
righteous shall cease to progress in

intelligence? Reason, experience, analogy,

and revelation, all point to the fact that

to the righteous progression is unceasing
and eternal

What, among the living beings of earth,

is more desperately helpless than an infant,

—its tiny mind appearing, when placed in

competition with the polished intellect of

a Newton or a Henchel, a mere blank.
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The wisest man that ever breathed had
his days of infantile mental weakness.

But as he grew older, and observed things

transpiring around him, and traced effects

up to their causes, and applied himself to

the arts and to study the faculties of his

mind, he became developed, and the mental

dwarf would merge into the intellectual

giant. In him would be observed progres-

sion. And say, does his intellectual

development stop here? Shall we have

eternity of years with a finitude of know-
ledge, an advancement of observation, and
experience of facts transpiring around,

without a corresponding increase of ad-

vancement in wisdom? Sectarianism

answers in the affirmative, while the voice

of truth thunders, "No!"
But then, it iray be said, Does not a

man, when he gets old, begin to get weak
in mind and to return to " second child-

hood?" , To this it may be answered,

that as human beings merge into old

age, they certainly do lose their vigorous

recollections, and to all appearances *le~

crease in intelligence and mental power.

What is it in man that cogitates and
reflects ? It is the spirit. And as- the

steam-engine is the medium through
which the steam displays its power, so is

the body the medium through which the

spirit manifests itself. And it no more
proves, because the body loses its tone

and becomes enfeebled by disease, that the

r"
't U past progression in knowledge,

it proves that steam has lost its

elastic force because the apparatus
through which it has been used to

manifest its power has become cracked
and worn out.

We have a constant experience here
5n this life that advancement in years

brings experience with it. And as we
observe this, and it become tangible to us,

let us proceed to enquire if, when we shall

have stepped behind the vail, the same
accumulation of wisdom will be perpe-

tuated. Have we any record or ex-

perience of any being of our species

progressing in infyut£ wkdom ? We
nave an instance—even Jesus, our ejder

Brother. Having found one ins^nce,
analogy indicates that there may t>e

others. For we are formed likel^m:
his spirit was mantled in humao flesh like

ours. Like us, he passed through his
infantile state; his weak memory necame
strengthened as he grew, like us, from
infancy to manhood ; and with his growta

of years there was a growth of mental

power. But that fleshly tabernacle was
not capacitated to give vent to all the vast

e>wers of his mind: neither are ours,

ut when his spirit was clothed with his

resurrection-body, all the vast powers of
his mind could be broughtinto raguisftian.

Being untrammelled bytheirearthlytaber-
nacles, and having a substitute fitted to

give vent to their intellectual powers, the

resurrected Saints can increase as their

elder Brother has increased ; and as he
ascended, can they ascend, and gather

around them a lasting and eterfeal in-

crease of life, wisdom, and power.
Suppose, then, some faithful Saint

comes forth in the resurrection of the
just ; he ascends on high, is clothed with

the royal apparel of the Priesthood, and
wields the sceptre of power as a God.
He is commissioned to go forth and take

of the eternally pre-existent materials

which lay scattered in boundless pro-

fusion in the abyss of immensity. A
world is formed and peopled ; it bides its

time ; eventually his children die; they are

,
resurrected, and have bodies like \faiL

, Many are exalted to the Godhead : these

in their turn go forth, organize the

,

elements, and create other pJapete and
worlds. In turn, their children also reach

the same exalted sphere. Thus can sje-

. told universe* be formed, lit up with
• pjendent suns; and as these increase in

number, so will the Father's glory in-

crease : and as it calls forth more wisdoji

to control and regulate ten planets than

one* so his capacious mind . would stretch

out; wisdonv and knowledge would. in-

crease; and as his children perpetrated
his worlds, so would his glory be enhanced.

Said Jesus, " Be ye perfect, even as

your Father in heavenjs perfect." IKd he

mean this? Then be meant that the noits

should become infiuite. And he «ectsjn(f

meant that we are to aspire to. ^per-
fections ofhis Father, or hameantnetfemr.
Sectarian theology 'testes that nnjafi

are the zenitb» the tdtimaUu* to which
human beings can reach. But mere
angels are not< Gods; and Jesus twgt*
that .we are to became perfect a* is*

Father. Jjut it may be argued, If we
become perfect, we can do ^nn, . soorn
That depend upoafrhe constrnetion places'
upon the words, " Beje<pe?rfeet.

M
Brir-

bam Young speaks of serfeotion tfcns«—

«The Lord (frod Ateigbtj has deer***

this principle t# be the great ^inwssig
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law of existence; and for that purpose

we are formed. Furthermore, if man
cam understand and receive it, mankind
are organized to receive intelligence until

they become perfect in the sphere they

are appointed to fill, which is far ahead of

m at present. When we use the term
perfection, it applies to man in his present

condition as well as to heavenly beings.

We are now or may be as perfect in our
sphere as God and angels are in theirs;

bat the greatest intelligences in existence

can continually ascend to greater heights

of perfection. Jesus taugnt the doctrine

of continual progression. " The Son can

do nothing of himself but what he seeth

the Father do ; for what things soever he

doeth, these also doeth the Son likewise."

Here the Son plainly asserts his preroga-

tive to follow in the footsteps and do the

works of the Father* or works of a like

nature. Are we not all eons of God ?

And will a benevolent parent show par-

PROGRKSSION. 675

the grosser elements. Fourteen tons of
atmospheric pressure rest like a mighty
incubus on the body of every full-sized

man. Says P. P. Pratt on this snbject
" Now, if it were possible to overcome the
resisting elements, so as to increase the
speed of conveyance for your body,—that
is, if there were no resisting elements to
be overcome, your will might dictate, and
your body would move through actual
space with the speed of light or electri-

city." And of a bein? having such power
he thus speaks:—"Behold him as he
speeds his way on the upper deep, and
launches forth in the clear and boundless
expanse bespangled with millions of re-
splendent orbs. He calculates his distance
and regulates his course by observing the
relative positions of those most familiar to
him." Thus u planets will be visited, mes-
sages communicated, acquaintances £.nd

friends!; ips formed, ai.d the sciences vastly
exUnded and cultivated." Who, then,

tiality to one son, permit him to tread the : shall tell the limits or prescribe the boun-
path to glory, and refuse the same boon

j

claries of such a being's mind. That
to his other children ? No ! Jesus came
to point the way to hi-, brethren and

sisters. " Verily, ver'V, I fay unto joj,

lie that believeth on me, the works that I

do shall he do also; and ereater works

than these shall he do." Here, then, it

a
gigantic mind and deeply- penetrating
vision will then be enabled to see high
anil low, far and wide, in the boundless
htights and depths of unfathomable im-
mensity. Worlds and systems of worlds,
" system after system will rise to view in

appears that the r'.ghteou ; will tread in . the vast field of research and exploration I

the footsteps of Jet us, and be permitted
t
Vast systems of suns and tleir attendant

to mount the ladder of exaltation after worlds, on which the eves of Adam's race

him, step by step, and to overcome as be in their rudimental sphere have never
has overcome, and sit at his ri&ht hand as ' gazed"—these will all be understood—
he sits at the Father's. their manmr of creation—their times and
Man rises high, as he supposes, in the seasons of revolution. This, then, will be

scale of intelligence, in this life. But knowledge high as heaven, deep as hel

;

what is the low smattering of intelligence and as the faithful sons and daughters of

he can gain here, when placed in compe- God go forth and create more worlds

tition with that which we shah be enabled and people them, so will the glory of the
great Eloheim be continuously perpetu-
ated, and bis sons and daughters increase.

And as cyclic close, and more worlds
are redeemed and glorified, and as they
rise and new worlds are formed, so
will the glory and knowledge, might and
dominion of the faithful increase while
eternity lasts. And as eternity's last day
will never be ushered in, so the sun of

bucket, compared with the vast ocean of glory, knowledge, and progressive intelli-

eternity, when the Saints have power over gence will never set.

to amass when we have bodies capacitated

to allow the full, free, and untrammelled

development of the mind.

As before remarked, man has been

enabled to bring to light, through study

and research, many valuable and impor-

tant truths, and to benefit society by his

discoveries. But what knowledge man
has now wiH not count as a drop in the

. A Haw sect has been formed at Wurtembnrg, under the same of " Friends of Jerusalem,"

end with the object of reconstructing the Temple of Jerusalem, so as to fulfil the
prophecies. It has already sent out a commission to undertake tho rebuilding

it the Temple.
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676 NECESSITY OF PRESENT REVELATION.

NECESSITY OF PRESENT REVELATION.

BT ELDER WILLIAM BA.XL158.

" Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he rerealeth hi* secret to his servants the prophets."—Amo«»

Noah and his family were absolutely saved
by it. Again, in the case of Sodom and
the cities of the plain, we see how Lot and
his family were saved by the revelations of
the Almighty; and so might hundreds
have been, if they had believed them.

Still following on, and taking a slight

glance at things, we find the Almighty
instructing Moses how to deliver Israel

from Egyptian bondage, how to make the

tabernacle, arrange all the furniture,

make the ark of the covenant, overlay it

with gold, make all the priests
9 garments,

the font, and, in fact, giving all the neces-

sary instructions relative thereto. Pass*

ing over a great number of events that

transpired with the house of Israel, we
find the Lord again giving instructions

for that great work of art, Solomon's

Temple. He instructed Solomon how to

build the same, and of what kind ofmate-
rial it should be composed, and, in fact,

gave all the necessary information from
the foundation of it unto its completion.

Thus we see that the Lord revealed the

science of architecture to his people on
earth.

Revelation has not only been beneficial

in such things as those already named,
but it was enjoyed by the house of Israel

when going to war with the nations

around them. The Almighty informed
them when they should go against their

enemies, and when they should not. He
informed them, at the same time, when
they should succeed and when they

should be overcome. Thus, in every re-

spect, we discover that this heavenly
principle is the very means by which all

true intelligence has been obtained by the
people of God, when led by Prophets and
noly men.

Neither was it in what the world calls

temporal things that this principle of pre-

sent revelation was beneficial; but we
also find that mankind have been indebted

to the Almighty for all the intelligence

they have ever received concerning hea-
venly, or what is called spiritual things;

for we read that it was the Lord who
first instructed the children of men how

When we carefully look over the dis-

pensations of the providence of God to

His people, perhaps there is not another

principle spoken of in the history of his

dealings with the children of men of

more importance than immediate or pre-

sent revelation ; for by it holy men in all

ages have learned the mind of the Al-

mighty in every point of view, both tem-

porally and spiritually. In fact, without

such a principle, men could not possibly

liave known anything, seeing that God is

the fountain of light and the source of all

intelligence. This being the case, man-
Itind are indebted to him for everything

-they know.
And if we look at the Bible, that old

record which gives the professing Chris-

iian world all the spiritual information

they possess, we find that it gives us a

great number of accounts respecting the

Almighty and the means by which he has

instructed the children of men on various

occasions for their good ; and we have a

-great many striking illustrations of the

benefits derived from having such a prin-

ciple in their possession ; for by it they

learned the various arts and sciences that

Nourished in the early ages of the world.

It was the Almighty that taught our first

parents how to till the earth, how to dress

•the garden, plant the trees, and sow
the seeds that flourished in that beautiful

garden which the Lord God made and
placed his offspring in to enjoy. Not
only did he teach them the art of hus-

bandry, but, after the fall, when Adam
and Eve complained of being naked, the

"Bible informs us that "the Lord God
made coats of skins and clothed them."
Afterwards, the earth became corrupt,—so

much so, that the Lord determined to

deluge it. He instructed Noah, a righ-

teous man, how to make an ark to save

himself and family in. He gave him all

the particulars—the height and depth, the

length and width, and also what kind of

timber he should use. Thus we discover

how the art of ship-building came into

existence, and also the great benefit of

present revelation to the people; for
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they should approach him, and what kind
of duties should be observed so as to be
acceptable with him. He instructed

Abel to offer the firstling of his flock,

thus setting forth a type of the Divine
offering that should be made in the person

of his Son Jesus Christ. And again, we
find him doing the same with Moses : he
instructed him in all matters of burnt
offerings and sacrifices of every kind, and
in all the worship of God. Indeed, it was
the only means by which the knowledge
of the only true God was obtained and
perpetuated on tbe earth.

We may also see the deplorable con-

dition of the house of Israel when they

fell into transgression and lost that hea-

venly principle of present revelation.

Look at them in the days of Eli, when
Samuel was called of the Lord; and
again in tbe days of Saul, and in numbersof
other cases related in the Bible and in the

Book of Mormon. Look, again, at the

divided condition of society when John
the Baptist came, the forerunner of the

Saviour, preaching repentance and re-

mission of sins to the Jews. Oh the

darkness that pervaded the minds of that

once enlightened people I And whv was it

so? It was because the lamp of Divine

revelation had ceased to shine amongst

them. They had killed the Prophets and
stoned them that were sent unto them,

said God had left them unto themselves for

a season, to try what they could do with-

out him, or how they would manage with

their own wisdom; and what was the

result? Instead of light, they had dark-

ness ; instead of being full of knowledge,

they were ignorant; instead of being

united, they were divided; and all this

because they had rejected the means of

receiving intelligence from the proper

source, and leaned to the traditions of

their fathers : they had substituted human
wisdom and learning for the revelation of

God, and thus darkness pervaded the

whole of the sectarian world; and the

Saviour told them that they loved darkness

rather than light, because their deeds

were evil.

Having taken a glance at things as they

existed in the days of the Jewish Pro-

phets, and also when the Saviour came,

we will turn our attention to our own
day. And what do we find in this en-

lightened age of ours? Perhaps there is

not another principle of the Gospel that

meets with more opposition than M present

revelation ;" and yet, strange to say, the
world almost universally make great pre*
tensions to preaching the Gospel, and
exclaim, "This is the day of Gospel

frace!—the glorious blaze of Gospel
ay!—an enlightened age I The Gos*

pel is now preached in its purity and
fulness! Christianity is now in its full

development !"

Such exclamations as these have often
been heard from professing Christians;

but, with all their pretensions and Bible
reading, darkness covers the earth, and
gross darkness the minds of tbe people ;
so much so, that the glorious light of
truth appears to the world of mankind
as a dark vision of the past. When the
true principles of the Gospel, with its

accompanying spiritual blessings, are pre*
sented, thev meet with all kinds of opposi-
sition, and the Christian world declare
that such things as inspiration, revels*
don, and other spiritual blessings of the
ancient Gospel were merely intended to
establish Christianity, and are now no
longer needed.

They will readily admit that the Lord
did speak to his people in ancient times by
means of Prophets and inspired men

—

that he did occasionally send angels to
visit, comfort, and instruct them ; but the
idea that he will do so again appears to
them preposterous. In fact, they declare
that everything necessary for the salvation

of the human family is contained in the
books of the Old and New Testament

:

and although God is represented in those
very books as an unchangeable being, vet
they say he will never again speak to his

people, either by his own voice or by
heavenly messengers, revelations, visions,

dreams, or any supernatural agencies

whatever, although these things were
once enjoyed by those who obeyed the
Gospel of Christ. In making such asser-

tions as these, it is in effect saying that
men are wiser without the Holy Ghost
than with it.

The Saviour, when on earth, said, in his

prayer to his Father, " This is life eternal,

that they might know thee, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast
sent." Itwas comparatively an easy matter
for the people to know Jesus when he was
with them; but it was not being per-

sonally acquainted with Jesus that gave
his disciples that knowledge, or else the

world might have known him. That
knowledge was obtained by revelation t
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How did John, the forerunner of the

Saviour, know him ? The Spirit revealed

to him, and the voice of God declared it,

after he had baptised him, that Jesus was
the beloved Son of God ; and when Peter
declared bis true character, Jesus said to

him, " Flesh and blood bath not revealed

this unto thee, but my Father who is in

heaven."

If, then, the Apostles themselves only

knew their Lord by the revelations of his

Father, how is itpossible for mankind to

know either the Father or the Son, when
they discard the principle by which that

knowledge is to be obtained ? And how
is it possible for us now to know him on
any other principle or by any other

means than present revelation ?

When we look at the present divided

state of tbe Christian world, with its

multiplicity of opinions concerning God's
being, perfections, and attributes, we find

that, notwithstanding the many differ-

ences of opinion, all profess to gain a
knowledge of God by reading the accounts

given of him in the Bible. But if read-

ing tbe Scriptures wou'd give men a
knowledge of God, we might have thought
that a number of learned and pious Chris-

tian men would not have had to

puzzle their brains for so many years to

have made the grand discovery that he
was an incomprehensible being, possessing

neither body, parts, nor passions

!

How indispensably necessary, then, is

the principle of present revelation 1 It

was by it that the foundation of the

Church of Christ was laid; and if tbe

"fathers" ofthe so-called Christian Church
had been actuated by the same principle,

and those who profess to have followed in

their footsteps had been guided by it,

instead of the present divided forms of
Christianity, there would be throughout
the religious world but " one faith, one
Lord, one baptism, one God and Father
of all, who is above all, and through all,

and in all." But, alas ! professed Chris-

tians are destitute of that heavenly prin-

ciple, and consequently of that order of

Church government which existed in

apostolic times ; and they are likely to re-

main so ; for divine knowledge is not to

be obtained in the halla and colleges of
modem Christendom.

But are we left to despair ? Verily, no.
The Lord, according to bis promise to
our fathers in olden times,hasremembered
his covenant—has again burst the hea-
vens, which have been as brass for cen-
turies, and has revealed himself to his

servants the Prophets of this our day,

—

first calling Joseph Smith, while he, like

Samuel of old, was but a youth, but in

whom dwelt a noble and God-like Spirit,

and informing him that all men had gone
out of the way—that the true Church of
Christ was not on the earth, but that, ifbe
would be faithful, he should be an instru-

ment to lay the foundation of his Church
again upon the earth—that Church and
kingdom which will never be thrown
down nor given to another people.

Joseph Smith possessed the -heavenly

principle of present revelation, and it was
by it that he organized the Church with
Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors*

and Teachers, for the work of the ministry

and the ediiying of the body of Christ, so
"that we henceforth be no more chfl-

dren, tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine, by the
sleight of men, and the cunning crafts*

ness whereby they lie in wait to deceive,*'

It was by the principle of present revela-

lation that he held communion with the
Almighty, enjoyed the society of angels
and holy men who had left the earth,

told numerous things that should befal

the Saints, organized the various quorums
of the Priesthood, and thus fulfilled fab

mission on the earth, died a martyr to the
cause, and passed behind the vail. By
the same principle the Church still easts
on the earth, being upheld and sustained

by the Almighty ; ana it will continue to
exist, and will grow and thrive till it

becomes great and mighty and fills the
whole earth.

Let us, then, as subjects of that king-
dom, seek to honour its laws, uphold and
sustain its officers, and in every way seek
to honour and magnify our calling, never
bringing disgrace on the holy Priesthood,

or tarnishing that holy name by which we
are called.

The E>bthworm.—The soil is almost alive with the common earthworm. Wherever
mould is turned up, there these sappers and miners are turned np with it. They are,

indeed, nature's ploughmen. They bore tbe stubborn soil in every direction and render
it pervious to air, rain, and the fibres of plants. Without these auxiliaries, the farmer*

would find that bis land would become cold, hard-bound, and sterile.
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HISTORY OF JG8EPH 8MITH.

(Continuedfit

[March, 1843.]

Sunday, 19th. Rode oat with Emms
and visited my farm; returned about
eleven, a.m , and spent the remainder of

the day at home.
D. B. Huntington started for Chicago,

with a letter to Mr. Justin Butterfield,

U. & Attorney, concerning Orrin Porter

Rockwell.

Received a letter from Elder P. P.
Pratt, giving a synopsis of his mission to

England since August, 1839, in which I

find he has published, since April, 1841,

(when theremainder oftheTwelve returned
home,) 1,500 "Hymn Books" 2,500

•Voice of Warning/' 3,000 Tracts, en-

titled "Heaven on Earth," 3,000 copies

of Elder Hyde's Mission to Jerusalem,"

10,000 copies of " A Letter to the Queen,"

and some other works, and continued

the " Star" monthly. He left England
October 20, 1842, and, after a voyage of

ten weeks, arrived in New Orleans, being

ice-bound on the river ; and having a dis-

like to the outlaws who govern Missouri,

he wintered at Chester, Illinois. On the

news of his arrival, he was warmly pressed

to preach, which he did several times, and
baptised two men in that place.

Sir James South, Sir John Herschel,

and other astronomers in Europe have

GWished notices of the sword seen in the

avens on the eve of the 10th and
several successive evenings. They repre-

sent it as the stray tail of a comet, as no
nucleus could be discovered with the

Host powerful instruments.

At Paris, M. Arago communicated to

tfcfe Academy of Sciences, on the subject

of the comet, that the observations of
the astronomers were not complete, the

nucleus not being discovered.

Monday, 20tn. I rode out to see

Hiram Kimball; with Mrs. Butterfield,

tbout a deed for the Lawrence estate.

Jfctfed with Roheft D. Foster, and gave
%f a note to balance all

1 demands; and
forwards acknowledged about twenty
™dt to different individuals, which oc-
c4gd my time until abttut three, p m.

alette* appearsin theMftmnkU Star,

am page 664.)

giving particulars of the passage of the
ship Swanfon, from Liverpool, and arrival

at New Orleans, loaded with 8aints, in

which the power of the holy Priesthood
wasmanifested in the healingof the sick?—
u The steward of this ressel was so injured

by a blow from one of the crew, that ni* life

was despaired of ; and 1 stood over him for
some time, and thought that life was gone.
The captain had administered to him all that
he could think of in the way of medicine,
but to no effect ; and after they gave up all

hopes of his recovery, at twelve o'clock at
night, he sent for Elder Lorenzo Snow,; and
by anointing him with oil, and the laying
on of hands, in the name of the Lord, he
was there and then raised up and perfectly
healed. For this token of the Dirine favour
we will praise the God of Israel.**

Tuesday, 21st. Was in the Office about
nine, writing orders. About noon, started

with William Clayton for Shokoquon.
Dined at brother Russell's, and then re-

sumed our journey to Libeus T. Coon's,

sixteen miles* when I returned.

Wonderful signs have been seen in the
heavens during the week.

"This night, about tweWe o'clock, the
pilot and officers of the steamer William
Penn, on the Ohio river, between Aurora
and the rising Sun, Indiana, observed a
great light in the sky, in the form of a ser-

pent. It turned to a livid, bright red, deep
and awful, and remained stationary among
the stars for two or three minutes, and
then in a gradual manner formed a distinct

roman G : in about a minnte-and-a-half, it

turned into a distinct O, and afterwards
changed to a plain D, when it turned into

an oblong shape, and gradually disappeared.*'

Wednesday. 22nd, was spent in visit-

ins my friends.

Elder E. D. Woolley writes from West-
field, Massachusetts, that he has baptised

twenty and organized a Branch in Little

River village.

Elder James Burnham died in Rich-
mond, Massachusetts, aged 46. He had
been on a mission to England and Wales

about two years, and was then on a mis-

sion in the Eastern States, and, through

excessive labour and exposure, brought on
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quick consumption. He left a wife and
several children to lament his I033.

Thursday, 23rd. Spent the day in

visiting my friends.

At seven-and-a-half, a.m., the heavens

exhibited a splendid appearance of circles,

accompanied by mock suns. For further

particulars, see Times and Seasons, page
151.

The sword has been seen for several

nights past ; also, on the opposite side of

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

the horizon, a black streak about the size
|
midst.

Mayor of the city of Nauvoo, will grant and
insure protection against all personal mob
violence to each and every citizen of this

city who will freely and voluntarily come
before me and truly make known the names

I of all such abominable characters as are
{ engaged in said secret combination for

I

stealing, or are accessory thereto, in any
manner. And I would respectfully solicit

the co-operation of all ministers of justice

in this and the neighbouring States to ferret

out a band of thievish outlaws from our

of the light one. While the one is as

black as darkness, the other has con-

siderably the appearance of the blaze of

a comet; but it is not a comet, for it

appears about seven o'clock, and disappears

about nine.

Friday, 24th. I took a ride to Camp
Creek ; met brother Clayton ; returned

to Libeus T. Coon's, where we warmed
for an hour, and then returned home.

In the evening, two teams arrived

from Lima, loaded with provisions; also t
section of land.

Given under my hand at Nauvoo City*

this 25th day of March, A.D., 1843.

Joseph Surra,

Mayor of said City.

Received a letter from Grand Master
A. Jonas, requesting the loan of cannon,

to celebrate the organization of the new
county of Marquette, which I granted.

Also received a letter from U. S. Sena*
tor Young, with a bond for a quarter

one load from Augusta.
The St. Louis Republican says :

—

" At Point-a-Pitre* Guadeloupe, one of

the West India Islands, 2,000 persons ran

together in the public square, when the

earth opened and swallowed the whole
mass/*

The papers report that General Napier,

I baptised Mr. Mifflin, of Philadelphia.

Issued a writ for the arrest of A. Field?,

for disorderly conduct. He was brought
in drunk aboutnoon,and abused the Court.

I ordered him to be put in irons till he
was sober.

The High Council, with my brother

."•K^^^^^^^T^^Hyrum presiding, sat on an appeal of
with 3,, 00 English troops,

,
gained a bnl-

- Benjamin Hoyt, from the decision of
kant victory over the Beochee armyof| David Evan8> Bishop; which was, that
22,000 men, on the 17th

1

ult.
, brother Hoyt cease to call certain cha-

Saturday, 25th. In the Office at eight, racter8 witcnes or wizards, cease to work
a.m. ; heard a report from Hyrum con-

j with the divining rod, and cease burn-
eerning thieves ; whereupon I issued the

j ing a or boards ^ heal tho$e whom
following

Proclamation.

To the Citizens oj Nauvoo :

Whereas it appears, by the republication

of the foregoing proceedings and declara-

tion, that I hare not altered my views on
the subject of stealing : And
Whereas it is reported that there now « , , 1.

exists a band of deperadoes, bound by oaths
j

of Ireland, 6 vessels and 134 lives ; oo
of secrecy, under severe penalties in case

j

the coast of Scotland, 17 vessels, 39 lives;

any member of the combination divulges ' and on the coast of France, 4 vessels and

mg
he said were bewitched. On hearing the

case, the Council decided to confirm the
decision of Bishop Evans.

The St. Louis Gazette reports "an
awful gale" within the last six weeks.

164 vessels were wrecked on the coast of
England, and 190 lives lost ; on the coast

of Ireland,

their plans of stealing and conveying pro
perties from station to station, up and down
the Mississippi and other routes : And

Whereas it is reported that the fear of

tie exocution of the pains .ud peD.Uies of
] j^rf Ibrough'toe firat'day.

their secret oath on their persons prevents r — -
r — .... * •*

some members of said secret association

(who have, through falsehood and deceit,

been drawn into their snares,) from divulg-
ing the same to the legally-constituted

authorities of the land:

Know ye, therefore, that I, Joseph Smith,

100 lives: value of vessels and cargoes,

roughly estimated, §4,125,000.

The Thames Tunnel completed and
opened for foot passengers, when 30,000

Elder William Henshaw, who has
encountered considerable opposition since

he commenced preaching in SouthWake,
organized the Put-y-darran Branch, anc7

ordained William Rees Davis, Priest, wb
commenced preaching in the Welsh la»-
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guage, which caused opposition to in- 1 shaw supported himself by work in the
crease and a considerable number to

,
coal mines.

receive the Gospel. While he established
,

Sunday, 26th. At home, the weather
that Branch of the Church, brother Hen- being too severe for meeting.

(To be continued,)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1858.

A Proper Spirit.—We have already informed the Saints that reformation in their

meetings is needed. Of none is this more true than of those set apart for the

preaching of the Gospel. We should long before this have brought the matter
forward, had not internal development and government absorbed general attention,

coupled with the fact that public operations were for a time suspended. But now
we feel strongly impressed to give the matter a thorough treatment and to urge on
all concerned this needful reformation.

Experience teaches that no important movement can be brought about by a
passing touch, but must be dwelt upon until the desired object is accomplished.

Error after error must be cleared away, and proper view after view given, until a
thorough understanding is obtained and necessary steps are taken to bring about the

desired state of things. Besides this, it is also necessary, for the successful issue of

any movement, that all concerned should be worked into its spirit, and given to

drink deeply of its fervour.

While we are endeavouring to bring about an important object, we hope the

Elders and Saints generally will, on their part, enter into the matter with a proper

spirit—with honesty, goodwill, and earnestness. Each should endeavour to see his

own error, profit by the experience of the past, and apply the counsel to his own
case. All must enter into the matter with a Saintly goodwill, avoiding personal

reflection, desiring only the general improvement and the advancement of the cause.

They should take bold with an honest whole-heartedness, with the design to bring

about an important object. Instead of any feeling hurt by their errors being

touched, they should be glad that they are pointed out. Thankfulness for the

opportunity of throwing away those errors and acting upon more advanced views

should be their feelings ; for such will not only tend to the general good, but also to

their own exaltation, usefulness, and merit. If, on the other band, they take offence,

or be self-willed and tenacious in holding on to those errors, they will stand, not only

in the way of the cause and general progress, but also in their own light. By acting

thus, they will, as it were, dress themselves in unsuitable garments, which will

make them appear ridiculous and somewhat resembling scarecrows. If, while others

are advancing and entering into the matter with heartiness and goodwill, they take

^an opposite course and feel great tenderness for their own dignity rather than that

of the cause, they will not only lower the dignity of our holy religion, but draw a not

very flattering attention to themselves, and give rise to unpleasantness. Sustain-

ing the dignity of the cause and showing our grand religion in its true character is

the better way to exalt ourselves and sustain our ewn dignity. Instead of pulling

down God and truth to their own level, noble minds will see the littleness of self,

and desire to grow nearer to the Divine standard. To discover that the pinnacle is
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much, higher than the point which they hare reached and to find that God and

truth are much better than themselves will give to each increasing joy and confidence.

With pleasure they will take all the imperfections and errors, and place then to their

own account. They will be right glad to find that it is they that are ordinary and

poor, but their dearly-loved religion very beautiful and rich. Too often, however, do

men offer themselves as the embodiment of infallibility. They do not thereby make

themselves appear more divine or infallible, but rather make the divine appear more

human and imperfect. Let but a flaw be found in their works, or a hint be given that

improvement can be made in their fields of labour, and they are touched to the quick,

and bitterness and venom boil within. Sometimes, also, most excellent and valuable

men will be thus affected, through a morbid sensitiveness. If a flaw is pointed out,

improvement urged, the law of progress insisted upon, and broader views offered,

they are painfully excited, and take it all as so much reflection upon themselves.

Their morbid sensitiveness whispers to them that they are treated with contempt and

held up as fools, and their works picked to pieces. At the same time, perhaps, they

are much respected and valued by those whom they imagine are hitting at them.

The flaws, also, might not be of their making, while imperfection is something

naturally belonging to a probationary state; the enlargement of views, the result of

experience ; progressive development, the order of God's economy ; and the urging of

the law of progress, the duty of all the holy Priesthood. But their tender fed-

ings receive every word upon such subjects with pain, and the absence of a gar-

land of praise to their special glorification makes everything distasteful to them. As an

antidote to this morbid personal sensitiveness, we advise such to obtain an extra

quantity of sensitiveness for the wellbeing of the cause and love for the progresshe

nature of our grand, beautiful religion. This is necessary; for this is not the time

for praise and self-glorification. The cause ! the cause ! is the theme of the present}

and reformation and general advancement are the watchwords of the times.

Before entering further upon the important task before us of bringing about s

thorough reformation of meetings, we have deemed it wise to urge upon all concerned

the necessity of taking hold of the matter with honesty, earnestness, and goodwill

or, in other words, with " a proper spirit." That this "proper spirit" is indispensable

to the bringing about of the desired state of things is certain ; for, destitute of such

a spirit, the process of reformation of meetings must necessarily be such as to touch

to the quick the Priesthood and Saints generally. The undertaking will embrace the

method and fitnessofpreachers, the subject and quality ofdiscourses,theprayers and tes-

timonies of officers and members,the proceeding of Councils,and the generalconducting

of all meetings All, therefore, will be included ; and unless the proper spirit be enter*

tained, personal feelings are liable to be wounded, and self-conceit offended. We
believe, however, that reformation of meetings will be generally entered into with a

good, thankful, and earnest spirit. The ground being thus far prepared, we wfll

lead our readers more into the heart of the matter.

In the last number of the Star we called the minds of the Saints and Priesthood to

their imperative obligations concerning the preaching1 of the Gospel A glance was

taken at the extent, grandeur, and fulness of the work of God, and also the know

ledge and testimony which they have reoehred concerning it touched upon. By the*

side of this was laid the importance of having presented to the world proper views of

our holy religion and of the honest hearing of the wonderful things being brought to

pass. In this appeared prominently the first great duty of every partaker of salva-

tion. Preaching meetings were then brought forward as part of the principal meant

to accomplish the great end; and their general design was drawn out and thaV
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genuine character stamped. Oar progress* then, has naturally brought as to the

following important question, namely

—

Do our preaching meetings answer to their

design, and show the character which properly belongs to themt

This question deserves an answer, and we fondly hope to see the day when it

will be satisfactorily answered by the reformed and advanced state of our preaching

meetings. This question, though nothing more were said by us on that point, is

significant and full of suggestions. It is a sermon in itself. For the present,

we shall leave it with our readers to ponder over and digest. Let them study our

editorial on " Preaching Meetings," and while marking the character and design there

given to them, bring before tbe»r minds the present state of things. Then let all con-

cerned in this part of the reformation ask, "Do our preaching meetings answer to their

design, and show the character which properly belongs to them?" All those not

concerned in this part of the work wHl please wait for similar questions suitable to

themselves, which will follow in their order. Doubtless all concerned in the answering

of the proposed question will be prepared with their answers when we return to the

subject with our answers and remarks.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE CHURCH.

BT ELDER E. I. feLOAIf.

"To do good is the duty of rll"

ought to be the motto of every Latter-

day Saint; and with this beaming on my
mind, I will endeavour to lay before

my brethren a few bints upon a matter

of vital importance to them, to me, and to

a1
! who bear the name of Saint. We

have learned enough to know that if ever

we attain the position we are all hoping

and struggling for, it must be by pro-

gression, physically, morally, and men-
tally. To prepare us for the society of

those exalted ones with whom we yet hope

to associate, we must store our minJs with
useful knowledge, learn the will of God
concerning us, and keep pace with the

movements of that body of which we are

individually members.
There are two general ways of com-

municating knowledge—by speaking and

writing. For the first of these, the

Priesthood, inspired by the Spirit of God,

arequ alified ; aud by their teachings, orally,

we can learn very many of our duties,

more particularly of a local character,

suited to our individual requirements.

For the second, the publications of the

Church are fully prepared to teach us

principle and doctrine, gradually unfold

the grand panorama of the last days,

place within our reach the revelations

that have been and are being given, and,

by making us acquainted with the pre-

dictions of the Prophets, prepare us for

the "coming events," as in rapid succes-

sion they rise, and, opening up the ulti-

mate destiny of the world, leave us free

from doubt and anxiety regarding that

future which is so dark and mystically

shadowing to the world. The periodical

or serial portion of these now stand first

in order, as by them we are truthfully

acquainted witn God's workings, doings,

ana dealings with the children* of men;
and the momentous events that are ra-

pidly transpiring are faithfully delineated

as well as recorded, while their pages

teem with the choicest counsels and teach-

ings suited to our present progressive con-

dition. Circumstances have transpired

of such a character, that, of those avail-

able to us, there are now only the Star

and the Journal of Discourses. These,

the only publications of that class in

Europe available to the English reader,

are joyfully bailed by every Saint who has

the true spirit of the work of God burn-

ingwithin him.

The importance of such a class of pub-
lications is clearly manifested by the vast

amount of cheap serials that are being,

launched forth from the press, aided by
the mighty power of steam, to sat'

cravings of the masses. But these i
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of more than useless sheets invariably

pander to the vitiated tastes of their

readers ; accumulation of wealth bein£ the

first object in view with proprietors and
editors, the advancement ofgenuine know-
ledge and truth being thelast consideration

ofa venal and corrupt press. What are the

imaginary troubles and adventuresofsome
maudlin sentimental hero or heroine of ro-

mance to men and women who have the

stern battle of life to face ? What benefit

do we derive from the namby-pamby tales,

passion-struck ravings, and contortions of

truth that crowd such pages? What
equivalent blessings of light, knowledge,

and moral culture do their producers

award in return for the unbounded wealth

they receive? All such are alike un-

worthy of the patronage of the Saints;

and the pennies they throw away upon

them would be better buried in the earth

or cast into the mighty deep ; for then they

would not aid in strengthening the king-

dom of darkness. See with what reluc-

tance they make tardy concessions to the

unequalled heroism of the Saints, when it

is wrung from them, and how they gloss

over the iniquitous persecutions they have

suffered, while their pages are teeming

with all manner of falsities against us;

and ask yourselves if it is right to lend

support to such sources of error and cor-

ruption, and if it is not iniquitous to do so

and neglect that fountain of intelligence

we possess weekly in the Star that shines

with the light of heaven. If we carefully

studied its contents, and made ourselves

masters of the counsels and principles

contained in it, we should be repaid a
hundredfold for all its cost, even though
we bestowed it upon some friend or en-

quirer after the plan of salvation. Well
do I remember, when searching after

truth, going some miles for works illus-

trative of the doctrines of the Church;
and when a few Stars were loaned me,
with what eagerness I devoured their

contents, lying stretched upon my bed at

the hour of midnight, and studying the

principles contained in them as I read

!

Very many of the Saints do not look

upon the Star with that understanding
of its importance which it demands, de-

pending almost solely upon the Priest-

hood that more immediately lead them,
never realizing that the Priesthood are

drinking in intelligence from a source
that is within their reach at so trifling a
cost, and that if they perused it with the

same eagerness and avidity as the leading*

Priesthood do, they would meet that
Priesthood half-way in their duties, and*
acquiring an extensive store of real know-
ledge, be enabled to magnify their own
callings and lead others in the upward
road that endeth in eternal glory, them-
selves walking by the light, not being'

blindly led. Of this class many take a
Star because they see others take it, carry
it home, and lay it aside. Ask them how
they liked that beautiful editorial on "The
Harvest and the Labourers," and they
will quietly say they have never looked at
it. Such persons profess the most pro-
found respect for President Calkin when
speaking of him, but virtually pay him the
greatest disrespect by treating with such
coolness his wise instructions. Nay, more,
—they have never discovered that thepath-

way to glory is in the highway to know*
ledge, and that the Priesthood is upon the
earth to lead and guide men and women
now, that we may " live by every word
that proceeded] out of the mouth of God."
What an interest do all the Saints take

in the life and actions of our beloved and
martyred Prophet ! How they will hail

with joy any one who has had the privi-

lege of mingling in his society! And
how they could sit for hours—aye, days,

listening to his sayings being recited, or
anecdotes of bis life I But in man we
have a being whose memory may play him
false, who is liable to forget, and who looks

upon everything according to his peculiar

organization, while in the Star we have
a silent witness of all the Prophet's life. His
many acts for the salvation and exaltation

of man are faithfully recorded, and his

private thoughts laid before us, clothed in

Lis own language. Even the secrets of

the closet, sacred against the prying eye

of curiosity, are there. The mute jour*

nal of his life, penned under his own
inspection, lays bare, with unerring finger*

the desires, prayers, hopes, anticipations,

and struggling of the greatest man that

ever graced the earth, save the Son of
God himself. But, further, in that elo-

quent record we have his public teachings,

immensely important to us as progressive

beings; and there, too, are the revela-

tions from the courts of glory, that strike

us with awe, while our hearts thrill with
hosannas to God for all his lovingkind-

ness towards his erring children.

I might dilate, dear Saints, upon the
importance of other portions of the Star
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frith equal truthfulness, quicken jour
desires by pointing to the ever-welcome
news from u Deseret," or the chance of
learning how the great work is progress-

ing in different parts of the earth, through
the letters received from the various

Elders, and other matters connected with

the important work in which we are indivi-

dually engaged. But if you read the Star,

rra will know all this for yourselves. What
more particularly aim at is to prompt

those who read it to testify and preach of its

worth, that all may realize its impor-
tance, and that, changing an old couplet,

Those may read who never read before,
And those In turn who read now read the more.

To those of the Saints who are not in

the habit of reading the Star, if this short

JMldress should meet their eyes—and I

trust it may, through the instrumentality

of those who do read it—I would say, you
sure and necessarily must be a long way
behind in the progressive march of truth,

and are weekly robbing yourselves of a
mighty portion of the spirit of advance-

ment, while you are not Living up to your
privileges.

As Saints, we profess to form the

nucleus of a mighty empire overspreading

the extended limits of the eartn, whose
giant arms shall grasp the poles, and
•whose noble breast shall stretch from
torrid to frigid zones!—an empire that

•hall comprise within its mighty bounds
the noblest, the wisest, and the best!

—

sm empire whose provinces shall be
the lands that now groan under the

proudest sceptres wielded in the world.

And of that empire, the Saints of God,
who have faithfully trod the path of duty,

stood firm in the trying hour, and filled

themselves with knowledge from the

eternal worlds, shall be the rulers, gover-

nors, legislators, and statesmen. If, then,

you ever considered the exalted future of

the latter-day kingdom and the bearing

it would have upon the destinies of the

world for a thousand years, you would
have become painfully alive to the im-
portant truth that you were robbing
yourselves of your privileges, raising a
suicidal hand against your future great-

ness, and laying the axe at the root of your
hoped-for exaltation, by carelessly and
continually neglecting that medium of

knowledge and intelligence weekly placed

within your reach in the Star. As the

ever-progressing kingdom of God changes

its features, andnew phases appear, in its
.

6&5

inspired pages you will find instructions

and counsellings to fit you for future posi-

tions and make you useful in your genera-

tion, by having your latent talents drawn
out, cultivated, and properly applied.

Again, there are many of you who have
families growing up of say three, six, or

more children, who will soon be called

upon to play a conspicuous part in the

affairs of the age ; yet you content your-

selves in taking one Star and one Journal
for the whole. Instead of such a course,

you ought to teach your growing sons

and daughters that, if they are earning

money, tney ought to supply themselves

with these periodicals, tnat they may
store their minds with the matter con-

tained in them, and have them as a source

of future reference. Look how eagerly

we hunt back among the old volumes for

something of importance—some doctrine,

principle, or item of intelligence to be
found there alone ; and reflect that a few
years will have the same effect with those

now publishing ; and while so reflecting,

remove the difficulty of obtaining them
by procuring them now. Many, too, could

ana should take move than one copv, if

for nothing else than lending or bestowing,

as they are a mighty engine in the hands
of intelligent persons for doing good and
spreading the principles of truth. Let
them feel that while the editor is straining

mind and intellect to bless us with the

richest gems of knowledge, we should be

steadily bent on sustaining him in his

noble efforts.

A word, in conclusion, to all. There
are many endowed with talents, who
could exercise them to the benefit of all,

by carefully putting together their ideas,

whether in prose or verse, and forwarding

them, the same as I do this, to the Office,

there to be used to the best advantage, if

found suitable. All should endeavour to

carry into effect the saving that com-
mences this address—" 1*0 do good is the

duty of all," and thus do all the good they

can in this respect as well ss in every

other, and sustain the periodicals of the

Church by every legitimate means they

can, with the fullest assurance that they

are purobasing for themselves priceless

blessings by keeping open the fountains of

eternal knowledge that shall water the

seeds of truth, till on its expanded branches

we may climb into the presence of the

Infinite, and be crowned with glory in the

mansions of eternal bliss,

r
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM ELDLit J. D. ROSS.

Liverpool, October 7, 1858.

Dear President Calkin,—I gladly em-
brace the present opportunity of giving

you a brief sketch of my travels since my
last letter, dated August 9. I have at-

Korwich, Reading, Land's-End, Chel-

tenham, and Manchester. In addition to

which, I have attended Priesthood meet-

ings in the London Pastorate, and visited

Birmingham and Paris in company
with yourself. I have enjoyed much of

the good Spirit, and can report the Con-
ferences I have visited in good order and
working well for the general interest of
the kingdom of God, as their works testify

to you at the Office month after month.
The Pastors, Presidents, and Travelling

Elders are endeavouring, to the best of
their ability, to practically observe the
counsels imparted to them upon every

subject. Yet there is room for improve-
ment in several little matters— the circu-

lation of the Star, for example. There
are Conferences, numbering eight hun-
dred members, who take 400 Stars;
others, of five hundred members, who take
150. We find one or two honourable
exceptions, where a Conference of 1,200
members sell 900 Stars. Still they
might improve on that, with a little

attention. The brethren should let this

matter have their careful attention; not
that we wish them to give large orders
for Stars from the Office, and have them
piled up in the Agents' hands, and thereby
create another book debt ; but the Saints

should be taught the importance of be-

coming regular subscribers and of making
a small deposit in advance, the same as if

they subscribed to any other publication.

I am very glad to see the old book debt

getting beautifully less. The London
Pastorate has reduced its book debt,

during the past three months, the sum of

£374 3s. OJd. Several Pastorates have
done as well as London in this respect,

and deserve credit for the good work
accomplished ; and we must continue in

the good work until our old enemy (the

book debt) is fairly conquered.

The Penny Fund will now require the

attention of the Priesthood. Much might
be done by the Saints for their individual

deliverance, by the saving of thtir pennies

weekly; and as each Branch is now
furnished with books for that purpose, H
is to be hoped that the subject will be

placed prominently before the Saints,

and that they will cheerfully respond to

the counsels of the brethren on this im-

portant subject.

The conducting of meetings has been

lately brought before the Priesthood in

the editorials of the Star. A reformation

is really needed here ; and I feel assured

that the inspiration from on high hat

dictated the instructions given. We re-

quire to seek for the spirit of the meeting

we attend. If for business, let busme»
be done; if for testimony, exhortations,and

practical teaching, let such be attended to;

if for preaching, let the spirit of preach*'ag

be sought after. In all these things the

spirit of progress is with the Priesthood,

and your instructions will be observed by

them to the best of their knowledge and

ability. The Lord ia blessing your la*

hours in the British Mission. And that

continued prosperity may attend tout

efforts for tne upbuilding of our Fataer*!

kingdom, is the prayer of yours, very

faithfully,

J. D. Ross.

PAS8INO EVENTS.

Gk*eral.—A dreadful storm visited the Peninsular coast on the 26th nit., inundating
many houses and other buildings, destroying ships, and damaging various Unas of pro*
perty in all directions. The accounts frost Naples have deepened in shade at every post;
no man feels himself safe from arrest : the police often enter the houses of peaceful cirUeoi
at night, and carry off inmates from their agonised families : in the province of 8*1*90
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alone there ere 12,000 persons under the surveillance of the police, for political reasons.
Advices from the province of Bagdad state that the tribes of that region are still in revolt,
and that the army has been nearlj decimated for want of provisions. A complete minis-
terial revolution has taken place in Persia : the situation of affairs is deplorable : the
province of Azerbidjan has revolted, and that of Asherban has been invaded by the
Turcomans, who have destroyed forty villages and carried off the inhabitants into slavery

:

a famine rages in Ksoracan, and Herat is surrounded by various hostile tribes. IntellU
frenee from Hong-Kong states that in the punishment of the late outrage at Namtow,
Gen. Van Stranbenxee, with 300 men, had sacked and burned the place. The steam-ship
Austria was destroyed by fire on the 13th nit., on her way to New Tork : 471 persons on
board perished.

Amxbican.—A severe shock of earthquake was experienced at San Francisco on the
18th of August, which was followed by several other* of less severity. New gold dis-
coveries have been made on the Arkansas, on the heads of the Kansas, and on the south fork
of the Platte, embracing an extent of country of more than 300 miles. The Alia Cali-
Jbrnia says that a fight had taken plaee between a party of Frenchmen and the Indians, in
which ten Indians were killed, and that a general uprising of all the tribes was anticipated

:

great excitement prevailed. A fire took place at the town of Indian Diggings, in El
Dorado county, on the night of the 27th August, by which the entire business portion of
the town was consumed. The number of United States troops in Texas and Arizona is

represented to be quite inadequate to the present emergency. Hostilities have commenced
in Oregon and Washington against the Indians. Gen. Castilla has been elected President
<rf Pern. Captain Marcy arrived at Washington from Utah on the 23rd ult.

A True Provbbb.—A Chinese proverb says, M A lie has no legs, and cannot stand

;

but it has wings, and can fly far and wide.*

The French Medical Gazette states that charcoal has been discovered to be a cure for
burns. Lay a bit on the burn, and the pain will cease : in an hour the wound will heal.

A young maw, the other day, while carrying home a cradle which he had just purchased,
was met by a friend of his, an old maid, who, laying her hand on the wicker cradle,

remarked, " Ah, John, this is the fruit of matrimony P " Oh, no," replied he; "the fruit

is at home : this is only the fruit-basket 1"

Facts ron tab Curious.—If a tallow candle be placed in a gun and shot at a door, it

will go through it, without sustaining injury. If a musket-ball be fired ioto water,
it will not only rebound, but be flattened as if nred against a solid substance. A musket-
ball may be fired through a pane of glass, making the hole the size of the ball, without
cracking the glass : if the glass be suspended by a thread it will make no difference, and
the thread will not even vibrate.

The Exact Coachman.—In an action in the northern circuit against the proprietors

of the Rockingham coach, the coachman was called and warned by the cross-examiner that

he must give a precise answer to every question, and not talk about what he thought the
question meant. The examination proceeded. " You drive the Rockingham coach, do
you not?" a No, sir, I do not.* Why, man, did not you tell my learned friend so this

moment?" No, sir, I did not." M Now sir, I put it to you once more : Upon your oath,

do you not drive the Rockingham coach?" " No, sir," replied the coachman, unabashed;
« I drive the horses."

Fats of thb Akoieht Saints.—History records the foHowing :
—" St. Matthew suf-

fered martyrdom, or was put to death by the sword, in the city of Ethiopia ; St. Mark was
dragged through the streets of Alexandria, in Egypt, till he expired ; St. Luke was hanged
upon an olive tree in Greece ; St. John was put into a cauldron of boiling oil at Rome,
and escaped death; he afterwards died a natural death at Ephesus, in Asia; [Query!]

St. Peter was crucified, head downwards, at Rome ; St James the Great was beheaded at

Jerusalem ; St. James the Less was thrown from a pinnacle or wing of the temple, and
then beaten to death with a fuller's club ; St. Philip was hanged up against a pillar at

Hieropolis, a city In Phrygia ; St. Bartholomew was flayed alive, by the command of a
barbarous king ; St. Andrew was bound to a cross, whence he preached till he expired ;

0t. TbepQas was ran through the body with a lance, near Malibar, in the East Indies;

St.* Jude was shot to death with arrows; St. Simon Zelotes was crucified in Persia;

BL Matthias waft Honed and then beheaded.9
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Absehcz of Mind.—The effect of absence of mind is well exemplified in an incSdist

whioh happened some time ago to a well-known gentleman of Magdalen College,

Cambridge. He had taken his watch from his pocket to mark the time he intended

to boil an egg for his breakfast, when a friend, entering his room, found him absorbed fax

some abstruse calculation, with the egg in his hand, upon which be was looking intenth,

and the watch supplying its place in the sancepan of boiling water.

A THOUGHT UPON ITALY.

Yes, sleeping in beauty, in sunshine, and flowers,

There lie the fair scenes of ItaUVs bowers %

And sleeping in dust and in darkness unknown,
Now lie the proud Ciesars that once filled her throne.

How fading that glory, by Priesthood unblessed

!

How swiftly the moments of splendour roll by

!

How soon by the grave are the fairest caressed,
And tear-drops quick start in the lore-laughing rjt!

Then lire for the glory that ever endures,
And lire for the sealing that sceptres all time-
That heaven and earth in Its bosom steam.
With all that is lovely, great, good, and snhOme.

Rock of Prophecy, Mount Biigham, Sept. 19th, 1858. Jabkx Wooaaia,

Dikd—Aug. 2, at Payson City, of inflammation of the lungs, Richard Spencer, son of Richard and Vary
Spencer, formerly from England, aged 24 years. The deceased had only been married fifteen dan, ssd

has left a young and amiable wife and a large circle of friends to mourn bis loss.—JFVvrn fAs *baent

Addrkss.—Charles R. Jones, 145, Abbey Street, Derby.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saUh unto the churches.—Jesus Christ.

* Come out ofher, my people, that ye be not partaken ofher tins, and that ye receive not 6/her

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

, H* 44, VoL XX. Saturday, October 30, 1858. Price One Benny.

THE PRESENT CHRISTIANITY.

BY ELDEB WILLIAM B. BABT01T.

That we are living in one of the most
important and eventful periods of time in

the world's history cannot be denied.

This, therefore, needs no comment. The
signs of the times, past and present, cause

MB to pause and wonder; and when we
look around and see the world we live

in and the condition of kingdoms and
thrones, we are led to exclaim, These are

'

truly the latter days ! Yet far greater

and more important events have to tran-

spire in this the 19th century. Events,

) political and religious, which can find

.
»o parallel in any former history of the

- 'world, will cause a mighty revolution in

- both spiritual and temporal affairs. It is

. true, many things have oeen predicted, but

LnoiM bo great and important as those

-j pertaining to the setting up of the king-

i?Um of God, the restoration of the

^Gospel, its establishment upon the earth,

tthe progress it will make, the opposition

t it will meet with before it accomplishes

:jtt mission—namely, the establishment of

^universal righteousness upon the earth,

i£he preparation of a people to receive the

*Jkm of God and rear a temple to his name,

vine gathering of the Jews, the rebuilding

of Jerusalem, the redemption of Zion,

qMjad the going forth of the word and law

rrli the Lord to the ends of the earth.

dI*oking at the present position of the

i<world, with its thousand different creeds,

the almost universal dissatisfaction that
exists in the minds of the people in respect

to religion and politics, the disunion that
exists among the different nations of the
earth, although hid under the cloak of
peace, all proclaim to us the greatness of
the work to be performed.

It is most true that great and rapid
strides have taken place in the various
arts and sciences. Astronomy, through
the medium of the telescope, has revealed

great and important facts pertaining to

the starry heavens, and placed in order
the various planets and systems, as far as

they are known in the vast extent of space,

and thus give us some idea of the great-

ness and magnitude of the works of the
Gods.

Geology has revealed and brought to

light the wonders of the earth's founda-
tions. The microscope has revealed

myriads of animals that now exist, which
cannot be detected by the human eye, to

such an extent that we are led to wonder
and exclaim with astonishment, There is

no end to the works of God ; for all na-
ture teems with life 1 Modes of travelling

have been devised, by which we can wit£
safety move from place to place at the
rate of sixty miles per hour. Venture*
some spirits have descended into the

bowels of the earth, and have brought
forth some of its richest contents. Tr*.
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6S0 THE PRESENT CHRISTIANITY.

Tellers have explored the different portions

of the globe. Men have ascended thou-

sands of feet above terra firma through

the use of balloons, and have learned

something of the atmosphere that sur-

rounds the globe. E'ectrieity has been

tamed and put into practical use, so that

news can be sent wich the rapidity of

lightning to all the important nations of

the earth. The various productions of

nature and art can be rapidly exchanged
among different nations by meansof steam.
Manual labour in many instances has been

superseded by the use of machinery.

That mighty engine, the press, has also

met the requirements of the age. Thus
we see that all things have received a

great impulse : the mind of man has been

enlarged, his ingenuity has been put to

the test, and his exertions have in many
respects been amply rewarded ; and thus

it is now heralded to the world, with the

voice of a trumpet, by statesmen, lec-

turers, and learned divines, that we are

living in one of the most enlightened

periods of the world's history.

Yet, with all these great improvements

—

with all the wisdom of mankind, they are

in one all-important point sadly deficient;

and in this, generally speaking, they

evince an astonishing carelessness,

—

mmely, that pertaining to their eternal

FaKa ion. It is most true that we 'have

thousands of professing Christians—many
pious and devout m?n, who are untiring

in their efforts to benefit mankind and
bring them to a sense of the duty they

owe to their Creator. It is also true that

many noble spirits have appeared in

different ages of the world, who have

endeavoured by precept and example to

benefit the people. But, alas, they have

failed ; for, being destitute of heavenly au-

thority,and surrounded by tradition, super-

stition, and bigotry, they have in many
respects failed. And why? They have been

destitute of the holy Priesthood ; and thus

the channel of communication between
heaven and earth has been closed. How
far have they succeeded ? How much has

Christianity (-o called) progressed duriog

the past seventeen centuries ? If we look

at the picture presented to us, we shall

most assuredly come to' the conclusion

that, unless a superior power be given,

ages must elapse before the present

Christianity can bring to pass any part

of the prophecies mentioned in tne be-

ginning. Let us look at England alone.

What a vast amount of crime is every
day committed? Murder, robbery,
swindling, forgery,—in short, vice in all

its hideous forms reigns in all the towns
and cities of Christendom. It is not the
uneducated alone that are degraded

:

many of those moving in high circles have
been instigators and perpetrators of some
of the most heinous crimes,—which fact
the record of our courts of justice abun-
dantly prove. Thus education has en-
abled this class to act with more subtlety,
while their seeming respectability has been
a cloak for their more refined viUany.

What, then, can be the cause of all

this? Is it the want of money, talent,

education, or anytiling of this kind ? No;
for there are in this country alone more
preachers, professors, writers, lawyers,
doctors, and lecturers, than would be
necessary to direct three or four worlds
like ours the way to heaven and the road
from destruction.

Yet they fail in a small place like Eng.
land. Money is no object. Salaries
ranging high in the thousands are given to
bishops, while poor curates must be coo-
tent with £60 a year! There has been
expended, (independently of Missionary
Societies,) for the religious, secular, and
moral training of England, thousands of
millions. Yet all efforts fail to produce

' any visible improvement in the great mass
of the nation. If this is the result and
production of the present Christianity,

we must certainly come to the conclo-
sion that it is not dtstined to fulfil the
prophecies.

! In order, therefore, that the words of
the Prophets might have their literal

fulfilment, and the world be somewhat
prepared for the great events of the last

days, and be left without excuse, it is

necessary for a superior power to interface

to save the people and bring them out of
the darkness they are grovelling in at the
present time. Angels weep over the
fallen condition of man. Good men are
filled with sorrow when they find their

efforts scorned or turn out fruitless.

The earth itself groans in pain to be
delivered. O man, how fallen—how de-
graded—how far removed from what thou
once wert ! But let us dwell on a more
exalted theme.

It has pleased the great Author of our
salvation to look with pity upon fallen

man. That same Being who in the
'greatness of his mercy gave his only
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A SUCCESSFUL PRIEST.

begotten Son for the sins of the world
has restored once more to the earth the

Gospel, bestowed upon men the holy

Priesthood, and revealed unto them those

glorious principles of truth which will

exalt them eternally in the heavens.

Joseph, the honoured instrument of

God in this the 19th century, has by
Divine cemnfand proclaimed the message

of Jehovah to the earth. It is replete

with wisdom, intelligence, and salvation

to all that obey it. The power that

characterizes it proves its superiority over

every creed and invention of uninspired

men. It shines upon the understanding

like the noon-day's sun, and whispers in
|

the ears of mortals, "This is the way:
walk ye in it." It has no alliance or con-

|

section with any sect, but speaks with
'

Divine authority ; and all nations, kin-
,

dreds, tongues, and people are required to

obey.
And what has this work accomplished?

The world has boasted of the union of

great nations, especially the joining of

England and America by telegraph. But
it can be said that with the Church of

God or the Saints of latter days there is ,

an infinitely superior power that bound
j

them together long before the existence
,

of the Atlantic cable—namely, the Priest-

.hood. What effects has it produced ? .

The members of this Church have in a

great measure forgotten their nationality.
|

Ko matter from what quarter of the
j

globe they came, all join in the one ,

great object—the building up of the
,

691

kingdom of God. All unite their efforts

for tbe spread of the everlasting GospeL
By the protecting care of their heavenly

Father, they have been enabled to visit

many nations, and have brought forth his

sons and daughters from nearly all lands,

and many have gathered home to the-

bosom of the Church. It is to Zion
where the eyes of the people of God are
directed. And soon the nations will gaze
at them with intense surprise ; for the wis-

dom, knowledge, and power of God will so

descend, that monarchs on their thrones

will wonder at " what the Mormons are
doing." What the world calls "Morw
monism" is a great fact—a living system,

growing more formidable day after day.

Thoughtless people may sneer at us ; but
while they sneer, we are adding to our
numbers, and become more zealous in

proportion to the slights put upon us;
and most assuredly it will ere longbe a
knotty problem for them to solve, "What
is to be done with the Mormons ?"

Saints of God, then, let us live our
religion, learn to walk always in the line

of our duty, and uphold the Priesthood.

Angels will assist our efforts, and God be
pleased to see his children walking in

righteousness, holiness, and truth. We
shall, if faithful, see, and the whole world
will as certainly know that "Mormonism*
is the truth. Their boasted Christianity

will crumble to naught, while our king-

dom will thrive and grow, and will prove
its vast superiority over every man-made
system.

A SUCCESSFUL PBIEST.

BT ELDER JOBIf HTDE.

J* History i* philosophy

Persecution, fierce and relentless, pur-

sued the Saints of former as those of latter

days. Their deeds were slandered and

their persons hated, because of the faith

they loved, the God they worshipped, the

principles they taught, and the objects

they proposed to accomplish. So Lucifer

and Lis priesthood have ever sought to

retard the triumph of truth. Too often

they have succeeded. Flourishing churches

planted by ancient ministers of God in

Asia have passed away, leaving scarcely a

trace behind.

teaching by example."

Satan does not always prevail. Per-
secution once so raged in Jerusalem that
Saints and ministers were compelled to fly

thence for safety. One of the latter took

refuge in Samaria. Full of the spirit of
his holy mission to the inhabitants of that

rous city, he preached the words of

The Samaritans were bated and
despised by Jewish sects of every name
and class. Those outcast people' gladly

and attentively listened to that fervent

Priest while he proclaimed the love of

God to man.
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692 A SUCCESSFUL PRIEST.

At that time a magician of celebrity bad

imposed his dark sorceries upon the peo-

ple, and many thought him 11 the great

power of God." "Be slow to decide/'

^hey thought, and therefore heard both

aides and persecuted neither. Before

them truth and error grappled, and trijth

frevailed. They believed that faithful

'riest, and were baptised, "both men
and women." In the city there was

great joy ; and the Lord confirmed the

teaching of that Priest by many u signs

and miracles."

Their sins were remitted—a negative

"blessing, but still a great one. Humanity
feels itself sinful and breathes its anxious

cry, What must be done for salvation ?

The Hindoo answers, Hurl yourself be-

neath the spiked wheels of Juggernaut,

or plunge yourself into the Ganges waves!

The Moslem answers, Believe in Mahora-

med, fast and pray at the sounding of the

muezzine call from the lofty minaret of the

mosque! The Brahmin answers, Stand

before a fire till the roasted skin peels off,

or gaze upon the sun until its blazing

rays shall, blast your sight ! The South

Sea Islander answers, Go, slay your

purest friend, and his virtues shall be-

come your own ! The Persian sage ex-

claims, Go, worship fire! And to the

crocodile or sacred bull the Egyptian

priest compels your adoration

!

But how does Christendom reply?

The Papist, with scowling brow and
downcast eye, fresh from the Inquisition,

with his faggots and his rack, says, Con-

fess to a priest, and from him obtain

absolution! The Calvinist, with soul-

depressing melancholy, says, If you be

among the elect, the day of power and
pardon will inevitably come! Tbe Me-
thodist, with lengthened face and hollow

groan, says, Sorrow and pray, and per-

haps some time the Lord may please to

send remission! The primly dressed

Quaker says, Calmly contemplate ! While
the Ranter, tearing " passion into rags,"

says, Groan, shout, and pray,— shout,
pray, and groan,—and God must come
down and pardon

!

The Pentecost preacher?, however, an-

swered humanity's question thus—"Re-
pent, and be baptised every one of you in

the name of Jesus Christ for remission

of sins." The preacher at Samaria
answered the question in the same man-
ner. Led by one spirit, ministers of God
all teach alike. Truth, like God, changeth

pot by lapse of time. Upon tbe
ritan Saints the Hory Gfcost had not
fallen. Their faithful driest and i

of course felt anxious that they should
have the blessing. Did he call than
together, and, Kke sectarians, agonize
andprav fortheHolyGhost to descend upon
them? fro. Did he lay his own hands upon
their heads for the reception of that gift?

No. He knew that such an administration

did notbelong tohis Priesthood. He there-

fore sent intelligence to the authorities at
Jerusalem. With joy they appointed two
Elders to visit Samaria, who prayed and
laid their hands upon the heads of these
humble, believing, and baptised people,

|
and they received the Holy Ghost. Soch
was the true order then, and such it most
be now. Such was the Church of God
then, and such it is now.
The magician listened, believed, and was

baptised. But when he beheld the Holy
Ghost conferred by laying on of hands,

his corrupt heart thought, if he had bat
that power, what a money-making' specu-
lation it might prove to him! He at

once offered the Elders gold to bestow on
him similar power. The answer to him
was, " Thy money perish with thee ! Thou
art in the gall of bitterness, and the bond
of iniquity is around thee ! Thy heart is

vile, and in the matter thou bast no part

or lot!"

Baptism only brings a greater curse

upon him who is not humble of heart,

penitent and contrite of spirit, and pure in

motive.
" Him that honours me I will honour,

1*

saith the Lord. An angel from on high

to that faithful Priest bore another mis-

sion. " Arise/' said he, "go to the south

—

to the desert country. He journeyed
thither, and in the distance he beheld a
caravan, costly in array, approaching.
Drawing nearer, he perceived a personage
who was high in authority under the
queen of his country ; and as the chariot
rolled along, he sat intently reading
Isaiah's prophecies. The Spirit whispered
to the Priest to join that chariot and
speak to the rider. He did, and heard
him read the burning visions of the son of
Amos. The Priest enquired, "Under-
standest thou what thou readest?" Many
personages so circumstanced would have
ordered an attendant to reprimand him
for what they would have pronounced his

impertinence. Not so this high,yet bumble
personage. He promptly replied, aHow-
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HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH. 69&

can I, unless some man should guide me ?

"

Then, feeling in his soul that tab stranger

could aid him in his studies, he desired

him to come up into his chariot and sit

with him. The lowly and foot-sore Priest

at once accepted the invitation and seated

himself in the great man's chariot by his

side. The passage read was as follows :

—

**He was lea as a sheep to the slaughter,

and like a lamb dumb before his shearer,

so opened he not his mouth." " Who is

this of whom the Prophet speaksY9
en-

quired the £reat man. Under the afflatus

of the Divine Spirit, the servant of God
explained how Jesus became little that we
might become great 1—how he stooped to

manhood to lift us to God!— how the

organizer of the universe became a help-

less babel—how he that gave laws by
which suns and systems wheel in their

spheres became a tenant of earth !—how,
in his humiliation, hisjudgment was taken

away, and he had to grow in stature and in

wisdom like anotherof Adam's sons I With
a glowing heart and eloquent tongue, he

spoke of the Hie Jesus lived, the miracles

he performed, the motives he enforced,

the principles he taught, the Church he

had established, the laws he had insti-

tuted, the officers he had ordained, the

shame he had endured, the death he had
suffered, and finally his triumphant resur-

rection ! He told how, as a conqueror,

he had marched to the gates of death

and hell, and threw open their gloomy
portals; and how he will one day re-

turn to earth, hurl the usurper down,

and reign with his Saints thereon*

The great man listened and was entranced
in joy. " See," cried he, " here is water

:

what doth hinder me frombeing baptised ?"

The servant of God replied, "If thott

believest with all thine heart, thou
maye&t." The great man, with prompt
fervour, answered, " I believe that Jesus
is the Son of God." Sectarian preachers

would hereupon have said, "Glory to
God, thou believest: nothing more is

needed : thy sins are remitted." Not so
the angel-sent Priest that rode with and
taught him. He preached to him the
entire plan of salvation ; andon descending
from the chariot, they both went down
into the water, and the repentant believer

was " buried with Christ m baptism" for

the remission of his sins! Perchance,

after this act of obedience to the require*

ments of heaven, the future rose before

his mind,—perhaps a wrathful queen, in-

sulting compeers, his position lost, his

prospects blasted, and himself the scon?

and scorn of all 1 He scanned the perils

that his thoughts presented, and fully

counted the cost ; and, resolving to battle

with and brave the worst, he joyfully

went his way.
Such teas the character and power of

the ancient Gospel, and such is " Mor-
monism" now ! The examples are before

us. May we be stimulated to spread

around us its holy and divine principles,

and ever strive to emulate the spirit of
the faithful servant of God—the success-

ful Priest.

HISTORY Of JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 681.)

[March, 1843.]

Monday, 27th. I dictated the follow-

ing letter to Sidney Bigdon, Esq. :

—

" Dear Sir,—It is with sensations of deep

regret and poignant grief that I sit down
to dictate a few lines to you this morning,

to let you know what my feelings are in

relation to yourself, as it is again** my
principles to act the part of a hypocrite or

to dissemble in anywise whatever with any

man. I have tried for a long time to smother

my feelings and not let you know that I

thought that you were secretly and under-

handedly doing all you could to take the
advantage of and injure me ; bat whether my
feelings are right or wrong remains for

eternity to reveal.

I cannot any longer forbear throwing oft

the mask and letting you know of the secret

wranglings of my heart, that you may not be
deceived in relation to them, and that you.

may be prepared, sir, to take whatever course

you see proper in the premises.

I am, sir, honest, when I say that I be-

lieve and am labouring under the fullest

convictions that you are actually practising

deception and wickedness against me and
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-daj
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SalntB; and that yon are in connection with

John C. Bennett and George W. Bobinson

in the whole of their abominable practices,

in seeking to destroy me and this people;

and that Jared Carter is as deep in the

mod as yon, sir, are in the mire, in yonr con-

spiracies; and that yon are in the exercise of

a traitorous spirit against our lives and

interests, by combining with our enemies

and the murderous Missourians. My feel-

ings, sir, hare been wrought upon to a very

great extent, in relation to yourself, ever

since soon after the first appearance of

John C. Bennett in this place. There has

been something dark and mysterious hover-

ing orer our business concerns, that are not

only palpable but altogether unaccountable,

in relation to the Post Office. And, sir, from

the Tery first of the pretensions of John C.

Bennett to secure to me the Post Office,

(which, by-the-bye, I hare never desired, if

I could hare justice done me in that de-

partment, without my occupancy,) I hare

known, sir, that it was a fraud practised

upon me, and of the secret plottings and

oonnivings between him and yourself in

relation to the matter the whole time, as

well as many other things which I have kept

locked up in my own bosom. But I am con-

strained, at this time, to make known my
feelings to you.

I do not write this with the intention of

insulting you, or of bearing down upon you,

or with a desire to take any advantage of

you, or with the intention of laying one

straw in your way detrimental to your cha-

racter or influence, or to suffer anything

whatever that has taken place, which is

within my observation or that has come to

my knowledge to go abroad, betraying any

confidence that has ever been placed in me.

But I do assure you, most sincerely, that

what I have said I verily believe ; and this

is the reason why I have said it—that yon
may know the real convictions of my heart,

not because I have any malice or hatred,

neither would I injure one hair of your
head ; and I will assure you that these con-

victions are attended with the deepest sor-

row.
I wish to God it were not so, and that I

could get rid of the achings of my heart on
that subject; and I now notify you that

unless something should take place to re-

store my mind to its former confidence in

you, by some acknowledgments on your
part, or some explanations that shall do
away my jealousies, I must, as a conscien-

tious man, publish my withdrawal of my
fellowship from you to the Church, through
the medium of the Times and Seasons, and
demand of the Conference a hearing con-
e£nta£r your case; that, on conviction of
^tfrffisiile grounds, they will demand yonr

license. I could say much more, butletftt

above suffice for the present.

Tours, in haste,

Joseph foura*

And sent it to him by Dr. W. Richards*

to which I received the following reply

" President J. Smith.

Dear Sir,—I received your letter by tie

hand of Dr. Richards a few minutes since,

the contents of which are surprising to me,

though I am glad that you have let ms

know your feelings, so as to give me s

chance to reply to them.

Why it is that you have the feelings

which yon seem to entertain, 1 know net;

and what caused you to think that 1 sad

any connection with J. C. Bennett at asj

time is not within my power to say.

As to the Post Office, I never asked Ben-

nett one word about it when I made appli-

cation for it. If he ever wrote to the

department at Washington anything about

it, It was and is without my knowledge; for

surely I know of no such thing being done

at any time; neither did I know, at the time

I applied for the office, that you intended to

apply for it; nor did I know of it for scuw

time afterwards. As far as the Post Ofios

is concerned, these are the facts. I wrote

myself to the department, offering myself as

an applicant, and referred the department

to several members of Congress to ascer-

tain my character. This is ail I ever did on

the subject. I never wrote but one letter

to the department on the snbject ; neither

had I at the time any acquaintance of say

amountwithBennett, nor for a very consider-

able time afterwards. He new was at osr

house but very little, and then always ea

business, and always in a hurry, did his busi-

ness, and went off immediately. I know act

that Bennett ever knew that I had applied

for the office; and I am quite satisfied he

did not till some time after I had written to

the department on the subject; and if he

ever did anything about it, it was and is to

this day without my having any knowledge

of it.

As to the difficulties here, I never at asj

time gave Bennett any countenance in rela-

tion to it, and he knows it as well ulfa
and feels it keenly. He has threatened me,

severely, that he could do with me as he

pleased, and that if I did not cease to aid

you and quit trying to save • my Prophet,

as he calls you, from the punishment ofthe

law, he would turn against me; and vrmto

at St Louis, on his way to Upper Miise**}

he, in one of his speeches, made a violent

attack on myself, all predicated on the

that I would not aid him. Such art htt

feelings on the subject and his ttoeetes*

ings.
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At to Jared Carter, if there is anything

in his mind unfavourably disposed to you,

be haa, as far as I know, kept it to himself

;

for he never said anything to me, nor in my
hearing, from which I could draw even an
inference of that kind. He was here yester-

day, when you came, much dejected in

spirit in relation to his temporal affairs, and
commenced telling of the great injuries he
had received by his son-in-law, and the great

losses he had sustained by him, and seemed
greatly dejected on account of it; but he
never mentioned any other subject.

When I went to La Harpe on Friday, it

was purely in relation to temporal matters,

making arrangements for provisions for the

ensuing season and to regulate some mat-
ters in relation to property only. While
there, 1 heard the report of the new indict-

ments; and Mr. Higbee told me, the day
before I went out, that I was among the

number of those who were to be demanded.
In relation to this, I made such enquiry as 1

thought would enable me to determine the

fact, but failed in the attempt. I confess 1

felt some considerable interest in deter-

mining this fact, and felt anxious to know
if I could find out how it was..

Now, on the broad scale, I can assert in

truth, that with myself and any other per-

son on this globe there never was nor is

there now existing anything prirately or

publicly to injure your character in any re-

spect whatever; neither has any person spo-

ken to me on any such subject. All that

has ever been said by me has been said to

your face, all of which you know as well

as I.

As to your rights in the Post Office, you
you have just the same as any other man.
In the new case which occurred yesterday,

I have examiued all the laws and rules in

this office, and find but one section in rela-

tion to it, and that indirectly, but gives the

Postmaster no right to abate the postage,

nor make any disposition of the letter or

letters ; but address the department, and
they will give such instruction in the case as

they may deem correct. I have written on

the subject to the department.

I can conclude by only saying that I bad
hoped that all former difficulties had ceased

for ever. On my part they were never men-
tioned to any person, nor a subject of dis-

course at any time nor in any place. I was
tired hearing of them, and was in hopes
that they slumbered for ever. While at La
Harpe the subject was never once mentioned.

The only thing was the enquiry I made myself

to find out, as far as I could, whether the

report made to me by Mr. Higbee was cor-

rect or no, and this in relation to myself

only. If being entirely silent on the sub-

ject at all times and in all places is an

error, then I am guilty. If evading the

subject at ail times, whenever introduced by
others, be a crime, then I cm guilty; for such
is my uniform custom.

If this letter is not satisfactory, let me
know wherein ; for it h peace I want. I

have been interrupted a great many times

since I began to write, by people calling at

the Office.

Respectfully,

Sidxet Rigdox.

P.S. I do consider it a matter of jnst

offence to me to hear about Bennett's assist-

ing me to office. I shall have a lower
opinion of myself than I now have when I

think I need his assistance.

S. R."

Opened Court to try Field for drun-

kenness and abusing his wife. I fined

him §10 and costs, and required him to

find bail of$30 to keep the peace for six-

months.

A Conference held at Hartland, Nia-
gara County, New York. Three Elders

and one Priest were ordained, and five

added to the Church.
It is estimated that the Chinese loss, in

their recent war with England, was 15,000
men, 1,-000 pieces of cannon, and a great

portion of their navy.

Tuesday, 28th. I removed my office

from the smoke house (which I have
been obliged to occupy for pome months.)

to the small upper room in the new brick

store.

Josiah Butterfield came to my house

and insulted me so outrageously that I

kicked him out of the house, across the

yard, and into the street.

Elder B. Young visited George A.
Smith, who was very sick.

Wednesday, 29th. Sat with Orson
Speticer on a case of debt, and gave

judgment against Dr. Foster, the de-

fendant.

Thursday, 30th. In the Office, in rela-

tion to a new bond presented to me by
Dr. Brink, which I rejected as informal,

and told Charles Ivins he might improve
my share of the ferry one year, and
cautioned him that if he did not consider

Brink good for heavy damages, he would
be foolish to be his bondsman.

Brink afterwards took an appeal to the

Municipal Court, to be tried on the ltxh

of April.

Elder Hyde returned from Quincy,

having delivered ten lectures and bap-

tised three persons.
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At half-past one, p.m., I was called to

sit as Justice of the Peace, with Alder-

man G. W. Harris, on the case of Webb
v. Rigby, for forcible entry and detainer.

During the trial the Court fined Esquire

O. C. Skinner tweuty dollars for insult-

ing a witness, and would have fined him
ten dollars more for his contempt of

Court, but let him off on his submissive

acknowledgments. The trial closed about
one o'clock on Friday morning. >

Friday, 31st. At ten a.m., I opened

Court for trial of Amos Lower, for

assaulting John H. Burghard. After

hearing testimony, fined Lower §10.
Spent the afternoon at Mr. Luci&Q

Woodworth's, in company with brother

Hyrum, H. C. Kimball, O. Hyde, W.
Woodruff, and brother Chase, with our

wives; had a good time, and feasted

on a fat turkey.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS* MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1858.

Proper Officers.—There is perhaps not a faithful man of any length of standing

in the Church who is not also a member of the Priesthood. In a general seme, it

may therefore be emphatically said that there are in the Church good and suitable

officers. But between the facts of there being such men in office and the Mission

being properly officered there is an immense difference. It is possible for all the

officers to be good and intelligent men, yet every one to be in the wrong office and

labouring at a general disadvantage, and perhaps to the positive detriment of the

interests of that community. A nation might be full of vital energy, but yet the

national pulsation weak, because of its functions being feebly or improperly worked

by a diseased heart and an imbecile or deranged brain. It might abound with

administrative capacity, and yet its arrangements be non-adapted to the wants of the

people and the spirit of the times, and the action of its administrative body be im-

potent and fitless. The nation might contain the men capable of making the belt

officers in the world, and a sufficient number of them to officer the whole world, and

yet be itself the worst officered of all nations. It shall overflow with talent and be

thickly sprinkled with large minds and gigantic characters—it shall possess such an

amount of soul-force as to be sufficient for the moving, not only of itself, but many

nations besides, and yet itself be ruled by incompetent rulers, and nearly erery

man be in the wrong place, and its affairs be ingeniously mismanaged—a body with

all the faculties, senses, and means of life, yet most of them performing the wrong

functions, and the body languishing for want.

For a nation to be properly officered would, in the full sense, imply that it was

properly organized and governed. Such a condition involves the whole science of

society. That science, considered in its various classifications, embraces the domestic,

social, religious, and political organizations, states, and conditions. National existence

takes in all belonging to this classification,—in other words, takes in the whole tcienoe

ot society. Therefore, the properly officering a nation involve* the whole of that

science. And it is obvious that to affirm in the full and perfect sense that a nation

is.properly officered would be tantamount to affirming that it is properly orginiad

and governed; for with such an administration carrying on its functions, such a stilt

of things would necessarily be implied. But we will not dwell upon the immense?
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of subject involved in the perfect affirmation of the fact of a nation's being properly

officered. We shall speak now of the fact itself and its immediate connections,

rather than of all the conditions and extent of subject which it involves.

That nation or community which, it can be affirmed, is properly officered will

have reached comparative administrative and governmental perfection ; that is to

say, it will have reached a proper state and condition of things according to its

sphere of government, stage of development, and order of being,—what in the

Scriptures is termed " perfect in its day and generation." There is no other sense in

'which anything or any being can reach perfection, from a nation to a universe— from
a man to a God. When a nation or community has become properly officered and is

carrying on all its functions of government, it has reached the perfection of its sphere

and day. For a community to be properly officered, therefore, is the great desider-

atum in its organization and administration.

Of course, such a state of things is a great desideratum in the administration of

this Mission. To properly officer it and properly carry on its functions of govern-

ment should be the aim of its administrative body. In fact, this is comprehended in

the work of administrative reform and progress in which the Elders and Priesthood

generally have of latebeen sozealously and successfully engaged. But that work will not

be completed until the Mission is properly officered and all its functions are healthful

and perfect in their action—indeed, until it has reached that condition where it

may be said to be perfect in its day. Until this is brought about, not only in the

business department, but in all its branches of government and operations—until

everywhere throughout the Mission proper officers shall be properly acting in every

department of our Church system and properly embodying the principles and spirit

of our holy and perfect religion, it will be necessary to urge administrative reform as

•well as general progress. It is the duty of all the administrative body, and par*

ticularly the presiding Elders, to travel as fast and as near as possible to the desired

-state of things ; and we especially warn the latter not to stand in the way themselves.

Taking up the subject where the administering of that part of the system of perfect

government applicable to this Mission begins, the first condition we come to, for the

Mission to be properly officered, is, that there should be proper officers. And here we
are brought to the very interesting and important consideration of the conditions

constituting a proper officer of this Mission. The first is that he should be legally

called and ordained. This point is generally understood, but many others connected

with it are not. The second condition is that he be a suitable man for his

calling. We are now speaking of the fundamental offices of the Priesthood belonging

to this Mission. Out of these grow other branches and departments in our Church

gpvernment and operations. Not only does it come within the sphere of the adminis-

trative body to call and ordain men to the offices of Elders, Priests, Teachers, and

Deacons, but the administration has also to assign to them their special depart-

ments and to set them to work. The Eldership, for instance, has a large scope in

which it can legally administer ; but in that scope there are many departments and

portions of the work to be performed. A man may be suitable for and worthy of the

office of an Elder to act in some given part of its many callings and duties ; but that

-does not say thatJie is adequate to the duties of a Pastor, a President ofa Conference,a

preacher, a clerk, an editor, an author, or other departments belonging to that office.

All these are comprehended in the sphere of Eldership. The administration, there-

tore, has to grapple with them ail, besides the other offices and the departments which

grow out of them. We have, then, to take into consideration the parts of the work

as well as the fundamental offices. This point has not commanded the discriminaj^|^-
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attention which it deserves ; and this is a matter to which we call the attention of

presiding Elders in their future operations. For a man to be a proper officer, it is

necessary not only that he should have the authority to act in any of the various

duties of his Eldership, &c, but also that he be suitable for the given department

and work. For instance, a Pastor should be suitable and qualified by authority,

endowment, experience, govermental capacity, worthiness, and every other element

necessary to constitute a proper Pastor. If he is not such, he is not fitted for that

office, and we should feel at once justified and bound to remove him to some other and

perhaps equally honourable and important position in the sphere of Eldership,where he

would be truly a proper officer. The same would apply to the President ofa Conference.

Again, in sending out a Travelling Elder, a man should be chosen who not only holds

the office of an Elder, but who is also suitable and likely to be efficient and to do

good in that sphere. Moreover, it should be considered if circumstances and wisdom

justified it. If a business man be the one in requisition, a person should be selected

whose peculiar talents, habits, opportunities, and avocation of life render him fit

for that department of the work. If it is to preach the Gospel, one should be set to

do that part who is ordained, gifted, and prepared for that branch. In giving

invitations to our readers to contribute for the Star, we should expect those whose

turn of mind, abilities, time, and duties rendered them serviceable, to engage in that

department ; and those who attempted poetry, we should expect*to have the gift and

inspiration of the poet. All these and like conditions are comprehended in the idea

of proper officers. We hope the presiding Elders will act upon the principles invoked

in these considerations.

The second principal condition necessary to be observed in properly officering the

Mission is, that every department should be filled, and every part of the work

belonging to this administration be in active operation. Those departments mast

also be properly filled, and those parts properly done. And to accomplish this,

those men who are proper officers by authority, capacity, experience, fitness, and

worthiness should be placed in those various departments: in other words, the

right men should be in their right places as regards both their authority and their

fitness.

The third principal condition is, that every one of these proper officers should be

set to work, given their proper pans of the work, and made responsible for its being

properly done. Out of this grows the fact that each should be operating in his due

order and be subject to those above him. Every department and part also must be

under a proper supervision ; and each presiding man must not only do his own par-

ticular work, but see that those under him properly do theirs, and moreover see that

every particle of work given to his charge be in active operation. Now, doubt-

less, this Mission has, on the one hand, every proper office and function of govern*

ment pertaining to it, and, on the other, proper men to fill those departments and carry

on those functions ; but between this fact and the one that those departments are

filled and those men carrying on those functions, there is an immense difference. There

is plenty of work and to spare needed to be done, and needed to be done properly

:

bnt between this fact and the one that every person in office has plenty of

work given him to do and is doing it properly, there is also an immense difference. The

first facts we have never doubted ; the second we are not so sanguine about. When

both answer together, then the Mission may be said to be perfect in its day.

When all its departments and callings are thus filled with the proper officers, and

all its functions are thus brought effectively and perfectly into action, then it will be

properly officered.
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Now, this kingdom does largely possess the men capable of becoming the best

officers. It is full of administrative capacity, thickly sprinkled with large minds and
characters capable of making striking marks among the wonderful events of the last

days; and as for energy, will, perseverance, powers of endurance, and, indeed, every

quality of soul*force, no people have equalled them. It is true that many of these

men are as rough diamonds, but still they are diamonds. They can be polished and

properly set ; and while their polishing and setting will bring out and enhance their

qualities, they will throw the glory of those qualities around and give a dignity to

the administration in which they are inlaid. They can be put where they can obtain

the polish of experience and can labour efficiently—where they can honour their calling

and prepare themselves for the more responsible positions for which God designs

them. Is this fact—namely, that the Church does contain such men, duly appre-

ciated and taken advantage of in this Mission ? Having the material for the best

officers, is the Mission properly officered with those fitting men ? If it is not, let it

be distinctly understood that we would have it so, and that we expect the presiding

Elders throughout these lands to labour in that direction—to find fitting men for

every work given, and to properly officer the Mission.

THE LORD'S SUPPER.

"And he took bread, and gave thanks, and brake it, and gave it unto them, faying, This it my body,
which It given for you : this do In remembrance of me. Likewise also the cup, after the supper, saying,

This cup is the new testament in my blood, which is shed for yon.M—Jesus Christ.

In order to celebrate the sacred ordi-

nance of the Lord's Supper aright, ac-

ceptably to God and beneficially to our-

sefvts, it is unquestionably necessary and
essential that we have a proper under-

standing of its real nature and use. It

was instituted by our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ as a Gospel ordinance, emble-

matical and commemorative of his sacri-

ficial death. Hence, on giving bis disciples

the bread, he said, •This is my body,

-which is given for you," thus showing
its emblematic character. He then im-

mediately added, "This do in remem-
brance of me," which thus shows its

commemorative character.

Various opinions are entertained in the

professing Christian world as to the

intended meaning of the words, "This is

my body." It will be unnecessary to

particularize them. But the most re-

markable one is that held by the Roman
Catholics. They profess to believe that

tiro words really and truly signify that the

bread eaten by the disciples was the veri-

table body of Christ. Hence they believe

that the eucharistic wafer, when con-

secrated by the priest, is actually trans-

muted into the literal flesh of Jesus Christ

;

and that the wine contained in the cha-

lice, when consecrated by him, is com-
pletely changed into the literal blood of
Christ ; and therefore that he who eats the

waferand drinks thewine thus consecrated

really eats Christ's flesh and swallows his

blood, and literally fulfils the words of
Scripture, w Whoso eateth my flesh, and
drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me, and
I in him." (John vi. 66.)

To enter into a refutation of this very

absurd dogma of the Romish Church
(called "transubstantiation") would be

levying too heavy a tax on the reader's

patience and forbearance. We can only

lament that so large a portion of the pro-

fessing Christian world should have sunk
so direrally low in the scale of rationality

as to countenance an interpretation of
Scripture which is so far remote from
the plain, common sense import of the

words figuratively employed by the Divine

speaker.
u This is my body, which is given for

you." This evidently signifies that the

bread which Jesus had blessed, broken, and
given to his disciples, was emblematical

or representative of his body, which was
about to be offered as a sacrifice for the

sins of the world. Again : " This cup is

the new testament In my blood, which ij^-
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shed for you." This evidently siw
that the cop of wine, which Jesus like-

wise blessed and gave to the disciples,

was emblematical or representative of his

blood, which was soon about to be shed

sacrificially for the remission of uni-

versal sin.

The act of eatinff and drinking is the

necessary process by which food is re-

ceived into the system for its support.

The eating and drinking of the sacra-

mental emblems, therefore, signify our
acceptance of the work of redemption

and atonement wrought by Christ on our
behalf—our appropriating to ourselves

the benefits resulting from his media-

toral death. This is what is meant by
the words of Christ recorded in John vi.

47—56. He told his disciples that he
was the " bread of life," because he came
to bless mankind with the offer of " im-

mortality and eternal life," purchased by
the sacrifice of himself. Said he, " I am
the living bread which came down from
heaven : if any man eat of this bread, he
will live for ever : and the bread that I

shall give is my flesh, which I will give

for the life of the world." The Jews,
fancying that he meant (what appeared

very absurd to them, but vet is adopted

by professing Catholics as his actual and
intended meaning,) that he would give

his body to be literally eaten by them,

exclaimed among themselves, " How can
this man give us his flesh to eat?" Jesus,

however, carrying on the figure, said,

* Verily, verily, 1 say unto you, Except ye

eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
drink his blood, ye have no life in you.

Whoso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my
blood, hath eternal life; and I will raise

him up at the last day." As the atone-

ment of the Son of Man was the Divinely-

appointed means by whioh the redemption
of the world was to be accomplished, the

exercise of practical faith by which we
receive, adopt, and appropriate, or avail

ourselves of the proffered boon, is clearly

denoted by thesimile ofeating and drinking
the "flesh" and "blood" of the Saviour,

and by partaking of the significant em-
blems of his flesh and blood at the sacra-

mental table.

The Lord's supper is also a memorial
—an ordinance commemorative as well as

significative of the death of Christ. The
bread and wine (or its temporary substi-

tute, water,) are memorials to remind us
of him who died for us and of the solemn

THE LORD'S SUPPER.

covenant we have made to serve him.

This " remembrance" tends to invigorate

and renew our faith, our hope, and love,—
tends to re-animate our spirits, to in-

crease our gratitude, and to stimulate us

to perseverance in our onward course

of duty.

The Apostle Paul, in reference to this

sacred ordinance, says, " As often as ye

eat this bread and drink this cup, ye do

show the Lord's death till he come.

Wherefore, whosoever shall eat this bread

and drink this cap of the Lord unwor-

thily shall be guilty of the body sad

blood of the Lord. And again—"He
that eateth and drinketh unworthily

eateth and drinketh damnation to him-

self," &c. (1 Cor. xi. 26—30.) An
important point for consideratioo is this!

He who approaches the table of the Lord

and partakes of the sacred symbols un-

worthily is guilty of the sin of profana-

tion, and is thereby damning his own
soul! They who are living in known
sin—in the violation or neglect of the

known law of God, or who hold malice,

enmity, or hatred to any of their brethren

and sisters, or whose hearts are impure and

faithless, and yet, with heedlessness and

irreverence, partake of the sacred memo-
rials of the Saviour's dying love, are guilty

before God of profaning and desecrating

that holy ordinance, and of making a

mockery of those solemn pledges of

allegiance and faithfulness which they

outwardly profess to renew at the sacra-

mental altar.

How careful, then, should we be at all

times, lest we unworthily rush to and

prostitute the holy supper of the Lord\

and thus incur the penalty of self-dainna*

tion! We should, as the Apostle says,

"examine" ourselves before we "eat of

that bread and drink of that cup" of the

"communion of the body and blood of

Christ;"—for this is not to be regarded as

'

a light and idle ceremony, but as a devout

and solemn act of worship, by which wt

Srofessedlv celebrate and " show the Lord**

eath till he come" again and " drink* of

the "fruit of the vine" with his ftkhM
people in his "Father's kingdom." Setfr

examination will tend to check our hesbV

lessness and carelessness ofconduct in this

respect, and to induce that becoming

steadiness and due seriousness of mind on

such occasions which should ch*J»«tari»

every one who professes to he a Saint of

God'
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FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

FRENCH MISSION.

41, Parade Place, St. Heliers,

Jersey, Sept. 29, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—It is now a little over
four months since you sent me to lake
charge of this Mission. I feel it a pleasing

duty to give you a brief account of the

position and prospects of the work here.

1 arrived in Jersey on May 26th, in com-
pany with President Budge. We had a
land reception from brother Thomas Liez.

Quite a number of the Saints were very
glad to see us. We met together in

council, when President Budge made a
careful investigation of the affairs of the
Mission.

I feel that President Budge was not
here one day too soon. The wise and
cautious course pursued by him, prompted5 the Spirit of God, has been the means

turning the scale in our favour. The
dark clouds are passing awav, and our
prospects are brightening. There is an
improvement in the feelings of the Saints

in general. We have a few really good men
and women who are doing their best to

carry out my intentions, and the light of

truth rests upon them because of then-

willing obedience. We have also a few
who are cold and careless, taking no in-

terest in the work. As a matter of course,

they are overwhelmed in darkness, doubts,

and fears, and are feeling poor and miser-
able all the time.

But I believe that those who are doing
well will do better, and that some of those

who are in darkness will come to the
light, ere long, and take hold with us and
hup to build up the kingdom of our
Father. I feel blessed in my labours, and
my faith is that we shall prosper. We
have baptised a few and cut off one, and a
few have left to seek employment in

England or elsewhere.

Our Financial Report is as good as I
could expect under our present circum-
stances. Some of our good brethren
are suffering for lack of employment.
Wages are very low ; and we have but

very few who attempt to honour the law
of Tithing. We are certainly far behind
the times, when compared with the
Church in Great Britain.

Another visit from President Budge
would be a great blessing to us ; for we
have circumstances and influences to
contend with in these islands, and also in

France, that are not known in Britain.

Our book debt is quite respectable, and
we have not been able to make it anything
less. There is a large amount of stock in
hand, mostly in the French language.
They will all be found useful yet.

The Branch Tithing Records, Penny
Fund Account Books, and Blank Report
Sheets came to hand last Saturday, '25th

inst., via Southampton. I shall take
pleasure in carrying out your instructions

concerning them as far as I possibly can.

I met in Council last night in St.

Heliers, and laid the Penny Fund Emigra-
tion before the brethren. There was
uite a oneness of feeling on the subject,

intend to bring it before the brethren
in Goree Branch on Sunday morning, 3rd
October; and I shall vfc>it tbe island of
Guernsey next week, and Alderney the
week following. I do not expect to visit

France for a considerable time to come.
Our finances will not admit of it. Tra-
velling in this Mission is very expensive.

I had a letter from Paris a short time
since. Brother Huber writes in an
excellent spirit. (He told me of yourself

and brother Ross being there.) He had
some trouble with a brother by the name
of Heriel, who had appointed himself
President of the Paris Branch. He bad
drawn away some of the brethren with
him, two of whom have seen their error

and returned to the Church. I have
given instruction to cut him off and all

who take part with him, except they
humble themselves forthwith.

I have given all particulars as far as I

know at present. With a desire for your
continued prosperity and the prosperity

of the work in general, I subscribe myself

your brother and servant in the Lord,

Mark Barnes.

Whenever we hare occasion to utter a rebuke, it is better for our words
to be soft and our arguments hard.
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WALES.

"Udgorn Seion" Office,

Swansea, October 9, 1868.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—According to your de-

sire, I forward you a few lines to give

you an insight as to how things are pro-

ceeding at the present time in the Welsh

Conferences.

In the first place, I am happy to inform

you that I and my Counsellors are in per-

fectunion and determined to continuefaith-

ful in the work of God, to benefit the Saints,

and in every way to consecrate ourselves

and powers to the building up of this

kingdom. Also, I can say of the Pre-

sidents of the Conferences and Travelling

Elders, that I have found them unexcep-

tionally good men—men prompt in action,

and who with the greatest alacrity obey

the counsel of the Priesthood above them,

and have always been found ready to

obey every call and requisition that has

been put on them. Without omitting the

Presidents of Branches and the Saints in

general, I can say that they have exerted

themselves well in the last quarter.

By this I do not mean to say that we
have not those in our midst who are

inclined to see things going on wrong and

to view every scheme and plan for the

advancement of the kingdom of God as

naught, except they have bad a voice and

a finger in their construction. They, in

many instances, have tried to force such a

spirit into others, but, failing in their

attempts, have settled themselves down, as

it were, alone to sleep, not thinking that

this kingdom in its progress is increasing

in the rapidity and largeness of its strides,

and that when they awake it may perhaps

be far beyond their reach.

I am all the time doing my best to

instil into the minds and nearts of the

Saints the spirit ef the Presidency of the

Church in these isles, by teaching and

having translated and published in the

Udgorn Seion your principal articles

on business, &c, which appear in the

JStar. And I know that the Saints

have been greatly edified bythis.

I often compare the Conferences in

Wales to a clock, and think that you have

appointed me to look after it and keep it

in order, and to see that it keeps its tune

regularly and true. But I tell the Saints

that it is not London nor Greenwich

time that I want them to keep, but to

look at me as I endeavour to keep the

Liverpool time, and that I also watch

the movements of every wheel and listen

to every beat by the spirit and light of

the Millennial Star.

Of late, the Saints have been rather

slow in throwing their pence, &c, ifito

the Penny Fund ; but, after they have

seen the books that are now introduced,

my faith is that this wheel will have a

swifter motion than it has had from the

establishment of that fund in Wales.

They are beginning to stir. The Bran-

ches' Tithing Records and the Penny

Fund Books will be put into operation in

every Branch through the Conferences

by the end of this month.
Humbly praying the Lord to bless yon

and your Counsellors for your valuable

instructions and strong counsels,

I remain yours faithfully,

Bekjamix Evass.

NORWICH PASTORATE.

Chapel House, St. Paul's Openisg,

Norwich, October 0, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—-I now give you a hnef

sketch of the Norwich Pastorate for the

quarter ending September 30tb.

The work appears to be moving steadily

along ; not many being baptised, butl

think a decided improvement amongstwe

8aints in point of faith and good works,

—that is to say, amongst the fakhfai

The Saints have responded to the call

made for the old book debt in anobleana

praiseworthy manner. I feel a

desire to see the debt paid off, and I shaU

continue my exertions until I see the

Pastorate square. The amounts paid wr

the book debt from the Pastorate for this

quarter are £11 1 13s. 6*d., asyoawffli»

by the money I have sent you; and al-

though I had anticipated having in some

£50 more, yet I feel thankful that *•

have been able to accomplish so much.

I am also happy to inform you that !•
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have paid off about all the debts from this

Pastorate, some of which hare been on
for a length of time.

The Saints in this Pastorate are mostly
of the poorer classes. There are but
about half-a-dozen who earn the sum of
XI per week throughout the Pastorate;

and many men work all the year round
for about 9s. per week.

I will now close, hoping that the past
quarter will be satisfactory to you. We
will try to do our best for the future.

Yours,

William Batliss.

LIST OF DEBTS DUE FOR BOOKS, STARS, ETC., BY THE SEYERAL
CONFERENCES AND OTHERS, FOR THE QUARTER ENDING

SEPTEMBER 30, 1858.

CONrSREXCB. AMOUNT.

London fe. L.T. Harrisonj6'689 « 53
Glasgow John Hunter .. \UA 17 7\
East Glamorganshire..John Bavies 191 16 8
WestGlatnorganshtre.Thomas Rees ... 1M) 18
Herefordshire ..-.Lewis Bowen ... 12/ 8 10
Bedfordshire T. A. Jetfery ... 124 15 i#4

Cheltenham ... ..Thomas Clurke.. 124 11
Monmouthshire William Ajax ... 116 13 10
Lincolnshire .. William Halls.. KiO 8 6
Warwickshire Henry Brown ... U7 8
Reading William Mots... 96 9
Birmingham ....B. W. Brlndle... 96 8
Norwich Edwin Scott ... 90 6
South WUlet Harder... 89
Edinburgh „. ....P. J. McComie.. 85
Belfast George P. Ward 73 10
Hull William Carnie.. 63 14
Sheffield W. Brownlow.. 61 5
Newcastle-ou-Tyne ...R.J. Philp ..... 59
Worcestershire Thomas Smith.. 64 13
Dublin John K Orlst.. 53 17

7
Si

8 9
6 5
6 81
8 11

8

-Staffordshire John Clarke 50 18
Shropshire G. Armstrong.. 48 12
Southampton James Rogers .. 45 10
Leicestershire John MelJor..... 41 6 1"

Carlisle ....Henry Hobbs.... 39 9 84
Dundee A.N. McParlane 36 18 10
Land's-End .............John Kessell ... 36 15 53
Derbyshire .....Thomas Blrt .. 31 6 10
Bradford William Shires.. 3113
Cardiff E. 1>. allies 29 13 24

Carried forward ... ..jTJ.142 14 54

CONFKaBNCB. AOKNT. AMOLN
Brought forward ^3,142 14

Channel Islands W. Chevalier ... 26
Wiltshire William Jefferles 25 2
Late Herefordshire ...John Preece 24 17
Dorsetshire Charles Astle... 24 6
Durham W. B. Child..... 21
Preston M. H. Forscutt.. 14 2
Denbighshire Hugh Evans ... 8 8
Flintshire Edwin Price ... 7 19
Pembrokeshire .......John Gibbs 4 9
Dyffryn Conway T. R. Jones 2

BRANCH.

Derry , .Hugh Sheppard.. 6 15 7

MISSION.

Australian A. J. Stewart ... 3P5 11 94
Swiss and Italian Jabez Woodard .. 276 12 4
Cape of Good Hope ...Richard Provis.. 102 9 11*
Sandwich Islands P. B. Lewis 78 12 5{
Scsndinarian C. Widerborg .. 31 13 7
Bombay 21 3 34
East India J. P. Meik........ 10 8 6}
Malta. 5 7 2

F. Herryweather 110
Isaac Whiteley 1 4
J. W. McLellan 17 9
Frederick Mackay 5 S

(Errors excepted.) ^4,143 1 1}

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—The first anniversary of the National Association for the Promotion of Social

Science (which was launched into existence at Birmingham a year since, under the presi-

dency of Lord Brougham,) was held at Liverpool during the week ending the 17th inst.

Lord Brougham is also president for the ensuing year. The great comet which has been
so clearly seen by the naked eye for some weeks past, descended below the horizon on the

Dth inst., its tail benig 100,000,000 miles in length. A severe shock of earthquake was
•experienced at Calcutta on the 24th August : the Supreme Court, which was sitting at

the time, was so shaken that judge, lawyers, and prisoners all rushed out of the building

together.

Ambbican.—The American papers say that Col. Harbin had been obliged to call

upon Gen. Johnston for an escort of soldiers to protect the herds of cattle he was driving

to California, and that the Indians have declared their intention to rob every mail and to

stampede the stock of every emigrant train that attempts to cross to California : Col.

Lander had arrived at Salt Lake City, and reported that the waggon road under his

superintendence was progressing rapidly and would be completed before the winter snows
set in. The papers also state that Brigham Young still remained in privacy, and that

business was resumed in the city, and traders were coming in with their goods.
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VARIETIES.

A lad belonging to a ship of war at Portsmouth had purchased a magpie, which at

carried to his father's house, and was at the door feeding it, when a gentleman in the

neighbourhood, who had an impediment in his speech, coming up, said to the lad, "T-T-
T-T-Tom, can jour mag-p-p-pie t-t-t-t-talk yet?" "Aye, sir," said Tom, "better thin

yon, or else I'd soon wring bis head off."

Query.—In an examination of the Boy's National School at a Tillage about six mBcs

east of Nottingham, the following question was put to the third class :
—" Who was

Adam's eldest son?9 First boy, no answer; second boy, no answer; third boy, no

answer : the fourth boy was asked, "Who was Adam's eldest son?" It waa evident, from

the sparkling eyes and triumphant looks of this urchin, that he was wiser than the rest,

and was confident of getting up to the top of his class ; and so, with a move in that

direction, he immediately answered, "Jack the Giant Killer, sir."

At a party, of which Dr. Brand made one, many most marvellous stories of a question-

able character were related by one of the gentlemen. A pause occurred in the conversa-

tion. The doctor said, " Gentlemen, / will now tell you a tale. In a country Tillage Krcd

a butcher, who had the curiosity, one day, to view the adjacent country from the top of

the village church tower. For that purpose, he was shown up by the clerk of the

parish. Soon after they had reached the top, the bells began to ring, which caused the

tower to rock from one side to the other with such velocity that the butcher, unable to

bear the effect, leaped from the top of the tower into the churchyard ; but, reflecting,

on his way down, of the imminent risk he ran ip alighting, he suddenly drew his kaae

from its sheath, stuck it in the wall, and there hung dangling by it, like a hat on a peg,

till some persons obtained a ladder and lifted him down." " Oh, that must be a lie!*

exclaimed the person who had before amused the company so much. " Yes," said the

doctor: "and pray what have you been telling the whole evening?" The gentleauns

was mum.

ADDRESS TO THE LION.

' And the lion shall eat straw like the ox." (Isaiah xi. 7.)

What makes thee king of the forest wild ?

What makes thy roice like the thunder's roar ?

Thou'rt surely nature's proudest child,

From mountain top to ocean's shore

!

See the bellowing herds, how they fly and roll,

As thou rendeit the ox like a paper sex oil

!

But the time will come when the lambkin's play

Shall cheer thee round thy rock. built den.
And thirst for blood shall paas away,

Alike from lions and from men *
For Jesus will come and all good will restore;

Then the king of the forest will be cruel no more

Jabkz Woodaba.

Address.—R. F. Neslen, 11, Cheyne Street, Stockbridge, Edinburgh.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath Mfr./ifMm hear what the Spirit with unta the ckurchet.—Jesu* Christ.

Own Mil ofher, tnp people, that pe he not partaken of her sins, and that pe receive net efhm
plagues.—A Voice from Hearen.
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LIBERTY.

BY SLDEB B. L. 8LOAB.

liberty I
/
The very word is euphoDv.

It sounds like sweet music borne on tie

\ of the gentle breeze, across the fax

ins of Ind or Arab?, laden with the

nes of a thousand flowers. Such
are the thoughts that flash across the

mind when the heavenly boon is brought
to our recollection; but as the mind

to dwell on the subject, and
recalls the hundred wrongs

wrougnt under the sacred name of li-

berty, we are led seriously to ask our-

selves if anything but the tound exists,

and if mankind are cheating themselves

with a visionary illusion, while the blissful

reality is unknown and unappreciated.

I would not wish to be understood as

endeavouring to depreciate the amount
of freedom guaranteed by the more' en-

lightened constitutions to man. But
when we see the crushing despotism

practised by aristocrats of birth and
purse—employers, and those clothed in

" the pomp of a little brief authority,"—

mobs rising in the wild sublimity of mad-
ness, to wrest from those who differ from
them in opinion the sacred rights of

free and intelligent agents before the

Creator of man^-high-placed authority

mocking every claim of right and justice

to enforce its iniquitous determinations,

—

magisterial power lending its aid to the

same unholy cause, an4 man raising the

;

bloody fratricidal band against man to

l

quench the light divine within him, in

i
lands professing " freedom,"—we are led

anxiously to enquire if the noble principle

is understood, or if it is anything better

than a cry raised by a few, and senselessly

bandied from mouth to mouth, from pul-

pit and press to platform and forum,
without meaning or reality.

Reason, in a thousand instances, has

become the handmaid of fancy, every

charlatan in polemics, science, or philo-

sophy being ready to advance "a reason"

for his speculative vagaries. So liberty

is degraded to purposes the most worth-
less and disgusting. The superstitious

bigot looks with awe-struck wonder, or

raises the cry of " Blasphemy ! Blas-

phemy!" when the onslaught of truth

shakes the rotten foundation of his hoary
fabric of error, and mourns over the
* latitudinarian tendency" and "licentious

freedom" of the principles advanced.

The poor son of toil looks in vain for any
extension of his rights, whilst the peer,

the landowner, the merchant, and the

manufacturer raise the front of opposition

in defence of their "ancient privileges

and immunities." The demagogue may,
with bursting chest, blow the trumpet of
freedom; but, in reality, it reduces it-

self to thi*-«Give™ power!" Tr
in the

|
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sophistry, may appear more beautiful and
truthful: but let the blood-red page of

the past tell its* tale. Kings talk of

liberty when they carry fire and sword
into the peaceful homesteads of those

over whom tfcey have no right of control.

Governments boast of liberty while they

arm and pour forth mercenary bancs of

licentious soldiery to overwhelm and
destroy, and this under the garb of Chris-

tianity and civilization, caricaturing with

fearful effect the sentiment, ««Ye are

free whom the truth has made free."

It is both interesting and instructive to

observe the struggles of a people who
have been writhing under the tyrannical

hand of aggravated oppression, rising in

stern determination and bursting their

slavish chains. The hoary summits of

Switzerland proclaim such a tale with

majesty and sublimity. The man-cursed
valleys of Piedmont sing, too, a song of
deathless strife for freedom; and the

names of the Pilgrim Fathers will float

down the stream of time, encircled with

the halo of nobility. But (be degeneracy

.

df the sons of such noble sires is painful

to contemplate, and irresistibly leads us

to the conclusion that though man may
struggle and die for his own and his

country'* rights, yet, if his efforts are not
based upon the broad principles of Gospel
freedom and blessed with the wisdom,
power, and authority of the Eternal, he
struggles and dies in vain; for the fruit

of his labour is blasted and withers under

the degeneracy of successors, whose high-

est aim is the gratification of a mean,
miserable selfishness. Where now is the

spirit of Swiss freedom, when her sons

are the mercenaries of despots and her

magisterial authorities deny the freedom

of thought' and action to the few honest

hearts amongst her children? Where
now the spirit that stood nobly against

the bigottec! and cruel crusades of Rome,
when the Waldenses and Albigenses pre-

ferred the caves and fastnesses .of their

own native hills and valleys to having

their consciences coerced, and while

among their descendants a servant of God,
clothed with the Priesthood of heaven,

must scatter the rays of celestial light

amid persecution and suffering, and by
stealth ? Where now the feeling that ac-

tuated the Pilgrim fathers, who, sooner
than submit to the wrongs heaped upon
them, wandered in the forest, traversed
trackless wastes, and faced death in a

thousand forms, while their descend*
ants refuse the commonest rights of jus-
tice to their fellows* trample with unholy
feet on the saered form of liberty, perse-

cute to the death their fellow-citizens, and
hurl insult and indignity upon God's am-
bassadors to the nations, merely because
they claim the privilege of worshipping
him according to their consciences and
his revelations to them ?

Truly, when we gaze upon the king-
doms of this world, and with dear vision

witness their imbecility, corruption, and
selfishness, we are led to exclaim, "Icha-
bod ! Ichabod ! The glory is departed

!"

But when gazing with the eagle's

eye over the earth's despotism and
mockery of freedom, our glance is arrested

by an isolated people shut up in the doud-
capt bulwarks of the Far West, whose pre-

sent history teems with living instances of

mental and physical heroism equalling and
excelling tne time-honoured heroes of

yore, and whose principles of truth,

equity, and freedom, launched with a
force afid wisdom superior to aught that

|

has preceded them, are striking conviction

to every honest heart and gathering to*

I
gether a phalanx of earth's truest nobles.

[
Yet this people who had been for years

the sport of persecution and the butt of

all manner of indignities, and who have

just weathered the fierce storm of an ini-

Suitous crusade, must even now be made
tie target for the slanderer to point his

envenomed arrows at. Still their power
and wisdom are growing apace and stri-

ding rapidly forward, that " He may rule

whose right it is to rule."

Constitutions may be framed which are

founded upon the most correct prindples

of justice, and institutions may spring

into existence as the offspring of man's
greatest wisdom and highest abilities ; but

while man remains unchanged — while

selfishness, intolerance, and duplidty cha-

racterize all his dealings and actions, those

constitutions and institutions will in reabty

be worth no more than the paper upon
which their regulations and determina-

tions are written.

Man. under that influence which now
rules the world, is the enemy of true

liberty. To free him from that influence,

to point out and lead him in the way to

universal freedom and redemption, to

exalt man in his social, physical, and moral

condition, to tree the world from the de-

gradation and misery under which it «
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Ubouring, to redeem it and its inhabitants

from the blighting curse that now hangs
upon them, and to make a heaven upon
earth, by making earth into heaven, are

some of the noble works which that iso-

lated people have commenced to do, and
which, under God, they will perform, in

spite of all and every opposition that may
be raised against them. The fervid anti-

cipations of all God's holy Prophets, the

reiterated promises of the Almighty, con-

firmed by his sacred oath, the freedom

for which the Son of God, joined with

an Abel, a Peter, a Paul, a Joseph,

a Hyrum, and a Parley, bled and died,

must surely be wrought out ! And now the

long-looked-for time has arrived; the

mighty struggle between truth and error

bas commenced, and cannot cease till the

broad folds of the white banner of peace

and liberty float triumphantly over the

earth, and error be driven back to its own
dark regions as the bitter portion of the

wicked and ungodly.

The Gospel ofJesus Christ and the laws

of the kingdom of God accord perfect

freedom to all to do right, and permit
mankind to choose the path of darkness
and of death, but will not protect them
from the punishment awaiting such a
course, nor permit the exercise of iniquity

within its pale. Halt, then, ye professing-

Saints who would do wrong and then
hide up your evil doings! Pause at
the threshold of the palace of sin.

Remember, you voluntarily covenanted
to do right and abide the laws of God {

and that covenant has to be abided by.
Tours is the liberty of those who love

righteousness and who will be protected
in the exercise of it, under the cegis of
God's power upon the earth. But if yoa
forget your covenants, turn renegades to
your faith and profession, and seek, by
practising wickedness, to infringe on the
rights of others, the eagle eve of Justice

is upon your conduct; and when with
sweeping wing she traverses earth's plains*

your names will be found recorded in the
calendar of crime, and your punishment
will be sure and proportionate to your
evil doings.

DIVINE AUTHORITY.

(A Sequel to the ArticTe entitled a "Real Representative of the Most High.")

BT ELDER X. L. T. BABBISOV.

In the article above referred to, one

side of an important subject is taken into

consideration. It is there endeavoured

to be shown what a man must be, to

ensure his own real progress and to

enable him to* give to the world the full

benefit of his calling—a Priest indeed.

But there are to all great truths attend-

ant facts and principles just as important

as the one in nand. The one now to be

brought forward is that of the value and

power of * Divine authority" considered

apart from the private virtues or errors of

those who hold it.

It has been said that it takes a pos-

session of the attributes of God to con-

stitute a man a real representative of

Cod. That it takes all this to make him

fully a representative, would be the more
proper expression. As far as the legiti-

macy of a man's authority goes, ana as

far as other people are concerned, whe-

ther a man seeks for the graces, the

adornments, or the accomplishments of
hiB office, or not, he is to them still, and
under all these circumstances, the actual

Priest of God and true representative

of Jehovah. Although he may not, to

the satisfaction of his Father, represent

him,and although hemaynot be so efficient

a workman in the building up of righ-

teousness as he might be, because of the
dulness of his weapons, the loss is prin-

cipally to himself—the dissatisfaction rests

with his God.
The man who neglects to acquire the

full powers of his office, by clothing him-
self with the qualifications that gather
influence and command respect and love,

has simply robbed himself of the means of
increasing and perpetuating his great-

ness. The people under him are affected

only to the extent that the blessedness of
living under the influence of such prin-

ciples is kept back from them ; but still

the Divine authority held by that man
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is the <?ame unalterable, eternal, omnipo-

tent thing that it would be, were- it sur-

rounded with all the beauteous properties

that live with him from whom the autho-

rity has come forth.

It is true that the efficiency of an
administration is hindered by the want of

its true accompaniments; but the sheer

sovereignty of a position in the Priest-

hood cannot be affected by their absence.

With God authority is always the same
eternal thing. It rests by its own weight,

and stands upon its own footing. The
man who questions the acts of those in

authority, because he conceives they are

not supported by proper virtues in those

who execute them, even should he be

right in his conception, is a rebel still:

he is grappling with that which has eter-

nal vigour and strength of its own, and
-which, supported or unsupported, will

crush him in the struggle.

Who has a right to guage the perfec-

tion of the Priesthood ? Who may apply

the tests of the perfection with which its

individual members may be clothed, or

say to what extent they are or are not

enriched by celestial qualities? Certainly

only those who hold it (in judging for

themselves,) or those under whom it is

held. They only may take up that

question. With all others it is a useless as

well as an illegal proceeding.

Divine authority, when once bestowed,

is one of those things that need no other

^qualification to make it legal, or holy and
true. Wherever it exists, the whole of it

is there. Adorned or unadorned, naked

or glorified, it is Divine authority—it is

Priesthood, and must be obeyed. It is

the almighty law of eternity, which for

itself must be respected and succumbed
to. Truly it takes with it a glorious code

of principles that will, like judicial robes,

dignify and grace the wearer. They are

its proper dress ; but they may be unworn,
and authority be still the same. Those
robes of individual righteousness are one
thing, and Divine authority is another

;

and it can live alone, although not so

happy or so glorified in its effects and
operations, and not so powerful for good,

but still powerful enough to command
obedience and demand respect.

Truly we are taught that the power of
God grew out of his righteousness and
complete adherence to all the laws of
truth. They gained and rivetted his

.greatness and consolidated his throne;

I but still his holiness and perfection did
not constitute him God. They prepared
his claim—they ensured it to him ; but
he was not what he is until authority
crowned his graces and pronounced him.
King. Then In him was vested the
strength of eternal attributes, combined
with the right to govern. The one gave
him power to act, while the qualities en-
sured its continuance and endless increase.

As far as we, who are subjects of Divine
authority, (and who are not?) are con-
cerned, .we have only business with one
question—namely, Does divine authority-

exist with our leaders ? If so, we must
obey. The question as to character-

istics must be put by God and by those
whom he delegates to enquire for him.
And we may rest satisfied that it will be
answered faithfully and truly. In his
own due time, God will remove all ap-
pearances of stains or blots upon the
authority which he has given us. A cob-
web can no more effect an iron rod than
the acts of men can the Divine authority
of the Priesthood. Men may stain them-
selves, but they have not power to touch
or mar the vested authority of Almighty
God, or to deprive it of its rights.

Let every soul, then, yield always to this

eternal authority of God as borne by his

servants, remembering that in its source
it welled up from a pure and stainless

fountain. And whether all the inter-

mediate vessels through which it may
have passed to us have been fully cut,

chasea, and adorned after the pattern of
the original fountain, or not, that is

"neither here nor there" to us. It is

the water of life still, and will both re-

fresh and save.

The day will come when every Saint
must learn to walk by sheer naked prin-
ciples alone, without bringing either men
or their individual actions into the question

at all.

Such is the side of the question that

presents itself to us all as subjects of the
holy Priesthood ; but to us, as rulers or
possessors of it, there is the same stern

necessity—the same iron law. If we
will be saved by our Priesthood as well as

empowered to act by it at present, we
must work out its attributes in our daily

lives—we must possess the spirit that wifr

draw it down upon us and cement it to

us for ever, or there will come a day
when we and our Priesthood will part

company.
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TRUE NOBILITY.—HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

TRUE NOBILITY.

BY IMILT E. TI18DA.LE.

Say they not that it is better to be

stood than great ? But to be good is to

be great—great in soul and noble in acts.

A man may sway a sceptre, yet never be
great. The mind, not position, constitutes

greatness. Many a noble spirit, that

would hare graced a throne, has' dragged
out an existence in obscurity and toil, and
though well calculated to alleviate his

fellow-beings, suffers wrongs ; but birth

has placed him low. Clasped with a
monarch's diadem, the mean, contracted

soul, with his progeny, is proclaimed

noble. But of what does the world's

aristocracy consist ? Its history is preg-

nant with vice. Generally, at best, its

^origin has been valour upon the battle-

field, inspired by love of fame. But this

state of things will not always endure. A
time is nigh at hand when nobility of

spirit shall be acknowledged in men whose
every impulse shall be fraught with aspira-

tions to be great in doing good. For
this cause the Saints of God endure suf-

fering and derision, that experience may
expand the mind and prepare them to

take their stand among the nobles of

heaven, who "came out of great tribu-

lation," having " washed then? robes and

made themwhiteinthebloodof theLamb/*
Be of good cheer, then, ye faithful ones;
for a time will come when your browshall
be encircled by a wreath whose lustre

shall excel yonder beauteous gems that
deck the brow of night.

Birth cannot confer a crown like this!

The wearer must first win it, and then
his glory will be eternal. And oh, sweet
thought ! grim death cannot intrude then t

No : his icy garments can never be trailed

over the cherished forms of those we love.

The holy tie of friendship shall be cradled

in purity and matured by affection. No
discord then shall cloud the brow radiant

with Godlike dignity. The lips shall

utter the language of the soul, pure and
free as the mountain stream. No harsh*

cold word shall fall upon the ear to mar
the bosom's peace and send back the life-

blood to the heart. All will be purity

and love.

Fly, ye momenta,— fly still Outer;
Let the happy momenta dawn,
When we shall behold the Saviour
And the great millennial morn.

Rapt the moments, rich in pleasure.
Thus to contemplation giren

:

Oh ! to realize them ever
Would be sure foretaste of hearen

!

HISTORY OF J08EPH 8MITH.

(Continuedfrom page C96.)

[April, 1843.]

Saturday, April 1st. Called at the Office

about ten, a.m., for " theLawof theLord
;"

and about noon I heard read "Truth-

iana," No. 3» from the Boston Bee.

At two, p.m., I started, in company with

O. Hyde and W. Clayton, for Ramus.
The roads were very muddy. We arrived

about half-past six, p.m., and were very

joyfully received by brother Benjamin F.

Johnson, where we slept for the night.

Elders B. Young and John Taylor

-went to La Harpe.

The Times and Seasons contains a well-

written editorial upon the signs of the
times. (See page 153.)

A Conference was held at Augusta,

Lee County, Iowa Territory; Elder John
Smith, President of the Saints in Iowa,
presiding.

James Brown was appointed the presiding

Elder of the Augusts Branch, which num-
bered eighty-four members in good stand-

ing, including two High Priests, eleven

Elders, four Priests, two Teachers, and one
Deacon. Twelve persons united with the
Branch. Seven Elders, two Priests, and-
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710 HISTORY OF J08BPH SMITH.

one Deacon were ordained. One of the

Elder* was a Lamanite of tbe Delaware
tribe. A resolution was unanimously passed

to uphold the First Presidency and follow

their counsels, and to use their utmost
endeavours to build the Nauroo House as

well as the Temple. A number of dis-

courses were preached during the Con-
Jerence, and several persons requested bap-
tism at the olose.

Elder P. P. Pratt writes

M Alton, April 1, 1843.

Dear Brother,—Brother Lorenso Snow
arrived at St. Louis, last Wednesday, from
England, with about 250 emigrants. They
are now lying on a boat bound for Nauroo
as soon as the rirer opens. They sailed

from England some time in January, and
bring a copy of the Millennial Star and
some private letters, ufider date January 1st.

From these we learn the painful fact that

our dear brother and fellow- labourer,

Elder Lorenzo Barnes, is gone to be with
Christ. He lingered some weeks with a
fever, and at length died in the triumphs of

faith.

He died on the morning of the 20th of

December last, at Bradford,—the first mes-
senger of this last dispensation, who, for

Christ's sake and the Gospel's, has laid

down his life in a foreign land.

In this dispensation of Providence, an
entire people are called to mourn. Brother
Barnes was everywhere known end univer-
aally beloved as a meek, humble, and zealous

minister of the Gospel, who has laboured
extensively for many years with great suc-

cess. Such was his wisdom and prudence,
and such his modesty and kindness, that he
won the friendship not only of the Saints,

"but of thousands of rations sects, and of

those who made no profession. In short,

his was the faroured portion which falls to

the lot of but few men, even among the

great and good. He was tared and esteemed
by many, and hated by few, in all the wide
circle of bis acquaintance. But, in the
midst of a useful career on earth, he is sud-
denly and to us unexpectedly called away
to a higher and more glorious field of
action, with the spirits of the just, in the
high council of the King of kings. His
spirit now justly claims an honoured seat

:

his roice is now heard in the deliberations

of the high and mighty ones, who are the
principal movers in tbe great erents of the
dispensation of the fulness of times, whilst
his body lies sleeping far away from his

satire shore, on a distant island of the sea.

Ho father, or mother, or kindred were near
Jo recefrre his but blessing or drop a kind tear,
With hearUbrokeo anguish to weep o'er bia tomb,

adorn it with rosea of richest perfame.

Tat he waa lamented with many a tear.

By heart* fall of aorrow—by souls as sincere,

who In solemn procession repaired to the gravr.

To mourn far the stranger no kindness could sate.

Twaaa tribute from souls ha had won for his Lord-
Yea, brothers and sisters made nigh by his word,

Whose lore waa aa strong and whose friendship as

pure—
Whose grief waa aa heartfelt as heart can endsre.

His name and memory will be dear to

thousands, and will be handed down to all

generations as one who has deroted his

time from early youth in the serrice of his

God and of his fellow-creatures, and ass

laid down his life for Christ's sake and the

Gospel's, to find it again, even life eternal.

The Saints in England seem to be soil

rejoicing in the truth and mcreasmg in

numbers.
The emigration to Nauroo is gatheriss;

as a cloud ; yea, they are flocking as doves

to their windows from all parte of England

and the States. The ice remaining so late

in the rirer has congregated them in 9L
Louis in great numbers, some from Ohio sad

the East, and from rations places. I thiak

that thousands will land in Nauroo in the

course of the spring. Tea, as soon as the

ice is out, they will throng to Naevoo ia

swarms. The people in Missouri are be*

ginning to be more and more astonished,

and are expressing great fears that 'Joe

8mith* will yet prevail, so aa to restore the

supremacy of the laws in that dark corner

of the earth, where a gang of robbers sod

murderers hare so long controlled a State.

I long to be with you on the 6th of April,

but fear that the ice will prereot.

I am, in haste,

Tours in the new covenant,

P. P. Pairr."

A short sketch ofthe rise of the " Toons;

Gentlemen and Ladies Belief Society
9

is

published in the Times and Season* of

this day.

In the latter part of January, 1S43, a

number of young people assembled at the

house of Elder H. C. Kimball, who warned

them against the rarious temptations to

which youth is exposed, and gave an ap-

pointment expressly for the young st the

house of Elder Billings ; and another meet-

ing was held in the ensuing week at brother

Fair's school-room, which was filled to

overflowing. Elder Kimball delirercd ad-

dressee, exhorting the young people to study

the Scriptures, and enable themselves tt>

" giro a reason for the hope within taeaa*

and to be ready to go on to the stage of

action, when their present instructors sad

leaders had gone behind the scenes; also to

keep good company and to keep pure sad

unspotted from the world.
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The next meeting was appointed to be
held at my house; and notwithstanding the

inclemency of the weather, it was com-
pletely filled at an early hour. Elder Kim-
ball, as usual, delivered an address, warning
hie hearers against giving heed to their

youthful passions, and exhorting them to be
obedient and to pay strict attention to the

advice and command of their parents, who
were better calculated to guide the path-

way of youth than they themselves.

My house being too small, the next meet-

ing was appointed to be held in the hall

over my store. I addressed the young peo-

ple for some time, expressing my gratitude

to Elder Kimball for having commenced
this glorious work, which would be the

means of doing a great deal of good, and

aaid the gratitude of all good men and of

the youth would follow him through life,

mad he would always look back upon the

winter of 1843 with pleasure. I expe-

eaced more embarrassment in standing be-

fore them than I should before kings and

nobles of the earth ; for I knew the crimes

of which they were guilty, and knew pre-

cisely how to address them ; but that my
young friends were guilty of none of them,

and therefore 1 hardly knew what to say. 1

advised them to organize themselves into a

society for the relief of the pour, and recom-

mended to them a poor lame English brother

(Maudeslej), who wanted a house built, that

he might have a home amongst the Saints

;

that he had gathered a few materials

for the purpose, but was unable to use

them, and had petitioned for aid. I ad-

yised them to choose a committee to collect

funds for this purpose, and perform this

charitable act as soon as the weather per-

mitted. I gave them such advice as I deemed

was calculated to guide their conduct

through life and prepare them for a glo-

rious eternity.

A meeting was appointed to carry out

these suggestions, at which William Cutler

was chosen President, and Marcellus L.

Bates, Clerk. Andrew Cahoon, C. V. Spen-

cer, and Stephen Perry were appointed to

draft a constitution for the society, and the

meeting adjourned to the 28th of March,

when the said committee submitted a draft

of a constitution, consisting of twelve sec

tlons. The report was unanimously adopted,

and the meeting proceeded to choose their

officers. William Walker was chosen Pre-

sident ; William Cutler, Vice-President;

Lorin Walker, Treasurer ; James M. Mon-

roe, Secretary; Stephen Perry, Marcellus

L. Bates, B. A. Allred, William H. Kjm-

fcall, and Garret Ivans, were appointed

a committee of vigilance. The meeting then

adjourned until the next Tuesday evening.

{To be amtimedt)

The next meeting was addressed by
Elders Brigham Tonng, Heber C. Kimball*
and Jedediah M. Grant, whose instructions

were listened to with breathless attention.

The Boston Weekly Bee has the foU
lowing :

—

"Mobmoitmic.

Sir,—On Thursday evening, March 23rd,

agreeable to appointment, Elder Adams
addressed a large concourse of people on
the Character and Mission of Joseph 8mith
the Prophet. In speaking of him, he bears

a positive and direct testimony to the divinity

of his mission. He does this without hesita-

ting, just as if he meant what he said and
said what he meant. He does not say he
hopes Joseph Smith is a true Prophet, but
says he is positive that such is the fact. On
Sabbath, March 26th, during the day, he
introduced Elder E. P. Maginn, and gave
him a high recommendation as an able

minister of the fulness of the Gospel, who is

to take his place in Boston for the present.

He also spoke of Elder Orson Hyde, one of

the Twelve Apostle*, that would probably
visit them this spring; and, according to

Adams' account of him, he must be a perfect

Apollo in learning and eloquence. The
Boylston Hall was a perfectjam during the

day and evening. On Tuesday evening he
gave his farewell lecture. That was a rich

treat indeed, embodying the outline of the

faith and doctrine of Latter-day Saints.

But on Wednesday evening, at the great tea

party, was the time it was clearly manifested

that kindest feelings existed in this city

towards the Mormons. There were present

on that occasion over five hundred people

:

three hundred and fifty sat down at the

first table. After supper, Elder Adams de-

livered a very appropriate and eloquent

address. It was listened to with profound

attention, during which time we saw the

tear start in many an eye. During his

remarks, he spoke very beautifully of * the

marriage supper of the Lamb,' that was to

wind up this last dispensation, cause crea-

tion to cease to groan, and usher in the

long-looked-for period when universal re-

ligion, liberty, and toleration shall be pro-

claimed from "mountain-top to mountain-

top, and every man in every place shall

meet a brother and a friend.'

Yours truly, (not a Mormon, but) one of

the many friends to that much abused

people,

D.W.R.*

Boston, April 1,1843.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAB.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1858.

Preparation.—Throughout the whole of his probationary course, man is under the

law of preparation. The law fits everywhere and belongs alike to the general and

special economy of God. Indeed, a probationary state is essentially of a preparatory

tjharacter. But the law of preparation extends farther than the limits of time, and

takes in more than the present order of things. It endures with eternity and nms

through all the progressive series of existence. At certain points preparation and

progression become so nearly akin as to be almost identical, and in no case can there

be the one without the other. To prepare is to progress and become fit for the higher

degree. Not to prepare is to remain stationary and unfit for the higher degree) or

to decrease and go loaded backwards. Preparation leads on to fitness, exaltation,

and happiness, and is at once the means and path of progression. Indeed, it might

be said that everything done, every step taken, and every state of being has its pre-

paratory conditions and workings-up. Whether the tendency be backward or for-

ward, to increase or decrease, to a progressive or a stand- still state, to happiness or

misery, the law of preparation holds good. If a man goes backward, that course has

been prepared, either by his actions, inexperience, or untoward circumstances; if he

goes forward, he advances by the steps of preparation. If increase attends him,

the seeds of that increase have been sown before ; if he decreases, a preparatory mildew

has been gathering around him. If he has an Eden for his dwellingplaoe, that Edea

has been prepared and its beds of variegated beauty planted ; if he has- a vile den of

filthineas and guilt, there has preceded the preparation. If the mind is soaring in a

progressive sky, knowledge has cut the ignorance that bound it, and on the wings

of preparation it mounts higher and higher ; but if the man is in a stand-still Mate,

then either incumbrances have been thrown around him and fetters forged to enslare

him, or, by slighting his opportunities and neglecting his gifts, he has made his own

bonds. Every action, state, or thing has its preparation ; and this is brought about

either by ourselves or others, or else by the general workings-up, action, and modifi-

cations of society. But in either case it amounts to the same : the law of preparation

is marked on all.

At the moment a person obtains the full preparation for any blessing, hoaoor,

object, or state, that moment he reaches the thing sought for. In preparing to he

-wise, a man actually becomes wise. By preparing to be rich, he grows rich. In

'entering into goodness, he is transformed into the good. While he is sowing ha

seeds of happiness, happiness springs up within him and around hisn. In travelling

to greatness, he becomes great. In mounting the ladder of exaltation, he becomes

exalted ; and in his {/reparation for heaven, his heaven is conceived. The last step ofpre-

parationbrings us to the goal ; the last momsnfaof time completes the preparatory period

for eternity's beginning j and.tha final course of a probationary state leads us into

the eternal one. In the gathering of the Saints of God, the last step brings each to
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^ work ef the last days will bring in that consummation. Thus is brought out the

•all-importance of preparation, seeing that it is at once the means and the path by

. which every end is reached.

In reality, a man never does obtain that for which he is not prepared. He never

is that which he is not*—never does that which he cannot do,—never accomplishes

that for which he is not qualified and fit,—never enjoys that for which he is not capa-

citated and prepared. He may seem to be that which he is not, appear to accom-

plish more than he does, pass for more than he is, and obtain the slM of that for

which he is not prepared ; but it is illusion and not reality. In a temporary, acci-

. dental, and unnatural state of society, things may seem to be upside down, nature's

nobles may be clothed in rags, and the ignoble and poor in soul be sitting in the

.seat of royalty and aping the character of majesty. But this incongruity belongs to

the arrangements, appearances, or accidents: the reality is not touched thereby.

The essential agreement in the economy of God and nature remains. Nothing is worth

more than its real value, and no man can properly be that for which he is not

endowed and prepared. Remove those artificial arrangements, make void those

accidents, and sweep away those illusive appearances, and things will be found

standing on their right side : the noble peasant will be the noble, and the beggar-king

. will be the beggar.

Under this probationary economy, the arrangements of God are also not fitted to

the essential character of men. But his arrangements have due reference to tliat cluxrac-

ler and a wise design for their justification. This is a state of trial; and the Divine will

has placed men in their various positions both to prove and to prepare them. But there

(

is another great object in view. It is, that in making the eternal arrangements every-

thing may be fixed according to its ascertained value, and every man put into that
* place for which he has shown himself worthy. Thus will be exemplified the wisdom

and justice of the Supreme, and the law of preparation be universally and grandly illus-

(
trated. Indeed, this state of things is designed altogether as a preparatory one to

the next ; and the temporary and probationary arrangements of God are made sub-

servient to the adjustment of the eternal state of things. Hence we see* that the

Prophets, Saints, and nobles of nature have almost invariably been cast out from
' among men or thrown in their wrong spheres. But their essential character

. stood ; and though they were tried, the great design was that, by passing through

much tribulation, they should be prepared to enter the kingdom. Thus we see that

^ all these Divine arrangements have a preparatory design, and that they will enhance

the eternal state of things.

It has been said, " There is no royal road to learning." The whole truth is, there

v
is no royal road to any essential and eternal state or condition. The man that is pre-

pared for greatness is great ; but if he is not prepared, position does not make him

-
\great. He must drink deeply of the fountain of wisdom to be a wise man.

Though the ignoramus may be robed in the garments of wisdom, he is only an

ignorant man unsuitably clothed. Give to a person a position, and unless he is pre-

pared and qualified for that position, he cannot fill it with efficiency and honour.

' Place ten crowns on the head, and they will not give it the quality of majesty.

Even though a person may be gathered to Zion, unless he has the spirit and ideal

<d Zion within him, in reality he never reaches Zion ; and even if he were to be

.taken to heaven, if he was not prepared for that state, it would be no heaven to him.

- Thus we see the importance of preparation. Its law is eternal, and circumscribes

t~every condition, and runs through every state.

Perhaps it will seem to some o£ our readers thai we have been dealing with truisms
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and writing proverbs. Be that as it may, they are too generally practically coat*

tradicted, and the principles which they embody slighted. Moreover, if we sueteed

in fixing upon the minds of our readers the importance of preparation, we shall info

accomplished our design. It is time the Saints should thoroughly understand this

important law, and especially should it be stamped on the hearts of the Priesthood.

This is indeed important, for thai law is a fundamental one m the whole economy of

God and the plan of salvation. To the mind of an enlightened Saint, the bufldlng-tsnw

of the kingdom no longer resembles the building of castles in the air, but is a reality

that has to be prepared for and worked out. Such a one wfll look at his exaltationa*

a

ladder which he has to ascend, and his future glory and position as something fur

which he has to be fitted and qualified.

Whatever might have been their past views, henceforth let all make preparation

the basis of their every hope, every action, and everything which they expect to be. If

any man expects to be wise and full of the knowledge and revelations of eternity, let him
seek for wisdom, store his mind with knowledge, and live in communion with the Spirit.

Does he expect to be enlarged and to comprehend the purposes of God ? Then let Ids

mind grow and his soul delight in the works of God. Does he expect increase to be his

portion and eternal riches his treasure? Then let him sow the seeds of good works,

and lay up for himself treasures in heaven. If he expects to be great, let htm pre-

pare for greatness. If he looks forward for position, let him qualify himself for that

position. Does he anticipate becoming a ruler among the nations ? Then let htm
become a ruler indeed, and prepare himself to sit in the seat of government. Does
he look forward to be numbered among the saviours upon Mount Zion ? Then let the

spirit of salvation grow within him and the principles of salvation be illustrated hi

his works. If he anticipates being crowned as king and priest of the Most High,

let him magnify his present calling and prove himself worthy of that high

honour. Does he expect to be among the Gods ? Then let him cultivate the dis-

position and quality of God. If the Saints look forward for a Zion, let them make
a Zion here, have Zion in their eye, and carry a Zion wheresoever they go. If they

hope to dwell in heaven, let them fit themselves for that state. Do they long to see

Israel the head of the nations ? Then let all endeavour to make themselves superior,

so that when Israel's children are brought together their superiority may be fielL

Do they expeot to be gathered? Then let all prepare to bring about their

deliverance.

Those who are not building their hopes and expectations upon the basis of prepa-

ration are rearing their fabric on sand ; for, though God should open their way and
come to their aid in a time of need, unless they prepare, their lot will be disappoint*

ment The Lord helps those who help themselves. Let the Elders especially under*

stand, in all their future administrations and expectations, that inefficiency, failure,

loss, and dishonour will certainly attend them, unless they work to the principle of
Preparation !

The "Desbret News."—We have received at this Office several numbers of tie
Deseret News, with date as late as September 8th. Evidently society " at horneT b
resuming its wonted state of calm and happy sociability. Scarcely a remnant of Ike
Utah Expedition can be found in the u News," and it is happily oblivious to potttka.

The true mission of " Mormonism namely, the moral, social, intellectual) and reft*

gious elevation of the people, commands the attention of the editor, and we pitswan
the community generally partake of themm spirit.

%
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REDEMPTION OF THE EARTH.

BT ELDER RICHARD HERIVELL.

This earth was formed, not as many
assert, out of nothing, but out of pre-

existing elements. Adam was placed

upon it, (how long after its formation,

revelation does not inform us,) and Eve
with him, as also the different kinds of

animals, &c. ; and the earth produced food

for all living creatures.

Ignorance is the cause of many absurd

conjectures and jarring errors among
religious professors in reference to the

redemption of the earth as well as its crea-

tion. They cannot do otherwise than

conjecture and dispute on such a sublime

subject; for, according to Paul's state-

ment, "the things of God knoweth no
man, but the Spirit of God." They will

not humble themselves to receive the

Spirit of truth in the appointed way, so

that it is nowonder they do not understand

the things of Qod. They trust in their

own wisdom; but, says the Lord, "I
will destroy the wisdom of the wise and
bring to naught the understanding of the

prudent."
The majority of professing Christians

believe that this earth is doomed to be
entirely annihilated. They derive this

conclusion from the words of Peter in his

2nd Epistle, where he says, " The heavens

shall pass away with a great noise, and
the elements shall melt with fervent heat

:

the earth also and the works that are

therein shall be burned up." But the

rery same inspired man says also* that,

after the end is come, there will be a "new
earth." Is God, then, going to destroy

this earth in one day, and in the same day
create a new one ? If the end spoken of

is the entire destruction of this earth,

such must be the case ; and if the inha-

bitants of this earth are to enjoy a "new
earth" after its destruction, the end is not

jet coming, or else that new earth- is

made or prepared unknown to us. If it

is not made and prepared, and if it is to

be made by the same process by which
this was made, it will probably take a few
thousand years to form it. Then the

wicked will feel strong to ask, " Where is

the sign of his coming?" When any-

thing is said concerning the end, it is to
encourage the Saints, that they may not
despair. If now the righteous are cast

down—if now the wicked prosper, while
good men are in adversity,—if, through
intrigue, malicious schemes,andevil machi-
nations, the wicked become exalted, while
the righteous toil to obtain an honest
living by the sweat of their brow, while
tears run down their cheeks because they
cannot sufficiently provide for the wants
of their families, and because the torrent
of sin is so strong against righteousness

and uprightness, yet it will not always be
so; for the time allotted to the inhabi-

tants of this earth for their probation
will come to an end. The mighty angel
clothed with a cloud, and having a rain-

bow upon his head, will set his right foot

upon the sea, and his left foot on the

earth, and swear by him that liveth for

ever and ever, that time shall be no longer.

There will be no more time for the wicked
to commit their abominations. The righ-

teous will look for the wicked and find

them no more, for they will be destroyed,

root and branch. Although they may have
been verdant as a green bay tree, they will

wither and be dried up. "The condition

of the righteous will then be far different

to that hitherto experienced. Their tears

will be wiped from their eyes, and they

will sorrow and mourn no longer. Thus,
in very deed, there is an end coming,

—

thanks to God for it,—but not an end of
this earth. It is destined for better and
higher uses. It has, however, to be
burned, and its works burned up, accord-
ing to the declaration of Peter—"The
heavens and the earth which are now, by
the same word are kept in store, reserved

unto fire against the day ofjudgment and
perdition of ungodly men. But if it la

to be burned, it is not to be annihilated:

it has to be purified. (See Mai. iv.) As
gold and other metals are purified by
fire, so will the earth. It has been pot
luted by sin and wickedness, and by fire

it will be purified.

What, let us enquire, was God's design

in causing this earth to be mads? fly-
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Scripture tells us that we are God's off-

spring. (Acts xvii. 28.) The earth was
formed for the eternal habitation of God's

offspring. At the creation everything

was made good ; but by sin everything

has been perverted, and has to be re-

deemed. To redeem is to bring back

—

to restore, after satisfaction has been

<given. Christ died to redeem man and
the earth also. Since the fall, the. ground
has brought forth thorns and briers ; but
before the fall it was not so. If it pro-

duces food for man and beast, it is be-

cause of the great care and toil of its

inhabitants, with the blessing of God upon
it ; but before the curse was pronounced
upon it, it produced of itself. The new
earth of which we read in the Bible will

be the same that we now inhabit ; but a

great change will first take place. Sin

And sinful men will be banished, and
|

wickedness be swept from it; the lion i

will lose his ferocity, and the serpent its I

venom ; discord and falsehood will have
no place therein, and truth and rigbteoos-
ness will everywhere prevail.

The inspired writers could not see that
this earth was to be destroyed, for they
give us a very different account. Solomon
says, "One generation passeth away, and
another generation cometh, but the earth
abideth for ever." (Eccles. L 4.) David
asks, " Who laid the foundations of the
earth, that it should not be removed for

ever?" (Ps. civ. 5.) He also declare*,

more than once, that the people of God
are to "inherit the earth" tor ever.

What a blessing, then, is it for the
people of God to nave his holy word in
their possession, that they may learn his
§reat designs concerning the earth which
ley inhabit, and that their eyes may be

' opened to the realities of the glory to
I come! They will thence learn that as
I this earth was before the fall so it will be
I after the resurrection.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM ELDER J. D. BOSS.

11, Cheyne Street,

Stockbridge, Edinburgh,
October 19, 1858.

Dear President Calkin,—About five

months since, in company with yourself,

I visited the Scottish Pastorate, when we
found the brethren here a little behind the

. times. I am now happy in being able to

report the business arrangements, the

intelligence, and faithfulness of the Priest-

hood, with the good works of the Saints,

-as second to none in any Pastorate of
the Mission. If the brethren deserved

^censure before, they most certainly de-

serve praise now for the good work
performed.

I feel assured that the spirit of progress

is with the brethren here ; and a continu-

ance in the faithful discharge of their

duty will enable the Scottish Conferences

to resume their former position among
.the Conferences in the British Mission,

.—that is, in the front ranks.

We held Conference in Glasgow on the

10th inst. ; and although the weather
. was extremely wet and stormy, many of

the Saints walked through rain and mud
several miles to be present, and we had a
really good time together. The Spirit of
God rested upon the congregation. The
Conference was reported in good con-
dition. We also held Conference in
Edinburgh on the 17th, when we had
really a profitable and instructive time.
This Pastorate under its present adminis-
tration is bound to progress. When men
submit to reproof and profit thereby, in
my humble opinion they give evidence
that true nobility of spirit dwells within
them.

Reformation in business and in meet*
ings is in progress; but reformation of
certain obnoxious habits in some Con-
ferences is tardy indeed in its move-
ments,—tobacco smoking for example.
I am almost inclined to believe that in
some places the people are retrograding
instead of progressing in this particular.

The Elders ought to remember that they
are responsible for the conduct of many,
inasmuch as their example leads to the
obnoxious habit. Never mind preaching
about it. Set a proper pattern before

the people, and they will follow their
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM BRIGHAH YOUNG.' nf
leaders. The influence and power of

example, either for good or evil, are great

among the Elders, and ought to he used

for the good of the Saints. May the

Lord enable us all to overcome every evil

and make us powerful to do good.

Yours faithfully,

J. D. Ross.

MANCHESTER PASTORATE.

24, Carver Street, Chorlton-npon-Medlock,
Manchester, Oct. 1G, 1858.

To President Asa Calkin.

Dear Brother,—In presenting you with

a report of the. present condition of my
Pastorate, I have much pleasure in stating

that my anticipations in my last letter, as

regards there not being a place found for

us in the list of your debtors for books,

has been fully realized. The Manchester
and Liverpool Conferences are already

out of debt ; and by the end of this

quarter I expect that Preston Conference
will be so too, and that the Pastorate will

be entirely free from debts of all kinds.

The Lord is blessing his Saints with his

Holy Spirit, and they rejoice in the work
of the Lord and are on hand to do what-
ever the servants of God command them
to do in righteousness.

President J. D. Ross and Elder Thomas
Williams paid us a visit at our Priesthood

meeting at Manchester, which was held on
October 3rd, and gave the Priesthood and
Saints some excellent instructions per-

taining to the order of book-keeping and
the necessity of attending to the Penny
Emigration Fund ; and I believe that the

Saints will also take hold of these in-

structions with a zeal becoming the Saints

of this Pastorate, and manifest to their

brethren placed over them in the Lord

that they rightly appreciate their in*

structions by reducing them to practice?

and many of the Saints of this Pastorate

will be found among the number that have
made a covenant by sacrifice and have
gathered themselves together according'

to the word of the Lord. I feel great

confidence in the order in which the*

Penny Fund accounts have to be kept; and
I have no doubt that in a short time many
thousands of pounds will be gathered

together by means of this fund for the
deliverance of the Saints; for many of
the Saints begin to realize the old proverb,
" God helps them that help themselves,"

and are beginning to act accordingly.

We have raised more money this-

quarter in the Pastorate than any pre-

ceding quarter, and we have better

prospects of baptising new members in

many parts of the Pastorate. Some
have already been baptised; others are-

giving in their names as candidates for

baptism, and the work of the Lord con-
tinues to roll on. Some bring **Mor-
monism" into notice by contention and
strife, thinking to stay its progress ; but
this will ultimately redound to the glory,

of God and be the means of causing
some to enquire after the truth, and thus'

come to a knowledge of the same, and be-

saved with an everlasting salvation in his

kingdom.
In concluding, I may say that the

brethren in the Priesthood are one with
me in rolling on the work of the Lord

:

and as to the Saints, they need no praise,

for their works speak much louder than
words.

May God bless and prosper you and
your Counsellors in all your undertakings

for the welfare of his kingdom, is the

prayer of your brother in the Gospel
Covenant,

Edward Oliver.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM BRIGHAM YOUNG TO A GENTLEMAN

OF CANANDAIGUA.

The following letter, written by Brigbam Young, in reply to one addressed to him
by a citizen of Canandaigua, requesting him to settle a controversy relative to his

antecedents, is going the round of the papers ; and from the spirit of friendship and

philanthropy which the letter breathes, and also from the fact that it ©on
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718 CORRESPONDENCE FROM BRIGHAM YOUNG.

interesting and important items of history connected with the writer and his ftnSj,

•we insert it entire in the columns of the Star.

To.

Great Salt Lake City,

July 23, 1858.

I received your letter, dated Canan-
daigua, May 5, 1858. I will give you a
short sketch of my history. I was born
in Wnittingham, Windham county, Ver-
mont, June 1, 1801 . My father and family

removed to Smyrna, Chenango, county,

New York, when I was about eighteen

months old. We lived in the place until

1813. Shortly after the commencement
of the late war with Great Britain, my
father and his family removed to the town
of Genoa, Cayuga county, New York, in

which county I lived until 1829. I then

moved to Mendon, Monroe county ; and
in 1830, removed from thence to No. 9,

Canandaigua, into a small house owned
by Jonathan Mack, situated on the west
aide of the road, opposite to where Mr.
Mack then lived. 1 helped to finish his

new house, so that he moved into it

before I left the place. I left Canandai-
gua in 1832, and returned to Mendon.
April 14, same year, 1 was baptised into

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints. 1 did not live in any other house
during my residence in Canandaigua
than the one before mentioned. 1 never
saw Sena Goff to my knowledge. 1

never held meetings in partnership with
any person, nor ever preached or pre-

tended to while 1 lived in the town of

Canandaigua, nor ever spoke in meeting
except once in a prayer-meeting in the

bouse I lived in, when probably I occupied

from two to five minutes. There is a
possibility of my having spoken in prayer
meeting at other times, but I have no
recollection of it. If I had, I think I

should have remembered it; for I found
myselfmaterially frightened when I found
myself in the meeting I have mentioned.
After I had joined the Church, I became
somewhat accustomed to public speaking.

Once, in passing through No. 9, 1 stopped

and preached in the school-house north of

Mr. Mack's. I have thus far marked out
my path with some particularity. Since
then, the events of my life are before the

world. I will, however, state that, after

my return to Mendon, I removed to Kirt-
land, Ohio; from thence to Far West,
Mobile; from thence to Nauvoo, Illinois ;

and from thence to the mountains.

There are five brothers of us, in the

following order:—John, Joseph, Pttiness

H., myself, and Lorenzo D. The two

former never lived in No. 9. Phineas H.

and Lorenzo D. did live there, bat re-

moved long before I came. The five of

us, with my two living sisters, (I hue

three dead,) are here ; and although some

of them are past threescore-and-ten yean

of age, yet, by living hi a judicious man-

ner, through the blessing of the Lord, we

have good health and are surrounded by

an abundance of the comforts of fife.

Through the faith and the prayers of the

Saints and the visible dealing of the

Almighty, we are blessed with peace sod

again delivered from the grasp of oar

enemies, who have sought all the day bur

to trample in the dust and extingww

that sacred light which God, through his

revelations to Joseph the Prophet, hti

implanted in our breasts. My heart yeans

towards my friends of bygone years; sad

blessed indeed will be the day when

they receive the light of the new and em-
lasting covenant, when I can join hands

with them and feel that my God is their

God, and that where I worship there alio

will they offer up devotion to the throne of

grace.

The war is ended, the troops are partly

withdrawn, and we have returned to our

comfortable homes. Our trees are loaded

with fruit. We have the best country in

the world for vegetables. Our crops are

most abundant. Wheat is our staple

grain. At many times we have harvested

three crops from one sowing, by what we

call voluntary wheat springing up the

second or third season. Although! hare

been in this valley only eleven years, I

have had peaches seven years, and this

year will have an abundance of apples for

family use. We've apricots, almonu trees,

plums, cherries, ana the finest grapes I

have seen : they grow in bunches weigh-

ing from eight ounces to two pounds. I

have a fine family of boys and girls, a nart

of whom are married. I have fifteen

living and two dead grandchildren.

Present my warmest regards to your

father and his family. I really desire yon

to let me know where they are firing and

how they are situated.
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ITEMS OF NEWS FROM UTAH.

(From the M Deseret Newt.")

Pic-Nic Excursioh.—Agreeable to invi-

tation by President Brigbam Young, the
First Presidency, his Excellency Governor
Camming, and several other citizens, with
ladies and children, rendezvoused, August
2oth, at a romantic, shady location, a short

distance above mill D in Big Cottonwood
Kanyoo, and around a commodious, bough-
covered room, built by the B. C. Lumber
Company for the accommodation of those

who might wish to participate in the dance.

Capi. W. H. Hooper accompanied the

<soveroer to the rendezvous and in return-
lag, while Mrs. Cumming, on her spirited

spony and escorted by General Ferguson,
enjoyed a wider and more picturesque view

the constantly shifting scenery than
could those who occupied luxurious seats in

carriages. Music, dancing, and the song
enlivened the social gathering, in the enjoy-

snent of which none seemed to surpass the

Crovemor and his lady. The party returned
•c the 28th, delighted and refreshed by the

jpteasant drive, the pure kanyon breezes,

and the two nights and a day's encampment
amid leafy bowers by ice-cold streams.

Ool. F. W. Landir, Superintendent of
that section of the Pacific waggon-road
between the South Pass and City Rocks,
called upon President Brigham Toung at
his office on the 28th and 81st ult., in both
which interviews the Colonel advanced and

I assented to ideas and principles highly be-

I
coming an American citizen—one loving and
respecting the Constitution and constitu-

tional laws of our country. CoL Lander
left on the 31st for the scene of his duties

north of this city, where he purposes to re-
main until about the 1st October, and then
close field duties for this season and return
to Washington.

Capt. Howard Eoaji and party, who
escorted Col. Thomas L. Kane to Florence,
N. T., returned to this city on the 35th of
August.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gekehal.—The spirit-rapping mania is very prevalent in the neighbourhood of Halifax,

"Yorkshire, and has driven several persons into the lunatic asylums. Two great fires

have occurred in Russia—one at Orel, which destroyed 500 buildings, and the other at

Xivoy, where 200 buildings were destroyed. A bloody fight has taken place near
Damascus, Syria, between two tribes of Arabs, leaving 400 killed, the victorious party

afterwards pillaging the villages in the neighbourhood. A formidable insurrection has

broken out in Passavina, Turkey, and many Mussulmans have been killed. An insur-

rection has also broken ont in several parts of Bosnia : the insurgents are Christians. In
coo place 14 Mussulmans were massacred; in another village seTeral Mussulmans were
pot to death. An explosion in Candia is also regarded as imminent. News from New
.Zealand state that a great fire had broken out in Auckland, and had destroyed one-half

of the town.
Amebican.—The Mexican news state that a battle had been fought between Gen.

Vidaurri and Gen. Miramon, near San Lais ; one despatch reporting that Miramon had
captured a thousand prisoners and several pieces of artillery, and a subsequent one
stating that Yidaurri had at length defeated Miramon, and that the latter had blown
out his brains in despair. Despatches received at Washington indicate that relations

with the Indians ef New Mexico are by no means in a satisfactory condition. A battle

was fought on the 29th Aug. between 300 Navajoe Indians and a small detachment of

U. 8. troops. On the morning of the Gth ult. the Ohio State House was found enveloped

in flames; and, in addition to the loss of other property, five or six hundred volumes of

public documents of great value, embracing the only complete set extant from the first

organisation of the Territorial Government to the present time, were totally ruined before

the fire could be subdued. The New York Herald's Salt Lake City Correspondent says,

in a letter dated Sept. 11, that Judge Eckels purposed taking his departure for the

States on the ensuing Wednesday, private business at home rendering it necessary for him
*>go.
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VARIETIES.

Jokikq.—It is all rery well to joke whan we plemte ; bat we should ilwmji eodesrov
to please when we joke.

The only work which has come down from the pen of Longinm Is hit "Peri Svpsous*

or Treatise on the Sublime. A pedantic collegian was boasting in a large party of his
(

extensive reading, adding that he had read Longinus over and over again, and thought him

a dry writer. "Pray sir," said a grave character near him, "have yon ever read sis

'Pert Sup$oui »'n " No, sir," said the pedant : "I have read all his works except that'*

Am Expedient.—A Cantab, who had ran up a reckoning at a house of entertainment

some distance from Cambridge, and having no money withal to discharge it, hit upon the

following expedient. The host being present, he began to condemn the wine, protesting

that it was execrably bad, and observing that his taste was delicate, as his father was a wise

merchant ; but that, if the landlord would permit him to look at the cask, he had a

composition with him which would make it better. The landlord at last consented to try

the experiment. They accordingly repaired to the cellar, when the Cantab bored a hole in

the cask, and told the landlord to place bis finger npon it, while he stepped up stsin

for the powder, which he said he had forgotten to bring down. The landlord waited s

long time ; but finding that the Cantab did not come down, he got out of all patience—

went np—and lo ! his guest had departed I

RELIGION.

Priceless balm of consolation t

Sweetest theme of sweetest song

!

In the hour of tribulation,

Thine to aid us does belong.

Thine to dry the eye of weeping j

Thine to ease the troubled heart j

Thine to rouse the sinner sleeping;
Thine to shield from Satan*s dart.

Thine to sanctify affliction ;

Thine to comfort in distress

;

Thine to soften our correction ;

Thine to lighten cares that press.

Thine to yield ns purest pleasure-
Wipe away corroding tears;

Thine to khow the saving treasure,

Fan our joys, and calm our fears.

Thine to point the "Rock of Ages ;**

Thine to guide us safely there,—
Safe, though hell's chief power rage*,

*Neath thy potent guiding cart.

Thine to smooth the dying pillow;
Thine to blunt the sung of death-

Lift us o'er the grave's dark billow,

Mounting on triumphant faith.

Oh, my soul ! be this thy refuge

—

This thy stay in trying hour:
Though afflictions rain a deluge.

Light shall fall the crushing shower.

Friends may vanish, caies may grim fee*
'

Bitter trials weighty press

:

There Is One will never leave yon-
Ne'er forsake yon in distress

!

E. L. Sloax.

Anoasssas.— Benjamin F. Cooke, at Mr. P. 8pry's, Strugnell Buildings, Eton, near Windsor, Berks.
Samuel Carter, 15, Yoik Place, Castle Fields, Shrewsbury.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAIHTS*

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Me that hath anklet him hear what the Spirit eaith unte the churchee.—Jens Christ.

f«f cmt efher, my people, that jre Ae not partaken of her eUu, and that pe receive net ef her

plague*.—k Voice from Heaven.

S*40,,ToLZX Saturday, November 13, 1958. Price One Penny.

TO-DAY.

" Procrastination it the thief of time."—Da. Yorao.

There is in many people an inclination .

to postpone the duties of the present to !

some more convenient time—a charac- !

teristic that might be termed constitu- ;

tional slothfulness, and in support of

which any amount of " reasons can be
advanced why the duties might be post- !

Boned (nay, why they ought to be post-

1

poned) to a more suitable—that is, agree-
j

able time. !

If this inclination was not productive of I

any harm, it would be rather amusing to
|

match the shifts and plans which apathe- !

tic sloth has resource to, to avoid the
I

necessary exertion attending the constant
1

duties of every-day life ; but the vast
|

amount of real misery it produces, with

the injury and the sin which it is the

rolific parent of, forbids our looking upon
with the eye of carelessness : our com-

mon feelings of right and justice impel us

to meet it with the sternest reprehension

.and point to the evils that directly and
tftttdirectly flow from it The fact that

-many good men give way to its insinua-

ting soporifics further prompts us to

Jfoint to its baneful effects, and, by plain

wustrations, to show the abundant evils

•that flow from it.

* *q It has been remarked by a historian,

fmat when Napoleon encountered Wel-
Jin&ton on the memorable field of Water-
loo, he met for the first time one who

understood the value of minutes as well as

himself; and the whole career of both
those great warriors proves that they

fully realized the importance of time and
of having every duty attended to at the

proper time—never deferring to the future

what the present required.

To-day is to us the most important
period of our existence. It rises full of
the knowledge of the past, which with
warning finger points to the fleeting

velocity of the present. It is big with the

destinies of the future, which may be to

us dark, hopeless, and miserable, or an
eternity of felicity and happiness, accord-

ing as the present is used or abused

—

abused either by sins of commission or

by those of omission. There are many
homely ways by which the truth of tms
can be illustrated. A workman, whose
labour is of such a nature that he is

master of his time, may flitter away the

early part of the week in sloth, inplea-
sure> or in trifles of no moment. When
the week grows old, he finds his abilities

overtasked to produce anything like the

proper amount of labour. He struggles

and " pushes" to regain the time lost;

and, while injuring his constitution, he is

unable to perform the quantity of work
his necessities require,and Saturday brings

aching, [and pains* and a shortness* ot

means which Wtoietf and family win fcel^e—

-
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the want of. If he hears the name of

Saint, has he stopped to consider the

mighty consequences that flow from such

a seemingly trifling cause. Without cal-

culating the amount of disease and suf-

fering it produces and necessary hasten-

ing to a premature grave, there are other

evils springing from it, which carry their

effects beyond the grave and operate

with an influence in the eternal world.

In the first place, has he realized that God
abominates and is angry at sloth con-

tinually, and that we are as much stewards

of our time and energies as of our means

and talents? Next, has he calculated

what means he has squandered? If it

had been turned into the Emigration

Fund, it would have been slowly but surely

accumulating ; and when the way to Zion

was free from obstacles, he and his family

might have helped to swell the throng of

those ransomed ones who fly to their

appointed gathering-place, singing songs

of everlasting joy. And has he ever rea-

lized, too, that the Dispenser of health

and strength requires these blessings to

be employed to the best advantage, that a

faithful Tithing may be rendered to roll

forth the purposes of redemption, and

that such time not accounted for is an

act of dishonesty by robbing the Lord of

that tithe which bis law demands ?

Let those who wilfully act such a part

remember the fate of Annanias and Sap-

phira, who fell beneath the destroyer's

power for trying to impose upon the

Spirit of Right and endeavouring to

claim the blessings bestowed upon the

faithfully honest. Their case becomes

still more pointed and applicable to those

who pretend to render to the Lord his

due, but fraudulently retain a part.

Although they may not be keeping back

part of their substance, still, m not

using "to-day" to the best advantage,

they are virtually defrauding the trea-

sury of the Lord of that which legally

belongs to it; and they will sooner or

later learn that "the Lord God is a
jealous God"— jealous of that worship

and that reverence which are his right,

and jealous also of all the interests of his

Church and kingdom upon the earth.

The poet has said and sung

—

Defer not till to-morrow to be wise

:

To-morrow's sun to you may never rise."

Yet, though the truth of this is enforced

by the many warnings surrounding us in

every-day life, many whirl heedlessly on

in the giddy round of pleasure, putting

off the more important duties of t£

present till a more convenient season—

"eating and drinking, marrying and

giving in marriage" with those whose

bands are tightening fast for the burning,

thinking- it quite soon enough to give up

the society of their gentile associations,

with all their wickedness and abomina-

tions, when the time comes for them le

bid adieu to home and fatherland and

flee from the destruction awaitin* the

wicked. Oh, ye ignorant ones, thirl yw

the time will ever come for you to enj<r?

true and enduring happiness, either with

the people of God on earth or the de-

parted blest, while in your present con-

dition? If you were gathered to Zion,

you would find it unsuited to your dis-

eased desires. There the faithful ait

fully alive to the importance of the pre-

sent. They see the rapid march of the

kingdom of God and the absolute neces-

sity of " to-day" being fully occupied, as

every day brings increasing responsibili-

ties, and their still developing energies

are being continually taxed—the constant

accompaniment of true progression.

The wisest man that now lives upon

the earth has said, "If I am saved to-

day—if I am right before my Father in

heaven now, and keep thus every day, 1

am saved eternally." To-morrow never

came for any being, neither will it come far

any one. Hence the necessity of having

the comforting assurance of the Holj

Spirit that God is pleased with our un-

ceasing attention to the ever-recurring

duties that devolve upon us.

But one part of the duty of to-day is to

look forward with the eye of discernment

to the changes that, as citizens of the

kingdom of God. we shall be called to

pass through, and make all needful pre-

paration for the same. No wise general

would allow bis troops to rest in idleness

and supineness during the heat of war

because the enemy was not on the bor-

ders of his camp or the shouts of battle

ringing in his ears. He would have sen-

tinels posted, outposts established, scoots

on the alert to learn every movement**

the foe, and his men constantly eamlotta

in carrying out every plan which the fer-

tility of his genius could produce. Sono

wise Saint will sink down in apathy iff

carelessness, believing that God wfll ehn»

our deliverance, work oat his Divine p**
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poaee, and r#H forth his kingdom upon
the earth, leaving ns nothing to do but to

believe, and, when the victory is won, to

-atepin and enjoy the prize.

When the Saviour said, "Take no
thought for the morrow," his injunction

applied only in a local sense and to his

disciples, who went forth without purse

nnd scrip, depending on Him who rules

and controls all things for the pood of

those who love him and keep his com-
mandments. Fully employed in the minis-

try, they were forbidden to encumber
themselves with the cares and perplexities

of future sustenance, having the assurance

that they should be cared for. But the

very injunction conveys explicitly the

understanding that the duties of " to-day"

were of paramount importance, their

duties being to preach the Gospel, main-
tain the power of their divine calling, and
herald forth the advent of the kingdom
of God.

But there are many other ways in

which the subject can be illustrated. Let
us refer again to the Penny Emigration
Fund. Here is an institution organized

bj the wisdom of God and revealed

through the channel of the Priesthood,

by which the poor of all lands and of all

<ctunes can aid mightily in their own
home-gathering and be freed from the

oppression, tyranny, and injustice which
they are suffering under. An accumula-
tion of trifles form in the aggregate a size

proportionate to the quantities. An ac-

cumulation of pennies, sixpences, and
shillings will give to the possessor a
proportionate amount of power: and
as money is the motive power with the

world, the less accumulation of means
there is from this source, the less amount
of good can be accomplished. Again,

united efforts can accomplish much with

ease, which single efforts might waste a
lifetime on in vain ; and if those efforts

mere directed by superior wisdom, still

more can be accomplished. The import-

ance of this fund has been dilated upon,

time and again, orally and in writing.

"The attention of the Saints has been
-directed to the fact that, by the accumula-
tion of their trifles, under the direction of

the Presidency and the wisdom imparted

by the Sntrit of God, thousands may be
^emigrated and placed in a position of

aooomplishinff more than they ever could

here, while those whose means are thus

-ejnployed have still the assurance that the

money they deposit will "be available for
their benefit and use at any moment
when they may require it ; whereas this

money squandered in petty trifles accom-
plishes no good : it is lost, and even more
than lost—gone to create wants which
nature never requires. How often do we
find this principle—that of wto-day* being;

well used—neglected! Resolution after

resolution is formed that " Next week" or
"next month I will begin to pay some-
thing into the Emigration Fund, while
" to-day* is being neglected and the
pennies are being squandered for no good
end. Then, when "next week* comes, or
"next month* arrives, the same resolu-

tion is repeated—the former having been
broken. A penny appears such a trifle

that few attach any importance to it, and
still fewer understand the mighty power
of an accumulation of pennies. One
penny put to use when Christ was
upon the earth would ere this, in the
hands of a good steward, have amounted
to a sum sufficient to form a globe

of solid gold as large as the earth

we inhabit. But the power of pennies

may be clearly illustrated as follows.

Suppose twenty thousand Saints would
pay a penny weekly, at the end of a
year there would be a sum on hand of

between four and five thousand pounds!

But if every one of these individuals paid

fourpence-halfpenny per week, the Emi-
gration Fund would be swelled in one
year to almost twenty thousand pounds It

What an amount of good could be accom-
plished with that, means! and what a
return a very few years would make!
Every faithful Saint would be rejoicing;

in Zion and aiding to build up the king-

dom of God in another sphere; and all

this might be accomplished by being care-

ful of the means in our possession to-day,

and putting our trifles in the hands of
the proper authorities.

Tne subject can be further illustrated

by a reference to the law of Tithing. At
many times, when some of the Saints feel

the necessities of life pressing hard upon
them, instead of perceiving that their

faith and integrity are being tried, they

give way to the pressure of the moment,
and permit their Tithing to run behind

for a little, intending to "pay it up
again,* but forgetting that the debt

is surely increasing, and not calcula-

ting the difficulty they experience whu£
meeting the varied requirements that are
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^continually aria|ng. Hie Iford has said,

if hU people do their duty before him, it is

tas business to tike care of them : there-

fore, when such a course is persisted in, we
jhanifest a weakness of faith and want*of

oonndence in the Lord highly derogatory

to his character and his, attributes of Jus-

tice and truthfulness.
' There is no one

Acquainted with the principles of bouse-

liold economy, who possesses a spark of

common sense, but who knows that, with

the many wants of a famjly to attend to,

H is a moist difficult matter to pay off a
debt that has accumulated to any cop*

atderable amount, and *that cares and
perplexities' are avoided by living within

Our means. The same principle holds

Jfc>od
cwith regard to Tithing. If that

law is fully and honestly lived up to, and
the tithe we have consecrated to his ser-

•vtee is viewed with the sacredness it re*

Quires, we shall pointedly and punctually

Vender unto the Lord that which is th£

Ijord's m proper season ; and having' used

•'to-day" to the
1

best advantage and
jaithfufiy performed' the duties thereof,

%e shall experience the blesstpg of the

Holy One of Israel to-day; and all our
tindertakings and desires 'being sanctified

before* him will be blessed; our pathw&y in

life made easy, our 'enjoyments sweetened,

and the asperities and roughness that

await us on every hand be softened down
by the interposition of that 'Providence

¥nat
k

watches over 1 the welfare of the

Sfcmta.

It will not do to sit' down in ease and
inedltate upon the glory that awaits us in

Se eternal worlds when" the power of

[Sess lives is ours,*and ou^deined brows
are adorned with the wreaths of never-

fadingglery,andyetn*fleotth0oWioa^***
devolve-upon us <wow. If eaeii<a~

«

be pursued, we shall ae»c»r vetqoy *

exalted glories. 4n4tftaapgb>k la
j

to looktirward to.the magnife
that awaits the* tau&ul, to +t$mnV*tmA
ardour vand urge tut-on io«a*bla <dM
those nobl»deeo>havegot^l^pawfio«iBtf
AaraancUbe foundation to be latd'aaoiam
>which thaw mighty ,gloria* may rmt

ThiaUa the caurse that .haa-> been par
sued by, all the noble, ajatothaaasatt aae
-have

l(
gone before. ThU^ thV «nsaa>

pursued by the noble p&Udtaraptsta sw.
This was the 4**ek 4#ed- by-leaa* aaai
his associates. iThis w*aaAeVk4hfe taatk
trod bj Joseph , and * his^ assooiatoa,

Br$ham >and hit ennspeers. » Tfaay •taav
fired and strangled* <andHaany*of ahaai
have bled ancTdied ^ibey 4>oro* fwraeoa-
ttion, inatfB^,Kand mhesaaaiity ; ahey
toiled andJaboured i and 'many . of. aaav
still toil and labour here upon the caaih,
" looking forward - to the raaofapaaa* of
their Toward,* : tat over<airadfat of *tt»
4av," knowing .that' >the <peaaeatvaloat
exists for .thanv^aad ^ working nails H
<is called tc*4ay ; lor * the *iagiht noanta,
when no oan'can work."

If we wanti to. snare the^lowiea-^wMb
them-^-if we • wish to be orowaed > wit*
eternal iiues, we must follow taoaeHV
aame course,.>steadily'iaK>amg<oatarta*
track they have marked any atsaatd that
salvation and exaltation. aro-atiUsto*, ha
wrought out by the eamo* nteaao j and at

ttbey who have passed behind tan aoi sat

eDjWP# ty*
fruit* of aaeir iaaouaa?joyif

we steadily follow their 4naanaot -aaaav
pie, Evenly wo ahalL bod a>ao »>ojui ra»

ward."

! PfeUltY.

^fBtnea'CHxALSt w. pentose.

1

* *felessedtre th* pure inlfeart, for they

aball tee God."
1
This Was a promise

taade' by JesruS Christ when breaclring

Tfcat* sliBlime discourse Which ht called: the

"Sermon on the Mount.'* Simple, pointed,

•and-bowerful is that heedful discourse,

^ich must have enchained/ the 'atten-

tion of the assembled multitude, thrilled

With Joy the bosoms of those who loved

the truth, and pteroed* with mmana ar
stirred up to angec thahaartt afcjafaa
crites aha ungodly jnen.

"The pure in heart !
w

In ttiaawUaf
hypocrisy and deceit, how feat a

of that title! CarrnptedVby tViU
and corroded by evil passioneythoJi

of men are "deceitful, abavaiaUttaiagi
and desperately wicked." What a-ahang*
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> tike place before the inhabitants of

tfee earth are fit to stand in the presence

of the Lord I

God is a being- of ipotiess purity, an,d

ttOthteg- impure or ' unholy can enter his

ajtesenoe. Iniquity cannot stand before

tihtyfor his glory is a M consuming fire."

How absurd, then, the doctrines of

modem theologians, who persuade their

deluded- hearers that, no matter how
Wfekod their lives may hare been^ if they

have but' faith* in the merits of Jesus
Christ and feel sorry for their sins, their

souls, when separatedfrom their earthly

teberttadea, will be borne on the wings
of'angels to the heavenly mansions, where,
in the presence of God and the society of
jnst men made perfect* they wit sing,

praises through nil eternity

!

3

1 The worst 1 of crinrioals-*-even those

who hare crowned by murder a lhVof
horrible' depravity and sin, if they wiV
shed a few-tears and 1 declare themselves

penitent, are gravely informed that the,

fatal « drop is a short cut into the holy

abode of the immaculate Jehovah and a
swill passage into the artas of' Jesus 1

* How different were the teachings of

inspired' men! "Without holiness no
man shall see the Lord:" " For this ye
know, thatno whoremonger, nor unclean

person, nor covetous man, who is an
Idolater* hath any inheritance in the king-

dom of Obrist and of God. Let no man
deceive you- by •vain words* for- because of i

these things cotneth the wrath of God
tipon the children of disobedience." "No
znurderer hath eternal lift abiding in

ham." M And there shallin no wise enter

into H [the New Jerusalem] anything

that defUeth, neither whatsoever worketh
abomination or maketh a lie,, but they

which are written in the Lamb's book of

life." These- are the words of men who
wrote and spoke by the power of the

Holy Ghost,
r None wit be fit to enjoy the soctetyof

God unless they become like him. TUs
ways are not as the ways of men, nor
lis thoughts as their thoughts, It would
Be no heaven for an unrighteous man to

he in God's* society. He would expe*

stenco no happiness there: his feelings,

habits, and views would'be so opposite to

those of the inhabitants of a celestial

sphere that he would feel quite out of
naee in their'compeny.

Take a roughs uncultivated being from
•tfke lowest grade of society, and" place

pfntrrY. 799

him in the brilliant saloon of a noble*
man's mansion, when the dxte of fashion^

and the most refined in this age of re-
finement are assembled, and what wpuk},
be his feelings ? Uncomfortable and fll^

at ease, he would feel "like a pig. in su,

parlour/* and would be glad to make bin
exit as apeedily as possible.

Infinitely worse would he feel who»
should be ushered into the celestial, world,'

unlearned in the ways of God, unpurified;

from the grossness of his earthly habits*

and unpractised in the chaste and hobfj

refinements of such an exalted sphere.

Incapable of approaching such . elevated4

enjoyments, ho would feel supremely
miserable).

The Saints of God expect one day to
enter into all the joys and privileges of
the highest state of being. They should,

1

therefore seek diligently to prepare them-
selves for so brilliant a position, and, while

gaining experience, ana acquiring know-,
Jedfre, endeavour to purify themselves.

They must become pure-minded. All'

actions spring from motives. If, there-

fore, the mouve, be pure, the action will;

be pure ; and if, on the other hand, the
motive be impure, the action will corres-

pond. The spirit of truth will manifest •

to those who possess it whether their!

desires and motives are right or wrong j
and those who listen to its whispering*
and act upon its suggestions will be awe
to subdue all unrighteous desires and!
strangle in the birth all impure motives*

The will of God will be made known to
them by the living oracles, and they wiB;
resist all inclination to act in opposition,

to it

They must learn, to govern

thoughts. The powers of the mind can\

be controlled and directed as well as the,

powers of the body. All impure thoughts
must be crushed and the energies of the

mind be used to direct the stream of its;

reflections, so that, every drop may flow,

hr a channel of purity.

Love for truth and righteousness fir
their own sake must be established in the

soul. If the Saints obey the laws off

God and seek after the principles of truth

merely because they are commanded to
do so, there will be always a possibility of!

their turning away from the pursuit of
truth and" straying from the path of
righteousness ; but if they, seek after these,

ttnngs from an established affection for

them, their course will ever be onward.
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A child is said to be pure when it first

opens its eyes in this polluted world.

'those who sincerely obey the Gospel are

said to be pure when they emerge from
the baptismal stream; and this in one

sense is perfectly true : but the " pure in

heart," according to the sense of the term

as used by Jesus, are those who, being

placed in the midst of good and evil,

choose the first and refuse the other, and,

being brought into contact with virtue

and vice, love the former for its own
chaste loveliness and hate the latter for

its own impurity, notwithstanding its

glittering allurements.

The spirit and the body are so closely

united that they are, in almost every in-

stance, mutually affected by the same
circumstances ; and as the Spirit of God
dwelleth not in unholy tabernacles, the

Saints must also be pure in body.

The inhabitants of the earth in the

present age of the world have sunk deep

into the mire of those abominations which
defile the body. Adultery, whoredom,
and other crimes too horrible to mention

are practised by millions in this day of

light and knowledge, and abound more
especially in those countries called Chris-

tian. The effects of these things appear

not only in those who are guilty of these

iniquities, but also in their offspring.

Diseases are entailed upon them which
sap the vitality of their earthly existence,

and they grow up with the disposition

incorporated in their nature to plunge

into the same gulf and wallow in the same
<juagmire with their sinful progenitors, or,

like a withered bud, fall into decay and
death in the spring of their youth, without

filling the measure of their creation.

To be free from the contaminating in*

fluence of such examples, those who wish

to become pure indeed and to see a holy

seed raised up to serve the Lord will

gather to the bosom of the Church in the

West and become part of that community
who will be called " Zion"—the pure in

heart. There they will breathe a pure,

moral atmosphere, clear as the breezes

that play in the vales of Ephraim, and,

beholding the beauties of virtue, will

conceive such a hatred for vice that the

choice of. their hearts will be to practise

holiness continually.

The Saints must also possess habits of
tUatdineu. It seems somewhat strange

that there should be any necessity for such
Aramark when addressed to individuals

called Saints. Cleanliness being essential
to godliness, one would think that people?
who profess to serve the Lord would
never need to be advised upon such a
point. But the Gospel of the last days
has been principally received, as in ancient
times, by the sons and daughters of toO*
some of whom, through the pressure of
circumstances and the customs of their
forefathers, have become so habituated to>

uncleanliness that they need to have their

eyes opened to see their true condition.
The writer was on one occasion seat

for to administer to a brother who was
sick. When be entered the bouse of the
sick man, the foul effluvium that was
there for breathing purposes could not be
called air, for it was too thick and nasty.

No doubt the window would have felt

astonished at being opened, and
would have struck the floor with a
menu He found the man afflicted with
a severe cold and with that awful
disease—dirt. He was very feverish : no
doubt the pores of his body were closed,

being filled upwith grime! He ventured tt>

prescribe for the sick man what appeared
to the latter to be an extraordinary

recipe—namely, to strip himself and wash
his body with some soap and warm water
from head to foot, ana to finish up with
a coarse towel ! He seemed very much
surprised that any benefit could be derived
from such a remedy, but promised com-
pliance *ith the air of a man who was
about to attempt a very wonderful under-
taking. To lay hands on such persons is

no pleasant matter. But such cases,

thank heaven, are not of frequent occu-
rence; for, when oompared with other
individuals of the same class the Saints

are far above them in cleanliness and
purity. Yet there is room among them
for great improvement; and aU who
wish for the society of God and the com-
panionship of angels should make cleanli-

ness of body and habitation a part of the
work of preparation.

This is a very delicate subject to touch
upon personally ; for, no matter how dirty
in their habits some people are, they are
generally extremely sensitive upon the
point. Plain speaking offends them, and
hints are of little effect. Tell people they
are dirty—urge upon them the propriety
and necessity of reform, and you are
looked upon as a "meddler" or a very
u impertinent person," who "ought to
mind his own business,* i*c. Touch
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upon the subject in a general way, and
the most filthy will agree with you that

dirt is an abomination, and will tell you
that, " though not perhaps quite so nice

as they should be, yet they would not be

Eke some people for ever so much !"

It would be well for all Saints to com-
pare themselves and their habits and
manners with what they have been taught

concerning the purity and holiness of the

inhabitants of heaven, the clear beauty of

their appearance, and the spotless white-

ness of their snow-like garments, and,

anticipating the joy of mingling with

them in scenes of celestial brightness, to

strive with all their powers, while still in

this lower world, and, though surrounded

by many opposing circumstances, to ad-

vance towards their standard of purity

and perfection.

We cannot jump at once from our
present impurities into the sanctified state

of the heavenly hosts; but, finding out

oar own imperfections by the light of the

Spirit and through the teachings of the

Priesthood, we must overcome them as

fast as we discover them ; and, learning by

the same means the ways of the Deity,

we must constantly and unwearyingly

pattern after his perfections. And when
instructions are given and rebukes are

administered, let each apply them to his

or her own case personally. Leaving the

weeds we may see in our neighbours'

gardens for them to uproot, if they

choose, let us attend to the culture of

our own fields, that the ground may be
purified by our own hands and that the

fruits of our produce may be holy unto

the Lord.
The advent of the Lord is near ; and

who will be able to abide the day of his

coming and to stand when he appears ?

None but the pure. The ungodly will

wither at his presence, and the unholy

will be consumed by the brightness of his

glory. Let the Saints, then, prepare for

is appearance. Let them become pure

in body and in spirit, so that, being

washed and anointed, they may be sealed

up to eternal life, be clad in the holy

garments of the eternal Priesthood, sit

down at the marriage feast, and, in

company with all the pure in heart, enjoy

the never-fading pleasures of the kingdom
of the Holy One.

HISTOBY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 711.)

[April, 1843.]

Sunday, 2nd. Wind N.E. Snow fell

several inches, but melted more or less.

At ten, am., went to meeting. Heard
Elder O. Hyde preach, comparing the

the sectarian preachers to crows living on

carrion, as they were more fond of lies

about the Saints than the truth. Al-

luding to the coming of the Saviour, he

said* "When he shall appear, we shall be

like him, &o. He will appear on a white

horse as a warrior, and may be we shall

have some of the same spirit. Our God is

a warrior. (John adv. 2, 3.) It is our

Srivilege to have the Father and Son
welling in our hearts, &c."
We dined with my sister Sophronia

McCleary, when I told Elder Hyde that I

-was going to offer some corrections to his

sermon this morning. He replied, u They
shall be thankfully received.*

When the Saviour shall appear, we shall

see him as be is. We shall see that be is a
man like ourselves ; and that same sociality

which exists among us here will exist

among us there, only it will be coupled

with eternal glory, which glory we do not

now enjoy. (John xiv. 2, 3.) The appear-

ing of the Father and the Son, in that verse,

is a personal appearance ; and the Idea that

the Father and the Son dwell in a man's heart

is an old sectarian notion, and is false.

In answer to the question, " Is not the

reckoning of God's time, angel's time, pro-

phet's time, and man's time according to

the planet on which they reside? I answer,

yes. But there are no angels who minister

to this earth but those who do belong or

have belonged to it. The angels do not

reside on a planet like this earth ; but they

reside in the presence of God, on a globe

like a sea of glass and fire, where all things

for their glory are manifest—past,

and fatnre, and are continually r
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Iiord. The place where God resides is a
great TJrim and Thummim. This earth, in
its sanctified and immortal state, will be
made like unto crystal and will be a Urim
and Thummim to the inhabitants who dwell
thereon, whereby all things pertaining to an
inferior kingdom, or all kingdoms of a lower
order, will be manifest to those who dwell on
it; and this earth will be Christ's. Then the
while stone mentioned in Revelations ii. 17
will become a Urim and Thummim to each
Individual who receives one, whereby things
pertaining to a higher order of kingdoms,
even all kingdoms, will be made known;
and a white stone is given to each of those
who come into the celestialkingdom, whereon
is a new name written, which no man know-
eth save he that receiveth it. The new
name is the key word.

I prophesy, in the name of the Lord God,
that the commencement of the difficulties

whiehwiil cause much bloodshed previous
to the coming of the Son of Man will be
ii South Carolina. It may probably arise

through the slave question. This a voice
declared to me, while I was praying ear-
nestly on the subject, December 25th, 1832.

I was once praying very earnestly to
know the time of the coming of the Son of
Man, when I heard a voice repeat the fol-

lowing:—"Joseph, my son, if thou livest

until thou art eighty- five years old, thou
shalt see the face of the Son of Man : there-
fore let this suffice, and trouble me no more
on this matter." I was left thus, without
being able to decide whether this coming
referred to the beginning of the millennium
or to some previous appearing, or whether
I should die and thus see his face. I believe
the coming of the Son of Man wiU not be
any sooner than that time.

At one, p.m., attended meeting. I
read the 6th chapter of Revelations, re-

ferring particularly to the 6th verse,

showing from that the actual existence
of beasts in heaven. Probably those were
beasts which had lived on another planet,
and not ours. God never made use of
the figure of a beast to represent the
kingdom of heaven. When it is made use
of, it is to represent an apostate church.
This is the first time I have ever taken a
text in Revelations; and if the young
Eiders would let such things alone, it

would be far better.

Then corrected Elder HjuVs remarks,
the same as I had done to him privately.

At the close of the meeting, we ex-
pected to start for Carthage, bat the bad
weather prevented; so I called another
meeting in the evening.

Between meetings, I read in Revela-

tions with Elder Hyde and expounded
the same, daring which time several per-

sons came in and expressed their fears'

that I had come in contact with the old

Scriptures.

At seven o'clock meeting, I muted
the subject of the beast, and snowed ver?

plainly that John's vision was very de-

ferent to Daniel's prophecy,—-one refer,

ring to things actually existing in heaven;

the other being a figure of things which
are on earth.

Whatever principle of intelligence we
attain unto in this life, it will rise with ss'

in the resurrection; and if a person gshtt

more knowledge and intelligence in tab

life through his diligence and obediencetan
another, he will have so much the advaotsgt

in the world to come. There is a law, Irre-

vocably decreed in heaven before the foun-

dations of this world, upon which all bless-

ings are predicated; and when we obtsto

any blessing from God, it is by obedience to

that law upon which it is predicated.
The Father has a body of flesh and booei

as tangible as mans; the Son also: but the

Holy Ghost has not a body of flesh ass*

bones, but is a personage of spirit. Were it

not so, the Holy Ghost could not dwell is

us. A man may receive the Holy Ghost,

and it may descend upon him and not tarry

with him.
" What is the meaning of the scripture,

• He that is faithful over a few things shall

be made ruler over many ; and he that a
faithful over many shall be made ruler

over many more ?' What is the meaning of

the Parable of the Ten Talents? Also tat

conversation with Nicodemus, 'Excepta mss
be born of water and the Spirit T m were

questions put to me, which I shall sot

answer at present.

I closed by flagellating the audience

for their fears, and called upon EU*
Hyde to get up and fulfil his covenant to

preach three-quarters-of-an-hour, other-

wise I would give him a good whipping
Elder Hyde arose and said, " Broths*

and sisters, I feel as though all had beat

said that can be said. I can sty notfeioft

but bless yon."
At the close of the meeting, we rW

tamed to B. F. Johnson**, where wi

slept; mod I remarked that the hwdred
and forty-four thousand sealed at* thf

Priests who anould be anointed ut td-

minister id the dalljr sticriAoti

D. B. Huntingdon ntern^brfsf
had a very cold and se^ew jeurney. W
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ioe in Chicago Harbour was three feet

thlbki Brought me a letter from Mr.
.Justin Buttertield.

Monday, 3rd. Miller's day ofjudgment

Tuesday, 4th. Spent five hours preach-
ing to Esquire Backman, Chancery Ro-
binson, and the Backenstoses. Backman
said, " Almost thou persuadest me to be a'

baa arrived; but it is too
1

pleasant for fabe Christian.'
9

xxonhets.
|

We left Carthage about two, p.m., and
At two, p.m., started for Carthage,

j
arrived at Nauvoo at half-past nve^

Where we arrived about four, p.m., and . Wednesday, 5th. Sat with Aldermen
stayed at J. B. Backenstos'.

I Spencer, Wells, Hills, Harris, Whitney,
Elders Toung and Taylor returned to

j

and Kimball, Associate-Justices in the
Nauvoo; having- preached four tiroes. Municipal Court, on a writ of Habeas

,In the evening, reading the Book of Corpus, and - discharged Jonathan and'
Revelations with Elder Hyde and con- , Lewis Hoopes from custody.
Versing with Esquire Backman.

j

A Branch of the Church organized at'

Upwards of 512,000,000 have been Mount Holly, New Jersey,, of about
recently expended by the French Govern- twenty- five members, by Elder Newton.
meat to fortify the city of Paris.

j

{To be continued.)

tfHE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR;

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1858.

Female Education.—We call the serious attention of our sisters to the excellent

article of sister Francis on Female Education, published in this number of the Star.

We are deeply interested in this very important subject. The formation, develop-

ment, and course of a true woman—the moulding of the character of a female Saint

adorned with all the loveliness and graces of a pure, gentle, and faithful spirit, is

indeed an important matter. We are pleased to see our sisters led in this direction,

and their attention called to the task of purifying and elevating their sex, the-'

formation of the character of a true woman, and the angeliting of that precious gift

of God to man. A pure, gentle, fond, faithful, noble woman is indeed angelic. Is

ahe not, when properly illustrating the characters of sister, daughter, mother, and
wife, a being to be loved, valued, and protected r When we look at an Adam, an*

Abraham, a Noah, a Moses, an Elijah, a Jesus, a Joseph, and many more of the great'

<lead and great living, we almost think that the Cods have been amongst men ; and'

when the Eves, Sarahs, Ruths, Marys, and Marthas of womankind appear before us,

we feel that helpmates, angels, and comforters are the companions of man. But it is?

sadly true that such women are rare. If he who was made in the image of Cod- hat

Allen away from the standard of manhood, the daughters of Eve have fallen equa%
low from womanhood. Too generally we find them things of vanity and pride,1

votaries of pleasure and fashion, victims of passion and selfwill, children of die*

obedience and sin. The pure, beautiful, gentle, loving nature of woman is perverted

f

and instead of being helps and blessings, they are ton often the reverse'; Women
Bold an immense influence over the hearts of the sterner sex ; and in their characters

off companions, sisters, mothers, and wives, the power which they held- over society is-

difficult to overrate. But instead of using that immense"power and influence to leas>

man to virtue, religion, and God, they too often lead him downward. This is not

because women generally are not good, gentle, and loveable in their essential
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nor because God has unsexed her whom he created to be a blessing and help to num.
No : bat it is because in ignorance and inexperience she has strayed, and by bad
training, false education, and a vicious course of life, her nature has become per-

verted and her character distorted. The more delicate the flower, the sooner will it

wither and show the contaminating touch. Its purity and loveliness is gone before

the stalk upon which it hangs is completely rotted. Perhaps it is somewhat the

same with the "gentler sex/' for they seem to have become more perverted from their

true character than the sterner.

But neither man nor woman is vicious and depraved by nature. Rather the one
is noble and Godlike, and the other loveable and angelic. False education, vicious

training, pernicious principles, and corrupt systems, however, have sunk or perverted

them. Proper education and training, with saving principles and pure systems,

must take them out of the mire and clothe them again in their right characters.

The man will then be restored to the image of his Maker and show forth the glory

of his God, while woman will again become truly the help of man and the glory

and pride of her husband. To bring about such desirable results is the object of the

Gospel. That work is the mission of " Mormonism," and those results we confidently

expect to grow from its effects. Proper female education in its extended sense—the

training, preparation, and course of woman throughout her life has, therefore, a
wide meaning and importance to us. It is, if we may so express it, the female halt

of the mission of the Gospel.

We are pleased to see a just appreciation of the subject of female education

manifested in the article already referred to. A weightier meaning is there given to

it than that found in the artificials and embellishments of society. It is not considered

as "mere schooling," but as a system embracing " every detail of life before maturity,*'

and also as a " preparatory training for the responsible duties of womanhood." It is

considered as taking in the "moral, religious, domestic, and social statesf and that

"female education" should be studied by mothers as "the course they should take to

train up a girl so that she may become the delight of her father, the consolation of
her mother, a noble help to the family, a useful ornament in society, and the glory of

her husband." This is a correct view of the case, and we wish such views were

generally taken and acted upon : "the world would be the better for it."

Doubtless the Gospel commences with* the reformation of the character of mat.
His training stands first. He is the responsible agent to God for the state of society,

and in the divine mission of regeneration he must be the vanguard. We by no
means hold woman responsible for the present state of things; much less do we
design to cast a reflection upon her. Nevertheless, a great deal depends on
proper female education and training—morally, religiously, domestically, and socially.

This is not all. A great deal is here depending for the formation of society in all its

features and in its conduct throughout. For though men are the heads and rulers,

and therefore leaders and vanguards of regeneration, yet women are the appointed

helps of the force, the first trainers of those heads and leaders, and the principal

moulders of society. The Priesthood holds the keys of government, and is the

source of all salvation and power, and man is its principal channel. It is not strictly

correct to disconnect woman from that Priesthood, and to consider it apart from her;

and though we might consider man as resembling the fountains of heaven which
send the rains upon earth to fertilize the land, nature sucks up the living streams

to refill those fountains. The degeneracy of man may pour into the nature and
character of woman a vitiated stream, but he in turn imbibes from her that stream

more vitiated still. Women are our companions, sisterSi daughters, mothers, and
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wives. They form three parts of the state of society. Their actions and influence

are not merely confined to themselves, bat extend over the whole human family.

From the king on his throne to the guilty wretch in the condemned cell, the

vast majority have possessed in woman all the relations which she sustains to man.

How great, then, is her influence ! How important is a proper system of female

training and the formation of the true character of woman ! Man is the responsible

party. His departure from God and the loss of the Priesthood cut woman off from

that connection, and his degeneracy overwhelms her. He must first return. But,

passing by that fact, it may be confidently asserted that, were our female companions,

sisters, mothers, and wives all that they should be—were all women pure, gentle,

religious, obedient, and representing their true character, the world could not be bad.

However, both sexes must travel the path of regeneration and training hand in hand,

man leading the way, directed by his God.

The subject of female education and training is therefore an important matter to

every one, and the course of bringing woman back to a state of purity and giving

to the u gentler sex" their true character and work deeply concerns all society. But

more especially does it concern the Saints ; for the mission and object of the system

and principles which they have received are to regenerate mankind and restore

both man and woman to their proper state and character. And as the female

training, duties, relations, and course constitute the female half of the great work

of God, that part must become healthful and proper in action at the same time that

the male parts of the body receive health and carry on their functions in the Priest-

hood. The female part belongs to the mission of woman, and it is she that

most accomplish it, under the direction of man. The sisters partake of the

responsibilities and mission of their husbands and brothers : they are the helps of the

Priesthood to bring about the great purposes of God and the regeneration of man-

kind. Let the sisters, then, lay hold of their parts and perform their duties. Let

them as mothers train up their daughters to become the delight of their fathers, the

consolation of their mothers, helps of families, useful ornaments of society, and the

glory of their husbands. Let them also remember how much they have to do with

the training and course of man ; and in their various characters as companions,

sisters, daughters, mothers, and wives, let them nobly and properly act their parts.

The mission of woman is a glorious and deeply important one ; and if she truly fills-

it, she will appear more becoming and beautiful in it than were she dressed in all

the vanities of the world and loaded with the most precious gems.

We hope that the training, duties, course, and true character of woman will com-

mand the attention and labours of our sisters more than ever. All can and should

engage in the important work, and the wives and daughters of the Elders should

lead the way and become eminent for virtue and the illustration of the character

and mission of woman. In the operations of the Star to produce the desired state

of things, we hope our gifted and pure-minded sisters will henceforth take their

part. We are pleased to see the efforts of those who have already stepped into the

work, and we hope in future to number more female contributors.

Pubity.—We also call the attention of the Saints—especially the heads of families—to

the article on the subject of Purity. Cleanliness 2s a part of godliness, and physical

- parity and spiritual purity must go hand in hand. Unless this be the case, a heavenly

state of things can never be brought about; for the spiritual and physical are the ele-

ments which make up a celestial state. Cleanliness and general purity should command
much more attention than is given by the mass. They extensively come~mi0r^
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departments of female training and the data* of woman; and we hope thai

and appearance of the sisters and those overwhom their earrextend wifl showeoe*

tinually that they are working oat a celestiaUtate^-a state of physical and spiritual

parity. Unless they thai show sueh signs, their distance from & heavenly statrweT

lie in proportion.

FEMALE EDUCATION.

BT ESTHBB C. B. FEAHCIS.

" Who can And a virtuoui woman ? For her prlte k far abort raMca,^-~S)o*osioin

A new-born child is full of truth, sim-

plicity, and confidence ; and, if of good
parents, it resembles a good little plant;

which, if well cultivated, will become some
clay the delight of its possessor.

A wise man likes to find a geod wife,

and the mother delights in a good and
useful daughter. Few mothers, how-
ever, have studiedwhat course they should'

take to train up a girl so- that she may
become the dehght of her father, the con-

solation of her mother, a noble helpto the

family, a useful ornament in society, and
theglory of her husband.

Having devoted many years to the study

of female education in all its branches

—

moral, religious*domestic,and social,Ihave
found that -educating* girl is a most inter-

eating occupation, and is attended with the

most fruitful results. But ladies of the

nineteenth century are educated with so

much vanity and pride, that they regard

the tuition of their daughters asa trouble-

some task. Some of them, and I might
say most of them, think that they have
given their daughters an accomplished
education when they have taught them
music, embroidery, dancing, &c. I com-
pare such an education to a buHdtng with
galleries and entbeHishments, but' without

any foundation: Ab such a buJldkfg is

unfit for habitation and of no use, except
for* mere show, so the above-named edu-
cated girls are unfit to be mothers, and
are only fit to shine as gilded ornaments.

I would therefore entreat my sisters

who want their daughter* to be- good
wives and mothers in the future, to>sow
in their tender mind* those principles

which will make them such, and to teach
them useful and necessary things pre-
viously to those which are merely ortta-

alsencaL It is neafty m pity to see some

Sown-up girls doing fancy-work while,

ey do not know even the way to mend a
stocking or make a shirt. Young sisters,

ofwhatusewiM be yourmereknowfedgeof'
embroidery, artiftaial slower rnairisarj ice^

in Zioa, where we shauVhave to closJaft

ourselves with what we can manufacture*

from the raw material ? There we shaft

find it more useful ' to know how to spin,

weave, knit, and make shirts, dresses, and

ail our clothing, than to be perfect in the-

knowledge of mere fancy-work; Beriaam
some people will think these thiags not,

worth talking of—much less worth beiagf

the subject of an address: but nature

and truth have been covered by faimou

and tradition, like- a statue refced with

rage. While our brethren are; utiuujant

in searching out the honest in* hsanV

throughout the world, I deem it our duty

,

to strive to train up a new generauon,

free from the traditions and fashions o£

old'Babylon;

ft it not a burden^ but4
a. pleasurê *-

train up ohildren ; and the beat way to*

accomplish it is to live before thema* yea
would like them to live.

If we talk of education to some

mothers, they will say that they cannot,

Sve their children an education^ whfcfr'

ey have not received thenvetvea. is*

me give thoee mothers m word of

oonsoktiom Governesses, taastars, eei

scientific and etiquette books are at most

but secondary matters in a Latter-day

Saint's education. The mother wha
prays ber HeavenlV Father day^by daytr

give her his'Hbly- Bptfaie, ute&Bmm***
wisdom to train- up' htm oflspnssn teiWa

honour and glory* is the very; one, tat*

wilt succeed the best. Proper* fesatb)

education Is not merely sotrtotngj*
embraces every detafl of BnV b«W
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jnaturfy, and is also 4 preparatorv course
of trainmg, for the responsible duties of
-womanhood. . From prayer to recreation
Ah% child must have a good example be-
fore its eyes, be taught, what is wrong by
^motherly solicitude aod tenderness, be led

tofTight by -the parent's experience, and
4»rrected by, kind* maternal justice.

I.heve found it of great importance in

•A.iamily to have appointed and regular
+hours t ;£6r prayer, ,meals, , study, work,
cleaning,, and rest; and that for. many
Aeasens. 1st, Because it 'inculcates in the

KfeUdren'a minds rthe- principle of order
•ad punctuality ;,£nd, Because it teaches

fthem to rian»isa£jatetime: 3rd, 'Because a
4»natant'and regular change of occupa-
tion keeps the children ina state ofrheellhy
a^vity.and implants, in their hearts,

a

love for work, and, what is so essential in

» woman* a; deep lave for home.
If females ware brought up in the path

4hey should walk in > and their minds

|

prepared for tbejpoeition which the Loci
|

has appointed them, .and if they were
j

aware of« ,their resMnaibility to God and
.man, how roach less foolish pride and

I

vanity and how much less . sundering
;
would there be ! and how different would

|
be the state of society ! The husband

|
would find a good wife, the teaoher

i

would i&ndi young minds ready .for in-

i
structton, and the * ruler would r find a

l

people virtuous and obedient.
There are many branches in education

j
.which I have not mentioned . In fact, I
have given hut a very imperfect sketch of
education^and have only tried to snow-

—

1st, That young girls should from the
commencementWo useful things:, 2nd,
Thatpoverty is not so great a hindrance
to education as is generally bettered

:

8rd, Thati females- have i aj very respon-
sible work to perform* aa well as men, in
the huUdiag up of the: great kingdom of
-God and the proper formation of society.

HOKE CORRESPONDENCE.

EETTBR FROM ELDER W. BUDGE.

&8»Albion Street, Birmingham,
October 27, 1588.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,— After finishing, last

quarter's business at Birmingham, I left

«r London^ where I arrived on the 29th
.September. After spending a pleasant

ana profitable time wuh President Boss
innd\;*he brethren , there, I • visited in

Mooeasion' the following Conierencea:

^-Southampton,. Blading, Dorsetshire,

flonth - WUtshue, * QnvtiST, . Derbyshire,

Leicestershire,and^NoUinghamshire.
. I fnuad the Pastors, ana Presidents in

sswrj. juace fealjnff well and. attending

|ailhfolly to their duties.

The same,spirit was with the Travelling

lQdsr> generally, and all seamed to be
aiming to the full•extent of their power
to carry jout the counsels of. <be Pre-
eidency.

The Penny Fund Books are by.ihis

lime in operation inall those Conferences,

and the brethren, ere rejoicing in -the

unproved: system ofhbookkeeping and in

the prospect of the great amount ofgood
whiqb promises to result therefrom*

The meetings were well attended, the
countenances of. the &aints were bright
and cheerful, and all seemed to be enjoy-

ing their religion. The spirit of im-
provement and progression was every*
where manUeated.
Some alteration for good, however,

might be -made in some places. The
almostexploded idea that meetings must
be conducted in a certain manner and
held for a^ j specified time is still enter-

tained in oneor*wo places.

: Meeting*should not beiimed by clock-

workybut by- the diaLof the iHoly Spirit;

and 1 they ahould; not,<be > squared by an
infleatMo ruk,jbut be oonduoted according

to circumstances. • Tbore would, then ne
freedom instead of stillness, and thoughts
and> words woujd^ow witbrease.

In aj very fewrmstanceaithe Trarelling

Elders ^seemed, not to; feel *tbe weight
fofr ths>jwork(Of ^Qpdjdtpon them* Their

-feporn^werac^arelesftiyi given,, as though
they/ werei noVj responsible for the con-

dition, of; their fields of labour. This

aho^d not-be^the case. JSver* man who
is called to / watchlOTen the interests of

any portion ofy the work should feeleon-

tinuidly the weight of his? nailing and
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^understand that he is personally respon-

sible for all things under his care— that

if the people are behind the times, it will

he considered that the fault lies with him

;

and if business matters are neglected by
4knY under his control, he, and he alone

will be responsible to the authorities of

the Church for that neglect. The sphere

-of a man's labours should command all

his time, absorb all his thoughts, and
keep him watching and working con-

tinually.

These remarks apply to the Pastors

and Presidents as well as the Travelling

Elders ; for every man should feel, when
things are not moving in a manner satis-

factory to those who preside over him,

that his honour and character are in

imminent peril.

I returned to Birmingham on 20th
October, and have since been visiting

among the Branches of this Pastorate.

In all my travels I have rejoiced at

witnessing the increasing good feeling

among the people of God and their con-
tinued determination to overcome their

weaknesses and traditions and to estab-

lish on the earth the kingdom of our
Eternal Father.

With prayers for your prosperity and
success in your arduous labours,

I am, &c,
William Budge.

NOTTINGHAM PASTORATE.

3, Phoenix Terrace, Simms Street,

Nottingham, October 20, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Having just returned
borne, after a very pleasant trip through
the Conferences in this Pastorate with
President Budge, I sit down to write to
you and inform you of what we are doing,
and how the work of God is prospering
in this part of the Mission.

I believe we have some of the dark-
ness of our minds dispersed, so that we
can see better now tnan we could some
time back what is best for our good. 1
can truly say that the brethren and
Saints generally here are making it their

study to become acquainted with the
-valuable instructions received through
the Star from time to time—more parti-
cularly in the business matters of the
Church, as we have got your wise plans
•ad counsels ia operation.

We have all the accounts placed m the

new books in the Branches, and I hope

we shall be able to keep them in order

and increase the weight of the figures in

them as the Saints increase in faith and

good works. We have not learned yet te

write upon that part of the books headed

"Withdrawn," neither do I wish we

should do so until the party emigrates to

Zion. The Saints see more than ever

the necessity of saving their pennies, that

they may grow into shillings, and patting

them into the Emigration Fund, which

our next remittance to your Office wB
show. We have not done much for that

fund until now, as we have been engaged

with our old scarecrow that has best

stuck up in the Conferences for years.

But I am happy to say it has disappeared

from the Nottingham Conference, and

we are now paying one month's subscrip-

tion in advance for Stars, which I shall

forward to you at the end of the present

month.
The Derby and Leicester Conferences

have done well in this matter; but you

are aware that they are small Confer-

ences, and their debts are rather large to

commence with; yet we intend, win
God's help, to make them small by the

close of the year.

The Nottingham Saints feel like good

boys at pudding—"Done first, help fel-

lows;" and I think they will givethefr

brethren a helping hand in this matfcsr

very soon.

Li the carrying out of your instructions

I have been cheerfully and ably seconded

by the brethren in the Priesthood Is*

touring with me.
President Harding has made himself

well acquainted with the Nottingham

Saints ; and, by assiduous attention to hb

duties, he is making things bo about

right President Nelson is labouring

faithfully with the Leicester Saints, sad

has improved the condition of the Con-

ference materially. I have visited that

Conference for years, and never saw a

better spirit manifested in it. President

Jones has but lately arrived in Derby, bat

he is laying hold of matters in a right

spirit ; and I believe that what is not

nght there he will be able to set right

Brother Sloan is with me in NottmghtfS,

and has got pretty well acquainted with

the district in which I have placed htm.

He is making things move in the right

direction! and your words to me about
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bun are really true, as I find him a great

, The rest of the brethren who are

labouring with me in this Pastorate, I

can truly say, are doing the best they

know how to roll forth the great work of
the last days ; and I feel that our labours

are not in vain, as there is a greater

portion of the good Spirit enjoyed by the

Saints, and they feel more and more the

necessity of practising their religion.

Some time ajjo we had the pleasure of

receiving a visit from President Ross;
-and truly it was a time of refreshing to

the Saints. We have since realized

the value of the wise counsels and
instructions we then received from him,
by now enjoying the blessings pro-

duced by obedience to them; and the

counsels and instructions given to us bv
the Spirit of inspiration, through Presi-

dent Budge, shall receive our strictest

attention, that we may likewise enjoy the

blessings which will flow from obedience

to tbem. His visit to us we hailed as a
blessing indeed, and his wise and fatherly

counsellings to the Priesthood are duly
appreciated by us.

I feel well myself in the great work of
God, and am still anxious to be found
busy at my post aiding and assisting to

roll forth the purposes of Jehovah, and
desirous that I may ever remain faithful

to my covenants.

With prayers for your own and Coun-
sellors' continued prosperity, I remain
your brother in truth,

John Cook.

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—On the Oth ult., there was a severe shock of earthquake at Corfu: the
earth upheaved dreadfully, causing great alarm. An earthquake has also been felt at

Akvab. On the morning of the 10th ult., a strong undulatory shock of earthquake was
felt in Italy at Lecce, Brindisi, Taranto, and Bari. On the 17th ult., a number of houses
built on the heights of Tonsberg, in Norway, suddenly moved from their foundations, and,

sliding down the cliff, were engulphed in the fiord below. At Darrical, near Almeria, a
terrible catastrophe lately occurred : a large rock which has for ages overhung the locality

suddenly gave way and crushed a great number of houses, and considerable numbers of

people lost their lives. The old and awful disease of leprosy is said to be re-appearing :

it is now on its way from Egypt and the Levant to Europe, and its dreadfully contagious

virulence is declared.

American.—On the 29th September, the naval magazine at Havannab, containing over

150,000 pounds of gunpowder, several hundred loaded shells, and Urge quantities of

fireworks, &c, exploded, killing 112 persons, wounding 128, and destroying property

worth a million of dollars : nothing more remains but a mass of stones and rubbish: every

residence in the city was more or less affected by the shock, some of which sustained

gTeat damage, and many were completely ruined : the concussion was so great as also to

destroy the city gasometers ; and it will be at least three months before the gasworks can

again be made available for the lighting of the city.

VARIETIES.

The sound of the guns fired at Cherbourg was heard at Lyme Regis, on the coast of

I>orsetshire, a distance of about eighty- five miles.

tipsy Irishman leaning against a lamp-post as a funeral procession was passing by,

was asked who was dead ? "I can't exactly say, sir/' said he ; " but I presume it is the

jintleman in the coffin."

Can a Man be his own Grandfather ?—"There was a widow and her daughter-in-

law, and a man and his son. The widow married the son, and the daughter the old man ;

the widow was therefore mother to her husband's father, consequently grandmother to her

own husband. They had a son, to whom she was great-grandmother. Now as the son of

ssfereat-grandmother must either be a grandfather or a great-uncle, this boy was there-

fore his own grandfather. This was actually the case with a boy at a school at Norwich.**

<—Notes and Queries.
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In a party, of which the caustic and facetious Porson made one, where the merits

«>f Hayley and tome other of the minor poets were discussed, some sagacious sad

sympathising friends of the aspirant poets sapieatly observed, " They will be read when

<Shakespeare, Milton, and Pope are forgotten." "Yes," added Porson, with his accnstsssed

borne*thrust, "and not till then 1

"

The J&ohikx Habp.—This instrument consists of a long narrow box of very thin weed,

.(pine is perhaps the best,) about six inches deep, with a circle in the.middle of the spper

side, of an inch-and-a-half in diameter, in which are to be drilled small boles. Oa this

aide seven, ten, or more strings of very fine catgut are stretched over,bridges at each tad*

like the bridge of a fiddle, and screwed np or relaxed with screw-pins. The strings mast

all be tuned to one and the same note, (t) is perhaps the best,) and the instrument should

be placed in a window partly open, in which the width is exactly the length of the harp,

with the sash just raised to giro the air admission. When the air blowa upon these striacs

/with different degrees of force it will excite different tones of sound. Sometimes the

blast brings ont all the tones in foil concert, and sometimes it sinks them to the softsst

murmurs.

Dbathw— Elder William Evans, originally of Kidwelly, Carmarthenshire, Wales, was kflkd by

lightning, Aug. 16, near Beaver, Beaver County, Utah Territory.

TI
Time, like tome wondrous traveller,

With swift, resistless pace,

Imprints his footsteps everywhere.
With faint or deeper trace.

To all of Adam*s race he gives

A boon of priceless worth

—

A space to use their agency,
- For good or 111, pu earth.

. He deals out opportunities,
Which wise men wisely use;

But foolish hearts, by wickedness,
4 His favours oft abuse.

Inexorably item as death,
Though generous he be,

Each privilege despised, he drops
Into eternity.

Where'er the laws of righteousness
Were honoured and maintained,

The iteps of time were lightly traced.

And deathless glories gained.

When men or nations turned aside

.From virtue's peaceful ways,
The path of time was deeply traced,

Though brief at best their days.

Sheffield, Oct. 13, 1856.

Each Gospel dispensation time
Has ushered In and closed;

And now the last and greatest
In Its season la disclosed.

The great Creator, Lord of all.

Who gave the earth its prime.
Has now the "Royal Priesthood" seat

To visit every clime.

Hear, then, all people, if ye will.

The Gospel's truths subttme

!

Now is the Lord's appointed day
And last " accepted time."

Yet, Saints of God in latter days.
Take wsrning by the past.

Since opportunities gone by
Eternally are lost.

Commissioned soon, an angel high
Shall lift bis hand and swear

That " time shall be no longer** given,
Nor lingering justice spare.

For all who are found filthy then
Will filthy still remain;

But every true and faithful son
Will lives eternal gain.

William Ctsoev

Annaass.—Charles W. Penrose, Woodbine Cottage, Croft Street, Cheltenham.
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAK.

B* that hath an Mr, let him hear what the Spirit eaith unU the chvrchm.—JmoM Christ.

0Mmmi efher, my peeplet that ye he not partaken ofher sine, and that ye receive net ofher

plague*.—A Yale* tram Heron.

He. 47, VoL XX. Saturday, November 20, 1858. Price One Penny.

CONFIDENCE.

Confidence has almost entirely departed

from the earth. How little of it remains

among the children of men! Distrust

and suspicion brood everywhere. In all

their intercourse, men suspect each other.

In diplomatic treaties and agreements
between nations, in commercial affairs, in

common business transactions, in the

various organized associations and socie-

ties, whether political, social, or religious,

in family connections,— aye, in afi de-

partments and relations of society, sus-

picion is the rule, and confidence the

exception.

A youth just " beginning life," as it is

called, is counselled by the experienced to

treat every man he meets as if he were a

rogue. "Trust no man" is a universal

motto.
Every person must admit that this is

not a proper state of society. Where
there is a want of confidence there is a
lack of happiness. A state of doubt
is a state of misery. Suspicion breeds

discontent, and discontent engenders
crime.

But how is this to be remedied ? How
shall confidence be established among
mankind ? To answer this question pro-

perly, it will be necessary first to examine
the cause of such a want of confidence in

the world. This dearth of confidence is

caused by a lack of virtue. The imagi-

nations of men's hearts are evil con-

tinually. They think evil of others be-

cause they know evil of themselves.

If an individual is conscious of his own
insincerity, be has no confidence in the

sincerity of others : a liar suspects others

of lying; a thief thinks others are dis-

honest ; the adulterer believes that others

are polluted, or, if not in the same manner
as himself, that it is for the want of an
opportunity; and those who cheat in

trade imagine that everybody is trying to

cheat them.

The principal reason, then, why men
have no confidence in their associates and
the world at large is because they have

none in themselves. It is true that good
men and women, by being often deceived,

have to a great extent lost confidence in

mankind; but it has not entirely fled

from their hearts ; for while they preserve

their own integrity they will have some
faith in the goodness of the intentions of
others, unless it is in the individuals by
whom they have been* deceived. It is

evident, therefore, that there will not he
universal confidence until there is uni-

versal righteousness. By establishing the

latter, the former will be created.

This is a matter worthy of the con*

sideration of all Saints. Confidence is

springing up among them, because right*

eousness is budding in their hearts ; and
as righteousness grows among them, se

will their confidence increase. They .baas
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738 CONFIDENCE.

before them a work of so great a magni-

tude that it cannot be accomplished

without the unity of their power and
influence. But where there is no con-

fidence, there can be no real unity. It is

necessary, therefore, that the Saintsshould

have confidence in each other.

Instead of treating every person as a

rogue, peering with the eye of distrust,

and watching with suspicious expectations

for evil, let us have faith in the virtue

of our brethren and sisters until their

actions prove them to be unworthy of

our confidence. And should a brother

or sister, through weakness and tempta-

tion, fall into transgression, even then con-

fidence in them should not be wholly

destroyed, inasmuch as they manifest a

disposition to do right and a real desire to

reform.

How many persons who have stepped

aside from the path of holiness have been

disheartened in their earnest endeavours

to retrace their steps by the coldness and
utter want of confidence manifested by

their former associates ; and how many,
alas, by their repeated wickedness, have

entirely destroyed that trust which the

good would otherwise have reposed in

them I

In the present imperfect state of society,

while the S&inta refrain from suspicion,

they should guard against placing too

great confidence in those who. have not

been proved worthy of it. They should

be neither auspicious nor unguarded

—

neither mistrustful nor too confiding, but

follow that golden rule, "Always take

the mean between two extremes/' To
promote confidence in the Church, let the

Saints, in all their dealings- with each

other, act in a manner strictly honourable.

If a Saint employs Saints, let those who
labour work honestly and uprightly, and
let the employer give for what is done
a just- compensation. Let them also

respect and fulfil all their mutual promises

and agreements, never feeling that the

relationship established by the ties of the

Gospel gives them the slightest right to

break them.
They should also studiously avoid all

exaggeration. By painting the truth in

unnatural colours and clothing a state-

ment in unfitting garments, they are

likely to bring upon themselves suspicion

and distrust whenever they open their

tnouths to speak. Some seem to be
possessed of a mental magnifying glass,

through which all their views are taken.

A discount must be taken from all they
say—so much per sentence. What con-
fidence, then, can be placed in their

statements ?

The Saints should also keep from tale-

bearing. Many have gained a character

for mendacity by repeating false reports,

believing them to be true. If they are
careful not to contract a taste for sur-

mises and speculations, and make it a
point not to assist in spreading flying

rumours, confidence will be placed in

their words, and they will save themselves

from great unpleasantness.

That the great work of the last days
may be accomplished, the Saints must
have confidence in the Priesthood. Thia
is absolutely necessary. Without leaders,

a body of people are as nothing; and
without confidence in those leaders, their

energies are crippled and their influence

is weak. With a divine internal testi-

mony that their leaders are endowed with
the holy Priesthood, and with number-
less evidences continually before them that

these men are disinterested and virtuous,

the confidence reposed in them by the

Saints should be unbounded.
To bless the Saints and benefit man-

kind, the servants of God in the Church
of' Latter-day Saints have scaled high
mountains, traversed sandy plains, and
buffeted with the strong waves of the
wide ocean. Regardless alike of the fond
ties of domestic affection, the dangers and
hardships of long travels and distant

voyages, and the persecutions and deri-

sions of influential opponents, footsore,

hungry, and houseless, they have per-

severed in their labours ; and the present

happiness of the 8aints in the Gospel is

the result of their works of love and
patience.

They have proved themselves firm, un-
flinching friends in the hour of adversity,

wise counsellors in the time of trouble,

and pleasing companions in the season of
rejoicing, if any men in the world are
worthy of' confidence, they are the leaders

of this people.

We lay it down as a general rule, that

while a man holding the Priesthood pos-

sesses the confidence of his superiors, he
should be considered worthy of the con-
fidence of his subordinates. Unless this

rule obtains' among the Saints* the plans

and counsels of the servants of God will

be of little effect, and the movements of
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the Church will be tardy ; and instead of

union and satisfaction among the people

of God, there will be doubt, division of

opinion, insecurity, and unhappiness.

All men who stand as leaders in Israel

should act in such a manner that the

evident purity of their intentions will

beget in the hearts of the Saints full con-

fidence in their integrity. Then will their

words be sought after with eagerness, and
their sayings be treasured up as jewels of

priceless value. Their presence will be

like the company of angels, and their

names will be mentioned with reverence

and be remembered with affection.

It is also necessary, for the welfare of

the Saints and the advancement of the

Church, that they should have confidence

in their God. What can they do without

his assistance ?—what can they accom-

Slish without his blessing! He never

eceives ; his promises are true and faith-

ful; he changes never. They who put

their trust inTrim need fear nothing. Id

the midst of the sea-storm, when the

heavens are craped in blackness, and the

mountain waves lift themselves up in

fretful wrath, threatening swift destruc-

tion,—when the bowling wind blows

despair to the Godless, and the strong

man feels like a reed, then those who
have confidence in God, calmly relying

upon his promises, wait fearlessly for his

help. When surrounded by enemies, and
danger encircles them, their confidence

in him who is Almighty drives terror

from their hearts.

In the hour of sickness, when the

weakening force of disease saps the foun-

tains of life, and the gaunt "king of

terrors" approaches, before whom the

mightiest conquerors have quailed, then

they who trust in God are strong. They

know that "all things shall work together
for their good." Even then the Author
of life can purify the vital stream and fill

them with vigour and rejoicing. And
if the hour of their exit has come, then
death to them is but a servant to open the
doors of the flesh, that the freed spirit

may enter into the mansions of Paradise.

It is a want of confidence in God that
hinders many Saints from performing
essential duties. For example, Tithing is

neglected by some because their means
are small, and other requirements are, for

the same reason, not attended to. But if

they had confidence in God, they would
remember that he who cares for tie birds

of the air and the flowers of the field—
who provides food for the one, and
clothes the other with loveliness, has pro-
mised to add all needful blessings to those ,

who " seek first the kingdom."
If the people of God will faithfully

perform every known duty, they will have
confidence in their own uprightness.

Then they will have proper confidence in
each other, in the holy Priesthood, and
in their Eternal Father ; and their peace
will be like an ever-flowing stream. As
this confidence increases among them, so
will they approximate to the unity of
the Father and the Son; and as their

union becomes stronger, so will their

power become greater, and the kingdom
of God will rise and spread with resist-

less power, till the disjointed governments*

and crazy organizations of the wicked
shall fall with them, to rise no more.
Then will suspicion, distrust, and doubt
be drowned in the floods of righteousness,

and confidence shall knit together the

heart-strings of the virtuous, and one
gone of universal rejoicing shall fill th
world with harmony.

MAMMON WORSHIP.

BT PBIEST JOHN C. GRAHAM.

How often does the dazzling god of

this world, Mammon, benumb the senses

and cause mankind to forget their Maker.

Present to the view of some poverty-

stricken being a few pieces of gold, and
observe the influence that operates upon
him. Note how eagerly he clutches it.

With what ardour the guilty wretch who

dives into misery and degradation will

grasp it to obtain another drain of the
poisonous and accursed drug. See how
eagerly and niggardly the wretched miser
treasures up his ill-gotten wealth, and
with what care and anxiety he watche
over it. Experience hourly testifies touy1

'

the fearful results attendant upon th^
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m'.mey-worship. All the direful conse- i

^utenuces occasioned by money must be

charged to this idolatry. We can see
|

men and women living in happiness and
ddmestic comfort, and yet possessing

wealth. They can deal out liberally from

their golden coffers, mingle in society,

arid stul retain an upright course of life

arid an unblemished character. Then
how is it that man is brought to a de-

graded position, and oftentimes an, igno-

minious end, through the god of this

wbrld—Gold ? It is because he worships

Mammon instead of his Maker, and gives

his heart to the glittering dross instead of

placing His affections on eternal things.

Mankind allow the evil promptings of tne

Adversary to conquer the virtuous and
high-principled whisperings of their con-

sciences. They permit themselves to view

the apparently might side and reflect

upon the advantages to be obtained

through wealth, with the pleasures and en-

joyments to be realized, and allow their

imaginations to extend no farther. Thus
leaving out altogether the results and
obligations attending the possession of

wealth, they become utterly careless as to

how it is acquired, and are entirely regard-

less of the fact that the Creator holds them
responsible for its use and their steward-

ship. The consequences of wealth are

dependent upon the actions of the indi-

vidual: he can either seal his ruin or

establish his integrity and righteousness

by its possession and use. Let us picture

to ourselves the position of a rich man,
•who is surrounded with all the luxuries

and pleasures which this life can afford.

He possesses that choicest of blessings—

a

family circle. Tet his heart is steeled

with avarice, and the accumulation of

riches is his continual aim. His dreams
at night and his thoughts by day are

incessantly dwelling upon one grand
object—namely, an increase of wealth.

Midst all this anxiety, scarcely a passing

thought is entertained of his Maker. He
makes enormous speculations; losses en-

sue, and ultimately ruin stares him in the

face. He is then, perhaps, cast into

prison to satisfy his creditors; his wife

arid ohildren are thrown upon the mercy
of the cold world, homeless and friendless,

and perhaps forced to seek " charity"

from door to door. Can the feelings of
such a man be described ? Repentance,
however, begins to open his heart. What
is there now that he would not do to

obtain liberty and regain his lost repute*
tion ? It is no difficult task now to bow
the knee before his Maker and supplicate

him for mercy. , Oh, how humble and
submissive he is now I Is there no one
near to give him consolation?—no wife or
child to oomfort him in his hour of
affliction? Ah, Poverty! thou art a
wonderful physician, and possesaest a
precious remedy to bring mankind to a
Knowledge of their actual position and to
show them that they are of themselves
powerless to act and liable to be tossed
to-and-fro in any direction, without the
help of the Almighty.

Numerous and fatal are the results

attendant upon all who thus worship at
Mammon's shrine and seek the riches of
this world in preference to their God.
They may be allowed to proceed for a
time in their selfish designs, and may pos-

sibly jjain their long-coveted object ; bat
God is sure to mete out to them a just

reward for the neglect and indifference

they have manifested towards him.

It is a pleasure to our Heavenly Father
to observe those whom he has endowed
with wealth use their gifts in a wise and
judicious manner and to his honour and
glory. On such he bestows additional

blessings of a higher character, and will

continue to increase his gifts as they are
merited.

Money has always been considered the
god of this world, which has been fully

verified in the many cases that have
occurred both in and out of the Church.
It has been an obstruction to many hun-
dreds of individuals, who, had they been
in less affluent circumstances, might have
obeyed the Gospel and its ordinances,

which have been revealed in these last

days through the Prophet Joseph Smith,
and have long ere this gathered with the
people of God to Zion. But the idea of
sacrificing the pleasures and luxuries

which they had hitherto been enjoying

could not be endured for a moment, even
though it should ensure to them a more
glorious future. It is the same with many
who have embraced the Latter-day Work.
Let their circumstances become improved
and their position in the world more
elevated, then the snirit of avarice begins

to creep insensibly, into their hearts, till

ultimately Pride makes a conquest and
triumphantly carries them out of the

Church.

Saints of God! let ui not become
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avaricious, or allow a covetous spirit to

enter into oar hearts ; but let it be our
chief study and constant care to render

» faithful account of whatever the Al-
mighty may entrust us with, and to use it

wisely and for the promotion ofhis honour
amd glory,—which course most assuredly

will produce within our souls real and

741

substantial joy. liet us not rive way to>

the glittering allurements of the " Mam-
mon of unrighteousness" and forsake
" the right ways of the Lord;" for if we
do, the spirit of the Evil One will over-
come and ultimately ram us and rob us
of our souls' salvation.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

{Continuedfrom page 12$.)

[April, 1848.]

Thursday, 6th. I was detained from

Conference to hear a case of assumpsit,

Widow Thompson versus Dixon, until

eleven, a.m.

The first day of the fourteenth year of

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints. Sun shone clear, warm, and

pleasant. The snow has nearly all dis-

appeared, except a little on the north side

of the hill above Zarahemla. The ice

about two feet thick on the Mississippi,

west of the Temple. A considerable

number of the brethren crossed from the

Iowa side of the river to the Conference,

on the ice. The walls of the Temple are

frdm four to twelve feet above the floor.

An Annual Conference of the Church

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 8aints was

oonvened on the floor of the Temple.

There were present—Hyrum Smith, Pa-

triarch; Brigham Young, H. C. Kim-
ball, Orson Pratt, Wflfoid Woodruff,

John Taylor, George A. Smith, and W.
Richards, of the quorum of the Twelve

;

Xlder Amasa Lyman, and a very large

assembly of the Elders and Saints.

Elder Brigham Young announced that

President Joseph Smith was detained on

business, bnt would be present soon.

Sang a hymn.
Elder Amasa Lyman opened by prayer,

and another hymn was sung.

Elder Orson Pratt then read the third

chapter of the second Epistle of Peter, and
•poke upon the subject of the resurrection.

At ten minutes before twelve o'clock,

President Joseph Smith and Elders Bigdon
.and Hyde arrived.

At twelve o'clock, President Joseph
Smith commenced by saying, " We all ought
to be thankful for the privilege we enjoy

this day of meeting so many of the Saints,

and for the warmth and brightness of the
heavens over our beads; and it truly maaps
tbe countenances of this great multitude p>
look cheerful and gladdens the hearts of all

present. He next stated the object of the
meeting, which was

—

First. To ascertain the standing of tfrs

First Presidency, which he should do by
presenting himself before the Conference.

Second. To take into consideration tfee

expediency of sending out the Twelve, or
some of them, amongst the Branches of the
Church, to obtain stock to build the Nauvoo
House; for the time has come to build it.

Third. The Elders will have the privi-

lege of appeals from the different Con-
ferences to this, if any such cases exist.

These are tbe principal items of business

which I have at present to lay before you.

It is necessary that this Conference give

importance to the Nauvoo House. A pre-
judice exists against building it, in favour

of tbe Temple; and the Conference is

required to giro stress to the building of
the Nauvoo House. This is the most im-
portant matter for the time being ; for there

is no place in this city where men of weal£p»

character, and influence from abroad can
go to repose themselves, and it is necessary

we should have such a place. The Church
must build it or abide the result of not
fulfilling the commandment.

President Joseph then asked the Con-
ference if they were satisfied with the first

Presidency, so far as he was concerned as

an individual to preside over the whole
Church, or would they save another? |f»

said he, I have done anything to injure ay
character, reputation, or standing, or hare
dishonoured our religion by any means hi

the sight of angels or in the sight of men
and women, I am sorry for it ; and if yon
will forgive me, I win endeavour to^fSO
no more. I do not know theft J fcw^oa*
anything oj the hind. But \f 1 hav, OgJ
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forward and tell me of it. If any one has

any objection to me, I want yon to come
" boldly and frankly and tell me of it ; and if

not, ever after hold your peace.

Motion was made and seconded, that

President Joseph Smith continue President

of the whole Church. After a few minutes'

silence, the motion was put by President

Brigham Young, when one vast sea of

hands was presented, and the motion was
carried unanimously.

President Joseph returned his thanks to

the assembly for the manifestation of their

confidence, and said he would serve them
according to the best ability God should

give him.

Elder B. Toung motioned, and Elder O.
Hyde seconded, that Elder Bigdon be con-

tinued in his office as Counsellor to Pre-
sident Smith.

Elder Bigdon spoke, saying, "The last

time I had the privilege of attending Con-
' ference was at the laying of the corner

atones of this Temple ; and I have had but
poor health since, and have been connected
with circumstances the most forbidding,

1

which, doubtless, have produced some feel-

ings. I have never had a doubt of the

work. My feelings concerning Bennett were
always the same. I told my family to guard
against that fellow, for some time he will

attempt to make a rupture among this

people. I had so little confidence in him
that t always felt myself at his defiance. I

~was once threatened by Warren Parrish, if

I would not coincide with his views ; and I

have just received such a threatening letter

from John C. Bennett, that if I did not turn

my course I should feel the force of his

power. As there is now an increase of my
health and strength, I desire to serve you in

any way it is possible for me to do. If any
one has any feelings against me, I hope
they will express them.

Bimick B. Huntington asked him what he
meant when he said Bennett was a good
'man, &c, when he called him a perfect

gentleman and he had nothing against
him?

Elder Bigdon said he did not recollect it.

He did not then know as much about Ben-
nett as he has learned afterwards. I say
now, he never offered any abuse in my

1

hoilse. Bennett has never been about my
house but little. I never saw anything
about the man but what was respectable.

He came to Robinson's. I was in debt to
Mm, and consequently boarded him. I think
IMmick must be mistaken.

Dhnick : I know I am not. I have no
private pique against Elder Bigdon.
The vote was then put and carried almost

unanimously.
President Joseph Smith presented William

Law as his second Counsellor,who vai ns-

tained by unanimous vote.

President Hyrum Smith, Patriarch, aid

he wished to be tried, when it was voted

unanimously that he retain his office of

Patriarch. He then blessed the people

and asked the Lord to bless them slso.

President Joseph said he did not ksow

anything against the Twelve. If he did, ae

would present them for trial. It is sot

right that all the burden of the Nsqtoo

House should rest on a few individuals;

and we will now consider the propriety of

sending the Twelve to collect means for it

There has been too great a solicitude in

individuals for the building of the Temple

to the exclusion of the Nauvoo Boose.

Agents have had too great latitude to prac-

tise fraud by receiving donations, by never

making report. The Church has suffered

loss, and I am opposed to that system of

collecting funds when any Elder msj re-

ceive moneys. I am opposed to any man

handling the public funds of the Chens

who is not duly authorised. I advise that

some means be devised for transacting

business on a sure foundation. The Twelte

are the most suitable persons to perform

this business, and I want the Conference to

devise some means to bind them as firm si

the pillars of heaven, if possible. Tb*

Twelve were always honest, and it will do

them no hurt to bind them. It has bees

reported that they receive wages at two

dollars per day for their services. I hs«

never heard this till recently, and I do not

believe it. I know the Twelve hare never

had any wages at all. They have fulfilled

their duties ; they have always gone where

they were sent, and have laboured with

their hands for their support when at home.

If we send them into the world to collert

funds, we want them to return those fundi

to this place, that they may be appropristsd

to the very purpose for which they were

designed. I go in for binding up the

Twelve solid, putting them under hoods;

and let this Conference institute an order to

this end, and that the travelling expeum of

the agents shall not be borne out of tktfmdt

collected for building these houses; and 1st

no man pay money or stock into the bands

of the Twelve, except he transmit an aceosnt

of the same immediately to the Tnutee-in-

Trust; add let no man but the TwelTebsre

authority to act as agent for the Tempm

and Nauvoo House. I would suggest tfce

propriety of your saying that no money

should ever be sent by any man, ^^P***
be some one whom you have appointed at

agent, and stop every other man from re-

ceiving moneys. It has been oustoiaaryftr

any Elder to receive moneys for the A***
when be is travelling. But this system tf
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. thing! opens a wide field for every kind ofim-
position, is anj man can assume the name of

a *' Mormon" Elder aod gather his pockets

fall of monej and go to Texas. Many com-
plaints hare come to me of money* being

aent that I have never received. I will

mention one case. He is a good man : his

same is Daniel Russell, from Akron, New
. York. His brother Samuel bad been east

on business for him, aud there received

twenty or twenty-tire dollars as a donation

to the Temple, which he put in D. Rus-
sell's bag, with his money, and forgot to

f take it out before he returned the bag.

. Two or three days after his return, he called

on his brother for the money belonging to

the Church; but Daniel thought Samuel
had paid out too much of his money, and he

would keep the Church's money to make
good his own. I called to see D. Russell

about the money, and he treated me so
* vert politely, but did not give me to

understand he ever meant to pay it. He
said he did not know at the time that there

was any Church money in the bag,—that he

had paid it out, and he had none now.
Samuel Russell, who brought the money

from the east, stated to the Conference

that he did not think it was because his

brother was short of funds that he kept it,

for he had money enough. He had told

him that he should not be out of funds

again—that his brother had twenty dollars

of the Church funds and some dried fruit

for the President.

President Joseph resumed : I give this as

a sample of a thousand instances. We can-

not give an account to satisfy the people on
the Church books unless something is done.

I propose that you send your moneys for

the Temple by the Twelve or some agent

of your own choosing ; and if you send by
others and the money is lost, it is lost to

yourselves ; I cannot be responsible for it.

Everything that falls into my hands shall

be appropriated to the very thing it was
designed for. It is wrong for the Church
to make a bridge of my nose in appro-

priating funds for the Temple. The act of

incorporation required of me securities,

which were lodged in the proper hands, as

the law directs ; and I am responsible for all

that comes into my hands. The Temple
Committee are bound to me in the sum of

^2,000, with good security. 11 they apply

any property where they ought not, they

are liable to me for it. Individuals are
' running to them with funds every day, and
thus make a bridge over my nose. I am not

responsible for it.
,
If you pat it into, the

hands of the Temple Committee, neither J,

nor my clerk know anything of it. So long as

ru consider me worthy to hold this office,

is your duty to attend to the legal forms

belonging to the business; and if not* put
some other one in my place. My desire is

that the Conference minutes may go forth
in such form that those abroad may learn
the order of doing business, and that the
Twelve be appointed to this special mission
of collecting funds for the Nauvoo House, so
that all may know how to send their funds
safely, or bring them themselves and deliver

them to the Trustee-in-Trust or his clerk,

who can always be found in the Office. Who
are the Temple Committee, that they should
receive the funds? They are nobody.
When I went to the White House at Wash-
ington, and presented letters of introduc-
tion from Thomas Carlin, Governor of
Illinois, to Martin Van Buren, he looked at
them very contemptuously, and said, " Go-
vernor Carlin! Governor Carlin!! Who's
Governor Carlin? Governor Carlin 's no-
body." I erred in spirit : I confess my mis-
take ; and I here make my apology to all

the world; and let it be recorded on earth
and in heaven that 1 am clear of the sin of
being angry with Martin Van Buren for

saying* " Governor Carlin's nobody." I have
been sorry for it ever since. All property
ought to go through the hands of the Trus-
tee-in-Trust. There have been complaints

against the Temple Committee for appro-
priating Church funds more freely for the

benefit of their own children than to others

who need assistance more than they do; and
the parties may have till Saturday to prepare
for trial.

It was then voted unanimously that the
Twelve be appointed a Committee to collect

funds to build the Nauvoo House and receive

monies for the Temple, with this proviso—
That the Twelve give bonds for the safe

delivery of all funds coming into their hands
belonging to the Nauvoo House and Temple
to the Trustee-in-Trust ; and that the payer
also make immediate report to the Trustee-

in-Trust of all moneys paid by him to the

Twelve ; and that the instructions of Pre-
sident Joseph Smith to the Conference be
carried into execution.

Elder W. W. Phelps proposed that the
Twelve sign triplicate receipts for moneys
received, for the benefit of the parties con-
cerned.

Elder Brigham Young objected, and said

he should never give receipts for cash,

except such as he put into his own pocket
for bis own use ; for it was calculated to

make trouble hereafter, and there were
better methods of transacting the business

and more safe for the parties concerned;

that he wished this speculation to stop, and
would do all in his power to put it down :

to which the Twelve responded, Amen.
Elder Young asked if any one knew any-
thing against any one of- the Twelve—any
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dishonesty. If they did, he wanted it ex-

posed. He said he knew of one who was not
dishonest. He also referred to muzzling the
ox that treadeth oat the corn, &e.

President Joseph said, I will answer bro-
ther Brigham. There is no necessity for

the Twelve being abroad all the time preach-
ing and gathering funds for the Temple.
Spend the time that belongs to preaching
abroad, and the rest of the time at home to

support themselves. It is no more for the

Twelve to go abroad and earn their living

in this way than it is for others. The idea

of not muiiling the ox is a good old Quaker
song; bat we will make the ox tread out the

corn first, and then feed him. I am bold to

declare that I have never taken the first

farthing of Church funds for my own m
till I have first consulted the proper autho-

rities. When there was no quorum of tas

Twelve or High Priest* for me to consult, I

have asked the Temple Committee, who hsd

no particular business with it ; but I aid it

for the sake of peace. (Elder Cutler aid

it was so.) Let the Conference stop all

agents from collecting funds, except the

Twelve. When a man is sent to preach tie

first principles of the Gospel, he should

preach that, and let the rest alone.

Choir sang a hymn.
Elder O. Hyde prayed; and twehre minutes

before two o'clock, p.m., Conference ad-

journed for one hour.

(7b be continued)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 20, 1868.

Is the Design Answered?—In Number 43 of the Star, in an editorial on "A
Proper Spirit," we proposed to our readers the following question—namely, " Do

our preaching meetings answer to their design and show the character which

properly belongs to them?" We presume that all those whose business it is to

answer are ready to compare their views with ours. But, in order that we may better

realize the full meaning of the question, let us give it an amplification and detail.

In treating on " preaching meetings," we have in view those originally intended

expressly for the preaching of the Gospel to the world. Circumstances and wisdom

must determine when they should be held, for the customs and manners of every

place are not the same. In England the Saints have generally found h most

convenient to hold their preaching meetings in the evening. Be that as it may,

the points to be laid down are, that preaching meetings legitimately belong to

the Mission—that they should be held in every place where it is expedient, and

at such times as wisdom and circumstances may determine. We believe that at the

present time there is not a Branch of the Church in the British Isles holding a

meeting room that cannot, by judicious management, devote a portion of their

religious services to the preaching of the Gospel. Having made these remarks to

ensure a proper understanding of the subject, let us resolve the question already

proposed into the following:

—

1st. In every Branch possessing the opportunity, is there a meeting expressly

devoted to the preaching of the Gospel ? In some cases, are they not devoted to

anything but that for which they were originally designed? Can there not generally

be heard at these meetings, in some Branches, three or four spsakess mating a

testimony meeting of the occasion, and of such a nature as neither to inform, interest,

nor convince the unconverted, no matter how honest in soul Or, perhaps m^
cases even when strangers are present, is not the time taken *p in " talking

9
to tte

. fisiirti, and sometimes about matters and in sock a style that at least none but wsX
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speaker can understand ? Or, as tt may happen, is there not some business to be

token up by the President at that particular period, to do which he cannot find any

ether occasion? Or has he not some Cbarch affairs to "talk over," or some vital

and immediate counsel to give, thus wretchedly burlesquing the sage proverb, "Pro-
crastination is the thief of time?"

2nd. Are wise and approved arrangements made and consistent efforts used to

.assemble the public to hear the proclamation of the Gospel and the service rendered

instructive, profitable, and full of power? Or, on the other hand, are not the Saints

too often indifftrent and negligent about gathering the honest in heart to hear the

glad tidings ? And if any happen to attend, do they not find the meetings senseless,

mainstvuodve, and dead, excepting the noise made by the speaker? And are they

not too often of such a nature as to effectually keep sensible people from coming

again, instead of affording them an inducement to return and bring with them their

neighbours and friends ?

3rd. At our preaching meetings, can the public gather views, principles, argu-

ments, evidence, prophecy, history, warning, arid testimony connected with the great

work of the last days? At these meetings, is justice done to the grand and holy

religion of the Saints? and are broad and correct views given of those stupendous

purposes which God is bringing to pass? Are they of such a character that those

visiting them, if possessed of a humble, truth-loving spirit, may obtain, in a brief

space of time, a living compendium of M Mormonism ?" Or, on the other hand, do

they not too often answer to the description already given ? and are they not gene-

rally too far from the design and character marked out as properly belonging to

them? Can there not be much improvement made in nearly every instance, and

preaching meetings made more instructive, powerful, convincing, and productive f

4th. Do the Presidents of Branches call those qualified and suitable to address

their congregations ? For the preaching of the Gospel, do they choose men full of

the Spirit and full of faith and zeal in their religion, fruitful in principles and

ideas, and endowed by God with the gift of that calling f There are men witih

natures of that peculiar organization that are keenly sensible to the mysterious law of

sympathy. Their fine instincts feel the action and sympathy of the minds of others,

and will vibrate at a touch like a fine-strung instrument. When such a one stands up to

preach, if the Saints exert their faith in behalf of the speaker, their confidence wrU

bear him up like a fragile barque on the gently heaving bosom of the deep; and

as the prayers of the faithful ascend to heaven to bring down blessings and Divine

strength, his soul will kindle with the fire of inspiration, and he will pour out such a

torrent of principles and inspired eloquence, as will spell-bind his audience and

make them tremble under the power of God. These are the men who should be

chosen to speak at our preaching meetings. In every Branch where there are a

-number of young men and men who have not passed the freshness of life and enthu-

siasm of manhood, there are some more or less thus endowed. If they are not known,

it is because the presiding Elder lacks the spirit of discernment and presidency ; and

if they are covered over, it is because his course has covered them. We say there

.are such men at command in nearly every Brancht with a moderate number of the

Priesthood. Do the presiding Elders call these men thus endowed to proclaim the

Gospel at our " preaching meetings ?
99 On the other hand, do they not too generally

call those to preach the Gospel to the world who are net qualified, suitable, or

endowed with the gift of that calling? Do they not too often introduce their pets

and favourites, without any reference to those essential conditions which we have

named ? Are not many in their choice insensible to those peculiar natures adapted
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.especially to the preaching of the Gospel? and are they not too generally ignorant of

the philosophy of this matter and filled with the conceit that any one whom they

please to call will do to preach the word of life and salvation ? They ought not to

be thus ignorant, seeing that they hare to choose the men to perform the varioae

parts of the work of God ; and they most be given to understand that it should net

be tlmr call, but the call of the Spirit, and that their appointments should be in

.agreement with that call. There are good men capable of presiding over Confer-

ences, bat of cold "heavy metal" minds, or perhaps with spirits of great directing

capacity, but not endowed with the gift of speech even in an ordinary degree—men
capable of almost anything except preaching the Gospel to the world. Do not the

Presidents too often mistake and call such men to do what God has fitted others to

do ? And—what is worse still—are they not sometimes, in their stubborness and self*

importance, determined to do just as tivey like, whether in speaking themselves or

appointing others to do it ?

5th. Do the Elders and Priests usually called to preach go to the meetings well

prepared with matter, so that they may bring out of the treasury things old and new,

as led by the Spirit, to suit the occasion and the character of their hearers ? Or do

they not in many cases go empty and unprepared, so that there is nothing in die

treasury, either old or new, for the Spirit to bring out, to suit any occasion or really

profit anybody?

6th. In proclaiming the " glad tidings of great joy," do not our Elders clothe

them in such a manner, that for "glad tidings" they look exceedingly suspicions?

And do they not, instead of proclaiming the glorious principles of the Gospel and

building up true systems, commence to pull other people's houses about their ears,

and with their tongues persecute every one who comes within the sound of their

voice?

7th. In some cases, are not the preaching meetings of such a nature that Saints

with judgment and admiration of their religion are pained when honest lovers of

truth are present, because the truth is shockingly distorted by the preachers, and our
religion made to appear anything but grand, rich, and loveable ? Would* they not

endeavour to counteract the bad impression by private conversation and by lending

books to such, or taking them again when some Elder who does properly represent
our religion is appointed to preach? Should such be the case? No. And such

' must no longer be the case. Let the presiding Elders look to it.

We have endeavoured to so frame our questions and remarks as to show what
ought and what ought not to be. Doubtless all concerned will now be able to

answer the question, Do their preaching meetings answer to the design and show the

character which properly belongs to them ? We answer, that the preaching meetings

in some cases are far from the mark; and perhaps in every case there' can be improve-

ment made in this matter. We hope, brethren of the Priesthood, that you will ftttb-

fully attend to this; for you owe it to God, to your religion, and to every truth*

seeking soul.

Notice.—We copy the following from the Deseret News for the information of those
of our readers who have connections in the Valley :

—

" To oub Friends Abroad.—Through circumstances at present useless to mention, and
conduct probably unknown to us, since Julie last but few letters have been received by
persons holding important positions In our community; and many of the letter* then
receired were in a bad condition when we saw them. While our postal facilities from
here to Missouri remain as they haye for more than a year past, we do not feel justified
in committing any important business communications to the care of that mall; nor have
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we done to. Whether letters and other mail matter will any more certainly reach their
destination, if forwarded to us by Panama and California, remains to be learned ; but for
the present we carefully aroid committing letters to either route, and would commend
that course to our friends abroad, in all matters of the least importance, until the mails
are more reliable. We can let the mails alone and avail ourselves of other channels for
communication, while present abuses exist, which will not be treasonable. If postal
affairs throughout the Union cannot be managed any better than they are, it is time to
abolish the present system and leave the transmission of letters, papers, drafts, &c, to
untrammelled individual competition and enterprise, that all may rejoice aad profit in
being rid of a department which rests like an incubus upon this great republic*

'

OBEDIENCE AND HUMILITY.

BT ELDER GCOBOB TEASDALE.

Of what an excellent spirit is a good,
humble man ! and how excellent when
his humility springs from a profound
knowlege of right, obtained through ex-

perience by obedience to the mandates of
Jehovah ! There would be no true order

or unity in any system without obedi-

ence and humility. It is the perfection of

these attributes that will bring to pass

the happiness of the human family and
the redemption of Zion.

There is that in the Church and king-

dom of God which will produce confi-

dence and unity and bring about the

obedience and humility so essential to the

power and glory of Zion; and that is

the gift of the Holy Ghost. The candi-

date for eternal life is promised the sift

of the Holy Ghost after having complied

with the first principles of faith, re-

pentance, and baptism for the remis-

sion of sins. This Spirit being im-

parted to the members of the Church
causes "one spirit" to be manifested by
them, and will cement them together

with a power that will astonish the

world.

When an individual embraces the

Gospel and obtains a testimony that he
has found the strait or narrow path, he
naturally feels a desire to render himself

useful, that he may make his " calling and
election sure." But how? He is de-

pendent upon the counsels of his Teacher
or President, and his progress and success

depend upon his obedience and humility.

The obedience of the Latter-day Saints

and their willingness to carry out the

.counsels of their presiding officers has

heen a subject of surprise, and often of

ridicule. But we shduld always endea-

vour to find the cause that produces the

effect before we rashly pass judgment.
The obedience of the Latter-day Saints is

a good, wholesome, manly obedience,

based upon the knowledge that it is right

and thoroughly consistent with the laws
of God. As a people, they have been
gathered from almost every sect and
creed, influence and tradition, and many
have scarcely known any other will than
their own; yet no sooner are they initiated

into the kingdom of God than their proud
tempers are subdued, and they commence
to walk in "newness of life:" and al-

though their obedience to the Gospel
frequently breaks the fondest associations*

asunder and plunges them in the crucible

of tribulation, they manifest humility of
heart, yet a stern determination of pur-
pose. For this there must be a cause;
and that cause, which produces such sur-

prising effects, is—they have embraced
the truth and obtained the gift of the
Holy Ghost, and have realized the truth

of the Redeemer's promise, that whoso-
ever would do the will of the Father
should know of the doctrine whether it

be of God or of man.
The Apostle Paul wrote, "Let every

soul be subject unto the higher powers.
This is absolutely necessary, or where
would there be any law or order? In the
Church of Christ a perfect organization
is necessary to bring to pass the unity

required among the members by the head,

even Christ, who said, "If ye are not one,

ye are not mine." To accomplish this,

Paul instructed the Ephesians that God
gave " some apostles, and some prophets,

and some evangelists, and some pastors

and teachers, for the perfecting of the

saints, for the work of the ministrjjjfep,
the edifying of the body of Christy jtpuH
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all come in the unity of the faith and of

the knowledge of the Sen of God, unto

a perfect man, unto the measure of the

suture of the fulness of Christ." This

organization has been restored to the

earth through the Prophet and Apostle

of Jesus Christ, Joseph Smith ; and the

latter-day Saints, having proved the

divine authenticity of the work in which
they are engaged, manifest the love they

have for the Father and their desire

for eternal life by their obedience and
humility.

There is nothing at all degrading in

this prompt obedience and humility. All

governments require their subjects to be

obedient to their laws ; and it is highly

essential, for our present and future hap-
piness and salvation, that we keep the

statutes of Almighty God, whose celes-

tial laws are far more pure and re-

fined than any laws man has ever intro-

duced. He requires all his children to

faithfully subscribe to them, and has
promised to the wicked that if they will

turn from their sins, and keep all his

statutes, and do that which is lawful and
right, they shall surely live, and not die.

(Ezekiel xviii. 21.) Jesus Christ was the

great exemplar of humility : he came not

t) do his own will, but the will of him
who sent him ; and he faithfully taught
the necessity of obedience and humility to

obtain an exaltation in the presence of

Ood. When his disciples, upon one
occasion, asked him who should be the

greatest in the kingdom of heaven, he
took a little child and set it in the midst

of them, and said, ** Verily, I say unto
you, except ye be converted and become
as little children, ye shall not enter

into the kingdom of heaven. Whosoever,
therefore, shall humble himself as this
rttle child, the same is greatest in the

kingdom of heaven." How very few
there are that are witting to manifest

their humility and that approve of the

instructions of the Son of Ood ! Not-
withstanding the Prophet's declaration

that the nations are as a drop in a bucket,

how many there are that feel their own
imaginary importance, and are frequently

so deluded as to feel that the kingdom of
Ood would sustain considerable loss if

-they should withdraw their presence and
influence from it. But oh! what prepos-

terous folly ! A man in the kingdom of
Ood is entirely dependent upon the Spirit

4br all the good influence ne has, which

he obtained by his hnmiKty, dffigenoe, and
obedience.

In the kingdom of God, no matter
what position a man may be called fp
hold, death or some other circumatenesi

may cause his removal ; another is nUead
in his stead, and the work still rolls esu
A man of experience, talent, and abffifcr

can undoubtedly accomplish greatergoto,
if his heart is warm in the cause of truth.

But the purposes of Jehovah will be
accomplished ; for notwithstanding thou-
sands may reject his message of salvation

to the nations, there will always be those

whose humility and obedience will fit

them for any position they may be called

to fill. True, not many great, not many
noble, but the weak things of the earth
are chosen to fulfil God's mighty pus-
poses. They by him are made strong,

and through them will be accomplished

the restitution of all things.

Obedience and humility shine as

brightly and are as lovely when made
manifest in the domestic circle as in the

government of Israel, and are essential

to happiness. Paul, in giving instructions

to the Ephesians, said, "The husband is

the bead of the wife, as Christ is the bead
of the Church." With what confidence

does the Church receive all instruction

from its august head, and with what
diligence do the obedient sons and
daughters of Zion endeavour to carry out
the same. So should it be between man
and wife. The husband, walking in the
dignity of his manhood, should set such
an example before his wife as will win
her confidence and her love, while she
should endeavour so to carry out his

instructions as to fulfil her high and holy

mission as a helpmeet, companion, ana
sharer of the joys and sorrows, exaltation

and glory of the man she has chosen to
be her lord.

There is something both revolting and
low in the character which a woman
assumes when she tries to rule and to
usurp a position which she is not qualified

for by tne laws of nature. We are as-

sured that where perfect love reigns, there

requires but little ruling ; for it is agree-

able to reason that where we purely love

we should desire to please and fear to
offend. What will not man suffer for the
love of Him to whom we P**J$ "Oqr
Father who art in heaven, and from
whom proceed all good and truth? The
histories of the ancient and die modem •
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Church teem with heroic deeds that hare

been enacted upon this planet, in which
men and women have proved their love

of Him who has promised eternal life to

all who keep his commandments. So it

is with women who truly love their hus-

bands: they are emulated to move in

their sphere by the man who by obe-

dience and humility seeks to secure the

confidence of God and his servants.

Heavens are made in the domestic circle

;

and it is requisite that there should be
true order, unity, and love to obtain the

**consummation devoutly to be wished."

And if we desire our children to become
bright stars in the kingdom of their God,
we must set them an example worthy of

their emulation, which can be done by

fulfilling the injunction of the Apostle

Paul, " Let every one of you in particular

so love his wife even as himself; and the

wife see that she reverence her hus-

band." (Ephes. v. 33.)
With what fond affection does a man

mard the wife of his bosom who is

willing to carry out all his instructions

without producing an antagonistic feeling

!

When there exists this perfect unity, the

very atmosphere of their habitation is

lovely; and the same spirit being im-

parted to their children makes their home
a-heaven. It is this spirit that has pro-

duced the unity and power in the kingdom
of God, and cements the affections of men
who labour for Zion, every one moving
in his proper sphere, endeavouring to learn

the same grand lesson, and thus arrive at

that perfection when we can say, like unto
our Divine Master, "Father, not my will,

but thine be done!" Surely we, who
profess to be his followers, should en-

deavour to imbibe the same spirit and let

that mind be in us that was in him.

During the time that Saul was king of

Israel, he was sent by the Lord, through

the Prophet Samuel, to utterly destroy

the Amalejrites. He went and destroyed

all save the king and some choice sheep,

oxen, &c. Returning to Samuel, he pro-

fessed to have accomplished the word of

the Lord. " What, then, is the meaning
of this bleating of cattle?" demanded
Samuel. "They have brought them
from the Amalekites to sacrifice unto the

Lord thy God," replied Saul. Then
said Samuel, " Hath the Lord as great

delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices

as in obeying the voice of the Lord?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice,
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and to hearken than the fat of rams.
For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft,

and stubbornness is as iniquity and idola-

try." (I Samuel xv.) This instance is a
matter of history recorded within the

pages of the Bible, and some may per-

haps think that it was a matter of small

moment. But there is nothing of small

moment in the instructions or command-
ments issued by Almighty God. This act

of disobedience cost Saul his kingdom.
For his disobedience, he was rejected from
being kin£ over IsraeL How necessary,

indeed, is it that we should guard against

the sin of rebellion and stubbornness ! for

we may rest assured that, if we do not

learn to govern ourselves and to bring our
passions into subjection to the laws of

God, we shall see much bitter sorrow.

It does not matter how much experience

or education a man has in the kingdom
of God, if he has not learned to govern
himself and to practise humility and obe-

dience. His experience will benefit him
very little, if he has not the sacrifice the

Lord delights in, even that of a broken

heart and a contrite spirit. (Doc. and
Cov., p. 147.) We also find it declared

in another place, " Behold, the Lord re-

quireth the heart and a willing mind;
and the willing and obedient shall eat the

good of the land of Zion in these last

days ; and the rebellious shall be cut off

out of the land of Zion, and shall be sent

away, and shall not inherit the land ; for

verily I say that the rebellious are not of

the blood of Ephraim; therefore they

shall be plucked out." (Doc. and Cov.,

p. 156.) No man can have a greater gift

than the gift of eternal life. He may
hold a proud position in this state of pro-

bation ; but death berefts him of all his

glory, and it departs to his successor.

But salvation and celestial life will be

enjoyed for ever, if we remain obedient to

the commandments of Jesus Christ, who,
being made perfect, "became the author

of eternal salvation unto all them who
obey him." (Heb. v. 9.)

The Lord, being our Father and God,
holds the right or just claim of our alle-

giance ; and it is our duty to obey him,

which obedience should spring from a

principle of love and pure affection ; for

in him dwells every attribute that is lovely

and refined. He has pointed the way for

us to secure the glorious privilege tojit

down with him on his throne, and inA
to enjoy all things that he enjoji
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ness of love, truth, and wisdom, and every

noble attribute and power.

The obedience we render him is far

above the low, servile obedience of the

slave. He who, for the sake of filthy

lucre, will fawn and stoop before his

patron to obtain his goodwill by bis

servility, is acting in a base and contemp-

tible manner. Such a position the truly

noble soul would scorn.

There is a rich refinement in true

humility and obedience which inspires

feelings ofa most profound respect towards

the individuals in whom dwell these at-

tributes ; for they are blessed and enjoy wis-

dom and intelligence of the highest order,

because Kvingin the full fellowship of the

Holy Spirit. When such individuals meet,

they enjoy that sweet communion of soul

which such alone can appreciate.

This is within the grasp of all who inH

accept of it; for, the Gospel bang

restored, obedience to it will ensure the

gift of the Holy Ghost. When we hive

obtained this and gained a testimony that

our sins are remitted, it should then be

our earnest endeavour to make our calling

and election sure by our constant obedi-

ence and humility.

FOREIGN COR

SWISS AND ITALIAN MISSION.

Switxerland, October 27, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,— Since I wrote last, the

works of the Devil continue to be mani-

fested. The "powers that be" have

seized many hundreds of our tracts ; and
whether they will restore them I do not
know. However, I hope they will read

them thoroughly. In Graubunden, Elder

Stucki was sent from one dungeon to

another in Missouri fashion.

At length he was delivered over to a
person who said he would not be a par-

ticipator in such an illegal course, and bro-

ther S. was allowed to come away from
these "Christians," half dead through
their kindness in giving him rotten straw
to sleep upon. But I need not say they

have not converted him to their beauti-

ful, civilized religion.

Still we are neither dead nor daunted,

although many are manifesting themselves

unworthy of eternal life.

The Desertt News was long a comforter

in this stormy Mission; and while absent

from the scenes of my western home, I

could still peep over the tops of the Rocky

Mountains, or see them as in a panorama,

when I had that in hand. But I am
now in the same fix that the gentlemen

at Valentu Bay have been in. My trans-

atlantic communication suffers from some

cause to me unknown.
Henry Baer, ex-President of Zurich

Conference, having confessed hia rebellion

against President J. L. Smith, and having

manifested a desire to do anything in his

power to stop or repair the wide-spread

mischief resulting from his former coarse,

has been re-admitted to membership.
With love to yourself, Counsellors, bro-

thers Williams, Tullidge, &c., I remsin

yours in the new and everlasting cove-

nant,

Jabek Woodabd.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SOUTHAMPTON PASTORATE.

Newbury, Berkshire,

October 30, 1858.

Dear President Calkin,—I take pleasure
in forwarding to you a brief report of
the work of the Lord in this Pastorate.

We have recently been favoured with*

visit from President Budge, who held

meetings in each of the Conferences in

this Pastorate and dealt out unto us good,

practical instructions.

A Conference was held at Southampton

on Sunday, the 3rd inst.; and on the
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foilowinff Sunday we held a Conference
at Bridpart* Dorsetshire. President

Budge was present on both occasions.

The Conferences were well attended;

much good instruction was given, and a
good spirit prevailed.

We cannot talk of doing such great
things as some of the larger and wealthier

Pastorates, neither are we doinjaf so much
as I should like to see done : still I have
the satisfaction to know that this Pas-
torate is improving. The Saints have
advanced a month's subscription for their

Stars and Journals; so we arenow doing
business on the ready-money principle.

The book debt of the Southampton Con-
ference is paid off. The meetings
throughout the Pastorate are generally

well attended by the Saints, and in some
places by strangers also, and a few are

being baptised.

Many of the local Priesthood have
laboured faithfully the past summer in
going to towns and villages to preach the
Gospel and distribute tracts; but, as a

f
eneral thing, the fruits of their labours
o not immediately appear. Still we
know that good has been done, and many
have been warned that the kingdom of
God is at hand.

Presidents Moss, Hanham, and Astle .*

are one with me ; and they are labouring
diligently and successfully in their re-

spective Conferences. A good spirit

prevails throughout the Pastorate.

I am constantly moving about among
the Branches. Some weeks I am at a
meeting every night except Saturdays.

Yours obediently,

G. D. Keaton.

PASSING EVENTS.

General.—It is authoritatively reported that the Emperor Napoleon is taking steps to
carry into execution a plan for laying up stores of corn in every large town during plen-
tiful years, In order to provide against years of scarcity. A terrible hurricane has been
experienced at Genoa, injuring, among other things, the means of telegraphic communi-
cation. Russian families of distinction continue to pour into Nice. Great fermontation
exists in Syria, and the Christian population are placed in the greatest jeopardy. A roving
bandof Arabs recentlysurprised the town of Gaza and butchered a number of its inhabitants

:

they then fell upon a neighbouring village, where, they indiscriminately slaughtered all

the men and children : in the Lebanon the Christians are left without even a nominal
government or protecting power, and the greatest anarchy prevails in that district:

nothing less than a total extermination of the Christians is expected : Damascus also is

represented as a scene of tumult and terror, the Christians being in perpetual fear of
plunder and massacre: the Pacha is entirely unable to overawe or control the fanatical

portion of the inhabitants.

American.—Bolivia continues in a disturbed state. Cholera still rages in the state of

Guatemala with considerable virulence. Peru is again threatened with war on her
border and with internal revolutions. Advices from St. Lonis state that trains from Salt

Lake had passed Fort Bridger up to the 22nd Sept. ; that twenty more were met on the

Sweetwater, and eight more north of the crossing of the Platte, snow being encountered
east of Fort Loramie ; that two companies of Cavalry were passed on the Big Blue ; that

Judge Eckels was met on the Big Sandy, and Col. Wilson at Ox Fallon's Bluff; that Col.
Morrison, of the Seventh Infantry, had arrived at Camp Floyd ; that several trains were
likely to be orertaken by snow in the mountains, and much suffering was anticipated ;

that business was very brisk at Salt Lake, trains constantly arriving there from California

with goods and proyisions ; that the Saints speak in high terms of Gov. Camming ; that

Gen. Johnston's command, consisting of from 7,000 to 8,000 men, including troops and
employees, were consolidated in one grand encampment and would remain together during

the winter ; and that there were about 4,000 troops at Fort Bridger under Col. Cambrey.

VARIETIES.

The Mining Journal states that a new kind of paper has been made with prepared

albumen from the residue uf the beet-root after distillation and the manufacture of sugar*

It has been patented by the inventor, Dr. Collyer. The great peculiarity of this paper U
that it can be printed on without wetting.
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Bjekbdy fob 8tutobtn9.—A lady, who it well known in the faehiotrable regies* ef

Belgravia, is stated to bare discovered a remedy for stuttering. It is simply the set of

reading in a whisper, and gradually augmenting the whisper to a louder tone.

TJ8EFDL Effects of Lime Wateh— The Journal d* Rouen saye:—"A landed

proprietor in the neighbourhood of Yvetot had in his garden some old apple-trees wtiok

produced no fruit. Two winters ago he took some lime, which he steeped in wster, sod

with a brush washed the old trees all over. The result was the destruction of til the

insects : the old bark fell off and was replaced by new, and the trees bore sn excellent

crop. Most of them have now acquired such renewed rigour that all appearance of age

has disappeared."

JERUSALEM.
(Stinted.)

Fallen Is thy throne, O Israel %

Silence it o'er thy plains

;

Thy dwellings all He desolate

;

Thy children weep in chain*.

Where are the dews that fed thee
On Etham's barren shore ?

That fire from heaven that led thee
Now lights thy path no more.

Lord, thou dld'it lore Jerusalem

:

Once she was all thine own,

—

Her love thy fairest heritage,

Her power thy glory's throne,
Till evil came and blighted
Thy long-loved olive-tree,

And Salem's shrines were lighted

For other gods than thee.

Then sank the star of Solyms,
Then passed her glory's day,

Like heath that in the wilderness
The light wind whirls away.

Silent aad waste her bowers.
Where oaee the mighty trod

;

And sunk those guilty towers,
Whese Baal reigned as God.

Go," saith the Lord, " ye cooquerois,
Steep In her blood your swords,

And rase to earth her battlements.
For they are not the Lord's.

Tell Zion's mournful danofctrr,
O'er kindred bones shell tread.

And Hinnom's vale of slaughter
Shall hide but half her dead."

But soon shall other pictured scenes
In brighter vision rise.

When Zion's sun shall sevenfold shine
On all her mourners' eyes.

And on her mountains beauteous stead
The messengers of peace

:

" Salvation by the Lord's right I
They'll shout, and never cease.
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AINTS'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Be that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.—3esa% Christ.

emt •/ her, mp people, that ye he not partakers of her tine, and that ye receive not ifher

plague*,—A Voice from Heaven.

Mo. 48, VoL XX, Saturday, November 27, 1858. Price One Penny.

THE POWERS THAT BE.

BY ELDBR E. L. SLOAN.

Though God's direct manifestation of

power has been strikingly illustrated in

the history of his people, yet his broader

course is of a general nature. Unseen
j

by man, he holds the direction of nations
j

and works out the destiny of the world.

To bring to pass his holy designs, matured 1

in the councils of eternity, indirect as well I

as direct means are employed, and instru- 1

ments are chosen who perceive not that 1

they are held in the hands of the Divine
|

Master. Serious reflections grow out of 1

these considerations concerning how far

he will in his general course display his '

ligbty power in crushing error, with

ail its dark array of despotism, misery,

misrule, superstition, and high-handed

rebellion against the Majesty of heaven.

A superficial observer can see naught
in the seemingly mighty power of the

nations but tremendous armaments sup-

plied with all the munitions of war,

gallant fleets riding triumphantly on the

ocean waves, or sleeping on the breast of

the blue deep in treacherous calm, ready

to hurl from their bowels death and
desolation in an angry storm of iron,

—

commerce extending its ramifications to

every land and every clime, opening up
new worlds in the uncultivated wastes of

nature for the sinewy sons of toil to take

possession of, and all the evidences of

wealthand greatnessthat firmlyestablished

power can produce. Such an observer

can see no means by which God's pur-

poses can be accomplished, unless he

should descend in the whirlwind of hk
fury and in an hour lay in desolation the

accumulated resources and power of cen-

turies. When the judgments seem t»

linger, and his anticipations of speedy

destruction are not fully confirmed, he
stumbles in bis blindness from the miry
brink of blind belief into the slough of un-
belief. With these introductory remarks

before us, let us calmly and intelligently

enquire into the reality of the power and
greatness of the nations, and whether
they are occupying the progressive scale,

or are in reality retrograding with fearful

rapidity.

To arrive at this point by the easiest

method, we will take two distinct periods

of halt- a- century asunder — say 1809
and 1858. If in the latter period the

nations possess more real power, and atf

the accompaniments of greatness mani-
fested by a capability of accomplishing

more for the amelioration or even destruc-

tion of mankind, without the exhaustion

of such means used being deeply felt, we
must admit that they are advancing is

thatwhich constitutes powerand ffreatne^a.

But if, on the contrary, we find, despite

all the magniloquent tirades on the*

rapidly developing powers of the age.
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their boasted knowledge hollow at the core
|—their seeming greatness but the sparkling

paste that counterfeits the genuine dia-

mond—their magnified resources and ar-

mies melting away beneath incompetency
and imbecility—the vaunts or their boasted

j

prowess but the dull echoes of the past,

and every effort to sustain their prestige

telling with fearful distinctness on their

overpowered and struggling populations,

we must come to the conclusion that their

days are numbered, and that the pur-

poses of Him 4i by whom kings rule and
princes decree justice " are being rapidly

worked out by natural means.

Let us look at the aspect of affairs at

the beginning of the present century.

Then all Europe stood convulsed in one
desperate death- grapple. War, with all

its train of grizzly horrors, stalked un-

checked from land to land, and the hosts

of the mighty were but the sport and
playthings of the war- spirit that reigned

triumphant. France bad been drenched
in blood in the pursuit of that liberty she

knew not how to obtain. Assembled Eu-
rope professed to stand transfixed with
horror at the bloody regicides and their

anguinary deeds, and simultaneously had
arisen to hurl a fearful vengeance on the

daring despisers of the " divine right of

kings," War with the infant republic

was declared, to crush it in embryo and
restore the fallen fortunes of the imbecile

Bourbons. Foremost in the struggle

appeared Britain, the avowed enemy of

despotism, to punish those who had freed

themselves from a galling despotism,

though widely and bloodily done. Then
the horrors of war in all their heart-

Tending sublimity appeared, as country

after country was made the theatre of ita

bloody desolations. The same talent and
energy that had carried the French revo-

lution through its sanguinary career suc-

cessfully maintained the contest with their

multiplied foes, and, instead of being
crushed by the powers opposed to them,
struck terror into the hearts of the nations.

Europe became for a time the arena in

which England and France fought the

battle of nations, the world as spectators,

and the powers of Europe the vacillating

auxiliaries. Spurred on by dread of the

might of France, purchased by Britain's

gold, and led on by her steady and
determined action, they banded to-

gether to curb the alarming greatness and
ambition of Frapce and Napoleon. Nor

was the "tug of war" confined alone to

Europe. The East and the West became

involved in the vortex. The nation of the

"stars and stripes"—then unstained by

the foul blots that have since darkened

its folds—entered the arena of contort

and added to the work of desolation aid

destruction. On, on rushed the tempest

of war. Before it noble cities, smiling

1 indscapes,peaceful homesteads,and happy

families; behind it blackened walls, sodden

fields red with human blood, mansions

and villages charred and blackened, woe,

wailing, misery, and destitution, till after

well nigh a quarter-of-a-century of the

bloodiest picture the roll of time can un-

fold, the fearful results are in part made

manifest in the following summing np of

a writer on the subject :
—" Nearly six

millions of human beings perished in the

field of battle, or by the wounds received

there: as many more fell the victims of

fire, pestilence, shipwreck, and famine,

the consequences of the war; while nearly

an equal number were destroyed by cfri

feuds, political executions or imprison-

ments, or by the secret miseries occasioned

by blasted hopes and ruined fortunes;"

forming a total of eighteen milium* who

perished by this terrific war-storm.

By some it is concluded that this is under

the mark. Peace then dawned upon the

broken nations; and for almost forty

years were they permitted to enjoy that

boon, to recruit themselves and improve

in all the blessings peace produces. How
far they have succeeded in improving that

opportunity we will shortly see.

Thus, then, in 1808 we find the nations

engaged in this mighty struggle- It bad

continued for sixteen years, and for seven

more did they ceaselessly wage it To

give a still clearer idea of the power

wielded in the conflict, it might be stated

that at that time Prussia could send over

three hundred thousand men into the

, field, Austria a aiUl greater numWyeto
having armies of eighty and a awwtoed

thousand defeated again and again* Seam

and Portugal were both able to raise

mighty hosts; Russia, the Colossus of

the north, and her Danish and Stealth

neighbours could pour forth hordes te> the

coufliot; the United States of Aa*n«
were united* and were mighty in that

union; France had f«* over bai^uultoav

effective men> with munitions of war*
an enormous extent ; while Britain coo*

sustain immense fleett at eea and ama*
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on land, and: scatter her gold profusely

through the world,—in one instance under-

taking to pay annually six millions and a
quarter for five hundred thousand men to

be kept in the field by her allies. Having
thus arrived at an idea of the strength,

power, and greatness of the nations at

our first period, let us pass on to very

near the second, when the flames of war
again burst forth,—first glancing at the

lengthened peace they enjoyed and its

fruits. By peace is not meant entire

cessation from war ; petty broils and in-

significant contests, when placed in juxta-

position with such mighty conflicts, being

regarded as comparative peace.

During the forty years spoken of, the

mighty power of steam was developed,

the magic wonders of electricity became
a matter of every day-use, and a thousand

other things were discovered and brought
into use, which might have and will

become a real benefit to mankind when
subjected to the control of righteousness.

But, amid all progress and development

of intellect, there ran a deadening current

which has sapped the foundations of the

mighty fabric. If progress in science has

been made, it has been applied to the vilest

purposes, and has been fully equalled by

advancement in everything calculated to

debase and degrade mankind, till it is no

Tain assertion to say that the present

generation is as far behind that of half-a-

century ago as boyhood is behind man-
hood in strength and muscular energy.

Again, before testing the results of

their advancement (?) by the trial of their

power, let us glance at the contrast be-

tween half-a-century ago and now, in

another point of vfcw. Then the Senate

chambers of the United States were

graced by the truest patriots and friends

of freedom—by the wisdom of the sage

and the far-seeing eye and clear mind of

the profound statesman— by men who
lived but to do good and scatter the seeds

of human freedom, and in whose bosoms

selfishness was a stranger. Now they

are disgraced by the brawler, the place-

hunter, and the blackleg. Instead of the

-wisdom of deep consultation, is to be

heard the noise of violent altercation and
recrimination, mixed with unmanly and

bloody assaults. Then there was the

noble spectacle of the Federal States bound
in one common band of union ; now the

painful reality is, those states, increased in

number and magnitude, are torn asunder

by party spirit and disunion. If they unite
now in any purpose, it is the unholy one
of trying to wrest the rights and liberties

from those whose venerated sires bled and
died for that union. That confederacy
now sits upon a deadly mine. One spark
may ignite the mass, and the North and
South grappling in the dying struggle

will sink prostrate, overwhelmed in the
fragments of their own ruined greatness.

Half-a-century ago, Russia, though igno-
rant, was contented and ready to pot
forth her mighty energies at the un-
questioned nod of her despot ; and though
her progress in knowledge has been great,

that progress has awakened her children

to a sense of their condition, causing them
to make the huge Colossus tremble to
its bounds by their demands for liberty

and their rights as human beings, and
preparing the way for the standard of
freedom and truth soon to be borne
triumphantly over the nations. Half-a-
century ago, France had internal strength
and self-power in her centre (the wealth
of nations being seized to assist her
efforts), and a galaxy of military talent,

of which the world has rarely, if ever,

witnessed the equal, gathered together.

Now, though governed by a mixture of
craft and wisdom, with apparent tran-

quility and advancement resulting from
it, yet it is the calm preceding the
hurricane's fury ; for deep dissatisfaction

and a stern revolutionary spirit are again

frowing up within her that shall cause

ingdoms to quake and thrones to totter

in the dust, while her own powers are

exhausted in the effort.

Half-a-century ago, England had fresh-

ness, wealth, and sinew. Now, her
sons are becoming enfeebled; and, de-
spite her apparent magnificence, gnawing
poverty and misery are eating at her
core. Governed by imbecility and faction,

the wailing cry of her suffering millions

ring in the ears of their oppressors un-
heeded. Rebellion and contests are ra-

pidly draining her internal resources,

while her prestige of prowess is gone, and
her armies are being recruited by starving,

overgrown boys. The same remarks
apply with equal force and justness to all

the others that make up the category of
independent powers. Scheming, devising,

conferring, and using all the wiles and
sinuosities of diplomacy to preserve the
" balance of power," they watch each other

with fearful anxiety, lest they should hi*
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swept from existence and numbered among I

the powers that have been. Vain watch-

ing t Useless carefulness ! "The balance of

power" God holds. The scales ofjustice

hang down from heaven. Weighed there-

in, they are found wanting. These same
enfeebled powers will put forth all their

energies in one mad struggle, and, making
the world tremble at its fierceness, with a

convulsive start, will expire and utter their

last dying shriek.

As a proof that the rapid retrogression

of the "powers that be" is no mere conceit,

let us now come to the test of power in

the late struggle between the great mo-
dern giants of war. Hardly had the

ocsin of war sounded between Russia

and Turkey, ere the western powers
sprang to the fight, like Titans, after an
invigorating rest. Vaunting themselves

upon what they had done, they rushed

eagerly to the fray, while Russia awaited

their approach, believing herself invinci-

ble. Expedition after expedition was
sent forth, to end in inglorious futility.

Host after host was pushed across the

vast plains of Eastern Europe, to perish

beneath a Crimean sky ; and army after

army was led from Western Europe to

the same fatal spot, to rot by disease or

pass away by the inclemency of the sea-

sons. Valiant men, strong and robust, the

flower of their respective countries, sank

down and died, weeping like children at

the sufferings they were forced to endure.

What a fearful cry rang through the land

when over twenty thousand of Britain's

bravest soldiers were struck down by the

fell destroyer! How distinctly did that

loss tell upon her waning strength, while

the millions expended in the brief but

deadly struggle swelled still greater her

enormous national debt and the miseries

of her people! How fearfully did the

mighty losses of Russia bear upon
her resources, while all were equally glad

to quit the fray

!

But this war was not merely a trial of

strength and a waste of the powers en-

gaged. Weighty results were to flow

from it,—none of the least being an open-

ing of the way for Judah to return to

the land of his sires—Judah, who has long

suffered the penalty of broken laws and
neglected covenants,— Judab, whose
chequered past and present might well be
a lesson to these boastful, God-neglecting
powers,—Judah, whose glorious future
warms the h,eart of Israel, and whose

predicted punishment, so surely recrited,

gives a cheering assurance of her bles-

sings being as certainly bestowed. One

result of that war, then, was, that the-

Jews obtained the privilege of possessing

landed property in Palestine, granted by

the firman of the Sultan,—a privilege

denied them for centuries, and another

confirming testimony that God's designs

are being rapidly and surely brought to

pass. But to return to our subject

There needs no clearer demonstration of

the retrogression of the nations than the

fact that, after almost forty years of peace,

a war, scarcely the tenth in duration of

that which raged when this century com-

menced, with not a tenth of the loss m
men or means, was sufficient to shake the

nations to the centre and spread almost

universal misery by its results.

That the judgments of God falling

upon the nations in other forms have

materially tended to hasten their down-

fall is evident to every one who possestei

the Spirit of Truth. Famine, pestilence,

earthquakes, storms, and the wild raffing

of the angry elements have done tW
work. But the wisdom (?) of the nine-

teenth century can account for all this very

satisfactorily upon natural principles,

—

and rightly too, to some extent. Is not

the great Jehovah the " Qod of nature ?*

Are not all the ramifications of nature

obedient to his will ? Yet, though they

may cry, "Sanatory teform!" and grind

pills by the bushel, when the angel of pesti-

lence 'takes his flight through the land,

who can stay his career ? Though they

may cry " Cultivate!" yet, when the earth

refuses to yield her increase, who can

compel her to bring forth ?

Theargument might beadduced, thatthe

world was alwayscursed with these plagues,

and that their presence now is no proof

of the retrogression of the nations through

Divine anger resting upon them. Bat

it is not the fact of the earth's suffer-

ing by these plagues in isolated cases that

we have to look at, but the equal fact of

an accumulation ofthem beinghurledupon

one generation. The demons of desolation

are, in unparalleled numbers, with une-

qualled fury, raging among the nations.

A universal fear is felt ofsomething direful

impending, as the future looms up dark

and louring. It would be an almost end-

less task to enumerate all the causes that

are at work to destroy the " powers that

be." Commercial dishonesty, reckless
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< speculation, intense selfishness, imbecile

statesmanship, rebellion, and a thousand
•other sources of abasement make up the

grand whole. The Master who has
-set the machine in motion has it under
complete control and will accomplish all

he has designed.

Enough has been advanced to prove
that upon natural principles, as they are

termed, the nations are fast hastening to

[ their end, so that a new order of things

may be introduced, which shall produce
, the opposite of what now exists, and
happiness, peace,joy, union, righteousness,

and justice take the place of misery, war,
mourning, strife, and injustice, that the
earth may be cleansed from the pollutions

which now disgrace its surface, and
wickedness, disorder, and abominations be
swept from existence. Add to these

causes the extraordinary judgments spoken
of by the Prophets, and we have suf-

ficient groundwork for belief that soon
" the powers that be" shall be numbered
with tne past, and that God will lay the
M pride and glory of the nations low in

the dust."

There are two potent influences at work
upon the earth : one, the power of ini-

quity, that so far reigns triumphant and
directly produces all the miseries cited

;

and the other, the power and authority of

God that is engaged in gathering to-

gether the honest in heart and raising up
, a holy people to the Mighty One of Jacob.

When these influences have accomplished
their work, then will come a day
such as the world never saw and never
will see again. As the children of men
"fill up the cup of their iniquities, God's

judgments will descend more fiercely and
thickly; and when the people of God are
prepared to enjoy the presence of the Son,
then shall the burning wrath of the Al-
mighty sweep the wicked from before his

presenceand theearth be purifiedand made
fit for a higher order of beings. While he
is working by his instruments among the
children of men, not onlv is their power
being weakened for the final struggle, but
these instruments are working out their

own punishment. Herein is God's wis*

dom made strikingly manifest. And on the
opposite hand, here is something glorious

for a Saint to live for—that when we are

pure enough to bear his glory, when he
has sat like M a refiner of silver" till he
can see his image reflected back, then shall

the wicked be destroyed and the Saiuts

rejoice for evermore, basking in the sun-
shine ofthe Eternal's smiles. With such
a motive to prompt us on, every true Saint

of God in whose bosom burns the Spirit

of truth will work unceasingly, day and
night, that Zion may be purified—that

she may stand forth " fair as the moon,
clear as the sun, and terrible as an army
with banners," and that the glory of God
may rest as a shining fire upon every

dwelling within her borders, while her
walls are encompassed about by his ma-
jesty and power. Hasten on thy work,

God, till the " powers that be crum-
ble in the dust, and thy power be not
only felt but acknowledged by all,—when
the earth shall be consecrated to thee,

purified and renewed, and the knowledge
of thee shall cover it as the waters do
the channel of the mighty deep.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 744.)

[April, 1843.]

[Conference re-assembled at three o'clock,

p.m.]

Patriarch Hyrum Smith commenced by
• saying that he had some communication to

make to the Conference on stealing, and he

would do it while waiting for Joseph, and
referred to the article in the last number of

t> the W<up. Said he, I have had an interview

with a man who formerly belonged to the
Church. He revealed to me that there is a
band of men, and some who pretend to be
strong in the faith of the doctrine of the
Latter-day Saints ; but they are hypocrites,

and some who do not belong to the Church,
who are bound together by secret oaths,

obligations, and penalties to keep the
secret; and they hold that it is right to
steal from any one who does not belongtj*
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the Church! presided they consecrate one-
third of it to the building of the Temple.
They are alio making bogus money.
ThU man says he has become convinced of

the error of his ways and has come away
from them to escape their fury. I wish to

warn yon all not to be duped by such men,
for they are the Gadiantons of the last days.

He then read from the Wasp, as repub-
lished from the Times and Seasons, his own
affidavit and the proceedings of the autho-
rities of the Church generally, dated Not.
96, 1841. The man who told me said,

"This secret band refer to the Bible, Book
of Dootrine and Covenants, and Book of

Mormon to substantiate their doctrines ; and
if any of them did not remain steadfast,

they ripped open their bowels and gave
them to the cat-fish.** But no such doc-
trines are taught in those books.
They say that it has been taught from

this stand that they are the little foxes

that spoil the vines, and the First Presidency
are the big foxes; and the big foxes wanted
the little foxes to get out of the city and
spread abroad, so that the big foxes might
have a chance ; which everybody knows is

false. All these things are used to decoy
the foolish and unwary.
I will mention two names—David Holman

and James Dunn. They were living in my
house. I went to them and asked them if

they were stealing for a livelihood? Hol-
man confessed that he had stolen from the
world, not from the brethren. I told them
to get out of my house. David asked me to
forgive him, and he lifted his hands towards
heaven and swore, if I would forgive hhn,
he would never do so again. Soon after he
went to Montrose, where he was found
stealing salt. He then stole a skiff and
came across the river, stole a barrel of
flour that had just been landed from a
steamer, rowed down the river to Keokuk
and sold the flour for £2,00, saying he had
picked it up in the river, and it was likely a
little damaged, got his pay, and went his way.
Dunn would not promise to quit stealing,

but said he would go to St. Louis. I tell

you to-day, the man that steals shall not
long after be brought to the Penitentiary.
They will soon be brought to condign
punishment. I demand, in the presence of
God, that you will exert your wit and your
power to bring such characters to justice.

If you do not, the curse of God will rest
upon you. Such things would ruin any
people. Should 1 catch a Latter-day Saint
stealing, he is the last man to whom I
would show mercy.

President Joseph Smith said, I think it

best to continue this subject. I want the
Elders to make honourable proclamation
.abroad concerning what the feelings of the

First Presidency are ; for stealing has never

been tolerated by them. I despise a thief.

He would betray me if he oould get the

opportunity. I know that he would be a
detriment to any cause ; and if I were the

higgest rogue in the world, he would steal

my horse when I wanted to run away.
It has been said that some were afraid to

disclose what they knew of these secret

combinations; consequently I issued a pro-

clamation, which you may read in the Wasp,

Number 48. Ifany man is afraid to disclose

what he knows about this gang of thieves,

let him come to me and tell me the truth,

and I will protect him from violence.

Thieving must be stopped.

Opportunity was then offered to the

Elders to bring forward their appeals from

other Conferences; but no case was pre-

sented.

President Joseph Smith continued his re-

marks and said, It is necessary that I make
a proclamation concerning Keokuk and also

In relation to the economy of the Church on

that side of the river.

The Governor of Iowa haa issued a writ

in the same manner that Carltn did, and it

is now held in Iowa as a cudgel over my
head. 1 was told by the United States

Attorney that the Governor of Iowa bad

no jurisdiction after the decision of the

Supreme Court, and that all writs thus

issued were legally dead. Appeals bare

been made to Governor Chambers; bnt

although he has no plausible excuse, he is

not willing to kill that writ or to take it

back. I will therefore advise you to serve

them a trick that the Devil never did,— i> ft
comeawayand leavethem; come into Illinois,

pay taxes in Illinois, and let the Iowegiaas

take their own course. I don't care whether

you comeaway or not. I do not wish to control

you ; but if you wish for my advice, I would

say, Let every man, as soon as he conveniently

can, come over here; for you can live in

peace with us. We are all green mountain

boys—Southerners,Northerners,"We8terners»

and every other kind of ers, and will treat

you well : and let that Governor koow that

we don't like to be imposed upon.
In relation to Keokuk, it has been sup-

posed that I made a great bargain with a

certain great man there. In the beginning

of August last, a stranger came to my
house* put on a very long face, and stated

that he was in great distress—that he was a

stranger in this city, and having understood

that I was benevolent, he had come to me

for help. He said that he was about to lose

#1,400 of property at Sheriff's sale for £390

in cash ; that be had money in St. Lou**

which he expected in two or three days;

that the sale would take place the next day;

and that he wanted to hire some money Iff
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two or three days. I thought on the sub-
ject over night, and he came the next
morning for an answer. I did not Hke the
looks of the man ; but thought I, he is a
stranger. I then reflected upon the situation

that 1 had frequently been placed in, and
that I had often been a stranger in a strange
land, and whenever I had asked for assist-

ance I had obtained it ; and it may be that
he is an honest man; and if 1 turn him
away, I shall be guilty of the sin of ingra-
titude. I therefore concluded to loan him
£200 in good faith sooner than be guilty

of ingratitude. He gave me his note for

the same, and said, " "Whenever you call on
me, you shall hare the money.** Soon after,

when I was taken with Carlin*s writ, 1

asked him for the money ; bnt he answered,
"1 have not got it from St. Louis, but shall

have it in a few days.** He then said,

"Since I saw you, a project has entered
my mind, which I think may be profitable

both for you and me. I will give you a
quit claim deed for all the land you bonght
of Galland, which is twenty thousand acres.

Tou paid Galland the notes, and ought to

have them : they are in my hands as his

agent, and I will give them up. I also

propose deeding to you one- half of my
right to all my land in the Iowa Territory;

and all I ask is for you to give your influ-

ence to help to build up Keokuk." 1

answered, u I have not asked for your pro-

perty : I don't want it, and would not give a
snap of my finger for it ; bnt I will receive

the papers; and if I find it as ycu say, I will

uce my influence to help to build up the

place; but I won't give you anything for

the land,' and told him I wanted the #200
which was due me. He made out the deeds

and gave them to me, and I got them
recorded, and he gave up the notes, except
a few. I then said to Uncle John, If you
go there with the brethren, I will give you
the property. But he would not accept it.

I then let the same gentleman have some
cloth to the amount of gGOO or g700. He
began, soon after, to tell the brethren what
obligations I was under to him. I then

wrote him a letter on the subject; but I

have since found that he is swindling, and
that there is no prospect of getting any-

thing from him. He is owingme about £1,100

;

and I thought it my duty to publish his

rascality, that the Elders might do the same
in that Territory, and prevent the brethren

from being imposed upon. He has got a
writing to this effect, that if he owned as

much as he pretended and did as he said,

I would give my influence to build up
Keokuk, and oa no other terms. His name
is J. G. Remick. He took this plan to

swindle me out of money, cloth, lumber, &c.
- 1 want all the congregation to know it. 1

was not going to use any influence to have
the brethren go to be swindled. My advice
is, if they choose, that they come away front

Keokuk, and not go there any more. It is

not a good location.

I am not so much a " Christian*' as many-
suppose I am. When a man undertakes ta
ride me for a horse, I feel di- posed to kick

up and throw him off, and ride him,
David did so, and so did Joshua. My only
weapon is my tongue. I would not buy
property in Iowa Territory : I consider it

stooping to accept it as a gift.

In relation to the half- breed land, it is

best described by its name— it is half-breed

land ; and every wise and judicious person*

as soon as he can dispose of his effects, if he
is not a half-breed, will come away. 1 wish,

we could exchange some half-breeds and let

them go over the river. If there are any
that are not good citizens, they will ba
finding fault to-morrow at my remarks, ami
that is the key-word whereby you may
know them. There is a chance in that

place for every abomination to be practised

on the innocent, if they go ; and I ask for-

giveness of all whom I advised to go there.

The meu who have possession have the best

title ; all the rest are forms for swindling.

1 do not wish for the Saints to have a
quarrel there.

President J. Smith stated that the next
busit ess was to settle difficulties where
Elders have had their licenses taken away,
&c, or their membership. But whilst they

were preparing, if there was any such case,

he would talk on other subjects.

The question has been asked, Can a per-

son not belonging to the Church bring a
member before the High Council for trial?

I answer, No. If I had not actually got
into this work and been called of God, I

would back out. But I cannot back out :
r
£

have no doubt of the truth. Were I going
to prophesy, I would say the end will not

come in 1844, 5, or C, or forty years. There
are those of the rising generation who shall

not taste death till Christ comes.

I was once prating earnestly upon this

subject, and a voice said unto me, " My son,

if thou livest until thou art eighty- five years of

age, thou shalt see the face of the Son of Man.*
I was left to draw my own conclusions con-

cerning this ; and I took the liberty to con-

clude that if I did live to that time, he would
make his appearance. But 1 do not say

whether he will make his appearance or

I shall go where he is. I prophesy in the

name of the Lord God, and let it be written—
The Son of Man will uot come in tue clouds

of heaven till I am eighty-five years old.

Then read the 14th chapter of Revelations,

6th and 7th verses —" And I saw another

angel fly in the midst of heaven, having ths
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everlasting gospel to preach unto them that

dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and
lindred, and tongue, and people, saving

with a loud voice, Fear God and give glory

lo him, for the hour of his judgment is

come." And Hosea, 6th chapter, After

two days, &c,—2,520 years ; which brings it

lo 1690. The coming of the Son of Man
aever will be—never can be till the judg-
ments spoken of for this hour are poured
•at; which judgments are commenced. Paul
sajs, " Ye are the children of the light, and
not of the darkness, that that day should

overtake you as a thief in the night.** It is

not the design of the Almighty to come
*pon the earth and crush it and grind it to

powder, but he will reveal it to his servants

the Prophets.

Judah must return, Jerusalem must be
rebuilt, and the Temple, and water come
cat from under the Temple, and the waters
of the Dead Sea be healed. It will take

tcme time to build the whIIs of the city and
the Temple, &c. ; and all this must be done
before the Son of Man will make his appear-
ance. There will be wars and rumours of

wars, signs in the heavens above and on
the earth beneath, the sun turned into

darkness and the moon to blood, earth-

quakes in divers places, the seas heaving
leyond their bounds ; then will appear one
/rand sign of the Son of Msn in heaven.
Bat what will the world do? They wiilsay
Jt is a planet, a comet, &c. But the Son of

3ian will come as the sign of the coming of
the Son of Man, which will be as the light

«f the morning cometh out of the east.

Choir sang a hymn.
Prayer by W. W. Phelps.

Adjourned at six p.m., until to-morrow
&orning.

Fritlay, 7th. Confei eace convened at

30 am.

Singing, prayer by Elder O. Hyde, and
*
r»*ing.

President Joseph stated that the next
Visineas in order was to listen to appeals
of Elders, &c. ; but none appeared. He
was rather hoarse from speaking so long
jeaterday, and therefore said he would use
the boys' lungs to-day.
The next business in order was to appoint

some Elders on missions.

Yoted that Jedediah M. Grant be sent to
preside over the Church at Philadelphia,

^
Voted that Joshua Grant be sent to pre-

side over the Church at Cincinnati.
Voted that Pelatiah Brown go to the

village of Palmyra, in New York, and raise
np a Branch of the Church.
The Temple Committee were called up

lor trial.

William Clayton said* Some nay expect

I am going to be a meana of the downfall

of the Temple Committee. It is not so ; bat

I design to show that they have been partial.

Elder Higbee has overran the amount
allowed by the Trustees about one-fourth.

Pretty much all Elder Higbee'e eon has

received has been in money and store pay.

Highee's son has had nothing credited on

his tithing. William F. Cahoon baa paid all

his tenth : the others of Cahoon'e sons have

had nothing to their credit on tithing. The
Committee have had a great amount of

store pay. One man, who ia labouring con-

tinually, wanted twenty-five cents in store

pay when his family were sick ; but Higbee
said he could not have it Pulaski S. Cahoon
was never appointed boss over the stone-

cutting shop, but was requested to keep aa

account of labour in it. During the last

six months very little meana have been

brought into the Temple Committee. There

are certain individuals in thin city who are

watching every man who haa anything to

give the Temple, to get it from him and pay

for the same in his labour.

Alpheus Cutler said he did not know of

any wrong he had done. If any one would

show it, he would make it right.

The Conference voted him clear.

Reynolds Cahoon said, This is not Ma

unexpected matter for me to be called up.

I do not want you to think I am perfect.

Somehow or other, since Elder Cutler west

up into the Pine country, I have, from some

cause, been placed in very peculiar circem-

stances. 1 think I never was placed is se

critical a position since I was born. When

President Smith had goods last summer,we

had better property
; goods would not bay

corn without some cash : instead of horses,

&c , we took store pay. I have dealt ont

meal and flour to the hands to the last

ounce, when I had not a morsel of meal,

flour, cr broad left in my honse. If the

Trustee, brother Hyrum, or the Twelve, ot

all of them will examine and see if I hare

too much, it shall go freely. I call upon

the brethren, if they have an; thing again**

me, to bring it forward and have it ad-

justed.

Patriarch Hyrum Smith said, I feel it 0J
duty to defend the Committee as far a* I

can ; for I would as soon go to hell as be a

committee-man. I will make a comparison

for the Temple Committee. A little boy

once told his father he had seen an elephant

on a tree : the people did not believe it, bat

ran out to see what it was : they looked, sad

it was only an owl.

Reynolds Cahoon said* when brother

Cutler was gone, brother Higbee kept the

books, and they have found as many mis-

takes against brother Higbee aa in his favom*.
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The Conference then voted Cahoon clear.

Elias Higbee said, I am not afraid or

•shamed to apptar before you. When I

kept the books, I had much other business

on my hands and made some mistakes.

The Conference voted in favour of Elder

Higbee unanimously.

President Joseph Smith stated that the

business of the Conference had closed, and
the remainder would be devoted to instruc-

tion. It is an insult to a meeting for per-

sons to leave just before its close. If they

must go out, let them go half-an-hour
before. No gentleman will go out of meet-
ing just at closing.

Singing by the choir.

Prayer by Elder Brigham Young.

2£ p.m.

Conference called to order.

Singing. Prayer by Elder B. Young.
Singing.

Elder O. Pratt delivered a discourse from
the prophecy of Daniel on the Ancient of

Days ; for a synopsis of which, see Times
and Seasons, page 204.

While the choir were singing, President
Joseph remarked to Elder Rigdon, This
day is a millennium within these walls, for
there is nothing but peace.

To a remark of Elder O. Pratt's, that a
man's body changes every seven years, Pre-
sident Joseph Smith replied, There is no
fundamental principle belonging to a human
system that erer goes into another in this

world or in the world to come : I care not
what the theories of men are. We have the
testimony that God will raise us up, and he
has the power to do it. If any one sup-
poses thst any part of our bodies, that is,

the fundamental parts thereof, ever goes
into another body, he is mistaken.

Singing by the choir. Prayer by Elder
John Taylor."

The ice, which had made a bridge

across the river since last November,
moved away in immense masses.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1858.

Muca Speaking.—One of the most common and disagreeable habits which Presi-

dents of Branches fall into is that of much speaking. When set off to the best

advantage by a first-class orator, it is unbecoming; bat when to it is added the imper-

fections and the non-interestiveness of a bad or indifferent speaker, the habit becomes

peculiarly disagreeable to every person of judgment and taste. Men often have an

itching to do the very thing for which they are not fit, and will make a hobby-horse

to ride to their own discredit and to the general disadvantage. This is a common
and natural peculiarity, and there is much deep philosophy of mind's progressive

grasping tendency to be gathered from it. But we have now to deal with its illus-

tration, which is often silly and disagreeable. Some men, who are exceedingly skilful

in some things and capable of bringing about important results in their own line, will

experience a childish delight and self-satisfaction in doing very badly a trifle out

of their line. Thus it is also with those who fall into the habit of much speaking.

Not only is that habit bad in itself, but they have a peculiar knack of making it

threadbare and wearing themselves out also. To have the voice of such men eternally

ringing in the ears is very monotonous, disagreeable, empty-sounding, and unin-

structive.

A fine,commanding person, a handsome and expressive countenance, a fluent, graceful

delivery, and a rich, modulative voice are peculiarly pleasing to a general audience.

The speaker who is endowed with these personal gifts will even from his first appear-

.ance before the public offer strong claims to their favour, and will have considerable
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advantage over one not blessed with these personal gifts. Perhaps gome of oar

unreflective readers will wonder what the person, the countenance, the delivery, al

voice have to do with public speaking ; and they may think it is trifling on oar part to

mention it. But it is by no means trifling to bring these personal endowments into

consideration in treating on the subject of public speakers, and a passing touch upon

the point will also enable us to more strongly mark the error of too much spoking.

As we have observed, a speaker with these natural gifts will from the first command

public favour and have great advantage over one not thus endowed. Indeed, too

often the person and manner of the speaker are more . highly estimated than gotd

subject, proper treatment, deep thoughts, beautiful or grand ideas, or saving tratk

The one fascinates and charms every one, while it is only the few, the thoughtful, the

good, the spiritual, and lovers of truth who delight especially in the pure gold asd

things of real value. These personal attractions, as well with a congregation of

Saints as with a public assembly, have greater influence than many are aware of;

and the subject and quality of a discourse is too often overlooked or undervalued, k

little man, with what the vulgar might consider an unhandsome countenance, with

an ungraceful delivery and a bad voice, though his subject may be invaluable, his

thoughts deep, his ideas beautiful, his doctrines saving, and his soul inspired, will

find it much more difficult to command attention than one possessed of personal bet

not spiritual attractions ; and though the former will live when the other is worn

out, yet at first he will be at a disadvantage. Besides this, two men may preach the

same discourse, with the same ideas and truths, and yet one seem much superior to

the other. The identity of the discourses would hardly be known. The personal

attractions of the one, with his good delivery and voice, would give him the adrift-

tage ; and while the hearers would long to listen to the one again, they would care

not, perhaps, if the other were never after to stand before them in the character of a

speaker. These considerations ought not to be passed over in treating of the philo-

sophy of discourse and the effectiveness of public speaking. They are bated upon

the laws of nature, and nature is as potent and sensible in the Church as in the world;

and true religion does not leave nature out, but separates it from things unnatural

and pernicious. We are not now treating of the advantages of personal attractions

of a public speaker merely to show up those advantages and agreeable rascmauonsto

an audience, but rather to show the disadvantages which a man given to mod

speaking labours under. Let us pass on to that point, then, to give to the Presidents

of Branches and our preachers generally an idea of how far to their own detriment,

as well as to the loss and annoyance of all, the error of much speaking tends.

A President of a Branch, or any of the Priesthood called to preach, may have a

fine, commanding person, a handsome and expressive countenance, a graceful dearer*,

and a rich, moduktive voioe, and to this may be added an inexhaustible quantity and

variety of subject ; he may ever be dealing out grand and beautiful ideas ; troth may

spring from him like fresh crystal water from a fountain ; eloquence may hang on ms

. lips like sweet moisture round the honeycomb, and his tongue may utter notes delight-

ful as those of the warbling lark hovering in the clear blue sky ; and yet, if he comes

before the same audience too often, his person will seem to lose its commanding

bearing,, his finely-moulded countenance appear commonplace, his ever-varying

expression become monotonous, his graceful mien appear shorn of half its attractions,

his delivery seem to lose much of its impassionate power, his melodious voice strike

the ear as a discordant instrument, his subject appear exhausted, his variety stale, hs

ideas unbeautiful, his truths unrefreshing, his eloquence distasteful, and bis spetefc,

no matter how divine, seem very earthly. This is often illustrated by sectarian ccav
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gregattons, who submit to hear the same preacher from Sunday to Sunday throughout

the year. An unusual crowd will often flock to the chapel when a fresh preacher is

to deliver a discourse; and though they may discover that the speaker is inferior to

their regular minister, they are refreshed by the change. This peculiarity has some
deeper secret than mere curiosity of the people to see fresh faces. How great, then,

are the disadvantages which the indifferent speaker labours under who has to appear

too often before an audience, and how distasteful he must appear when he is an
uninteresting preacher delighting in much speaking

!

Every President of a Branch must have felt the disadvantage that a local Elder

labours under who has to speak Sundaj after Sunday and meeting after meeting.

They must be sensible of the difficulty of preaching fifty-two sermons every year.

But how much greater must they have felt the task of continually feeding the ever-

growing Saints and counselling the living Priesthood in their many important duties,

and leading them onward—ever onward . To relieve those who have laboured under the

imaginary duty of much speaking, we have repeatedly told the Presidents—meaning
particularly those of Branches, that it is their calling to preside and direct, and not to

speak, speak, speak eternally. They have plenty of assistants and mouthpieces. By
their much speaking, they also not only lose the power to instruct and edify the Saints,

but they dishonour and do injustice to their brethren of the Priesthood who have

received the authority and gift of God to preach the Gospel. How often have
Presidents who are given to much speaking found that the Saints who once delighted

in listening to their voices now no longer do so, and that those who sincerely give them
their faith, prayers, and love as brethren cannot help feeling that such Presidents

make themselves very " cheap." Besides this, it tires and wears out the Saints. The
meetings grow uninteresting, and they feel careless about attending them;
and when they do attend, it is not with the expectation of being fed, delighted, and
benefited. They do it from their sense of duty and because their feelings lead them
that way, though the character of the meetings be repulsive to them. The Presi-

dents of Branches have often blamed the Saints for this, and "whipped" them
severely in consequence. We will, after their long indulgence in this error, correct

it, and put the burden upon the right shoulders ; for the wrong ones have borne the

burden long enough. The fault is not with the Saints, but with the President. It

is his duty to make the meetings interesting and attractive, and to draw attendance

by the character and spirit of the meetings. It would not be a very difficult matter

to get good Saints to attend, if the meetings were worth attending. We all know
with what enthusiasm and delight the Saints assemble to hear the Elders at first, until

the course taken by the Elders has effectually tamed them. Saints that love their

religion to such an extent as to pay Tithing and give many other evidences of that

love are necessarily willing to attend meetings that are worth attending. They are

not to be charged with it. Let the Presidents henceforth take the burden upon

themselves, for it belongs to them, and they may with propriety apply to themselves

much of the " whipping" which they have administered to others.

We advise our presiding brethren who have fallen into the habit in question

to speak less and direct more, and let their words be pointed, timely, and well digested,

—rather the gathered honey of the wisdom of the Council of the Branch than their

own personal, unadvised views.

There are some who have erred so egregiously in the habit of much speaking,

that, as a general thing, they will deliver a short discourse of at least a quarter-of-an-

houVs length every Sunday morning or afternoon, and not unfrequently close with

p short sermon. The same routine goes on at night, and the same at the week-night
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meetings, as. well as Council meetings; and withal, the necessaryQ) speech erect at
" testimony meetings" often extends to half-an-hour's length. In their anxiety for the

benefit of the Saints, they entertain the mistaken notion that it is necessary for them

as Presidents of Branches to speak thus often. We believe there are men of great

value, deserving the best love of the Saints, who thus err; and they err because they

think it necessary. Allow us, brethren, considerately and in love to tell you that it is

not necessary, and that you thus lower your dignity and make yourselves distasteful.

An ungenerous critic would say that in such cases the Saints must be miraculously

quick and precocious to digest all the instruction, or the President must " talk" a great

deal to no purpose. Why, brethren, the impassionate eloquence of a Demosthenes

would be exhausted by such a drain, and the rhetoric of Cicero would be beggared

by such a supply. Believe us, brethren, that much speaking is an error at best ; and

we hope that, for your own good, as well as that of the Saints and the cause, you wfll

correct this disagreeable and pernicious habit.

Notice.—Owing to the press of other matter, the compilation of American Antiqui-

ties alluded to in No. 42 is deferred till the commencement of the next volume of

the Star.

THE JOT OF ISRAEL.

BI ELDKB GEORGE SWAN.

" Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zlon ! When God bringeth back the captivity of
his people, Jacob shall rejoice, and Israel shall be glad. ''—David.

The beautiful and emphatic words of

the Psalmist quoted above are calculated

to send a thrill of happiness to the heart

of every one who has not, according to

the so-called wisdom of modern Chris-

tendom, spiritualized away the very essence

and life of them. We can fancy ourselves

in the position of the sweet singer of

Israel, while before him passes in rapid

succession wave upon wave of prophetic

vision, revealing the destiny of Israel until

the time when their salvation shall come
out of Zion, and their captivity be brought

back again. What must have been his

feelings when he saw the man of sorrows

traversing the streets of Jerusalem and its

vicinity, wayworn and sad, an outcast

and a wanderer among his brethren,

despised and rejected among men, and at

length nailed as a malefactor to the

cross, amidst the fearful imprecations

of the ignorant and wicked multitude—" His blood be upon us and upon our
children!" What a feeling of intense

agony must have pervaded the bosom of

the iuspired Psalmist ! Yet on the vision-

wave rolls, dashing wildly and furiously

along. Judah's beautiful city is wasted,

the temple consumed by fire, Zion ploughed

as a field, Jerusalem a heap, the people
led captive amongst the nations of the
earth, becoming a hiss and a byword to
them, and persecuted and driven till they
had drank doublv at the hand of the
Lord for all their iniquity, and the fulfil-

ment of their awful imprecation had been
realized to the very letter of the word.
What indeed must have been his feefingt

then, till he saw
" Other pictured scenes In brighter vision rise,

When Zion's sun shall sevenfold shine
On all her mournera* eyes,"

and when, in the words of the Apostle
Paul, " there shall come out of Zion the
deliverer, who shall turn away ungodliness
from Jacob." Notwithstanding, however,
the various Scripture admonitions and
prophecies before them, how ignorant the
Gentiles are concerning the restoration

of Israel ! They can look upon the liters!

fulfilment of prophecy concerning the de-
struction of Jerusalem—they can point
the finger to it as being a heap, to Zion
as being ploughed as a field, and to the
people, who were once beloved of God,
but are now a hiss and a byword amongst
the nations. But tell them when these
things shall come to pass—that, as it
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it is written, all Israel shall he saved,

—

that the Jews shall inherit Palestine as of

old,—that the barren rock shall become a
garden of delights, and the solitary place

a fruitful field,—that the city now deso-

late shall be built and inhabited,—that

ere long the Bun of Righteousness will

arise with healing in its wings to that

strange and wayward people,—that the

once rejected Messiah shall come in glory

and power to sit upon the throne of
David,—that all these prophecies, with
many others, shall be fulfilled ; and what
is the result ? u Ah !" says the modern
spiritualizer, with an incredulous sneer,
u These things don't mean that at all

!"

Well indeed might Paul exhort them not
to be wise in their own conceits ; for if

God spared not the natural branches, how
much less will he spare those who are

wild by nature and but a graft in the

tame olive tree! But for all that, and
the beacon they have in the Jewish
nation being broken upon the rock,

they heed it not ; and, like some infa-

tuated victim of dissipation, they rush

blindly on to their destruction, paying do
attention to the voice of God in these last

days, and heeding not the warning cry of

his servants.

But unto you, Israel, hath the
hour of redemption drawn nigh !

' Unto
you, Jacob, shall the arm of the
Lord be revealed ! Hark ! a voice from
the most excellent glory hath again been
heard. Truth hatn sprung out of the

earth, and righteousness hath looked
down from heaven. The times of the
Gentiles are being fulfilled, and the say-

ings of the Prophets are coming to pass.

What is this we hear? A record of a
portion of the house of Israel has come
forth from Cumorah's hill ; a Prophet is

ordained from the house of Joseph ; Zion
is being built; the kingdom of God is

being established, and it is rolling on in

majesty and power, attracting the eyes of
all nations. What! can it be that the

long-looked-for day is now at hand? Yes i

hear it, O ye house of Jacob; give ear

unto it, O ye scattered remnants of Israel I

The Lord hath indeed set his hand the
second time to recover the captivity of
his people; and truly, in the pathetic

words of your ancient king, your salva-

tion shall come out of Zion ; and in the
bringing back of your long captivity,

" Jacob shall rejoice, and Israel shall

be glad."

LETTER FROM SALT LAKE VALLEY.

(From the " Leigh Chronicle" of Oct. 23.)

The following letter is from Richard
Booth, formerly bookkeeper at the Bed-
ford Coal Wharf, Marshland Green. The
writer is well known to many of our

readers.

Great Salt Lake City,

August 28, 1858.

Dear Friend,—In accordance with the

promise I made you and others, I take

the present opportunity of giving you
some idea of the state and condition of

myself and others. I have now been here

twelve months, save a few days; and for the

time I have been here I think 1 have been
a very close observer both of men and
things. We bad a very good passage

across the sea. There were 816 passen-

gers, all of whom landed safe, except two,

—one a child, and the other a woman. We

then travelled on the railway seventeen or

eighteen hundred miles to Iowa, where
we camped five weeks, something in the

manner you see gipsies do in England.

We then commenced our journey from
Iowa to Florence, which is three hundred
miles,— some with waggons and oxen,

others with handcarts ; and for the first

few days you may be sure that our

patience was somewnat tried,— those who
had waggons especially ; for, though we
had oxen to all our provisions and lug-

gage, we knew no more about the driving'

of them and the manner of treating them
than any other novices ; po the conse-

quence was, we sometimes cried "Haw,"
instead of " Gee f and when they did as

we told them, we were vexed with the

oxen, vexed with ourselves and all about

us. But in the course of three or four

days we had learned ; and then it began
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to be pleasant and agreeable ; and as it

was through a very fruitful part of the

country, we were much delighted. We
found in abundance, almost every day,

strawberries, raspberries, grapes, and
other fruit, which, though they are wild,

are sweet and good. We arrived at

Florence on the 24th of June, without an
accident of consequence. We there got

our general outfit for the Plains, and
began our journey on the 1st of July.

We had then 1,004 miles U travel, the

first 500 of which is very abundant in

herbage, fruits of various sorts, and fish

;

then comes the most sterile, barren, deso-

late country I would wish to see. It

would starve a chamelion. Then it began
to look a little better, and continued to

improve, but not so much as to be arable,

when we arrived at the Pacific Springs

—

that is, the dividing ridge between the

waters which flow into the waters of the

Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. It is

very near 8,000 feet above the level of the

sea. Here we felt the first frost. It had
been a sultry, hot day, and at night almost

too hot to sleep; but in the morning
there was ice of the thickness of one-and-
a-half inches. At every place on the way
we were told that the soldiers of the

States were only a short distance behind
us; and they tried to prevent us from
going onward, but we would not mind
them. We finally got to the Valley of

the Great Salt Lakes on the 12th of
September, and we found the city under
martial law. Orders had been given

that the soldiers were not to come in

before spring, if ever they came in at all.

And it is not here the same as it is in

England. When Brigham speaks, there

needs no law to carry it out : every man
considers himself bound to observe and
do it well. We kept them out—not by
fighting ; for though our boys were in the

kanyons, and round about them so thick

that it would have been impossible for an
army to have got in, had they tried, all

were ordered not to hurt a single one;
and though every man could have been
used up without danger to any of ours,

not a shot was fired from the Mormons.
Early in the Spring, the word was, "Move
south," and every family went south, and
left their houses and furniture and wood
piles in such a condition that every
building could have been burned in an
hour. In this state of things, Commis-
sioners arrived from Government and

found out that what we had been chjcr^ed
with was false. Peace and protection
were offered and accepted ; we returned
to our homes, and are now settled for a
short time. Well, you want to know
about the people—how many wives they
have got, &c, &c. Well, some have
none, some one, some as many as seven,
and in very rare cases as many as ten.

! You do not need to say, " He does not

I

know." I know as much as is requisite to

,

be known. Some men have two wives;
but I confess they are better men than I
am, or they could not do with them.
You may be surprised that they agree ; so
was I : but they do agree, and are happy.
Why, in nine cases out of ten, it is the first
wife who does the courting and persuades
the man to take a second ; and she makes
it her business to see her happy and com-
fortable. It could not be done with
English people anywhere else, nor on
any other footing but religion. It is not

|

for lust. A man with six, eight, or ten

I

wives has to restrain himself more than

j

any man in England who has only one;

I

and a man must be good and honour-

I

able and virtuous, or he must not have

|
one wife. He cannot play the tyrant as

I

he does in England. He cannot go to a

I

harlot, for there is not one in the Terri-

tory. A woman knows her worth too
' much for that ; the men know the con-
! sequence too well. The man or woman
1 who does it once never does so any more.
' We should cut them off the Church in

i England ; here, a little below the ears.

I The virtue of a woman, with us, is worth

|

the life of a man with you : it is worth a

shilling per week. Polygamy is taught

|

—is practised—is believed to be a com-
mand from God. The people here are

hardy, contented, happy, and free. We
do not get the luxuries you get in Eng-
land; but we get the necessaries very

easily, except clothing, which is, with some,

hard to get at. They have no sheep.

Those who have charge labour for the

surplus. With regard to the heads,

Brigham is a man and a gentleman in the

full acceptation -of the word; so are the

Twelve. As to the people in general,

there is not a community on earth this

day who will help one another and
look after each other's interest as they

will here. Some few are not satisfied

;

they pine after the sugar, the tea, the

tobacco, the whiskey ; and here we are

taught they are not for our good, except
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in cases of emergency. There is not an
alehouse in all the Territory,,and that is

400 miles long and peopled most of the

way— set off in settlements according to

the range for stock, Sec. There is not a
settlement in the States richer in flocks

and herds of cattle than they are here.

Almost every family in this Territory

could get up their waggon and move to

any distance at a day or two's notice, and
would do it at a word from Brigham
Young. I have as yet received no letter

from our folks ; but I hear the papers in

England have been teeming with Mormon
follies, iniquities, and abominations, &c.

Would to God my own native land was
as free from them as Utah is ! Hundreds
of men, women, and children would be

made happy. I say nothing about religion

:

that is between every man and his God.
But for honesty, honour, and integrity,

give me the people in these valleys.

Now, if you would write to me, as I know
you can write, and give me the greatest

amount of news in the least space, I

should take it as a favour. I have no
doubt but I shall come to England some
time, but not to stop : that I could not
do after having lived here. If ever I do,

I shall try to see my old place and the
friends and acquaintances I have left.

Please give my best regards to Mr.
Whitehead and all the firm, and to all

my acquaintances in Leigh and neigh-

bourhood.

There may not be much that is new in

this; but what there is is just a plain

statement of things as they are at present

|

here—not set off either to the best or

l

worst, but matters of fact. The army is

! 45 miles out of the city. They were not

allowed to stop in, but had to march right

through without stopping, and are gone
to Cedar Valley. I would have written

more but for the weight and the cost of
carriage. As it is, you must accept this as

a small token of regard for yourself and
family.

I remain yours most truly,

Richabd J. Booth.

PASSING EVENTS.

Gsheb&l.—There is a general agitation throughout Asiatic Turkey, and insurrections

nave taken place at several places : the tribes between Tripoli and Aleppo hare revolted.

A letter from Jerusalem reports the neighbourhood to be infested with highwaymen and
ruffians. The Dutch are operating at Jambia, one of the native states of Sumatra.

Toraine has been taken by the allied troops and declared a French territory : the gun-boats

destroyed five forts in half-an-hour. Preparations hare been made at Cadiz to reinforce

the Spanish garrison in Cuba. The underwriters of Hamburg have been severely visited

of late by numerous disasters at sea* Cholera has visited Japan and carried off a great

number of inhabitants.

VARIETIES.

"Sally, what time do your folks dine?** " As soon as you go away : that's missus's orders."

It is well to strike the iron while it is hot; but it is sometimes better to strike it till it

is hot.
" Tn~s long-disputed question whether Purcell or Handel was the author of the music

of the Old Hundredth tune has been set at rest by a discovery made a few days since in

Lincoln Cathedral library. Purcell died in 1695, and Handel in 1739. But in the Cathe-
dral library a French psalter, printed in 1546, contains the music of the Old Hundredth
exactly as it is now sung; so that it could not be the production of either of the great

musicians to whom it has been attributed."

—

Family Herald. [We have always under-

stood that the author of the " Old Hundredth" was Martin Luther, who died in 1546.]

Thb Frenchman in Loudon.—A Frenchman newly arrived in London and impatient to

see the city, but fearful of not finding his way back to his hotel without having in his pos-

session the name of the street, carefully copied upon a card the English words painted on
the wall at the corner of the street in which it was situated. This done, he felt himself

safe, and set out for a ramble, much upon the principle vulgarly known as "following one's
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nose.** The whole day long he strolled and stared to his heart's content. "Wearied at

last, he jumped into a cab, and, with the easy, confident air of a man who feels perfectly

at home, he read ont from off his card the direction which he had so prudently preferred.

The cabman laughed boisterously. " This English pronunciation is sadly difficult," thought

the Frenchman to himself : "he does not understand me." He then placed his card before

the man's eye. Cabby grinned more than ever, gazed in his fare's astonished face, sad

ended by sticking his hands in his pockets and roaring with laughter. The indignant

foreigner appealed to the passers-by, who gravely listened to him at first; but, upon

beholding bis card, all joined in merriment with the cabman. The Frenchman now got

furious, swore, stamped, and gesticulated like a candidate for Bedlam. He went so far as

to threaten the laughers. A crowd assembled : everybody sympathized with him, until

they learned the circumstances of the case, when they forthwith joined in the infection*

hilarity. Up came the police. The aggrieved Gaul felt sure of sympathy and succour,

but was mistaken. The gentlemen in blue, on reading his card, roared like the rest.

They evidently could not help it. Compunction mingled with their mirth, but they never-

theless guffawed exceedingly. To what extremities the Frenchman might have pro-

ceeded it is impossible to say, had not a gentleman appeared on the scene, who, being

acquainted with his language, was able to converse with him. He, too, laughed violently

on beholding the card; and when he had spoken a few explanatory worda to the French-

man, he laughed likewise, which was a signal for a recommencement of a general

hilarity. The direction so carefully copied by the foreigner at the corner of the street was

the following:—" Commit no.nuisance."

WHAT IS LOVE?

That pure, celestial, never-dying fire, The power supreme which casta out slavish fter,

Which prompts the songs of heaven's Immortal And tills the soul with peace when death is aear,—
choir } Knows no suspicion, fears no evil day

An attribute of heaven sublime and pure ; (For he who truly loves his Maker will obey)

;

True charity, which ever will endure ; A feast divine when free from sin's alloy

;

The strong impetus of unmeasured speed A store exhaustless of unmtngled joy

:

Of angels sent to Saints in times of need ; *Tls mercy's highway from the throne above :

The arm of Deity encircling man, 'Us heaven indeed ; for God himself is Love.
Till fully saved by his eternal plan ;

Sheffield. William Cue*.

Addresses—Frederick W. Blake, 30, Water Street, Birmingham.
Daniel Bonelli, 85, Wolverhampton Lane, Walsall, Staffordshire.
Thomas S. Harding, 4, Ward Street, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AINT8*

MILLENNIAL STAB.

He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit aaith unto the churches.—Jew* Christ.

Come out ofher, my people, that ye be not partakers ofher sins, and that ye receive not of her

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

Ho. 49, Vol. XX. Saturday, December 4, 1858. Price One Penny.

REDEMPTION OF MAN.

BY ELDER RICHARD HEBIVEL.

It is a very common thing to hear even

Srofessors of religion say, " We live to-

ay and die to-morrow, but do not knov

from whence we came nor whither w
are going." Poor souls ! if they have an

hope, they have no foundation for it ; i

they have any faith, it is encircled wit!

doubt. Who can describe their state o

mind ? They do not know whether the

please God or not—whether they will

obtain celestial glory at the end or not

They hope so, and that is all. It is true

Paul says, "We are saved by hope.

But what kind of hope was his ? Hea
him : " I therefore so run, not as uncer

tainly ; so fight I, not as one that beatet!

jthe air." (1 Cor. ix. 26.) Agaii
u Henceforth there is laid up for me
crown of righteousness, which the Lor
the righteous judge shall give me at tha

day," &c. (2 Tim. iv. 8.) There is a

great difference between Paul's hope an

that of the religious professors of tb

present day. If they were sure that the

serve the Lord Christ," they would ale

know that of the Lord they "shall n
ceive the reward of the inheritance,

(Col. iii. 24.) When we observe the

ignorance, we are led to say, "They hai

ears and hear not, eves and see not, I

heart and understand not." They all

have the Bible in their hands as well 1

we, and yet they do not know "fro

whence they came, nor whither they are
going." It is a great satisfaction, how-
ever, to know something of our origin

and our destiny.

From whence, then, did man come?
He is composed of two parts—one part a
spirit, and the other part a body or taber-

nacle of flesh and bones, ntrves and
muscles, &c. The spirit was formed
prior to the body ; hence we can claim

two fathers—the father of the spirit and
the father of the body or tabernacle for

the spirit to dwell in. Moses calls God the
" God of the spirits of all flesh." (Num.
xvi. 22 ; xxvii. 16.) Adam is the com-
mon original father of our bodies, for we
all sprang from him. How the spirit

enters its tabernacle we do not know,
neither do we know how it leaves it.

What we know from revelation is that it

" returns to God who gave it." It is he who
sent us here. He provides for our wants
here, and when our course is finished he
calls us hence.

Mankind are not now in the same state

in which Adam was when he came out of

the hands of his Maker; for he was then
! pure and holy. There has been a fall.

This is a common doctrine, and needs no
' comment. Is man lost for ever because

,
he is fallen from his primitive state ? No.

1

If there has been a fall, there is

redemption j and we will venture
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that every son of Adam will be redeemed,

whether in this life or in the next, except

those who sin against the Holy Ghost

;

for there is no forgiveness for them in

this life nor in the life to come. (Matt,

aii. 32. Doc. and Cov., p. 266, par. 4.)

When we say that every son of Adam
will be redeemed, we must be rightly

understood ; foe some may think that it

is Tery easy to be saved, according to our

view of the subject. But let the reader

he aware that there are prisons in

which will be thrust those who neglect

solvation in this life. Let us hear what
Jesus says upon the subject :

" Agree with

thine adversary quickly, while thou art in

tihe way with him, lest at any time thy

adversary deliver thee to the judge, and
the judge deliver thee to the officer, and
thou be cast into prison. Verily, I say

anto thee, thou shalt by no means come
out thence till thou hast paid the utter-

most farthing." (Matt. v. 25, 26.)

Who, then, would neglect his salvation

in this life in hope of being saved in the

Bfe to come ? Who would venture to try
' the power of God's justice and be cast

into prison for perhaps a few thousand

years ? For if those who are not Saints

will not rise before a thousand years after

them (Rev. xx. 6), they will suffer all that

time ; and then there is the time before

the resurrection takes place. We do not

desire to encourage sin in any shape what-

ever : on the contrary, we desire to

reason with our fellow-men as rational

and intelligent beings, ao that we may
-together see and understand things as

they are and will be; and instead of

-advising men to abuse God's mercy, we
wiH say with Paul, " Our God is a con-

suming fire." And again, "Despisest
- thou the riches of his goodness and for-

bearance and long-suffering, not knowing
that the goodness of God leadeth thee

- to repentance ; but after thy hardness

and impenitent heart, treasurest up unto
' thyself wrath against the day of wrath

and revelation of the righteous judg-

ment of God, who will render to every

man according to his deeds." (Rom. ii.

4—6.)
Adam, when in the garden of Eden,

was immortal : God's command implies

it
—"In the day that thou eatest the

Jhiit thereof, thou shalt surely die."

But Adam sinned, and he died, and hence
all his children have to die. " Wherefore,

i at by one man sin entered into the world.

and death by sin, and so death passed
upon all men." (Rom. v. 12.)

When Adam came out of the hands of
his Maker, be was pure and holy. God
made him in his own image and after his
own likeness ; God's smile and approba-
tion was upon him, and he had nothing
to fear. All about him partook of the
same happiness. The lions the leopard,

the tiger, the bear, the serpent, and all

the beasts that are now full of enmity to
man were there; but they revered him,
and he took pleasure and delight in them.
The birds of the air were there with their
sweet and melodious music, and Adam
enjoyed it all as a blessing from his

Father. The earth produced fruit of all

kinds for his sustenance; and, above aJ^
there was the tree of life, from which he
could eat and live eternally.

The first commandment given to Adam
was—"Be fruitful, and multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it/*

God's desire, then, was to see a great

number of his own children born on the

earth and governed bv laws of righteoas-

ness. This will be his glory. Haopj
children would they be, if they under-
stood their Fathers design; for they

would then use all their endeavours to

bring to pass the great blessings promised
to them.

Since the fall, what a change has taken
place ! Cain, Adam's first son, killed bis
brother; and from that time murders
have been numerous. Individuals have

risen against individuals, and nations

against nations, and have shed torrents of

blood. The histories of nations sicken

the heart. Since the fall, disease has

made its ravages through the earth, and
not only shortened the days of man, hot
brought suffering, misery, and woe. Os-
vetousness has made its dreadful appear-

ance, and man has been striving all the

time to establish himself on his neigh-

bour's ruins, not caring whether he has

bread to satisfy his appetite or clothes

to cover his nakedness. Pride, envy, and
jealousy have done their part to brinjr

ruination in the world. Sorrow and
wretchedness are the lot of the greatest

portion of humanity ; and even those who
may be said to be in good circumstances

have their share. What a contrast be-

tween man in the garden of Eden and
man since the fall ! But a glorious and
Divine plan has been wrought out for

him. Yet, alas,mankind havedespised both
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the Redeemer and his redeeming Gospel,

and have strayed far from the path of life.

Bv the power of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ, all can find peace with God and
regain celestial glory. The Apostle says,

"For as in Adam all die, even so in

Christ shall all be made alive." Again,
-•'For if by one man's offence death

reigned by one, much more thev which
receive abundance of grace and of the

' gift of righteousness shall reign in life by
one Jesus Christ." Thus we see that

although man dies, he will be brought to

life again by Jesus Christ. In other

words, there will be a resurrection. And
where will it take place ? When Jesus

was raised from the dead, it took place on
this earth. When many of the Saints

rose from the dead at Christ's crucifixion,

it was on this earth. And it is on his

native earth that every man will be raised

again and be judged. But when judged?

The Apostle says, " It is appointed unto

men once to die, but after this the judg-

ment." (Heb. ix. 27.) It does not fol-

low, however, that men are to be judged
immediately after death. There is a

time appointed for judgment. Even the

fallen angels " he hath reserved in ever-

lasting chains under darkness until the

judgment of the great day." (Jude vi.)

The millennial era will last a thousand

years, when those that were beheaded for

the witness of Jesus and the word of God
will live and reign with Christ ; and then

Satan will be loosed out of his prison and
will go forth and gather the nations to

battle. They will compass the camp of

the Saints and also the beloved city;

but fire will come down from God out of

heaven and devour them. Then willappear

the great white throne and he who
will sit on it; and the dead, both small and
great, will stand before God to be judged

;

and those not found written in the book

of life will be cast into the lake of fire.

(Rev. xx.)

And where will be the abode of those

whose names are written in the book of

life ? The Prophet Isaiah says, concerning

the Zion of the Holy One of Israel, " Thy
people also shall be all righteous; they

shall inherit the land for ever." (Chap,

ix. 20.) The Psalmist David says, " The
righteous shall inherit the land, and
dwell therein for ever." (Ps. xxxvii. 29.)

Jesus, in his sermon on the mount,
says, " Blessed are the meek, for they shall

inherit the earth." (Matt. v. 5.) Accord-

ing to Rev. v. 10, the Elders that John
saw sitting around the throne said, "And
hast made us unto our God kings and
priests, and we shall reign on the earth."

Again, when the character of the inhabU
tants of the new Jerusalem on the earth is

described, it is said, "And they shall reign
for ever and ever." (Rev. xxii. 6.)

After such proofs that this earth , is

designed to be the eternal abode of the
righteous, why should any be looking for
another heaven? Though since the fall

it has been polluted, it is redeemed by
Jesus Christ. It has been purchased, and
the price is paid—not, indeed, in gold and
silver, but " the precious blood of Christ."

Jesus Christ, then, is at the head of the
earth's redemption. But the Saints have
also to use all their endeavours to hasten
the time of its accomplishment. They
have, with God's help, to " replenish the
earth and subdue it, but the great burn-
ing will purify it. Some may ask, Where
wul the righteous be during the time of
the burning? Let us hear what Paul says

on the subject, in Thess. iv. 17: "Then we
which are alive and remain shall be caught
up together with them in the clouds to

meet the Lord in the air." And again,

John, in vision, "saw the New Jerusalem
coming down from God out of heaven."
(Rev. xxi. 2.) It must, of course, be pre-
viously taken up before it can come down
again. While the burning or purifying

of the earth will take place, the Saints

will thus be far away from it, but will

again return to it and live and reign

thereon for ever. The heaven of the

Saints, then, will be this earth. In this

heaven they will eat and drink, and, like

their great progenitor, the first man,
Adam, they will have to till the earth and
keep it. This is, indeed, very different to

the idea existing in the minds of secta-

rians, who expect to go to a heaven some-
where beyond the bounds of time and
space, where they will live without food,

and where their sole employment will be
to everlastingly sing hallelujahs to God.
If the sectarians despise the heaven of the

Saints, they can of course leave it to them.

One thing is certain—the Saints desire

not theirs. However, there is plenty

of room in the heaven of the Saints

for all who wish to inherit' it ; and their

desire is that all may enter in and be
saved and thus partake with them of the

many and eternal blessings which are in

store for the faithful.
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GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER.

BY ILDER SAMUEL FBANCIS.

** And I heard another voice from heaven, saying. Come out of her my people, that ye be not partaken

of her aina, and that ye receive not of her places."—Johx.
44 Behold, it la my will, that all they who call on my name and worship me, according to mine everlasting

Gospel, should gather together and stand In holy places, and prepare for the revelation which is to com,

when the vail of the covering of my temple, in my tabernacle, which hideth the earth, shall be lakes of,

e me together."—Book or Doctrine axd Covkxaxts.

heavenly feasts, and compelled them to

fly from Nauvoo and bid farewell to the

Temple of the Lord that they had laboured

so hard to erect.

It was very evident that they would

have to go farther from Babylon before

they could fulfil the purposes of the

gathering ; therefore God's Prophet led

the Saints into the wilderness, where they

have built cities, planted gardens and

orchards, cultivated fields, and commenced

to erect another Temple to the Most

High, that they may stand again in

holy places and be prepared to receive the

revelations of God and meet him when

he shall come to reveal all things—

" things which have past and hidden

things which no man knew—things of

the earth by which it was made and the

purposes and the end thereof—things

most precious—things that are above and

things that are beneath—things that'are

in the earth and upon the earth and in

and all flesh shall see i

John the Revelator saw in heavenly

vision that a commandment would be

given to the people of God in the last

days to go out from Babylon, that they

might not be polluted with her sins and
filthy abominations, and receive not of her

plagues which God had determined to

pour out upon her.

Soon after the organization of the

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints, the Prophet Joseph received a
revelation from the Almighty, command-
ing all who called upon the name of the

Lord and worshipped him according to

his everlasting Gospel to gather together

and stand in holy places. It is very

evident from this revelation that the Lord
designed to accomplish more by the

gathering than delivering his people from
die sins and plagues of Babylon. Some-
thing greater and more glorious than had
entered into the heart of man was to be

realized through the gathering in the last

days ; for through it the Saints of God
|

heaven."

will learn to purify themselves and the
|

When the commandment to gather

earth, and to become so firmly united that ' was first given, it was imperfectly under-

Satan will be bound and have no more
|

stood, and many of the Saints did not see

power to tempt the Saints nor their the necessity of complying with it. How-

,
generations after them. Through it they ever, such is not the case now ; for the

will learn the principles of eternal life and servants of God have written and spoken

bequeath their blessings to their children,
1

about it with much power and simplicity-

so that none of them will die till they are 1

old, and their life will be as the age of a
tree. And when they do die, they will

receive in exchange mortality for immor-
tality and recommence the glorious work '

of progression. Upward and still up-

ward they will go towards the perfection

of the Gods, until, sitting upon thrones, of gathering together. And who is there

they will say with Jesus, " All power is among God's people, who has conceived

given unto me in heaven and inearth." in his mind the object and glorious re-

When the Saints had completed the suits of the gathering, that has not longed

Temple at Nauvoo and stood in holy 'and prayed for his deliverance ? Surelyr

places, the Lord commenced to withdraw
;

no one

!

the vail and verified his promise as far as
j

The question should arise in the mind

the Saints were prepared for it. Per-
J
of every Saint, Have my efforts to keep

secution soon deprived the Saints of such ! the command of Gpd to gather Zion been
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The history of the Church in these last

days, as well as in former days, has

proved beyond all doubt the need of it;

and the continued wickedness and hatred

of our enemies, coupled with Gentile

tyranny and oppression, compel every Lat-

ter-day Saint to see the absolute necessity
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commensurate with the object to be ob-

tained and the great and glorious results

to be achieved ? Very many of the Saints

must answer in the negative; for if their

efforts had been as great as the blessings

to be obtained, thousands of Saints now
in Babylon might have been in Zion.

Too many of the Saints have been looking

forward to be delivered by the means and
labours of others, without making a single

effort to do something for themselves. It

is not too plain to say that such Saints

have been building castles in the air.

Why should an individual wisMiis brother

to bear a burden which he can*carry him-

self, or expect God to perform by miracles

what can be done easily and upon very

natural principles? We must save our*

selves and deliver ourselves as far as we
can; and if we trust to others to perform

this work, we need not be surprised if we
find nothing done. The Saints in the

mountains have their trials and difficul-

ties, and all that they can do is needed to

support the work of God there, especially

just now. Our enemies, although very

desirous to get rid of our society, would

sooner let us stay here till they go off

"beyond the bounds of time and space"

than give us any of their gold to help us

away.

Let us go to, then, and labour with all

our might to work out our own deliver*

ance, and God will prosper us, so that in

a short time we shall have laid a good
foundation on which to build our hopes.

We have but a little time now to dp a
great deal; therefore we should be the
more diligent, that nothing may be found,
wanting at the appointed time. If the
SaintB cannot put aside anything out of
their weekly income otherwise, they should
make sacrifices to do so, for all should
now be determined to do something every
week for their deliverance ; and if they are
not willing to make little sacrifices for

this purpose now, thev will have to make
greater ones by-and-by, when thejudg-
ments> of God shall be poured out upon
the nations.

For our own salvation and the salva-

tion of our children, as well as for the
building up of the kingdom of God and
the redemption of the earth from the
power of evil, let us show

#
by our works

that we are determined to gather to the

place where God's Prophet dwells, and
where we shall not be obliged to witness

and experience the many corruptions and
foul abominations of doomed, falling

Babylon.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 761.)

[April, 1843.]

Saturday, 8th. Conference again con-

vened.

I addressed the Saints. The following

synopsis was reported by W. Richards

and W. Clayton:—

" President Joseph Smith called upon the

choir to sing a hymn, and remarked that

•Tenor charms the ear; bass, the heart.'

After singing, he spoke as follows :

—

I have three requests to make of the

congregation : The first is, that all who
have faith will exercise it and pray the

Lord to calm the wind; for, as it blows

now, I cannot speak long without seriously

Injuring my health : the next is, that I may
have your prayers that the Lord will

strengthen my lungs, so that I may be ]able

io make you all hear : and, thirdly, that you

will pray for the Holy Ghost to rest upon
me so as to enable me to declare those

things that are true.

The subject I intend to speak upon this

morning is one that I have seldom touched
upon since I commenced my ministry in the

Church. It is a subject of great specula-

tion, as well amongst the Elders of this

Church as amongst the divines of the day :

it is in relation to the beast spoken of by
John the Revelator. I have seldom spoken
from the Revelations ; but as my subject is

a constant source of speculation amongst
the Elders, causing a division of sentiment

and opinion in relation to it, I now do it m
order that division and difference of opinion

may be done away with, and not that cor-

rect knowledge on the subject is so much
needed at the present time.

It is not very essential for the Elders to

have knowledge in relation to the meaning
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of beasts, and heads, and horns, and other

figures made use of in the Revelations ; still

it may be necessary to prevent contention

and division, and to do away with suspense.

If we get puffed up by thinking that we
have much knowledge, we are apt to get a

contentious spirit, and correct knowledge is

necessary to cast out that spirit.

The evil of being puffed up with correct

(though useless) knowledge is not so great

as the evil of contention. Knowledge does

away with darkness, suspense, and doubt;

for these cannot exist where knowledge is.

There is no pain so awful as that of

suspense. This is the punishment of the

wicked : their doubt, anxiety, and suspense

cause weeping, wailing, and gnashing of

teeth.

In knowledge there is power. God has

more power than all other beings, because

he has greater knowledge; and hence he

knows how to subject all other beings to

him. He has power over all:

I will endeavour to instruet you in rela-

tion to the meaning of the beasts and
figures spoken of. I should not have called

up the subject had it not been for this cir-

cumstance. Elder Pelatiah Brown, one of

the wisest old heads we have among us, and
whom I now see before me, has been
preaching concerning the beast which was
full of eyes before and behind ; and for this

he was hauled up for trial before the High
Council.

I did not like the old man being called up
for erring in doctrine. It looks too much
like the Methodist,and not like the Latter-day

Saints. Methodists have creeds which a
man must believe or be kicked out of their

church. I want the liberty of thinking and
believing as I please. It feels so good not to

be trammelled. It does not prove that a man
is not a good man because be errs in doc-

trine.

The High Council undertook to censure

and correct Elder Brown, because of his

teachings in relation to the beasts. Whether
they actually corrected him or not, I am a
little doubtful, but don't care. Father
Brown came to me to know what he should

do about it. The subject particularly re-

ferred to was the four beasts and four-and-

twenty Elders mentioned in Rev. v. 8

—

'And when he had taken the book, the four

beasts and four-and-twenty Elders fell down
before the Lamb, having every one of them
harps and golden vials full of odours, which
are the prayers of saints.'

Father Brown has been to work and con-
founded all Christendom by making out
that the four beasts represented the different

.kingdoms of God on the earth. The wise
men of the day could not do anything with
Trim, and why should we find fault? Any-

JOSEPH SMITH.

thing to whip sectarianism, put down priest-

craft, and bring the human family to s
knowledge of the truth. A club is better

than no weapon for a poor man to fight

with.

Father Brown did whip sectarianism, sod

so far so good ; but 1 could not help langb-

ing at the idea of God making use of the

figure of a beast to represent his kingdom

on the earth, consisting of men, when he

could as well have used a far more nobis

and consistent figure. What! the Lord

make use of the figure of a creature of the

brute creation to represent that which is-

much more noble, glorious, and important

—

the glories and majesty of his kingdom? 87
taking a lesser figure to represent a greater,

you missed it that time, old gentleman ; but

the sectarians did not know enough to

detect you.

When God made use of the figure of a

beast in visions to the prophets, he did it to

represent those kingdoms which had de-

generated and become corrupt, savage, sad

beast-like in their dispositions, even the

degenerate kingdoms of the wicked world;

but he never made use of the figure of a

beast nor any of the brute kind to repre-

sent his kingdom.
Daniel says (ch. 7, v. 16), when he ssw

the vision of the four beasts, * I came sear

unto one of them that stood by, sod

asked him the truth of all this.' The angel

interpreted the vision to Daniel; but we

find, by the interpretation, that the figure*

of beasts had no allusion to the kingdom of

God. You there see that the beasti are

spoken of to represent the kingdoms of the

world, the inhabitants whereof were beastly

and abominable characters ; they were mur-

derers, corrupt, carnivorous, and brutal is

their dispositions. The lion, the bear, the

leopard, and the ten-horned beast repre-

sented the kingdoms of the world, sajs

Daniel; for I refer to the prophets to

qualify my observations which I make, so

that the young Elders who know so ranch

may not rise up like a flock of hornets and

sting me. I want to keep ont of such a

wasp-nest.

There is a grand difference and distinction

between the visions and figures spoken of

by the ancient prophets and those spoken

of in the Revelations of John. The things

which John saw had no allusion to the

scenes of the days of Adam, Enoch, Abra-

ham, or Jesus, only so far as is plainly

represented to John and clearly set forth

by him. John saw that only which was

lying in futurity and which was shortly to

come to pass. See Rev. 1, v. 1—3, which

is a key to the whole subject : • The revela-

tion of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto

him, to show unto his servants things vktck
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shortly come to pats; and he sent

and signified it by his angel unto his

•errant John, who bare record of the

word of God, and of the testimony of Jesus

Christ, and of all things that he saw.

Blessed is he that readeth, and they that

hear the words of this prophesy, and keep

those things which are written therein ; for
the tint* is at hand.' Also Rev. 4, v. 1

:

4 After this I looked, and behold a door was
opened in heaven ; and the first voice which

I heard was as it were of a trumpet talking

with me, which said, Come np hither, and I

will show thee things which must be here-

after:

The four beasts and twenty-four Elders

were out of every nation ; for they sang a

new song, saying, Thou art worthy to take

the book and to open the seals thereof; for

thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to

God by thy blood out of every kindred, and
tongue, and people, and nation/ (See Rev.

eh.5,v.9.) It wouldbe great stuffing to crowd
all nations into four beasts and twenty-four

Elders.

Now, I make this declaration, that those

English version. There is a grand distinc-

tion between the actual meaning of the)

prophets and the present translation. The
prophets do not declare that they saw a
beast or beasts, but that they saw the image.

orfigure of a beast. Daniel did not see aa.

actual bear or a lion, but the images or
figures of those beasts. The translatioa

should have been rendered 'image,* instead

of ' beast/ in every instance where beasts

are mentioned by the prophets. But Johm
saw the actual beast in heaven, shewing te

John that beasts did actually exist there,

and not to represent figures of things oa
the earth. When the prophets speak <tt

seeing beasts in their visions, they mean that

they saw the images, they being types ta

represent certain things. At the same
time they received the interpretation as ta

what those images or types were designed,

to represent.

I make this broad declaration, that when-
ever God gives a vision of an image, or
beast, or figure of any kind, he always holds

himself responsible to give a revelation or
interpretation of the meaning thereof, other-

things which John saw in heaven had no wise we are not responsible or accountable
allusion to anything that had been on the

I for our belief in it. Don't be afraid of

the earth previous to that time, because they . being damned for not knowing the meaning
were the representation of 'things which of a vision or figure, if God has not givena
most shortly come to pass,* and not of what i revelation or interpretation on the subject,

had already transpired. John saw beasts John saw curious-looking beasts in hea-

that had to do with things on the earth, but t ven : he saw every creature that was ta

not in past ages. The beasts which John heaven,—all the beasts, fowls, and fish ia

saw had to devour the inhabitants of the
|

heaven,—actually their giving glory to God.
earth in days to come. ' And 1 saw when i How do you prove it ? See Rev. ch. 5, v. 13

the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I

heard as it were the noise of thunder, one

of the four beasts saying, Come and see.

And I saw, and behold a white horse, and

he that sat on him had a bow ; and a crown
was given unto him, and he went forth

conquering and to conquer. And when he

had opened the second seal, I heard the

second beast say, Come and see. And there

went out another horse that was red ; and
power was given to him that rat thereon to

take peace from the earth, and that they

should kill one another; and there was
given unto him a great sword/ Rev. vi.

1, 2, 3, 4. The book of Revelations is one
of the plainest books God ever caused to be
written.

The revelations do not give us to under-
stand anything of the past in relation to the

kingdom of God. What John saw and
speaks of were things which he saw in

heaven; those which Daniel saw were on
and pertaining to the earth.

I am now going to take exceptions to the

present translation of the Bible in relation

to these matters. Our latitude and longitude
can be determined in the original Hebrew
with far greater accuracy than in the

' And every creature which is in heaven*

and on the earth, and under the earth, aoi
such as are in the sea, and all that are ia

them, heard 1 saying, Blessing, and honour,

and glory, and power, be unto him that

sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb,
for ever and ever/

I suppose John saw beings there of a
thousand forms, that bad been saved frost

ten thousand times ten thousand earths like

this,—strange beasts of which we have na
conception : all might be seen in heavesu

The grand secret was to show John what
there was in heaven. John learned that

God glorified himself by saving all that his

hands had made, whether beasts, fowl, fishe^

or men ; and he will gratify himself with

them.
Says one, ' I cannot believe in the salva-

tion of beasts/ Any man who would tell,

you that this could not be would tell yoe
that the revelations are not true. Job*
heard the words of the beasts giving glory

to God, and understood them. God whe>

made the beasts could understand every

language spoken by them. The four beasts

were four of the most noble animals thai

had filled the measure of their creation, ai^
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had been rayed from other worlds, because

they were perfect : they were like angel* in

their sphere. We are not told where they

come from, and I do not know ; but they

were seen and heard by John praising and
glorifying God.
The popular religionists of the day tell us,

forsooth, that the beasts spoken of in the

JRevelations represent kingdoms. Very well.

On the same principle we can say that the

twenty-four Elders spoken of represent

beasts ; for they are all spoken of at the

same time, and represented as all uniting in

the same acts of praise and devotion.

This learned interpretation is all as flat as

a pancake ! * What do vou use such vulgar

expressions for, being a Prophet ?* Because

the old women understand it—they make
pancakes. Deacon Homespun said the earth

was as flat as a pancake, and ridiculed the

science which proved to the contrary. The
whole argument is flat, and I don't know of

anything better to represent it. The world

is full of technicalities and misrepresenta-

tion, which I calculate to overthrow, and
speak of things as they actually exist.

Again, there is no revelation to prove

that things do not exist in heaven as I have

set forth, nor yet to show that the beasts

meant anything but beasts ; and we never

con comprehend the things of Ood and of

heaven but by revelation. We may spiritu-

alize and express opinions to all eternity

;

but that is no authority.

Ob, ye Elders of Israel, hearken to my
voice; and when you are sent into the world

to preach, tell those things you are sent to

tell ;
preach and cry aloud, * Repent ye, for

the kingdom of heaven is at hand
; repent

and believe the Gospel/ Declare the first

principles, and let mysteries alone, lest you
be overthrown. Never meddle with the

visions of beasts and subjects you do not

understand. Elder Brown, when yon go to

Palmyra, say nothing about the four beasts,

but preach those things the Lord has told

you to preach about—repentance and bap-
tism for the remission of sins.

He then read Rev. xiii. 1—8. John says,

'And I saw one of his heads as it were
wounded to death ; and his deadly wound
was healed ; and all the world wondered
after the beast.' 8ome spiritualizers say

the beast that received the wound was
Nebuchadnezzar, some Constantine, some
Mohammed, and others the Roman Catholic

Church; but we will look at what John saw
In relation to this beast. Now for the
wa«p's nest. The translators have used the
term • dragon' for Devil. Now, it was a
Beast that John saw in heaven, and he was
then speaking of ' thiogs which must shortly
come to pass;' and consequently the beast
that John saw could not be Nebuchadnezzar.

\ The beast John saw was an actual beast,

and an actual intelligent being gives hoi

his power, and his seat, and great authority.

It was not to represent a beast in beaten:

it was an angel in heaven who has power in

the last days to do a work.
' All the world wondered after the bent,*

Nebuchadnezzar and Constantine the Great

not excepted. And if the beast veas all tU

world, how could the world wonder after tie

beast ? It must have been a wonderful

beast to cause all human beings to wonder

j

after it ; and I will venture to say that

when God allows the old Devil to give
' power to the beast to destroy the inhabitants

of the earth, all will wonder. Terse 4

reads, 'And they worshipped the dragon

which gave power unto the beast; and

they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is

like unto the beast? Who is able to make

war with him V
Some say it means this kingdom of the

world. One thing is sure, it does not mesa

the kingdom of the Saints. Suppose we

admit that it means the kingdoms of the

world, what propriety would there be m
saying, Who is able to make war with my
great big self? If these spiritualized inter-

pretations are true, the book contradicts'

itself in almost every verse. But they are

not true.

There is a mistranslation of the word

dragon in the second verse. The original

Hebrew word signifies the Devil, and not

dragon, as translated. In chap. 12, verse %
it reads, "That old serpent called tto

Devil," and it onght to be translated DevS

in this case, and not dragon. It is some-

times translated Apollyon. Everything that

that we have not a key-word to we will

take it as it reads. The beasts which Jobs

saw and speaks of as being in heaven weft

actually living in heaven, and were actually

to have power given to them over the inW
bitants of the earth, precisely according to

the plain reading of the Revelations. 1 gire

this as a key to the Elders of Israel. tt>*

independent beast is a beast that dtrtUs ifl

heaven, abstract from the human family*

The beast that rose up out of the sea should

be translated the image of a beast, as I here

referred to in Daniel's vision.

I have said more than I ever did Wore,

except once at Ramus, and then np starts

the little fellow (Charles Thompson) sad

stuffed me like a cock-turkey with the pro-

phesies of Daniel, and crammed it dowo my

throat with his finger.

At half-past eleven o'clock, President

Smith's lungs failed him, the wind blowtog

briskly at tbe time.

Choir sung a hymn.
Elder John Taylor rose and made a

remarks, among which were the following!
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41 harenever said much about the beasts, &c,
in my preaching. When I hare done it, it

has been to attract attention and keep the
people from running after a greater fool

than myself.'

Singing and prayer.

Adjourned till two, p.m.*

A strong west wind ; ice floating down
the Mississippi seen from the stand.

" Two, p.m.

Conference again opened ; but, the wind
being too strong, the congregation made a
temporary stand at the east end of the
Temple walls, when Elder Taylor resumed
his remarks on the kingdom of God being
aet up in the last days, which will be like

the little stone cut out of the mountain.
Elder O. Hyde said it was three years

since he met with the Saints and was set

apart for his mission to Jerusalem. He had
travelled in the four quarters of the globe
and beeu among fourteen or fifteen different

{To be a

languages and people, and they all agree
that some great event is close at hand.

Singing and prayer."

Sunday, 9th. Conference opened by
singing " The Spirit of God like a fire is

burning."

" Prayer and singing.

In consequence of President Joseph Smith
being afflicted in his lungs and breast, he
was not able to preach, and called on Elder
Joshna Grant to speak, who stated that he
had j uat returned from a mission of three
years. He had travelled through several
States, and had, in company with his brother
Jedediah M. Grant, raised up a church of
two hundred members. For synopsis of
discourse, see Times and Seasons, page
236—7.

Elder Amasa Lyman also preached an
eloquent discourse on the Book of Mormon,
resurrection of the dead, and eternal judg-
ment. See Times and Seasons, page 218—20."

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR

SATURDAY% DECEMBER 4, 1858.

Book Debt.— In the forepart of the season we were led to call upon the

Saints in this Mission to make an effort to reduce the debt due to this Office,

which had been accumulating for years, for books, Stars, &c, furnished to the Con-
ferences ; and at the same time to render material aid to the Church.

The call has been most generously and liberally responded to, and that debt

has been reduced some £3,017 sterling. At the same time there has been a

more liberal and honest Tithing paid into this Office than at any previous time, as well

as a cheerful and prompt response made to every other call for the benefit of the work.

It tells much for the faith and confidence of the Saints, as well as the power and

efficacy of the religion they enjoy, and the principles of truth and righteousness

they have embraced. It has been really gratifying to witness the readiness and zeal

with which this has been accomplished, especially when we reflect that it has been

altogether a voluntary thing on the part of the Saints, and that no power whatever has

been brought to bear upon them to coerce the payment of either Tithing, old debt,

or any other call which has been made upon them, but a sincere and righteous

desire of their own hearts to keep the commandments of the Lord and to aid in

rolling on his work and building up his Church and kingdom on the earth ; and we
feel that they merit and have received the blessing of the Lord and his servants.

We feel that they have done nobly in respect to the old debt, and that they have

done enough for the present; and we desire that no further calls for donations

toward* that debt be made, until theElders receive further counsel on the subject from.
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us. We desire the Saints to have a rest for a while, or rather, that they torn their

energies and means to the accomplishment of another object—namely, their own

Emigration.—We have received no instructions from the President on this subject;

yet, as we have before stated, we feel confident that the door of emigration will again

be opened before long, for a short period, and in all probability for a short time oolj,

and that those who emigrate must do so mainly upon their own means. We lave

been extremely gratified to observe, notwithstanding the other calls upon the Santa

and the very liberal response thereto, a steady increase in the amounts paid by them

towards their own emigration. We have a great desire to see this branch of the

work take a stride forward and to see the Saints manifest a determination to obey the

command to " gather," as well as all others ; and we earnestly entreat them to give

this matter their most serious consideration.

We feel well assured that the Saints as a body only require to know their duty to

perform it to the best of their ability, as their readiness to meet the calls made upon

them by us thus far abundantly proves; and we are very confident that when this

subject is properly brought before their minds, they will lay hold of it. We therefore

say to the Saints, Pay your honest Tithing, that you may claim and receive the

blessing of the Lord upon your labours; for you cannot reasonably ask or expect fc

without a faithful compliance with this as well as all other known laws and com-

mandments ; continue your weekly and monthly donations for the benefit of

the poor; and for the present, at least, until more immediate and pressing claims

are made upon your liberality, devote your means to your future emigration, and let

it come up to the Office to be credited to you for that purpose when the time shall

come. We feel well assured that if the Saints will manifest the same seal, energy,

and perseverance in their own behalf and for their own personal benefit as they hire

the present season in that of the Church, they will in a short time realize a large

amount towards their own emigration, and will become convinced that the object

»

within their reach and can be accomplished.

We are well aware that the Saints have not accomplished what they have done this

year without great exertion and self-denial, and what, to those unacquainted with car

faith and principles, our knowledge and expectations of the future, would appear ami

be felt as great sacrifices. We are aware also that the Saints have rejoiced in their

hearts and felt renewed and strengthened in their spirits and blessed of the lard

while they have thus toiled for the cause; yet we feel desirous that they should be

eased of the burden (for burden we well know it to be, however cheerroDy and

willingly they may bear it,) for a season. We will not promise that we shall not

again at some future time call upon them for something more than their Tithes;

but we assure the Saints that we do not wilingly burden them, and that for the

present we shall make no further requisitions upon them, unless the good of the

cause imperiously demands it and it becomes unavoidably necessary ; and in that

case we are well assured that the call would be joyfully responded to. Yet we iW

to urge it upon the Saints not to cease, but to transfer their exertions to the accom-

plishment of their own emigration ; and we feel free to declare that if they wffl

continue to make the same exertions and self-denials for their own individual future

good that they have done for the cause generally, and live humbly, prayerfully, and

righteously before the Lord, he will bless and prosper them far beyond their most

sanguine hopes.

Visit to Scaitonavia.—We have just returned from a very pleasant and we trm*

profitable visit of some weeks to Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. Wa had
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pleasure of meeting (in company with Elder Widerborg, the President of that

Mission,) a very large and respectable congregation of the Saints in Conference in

Copenhagen on the 3rd of October, and addressing them at considerable length

and great freedom through Elder Widerborg as interpreter, although a large number
of them could understand the English language sufficiently well to follow the discourse

without difficulty. A good and child-like spirit prevailed among the Saints, who in

this place enjoy a considerable degree of religious liberty. They seem to be well

instructed in doctrine, and enjoy much of the Holy Spirit, and many of them are

turning their attention to learning the English language with a very commendable

and praiseworthy zeal.

On the 6th, in company with Elder Widerborg, we started for Gottenburg, in

Sweden. On the evening of the 7th we attended a meeting of the Priesthood of

that Conference. The brethren seemed full of the Spirit, and manifested much zeal,

notwithstanding that they have to contend with much opposition and persecution.

They enjoy but very little religious liberty in Sweden. We were compelled to go-

several miles out of town in the night to hold our meeting in a private house,

without singing, preaching, or praying much above a whisper.

On the 13th we attended a meeting of the Saints in Stockholm. Here, as in

Gottenburg, we were compelled to hold our meeting in the night in a private bouse

and by stealth ; yet the Saints seemed to enjoy much of the good Spirit and rejoiced

exceedingly in our visit. After encouraging, instructing, and blessing them as their

circumstances seemed to require and the Spirit dictated, we started on the 14th for

Christiana, by way of the steam canals and lakes, to Wenersburg ; thence eighty

miles, by Norwegian travelling-carts, to Frederickhald ; thence, by steamer, to

Christiana, where we arrived at six, p.m., on the 20th, and were met on

landing and very warmly received by the President of the Norwegian Conferences,

and conducted to our lodgings. The same evening we had much pleasure

in attending a large and respectable meeting of the Saints, who seemed to

rejoice exceedingly and to enjoy much of the Holy Spirit and the fresh warm love of

the Gospel.

The Saints are very much scattered in Norway, extending over a distance of about

one thousand miles along the coast,—one Branch between eight hundred and nine

hundred miles north, and another from eighty to one hundred miles south of

Christiana, with the disadvantage also of having no railway or other sure and

expeditious method of overland travelling from Branch to Branch. The Elders

in Norway also, as in Sweden, except in the city of Christiana, where they are

not quite so strict, experience much opposition and difficulty in spreading the Gospel.

The laws are very stringent in those countries against exercising any of the rites or

ordinances of the Gospel, even to preaching the word or warning the sinner, except

you belong to or are licensed by some one of the legally recognized churches, among
whicb9 unfortunately, the true one does not happen to be numbered ; and the magis-

trates are firm, though not vindictive, in executing the laws and inflicting the penalties.

The Elders are often imprisoned and fined for exercising their calling in preaching and

administering the ordinances of the Gospel. Many of them in those countries have

been imprisoned and fined many times ; and some we saw who had been imprisoned

ten and fifteen times ; still they seemed in no way discouraged, and the work is slowly

progressing. May the Lord bless and prosper them ; for there are still many honest

hearts seeking after truth in those lands.

. We spent two days very pleasantly in visiting, comforting, encouraging, instructing,

and blessing the Saints ; and on the evening of the 22nd we attended a large meeting
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of the Saints and spoke, through brother Wlderborg as interpreter, to a crowded

house of very attentive listeners. An excellent spirit prevailed among them, and the

Saints felt refreshed and strengthened. After this, we repaired on board the

to return to Copenhagen, where we arrived on the night of the 24th.

After spending a few days in Copenhagen in visiting and counselling the Saints

and Priesthood, we started on the 29th on our homeward trip by way of Belgium

and France, and arrived here on the 6th, somewhat weary in body, but thankful to

our Heavenly Father for his protection and blessing which was over us in oar jour*

neyings. And now, after we have despatched the business which had accumulated in

our absence and required our personal attention, and are recovered a little from

our fatigues, we cannot recall our visit to the Scandinavian Mission without feeling

great satisfaction for the kindness and love with which we were received and treated

by the Priesthood and people of God ; and we trust that, through the blessing of

the Lord upon our efforts, much permanent good to the Saints and to the cause

generally in that Mission will have been accomplished.

DIVINE RETRIBUTION.

BT ELDER JOHIf HYDE.

Freedom is sweet. A nation struggling

against oppression or flying from tyranny

stirs the heart of humanity into admira-

tion and sympathy.

Israel in Egypt groaned under cruel

and unrequited toil. Their male infants

were murdered and their persons were
enslaved. Flying for freedom, they

reached the wilderness on their way to

Canaan. Araalek, knowing their unwar-
like habits and seeing their defenceless

condition, resolved to destroy them.

Brave men and nations, when compelled

to conflict, like to encounter their equals.

The Amalekites were a nation of dastards.

Jehovah could have swept them to de-

struction speedily and resistlessly. But if

Israel are to be delivered, they must fight

and prove themselves worthy of it ; for
** God helps them that help themselves.*'

Joshua, by Divine direction, leads Israel to

battle. Moses prays ; and while he does

so, with elevated hands, Israel prevails;

and when in weariness they sink, triumph
sides with Amalek. The hands of Moses
were therefore held up by Aaron and
Hur, and Israel prevailed.

Jehovah in distant years remembered
the cruel and cowardly enemies of his

people. Generations passed, and through
startling vicissitudes, Israel l>ecame a
settled people, demonstrating ' in their

career that the practice of right is the
rule of reward. The Amalekites doubtless

continued to emulate the character and
conduct of their poltroon progenitors.

By Divine appointment, Soul reigned
king over Israel. The Lord had a mission
for nim. He must learn it from the ftps

of the Lord's Prophet, Samuel. Such m
the order established by Immutable Wmw
dom in dealing with men. " I remember/*
saith the Lord. " what Amalek did to my
people. All that pertain to that nation
must die."

Various are the agencies by which
the Deity accomplishes his behests. 'I
am his minister,"screams the madtornado*
as, opening a hideous trough in theseeUuar
surge, it engulphs a thousand agonised
creatures. " I am his agent,*

9
roars the

fiery volcano, belching out flaming streams
of lava over the suffocated cities beneath.
" I am his messenger," hisses the pestilence,

holding in its frightful grasp the forms
of the fair and beautiful, the fond and
the true, the agony not vet faded from*

their features or vanished from their eyes.

"I am his avenger/' thunders out tine

earthquake, as, opening its hideous jaws,
myriads sink into living graves. "We
are his instruments," scream, in one wad
chorus of woe, the disasters, sorrows, and
misfortunes that pass over humanity, stern

as fate—inexorable as the grave.

Samuel the Prophetgave Saul Insmission
of death to Amalek. He gathered hisforce*
and promptly marched to execute it*
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The Kenites had administered kindness

to Israel in the time of extremity. As
they lived in the neighbourhood of Amalek,
they were warned to remove therefrom

safely. While Jehovah remembered the

enemies of his people, he did not forget

their generous and kind- spirited friends.

Saul's avenging army with fearful

energy carried destruction on every side.

Young and old died. Agag the king

alone was spared. Among the cattle, all

perished except the fine and well-favoured

:

they were saved.

The Lord said to Samuel, " Saul has

rebelled : my command he has not obeyed.

I have therefore rejected him." This

startling revelation distressed the soul of

Samuel. The envious and the mean re-

joice when great men fall: not so the man
of God, Samuel ; for " he wept all night."

Saul returns: he meets Samuel, and ex-

ultingly says, u Blessed be thou of the

Lord ! I have performed the command-
ment of the Lord." His opinion of him-

self was high. Samuel, in tones of thrilling

import, replied, "What meaneth, then,

this bleating of the sheep in mine ears,

and the lowing of the oxen which I hear ?"

Saul replied, " The people spared the best

of the sheep and of the oxen to sacrifice

unto the Lord." Surely, he thought, the

end will justify this trifling disobedience !

The Seer replied, " Stav, and I will tell

thee what the Lord hath said to me this

night. Saul has rebelled against me,
disobeyed my command, and turned aside

from following me. When he was hum-
ble, lowly, and obedient, I exalted him.

I now reject him." What Saul considered

a trifling departure from duty, the Lord
pronounced a crime : the penalty, rejection

!

The Lord regarded not what Saul had
done, but spoke in tones of terrible de-

nunciation of what he had left undone.
" The ways of God are one eternal round,"

says the inspired record of Mormon. The
Lord commands men to believe, pray,

repent, be baptised in water for remission

of sins, receive the Holy Ghost by im-

position of hands, and live by every word
of God. Religionists in these days say

they believe, repent, and pray, and that all

beside is unimportant and non-essential.

Saul, with heart perverse and stubborn,

profanely dared even again to contradict

both God and his Prophet. " Yea," said

he, 44 1 have performed the Lord's com-
mand," and minutely detailed how much
he had accomplished—inferring that his

disobedience, if committed, was very

trifling and arose from a desire to sacri-

fice to the Lord. Samuel, with piercing

emphasis, replied, "To obey is better than
sacrifice. Rebellion is as the sin of

witchcraft." Saul dared to treat portions

of God's commands as non-essential and
unimportant. The Prophet denounced
his folly, and for his neglect pronounced
his doom. Sectarians repeat the sin of

Saul. Neglect was sin in him, and it is

also sin in them, and must entail a fate

more fearful.

Saul chose to be his own judge and
guide, and went from bad to worse. His
destruction lingered not; his enemies

came upon him ; and whither did he fly

for help ? He enquired of the Lord; but

neither by Prophet, dream, nor vision did

an answer come. Samuel was dead.

Forsaken of God, Saul turned to infernal

agencies. Before the cave of the witch
'

of Endor, in disguise the king appears.
" Bring up the Prophet Samuel," said the

troubled monarch. Before the resurrec-

tion of Jesus, Lucifer held the keys of

death and hell. Not so now. The spectral

Prophet appeared and said, " Why hast

thou disquieted me?" In tones of anguish,

Saul replied, '* My enemies war against

me. God has forsaken me. He answers

me not, either by Prophet, or urim, or

vision. Therefore have I sought thee

thus." Sectarian priests would have

consoled Saul. They would have said,

" No further revelation or prophet is

needed. Their absence does not prove

that God has forsaken you. We receive

no new revelation, nor hear a prophet's

voice; but, notwithstanding this, the

Lord is with us." Saul had not sunk

into blindness and darkness such as this,

i In the absence of prophets and revelation,

ho knewand felt himselfabandoned of God.
The phantom prophet uttered no words

I to Saul and his but those of doom terrible

and relentless. " He heard them on that

night, and the morrow proved them true.

|

The lessons of history are plain. Pro-

phets and revelation were necessary then.

At the present time men are far more
confused and conflicting as to true re-

ligion ; therefore prophets and new reve-

|

lation are far more necessary now than

then. u Morraonism" is the great desi-

deratum of humanity. Tyrant oppres-

sors and their destiny, disobedience, and its

fearful doom are lessons never to be forgot-

ten. May we be wise and understand

!
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SHEFFIELD PASTORATE.

4, Fox Terrace, Dewsbury Road, Leeds,

NoTember f», 18">K.

President CaJkin.

Dear Brother,—Knowing your con-

stant anxiety for the welfare of our

Father's cause in this and other lands,

and your anxious desire to hear from

our fellow-labourers respecting the im-

portant work with which thev are en-

trusted, I with pleasure embrace the

opportunity of giving you a brief account

of our doings for the quarter ending

September 30th, 1858; also an insight

of our present condition and future

prospects.

The members of this Pastorate, num-
bering 1,136, are scattered over several

hundred miles. They are divided up
into 43 Branches. In many of them
there are not more than five to ten

members; and in many instances the

members of these Branches are living

from one to eight miles apart, which pre-

vents our seeing them very often. But
the Elders have been diligent in visiting

from he-use to house when convenient, and
each Branch at least once a fortnight.

The mean and unholy conduct of a few

has justified us in excommunicating them
from our society, which has had a very

beneficial effect among the Saints; for

they begin to realize that our principles

are"too sacred to be neglected or violated

without injuring the violator.

The Presiding Elders of the Conferences,

Districts and Branches have laboured

unceasingly and very satisfactorily to put

the same in good working order ; and the

Pastorate bids fair to rise and command
particular attention in future.

The Millennial Star is eagerly sought

by the majority of this people, and is

answering the purpose for which it is pub-

lished—namely, instructing the Saints and
establishing order in the Church.
We are using the Priesthood we

possess to the best advantage ; and, as a
general thing, we devote our Sunday
evenings to the propagation of the Gospel.

The meeting-rooms are well attended with
respectable and attentive hearers. During
the quarter we have baptised 41, with
good prospects for future increase. Trade

has been very bad in many parts of this

country, and remains so in Sheffield and
other towns. The existing strike among
the colliers of Yorkshire also very mon
affects the Saints in this place. Yet, not-

withstanding these things, the Saints have
stood to their religion and cheerfully

responded to the calls made, and have
paid for various purposes the sum of

£6X2. Our book debt, which at the

beginning of the year was £584 Os. 6<L,

is now reduced (including October's

money) to £197 5s., roost of which I hope

to have paid by the end of December.
We have agreed that our book debt

shall not increase, but purpose sending

you monthly cash to the value of goods
received. I was annoyed, when the

quarterly list ofdebts appeared in the Star,

to find Lincolnshire Conference classed

with those owing £100 and upwards. If

I had foreseen the future, I would have

humbled its position by sending a few
extra shillings, even if I had only reduced
it to £09 19s. Hid.; for, although I

have a desire for my Conferences to rank
high as a general thing, I had no such
wish in this case. With the exception of

the Bradford Conference, but little has

been paid into the Penny Emigration
Fund ; but I feel assured that considerable

will be paid by the end of this year.

The Branch Tithing and Penny Fund
Records were received, and I and
brethren like them very much. I hare

taken an active part in opening them
according to your instruction, and
feel assured that the Elders will take

pride in keeping them clean and correct.

The visits of Elders J. D. Ross, W.
Budge, and E. W. Tullidge have been a
source of comfort and blessing to us all

;

and the enquiry is often made, (espe-

cially in the Sheffield Conference,) "When
shall we see President Calkin ? " I answer,

When circumstances will allow, which I

sincerely hope may be soon.

Ever praying that the Holy Ghost may
be with you, in order that you may have

joy and satisfaction in your labours and
always be qualified for the discharge of

your high and important duties, I sub-

scribe myself your obedient servant in

Christ,

C. F. Joicks,
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PASSING EVENT8.

General.—Disastrous and frightful storms bare lately visited this and neighbouring'

countries, resulting in many shipwrecks and damages, the loss of life, and the destruction

of various kinds of property to a vast exteot: St. CJbes and other places in Portugal hare
l>een visited with fearful earthquakes, causing great damage to property. Some of the

tribes of the province of Constantina, in Algiers, have risen in revolt. Several Jews have
been appointed members of he General Council in Algeria.

American.—From intelligence latelj received, we learn that a company of six—namely,

J. W. Mott, G. W. Sevy, M. L. Sherwood, J. F. Young, G. B. Tuttle, and Ira O. Tuttle,

had arrived in the States from Salt Lake City, with seven animals and one waggon, having

left there at the latter end of August. The Crescent City Oracle also reports the following

:

—" In Salt Lake Valley all was peaoe and quiet ; all kinds of crops were coming in fine

;

money was plenty, but merchandize high ; small grain was bringing from g2 to $3 per
bushel, and flour §10 per hundred; health in the Valley was excellent, and peace and
prosperity seemed to be established; the troops were quiet at work erecting winter
quarters, and improvements in cities, town and country going on quietly and steadily

:

the Federal officers seemed to be well pleased at the turn matters had taken, were quiet,

and in amity with the Mormons."

•* Itta not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us fat; it is not what we earn, but what we
-save, that makes us rich ; it is not what we read, but what we remember, that makes us wise. All this
ia simple, but it is worth remembering."

Sceptics.—The Sceptics were an ancient sect of philosophers founded by Pyrrho, and
were originally called Pyrrhonians. They believed little, and doubted m uch.

The Seven Wise Men or Greece The persons who were universally noted as " The
Seven Wise Men of Greece** were—Pittacus, Thales, Solon, Bias, Miio, Cleobulus, and
Chilon.

Composition of the Human Body.—The human body consists of 240 bones, 527
muscles and tendons, 100 cartilages and ligaments, 100 nerves, 32 teeth, and 20 nails,

besides flesh, blood, arteries, veins, skin, &c,—all formed or renewed out of the food we
daily eat.

Chalk.—Chalk consists of minute chambered shells and microscopic corals, all of which
are of the most complete and exquisite structure. One cubic inch of white chalk contains

more than a million fossil shells of animalculites, each of which lived upon infusoria which
were still more diminutive than themselves.

How to Tell the Number of Days in ant Montb.—By counting on the finger-

knuckles and in the spaces between them, all the months of 01 days will fall on the knuckles,

and those of 30 days or less will fall in the spaces.

How to Ascertain the Length of the Day and Night.—The length of the day and
night at any time of the year may be found by doubling the time of the sun's

rising, which gives the length of the night, and doubling the time of its setting, which
gives the length of the day.

Pores of the Skin.—Every square inch of skin contains between two and three

thousand pores or perspiratory tubes, each penetrating through the skin to its special gland.

The whole range of tubes, (many millions of which cover the entire surface of the body,)

if placed end to end, would reach a distance of thirty miles.

Signs of Bain.—When the odour of flowers is unusually perceptible, rain may be
expected, as the air when damp conveys the odour more effectively than when dry.

Damp air being also a better conductor of sound than dry, the sound of mills, railway

trains, distant bells, &c, may be heard more plainly just before rain.

The Lion and Unicorn.—The lion and the unicorn were adopted as the British

national supporters in 1603, at the time of the union of the crowns of England and
Scotland, under King James the First of England and Sixth of Scotland. The English

supporters were previously a lion and a red dragon, and those of Scotland were two
, unicorns.

MEMORABILIA.*

* Memorabilia: Things wvrth remembering*



784 VARIETIES.—POETRY.

VABIETIE8.

To Purify Water.—A large teaspoonfnl of pulverised alum, sprinkled into t hogs-

head of water, (the water stirred round at the time,) will, after a lapse of a few hours, br

precipitating to the bottom the impure particles, so purify it that it will be found to

possess nearly all the freshness and clearness of the finest spring water.

Self mads Men.— Columbus was a weaver, Franklin a journeyman printer,

Sextus V. was employed in herding swine, Ferguson and Burns were ploughmen, <£sop

was a slave, Hogarth an engraver on pewter pots, Ben Jon&on was a bricklayer, Person

was the son of a parish clerk* Akenside and Cardinal Wolsey were the sons of butchers,

Blackstone and Southey were the sons of linen-drapers, Crabbe a fisherman's son, Keats

the son of a livery stable keeper, Buchannan was a farmer, Canova the son of a mason,

Captain Cook began his career as a cabin-boy, Haydn was the son of a wheelwright, Hogg-

was a shepherd.

Correct Speaking.—We advise all young people to acquire in earlj life the habit of

using good language both in speaking and writing, and to abandon as early as possible

the use of slang words and phrases. The longer they live the more difficult the acquisi-

tion of good language will be ; and if the golden age of youth—the proper season for the

acquisition of language—be past in its abuse, the unfortunate victim of neglected educa-

tion is very probably doomed to talk slang for life. Money is not necessary to procure

this education. Every man has it in his power. He has merely to use the language

which he reads instead of the slang which he hears, to form his taste from the best

speakers and poets of the country, to treasure up choice phrases in his memory and

habituate himself to their use, avoiding at the same time that pedantic precision and bom-

bast which show the weakness of vain ambition rather than the polish of an educated mind.

BUILDING ON THE SAND.

BT. RLIZA COOK.

»Tis well to woo, 'tis well to wed,
For so the world has gone

Since myrtles grew and roses blew,
And morning brought the sun.

But have a care,,ye young and fair,

Be sure ye riedge with truth;
Be certain that your love will wear
Beyond the days of youth.

For if ye give not heart for heart,
As well as hand for band,

You*H find you've played the "unwise" part
And "built upon the sand."

'Tis well to scve, 'tis well to have
A goodly store of j;old,

And hoid tnough ot shining stuff

;

For charity is cold.

But place not all your hopes and trust
In what the deep mine brings :

We cannot lire on yellow dust.
Unmixed with purer things.

And he who piles up wealth alone
Will often nave to stand

Beside his coffer- chest, and owtx
'Tis "built upon the sand."

'Tis good to speak in kindly guise,
And sooth where'er we can :

Fair speech should bind the human salad,

And love link man to man.

But stay not at the gentle words

;

Let deeds with language dwell

:

The one who pities starving birds
Should scatter crumbs as well.

The mercy that is warm and true
Must lend a helping hand

;

For those who talk, yet fail to do,
But "build upon the sand."
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAR.

Me that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.—Jtsun Christ

Cowi* out ofher, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not ofher

plagues.—A Voice from Heaven.

No. 50, Vol. XX. Saturday, December 11, 1858. Price One Penny,

SEEKING COUNSEL.

There has been a great deal written and
preached concerning obedience to counsel

—the necessity of the Saints living up to

instructions given and seeking informa-

tion concerning their course of action

;

but the subject is so broad, so compre-
hensive, and so necessary to be properly

understood, that a few ideas upon it may
not be out of place.

As Saints, we are learning the impera-

tive necessity of being guided oy the Priest-

hood in all our movements, and learn also

the blessings that flow from such a course,

while our experience plainly points out

the innumerable evils that now from its

opposite.

Man is placed here upon the earth

with hisrefinedspiritual existenceshrouded
in grosser material. Placed in compara-
tive ignorance of himself and his ultimate

destiny, he is unable to attain to that

measure of knowledge necessary for future

exaltation, unless he is teachable and
clings closely to the tree of knowledge
planted by the Deity among the sons of

men in his Priesthood upon the earth,

through which the revelations of his will

are made known. This has been true in

all time, and will ever remain so while our

present organization exists, because it is

by knowledge that we can be exalted;

and by that knowledge subjected to the

principles of righteousness alone can our
exaltation be perpetuated. This is the

caje with every step we tread in the

heavenward road. Without the revelations

of God, we never could have known and
understood the first principles of the

'

Gospel ; without obedience to the counsel

given to embrace these principles, we
never could have experienced the multi-

plied and glorious blessings which accom-
panied our reception of them. But sub-
jection to those principles was but the

initiation into the mysteries of the Gos-
pel ; and the same means by which we
received those blessings are the only means
by which we can secure all future ones.

That God is the source from whence
all knowledge proceeds, and that atten-

tion to the words of those who drink deeply

of that knowledge at the fount of inspira-

tion is the safest course of action, was un-
derstood and realized to an extent by every

people upon the earth who worshipped
God according to his revelations and lived

r

in obedience to the commandments which
he gave.

£t the word of his servants, cities were
raised and thrown down, armies levied,

war declared, lands divided, disputes

settled, wives obtained, and all the various,

concerns of life regulated. In fact, the
servants of God were the presiding power,
in everything where God was honoured

)

and his laws respected.

We have a remarkable instance of the
r

extent to which this principle was carried
1

in ancient Israel recorded in the account

of Saul's anointing to the kingly power.*
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Being despatched in quest of his father's I

asses and having lust his way, he was
advised by his servant to enquire of a

man of God concerning the road. The
passage is quoted as truly illustrative of

\

the principle :—" And he said unto him,

!

Behold, now there is in this city a man of

God : all that he saith cometh surely to !

pass. Now let us go thither : peradven-
|

ture he can show us our way that we
,

should go." Saul did not object on the
[

ground of its being too trivial a matter to
'

Jay before a man of God ; but, evidencing

the fact that it was quite an ordinary
,

proceeding, he enquired what they could

give as a present to the Prophet when
\

esHing upon him. The whole account is

well worth readiug. (See 1 Sam. ix. »

6f—9.) The same principle is made very
j

plain in the counsel of Jethro to Moses
'

concerning the organization of the camp I

of Israel into companies, presided over by
;

men filled with wisdom and the Spirit of

God.
Moses was worn down by the multitude

coming to him to enquire of God ; so, at

the suggestion of his father-in-law, he

placed men to preside over the people

—

rulers of thousands, hundreds, fifties, and
tens,

—

Elders in Israel, to whom the peo-

ple applied in all matters requiring coun-

sel ; the weighty difficulties alone being

placed before Moses. This was part of

the wise arrangements by which ne go-

verned and controlled that people. We
realize to a certain extent the wisdom of

this proceeding and the necessity of seek-

ing counsel continually at the hands of

those men who are legitimately appointed

to guide and govern the people or God.
When the Church of God in the last

days was organized, the Prophet Joseph

was harassed and worn down from pre-

cisely the same cause, the Saints eagerly

applying to him for information, revela-

tion, and counsel. But when he placed

the Priesthood upon men, and they strove

to magnify their calling, the spirit and
power of counselling and directing the

people rested upon them ; and when the

Ohurch began to grow into a kingdom
and multiplied in numbers and impor-

tance, what had been true ofa few became
true of a greater number. Through all

the extensive ramifications of the kingdom !

upon the earth are placed men qualified

to dispense life and salvation to the world
and to guide the Saints in the narrow

!

path that leadeth to eternal life. 1

Oftentimes, however, we are too apt to

consult our own judgment first; and

after having ascertained what coons we

would like to pursue ourselves, we then

seek counsel of the Priesthood. I£ per-

chance, such counsel is in accordance with

our own desires, we sometimes get qoito

elated at the idea, and begin to fancy we

are somebody, while the Evil One is only

taking the advantage of the similarity of

views to infect us with the ** big-bead"—

a most dangerous disease. If, however,

the counsel should be directly opposed to

our desires, how often do we get mofisb

and determine to have our own way, con-

sidering it the best ? The consequences of

such a course every Saint ought to be

fully alive to, as misery is its constant

attendant. But, in any shape we take it,

coming to consult the Lord or his ser-

vants after having settled in our own

minds what we intend to do is mocking

him and that Priesthood which we pro-

fess to consult. How many are therein

these lands suffering the sad consequences

of such a course of procedure—some is

the Church and many out of it, who

sought counsel to remain here that they

might obtain the fulfilment of some de-

sire they had, while the mind of the

Priesthood was for them to gather with

the Saints. Some of them lost the spirit

of the work entirely, made shipwreck of

their faith, and bartered their salvation

for a foolish whim. Others have found

their substance slip through their fingers

in an unaccountable manner, and are now

without the means of escaping from the

impending calamities that threaten the

nations of the earth. They often deepff

feel and bitterly rue the unwise coarse

which they have pursued, and wish for the

privilege of again being placed in the

same position; but that in the justice

of God is denied them. Such instances

ought to form examples for us, Kke

beacon-lights to warn us from the hidden

rocks, shoals, and quicksands which Ho

hidden in the path of disobedience to

counsel.

There are others who never think of

consulting the Priesthood in any of their

moves, but treat them in sectarian faini***

looking upon them as men appointed to

preach and administer a few ordroances,

but never admitting their right to be

consulted, nor attempting to realise the

many blessings enjoyed through hearken-

ing to their instructions. Such may bear
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8EEKING COUNSEL.

the name of Saints, but are aliens to the

apirit of the Gospel and to the common-
wealth of Israel. They know not what
the power of God is, nor consider their

covenants made at the waters of baptism.

Very many do not seek counsel upon
anything but matters of importance,

passing over the small current of affairs

that often produce weighty and grave

considerations. Such would do well to

study the order of the kingdom and com-
pare it with the order instituted by Moses,

and then take a glance at the incident

quoted in Saul's career, as a consequence

of that order of things, and the seemingly

trifling matters that might be laid before

the servants of the Lord.

There is another class of people who
profess to seek counsel, assert their wil-

lingness to abide by it, and feel extremely

hurt if any one insinuates that they are

acting a hypocritical part; while, in

reality, they do not understand the value

of wise counsel, nor care for anything

but an appearance. Such people are

standing upon the brink of a precipice,

and unthinkingly play on the slippery

edge, where their footing may at any

moment give way and hurl them to de-

struction.

It is a dangerous thing to fool with the

power of heaven: it is unsaintlike and

unwise, as the fearful results flowing

from it bear witness. Many young
females, fair and lovely, and endowed
with noble Qualities of mind and person,

who might become great in their genera-

tion and fill up the measure of their crea-

tion with honour, by raising up a noble

posterity and training them in the ways
of truth and virtue to make them fit for

exalted positions in the kingdom of God,
bring lasting misery upon themselves by
pursuing this course. Professing to seek

counsel and to give heed to its warning
voice, they yet give way to the alluring

devices of Satan, mix up with the giddy

multitude, permit themselves to be capti-

vated with the tinselled pleasures of sin,

and shun not the society of Gentile temp-
ters, till they find out too late that Satan
is on the watch to seize his victims, when
their happiness and virtue are destroyed

and themselves pointed at by the finger of

scorn, with disgrace resting heavily upon
them. If they had carried out the coun-

sels given and sought the society of the

Saints of God, instead of Gentile com-
panions, who make vice their pastime, it

78T.
would not have been so with them, but
the Spirit of the Lord would have burned
brightly in their bosoms and proved an
unerring monitor to guide them aright in
the way of life. Many young men act in
the same way ; and older heads, from
whom might be expected better things in
consequence of their experience, profess
openly a regard for counsel, but in secret

roll sin like a sweet morsel under their
tongues and pander to their unruly appe-
tites, slinking into the dram-shop or other
places of iniquity, in direct opposition to
all counsel sought or given. For this

reason, many who seemed firm in the
kingdom have gone out and apostatized.

Acting a hypocritical part, they lost the
good Spirit, and darkness shrouded
their minds till they could neither see nor
understand God's purposes; and thus
losing all faith in themselves and the reli-

gion they professed, they gave themselves
up to the power of evil. Many are like the
miserable victim of gambling, who sees
his means surely and rapidly melting-
away, vet appears to have no power to
resist the baneful fascination, because he
does not make the attempt with a firm
determination to overcome. Trying game
after game, he still natters himself that the
next will be the last, till his property is

squandered and ruin stares him in the
face. So many indulge in the things that
are sinful; and though they profess to
regard the counsel of the Priesthood, they
yet continue to gratify desires which are
unlawful, seemingly with their eyes open,
till the Spirit of God leaves them, grieved
away by their unwise actions, and they
yield themselves to the power of iniquity.

There is yet another class of people
that may be noticed. Let them hear the
most earnest and eloquent preacher that
the kingdom can produce, the wisest
counsellors living upon the earth, and the
power of inspiration made plain by sage
instructions and wise, fatherly teachings;
yet they will still find some method of
saddling the instructions given upon some
one else. Let counsel be given of a nature
calculated to bless all the Saints, and they
immediately find some one to which it is

applicable, but never can see the necessity

of applying it to themselves. Such are
in the same position that the world are in
through rejection of the Gospel. God is

confounding their counselling*, and then?

schemes are being brought to **nght
« The wisdom of their wise men P*f^s^—
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and the understanding of their pradent ;

ones is hid." They do not seek counsel '

at the hands of God's Priesthood, and
that winch has been offered them has been

rejected : they cannot belieTe that they

require it ; yet all their plans prove abor-

tive and futile,—the necessary conse- '

quence of the course they have pursued. 1

Mark the opposite condition of those !

who earnestly seek counsel and steadily

carry out its dictates. Their lives are

sweetened by the blessings of heaven ; all

their efforts are crowned with success;

their means accumulate in their posses-

sion, are accompanied by the blessing of

God, are used for the best purposes, and
?reduce an incalculable amount of good,
t is impossible to enumerate the bless-

ings that follow a strict attention to coun-
sel; but this* may be relied on—that the
Spirit of God ever attends and cheers

those who pursue this path, and their

course becomes " brighter and brighter

until the perfect - day." Then let us
steadily seek counsel at the servants of
God and ever faithfully attend to it, that
the blessings of our Father may be with
us and his smiling approbation attend us
in all our probationary wanderings.

PRAYER.

BT ELDER THOMAS WILLIAMS.

"The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much."—Jambs.

Prayer is one among the many im-

portant duties demanding the constant

attention of the Saints in the seasons

thereof.

Many are the signal manifestations of

God's power to his children upon the

earth while attending to this great privi-

lege and obligation that all mankind are

under to the Eternal Father.

It is pleasing to reflect upon the course

pursued by the Prophet Joseph after he

had read the promises of the Lord made
through his servant James—"If any of

you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, who
giveth to all men liberally and upbraideth

not, and it shall be given him." This

was cheering intelligence to him who
yearned to be directed in the path that

Jeadeth to life. He believed the words
of the Apostle, and in simplicity and
honesty sought communion with the

Majesty of heaven by prayer. He retired

in secret and there pleaded with the Lord,

until the darkness that had pervaded his

mind began to give way and he was
enabled to pray in fervency of spirit and
faith; and while thus pouring out his

soul's desires and soliciting an answer to

his supplications, he saw a very bright

and glorious light in the heavens above.

He continued praying until the light drew
nearer, increasing in brilHance and mag-
nitude. He became immediately en-
wrapped in heavenly vision, and beheld

two glorious personages, who communi-
cated to him the pleasing^intelligence that

his sins were forgiven. His prayers were
heard and thus gloriously answered.

On many other occasions, great were
the manifestations that the Lord bestowed
upon his Prophet, when his mind was '

drawn out in fervent prayer and his

desires to drink deeper of the rich trea-

sures of eternity became apparent. Al-
most innumerable have been the instances

'

of favours and blessings conferred upon
those who have diligently and faithtuDy

enquired of the Lord by prayer.

How pleasing and satisfactory have
been the results of the labours of some
who have taken part in the ministry in

the Church of God in this dispensation,

compared with others. Those that have
gone forth with prayerful hearts, feeling

sensibly the importance of the great mis-
sion they were entrusted with, nave been
enabled, through the assistance of the

Spirit, to save many from their sins and
minister the words of life in power to the

inhabitants of a degenerated world.

How different the results when men go
forth endowed with the same authority to

preach the same principles, but depending
entirely and totally upon their own in-

significant attainments. In such cases,

their ministrations are powerless, and,
being destitute of the power and influence

of the Holy Spirit, they have acoompluhed
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little or no good ; whereas, had they per-

mitted their own attainments to be subject

. to the dictates of the Spirit, their minis-

trations would probably in many instances

have been sanctified to the good and salva-

* turn of the people.

How often has it occurred in families, as
* welVas with individuals, that the important

duty of prayer has been neglected. Tl^
results of this negligence soon become

* apparent. The spirit of peace which pre-

vailed in the habitations of families that

„ once attended to this duty has been with-

drawn ; they have neglected to draw near

to the Lord ; and where peace and har-

* mony prevailed,' hatred one towardB
another and <wnfusion are manifest in the

behaviour and countenances of those that

compose the family circle; and the con-
* tmuation of such a course results in the

excommunication of such from the
* fellowship of the Saints.

Doubtless many instances similar to the

„ one referred to can be traced as the first

cause of many in tbb dispensation making
: shipwreck of their faith. The Lord whom
we endeavour to serve has called upon his

v people to draw near to him, and he will

draw near to them. A disregard of this

t command causes the Spirit of God to

withdraw, and men are then left like the
^ ship on the trackless ocean without a
rudder to steer her safely through the

* raging billows, or without a compass to

t
enable the mariner to direct the course of

his sturdy bark to the desired haven.

Without the Holy Spirit, no man can

i appreciate or comprehend the magnitude
and dignity of the work which God has

c commenced upon the earth through the

Prophet Joseph Smith ; and, like him, he
must continue to seek in fervent prayer

for wisdom from above to enable him to
fc

understand the wonderful works and

r purposes the Lord designs to bring to

pass in this great dispensation of the
fulness of times.

It is, however, much to be regretted

that many, in public as well as private, do
not enter into the true spirit of prayer,

but make use of vain repetitions and
approach the Deity in a manner that is

ofttimes even highly offensive.

Reformation in this particular would
doubtless prove conducive of much good
to all interested in the progress of the
Saints of latter days. Many have become
stereotyped in this matter and felt bound
to pray about the same prayer in all their

devotions, whether of a public or private

nature. Our prayers should be adapted
to our circumstances. On many occasions

individuals pray for and about every-

thing but that which should have occupied

their attention.

The Saviour's counsel to his disciples

on the subject referred to will doubtless

be cheerfully received and carried into

effect by all those who really desire to
progress in the ways of the Lord?

—

" When ye pray, use not vain repetitions,

as the heathen do; for they think that

they shall be heard for their much speak*

ing. Be not ye therefore like unto them ;

for your father knoweth what things ye
have need of before ye ask him." Then
follows the pointed and sublime prayer of
"Our Father who art in heaven, &e.,
which is truly characteristic of the per-

sonage from whose lips it emanated.

Let us try to follow the example of the

Lord Jesus by suiting our prayers to the

circumstances with which we are sur-

rounded, seek to approach our Father
and God aright and with a proper spirit,

and ask for the blessings really needed.

The promises are sure, that , if we ask

aright it shall be given us, that if we
seek we shall find, and that if we knock it

shall be opened unto us.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 777.)

[April, 1843.]

Monday, 1Oth. At 10, a.m. , a special Con*

r ference of Elders convened and continued

"by adjournment from time to time till

the 12th. There were present of the

quorum 6f the Twelve, Brigham Young,
President; Heber C. Kimball, William

Smith, Orson Hyde, Orson Pratt, WiU
ford Woodruff, John Taylor, George A.
Smith, and Willard Richardi.
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The object of the Conference was to

ordain Elders and send them forth into

the vineyard to build up churches ; and

the following appointments were made,

with united voices by the Conference,

agreeable to requests which were made by

individuals who were acquainted with the

several places which they represented :

—

James M. Monroe and Truman Gillet,

Auburn, New York.
Dominions Carter, Lockport, Indiana.

Joshua Holman and John Pierce, Madison,

Indiana.

Wandall Mace and Isaac Haight, Orange
Comity, New York.

William O. Clark, Richardson Settlement,

Iowa.
Benjamin L. Clapp, John Blair, Wilkinson

Hewitt, and L. O. Littlefield, Alabama.
Alonzo Whitney and J. Goodale, Dnblin,

Ohio.
William Eaton, Westfield, Sullivan County,

New York.
Zebedee Coltrin, Graham Coltrin, and

James Flanigan, Smith andTaxwell Counties,

Virginia.

Jonathan Dunham, Laurenohburgh, In-

diana.

Lewis Bobbins and Jacob Gates hare a
roving commission in Massachusetts, with

leave to take their wires, bnt to keep out of

the churches.

Stephen Markham and Truman Waite,
Huron County, Ohio.

John D. Chase and A. M. Harding, Pitts-

field, Vermont.
Amos B. Fuller and Cyrus H. Wheelock,

Windham County, Vermont.
John S. Gleason and Henry Jacobs, west

part of the State of New York.
Marcellns L. F^tes and Norman B.

Shearer, Sackets Harbour, New York.
Samuel Brown, Maryland.
Lemuel Mallory and George Slater, Wash-

tenau County, Michigan.

Moses Wade, some county in New York,
where there has not been any preaching by
the Saints.

Chillion Daniels and E. Robinson, St.

Lawrence County, New York.
William Brown and Daniel Cathcart, Pen-

aacola, Florida.

Eleazar Willis, go where he likes.

John Zundall, St. Clair County, Illinois.

Crandall Dunn, Michigan.
George Middow, Waterloo, Canada.
Samuel H. Rogers and Harvey Green,

Cumberland, New Jersey.

Daniel Spencer, Canada.
Elias Harmar, Chenango County, New

York.
Harvey Tate, Forte Wayne, Indiana;

JOSBPH SMITH*

Robert D. Foster and Jonathan Allen,
Tioga County, New York.

William Wharton, of Philadelphia, Wil-
mington, Delaware.
Leonard Soby, Peru, Indiana.

Warner Hoops, York County, Pennsyl-
vania.

F. D. Wilson and G. W. Brandon, Dyer
and Montgomery Counties, Tennessee.

E. H. Groves and G. P. Dykes, from
Terre Hante to Shawneetown and Cairo, on
both sides of the Wabash.

P. Sessions, Oxford County, Maine.

John L. Butler and David Lewis, Lexing* .

ton, Kentucky.
Charles C. Rich, Ottowa, Illinois.

W. W. Rust, Worcester County, Massa-
chusetts.

Aaron M. York, Maine.

Asaph Rice, Pontine, Michigan.

Orson Spencer, New Haven, Connecticut*

Lorin Farr, Connecticut.

Stephen Perry, Amos B. Tomlinson, B.
G. Terrill, Amos P. Rogers, Joseph Out-
house, and William Bird, Connecticut.

Francis Edwards and Charles Ryan, Jack-
son County, Tennessee.

Benjamin Kempton, Wheeling to Mount
Yernon, Ohio.

Peter Hess, of Philadelphia, Lancaster,

Pennsylvania.

Noah Curtis and Lnman H. Calkins,

Wayne County, New York.
Stratton Thornton and Sandford Porter,

south-east part of Illinois and Indiana.

Benjamin Leland and Eden Smith, Erie
County, Pennsylvania.

Samuel Swarner, Orleans County, New
York.
Samuel Parker, York County, Maine.
Jacob E. Terry and Err Terry, Niagara

district, Upper Canada.
Edward P. Duxette [and Elisha Edwards,

Loraine and Huron Counties, Ohio.
Edwin Williams, Hunterdon County, New

Jersey.

Jacob G. Bigler, Lewis County, Vir-

ginia.

Orlando Hovey, Franklin County, la*

diana.

William B. Brink, some place in the

interior of Pennsylvania, where the Elders
have not been.

F. B. Jacaway and Samuel Rowland,
Adams County, Ohio.

Moses Tracy, Perry County, Illinois.

Alfred Brown, Chautauqua County, New
York.
Noah Rogers, Peter Lemons, Joseph

Mount, B. W. Wilson, Addison Pratt, and
John Brown, Vermont.
Samuel C. Brown to labour on th«

Temple.
James CaroU, Henry County, Indiana.
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Levi 8tewart and James Pace, Williamson

and Gallatin Counties, Illinois.

Edwin Clegg, Rock Island, Illinois.

John Carns, Richmond, Indiana.

Edward Bosley and Rodman Clark, Living-

ston County, New- York.
James Hutchins and Daniel Tyler, Nat-

chez, Mississippi.

George M. Chase, Geauga County, Ohio.

John Rice, Siogsing, New York.

Lyman Whitney, Franklin County, Ver-

mont.
Charles Ryan, Jacob E. Terry, Henry

Moore, Samuel P. Carter, William Isher-

wood, 8amuel Rowland, Dorr P. Curtis,

Abraham S. Workman, Jeremiah Hatch,

James G. Culbertson, Samuel Ferrin, Samuel
Crane, David Moore, William Brown, Ben-

jamin Barber, Oliver B. Huntingdon, Edward
Clegg, Daniel McRea, William S. Covert,

William B. Brink, James Long, and William

Empy were ordained Elders, with this ex-

press injunction, that they quit the use of

tobacco and keep the Word of Wisdom.
Almon W. Babbitt was restored to fellow-

ship by the Conference.

Elder Curtis Hodges (who has a wife in

this place,) was cut off from the Church for

his anti- Christian conduct in Warrick

County, Indiana.

Elders James Alread, John Snider, and

Aaron Johnson were appointed to admi-

nister baptism for the dead in the river

while the font could not be used.

President Young instructed the Elders

not to go from church to church for the

purpose of living themselves or begging for

their families or for preaching, but to go
to their places of destination, journeying

among the world and preaching by the way
as they have opportunity ; and if they get
anything for themselves, they must do it in

those churches they shall build up or from
the world, and not enter into other men's

labours.

Several Elders have been represented to

as as having travelled extensively the past

season, preaching but little or none, living

on the brethren and begging for their own
emolument. Such Elders, be they where
they may, far or near, are instructed to

repair forthwith to Nauvoo and give an
account of their stewardship, and report the

amount of leg service performed by them,

and on their return be sure to keep out oj

the churches.

It is wisdom for the Elders to leave their

families in this place when they have any-

thing to leave with them ; and let not the

Elders go on their missions until they have
provided for their families. No man need
aay again, 'I have a call to travel and
preach/ while he has not a comfortable

, house far his family, a lot fenced, and one

: 7?1

year's provisions in store, or sufficient to
last his family during his mission or means
to provide it.

The Lord will not eondemn any man for
following counsel and keeping the command-
ments; and a faithful man will have dreams
about the work he is engaged in. If he is

engaged in building the Temple, he will

dream about it ; and if in preaching, he will

dream about that ; and not, when he is

labouring on the Temple, dream that it is

his duty to run off preaching and leave his

family to starve. Such dreams are not x>t

God.
When I was sick last winter, some of the

sisters came and whispered in my ear, 'C
have nothing to eat.' Where is your hus-
band ? ' He is gone a preaching.' * Who
sent him ?' said 1 ; */or the Lord never sent

him, to leave his family to starve.'

When the Twelve went to England, they

went on a special mission, by special com-
mandment, and they left their families sick

and destitute, God having promised that

they should be provided for. But God does
not require the same thing of the Elders
now, neither does he promise to provide for

their families when they leave them contrary
to counsel. The Elders must provide for
theirfamilies.

I wish to give a word of advice to the

sisters, and I will give it to my wife. £
have known Elders who had by some means
got in debt, but had provided well for their

families during their contemplated mission

;

and after they had taken their departure*

their creditors would teaze their wives for

the pay due from their husbands, till they

would give them the last provision they had
left them, and they were obliged to subsist

on charity or starve till their husbands

returned. Such a course of conduct on the

part of the creditor is anti-Christian and
criminal ; and Jforbid my wife from paying

one cent of my debts while I am absent

attending to the things of the kingdom ; and
I want the sisters to act on the same prin-

ciple.

Elder Hyde said, If there is an Elder wlie

does not provide for his family in the un-
righteous mammon, shall we commit to him
the true riches, the Priesthood, Missions, &c?
No !

Elder Woodruff requested the Elders to

remember in their travels that there was a

printing-press in Nauvoo, and that it is in

the hands of the Church, and wished the

Elders would procure subscribers for the

papers, collect pay for the same, and forward

it to the editor fa cash.

Eider Kimball instructed the Elders that

when they found a place where the people

wanted preaching, they must stay themselves

and preach, and not run away somewhere
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else and write to Nauroo to hare Elders

sent to the place thej bad left.

Elders Woodruff and Taylor requested

that when the Elders had built up a Church,

thej would write a brief statement of facts,

unencumbered with useless matter, and for-

ward their communication to the Editor of

the Times and Seasons, post paid.

The Elders were reminded that they need

not expect any attention would be given to

unpaid letters directed to the Presidency.

The Elders were also reminded that

although they were not sent out to be
taugh, but to teach, yet, if they would pros-

per in their missions, they must be careful

to teach those things alone which would be
profitable to their hearers ; that they must
bear their testimony of the truth of the ful-

ness of the Gospel, and preach nothing but
faith and repentance to this generation ; and
fiat if they presumed to teach to babes

tiose things which belong to men, they

might expect to return to N&uvoo as desti-

' tute as they went oat; but V they fcd&ertd

|

closely to the first principles, and tstgfat

I the * Word of Wisdom ' more by example

I than by precept, walking before God and

|
the world in all meekness and lowheess of

j

heart, tiring by every word that proceedtth

' out of the mouth of the Lord, they night

expect an abundant harvest ; and as fovea

j

return to their windows in flocks wbes they

see the storm approaching, so will nolo-
' tudes, by listening to their voices, learn of
1

the things which await the earth, and aifct

and flee, and return unto Mount Son, and

her stakes'with them, who shall be teak of

their ministry in the day of celestial tight

and glory.

Bbigbah Torso, President.

W. Richards, Clerk."

Gave a letter of attorney to B. F.

Johnson to sell some of the Church pro-

perty in Macedonia.

(To be continued,)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1858.

Merit versus Reward.—A vast portion of mankind make reward, or, in other

words, interest, gain, or position, the great desideratum of life. On this they cental

their affeciions. It is the food of their hopes and the fuel of their energies. It a

the summit of their aspirations and the end of their labours. Their thoughts, their

actions, the'r powers, their life, all gravitate to the reward. It is true that soa*.

times from the impulsiveness of the heart whose gold is not altogether turned to

dross, and from the instinctive nobility of soul which even the clay of this world

cannot completely bury, they produce really meritorious fruits and perform iterfiog

acts of nobility. But with this class such actions and fruits are spontaneous, sad

not of a gradual and cultivated growth, and are not in the programme for the

performance of their lives, nor to be found in their everyday calculations. Their

genuine merits are the shootings out of the moment, and their truly disinterested

actions take them by surprise. Indeed, after the moment is past, and their merito-

rious deeds are performed, it is a matter of wonder to them how they could bars been

so silly—how they could have been so asleep to their own interest—how they cosid

have felt and acted so unbusinesslike.

According to worldly judgment, every man is supposed to have his price, and MB*

of his actions are considered independent of an interested motive. So general **

this, that the exception is scarcely understood—-aye, even hardly believed tD^beHaL

The idea of such an exception is ridiculed with cynical scepticism, an<i tbe
v
jjer»j» »

considered to be either "soft" or hypocritical. When a good action ia- perftrWfr
the merit is only taken as the pretence, which, although every one afeOsstd teb*%
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no one will personally trust In secret the question is asked, What is the motive—
what does he expect to get by it—what influence, position, or interest is calculated

as the result ? In the early ages it was precisely the same : the generality of man-
kind ueither acted upon nor appreciated the opposite. This is strikingly illustrated

in the history of Job. " Then Satan answered the Lord and said, Doth Job fear

God for naught ? Hast thou not made a hedge about him, and about his house, and

about all that he hath on every side? Thou hast blessed the work of his bands, and

his substance is increased in the land. Put forth thy hand now, and touch all that

lie hath, and he will curse thee to thy face." What a satire does this throw upon

mankind ! How cuttingly truthful in Its application in all ages ! How few, even

ef the people of God, of whom the question could be satisfactorily answered—Doth

he fear God for naught ? There have been but few Jobs

!

Though it is not the most noble motive in the mind to make reward the prin-

cipal object of its aspirations and the centre of its affections, yet, measured by an

inferior law, it is fair and honourable—it is strictly according to tbe integrity of

business. When the reward is earned, the pay is due ; and it is but just that every

one should be paid. So far, then, all is right. But it is according to the law of the

hireling—no more. No higher claim can justly or even reasonably be urged. It is

not a matter of merit. When the thing is done and paid for, the debt is discharged;

and if the reward was the object, when that is reached the end is gained, and no other

<jlaim deserves a moment's consideration. To make it a point of merit is a farce : it is a

point of labour and reward, and no more ; and those whose lives reach no higher law

will find that the Divine Eewarder will hold them to it. When that is answered,

they arepaid, and he owes them nothing ; the connection has so far ceased. They only

show the character of hired servants, and do not stand as the friends and

children of God—not as the Priesthood of the Most High.

But there is a still lower form which the lives of many give to the law of reward.

They give it an ignoble and pernicious embodiment. Too generally men are utterly

careless whether they deserve the pay so long as they obtain it ; too often they are

indifferent as to how they accumulate interest or how they weave influences, so

that they are successful ; and too seldom do they care how they gain position, how

much they merit it, or how capable they are of honourably filling it, so that they

succeed in grasping it. And not only is this the case, but they think it perfectly

right and business-like to gather the honey of other's labours, and thank their oppor-

tunities and especially compliment their tact for so doing. To thus obtain reward,

position, or influence is unworthy and dishonourable. Indeed, their prize is not

reward, but robbery.

But the truly noble man—the true Saint—the real representative of God—the

genuine member of the Priesthood makes Merit his object. Upon her he centres his

affections, and with his whole energies—his soul—his life he wooes her for an ever-

lasting bride. It is true that she will bring to her fond and faithful worshipper a

vast, increasing, and eternal dowry. But Merit is the object of his affections, and not

that which he can gain by the conquest. Indeed she is jealous in the extreme, and

well enough she might be ; for her treasures are the only real and lasting ones. All

others are but as dross and will pass away. Those who would obtain the pure

and lasting prize must love Merit for herself, and, thus loving, win her and her

possessions.

It is more gratifying to the heart of such a man—such a Saint—such a Priest to

feel himaelf worthy of the reward than to receive it. Indeed it is more gratifying to

hispride ;t
and thb is the true pride. To know that he is prepared for and U nci
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unworthy of position, should God in his providence confer it upon him, gives Um
more real dignity than position could clothe him with. For God or his servants to

acknowledge his merit, even though it should go no farther than the acknowledg-

ment, will be more precious to the noble heart than the praise of thousands or the

honours of position. Such a man is great in his own nature. Position does not

make him great— cannot do it, though it may give him the opportunity of showing

his innate greatness; riches cannot enrich him, nor influence add to him, though such

might enable him to dispense to others according to the largeness of his heart and

to use both influence and means for the glory of God and the good of mankind.

And even though be should never obtain an external or consequent reward, he will

realize, in spite of the cynic or the ignoble, that merit has an intrinsic value and hits

own reward.

But Merit will enrich her children, will honour them, and exalt them. The great

in soul must—will ultimately become great in authority; the noble-minded will

become noble in rank ; the large-hearted will rule, that they may bless mankind;

and those who bear the cross of duty will wear the crown of glory. Such, indeed,

are the only ones who will be great in authority when the eternal state of things

reigns. The true nobles then will be the only nobles, the large-hearted the only rulers,

and the sons of integrity and duty the only wearers of celestial crowns. Such will

be accounted the Saints, kings, and priests of the Most High. Let none deceive

themselves in this matter ; and let all the Saints and Priesthood understand that

by merit they will have to endorse their profession. And whether they are known or

unknown, appreciated or unappreciated, let the children of merit be assured that

their time will come and their honour last for ever. Their day will continue when

that of the unworthy has passed away, and their treasures be eternal and increasing

when the pay of the hireling has dwindled into nothingness ! We would rather know

that the Saints and Priesthood merit the reward than see them rewarded.

The "Star" and "Journal."—We desire to call the attention of the Saints to the fact

that the present volume of the Star is rapidly drawing to a close. Two more num-

bers will complete it, and as yet we have received no orders from the Agents for the

next volume. It is all important that we hear from the Agents at as early a date as

possible, that we may regulate our issues accordingly. We have neglected caffing

the attention of the Elders and Saints to this subject till a very late date ; and we

trust that the Pastors and Presidents of Conferences will exert themselves diligently,

not only to cause the subscription to be enlarged, but to make known to us as soon as

possible the quantity required.

We are expecting a decided increase of subscriptions the coming year, and that

the Pastors, Presidents of Conferences, and Travelling Elders will give iheir attention

to this matter. Indeed, a healthy and profitable circulation of these periodicals

cannot be kept up without the co-operation of the Priesthood. Every Saint who

possibly can should take and carefully read them, treasure up the counsels and

instructions contained therein, and study to profit thereby and regulate their lives

accordingly. This they must do, or they cannot retain the spirit of the work and

keep pace with its onward progress. We know that the local Priesthood have an anxious

desire to be actively engaged in the work and in preaching the Gospel, and are restless

under the inactivity which seems as it were to be forced upon them. This must bt

remedied. There is a great work to be accomplished—a work which really and

naturally belongs to the local Priesthood; and the labourers, instead of Wngtno

numerous, are in fact too few. The attention of the local Priesthood mast be turned
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to saring the people—to the bringing of the Gospel home to them, and there are thou-

sands of honest hearts ready to receive the truth, if it is presented to them. It is the

duty of the Priesthood to hunt them up and present the Gospel to them ; and we know
of no better way for them to commence and introduce themselves and the Gospel to their

neighbours, acquaintances, and friends than to present them with a Star and call

their attention to and point out some item of doctrine or some principle of righteous-

ness contained therein, and thus be enabled to enter into conversation, and eventually

preach the Gospel to them. The time is propitious; a spirit of inquiry is abroad and

increasing among the people, and much good can be accomplished through this

channel

We therefore propose that every President of a Branch and every one holding any

portion of the holy Priesthood take and pay for two Stars each, from the com-

mencement of the next volume—one for his own use, and one for gratuitous circula-

tion, as above proposed. We have already caused the subject to be introduced in

some of the Pastorates which we have lately visited, and the proposition has been

readily and gladly received by the Priesthood. We therefore call upon the Pastors

and Presidents of Conferences throughout the Mission to lose no time in introducing

this measure into their various fields of labour, showing the Saints the great advantages

which will accrue not only to themselves, but to the work and the Church, if they

will universally and cheerfully adopt it. Be faithful in laying it before them, and

teach them to act freely in the matter. It is their " day of opportunities/' and let

them prove themselves by embracing or rejecting it.

We wish the Pastors to see that such arrangements are made as will ensure the

payment of all Stars and Journals as they are taken in their respective Pastorates.

This will prevent the accumulation of another debt upon the Branches and Con-

ferences, and return us our money for printing and other outlays, monthly. This*

system is already adopted in some of the Pastorates, and works well. Let it become

universal.

THE BEATITUDES.

" Blessed are the poor in spirit; for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are they that mourn %

tor they shall be comforted. Blessed are the meek ; for they shall inherit the earth. Blessed are they
which do hunger and thirst after righteousness ; for they shall be tilled. Blessed are the merciful ; for

they shall obtain mercy. Blessed are the pure in heart; for they shall see God. Blessed are the peace-
makers ; for they shall be called the children of God. Blessed are they which are persecuted lor right-

eousness' sake; for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are ye when men shall revile yon, and
persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake. Rejoice and be exceeding
glad j for great is your reward in heaven : for so persecuted they the prophets which were before you."—
Jesus Chbist.

The "Beatitudes" form a part of the

Lord's Sermon on the Mount ; and
though addressed to the Saints who lived

upwards of eighteen centuries ago, they

will be found equally applicable and in-

teresting to the Saints of latter days.

The Lord's words to his people of any

age will always be treasured up as valua-

ble jewels by those who take an interest

in his work and who desire to be them-

selves perfected in truth. There are,

indeed, some portions of the Lord's in-

structions to his disciples in former days

that concerned them only, owing to their

peculiar circumstances and position. But
such is not altogether the case with the

words of the Lord here alluded to. Al-

though addressed and adapted to his

immediate hearers, they will nevertheless

prove applicable and encouraging to all

the Saints of these latter days.

1. u Blessed are the poor in spirit ; far
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. The poor

in spirit are those who are of an hajf^
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disposition, who are lowly in heart and
not inflated with pride, vanity, and worldly

ambition, but are content in any sphere
v

or position of life, however humble, in

which it may be their lot to move. It is

the Lord's poor who are here addressed

—his true disciples, or Saints, who
hitherto have been and are for the most
part poor as to this world's goods as well

as humble in spirit. To them and to them
only he applies the beatitude—" Theirs is

the kingdom of heaven." It is such

characters that the Lord designs shall

compose his church and kingdom ; for it

is they alone who can be found humble
enough to comply with the requirements

of the Gospel and to obey the laws of the
- kingdom of God. They only are worthy

to receive the gifts and blessings of the

Gospel; they alone can duly appreciate

and enjoy the riches of the kingdom. It

is "to the poor the Gospel is preached"
more especially. Of those who set their

hearts on worldly riches—who are haughty
in spirit, avaricious, and worship the

"Mammon of unrighteousness," instead of
" seeking first the kingdom of God and
his righteousness," the Lord truly said,

" It is easier for a camel to go through

the eye of a needle than for a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of God." They
are too high to be reached, too conse-

quential to be touched, too wise to be

taught, too self-important and too great

in their own estimation to be expected to
• yield submission to the pride-humbling
demands of the Gospel. But the poor in

spirit readily acquiesce in and bow to the

mandates of heaven, and, by their implicit

obedience thereto, become subjects of the
- ** kingdom of heaven," amd realize in their

own happy experience the truth of the

maxim, that " he that humbleth himself

shall be exalted." According to the tes-

timony of the Apostle James, God has

expressly " chosen the poor of this world,

rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom
. which he hath promised to them that love

. him."
2. " Blessed are they that mourn; for

they shall be comforted." The Saints of

God, while passing through this scene of

action, have necessarily many trials to

encounter, many troubles to endure, many
temptations and sorrows to experience;

for it is by these means that they are

. proved and perfected. One of the legacies

which the Lord left his disciples, where-
with to test their fidelity to him and his

THE BEATITUDES.

cause, was expressed thus—"In the world

ye shall have tribulation." "Verily, verily,

I say unto you, that ye shall weep and

lament, but the world shall rejoice ; and

ye shall be sorrowful, but your sorrow

shall be turned into joy." This molt
harmonizes with the blessing promised

above to them that mourn—namely, that

"they shall be comforted." However
much the Saints may mourn on account

of the tribulations, anxieties, and trying

circumstances of life through which they

may be called to pass, they shall be com-

forted and sustained under all their

difficulties and adversities by that Holy

Spirit which was conferred and sealed

upon them through the laying-on of

hands, and which is expressly called "the

Comforter." In every dispensation of his

providence to his people, the Lord has an

eternal end in view. His design or the

object of all trials is their perfection.

Jesus himself was " made perfect through

sufferings 5" and it is said of that "great

multitude which no man could natnber,

of all nations, and kindreds, and people,

and tongues," which John in vision beheld

" before the throne and before the Lama,
1'

in the celestial world, that they "came out

of great tribulation," but that "God shall

wipe away all tears from their eyes."

Let the " mourners in Zion," then, lift ttp

their heads and rejoice and jnonra so

longer ; for the promise of eternal life and

celestial glory is theirs, if they will re-

main firm and stedfast in faith to the end

of their pilgrimage.

3. "Blessed are the meek; for they

shall inherit the earth'' Meekness is that

gentleness of spirit, mildness of disposi-

tion, serenity of mind, sweetness of

temper, amiability of character, and oa-

ruifled calmness of soul, which is "oot

easily provoked," but induces that wise

forbearance under injuries and that

willing submissiveness to the Divine will

which are so desirable and so necessary to

« the perfecting of the Saints" "unto the

measure of the stature of the fulness *f

Christ." When Christ was on earth,

surrounded by malicious and revengeful

foes and by the dread influences of the

most malignant spirits of darkness, he

was peculiarly "meek and lowly ofheart

Amidst all his trials and sufferings, which

were of no ordinary character, be ever

maintained that sweet calmness of m*yd

—that nobleness of demeanouT^sthow,
heavenly, lovely spirit of meekness, whien
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Tendered him a true model of perfection i

for all hw followers to pattern after.

Those who do not possess this price-

less " ornament of a meek and quiet
|

spirit'' are liable to be fretful and dis-

turbed at every petty insult that may be
'

given them by their enemies; they are

easily thrown off their guard when they

require the most self-control ; and often-

times the least opposition will excite and
ruffle them, and the smallest spark will

light up a fire of raging passion within

their hearts. The possession of the Christ-

like character of meekness, however, is,

on the contrary, an unmistakeable evi-

dence of true greatness and nobility of

soul, which every Saint who wishes to be

as his Master will strive to obtain and
preserve. Such are pronounced by the

Lord as "blessed," and the promise to

them is that "they shall inherit the earth."

So says the Psalmist David—" The meek
shall inherit the earth and shall delight

themselves in the abundance of peace."

The time will come, and that more speedily

than the bulk of mankind are aware of,

when the wicked will be swept from off

the face of the earth as with a " besom of

destruction," and none but the meek-
hearted Saints of the Lord will be able

to stand. " The Lord," says the Psalmist,

"loveth judgment, and forsaketh not his

Saints : they are preserved for ever ; but

the seed of the wicked shall be cut off

The righteous shall inherit the earth and
dwell therein for ever." And again

—

"Wait on the Lord and keep his way,

and he shall exalt thee to inherit the land:

when the wicked are cut off, thou shalt

see it." Well may the Lord say, "Blessed

are the meek ;" for what greater blessing

can they desire than to have an eternal

inheritance on the earth when it is purified

from all defilement and become a glorified

" new earth," to remain full of light, life,

and joy through the countless ages of

eternity? "The tabernacle of God"
will then be "with men, and he will

dwell with them, and they shall be his

people, and God himself shall be with

them and be their God. And God shall

wipe away all tears from their eyes ; and
there shall be no more death, neither

sorrow nor crying, neither shall there be

any more pain." (Rev. xxi. 3, 4.) With
what glorious hopes do these Divine de-

clarations tend to inspire the hearts of the

true and meek Saints of God! What
glorious prospects lie before them! To

what a rich inheritance can thev lay claim t

Not a few paltry strips of soil, which is

all that even the richest of them can now
boast of occupying, but a whole renovated
earth— a world radiant with immor-
tality and blazing with celestial glory and
beatitude.

4. " Blessed are they which do hunger
and thirst after righteousness; for they

shall be filled." Hunger and thirst are

terms expressive of strong and keen

desire—an earnest, ardent longing to re-

ceive something which is felt to be needed.

Righteousness is but another word for

justice. To hunger and thirst after

righteousness, therefore, is to earnestly

desire justice—to ardently long for that

which is just and right—righteous prin-

ciples, righteous laws, a righteous state

and condition of mind and life. " Seek
ye the Lord," says the Prophet Zephaniab,
"all ye meek of the earth, which have
wrought judgment; seek righteous-
ness, seek meekness." All true Saints of
the Lord do seek righteousness; they

hunger and thirst after it ; they love the

"law of righteousness" and strive to

practise or live the life of righteousness

, which that law inculcates. They " seek

|

first the kingdom of God and his right-

1 eousness," knowing that " all things need-
' ful" will thereby be "added" unto them..

|

Such persons are declared to be " blessed

I

for " they shall be filled," or satisfied

:

they shall have that righteousness which
1 they have so ardently sought ; they shall

' surely receive justice and be fully satisfied

' with that for which they have so long

I and intensely hungered and thirsted ; they
I shall be " filled with the fruits of right-

teousress," which are the " fruits of the

j

Spirit" of God.
I 5. " Blessed are the merciful ; for they

shall obtain mercy.
11 The merciful are

1 those who are kind, compassionate, and

j

tender-hearted,—those who feel for and
I sympathize with their fellow-creatures,
1 and are inclined to alleviate their distresses

|

as far as they can. "Be ye merciful,"

says the Saviour to the Saints, in ano-

j

ther place, " even as vour Father in hea-

ven is merciful." ftow, our heavenly
I Father is mercy itself ; and if we, as his

children, possess his Spirit and act under
its influence, we shall incline to be as

merciful to others as he is to us. We
shall even desire to bless them that curse

us and to do good to them that hate us,

injure us, and persecute us. One prind^'
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pal feature of mercy is forffiveness of

wrongs; and the Apostle exhorted the

Saints under hb watcbcare to be merciful

to each other, "kind and tender-hearted,

forgiving one another," even as God
in Christ had forgiven them. The
-true Saints of God are ready and
willing even to forgive their enemies, to

render good for evil, to return blessing

for cursing, right for wrong, kindness

and charitableness for unkindness, in-

gratitude, and injury. The lines of Pope
will express their sentiments and desires

—

" Teach me to feel another's woe—
To hide the faults I see :

That mercy I to others show-
That mercy show to me."

The promise to the merciful is that
" they shall obtain mercy." To the same
purport are the words of David

—

M With
the merciful thou wile show thyself mer-
ciful." Those who are not merciful to

others are not worthy of being dealt

mercifully with themselves, nor are they

(To bet

able to appreciate such acts of pare

mercy as might otherwise be extended

towards th?m. Can they who are un-

willing to forgive their brethren claim

forgiveness themselves at the hsndi of

their Father in heaven ? No; for the

Lord says, " If ye forgive not men uwr

trespasses neither will your Father fbrgjre

your trespasses." Can they who, instead

of showing mercy to an erring, penitent

brother, sternly mete out to him the nil

measure of stringent justice, reafise them-

selves the sweets of pardoning mercy

from their Divine Parent ? No ; fcr the

Lord justly says, " With what measure ye

mete, it shall be measured to you agsm."

If, then, we, as professing Saints of God,

under the influence of his Spirit, raamfc*

a disposition of tender mercy and for-

bearance towards others, we may expea

to " obtain mercy
n

ourselves from Han

who is at all times " gracious and fall of*

compassion, slow to anger, and of grest

mercy."

mtinued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

SOUTH PASTORATE.

November 17, 1853.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—I am happy to inform

you of the continued prosperity of the

work in this portion of the Mission. I

cannot speak too highly of the energy,

zeal, and confidence manifested by Presi-

dents Jefferies, Harder, and Kelson, nor of
the faith and good influence evinced by the

Travelling Elders in connection with

them.
I have had great pleasure in my labours,

and better men I could not have the

honour to labour with. Union has pre-

vailed amongst the Priesthood, and the

Saints partaking of their spirit are in

general united and are living their religion,

taking a real interest in the kingdom of

God, labouring for i tsadvancement,and are
willing to meet all demands made for its

interest and progress.

I believe Wiltshire Conference will be
free from book debt by the end of the year,

and the South and Land's End Confer-

ences considerably reduced in that par-

ticular.

We have been greatly favoured wkb

and enjoyed much the wise counsels and

fervent exhortations of Presidents Roa

and Budge, whose visits have been a

source of gladness, comfort, and Messing;

inspiring the Saints to diligence aodtfwi

works.

The brethren join me in expression«
affection towards yourself, CouDteflofl,

and the brethren in the Office, feeing

that the present year will be one never to

be forgotten . And I cannot dose without

thanking you myself, and in the name ot

my brethren labouring conjointly witb

me, for the wise, valuable instructions and

powerful exhortations delivered through

the medium of the Star, and the noble

example we have had set before ns.

May the Lord continue to bless sad

prosper you in all your responsible labour*,

is our earnest prayer. I am your brother

in the Everlasting Covenant,

GfiQBG* TlASJAU.
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PASSING EVENT8.

G eneral.—A severe earthquake hat been experienced in Spain : its effects were more
•enatbly felt in Seville than any other place: in the principal markets all business was im-
mediately stopped ; the terrified people in multitudes fell on their knees to pray for mercy

;

masses were performed in the churches ; large processions formed in the streets ; and
the shrieks and piercing cries of the people, as well as those of the frighted animals, rent
the air and were awful to hear. Disasters at sea hare of late been alarmingly numer-
ous : numbers of ships hare been totally lost. An agitation of an alarming character pre-
vails at the present time in Milan. Such is the condition of continental Greece, that at the
present time there is no security for either life or property. Great reserves of corn are
-about to be made at Alessandria, Genova, and Novara. The King of Naples has decided
-that all foreigners employed in his states must cause themselves to be naturalized. The
celebrated and venerable Robert Owen died at Newtown, his native place, on the banks of
the Severn, on the 17th ult.

American.—Late accounts from Bermuda announce that a terrible hurricane had passed
through the island, doing immense damage. Terrific storms have occurred at the Bahamas,
the Turks Islands, and the banks of Newfoundland. The Oregan war is over, the Indiana
having sued for peace.

•Ufa not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us fat; It is not what we earn, but what we
save, that make* us rich » it is not what we read, but what we remember, that makes us wise. All this
is simple, but it is worth remembering.**

Druids.—The Druids proper were the priests, rulers, and literati of the ancient Britons,

Gauls, and Germans.
Telocity of Electricity.—Electricity will pass along copper wire at the rate of

238,000 miles per second.

Forces.—There are seven kinds of forces recognized—namely, animal force, mechanical
force, weight, elasticity, attraction, repulsion, and magnetism.

Largest Lakes—The largest fresh water lake in the world is Lake Superior, in North
America. The largest salt water lake is the Caspian Sea, in Asia.

Extent of Billion.—Counting at the rate of 200 per minute, day and night,

without cessation, it would take 8,512 years, 34 days, o hours, and 20 minutes to count a
billion.

"P's and Q's."—The common saying, " Mind your Fs and Q's/* took its rise from public-

house credit, it being customary to head each man's score with the initial P for pints, and
Q for quarts.

Coldest Artificial Mixtures.—The two coldest artificial mixtures known consist of
three parts of muriate of lime with one part of snow, and five parts of diluted sulphuric

moid with four parts of snow.
Hard and Soft Water.—The reason why spring water feels hard and rough, and rain

water soft and smooth, is because the former, before it issues from its subterranean
recesses, is impregnated with mineral and earthy substances; but the latter is not.

Orders op Architecture.—The seven orders of ancient architecture recognised by
builders are—the Doric, the Ionic,. the Corinthian, the Tuscan, the Composite, the Saxon,
and the Norman ; the three first being Grecian, the two next Roman, and the last two
Gothic.

The Rose.—The rose has been the emblem of England since 1435, when the partisans

of the house of Lancaster wore a red rose, and those of York a white one ; the " war of

the roses" terminating at the union of the contending houses by the marriage of Henry
the Seventh with Elisabeth, the daughter of Edward the Fourth.

Zodiacal Signs.—The Latin names of the twelve constellations or signs of the zodiac,

are as follow Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,

Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces,—signifying, in English, The Ram, the Bull, the Twins,
the Crab, the Lion, the Virgin, the Balante, the Scorpion, the Archer, the Goat, the

bearer! the Fishes.
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VARIETIES.

Geological Chaxges.—Such are the effects of riven and streams upon the earth, by

continually wearing away portions of its dry surface, tbst it is estimated that the Gisges-

transports from the land to the ocean more than six millions of tons of solid matter

annually ; also that the Mississippi annually conveys upwards of twenty-eight billion*

of cubic feet of solid matter into the Gulf of Mexico.
Working up Sawdust.—It will interest the proprietors of sawmills and carpenters in

general to learn that the ingenuity of Parisian cabinet-makers has lately found a use for

common sawdust, which raises the value of that commodity far above the worth of solid

timber. By a new process, combining the hydraulic press and the application of intense

heat, these wooden particles are made to reform themselves into a solid mass capable of

being moulded into any shape, and presenting a brilliant surface, a durability, and a beacty

of appearance not found in ebony, rosewood, or mahogany. A process was also invented

in Liverpool some time ago for utilising sawdust by boiling it in a thin solution of glue sad

pouring it into moulds, by which process there is obtained a product which becomes nearly

as hard as iron.

THE TRUTH WILL NEVER DIE.

tune—"Annie Laurie"

1 sing of truth eternal,

So holy and sublime

;

Its fields are ever vernal,

Its flo\yers in their prime

—

Its flowers in their prime j

Its springs are never dry

:

All earthly things shall perish,

But Truth shall never die !

The truth is like a sunbeam

:

How free its bright rays fall

!

It conies from heaven with one gleam
For peasant, prince, for all

—

For peasant, prince, for all

:

It gijds the Gospel sky ;

And earthly things may perish,
But Truth shall never die

!

The streamlet's crystal brightness
The hand of man may spoil,

And change the snow-flake's whiteness

;

But truth he cannot soil—
But truth he cannot soil

:

'Twill ever purify;
And earthly things shall perish,

But Truth shall never die !

Abcrsychan, Mon.

Erratoi.— In Star No. 4'.', page 772, col. 1, 13th line from bottom, instead of "mortality forbaroor-

tality," read the reverse.

Almighty is its power.
And this shall tyrants feel

;

Its darts shall make ihem cower
Far more then blades of steel

—

Far more than blades of steel

:

Its aid they cannot I

And c

BuM
As fall the gentle shoners.
When nature's beauties mint,

To raise the drooping flowers.
So truth revives the Saint

—

So.truth revives the Saint

:

It lifts the soul on high ;

And earthly lhinKs :»a
.
v perish.

But Truth shall never die \

O Tmth! I'll love thee ever

!

Sweet music is thy voice *

With ties that nought can sever,
I'll bind thee as my choice

—

I'll bind thee as my choice,
And time may swiftly Ay ;

For earthly things may perish.
But Truth will never die

!
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THE LATTER-DAY SAINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAE.

Re Mai hathmmt.^Mh hear what the Spirt* taith unto the church*.—Jesus Christ.

Own iM l ofher, mjr people, that pe be not partaken of her tint, and that pe receive not if her

plague*.—k Voice from Heaven.

WO. 61, TeltJTX Saturday, December 18, 1858. Price One Penny.

POWER OP SMALL THINGS.

BT JOHN WILLIAMS.

' Despise not the day of small things.*'

An acorn contains wftbin its little shell

the germ of a future oak ; and proverbs,

small as they seem, express within the

compass of a few words the experience of

ages. The wise that have long since

passed away have felt the point of such

sayings as the foregoing, and have handed
them down to us, that we might profit by

them. But the mass have profited very

little by the saying quoted at the head

of this article; for there is nothing

which men have been so guilty of as

despising what have seemed small things.

Those proud of physical strength have

despised the weaker but more intellectual

ones, until by the power of intellect made
manifest in machinery and the arts of life,

the weaker have become the masters: then

have the strong known the power of

small things.

The great universe is made up ofatoms.
** Little drops of water, little grains of sand
Make the mighty ocean and the besnteons land."

71m lofty mountain is made of as small

atoms as the hillock, and the vast ooean

Is composed of drops as small as those

that form the dew. Look at that mound
that stands by the wayside. It is the

work, not of a large animal, but of the

tiny ant, that stores there, little by little,

its winter's food. Wiser than some men.

it recognizes the power of small things,

and by them fulfils the purpose of its life,

A little insect deep in the ocean's depths
commences a wall, and time and numbers
see it raised above the surface of the sea

:

little by little the soil is formed, seeds are
drifted and grow, and in the wild waste
of waters the beautiful coral bland shines

like a gem; yet how small was the
beginning I The greatest discoveries in

science and machinery have been made
by deductions from small things. It is

related of Newton that his discovery of
gravitation was suggested by an apple

falling from a tree. On another occasion,

he was called an idiot by an old lady who
saw him blowing bubbles: he was studying
the refraction of light. Franklin made
use of a boy's kite in his discoveries in
electricity ; yet from so smaH a beginning
we have come to a time when that subtil

fluid is employed to convey the thoughts
of men over mountains and valleys, and
across rivers ; aye, and under, the waters
of the great deep the electric wire is car-

ried, bringing together, as it were, the
very ends of the earth. When the boy
Watt saw his mother's kettle-lid lifted by
the steam, he little dreamt ^that steam-WKZ UC UbUC \UIWMV jW*N»V

power, which was then but fif^fe

would, by his aid, revolutionize thi
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802 POWER OF SMALL THINGS.

and mode of travel of almost all the

world. Who would have been believed,had
he pointed out as the Stephenson whose
genius afterwards girdled his country

with railways the man who toiled in

poverty for bis daily bread ? In tracing

the struggles of that man's genius, we
find that mending clocks and improving

pumps were the small beginnings of the

future engineer. Unmoved by themockery
of the fool and the obstacles which self-

conceited placemen threw in his way, he

still kept on his course. He felt his own
power, and in the end triumphed, because

he knew the power of what other men
considered small things.

In all these cases, the things which have

seemed small have contained the elements

of real power, to which all things must
submit, although at first made apparent by
very small signs. The man who would
succeed in life must take notice and care

of small things. *' He that would become
rich must take care of the pence; the

Srands will then take care of themselves."

e that would be wise will heed the

minutes; for of them is made up the sum
of life. Beware of wasting them, young
men ! You are sent here with intellects

—with talents, to make use of for a good
purpose. Make use of your time in culti-

vating and exercising them, and do not put
off till to-morrow the time of self-culture;

for the morrow of the sluggard never

comes. Ask yourselves what your religion

is worth to you. Is it not worth all your

time—yea, even all you possess? It is.

Then do not be idlers ; do not let others

distance you in the race, but strive

earnestly to win the prize of eternal life.

Bernember, "God helps those that help

themselves? and none others are worth
helping.

I once read a story of a little boy, who
was wandering alone one of those dykes

that keep the sea vtom overflowing the

country Known as the Netherlands, when
he nonced the water dribbling through

the dyke. The little fellow had been told

how by such small beginnings the sea had
beforetime forced itself through the dykes

and swept all before it ; so he set himself

bravely to work to stop the leak, and there

held his little hands over it for some hours,

until help came, thus saving his own home
and the homes of thousands of others from
destruction.

To that country may be likened the
hearts and fives of the Saints, from which

the stormy sea of evfl and error is dyfcei

out as, it were, by God's laws and com-
mandments. They may fed strong* and
secure, and indeed are to while Evmg in
humble, faithful obedience to those laws
and commandments. But if, in their un-
guarded moments of self-security, they

heedlessly permit apparently little evus

—

such, for instance, as neglect of known
duties, rejection of righteous counsel, or
disobedience to the wise instructions of the
servants of God placed over them to guard
and guide them in the way of life,—if they

thuscherish and encourage a spiritofheed-
lessness to creep over their spirits, and
allow evil after evil to gain ground upon
them, unchecked, the gap through which
the unrestrained flood runs will become
wider and wider, till the mighty stream
of little evils will ultimately engulph and
ruin their souls.

Let us, then, at all times beware of

estimating too lightly the power of ssaafl

things, either for good or evil. Ifweremain
firm and unwavering in faith, and hum-
ble and fervent in spirit, serving the Lord
to the best of our Knowledge and ability,

we shall be secure. The opposing waves of

temptation maydash against our tKUwarka,

and the dark, deep billows of hell may
rage and foam with terrible fury; but

they will only waste their powef for

naught: they can only frighten the weak
and faithless.

If, however, we perceive evil in any
of its forms directing its insidious course

into our hearts, into our famines, or the

society of our brethren and sisters, let us

not treat too lightly the smafiness of the

evil, but exert our utmost strength to

keep it out. We may be too weak to do
much ; but if we do our best, God wul
help us, and as we resist the Devil he wul
flee from us. If, however, on the other

hand, in the pride of our strength,we pass

by with heedless contempt, or shield by our
too weak condemnation what we esteem

small sins, the flood will accumulate and
gather strength, sin will follow sin, coming
like a thief m the night, and wul sweep
from before us the seemingly strong

barriers of our righteousness, and leave as

a mere wreck.

Then, brethren and sisters, let us beware
of small sins. Tbey are the DeviTe most

useful ministers— his most dangereut

weapons. Let us not permit them to

have place in our hearts, but cast then

entirely from, us. Let us trust no more
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to sandy foundations, but look onto God
and his servants for help and guidance,

that we may stand firm and unshaken
unto the end.

And as we have need to beware of small

evils and spurn them from us, so should

we cultivate the so-called small virtues.

Let no man think that, because he has

obeyed the first great principles of truth,

he can afford to leave undone those lesser

ones which oompose his everv-day duties

towards his brethren as individuals and
to the Church as a body. His bearing

the name of a Baint will be counted as

nothing, unless he discharges even the

smallest obligations which are imposed
upon him. Michael Angelo, the great

sculptor, when on one occasion the fine

touches of his chisel were by a bystander
spoken of as trifles, replied, " Trifles make
perfection, and perfection is no trifle." If

the Saints would be perfect, they must
become so, not by hugging their past

good deeds, but by leaving them behind

and doing this day, this hour, this moment
the duties of the present; for whatever

they may be called upon to do, whether

to attend meetings, to pay Tithing, to

emigrate, to obey any counsel, or perform

any duties which at the present may be

required at their hands, it is by such

obedience that they will be saved. Only
those who live righteously before God
and their brethren day by day and con-

tinue to the end will receive the reward
of the just.

The present position of the Church of

which we are members is a very good
example of the power of small things. A
few years ago, six men only represented

it upon earth; but if we now look abroad,

we may count its members by thousands,

thus realizing what the poet has said

—

" When I saw the cloud arise,

Little as the human hand

;

Now It spreads from aky to tky

:

Lo, it wtodfl its widening way.*'

But the masses do not see it. The world
jroes on as before ; and only a few recognize
in it the Church of the last days. Like
the Jews of old, men have been praying*

for deliverance ; but when it comes they
reject it, simply because God has not
moulded it to suit their expectations;

and perverted fancies.

The Jews judged Jesus as too insigni-

ficant a personage to accomplish what was
promised of Messiah. "What ! " said they,
" does this carpenter of Nazareth claim
to be He that was to come? A man poor
and powerless as he come to free us?
Nonsense ! " Yet in him there was a
power which they knew not of. He
proved a conouerer greater than they ever
dreamt of. So, in this last dispensation,

many have read the Scriptures; but having
not that Spirit by which they were
written, and without whieh no man can
understand them, they look for some
mighty sign or miracle to force upon
them a belief of the principles and claims
of the Latter-day Church of Christ. They
cannot see in a few " poor, illiterate Moxw
noons," as the Saints are called, the germ
of the great Latter-day Kingdom, because
they have looked, as it were, for a man
armed and strong, and will not stoop to
recognize him in the vet helpless child.

Having formed a model for themselves,

they measure God's work by their own
standard of greatness. But the daj
will come when they will realize the
greatness and grandeur of that which
they now despise. When the veil which
now hides the glories of Christ's kingdom
from the minds of men shall have been
removed by the brightness of his coming,
they will be made fully conscious of
the power of small things by the loss of
those great blessings which they might
have obtained if they had by humility and
prayer striven to see in small beginnings
the promise of future greatness.

Shaker Bible.—"We had a glimpse, a day or two since, of a Shaker Bible—a book not
often allowed to be seen by * the world's people.' It is entitled *X Holy, Sacred, and
DWine Roll, from the Lord God of Heayen, to the inhabitants of the earth, revealed in the
Society at New Lebanon, County Columbia, State of New York, United States of America**

It pretends to be a revelation ; and the testimony of eleven mighty angels is given, who
attended the writing of the rolL The book appears to contain some passages from
Scripture, altered, amended, enlarged, or curtailed, with original additions or improvements,

as they are probably deemed, to suit the peculiar notions of the disciples of Ann Lee. It la

a very curious volume—even more remarkable, though of less pretended antiquity, than the
Mormon Bible."—Lowell Cornier. [The Adversary has ever striven to counterfeit the work
of God, the more perfectly to deceive mankind and accomplish his own designs.—£o. M. &1
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THE BEATITUDES.

(Concluded from page 7y&;

& "Blessed are the pure in heart ; for
they shall $ee God." The heart is the

central seat of bodily life—the moving

Sring of all physical action and energy

—

e propeller of the blood, which is the

life of the body and is omnipresent in all

its parts. To be pure in heart, therefore,

means, by analogy, to be really pure in

our internal, secret motives and princi-

ples of his-—to be pure in our very inmost

being— to have our inward motives,

intentions, desires, and feelings genuinely

and untnixediy good or holy in their

nature. And blessed are they who
are thus pure in heart ; " for they

I

shall see God." Thev "shall see him
as he is." "They shall see his face,

and his name shall be in their fore-

heads." Purity of heart is that essential

state of " holiness, without which no man
can see the Lord." Apparent external

purity is no sign of internal purity. It is

uue," inertlooketh on the outward appear-

ance ; but God Iooketh on the heart." If

that is pure, all is pure ; and all who are

thus pure shall see God. To "see God"
implies to be with him and to inherit bis

glory. It. is said of those who shall be

accounted worthy to dwell on the new
earth, when the tabernacle of God wiU
he with men, and when he will be their

God and they will be bis people, that

« they shall see hisface, and his name shall

he in their foreheads." Isaiah also says

of the righteous that his " eyes shall see

the king in his beauty ; they shall behold

the land that is very far off." The Lord,

in his promised blessing to " the pure in

heart, that "they shall see God," has

evident reference to the time when the

faithful, pure-hearted Saints of all ages

and dispensations, who shall have passed

through the fiery ordeal of trial un-

scathed, will inherit realms of celestial

glory and be exalted, into the immediate

preseno* of God, to live in happy com-
munion with him and all the glorified

throng for ever and ever.

7. " Blessed are the peacemakers ;for
they shall be called the children of God"
Peacemakers are those who use their in-

fluence to prevent war and strife, to

reconcile opposing parties, to heal their

breaches and differences, and prorate

peace and unity. The Lord is called the

*' Author of peace" and " the God of all

peace;" and all true Saints, who possess

his Spirit and are actuated by its power

and influence in their intercourse wan
their fellow-beings, are u peacemaker*"

and are truly "the children of God."

They may also be " called" so in a tpedsl

sense, inasmuch as they resemble bus in

their spiritual nature and daily manifai

a God-like spirit, which they receive

from him. The Saviour, who was tat

Son of God, and who came to establka

"on earth peace, goodwill to men," isdesjg*

nated " the Prince of peace." Hence his

true followers, disciples, or Saints will

naturally partake of bis spirit and follow

his example. Their, delight, their joy, their

aim, their desire will be to become peace-

makers among their feUowrxnen. Hence
" they shall be called the childrenof God/
even " heirs of God and joint heirs witfi

Christ."

8. "Blessed art they which o>v pern-

cuted for righteousness
9
sake; for thrift

is the kingdom of heaven." To persecute

literally means to pursue with an evil

intent; and thus . to be, persecuted fe*

righteousness' sake is to be bunted sod

harassed,oppressedend injuredon account

of our holy religion—to . have our a***

and character held in disrepute, sad oar

liberty and peace endangered on account

ofour profession and practice of righteous-

ness. The Saints ofGod in these dsjs,

like those in former times, have expen-

enced no small amount of persecution is

this way. They have been driven from

place to place, robbed, and molested

in various ways, on account of those prin-

ciples, of truth and righteousness which

they have espoused and endeavoured to

carry out in tneir whole life and conduct

Nevertheless, they have no cause for fetf£

" for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Thev are in tho kingdom; they contUWUJ

the kingdom: the kingdom is theirs,

theirs alone ; for, says Danism reference
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to the kingdom of God, u the Saints of

the Most High shall possess the kingdom :"

and again, "The kingdom, and 'domi-

nion, and the greatness of the kingdom
tinder the whole heaven shall he given

to the Saints of the Most High." While,

however, the Saints have reason to expect

persecution from the enemies of the king-

dom, for righteousness' sake, they are not

to unwarrantably seek it, nor to provoke it

by any impropriety of conduct, or by vio-

lating the orderly and wholesome laws

of society, or by any kind of offensive

conduct on their part. This would be
doing wrong and not right, and would
•bring about persecution for unrighteous-

ness sake. Righteousness, as before ob-

served, is the principle of justice—being
and doing right. A life of righteousness

is all the Lord requires of his Saints to

fit them for his kingdom. Hence the

Prophet Micah says* "He hath showed
thee, O man, what is good ; and what
doth the Lord require of thee but to do
justly, skid to love mercy, and to walk
humble with thy God?"

9. " Blessed are ye when men shall re-

vile you, and persecute you, and shall say
all manner of evil against youfalsely,for
my sake. Rejoice and be exceeding glad

;

for great is your reward in heaven : for
90 persecuted they the prophets which were
before you." To m revile" the people of

Ood is to ridicule and reproach them—to

call them by evil and contemptuous
names, because of their holy profession.

To u persecute them," as before stated, is

to hunt and harass them, injure and
oppress them, on the same account. And
those who revile and persecute the Saints !

do generally "say all manner of evil against
i

them." But when they do it "falsely," for I

4he "sake" of their Master and the prin-

ciples which he taught, the reviled, per-
j

secuted, and belied Saints have nothing
to fear, but have cause to " rejoice and be
exceeding glad." The emphasis lies on
the word " falsely." If we do evil, we

j

deserve to have evil spoken of us, and
taust expect it; but if we have "all man-
ner of evil" spoken of us falsely and un-
deservedly, we are " blessed" of the Lord,
though cursed by our foes ; and a great
m reward" awaits us in the future, If we
endure faithfully to the end. The Pro-
phets of old were similarly treated, and
those who follow in their wake must expect

to share the same fate. Our Lord, when
Upon earth, suffered many revilings and

persecutions, and was evil%ipoken ofercifr-
where. His immediate followers also had
their names cast out as evil for hiB "sake^"
or because they were his disciples $ and if

the Latter-day Saints follow the course
pursued by their ancient predecessors,

they too must suffer in a similar way.
Yet, amidst all their trials, they have
ample cause to " rejoice and be exceeding-

glad;" for "great?' is their "reward in

heaven." A celestial inheritance is theirs

—an inheritance teeming with riches and
never-ending joys. A celestial glorj
awaits them—a glory that never fades.

Honours, exaltations, crowns, immor-
tality, and eternal lives constitute their

"reward in heaven," which will more
than compensate them for all the persecu-

tions which they have experienced in the
world for their religion and their Master's

sake. Who that is at all conversant

with the history of the Latter-day Saints

can fail to know that they have *' passed
through great tribulation," been re-

viled, persecuted, and had all manner of
evil said against them falsely? Tet they

rejoice and are exceedingly glad at the

prospect of the great reward that awaits

them in the future. They have had their

Prophet and Patriarch taken from them
and foully murdered ; they have had their

houses burned, their goods plundered,

their smiling, fields despoiled, and their

blooming gardens and fruit-laden or-

chards laid waste; they have been driven

from city to city and from State to State,

to wander foodless and houseless in the

cold, wide wilderness. And what for? For
the Gospel's sake,—for the sake of their

religion—the pure and holy religion of
Jesus Christ,—for the sake of their faith,

love, and devotedness to the holy and
divine cause which they had espoused*

And the same spirit of opposition to the

Saints and work of God which raged
from the time of the genesis of the Church
in Fayette to its exodus from Nauvoo
reigns predominant now. Rumour's
thousand tongues are as busy now as

ever. Sectarian priests still fulminate

their anathemas from the pulpit ; scribes

still scribble, and editors publish their

false and scurrilous reports; lecturers

and street orators still excite their hear-

ers with tales of calumny and reproach;

party cliques, bands, and mobs still perse-

cute and foam with bloodthirsty revenge

and malice. Indeed, the Saints ofmodem
times, like those of old, are surrounded est
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all sides by adversaries, who seek their

overthrow and destruction. Yet, not-

withstanding all this, they have cause to
** rejoice" and feel ** exceeding glad/'

when, looking over and beyond their

present position, they contemplate with

JOSEPH SMITH.

the eye of faith their ultimate destiny at a
people and their cheering prospects of

immortality and eternal life. Great has

hitherto been their tribulation, and great

—yea, infinitely great will be their final

reward.

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH.

(Continuedfrom page 792.)

[April, 1843.]

A Conference was held at Batavia,

Kew York, on the 6th and 7th of April

;

Elder J. P. Greene, President; R. J.

Coats, Clerk. Eleven Branches, one hun-

dred and sixty-seven Members, one High
Priest, forty-eight Elders, two Priests,

and three Teachers were represented in

good standing; a general spirit of enquiry

prevailing. Seven Elders were ordained.

Elder Greene and others delivered ad-

dresses to the Elders on the signs of the

times, the mission of the Prophet, and the

building of the Temple.
A Conference was also held in the

House of the Lord at Rirtland, at which
was passed a resolution for the removal of

all the Saints in that place to Nauvoo.
Elder Lyman Wight, the President,

preached several times, and about one
hundred apostates and a few new mem-
bers were baptised during the Conference.

J. H. Reynolds wrote to Bishop N. K.
Whitney on the 7th as follows :

—

"Independence, Mo., April 7, 1843.

Sir,—At the request of Orrin Porter
Rockwell, who is now confined in onr jail, I

write yon a few lines concerning his affairs.

He is held to bail in the sum of §5,000, and
wishes some of his friends to bail him out.

He also wishes some friend to bring his

clothes to him. He is in good health and
pretty good spirits. My own opinion is, after

conversing with several persons here, that it

would not be safe for any of Mr. Rockwell's
friends to come here, notwithstanding I have
written the shore at his request ; neither do
I think bail would be taken (unless it was
some responsible person well known here
as a resident of this State). Any letter to

Mr. Rockwell, (post paid,) with authority
expressed on the back for me to open it,

will be handed to him without delay. In the

meantime he will be humanely treated and

dealt with kindly until discharged by due
course of law. Yours, &c,

J. H. Retrolds.
Mr. N. K. Whitney."

The plague appeared at Alexandria,

Manshura, and Diamelta, making great
ravages.

Tuesday, 11th. In the Office most of

the day. Some rain and wind.

A volcano broke out near Koening-
shatte, in Silesia.

Wednesday, 12th. In conversation

with Mr. Gillet concerning the Hotch-
kiss purchase.

In consequence of misunderstanding on
the part of the Temple Committee, and
their interference with the business of
the architect, I gave a certificate to

William Weeks to carry out my designs

and the architecture of the Temple in

Nauvoo, and that no person or persona

shall interfere with him or his plans in

the buUding of the Temple.
Before the Elders' Conference closed,

the steamer Amaranth appeared in sight

of the Temple, comicg up the river, and
about noon landed her passengers at the
wharf opposite the old Post Office build-

ing, consisting of about two hundred and
forty Saints from England, under the

charge of Elder Lorenzo Snow, who left

Liverpool last January, after a mission of
nearly three years.

I, with a large company of the brethren

and sisters, was present to greet the arrival

of our friends, and gave notice to the

new comers to meet at the Temple to-

morrow morning at ten o'clock, to hear
instructions.

After unloading the Saints, the Ama-
ranth proceeded up the river, being the

first boat up this season.

About five, p.m., the steamer Maid of
Iowa hauled up at the Nauvoo House
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landtag, and discharged about two hun-

dred Saints in charge of Elders P. P.

Pratt and Levi Richards. These had
been detained at St. Louis, Alton, Chester,

&c., through the winter, having left

Liverpool last fall. Dan Jones, captain

of the Maid of Iowa, was baptised a few

-weeks since : he has been eleven days

coming from St. Louis, being detained by

ice. I was present at the landing and
the first on board the steamer, when I

met sister Mary Ann Pratt (who had
been to England with brother Parley,)

and her little daughter, only three or four

days old. I could not refrain from shed-

ding tears.

So many of my friends and acquaint-

ances arriving in one day kept me very

busy receiving their congratulations and
answering their questions. I was re-

joiced to meet them in such good health

and fine spirits ; for they were equal to

any that had ever come to Nauvoo.
Thursday, 13th. Municipal Court met

at nine, a.m., to hear the case of Dana v.

Brink on appeal, but adjourned the case

to the 19th.

At ten, a.m., the emigrants and a great

multitude of others assembled at the Tem-

fle.
Choir sang a hymn; prayer by

Jlder Kimball ; when I addressed the

Saints. The following synopsis was
written by W. Richards :

—

" 1 most heartily congatulate you on your

safe arrival in Nauvoo and on jour safe de-

liverance from all the dangers and difficul-

ties you have had to encounter on the way;
but you must not think that your tribula-

tions are ended. This day I shall not

address you on doctrine, but concerning

your temporal welfare.

Inasmuch as you have come up here,

essaying to keep the commandments of

God, I pronounce the blessings of heaven

and earth upon you ; and inasmuch as you
will follow counsel, act wisely, and do
right, these blessings shall rest upon you so

far as I have power with God to seal them
upon you.

I am your servant, and it is only through
the Holy Ghost that I can do you good.

God is able to do his own work.
We do not present ourselves before you

as anything but your humble servants,

willing to spend and be spent in your ser-

vice; and therefore we shall dwell upon
your temporal welfare on this occasion.

In the first place, where a crowd is flock-

big from all parts of the world, of different

sminds, religions, j&q* there will be some

who do not live np to the commandments*:
there will be some designing character! who
would turn you aside and lead you astray.

Tou may meet speculators who would get
away your property ; therefore it is neces-
sary that we should have an order here, and,
when emigrants arrive, instruct them con-
cerning these things. If the heads of the
Church have laid the foundation of this

place and have had the trouble of doing
what has been dene, are they not better
qualified to tell you bow to lay out your
money than those who have had no interest

in the work whatever?
Some start on tho revelations to come

here. Before they arrive, they get turned
away, or meet with speculators who get
their money for land with bad titles, and
lose all their property; then they come
and make their oomplaints to us, when it is

too late to do anything for them. The object

of this meeting is to tell you these things ;

and then, if you will pursue the same course,

you must bear the consequences of your
own folly.

There are several objects in your coming
here. One object has been to bring you
from sectarian bondage ; another object was
to bring you from national bondage to
where you can be planted in a fertile soil.

We have brought you into a free govern-
ment,—not that you are to consider your- •

selves outlaws.

By free governments we do not mean that a
man has a right to steal, rob, &c; but free

from bondage, unjust taxation, oppres-
sion, and everything, if they cooduct honestly
and circumspectly with their neighbours,—
free in a spiritual capacity. This is the place

that is appointed for the oracles of God to

be revealed. If you have any darkness, you
have only to ask, and the darkness is re-

moved. It is not necessary that miracles

should be wrought to remove darkness.

Miracles are the fruits of faith.

' How, then, shall they call on him in whom
they have not believed? And how shall

they hear without a preacher? And how
shall they preach except they be sent?'

God may translate the Scriptures by me,
if he chooses. Faith comes by hearing the

word of God, and not faith by hearing, and
hearing by the word, &c. If a man has not

faith enough to do one thing, he may have
faith to do another: if he cannot re-

move a mountain, he may heal the sick.

Where faith is, there will be some of the

fruits: all gifts and power which were sent

from heaven were poured out on the heads
of those who had faith.

Tou must have a oneness of heart in all

things, and then you shall be satisfied one
way or the other before you have done with

as.
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There are a great many old huts here,
}

but they are all new ; for our city ie not elx

or seven hundred years old, as those yon 1

eame from. This city is not fonr years

old ; it is only a three-year-old last fall :
|

there are very few old settlers.

I got away from my keepers in Missouri

;

and when I came to these shores, I found

fonr or five hundred families who had been

driven ont of Missouri, without houses or

food; and I went to work to get meat and
-flour to feed them. The people were not

afraid to trust me, and I went to work and
bought all this region of country, and I cried

out, ' Lord, what wilt thou hare me to do?*

And the answer was, • Build up a city, and

call my Saints to this place ;' and our hearts

leaped with joy to see you coming here.

We hare been praying for you all winter

from the bottom of our hearts, and we are

.glad to see you. We are poor, and cannot

do by you as we would ; bnt we will do for

yon all we can. It is not expected that all

of you can locate in the city. There are

some who hare money and will build and
hire others. Those who cannot purchase

lots can go out in the country : the farmers

want your labour. No industrious man
need suffer in this land. The claims of the

poor on ns are such that we have claim on

your good feelings, for your money to help

the poor ; and the Chnrch debts also have

their demands, to save the credit of the

Church. This credit has been obtained to

help the poor and keep them from starva-

tion, &c. Those who purchase Chnrch land

and pay for it, this shall be their sacrifice.

Men of $50 and g 100,000, who were
robbed of everything in the State of Mis-

souri, are labouring in this city for a morsel

of bread; and there are those who must
have starved, but for the providence of Cod
through me. We can beat all our com-
petitors in lands, price, and everything : We
have the highest prices and best lauds, and

do the most good with the money we get.

Our system is a real smut machine, a bolt-

ing machine; and all the ehorts, bran, and
smut runs away, and all the flour remains

with us. Suppose I sell you land for $10
per acre, and I gave three, four, or five

dollars per acre; then some persons may
cry out, 4 You are speculating.' Yes. I will

tell how : I buy other lands and give them
to the widow and the fatherless. If the

speculators run against me, they run against

the buckler of Jehovah. God did not send

me up as he did Joshua. In former days

God sent his servants to fight ; bnt in the

last days he has promised to fight the

bsttle himself. 'God will deal with you
himself, and will bleat or curse you as you
behave yourselves. I speak to you as one
having authority, that you may know when

it comes, and that you may have faith ssj

know that God has tent me.
Some persons may perhaps enoufa* waist

is the most healthy location. I will tsl

you. The lower part of the tows is asset

healthy. In the upper part of the tews at*

the merchants, who will amy that I am par-

tial, &c; but the lower part of the toes is

much the most healthy ; and I tell it yearn

the name of the Lord. I have been out m
all parts of the city and at all hours of tbt

night to learn these things. The doctors

in this region don't know much; and toe

lawyers, when I speak mboot them, begin to

say, * We will denounce yon on the state?

But they don't oome up ; mod I take tat

|

liberty to say what I have m mind to abset

them. Doctors won't tell you where to go

, to be well: they want to kill or cars yes, to

' get your money. Calomel doctors will gist

you calomel to cure a sliver In the big tot;

I

and they do not stop to know whether tat

|

stomach is empty or not ; and calomel an sa

empty stomach will kill the patient. Asdtbe

lobelia doctors will do the same. Potot me

I

out a patient, and I will tell you whether

calomel or lobelia will kill him or not, if yet

' give it.

1 The Mississippi water is more healthy to

1 drink than the spring water ; but you had

better dig wells from fifteen to thirty M,
\
and then the water will be healthy. Tbstt

• are many sloughs on the islands, from whence

miasma arises in the summer and is biowi

|

over the upper part of the city ; but it dost

not extend over the lower part of the city.

! All those persons who have not beet at*

! customed to living on a river, or lake, or

I large pond of water, I do not want they

should, stay ou the banks of the river. Get

away to the lower part of the city, or back

to the hill, where you can get good wen

water. If you feel any inconvenience, tsht

some mild physic two or three times, sod

follow that up with some good bitters, u

you cannot get anything else, take s ttto»

salts and cayenne pepper. If you esonot

get salts, take ipecacuanha, or gnaw down*

butternut tree, or use boneset or hctfebotuw.

Those who have money, come to me, tad

I will let you have lands; and those who

have not money, if they loolc as well ss I**

I will give them advice that will do them

good. I bless you in the name cf Je*m

Christ. Amen.
Hyrum Smith made some remarto con-

cerning the Prophets. Every report m nj*

eolation not congenial to good undsrstsnj

ing is false—false as the dark regions of

W

Closed by singing and prayer.

After meeting, mamy of the ibis*1*

paired to themndmsr at theNMssjoflott*,
The eteamer, Mmid of /etea> ****
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during meeting from Keokuk, where
it went last night after the freight which
it left to enable it to get over the rapids.

I was among them until about three

o'clock. When the boat left, I walked
with brother Kimball.

Eighteen vessels wrecked on the Irish

coast bj the easterly winds.

The .gunpowder mills at Waltbam
Abbey, England, exploded, killing seven
persons.

The Siamese twins, Chang and Eng,
married the two sisters, Sarah and Ade-
laide Yeates, of Wilkes County, Iforth
Carolina.

(To be continued.)

THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS' MILLENNIAL STAR.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1858.

Prepared and Ready.—It is not only the privilege of the Saints to understand

the general providence of the Almighty ; but when he is bringing to pass any of his

special purposes, it is both their privilege and duty to be prepared for the divine

events. And not merely should they be prepared for the work of God in its grand

and extended generalities, but they should also be prepared for the unfolding of its

details and ready to perform their parts. They should not merely embrace a dispen-

sation as a whole, with its principal events, but they should be prepared for those

movements and periods which occur in their own lives.

When the Divine Master is prepared to work out any of his many grand designs

or to unfold any of his wise purposes, his servants and people should also be prepared.

If he is about to return to a suspended operation or to commence a new movement,

or to organize fresh elements, or to bind influences, or to modify features, the minds

of his Saints should receive a relative impression. If he requires of them, to so

express it, a more classical and highly-wrought work, they should have acquired

skill to produce it. Where he leads they should be prepared to follow and be ready

to co-operate with him at his appointed time and in his appointed way. Neither is

this too much to expect of them ; for he invariably gives them time and opportunities

to prepare and be ready for the seasons of his providence. Indeed, those who fully

enter into the spirit and design of the Divine Master will be thus prepared and ready.

He declares, " My people shall be willing in the day of my power."

Those who are not thus prepared and ready will be like the foolish virgins who
made no preparation, but slumbered and slept until the Bridegroom came. Waking

by the event, they desired to join in the celebration and fain would have lit their

lamps. But they had no oil : no preparation had been made, and therefore they

could obtain no light. " They that were foolish took their lamps, and took no oil

with them ; but the wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps." When the hour

came for the celebration of the event, and the cry was made, " Behold the bridegroom

cometh ; go ye out to meet him," they all arose and trimmed their lamps. But the

lamps of the foolish virgins were useless, and when trimmed would give no light

;

for they were unprepared in the most essential part. The principal elements required

for the illumination was lacking. The body, as it were, was prepared, but the spirit

of a lasting light was absent. And when the foolish virgins said unto the wise,

* Give us of your oil" they were answered, " Not so, lest there be not enough
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and you; but go ye rather to them that sell, and boy for yourselves." The wise

virgins are never more than prepared for the purposes of God, and every one most

have his own lamp burning—must carry a self-light ; for the light and oil of others

will not be acceptable, and those who are unprepared must "go and buy" for

themselves.

And while the foolish virgins M went to bay, the bridegroom came; and they that

were ready went in with him to the marriage, and the door was shut Afterward

came the other virgins, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us. But he answered and said,

Verily I say unto you, I know you not." This parable of the Saviour's is not only

illustrative of the actual coming of the Son of Man, but also of the events connected

therewith. The Saints should remember that Jesus has declared, " Then shall the

kingdom of heaven be likened unto ten virgins," &c. He was speaking of events

belonging to this last dispensation. Half of the virgins were described as being

foolish, unprepared, and unready. Doubtless that will be the fact. Bat each of the

Saints should aim not to be found among that class; and those who will thus act will

not be found amongst them. Those who are not prepared and ready for the no*

folding of God's purposes will behold the events pass on. There will be no waiting

for preparation then ; and while the a prepared and ready" will enter into the spirit

of those events, take their parts in them, and move onward, the unprepared and

unready will not be able to enter into their spirit, will not be qualified to take parts

in the Divine purposes, nor be able to march onward with the progressive movements

of the kingdom.

The unprepared and unready may also be likened unto reapers going forth to

perform the work of harvest when the season is past and the summer is ended.

Such examples are peculiarly appropriated to the Saints and strikingly applicable

to those who are unprepared and unready connected with'the Latter-day Work, and

especially appropriate to the Priesthood^ and applicable to the administrative body.

Those among them who are not prepared for the various unfoldings of the Church

and ready to co-operate with the Divine Master in the parts required at his appointed

time will find that they have lost their day of opportunities, and will be left behind.

Only the prepared and ready will bear off the kingdom and become the chosen ones

of die future.

After internal development, progress, and government, the principal parts of the

Latter-day Work is the ingathering of Israel to their folds and their " gathering

home" from all nations. In those parts are embraced many of the most important

purposes of God. Out of them will grow the greatest events and most universal

operations of the last days. The spirit of the dispensation of the fulness of times will

constantly move around these centres, and in the unfolding of the future of the world

the ingathering of the elect to the Church and the gathering of Israel to Zion and

Jerusalem will grow broader and more strongly marked, until the grand drama of tht

last days reaches its last scene.

But the Divine Master is not always bearing on the same point, nor working at

the same part, nor moving in the same direction. He changes and varies, suspends

and recontinues, according to the development of events and the state of the nations

and people with whom he is moving. Thus is the harmony of the whole preserved

and greater effect given to the Divine movements. Now the Saints should be affected

accordingly. By the Spirit they should discern the signs of the times and the work-

ings of Providence. They should be prepared for all the developments, changes,

variations, suspensions, and recontinuations, and be ready to co-operate with tbeif

Master at his time.
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The Spirit and the signs of the work seem to mark the letnrning of the Divine

Master with greater power and effect to the ingathering to the Church and the

*• gathering home." We have endeavoured to prepare the Mission for it and to

bring the Saints and the administration to a state of readiness for these events. We
have given to the Mission a complete number of Penny Emigration Fund Records,

and have moved the Priesthood in the direction of the gathering, so that all the Saints

possessing the opportunity may he prepared, and every one within whose efforts

it lies be ready when the Lord returns to the work of gathering Israel.

We have also particularly directed the attention of Presidents to a " reformation of

meetings!" and dwelt largely and strongly first upon preaching meetings and matters

connected therewith. This has been done so that all may be prepared and ready

whenjthe power of God shall move the hearts of the honest. We hope that in both

these movements the Saints and Priesthood will actively co-operate, and that they will

truly answer to the condition of " prepared and ready."

HEAVEN.

BT ELDEB CHARLES W. PBN&OSE.

Among the many inconsistencies that

confuse the minds of mortals may be

ranked the errors that exist upon the

subject of heaven. Where is it ? What
is it ? And how are we to get to it?

Thousands of books have been written

upon the subject and numberless sermons

have been preached upon it. But after we
have muddled our brains with reading

the one and listening to the other, we
still feel puzzled and ask the same
questions.

If all the absurdities that have been

uttered about heaven and its inhabitants

were to be collected, what an amazing
exhibition would be formed ofextravagant

folly and contradictory nonsense

!

The first place in Scripture in which

the word heaven occurs is the first verse

of the Bible—"In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth. The
heaven here spoken of is what is called

the sky or the firmament; for "God
called the firmament heaven."

That this is not the abode of the

Eternal is evident; for the Scriptures

inform us that it shall " pass away, that,

".being on fire, it shall be dissolved,"

that it shall " vanish away like smoke," &c.

But heaven is spoken of in the Scrip-

tures as the habitation of the Deity.
" Thy throne, O God, is in the heavens."

"Our Father, who art in heaven." "Hea-
ven is my throne, and earth is my foot-

stool"

This heaven is a glorified planet, around
which revolve others of the same order,

from which the sun obtains its light, and
is inhabited by beings advanced in the

scale of purity and intelligence far above
the inhabitants of the earth. (See " Book
of Abraham.")

In this " heaven of heavens," in the

"bosom of eternity," in the "midst of

all tilings," God sits as the Grand Head
and Supreme Ruler. The principles of
celestial government are there carried out
to perfection ; for all the hosts of sanc-

tified inteUigencies that are privileged to

dwell there obey his will implicitly ; there-

fore everything is orderly, peaceful, and
harmonious.

There are palaces glittering with gems
and shining with the glory ofGod ; there

are gardens ever blooming with per-

fumed flowers of every tint and shade;

the rivers of life water the holy ground,
and all is eternal and without decay.

But the language of earth is too broken
and imperfect to display the beauties of

heaven ; and if the Prophets of God saw
there things which it was not possible for

man to utter, it will be folly in us to

attempt such a task.

There are also other places called

heaven. Paul sneaks about being "caught
up into the third heaven." This would
imply two more ; and as Jesus says,"In my
Father's house there are many mansions

:

I go to prepare a place for you," it k
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-dear that there are other heavens than

the residence of the Almighty. In fact,

every world is a heaven where the order

of God's government is carried out.

Bat where is the heaven to which the

righteous of this world go when they die?

We reply, that they are not prepared to

go to heaven at all when they die. They
enter not into the fulness of their glory

until the resurrection. Here is one of

the great mistakes into which the Chris-

tian world has fallen.

" Lo, on a narrow neck of land,

'Tvrlxt two unbounded aeas I stand
Secure, ln*ensible

:

A point of time—a moment** tp&ce
Removei me to that hearenly place,

Of shuts me up in hell."

This is the almost universal belief among
professed Christians. But let us appeal

to the Scriptures. Jesus says, M And no
roan bath ascended up into heaven but he
that came down from heaven, even the

Son of Man which is in heaven." We
will not stay here to enquire who was the

individual referred to in this passage ; but

the fact is clear that the righteous dead
had not up to that time gone into heaven.

Jesus himself did not go there at bis

death, although he was pure from sin, but
ascended after liis resurrection. u Touch
me not," said he in the garden to

Mary ; " for I am not yet ascended to my
'Father; but go unto my brethren and
say unto them, I ascend to my Father and
your Father, and to my God and your
God/' Paul did not expect to obtain bis

reward at his death, but said, "Henceforth
there is laid upfar mea crown which the

the Lord the righteous judge will give

me at that day, and to all them that love

his appearing."

It is not our present purpose to enter

into the subject of the intermediate state

between death and the resurrection ; but
from these Scriptures and others that

might be quoted, it appears that the

righteous will receive their reward at the

last day, when all shall be judged accord-

to the deeds done in the body. Then
they will enter the kingdom of heaven and
receive the blessings for which they
laboured, suffered, and endured unto the

end.
To enter this kingdom they will not be

compelled to travel farthrough the regions
of unbounded space ; for the place of
their reward will be the place of their
Jabours; the planet on which they were

born will be their heavenly fohftafrisfi

;

for the order of God's ywernssent in the
" kingdom of heaven* will be established

here, and the glory of God wifl cover the
earth, and his will he done here as k is in
the heaven where he resides. Jesm, the
Redeemer of this world, wifl he its king,

subject to his Father, who is all in alL
The kingdoms of this world and aU

other human institutions and organiza-

tions must pass away, aH unrighteousness
cease, and a change ha wrought upon
the earth itself, which will cause k to

bloom with eternal beanty and to bring
forth in their seasons productions fines

with the principles of me for the susten-

ance and pleasure of the immortal beings

who shall dwell in peaceful K^rpp—

»

upon its face.

The Prophets have anticipated tftss

day; the dead Saints are waiting for it;

the living and the dead who have drank
from the stream of revelation are praying

for its approach ; and all are working to

hasten it on. Job, in the midst of iw
afflictions, could rejoice as he thongfitef
the time when his Redeemer should stand

on the earth, when his diseased and suffer-

ing body should be changed, and in it be
should behold his God. Isaiah, in the
beautiful language of inspiration, pre-

dicted the time when a king should reign

in righteousness and the earth sbstud

blossom as the rose—when the wilderness

should be glad, the desert rejoice, and the
waste places resound with the songs of
the Lord's ransomed ones,—when the

wolf and the lamb, the leopard and the

kid, the calf and the young lion should

play together,—when the knowledge of
God should cover the earth, and the glory

of the Lord should make it an eternal

excellency. Ezekiel saw, in hearenly

vision, the house of Israel brought up
from their graves to dwell in the land of

promise, with David as a prince over

them for ever. Daniel beheld die time
when the Son of Man should come and
an everlasting dominion should betgiven
him, that all peoples, nations, and hnv
guages should serve him, and the flaiati

with him possess the kingdom under tas

whole heaven. John heard the rapturous
song of the spirits waiting fat their

riory—" Thou hast redeemed us to Osd
by thy blood out of every nation, and
kindred, and tongue, and hast sflade us
longs and priests unto God; and we ehnl
reign on the earth." Joseph, the Pro*
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phet of the last days, now mingling with

the spirits of the just and preparing with

them for the coming of our Lord, saw the

£fafy of the Redeemer's kingdom and
id the foundation for its permanent

establishment on tbe earth.

Why, then, look for a heaven beyond
the clouds ? Revelation, both ancient and
modern, points out the earth as the future

abode of the righteous, and shows the

wsvt to make it so.

llie Saints of the last days have often

been told that ifever they enjoy a heaven,

they will have to make it. The pro-

priety of this remark will be seen when
we consider the present degraded state of

the earth and its inhabitants. It bears

now the marks of hell rather than the

impress of heaven, and its inhabitants

rather the traits of devils than the charac-

teristics of angels. Aye, and before the

great change shall come, the evil passions

and corrupt desires of men will be more
than ever developed. Satan will have a
greater hold upon their heart?, and he

-will wield a mightier influence for evil

than ever he has manifested during his

lonjr. reign of darkness. Nation will rise

against nation and family against family.

Fraud, strife, anarchy, adultery, robbery,

murder, oppression, and all kinds of cruelty

and sin will abound; and the elements

around, as if affected by the wickedness

of the people, will become fearfully

agitated and will use their mighty force

tomakethingsmore horrible and wretched.
It will be a dark hour before the splen-

dour of day—an awful storm before the

calm of peace. The evil day is approach-
ing with fearfnl rapidity; but, thanks be
to God, the heavenly kingdom is already

"set up." Its citizens are gathering

together and uniting their strength and
influence. By subordination to inspired

leaders, their energies are being directed

to accomplish the greatest good ; and ere

long the gigantic power of this glorious

organization shall be felt throughout the

whole world.

The spirits of holy men are mustering
for the struggle to come, and the resur-

rected Saints are marshalling to unite their

resistless influence with the other powers
of righteousness, that Satan and iniquity

and all who hate the ways of God may be
banished from the earth, no more to bear

universal sway, for ever*

Rejoice, O Mother Earth ! and let the

anguish on thy countenance depart ; for

thou shalt be cleansed from the pollutions

which have defiled thee ; thy hidden light

shall shine forth and illuminate the firma-

ment; thou shalt be clothed with the

garments of praise, and an immortal

bloom shall glow upon thee ; among the

heavens of eternity shalt thou roll in

splendour and in majesty ; and, like thy

King and thy Redeemer, thou shalt

endure for ever and ever

!

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

LETTER FROM ELDER W. BUDGE.

58, Albion Street, Birmingham,
November 30, 1858.

President Calkin.

Dear Brother,—Continuing my visits

among the Conferences, I visited Bed-
ford on the 30th October; and on the

following day, Sunday, attended Con-
ference there with Pastor Bayliss. We
had very good meetings, considering the

scattered condition of the Saints in that

Conference.

There was a goodly portion of the

Spirit of God enjoyed; and, judging from
the representations of the Elders, the

Conference is in a very good condition.

Pastor Bayliss, President Jefferies, and
tbe Travelling Ministry are in excellent

spirits and cheerfully attending to their

duties.

On Sunday, the 7th November, I at-

tended Conference at Abersychan, in the

company of Pastor Penrose. The meetings

were well attended by the Saints, and a
good influence prevailed. There has been

comparatively little done in this Con-
ference towards the liquidation of the

book debc. The Priesthood have not com-
j
prehended the nature of the effort lately

|

made throughout the Mission for the

above purpose, or it has been entirely

overlooked: I believe the former, because

the Saints manifested their willingnesfJ
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iceep pace with the times and to give

their offerings in aid of the Church; and
I feel assured that things will work much
-better under the direction of Elders Pen-
rose and Burrows than they did previous

to the late appointment.

I arrived in Jersey, Channel Islands,

via Weymouth, on Friday, the 30th
Nov., and found Elder Barnes and the

Saints in good spirits and thankful for a
visit. Spent Saturday in business and
conversation with brother Barnes, and on
Sunday met with the Saints,—first in

Council meeting, then in two public

meetings. On Monday I visited the

Saints at Goree, and returned to England
on Tuesday.
The Saints in these islands are a rem-

nant of a large number who have been
baptised into the Church. A large pro-

portion are fishermen and female servants,

whose incomes are generally small and
uncertain.

Some are so situated that they cannot

be visited very often ; yet those that hue
the privilege of attending meetings and

otherwise show an interest in the work
are feeling very well. A decided im-

provement has .taken place of late in

their feelings, and I anticipate a continued

improvement.
Elder Barnes has been devoting Mm-

!
self to the work with great earnestness

|
and theLord has blessed him in his labours.

You were pleased to send them a little

assistance for the reduction of their book

debt, which is heavy, taking their circum-

stances into consideration; for which they

felt very thankful ; and doubtless this act

will inspire them in their labours to make

themselves entirely free.

I am your fellow-labourer in the

truth,

W. Budge.

A JEWISH EDITOR AND HIS ANTI-MORMON CORRESPONDENT.

The following is an answer of the Editor of the Jewish Chronicle to a w Christian"

bigot, who felt so scandalized at the Editor's announcing " the receipt of six numbers

of the Latter-day Saints* Millennial Star,
9
' that he must forsooth "bore" a Jew

with a formal protest against the Saints.

(From the "Jewish Chronicle.")

" We, of course, can have no objection to re-

cording the protest of I. C. S. against the belief

that Mormonism is a Christian sect. But let

us tellour correspondent that somethingmore
than a simple denial will be necessary to

convince those who, unbiassed like ourselves,

examine the credentials produced by the

various contending parties. The external

evidence for the Prophetship of Joseph
Smith appears to us at least as strong as

that on which the Divine origin of Chris-
tianity itself is based. We cannot see how
the proofs which should be deemed sufficient

to demolish the veracity of the former
should lose their efficacy when applied as a
test to the latter. The parallelism, not in

the life, but in the death of the founders of

Christianity and Mormonism respectively is

evident, with the difference that, whilst the

former had a trial and was by the law of

his country—rightly or wrongly interpreted,

this is not the question here—found guilty

and put to death by Roman idolators, the

latter was murdered without trial by Chris- '

tians, avowedly for his innovations in reli-

gious matters. The progress made by

Christianity within the thirty years after Hi

foundation cannot be compared with that of

Mormonism within the same period; and the

hardships endured by the primitive Chris-

tians find likewise their parallel in the per-

secutions of the Mormons from the Chris-

tians. The Mormon preachers, too, sre

persecuted, incarcerated, banished, and fined,

and yet perscveringly go on preaching their

views and making converts. Do we wish

to apologise for the flagrant errors of Mor-

monism? God forbid. The system of

Mormonism, as it is at present, would at

much throw mankind back as Christianity

has advanced it. But we feel induced to

make these remarks in order to show bow

much more occasion there is for conver-

sionists to defend their own than constantly

to thrust their views upon Jews, npon whom

conversionist argument can produce no im-

pression whatever.—En. J. C."
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PASSING EVENTS.

General.—The relations between the French Government and the Court at Rome are
reported as being far from amicable. The fortifications at Dantzio are about to be con-
siderably increased and strengthened. The telegraph between the Dardanelles, Syria, and
Chio has been successfully laid; but that between Candia and Egypt is broken. The
agitation in Candia is increasing, on account of the oppression and violence of the Govern-
ment; and the inhabitants are supplying themselves with arms and ammunition. The
allied French and Spanish forces in China have taken the city of Juron, the forts of Jeupon,
and 200 guns : the Chinese losses have been heavy. In India, Berwha, Chubrowdie, and
Jugdespore have been stormed and taken, and the enemy also routed in many places both
in Oude and Central India. The India Empire has experienced heavy and destructive

gales. Accounts from China state that on the 21st of September a fearful typhoon passed

over Swatow : when the wind was at its height, a storm wave, 25 feet perpendicular, came
in from seaward, sweeping everything before it, and driving the ships from their anchorage
over a long mud flat two miles across : 20 vessels were driven on shore : the number of

Chinese killed and drowned is estimated, according to the China Mail, at 3,000 : all the

junks (upwards of 200) were completely smashed and piled on the top of each other.

" It Is not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us fat; It is not what we earn, but what we
save, that makes us rich j It is not what we read, but what we remember, that makes us wise. All this
Is simple, but it is worth remembering.*9

Velocity of Sound.—Sound travels through the air at the rate of 1,142 feet per
second.

The Typhoon.— The storm of wind called the typhoon is met with only in the
Chinese Seas.

Pulmonary Am-Cells.—It nas been computed that there are 600,000,000 air-cells in

human lungs.

First Railway.—The first railway opened was the Liverpool and Manchester line. It

was projected in 1823, and opened in 1830.

Doomsday Book.—Doomsday Book is an ancient written record, in two volumes, made
in the time of William the Conqueror, by his order, containing a descriptive survey of all

the landed estates in England.
Lightning Conductors.—A lightning conductor (other conditions being equal,) will

protect a space all round four times the length of that part of the rod which rises above
she building.

Kentian Distinctions.—Persons born in Kent on the London side of Rochester
Bridge are called men and maids of Kent ; but those on the Dover side are called

Kentish men and women.
Number or Fixed Stars.—Of the visible fixed stars there are about 4,000. The

invisible or telescopic are innumerable, 50,000 having been counted in merely a small space
of the Yia Lactea, or Milky Way.
The 8bven Prismatic Colours.—The seven primary colours, as reflected in a rainbow

or divided by a prism, are—red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. The
first is the least refracted ray, and the last the one most refracted.

Swimming—The reason why many unskilful swimmers sink in water is because they

straggle to keep the head entirely out. If the head be thrown back boldly into the

water, the mouth will be kept above the surface and the swimmer be-ablt to breathe ; but
if the head be raised above the water, the chin and mouth will sink beneath it, and the
swimmer be suffocated.

Origin of the Turkish Crescent.—When Philip, king of Macedon, besieged By-
z&ntium, the moon (which was in her first quarter,) shone out as his troops were endea-
vouring to scale the walls* of the city, and thus revealed his design to the citizens, who
forthwith repulsed the besiegers. The crescent was thenceforth adopted as the city badge ;

and when the Turks afterwards took Bysantium, finding the sign of the crescent in every
public place, ttey adopted it themselves, and the crescent ultimately became the emblem
of the Turkish empire.

MEMORABILIA.
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A cocntbt clergyman, meeting an old man who never went to church, gave Bin some
reproof on that account, and asked if he ever read his Bible at home; " No,* replied the
old man; " I can't read." " Dear me ! I wonder if yon can tell who made jt>a ?" Haa, sat
I; cried the countryman. ' A little boy who attended the school coming by at the —

«

time, the parson said to him, " Who made you, child T* " God, sir," said he, making a boor.
" Why, look yon there," quoth the clergyman ;

" are yon not ashamed to bear a child fiv*

or six years old tell me whd made him, when you, who are an old man, cannot ?~ " Ah l
m

said the countryman, shaking bis head ; " it is no wonder that he should remember : he was
made but t'other day. It 's a great while, measter, since I war made."
Use of a Long Noas.—Haydn once challenged his pupil Mozart to compose a piece oC

music which he (Haydn) could not play at sight. The challenge was accepted, aad a
champagne snpper was to be the forfeit. Everything being arranged between the two
composers, Mozart took his pen and wrote off a piece of music in five minutes and handed
it to Haydn, saying, " There is a piece of mnsic, sir, which you cannot play, and I cask.

Ton are to give the first trial. Haydo took it and sat down to play. He dashed away
easily enough till he reached the middle of the piece, when, stopping all at once, he
exclaimed, " How is this, Mozart ?— how is this ? Here my hands are stretched oat to

both ends of the piano, and yet there is a middle key to be touched ! Nobody can plzy

such music—not even the composer himself." Mozart, smiling at hie greet matter's

perplexity, then took his seat and commenced playing the piece. Running along the

simple passages, he soon came to that past which his teacher had pronounced impossible
to be played. Now, Mozart, it is well known, was endowed by nature with a very long

nose. So, on reaching the difficult passage, he stretched both hands to the extreme eois

of the piano, and, leaning forward, bobbed his nose against the middle key, which M nobody*
could play. Haydn at once laughingly acknowledged his defeat, admitting that nature-

had certainly endowed Mozart with a capacity for mnsic which he had never before

discovered*

JUDGE RIGHTLY.

Judge not thy brother harshly,
Though his faults seem dark to thee j

But woo him with the gentle words
Of melting charity \

For kind reproof may lure him back
To virtue's long-forsaken track.

Judpre not thy friend unkindly,
But lean to mercy's side

;

Proclaim his merits if thou wilt,

But strive bis faults to hide

:

In many a heart shine virtues bright,

Attentions pure, and motives right.

rSsfasteeV

Judge not thy neighbour hardlyr
Some deeds may seem impure,

Which, were their motives but re
Our praises would secure.

Oh I who on earth can hope to know
The secret springs whence actions tew ?

Remember that mnnntty
Is the heritage of all

;

Even while thou watcbest others' faults,

Thyself perchance may fall.

And need a friend to point the way
From which thy footsteps learned to stray.

Erratum.— In a few copies of last Number, a typographical error occurred in page 795, 4th one.

For •* other," read " better."
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THE LATTER-DAY 8AINT8'

MILLENNIAL STAR
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit $aith unto the churches.—Jetus Chriat.

C§m§ont o/her, my people, that pe be not partaken ofher erne, and that pe reeeiee net ofher

plague*.—A Voice from Heaven.

»* 62. 7oLXX Satorftay, December 25, 1858. Price One Penny.

"THE SOCIAL EVIL."

BY ELDER B. L. CLOAK*

The most ardent admirers of modern
civilization do not attempt for a moment
to deny that demoralization and self-

degradation hang like a fearful incubus

round the neck of the present social

system; and while all their efforts are

avowedly directed to crush it, still it

grows and increases, seemingly and really

fostered by its presumed opponents. In-

dependent of any statistical information

that could be adduced on the subject, it

might be well to look at a few facts con-

cerning it which our every-day experience

confirms. While the ablest writers that a

multitudinous host can produce are with

startling vividity painting the alarming

extent to which "the social evil" pene-

trates society, there is a painful lack of

understanding as to the causes which

produce it and a miserable deficiency of

ability to point out a sufficient remedy

for the evil. In every phase of society it

grows and is fostered, and those of the

unthinking masses who follow blindly the

precept or example of their leaders look

with carelessness on the warnings held

forth in almost every broadsheet issued

from the press and the solemn tones in

which it is denounced from every pulpit,

while the chronicles of the present reveal

the truth that too many of the warners

themselves are often participators in the

denounced evil. In the gorgeous saloons

of the noble and the low novel of the

pauper, in the magnificent street! and

fetid slums of the cities, and amid the

fricturesque and beautiful of nature's

oveliest scenes, the same spirit of lewd-
ness and concupiscence reigns, and misery,
disease, general demoralization, and pre-
mature death are the results of its

workings. Woman is formed loving and
confiding, and organized to be led by man
and guided in the holy path that leads to

future exaltation. She can bless and cheer
him by her presence and her smiles, while
her sympathies will soothe his troubled
spirit. She is like the gentle moon
that sheds her silvery light over arid

plains and desert wilds, giving a hue of
beauty to the barren wastes of nature,
and crowning the rugged peaks and
sterile tracks of life with a flood of tender
loveliness. Under the guidance of a noble
lord striving to magnify his manhood,
she becomes all that God and nature
designed her to be ; and, filling up the
measure of her creation, she presides with
dignity and virtue over the posterity of
him whom she owns as guardian and
head, circling his brows with a halo of
purity and happiness, ever increasing and
shedding a bright lustre over his pro*

gressive career. The poet has said—
M O woman I In our h<w» Of tone.

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please,
And raHabie 4a the'ehftde

By toe llgtit qalfrerlne; aeptn tttade j

Am^B^JlS^!^A minutenng angel toon i

Bat when num abases his power and
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THE SOCIAL EVIL.

influence, and trains the tendrils of

Woman's virtuous and sympathetic affec-

tions downwards, making her the snort

of his depraved passions and the play-

thing of his hours passed in obscenity,

crushing the growing purity of her virgin

heart, and dragging her from under the

sensitive robe of maiden modesty, garbing

himself with a semblance of love, the

better to accomplish his hellish purposes,

and then hurls her forth upon society,

stripped of all that makes woman loved

and lovely, and covered with disgrace and
wantoness—a pest and a curse, with her

fountain of holy sympathies and affections

tainted and . turned from its natural

channel,—upon him be the everlasting

stigma and punishment, but to her the

melting drops of pity and the outstretched

arm of protection.

Abolitionists and philanthropists dis-

course eloquently against' slavery in all its

forms, and enlist the sympathies of the

benevolent in favour of the darkened

descendants of Canaan, as they paint the

auction mart, where human flesh and
blood is sold to the highest bidder. But
here is an auction mart ten thousandfold

worse, where the bodies and souls of earth's

fairest daughters are disposed of to the

most worthless of men, who pay for their

precious purchase with the bogus coin of

false promises and heartless vows. To
paint the misery thus entailed upon many
a happy family would be useless, as there

are too many, alas, who know it by pain-

ful experience.

The family relationship is the founda-

tion of society. From families spring

tribes, and from tribes nations. When
the family relationship is preserved pure
and unsullied, happiness and a healthy

condition of mind and body are its results.

When the purity and proper tone of

families shall be universal, the same
state of things will exist in nations,

and universal happiness will prevail. This
truth the servants of God have been
engaged in propagating ever since society

became corrupt; and in these last days
the inspired Priesthood of heaven is

endeavouring to lead mankind to a know-
ledge of it, that righteousness and purity

may extend through the earth, and the
blessings of health and happiness be
enjoyed by all the human family. But
when the purity of the family relationship
is destroyed, then farewell to all that
VAkes life desirable. Yice, growing apace,

stalks abroad with giant strides, and
covers the earth with all kinds of corrup-
tion. While „the revelations of the past

point with unerring finger to the truth

that iniquity would increase till the cop
of abominations would overflow, Chris-

tendom, professing a belief in these sane
revelations,has followed in a course to fulfil

them. Blind to the end for which man
was created, pietists vainly endeavour
to chain the affections and dry up the

current of noble passions bestowed for our
exaltation, but instead thereof have deep-

ened the channel of vice; and the im-
pulses of nature, forbidden to flow in their

natural course, have necessarily turned in

an opposite direction, and, corrupted at

their fountains, have flooded the world
with an ocean of misery and wretched-
ness.

The social moral polity of Christendom
would affix an indelible blot on the fairest

world that ever rolled from the hands of

the great Creator, which would shrink be-

neath the accumulated load of woe which
such polity would produce. That polity

has blighted the fairest hopes, crushed the

holiest susceptibilities, withered the noblest

affections, and poisoned the very spring of
existence. That polity, which punishes a
man for obeying the first grand law of

God, licenses dens for the prostitution of

everything virtuous and pure in the weaker
portion of humanity, and nays its religious

teachers with the harlot s hire and the

price of thousands of souls annually

consigned to the yawning abyss, leaving

a degraded population behind, where the

ennobling, peaceful, and glorious fruits of
the Gospel ought to be strewn. It is vain

to write and talk with horrified feelings

of the monstrous growth " the sociai evil"

has attained to, while a polity exists that

permits the gratification of the basest and
most damnable desires which the human
heart is capable of devising, while its abet-

tors wink at the monstrosities of the pre-

mature roue or the hoary-headed libertine,

and then, when his rotten race is run, coo-

sign him to a "Christian" grave, in the
" sure and certain hope of a glorious
resurrection!"
That such is the condition of things

requires no arguments to prove, as the
facts are patent to the eye of ererr ob-
server ; and the man who does not know
the truth of this is moving about with
eyes shut to these stern and startling facts,

which are written in th* laws, woven in
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the lives, and seared in the hearts of the

nations of Christendom. Thus, then,

"while a polity exists that permits the

seducer to walk abroad and be hailed with

the welcome of society, that compels in-

jured honour and virtue to be satisfied

with a few paltry pounds, and suffers

prostitution and adultery , to run riot

through the land, Christendom must
expect " the social evil" to continue and
increase; and as the polity saps at the

foundation of family relationship, the

whole structure of society must tremble

beneath its attacks.

When "the dispensation of the fulness

inf times" was opened, and the everlasting

^Gospel had begun to take root amongst
the honest in heart, God, in his mercy,
pitying the degraded condition of man
kind, reveaiea anew a plan by which the

curse might be removed in obedience to

the principles of nature, reason, and
righteousness. But hoary tradition, blind

to the fact that all the evils summed up
in the expressive phrase, u the social evil,"

was produced by "changing the ordi-

nances" of heaven, raised the frenzied

cry of " Licentiousness ! " " Abomina-
tion 1" Yet the celestial law of marriage

was hailed with joy by deep-thinking men
and women, who loved purity and yearned
Ibr a knowledge of how the mighty
Avalanche of vice might be arrested,

mankind restored to a healthful condition,

and virtue be honoured and its growth
fostered among the citizens of the world.

Like every great plan revealed for the ad-

vancement of worth and the redemption
of the earth, it met with the bitterest

opposition from narrow minds too con-

tracted and impure to see its beauty and
utility, and from those rotten-hearted

wretches who were too corrupt to abide

its purity. But among the wise and the

good it was nailed as the renovator of

society, the restorer of blessings and privi-

leges lost, and the mighty engine in the

bands of God and his servants to cleanse

the issues of life and drive all the misery

and disease produced by their corruption

to the nether abyss. It is but among a

few, however, compared with the many,
that this is undefftoo^and acted upon

;

jft
j

UhfchgJ^ grows, and

will grow till the cup of abomination is

loll, when God's wrath, no longer leld

back, shall dart swift destruction pon
those who have u transgressed the laws,

changed the ordinance, and broken the

everlasting covenant" Meantime, it ougnft
to be the aim of all who love purity and
righteousness to " shun" as a pestilence?

the very " appearance" of this monstrous
"evil," to shrink from the touch of the
seducer of youthful innocence and virtue,

to shield and foster the growing virtues

and affections of youth, to teach by pre-
cept and example true principles of purity'

and holiness, and flee from the plague*

spot of prostitution and lewdness.

Day after day are the fairest of earth's

lovely daughters given up to the maw of
the devouring monster; allurements of
ease, dress, and pleasure are held forth to
entice the weak and unwary ; and in the
hamlets of the land, in the Quietest of
rural retreats, in the emigrant ships steer
ing over the trackless watery waste, ssv

well as in the crowded cities of the earth,

where vile procuresses are ever busy
plying all their nefarious arts to accom-
plish their hellish designs, unprotedsd
female purity is surrounded by insidious,

and seducing foes.

Nowhere under the blue arch of heaven:

are virtue and purity fully recognized and
honoured, save in the mountain home of"

the Saints of God, under the protect-*

ing cegis of the Priesthood of heaven*

Outside that secluded spot, the condition

of society is awful mdeed. Well and
truthfully did an Apostle of old describe?

mankind as they now are. Looking for-

ward with prophetic eye to the day we
live in, he said that men should become
" lovers of their own selves, unthankful*

unholy, without natural affection, in-

continent, fierce, despisers of those that

are good, heady, high-minded, lovers of
pleasure more than lovers of God,
creeping into houses and leading captive

silly women laden with sins and led

away with divers lusts." Husbands are
even base enough to sell the honour of
their wives, and fathers to barter their

daughters' virtue. Priests, too, are dew
graded enough to take them and their vhe
accomplices by the hand ; for money, at
once the goa and the curse of the world*,

can shroud in silks their rottenness and
cover up their manifold sins. But.
there is an eye that discerns their most
secret actions,an arm that is not shortened,

and a voice that cannot be hushed. The*
voice has sounded through the lengthand
breadth of the land—calling upon the
virtuous and honest to flee, tike Lot off
and look not back,—to gird up [

'
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for the journey and flee into "the wilder-

ness of the people." That eye has sought

oat a hidingplace for his people, that they

may be shut up when the avenging angel

Dasses throucrh the Land—that, cavernedin

STe secret cLntos of the Almighty, the

overflowing scourge may pass over while

they are in safety. That arm is stretched

out with thunderbolts of wrath and indie-

nation to hurl on the wicked and ungodly

[Cbhtinued/ront ptigeSW.)

Diprfl, 1843.]

Ftiday, l*th. Rede on* to" mf iknri

nnwi to the prairte, with tome of Ac
enrigrnnte; sold twenty Acres' of land?

said wheii Iwas again riding out In the

gyring, broke the ottftae on the rifle

anlVwhetJ miulTehnteednonle on ibet.

Ijgive the Mowing speeeh entire, as

•epfidfronjfth© Natkmallntdlfymctr.hi a
npeoimen of the way the need of Jueeph are

awrbetng ^wanted beforethe Gentiles

"Speech of Colonel Cobb,

MeadMing* of the Cftoaaix, East oftheMU-
Metippi, in reply to the.Agent ofthe U. S.

Brother : We navel nearfl yon talk as from
4hw«ips of onr father* tae great white chief

sttTOantinfeien* and my people We called

wpnta me to speak to yen. The red man
fees no hooks ; • and when he wishes to make
Jroown bis views, like his fathers liefore
him, he speaks from his mouth. He is,afraid

Of writing. *Ween J*e *peak*> he knows
what he says. The Great Spirit hears him.
Writing Is jthe intention of the pale faces

:

3t gives birth to error and to feeds. The
Oreat Spirit talks. "We hear him in the
ffrarider, in the ruMhmg winds, and the
tnfghiy Waters. Bat he never writes.

Brother: When yen were young, we
wer* strong. We famght by yeur eide, hat
otn^armajare now brokea. You bans grown
large, tyy people have become small.

Jj*rotbar: Jdy voice is weak: you can
scarcely hear me. It is not the, shout of
a warrior, but the bewail of an infant I
hare lost it in mourning for the misfortunes
of my people. These are their graves, and"

m those steed £fnes yon hear the ghosts of
toe departed. Their ashes are here, and we
hate been left to protect them. Onr war-
riors art nearly all gone to tee far country
West ; hat* hare ate onr dead; tinatt we go,

law, and give tteir bones to the wolves?
Brother: Two Sleeps hare petted emee

we heard yon talk, We b*TO tboegut apea

it. Yon ask us to leave onr country, ssd

tell us it is our father's wish, Wjo would

not desire to displease qut father. We res-

pect hini and yon, his child. Bui the Choctaw

always thmks. We want rime' to answer.

brother: Onr hearts ate ;foll. Twehe
winters ago dnr chiefs toM onr eoaatry.

Ertry Warrior thatyon see here Wiw opposes

to the treaty. If the ftefcd oonkt have best

counted, it could never have been mads;

bet* alas ! though they ttood eroend, the}

could net be seen or heard. Their tssrs

came |n the rajn drops, and their voices is

the wafting wind, but the pale faces knew

it not, and our land was taken away.

Brother : We do not now complain. The

Choctaw suffers, but lie never weeps.

Ton have the strong arm, and We cannot

resist. Bnt the pale fane Worships tat

Great Snirit. 60 deeefhe reel man. The

Great Spirit loves tenth. When yen teak

onr country, yon proatstod ua land. There

is your premise in the, book* Tweirs nans

have the trees dropped their leaves, and yet

we have received no land. Oar houses have

been taken from us. The white msn'i

Slough turns up the bones of our fathers,

fe dare not kindle* up our fires; sndytt

you said We ntight remain, and yori woold

give us land.

Brother: Is fhis thUh f Bat We beheve,

now onr greet father know*bur eeoewjee,

he will heten to us. We see as mennaag

orpaaris in onr country ; hat onr fstasr

will take nt by thejeend. When he must

his promise, we will answer bis talk. Be

meant well. We know it. Bnt we caanet

think now. Grief has made children of as.

"w*hen our business is settled, we shall be

men again, and talk to our great father

about what he has promised.
Brother : Yon stand in the nJbccetins ofa

great chief; you speak the Words of t

mighty nation, and yonr talk was leng.

ftlypeeneearetmall: metethwdowicnreslj

reaches to your knee. They' are Seattersa

and gone. When. I. eaoat, 1near my vests
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Xng shouts come back. My words, there- I Tyler, of Virginia, brother to the President
fore, are few. I have nothing more to say, of the United States, recently appointed one
out to tell what I hare said toUhe talt chief of the- Choctaw Commissioners,) stands by
ef the pale faces, whose brother (William your side.*'

TBB CfcOenfO Ybab.—Another of Time's cycles is Dearly run. A dying year is

throbbing its last pulses and heaving its expiring breath. Such erents roll solemnity

of thought over the reflective mind ; and at such periods, the man impressed with

eternal things seems to hear the voice of God demanding an account of the past, and
to the prophetic soul is whispered foretelHngs ofHirfuture purposes.

There are cycles of being as well as cycles of time—such as the pre-existing, the

probationary, the intermediate, the resurrected, the immortal, and the eternal.

From the pre-existing to the eternal states, these again, doubtless, have all their

divisions. Each cycle of being leads into its relative one, and that relative one is

•determined by the direction of those preceding. What, then, is the character of

the courses which each of us have made since our pre-existing state began, and in

what direction have those courses been ? What has been the past of each one bearing

the name of 8aint ? What cycle of being is the life of each now marking, and what
is the relative one to come ? The answer to the question concerning the future is

dependent on those of the past and present. We all continue from the point last'

reached. The unfoldings of being are harmonious, and states and spheres are marked

out in progressive order. We cannet bound from the first to the last, overleaping

the intermediate courses marked out for our development ; for each merges into the

other and answers to those preceding, and the past and the present become embodied

In the future. The question as to the various courses of each Saint since being first

hegan is indeed an important question; for it involves their past and present

standing before God. It asks concerning the growth of the soul, and demands of all

in what course they are moving towards the confines of eternity. The closing of

another year brings home these questions and considerations ; for it is in the yearly

cycles of this Kfe that the circles of our probation are made, and the dying year speaks

of the period when the probationary course of each will end.

Time channels into eternity, bearing on its tide the events of its reign. In that

fathomless abyss, years and months, weeks and days, hours and moments are

drowned. Not so with the events and acts of time. On the bosom of eternity

they are received and borne onwards ; and when we reach its shore, the acts and the

events which each has helped to form will be floating on the boundless deep. Nothing

will be lost, but will be found naked and single, or embodied and compounded.

What acts and events, then, have our readers cast on the tide of time ? They will

ind them when they reach the eternal state.

Again, time may be considered as the blank volume of the world's probation.

Ages and years give space for the chapters, months and weeks for the paragraphs,

"days and hours for the sentences, and minutes and seconds for the words and letters.

Mankind collectively write that volume. The Creator has given this blank volume

to his ©Matures to be filled up and written with their lives and acts ; and when com*

{To bt contifiwd.)
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pieted, it will be a world's history. Each member in the family of worlds during

its probationary term, supplies a volume, and the Gods place them in the archiyas of

eternity, to form a universal history.

Again, each man has a probationary volume to write. His life is the subject, and

his acts are the fillings-in. And here will be shown the quality, activity, pow,

.compass, and character of every man. The lives of many supply bad subject, aad

are barren of events; their acts make poor narrative, and their paragraphs, sentences,

general construction, and style are mean and unworthy. It is only the few that

write their probationary volumes acceptably in the sight of God. How aretfie

Saints writing theirs? Let each ask the question, How am I writing mine?

During the past year we have endeavoured, by the assistance of God, not to

unworthily write our part The Saints have truly done the same, and in the closing

period of the year we feel to say, Well done, good and faithful ones ! May your works

be received and blessed of the Lord!

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

NEWCASTLB-ON-TYNE PASTORATE.

22, Ravensworth-st., Bishopwearmoutb,

Sunderland, November 18, 1858.

President Asa Calkin.

My dear Brother,—I embrace the pre-

. sent opportunity of reporting the condition

of this Pastorate.

The President of the Durham Con-

ference, Elder R. H. Hodson, is doing

very well. He is quite attached to his

present field of labour, and is much es-

teemed by the Saints under his watchcare.

The Saints are doing their best to

keep pace with the times, and their works

hear testimony for them. The fact that

their book debt will in all probability

die with the present year speaks volumes

in their favour.

Newcastle-on-Tyne Conference is not

one whit behind in point of improvement.

Elder George Reed, who presides over

this Conference, has accomplished a good

work. Confidence and good order are

greatly increased, and everything betokens

an increase of good works.

The Saints are in good working con-

dition, and feel well towards their

brethren who labour among them. The
book debt is large; but, in comparison

to the amount due at the beginning of

the year^it is only small now. No stone

has been left unturned by the Saints to

meet the calls which have been made for

the advancement of the work. The
-brethren here have suffered more for

want of employment than in any other

part of the Pastorate.

Carlisle Conference has been blessed

with the labours of Elder Henry Hobta.

He has presided there to good effect

The Saints are attached to him, and ire

very desirous that they should be iavoond

with his presence among them for another

year. The wages there are proverbially

small ; consequently, the amount ofmesas

which is raised for any purpose is sot

much. A better feeling has gradsafly

increased among the Saints, and I hi*

every reason to believe that this inprote-

ment will continue.

I am happy in being able to say that

the Presidents of Conferences and Tra-

velling Elders are united with me is

seeking to roll on the cause of truth; aid

so far as I can judge, it is not a anion

merely from our relative positions to each

other, but a union such as the Spirit of

truth begets.

In conclusion, I have to say that the

Priesthood and Saints of this Past°^

have the utmost confidence in yoorsea

and Councillors. The complete refonna-

tion which has been brought f^ot »

every department of Church business has

given the Saints a better relish for the

Editorials of the Star; and tousj*"f

attention to the counsels of the P**"

hood is becoming greater.

Ever praying for the continued w"**

of yourself and the brethren with you,

I remain yours truly,

TupawWAttAd.
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PASSING EVENTS.

Gbvbbal.—A fierce theological warfare hat lately been raging in the old city of Ely
between the Puseyite and " Evangelical " parties of the Established Church. Arrests have
been made of 15 members of a secret society in Ireland, whose object is declared to have
been the invasion of the country by American filibusters. Great anxiety reigns in the
Austrian cabinet concerning secret societies of the disaffected in that country. There is

still great political fermentation in Lombardy. The Sacred College at Rome has pro-
hibited for the future Christians entering the service of Jews. Mount Vesuvius is again

in futl eruption, presenting night after night scenes of awful grandeur. New fortifications

are about to be made, at Venice. A fight has taken place near Damascus, with a horrible

slaughter of the Mutualis, a Syrian tribe, by the nomades. At the Cape of Good Hope,
political affairs are in an unsettled state on the frontier; robberies are considerably on the
increase, and the smallpox continues very rimlent, carrying off large numbers of the

population : an attempt has been made among the Kaffirs to levy war against her Majesty.

** It Is not what we eat, but what we digest, that makes us fat ; it is not what we earn, but what we
gave, that makes us rich i It is not what we read, but what we remember, that makes us wise. All this

1st simple, but it is worth remembering.*9

Labgest Island.—The largest-island in the world is Australia.

Temperature of Ice—Water becomes ice at a temperature of 32 degrees.

Geysers.— In Iceland, one hundred geysers or boiling springs are found within a
circle of about two miles.

Capability of the Ete.—The hundred-thousandth part of a grain of gold may be
distinctly seen by the naked eye.

Malleability of Gold.—Gold is of such a malleable nature that one single grain of it

may be beaten out so as to cover 52 square inches of surface.

Mourning Colours.—In Europe, the mourning colour is black ; in China, white ; in

Egypt, yellow; in Ethiopia, brown; in Turkey, blue or violet.

Volcanoes.— There are about 200 volcanoes in activity. In Europe there are but
three,—namely, Vesuvius, in Italy ; Etna, in Sicily ; and Hecla, in Iceland.

|1eavie?t and Liohtest Substances.— Platinum is the heaviest known body, and
hydrogen gas the lightest ; the former being 430,000 times heavier than the latter, bulk

for bulk.

Pabts of Speech.—The nine classes of words called grammatical parts of speech

are—articles, nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and
interjections.

FrasT English Poke.— The first English Duke was Edward, Prince of Wales,
commonly called the Black Prince, who was created Duke of Cornwall in 1335, the 11th

year of Edward the Third.

Artesian Wells.—The excavations called Artesian wells were so named from the

French province Artesium (now Artois), the district in which wells of this description

were first formed in Europe.
Alexandrian Canal.—The Alexandrian Canal, which was made GOG years before

Christ, and which was 50 miles long and 00 feet wide, was excavated with hoes, the

soil being carried away in baskets.

Pbimart Planets.—The eight primary planets of the solar system, ranged in the

order of their distance from the sun, and commencing with the nearest, are—Mercury,
Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
Compound Metals.—Brass is a mixture of about two parts of copper and one of zinc ;

bell-metal is composed of about four parts of copper and one of tin ; bronze is a mixture

of copper and tin, the proportion of tin being less than in bell-metal; German silver, or

white copper, sometimes also called argentan, is a mixture of two parts of copper, one of

ainc, and one of nickel; pewter is a mixture of one part of lead and twenty of tin;

Britannia metal is a mixture of tin, lead, copper, and antimony ; type metal U * mixture
of antimony and lead j galvanised iron u iron coated slightly with zinc.

MEMORABILIA.
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Varieties.

A Hint.—A fond husband, in writing to his wife, commenced his letter with M If?

dearest Maria." In her replj thereto; •he desire'd that he would forthwith rheud either his

grammar or his morals !

T»<b Wat Astronombtis Do it.—" Ike," said a rusty old heathen of the desk, "bow do
astronomers measure the distance to the inn?" " Whj," replied the young bopefal,

"they calculate one-fotirth of the dis«anoe> and then multiply by four." The desk*worm
fainted.

A Matrimonial HoBtiLK.-^The Burlington (Iowa) Hawk Eye refers to a lady in that

vicinity as having, by marriage, got into the singular relation of sister-in-law to her father,

aunt to her brothers, sister to her uncle, daughter to her grandfather, and great-snct

to her own children.

Takiho Him at His Wobd:—A Methodist and a Quaker, oaring stopped at a public-

house, agreed to sleep in the same bed. The Methodist knelt down, prayed aloud, end

confessed his catalogue of sins. When he had risen from his knees, the Quaker quietly

observed, " Really, friend, if thou art as bad as thou sayest thou art, I think I dare not

sleep with thee."

FORMALISM.
(Selected.)

" The oracles are dumb the mercy-seat
La. ks the shekinah ;

" Pan the God is dead j
M

AH vainly Christleas temples echo tread

Of many people ; vainly priests repeat
Word-creeds which have no meaning;, vainly kneel

To meant shrines, and lift dull eyes, and pray
Id measured tones, at stated times, each day,

And mouthing ape an awe they do not feel.

These creeds had once a meaning, and the ihrises

A boiy Presence; and true priests have died

For this dead faith, and nations hare defied

All persecution. Now the lifeless signs

Alone remain. Will God the soul restore >

Or shall this church decay, a corpse fur evermore?

MONEY LIST, NOVEMBER 15—DECEMBER 10, 185».

Richard Provia fCape of Good Hope) ...jTiO

James Oakey (per J. Cook) 5 «
John Mellor (per do.) 2 10

Thomas Birt ;per do .) 3 12
Wiinam Jefferles (per G. Teasdale) 3 17 4
Willet Harder (per do.) 7 6
John Kernel (per do.) ... 6 3 7
Thomas Clarke v'per C. W. Penrose) 4 2 3
Thomas Smith jier do.) 1 14 10

tevrts Bowen 'per do.) 4 13 2
James Hotter* per G. 1). Keaton) 8 9 2$
Wiiiiam Mows (per do ) 3
Charles Ast'.e (.per do., 17

\Wliam Brownlon* (pert!. P. Jones) 12 8 2J
Wflttaro Shire* (per do.) 16 13 ft

William Hulls (per do. . w„ ..... fi 3 7
Wilrtum Carnie (per do.) ..... 3 11 5
E. L. T. Harrison 'per J. 1>. Ross) 79 l«i
Jofm Hunter (per J. IfcComtrJ * 9 "2

John McCnmie 5 4 2

Brought forward....-.*^ 1*

A. N. McPerlane(perJ. MvComle) ...... 3 • •

William G. Notxe (per \V. Uudge) _~ 19 * 8

Henry Krown (per do.) 2 8*
Joiin Clmke vper do.) ..... 5 8 7

Samuel Carter (per do.) ~ 1 18 II

Edward Oliver „ 1* « *

W. H. Perkes (per E. Oliver) 4 4 04

M. H. Forscutt (per do.) I 8

Edwin »*cott 'per W. »aylrss) : ..... 9 17 W
T- A. Jeffery (per do.) ..... 4 8

William Ajax (per B. Evans; » W
John Uaries (|w?r do.)... 5 8

Edward D. Miles (per do.) 1 15

Thomas Hees per do.) 7 14

Thomas K. Junes (per do.) ..... « 1*

Wilttam B. Child (per T. Wallace).- 3 4

R. J. Philp (per du.) 11 1

Hefirt Hobo* (perdo.) ...... 1 1*

4

i

8

Carried fonvard...w^rl92 W 34

JO10 4 i
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